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THEATRES

outstanding leadership of
Mighty WurHtzer Unit

THE
the
Organ

FOR

the fine theatres of

States is everywhere
ceded. Wnrlitzer prestige

connow

to all parts of the civilized
Wurlitzer

sizes but

only

is built in various
one

Delaware. Ohio

standard — the

highest known — and is as outstanding a feature and box office attraction in small-unit theatres as the
great Wurlitzers in the largest metropolitan theatres. As a matter of
fact, the Wurlitzer
house

is such

in the small-unit

a big thing propor-

tionately that it is actually a sensa5AKLY "mE:ATKE
lakeTjDorthJli

tion, for it is the unusual and extraordinary that attracts at the box
office.
Full particulars upon

Steuhrnr'ill/' 0

application

at any of the thirty-three Wurlitzer
branches from coast to coast.
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PIANOS • ORGANS • HARPS • MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
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2.in Sl(K-kt(.n St.
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Motion
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Big

Paramount

between

Now

MADAME
SANS GENE
THE CROWDED
HOUR
THE NIGHT CLUB
ADVENTURE

OLD HOME
WEEK'
THE SHOCK
PUNCH
LOST_A
WIFE
MARRY
ME!

EVE'S SECRET
THE MANICURE

ROBERT

KANE

HENRY

GIRL

and

PRESENTS
KING'S

WN\AH
xOitk,

My

ALICE

By Arthur Somers Roche. Screen
play by Jules Furthman and
Beatrice Van.

and

then

Greater

The

Forty!

TERRY

/

Picture

News

Pictures

and

August

LITTLE FRENCH
GIRL
WELCOME
HOME
ARE PARENTS
PEOPLE?
GROUNDS
FOR DIVORCE
UGHT
OF WESTERN
STARS
PATHS TO PARADISE
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Publishing

AND
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Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distribucors
of America, \nc. Will H. Hays, President

City
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Motion

Picture

your program
on
comedy
THE
ought to entertain your patrons,
course;

of

laugh;

to make

it ought

good humor
of the show.

them

put

to

it ought

in

a

rest

the

to enjoy

them

The comedy ought to do all these
things. But it should do more than
these. It should
box'ofiice
It WILL

and
do

attract
make

patrons

money

this for you

to the

for you.

if you

choose your comedy wisely. Few
feature stars are better known
than Larry SEMON. And only
the best of features are better
box-office

drawing

cards than

Mnon
SPECIAL

COMEDIES

l?resents

LARRY

SE
in

The

"The

Dome

Dome

could

Doctor
head

grow

hair

on

a

And
from

he
the

can produce
laughs
coldest audience.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

Prfiidinl

of

D

cabbage.
ted

b>'

Semon

For foreign rights address
FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Member, Motion Picttire Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.. Will H. Hays. President
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44

O'S

BALT

Race
The

to

Nome"

soul- stirring

dash

to

save

plague -stricken
by
Nome
reenacted

GUNNAR
KASSON
and

his

dog

team

the

heroic

immortal
headed

by
No other event since the
war has so aroused the

BALTO

woria as did Balto's errand of mercy to save a
suflfering, dying ctty No other event
has made such an appeal to the
newspapers of the country or been
given such space — day after day.
The names of Balto and Kasson are
on the tongues of the whole civilized
world. "Balto's Race to Nome" will
be the talk of your whole town —
of every town.
You have one of the greatest box-office magnets of
years in this two-reel

Produced
SOL

by

LESSER
SPECIAL

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

Member ,
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.
Wiii H. Hays, Presidt-nt

■THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

PRISCILLA

A vivid, romantic drama laid in post war Vienna written and
adapted by Harvey Gates. Directed by Tom Forman. Interpreted byan exceptional cast in support of Miss Dean, including
Alan Hale, Mitchell Lewis and Taylor Holmes.
A

HUNT

STROMBERG

personally supervised production
Produced by Hunt Stromberg Corporation
Charles R. Rogers, Treasurer
Released

by

(producers

TUstribuUnq

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR W" VOCEL DISTRIBUTING CORR
^
Xkfrpomtlon
F.C.MUNROE Pi«i«env RAYMOND
PAWLEY i"vicPrei.«-T«», PAUL C.MOONEY vie p*. JOHN^C. FUN N vice p.c».
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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Motion

Free

Lighting
for

Save 15%; on Your
Lamp Costs
A new %75 contract l^as been
prepared that meets the needs
of motion picture houses. It
makes available a larger discount on Edison MAZDA lamps
than ivould be otherwise obtainable.
Buying lamps on this contract
not only saves you 15% but it
also insures a constant supply
of reliable lamps.
This contract can be made
through any motion picture
supply dealer selling Edison
Mazda lamps.

Send for Lighting Booklets

Picture

Service

Theatres

Light skillfully used adds to the attractiveness of
any theatre. Experts can make light as flexible as
music. They know how to fit light to a theatre as
music is fitted to a play. They know the possibilities
of light for beauty, for comfort and for effective display.
Many of the finest theatres in the country owe the
effectiveness of their lighting to the skill of our lighting
engineers. Now you can ask the advice of these same
engineers without cost. Your theatre may be large or
small, it makes no difference. Our staff of experts is
at the service of everyone.
Put these men to work for you at once. The\" know
all types of fixtures, and all kinds of lighting methods.
They will plan your lighting to meet the special requirements of your theatre. They will advise you as to
what sizes and types of lamps to use to get maximum
lighting efficiency, and their advice will entail no
obligation. Send for our booklet on theatre lighting.
They are full of new ideas and suggestions,
then at your request we will have a representative look over your present lighting and
make recommendations for improving it.

Publicity Department,
Edison Lamp Wcrks, Harrison. X. J.
Check
□ Sendlighting.
me ycur free hooklet onheretheatre
Check here □ .Send me details of your
special $75 lamp contract.
Name
Address

EDISON
A GENERAL

MAZDA
ELECTRIC

LAMPS
PRODUCT
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Universal

FIFTY-FOUR

FROM

the year 1925-26
EXHIBITORS,!
and
IT

WILL

IS IN

ANSWER

TO

THEIR

me, for more

PROVES

TO

and

THIS

WITH

ME

THAT

on all its promises.

NOW

SECOND

THE

amount

of White

GUARANTEES

white

contracts

—nothing
YOU

^Second

UNUSUAL

that made

FIND

for next

dealing

WHICH

for next

FIRST

LIST

INSURES

with

THE

SAME

Universal

HAVE

year from

WHITE

year— the kind

EXHIBITORS

up anybody's

WILL

features

THE

WHITE

Pictures

REQUESTS,

more

performance

IT

GREET

on UniversaFs

FOR

White

List !

APPLAUSE

appreciation.

bombarded
IT

KNOW,

UNIVERSAL

LITERALLY

Universal.

LIST

MADE

EXHIBITORS

A

that lift mortgages
WHITE

GOOD

GREATER

off theatres,

TREATMENT

a pleasure.

IN

Everything

AND

above

board

sleeve.

30 JEWELS

AND

24 BLUE

STREAK

WESTERNS

LISTED

on the following pa^es. I won*t try to tell you here about these pictures. I have not
allowed my advertising director to try to sell you with copy. You will find only facts
(and then

more

facts) listed about

eadi

of them.

YOU'LL
REALIZE
AFTER
READING
THAT
THERE
ARE
SPLENDID
titles — box-office titles — stars with drawing power and directors with records of money
making pictures in the Second White List.
BEHIND

THIS

SECOND

tremendous advertising
this company.

WHITE

LIST,

campaign— the greatest

UNIVERSAL
and

widest-

WILL

spread

LAUNCH

ever attempted

A
by

YOU
WANTED
MORE
PICTURES^I'VE
GIVEN
THEM
TO
YOU.
YouVe praised the priniciples upon which we built the First White List and Fve given
you a Second White List.

WHITE

PICTURES— WHITE

CONTRACTS-WHITE

TREATMENT!

Turn

here

LAEMMLE'S

CARL

SECOND

3«
Reginald

House

Denny

in California Straiglit Ahead
i>y Byron Morgan
Cast: Gertrude Oltnstead, Tom Wilsop. Frances Raymond,
John Steppling, Charles Gerrard, Fred E$melton,
Lucille Ward, Leo Nomis
A Harry Pollard Production

The

UNIVERS
Peters m The
with Ruth Clifford

Titans

Supporting Cast includes: Mrs. Lou Tellegen, Jere Austin,
Gertrude Clair, Lionel Belmore, Ray Hallor.
From the Novel by Charles Guemon,
Directed by Edward Sloman
.
=i

,

Reginald
Denny
ia Where Was I?
From the Magazine Story by Edgar Franklin
Directed by William A. Seiter

Rex Beach's
Goose Woman

with Jack Pickford, Louise Dresser
Constance Bennett
heading a brilliant Cast including: Gustav Von Seyffertitz,
James O. Barrows, George Cooper, George Nichols
A Clarence Brown Production

Hoot

Gibson

in The

Arizona Sweepstalces
by Charles A. Logue
Cast: Helen Lynch, Emmett King, George Ovey,
Philo McCuUough, Kate Price, Kingsley Benedict
Directed by Clifford Smith

Hoot Gibson in Spoolc Ranch
by Raymond Shrock and Edward Sedgwick
Cast includes: Jules Cowles, Helen Ferguson, Robt. McKim
and Frank Rice
Directed by Edward Laemmle

Dorotlty
Canfield's
The
Home
Malcer
Virginia

Valli and Eugene
in Siege

O'Brien

with Alice Joyce and Clive Brook
Supported by a Cast including: George Fawcett, Mary Campbell,
Martha Mattox, Jacqueline Wells
A King Baggot Production

Serialized in Collier's and published as a novel
by Samuel Hopkins Adams
Cast: Mary Alden, Marc MacDermott, Beatrice Bumham,
W. H. Turner, Kingsley Benedict, Spottiswoode Aitken
A Svend Cade Production
Norman

Hunter in The Little Giant
with Edna Murphy and David Higgins
Suppor^g Cast includes: Jim Bradbury, Jr., Jean Jarvii,
Leward Meeker, Louise Mackintosh, Thomas McGinn,
E>odson Mitchell, Peter Raymond
From the Saturday Evening Post Story "Once a Peddler"
byA Hugh
McNair
Kehlar
Will Nigh
Production

Glenn

Kerry

in Lorraine of the Lions
with Patsy Ruth Miller
andia fine supporting Cast including: Philo 'McCullough.
Joseph J. Dowling, Harry Todd and Doreen Turner
Story by Isidore Bernstein
An Edward Sedgwick Production
Laura

La Piante

n The

Laura

in The Plot Thiclcens
with Alexander Carr

Teaser

From the Saturday
EveningWILCOX
Post StoryPUTNAM
"Doubling for Cupid"
BY NINA
Directed t^y Frank Griffen

with Pat O'Malley
From the Wm. A. Brady Broadway Stage Success
by Adelaide Matthews and Martha M. Stanley, with a Cast including
Wyndham Standing, Margaret Quimby, Hedda Hopper,
Walter McGraiU Vivian Oakland, E. Alyn Warren
Directed by William A. Setter

White

Pictures

La Piante

Mary

—

n in Stella
Phiibi
BY W1LLL\M
J. LOCKE Maris
A Charlet Brabin Production

White

Contracts

WHITE

AL

LIST

JEWELS

Mary Philbin
Sally In Our Alley
by Johns Chichering

My Old Dutch
by Albert Chevalier and Arthur Shirley
with
and Pat
CULLENO'Malley
LANDIS
A Lawrence Trimble Production
Hoot

Reginald Denny
in This Way Out

Gibson

Novel by Frederick Isham

in A Hero on Horseback
Adapted from the Novel, "A Daughter of the Dons'
by William McLeod Raine
Cast: Virginia Browne Faire, Georgie Grandee,
Cesare Gravina, Otto Hoffman
Directed by Herbert Blaclie
Reginald

Laura
The

Denny

Hoot

Whole
From the Town's
Stage Success Talking
by John Emerson and Anita Loos

Away

with George Sidney and Charles Murray
THE STAGE PLAY BY AARON HOFFMAN

Gibson . Kings
by Ralph Spence
Directed by Edward Laemmle

White

Kerry

The Still Alarm
Adapted by Harvey O'Higgins
From the famorus Stage Play by Joseph Arthur and A. C. Wheeler
Directed by Edward Laemmle
Virginia

Valli

Sporting
and All-Star CastLife
Famous Drury Lane Melodrama by Seymour Hicks and Cecil Raleigh
A Maurice Tourneur Production
His

Treatment

People

with Alexander

Up

House Peters n Snowbound
Even greater than his previous successes, "THE STORM" and
the "TORNADO"

—

U

in Under Western
Skies
To be filmed during the 1925 Pendleton Roundup

with Jacqueline Logan and Cullen Landis
FROM THE NOVEL BY TEMPLE BAILEY
^*ith a supporting Cast including:
George Fawcett, Edwin J. Brady, Carolyn Irwin, Ward Crane,
May King, Prince Troubetzkov
A Svend Cade Production

Hoot

Gibson

Norman

Feathers

Blocks

Thrill

Chip of tlie Flying
From the Novel by B. M. Bowers
Directed by Herbert Blache

On the Frontier
with
Norman
Kerry
by Ralph Spence
Directed by Edward Sedgwick

Two

Love

By Byron Morgan

in The

Peacock

La Plante

Carr

Story by Isidore' Bernstein
Hoot
The

Gibson

Calgary Stampede
Directed by Herbert Blache

Turn

here

BLUE

STREAK

Made

and

Released

Starring

Starring JACK

ART

HOXIE
He

Two

ACORD

rides like a Centaur —
he loves like a Romeo

Fisted

A

Fighting Fury With
as the Limit

Jones

Sky

Out
Bustiit'

White

The

Demon

of

the

Outlaw

Triple

Flood

Action

Rustlers'

Lightning

Looking

for

Set

The

Scrappin'

The

Terror

Up

Trouble

Sheriff

Medicine

KEEP

Ranch

The
Jack

Border

Peace

Corral

High

Through

The

The

the Sky

TIME

Western

Kid

Pluck

OPEN-UNIVERS

Western

by

Features

UNIVERSAL

Starring JOSIE
TTHREE
Sedgwick
A
Who

Can

big

Beauty

Ride

series

Like the Wind

of eight
reels

popular
Call

of

Courage

Blue

Blazers

The

Desperate

Game

each.

with

the

Trouble

erns

Tucking

stand

the

all

standard
and

the
and

action

Streak

out
tang

excitement

Blue

quality
Daring

to make

outdoors,

thrilling

make

proven

all the

breath'taking
Chasing

and

pictures

of

Widely

combine

sharply
of

westerns,

stories

directors
these

The

stars

in Western
pictures —
each
to be starred
in a

five

The

popular

that

West*

of action

drawing

po wer.

Days

the

Truth

The

Escape

The

Boundary

Line

The Trade-Mark of Qood Westerns

Turn here
AL

HAS

THE

PICTURES

wm-

/I

Adventure

Pictures

10

Episodes

Each
The Sign o/ the best
Serials

Prodiiced

L

PERILS

OF

THE

featuring

and

PRIMITIVE

than any serial released in many a year. There isn't
a child living that can read that hasn't read this
book. It's an ideal story for Bonomo, as it com>
bines plenty of feats of strength with stirring adven>
tures with wild animals. Directed by Francis Ford.
OF

MARY

DESMOND

McAllister

SCARLET
featuring

STREAK

BONOMO

say

WINKINQ

Our fourth serial is THE WINKING IDOL, stirring Western dramas of the Aztec country written
by Charles Van Loan, a famous author. The cast
for this picture has not been cettled as yet, but will
likely include William Desmond, our Westera
"ace."

It again

and

5. THE

PHANTOM

From the stirring novel of adventure and mystery
by Frank R. Adams. With a great cast, a famous
director and a tremendously thrilling story, it i*
certain to be a tremendous asset at all box offices.

6. STRINQS
OF

Following "The Ace of Spades" comes THE
SCARLET STREAK which is Bonomo's second
serial of our next year's schedule. This is a story
based on the "death ray" which has consumed pages
of space in the papers throughout the world. This
will be a big production as we plan on making it
very high class, and will probably be the most expensive serial made during the year.

You'll

4. THE

ISLAND

You know what's happened with THE RIDDLE
RIDER with William Desmond. This is proving
to be one of the most successful serials released since
Eddie Polo's. William Desmond is the serial star
today. He stands alone! THE ACE OF SPADES
is another fast moving Western picture, laid in
Oklahoma during the last big " land rush." The
coast reports the first episode isa knockout.
Directed by Henry McRae.

3. THE

\Jn\versal

SPADES

WILLIAM
with

hy

IDOL

BONOMO

with MARGUERITE
QUIMBY
This
is a story isbased
"Swiss Family
Mr. Laetnmie
more onenthusiastic
aboutRobinson."
this serial

2. ACE

Released

STEEL

STRINGS OF STEEL is by Phillip Dutton Hum
and Oscar Lund, a romance of the development of
the telephone. The coast is extremely enthusiastic
about this story and say that it will make one of
the best serials we have etAr released.

again— UNIVERSAL

Has

the

Serials

CENTURY

COMEDIES
2

Reels

Each—

1

Each

Week

12 STARRING

WANDA

WILEY

The twinkling, hoydenish beauty that wins every patron's heart
12 STARRING
12 COMEDIES
OF

BUSTER

EDNA

BROWN

MARIAN
She's pretty — she can act— she can coax a laugh firom
a confirmed grouch.
Yep, she satisfies

Featuring Arthur Trimble. There isn't a grown-up or kid
in the land that wouldn't walk a mile for these

6 STARRING
AL

ALT

Supreme laugh-maker — the man who can bring a smile where gloom grew before
6 STARRING
4 FEATURING
CHARLES

KING

EDDIE

And CENTURY
FOLLIES GIRLS
A comedian from the word go, with a beauty chorus that
could win an easv place on Broadway

^7

The comedy find of the year, the real sensation in
laughing circles. He's a favorite everywhere

e
BulPs
1 REELEy
EACH
—

CHARLEY

GORDON

PUFFY

Comedies
52 PER
YEAR
_

ARTHUR

The first few comedies by Puffy are a whale of a
success. He's a real, joyous, compelling merrymaker, and it won't be long before he'll have one
of the largest followings of any comedian in the
country.
His work merits our highest enthusiasm.

LAKE

in "Sweet Sixteen Comedies"
big success
He made
he has done is eagerly awaited by
every a thing
and
a faithful following. This series gives him remarkable opportunities to catch the elusive laugh and
bring home the bacon.

A new star, as yet utiannounced, will complete this
series. Several prominent stars arc under consideratton, and a selection will soon be made.
The result will make every exhibitor happy.

Variety

for

every

type

of

house

-Always

from

Universal
Turn here

Motion

1910

Picture

News

NEW

GUMPS
12
Z

Reels

With

Each—

a Ready-Made

One

Audience

Every
o(

Month

Millions

You know what the first twelve did for you— they cleaned up everywhere.
Unprecedented publicity, a nation-wide tie-up with 227 newspapers, and real
rib'tickling comedies made this Gump series a winner in every house. This new
series is even

better.

It*s a joyous

event

to patrons

eager for more

heart

laughs.

STARRING

JOE
From the famous cartoons by SIDNEY SMITH

MURPHY
With FAY TINCHER

MORGAN

104

52

International

MUSTANG

News

WESTERNS
2

and CHESTER

REELS

EACH

2

ISSUES

EACH

WEEK

STARRING
International
ED

COBB
FRED
HUMES
and two other stars to be announced

News

is weekly

render-

ing extraordinary service to exhibitors in giving them exclusive features
at no extra cost Scoop after scoop

Real program builders, these two
reel Westerns are making themselves

attests its dominant
in the field.
And it is advertised daily to more

pay

than twenty million readers in all
Hearst newspapers. When you book

their

way

many

times

over

in

every house that plays them. They're
thrilling, full of excitement, and filled
to the hilt with the breeze of the
West.
Made

They're
and

Quality

box-office

produced

and

International you know you will receive the utmost in service and box
office power.

certainties.

by Universal

Quantity

—

Released

Universal

by

Universal

Short

Features

May

2, 1925

PRODUCTION/*

M. H. Hoffman announces
TIFFANY'S BIG TWELVE
PRODUCTIONS will be
based on the following
novels by famous authors—'
"THE DUMB HEAD"
by Rupert Hughes

"LIGHTNING"
by Zane Grey

"SOULS FOR SABLES"
(suggested by GARLAND & CO.)
by David Graham Phillips
'MORGANSON'S

'THE LODGE IN THE WILDERNESS"
by Sir Gilbert Parker
'THE TRAVIS COUP"
by Arthur Stringer

OF A VANISHING
by Rex Beach

—AND

TWO

OTHER

by Jack London
"THE LUCK SERUM"
by Gouveneur Morris

'THE WRONG COAT"
by Harold McGrath

"TALE

PEOPLE"

CELEBRATED

FINISH"

"THE

NOVELS

LIFE OF A WOMAN"
by De Maupassant

TO

BE ANNOUNCED-

Production titles subject to change
for greater box office value
*
mOEPENDElST

*

*

*

EXCHANGES — Secure full details of Tiffany productions

and franchise plan before closing for next season's product.
Remember,

Exhibitors will ALWAYS

find play dates for BIG PICTURES!

PRODUCTIONJ'iKd
Y
TIFFAN
M. H.HOFFMAN
vice PAEi*..
1^4-0

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

CITY.

, ERNST
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OUR COUNTRY — Independent and the marvel of the world
in progress. Independence and progress go forward hand in

u
a
o
r

hand together. The independent must he progressive — he
must offer the world something better ifi order to exist.
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TvailBlozQVs!
Warner Bros, have blazed the trail of motion picture progress
with new ideas and new accomplishments which have carried
the industry to new and greater successes.
You remember "My Four Years in Germany" — "School Days"
-"Why Girls Leave Home"— "Main Street"-"Brass'' —
"Where the North Begins'*— "Tiger Rose"— "Beau Brummel"—
Warner Pictures which gripped the public from coast to coast
and filled your theatres.
It was Warner Bros, who first recognized the genius of the
European master of screencraft, ErnSt Lubitsch, and through
him brought a new technique to the American screen. It was
Warner Bros, who secured the association of David Belasco in
the filming of his dramatic masterpieces.

It was Warner

Bros,

who

first discovered in best-selling books a new source of unsurpassed screen material. And Warner Bros, have always
blazed the way in the aggressive exploitation of motion pictures.
These

achievements

are a matter of screen history and show

that Warner Bros, have been the real pioneers in motion
ture progress.
With

ample

finances, Warner

pic-

Bros, today are able to carry

through a pre-arranged production schedule of a magnitude
heretofore impossible. The 1925-26 Warner program is by far
the biggest in Warner history. It will set new standards of
screen achievement — new records of box oflice successes.
Don't be in a hurry to make your bookings. Bigger and better
things are coming — FORTY WARNER
Classics — 40 Winners.
Wait for the winners!
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AHobart Henley production, with Eleanor
Boardman, Adolphc
Menjou, Conrad Nanel. Story
min Glazer.by Benja-

A Monta Bell production with Norma
Shearer, John Gilbert,
Conrad Nagel. From
Helen R. Martin's
novel.

A Reginald Barker
production with Alice
Terry, Conway Tearle.
From the William
Vaughn Moody stage
classic.

A Robert G. Vi^jnola
production
with Matt
Eleanor Boardman,
story.
Moore. From Kailiarine Newlin Burt's

King Vidor's
production with Eleanor
Boardman, Pat
O'Malley,
Ford. From Harrison
Lawrence

Elinortion ofGlyn's
producher novel.
Directed by King Vidor
with Aileen Pringle
and John Gilbert.

A Robert Z. Leonard
production
withLewis
Conrad Nagel,
Stone, Marguerite I)e
La Motte.
famous
stageFrom
play the
by
Samuel Shipman.

A Frank Borzage production with Alice

Fred tionNiblo's
producof his story,
with
Ramon Navarro, Enid
Beery.
Bennett, Wallace

A Victor Seasttom
production with Lon
Chaney, Norma
Shearer, John Gilbcrr,
Tully Marshall. From

Rising's novel.

Roland West's
duction with proLon
Chaney and Johnny
Arthur. Fromthestage
success by Crane Wilbur.

Rupert Hughes'
production of his stage
play with Norma
Shearer, Conrad Nagel, Renee Adoree,
Walter Hiers. Directed by Alf Gouldint;.

mo
n t .play.
F r o n\ .MarZoe
Joyce,
Percy
Akins'

Leonid Andreyev's
play.

STUFF

Rupert Huglies'
production with Sally
O'Neill. Directed by
Alf Goulding.

A Hobart Henley production with Eleanor
Boardman, Lew Cody,
Conrad Nagel. Story
by Carey Wilson.

A Marshall Neilan
production with
Blanche Sweet, Ronald Col man, Lew
Cody. From Gerald
Beaumont's story.

A Robert G. Vignola
production
withConrad
Pauline Frederick,
Nagel, Louis
Mae Joseph
Busch.
From
Vance's novel.

Based on David Belasco's famous !«tage
comedy by Roi Cooper
Megrue. Presented by
Joseph M. Schenck.

An Elinor Glyn production with Lew
Cody, Harriett Hammond, Renee Adoree.
Directed by Victor
Schertiinger.

A King Vidor production with John Gilbert, Aileen Pringle.
Eleanor Boardmjn.
novel.
From Cyril Hume's

A Victor Seastrom
production with Alice
Terry, Lewis Stone.
det's novel.
From
Alphonse Dau-

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS! ''The Wizard of Oz''
is the biggest comedy spectacle ever released.
It is the biggest Independent
With

25 years of prestige as a book
hind it,this remarkable

screen it's phenomenal
page. "THE

WIZARD

at your box-office.
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The audience not only laughed until the tears came but thev roared until they coughed
F. W. Mordaunt Hall in "The New York Times"

"Shrieks of delighted laughter greeted Larry Semon's "Wizard of Oz"

R

S

Mo.- A.

Louella Parsons in "The New York American".
and the kiddies were not the only ones who enjoyed it, either. Grown ups all around me guffawed
all through the picture and I joined them whole heartedly. There's a bona fide laugh in nearly every
scene and most of theni are of the howl variety. "The Wizard of Oz" which is put out as a Chadwick
picture is one of the best Comedies seen on Broadway in along time. You can't afford to miss thij;
picture.
George Gerhard in "TheN. Y. Evening World".

"The Wizard of Oz" whizzes in enchanting fashion. They shrieked uproariously at this speedy
version of Frank Baums quaint fantasy. We enjoyed this picture— and then some. It's different.
For clean cut, novel, splendid entertainment don't miss Larry Semon in "The Wizard of Oz.
Dorothy Herzog in "The Daily Mirror" N. Y.
Of one thing there can be little question, that is the popular appeal of the picture . The audience
at the Colony enjoyed the antics of the Scarecrow and Tin Woodman loudly and cmi)hatically.
Richard Watts, Jr. in "The Herald-Tribune" N. Y.

It's good fun, well produced, and one is given all the thrills of a cyclone, ferocious lions and
Grown ups in the audience howled just as much as the children.
underground caverns.
RosePelswick in "New York Evening Journal".
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YORK,

and

an interesting article on chain stores
THERE'S
in a recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post
— interesting because that development has a
lot in common, apparently, with our chain theatre
situation.
Here are some figures : "In 1923 these chain stores
did eight per cent of the retail business of the United
States, and they are growing furiously. The largest
has 10,000 stores and has not crossed the Mississippi.
It sold $350,000,000 worth of groceries last year"
(nearly as much as the total sale of motion picture
theatre admissions in the United States). "The
greatest of the five and ten cent chains sold some
$218,000,000 worth of goods in 1300 stores. One
man who was running a general store in Kemmerer,
Wyoming, in 1902, now has a string of 500 general
stores doing a total business of some $75,000,000.
A drug store chain has 300 stores in the United
States and 700 in Great Britain. A tobacco chain
operates 1200 stores and 1300 agencies in this
country, and several hundred in Canada. There
are restaurant chains, optical, hat, shoe and shoe
repair chains, candy, florist, barber shop, orange
drink, haberdashery, bakery and hotel chains, etc.,
etc."
The writer speaks of the real estate end of these
group stores. The holdings are "enormous." Some
make more money in real estate than over the counter. Huge capital and much shrewdness are needed,
in this connection. Another parallel with the chain
theatre of today, which is so largely a real estate
matter.

Referring to manufacturer-owned stores (like our
producer-owned theatres), the writer says: "As
early as the sixties manufacturers seeking better and
more economical distribution began to sell their
products more or less exclusively through their own
retail stores. A sewing-machine company, with
6000 branches scattered over the world, and a firm
of makers of men's clothing, are examples of these
manufacturers' chains, but they are tending to
decrease."
■*
*
*
And now, what are the other stores — the department stores and independent retailers — doing to protect themselves against the chain store aggression?
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They are mobilizing, for one thing, especially the
department stores; and here we have the parallel of
our booking combines. Eighteen large department
stores, from Seattle to Boston, and doing an aggregate annual business of $200,000,000, have organized
a central buying office and research bureau in New
York, with sample rooms and expert buying staflf.
In theory, says the writer, the association should
buy on even terms with the chain store; "in practice
it has not worked out so well."
But what the independent retailer is doing interests us most. How does he hold his own — if he does
— without association of any kind?
He, too, is pooling with other independent stores
in the large centres, in some places with considerable success. But, mainly, and in all the smaller
cities and towns, he is holding his own through his
personality — so big a factor in the neighborhoods,
and through giving better service to his customers.
And it seems to me that here is the answer for
every independent exhibitor today. The man who
is up on his toes, who gives the show, who gives the
service, who counts in his community, who makes
friends, who looks everlastingly after his patrons —
can hold his own against any group combination.
Summing up, on how each community sticks to
its own people and its own interests, the writer says:
"And so with the chain stores, there's a limit to their
usefulness, a point of diminishing return, and the
enterprise of the independent retailer can pretty well
fix that limit.
"The

retailer who

is worth his salt and the business worth saving will survive all the thousandlegged monsters that New York can hatch, just as
long as noses come in assorted shapes and sizes, and
some of us like corned beef and cabbage and others
do not. Whether he is a hatter, a confectioner, a
druggist or a department-store owner, he can give
the public something that Unit 888 of the Consolidated Canned Stores never can duplicate.
"That

something

personality."

will be the flavor of his own
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We've seen Broadway
mobs before, crazed by
the appearance in person of picture stars, but nothing like the
crowd of fanatics that assailed

G

AM

the Rivoli last week at the "five-doUar-a-seat" opening
of "Madame Sans Gene." And it makes us ponder,
Gloria Swanson. an attraction in herself, of course.
But this greatly increased, for the moment, by her newname, "The Marquise;" not since the widely reputed
engagement of Pola Negri and Charles Chaplin has
any star publicity ever had such sweeping power. And
then add this : the adept way in which Gloria has been
handled ever since she reached these shores — her dinner dance at the Park Lane, her regal suite at the hotel
(royalty never was so formal and aloof), the "fivedollar-a-seat"
premiere. Very good, we'll say. Excel ent !
As for the great stars today, and their salaries, and
their pictures, and their forced prices to the exhibitor,
etc., etc., — well, realizing that the business is fundamentally one of personalities, we're not sanguine that
the whole industry swings from them as it once did.
Fact is, it doesn't. Stars are making fast these days.
The woods are full of them. And we shall air our
views along these lines, rig-ht or wrong. But anyway,
that Broadway ovation was a humdinger.
* * *

printers took some sad liberties with our lead
THE
editorial last week. We said that the real issue
booking combines, theatre
chains, producer owned theatres, etc. — is "trustification"— not justification. Justification is too common
in this business to incite editorials.
today — back

of

Talk to any independent exhibitor today, and he'll
mention "trusts" in the first minute of conversation.
He mentions it vaguely, but uneasily. He doesn't know
what it is exactly, but he feels it as an ominous thing.
He feels the lines closing in about him. Such and such
a theatre group is approaching him from one side ; another iscreeping up from another quarter, or his competitor isalready chained up. Naturally he worries —
about the permanency of his business; whether he is
going on as before ; or whether he will or can sell out.
Lots, I judge, are willing to sell, and afraid they won't.
All of which is bad, if it keeps an exhibitor from concentrating onhis job willingly, hopefully, happily. We
ought to have the air cleared as quickly as possible.
It's up to the leaders, like Sam Katz, to come out with
speech or the printed word or both, and talk out like
men — and like business men. If there is trustification
(we use the long word, like M. J. O'Toole; it sounds
worse than trust) let's say so and get it over with. If
not, let's chase the monster back into his hole.
* * *

S play, "The Fool,"
POLL
CHANNI
edOCK'
more discussion than any
has creat
which NG
drama produced in recent years, becomes a vital
g
picture because it has been approached with
movin
thy
and feeling. The Fox forces have labored
sympa
over a year to translate this play. Which is an indica-

EDITOR
Tke

Week

in Reviev?

tion of the sincerity behind it.
What is its subject matter? Simply that a rector
ref uses to subscribe to the ways of the flesh. He would
conduct his life as Christ would if he lived on earth
today. And the modern pharisees reject him. The picture follows the play in every detail and because it has
richly dramatic elements — as well as a significant
spiritual value, it will not lack in box-office appeal.
It will inspire finer thoughts. It will awaken humanities. For sheer emotional and spiritual tug no more
impressive scene has ever been caught by a camera
than when the rector's oppressors stand awe-stricken
as the little cripple walks without her crutches. Here
is the very soul of the picture. It took unbounded sympathy and feeling to make "The Fool." And Harry
Millarde, who has "Over the Hill," and "If Winter
Comes" to his credit, has again demonstrated that he
is a flesh-and-blood director. Edmund Lowe is an ideal
choice for the rector who was branded a fool by rich
and poor alike. His restraint and dignity of poise in
such a difficult role compel the greatest admiration. It
is his best performance.
* * *

ting to "see ourselves as others
is always interes
IT see
us," through the eyes of those who come here
from abroad to study the American picture industry, particularly when these visitors view us in a
broad-minded and impartial manner. Such a one is
Olaf Fonss, who arrived here the other day from Denmark to spend three months in studying the American
stage and screen. Fonss has been sent here by the
Danish government, which is desirous of building up
and fostering its own cinema industry.
He brings a rich store of experience to the task. -For
years one of the leading figures in the Danish legitimate theatre, his talents later found expression on the
screen as both an actor and a director. When the
Danish film industry went into a slump, Fonss was invited by the Ufa people to Babelsberg, where he appeared in several pictures, including "The Indian
Bridegroom," one of Joe May's most spectacular toprobe
ductions. He also appeared in the first picture
directed by Murnau, whose latest work is "The Last
Laugh." Paranthetically, he tells us that Murnau is
birth."as might be supposed, a German, but is of Scotch
not,

Having been here but a few days, Fonss has had little
time as yet to visit our studios and see our pictures in
the making, but he has seen many of them abroad and
has the warmest admiration for them. The outstandii)g characteristic, in his estimation, of the American
" picture is its "tempo" — a certain dash and snap which
foreign directors have failed, so far, to capture. At
the same time, the European picture has certain gopd
points of its own, and Fonss hopes, through his studies
in New York and on the West Coast, to learn to com-
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By William

A. Joh nston

bine something- of American "tempo" with the ah'ead}'
existing European characteristics. It will be an interesting experiment, and will be undertaken as soon
as he returns to Denmark this summer.
* * *

HUGO RIESENFELD, at a luncheon the
other day in honor of Al Christie and Bobby
Vernon, touched upon the evil of too-long features. He was speaking, of course, of the necessity of
lanced
well-ba
programs in the theatre. They are out
of the question if features are too long. This is a subject we have often discussed; it needs to be stressed
again — when producers are laying out production
schedules for next season.
Of the value of comedy, the Doctor also spoke. Good
comedies are indispensable ; they should not be considered "fillers" — are not so considered by first-class
showmen. The Doctor turned to Al Christie and said :
DR.

"If I can aid you in getting more recognition for the
work you are doing, I shall be happy to do so. But I
don't think you'll need *it."*

WE

*

have attended a number of exhibitor meetings recently. They are all interesting — even
if the results aimed at seem difficult to discover

sometimes. But one of them impressed us mightily —
the luncheon in honor of Joe Seider, President of the
Jersey M.P.T.O. It was an earnest gathering, with
no politics discernible on the horizon. A report was
presented, showing that Jersey is a traveling organization. Instead of waiting for the individual exhibitor
to come to the organization, the organization goes to
him. Board meetings are held monthly in different
counties of the State ; Jhe directors have traveled on the
way some 2,000 miles. Ninety-three per cent of the
possible membership of the State is enrolled. These
are the fruits of the Seider regime — and they are
worthy of comment and praise. A sincere, modest,
hard-working exhibitor leader is Joe Seider.
* * *
SOONER or later the day will arrive when directors
will take heed of the good-natured kidding given
them for constructing sets on such a large scale.
Even now some of the most discriminate directors have
stopped building drawing rooms as large as the Grand
Central Station. Even the homes of America's wealthiest people are never constructed on huge ball-room
proportions.
We have seen pictures supposed to represent homes
of moderately wealthy upkeep which presented rooms
large enough to stage a circus. And these moderately
wealthy dwellers employed liveried butlers.
There is too wide a contrast between wealth and
poverty in the reproductions on the screen. Wealth
must be indicated in fabulous figures, while poverty
must be recorded as approaching the dregs of life,

visualized hi squalid rooms, bare
of plaster and furniture.
There's a vast middle class of
America which is not represented often enough.
There is too little seen of our

neighbors who live modestly and comfortably.

Their

homes are of modest proportions — and they don't employ an English butler who answers to the name of
Watkins, Bates, or good old Dobbs. Very often they
have a maid and a cook. Very often the housewife or
her relatives do the work.
The rule that seems to be followed is that of spending money to represent a costly production. So the
director is assigned to shoot a rich estate — and advised
not to miss a thing, not even the sunken garden. The
result is the society picture of people, fabulously rich
— who climb magnificent staircases to their exotic boudoirs— who never live on a small, intimate scale.
The Social Register and the Blue Book show very
few multi-millionaires and billionaires who could afford to maintain such mammoth menages. But screen
directors have erred in believing that every picture that
has a Croesus for a central character must have a
palace of enormous rooms. And this in a day when
interior decoration has taught the little sons and
daughters of the rich that average-sized rooms, neatly
mounted — without excess atmosphere — are those
which are the most comfortable and charming.
The big drawing-room set should go — as out of the
scheme of things. And the stoic butler in kneebreeches should take a vacation.
* * *
^^'T"^ HE Wizard of Oz" has been held over at the
Colony Theatre, New York, for a second
I
week. A good picture, this. It was the attraction atthe Forum in Hollywood when we visited
that theatre last winter, and while we saw but snatches
of the picture at the time, the crowds of children and
their happy faces as they came out told the story. Now
we have seen the picture. It needs no further review ;
or rather, it needs only a reporter's review. You have
but to listen to the roar of delight from some thousand
youngsters to know that it catches right on,

*
* * *
do a lot of talking and wondering about what
the radio will do to the motion picture — for it
and against it. Perhaps we have missed the
big point; and, in this connection, perhaps, we might
take a leaf from the book of Governor Smith of New
WE

York State. When a vital issue arose in the State's
affairs, he talked to the public over the radio and sent
the politicians to the woods.
The motion picture is a vital thing. As we have
often pointed out it isn't merely a piece of merchandize
made and sold ; it is something that makes public opinion. What could be more vital ?
So what wehaveinmindis this : if thetradepoliticians
go too far, if the human desire to dominate in trade goes
over the bounds— why somebody is going to tell the
public about it. Over the radio.
Already nine great
{Continued on Page 1933)
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If indications are worth anything — and they certainly are — there will be more good pictures next
season than ever before. They deserve intelligent
and forceful advertising, exploitation and presentation, week in and week out.
So we say: let's all get busy in the campaign to
put the new season over with a bang — and then keep
up the effort.

Season

Static and

Summer

Business

TN
E\"ERY branch of the industry ought to get
Avholeheartedly behind Mr. Hays' plan for a
National Greater Movie Season. It is a drive
in which all can unite.
Certainly, there can be no
justified division of opinion on this matter.
A concerted campaign at the beginning of the
new picture season is a tremendous undertaking. It
means registering with the public the importance of
the picture year 1925-1926, for one thing, and getting the new season away to a flying start. It also
means bigger box-ofiice returns, and a unified efifort
to put the industry in the strongest possible favor
with the public.
Seasonal drives have been extremely successful in
several localities, notably on the West Coast, where
they have become institutions. Now the efifort is to
be nation-wide in scope — an excellent idea — a big
idea, deserving of the utmost success.
An

extensive advertising and exploitation campaign has been mapped out. It will shortly be put
into efifect. Tie-ups on a national scale; newspaper,
magazine and trade paper advertising will be employed under expert direction. Nothing will be left
undone, so far as the Hays organization is concerned, to make the campaign completely efifective.
The participation of the theatres is vital to the
success of the plan. Already a large number of
exhibitors have declared themselves in its favor, and
have announced that they will co-operate actively.
There will be working committees in every key
city, under whose direction the plan will be put into
effect regionally. The national exploitation organization, headed by Jerome Beatty, loaned to the Hays
office by Universal, will have charge of the details
of the drive.
It is clearly up to everybody to lend his help in
the undertaking. By so doing he will be aiding the
most important of all jobs — the creating of additional good-will throughout the country. Much
good work has already been done in this direction.
Here is a practical opportunity for every exhibitor
in America to become part of a great movement, in
which he will benefit locally, and at the same time
contribute to the success of a national efifort.
The Greater Movie

Season idea ought to be made

permanent throughout 'the year. It is a fine idea to
inaugurate the new season with a big drive, but let's
see to it that the campaign is carried right along for
the whole season. There should be no let-down in
activity.

view of the unquestioned importance which
radio now occupies in the amusement field, it
seems to us that the arrival of warm weather introduces a new factor into the summer business situation, and one that should be borne in mind by the
exhibitor in planning his campaign for the summer
months.

The competition of the automobile is greatly
increased with the arrival of warm weather — but
that same weather which makes automobiling so
pleasant makes radio the very reverse. Already
static has begun to mingle its noisy disturbances
with the incoming programs, and the radio engineers are pretty well baffled regarding a solution of
the problem.
That would seem to mean that a good many
families who have been sitting home evenings
listening it " will receive considerably lessened
pleasure the next few months from that source.
While the great outdoors will undoubtedly take up
much of the time thus left free — is it not logical to
assume that those folks are in the frame of mind
receptive to interest in some other form of amusement?
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Having been 'most everything else
in the film business, J. L. Johnston, publicity manager for Frank
Lloyd, recently played a Northwest "mountie" in "JFinds of
Chance" (First National).

BOBBY IS ENTERTAINED
B
' VERNON, Christ
ie star, was the guest of honor at a
OBB^l
luncheon given by Educational, under the able direction of Gordon
White, at the Astor on Wednesday. The affair was largely attended and marked the end of Bobby's fiist trip to the big town.
Mrs. Vernon and Vera Stedman, the original bathing girl, were
also guests, as was Al Christie, who gave a humorous account of
N'Yawk.
studio activities on the Coast and incidents in Bobby's pilgrimage to

Eighty
per cent,
fans Brent
voted
for bobbed
hair, ofso her
Evelyn
had her tresses sheared the other
dav, and will be seen thus in
"Flash Annie" (F. R. O.K

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, who stressed the importance of comedy
subjects in the building of a well-rounded theatre program, and
Danny of Film Daily were the other speakers.
Al Christie told a bit of inside history that is not generally
known. When Bobby Vernon left the Sennett forces, there was
another who departed at the same time — Gloria Swanson. Both
came to the Christie lot and offered their services. Bobby was accepted, because, according to Mr. Christie, he asked less salary
than Gloria.
I he guest of honor made a pleasing talk and created a very
pleasing impression.
THE

BOY

GROWS

OLDER

Hen Lynn, on location with the
"Winds of Chance" (First Nat'l)
lompany. found time for a few
uinter sports. for uhich he
brought a suitable costume.

JACKIE COOGAN is growing up. The child movie hero has
struck New York with his first pair of long trousers which in their
light gray with a blue stripe become him very well. The rest of
the 'toot " ensemble features a light sport coat and a sport cap.
When he was seen leaving the Grand Central Terminal (the interior of which IS imitated quite frequently by ambitious directors)
Monday morning he carried a golf bag containing a dozen clubs.
And he caught a taxi for the Hotel Astor.
At noontime when the strollers are doing their heavy promenading
— when the actors in from the road saunter along with press notices
in hand — Jackie was caught eating his luncheon. The pedestrians
stopped.
And immediately a crowd formed to watch Jackie put

Just now Tom Mix, the Fox star,
is inas Europe,
but we're
this
a reminder
that herunning
has a
crack baseball team of his own
aivaiting his return.

Pandro Berman, son of the F. B.
O. general sales manager, and an
assistant director with the Evelyn
Brent unit, with Alberta Vaughn,
"Faccmakers" *tar.

Nicholas M. Schenck, vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn, registers satisfaction at signing Lillian Gish to a contract to appear in M-G-M
productions.

Maurice Elvey, the distinguished
British director, now under contract to Fox, plans a scene with
Alma Rubens for "She Wolves"
(Fox).
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OMETIMES
it happensDIF
s are
thatFIC
IES
storie
ULT
written under diffiER
SUND
culties. Any good newspaper man will tell you of how he scored
a scoop or two when he had nothing but a dirty cuff and a piece of
black crayon to do his stuff. Balzac wrote in a garret often at a
freezing temperature — and Walt Whitman dashed off his essays
and poems whenever the mood overtook him — Lincoln wrote the
immortal Gettysburg address on the back of an envelope while
journeying by train to Gettysburg. Inspiration chooses strange
places for expression.
Which brings us to John Goodwin, author of "Without Mercy"
which
will be the first of the series of Metropolitan productions to
come through Producers Distributing Corporation. He originated
a new type of sanctum sanctorum. He had been a sailor for several years and writing the story he selected a space 'tween decks on
a submarine chaser where he could vvTap a leg around a chair and
bang away on his typewriter.
1 he story did not reach the reading public until two years ago,
but it was written during the war and while the submarine chaser
was patrolling the waters off the coast of Belgium. The strange
it is— not one bit of so-called "war stuff" is used in the
part
entire ofaction.
Jack Dempsey and Kstelle Taylor affix their sienatiires to a contract
tiilh Associated Exhibitors to make "Manhattan Madness," Osrar Price
(centre J representing the company.
on the feed bag. The youngster was too busy putting away the
strawberries and cream to pay much attention to the congested
throng outside. He is here for ten days — to play golf and see the
Cjiants. Last Tuesday he journeyed up to the Pelham Country
Club to play a round.
He registers real anger if he makes it over 1 1 0. The little star
has swung a mashie for several years — and knows all the fine points
of the game. It's a cinch that he could give some of the entries in
the film tournament a large handicap and trim them.
J

BETTER

IF NOT

BIGGER

AVID POWELL, a motion picture actor, long associated
day in a New York sanatorium
with leading parts, died the other R
MOichIAM
E
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wn
do
s
ing
kou
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N
was complicated with pneuwh
br
ne
a
fol
I
D
monia. Dave (as he was called by all his friends) had a winning
personality which made it a pleasure to know him. He was modest
and unassuming — and always a gentleman.
As an actor he entered into the spirit of every role assigned him
and because of his naturalness and sincerity he made his characterization into a real flesh and blood figure. His services were always in demand because he had personality and background.
Dave Powell was born in Wales and came to America about
ten years ago. After several appearances on the stage he became
associated with motion pictures, never leaving them once he had
made up his mind to follow the fortunes of the screen.
His principal association was with Famous Players — and he went
to England to act in their English productions when the producers

IT'S a real artistic "lay-out" which Universal has used in the
building of their new projection room at the Fifth Avenue offices,
rhey have, seemingly, been guided by one idea — to provide —
Bigger and Better chairs. And their slogan could easily be —
Comfort and Service.

operated a studio over there. He played in "TTie Siren Call,"
"Anna Ascends," "Missing Millions," "GHmpses of the Moon,"
"The Spanish Jade," "Her Gilded Cage" and a host of other productions.

It's like stepping into a miniature theatre to see the indirect lighting which sheds soft colored hues on the walls and ceiHng — these
having been designed on an Italian motif. Gone are the days of the
stiff-backed chairs — and the school room atmosphere. The reviewers, seated so comfortably, can forget for an hour the sunvel chairs
and the jumping keys of the typewriter.
Nothing is lacking in Universal's new projection room except a
small symphony orchestra and a pipe organ. It is a pleasure to
enter it and be wafted away on the wings of adventure and
romance. Mr. Laemmle, Messrs. Cochrane, Mr. Gulick, Mr.
Beatty, Mr. Goldstein, Mr. Bate — we thank you. The service is
performed.

ANK MANN needn't take off his trick moustache and his
trick clothes when he comes off the set. He will have use for them
used. Hank was a papa
amK
at home in keeping little Miss Mann
HAN
A
P
A
P
r ten whe
days and didn't know it. The stork visited the Mann menfoH
age n Hank was on location. When he returned someone
greeted him with "Hello Pop " — and he rushed home to see his
newly arrived daughter — an eight pounder. When he bounded
through the door — as Hank has a way of doing — Mrs. Hank
said : "Here, you take the baby for a change and walk her around
for a while." Hank's moustache drooped, but he obeyed."

The current issue of International News contains shots of the rum rmnners at work, obtained by a daring photographer. At the left is the
vretv of a typical Const Guard 75-footer; center, the cameraman tvith the gyroscopic camera which enabled him to get the shots: md right,
the runners loading a rum ship.
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r S. L. Rothafel
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MajoOR
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S ATURDASAL
"Roxy" of radio fame, will be given a testimonial dinner by the
New York Sojourners, Chapter No. I 3 — a Masonic organization
comprised of officers of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps, who
are either active, retired, or in the reserve forces. Brigadier General
Amos A. Fries, Chief of the Chemical Warfare Service of Washington, will be one of the principal speakers. The dinner will be
ying radio sets
given in ded
recognitionansof the Major'sd services in suppl
tals.
for woun
veter
of the Worl War in government hospi
T
IN APPRECIATION
J[N appreciation of the splendid assistance of the technical workers
in making Barbara La Marr's new picture, "The White Monkey,"
the star doubled as a hostess the other evening and gave the boys a
party. Each worker was presented with an individual remembrance
of the occasion — and employees of the studio showed their gratefulness bygiving the star a silver loving cup on which was engraved
a fitting tribute of their high regard for her.
^'■S^f^.
First photo to be transntittedncross the country by telephone,»P6received
in ISeiv York from San Francisco by E. B. Hatrick of International ISeirsreel and Houurd Dietz of Metro-Goldwyn. It shows Louis B. Mayer,
presenting a make-up box to Marion Davies.
AUTHOR! AUTHOR!:
W
r! Author!!" Hugo edBallin steps
"Au
. tho
by Watt
a book pubHsh
He has
takescryhisofbow
and the
forward ITH
y
ch is "The Broken Toy." Ballin
and Compan the title of whi
being a native of Hollywood, the studio town figures quite promid
oun
kgr
as
of the story. Since the director has been
nently the bac
screen for many months it's a cinch that his spare
away from the
time was spent in dashing off the novel.
HA
Cnd
d TfoYr the sake of charity is
teI
FO
h Ris co
ucR
NY function whic
A
worthy of the highest tribute. So in giving a big family party with
a dance, a carnival and other attractions at University City, and
donating the proceeds to charity, the Universalites have done the
Sporting Thing.
The party took place on the gigantic stage built at the studio for
The Phantom of the Opera," and was in the nature of a farewell
to Carl Laemmle, who left several days later for New York after
several months' visit in Los Angeles. The affair was called the
"Carl Laemmle Centennial Jubilee" in honor of the tenth anniversary of Universal.
Stars, directors, technical workers, writers, executives, clerks,
cutters, cameramen and all the other workers got together on the
dance floor and rubbed sholders at the carnival. It was exclusively

a "family party" with only Universal employees present. Mr.
Laemmle doubled the proceeds taken in at the carnival in Universal's donation to charity.

Johnny Hines signs for a series of comedies to be released through first
National, while C. C. Burr, his producer, and Richard A. Rowlmd, production manager for F. N. look on.
LL,
Yran actors of the
vete
the RT
ULLY MARSHA
AY of PA
BIRTHDone
TA
screen, was given a birthday party the other evening — the party
being sponsored by Earl Hudson and twenty members of his staff
and their wives. They all motored over to the country clubhouse
of the New York Athletic Club, Travers Island, and sat down to
a shore dinner. When the coffee and cigars had been served a big
birthday cake was brought on and the candles were lighted. As
l ully wouldn't reveal his exact age Earl placed thirty-three candles
on the cake.

Among those who sat in and repeated the old favorite — "Many
happy land,
returns
of the .day"
— were
Mr. andMilton
Mrs. Menasco,
Richard A.
Marion Fairfax
(Mrs.
Marshall),
Mr.Rowand
Mrs. hred Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jungmeyer, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Poland, Mildred Early, Raymond Harris, Eugene Clifford and Harold Hall.
T

FOOLING

THE

CRITIC

\T happens occasionally that a player who, given a characterization calling for a liberal use of make-up, presents such a realistic
performance that even the critics are fooled. Take Charles
Stevens for example. For the work he did in "Recompense" he
was unwittingly paid the highest compliment possible by o«e of the
newspaper critics who reviewed the picture.
Said the reviewer: "A negro actor of much power but unnamed
on the program gave a fine touch to the scenes in the African trad-

One of the dinosaurs in "The Lost World" (First Nat'l) heard that the
Rothacker Chicago Plant tvas celebrating its fifteenth anniversary, tvhereupon "Dinny" broke loose from the corral and headed tvest to convey
regards isfrom
Earl Hudson
the ifrest
tf'atterson
Rothacker, tvho
indicated
by an and
arrow,
yoitto can
find theR. arrow.

Well, the "negro" was Charles Stevens whose color happens to
be white, but so thoroughly did he catch the characterization that
it wasing post."
no wonder the critic was fooled. He is now appearing as
Don Q's servant in Douglas Fairbanks' new picture of that name —
and it is safe to say that in his ability to make up so realistically his
characterization promises to be one of the best in the play.
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' 'T
MAURICE BATTING FOR ' LEFTY' '
L
EFTY" FLYNN has lost his nickname — which he acquired
back in those bright college years at Yale when he booted the pigskin for long flights with a talented left hoof or tossed it to Kilpatrick, the end, uith a sweeping left arm.
The sales powers of F. B. O. — who keep their commercial fingers incessantly upon the pulse of the exhibitor and his public —
have decided that he should carry the dignity that comes with stardom and so will re-christen him
his rightful monicker, Maurice.
He may get away with it— and he may not.
Buck Jones tried to call himself Charles for a time, but Buck
was the name the fans wanted. And Buck he became in short
order.
Hoot Gibson tried to call himself Ed (the name bestowed hire
at birth) for a time, but the name, Hoot, was too colorful to forget.
And so Ed was discarded, pronto. Now "Lefty" — it's up to you.

Bill Cody, star of Independent
Pictures Corp., and Adele S. Buffington, scenario chief, just before
starting "Love on the Rio Grande."

Balio, himself! The famous dog
hero of the thrilling race to ^ome,
noiv appearing in "Balto's Race
to Nome" (Educational) which Sol
Lesser is producing.

MEDAL
VALENTINO
HE
TT
HE Valentino medal for the best screen acting of the year
has been awarded to John Barrymore for his performance in the
title role of "Beau Brummel." The decision was made by the
critics on the leading newspapers and magazines throughout the
United States. Valentino donated the gold medal and announced
that he would present one every year. Any player is eligible to
win it with the exception of Mr. Valentino, himself.
The News was requested to cast votes for first, second and
third prizes. We decided in favor of Emil Jannings for his performance in"The Last Laugh." But Valentino's sheik of publicity plotters — Joe Jackson — wrote us that inasmuch as the German
picture had not been shown outside of New York while the contest
was being conducted Mr. Jannings could not be considered.
Our choice for second prize went to Norma Talmadge, who bore
out our judgment by running an exceptional race. Not only did
she finish second for first place, but she captured both second and
third places with her work in "Secrets." This isn't the picture that
captured us so much as "The Lady."
Our third choice was Lillian Gish for her work in "The White
Sister." She captured two votes for first place and five for second
place.
Se.enty-five critics voted on the award — and Barrymore received
fifteen votes which carried him under the tape, while Norma collected nine votes for first, eleven votes for second and nine votes
for third place. Other players in the first place group included Lon
Chaney, Douglas Fairbanks, and Milton Sills. The runners-up
to Miss Falmadge for second place were George Billings, Lillian
Gish and Douglas Fairbanks. Her rivals for third honors were
John Barrymore, Milton Sills and Lon Chaney.
The also-rans included Adolphe Menjou, John Gilbert, Viola
Dana, Mary Pickford, Glenn Hunter, Rod La Rocque, Willard
Louis, Ernest Torrence, J. Farrell McDonald, Gibson Gowland,
Betty Bronson, Richard Barthelmess, Gloria Swanson, Ben
Alexander, Percy Marmont, Pauline Frederick, Lois Wilson,
Ronald Colman, Charles Ray, Theodore Roberts, Agnes Ayres
and May McAvoy.

Ernest Pascal, noted author, in
his villa in southern France,
tvhere he is writing a noielization
Corp.). ^Producers
of "Helps Dist.
Highroad"

The leading
role in(B.Zona
Gale's
"Faint
Perfume"
P.
bergj will
be played
by SchulAlyce
Mills, a lovely young screen npiicomer

ONR. Rothacker, the
son
AS
REter
HERE'S a goodERrea
A Wat
S for
E'son
tter, Pul
Tmpion globe-troTH
lman passenger smd steamship tourist
cha
celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the Rothacker Film Company. At an impromptu party in the Chicago studio he counted
up the figures on "The Lost World " — and he is willing to tell the
ld — and
ond the motion that the picture is a
re
e
Nvor
ncial we'
success.her to sec
real fina

One of the first photos to be
released showing Mary Pickford nn
her old familiar type of role in
"Little Annie Rooney" (United
Artists), now in production.

And here's a little history. The film version of Conan Doyle's
novel is Mr. Rothacker's first venture in the superproduction field.
His original amusement enterprise, incidentally, was the dancing
movie in which Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle made their screen
debut many years ago. We will also record these facts. From the
Rothacker organization came the first idea of laboratory service
to back up laboratory output; the fastest ultra-speeds ever made;
the plan for "The Miles of Smiles" during the war; the first movie
of boiling metal ; the first projection of pictures on board an airship; the first movement to increase American exports through
movies ; and the first experimentation toward synchronization of the
radio and motion pictures. Some achievement.

Madge Bellamy, appearing in
"Wings of Youth" (Foxi uears a
strikingly beautiful coat in the
netv Barancuka fur, which is the
very latest thing.
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Vitagraph

By
Announcement

Company

Warner
of

Big

Purchased

Bros-

Deal

Comes
as Surprise
WAKXER
BROTHERS, INC., has purchased Vitagraph and all its a musty old Latin dictionary they coined the
word "Vitagraph." In February, 1897, they
subsidiaries.
Announcement of the closing- of the deal, which
formed the American Vitagraph Co., the
came as a complete surprise to the industry, was made by Harry
initial form of the Vitagraph Co. of AmerM. Warner on Wednesday, April 22.
ica, and it entered into business life,
Warner Bros, started with a small theatre
The deal has been quietly pending- for some time, announcement
said. Warners take over Vitagraph 's fifty exchanges — twenty-six in in Newcastle, Pa. The Warner boys enthe key cities of the United States, 4 in Canada, 10 in England and 10 in
tered the production field with a progi'am
of six pictures, that gi-ew last year to twenty
Continental Europe.
and announcement has just been made that
Mr. Warner announced that this was not an amalgamation but an
forty pictures had been planned for the
outright purchase, as his company had acquired the controlling interest
coming season of 1925-26. Thirty pictui-es
of Albert E. Smith, Commodore J. Stuart Blackton and the Estate of had been announced by Vitagraph for next
season.
William T. (Pop) Rock, represented by John B. Rock, who were the
Barran Lewis, Publicity Director of Vitaorganizers of Vitagraph twenty-eight years ago.
In taking over Vitagraph, Warner Brothers become producers in
graph, gave out the following announcement, signed by Albert E. Smith, president,
New York as well as Los Angeles, as they acquire the Vitagraph studio
and John B. Kock, vice-president, of Vitain Flatbush, a twenty acre studio in Hollywood and a large laboratory.
They likewise come into possession of what is considered the greatest
"The control of Vitagraph Company of
graph : and Vitagraph, Inc., has been
library of motion pictures in the world, consisting of the output of Amierica
turned
over to Warner Brothers. The folVitagraph throughout its long history, its newly-purchased stories and
lowing are now the officers of the abovepictures in the making, besides valuable real estate and other consideramentioned company: Chairman of the
tions.
board of directors, Albert E. Smith; presiIn connection with the purchase Harry direct to the theatres to do business. We
dent, Albert Warner; vice-president, SamM. Warner gave out the following state- shall go ahead with Vitagraph's plans and
uel E. Warner; treasurer, Hei-man Stan*;
ment:
our own plans just as though nothing had
secretary, Abel Cary Thomas ; assistant secretary, A. I. Seigel; comptroller, Walter
"We have bought the controlling interest happened. As the deal was just completed
of the Vitagraph Company of America. Ne- today I can not go into further details at Bonyon; general manager and assistant
gotiations were concluded today. It is not this time except to say that no motion pic- treasurer, Samuel E. Morris.
an amalgamation. Vitagraph passes abso- ture company is as well entrenched in the
"Business will continue as heretofore.
lutely into the hands of Warner Bros. Here- mind of the public as Vitagi-aph. By WarYou
have the biggest opportunity of your
tofore we lacked personal touch with the ner Bros, acquiring this, it will make our
lives,
as j^ou know a combination of the
exhibitoi-s. We are taking over Vitagi-aph tirm one of the most formidable motion
two companies will give you product which
to distribute our future product over the picture organizations in the world."
heretofore has been impossible for Vitaworld through its offices. We will go ahead The history of the Vitagraph Company of graph
to deliver. It is our desire that you
with the work Vitagraph has planned for America was told in a notable series of
co-operate
in every y;ay possible with the
this year, finishing their pictures, taking articles recently published by Motion Picnew management. The co-operation that we
over their contract players and their other ti're News. Some of the liiglilights follow : have received from the whole organization
contracts.
In 1895, J. Stuart Blackton, then a reis sincerely appreciated, and it is our wish
"Warner Bros, in the last six months porter, was sent by the New York World
that
the same co-operation of spirit on j'our
has gathered a roster of famous stars in- to interview Thomas Edison, who was excluding John Barr^'more, Lowell Sherman, perimenting with "continuity pictures."
part
Mr. shall
Lewiscontinue."
has transmitted this message to
'Syd' Chaplin, Monte Blue, Marie Prevost, When Blackton returned he told Albert E.
all
branch
managers of VitagTaph, and has
Irene Eicli and some twenty others. It Smith with whom he was rooming that he
became necessary for Warner Bros, to go
had learned the process of a new art. From
urged sincerest co-operation on their part.
Ban
Ontario
Board

May

Lift

German

Film

of Trade Working
to Ameliorate Stand Taken
Against German
Made
Features
film
several
of
efforts
bulk of the moving picture business in the
ed
combin
THE
The latest picture to be refused admitbodies in Ontario are being directed
Dominion is centered in Ontario. Moreover,
tance to Ontario is "The Last Laugh," starring Emil Jauiiiiigs. Even though this is a
toward a move to secure an ameliorin various ways, the various Canadian Provfilm comedy, the Ontario Censors, headed
ated stand on the part of the Ontario Proinces take the cue from Ontario to a large
vincial Government toward Grerman-made
by Major A. S. Hamilton, has refused to
extent. If Ontario decided to lower the
hout
es.
featur
Throug
the years since the
consider the picture under any circumbar without restriction toward German feastances and the feature has gone begging.
war, the Ontario Government, through its
tures, then the situation with regard to
The Canadian Division of the Motion PicOntario Board of Moving Picture Censors,
ture Producers and Distributors Association,
pictures from that country would be more
has held its hatred toward all things Gertogether with the Canadian Film Board of
generally eased all round.
man. Though other Provinces of Canada,
Trade, both with headquarters at Toronto,
One German picture did slip into Ontario
including French-Canadian Quebec, have
have been working for some time to secure
softened toward German film productions,
several years ago, but there was a big outcry
the lifting of the ban on German films, the
passing them for the usual theatre presenissue being waged on the desired acceptance
on the part of war veterans' organizations
and on the part of several newspapers, one
tation with certain minor restrictions, Onof
"The
Last
Laugh"
for
Ontario.
tario has maintained a strict ban against
The matter is extremely important to
particularlj' being the Toronto Telegram,
Canadian film distributors because the big
pictures of German origin.
which has strongly pro-British tendencies.
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Address

Asks

Support for Industry's Present Constructive Policies
in Address Before Philadelphia Women
basis as it is at this moment. Never have
tliousand
ING l to about one
TALKthous
litfu and influential women, at
the sijoken and written comments about
motion pictures been so favorable or so
the Women's City Club of PhiladelInaugurate Children's Prodent
,
presi
grams at Eastman
phia last Monday, Will H. Hays
helpful as thej' are at present."
The best way for picture patrons to be
of the Motion Picture Producers and Disfor
ms
progra
special
en will be inaugurated
S of
assured of a continuing supply of excellent
the childr
tributors of America, adopted a strongly
A SERIE
at the Eastman theatre, Rochaffirmative and aggressive attitude along
pictures, Mr. Hays told his audience, was
ester, Saturday morning, April 25. The
to
support the good ones which are already
the lines of "What's Right With The
purpose behind these programs, which
in existence, to make them profitable to
Movies!"
will be given every Saturday morning,
the exhibitor and thereby to encourage the
Today there is very much to be proud of
is to provide at a very low cost, pictures
making of more good ones.
selected for juvenile entertainment.
and very little indeed to apoligize for in
declared.
he
These
programs
carry
the
personal
pictures,
motion
to
regard
He told the women they must always reendorsement of Will H. Hays, president
member that the making and showing of
of the Motion Picture Producers and
"Everything will be entirely all right,"
motion pictures is a business — "just as much
Distributors of America, with which
he said," "if you and others like you will
as the making of automobiles or shoes or
organization arrangements have been
give us your understanding, your appreciation for what has been done, your symsteel bridges. It cannot endure nor promade,
and tothey
also that
carrythey
Mr. areHays'
gress without proper returns upon the inguarantee
parents
the
pathy with our problems and your broadfinest, cleanest sort of entertainment.
minded and constructive advice and coopvestments ofits multitude of stock holders."
Each performance will start at 10 A. M.,
He said :
eration."
and will last until noon. Special police
Of e^ecial interest to exhibitors was a
"The producers and exhibitors are only
and trolley accommodations will be in
declaration made by Mr. Hays as to motion
too eager to provide the best quality of piceffect to facilitate handling the children.
tures, if they will be properly patronized.
pictures in schools and in churches. He told
the women of efforts which are being made
It is a sad fact that some of the most splendid and artistic motion pictures ever made
to bring about a supply of strictly pedain school or church, is to set up an altohave failed of commercial success because
gogical pictures for use in the class rooms
gether unfair, unjust and uneconomic comof the lack of patronage of the very type of
of schools; and he told also of a survey
petition to the theatre owner whose livelimen and women that constantly complain
hood comes from the showing of pictures,
which is being made by an educational foundation of religious films for possible use in who has a large investment in his property,
churches. Then he said :
aljout 'bad pictures'."
his building, his music and his film rentals,
In relation to the so-called problem of
the child and the movies Mr. Hays declared
"It must be remembered, however, that
and who pays extra-high taxes, insurance
rates and the like from all of which the that pictures are not now and never will be
the pedagogic picture and only the pedachurches and schools are free. Remember he intended especially for the twelve-year-olds.
gogic picture, belongs in the schools. The
strictly religious picture and only the strictly
Then he told his hearers of the "Saturday
is engaged in an essential business."
religious picture belongs in the churches.
Speaking of the present state of the in- Morning Movies" which his Department of
W^hat we call the entertainment picture does
dustry Mr. Hays said : "Never have the Public Relations has arranged in cooperation
standards of artistry and wholesomeness in witli exhibitors for showing in all the key
not belong and in my opinion should not
be shown in either church or school.
motion pictures been so high as they are
cities and many other places this summer.
That plan he said was a complete answer
right now. Never has the business of mak"To show entertainment pictures — the sort
ing, circulating and exhibiting motion pic- to the situation of the child and the motion
we see in the motion picture theatre — either
tures l)een on so firm and substantial a
free or at a low price or at whatever price,
picture.
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Be

Taken

to

Create

at Milwaukee

Convention

All Independents — Committee

Trade and Commerce Bureau, for the
furtherance and protection of the interests of all independents — producers, distributors and theatre owners —
will be created at the Milwaukee Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, according to present plans.
The foundation has already been laid,
through meetings held by a special committee of the M.P.T.O.A. with independent national producers, distributors and .state
rights organizations.
The committee consists of L. M. Sagal, of
New Haven, Conn. ; Harry Davis, of Pittsburgh; R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.,
Chairman of the M.P.T.O.A. Board of Directors; A. A. Elliott, Hudson, N. Y. ; and
Sydney S. Cohen, New York, Chairman of
the Administrative Committee of the organization.
A statement issued this week from National Headquarters declares this committee
"will have a definite and encouraging report
to submit to the theatre owners' at the convention. "The heads of these film companies will also be present in person at
Milwaukee to lend their aid in carrying out

A

Trade

Meets

to Advance

With

definite lines of business co-operation. In
addition, a detailed report of all the film
product available for the theatre owners of
this country and Canada for the coming
season will be presented to the convention.
"It is purposed to develop a Trade and
Commerce Bureau in order that the mutuality of interests of all independents in the
industry — producers, distributors and theatre owners — may be furthered and advanced and enabled to function along these
lines that will bring the greatest protection
to all.
"At the recent conference of the Board
of Dii-ectors of the organization in New
York, the Administrative Committee was
vested with full and complete authority to
arrange for all convention plans, and the
])rogram of an'angements which is now being completed promises t,o be one of the
a convention."
exer offered
interesting
most
Anotlier
statement
issued from
National
Headquarters declared that a coalition of
the independent forces would be made at
Milwaukee. It continued: "The Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distril)utors will hold a convention in Milwaukee

Bureau
Interests of

Producers
at the same time and meetings held between representatives of these two bodies
indicate that definite working agreements
will be perfected.
"Repeated efforts have been jnade in as
conciliatory a manner and with a.s cooperative a purpose as possible to bring about
better understandings between the larger
Producer-Disti-ibutor forces and the Exhibtors. Not only have the agreements reached
been violated but the agressions complained
of have multiplied in number and increased
in importance until now the integrity of the
Industry is threatened.
"The patience with which these breaches
of confidence and unfair and confiscatory
business processes have been met, have had
no mitigating effect on the instigators of
these outrages but on the contrary, seems
to stimulate their fanatical capacity to
grasp everj'thing in sight in our Industry
and crush all who might in any way oppose
their imjierial sway.
"It is time that the independent forces in
our Industry wrote a new Declaration of
Indepondcnco."
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Competition
For
New

Precedent

Running

Comedy
in

Laugh

High

Stars
Output

Is

Predicted

By Edwin Schallert, Editor Los Angeles Times Pre-View
venture into comedy hokum, and it appeared
to be significant of good fortune. Consefor the comedy output of the larger studios tliis year. It's
WATCH
going to be of astonisliing i^roportions, setting an entirely new
quently he has a "horse's tail" — that is a
precedent. The fun-makers, so-called, are big headlinors on the similar touch of hokum — in nearly every
picture that he makes, like the runaway auto
forthcoming programs, — especially with Charlie Cbai)lin's "The Gold
in "The Yankee Consul," the chase in the
Eush" now in sight — and nearly all of the prominent feature-producing
old rig in "Never Say Die," the rolling and
companies have been endeavoring to add one or two of them to their
bounding
in "Introduce
MacLean snowball
will probably
keep rightMe."
on with
quota of stars.
It would appear that Paramount has gathered together the most
a similar type of picture under his new releasing contract. The recipe has proven
pretentions group thus far, with Harold Llo.yd and Douglas MacLean
good,
and
when comedians do find the right
releasing through their organization, and Raymond Griffith, a contract
recipe they have a much better chance of
player, groomed for a stellar place as well. The first Lloyd x)icture is sticking to it, as a rule, than the players in
to be made as soon as Harold returns from a trip to New York in about
the dramatic features. Lloyds very consistent and high average of popularity is perthree weeks, and MacLean 's story will l)e shortly announced.
haps ample indication of how well he has
Ray Griffith is already one of the most highly favored of the
been able to classify himself in the public
screen's newer personalities. He has won his spurs through a series
mind through the consistent quality of his
pictures. He seldom, if ever, goes very far
of productions in supporting roles chiefiy liy liis ingenious ])antomime
wrong at the box office, and it is his enorand gags, and is now consistently featured.
mous money-getting power that has been reHis experience stretches away back to the Keystone days, when he
sponsible, as much as anything, for the atwas both a director and a gag man, as well as a player. All around eoctention that is noAV being given to the comeperipnce counts.
dians by the producers.
All but completed now is Charlie ChapHis presence is quite a contrast to that of most of the otlier comelin's feature, "The Gold Rush." Nobody
dians. He has made a forte of dress-up clothes, and if there is any prop
knows quite yet in how many reels it will
in the way of garb that he uses frequently, it is- the silk hat such as he be released (Charlie's plans always being
wore in "Forty Winks." In fact, that silk hat may be exploited with
subject to change up to the last minute), but
ten seems to be about the settled number.
safety since it promises to be part of his regular make-up.
Some of the final shots have been photographed on board ship near Los Angeles
together on their own invention. They have
Harry Langdon's destiny seems a little never dealt
in the box office value of titles.
in the past few weeks, and practically all
unsettled just at present, and that is rather
that remains now are some retakes and the
unfortunate, since he is really one of the
Douglas MacLean is the only one who has
cutting
and the editing.
consistently
used
stage
successes,
and
strictly
biggest bets. He is under contract to SenIt ha.s been all of a year since Charlie
ett, and it is understood that his pictures
speaking
he
did
not
begin
as
a
gag
comedian.
started the picture, but it will be a year well
will be released until at lease next November by Pathe.
Buster Keaton lia^s evidently found benerepaid if the comedy lives up to the anticipations that are being held for it. His
ficial the use of adaptations. He is followIt is reported, though, that he has remethod is still quite independently his own,
ceived offers from various other organizaing "Seven Chances," taken from the Beltions, any one of which might result in his asco stage production, with "Battling Butand though he would give the efficiency experts insomnia and heart failure, his prostarring regularly in feature-length films.
ler," also from a New York play that enductions are always epoch-making.
The production that he is at present making,
joyed favor about two years ago. This has
"His First Flame," may be released as a a prize-fight ])lot, and Buster is going back
If they watched "The Woman of Paris,"
five-reeler. Pathe is known to be desirous
directors and stars are going to flock to see
to his regular comedy costume, loose overof establishing him in that way.
his latest production. It may not mean so
size pants and pancake hat. He departed
Syd Chaplin appears to be the star
somewhat from this routine in "Seven
much as an influence because Chaplin's comcomedian for Warner Brothers just now.
Chances," this picture having undoubtedly
edy style is too much his own, too individThey feel sure that he can duplicate the been made with a view toward building up
ual, but anything that he offers is bound
to
be
a tremendous stimulus. This will be
his feminine patronage. He has nearly alhit that he made in "Charley's Aunt," and
ways
bean
a
more
popular
star
with
men
particularlv
true of so elaborate and prethough "The Man on the Box," his first than with women.
starring film with them, is entirely different,
t
e
n
t
i
o
u
s
a
'film
as "The Gold Rush."
it is a story of good possibilities.
Not even a dramatic story can be made toMacLean's gain in jiopularity is proof
of what good consistent hard work will do.
Fred Neumeyer, who has directed many
day without some comedy relief, and the
He has gatliered together a very excellent
popularity of the majority of films during
of Lloyd's successful pictures, will act in organization.
They thresh out thoroughly
that capacity for Chaplin. "Chuck" Reisthe past year has been in direct ratio to the
amusement that they have afforded. Douglas
the picture from beginning to end, and
ner is helping on the story, with Charles
strive to make each gag just as new and as
Fairbanks never neglects humor in his films,
Logue, who adapted "Ponjola" and "The
and he is going to have plenty of it in
effective as possil)le. From a very unpreLost World." It is to be a modernized version of the Harold MacGrath novel, and
tentious l)eginning, lie has gradually climbed
"Don Q" blending with the thrilling romanwill probably have a big chase finish. Later
tic appeal. Mary Pickford, too, is going to
up into the big-league star class.
on. it is not beyond the range of possibility,
The sort of comedies he fii'st made at renew the humor and pathos that established
that he will do another female impersonaTnce's were of a very light order, but fashher fame in "Little Annie Rooney." It is
ioned according to the feature pattern, and
a true old-time story with gags and gayety
tion similar to "Charley's Aunt." It is said
for
her.
that a story is being considered with tliis without any particular stress laid on the
in view.
gags. They were not so successful, outside
Metro-&)l(hvyii-]\Iayer appear to be givIt is a rather striking fact that the growing much attention to the brightening of
of "Twenty-Three-and-a-Half Hours Leave."
ing vogue for comedians is also bringing
their features with comedy. Tliey have used
"The Hottentot" marked the real change
a demand for their appearance in pictures
in his style, and brought him back into the
George K. Arthurs personality adroitly in
bavsed on stage plav and literary material.
spotlight. The scene where he clung to the
"The Lady
of the
(Continued
on f^agc
1934)Night" and
In the past, comedians have depended al- horse's tail during the race was his first big- l)ictures like
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Motion
Western
WEEKS

MADE

DISTRIBUTION

HEAD

Appointed by Paramount Chief
COMING as a climax at the end of the first
l
day's convention
session of the
Paramount
internationa
sales
at the
Hotel Roosevelt
last

Thursday was the announcement by Sidney R. Kent
that George W. Weeks, had been appointed general
manager of the distribution department. Mr. Weeks, who has been in
the Paramount home office about four years until this promotion, was
divisional sales manager of the mid-west division.
Born in Ann Arbor, Mich., where his father was a prominent business man. Weeks began his career handling advertising campaigns, and
at one time was associated with the tunnel project under the Detroit
River, connecting Detroit and Windsor. About seventeen years ago he
entered the motion picture business with John H. Kunsky of Detroit and
became supervisor of five Kunsky theatres. It was in this capacity that
Weeks bought from Adolph Zukor the first two Paramount pictures ever
released "The Prisoner of Zenda," and "Queen Elizabeth." Later,
Weeks was salesman for the old General Film Company, and following
that held the Universal franchise for Michigan. He also at one time
held the Metro franchise for the state and was a member of the board
of directors of that company. He joined Famous Players as a salesman in the Detroit office, was promoted to manager of the St. Louis
branch, and was then made general manager of the Famous Players
Canadian interests. It was in this capacity that Weeks opened all the
Famous Players exchanges in Canada. He left four years ago to come
to the home office as divisional sales manager.

Exhibitors

Must

Guard

Albany Film Board Holds Them
Responsible for Lost or Stolen Reels

UNDER a ruling last week bv the
Albain- rUm Board of Trade, exhibitors -n-ill be held responsible for
all film in their possession and will be
called upon to pay for any that is lost or
stolen. The decision is of much importance,
particularly in the Albany territory, as setting- forth the staxad which will be taken by
the several exchanges in demanding payment for lost films.
During the past two or three months,
considerable film has been stolen in Albany,
Schenectady and Cohoes, and there has been
a difference of opinion between the exchanges and the exhibitors as to just who
would stand the loss. The situation became
so acute a month ago that a private detective was engaged hy the exchanges combining and meeting the expense, in an effort to apprehend the thieves.
Several months ago a number of films
were stolen from the Colonial theatre in
Albany. This house is one of the Berinstein chain and is managed by George Roberts. The film belonged to tlie Pathe exchange. Mr. Roberts was before the Film
Board of Trade last week and after listening to both sides, the Board decided that tlie
exhibitor would be called upon to meet the
loss.
Almost immediately following the decision
the Albany Film Board of Trade sent the
following letter to the 400 or more exhibitors served by the exchanges in this city :
old saying
thatthe'it horse
is of has
no
use"There
to lock isthean barn
door after
been stolen.' You will admit that it does little or no good to lock the stable afterward,
that is so far as the loss of the horse is concerned.

Film
.

"As an exhibitor, you should look carefully into the manner in which your film
shipments are made or handled before one
or more are lost and you are forced to pay
for the same.
"Examine your contract and you wUl see
that in case of lost, stolen or destroyed film
in your possession you will be obligated
for its payment. You would not think of
leaving other merchandise laying around as
carelessly as you do film. This is why we
are sending you this friendly tip to lock the
stable befoi'e the horse is stolen."
Northwest

Exhibitor

Body

Quits Board of Trade
The Northwest exhibitor organization lias
withdrawn from the Minneapolis Film
Board of Trade. The move is regarded as a
foil ow-uj) of the attacks launched at the
Minneapolis convention, where several exhibitors made complaints over alleged violations of the imiform contract. An eft'ort
is being made to have the exhibitor representation on the board made up of theatre
owners who are not members of the Northwest organization.

Comerford
Company
Buys
In Pittston
Garden
The Comerford Amusement Company has
purchased the Garden theatre at Pittston.
Pa. Tlie house is being managed for the
company by L. A. Clark, of Scranton.

Picture

Penn.

News

Convention

r Held at Washington
Adoption of a resolution against blockl>ooking featured the early session^, of the
annual convention of the motion picture
theatre ownei-s of western Peiin>\lvania,
held at Washington, Pa., this week. Indications were that Dennis A. Harris, of
Pittsburgh, would be re-elected jiresident
at the concluding session on Thursday,
which was still in progi'es when Motion
Picture News went to press.
The exhibitors were welcomed by the
Mayor of Washington, and all the city
officials. Speeches were made by President
Harris, Mike Rosenbloom, M. J. O'Toole,
president of the national organization, R. F.
WoodliuU, chairman of the M. P. T. 0. A.
board of directors; Charles C. Pettijohn,
general counsel of the film boards of trade,
and others.
Mr. Han-is, in a speech against blockbooking, urged exhibitors not to be alarmed
over the question of product, but to give
their play dates carefully. Mr. Pettijohn
declared that the film companies were not
trying to do what the exhibitors think they
are. While block-booking was a vital issue,
it was not as bad as it looks, he said.
Han-y Davis charged that a clique of
producers was attempting to create a
theatre monopoly. Delegates were urged
not to sign booking agreements but to wait
until after the Milwaukee convention.
Florida

Bill Provides Additional Tax
A bill has just been introduced before the
Florida Legislature, that would place a tax
of 10 i)er cent of the amount of admission
charged to all places of amusement in the
state. The taxes so collected would be
added to the fund for county schools.
Every form of amusement would be hit
by this bill should it pass, as shows, theatres,
dance halls, circuses, carnivals, side shows,
pool rooms and in fact every form of amusement are mentioned in the bill.
The ijrovisions of the act do not affect
the present licenses on these amusements.
A penaltv of a fine, not to exceed $500 or
imprisonment in the county jail for a period
not to exceed six months are provided for
the manager of any place of amusement
who fails to remit the amount of the tax
to the comptroller on or before the 10th day
Iif the month following.
Producers Association
Adds New Members

e Produca-n Pictur
tion of Motio
rship
membe
sed ofat the
THE ers
was increa
meeting
the Associ
last week when the Pickford-Fairbanks. Cecil B. De Mille and Harold
corporations were added to the
Lloyd
list.
In addition to electing these companies to membership the coast body
unanimously adopted the report of. its
Committee on Employment Facilities,
recommending that the association
maintain and operate a non-profit central casting office for the employment
of extras. The committee was composed of John E. McCormick, chairman; Joseph M. Schenck, Irving G.
Thalberg,
Beetson. Jack Warner and Fred W.
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Exhibitors

Enlist
i

Movie
Hays

Gets

Season

Big

Greater

Drive

Throughout
Country
organization
in
this
campaign
so as to make
announcement by Will H. Hays that the Motion Picture ProTHE
the
opening
of
Greater
Movie
Season a treducers and Distributors of America, Inc., would sponsor a nationmendous success in every community."
wide celebration of the opening of Greater Movie Season in
The cooperation of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Kansas and Missouri is
August has met with response from exhibitors throughout the country.
assured by R. R. Biechele of Kansas City,
Telegrams and letters are coming in from exhibitors pledging their
President
of the Kansas-Missouri organizasupport in the campaign and announcing that they are ready to start at
tion in the following telegTam to Mr. Hays;
top speed the moment the opening gun is fired.
"In my opinion the Greater Movie Season
Walter Hays of Bufealo, President of the M. P. T. 0. of New York
Campaign should be given complete suppox't
State, wired Mr, Hays as follows :
by all branches of the industry. I feel that
exhibitors throughout the United States
' ' Greater Movie Season campaign has my heartiest approval but to should take advantage of this opportunity in
be successful in stimulating public interest in our theatres the col- stimulating
and creating the interest of the
lective strength of the exhibitor body must back it with energy. It is our
public which will result in benefits to all
concerned.
duty and for the best interest of all to concentrate our resources to make
this movement an impressive one.
"It is needless to discuss further the benefits that will be derived through an inten' ' The exhibitors in the State of New York without exception should
sive cooperative campaign of this nature.
bend every effort to make the Movie Season of 1925 a memorable one."
M. E. Coraerford of Scranton wrote Mr.
"I can assure you the fullest support and
"You can count upon all my theatres to cooperation of the Motion Picture Theatre
Hays :
in the celebration."
of Kansas and Missouri."
"I have just learned of your plans for join
From David Cohen of Bingham ton, N. Y., Owners
The Hays organization, assisted by the
promoting a National Greater Movie Season
came a prompt pledge of support in a let- publicity, advertising and exploitation forces
and I want to congratulate you upon this
ter to Mr. Hays, as follows:
of all the member companies, is going full
splendid movement and to pledge by whole"I want to be among the first to pledge
hearted support.
blast in its work of making national tie-ups,
my support of the Greater Movie Season
enlisting the cooperation of all national or"Such a campaign as you are undertaking
Campaign. It is a splendid movement that
ganizations and is preparing an elaborate
is sure to be of tremendous value to every
will be of immense value to every exhibitor
motion picture theatre owner and will build
campaign of publicity and advertising material for the use of exhibitors in their local
lasting good will for the industry as a in the United States.
campaigns.
whole.
"Every exhibitor should get back of your
First

Plan

In

National

Backing

Men

in

Convention

Franchise-Holders and Executives Assemble
at West Baden for the Annual Session

meeting of First National
THE annual ed
last Tuesday at West
was conven
Baden, Ind. Sessions were to be
held through three or four days, the meeting terminating with the election of officers
to serve for the next year.
The home-office group were joined in
New York by many franchise holders from
nearby cities, the contingent starting from
that city on Monday afternoon.
The assemblage was addressed by Richard
A. Howland and Earl J. Hudson on the
eubject of production, while E. A. Eschmann talked on sales.
Tlif home office executives who left New
York Monday included A. Rowland, E. A.
Esehmann, Guy Morgan, Earl J. Hudson,

An

Mark Kellog, Sam Spring, C. S. Pinkerton,
Robert W. Perkins, E. Bruce Johnson and
Florence Strauss.
Others who constituted the party leaving
New York were: Harry Crandall, Washington, D. C, Count Cippico, Turin, Italy;
Harry 0. Schwalbe, Philadelphia; John
McGuirk, Philadelphia; Robert Lieber, Indianapolis; M. L. Finkelstein, Minneapolis;
N. H. Gordon and Louis Gordon, Boston;
Moe Mark, New York; A. M. Fabian, Newark; B. F. Stapleton, Ottawa; Fred Desberg
and E. Mandlebaum, Cleveland; D. W.
Henderson, New York; James B. Clark,
Pittsburgh; Irving Lesser, Dr. A. H. Giannini, R. D. Craver, Charlotte; Charles C.
Burr, Paul C. Mooney of P. D. C. ; D. J.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

Editor

on

{Continued from page 1923)
Stations can be hooked up ; others already can tune in,
as Motion Picture News has demonstrated. Soon
there will be a nation wide outlet for one man's voice
with half the population listening in. What power is
encompassed here! If one man owned all the newspapers inthe land his front pages could not command
such an audience.

Chatkin, Educational; Capt. Baynes, and
Harvey Day, Kinograms.
Those who went to West Baden from
their home cities were: Sam Katz, Max and
Barney Balaban, Tom Boland, Oklahoma
City; W. P. Dewees, Vancouver; Frank
Ferrandini, Richmond; C. S. Jensen, Portland, Ore.; Abe Blank, Des Moines; Watterson R. Rothacker, Chicago; E. V. Richards, Jr., and Julian Soenger, New Orleans;
Col. Fred Levy, Louisville; I. H. Ruben,
Minneapolis; J. G. Von Herberg, Seattle;
John H. Kunsky, Detroit; Adolph Ramish,
Los Angeles; Harry T. Nolan, Denver;
Thomas Saxe, Milwaukee; Spyros Skouras,
St. Louis';
and Mike Gore and Sol
Lesser,
Los Abe
Angeles.

Broadway
IlllCillllil

So if a picture that the public should see or wants to
see is withheld by any unfair grip upon trade avenues
— say, theatres or distribution — why, the radio will
pretty nearly tell the mob about it. And the mob will
move till their eyes see what they would see.
^ What a glorious age this is ! And how it does move
along — over precedents and the ways and means devised from time to time by mortal man.
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Motion
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News

Running

for Comedy
Stars
(Continued from page 1931)

"The Exquisite Sinner," and on the strength
of his ability as disclosed in these he is soon
to have a big featured lead. In"Excuse
Me" Bert Roach also showed much promise,
comedy.
and
in fact almost stole this picture with his

Bowles Acting as General Manager
THE 122 theatres in California of West Coast Theatres,
Inc., formerly divided into two districts, are to be
amalgamated into one complete chain with Archie M.
Bowles acting as general manager of the entire circuit.
The move to unify the two districts was acted upon by the
board of directors in executive session Wednesday, April 15th.
The West Coast theatres heretofore have been grouped under two main
divisions, the northern and southern. The Southern division included those
houses from San Diego up to and including Bakersfield, while the northern link
took in the theatres from Fresno to Sacramento.
Bowles, who is now in charge of the entire chain, was formerly general
manager of the northern branch. The southern division was under the management of Harry C. Arthur, who has resigned to take general charge of a new
organization being formed by Frank R. Wilson, president of the M. P. Capital
Corporation, to purchase and finance picture theatres. ,
Mr. Bowles, who was born in California and is 34 years old, has had a meteoric
career in the industry. He began as a theatre manager and then joined a distributing company as salesman, later becoming an exchange manager. He joined
the Turner and Dahnken company, which was bought out by West Coast, at
which time Mr. Bowles became associated with the latter company. He introduced the Fanchon and Marco "Ideas" in stage presentation on the Pacific coast
along with other innovations in theatre management.

John T. MuiTay is another whose appearances are worth watching for. He was
a hit in "Madonna of the Streets" in a small
part of the crook, Chi-istie's feature-length
comedy,
Flirting."
Murray"Stop
has had
a long experience on the
musical comedy and vaudeville stage, and
didn't imagine that he had any claim on popularity inpictures until he came to the Coast
about a year ago.
If they are going to start drafting comedians from the stage, there is absolutely no
telling how much the producers will be able
to add to the now all-important item of
laughs on the screen.

Shirley

Kansas-Missouri
Last

Program

Set

Minute Arrangements Are Completed for Convention in Kansas City

last minute arrangements of the
M.P.T.O. Kansas-ilissouri convention, to be held in Kansas City, Baltimore hotel, April 27-28, have been completed, the program outlined, invitations
issued and, in general, a convention which
wDl dwarf all others in the Kansas-Missouri
territorj' is just around the comer awaiting
its beckoning.
The tentative program follows:
MONDAY.— 9:30 a. m.. Registration;
10:30 a. m. Address of Welcome by Mayor
Albert I. Beacli of Kansas City and presentation of the key of the city to exhibitors.
11 a. m. Roll call and reading of the
minutes of the seventh annual convention;
11:30 a. m. Appointment of committees;
Noon — Luncheon in Baltimore Coffee Shop.
1 p. m. Talk on exploitation by Howard
E. Jameyson of the Miller theatre, Wichita,
Kansas; 1:45 p. m. Closed business session;
5:30 p. m. Adjournment; 8:30 p. m. Theatre
partv at Orpheum theatre.
TUESDAY.— 10:00 a. m. Reports of commit e s10
; :30 a. m. Closed business session ;
11:30 a. m. Address by Mrs. Eleanore C.
Walton, chairman of the Better Films Committee of the Women's City Club of Kansas
City.
Noon. — Luncheon in the Baltimore Coffee
Shop ; 1 p. m. Talk on parcel post shipment
of films and proper methods of doing it, by
post ofiBee representative; 2:30 p. m. Closed
business session; 4.00 p. m. Election of officers; 5:30 p. m. Adjournment; 7:30 p. m.
in Francis 1 room in Hotel BaltiBanquet
more.
THE

As to speakers, invitations have been sent
to Will Hays, who was requested to send a
representative in case he is unable to come ;
Dr. Burris A. Jenkins, pastor of the First
City; Governor
Kan.sas Governor
Church,
Christian'
Sam A.
of Kansas,
S. Paulen
Ben
Baker of Missouri, and Mrs. Henry N. Ess
of Kansas City, president of the State Federation of Women's Clubs.
Following are the subjects which will be
discussed at the convention: Report on re-

vised uniform contract; concrete facts and
figures on the music tax; review of recent
legislative activities; report on joint board
of arbitration; the caniival and tent show
situation; school, church, park and nontheatrical opposition; producer owned and
controlled theatres; road showing of features productions.
Manitoba Legislature to Offer
Tax Changes
Premier John Bracken of the Manitoba
Provincial Legislature announced officially
a few days ago that he was not prepared to
abolish the Pro%TLncial Amusement Tax but
that he was prepared to make some concessions in the tax.
The exhibitors of Manitoba, represented
by the Manitoba Moving Picture Exhibitors
Association, the oldest of the film theatre
organizations in the Dominion, have been actively engaged for months past in a campaign
for the removal of the amusement tax. The
best encouragement that the theatre managers have received so far, however, was the
statement by the Provincial premier that he
was not prepared to abolish it altogether
but that he would consider some changes in
its enforcement.
Albany

Zone

Committee

is

Mej er Sehine,Appointed
of Gloversville, Louis Buettner, of Cohoes; Uly S. HiU, of Troy, W.
W. Farley, of Albany and Robert Wagner,
of Little Falls, New York, have been named
as a committee to devise new by-laws for the
Albany Zone Committee. They ^vill also
decide on the best day of the month for
meetings of the Zone Committee, and likewise how frequently the Committee should
meet. They will give consideration to a
proposition calling for a further zoning
of the Zone.

Boosts
Offer for
Farley Interests
William Shirlej^, managing director of
Farash Theatres, in Schenectady. N. Y.. is
reported to have offered W. W. Farley, the
sum of $150,000 for his share in the company. Previous to this, Mr. Farley, it is
said, had made Shirley an offer of $75,000
for his share.
Farley owns 50 per cent of the stock in
the company, while Shirley owns 25 per
cent, and William Rafferty. of Syracuse, the
remainder. The company is now operating
three of the largest houses in Schenectady,
with a fourth closed.

Independent Producers
Meet in Los Angeles

prospect
ands
the future
SMthatforbright
USIAce
ENTHconfiden
are ahead for the independent producers were expressed by members of
the I. M- P. P. D. A., at a Booster Meeting held last week at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles.
I. E. Chadwick, of Chadwick Pictures
Corporation, president of the organization outlined the massive program on
which the independents propose to
operate during the coming year. Mr.
Chadwick declared that the morale of
the independent producers is now at the
highest stiuidard it has reached since the
inception of the industry, and that in the
future the produce from this field will
compare favorably with the best productions of the so-called national distributors.
Jesse J. dependent
Goldburg,
president praised
of InPictures Corporation,
the work accompUshed by the I. M. P.
P. D. A. during the year past and stated
with this cooperation he would double
his production this year.
Other producers who took an active ■
part in the meeting are Peter Andrews
of Hercules Productions, Harry Cohn of
C. B. C. Van Pelt Brothers, Frank Sanford and Anthony J. Xydies, President
of Sunset Productions.
Samuel BischofF, President of Bischotf
Inc. and California Studios Hollywood,
who is now producing comedies on a
large
scale became a member of the association.
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Famous

Adopts
Will Add

s Players-Lasky CorporaFamou
tion has perfected details of an
employees' savings and bonus plan,
which has been under consideration for a
long time past. It was announced by Sidney R. Kent, general manager of the
company at the closing session of the international convention of the Paramount distributing department last week.
The plan contemplates a savings and
bonus arrangement covering a period of five
vears and by its conditions 25 per cent over
the full period will be added to the weekly
de)«5sits made with the company by em])loyees. In addition they will receive 6
per cent compounded semi-annually on
amounts saved. No employee, however, is
pennitted to deposit with the company
more than 20 per cent of his salary.
Speaking of the plan, Adolph Zukor,
Ijresident of the Famous Players-Lasky
Coiporation said :
"The directors of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, in recognition of the
faithful and efficient service of its employees,
.announce this plan to enable employees of
tlie corporation and its subsidiary corporations to participate in the profits of the
corporation.
"The directors recommend participation
in the plan in the belief that it affords an
oppoi-tunity to share in the profits of the
♦•ompany on terms which provide an incentive to continued loyal service on the
jxirt of its employees, and which, at the
isame time, oftVr.-j an investment opi)ortunity

Famous

Savings

Plan

Twenty-Five Per Cent and Interest to Amounts
Deposited With Company by Employees

THE

Activity

Bonus,

sufficiently attractive to encourage thrift
and saving.
"No employee is under any obligation to
participate in the plan. The present standing or future prospects of an employee will
not be affected in the least degree by his
decision as to the plan."
The details of the Plan, as announced by
the directors, are in part as follows :
The Plan shall be in force for five years
from August 1, 1925 to July 31, 1930, unless sooner terminated by the Board of
Director of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who shall have the right to terminate the Plan at any time. The operation
of the Plan shall be under the direction of
six Ti-ustees appointed by the Board of
Directors of the Coi-poration.
Any employee of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation or of any of its subsidiary corporations may subscribe to the
fund established hereunder any amount in
even dollars not in excess of 20 per cent of
the compensaiion paid him at the time of
such subscription, provided, that such employee shall have been continuously employed for the six months immediately
preceding. The amount of the subscription
of each employee shall be deducted from his
salary on each paj^ day, a receipt issued
therefor and shall be paid to the Trustees
and credited to his account with the Trustees. No employee will be permitted to
subscribe to an amount in excess of $200

Concurrently with the making of any such
deduction, the Corporation shall pay to the
Trustees as a bonus an amount equal to 25
per cent of such deduction, which shall be
credited to the account of the employee with
the Trustees.
The amounts so deducted and the bonuses
paid by the Corporation shall constitute a
fund which the Trustees may in their discretion invest and reinvest in securities of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation or of
any other corporation, or in securities of
any municipality, state or government.
Upon the termination of the Plan, the
entire fund shall be distributed to the participating employees in cash or in securities, in the discretion of the Trustees, in
proportion to the amounts then standing to
the credit of their respective accounts with
the Trustees. The accounts shall be adjusted from time to time at such time as
the Trustees may, in their discretion, determine, and at the time of each such adjustment, the net income of the fund since the
preceding adjustment shall be credited to
the accounts of the then participating employees in proportion of the amounts then
standing to the credit of their respective
accounts with the Tnistees.
The Trustees appointed by the Board of
Directors are: Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
ery,
Laskj',
Elek John Ludvigh, Sidney R. Kent,
Eugene J. Zukor, and Robert C. Montgom-

per week.

Continues

in

Theatre

Players Canadian Corp. Adds More Houses — Rothchild,
Lucas and Others Expand Interests

IMPORTANT developments in the theatre
field were reported this week. The
Famous Players Canadian Corporation
is rapidly adding to its list of houses, which
is approaching the hundred mark. The
concern has acquired the theatres formerly
operated by Theatrical Enterprises, Ltd., at
Woodstock, St. Catherines and Chatham,
Ontario.
F. P. Canadian Corp., of which N. L.
Nathanson is Managing Director, has also
acquired the only legitimate theatre in Fort
WOliam, Ontario. The company already
■operates the Orpheum and Royal Theatres,
picture houses in the town.
Announcement has been made at Toronto
tliat Mr. Nathanson has orgaiaized another
subsidiary for Famous Players in the TransCanada Bookings, Ltd., virtually to take the
place of Trans-Canada Theatres, Ltd., of
Montreal, which is now defunct. The new
concern will look after English releases and
•other attractions, it is understood, along the
lines originallj' intended bj' the defunct company.
Two houses have been secured by purchase
from the liquidator of Trans-Canada
Theatres, Ltd., by Famous Players recently
•and more are to be acquired, thus releasing

Trans-Canada from liquidation. The houses
acquired were the Grand, London, Ontario,
and the Grand, Kingston.
A development of importance on the West
Coast is the announcement that the Herbert
L. Rothchild Entertaiimaent organization will
build six or seven modetn, high price picture
theatres in and around San Francisco in the
next year or so. One of the finest theatres
in the West will be built in the business
section; the others will be neighborhood
houses. Construction has already been
started on the house at Eighth and Irving
Streets. Another will be built at 17th and
Geary. The Rothchild company owns four
large houses in the main business section of
San Francisco. Mr. Rothchild stated that
only first class pictures will be run in the
new theatres and that the houses will be the
last word in modern construction.
In the Middle West, Ascher Brothers have
sold the Capitol Theatre, Cincinnati, to the
Capitol Theatre Company which is controlled by the Libson theatre interests, of
which I. Libson is president. The theatre
has been operated for the last three years by
Libson, under a forty year lease. The
Capitol was built four years ago by Ascher
Brothers, who operated it for a year.

Field

Butterfield,

W. S. Butterfield circuit has added to its
list of theatres by acquiring the Martha
Washington in Ypsilanti, Mich., from Mrs.
Florence Signor. This is the largest theatre
in that city, having a capacity of 800 seats.
In the South, Arthur Lucas, prime factor
in General Enterprises, Inc., operating the
new Egyptian Theatre, Greenville, S. C, and
controlling factor in a number of independent enterprises in the Southeast, has
secured control of the State and Superba
Theatres at Raleigh, N. C. The Lucas enterprises now control fifteen theatres and plan
to annex twenty more in the next few
months.
E. J. Sparks, of Jacksonville, Fla., who
recently sold a string of seventeen houses to
Universal, has bought the Ljaic Theatre at
Gainesville, Fla. It is reported that Mr.
Sparks is negotiating for the Temple
Theatre, Ocala, Fla., and that he will probably close a deal for it soon. The report
also is that he is in a deal :^r the Milane
Theatre, Sanford, Fla.
When Mr. Sparks sold the seventeen
houses to Universal he retained his theatre
holdings at Lakeland and Leesburg and has
since bought the Grand at Palatka from
Louis Kalbfield.
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Motion

Picture

X ezvs

New

Iowa

Exhibitors

Converted

to Shipment

of

Film by Express
NUMBERS of Iowa exhibitors have been converted to the idea of sending
film by express and those who have been using express in the larger
towns are requesting the express shipments. In from thirty to fifty per
cent of the shipments, however, the exhibitors are insisting on the parcel post
method. Most of the exchanges are doing the majority of their shipping by
express and sending film by parcel post only at the request of the exhibitors.
"Send not
it by
parcel the
post"
is as service
a rule the
request
of the small town exhibitor, who
does
demand
greater
of the
express.
The report given to the Des Moines Film Board of Trade from the exchanges
shows a variance in the experience of the different branches. Metro Goldwyn
reported requests that film be sent by express. Famous Players reported
that the exhbitors prefer parcel post and prefer it even without the promise of
special handling. Half of the exhibitors have requested Pathe for parcel post
shipments immediately with the receipt of express shipments. Universal is giving
the exhibitor just what he asks for without any argument. And the majority are
asking for parcel post, especially the small town exhibitor. Premier reports that
the majority of their shipping is being done by express but not without some
iwotests, probably from thirty per cent. The Educational branch seems especially
besieged with requests for parcel post shipments.
It is the local understanding that the parcel post shipments will be made with
a continuance of the service given before the change of the post rates and that
special service will be given in handling film even when the twenty-five cent
handling charge is not paid or sending the film as first class matter.

Two

Bills

Pass

Penn.

Session

Anti-Daylight Saving and Heating Measures Are Approved by the Lawmakers

OUT of about twenty bills relating in
one way or another to the motion picture industry that were introduced in
the biennial session of the Pennsylvania
Legislature which adjourned finally on
Thursday, April 16, in the eapitol at Harrisburg, only two survived to pass both
branches of the law-makers, the rest going
down to defeat chiefly tlirough being smothered in the committees to which they were
referred.
Of the two that passed both houses the
more important was the Derrick-Grimes bill,
favored by the picture interests, which is
designed to make really elfective the existing anti-daylight saving law of 1923, and
the other was the less important measure
of Senator Krause, of Philadelphia, which
makes it lawful to heat theatres with warm
air systems, whereas heretofore only steam
and hot water systems were sanctioned by
law. The Krause bill already has been
signed by Governor Pinchot, thereby becoming a law.
The anti-daylight saving bill, however,
had not been acted upon by the Governor
at the time he left Harrisburg, shortly after
the close of the Legislature, for a brief vacation at his country home at ililford, Pike
county. He has, however, until May 16
either to attach his signature to the measure
or to reject it.
This bill was passed finally by the Senate,
on April 13, by a vote of 36 to 10, the
House having previously approved it. It
is in the form of an amendment to the law
of 1923 and proliibits the display of any
except Eastern Standard time on clocks on
any public highway or in any other public
place within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The 1923 law made it unlawful for
any municipality of the state officially to
adopt a daylight saving schedule, but this
proved ineffectual in preventing the use of
daylight saving time because in cities where
business interests desired to do so they simply changed the clocks without any muni-

cipal ordinance approving such action. The
proposed new law is designed to prevent
even unofficial display of any except Standard time.
Of the more important measures that
went down to defeat in one way or another,
one was the bill which would have placed
control of billboards containing theatrical
or other advertising, under control of the
State Highway Department which woidd
have had authority to prevent such advertising along any highway, on the theoi'y that
billboards would constitute a source of danger by diverting the attention of drivers of
motor vehicles from the road. This bill died
in committee.
$30,000 Damage by Fire in
Theatre at North Bay
The interior of the New Royal Theatre
at North Bay, Ontario, was gutted by fii-e
on April 5, the origin being due to a short
circuit in the balcony of the theatre, it is
believed. The fire, which resulted in a damage of $30,000, was one of the largest that
has occurred in North Bay in recent years.
The manager, John Blanchet, was at his
summer home at Trout Lake when the blaze
took place, but returned quickly to the city.
A portion of the roof fell in and the balcony was destroyed. Other sections of the
building were saved by the automatic
sprinkler system. The theatre, which seats
1,100, is being rebuilt and will be reopened
in July, according to an announcement by
Mr. Blanchet.
Kleeblatt Opens New Print
Plant in New York
A new printing plant, equipped with the
latest type setting machines and automatic
presses, has been opened at 351-5 West
52nd St., New York City, by Erwin S.
Kleeblatt, president of the Erwin S. Kleeblatt Press. The plant will be devoted to
motion picture work exclusively.

Companies Chartered
in New York State
Companies incorporating in the motion
picture business in New York state during
the past week, and receiving eharter•^ from
the secretary of state, included the following, the amount of capitalization and the
names of the directors being given :
The International Playhouse, Inc.. $50,000, B. S. Herkimer, I. Kraft. New York;
A. V. Nyholm, Brooklyn ; Treadwell Productions, Incorporated, capitalization not -specified, S. Treadwell, W. 0. McGeehan. J. Marry, New York city; Paras Court Amusement Corporation, $5,000, S. F. Scotto. Joseph and A. N. Parascandola, Brooklyn;
Weinsoff Amusement Corporation. -SS.UOO,
Borach Kessler, Jacob Weinsoff, B. Ettinger, Brooklyn.
The Firs't Night, Inc., $10,00n. Rose
Rosenblum
, C. F. ColUns, S. R. Goldrng
New York city; Fern Movie Co., In... $5.000, Attilio and Romio Taliaferri. Max
Ecker, New York city; The Grand Chrystie
Corporation, $5,000, Nathan Schulmari. J.
Rovenger, Samuel Goldstein, New York
city; The Congress Film Corporation, r-apitalization not stated, Alex Smith, Jr.. Edcit
y.
Joseph Clifford, New York
ward White,
Legal Ban Removed From
New S. F. House
Legal obstacles in the way of construction
of the new Pantages theatre at Hyde. Market and Fulton streets, San Franeiscr., were
swept away when the judge dissolved an
order restraining Alexander Pantages and
W. B. Wagnon, owner of the site, from
constructing a building. Sol Levis, theatrical man, had obtained a lease upon 20
feet of the Market street frontage of Wagnon's property, to be used for a 400 seat
show house, prior to the leasing of the
same piece to Pantages. Levis sought to
hare the court compel Wagnon to carry out
his prior lease contract.
The judge held that numerous deci-^ions
had held that it was part of the court's duty
to supervise construction of a building to
make certain that terms of a contract were
being carried out. Whether Levis has been
damaged and to what extent, remains to be
decided later. The entire state was interested in this.
T. O. C. C. in Booking
Deal, Is Report

daily,
to the film
r theof
RDING Owners'
Chambe
ACCOTheatre
Commerce of New York is planning to line up a big group of member
theatres in a booking deal with three
important distributors to combat the
domination of the Producer-AlUed circuits in this territory.
The story declares that the T. O. C. C.
is seeking to get together 80 to 1,000
booking days for product which would
be assured by the Production Alliance.
This would give an asured flow of pictures for first runs in the neighborhoods,
with the Piccadilly Theatre as the showwindow on Broadway.
The distributors, it is further declared,
would franchise the pictures for a period
of years. The movement is described as
aimed
at the
so-called
"Big
it is said
the T.
O. C. C.
willThree",
propose andto
the Milwaukee convention that the plan
be put into effect on a national scale.
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Injunction
is
Sought by
George Skinner
Prelimiii;iry lu-iiriiig on the application of
George A. Skinner, of New York, for a
preliminary injunction against the Edneational Pictures Security CorpoVation and
the j)resident and directors of the cor])()rntion has
been set
for May 1 before
(,'liancellor
Woleott
in Wilmington,
Del.
The complaint alleges that a contract was
entered into in 1020 with E. W. Hannnan<.
one of the defendants. He agreed, it is alleged, to serve as president and director of
the corporation and its subsidiaries and to
devote all his time during business hours to
theIt corporation's
aft'airs.
is charged that
Mr. Hammons entered
into contracts with other organizations in
violations of the tems of his contract. The
complainant seeks to have Mr. Hammons decreed to pay the corporation or subsidiaries
such sums as may be due them to reimburse them for all damages claimed to have
been sustained because of the alleged breach
of contract.
Indiana

Indorsers Elect New
President
At the annual meeting of the Indiana
Indorsers last week Mrs. Arthur Twining
of Fort Wayne was elected president of the
organization, succeeding Mrs. David Ross,
who became first vice-president. The Indorsers are an organization of women who
are opposed to censorship, but who indorse
photoplays they think should be seen by the
men, women and children of their state.
Close to five hundred members and guests
attended last week's session, which was addressed by Robert Liebei*, Milton Sills and
Laurence Hitt. Sills made a splendid address on censorship and was enthusiastically
received by the delegates.
Steffes Explaining Plan At
Regional Meetings
The i)lan and operation of the Allied
Theatres Circuit, new booking combine organized in Minneapolis, is being explained
and outlined at a series of regional meetings
conducted by W. A. Steffes, head of the
organization. Meetings have been held in
St. Cloud, Brainerd, Alexandria, Wadeno
and Fargo.
Plan

Movie Exposition for
Berlin
photoure isand
pict
N expos
IO
AMOT
ical
ition
graph
to be held
in Berlin, Germany from September 25th to October 10th, inclusive, this
year. Included in the exhibition will be
sample studios, and theatres, fashion
shows, home movies, special studios for
scientific, industrial and trick films,
booths for operators, fire extinguishers
and studio theatre equipment of all descriptions.
German producers, distributors and
theatre owners have already contracted
for a large amount of space, and a number of French concerns have agreed to
show their wares. Patronage is being
sought from American producers and
distributors. Information regarding
space and other particulars may be had
from Wolff M. Henius, local representative of the Lichtbilduhne at 1482 Broadway, New York City.
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Henry

New

Exchange Building
for Albany

to shous
ingange
tion picture
exch
is etomobe
build
R
HEed
ANOTerect
in Albany, according to
an announcement made during the past
week by W. W. Farley, a well known
exhibitor and who will be one of the
owners of the building.
The structure will be located in the
business center of the city and close to
Film Row. It will be seven stories in
height and will have a frontage of 75
feet and a depth of 140 feet. Work will
start at once. Some few weeks ago,
there was another announcement from
New York interests to the effect that
they would erect a similar building in
Albany, but whether this will now go
through in view of the statement forthcoming from Mr. Farley is unknown.
Albany has about thirteen motion picture
exchanges at the present time, and these
With one exception, are nestled together
in what is generally known as "Film
Row. ' While one or two of these
occupy their own buildings, the others
rent quarters and no doubt when the
new building is erected, it will house
practically all of the exchanges.

John

H. Springer, Veteran
Showman, Dies
John H. Springer, one of the oldest showmen in this section died April 16th at his
home in Apthrop, 79tli Street and Broadway, New York City. His death was caused
by heart trouble.
Springer was born in the year of 1852
in the state of Iowa and first started his
business career in the printing and lithographing business in Chicago. Later on in
Xew Y^'ork, he at one time had seven companies of the "Black Crook" on the road, as
well as the other shows. After this he operated the Grand Opera House in Brooklyn
and New York. He was also a pioneer in
the automobile business, manufacturing the
old Kidder steam ear which was later made
into a ga.soline propelled car and manufactured by the Springer Motor Vehicle Co.
He also engaged in the early real estate
deals aroimd the Washington Heights section of New York, and at the time of his
death was the manager of the Springer theatre Co. operating the 77th Street theatre,
tlie Symphony at 95th street, and the
Adelphi at Broadway and 89th street.

Carr Dies Suddenly
in Buffalo
Buffalo and western New York tlicatre
men were shocked to learn of the sudden
death in Buffalo on Saturday, April 18
of Henry
J. Carr,
manag-er
Shea's ofCourt
street
theatre
in the
Queenof City
the
Lakes. Mr. Carr was widely known in
theati'e circles. Born in Lewiston, X. Y.
50 years ago, Mr. Carr went to Buffalo
during his youth and obtained an appointment to the Postal Service and for several
years was in charge of the old Cold Spring
post office. In 1905 he was tendered the
management of the Shea Court Street
theatre by his brother-in-law, Michael Shea.
He accepted the position and upon the inof Mr. years
Shea's
ment interestscorporationsome
ago,Buffalo
he was amuseelected
to the vice presidency.
ilr. CaiT is survived by his widow, formerly Miss Millicent Martin of Buffalo,
three sisters, Mrs. Michael Shea, Mrs. Edward Carney and Miss Elizabeth Carr, and
two
brothers,
Shea's funeral
Noi'th
Park theatre,John,
and manager
Edward.of The
was held Tuesday morning, April 21 from
his residence 33 Laurel street and later
from the new Catholic cathedral on Delaware avenue. Elaborate floral pieces were
sent by ciation,
the Bufi:alo
Buffalo Zone,Theatre
M. P. Managers'
T. 0. of N.assoY.,
and
towns.exhibitors and theatre men from nearby
Merchants

Purchase

to

Reopen House
Merchants of Perth Amboy, New .Jersey
consider a theatre in operation quite a business adjunct, so they purchased a tract of
land
Majestic
and
resoldadjoining
it to hun Walter
for halfReade's
price that
he might
enlarge the present house, build an entirely
up-to-date theatre and keep it in continuous
operation.
The plot of land is 100 feet by 100 and
the x)i"operty is said to have been held at
$135,000. Plans have been drawn for the
new house and work on it will start about
May 15th. The Majestic has been closed
for some time. Reade also operates houses
in Asbuiy Park, Red Bank, Long Branch,
Trenton,
Plainfield, New Brunswick and
Perth Amboy.
New

Film

Publication

Enter
Montreal
Will
Show
Free
Educational Pictures
Free mo\ing picture shows are to be presented in iVIontreal, Canada's largest city,
during the summer months at local moving
])ietnre houses under the auspices of the
administration as an educational feature for
the people.
At a meeting of police and public safety
officials at Montreal on April 15, arrangements were made for the free shows at various moving picture theatres in Montreal and
adjacent corporations every Saturday morning during the warm weather. At this gathering several appropriate moving picture
features were screened for the officials.
The police departments of Montreal and
the suburban cities, Westmount, Verdun and
others are behind the move as well as the
FroAdnce of Quebec Safety League, all of
which
meeting.departments were represented at the

Land

to

Field

tion TODAY
a new film
publica
of which
,
RES
PICTU
MOTION
Arthur James will be President
and Editor, has been incorporated at
Albany, with a capitalization of $50,000.
Merritt Crawford, who will be vicepresident and publisher and H. G.
Kosch are named in the incorporation
The publication, which will be a
'trade
papers. news weekly, will make its appearance early in May, it is understood.
Arthur James and Merritt Crawford
are well-known in the industry. The
former was publicity and advertising
director for Metro and Fox. and subsequently editor of Moving Picture
World. Mr. Crawford, who also has
had wide publicity experience, was
Managing Publisher of Exhibitors
Trade Review and one of the founders
of that publication. Mr. Kosch is a
New York attorney.
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"U"
Motion

Crcelman Adapting De Mille
Vehicle for La Rocque
James Ashmore Creelniau has oeeii engaged b}- Qecil B. Deilille to make tlie
screen adaptation of "Tlie Coming ot
Amos," the William J. Locke story which
will be used a.s the tirst s.tarriug vehicle for
Rod La Rocque.

Cast Completed

for '*OfF the

Hunt Stromberg
has completed the cast
Highway''
which will appear in ''Off the Highway,"
an adaptation of the Tom Gallon novel
"Tatterly,"of which
will be for
made
the
direction
Tom Formau
the under
Producers
Distributing Corporation program.
The complete cast includes Marguerite
De La Motte, Wm. V. Mong. John Bowers,
Charles Gerard, Gino Corrado, Buddy Post,
Joseph Swickard, and "Smoke" Turner.
The script for the picture was written by
Dorothy Farnum. George Benoit is in
charge of the camera work.

Prod.
Dist.
Corp. Names
De Lorenzo Manager
Paul C. Mooney, vice-president in charge
of distribution of Producers Distributing
Corporation, has appointed Frank De Lorenzo branch manager of the Omaha exchange of the company. De Lorenzo is
well known in the territory, having been
fonnerly connected with a branch in Omalia.
More recently he has been in Milwaukee,
where as manager for Selznick he lead that
company's
in sales
and collections for a exchanges
period of seven
months.

George
Flinn

Back From
Conferences

AFTER seven
of daily
ductionweeks
conferences,
John proC.
Flinn, vice-president in charge of
production for Producers Distributing
Corporation is back from the coast and
will shortly announce the release program for the coming season.
Flinn has been in continuous conference with Cecil B. DeMille, Al
Christie, Hunt Stromberg, A. H. Sebastian, Frances Marion, WilHam Sistrom
and Renaud Hoffman on stories, stars,
directors and supporting casts that will
contribute to the program.
Lillian

Gish

Waits

First

Story Selection
As soon as executives of Metro-GoldwynIMayer have decided upon a story for her,
Lillian Gish will leave for the coast to
make her initial production under her new
long terili contract just signed by her and
the producing company. A number of important works are under discussion for her
and a selection will be made in the near
future. One of the staff of fifteen directors
under contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
will direct Miss Gish.
Columbia

Pictures

Fawcctt

Coast

Signs
Reeves Eason
Harry Cohn of Columbia Pictures Corporation has signed Reeves Eason to direct
pi'oductions for that comjiany for the next
two years. During the term of his contract he will direct exclusively for Columbia.
His latest picture is "Fighting tiie Flames "

Picture
Roles

News

Playing Two

George Fawcett is playing in two Universal jjictures at the same time in Universal
City. He has the role of the doctor in "The
Home Maker" with Alice Joyce and Clive
Brook and plays the uncle in "Peacock
Feathers," starring Jacqueline Logan and
Cullen Landis.
^'Don^t*'

is New

Title

for

Rupert Hughes Story
"Don't" is the new title of the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer picturization of the Rupert
Hughes story, "The Girls' Rebellion." It
was originally called "The Rebellious Girl"
and is being directed by Alf Goulding under the personal supervision of the author.
Sally
O'Neill
the titleplaying
role in the picture with
John hasPatrick
opposite
her. In the supporting cast are James
Morrison, De Witt Jennings, Bert Roach,
Evelyn Peirce, Estelle Clark, Buddy Messinger, Ethel Wales and Ella McKenzie.

Milton

Sills Edits First Astor
Production
Milton Sills turned film editor recently
wiien he was engaged to edit "The Lover's
Oath," first of a series of productions to be
made and released by Astor Distributing
Corporation. Sills spent considerable time
in editing the production and cooperating
with the title writer.
"The Lover's Oath" has as its featured
players Ramon Novarro and Kathleen Key.
It was produced by Ferdinand P. Earle under the original title of "The Rubaivat."

Douglas Fairbanks in scenes from "Don Q," his new production for United Artists.

May
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2, 1925

Newspaper Story Next for
Emory Johnson
next melodrama for F.
Emory Johnson's
B. 0. will be a newspaper story temporarily
titled "The Last Edition." Much of the
action will probably be taken in the plant
of a San Francisco newspaper, with Ralph
Lewis in the leading ix)le. It is expected
the picture will go into production siiortly
and that it will be about six or eight weeks
in the making. The story was written by
Emilie Johnson, mother of the producer.
Following the completion of "The Last
Edition," Johnson and his mother will depart for Sweden, where scenes will be shot
for the production to follow "The Last
Edition."
Directors Will Make
Schulberg Pictures
Four directors will work exclusively for
B. P. Schulberg Productions this year and
will handle all eighteen pictures provided for
in the schedule. Three of these have already been signed up and a fourth will
place his signature on a contract this week.
Gasnier will be assigned one group of
stories. This will be his fourth year as a
Schulberg director. James P. Hogan will
be retained for the year and will direct at
least four of the series. Frank O'Connor
has also been placed under a contract
acwhich
tivities. will extend through next season's
Four

Luchese

Establishes

a

New

Exchange in Philadelphia
Anthony Luchese, who recently retired
from the De Luxe Film Company, a Philadelphia independent exchange, has formed
the Liberty Film Corporation which will
operate as an independent exchange in the
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey
and Delaware territory. Headquarters of
the new company will be at 1339 Vine St.,
Philadelphia.
Jack

Mulhall

Signed

for

Jack Mulhall"Classii&ed''
has been signed by Corinne
Griffith Productions as leading man for Miss
Griffith in "Classified," her next picture for
First National release. It is an adaptation
from a short story by Edna Ferber. Photography will start April 27th with Al Santell
directing.
Mary Pickford to Make 3
Productions This Year
RD plans to
PICeKFO
MARY
pictures this year
make thre
for United Artists distribution.
Upon the completion of "Little Annie
Rooney," now being filmed and which
she expects to finish in June, Miss Pickford will immediately start on another
production of a story now being prepared by Winifred Dunn. The play
it is said will provide the star another
ten-year-old role. A third story is under
discussion with Ernest Lubitsch, who
will direct the picture.
The announcement of her plans to
make three pictures this year has stirred an amount of enthusiasm equal to
that which greeted her decision to return to the ragged-girl roles when she
selected
vehicle. "Annie Rooney" as her next

Charles Chase in scenes from "Bad Boy," a two-reel Hal Roach comedy released by Pathe.

Leave

For

Session

On

Coast

Seventy Paramount Executives Boarded
Train Monday for Los Angeles Meeting

, Jesse
Adolyph R.Zukor
by Sidne
the NewL.
Kent,
Lasky, and
HEADED
York contingent of the executive
members of Paramount's international convention of the department of distribution
left Monday aboard a special section of the
Lake Shore Limited, bound for Los Angeles
for the final sessions of the convention,
which are to be held at the Hotel Ambassador. The special which canied the
convention members from Chicago to Los
Angeles stopped at Kansas City to pick up
the midwest sales forces.
Gloria Swanson and her husband were
members of the party which left Monday.
The star and the convention members
arrived in Los Angeles in time for the premiere there of "Madame Sans-Gene" at the
Million Dollar theatre Friday night.
Those who made up the party which entrained at New York are the following:
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Sidney R.
Kent, I. Blumenthal, J. H. Seidelman, P.
Harrison. H. W. Walker, Earl St. John,
Jno. E. Kennebeck, Phil. R^isman, N. L.
Nathanson, Carl York, Walter Lemat, A.
Osso, Mr. Hurell, Ben Stiles, G. Hurworth,
Jno. L. Day, Jr., M. Ferraud, John Cecil
Graham, Jno. W. Hicks, Jr., E. E. Shauer,
M. A. Shauer, H. B. Franklin, Bogart
Rodgers, M. H. Lewis, G. M. Spidell, G. B.
J. Frawley, M. Letsch, S. Pizzaro, Mr.
Caimiehael Sothami, Mr. Goldman, J. E.

Mansfield, Mr. Brinch, 0. V. Traggardh, C.
E. McCarthy, J. D. Clark, G. W. Weeks,
W. R. Eraser, A. M. Botsford, R. Holman,
C. Saunders, 0. Dillenbeck, Mr. Geyer, Mr.
Heubert, E. J. Zukor, Dr. E. Stern, H.
Wobber, Mr. Rosebaum, Mr Zukor's valet,
Gilbert Miller, Miss Nolan (secretary) Miss
Schwell, (maid) Gloria Swanson, Marquis
De la Falaise, W. Wanger, Allan Dwan,
Mr. R. Rosson, Forrest Halsey, Mr. Rosenfeld, Mr. Josephs.
Arthur

W. Kelly Treasurer of
United Artists
At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of United Artists Corporation held this
week, Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president, was
elected treasurer to fill the office made vacant by the recent resignation of Maurice
G. Cleary.
Mr. Kelly, who was formerly connected
as an executive with several companies controlled bythe Gould interests, made his entry
into the motion picture industry as business
manager of a unit producing pictures for
First National under the supervision of Earl
Hudson. Later he was appointed by Charles
Chaplin to represent him. Mi". Kelly accompanied Joseph M. Schenck on his recent trip to Europe to investigate foreign
film markets.
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Motion

JOHN

BARRYMORE

Is Awarded

Rudolph

MEDAL

Trophv

JOHN Barrymore for his acting in "Beau Brummel" has been awarded the Rudolph Valentino
medal for the best performance by any screen
actor during 1924. The decision was made by
and magazines
newspapers
critics on leading
throughout the United States.
Seventy-five critics voted on the award and their votes were widely
scattered, Barrymore received fifteen votes, while Norma Talmadge received nine for her performance in "Secrets." On the vote for first,
second and third choices Barrymore received twenty-seven against Miss
Talmadge's twenty-nine. Among the other votes for first place Lon
Chaney received six for "He Who Gets Slapped," Douglas Fairbanks
four for "The Thief of Bagdad" and Milton Sills three for "The Sea
Hawk."
..
Valentino donated the medal last year and announced at that time
he would give a medal annually for the most meritorious performance
on the screen. Any player is elegible to win with the exception of the
doner. The medal is of gold and was designed by William Cameron
Menzies. John Barrymore is at present in London where he is appearing in "Hamlet."
Laemmle

Returns

Universal

Chief

From

Completes

Plans

Coast
for

Busiest Season in Company's History
The Univei-sal chief waxes enthusiastic
E, president of Uni\[ML
CA1?L LAE:
versal Pictures Corporation returned
over "The Piiantom of the Opera," which
to New York last Saturday from
opens on April 28th at the Curran Theatre
HolhTvood, where he has been for the past in San Francisco. Laemmle says the
three months reorganizing the production
Piiantom will surpass the "Hunchback of
staff and securing stories and players for
Notre
Dame." of players were signed for the
A number
the coming season.
Laemmle is enthusiastic over })rospects
Universal stock company dui"ing Laemmle's
on the coast. These include Louise
and says production exceeds by thirty per- stay
Dresser,
Jason Robards. Marion Xixon. Lola
Univei-sal
in
season
other
any
cent that of
Todd. Prince Youcea Troubetzkoy, Marcehistoiy. There are thirty Jewels contemplateti for next year, all are purchased and
line Day, Josie Sedg-wick, Margaret Quimby.
Cesare Gravina, - Georgie Grandee and
the great majority have been placed in proCliarles Puffv.
duction at Universal City.
In addition to the Jewels there will be
Whitman
Bennett
to Star
twenty-six Blue Streak Westerns, six adventure stories in fifteen to eighteen epiJane
Novak
sodes each, twelve two-reel Gump comedies,
Jane Novak has been signed by Whitfifty-two Century Comedies, fifty-two Bulls
man Bennett to star in a series of five picEye Comedies, fifty-two Mustang Westerns,
and two International News Reel releases a
tures for release through Arrow Film Corweek. Tliis makes a to^al of between seven
poration. The titles have not yet been announced l)ut it is said the stories will be
huiulred and eight hundred reels of pic- lavishlv mounted
tures.
F.

B.

O.

Studios

Productions

of

All

Under Way
for
ng
showi
are
coast
the
on
s
studio
FEW
signs of more activity than F. B. 0.
Short subjects, westerns and productions of nearly all descriptions are either
under way or being prepared to go into
work.
Leo'Meehan is preparing to start shooting on the second of his pictures from the
novels of the late Jean Stratton-Porter. and
Emory Johnson is finishing the sci'ipt for
his new special, which will be a newspajier
story.
Fred Thompson is completing the final
scenes for "The Bandit's Baby," a comedy
drama of the open spaces, and Evelyn
Brent is starting her sixth starring vehicle,
a crook melodrama adopted from Bayard
"W'iller's stage success, "The Chatterbox."

Are

N ezus

Arrow

WINNER

Valentino

Picture

Active

Descriptions

Are

the Coming Season
Ralj)h Incc is directing. Lefty Flynn has
started "High and Handsome" with Harry
Garson directing.
Dii-ector Wesley Ruggles has completed
the eighth of the "Pacemakers" series starring George O'Hara and Alberta Vaughn.
This will be followed by two two-reel series,
the first the work of Sam Hcllman and the
second from the new Witwer stories.
Tentative plans are going forward for the
filming of the first of the Laura Jean Libbey
stories, recently acquired by F. B. 0., but
no definite starting date has been set.
Yakima Canutt will shortly start work on
a new series of westerns under the sujiervision of Ben Wilson, and Bob Custer, having finished "The Texas Bearcat," is pre)taring to start a new one.

Changes
Title of
Alaska Picture
Arrow has changed the title on its Alaskamade picture and it will be released jn the
immediate future as "North of Nome" instead of "The Eternal Frontier,"' under
which title it was produced. The i)icture
was made in its entu-ety along the Yukon.
The cast is headed by Robert McKim,
while the leading feminine role is enacted by
Gladys Johnston, selected by a group of
native Alaskans as the most beautiful girl ni
the territorj'.
The picture, which is said to have been
almost a year in the making, was directed
by
Raymond
Harvev
Gates. K. Johnston from a story by
Cadman
Lover's
Oath''Writes
Music ''A
Theme
A of
special
rhapsodyto for
"A Lover's
tirst
the product
be made
by the Oath,"
Astor
Distributing Corporation, has been written
by Charles Wakefield Cadman, well known
American composer. It is the general theme
of the music that will go with all bookings
i>n the film.
The composition is entitled Omar Khayyam, which is the theme of the photoplay, in
which Ramon Novarro and Kathleen Key
play the leading roles. Ferdinand P. Earle
adapted the poem to the screen and directed
the production.
' American Pluck'' is Being
Edited and Titled
■•American Pluck," the first George Walsh
picture for Chadwick Pictures Corporation,
has been completed and is now being edited
and titled by Ralph Spence. who also prepared the scieen adaptation. It will be
released by Chadwick immediately following
•"The Wizard of Oz." first of the Chadwick
product
1925-'26
Walsh for
willthestart
work season.
shortly on a new
picture under the direction of Scott Dunlop.
Joan Meredith, Wampas Baby star will
l>rohal)ly have an imj^ortant role
Wilson

Makes

Color

Films

of Charity Pageant
Sering D. Wilson, president of Sering D.
Wilson & Co., Inc., producers of short subjects in natural colors, made several scenes
of
a
for "Why
Not?" bya amusical
comedyrehearsal
to be given
for charity
group
of Philadelphia society people at the Little
Theatre in that city. The pictures were
made with the Wilson- Wetherald color
camera. The stunt was arranged for purjioses of publicity and exploitation of the
new color process.
Albert

Warner to Be Married in May

to
bert Warner, of Warner Bros.,
age of Alg marri
achin
THEMrs. appro
was announced
Segal,
Bessie
this week. The marriage will take place
in May. Mrs. Segal is the daughter of
Moe Levy, and her husband, who died
about a year ago, was a close friend of
Mr. Warner. The two families have an
acquaintance dating back many years.
Mr. Warner is one of the best liked
executives in the motion picture industry, and his friends are showering him
with congratulations.
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Cavanagh Will Exploit the
Neilan Productions
p. A. Powers has placed Raymond Cavauagli 111 charge of publicity, exploitation
and advertisinii: of Marshall Xcilau Production:-, the new iudependent producing
organization recently foniied by Powea-s
and Neilan. Their first picture will be '"The
Sky Kocket," from the Adela Rogers St.
Johns novel, with M-liich Keilau will launch
Peggy Hopkins Joyce on her screen career.
Cavanagh, who has long been prominent
in tlie exploitation of pictures, has already
started organizing his staff. He has with
him Burton Rice, well known artist, and
Pauline Morgan, a fashion writer.
Young Collier Signs Long
Paramount Contract
Paramount has signed William Collier
Jr., to a long time contract and is already
considering several important parts for him
following the completion of his present role
as the prodigal son in "The Wanderer."
Collier, twenty-three years old, is the son
of William Collier, noted playwright and
stage comedian. He has already gained
considerable prominence in a number of
picture productions, and is said to have his
most impressive role in " The Wanderer."

''Anything Once" is Ready
for Release
Jack Weinberg, i^resident of Classplay
Pictures Corjioration, has his first ])roduction, "Anything Once,'' ready for distribution. The cast is headed by Tuliy Marshall.
Gladys Walton and Arko, the European
police dog. and also includes Harold Austin,
Francis McDonald and Mathilde Brundage.
The picture is in five reels and is a semicomed^'-dramatic romance. The film is an
adaptation of Xate H. Edwards novel of
the same name.
Division Managers of
F. B. O. in Session
M. BERMAN, General
HARRY
Sales Manager of Film Booking
Offices, announces that a meeting
of the division managers of the company will be held at the Hotel Astor,
New York, on April 26th, 27th, 28th,
29th and 30th, for the discussion of sales
and advertising policies covering F. B.
O.'s 1925-26 Fall and Winter program.
The division managers who will attend are: Charles Rosenzweig, Manager
of
F.
B. o.'s
New York
Exchange;
T. Smith,
of Buffalo;
C. E.
Penrod, E.
of
Indianapolis; M. P. Weisfeldt, of Minneapolis; Cleve Adams, of Chicago; A. A.
Schmidt, of Los Angeles, and P. C.
Taylor of Toronto, Canada.
Berman will preside at the five day
meeting. Among the F. B. O. executives and officials who will attend the
meeting are:
Colvin W. Brown, of the Executive
Committee; Nat G. Rothstein. Director
of Advertising. Publicity and Exploitation, John Brownell. East Coast
Scenario Editor Lee Marcus. Assistant
to Berman Al Boasberg and Carl Goe
of the Sales Promotion Department,
and Harry Osborne, Assistant Advertising Manager.
This meeting will act as a forerunner
of the sales meeting to be held in Chicago about May 1st. at which all
branch managers will be present.

JOHNNY

HINES

IN

NEW

SERIES

Will Be Starred By First National
OHNNY HINES is to be starred in a series of
features which C. C. Burr will produce for First
distribution.
The
contract for the
J National
Hines group was signed recently between Burr
and First National.
The pictures will be of the type in which the star has specialized for
some time and in which he has built up a large following among the
picture patrons.
Production of the first feature under the contract will begin next
month. It will be made under the direction of Charles Hines, who has
directed several of the star's recent pictures. The play will be based on
a popular novel, the announcement states.
Mr. Hines, who is not yet thirty years old, is a native of Golden.
Colo. He was educated in Pittsburgh and at the College of the City of
New York. He began his screen career with Peerless- World. Among
other productions which he has made are "A Scrap of Paper,"
"Neighbors," "Hearts of Gold," "The Little Intruder." "Eastward Ho!"
the Torchy comedies for Educational, "Sure Fire Flint," "Burn 'Em Up
Jones," "Luck." "Little Johnny Jones" and "Conductor 1492."

Fox

Finishes

Current

Program

'^Everyman's Wife'' Last of This Season's
Specials in Cutting Room — New Films Started
in which Buck Jones will star, and "Durand
I ^ HE cameras at the Fox studios in Los
I Angeles have cranked their last scene
of the Bad Lands," also stan-ing Jones ; and
for the current program of that comadaptations
"Eastof Lynne,"
and "Havoc."
The first ofthree
the Golden
Unit of
l^any. The completion of scenes for ''Everyman's Wife," which is now being edited by Clean American Plays which are to Ije filmed
Director Maurice Elvey, has released all of are "Lightnin'," "The Wheel," and "The
the studio facilities to the work of making
the specials and short features which will
First Year."
be produced for the 1925-26 schedule of Fox
First of Banner
Series in
Film.
Production
Only three specials for this year's list remain to be shipped from the studios. These
Director Ben Ver.schleiser started producare all in the cutting room, where in addiion to Elvey, W. S. Van Dyke is working
tion on the coast Thursday of "The Love
Gamble," first of a series of six pictures to
on a print of "Hearts and Spurs," a Buck
be produced by Banner Productions, for
Jones starring vehicle, and Edmund Mortidistribution through the Hemy Ginsberg
mer is editing "Scandal Proof," in which
Distributing Corporation. The cast is
Shirley Mason is starred.
headed by Irene Rich and also includes
The program which Fox will present during the 1925-26 season has not been specif- Robert Frazer, Pauline Garon and Arthur
ically outlined as yet. It will be headed by Rankin. Sam Briskin of Banner is supervising production.
"The Iron Horse." Other pictures for the
"The Love Gamble" is an adaptation from
new program \vhich have been completed
and exhibited at pre-release engagements are the novel by Mazie Greig and depicts night
"As No Man Has Loved," the adaptation of life in Boston. Ray H. Leason is outlining
the advertising and exploitation campaign
Edward Everett Hale's "The Man Without
for
the picture.
a Country," and the screen version of Channing Pollock's stage success "The Fool."
John Griffith Wray, one of the most recent acquisitions to the Fox directorial staff, Holland Commissions Two
and who will make at least two specials for
to Film Flower Show
next season's schedule, has been assigned to
direct
the novel
production
H.
Abe Meyer, Hugo Risenfeld's assistant,
G. Wells
Avhich ofwill"Marriage,"
be the firstthework
and Colonel W. F. Clarke have been commisof that author to be adapted to the screen.
sioned by the Holland government to take
The selection of Mr. Wray, who has an il- motion pictures of the National Flower exlustrious record as a director, to film the
hibit, which takes place in Rotterdam in
work makes it evident that the Fox officials May. They will be guests of the government
during their stay there. The exhibit is held
intend giving the celebrated English writer
an auspicious introduction to pictures.
only once in ten years.
In addition to these and the -lohn Golden
Two pictures are to be made by Colonel
Clarke and Meyer. One wall be along theplays selected for filming, it is known thv"" atiical
lines and the other of an educational
new program will include two John Ford
nature. Queen Wilhelmina will appear in
productions, "Kentucky Pride," and "The these
films as will a number of the best folk
Fiahting Heart;" and the Tom Mix special
dancers and actors in Holland.
"The Everlasting Whisper," "Timber Wolf."
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Metro-Goldwyn

In

Conference

First Sales Convention Since Merger
Brings Many Executives to New York
THE first annual sales convention since
"Ben Hur," which he characterized as a
the merger of the Metro-Goldwynnew type of super production not made for
Mayer interests a year ago, is being
the present alone, but for exhibition in
held this week at the Hotel McAlpin, New
years to come.
York. It brought together representatives
from every part of the United States and
Canada.
The sessions opened Monday morning
Emil Harder to Produce in
with Marcus Loew, president of MetroSwitzerland
Goldwyn presiding, and concluded with a
dinner Thursday evening. Louis B. Mayer,
Emil Harder has completed an-angements
vice-president in charge of production at to produce a series of ten pictures at his
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios came east new studios at Zurich, Switzerland, with
American casts, technicians and writers.
to represent the producing organization, acHarder and his staff will leave New York
companied byPete Smith, newly appointed
for Switzerland after the premiere of his
director of publicity at the studios.
Extreme optimism and enthusiasm charlatest picture, ''William Tell," which follows
acterized the conference at which plans for "Charley's Aunt" into the Cameo in New
York.
the 1925-26 season formed the chief subject
Among those already engaged by Harder
of discussion. The reports of district managers and branch managers were to the ef- for his productions in Switzerland are, Hoey
fect that in the past year the company has Lawlor, scenarist, Paul A. Yawitz, who will
establish a publicity bureau in Zurich; Louis
built up much good will among the exhibitors, through a consistent output of box
Honegger, actor; and Gilda Kreegan, foroffice successes.
merly star of "Little Jessie James," the
Broadway musical comedy success.
Louis B. Mayer discussed the "Quality
The first of the pictures to be produced
52" he will produce and stressed the necessity of complete cooperation between the in Switzerland upon the return of the comstudio and the man in the field. He said
pany is tentatively titled "The Danger
the present production activity at the
Sign." It was written by Lawlor, who will
studios was the greatest in the history of the also prepare scripts for five additional
organization, and spoke in particular of stories.
Earl

Hudson

A.M.

P. A.

Speaker

''Today's Reporter is Tomorrow's Successful Producer/' He Tells Members
lowed to consider exploitation and advertisIN AN address before members of the A.
ing only after the picture is finished.
M. P. A. at the weekly luncheon held in
New York Thursday, April 16th, Earl
Hudson, Eastern production manager of
First National Pictures, declared that the
potential film producer of the future is the Attacks Daylight Saving in
Canada
publieity man with the background of newse.
paper experienc
The second attack on Daylight Saving in
Canada made in the House of Commons at
"We read advertisements in the magazines
Ottawa within recent days occurred April
and newspapers about courses in photo16 when W. Black, Progressive member for
playwriting, but I believe the greatest university inthe training of men and women to the constituency of South Huron, Ontario,
fit them as creators of screen entertainment
declared that "Daylight Saving is the greatcan be divided into three classes : First,
est curse that this country has even seen.
there is the newspaper field, where one gets
"The Daylight Saving resolution passed
to know life and develops the art of writing.
by the Canadian House of Commons some
years ago has done more harm and made
The next step is to the motion picture publicity and advertising departments, where
more lazy men than anything on the statute
one can focus his talent on the entertainbooks of the country," he declared. He
ment business and give play to his creative
favored the abolition of laws which enabled
ability. From that point it is an easy step municipalities to change the clocks to sumto the studio and scenario department.
mer time under a local referendum or by
vote of the civic councils.
After that one should have had adequate experience for the production of motion picBlack blamed Davlight Saving as one of
the causes for financial stringency in Cantures."
ada. A few days previously, A. J. Benoit,
Exploitation and general advertising possibilities should be injected into a story be- Federal member for a Quebec riding, had
launched a similar attack against Daylight
fore it is filmed, according to Hudson, who
Saving on various grounds, calling on the
added that because of the short-sightedness
Canadian Parliament to do away with any
of executives the efficiency of the publicity
man is reduced 50 per cent when he is al- but Standard time.

Picture

N en s

''Zander the Great'^ Opens
Los Angeles Engagement
Marion Davies in "Zander the Great," the
new Cosmopolitan production, opened an
indefinite run at the Criterion Theatre, Los
Angeles, on April 18. Miss Davies and
prominent members of her supporting cast
in the picture attended the premiers, which
attracted a large gathering of leading screen
celebrities.
A special music score written by Victor
Schertzinger and Ann Pennington in a
series of dance numbers were among the
special features which accompanied the first
presentation of "Zander the Great."
Survey

Shows

631

Theatres

in Large German Cities
There are 631 picture theatres in nine of
the large Gennan cities, according to a survey published by "The FUm Kurier," German trade publication. Berlin with a population of three and one half million has 351
picture houses. Hamburg has 54 theatres,
or one for everv 18,000; Munich, 53 or on*for every 12,000; Cologne, 40 or one for
every 15,000; Leipzig, 34 or one for ever\
17,700; Breslau, 31, one for everv 17,000Frankfort-Main, 35, one for each 13,000:
Hanover, 23, which is one for each 13,500 :
and Stuttgart, 12, one for each 25,700.

''Human

Cargo''

Completed

by Nicholson
Nicholson Productions has complete-:.
"Human Cargo," first of a series of speeiaL
features to be made for the independent
market. The story was adapted by A. Stone
from his own book and deals with the activities of immigrant smuggling bands.
Robert Agnew and Gloria Grey are tL^:
featured players, and the cast include*
AUen Sears, Carlton Griflln, Williau:.
Orlamond, Tom Shirley, .John Pringle au f
Dorothy Donald. Frank E. Nicholsu!^
directed.
Nina

Romano Will Support
House Peters
Nina Romano, who recently announce.!
her secret marriage of some time ago to Loi Tellegen, will appear opposite to Hon*;
Peters in "The Titans" for Universal.
There are two of these feminine leads aaa
the other will be played by Ruth Clifford.
In the supporting cast are Jere Austin, Ras
Hallor, Lionel Belmore and Gertrude Claire.
Edward Sloman is directing the picture,
which is one of the Jewel features of tkeWhite List.
Charlotte

Merriam

in Cast of

Vitagraph Feature
David Smith, producing James Oliver
Curwood's "Steele of the Royal Mounted"
for Vitagraph, has selected Charlotte Merriam to play the role- of Isohel. Miss Merriam has played leading roles in other Vitagraph productions
Cecil De Mille Insured
for

$1,000,000

comi>an
tiony of
CinemaholdingCorpora
THE America,
the Cecil De Mille corporation,
announced last week that it had insured
Cecil B. De MUIe for $1,000.000.
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Arrange

Song

Tieup

for

''Stop Flirting"
Producers Distributing Corporation has
arranged a music tieup as an exploitation
aid for "Stop Flirting," the Christie feature
comedy soon to be released by that company.
The firm of Breau and Tobias, music publishers, will soon introduce a song under the
title "Stop Flirting," written in fox trot
time by Russell Tarbos. The lyrics are by
Henri Sloane. Under the arrangement witli
the music publishers the song will be featured in conjunction with the picture by
means of window displays and other exploitation. The number has been cued into
the musical setting written for the picture.
Gilbert

Seldes

Signed

by

Sawyer-Lubin
Gilbert Seldes, well known as a journalist
and picture critic, has been engaged by
Sawyer-Lubin to head their scenario department. Seldes has had wide experience as a
dramatic, music and picture critic. He
headed that department for the Philadelphia
Evening Ledger and later became managing
editor of the Dial, for which he is still
dramatic critic. He is also critic for "Tlie
Nation" and a regular contributor on the
pictures for Vanity Fair.
Elaine Hammerstein

Has Lead

in Fox Special
"Everyman's Wife," last of the Fox specials to be put into production at the west
coast studios this season, has Elaine Hammerstein in the leading role, with Herbert
Rawlinson playing opposite her. The production isbeing directed by Maurice Elvey.
Robert Cain has been selected for the heavy
part and Dorothy Phillips and Diana Miller
are playing important character roles. The
story is an original by Ethel Hill and Enid
Hibbard.
Browning

Starts

Work

on

Mystic"
With the "The
addition of
Mitchell Lewis and
Robert Ober to the cast, Tod Browning has
started production on his own story "The
Mystic" for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Aileen
Pringle and Conway Tearle have the leading roles. The picture is the first to be
made by Browning under his new contract
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

''Scandal

Street" Bought
Arrow

for

"Scsuidel Street," a story by Frank R.
Adams which ran serially in the Cosmopolitan Magazine, has been purchased by
Arrow and will be produced bj' Whitman
Bennett for Arrow release.
Betty Bronson

to Appear

in "Ben Hur"
THE role of the Madonna in "Ben
be played
is to
Hur"
the
servicesbyforBetty
whose
Bronson,
part have been obtained by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer through arrangement
with Famous Players-Lasky. With
Miss Bronson's selection for the madonna role the cast for "Ben Hur" has
been virtually completed.

Scenes from the Ivan A.bramson production, "Lying W ives. "

20

In

Warners'
Stock
Company
Have Long Term Contracts With Several Well
Known

Screen

Players — Additions Swell List
In addition to the players, directors and
y,
companhas
stockmonths
writers of recognized ability have beert
Brothe
Warner
for the
pastrs'three
THEwhich
placed under contract.
been steadily growing as new stars
have been signed and those already under
Writers signed recenth' are Bess Merecontract have been re-engaged under longdyth
and Charles Logue, and renewals foi*"
term agi'eements, now includes the names
Hope Loring, Louis Lighton, Julius Josephed
s
of twenty stars and featur
player who
son and Darryl Francis Zanuck have rewill play in the leading roles of the pictures
cently been signed. C. Gardner Sullivan.
this company will make under the producAmong the directors who will maketion schedule mapped out for next year.
Wamer pictures for some time to come areThe rate at which producers have been
Ernst Lubitsch, Harry Beaumont, William.
signing up screen players who have at- Beaudine, Millard Webb, James Flood, Roy
Del Ruth and Herman Raymaker. Alan
tained reputations as stars or feat\ired
actors has left few of the well advertised
Crosland and Fred Newmej er are specially
personalities of the pictures in the free
contracted
directors for one or more productions.
lance ranks. Warners have taken a leading part in the producer activities in this
direction, with the result^ that one of the
largest stock companies assembled by any
one producing organization is now enlisted under the Warner banner.
First National Names New^
Head of Omaha Branch
Among the male stars who have signed
with Warners are John Ban-ymore, Lowell
J. S. Abrose has succeded Leo J. McSherman, Syd Chaplin, Huntly Gordon,
Carthy as Omaha branch manager for First
Gayne Whitman, Kenneth Harlan, Matt
National Pictures. Mr. McCarthy has been
Moore, Clive Brook, John Harron, Monte
with First National in Omaha for six yearsBlue, Willard Louis, John Roche, John
Patrick, and Don Alvarado. The latter is as salesman and branch manager. On May
tlie only newcomer to feature honors on the 1 he will go to Chicago to begin his new
work as buyer for the A. H. Blank Enterscreen. He is a Warner "find" and officials
prises. The iiew position he will take has
of the company are enthusmstie concerning
been created since the consolidation of thehis future in pictures.
- Blank interests with Balaban and Katz.
The feminine stars are Patsy Ruth Miller,
Mr. Abrose, the new First National manIrene Rich, Marie Prevost, Louise Fazenda,
ager in Omaha, has been with the sales
June Marlowe.
Devorestarand
Dorothy
other
Wamer
is Rin-Tin-Tin,
the A'ndog force of the organization for the last two
during which period of service he
actor which is to be featured in several pic- years,
lead the Omaha First National sales staff.
tures next year.
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News

Lubitsch
to Make 'Waltz
Dream" for Warners
The next Ernst Lubitsch production for
Warner Brothers will be "A Waltz Dream,"
jnoduced on a spectacular scale, according
to the Warner offices. The story will be an
adaptation from the famous opera by the
Yiennese composer, Richard Straus. Preparations for the production are now under
way and Lubitsch is at work on the scenario,
which he will prepare himself.
Steps have been taken to assemble the
cast, none of whose members has yet been
announced. Research work is being done
for the purpose of obtaining the utmost
accuracy of detail and local color. A competent staff has been selected to attend to
the technicalities of uniforms, costumes and
court etiquette.
Tod

Rin-Tin-Tin, the dog wonder in scenes from the Warner Brothers
Country."
Mayer

In

East

For

production,

"Tracked

in the Snow

A.
Convention

Head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Says That Production May Be Increased

LOUIS B. MAYER, vice-president in
charge of production of Metro-Goldat Culver
wyn-Mayer's
atweek toCity,
York this
in Xew studios
who aiTived
tend the sales convention of the company
there. declar>?d that his organization is at
present engaged in the greatest production
activity it has yet known. "There will be
no let-down of production," he stated. "We
are, on the contrary, planning an even
heavier schedule.
"We have increased the equipment of our
studios, and added new buildings, in preparation tor the biggest production program
our, company has known," he continued.
"WheiL I left the coast Fred Niblo was
shooting important scenes of 'Ben Hur,'
De

Mille

Signs

King Yidor had started 'The Big Parade'
and Tod Browning 'The Mystic' Bob
Leonard was finishing 'Time, the Comedian,'
Alf Goulding had Rupert Hughes" jiroduction of 'Don't" well under way, as Monta
Bell had 'Pretty Ladies." Reginald Barker
was shooting interiors of 'The White
Desert" after a location trip to the Rocky
Mountains, and Edmund Goulding was hard
at work on 'Wrath.' after a location trip
to the Tehachapi Mountains. Marshall
Xeilan had completed 'Patsy,' and Hobart
Henley was completeing 'Xotliing to Wear.'
"Other units were ready to start work,
and by the time I return to the coast several
new productions will probabh^ be under
way."
Rupert

Julian

First Production of New Company
Starts
Under
Iribe
and Urson

JULIAN, whose most recent
RUPERTorial
work was the production
direct
of "The Phantom of the Opera." the
Universal special, has been engaged by Cecil
B. DeMille. According to the announcement Mr. Julian will direct at least two of
the pictures which De Mille is to make this
year lor Producers Distributing Corporation.
Camera work has been started on the first
picture to be made at the new De Mille
studios. It is being produced under title
•"Hell's Highroad," with Leatrice Joy in
the starred role. Frank Urson and Paul
Iribe are directing the work.

Browning Will Direct
"The Mystic"
Tod Browning's next production for
;\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer will be an original
screen story of his own, "The Mystic," with
Aileen Pringle and Conway Tearle in the
leading roles. This will mark the return of
both Miss Pringle and Tearle to the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer banner after a lengthy absence. IMiss Pringle is a contract member of
the organization, but she has been loaned to
other companies since her appearence in
King Yidor's "Wife of the Centaur.''

Among the principals in support of Miss
Joy are Edmund Bums, Robert Edeson,
Julia Faye and Helene Sullivan.
The story is an adaptation written by Eve
Unsell and Beatrice Yan of a story of the
same title by Ernest Pascal. It is a society
drama dealing with the adventures of a
girl who believes that a background of
wealth and luxury is necessary to marital
hai)piness and who schemes to make her husband rich and influential. She succeeds in
the venture, but on discovering that gold
has usurped the place which love once had
in her husband's heart, she reverses her
tactics and brines about his financial ruin.

Victor

Smith

Recovering

From Appendicitis Attack
A. Yictor Smith, of Yitagraph, has almost
entirely recovered from a serious illness.
Two weeks ago Friday he was stricken with
appendicitis and the next day underwent
an operation at the Flatbush Sanitarium,
on Cortelyou Road. Brooklyn. Tiie operation was perfoiTned by Dr. H. Kalvin and
the improvement in his condition has been
constant.
Lefty Flynn's Next to Be
''High and Handsome*'
Lefty Flynn's next picture for F.B.O. will
be "High
and Handsome,"
by Gerald Beaumont.
This will be athestorjsecond
of a
series of six comedy dramas the star will
make for F.B.O. this season. Harry Garson
is ]iroducing and directing the productions.
Elmer

Clifton Will Direct
Barthelmess

Elmer Clifton Pictures
to direct
INSPIRATION
has Richard
signed
Barthelmess in his future starring
productions for First National release.
He will start on the picture to follow
"Shore Leave," which went into production last week with John S. Robertson directing. Robertson, who has directed eight of the Barthelmess productions will take a vacation abroad following the completion of the present
Clifton has had long experience both
picture.
as an actor and in the directorial end.
For nine years he was an actor and a
directorial assistant to D. W. Griffith.
He firmlv estabhshed himself as a diwith "Down
to theBarthelmess
Sea in Ships."in
He hasrector also
directed
the past. What the next production
will be has not yet been determined
upon.
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Four Warner Units Working;
Four More- to Start Soon
Piuduetions on tlie 1925-26 j)rugTaiu irom
Warner Brothers i.-s moving ahead at top
speed. Four companies are now at \\ov\i
and four more will soon be doing- camera
work on pictures to be released on the newseason's schedule of forty features.
Harry Beaumont is filming "Kose of the
World," the Kathleen Norris story, in which
Patsy Kuth ]\Iiller and Alan Fon-est will be
featured. "The Golden Cocoon" is being
made under the direction of Millard Webb,
with Helene Chadwick and Huutly Gordon
in the principal roles. Rin-Tin-Tin is being
directed by Herman Raymaker in "Below
the Line," an original script by Charles
Logue, and "The Limited Mail," a railroad
melodrama with Monte Blue, Vera Reynolds and Wilhud Louis in prominent roles
is being filmed by George Hill.
The four pictures in prepara^tion are
"The Man on the Box," "The Wife Who
■Wasn't Wanted," "Bobbed Hair," and the
Ern.st Lubitsch jiroduction to follow "Kiss
Me Again."
Corinne

Griffith

is

to

Do

"Classified''
Corinne Griffith is completing "The
Maii-iage Whirl" for First National and
will shortl}' start work in ''Classified" for
the same company. "The Marriage Whirl"
is an adaptation from the J. Hartley
Manners stage play, while "Classified" is
from the story by Edna Ferber, recently
published in the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
The continuity for the latter is well along in
Ijreparation and work will get under way
in a few weeks.

^'White Monkey" Completed
for First National
"The White Monkey," third of the series
•of Barbai-a La Marr features being made
by Associated Pictures Cor2)oration for
First National release, has been completed
at their Fort Lee studio, and cutting and
titling of this important Sawyer-Lubin production isto begin at once.
Richard

Talmadge

Starts in

''Twenty Years After"
Richard Talmadge started work this week
for F.B.O. in "Twenty Yeare After." The
screen storv by James Bell Smith is ba.sed
•on Dr. Samuel Johnston's stoi-y "The History of Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia."
Pete Smith in Charge of
M-G-M Studio Publicity
PETE SMITH, one of the best
known publicity men in the film
charge
put in'ldwynbeenMetro-Go
industry, athasthe
of publicity
Mayer studio. Smith will arrive in New
York this week to confer with Howard
Dietz, newly appointed director of advertising and publicity for the entire organization.
Pete Smith has been associated with
the motion picture industry as a publicity man for many years. He has
served as publicity director for several
of the most prominent producers and
distributors.
Charles Condon, who formerly handled the coast publicity, becomes one of
the production managers of the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer company.

One of the latest of First National's eastern production s is "Chick-e." from which these scenes were taken
Fox

To

Hold

Sales

Convention

Twelfth Annual Session Brings Executives From All Parts of the World

hold
will tion
ation conven
Corporsales
h annual
Fox Film
THEits twelft
the week stai'ting Monday, April
27th, with district and branch managers,
salesmen and special representatives present
from all parts of the United States, as well
as twenty-five foreign representatives from
all parts of the globe.
The program for the season of 1925-26
will be announced at the sessions, as well as
the ambitious plans for future years. William Fox is returning from the west coast
where he has been supervising the Fox specials for the past three months, and will
preside at the convention.
James R.. Grainger, general sales manager, will have his first opportunity to meet
the large sales force. He will discuss with
the delegates the sales plan for the Fall
campaign which starts next August. Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the
Fox organization will also be present at all
meetings.
The following district and branch managers will be in attendance : 0. E. Rieffel,
Albany; George R. Allison, Atlanta;
Harrv F. Campbell, Boston; W. C. Rowell,
BuiTalo; J. M. Linn. Butte; B. S. Bryan,
Charlotte; George F. Dembow, Chicago;
Rudolph Knoepflo, Cincinnati: Ward E.
Scott, Cleveland; P. K. Johnston, Dallas;
Harry Cassidy, Denver; Frank D. Drew,
Detroit; Harry J. Bailey, Indianapolis; M.
A. Levy, Kansas City; R.
Yost, Los
Angeles; E. T. Gomersall, Minneapolis;
James F. Dermody, New Haven; B. L.
Dudenhef er, New Orleans ; Louis Rosenbluh,
New York; Anthony Ryan, Oklahoma City;
B. B. Reingold, Omaha; Edgar Moss, Philadelphia; W. J. Kupper, Pittsburgh; George

E. McKean, St. Louis; A. H. Schayer, Salt
Lake City; H. J. Sheehan, San Francisco;
J. J. Sullivan, Seattle; George T. Laudis,
Washington; Ira H. Cohen, Toronto.
In addition there will be the following
'•salesmen and special representatives :
W. J. Mahoney, Albany; G. E. Dickman,
Buffalo; E. Grohe, Chicago; J. Lorentz,
Chicago -^-B. F. Brojles, Dallas; I. Hirseh,
Indianapolis; D. Giiffitb, Kansas City; L.
Miller, Minneapolis; Harry Gibbs, New
Haven; Joseph Schaeffer, Philadelphia; F.
C. Bonistall, Pittsburgh; C. W. McKean,
St. Louis; G. H. Oaj-ne, Washington; Max
Roth, George A, Roberts.

Eight

for
First National
Near Completion
Within the next few days photography
will be completed on four new pictures for
First National release, with four others in
the cutting room. Those for which concluding scenes are now being shot are, "The
Desert Flower," starring Colleen Moore:
"Soul Fire." starring Richard Barthelme.ss ;
"The White Monkev," starring Barbara La
Marr, and
starring
Milton"The
Sills."Making of O'Malley,"
The four productions in the cutting room
are, "Fine Clothes," with Lewis Stone, Alma
Rul)ens and Percy Marmont; "The Talker."
with Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson ;
"Just a Woman," with Conway Tearle,
Claire Windsor and Perc.v Marmont, and
"The ]\Iarriage Whirl," with Harrison Ford
and Kenneth Harlan.

Motion

Independent

Picture

N e zv J

to Film

''The

Screen
to "The Test
of Donald
Norton''
of Donald
Test rights
Norton," a novel by Robert Pinkerton, have
been purchased by Independent Pictures
Corporation. It ^vill be produced in the
Hud-on Bay country with Bob Custer as
the star and will be one of two big specials
which Independent will offer this year.
Jesse J. Goldburg, jjresident of Independent, states that $150,000 has been appropriated for the making of this produotion.
The Independent production program
for the year calls for eight westerns starring Bob Custer, eight starring Bill Cody,
eight "Big Timber"' dramas, 26 single reel
films to be known as "The Screen Book of
Knowledge," and two specials.
Hines'

Lon Chaney and scenes from "The Monster," a Metro-Goldwyn picture produced by Roland West.

Independent

Exchanges

Buying

Three

New States Rights Companies
Figure Prominently in Recent Deals

THREE new independent exchanges recenth' formed by men ■well known in
film distribution circles, figure prominently in new territorial purchases reported by states rights operators. The
newly formed organizations are the Liberty
Film Corporation of Philadelphia, formed
by Tony Luchese ; the exchange established
in Boston to distribute in the Xew England
states, by E. A. Golden, former district
manager of Metro-Goldwyn; and the Capitol Film Exchange, Inc., Chicago, organized
by Henri Ellman,
The Luchese company has taken the Rayart serial "Secret Sers'ice Sanders," and the
series of Butterfly Comedies offered by that
concern.
The Golden Distributing Corporation was
the first to acquire territorial rights for
"Lying Wives," first of the four Ivan Em(Brald Productions which Ivan Players, Inc.,
will produce this year. Golden also signed
up for the product which Henry Ginsberg
is offering on the independent market. The
rights are for the New England states.
The Capitol Film Exchange has acquired
the Northern Illinois and Indiana territorial
rights for the six Columbia, six Waldorf,
and six Perfection, pictures from Columbia
Pictures Corporation.
The Renown Pictures, Inc., of New York,
has lined up several important forthcoming:
independent programs for distribution in
that tei-ritory. The company has contracted
for the entire list of the Tiffany Big
Twelve, the Tniart "Blue Ribbon." "Novseries. Four
elty," and "Cinemolodramas"
other features
were also acquired recently
by Renown.
Lumas Film Corporation has closed contracts for the six Gotham pictures with

Oscai- Oldknow, acting for the Southern
States Film Corp., of Atlanta; and also
with Preferred Pictares Corporation of Salt
Lake City. The latter company has also
acquired the Phil Goldstone output for next
season.
Flax Brothers' Liberty Film Exchange of
Washington, D. C, will distribute in their
territory- the two Rayart series "Battling
Brewster," and "Seci-et Service Sanders."
The latter production has been sold for the
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas territory to
Independent Film Service Company of Dallas, Texas.
Other sales by Columbia Pictures Corporation include a deal under which the Celebrated Players Film Co., of Milwaukee, will
distribute the entire production progi-am of
the company for the 1925-26 season in the
state of Wisconsin.
Foreign territorial deals reported include
the Exhibitors
sale by Ivan
Playersof ofNew
"Lying
Wives"
to
Alliance
Zealand
for
that country and outlying territory. The
Australasian Film Company has purchased
the Australian and Straight Settlements
rights for the Ivan production; while Max
Glucksman closed for the Argentine, Paraguay,the
Uruguay,
Chile, Peru, Boli%-ia and
Brazil on
picture.
Glucksman also purchased the rights to
"Justice of the Far North" from C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation for those territoi'ies.
A. G. Steen annouces the sale of the feature starring Charley Paddock, champion
foot racer, and titled "9 3-5 Seconds." to
the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation for all of
the foreign territory. The foreign rights
to the series of two-reel westerns, starring
Tom Fonnan,
Ocean
company.were also sold to the Inter-

''Crackerjack''

Given

Tryout
Johnny Hines latest starring vehicle.
"The Cracker jack." was given a trj^out
showing at the Rial to Theatre, Whitestone.
Long Island, last Wednesday night and i5
said to have met with the approval of a
capacity audience. The picture foUoweii
the regular program of the house and wa^
put
on "cold"
at 11audience
P.M. Itis was
in
ten reels
and the
said shown
to have
remained until 1 A.M. to see the finish.
C. C. Burr, for whom the picture was
produced, intends to cut it to about six
and one-balf reels and to have prints ready
for play dates about the first of May.
Frederica

Sagor

to

Adapt

"The Plastic Age"
B. P. Schulberg has engaged Frederica
Sagor to make the adaptation of "The
Plastic Age," the Percy Marks novel which
he will produce. The picture will be directed by Gasnier, who will start camera
filming.
work as soon as he completes "Faint Perfume," the Zona Gale work which he is now
Miss Sagor was formerly Eastern Scenario Editor for L'niversal.
Schulberg

Signs

Powell

for

B. P. 'Taint
Schulberg Perfume''
has signed Williaiij
Powell to play the leading male role in
"Faint Perfume," which Gasnier is now
producing from the Zona Gale novel. He
^viU play opposite Alyce Mills.
Three

Series Planned

for

Tryart
of whic
RATED,
M.INCH.ORP
HoffOMSh mana
FIL
TRUARTman is gene
ger, anral
s
three
nounces serie of four pictures
each for the coming season. One of
these will be known as the Blue Ribbon
series and its four features are already
under way. They are, "Marrying
Money." "Salvage," "Age of Indiscretion" and "The Hurricane."
A second group will be the Novelty
Series, in which will be featured Louise
Lorraine, Rex, the wonder dog, and
Black Beauty, the horse. The first of
this
the Desert"
is nowseries,
being"Wanderers
filmed. Theof third
of the

group Truart Cinemelodrama will consist of four thrill pictures.
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ff hen the Bischof Department store in Crawfordsville, Ind., held a style show at the- Strand theatre in connection with the run of "Fifth'
Avenue Models" (I uiversal) , the store gave this attractive ivindotv display to advertise the shoiv.

Advisory Board
Ceorge J. Schade, Schade theatre,
Sandusky.
Kdward L.. Hyman, Mark Strand
theatre, Brooklyn,
Theo.
Mgr., Flnkle■trln L.A Hayi,
Ruliln, Gen.
MinneapolU.
Leo A. r.iin<hiu, Alhambm and
Garden theatre)*, Milwaukee.
E. R, Rogers, Southern District
Supervisor, Fani<>iii> PlayersLaaky, Chattanoof;n, Tenn.
■tanle.v
Talare theatre,
Wlditta,Chamber.s,
Kan.
WilUad
Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre,C. Atlanta.
B. T. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mrr.,
SaeBKer Amusement Co., New
Orlasns.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal
and
tiieatres, Kansas
City, Resent
Mo.
Arthur G. Stolte, Des Moines, theatre, Des Uoines, Iowa.
•W.Strand
C. Quimby,
ManaKin
Director.
ande Jefferson
Palace
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
J. San
A. Partineton,
Francisco. Imperial tlieatre,
George E. Carpenter, ParamountExpress theatre. Salt Lake.
•Idney tres,
Grauman,
Los Angeles.Grauman's thea-

See

and

Contributing
:

:

THE

Editors,
CHECK-UP

Exhibitors'
:

:

Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on -current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair" ; the third the number who
considered
it "Good";
the fourth giving
column,thethose
who rating
considered
it "Big."
The fifth
column isanda percentage
average
on that
feature,
obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one
of
100%.together,
The percentage
all "Fair,"
of these 40%;
reports"Good,"
on one 70%;
pictureandare "Big."
then added
and dividedrating
by theof
number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports
which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
TITLE
Poor Fair Good Big Value Length
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Thundering Herd, The
—
1
4
5 82
7,187 ft.
FIRST NATIONAL.
If I Marry Again
—
1
6
4
78
7,400 ft.
Lady, The
— —
5
6 86
7 reels
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Great Divide, The
—
1
8
1 70 7,811 ft.
Rag Man, The
_ _
4
6 88
5,968 ft.
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Charley's
Aunt
— —
2
10
95 6 reels
UNIVERSAL.
Oh, Doctor
1 —
11
3 73
6,587 ft.

Complete

"Check-up"

Service Bureau
George F. Brown, Imperial th««tre, Charlotte, N. C.
Louis K. Sidney, DItIsIob M»bager,
theatres, Plttoburgli. Lowe's
Pa.
Geo. Rotsky, Managing Dire«t«r^
Palace theatre, Montreal, C*n.
Eddie Zom, Managing Director
Broad
troit. way- Strand theatre, DeFred S. Myer, Managing Direetcr,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
Joseph
Mana^ng DiYork. Plunkett,
rector, Mark Strand theatre. New
Ray Grombacher,
Manager DiWash. rector, Liberty theatre, Spokaaa,
Ross A. McVoy, Manager, Temyl*
theatre, Genev-a, N. T.
W. S. McLaren, Managing Director, Capitol theatre, Jaokson, Mich.
Harold ti. Franklin, Director •t
Theatres, Famous Players-Lasky.
William J. SulUv^B, Manager,
Rialto theatre, Butte, Uont.
H. A. Albright, Manager, T. D. M
L. theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Corp.
Thomas D. Soriero, Supervisor of
theatres. Universal PicturA
Claire
Meachime,
Westfield,
N. Y. Grand theatre,
Ace Berry, Managing Director,
Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
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Teaser

Motion
Placards

Posted

"He Who Gets Slapped"
The Jetierion ■Theatre in "SpiinirtieUl.
Mass., recently put oT^lpfa snappy campaign
on
Gets of
^*fti>pe(l."
handled by
Louis"HeW. Who
Richmond
the Jeffer.-on.
One week before the opening Richmond
"He ?"'
reading among
placardscuriosity
witharousing
the city in
postedsucceeded
and

"Abraham Lincoln" had a recent premiere in New Orleans, where it was given a
Ijrilliant presentation at the Liberty theatre
by the Saenger Amusement company.
Three Aveeks in advance the groundwork
for the campaign was laid out and supplemented at regular intervals with a definite
release schedule.

the iniblic. He then covered the Jelt'erson
with these cards, thereby revealing the connection between these signs and the theatre.
A ballyhoo consisting of a down in an automobile decorated with gay circus banners
announced the showing with great effect.
This clown passed out circulars among
children at the schools for a face drawing
contest which proved enormously popular
among the kids. The circulars bore the
outline
of aruff
clpwn's
head abovethat
a wide
Elizabethan
and announced
cash

Good ''Lincoln" Display at
Reasonable Expense
An attractive and business-pulling window display that ranks with the best sent
in on "Abraham Lincoln," was that arranged by the management of the Home
theatre, Oblong, 111.
Two large, crossed American tiags, with
a portrait of Lincoln formed the background of the display. Against them were
placed framed lithos, a special sign and a
miniature log cabin. Small figures, cut out
of the stills and lithos led from the log
cabin
"Abraham
Lincoln"
poster
across to
the an
window.
A trail
of Lincoln
pennies also led from the cabin to the poster, across the foreground.

News

New Orleans Campaign for
"Lincoln" Well Planned

on

prizes and free tickets would be given to
those who draw the missing features most
skillfully. So much interest was aroused by
this campaign that the local newspaper
made a special news item of it.

Picture

Effective
display
piecesH. onAmos
"Wine"
by Manager
Charles
for (Itheniiersal
run ati
the Alhamhra theatre, Charlotte, A". C.
"Daddy's Gone a-Hunting"
Given Extra Ad Space
When "Daddy's Gone a-Hunting" played
at the Tower theatre in St. Paul, Minn.,
recently, Morris Abrams, Metro-Goldwyn
exploiteer, popularized the showing by taking extra space in all newspapers, by
arranging for several window displays, by
distributing 2.000 heralds, and by setting up
a special lobby display which featured cutouts. A trailer was also used, and the town
was literally posted.
The window displays featured Dunhill
pipes, pearl necklaces, hand bags and traveling grips. All of these displays were in
prominent locations and exhibited stills
from the picture mounted on artistic announcement cards.

Three units were the "drive theme" for
the work : Educational, Industrial and Entertainment. The first embraced a tie-upwith the schools; the second, with the various manufacturing plants emplojing large
numbers of people; and the third, the public with its varying slants of a civic, patriotic and entertaining nature.
Five thousand bookmarks were printed up
a week in advance for distribution at the
Public library; a Drawing Contest in
which embryonic artists from schools and
other institutions participated brought thousands of answers and made page one position in the New Orleans States for eight
consecutive days. Wayland Taylor, First
Xational exploiteer, visited the Industrial
plants and enlisted the aid of foremen and
department heads in Americanism among
their foreign employees as typified with the
Democratic
and humane spirit of Lincoln —
the man.
Art and antique collectors were looked up
to prepare an exhibition in relics, lettersand souvenirs of the Lincoln period, which
brought to light a dignified and startlingcollection. A preview five days in advance,
to which were inAnted school teachers, editoi-s, historians and the leading citizens of
the city, was the medium for direct "opinion
blanks" which were written out immediately
after the picture was run. These were
localized in the newspaper advertising and
carried the personal recommendation of
worth-while people.

Morris Rosenthal for the Majestic theatre in Bridgeport,
Metro-the Goldwyn)
Divide" fwith
"The Great
Effectively arranged music window display on Conn.,
in connection
engagementby of that picture.
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Lighted

3-Sheets

on

Heavy

Stage

for "Love's Wilderness*
The outstanding unit of Manager Harry
Hardy's campaign on "Love's Wilderness,"
at the Liberty, Greenwood, S. C, was the
iise of illuminated three sheets. One
placed on each side of the stage with light
thrown on during running of slides jsroves
an excellent way of announcing a coming
attraction to patrons, especially if this is
done in advance. Manager Hardy displayed this paper on his stage five days
prior to opening date.
The usual newspaper and billing campaign was started well in advance with distribution ofheralds in the residental section
by special carrier two days before opening.
Two excellent window displays were accured on the attraction with photos and
stills from the picture.
A special lobby with a twenty-four sheet
over entrance of theatre completed campaign.

Radio

Night

Put

Over

for

"The Rag Man" Shov^ing
When "The Rag Man'' played recently at
the California theatre in Los Angeles, Cal.,
the picture was popularized by H. D. McBride, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, and Publicity Director Ray Coffm of the California
theatre, who held a special California theatre night over the radio, during which it
was announced that free passes would we
mailed to the writers of letters received
commenting on the program. These letters
had to be addressed to the California, and
the winners were required to call at the
theatre for their tickets. More than 1,500
replies were received.
Three thousand five hundred heralds were
distributed and fifty pictorial 24-sheets were
used as posting. Window displays also
helped exploit the showing.

Illuminated lighthouse, cut-out, and ballyhoo
on "The Lighthouse by the Sen" (Warner
Bros.) at the Central theatre. Jersey City
Throwaway

Card

Issued

or:

"Tornado"
W. T. Murray, managei- of the Rialto
theatre, Atlanta, staged a clever stunt in
exploitation of "The Tornado." He had
distributed a large number of neat little
cards on which were printed on one side:
"NaU Down Your Roof— 'The Tornado' is
coming." And through the card was stuck
a long, sturdy nail.
On the other side was printed: "Leave
the Baby with a Neighbor; Lock every door
securely; See that the fires are banked
properly; Then proceed to the Rialto theatre and see House Peters in that gi-eat
sweeping
melodrama.
'Thebroadcast
Tornado'. all over
The cards,
which were
the city, in both business and residential
sections, attracted a great deal of comment.

Posting

Campaign

on "So Big" in Nashville
Loew's Ycndome theatre, Xashville, Tenn.,
which recently booked "So Big" put over
the picture in the following manner. One
week in advance of the screening, a film
trailer was started. The interior lobby was
decorated with various styles of posters,
along with an attractive cloth banner, some
ten to twelve feet long, luing just above the
main entrance door. There were also a few
cut-outs placed in the outer lobby entrance.
The cut-outs were of heavy beaver t)oard
and contained a picture taken from a tiireesheet of Wallace Berry and Colleen iloore.
Out in the front entrance, all three-sheet
frames, along with two one-sheet frames,
carried posters. Both of the three->heet
frames, were appropriately arranged with
an attractive line of photographs in then).
Just before the pictures screening, medium
sized teaser ads were run in both of the
Nashville papers. The Sunday edition of
both newspapers, carried larger sized ads.
•Just across the street from the theatre,
facing Capitol boulevard, a large threesheet sized cut-out was placed. This is the
most .conspicuous corner along Church
Street, where hundreds pass throughout the
day. The poster got its share of recognition. There were also several empty windows obtained on Church street, in which
the advertising man for the theatre had
one-sheets placed. The various sized billboards over the city, even in the outskirts,
were properly taken care of.
An ample supply of window cards were
also distributed, some being tacked, othei*s
going in merchants store windows. All
street cars moving over the city carried
quarter-sheet posters advertising the picture. There were also something like three
to four thousand heralds distributed. Manager Wallace and W. P. Arnold, exploiter,
handled the campaign.

Colorful lobby display on "As Man Desires" (First National), specially
painted by the art department of the Strand theatre, Seattle, for the
engagement.
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IN THE MAIL
_
AY L. NILES, manager of the
R
Unique theatre at Mitchell, S. D., writes
YOUR
that he is mailing a photo of his lobby disjplay on "The Sea Hawk" and remarks that
Jie awaits the book each week for the ideas in the exploitation department. The photo has not yet arrived, as frequently happens when
'they
are
mailed separately, but will receive attention as soon as it
•does.
The management of the Orpheum theatre, Ottawa, Illinois, sends
:in photos of its window tie-ups on "Peter Pan" and "The Golden
Bed." These photos show that at least some of the merchants in
■Ottawa realize the mutual benefit to be derived from such tie-ups.
Both displays feature an abundance of material on the photoplays,
vshich means that the Orpheum theatre received real advertising
value, while the stores, in return, received the undivided interest of
all of the picture fans in Ottawa. Both displays were neatly arjranged and were of the sort which should make it possible to go back
to these same stores for further co-operation in the future.
S. S. Solomon, manager of the Republic theatre at Grand and
Keap streets, Brooklyn, forwards a photo of the entrants in his
Jackie Coogen impersonation contest. There were some 89 youngsters enrolled in the "Jackie Coogen Club," which must have given
"The Rag Man" some mighty valuable exploitation.
Proof that theatrical advertising is maintained at a high level in
Moline, 111., is contained m a batch of screen ads received from
'Clarence L. Lucas, manager of the theatrical department of the
Moline DailyThe
Dispatch,
who maintains
service
for theatre,
the paper's
advertisers.
ads submitted
are for this
the Le
Claire
and
the pictures publicized are "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," Janice Meredith," "The Beauty Prize," "The Great Divide" and "He Who
Gets Slapped." Stock material has been attractively used. The
only special material is the theatre name slug — a good investment, by
the way, for any house, large or small.

o WING

PUNCH
IN SMALL ADS
to high space rates, and other considerations, most

New York photoplay advertising is limited to the "directory" style
• of copy — plain type announcements of a more or less routine nature.
Now and then, however, in spite of all this, a campaign comes along
which would be good in almost any city, and which has elements of
:novelty and punch that make it of interest to exhibitors outside of
New York City.
Such a campaign, it seems to us, is that used in the newspapers of
Manhattan during the run of "Charley's Aunt" at the Colony and
'Cameo theatres. Many of the ads were of the type being used generally about the country on this picture, but a few of the others
departed from the beaten trail.

This photo
dance tie-up
on ''The
WizardNew
oj Oz"
.wick)
tvas shows
carriedhowout thebetween
the Colony
theatre.
\ ork,(Chadand
Roseland.

Picture

News

IDEA

The display of mirror mosaic vases in the foyer of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand theatre, of which Edward L. Hyman is managing director. They
were made at the theatre, bits of mirror glass being pressed into the
composition of which they uere formed. Colored spotlights play on
them.
These ads used copy in a simple, chatty style that won attention
from the very start and put the reader in a friendly frame of mind.
They had sales punch, put over in a not too obvious way. The
best part about them, from the standpoint of the small theatre manager, isthat they can be duplicated without any special artwork, or
at least imitated. A little type, some rule and a thumb-nail cut, and
the trick is done. Whether you use it on this particular picture or
not, the lay-out itself is worth saving for use at some future time.
Frank Wilstach prepared these ads in conjunction with the theatre
management.
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e beautiful canary birds.
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During the organ solo they delight the audience by their
harmonious warbling, often topping the "blue" notes of the organist.
Besides being entertaining and ornamental, these little songsters
create an atmosphere of romance, a )oy to both old and young.
Manager Collins is to be highly complimented in securing the
services of such talented "artists."

RADIO
warm MER
days are AND
bringing THE
in their train the first disturbing
T HESE SUM
crackles of static. From now on, radio reception will grow steadily
worse, until in July and August even the local stations will not come
in without their accompanying static disturbances and distance reception will be virtually impossible.
If it is true that there are more than four milHon owners of radio
sets (and there is not much doubt of it) is there not a very
significant thought here for the theatre manager?
In the past it has been assumed that conditions for the picture
plans have
theatres in the summer were going to be "tough," and
been lined up on that basis. But here are several million persons
who have been receiving at least a portion of their entertainment
from radio, who, during the next few mcrths, will use this form
of entertainment to a somewhat less degree. Are not many of them
in a frame of mind where they can be brought to the picture theatre
instead? It would seem to us that they are.
A worth while experiment along this line would be the running
of some special copy in the newspapers, in your program or as a
handbill, along this line. It would be neither wise nor necessary
such lines as: "These summer evento knock radio. Merely use
ings, when static fills the air, the Blank theatre is always a cool
and pleasant place to while away the hours."
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M anager John B. Carroll at the Victory
theatre, Tampa, is worth while at this time
for future reference in following years. Carroll frequently puts om
material of unusual effectiveness, but it is only occasionally possible to stage presentations that will bring forth the spontaneousapplause that this did.
The stage was arranged to represent an open field, the back,
drop being a scene of the outdoors. In front of this were a number
of set pieces, with here and there a giant rabbit popping up from
the grass. In the center of the stage was an immense easter egg,
with smaller ones around it. When the curtain went up on thissetting, lighted by colored spots from the booth, it never failed
to bring a strong hand, and when the large egg, which was cracked
thru the center, opened and disclosed a charming girl with a basket:
of flowers, there was another round of applause. The young
lady came from the egg and rendered a couple of selections.
Carroll contributed a hundred passes to the Victory to go with
the easter egg stunt. This brought him a lot of fine publicity as.
the papers played up the hunt and the Victory offering was of
course mentioned in each writeup.

1
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Another stunt would be to get out a throwaway headed: "Tips
to Radio Fans. How to Avoid Static. The problem of avoiding
static in radio programs has not been solved. But the picture
programs at the Blank theatre are as clear and enjoyable as ever.
Movies are an ideal form of light summer entertainment."
BUFFALO DID IT
THOW
HE value of the screen and stage as instruments of uplift and
education in the modern scheme of life, as well as their worth as
agencies of amusement and diversion, was stressed during "Go to
Theatre Week, ' celebrated by the theatres of Buffalo, April 19
to 25. Special programs were put on by every house in an effort
to obtain record attendance. "Just as the Lenten season is one of
deep devotion and abstinence from worldly things, so it is our purpose to make the after Easter period one of general rejoicing," said
manager of Loew's State and president of the
Beckerich,
Al alo
Theatre Managers Association in announcing the idea to
Buff
the Buffalo pubHc. "We believe we can find no more fitting way to
promote merriment and joy than to ask everyone to help by participation in'Go to Theatre Week.' "
"However i pnlanning a 'Go to Theatre Week,' " said Mr.
Beckerich, "it is not our plan to try and drive Buffalonians to the
theatre, whether or not they wish to attend. Our real and only
motive is to bring to their attention the great good the theatre of
today is doing in every community, through furnishing needed wholesome recreation.
"The theatre has become a necessary part of the educational
feature of American life, as well as an indispensable method of
diversion. This educational feature is especially significant in the
case of the schools. Much attention is being paid everywhere to
the value of the screen and stage as mediums of instruction of children. The screen, particularly, is lending itself to the enlightenment
of the young.
"There is small need of dwelling upon the necessity of mixing
play with work. The millions who daily attend the theatres prove
in happiness and increased business, or working efficiency, that
nature demands a proper portion of both labor and recreation.
Mirth and joy are as much a part of the necessities of life as fresh
air and food."
In announcing "Go to Theatre Week," some 40 theatres of
the city joined in placing a solid page ad in each of the Buffalo
newspapers, one paper getting it Friday, another, Saturday, another,
Sunday and so on until Tuesday when every paper had published
the ad. The papers also carried special stories and Mayor Frank
X. Schwab was prevailed upon to issue the following proclamation:
"Whereas, the week of April 19 to 25, inclusive, has been set
aside as 'Go to the Theatre Week,' I, as Mayor of the city of
Buffalo, hereby officially proclaim the week of April 19 as one of
general observance of the 'Go to the theatre Movement,' and particularly urge citizens in general to co-operate.
"The theatre is recognized as a national institution wielding a
tremendous influence for general good in this country. It affords a
recreation that is greatly advantageous because it permits complete
relaxation from business cares, keeping the mind occupied in a
healthy way while the body is resting. There is also no question
about the theatre being an educational asset to our civic life of today.
It portrays the customs, dress and life of this and other days, with
both film and stageland playing equally active parts therein.
"Buffalo points with pride to three of the finest vaudeville houses
in the country, a great group of the best possible in picture houses
and two first class legitimate theatres, across the boards of which
the most gifted dramatic talent of the world has walked.
"Therefore, it is with real enthusiasm, that I indorse and participate in this 'Go to the Theatre Week,' and urge fellow Buffalonians
to co-operate."
Great good came as a result of the week and it also brought
back many folks who for some reason or other had dropped their
theatre going habit. While few may have realized it, "Go to the
Theatre Week" came during a season of terrible static disturbance
in radioland, so that many undoubtedly were glad to desert the
dials for the stage or screen.
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town, is a great believer in bringing in the youngsters of the city.
On a recent Saturday he put on the first of his special Saturday
had 2,800 of them in his
morning children's performances — and
1 ,650 seat house. The performance was scheduled to run fromi
day.
ten to eleven a.m. on Satur
At nine o'clock, Deibel says, there - was a line in front of thetheatre extending solid for three blocks. The show was free. Deibel
turned the theatre over to- the Youngstown newsboys. Then, with
the newsboys as hosts, he invited all the other youngsters of thetown to come as guests. The Vindicator tied up with Deibel for
the stunt. The newspaper gave a double eight inch column to thestory, on the front page, and in that front page space carried ai^
picture of "The Great Circus Mystery," which was to be featured.
This picture was a regular ad mat taken from the press book.
Never has the Vindicator so wholly entered into co-operation witht
any exploitation idea.
The story read: "To Every Boy and Girl in Youngstown.
You are invited to be our guest at a special performance of 'TheGreat Circus Mystery' to be given at the Liberty theatre at ten
o'clock tomorrow, Saturday morning. This is made possible through,
the kindness of Manager C. W. Deibel. Come and bring your"
friends with you. Everything free. (Signed) The Vindicator
•Newsboys."
Deibel will offer special program adapted for children every
Saturday morning from 10-11 at ten cents admission.

Ingenious
displaydirector
piece on
Doctor" theatre,
(Universal)
by Frank
H. Burns, lobby
expoitation
of "Oh,
the Beacham
Orlando,
Fla.
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Mark Strand TheatreFilm Numbers — My Son I First
National), Mark Strand Topical
Eevue juns4 (Pathe).
Selected), Shootiu" In-

Musical Program - — "Oberon''
(Overture). "Un Peu D" Amour"
(Vocal duet), "Pizzicato"
(Dance duet), '"E'l Relicario"
(Ensemble), "Tango" (Dance
duet), "Rememljer Me" (Soloist
and let
Male
Corps).quartet ) , "Jota" ( BalCapitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Romola ( MetroGoldwrn), Capitol Magazine
(Selected), William Shakespeare (S. R.).
Musical Program — Excerpts from
■•Shakespearean
(Overture). Egyptian Operas''
Ballet (Soloist
and Ballet Corps), Bacchanale
from ''The Seasons"' (Dance
duet I . Organ solo.
Piccadilly Theatre —
Film Numbers — Recompense
( Warner Bros. ) . Piccadilly PictoriaS.
l ( R. K Suds for Sunday
Tale of a Glass (S. R.), The
Mountain Streams of France
( Scenic ) .
Program — • '•Mignon"
3Iu5ical e),
(Overtur
"Liebestraum No.
2." 'TVe Found My Sweetheart
Sally" (Organ solos), "Meditation" from "Thais" (Violin
solo I , "When Twilight Weaves"
(Soprano and contralto duet.)
Hivoli Theatre —
Film Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount).
Program — "Robespierre"'
Musical
(Overture), "Le Peuple
S"Amuse'
semble. ) ' (Specialty with enRialto Theatre —
Film Numljers — Tides of Passion
(Vitagraph ) .
Musical
ture. Program — Score for feaAster Theatre —
Film Numbers — Free and
IS. E.).
Equal
Colony Theare —
Film Numbers — The Wizard of
Oz (Chadwick S. R.), Colony
Pictorial (Selected), "The
Struggle
for Existence" (Special
reel i .
Musical Program — Symphony jazz
(orchestra), "Liztiana" (solo),
"'Indian Love Call" (Vocal
solo). Pastelle Ballet (Albert ina Rasch Girls — 20), Organ
solo.
Central Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Fool (Fox),
Musical
Program — Special score
for feature.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numhers — Grass (Paramount. )
Musical
Program — Special score
for feature.
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Cameo Pictorial (Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), The Shakdown Cruise
of the U. S. S. Concord (Special
reel ) .
Mtisical Program — Excerpts from
"The Fortune Teller" (Overture), Cello solo and Organ.

TWESTOAfiCfSTAND
MOiT FAStlNATINC
LDUtSroUYEUER
TOLD -

cyftlL HUME5
MOVaiHAT
TURNED ru.t
C£ADIMCUCOLO
TOPsy-TUQvy— J.

ITqiveS A NWMEANINCTOPOMANCE."
i JOUR CI! BERT

f'^^APR5 "KENyON ~ SILLS
MY MAN*
TimssnnmenmifMiam
Tiio coliimn art ad on ''Wife of the
Centaur"
(Metro-Goldicyn)
Capitol theatre,
Cincinnati. at the
Lyric
Film TheatreNumbers- Tlie Iron Horse
(Fox).
Musical Program — ^Musical
ting for feature.
BROOKLYN
SetMark Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — I Want My Man
(First National); Remember
When (Pathe), Mark Strand
Topical Review (selected).
Musical Program — "Masaniello"
(overture), "Ah Sweet Mystery
of Life" from "The Fortune
Teller" (tenor solo), "Sweetheart 0' Mine" (soprano solo),
"A Neapolitan Episode," "Carmela" (baritone solo), "Sere'nade"' (soprano solo), "Caruli"
( baritone, soprano and ballet ,) "March" ( Queen of Sheba ) ,
(organ recessional).
LOS XNGELES
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Ports of Call
Speak Freely (Univers(Fox),
al), International News.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Forum Theatre —
Film Numliers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal), Wild Cat
Willie (Educational), Forum
News and Events (Selected.)
Musical
tions. Program — Organ selecCalifornia Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Cloud Rider
(F. B. 0.), Motor Mad (Educationa,l ) California Topical
Review.
Musical Program — "No, No, Nanette" (Overture).
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
( Metro-Goldwyn ) .
Musical Program — "Mamie"
(Overture), "Evening Hymn"
(Specialty), prologue to feature.

Hillstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — Her Market Value
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), WHiy Elephants
Leave Home (Universal ,
)
International
News,
Aesop's Fables ( Pathe ) .
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — Seven Chances
(Metro-Goldwyn),
Loew's State
Pictorial
News (Selected).
Musical Program — Medley of old
selections.
Metropolitan
Film Numl)ers Theatre
— Code —of the West
(Paramount), Ship Shape
(Educational), Pathe News.
Musical Program — "The Beautiful
Galalhea" ( Overture ) .
Million DoUar Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Spaniard
( Paramount ) , Dynamite Doffie
(Educational), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Medley of
master selections.
Pantages
Theatre
—
Film Numbers
— Chu
Chin Chow
(Metro-Go^d^vyn ) , Pathe News.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Rialto
Film Theatre
Numbers— — The Air Mail
( Paramount ) . Welcome Danger
( Educational ) . Pathe News.

Iron Horse
—
— The
Numl)ers
Theatre
Filmtian
Egyp
(Fox).
Program — Medley of Old
Musical
Time favorites and prologue to
feature.
CHICAGO

Theatre— —Sally (First NaChicagoNumbers
Film
tional). International News
(Universal). Fashion ReeL
Musical Program — Selections from
"The Merry Widow" (Overture),
"Midnight Waltz" (Organ solo) ,
Maria Montero (Spanish Dancing Specialtv). Stage Prologue,
including "The Ten English
Rocketts." Jack Hanley. ComJuggler: and John Quinlan.
edv
Soloi^;t..
Twoli Theatre —
Film Numbers — Learning to Love
(First National!. News and
Views (Universal and Pathe K
Musical
Spring Program — Syncopated
Week — "KathFestival
"Dragon Parade."
"Venetian Carnival." "Tambourine Dance."' "Kentucky Serenaders."'
arina.' and "Song Hits Revue."
(Specialties and Presentations).
Musical
Special
a. Numbers bv Solo
TivoliandOrchestr
Riviera
Theatre—— New Toys (First
Film Numbers
National). International- News
(Universal).
Mtisiciil Program — Louis Panico
(Cornetist). "In The Latin
Quarter," (Presentation). "Just
An Old Bouquet"'
(Specialty),
"Lolita"
(Dancing Specialty).
McVickers Theatre —
Film Niimliers — Adventure (Paramount I. Newspaper Chuckles,
Nature (Flower Show Reel),
Aeson's Fables (Pathe).
Musical Program — "Flags of the
Nation" (Overture). "Symphony of Blossoms" (Spec),
"Wooing of Columbine." (Sperialtv). Popular Melodies (Or-

Picture

News

gan solo),
"Procession
of
Flowers"
(Presentation
).
CapitolNumbers
Theatre —— Up The Ladder
Film
(Universal), Dinky Doodle
(Selznick).
Musical
"Golden (OverFete
Week" —Program
"Rose —Marie,"
ture), "The Spring Lawn Fete,"
including "Childrens' Games,"
"Moonlight And Roses," Miami
Shore;" Jane "Taps" McKenna:
(Spec.), "Under The Sea," (Specialt,
y)
"The Mysterious
Screens," (Specialty ) , "The Le
Fevres," (The Argentine Tango >
"Blue Bird Land," (Presentation), "Macy and Scott;" "'The
Golden Finale," including "Orof thetheStorm
March,"
"March phansof
Bulgarians,"
"Chocolate Soldier Trio," "My
Hero," and "Grand Finale.'"
Senate Numbers
Theatre —— The Thundering
Film
Herd (Paramount ) , Boobs in
the Woods (Pathe).
Musical Program — Art Kahn and
Columbia Recording Orchestra
(Overture Specialty), Helene
Keller and George Riley — Ruth
Pryor andenta ion.\ Dancing Girls (PresPantheon
Theatre
Film Numbers
— A— Kiss In The
Dark (Paramount ) , Stereoscopiks (Pathe).
Musical Program — "20 Minutes
On The Farm," (Specialty t.
Woodlawn Theatre —
Film NumV>ers — The Thief of
Bagriad (U^nited Artists). News
lected).
Weekly (Pathe), Comedy (SeMusical
Program(Overture).
— Selections from
"Kid Boots"
Monroe Theatre —
Film Ntimljcrs — Wings of Youth
Film
Orpheum
(Fox Numhers
I . Theatre— —The Rag Man
( Metro-Gold\v^-n ) .
Roosevelt Theatre —
Goldwyn).
Film
Numbers — Romola (MetroRandolph Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dangerous Inno(Universal).l).Internationcence.(Universa
al News
INDIANAPOLIS
Circle
Theatre —— A Cafe In Cairo
Film Numbers
(Producers Distributing Corp.).
Circle News (International).
Krazy Kat Cartoon (S. R.),
al ) .
Comedy (Education
Program — Selections from
Musical
"Rose-Marie" (concert orchestra). Miss Mary E. Case, (solobv Desa
Byrd.of the Nile'" played
ist). "LTidy
Film
Being Respectable
Theatre——Bros.).
loNumbers
Apol
(Warner
Comedy
(Pathe), News Reel Weekly
(Fox).
— Orchestra, soloMusicalist, Program
and organist.
ColonialNumbers
Theatre— —The Last Laugh
Film
(Universal!.
Aesop's
Fable
(Pathe),
Comedv
(Universal),
News Reel Weekly (Pathe).
Musical Program — American Harmonists.
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DES MOINES

Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbeis — Seven Chances
(Metro-Gold wyn ) , Fox News,
Aesop's Fables; Now or Never
(Pathe ) .
Des Moines Theatre —
Film Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount), The Marriage Circus (Pathe).
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Too Many Kisses
(Paramount), Kinograms; The
Pacemakers (F. B. O.)
Musical Program — "Oh, Katherina" (special organ number).
Hialto TheatreFilm Numbers — The Folly of Vanitv (Fox), The Spat Familv
(Pathe).
CINCINNATI
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount), Capitol
News (Selected), Topics of the
Day
(Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut TheatreFilm Numbers — A Kiss in the
Dark (Paramount), Sea Legs
(Educational), Pathe News,
Aesop's Fables (Pathe), Topics
of the Day (Pathe).
Strand Theatre —
Film Numljers — • The Crowded
Hour (Paramount), Change the
Needle (Pathe), Pathe News.
Lyric Theatre —
Film Numbers — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.) continued,
Pathe
Aesop's Fables
(Pathe )News,
.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Gifts Theatre —
Film Numbers ■ — The BeloveU
Brute (Vitagraph), Almost a
Husband (Universal).
Family Theatre —
Film Numbers — Lady of the Night
(Metro-Goldwyn ) , Fox News.
SALT LAKE CITY
American Theatre —
Film, Numbers — Idle Tongues
(First National), Oh Boy (Educational), Newspaper Fun
(F. B. 0.), International News.
Kinema Theatre —
Film ifumbers — Love and Glory
(Universal), Queen of Aces
(Universal), International
News.
Orpheum Theatre —
Film Number s — Ramshackle
House (Prod. Dist. Corp. ) .
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — Vanity's Price
(F. B. 0.).
Paramount -Empress Theatre — •
Film Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount), Pathe
News.
Victory Theatre —
Film Numbers — Code of the West
(Paramount), Jubilo, Jr.
(Pathe), Pathe News.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Film
— Charley's
Aunt
(Prod.Numbers
Dist. Corp.),
Paul Jones
Jr. (Fox), Current Events
(Pathe and International
News. )
Musical Program — "The Fortune
Teller"
Dane inClaudius and(Overture),
Lillian Scarlet
the
musical novelty, "The Call of
the Sixties."

Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers— The Way of a
Girl (Metro-Goldwyn), Fast
Company ( Pathe ) . Current
Events (Pathe News ) .
Musical Program — Selections from
"Be Yourself" (orcliestra) . Five
acts of vaudeville.
Lafayette Square Theatre —
Film Numbers — So This Is Marriage (Metro-Goldwyn), Pathe
comedy.
News ) . Current Events (Fox
Musical Program — Overture to
"Stradella"
(Orchestra). Organ
solo.
New Olympic Theatre —
Film Numbers — Let 'Er Buck
(Universal), Unmarried Wives
(S. R. ), Puzzled by Crosswords
(Universal), Current Events
(International News ) .
Musical Program — Medley of Jiopular hits (Organ ) .
Shea's North Park TheatreFilm Numbers — The Great Divide
(Metro-Goldwyn), The Sleep
Walker (Foxj, Current Events
( Pathe
and International
News
).
Musical Program — Selections from
"The Dream Girl" (Orchestra).
Palace Theatre —
Film Numbers — Youth and Adventure (F. B. 0.), Universal comedy.
tional Current
News ) . Events (InternaCISCO^
FRAN
SAN Theatre
California
—
Film Numbers — The Spaniard
(Paramount), Felix the Cat (S.
R.), Nineteen Years After (Universal), International News.
Musical Program — "Slavonic
Rhapsody" (Overture), "Parade
• of the Wooden Soldiers" (Specialty), "Serenade" (Violin
solo), "The Twilight, the Stars
and You" (Organ).
Granada Theatre —
Film Numbers — Code of the West
(Paramount).
Easv Pickins
(Educational) , Market Street
Twenty Years Ago (S. R.),
Pathe News.

Musical Program — Special concert
with singing and dancing.
Loew's Warfield TheatreNumbers — Seven Chances
Film
(Metro-Goldwyn),
Wild Men
of Borneo (EducaBeasts
tional). Kinograms.
— "Ivleas EccenProgram
Musical tric"
(Fanchon and Marco idea
including singing and dancing).
Imperial
Theatre
— Vadis (First
Film Numbers
— Quo
National) continued.
—
Square —Theatre
Union Numbers
Film
The Last Laugh
(Universal ) . continued.
Tameo Theatre —
Film Numbers— Soft Shoes (Prod.
Dist. Corp.), Getting Trimmed
(Universal). International
News.
Musical Program — Oriental girl
revue and California melody
bOTS.
Beat'ty's
Casino —Theatre
Film Numbers
Riders — of the
Purple Sage (Fox), Fox News.
Pathe Review.
— 'TTp and
Program
Musical
Down"
(Will
King and company
of Fifty).
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers — Forbidden Cargo
(Paramount). Kinograms.
Musical Program — Five acts of
vaudeville.
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Rag !Man

POX
OOC^EMTS
In 5 Qest
Veaqs
•
^The One
QoAAANce'

^- ||J©EORQE O'BRIEN
^Woughneck'

Film Numbers — The Spaniard
(Paramount), Two After One
(Arrow), International News.
The Contest Out of the Inkwell
(S. R.)
]\Iusical Program — The White
Way Trio (Specialty). Jazz
and Symphony Orchestra.
Film Numbers — Capital Punishment (S. R.), Paging a Wife
(Universal), Pathe News.
e—* — Special Music.
Ritz Theatr
jNIusical
Program
State
Film Theatre
Number—s — Bad Company
(Asso. Exhib). The House of
Flickers (Comedy), Kinograms
( Educational ) .
Blackstone Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Battling Orioles (Patlie), Stop, Look and
Whistle (Comedv), Aesop's
Fablesof (Pathe),'
Fox News,
Topics
the Day (Pathe),

Foil I'COl limn ad on "The Roughncch" (Fox) at the Temple Theatre, Birmingham.
(:Metro-Goldwyn) .
^lusical
Program — Seven acts of
vaudeville.
Aztec Theatre and
Film
Numbers —Egyptian
The IMonster
(MeTheatre
—
tro-Goldwyn).
WASHINGTON
Rialto
Film Theatre
Numbers— — On Thin Ice
(Warner Bros. ) , Current Events
(Universal), Crossword Puzzle
(S. R.).
Musical Program — "Echoes From
Opera House"'
Metropolitan
the
' Overture
) , "Concei'to
in B
flat" (Beethoven ) , Guarino and
Cooper in special songs.
Strand Theatre —
Film
Numl>ers
Girl (S.
R.). — The ^Midnight
Columbia TheatreFilm Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount), Current
Events (Universal ) .
Palace
Theatre —— Man and Maid
Film Numbers
(Metro-Goldwyn ) , Current
Events (Pathe), Boobs in the
Woods (Pathe).
Musical Program — "13th Hungarian— Rhapsody" (0^■erture).
Ea^rle Theatre
Film Numbers — The Beauty Prize
(Metro-Goldwyn).
Metropolitan
Film
Numbers Theatre
— The —Lady (First
National). Current Events
(Pathe),tional). Why Hesitate (EducaMusical
Program — "Overture
1812" (Overture).
PITTSBURG
Loew's Aldine Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Denial (Metro Goldwyn), His High Hnrsc
f Educational ) .
Hazardous
Hunting (Educational), The
Life of Handel (S. R.)
Mtisical Program — Novelty overture (Specialty). Siamese
Twins (Specialty). Saxaphonia
Moments (Specialty), Tenor
solo.
Grand
Theatre —— The Heart of a
Film Numbers
Siren (First National), The
Burglar (Fox), Fashion Reel
(Educational). Topics of the
Day ( Pathe ) . Pathe News.
Musical Program — Ten Jubilee
Singers (Specialty), Symphony
Orchestra.
Olympic Theatre —

KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Film Numbers— Madame SansGene (Paramount), The Concert (S, R.), Newman News
and Views (Pathe and KinoCurrent
Newman
Eventsgrams,) (Local
Photography),
Musical Program— "The World Is
Waiting for the Sunrise" (Overture), Charles Calvert (Novelty
Number), Marie Kelly Dancers
Solos).
(Specialty), Recessional (Organ
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — Excuse Me (Metro-Goldwyn), Itching for Revenge (Universal),
Aesop's
Fables (Pathe),
International
News Pictorial.
]\Iusical Program — Atmospheric
Selections (Overture), Recessional (Organ Solos).
Royal Numbers
TheatreFilm
— Men and Women
(Paramount),cational),
Don't
Pinch (EduMovie Cross
Word
Puzzle (Educational), Royal
Screen Magazine (Pathe and
Kinograms),
Royal Current
Events
(Local Photography).
Musical Program — Royal sVncocessional (Organ(Overture)",
Solos).
pators on Stage
Re. Pantages
Theatre
—
Film Numbers
— Beyond
the Border (Prod. Dist! Corp.), Fox
News and Fox Short Subjects.
Musical
Program
— -"LetYouMe Good
iBe
the First
to Kiss
Morning" (Overture), "Oh, How
ISolos)
Miss. You Tonight" (Organ
Novelty),
Recessional (Organ
Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — Declasse (First
National), Pathe News and
Educational Short Subjects.
Musical Program — Popular Selections (Overture). Recessional
(Organ Solos ) .
NEWARK
Branford
Theatre
Film
Numbers
— I— Want my Man
(First National), Branford R&
view of
Cross
WordEvents
Puzzle(Selected),(S. R.),
Hooked (Educational).
Musical Program — "Pique Dame"
(Overture), "Honest and Truly"
(Duet), "Song of the Past"
(Male quartette), "I'll See You
In My Dreams" (Male quartette)! "When You're Away.
tette).
Dear" (Solo and Male quar-
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Motion
West End Lyric Theatre —
Film Numbers — A Broadway Butterfly (Warner Bros.), Comedy
( Educational ) , Kinogram News
and Views (Educational).
Musical Program — Orchestra and
singing
Sunny Southern Fourorganist.
(Vocalists).

DETROIT
Capitol TheatreFilm ICumbers — New Toys (First
National), Song of the Nightingale {S. R.), News Pictorial
(Pathe).
ilusical Program — Overture by
orchestra, vocal selections (Soprano), "Where is My Sweetie
Hiding?" (novelty song presentati,on ) selections by Harp
ensemble.
Madison Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Wife and I
(Warner Brothers ) , Aesop
fable (Pathe), Our Navy (S.
R. ) , Detroit News Pictorial.
!Musical Program — Selections by
University of Mic^iigan orchestra, organ solos.
Adams Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Thundering
Herd ( Paramount ) , comedy
(Educational), Travalogue (S.
R.), Detroit News Pictorial.
Musical Program — Orchestra
overture, selections by Sioux
Indian
sional. jazz band, organ recesBroadway-Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal), newsreel
( International ) .
Musical Program — Selections from
"The Firefly" (overture), vocal
selections (duet), orchestral interpretation of"Rain" with art
posing (specialty).
Fox- Washington Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Adventurous
Sex (Asso. Exhib.). comedy
(Fox), Hitting Hard (S. R.),
newsreel (Fox).
!klusieal
Program — Orchestral
overture, song and dance re\-ue (trio). Bob White in specialty vocal routine.
ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Lady (First
National ) , Eastman Theatre
Current Events (Selected ) ,
Plain and Fancy Girls (Pathe).
Musical Program — "The Festival
at Bagdad" (0\-erture), Selection from "Pagliacci" (Organ),
"Melody" "Caprice of the Ballet Dancer" (Violin solos).
SEATTLE
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film Numbers — A School for
Wives (Asso. Exhib.), A Spanish Romeo (Universal), Adventures of Adenoid (Pathe), International News.
Musical Program — "Swanee Butterfly" (Overture), "I Ain't Got
Nobody" "Twilight Stars and
You" (Orchestral specialties).
"Titina" (Orchestra).
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Numbers — New Lives for Old
(Paramount) , Cross Word Puzzle
(S. R. ), Kinograms and Pathe
News.
Musical Program — Selections from
"Pinafore" (Overture), "Cocoanut Trot" "I Like You Best of
All" "If You Knew Susie" (Orchestra specialties), "Waters of
the Minnetonka" (Vocal novelty).
Columbia Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Last Laugh
(Universal ) , Wide Awake (Educational), International News.
Musical Program — "Rigoletto"
(Overture), "Prince of Wails"
(Orchestra specialty), Vocal
prelude.

Effective art ad oh "Love's Wilderness"
(First Nat'l)
the Alhambra
theatre,
Los atAngeles.
Heilig TheatreFilm Numbers— Beyond the Border (Prod. Dist. Corp.), Pathe
News and Review.
Liberty Theatre —
Film NumlxTS — The Thundering
Herd (Paramount), Circus Fever
(Pathe), Traps and Troubles
(Pathe),
International and
Liberty News.
[Musical
Program
— "La Tosca"'of
(Overture),
"Reminiscences
the Orient" ( Organ novelty ) .
Pantages TheatreFilm Numbers — The Mad Dancer
(.S. R.), Adventures of Adenoid
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numljers — The Lady (First
National), Brain and Brawn
(S. R.), Felix Gets His Fill (S.
R, ) . Kinograms.
Musical
Program — "Carmen"
(Overture, with vocal interlude).
Winter Garden Theatre —
Film Numbers — Forbidden Cargo
(Paramount), Newspaper Fun
( F. B. O. ) , Fox News.
ST. LOUIS
WilUam Goldman's Kings and
Rivoli Theatres —
Film Number s — Recompense
( Warner Bros. ) , Aesop Fable
(Pathe), Pathe News. Hold My
Baby (Pathe).
Musical Program — O r c h e s t r a 1
overture and poular numbers.
Grand Central Theatre —
Film Numbers — One Way Street
(First National), Kinogram
News and Views.
Musical Program — 0 rchestral
overture and popular number.
On
— "Sweetheart
(A stage
musical
jazz review.)of Dixie"
Missouri Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Spaniard
(Paramount), Missouri News
and Views. Comedy.
Musical Program — O rchestral
overture and popular number.
Organ accompaniment. On stage
— The
Broadway
Frolic (musical review)
.
Delmonte TheatreFilm Numbers — Worldly Goods
(Paramount). Delmonte News
and Views. Comedy.
Musical Program — O rchestral
overture and popular numbers.
On stage — Vanity Dolls.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Speed Spook
(S. R.), Felix Gets Hungrv
Fine Arts (S. R.), Loew's
State News. Tours and Topics.
Musical Program — O rchestral
overture and popular number.
Musical Cross Word Puzzle ( organ). On stage — Leo Edwards
and Arthur Field. Ruth Glanville ( .Sa.xophone ) , Frank Farnum (King of Syncopation),
Personal appearance of Johnny
Hines.

Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — A Broadway Butterfly (Warner Bros.), (Educational) Comedy, Kinogram News
and Views (Educational).
Musical Program — 0 r c h e st r a.
^Happy Philwin (Vocalist).
ST. PAUL
R.)
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Sally (First National), Capitol Digest (Selected), Felix Gets His Fill (S.
Musical Program — "Slavonic
Rhapsody" (Overture), U. S.
Third Infantry Band (Specialty), "Oh Katharina" (Organ .)

OMAHA

Rialto Theatre —
Film Numljers — Quo Vadis (First
National), Felix Baffled by
Banjoes (S. R.), Kinograms.
[Musical Program — "Marriage of
Figaro" (overture), "The World
in Arms" (Exit March), "Incantation," "Venitian Love
Song," and "Adaigo Pathetique" (Music themes for
feature picture). Special feature
on the stage : Broderick and
Felsen Revue, with Hill's ChiLeflf. cago Blue Devils and Pincus
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Spaniai-d
(Paramotint ) , Love Goofy
(Educational), Fox News,
Newspaper Fun (F. B. O.).
[Musical
ProgramGano
— "HandGuarny"
(Overture),
Allen,
(special feature on stage).
Moon Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Fast Worker
(Universal ) , Thundering the
Seeds, Riddle Rider, chapter No.
11 (Universal), The Skv
Plumber (Pathe).
[Musical
Program — Five acts of
vaudeville.
Sun Theatre
— The Thief of BagFilm
Numbers—
dad (United Artists), cont.
World TheatreFilm Numljers — Wine (Universal).
Musical
Program — Six acts of
vaudeville.
Empress
Theatre—— Troubles of a
Film
BrideNumbers
(Fox).
Musical Program — When East
Meets West (musical comedy).
Stillman Theatre~
Film Numbers
— The
GreatD Divide
ELAN
CLEV
(Metro-Goldwyn), The Love
Bug
(Pathe), Crossword Puzzle
R.).
(Educational), Aloha Land (S.
Musical Program — "Second Himgarian Rhapsody" (overture),
"West of the Great Divide"
(Prologue with vocal duet).
Allen
Film Theatre
Numbers— — Seven Chances
(Metro-Goldwyn). The Guest of
Honor (Cartoon. R. S.), Stephen
Foster (S. R), Zowie (Pathe),
Topics of the Day (Pathe),
Pathe News.
Musical
Program — " Capriciio

Picture

News

Italiene" (overture), "By the
Waters of Minnetonka," Barfrom "Tales
HofiFman"
(mixed carolle
chorus
of 20of voices).
State TheatreFilm Numbers — Air Mail (Paramount,) House of Flickers
(Fox), Pathe Review, Fun from
the Press (Prod. Dist. Corp.),
International News (Universal).
Park Theatre —
Film Numbers — Adventure ' Paramount), Reel Virginian
(Pathe), Crossword Puzzle
(Educational ) , Topics of the
ucation.al )
Day (Pathe),
Kinograms. i EdMusical
— Selections
from
"La Program
Gioconda"
(overture),
''Yearning,'' "Where's My
ina" (JazzHiding,"
I.
Sweetie
'-0! KatherCircle
Theatre — Salvation HuntFilm Numbers—
(United Artists),
Aesop"s
Fablesers (Pathe),
Water Wagons
(Pathe), Pathe Review, Pathe
News.
Musical Program — "No Wonder,"
"By the Waters of Minnetonka"
(with vocal soloist), "You
should Have Told Me," "Alabamy Hippodrome
Bound" ( Jazzandi .
Reade's
Keith's East 105th St.
Film Numljers — Head Winds
(Universal),
Comedy (Univerversal.) International
sal).
News (UniMusical Program — Selections from
"No, No, Nanette" (overture).
Vaudeville.

Howard
Theatre-— Madame Sans
Film
Numbers
R.).
^
Interna(Paramoimt),
Gene tional
TA
NewsL
reel,
(S.
ANHandel
AT

Musical Program — Boys choir of
fortv voices appear on the side
steps of the stage and sing
'■Halleluiah Chorus" from "The
Messiah," Handel's famous oratorio. "The "Largo" and other
(orthe film),
"TheduringMessiah""
bits from chestra
"Maximilian Robespierre" score
for feature.
tan TheatreMetropoli
— Playing With
Numbers
Film
, Little
National)
(First
Souls
ew (Pathe),
Robinson Ork-Scr
Internatonal News Reel.
"Oh. KatharMuscal ina,"Program
," and
"Kiss Me —Goodnight
"On the Oregon Trail" (overture), "In Shadowland" (Theme
for feature).
Loew's Grand Theatre —
Film Numl>ers— The Great Divide
( Metro-Goldwyn ) . Educational
comedv. Pathe News reel. Topics of the Day (Pathe),
Aesop's Fables (Pathe), Progress short subject.
Musical Program — Regular prea. Five
sentation by orchestr
.
acts of vaudeville
Theatre-— The Roughneck
Rialto Numbers
Film
(Fox).
(Pathe).News reel, Bashful Jim Pathe
[Musical Program — Regular presentation bythe Rialto orchestra.
Tudor Theatre —
s — Roaring AdvenFilm Number
ture (Universal). The Saddle
Hawk (Universal), comedie*
(Universal ) .
eAlamo No.
2 Theatr
Film
Breed
of the
BorderNuml)er
(F. sB. — 0.).
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Chase

19 2 5

and Cook Units
on Location

Out

Two of the Hal Ixoach units producingcomedies for Patlie left this week for location. Charley Chase and a comi)any of
tlurty-tive people are at San Diego making
scenes on board the Emma Alexander for
the
Leo current
McCarey. production being directed b\Clyde Cook and his supporting comedians
ai'e making scenes at Camp Hearn, near
San Diego. In the picture Cook will portray an under-dog in the military service.
Thomas Buckingham is directing the film,
which
will Pabe the.
the first release in this star's
iSeries for
The Hal Roach Star Comedies unit have
started their second production. The picture, Avhich is being directed by Jay A.
Howe* has a cast which includes Al St.
John. Jimmy Finlayson, Marjorie Whities,
Dot Farley, Hany Lorraine, Lige Conley,
Martha Sleeps, Lncien Littlefield, Al Hallett. George Rowe. and W. H. Piatt.
Winkler

Will

Re-Issue

'Telix^' Subjects
The M. J. Wiidvler organization, distributors of short subjects, have decided to
re-issue the first series of "Felix" subjects,
originally placed on the market in 1921.
These older subjects will l>e brought out
immediately after contracts on the present
series liave been fulfilled.
The "Felix" re-issues will be included in
the Winkler 1925-26 lineup and will keep
sixty of these subjects actively at work in
all territories.

Juvenile Comedy with Jack McHugh. Production
Educational

''Balto's Race
Reelers

A trio o! scenes from "Madame San-Gin," Seventh
episode of the "Pacemakers"
B. O. series offered by F.

stills from

"Dragon Alley," Educational

Releases

to Nome"

Picked

for

Among

For

May

Eight Two-

the Month's Program
equipped witli all the conveniences of a
modern hotel.
i
subtiousforshort
pretenled
most assemb
ONE ofjecttheprograms
any one
month has been announced for May
The third of the "Fables in Color" series;
by Educational, which this week stated that
entitled "Only a Country Lass," will also be
released
on May 10th.
eight two-reel productions, seven of which
are comedies, and sis single reel comedy and
In addition to the "Balto" feature, May
17th will bring a Tuxedo Comedy entitled
novelt
)iionth. y oft'erings would be released next
"Curses," and "Earth's Other Half," a Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge reel.
Among the two-reel offerings will be
Lige Conley will be seen in the Mermaid
"Balto's Race to Nome," the Sol Lesser production, starring Gunnar Kassoii and his
Comedy, "Hello, Goodby" as the two-reel
subject for release during the week of May
famous dog-team, heroes of tlie dash to the
24th. "Wild Waves" a Cameo Comedy
Ahiskan city with anti-toxin. The picture
with Cliif Bowes and Virginia Vance will
will reproduce scenes of the thrilling race
be the single reel comedy for the week.
against death, which a few months ago was
The schedule for the month will be conrecounted on the first pages of newspapers
and which brought fame to Kasson and
cluded with the Christie Comedy "Sit
Tight." with Jimmie Adams and the Earl
"Balto," the leader-dog of the team he drove
into Nome. The picture will be released
Hurd cartoon comedy, "Two Poor Fish," of
the "Pen and Ink Vaudeville" series as the
May 17.
one
reel subject for the week.
Seven well known comedy stars carry the
Kinograms, Educational's news reel will
acting honors in the comedies announced for
course, be released twice a week in addition
to the above subjects.
tlic month. Lloyd Hamilton in "King Cota"Way-do\vn-South-in-Dixie"
will beton,"'released
the first week of the comedy
month.
Neufeld Breaks Arm on Set
"Dragon Allej'," a juvenile comedy will accompany the Hamilton picture on the schedat Century Studio
\i]e for the week, which will also include
Sig
Neufeld,
production manager at the
comedy.
"Monkey Business," an Earl Hurd cartoon
Century Film Corporation studio in Hollywood, broke his left arm last week in a fall
"Tender Feet" with Walter Hiers in the
from an elevated platform from which he
starring role, and "Fares Please," with Al
was su]iervising the making of a scene for
St. John will be on the program for the
second week of the month. St. John will
a Wanda Wiley comedy. Neufeld accidentally stepped back off the platform.
appear as the conductor of a trolley car
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Motion

Picture

News

Eddie Hampton. 15. named "All- American bov "
with
honorsIndia
of —tripPrince
to seeandPresident
Rangoon,
PrincessCoolidg'e
Arthur :
of Conuaught arrive in Burma : St. Louis, Mo.
Resume
of Current
News
Weeklies
I
and youngest bears to be photoIlllllllllilr — Smallest
graphed pose for movie cameras ; Tokyo, Japan
— School children see re-enactment of battle of
war with Russia: X. Y. City — Wall Street
date for sheriff : Exclusive pictures showing
KIXOGRAMS NO. r.074 : Xew Yoik— Hunshow ; Saumur,
Francetheir
—
famous old tinu' star teaching voungsters how puts
dretls of thousands par.ule on Kastpr along
Ridersoti ofa "Follies"
famous cavalry
school show
to play baseball : Springfield. Mass— SpringFifth
Avenue
and
at
(
_^oney
Island
:
\\'ashingfield College students show pei-fect form in
ton — President and Mis. Coolidsie attend
gymnastic drills; Paris— French officials raise
Easter services ; Xew York — Col. Theodore
storm of protest by threatening to remove old paces.
Roosevelt and his brother Kerniit off on huntbookstalls along the Seine; Cambridge. Mass. INTERXATIONAL NEWS XO. 34: St.
ing expedition to India : Washington — 38.(10:)
Louis, toMo.Mississippi
— Spring'sforarrival
scores
children take part in annual egg rolling event
— Ma.ssaehusetts Tech students fight on slip- flocking
sacred sends
dip ; Boston,
on White House lawn : Paris — French stupery hut for paddles ; Chicago — Paavo Xurmi Mass. (Boston only)- — ^Braves open season with
wins his first outdoor race in America.
dents strike and parade in protest over Dean"s
triumph; Little Rock, Ark. (Memphis only) —
suspension : Beverly Hills. Cal. — Mary and
Doug celebrate their fifth Wftlding anniversary : FOX XEWS VOL. 6. XO. 57: The Xation
5,000
rally ; stage
' My
Lady's attend
Manor, non-denominational
Maryland — Society riders
Newark. X. J. — Youngsters exhibit their pets
Observes Easter Sunday — In Xew York, a steeplechase thriller ; Wash., D.C. — Gen. Ma•n dog show for mutts only : X^ew York —
chado, President-elect of Cuba welcome<] bv
surging throng of church-goers parade on Fifth
Yankees season
beat world's
; Charleston, S. C. — The Prince de Polbaseball
opens. champion Senators as .\venue
Pres.picture
Coolidge;
Y. up
City—
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Sennett Selects Bathing Girls
for New Comedies
Mack Sennett has selected several bathing
beauties who will regulai'ly appear in comedies which he will make for the Pathe program. The girls so far chosen to fill the
newest designs in bathing costumes, which
Gladys Rousseau, chief designer of the
studio wardrobe says will feature Jockey
Club, Polka dot, boulevarde stripe and
cross-word puzzle motifs, are Lillian Knight,
EveljTi Francisco, Lois Boyd, Marion McDonald, Delia Peterson, Dolores Mendez.
Louise Loftus, Julia Duncon and Carol
Wines.
Two newcomers among the leading players in Sennett comedies will be given an opportunity to show their talents in pictures
started at the studio last week. These are
Charley Farrell and Thelma Parr, who is a
graduate from the bathing girl ranks. They
will have the featured roles in a comedy
Eddie Cline is directing.

''Our Gang'' and Tryon at
Work on New Comedies
Among the new comedies started in production recently at the Hal Roach studios Bessie Welsh, Milliard Karr and Will Hays are feature d in "Tourists De Luxe," a Century Comedy released
by Universal. These scenes are taken from the picture.
in Culver City are an "Our Gang" tworeeler, and a Glenn Tryon comedy vehicle
being directed by James W. Horne.
Tryon is doing the role of a female imPathe
Lists
May
3 Program
personater and has Fay Wray, James Finlayson, Jules Mendel and Noah Young as
leads in his support.
''Our Gang" and Ralph Graves Star
The "Gang" are appearing as "dolls" in
in Comedy Releases on Schedule
the picture they are now filming under Bob
McGowan's direction.
est and
for
tions savagest
can visualize.sort their fertile imaginaof releas
Pathe ofprogr
THEthe week
Mayam third
will esbring
In addition to these comedies and the
the final chapter in the serial "Idaserial
episode, there will be a Grantland
ho," and a wide variety of short subjects in
which comedy and novelty will be featured.
Spoi'tlight film called "Sporting Judgment,"
an "Aesop's Film Fable" by Paul Terry
The comedy will be supplied by two-reelers produced by Mack Sennett and Hal
and entitled "Permanent Waves," Pathe Review No. 18, and Pathe News, Nos. 3&
Roach. Ralph Graves in "He Who Gets
and 39.
Smacked" is the Sennett production, while
"Shootin' Injuns," featuring "Our Gang,"
The tenth
and final
of "Idaho"
is the Hal Roach contribution to the probrings
the romance
of episode
Beth Cameron
and
"Boston"
Graham,
the
pony
express
rider
Graves
will
be
seen
in
a
story
burlesquing
gram.
who throughout the story has aided the girl
the manlj' art of prize fighting. It was
in her efforts to bring to justice the bandits
written by Felix Adler and A. H. Giebler.
who murdered her father, to a happy conLloyd Bacon directed and MoUie Malone,
clusion. The end filnds the outlaws rounded
Eli Stanton, and Marvin' Lobach heads the
up and law and order established in the
supjiorting cast.
frontier district through the courageous ef"Shootin' Injuns" was directed by Bob
McGowan. In it the "Gang" feels the urge
forts of the Girl Vigilante and her followto go West and slav Redskins of the wilders.
Century

Has

Lengthy

Program

Abe Stern Returns With Word of FiftyTwo
Comedies for the Coming Season

AHaltrioRoach
of stills
fromstarring
"Hold Glenn
My Baby,"
comedy
Tryon. a Atwo-reel
Pathe
release.

Centur
of ed
STERN
ABE Comedi
es, , whovice-pr
has esident
just return
fromy
the coast, announces the most ambitious program for the coming season in the
history of that organization. The company will release through Universal fiftytwo Century comedies, one each week from
August 5th, 1925 to July 29th, 1926.
The weekly release scheduled will include
a series of twelve comedies starring Wanda
Wiley, twelve starring Edna Marian, a
series of twelve Buster Brown comedies, two
series of six each with Eddie Gordon and
Al Alt, and a series of four featuring
Charles King.
The Buster Brown comedies are expected

to be the feature of the Century programThrough arrangement with R. F. Outcault,.
cartoonist creator of the character they will
be exact screen portrayals of the comic pictures. Buster Brown will be played byArthur Trimble, a boy actor of exceptional
talent. Others who have been signed for
this series are; Peter the dog, who will play
Tige; Doreen Tuiner as Mary Jane;
Katherine Young, as the mother; Charles
King, as the father; Emily Gertes, as the
maid, and Dorothy Vernon as the cook.
The Buster Brown comedies will be released one each month. They will be directed by Charles Lamont from stories and
continuities by Geoi-ge Me Williams.
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^^^^^^aperOpinionscttiNewPicti
a fairy tale in color and it is
eyes radiate sincerity and kindVadis" — First National
Arcadia, Philadelphia
delightfully photographed with a
American : "Edmund Lowe does
keen conception . of the possibiliXorth American: "One of the
his very best work as Gilchrist.
ties of fairy stores on the screen.
most gigantic moving pictures
His
ness."is a performance that at no
There should be a very definite
■ever filmed, both from the point
field for this sort of film, which
time seems theatrical."
of view of actual size and lavishWorld: "Lowe
is going
uess of individual scenes. Sienmakes use of the peculiar advanto Evening
make thousands
of friends
for
tages of motion pictme? over
kiewicz's novel is made to live.
other means of expression in this
his superb performance."
The storv combines the volupTelegraph : "Edmund Lowe as
tuous jKjmp of pagan Rome, and
presentation of imaginative subDaniel Gilchrist gives a performthe simplicity of the early Chrisance
that
will
long
be
remembered
tians, thus the necessary emo'Troud Flesh" — Metro-Goldwyn,
tional and scenic contrasts were
by patrons of the cinema."
Journal of Commerce: "Lowe
Captol, N. Y.
Teady
for
the
skill
of
the
proplayed in the role of the minister
<iucers to fit into the film version.
with
sincerity
and
just
the
right
Telegram,
Mail:have
"Both
scenNero as played by Emil Jannings.
arist and director
conspired
to jects."
make this one of the most denote
of
pathos."
His work is a-Jniirable."
Journal: "The picture is better liciously amusing pictures of the
Record: "A highly exciting and
than the play, with Edmund Lowe
season, rippling with laughter ami
thrilling version of 'Quo Vadis.'
excellent
as ("ilchrist,
The cast is excellent, the photogfers for his
ideals and who
doessuf-it giddy with action. King Vidor.
that uncommonly discriminating
raphy grades very high and the
without overacting."
jportrayal of Xero is a masterpiece
director who produced this film
of Emil Jannings. The mob
"Wizard of 0 z"— Chadwick, for !Metro-Goldwyn-^Iayer. has
•scenes are magnificent. An
given it a jocund, individual
Colony, New York
.abundance of grand heart-throbs
stamp of his own. and ticklesomo
Evening World : " 'The Wizard
takes possession of the onlooker
subtitles have been provided
Oz,' which is put out as a which keep the strutting hero and
AxiA a whirlwind of feeling is of
Chadwick picture, is one of the heroine human by making them
■stirred up by the film."
best comedies seen on Broadway
Inquirer : "The picture is a magjust a trifle goody at limes."
in a long time. There's a bona
nificent spectacle. The settings
fide laugh in nearly every scene,
Telegraph : " 'Proud Flesh' is one
.iire constantly Ijeyond expression."
and most of them are of the of the most amusing feature comedies presented hereabouts in some
Public Ledger: "In size and
howl variety. You can't aft'ord to time. It is the fast zi])py relation
lavishness, this production is unof the romance between a Hibermiss this picture."
*H|ualed. In acting it is more than
nian of San Francisco and a
Mirror: "They shrieked upcapable. One s filled with amazeroariotisly
at
this
speedy
version
ment at the completeness of it all.
young lady with a background of
dons, guitars, tangoes and
of
Frank
Baum"s
The picture is spectacular and
Larry
Semon
has quaint
made afantasy.
highly Spanish
certainly is fascinating photoplay
serenades. King Vidor, who dientertaining
picture.
It'sfunloaded
rected, seems to have had a good
fare. Emil Jannings adds another
with excitement,
thrills,
and
remarkable royal portrait to the
a
faint
dash
of
romance.
For
time at his job."
Sjrilliant collection. In him we
Mirror: '"Proud Flesh' holds
clean cut. novel, splendid enterforth at the Capitol this week
see the Emperor Xero to the life."
tainment, don't miss Larry Semon
with Eleanor Boardman. Pat
Evening Bulletin : "The motion
in 'The Wizard of Oz'."
O'Malley and Harrison Ford
picture which long since estabTimes : "Persons in the audience
splendid in the leading roles. This
lished new standards for stupiendnot only laughed till the tears
is a snappy picture. King Vidor
ousness appears to have out-discame, but they roared until they has
tanced itself, in the film version
turned out a neat job. It
moves at a lively clip, with
of 'Quo Vadis' at the Arcadia
American : "Shrieks of delighted
coughed."
El»ano: uoardman impressive as
"Theatre. 'Quo Vadis,' is thrilling
laughter greeted the picture. I the
:and dramatic. Most of the thrillsophisticated. thoroughly
want to commend Larry Semon
ing scenes of the Iwok have l>een
for his manner in picturizing the spoilt but lovable Fernanda from
■filmed in impressive fashion."
former musical comedy."
Madrid,
Spain."
Herald-Tribune:
"Harrison
•"The Fool"— Fox, Central, New
Ford plays Diego, and it is the
"Voice
of the Nightingale"— EduYork
most artistic performance he ever
cational, Stanley, Philadelphia
Times: "Mr. Lowe is restrained
Public Record: "'The Voice of has given. Eleanor Boardman is
exquisite and fetching as the
■and
sympathetic
He
has an
infectiousthroughout.
smile and his
the Xightingale' is not a feature.
heroine, who carries not
It is but an incident in the pro- naughty
an ounce too much of the proud
gram. Yet it typifies what our
the direction
picidea of motion pictures for chil- flesh, tureand
is fine.
Most of of
thethetitles,
dren ought to be. To its productoo. nre excellent and all in all
tion have been brotight a poetical
artistry, an understanding of the "Proud Flesh' is a step in the
child mind, a sgiise of jiure huPost direction."
: "The program at the
mor and technical skill rarely right
Cajiitol this week is one of the
equaled in the studios that pro- most
thoroughly entertaining
vide our daily entertainment.
aflfaiis that we have attended in
Half fairy tale and half reality,
it deals with a tragedy in bird a long time. Eleanor Boardman
life and teaches a lesson to the is fast becoming one of our particular favorites on the screen.
thoughtless little humans who are
She made a great hit with us not
too often responsible for such
calainaties. Its pathos — for long ago in 'The Way of a Girl,'
pathos marches always side by and her newest venture. 'Proud
Flesh.' is even l)etter than -'The
side with humor, in which, strange
to say. this tragedy alx)unds —
WaySun:
of a "A
Girl.'well
" directed, tastemust appeal alike to the grownu[is and the little folk."
fully produced picture is 'Proud
Flesh.'
Vidor isandresponsible
for theKing
direction
Eleanor
"Voice of the Nightingale" — Educational, Criterion, New York
Boardman, Harrison Ford and Pat
Post: "It is a fascinating pic- O'Malley are in evidence in the
leading roles. All three give
torial version of a nightingale's
song
and what it signifies to the
Donald Keith, who has been signed
child who has ca])tured and shut
splendid
performances."
for featured roles in B. P. Schulberg
Graphic:
"Perhaps the word
it up in a cage. The j)icture is best suited to describe this picproductions
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News

"Quo

George Hackathorne, in B. P. Schulberg"s special production, " Capital
Punishment."The audience
ture is 'amusing.'
chuckled at the Spanish love-making of Harrison Ford, at the caveman tactics of Pat O'Malley, at
the high-hat airs of Eleanor
Boardman, and last, but not least,
at the humorous subtitles. The
way Harrison Ford kids the serenader and the balcony climber is
Bulletin : " 'Proud Flesh' is an
amusing film play, produced with
a treat,"
light hand, and taken from a
novel which was a serious achievement. There's something new and
different for you in the movies.
The film play is interesting and
quite
delightful.
Boardman plays
the role Eleanor
of the Spanish
girl, and she has a splendid chance
to show that she is a comedian of
"It's an amusing
no Journal:
small talent."
comedy cellent
withwork on
clever
andMiss
exthe titles
part of
Boardman, Harrison Ford and
O'Malley. Ford is very attractive
in his Spanish make-up and he
andTimes:
Eleanor "'Proud
do a tango."
Flesh' is a
bright entertainment, in which
there are a slight touch of heart
interest and plenty of amusement.
It has been handled most adroitly
and is filled with original ideas.
Miss Boardman is cliarming as
Fernanda. She is alert and convincing in her acting and never
at a loss for a winning expression.
Harrison Ford is capital as the
Spaniard. There are streaks of
satire in this production, and the
subtitles are always helpful and
often{Continued
provocativeon ofpage
laughter."
1990)
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Mystery

(Goldburg-IndependentReels)
Pictures Corp. — Five
(Reviewed by Laurence Rcid)
LITTLE more carefulness in regard to the timing of the
:>cenes and in covering up tlie nieclianieal flaws — and more
time spent on building ujj important situations so that the
action wouldn't ai)pear so unnaturally fast — and this western would
be practically flawless. It cannot be called a lifelike story. The
characters are planted too firmly for that — and their activities are
too well worked out in advance. But, at least, it has a melodramatic
plot and releases some rattling good incident. As for the backgrounds, the spectators can drink in some exceptionally picturesque
scenery.
The plot puts over the obvious and conventional conflict between
a gang of bandits and the hero — who for the purposes of providing
susj^ense must become the victim of a frame-up. In other words
Avhen the sheriff sets out single-handed to capture the "jjliantom
bandit" and does not return, the hero, a stranger in the town, is
accused of killing him since he has brought in the officer's belt for
identification by the hitter's daughter.
But the sheriff is not dead. He has merely played "possum"
and hidden himself in an old shack so as to reconnoitre and capture the bandits at a more advantageous time. Meanwhile the
stranger has been placed in jail — and a necktie party is in store
for him when he escapes by the window as the mob storms the
doors — a mob incited to riot by the villain — the stage-coach driver.
The rest of the action deals with the heroine taking the bandit off
his guard by promising to meet him — and the eventual capture of
the gang by the hero and the sheriff and his posse.
There are a few convenient episodes — and coincidence plays a
strong factor. But at least there is always present the element of
suspense. There are some mechanical flaws — one of which is faulty
tinting in allowing day to represent night. The acting is natural
as contributed by Bill Cody and a few others — particularly a character sketch b}' Frank Rice.
THEME. Western melodrama in which a gang of
bandits are routed and captured by a cowboy who. being a
stranger, is accused of a killing, but escapes to administer
the long arm of the law.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The atmosphere and
detail. The natural acting by Bill Cody. The comedy character sketch by Frank Rice. The escape from the jail.
The manner in which the bandits are captured.
DIRECTION. Puts over satisfactory action and stages
it against colorful backgrounds. Errs in allowing hero to
come out of a fight without a mark on him.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. If your audience has developed aliking for Bill Cody you can make no mistake by
exploiting him here. Use newspaper tie-ups and program
teasers. The best angle is in advertising Cody who can
ride with the best of them.
DRAWING POWER. Should draw with audiences
that like westerns filled with action. If Cody is popular he
should draw them.

A

SUMMARY. Averages up as a satisfactory western
through its action and suspense. Even though plot is obvious the attention is held because of its vigorous incident.
THE CAST
Merriv^ell
Bill Cody
Old Jerry
Jones
Frank Rice
John Arhss
Tom Lingham
Helen Arhss
Peggy O'Dare
Dan Blair
Mack V. Wright
By George W. Pyper. Directed by Robert North Bradbury
Photographed by Bert Longenecker.
SYNOPSIS. Sheriff in attempting to capture desperate band of
bandits is shot. Cowboy discovers him and takes him to shack
for
shelter, but in bringing back his belt for identification by his
daughter the hero is framed by the villian and placed in jail He
escapes and with his pal they gather a possee and the bandits are
eventually captured.
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Reckless

Courage

(Lester F. Scott-Action-Weiss Bros — 4851 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
WITH
the lively incident and a pace of action which keeps
it moving this western should satisfy its audience. They
Avill not see anything new in plot and though it does get
off to a rather novel start it soon settles down into a regulation
crook melodrama with western trimmings. It may appear strange
to some to discover a diamond dealer conducting business in the
vicinity of the plains and entrusting his daughter with the dangerous
mission of delivering a packet of precious jewels. But in accepting this premise tlie spectator will have to accept the entire story —
which is somewhat far-fetched.
The novel introduction features an airplane hold-up — with a bold
crook soaring near enough to the girl's machine to board it and
commanding her to hand over the packet, fle had been tipped off
by the dealer's butler — a member of the band of crooks. But the
girl tosses the packet overboard and by the long arm of coincidence
it strikes the cowboy hero on the head and knocks him from his
horse.
At this point the action features a pursuit by the heroine and the
crooks to recover the jewels and before they are safely back in
the possession of the dealer one is given the opportunity to see
several hand-to-hand fights. The girl thinks the cowboy is a member of the gang and by tieing him fast to a chair recovers the
packet. But she has not reckoned with the real crooks and first
thing you know she is in their power. Which puts it up to the
hero to rescue her.
The star is Buddy Roosevelt and he flashes some good horesmanship in his pursuit of the crooks. In the climax he has occasion
to develop a punch in the story wdien he knocks the ringleader out.
With all the action geared on high it doesn't give the romance
much of a chance. This element is mostly suggested at the finish
THEME. Western melodrama of cowboy who rescues
daughter of diamond dealer from clutches of thieves.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The hold-up of the
airplane. The fights. Scene when hero is captured by
manship.
heroine. The hero's capture of the crooks. Star's horseDIRECTION. Succeeds in giving it plenty of incident
which compensates for slight story. Stresses coincidence,
but inasmuch as there is sufficient action its faults are
negligible.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up star and his
horsemanship. Bill it as western novelty in which cowboy
captures
diamond
thieves.
Emphasize its fast action
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for average houses
catering to westerns. Where star has following picture
should draw.
SUMMARY. Nothing new uncovered in plot here, but
the action and incident are lively enough to hold the attention. Uncovers long arm of coincidence in several scenes
and never rings genuine, but there is no denying that it
keeps moving.
THE CAST
Bud Keenan
Buddy Roosevelt
Jasper Bayne
j c. Fowler
pir^
J
'"^
T
An"*'^''

f^elen Foster
W. A.JayMcllwain
Morley

.P^^t"
Tack O'Brien
„^huck
Carson
Merrill McCormick
Slim Park
er
Eddie Barry
Winona
Princess Noola
By Victor Roberts. Scenario by Betty Burijridge. Directed
by
Tom Gibson. Photographed by Ray Ries.
SYNOPSIS. Diamond dealer entrusts his daughter with the
delivery of a packet of jewels. She travels by airplane and in midair is held up by a crook in another plane. She tosses the packet
overboard and it is picked up by cowboy. It then becomes
a pursuit by the girl and the crooks to recover the jewels The girl
thinks the cowboy one of the crooks,
but when he rescues her
from various dangers she learns her mistake. He captures the
crooks.
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West

(Harry Garson Production-F. B. O. — Five Reels)
(Reviewed by 'William Campbell)
X"T J'HILE
this
latestitsottering
in theandLefty
Flynn slow
series
let-down from
predecessors
is rather
in is
get-a
' ' ting
it will
get bypopularity
in houses ofcatering
to the
western
fans under
Ijecauseway,
of the
growing
the star.
In
this vehicle Lefty gets an ojjportunity to do liis stutf as a tamer
of bucking broncos and is shown in one setjuence sticking to the
saddle in spite of all elrorts of Old Dobbin to dislodge him. He
also is given a chance to make a dozen or so bad men bite the dust
as lie goes to the rescue of the heroine, held captive in the cabin
of the cattle rustlers.
The picture opens with some comedy moments in which Lefty
gets friendly with a Pullman portt-r of dusky iuie, changes hat and
coat with him and then proceeds to imbibe of the 100 proof to such
an extent that when the two see a rabbit outside the car window,
one declares it a mountain lion and the other insists it's a Missouri
mule. To settle the argument they take the berth hammock and
dash out across the plains in pursuit of the bunny. This sequence
will start the picture off with some laughs, which will help.
The plot deals once more with the worthless son who is shipped
to a ranch by the irate father who offers the foreman $.5000 if he
can keep the youth a year and make something of him. Lefty
goes to work and after going thru -all the menial jobs 'iearns to
ride" and takes part in the round-up, which is well staged. The
climax is rather thrilling and shows Lefty going single handed into
the rustlers" cabin after the heroine and being trapped therein.
Of course he fights his way out and wins the girl. Ann May gives
a cut and dried performance of the heroine and the rest of tlie
l)ersonnel is just fair. Scenically the film is O.K.
THEME. A western dealing with the making over of
a worthless son into a knight of the range who cleans out
the rustlers and wins the foreman's daughter.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The opening comedy scenes. The chase after the rabbit. The scene in
which Lefty is made to believe he killed a man. The rescue
of the heroine from the runaway. The taming of the
bronco by the supposed green rider. The round-up scenes.
The attractive western backgrounds.
DIRECTION. Just fair. Has taken much footage to
get an uninteresting story under way. Has put in a few
thrills but not as many as in former Flynn vehicles. Has
given the picture an attractive mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Get some cowboy hats
if possible and arrange a display with them in a hat store,
telling the folks these are the hats worn by Lefty Flynn
in "O. U. West." A cowboy mounted on a gayly saddled
horse. Play up the star, his fights, his horse taming, his
rescues.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for the smaller houses
downtown catering to the western fans and similar theatres in the communities and towns.
SUMMARY. The plot of this one is woven from familiar cloth and does not measure up to the first of the
Flynn series from an action or story viewpoint. There is
some good comedy in the opening footage and Flynn gets
an opportunity to ride, fight and make love and this is all
that his admirers will ask. The production is pleasing to
the eye from a scenic standpoint.
THE CAST
O. U. West
Lefty Flynn
Tina Jones
Anna May
Cass Jones
Milton Ross
Sally Walker
Evelyn Francisco
Ranch Foreman
Bill Donovan
Porter
Raymond Turner
Luke Crawley
Ed Burns
Jazebel Crawley
Fred Burns
Sep Crawley
Jim Burns
Story and Continuity by Helen Broneau. Directed by Harry
Garson. Photographed by Billy Tuers.
SYNOPSIS. In the hope that he may make over his joy-loving
son. Oliver U. West's father shios him to a ranch. On the train
O. U. and a colored porter divide a bottle and detrain at a water
tower to chase a rabbit. The ranch foreman eventually finds O. U.
in a cabin in which a man has just been shot. He makes O. U.
believe he did it, but promises to keep quiet if O. U. will work a
year on the ranch. O. U. promises, starts to work, rounds up
some
O. K. cattle rustlers, rescues the foreman's daughter and turns out
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Baree,

Son of Kazan
Reels)
(David Smith Production-Vitagraph — Seven
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
T T 7 HILE many tales have been laid in the wilderness, this
\\
romantic drama of the North from the pen of James
' Oliver Curwood is one of the best of its type. In offering audiences a good entertaining picture, especially appropriate
for summer presentation, exhibitors will look far before finding
one more suitable for their screen than this one. While "Wolf,'"
tlie famous war dog, is featured with Anita Stewart, the animal
stuff is not overdone nor is the story changed in the least to give
the dog opportunity for a lot of tricks. On the contrary the stunts
that "Wolf does put over are really convincing and in addition
wonderfully well done. They are plausible "tricks."
The production is one of the most attractive from a scenic viewpoint released in many moons. Against an insipiring background
I of snow covered plains and mountains, frozen rivers, quaint HudI son Bay trading ]X)sts, tei)ees, log cabins, dark forests, crystal
streams and the wilderness in all the glory of springtime, is laid
I a story universal in appeal, a tale of red-blooded folks, elemental
in its passions and heart-touching in its romance.
Anita Stewart is the star and although this charming actress has
been appearing on the silver sheet for over a decade, she doesn't
seem to have changed one bit in her youthful, vivacious appearance.
As Xepeese, daughter of the snows, she gives a thoroughly satisfactory ])erfonnance. The supporting cast is one of uniform excellence and admirable as to type.
The picture is rich in "big scenes," the fall of Cai-Acl from the
cliff in seeking to make friends with Baree, the pushing into the
icy lake of McTaggart by the girl, the fight in the cabin between
Pierre and McTaggart, the shooting of Baree, the burning of the
cabin, the chase after Nepeese by McTaggart and the leap of the
girl over the brink into the icy water, the saving of Baree from
death in a traji and the thrilling climax.
THEME. Romance of the Canadian wilderness in
which Baree. a dog, twice saves the life of his mistress who
puts up a terrific battle to save herself from the sinister
and villainous Factor.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The work of "Wolf,"
the war dog. The acting of Anita Stewart, Jack Curtis,
Joe Rickson and Donald Keith. The leap of Nepeese from
the high cliff into the icy waters to escape from McTaggart. The fight to the death in the cabin. The fine climax.
DIRECTION. David Smith has started this one off
with a rush and has packed it with action and incident, not
allowed the dog stuff to harm the story. Has brought out
some fine acting on the part of his players and has succeeded in holding the interest.
EXPLOITATION. Tie-up with the newspaper in
your town that is running the serial. Some 8oo papers are
using it. Book displays of the novel. Police dog ballyhoos. Put on a girl in an Indian maiden costume singing
an appropriate song as a prologue with north woods scenic
background.
DRA'WING POWER.
This is one that should appeal
to every member of the family and, if properly exploited,
j should draw in business right now when you need it most,
j SUMMARY.
A good picture all through, with a real
dog actor and a fine cast of human players. A story that
I is action-packed and a background inspiring at all times.
THE CAST
Nepeese
Anita Stewart
Donald Keith
I Jim Carvel
"Bush" McTaggart
Jack Curtis
Pierre Eustach
Joe Rickson
1 "Baree'
"Wolf," the dog
Scenario by Jay Pilcher. Directed
By James Oliver Curwood.
by David Smith. Photographed by Steve Smith, Jr. and D. H.
Smith.
SYNOPSIS. Jim Carvel, seeking to make friends with Baree,
the pup, falls from a clifF and breaks his leg. He is rescued by
Pierre and his daughter, Nepeese. with whom he falls in love.
McTagSeeking to evade the police. Carvel goes further north. over
the
gart, unscrupulous factor, desires Nepeese. In a fight
girl Pierre is killed and Baree shot. But Nepeese escapes and is
rescued and given harbor by an Indian. Later Carvel returns,
saves Baree from death in one of McTapgart's traps and then is
1 lead to Nepeese by the dog which takes the life of McTaggart. as
♦^he latter maltes one last effort to possess the girl.
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Madame
Sans-Gene
(Paramount — About Nine Reels)
(Reviewed b\ Jj;iuren(e Roid)
this beins' Gloria Swansoii's
doubt ' about
no picture
can boious
THERE
lliou<;li after it has unwound its
most pretent
h)n,<i' and often tedious story of a washerwoman's climb to
higli estate and lier triumph over Xapolcon there can also be no
doubt that it is not her best. "The Humming Bird" and "Manliandied" surpassed it in story interest not only because of concentrated plots which told what they had to tell in straight-forward
fashion, but also because they were not burdened with footnotes
which would detract from the attention the story needed.
This time-honored play has pr()l)ably the biggest acting part of
any work aside from Shakespeare's tragedies. And it has made
reputations for the best of the French and Italian stage. Gloria
inSwanson's reputation is made, but her personality and talent
crease in stature in humanizing the screen characterization of the
role. Yet as colorful as her performance is and as convincing as
it is — especially in the comedy flourishes — she must share honors
with the backgro\mds. Indeed, these l)ackgrounds in the way they
are emphasized to establish the historical significance of their detail
seem to be more jirominent factors toward awakening the spectator's interest than the plot and characters.
There are some truly magnificent scenes — all of them authentic —
and they are created on a spectacular scale. They fairly exude
the rich atmosphere of the First Empire. Because of them the
interest wanders even with the star creating her histrionic triumj)!!.
Director Perret holds many of his situations far too long — especially
in the scene when Napoleon is outwitted by the alert laundress who
has climbed to the estate of a duchess.
Somehow the feeling is ci-eated that the picture lacks something — ■
call it animation — call it drama. It has moving moments in its
early scenes, as indicated in its sweeping Revolutionary episodes
and the pathos and humor in the life of the laundress. The star
will make it a success. Her acting and the glamour of Napoleon's
court — so finely suggested here — make it well worth while.
THEME. Romantic drama of Napoleon's reign — with
central figure a laundress who climbs to high estate
through sheer force of personality — and who triumphs
over Napoleon in settling her own destiny.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The magnificent settings. The accuracy of detail. The Fontainebleu and Compiegne backgrounds. The Revolutionary atmosphere.
Swanson's gifted performance. The impersonation of
Napoleon by Emile Drain.
DIRECTION. Doesn't extract the best story interest
from this play. Misses with dramatic sequences by holding scenes far too long. Fails to stress the dramatic situations. Gives it elaborate mounting — and detail is always
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as star's triumph is
one of the biggest acting roles. Put on dignified atmospheric prologue.
DRAWING POWER. Through star's popularity and
publicity of her marriage picture should prove a sell-out
in any type of house.
SUMMARY. A picture of opulence and beauty, magnificent in its settings and atmosphere, but somehow lacking real dramatic fiber. Carries most appeal in its backgrounds. Star scores — a real triumph, but support is not
so good.
THE CAST
Catherine Hubscher (Mme. Sans-Gene)
Gloria Swanson
Napoleon
Emile Drain
Lefebvre
Charles de Roche
La Rousotte
Madeleine Guitty
Neipperg
Warwick Ward
Fouche
Henry Favieres
Caroline, Queen of Naples
Arlette Marchal
Eliza, Princess of Bacciochi
Renee Heribelle
Empress Marie Louise
Suzanne Bianchetti
Madame De Bulow
Denise Lorys
Savary, Minister of Police
Jacques Marney
and 1,500 other artists
By Victorian Sardou and Emile Moreau.
Scenario by Forrest
Halsey.
Directed by Leonce Perret.
Photographed by George
Webber.
SYNOPSIS. Records the triumph of a sharp-witted laundress
who fights for France and wins love of soldier who later becomes
a marshal, while she climbs to high estate and becomes a duchess.
Her
embarrass
she triumphs
over vulgar
him in manners
having her
own wayNapoleon's
in affairs court,
of the but
heart.

1961
Recompense
(Warner Brothers — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
FOR aixiut three reels the film version of Robert Keablc's
no\('l, "lu'comjK'nse,"' a se(|uel to "Simon Ca'led Peter,"
carries on with good story intei'est — what with its war sceiu>s
ami the romance between the clergyman who turns soldier and the
nurse. Tliere are some very effective shots of a shell-torn town
and the atmosjihere is realistic eiu)ugh even though the sponsors
have helped themselves to some library scenes of the late conflict.
There being little excuse for drama in these episodes the action
doesn't get out of its element in showing the tension which grips
the lovers as they realize their moments together may be their last.
It is when demobilization comes that the story sags. It starts
off'
on another
entirelyIt and
France
to Southtack
Africa.
triesswitches
to pointitsa central
way to figures
pathos,from
but
because the characters are moved about arhiti'arily this ingredient
luncr becomes very forceful. The clergyman simply cannot make
up his mind that he loves the nurse enough to marry her. So they
separate. He goes into the South African bush where he und(Mgoes
a terrific amount of suffei'ing before the girl is brought to him and
nurses him through his illness. These particular scenes are picturesque and also furnish sus{)ense as a brutal overseer attacks
the clergyman.
The stoi-y then shifts to Cape Town where the dominie decides to
go his own way. He would commit himself to perform real service
in helping the social outcasts. So he goes to London's Limeliouse
to conduct a mission. And the nurse eventually comes back into his
life and wins back his love. It is the latter part of the i)icture
which is disappointing. There are scenes which are often dull or
meaningless. The action often stops while the characters are l)eing
brought together again. The sympathy which is extended the clergyman during the war is dissipated by his lack of decision. He
fails to be sincere after a time. It is played in good spirit by
Marie Prevost who looks real nifty in her unifoi'm — and George
Siegman lends a colorful performance as the brutal overseer.
THEME. Romantic drama of clergyman and nurse
who develop strong love for one another in the war. They
are separated after demobilization and a misunderstanding
develops.
Reconciliation eventually occurs.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The war episodes.
The romantic development. The colorful performance by
Marie Prevost. The acting bits by George Siegman and
Charles Stevens.
The South African episodes.
DIRECTION. Fails to develop any real feeling or
sympathy for his characters. Story stops occasionally and
then begins all over again. Gets good results from war
episodes — and brings out some effective acting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. The war stories
shouldn't frighten them now. Play this up as a romance
of the late war — and feature author and story which is a
sequel
to "Simon
CalledLegion
Peter" —posts.
a best seller. Tie up with
bookdealers.
Interest
DRAWING POWER. Author's popularity and that of
Monte Blue and Marie Prevost should draw them. Well
advertised should do business.
SUMMARY. Carries on excellently during its war
episodes and creates real interest. But story wanders and
characters are moved about arbitrarily. Plot separates
lovers and then proceeds to bring them together on several occasions.
THE CAST
Julie Gamelyn
Marie Prevost
Peter Graham
Monte Blue
Dr. Sampson
John Roche
Stenhouse
...George Siegman
Mosheshoe
Charles Stevens
Angelica
Virginia Brown Faire
Col. Donovan
William C. Davidson
African Dancing Girl
Etta Lee
Officer
John Patrick
Mrs. Donovan
Katherine Lewis
By Robert Keable. Directed by Harry Beaumont.
SYNOPSIS. Clergyman renounces the pulpit and becomes a
soldier to be near a nurse who has captured his heart. They become very devoted, but after demobilization they are separated.
The clergyman is nursed through serious illness, but refuses to
marry the girl as he intends giving his services toward benefiting
humanity. The girl still keeps her faith in him and after a misunderstanding they are reunited.

Motion

1962
Spook Ranch
(Universal — 5147 Feet)
I Reviewed by Laurence Rei(l)
AS this western has a siJooky atmosphere — wliat with most of
its action taking phiee in and around a haunted house, we
antifipated more mystery and comedy than what is uncovered.
It isn't much of an idea that has been concocted for Hoot Gibson's
latest. At the start it looked as if it would develop into a straight
comedy for the star has a blackface pal to act as his foil — and
some satisfactory humor is extracted from a desert scene Avhen
the lilack man is unable to make his balky mule advance until his
wagon catches fire. Hoot has been boob enough to buy the gold
rights of the Mojave Desert and after digging into the sand he
realizes he is hungry.
The two men are foiled in trying to grub a meal from a Chinaman— and thinking they killed him they attempt to run away.
But the sheriif captures Hoot when he tries to make a getaway
in a freight car. Here is the introduction of the spooky elements
as the eowlxiy is given his freedom and a deputy's badge if he will
solve the mystery of a haunted ranch. The director has used
a lot of hokum in building his atmosphere. There is a whitewashed barn, plenty of gnarled trees, an owl perched in a branch
— and a ranch house which caters to swinging doors. So much
for the atmosphere.
The comedy points are not developed. Instead the plot takes
up a mysteiy thread and doesn't succeed in building much suspense
because there is lacking any real motivation. While Hoot is chasing the occupants of the house from room to room his colored pal
is stricken with fright to such extent that he is unable to move
his feet. There are no spooks. But the bandits try to act like them
in dressing in white robes and scaring the cowboy and the black
man. Their object is to force a Spanish mine owner and his
daughter to divulge the location of a hidden mine. After a climatic chase Hoot routs the bandits and rescues the girl. The characters are not clearly defined — the romantic element is absent — and
there isn't veiy much action. Hoot has had far better westerns.
THEME. Western comedy-melodrama of cowboy who
is given job as deputy to solve mystery of haunted ranch.
Captures several bandits who have masqueraded as spooks
and wins the girl.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The introductory
comedy episode. The capture of Hoot. The spooky
atmosphere. The rescue of the girl. The horsemanship
of star.
DIRECTION. Doesn't develop a comedy nor a melodrama— and plot lacks motivation. Characters at ranch
never clearly defined and action lacks meaning. One wonders how bandits are able to get away with it — and not be
discovered.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Of course Hoot Gibson
has an established following. So the best angle is to play
his name up prominently. Bill as a comedy melodrama
with a spooky atmosphere.
Put on your usual ballyhoo.
DRAWING POWER. Hoot is popular enough to
draw them and his audience should enjoy him here. Suitable for average houses.
SUMMARY. Not up to Hoot's usual standard. Story
lacks any real motivating plot and as it develops, action
becom.es vague. Several characters not clearly defined
and romance is lacking. Some few comedy bits, but suspense seldom figures in mystery episodes. Mostly hokum.
Atmosphere satisfactory.
Hoot needs real stories.
THE CAST
Bill Bangs
Hoot Gibson
Geo. Washington Black
Ed Cowles
Navarro
Tote Ducrow
Elvira
Helen Ferguson
Don Ramies
Robert McKim
Sheriff
Frank Rice
By Raymond L. Schrock and Edward Sedgwick. Directed by
Edward Laemmle.
Photographed by Harry Neumann.
SYNOPSIS. Cowboy is so gullible he buys gold rights to the
Mojave Desert. Becomes hungry and tries to grub a meal in
town. Strikes restaurant keeper and thinking he killed him makes
a getaway via a freight train. He is captured but is given his
freedom
and a deputy's
he will
solve the mystery
haunted house.
Several badge
banditsif have
masqueraded
as spooksof ina
trying to locate a gold mine. The cowboy captures them and
rescues the girl.
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a Conscience

(Warner Brothers — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
WILLARD LEWiy who gave us a memorable portrait of the
prince in "Beau Brummel," comes to the front again in
this production with a character study that, to say the least,
is out of the rut of film roles. Mr. "Willard appeal's as Amos
Mason, a man of lowlj- birth who starts for Xew York determined
to get to the top of the heap by fair means or foul. The methods
he used to attain his ambition are decidedly original, and while
they may seem lacking in plausibility, they do furnish entertainment.
The story is one that holds the interest principally because of the
fine acting contributed by such jjlayers as Irene Rich, June Marlowe, Robert Agnew and others. It is to these members of the cast
and Mr. Willard that credit must go for putting over a tale which
in less capable hands would prove rather unconvincing. It is one
of those rare i)ictures in which all the characters are kept busy in
roles of almost equal prominence.
There is real interest in the way Mason forces his way into
the home of a socially prominent but financially weak household.
He writes to the head of the household that the maid, recently
engaged, is dishonest and should be watched closely. It happens
that the maid is the girl whom he promised in the small town to
marry and whom he lured to Xew York with him only to desert her
when his fortune improved. WiUard's work as he assumes the role
of a millionaire and dives into a reception in his honor is one of
the highlights of the picture.
There is drama in the sequence in which the girl, forced to
marry Mason because of financial needs of her family, learns from
the discharged maid of Mason's origin. There is a good climax
in which Mason's real estate boom built on a "card board" foundation carries him to retreat and eventually into Sing Sing. A
happy ending is tacked on showing the return
THEME. A modern social drama picturing the rise
and fall of a man whose conscience had gone dry ; how he
attained riches only to have them cause his ruin.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The subtle characterizations contributed by Mr. Lewis, and Miss Rich.
The sequence in which Mason forces his way into the
"400." The scene in which Shirley, the society bride, discovers the lowly origin of her husband. The climax in
which Mason is sent "up the river."
DIRECTION. James Flood is fortunate in having
such a sterling list of players to aid him in putting over a
rather unconvincing plot. He has given the picture an
attractive mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the names of
Willard Lewis and Irene Rich. The title. Photos of Miss
Rich and Miss Marlowe in fashion window tie-up. Use
the effective throwaway furnished by exchange which you
can localize and which asks "Who is (name of your town)
"Man Without a Conscience?"
DRAWING POWER. This one is suitable for downtown first run houses because of the popularity of its stars
and the moral of its story.
SUMMARY. A high class production, notable, principally, for the fine acting on the part of a finely balanced
cast.
THE CAST
Amos (Richard) Mason
Willard Lewis
Shirley Graves
Irene Rich
Ann Sherman
June Marlowe
Douglas White
John Patrick
James Warren
Robert Agnew
Mrs. Graves
Helen Dunbar
Dane, the Chemist
WiUiam Orlamond
Mrs. McBride
Kate Price
Mr. McBride
Charles McHugh
Lurette
Sally Long
By Max Kretzer. Scenario by Hope Loring and Louis Lighton.
Directed by James Flood. Photographed by David Abel.
SYNOPSIS. Amos Mason arrives in New York with Ann Sherman whom he has promised to marry. Amos is determined to
succeed. Telling Ann her money has been stolen he starts in with
it in a hair tonic business. Amos appropriates more than his
share of the money. Ann gets a job in the Graves household.
Amos sees Shirley Graves and determines to win her. He succeeds in making them believe him wealthy. Eventually he weds
Shirley after casting off Ann. Shirley discovers his early activity.
Mason's business is ruined. He is jailed. When he gets out he is
a reformed man and finds happiness with his wife and child.
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The

Gambling

Fool

(Goldburg-Independent
Reels)Pictures Corp. — Five
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
or tail out of this picture which
niiiked head'
to
difficult
IT'S
plot that carries a rambling, disjointed
a complicate
pi-esents
continuity. No time is spent in developing any scene and the
action shifts so fast from one secjuence to another that it becomes
almost impossible to make out what it is all about.
The story as best as we could make it out from the collection of
characters — each one of whom seemed to have equal importance —
concerns paying the taxes on a ranch. The big mogul of the village
realizes
the "property
a huge
dam who
constructed
in its vicinity.
And is
so valuable
he plots because
and usesof his
hirelings
scrape
and bow to him with all the attention of a lowly peasant for his
king.
The story has many phases and skips from the desert town to
New York and back to the desert again. Its central character is a
stranger who calls himself a square-shooting gambler. He. wins
the dilapidated ranch away from its owner in a poker game even
when his opponents have the advantage of a mirror behind his
shoulders. He puts it over on them with some tricks of his own.
Meanwhile a baby enters the plot — and just about runs away
with the acting honors. The child is easily the most natural performer of the lot. She is tlie daughter of the ranch-owner who is
killed by the big mogul. Her young aunt comes from Xew York
and is at her wit's end to discover who are with her and against
her. She is kidnaped. The baby is kidnaped two or three times —
and so it goes without any semblance of sequence. It seems as
if it M-as produced with but one object in mind — to keep it moving.
There is plenty of gun-play, but the players are invariably in a
terrific hurry — so much so — that there is no display of characterization. The finish brings in the race to the ranch by the girl, the hero
and the villains. After a particularly hectic gunfight the good
people conquer — and the picture is over. It's a western in which is
crowded too much old-fashioned incident.
THEME. Western melodrama involving the triumph
of virtue over villainy when an honest gambler takes a hand
in a schemers plot to win a valuable piece of property.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The poker game.
The long shots. The race to the ranch. The baby sequences. The comedy relief when the baby is fed. The
atmosphere.
DIRECTION. Crams it full of so much incident and
action that it is tough to follow its central plot. Skips from
one sequence to another without pausing to build characterization. Stages it adequately. Has done better work
than this.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Title offers teaser possibilities. If Farnum is popular in your house go after his
following. Put over campaign featuring the courage of
a bold hero in overpowering bad men. Bill as action picture.
DRAWING POWER. The title should draw them.
Suitable for program theatres.
SUMMARY. If this western wasn't so crammed with
incident and its plot less complicated it would carry some
appeal. The action skips from one sequence to another
without any continuity — and because there are no pauses
the scenes don't register reality. Far too many characters and the scenes are distributed too freely among
them.
THE CAST
Jack Stanford
Franklyn Farnum
"Stringy" Hawkins
Otto Myers
"Plump" Parker
Fred Holmes
"Lightning" Cass
Harry Northrup
"Bud" Fitzroy
Jack Pearce
George. Morgan
Ralph Yearsley
Morgan'sHartford
child
Mary Louise
Montague
George
Jos. W.
Girard
Mary Hartford
Ruth Dwyer
Story and direction by J. P. McGowan. Photographed by King
Grey.
SYNOPSIS. Youne gambler strikes "harH-boiled" desert town
and turns tables on bad men. First he wins dilapidated ranch away
from its owner and pays the taxes on time — this preventing an
auction. Next he takes care of infant child found in the house and
sees to it that it is rescued from arch-villain. Then he protects
the child's aunt. In the end he overpowers the villains and
triumphs in romance.

Lying Wives
(Emerald-Ivan Players, Inc. — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IN"domestic
view of drama
some natural
and aconvincing
performances
in this
i)resenting
double triangle
it succeeds
in
being quite plausible in spite of some situations which are farfetched. It certainly creates emotional opportunities for the
players — and those who have the sympathetic roles extract all the
sympathy and pathos from them. While the plot is complicated
it is easy to follow and shows that Director Abramson knows how
to buildways score
progressive
action even though as an author he doesn't alliis points.
It's a story of a scheming wife of an elderly Avealthy man who
reaps a whii-lwind of trouble for herself and everyone with whom
she comes in contact. She causes her step-daughter (an unnecessarj''
ehai"acter) to meet her death and inveigles a youth to suspect his
wife of infidelity. For the greater part of the action it rings fairly
genuine only missing fire in the manner in which the youth is drawn.
This character loses all sympathy in his inexplical)le conduct in
accepting gifts for his child from his wife's benefactor the while
he is gambling the man's securities away Then when he turns
on the scheming woman who has given him her securities to cover
bis losses she promptly thrusts him jnto jail. One would think
he had been taught a lesson by this time. But when she gets him
out he falls in with her intrigue and promises to run away with
her in almost the same breath that he accuses his wife. Were it not
for some of these unconvincing moments the story would come
close to being real drama.
But there is no denying its moments of appeal. Richard Bennett
is sincere and natural in the role of the young wife's father who
erases the shadow over his life thus permitting him to reveal his
identity in the end. The scenes are well knit together and Mr.
Abramson has staged them with fine atmosphere and background.
The interest is held all the \\Sl\ — and there is good suspense to boot.
But it could stand trimming The child party, the masquerade and
the daughter's episodes could be eliminated without harming the
action the least bit. It's a good picture with real heart interest.
THEME. Domestic drama of scheming wife whose
lying tongue creates dissension and disillusionment in the
lives of others. She pays bitterly at the end when, in a
contrite spirit, she makes amends.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The convincing performances by Madge Kennedy, Richard Bennett, Clara
Kimball Young and Barney Sherry. The settings. The
atmosphere. Scenes when girl is killed — when youth is
intrigued — when heroine's father reveals his identity —
when
titles. couple are reconciled. The heart appeal. The subDIRECTION. Extracts first rate drama and sentiment
from domestic story. Creates some effective scenes which
are acted with sincerity. Builds interest and suspense all
the way, though some of the episodes are far-fetched.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up its lavishness—
its cast — its child appeal — its moral. Teaser the title. Bill
as a real drama of moving moments.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for most any type of
house as its story is easily understood and has audience
SUMMARY. There is first rate heart interest here —
appeal.
which makes this an audience picture. Is unconvincing in
the manner in which hero is drawn for his actions are
rather stupid, but situations are dramatically effective and
are acted with fine naturalness by the leading players.
Neatly mounted.
THE CAST
Patricia Chase
Clara Kimball Young
Margery Burkley
Madge Kennedy
Theodore Stanhope
Richard Bennett
Elsie Chase
Edna Murphy
Wallace Graham
Niles Welch
Alvin Chase
J. Barney Sherry
Wallace Graham, Jr
Buddy Harris
Written and Directed by Ivan Abramson. Photographed by
Frank Zukor.
SYNOPSIS. Scheming wife plots to win back love of erstwhile
youthful sweetheart. Latter marries and the schemer leads him to
suspect his wife of infidelity. She causes him to gamble the
securitiesfecting of
his wife's
and plotting,
has him but
thrust
Efhis release
she benefactor
continues her
her into
rivaljail.
pleads
for her to show some humanity. She makes amends, but is rejected
by her husband.
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AXDERSOX, branch
WW.
. manager of Paihe. is giving the local Oifi'-e a half holiday
Thursday, in order that the entire
force may attend the baseball
game, which is the first Atlanta
game to be played this season.
Lionel Keene, assistant to E. A.
Schiller, came into Atlanta \\ ednesday of this week, and left the
same day. for Xashvillc, Tenn.,
where he will remain until Frida\ returning to Birmingham,
Alabama, then. Mr. Keene is
very busy with the details of the
opening of the Temple theatre in
Birmingham, scheduled to occur
^Monday. April 27th.
Archie W. Blue. Florida rcpre' sentative for Famous PlayersLaskv. was in Atlanta Mondav of

Hiiiuuiiniiiniiiiiinii

T'niversars local holding,
Ed C. Mix — no relation of
— local theatre manager. He
return to Los Angeles upon
pletion of his business here.

with
Tom
will
com-

COSTUMES

Southern
States, spent last week
ing.
in Florida. He returned Monday, with reports that the business outlook is highh- encourag-

Atlanta
iiimiiiiiyiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiHiiii
afoot than ha\e been in the past
several
j-ears.
Howell
Graham, formerly a
pioneer exhibitor of Chattanooga,
Tennessee, but now a deco.ator.
with his concern, the Hill Sign
Company, located in Birmingham.
Ala., was in Atlanta Monday for
a brief visit. Mr. Graham left on
W e(lnesda>', after spending TuesRow. day with his friends on Film
Hank Hearne, salesmanager for

this week. He stayed onl.v a
short time, howc\ er, leaving Tuesday for Xew York, to attend the
convention of the distribution department of Famous.
Joe Marentettc, of Associated
E.xhibitors, has just returned
from South Georgia, whe.c he
spent last week \isiting various
points. He reports that business
in this section of the country is
booming.
with more activities

\\ . K. Lendiin. trax eling auditor fo,- L niversal, is in this city
going o\"er the books and records
of the local exchange. He said
tliat he is still wondering when
Sam Henley, exchange manager,
is going to buy him that dinner.
But dinner or no dinner. Henle>is hitting them heavy on securing
contracts for the new product,
having returned this week from
Idaho with a brief case bulging
with the official documents.
\lilton Cohn. formerly manafor L"ni\ersal
in this
ijack.gerand
has hit the
high city,
placesis
on the road for Universal. His
many friends arc pleased to see
his face around here again, and
are glad at the fine showing that
he is making.
If C. F. 5Parr. local Producers
Distributing Corporation mentor
is not in Idaho, he is in Montana, and if he is not in Montana
he is out in LUah. The humble
correspondent always slips into
his office just as he has left to
catch the train. He left yesterday for Montana to be gone a
week or so.
James R. Keitz, young and
handsome manager here for
Greater Features, sallied forth
>esterday for the Cache Valley
region of Xo'thern L'tah to tell
them about the new lineup of productions he is selling.
Carston Dahnken. vice-president of the .American Theatre
Company, holders of the American in this city, is expected to arrive within a few daxs from the
coast.
Mitchell Cotradakis, formerly
ope-atine the Eko theatre at
Price, Utah, passed through this
week with his family, en route to
New York Cit\', where he will
sail for Europe. He has tied up
with a large company for foreign

FOR
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Salt

THE reported opening of a new
theat. e at Kigby, Idaho, has
fallen through due to the one back
of the proposition being unable to
secure a lease on the property desired. Se\eral exchanges had
closed with him on productions.
Harry T. Xolan, Mountain Division Manager for Associated
F"irst
Xational,
in Idaho
with
W. F. Gordon,is local
manager.
Mr. Xolan will go on to Butte,
and thence East to the convention at French Lick Springs. Mr.
Gordon will return to this city.
The local film club has a real
honest to goodness, dyed-in-thewool baseball team as is attested
by the trouncing this organization handed to another local aggregation this week. Frank Horr,
shipping clerk at the Producers
Distributing Corporation, is the
manager, captain, and financial
committee, and has whipped into
shape of an admiralile reiirescntation. To obtain funds to carry the
team through the season, a big
dance is being given tomorrow
night at the Merry Gardl'us.
John Rugar, manager of the
American theatre at Park City.
Ctah, must have been in town today. At every exchange the information was given that this
worthy had made his appearance,
and with reports so hea\ il\ in his
favor, it must be that he "musta
been." And when John comes to
town, e^•ery exchange knows it.
(John comes down off the hill
about three times a week).
C. L. Theuerkauf. Western Division Manager of Theatres for
I'niversal,
is here
for Kinerna,
a few
weeks looking
over the

Picture

G. S. Love, of the Dream theatre, Columbus, Ga., was in town
this week, for a short visit.
Lee Castleberry of Gadsden,
Ala., who owns the Bell theatre
there and another house in .AlaCity, came
day bama
of last
week inandtown
left Saturagain
l uesday of this week.
Hugh Manning, who operated
sc\eral theatres in Georgia, was
in Atlanta Tuesday, with the news
that he is remodeling the Strand
theatre in Marietta. Ga., and
that eral
he newishouses
plannfng
soon. to build sev-

Lak(

rights.
Xick - Sahurakis. succeeding
Xick in Price, came as far as this
city with him. He has renamed
the theatre the Lyric.
Frank White, owner of the
Realart theatre, American Fork ;
S. M. Duggins, operating the
Casino theatre, Gunnison, and J.
J. Gillette, of the Strand theatre.
Tooele, were in this city recently
booking new pictues for their
houses.
L. A. ])a\is manager of the
local F. B. O. exchange, leaves
next Monday for Montana putting in two weeks of selling.
E. M. Gibson, appointed to the
post of assistant manager to
Davis, is securing some dandy
contracts in and around this city,
according to his chief, and W. K.
Bloom, is still knocking em dead
in Montana. X'o successor has as
>et been appointed for Gibson in
Idaho, as I)avis said that he has
been unable to find a man as good
as Gibson was.
To celebrate his departure for
Ekalaka. Montana, where he is
entering into the exhibitor field in
the Playhouse theatre, S. X.
Fcinstein, added unto his assets
one fine Hudson coach automobile in which to make the trip. He
was formerh' salesman for MetroGoldwyn out of the local office.
A. G. Pickeft, newlv appointed
manager at the Famous PlayersLasky exchange reports that he is
getting acclimated and is mighty
glad to be thusiastic
in this
city.outloook
He is en-in
over the
this territory for the coming season.
Jack Hirshmann. former salesman out of the local Producers
Distributing Corporation exchange, and lately with Famous
Players- Lasky in Chicago, has returned to the Paramount banner.
PRODUCnOITS
EXPLOITATIOIfS
PRESBNTATHJITS

He leaves this week for Denver,
where he will sell under the direction of Hugh W. Braly, former manager in this cit\.
The Famous Plajers-Lasky
local bunch entr.ains Thursday
for Los Angeles, where they will
sit in at .the convention which
convenes in that city this week.
George L. Cloward, MetroGoldwyn local chief, left yesterday for Xew York City to attend the national convention starting April 20. During his absence
the affairs of the exchange will
be well taken care of by Charles
Dillerd, office manager.
E. E. Harris, who joined the
sales force of the local MetroGoldwyn office last week is
sending in some mighty satisfactory business from his district in
Montana, according to Office
Manager Dillerd.
David T. McElhinney. Associated Exhibitors resident manager, returned to his local headquarters Sunday, after a nine-day
live wire trip into Idaho, in the
interest of the new Douglas McLean production, and the new season product.
Joe McElhinney. brother to the
just mentioned notable, arrived in
this city yesterda>. coming from
the Phil Munsky Liberty exchange in Omaha, as his last film
connection. He will join the force
of the local I'niversal office in
the near future, devoting his time
between the office and the road.
\\ . G. Seib, branch jnanager
for Pathe. left yesterday for
Idaho, where he will spend the
next ten days stirring up contracts for the new productions on
the Rooster schedule. He will attend the celebration at Boise in
honor of the opening the new
Railroad.
main
line of the I'nion P.icific

BROOKS
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Alb
L. L. Connors, of the Victory
in Cambridge, was along Film
Row during the week, wearing a
broad smile, having won his case
before the Film Board.
Things broke badly last week
for Holbrook Bissell, a well
known salesman for Universal,
out of this city. Mr. Bissell had
been having trouble with his landlord over his dog and decided to
move, h'inding a home out in the
country, Mr. Bis.sell engaged a
moving van to transport his
worldly possessions and then on
the day the van arrived, someone
made off with the dog that had
troversy.
been the subject of the whole con-

own wares.
.Arthur Goldsmith, who has been
selling Fox product in this territory has now become associated
with
the in
Producers'
exchange
this city. Distributing

LIGHTNING again struck
Film Row during the past
O'Shea, who has
week when Ted
been connected with Metro-Golde, M.
arrived
exchanged
wyn's
N.
and succeed
in townBuffalo
W olfe, as manager of the Albany
branch. Mr. Wolfe, who came
here about six months ago from
Bt)Ston. has returned to The Hub.
Daylight saving became effective
in Albany and other nearby places
on April 27. There was some
talk in Schenectady of fighting the
ordinance, but when tliousands of
workers in the General Electric
plant came out in favor of daylight
saving, theatre owners in that city
decided tliat it would be poor policy, from a patronage standpoint,
to combat the movement.
Theatres in summer resort towns
are now preparing to open for the
.season. The Casino in Fleischmanns, which is run by Henry C.
Kron, opened up this week while
Otto Eigen, who runs the Academy in Sharon Springs, is preparing to reopen on May 2.
.'Kmong
along.\.TheE
Row last the
week^■isitors
was Mrs.
Milligan, who has a house in
Schuylerville.
Mrs. Cornell
Milligan's
son
was home from
for
the Easter vacation:
Oscar Perrin, managing the Empire in Glens Falls, as well as two
theatres in Albany, will dedicate
a new organ in the Glens Falls
house on Sunday, May 3. Mr.
Perrin has just, placed a large mirror in the Leland. in Albany,
which incidentally will observe its
lOOth anni\-ersary in May.
Frank .S. Hopkins, until recently local manager for the ProducDistributing
Corporation,
has
gone ers'with
Universal,
and will
cover the Syracuse territory,
working out of the Buffalo brancli.
Practicall\- the entire office force
from the Paramount exchange in
this city, ranging from J. H. McIntyre. the manager, down, were
in New York city a portion of
last week, attending a Paramount
sales convention.
Some exceptionally good exploitation was done last week by Walter Suckno. owner of the Albany
and Regent theatres in Albany.
Mr. Suckno was al>le to secure
windows that heretofore had never
admitted anvtliing other than their

C. W. Bunn, a special representative for First National, was in
Albany for a portion of last week.
Where in the world does
Charles Stombaugh, manager for
Pathe here, find the shirts he is
wearing? The latest creation came
back with him from New Yorklast week and with white and blue
stripes is discernible a block
away. Mr. Stombaugh is quite a
fisherman, or at least lays claim to
have been such while in Minneapolis, and has his rods on hand to
back up his claims.
The Barcli theatre in Schenectady was reopened last week for
children's
matinees.
has been closed
for The
some house
little
time in order to deflect business
to the three other theatres which
are operated b\- the company. The
Parent-Teachers' association was
behind the reopening last week
and the idea proved a good one
for many children were entertained during the vacation period.
Hugo Rubens, who has been
presiding at the console at the Albanv theatre in Schenectady, has

been transferred to the Strand in
that city, succeeding Mrs. Hamilton Reed, who recently resigned.
Work started last week on a
new Proctor theatre in Schenectady. The house will be located
in the business center of the cit\ami will cost about ?;500,000.
The final junior movie of the
season in Albany was held at the
Mark Strand theatre on Saturday
morning and became a benefit for
the Girl Scouts of the city in appreciation of their work as ushers
at Junior Movies during the winter. Uly S. Hill, manager of the
house, donated the theatre. Subscribers to the Junior Movies had
as their guests over 600 children
from various orphanages. Members of the
Albany Mothers'
Club were
in charge.
Miss Betty Feuer, the 20-yearold manager of the Crescent theatre in .Schenectady, appeared this
week in a brand new Studebaker
sedan. She was a bit timid, however, in getting into the thick of
traffic, having never driven before.
Claude Fish, of the American
theatre in Schenectady, was raised
to
the meeting
rank of of"Esquire"
the
annual
the Elks at
Lodge
in that city last week.
W. F. Se_\ mour. division manager for the Producers' Distributing
was in town during theCorporation,
week.

THE 40,000 U. S. .sailors and
offic'Ts ^' ho visited the
Golden Gate with their 115 battleships and cruise's between
April 5 to I5th inclusive, packed
the theatres of this section and
brought aoproximately 200,000
visitors to the Bay cities who desired to see the vessels and men.
The theatres were officiall\'
thanked by the admiral before
going, for the courteous manner
in which the men were treated
and because many of the leading
houses gave men free entrance at
certain times.
Practically all San Francisco
theatres remaining closed April 10,

Good Friday, until after 3 P. M.
For se\eral years the local show
houses have co-operated with the
observance of this da\'.
Harry Fontana, owner of the
Glade theatre, Lindsay, was a recent San Francisco visitor.
A. G. Pigaott, for the past 18
months working out of the San
Francisco office of Paramo'unt
under Salesmanager J. J. Patridge, has been reviarded for his
good work by having been made
manager of the Salt Lake City
office of the Famous PlayersT asky Corporation. Mr. Piggott
first came to the San Francisco

office from Los .Angeles to work
in the local exploitation department and later was promoted to
the sales department.
Fred Woldenberg, salesman for
.All Star, has left on a sales trin
to Sacramento and the San JoaF. quin
E. valley.
Benson, manager of the
local
office
of the L''nited
Artists,
has been appointed
manager
of
the Los Angeles branch and W.
S. Rand, formerly manager of
the Los Angeles branch, has been
appointed to manage the San
Francisco office.
Herbert Harris, manager of
the Centurv theatre, Oakland, and

.-\lthougii
\'incentin Jenre
is janitor of the Strand
Schenectady,
he proved his \alue last week. Mr.
Jenre, in costume, appeared on a
mustang around the city, in conjunction with exploitation on a
current picture.
William Shirley, managing director of Farash Theatres in
Schenectady, observed his thirteenth wedding anniversary last
week and was assisted, by a number of his friends at a party given
in the lobby of the theatre, following the regular evening show. A
feature of the anniversary observance was a mock marriage in
which Ma\or William Campbell
officiated. Following this there
was dancing and refreshments.
Meyer Friedman, of Schenectady, was called to New York
city last week, through the illness
of his father. He returned late
in the week, and will devote his
time to the real estate business,
having
atres. resigned from Farash The-

Jane Jennings, who played one of the
principal roles mount.
in Herbert Brenon's
"The Little French Girl" for Para-

The organ in HarmanusBleecker Hall is now being heard
twice a week in broadcasting with
Stephen Boisclair doing the playing. According to the General
Electric Company, tiie music from
the organ has been heard as far
away as Ireland.
J. M. Moran is no longer handling the theatre in Coxsackie, the
management having been taken
over by his brother.
O. R. Rieffel, manager for Fox
in Albany, got out of the hospital
last Tuesday, started for his office
on the following morning, had the
batteries of his car go bad, and
then was forced to have someone
shove him half way down the
street until he could gather sufficient momentum to drive to a garWilliam Shirley , of Schenecage. tady, appeared last week in some
of the most unique footwear ever
seen in that city. Just where Mr.
Shirley acquired the shoes he does
not say, although claiming that
they came originally from England. At any rate, Mr. Shirley
had the nerve to wear them to
New York and upon returning
home remarked that he saw nothing like them on the streets of
the metropolis.
It looks as though they will
have
put an addition
Harmanusto Bleecker
Hall in toAlbany,
that is if Jake Golden continues as
manager. In the way of providing entertainment for 25 cents,
Mr. Golden has set the city to
talking, and incidentally, to attending the theatre.

son of the manager of Ackerman
& Harris, recently took unto himself a bride, and many of the
local theatrical managers sent
him letters and telegrams of congratulations.
Eugene Perry, Jr., four-yearold son of Eugene Perry, manager of the Union Square theatre,
recently fell off his little tricycle.
The doctor was compelled to sew
up his chin. During the operation little Eugene was very quiet
and after it was over, went up to
his anxious parents and smilingly
asked how it looked.
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Ckicago
THE breaking of ground for
Marks Brothers new motion
picture palace at Sheridan Road
and Devon Avenue, on April 15tli,
was marked by an elaborate celebration. This theatre will be one of
the largest in Cliicago and will
have a seating capacity close to
four thousand. Alexander J. Levy
and W illiam J. Klein are the architects. Marks Brothers, Louis L.
and Meyer S., have been in the
exhibition business in Chicago for
fourteen years and operate the
Broadway Strand, , Orpheus and
Marsbtield Theatres and are building, in addition to the theatre
mentioned above, a large house at
Fullerton and Crawford and one
at Lawrence and Harding, both
of which are to be opened before
the end of the year. Among ihe
speakers at the ceremony marking
the breaking of ground at Sheridan and Devon were: Vice-President Dawes, General Pershing,
John L. Hecht, president of the
Kiwanis Club, James M. Slattery,
president of the Sincerity Club of
Rogers Park ; members of the
Loyola-Sheridan
Aien's
Association, PeterBusiness
J. Angsten,

Robert J. Murphy, and Albert
Quan, commissioners of the north
shore district. John C. Ryan
acted as master of ceremonies.
In the evening open air dancing
on a specially bjiiilt platform to
the music of Husk O'Hare and
his orchestra, and entertainment
by a number of theatrical stars,
made the affair a memorable civic
event.
Eddie Phelps, former Paramount
salesman, is now connected with
United Artists, and has been assigned to eastern Illinois territory.
Divisional Manager C 1 e v e
Adams of F. B. O., has returned
from a tour of exchanges whirb
took him as far south as the Gulf.
Southern exhibitors, according to
Mr. Adams, are taking great interest in the Milwaukee convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and an
unusually large attendance of theatre men from the south is predicted.
Carl Laemmle passed through
Chicago last week, enroute from
Universal City to his New York
headquarters and stopped ofif for
a two day visit.
entral

stage manUNDER theagementgeneral
and musical direction
of Mrs. Florence Ackley Ley,
former prima donna, who is head
of the Community Service Bureau
maintained in Harrisburg by the
t
l
Wilmer
interests, &the\'incen
secondtheatrica
annual
operatic production by the Harrisburg Civic Opera Association was
held in the Orpheum Theatre, on
the evenings of April 22 and 23.
The association, which is sponsored largely
by Wilmer
\'incent who
control
half a& dozen
motion picture and other theatres
in Harrisburg, is composed of the
best amateur vocal talent of the

city. This year's production was
"The Fortune Teller." The
operetta was rendered in a way
that elicited very favorable newspaper criticism.
A romance growing out of their
former association through the
motion picture business in Harrisburg, resulted in the announcement on April IS of the engagement of Miss Viola E. Burd,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Burd, of Harrisburg, to wed
Walter J. Hurley, formerly publicity representative of the Wilmer
& Vincent theatres in that city,
and now manager of one of the
leading Wilmer & Vincent picture

Vice-President L. J. Darmouth
of Standard Cinema Service,
visited local headquarters of F. B.
O. this week for a conference with
Exchange Manager Sampson. Mr.
Dartmouth is on a tour of F. B. O.
exchaiif^es which handles the product of his company.
J. \V. Miller of the Madison
Theatre, ]\Iadison, Illinois, is reported to be seriously ill at his
home.
O. H. Giese, owner of the
Wildey Theatre, Edwardsville,
Illinois, is running for mayor of
his home town at the election to
be held on April 21st.
C. C. Jones plans to keep his
American Theatre at Cambria,
Illinois, closed until local business conditions improve. The
Knox Theatre at Carrier Mills,
Illinois, is also to be dark for an
indefinite period.
Levy, special
representative
ofJoePreferred
Pictures,
was a
Chicago visitor this week.
Divisional Manager Cresswell
Smith of United z\rtists accompanied Hiram Abrams to New
York City last week. Mr. Abrams
came through from Hollywood and
P

only tarried in Chicago for a few
hours.
W alter Brown is back booking
for F. B. O. Another popular
F. B. O. employee cashier, Miss
Stella Jacobs is also back on the
job after an illness of many weeks
which
aggrava'ed
the deathis
of herwasfather.
Missby Jacobs
one
the veteran employees of
this of
company.
William Aschmann of United
Artists' Milwaukee office, was
visting the local exchange this
week. Mr. Aschmann reports
that Milwaukee exhibitors and exchange men are both determined
to make the national exhibitors
convention a great success and
predicts that the greatest number
of exhibitors ever assembled at
one of these events will attend.
The Milwaukee boys are guaranteeing plenty of entertainment
for all those who participate.
Jack Miller, Frank Schaefer,
V. T. Lynch and General Manager
Charles L. Casanave of Lynch
Theatres, Inc., have returned from
New York where they spent last
week.
g.

enn

theatres in Allentown. Miss
Burd is an accomplished milfeician
and for some time has been
organist of the Colonial Theatre,
Harrisburg. She is also organist
of the First Bantist Church, and
leader of the orchestra of the Harrisburg Civic Opera Association.
She is a member of the Wednesday
Club, an exclusive organization of
Harrisburg musicians. Mr.
Hurley, a former Bostonian, is a
graduate of the University of
Maine and a member of the Si.gma
Chi fraternity. He did newspaper
work in Boston prior to going
into theatrical work with Wilmer
& Vincent. The marriage will

take place this Spring.
Announcement has been made
that Jasper Turano will be local
manager of the New Regent picture theatre, Harrisburg. beginning on May 4, the date on which
the house will pass from the control of Peter Magaro, who has
sold tiie business and lease on the
property to Marcujs Loew, of
Loew's Inc., of New York City.
Mr. Turano is a half-brother of
Mr. Magaro
has management
been associated with himand
in the
of the house. It is not proposed
to make any other changes in the
personnel of the staff of employes
of the theatre.

eveian

EE. OLIVER, a veteran in the
• theatre equipment supply business, has been appointed sole distributor in Ohio for the Superior
projection machine which is made
in Coxsackie, New York. Oliver
previously handled the Motiograph machine in this territory.
The local Paramount exchange
is stripped of its male shining
lights for this week. All the
boys, from Manager Eddie Fontaine right on down the line, went
to New York to attend the international Paramount Convention.
H. A. Bandy, First National
central division manager, made a
tour of his southern territory last
week. This included a stop at
Cincinnati, Louisville and Indianapolis.
Charles Perry has resigned as
special representative out of the
Cleveland Fox exchange.
Dave Klein has been added to
the local Fox sales force. Klein

has been with Metro-Goldwyn for
needed a rest before gatliering
unto himself more theatres. Oh
the past several years.
Mrs. Howard Baird is once
yes, the missus went along.
again the proprietor of the Ball
James McMahon,
who ofis the
coPark Theatre. At the time of
manager
with Mr. Todd
the death of Mr. Baird, several
McTodd theatre, Willoughby, is a
months ago, Mrs. Baird sold the
talented musician. He has a fine
house to Fred Meiers, connected
baritone voice. Now he has arwith the motion picture departranged with WTAM to broadcast
ment of The News. Last week
a
program
of songs at stated intervals.
Meiers sold it back to Mrs. Baird.
Lemotto Smith, whose motion
The Cleveland Motion Picture
picture interests include Warren
Exhibitors Association has anand Alliance, has just returned
nounced its next meeting to be
from a winter in Florida.
held at the Statler Hotel on April
Martin Printz, manager of the
21. It's the day before the openCircle theatre, took a flying trip to
ing of the local baseball season, so
Florida. He left here last Monday
there should be no competition.
and is expected next Monday.
The Orient theatre. Toledo, has
Some call it a vacation.
a new master. Tom Gardner, who
M. B. Horwitz, managing di- operates the Ivanhoe theatre, also
of Toledo, has just purchased the
rector of the Washington Circ'uit
house from Carl Hume.
of a dozen theatres, is spending ~"
P. M. Tracy, former manager of
four weeks at Hot Springs, Arkansas. It's the first vacation
the
Opera Ho'use at Millersberg.
Moe has had in a year, and he
has purchased the Zane theatre at

Zanesvillc.
Nate Bigelson, booker in the
Cleveland Lande exchange, and
N. Frieberg have taken over the
Rivoli theatre, Cleveland. This
house formerly belonged to Sol
Rosen.
The Film Exchange B'uilding
register revealed
theguests
followingout-of-town
exhibitor
: H.
L. Tracy, M\ stic and Temple
theatres, Willard ; Joe Trunk, Victory and Mahoning theatres,
Youngstown ; !Max Schagrin. Orpheum, Yo'ungstown : Louis
Manto. American theatre. Alliance ;H. Graubner, Opera House.
Salineville ; E. F. Reynard, who
has a whole string of houses in
Marion; C. M. Jordan. Grand
theatre. Newcomerstown.
Milton Bryer, who with Ike
Friedman own and manage the
Waldorf,
People'shasand
theatres in Akron,
justIdeal
returned
with
his bridetrip
from
a four
honeymoon
in the
south.week's
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Big User's
Indorsement
STA.NDARD
FILM SERVICE
COMPANY
Ohio Michiga Kentucky
Western
Pennsylvania
West Virginia
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Second Floor
Film Building
Phone: Prospect 34

December 24/24
The Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.
2 72 North 3rd Street,
Columbus, Ohio.
Gentlemen :
In reply to your request regards to results obtained with
your Liquefied Film Waxing Process, after using your
plant in our three offices in Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh, Pa., the past year, must report that we are
receiving
excellent success with
"
your'Omachines.
Since putting
the various
Rex Film offices,
Renovators in our
either the Film Stock has improved wonderfully, or your
ni-M^«™^*^ ""^2. 1 Liquefied
Wax and
eliminates
'real dealFilm
of wear
tear ona
films.
Our film departments in our
various offices praise very
highly your method of film
waxing new prints and, by
repeating
the applications
every twenty to thirty runs,
protects the new films, keeps
them soft and free from oil.
Trusting other Exchanges are
receiving
the wonderful
results that we are and
wishing ments you
Compliof the the
Season,
we
Very truly yours,
THE STANDARD FILM
SERVICE CO.
per H. Charnas. Pres.

Liquefied

Film

Waxing

Process
Winning and Holding Good Will
A PROCESS to Safeguard Nevir prints against
the excessive Heat of the projector, Hot
operating booths, Hot and Dry Climates.
Liquefied surface
Film Wax
Fixes the Emulsion
of New Prints,
eliminating all Emulsion Deposits, Film Sticking and causing the film to pass throu gh the
projector more smoothly.
Guaranteed
To prevent 75% of Film Scratching, Pulling,
Ripping and Tearing of Sprockets.
Exhibitors
Demand your Exchange to treat your New or
Safe- •
Used prints with Liquefied Film Wax.
guard yourself against film damages that is
now being blamed upon your Operator, the
Projector, or Poor Film Stock.
It Cleanses the film surface of
all old Oil, Dirt and Scum. It
assures you of good projection
at all times.
Read what
Standard Ohio,
Film \.Service
Co., The
of Cleveland,
who
Pitts- ^
burgh,operate
Pa., andExchanges
Cincinnati,in Ohio,
have to say about our Liquefied
Film Waxing
Process. Their
letter
is
reproduced
in this advertisement.
Manufactured and Distribute<' by
The Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.
73 East Naghten Street, Columbus, Ohio

Pittsturg

PITTSBURGER.S are just
about recoveriugf from a terrific week of exploitation. Loew's
Aldine theatre was the basis of
unusual publicity. Eddie Bonns
Trackless Train was the first eye
opener for Pittsburgh. Not content with the remarkable Metro-

Trilby Clark signed by Hunt Stromberg
to a long contract. She will be seen
in pictures released by Producers Distributing Corp.

Goldwyn special itself he added
two jazz bands to the ballyhoo
which paraded the entire down
town section and stopped traffic
completely.
Loew's Aldine stepped into the
limelight again last Friday when
they entertained the Siamese
Twins, who were passing through
Pittsburgh enroute to St. Louis.
Capitalizing on their one day stay
the Twins were guests of the
Shrine Club luncheon after which
they were paraded tlirough the
town. Jazz Week show at the
Aldine broke all records for the
theatre, and during Holy Week
too, which goes to show that vou
can get them, by giving them what
they want. Louis K. Sidney
staged a great show and had a
splendid newspaper campaign.
John Maloney, has relinquished
the managerial reins of the local
Metro Goldwyn office to Harry
Schwearing. Maloney remains as
part of the sales force. Harry is
well known in this territory and
has a host of friends.
Pat Garyn of the Metro-Goldwvn
\isitor.home office was a Pittsburgh
Dave Flamm, recovered from a
recent serious illness is back in
town. He was formerly with
Metro Goldwyn exploitation dept.
The Grand theatre is doing a
splendid business since adopting its

present policy of added attractions.
The Blackstone theatre, one of
the Rowland and Clark chain, reduced its prices to 30c week days
and 40c on Saturdays and holidays. The former price was 50c
flat.
Milton Crandell is still at the
helm for Rowland and Clark publicity department. He is putting
ON-er a trip to Atlantic City, with
a Popularity Contest, to Rowland
and Clark theatre patrons.
Sam Bleye of the State theatre, Washington, Pa., reports his
business as very satisfactory during the Lenten season.
Joe Kaliski of the Educational
Exchange is preparing for his
forthcoming convention. Looks
like Atlantic City but Joe would
much rather it had been California. He had a great time there
last year. Oh, Joe.
A\\ theatres have Joined in the
N. V. A. drive which starts this
week, and a special midnight show
on W^ednesday will see a program
made ture
uptheatres,
from vaudeville and picF. C. O'Kelly of Morgantown.
W. v., was in town the o'her
day visiting all the big theatre^,
on the lookout for noveltv acts.
His_ Theatre, the Metropolitan is
having a big vear. Playing two
pictures a week and all the legitimate attractions that come his wav.

All the exhibitors in Pittsburgh
are dusting off the old Grips.
Big times are expected in Washington, Pa., this week at the Convention.
Ed. Schiller, General Manager
of the Loew Corporation, stopped
in Pittsburgh for a day last week
to
Loew's K.
Aldine
Theatre.
Hevisit
andthe Louis
Sidney
the
District Manager, left for St.
Louis together.

Margaret Quimby, who plays a leading
role in "Perils
the in
Primitive,"
versal serialof now
production.Uni-

Motion
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Elsie

Ferguson,
star Lover."
of Vitagraph's
"'The Unknown

JAMES XESTIE. owner of the
Rialto theatre at Lake Mills.
Icwa, has announced that he mav
build another theatre at Lake
Mi ls. He plans the buildin.s: of
a SIO.OOJ house but has nor announced anythin.g further in his
l)lan for the new theatre.
Pinter, formerly"
salesman
forBill\Uni\ersal.
has re i.aned
and
Mr. Fairchilds. who comes from
the F. B. O. office at DesMoines.
has
taken sales
Pinter's
on the
Universal
staff.place
He has
the
Sfiuthea tern part of Iowa.
Rov Pearson, inspecting hooker.

and C. M. Brady, travelling auditor, from the Xew Voik ottice
have been at the i^esMoines Lathe
ottice. Mr. Brady was called
from Boston to take the work of
Mr. .Anderson, cashier for Lathe,
while .\nderson is recuperating
from an operation for ap,;endicitis. Mr. Anderson is .getting
along nicel.\ and wai, able to leave
the hospital after a week. He will
spend several weeks at ho.i.e before returning to active duty.
there was a regular reception
for Johnny Kennehcck at the station when his train went through
enroute to the Xew York convention. Mr. 'Kennebeck, who has
had charge of pnblicitv for Famous Players in all ihe .Australian
liranches, was formerly exploitaUon man for Famous Plavers for
()maha and DeMo ncs with head(inarters in DesMoines. The ei.ghl
men from the I esMoines oifiCe
who wi'l attend the convention in
Los .\ngele;, are mak iig such an
outlay for ne^vs clothe-^ that thev
ou.ght to be vention.
the DesMo
dolls
nesof the
FamoconPlayer- office will be repr sented
by Frank Crawford, manager.
Bill Barker, head booker. lack
CurrN', head of adxertisine acce sories. and tJie sales staff of R.
M. Copeland, Slater (THara. P.
W. Robbins. Harrx' Saxeride. and
E. R. Rushing.
John Waller of Osceola and R.
C. Coons of Se\mour \isited the
DesMoines
togeth-r
last
week. exchange".
Another visitor
was
L. D. Hendrix of the Strand

Picture

N etv \

ino\ emcnt which Will Hays !<=
now
introducing
over .the
country. to theatres all
Dr. McLan.ghlin, K. C. secretary for a year in France and at
present at the U. S. Veterans
Hospital
at Knoxville.
rei'orts
that
the mo\ies
are the looked
for
c\ent in the lives of the 500 psvcojiathic patients at the hospital.
Only comcdie ". are shown as . the
minds of the patients are unable
to follow the stor> of a heavier
drama.

Anita

Stewart
in "The special.
Boomersing,"
±S. K. Schulberg

theatre at Mt. Wrn, n. M. S.
Car.agher of the Park theatre at
Clear Lake was also in town on
a buying trip.
Joe Gerbracht of the Twin
Star theatre at .Ames, known as
one of the finest of exhibitors to
deal with in the Iowa territory,
called at DesMoines exchanges
la t week.
M. I. Weisfelt. midwest di\ision manager for F. B. O. from
.Minneapolis, is at the DesMoines
office. Mr. Weisfelt. successfullv
put across many months ago in
Alinneapolis the "Greater Movie"

loscphine
from
work atBucklex'.
the Staterecruited
House,
took the place of (ioldie Hartman,
steno'irapher for First Xationai.
while she was absent from
work for a few davs. An addition to the stenographic s<afF at
Universal ii; Rubv Morgan. Marie
Parkins has been added to the
staff of F. B. O. in the contract
department. Fva Calloway is the
Mftice.
new film inspector at the F. B. O.
Katherxne Miller, stenographer
for the Educational c.xchange. was
called to her home in Ott'.imwa
by the death of her sister.
W. E. Banford, mana.gtr ' f the
Metro-Goldwyn office, is attendYork.
in.g the sales convention in Xew
W. E. Troag. assistant sales
manager for Unixersal, made
quite a dent with his pleasinc;
l)ersonalitv at his last visit t'' the
DesMo'nes office.
Election of officers for the Film
Board uledoffor Trade
of Iowafrom
is schedtwo weeks
date.

Seattle
MAX.\(,LK Fred d. Sliter ,.i
the First Xatif)nal exchange
this week was e.xpecting the arrival of a large party of film stars
and production men. who were to
visit this city en route to BelKngham. Wash., where they were to
shoot scenes for a Rex Beach
story. Included in the partv was
to
A'iolaa Dana.
Xilssonbe and
numberAnnaof Q.others.
Frank Lloyd, director, was in
charge of the party, and was assisted by a number of men from
his technical departments.
Seth D. Perkins, manager of
the Metro-Goldwyn office, left this
city this week fe>r Xew York,
where he was to represent the
Pacific Xorthwest at the national
convention of Metrf)-Goldwvn
branch managers. During his absence affairs here will be directed
by J. W. Parry, office manager
and booker.
Manager Frank Steffv of the
Coliseum Theatre is gaining more
advertising for his house ever)'
week through his tieups with the
Seattle Times radio ser\ ice. .At
frequent intervals, Mr. Steffy allows remote control apparatus to
be installed in the theatre and
broadcasts the regular dailv concertsiseum
bv Sam
Wineland's
ColTheatre K.Concert
Orchestra.
^ C Wek-'U. owner and majia'rer of the Rose theatre in Cn'fax was a » i'^itor on Film Ro'v
la=:t week.
Fred Walton, genera'

niHuager of the Anie-ricaii and Libenv theatres in Beilingham was
also in for a short time, making
arrangements for bookings on a
number of his spring pictures. Mr.
Walton planned "big doings" for
the
companv
that
was First
to visitX'ational
his citv the
latter nart
of this tnonlh. accoi-ding to his
preliminarv plans as announced
while he was here.

Di'.ane Thompson
playing opposite
Charles Chadwick
Ray in "Some
for
Pictures Pun'kins"
Corp.

John Danz's Capitol theatre,
opened only a few months a.go as
a first run, 3r<c theatre, last week
started a new policy of two
changes of pro.gram a w-eek with
admission prices reduced to 10c
and l.^c. This was the second
price drop since the opening, as
the Capitol has been operating
under a 2.^c policv for the last
two months. The house is <lirectlv opposite the W inter Gardi'ii.
Seattle's
leading
firstfact
run is10c
ture house,
and that
saidpicto
be partly responsible for the i)rice
change at the Capitol.
Several changes and add'tions
in the staff of the Greater Features Film exchanges in the Xorthwest were announced recently by
T. L. Sheffield. L. X. Walton,
formerly on the sales staff of the
local office, has been moved to
the Portland office and installed as
manager bv Tack Lannon. one of
the heads of the organization. Mr.
Walton has been with the organization for more than four years,
and his brother, F.. L. Walton, is
manager
the Greater
Fea'ures
office in of
Denver.
In the
latter
city,
Walter
Millar,
well-known
by film men of this state, has
been added as sales representa■ live. While Mr. Sheffield handles
affairs in this ritv, Mr. I annon
is makin" a tour of the exchanges
where changes are in progress,
■•'■>'] will return within the next
few weeks.

_Fre<l Merc.v. jr.. >uii Fred
Mercy manager of the Tensen\'onHcrberg enterprises in Yakima, last week arrived in this
city and has joined the staff of
-Manager .Al Finkel tein's Str.^nd
theatre. He plans to reman in
this citv and learn the theatre business from the larae town ?ngle
before taking up further work
for the organization.

Billy Sullivan, now a Rayart Pictures
star.
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Florida

JOHN B. CARROLL, general
manager of the four theatres
controlled by Consolidated Amusements, in Tampa, is planning an
elaborate summer series of prologues be
ft)r thegiven
\'ictory.
Each with
picture will
a prologue
a special painted setting. Mr.
Carroll has Scott Morse, an artist of exceptional ability, upon his
staff, who will painr the different
settings. Mr. Morse has demonstrated his ability by painting the
handsome Easter set and mam'

others.
Charles A. Sappal manager of
the Central, Tampa, finds business so good in that house that
he has decided to re-open the
Maceo, which has been closed for
about a >ear.
The Italian Club theatre, in
\hov City, had a rather costly
him fire last week. This house is
making a feature of Spanish productions, which they import from
Cuba. The films come to them
in small cans of 40() feet length

St.

of the motion picEMPLOYES
ture exchanges in St. Louis
ha\e formed the Film Exchange
Employes Educational Society and
have filed an application for a proforma decree of incorporation
with the St. Louis Circuit Court.
The officers of the new societv
will l)€ Nathan Sunley, president ;
John Caporal, secretarx, and Louis
Lavato, ' asurer.
An official announcement of the
leasing of the new St. Louis theatre, Grand boule\ard at Morgan
street, St. Louis, to the Orpheum
Circuit has been made l)v David
Sommers, president of the Metropolitan Theatres Corporation,
owners of the new theatre which
is now nearing completion.
Mr. Sommers stated that the
new house will he ready for its
.grand opening about September 1.
Originally it was planned to dedicate it on June 1. 192.\ Init the
work was delayed.
The Orpheum ])]ans to play first
run pictures and Junior Orpheum
vaudexille in the new house. The
theatre represents an investment
of about $2,000,000 and will ha\e
approximately 4000 seats. It has
a frontage of 148 feet on Grand
boulevard by a depth of 186 alon-r
Morgan rtreet. The exterior will
be of brick, stone and terra cotta
and in height it will equal a seven
storv building.
Joseph Oppenheimer lessee and

George A. Hickey, promoted from
Kansas territory to Metro-Goldwyn
District Manager in New England.

and it requires quite a lot of
work to assemble itie pictures on
to reels read\' for the projection machine. Three si.x-reel features were being assembled when
the film in the machine ignited
and spread to these pictures. The
fire was confined to the booth and
did not damage the building.
Cecil A. Ross, manager of the
.'Kpopka theatre, Apopka, was in
Tampa this week arranging for
some new equipment. Mr. Ross
is going to open another house in

.\popka, this one c.xclusi\eiy for
negroes.
another
cation in \Heiew also
in ahasnearby
city.loThe old Prince theatre, on
upper Franklin street, Tampa,
which has been closed for over a
Near, was re-opened this week by
J. E. Ramos. Mr. Ramos had
the house all re-painted and dec(jrated. He has established a
policy of varietx' programs at
cheap prices, 15c for adults and
10c for children. \\ illiam Suili\an is managing the house.

L OUIS

manager of the Garrick theatre, a
hurlesi|ue house, has leased the
old Hippodrome theatre. Sixth
street near Alarket street, for use
next season. He plans to open
the house in August. It will play
.Mutual Circuit burlesque now
plaxing at the Garrick.
Mr. Oppenheimer had contemplated i)uilding a new house down
town but the leasing of the Hippodrome probablv means the calling
off of construction plans. The
Hippodrome has been dark for
many vears.
Chester J. Gruber. owner-manager of the Miners Temple. Collinsxille. 111., is sponsoring the
Milwaukee Black Diamond Sandwich Sho]) which recently opened
at Union and W est Florissant avenue. St. Louis. He serves coffee
with a kick and other soft drinks.
Alilton Goldbaum of the local
F.B.O. staff has won the local
office's
Rush" prize
for the
second "Gold
consecutive
month.
He
landed the $3,5 in gold for both
February and March and he is
also leading the pack for the Aiiril i)rizc. He travels Southern
Illinois.
a close
student of Goldbaum's
bird life, his
favorite
feathered creature being the Eagle
shown on $10 gold pieces. In the
localthe office's
prior
to
openingweekly
of thecontest
Gold Rush
drive he carried off the $10 gold
I)iece for 15 of the 18 weeks the
contest ran.
Joe Snu'th
of the
Universal
poster
department
came
down
from Chicago to give the local
poster department hoys a few
pointers on how to better the service for exhibitors. His a wiz.
Lou Hess doesn't overlook anv
i)ets in bettering exchange facilities.
Tommv- Tobin formerlv- with
Metro-Goldwyn. Pathe and Columbia Pictures Corporation has
ioincd the Universal sales organization, taking over his old territory in Southern Illinois. Jimmv
Shea who has been hitting the tall
and uncut there will concentrate
in the future on the key cities
and circuits.
Lou Goldman, brother of Airs.
Louis Stahl. whose husband heads
the San ford .Amusement Company, died on Sunday, .\pril 12.
Herman AI. Ferguson has i)urchased the Elite theatre at Bernie. Afo.. from George Winer.
He also operates the Lil ertv

theatre at Alalden. Afo.
Alo.Airs. G. Aloore plans to re-open
the L\ ric theatre at St. Charles,
The Jefferson City Theatre
Corporation is rushing work on
its new theatre for that city and
plans to open shortly. The officials of the comi)any were in
St. Louis the past week arranging for film service, etc.
Charley Goldman owner of the
Rainbow and New Astor theatres
in St. Louis has added the Dupo,
111., theatre to his string.
Charley W erner, local manager
for Aletro-tioldwyn accompanied
by J. E. Flint, division mana.aer.
left Saturday, April 18. for New
York
to attend the company's
sales convention.
G. E. AlcKean. mana.ger for
Fox here, and his son, Claude,
willril go
Yor'kwhen
Friday,
Ap24, totobeNew
present
the Fox
Convention opens in the Big Village on April 27.
S. J. Haiikin,
manager
for Educational Pictures
announced
that
he will open a Five Weeks Sales
Campaign on April 26th. He
hopes to set new records for sales
durinqf that iieriod.
R. H. Aliller has taken over the
Grand theatre in Alexico, Mo.
An epidemic of scarlet fever in
the town has forced the temporary closing of the theatre at
Perry, 111.
Clarence Denny who recently
Durchased the Dreamland theatre
in Roodhouse. 111., has closed lhat
houre
J. Getzler who formerlv operated the Moonshine theatre.
Wayne City. 111., is building an
airdome in that citv. The Aloonshine has been dismantled.
R. C. Williams is operating the
Crescent theatre at St. Francisville. 111.
Houses reported closed include :
Logan theatre. Logan, 111 ; Kozy
theatre. W ickliffe. Ky. ; New Rex
theatre. Pittslnirg, 111., and American the.itre, Cambria, 111.
H. C. Tuttle, owner of the
Grand theatre, Desloge, Alo., has
taken over the Regal theatre at
Eivins, Afo.
J. Martin, owner-manager of
the Overland Park, Alo., theatre,
will leave shortly for a tour of
South America.
Charley
Alorhalv
Park.
Alo., who
retiredoffromA'alley
the
motion picture exhibition field to

operate
a gold mine
New Alexico is visiting
in St.in Loui>.
He
cellently.
reports that his mine is doing exFred Hoelzer who recently sold
his string of South St. Louis theatres toturned
Fred
has and
refrom aW'elirenberg
trip to Florida
other interesting points in the
East. He says that he is tired of
loafing, but hasn't decided nn his
future plans.
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Lewis Natheaux, signed by De Mille
for his stock company whose productions will be released through Producers Distributing Corp.
]V/f R.sistant
H. BRADLEY FISH, as■L'-*general managei- of
\'itagraph.
Inc.,
arrived in byDenver
last Sunday accompanied
Airs.
Fish. He spent the week visiting
Mr. Charles R. Gilmour, the local
manager, and accompanied him on
his calls to some of the more important exhibitors in the territory.
Mr. Fish will leave Saturday for
Dallas, Texas, where he will stop

Picture

News

enver

a few days before going to Milwaukee to attend the convention of
the independent exhibitors.
Mr. R. I. Garland, local manager of Mctro-Goldwyn, left for
Xew York where he will attend
the general sales convention of
that company.
Air. R. J. Garlaaiid, local manAgular, Colorado, exhibitor, spent
a very exciting week in Denver.
Not only did Mr. Allen arrange
his bookings for the coming
months but he was in such a
hurry to transact his business that
he received a call from the city
fathers to explain why he drove
his automobile at such a great
rate of speed on the down town
streets.
The local Famous Players-Lasky
office is going to look like the
deserted village next week when
H. W. Braly, the local branch
manager, and his -entire sales force
will leave for hos Angeles to attend the general sales convention
of that company.
Rick Ricketson, the local manager for the Rialto and Victory
Theatres in Denver has pulled
another new one. He will hold a
special preview at the Brown Palace Hotel next week under the
auspices of the Junior League, the
most prominent society organization among the younger set in
Denver. It is said that $1.50 admission will be charged.
Mr. George Levy, local manager for the Wurlitzer Organ

Don Alvarado, young Spanish actor,
who has been
put Brothers.
under contract by
Warner
leaving immediately for Chicago
after a two weeks' trip but is
Company, has been working over
time lately and has installed new
Wurlitzer organs in the Isis
Theatre at Boulder, Colorado, and
at the RouEke Theatre at La
Junta, Colorado.
Air. H. T. Nolan, district supervisor for First National has ar-

rived home from Salt Lake City
and after attending a conference
there, willat goFrench
to the Lick
stockholders'
meeting
Springs,
Indiana, after which he will go to
New York City.
Russel Hardwick of Hardwick
Brothers who operate the Liceum
Theatre, Clovis, New Mexico,
which is one of the finest theatres
in that state has been a visitor in
Denver this week.
Henry Goldstone representing
the Goldstone productions, has
just finished a visit of a few
da\s in this city.
. Other exhibitors who have spent
some time in Denver this week,
for the purpose of arranging their
summer bookings, are R. R.
Chamberlain, Isis Theatre, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and Gus
'Cohen, Coronado Theatre, Las
\'egas. New Mexico.
Mr. J. S. Hommel, local manager for Producers Distributing
Corporation, has just returned
from a trip to Southern Colorado.
Gorden B. Ashworth, proprietor
of the Federal Theatre in Denver,
Colorado, and the chairman of
the Board of Arbitration, was
confined to his home by illness
with the flu all last week.
Air. C. L. Barnard has succeeded Air. Frederick L. Bal)cock,
dramatic editor for the Denver
Post, Mr. Babcock having resigned to accept a position as
publicity manager in the northwest.

lanada

MANAGER D.k E. L. s,Fisher
of the Garric theatre one
of the tine theatres of Winnipeg,
Alanitoba, presented a "'double
bill" at the Garrick theatre during
Easter Week under very unusual
and interesting circumstances. Because of the Easter school vacation, Air. Fisher decided that a
n's he
wouldwantbe
picture
childrebut
specialriate
did not
approp
to decide ui)on anv plan favoring
the child patrons that would hurt
the regular adult patronage. So,
he devised the special plan of presenting line feature during afternoon performances only and then
d
^fTere a different show for the
evening hours. The result of
the arrangement war, that there
were big crowds both afternoon
and evening, the people having
their choice of features during the
day.
A big e\ent in moving picture
theatre circles of Toronto. Ontario, on April 20 was the return
of Luigi Ronianelli to the Tivoli
Theatre, one of the large downtown houses. Mr. Romanelli is
one of the most widely known
musical conductors in the Dominion, having been the supervisor of
orchestras for Allen Theatres,
Limited, Toronto, when that company had 55 theatres across Canada. Air. Romanelli made his
headquarters at the Allen Theatre,
Toronto, which is now the Tivoli.
but frequently made long trips of

charge of the house for some
months past.
During the week of April 13,
the usual N. V. A. collections
were made at the B. F. Keith
theatre, Ottawa, permission being
granted
lin for by
theManager
collectionJ. AI.
of Frankmonev

Mary McAllister
in B. P. Schulberg's
"The Boomerang."
inspection on the Allen circuit and
also directed the opening programmes of any new houses. The
./Xllen chain has been defunct for
two years or more and following
the collapse of the Aliens he became director of music at the
King Edward Hotel, Toronto. He
is novy back with his first love,
the Tivoli theatre, where he was
once famous. The Tivoli is now
operated under independent auspices and W. J. Stewart has had

among patrons at every performance for the ganization
vaudeville
orAn unusualactors'
incident
occurred in connection with this
procedure at one performance
when some unknown patron placed
a handsome solid gold ring on the
plate as it was passed around, this
person having been apparently
greatly moved by the appeal for
funds for sick and disabled members of the profession.
"The Lightning Switch," was
the title of a special musical potpouri which was played bv the
concert orchestra of the Hippodrome theatre, Toronto, during
Easter Week. This unique overture was arranged by Tack Arthur,
general supervisor of music for
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
the arrangement consisting of a
combination of a few familiar
bars from manv different operas,
classical airs, popular songs and
other selections all b'^ndine into
a picturesque
whole. through
Further the
interest was achieved
offer by Mr. Arthur of a special
assortment of prizes, the first being a three months nass at the
Hippodrome,
to those who

guessed the largest number of
pieces
semble. included in the musical enThe annual motion picture ball
of the Alanitoba Moving Picture
Exhibitors Association was held
Thursday e\enin.g. April 16. when
music was provided by the Capitol
theatre orchestra, \\ innipcg.
through the permission of H. M.
Thomas, the Capitol manager.

Wanda
Hawley. supporting George
Walsh in wick
"American
PicturesPluck"
Corp. for Chad-
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CHARLEY HAYMAN of the
Strand and Cataract theatres,
.Niagara Falls, N. Y., has arranged with the Duo-Art Film
companj-al of Rochester to make an
industri review of the city of
Niagara Falls. 1 he him, when
completed, will be shown in the
Strand.
Believing that pictures of any
nature can be made inexpensively
in Horrcll, John L. McClutcheon
was in that town last week discussing the proposition of erecting
a picture studio in the city.
Sales of real estate in the vicinity of Elm and Cortland
streets were stimulated the past
week in Rochester by the rumor
that the Keith interests were seeking a site for a new theatre in
Kodak Town.
Joe Schuchert, Jr., manager of
the Columbia and Colonial theatres, BufTalo, did a brody off the
plank at the Buffalo Athletic club
the other day and landed on his
face. Result : Two black eyes.
Joe is going to put on bumpers
after this.
John E. McAuley of Chicago,
inventor of the latest Peerless reflector arc lamp, was in Buffalo
for a visit with Al Becker of the
Becker Theatre Supply company,
last weekend. Messrs. Becker and
McAuley journeyed to Dunkirk,
N. Y. to demonstrate the lamp at
the Regent theatre. H. P. Lally
was so enthusiastic over the invention that he ordered four of
them for his houses in Dunkirk.
Manager Ray S. Averill is
starting something aitirely new at
the Olympic theatre, Buffalo.
Commencing Monday, April 27 he
will inaugurate a complete noon
hour show, when a program of
pictures will be given from 12 to
1 o'clock, with a special admission
price of ten and fifteen cents.
George Hackathorne is coming
to the Lafayette Square, Buffalo,
in person, the week of April 27.
Notice that the Liberty theatre
property on East Erie avenue,
Corning, N. Y., has been put on
the market for sale, has been announced by Elmar G. Dodds,
Corning representative of the

Schine Theatrical corporation,
owner of the house. The building on the property was badly
damaged by fire last December.
John Ste\ens, formerly associated with Schinc theatre company, is now manager of the Elk
theatre, Buffalo. This house has
just been sold by M. Minuse, who
has gone to Florida lor his health.
The deal involved some $30,000.
It is reported along Film Row,
Buffalo, that Lionel Edel, assistant manager of the Lumberg
theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y., has
started a new fad — hairnets for
mustaches. Not having been in
the Cataract City lately we are
unable to confirm this rumor.
Lionel is a brother of the late
Harold Edel, former manager of
the New York Strand.
Frank Hopkins, former manager of the Buffalo and Albany
branches of Universal is back in
Buffalo after several years' absence as a member
the "U"
sales staff.
He willof cover
the
Syracuse territory. Frank is well
known in this neck of the woods.
Jim Cardino, owner of the Varsity and Kensington theatres, Buffalo, and his brother, Thomas,
have purchased the famous WilHamsville Glen, a picturesque
propertv which has been a favorite picnic and recreation spot for
years. Jim also OM'ns the Glen
theatre in Williamsville at the entrance to the Glen.
William J. Mauer, a special officer at the Plaza theatre in William street. Buffalo, was discharged the other day with a reprimand from Judge Standart in
city court. On March 27. agents
Woodburv and David of the Children's Aid Society and Miss Josephine Reed, 282 Lexington avenue, an agent of the Societv for
the Pre\ention of Cruelty to Children, went to the theatre to check
up on the admission of children
tmder age. Thev are alleged to
have followed three small boys
into the balcony. Tt is said thev
nucstioned the children and took
them to the rear of the house
where ATauer is alleged to have
questioned their authority. Wood-

burytified
and Davis
claimWhen
they identhemselves.
they
went to the office to arrest Henry
Oppenheimer, ticket seller, Mauer
is alleged
to the
have testimony.
interfered.Judge
After hearing
Standart discharged iMauer, but
warned him to avoid future trouble. Oppenheimer was arrested
and fined $25 by Judge George E.
Judge
in C.
children's
George
Sarvis, court.
manager of
the Library theatre in Warren,
Pa., and Miss Ann Jane Healy,
aged 24, also of Warren, who
were seriously injured when the
auto in which they were riding
crashed into a tree on the Warren-Irvine road, are reported as
having a good chance to recover.
They are both seriously injured,
however.
Working three shifts a day the
contractors building the new Shea
Buffalo house expect to give the
theatre to M. Shea for a Christmas present, which will be going
some. It is expected to have the
exterior complete by the first of
August.
Patrons of the Olympic theatre,
Buffalo, were reminded that spring
has arrived as Manager Averill introduced his girl ushers this week
in new spring costumes which are
most attractive
The Temple theatre in Lockport
has placed its spring and summer
price scale in front which shows
a reduction to fifteen cents for
adults and ten cents for children.
"Nothing cut but the price," says
the management.
The Beckman theatre in Dundee, N. Y. which has been closed
all winter, has been re-opened with
pictures by C. A. Betts of Red
Creek.
A schedule showing the attraction each day at every theatre that
advertises in its columns has been
started by the Buffalo Star. It is
checked up each day and patrons
are finding it a valuable guide. The
Star, by the way, is devoting a
whole page each day to the screen
and making it local most of the
time.
Rumors persist that a motion
picture house is to be built in the

north Main street section of Buffalo. The latest report is that, it
will be at Main street at Highgate. Nothing official, however,
has come to light as yet.
Ted O'Shea, who has been a
member of the Metro-Goldwyn
Buffalo sales staff for several
years, has been promoted to the
management of the Albany office
of the company. Ted is one of
the most popular salesmen in the
business and has been covering the
Syracuse territory out of the local
branch. He has taken over his
new duties.
Sydney Samson, manager of the
Bond Photoplays corporation exchange, has returned from New
York, enthusiastic
overwill
newhandle
productions which Bond
in western New York.
J. E.agerStorey,
salesBuffalo
manfor Pathe,general
was in
last week end for a visit with local
manager Basil Brady, who was
just coming to after returning for
outfitting his, family with new
Easter clothes.
The Buffalo Paramount boys are
probably breaking the New York
hotel eating records because before departing for the Gotham convention they had been fasting for
several
days.
They'llBrink
probably
all
be as fat as Earl
or Bill
Bork when they get back. They
expect to have one wonderful
time.
A. L. Herman and Mike Resnick have been engaged as members of the sales staff of the Buffalo office of Bond Photoplays corporation. Mr. Herman has been
in everything.
Albany, while Mike has been
in
Buffalo theatres were closed until 3 P. M. on
Friday.
to Church,"
saidGood
a sign
placed"Goin
the
box office
of Loew's WeState
by
Manager
Al Beckerich.
never
saw a sign in a church reading
"Go to the Theatre." Atta boy.
Al!
Colonel Howard F. Brink, manager of the Educational exchange
in Buffalo, is getting set for the
May sales drive when he expects
to break all records.
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To

quote from the principal
character in the following,
"whenserious
tile meets
something
real
ought tile"
to happen.
At

anyMoe
rate, Streimer
here's oneofto United
think about.
Artists went down to the Luxor
baths a week ago this Tuesday.
This is the place that Moe indulges
in one of his favorite sportsdiving. Just before leaving for
the day, Moe decided to take just
one more dive — and did — a jackknife over the brass rail and into
four feet of water. According to
tlioise present, there was a loud
report when Moe's head, instead
of curving gracefully upward,
struck bottom with full force.
Now, at this point, by all methods
of reasoning, Moe Streimer should
have stayed down and out for the

York

and

count on the bottom, but he came
up, struck out for the other end
of the tank and climbed out under
his own power, calmly ordered
a doctor and had four stitches
sewn in his scalp wound.
He was at his office the next
morning and the latest report is
that outside of some soreness in
his neck and back he is as good
as ever.
The moral of this, is, "That you
can't
keepNational
a good man
First
has down."
a baseball
team that is willing to meet all
comers. They won their last three
consecutive games in league championship— all rough, hard battles.
The line up is, E. Bullwinkle,
former star pitcher of Leland
Stanford. Phil Murphy of Holy
Cross, Catcher. H. Levy of Car-

New

Jersey

lisle at first. M. Rader at second
plex machines from Joe Hornbase. "Teddy" Roosevelt at third stein.{Continued on page 1972)
and H. H. Buxbaum, formerly
of Harvard plays short stop. Dave
Cross a former N. Y. U. Star
plays
left field
Benson
will gather
themandin "Billy"
when they
fly
out to right. Jake Zurich will
cover center field.
They challenge any exchange in
the film business and will spot
them five runs — however, they reserve the privilege of taking these
cessary.
runs back if it should become ne-'
Herman Rifkin of Boston, State
Rights buyer, was in town this 220 WEST42!^°ST!^EET
NEW VO K
week doing some buying.
PHONE
n,
George Roberts and Harry
Berenstein, both of Albany, N.
Y. were in the city Tuesday. Mr. CHICKERINC ^ ALLAN A.LOWNES
Roberts purchased two new Sim^2 93 7
PRES.
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IT remained for a Chicago excliange manager, K. C. Seerv of
First Xational. to come to Kansas Cit\ for a visit just in timeto win the inter-exchange and exent, Course,
played
hibitors' golf tournam
r Springs
over the Excelsio
last week. With a net score of
83, he having a handicap of 13,
Mr. Seery led a field of about
twenty-five contestants and was
awarded a silver trophy. C. W .
manager
Allen. \'itagraph branch runner-u
])
at Kansas Citv. was
with a net 85, while C. E. Gregory,
Metro-Goldw\n branch manager,
won the blind hole event, the
a driver.
prize being
who
Xational. "Bill"'
of First
Warner
topped the field in tlie blind bogev
event, was awarded a mashie.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in Kansas City last week
were: D. Filizola, Empress. Fort
Scott. Kas. : Lawrence Brenninger.
Orpheum. Toiieka, Kas.: George
Shelton
Star, \\'arrensburg,
Glenn Dicknison,
D-ickinson Mo.
cliain;
of theatre^, Lawrence. Kas. ;
Charles. -Sears, Sear- lircnit,
Nevada,
-Mo.;Lawrence.
C. M. Kas.
I'attee,
Pattee theatre,
: S.
E. Wilhoit, lefFerson. Springfield,
:\lo,
April showers
any
am.;)tions
or didn't
wilt dampen
an\ white
collars along the Kansas City film
row last week. W. E. Truog,
Universal district manager, fol-

lowing a tour of all the exchanges under his supervision,
was back at his desk again, while
C. F. Senning, Edulrational branch
manager, reported business good,
following a trip to St. Joseph, Mo. ;
where he sold the Hostettler theatres of that town 100 per cent.
Louis Keichert, P. D. C. branch
manger, spent ten days in the territory Enterprise
boosting sales, as
did "Bob"
Withers,
branch
manager. L. H. Metzger, Universal
branch manager, lost no time in
telling all his friends that more
than 200 pledges for "Laemmle
Jubilee"
iiad lieen
turnedis
in. The already
Paramount
office
having painted
some nice
new windows.
"spring"
signs
on the
Roy Churchill. F. B. O. branch
manager, again was hustling in the
territory. George Hickey,
former Metro-Goldwyn district
manager in the Kansas City territor\ who was transferred to the
Bost.in territory, was given a bi.g
farewell.
Improvements on two theatres in
tlu- Kansas City territory were announced last week. The Colonial
theatre. Junction, Kas., will be imi-roved extensively, according to
Glenn Dickinson, manager, who
also operates the City and Cozy
theatre.-.. F. W. Weary, owner of
the Farris theatre, Richmond,
Mo., will remodel his theatre at
a cost of $1(),()()0, includiuii wait-

City

Picture

N etv.

"^r

ing rooms on the second floor, rest
lobby.
rooms and plans for enlarging the
Members of tlie casts appearing at the Orpheii|n, Mainstreet,
Pantages and Glol.e theatres Kansas City, this week, gave a benefit
dinner-dance this week at the
Hotel Baltimore, Wednesday night,
beginning at 11 o'clock, as a part
of
the National
Artists'
Association
to X'audeville
obtain funds
for
the sick and charity funds of that
association. An admission of $1
was charged.
It looked like Sunday night of
old in Kansas City last Sunday
night. Tlie Mainstreet theatre
hung
out its "S.
O." standing
sign, while
the Xewman
had R.them
on
the sidewalk, as did the Royal.
Gov. Ben S. Paulen has chosen
a Galena man, Arthur S. McXay,
for state movie theatre inspector
which is among the best appointive offices in Kansas.
Mr. McXa\- has been associated
with Governor Paulen during the
last four sessions of the legislature, havin,g been secretary of the
Senate during the time Mr.
P'julen was State Senator, then
Lieutenant Governor, and during
the 192,^ session with him as chief
executix e of the state.
Mr. McXa\- has chosen Galena
as Inis headquarters, where he will
receixe reports, and from which
he will send reports to the Kan-

sas State Board of Re\iew at
Kansas
City, with which his office
is associated.
Out of town \isitors at Kansas
City exchanges the past week were
L). Fihzoia, Fort Scott, Kansas.
Roy Gardner, Xeosho, Mo. Mr.
Be t, Indei)endcnce, Kansas, and
Mr, Har\ey, of Pittsburg. Kans.
A new theatre which seats three
hundred people has been opened
up in Carl Junction, by F. O.
Williams.
D. Filizola. manager of the Empress theatre at Fort Scott, Kans.,
shows that he is right up to business in the ca- e of advertising.
Recently he had several good
pictures liooked, so inserted a
"reader" advertisement announceing that he was o\erstocked with
good merchandise, and like merchants of other busines-es he was
goingingtofromgive
in showfoura liargain
to six difTerent
films each week. Fort Scott is
a town of about 25,000 and pictures, usually run three days at
least. Mr. Filizola drew the
crowds.
Mrs. Cha-.. Dale, and Mrs. Ruth
Goodman, ga\e a theatre partv
Saturday afternoon. April 11th, to.
the Degree of Honor orchestra
members at a local theatre in Joplin. Mo. Mrs. Bert Rakestraw of
Galena,
gave at
a theatre
part\SaturdayKan.
e\enin,g
the Electric
theatre.

Detroit
/-^ FORGE W. TREXDLE, atvj torney and .general mana.ger
for the Kunskv interests, returned
last week with Mrs. Trendle from
an extended trip to Bermuda.
Lester Sturm, Metro-Goldwyn
distriliutor. will attend tlie sales
convention of his organization in
Xew York. Frank Drew and
Frank Stuart will represent the
Fox exchange.
Steel work on the new State
theatre is progressing rapidly. It
is now at the fourth floor level
while the girders are being put
in place for the sui)port of the
huge proscenium arch which is already on the ground for hoistin.g.
It is expected that steel work will
be completed by June 1, at which
time brick construction will immediately begin. .The new house,
located at the Xorthwest corner
of Woodward avenue and Elizabeth street, is expected to open its
doors
ber 1. to the public b\- XovemThe State will be approximalcK'
the
there same
being as
but Kunsky's
one hundredCapitol,
seats
difference in capacity. This will
make the State seat in the neighborhood of fort\-one hundred.
The new house will embody manv
lunelties heretofore unknown to
Detroit theatre-goers such as hv(Iraulic lifts for orchestra pit and
organ consoles as w'ell as other
novelties of imique design and origination. The large stage will
be able to -"'commodate any kind

of presentation.
Lew Cohen, Luther Gobel,
(ieorge Guise, John Kunsky and
Bert Williams, local managers, assisted in sta.ging the monster
\audeville bill at Orchestra Hall
for the benefit of the X-,>tional
\'aude\ille artists association.
Improvements totalling $30,000
will be made by Same .\cktrman
to increase the size of hi-. East
Side theatre on (iratiot axenue.
The house will be completeU- renovated though business will continue during the alterations.
The iMutual Investment compan\- has leased the Ford Temple,
a theatre and office building to he
erected on Michi'jan avenue in
Dearborn bv Mrs. iMajiel N.
Jones, prominent in local film circles. Lease of the building will
be for ten years. The theatre is
to have a seating capacitx- of 1.200
The front or business block will
include a basement to house bowline allevs. tiool and billiard rooms.
There will be four stores and a
lobbv. The "-eerond floor will include fi\e anartments and sc\en
offices. Adioininsf land owned
bv Mrs. Jfines will be subdi\ idcd
into lots.
Svd Hack ford is cox ering the
district around Grand Rapids for
First National as the residt of a
staff re-arrangement by Fred
North, local manaffer, Walter
Collins, xvill be in charge of the
office as well as coxering the west
side of Detroit, Fred Dickson,

formerly xvith Fox, xxill succeed
Collins as booker. Ben Converse
is to cover the northern section
New

York

and

(Cciifiiuird frniii Pa(/c 1071)
where Chas. Rosensxveig holds
forth are undergoing a springrenovation.
Mrs. iHarry Buxbaum has recently returned from Miama. Fla.
xvhere she was the guest of iMr.
and Airs. Thomas Meighan. While
there. Airs. Buxbaum xvon the
amateur tennis championship.
Nate Robbins. chief of the Robbins circuit of Utica. N. Y. and
Aleyer Schine,
of the Schinewere
interests of Gloversville,
callers at 729 7th Ave., this xveek.
Ray Edxvards of East Hampton
xvas also ill toxvn.
In connection with "Bellman
Month," Jack Bellman is going to
start the ball rolling with a big
part, Saturday, iMav 2nd.
Toe Scider. president of the iM.
P. T. O. of Nexv Jersey, recently
underwent
operationHeforisremoval of his antonsils.
doing
finely and is expected hack at his
7th .A.ve. office this week.
Harrynot Buxbaum's
dog
"Imp"
only won thepolice
police dog
prize at the Miami dog show, but
the "Best Dog" of
judgedshow.
xvas xvhole
the
Tlie Pathe exchange offices are

of the state xvhile Fred Wil.son
will remain in his re.gular territory, the Thumb district.
New

J ersey

being brightened up xvith a spring
renovation.
The Savoy Amusement Co. of
Atlantic City announces the instal ation of a new Wurlitzer Or,°an.Burglars entered the iMajestic
theatre at St. Nicholas Ave. and
184th St. early iMondav morning
by forcing an alley door. They
smashed their way into the safe
witii a sledge and took $240 and
a check for $3.^0. Thev left a
penny.
.•\nother ^^'urlitzer organ has
gone to Coney Island. The Gates
Cinema Corp. has just installed
one at their (late theatre. Surf
.\ve and ^^'est 23th St., Coney
Isle.
The Throop theatre. Throop
Ave. and Fulton St. Brooklyn, one
of the D'Stamatis circuit, is being
remodeled and enlarged. The seating capacity
is to and
be increased
several
hundred
it is to by
be
ready for business again bv September.
Hymie Goldshine xvho used to
own the Montauk has bought the
Windsor Terrace theatre at 1224
Prospect
.\ve., ' Brooklyn, from
Harry Bernstein.
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ent dI the Society
['resid
-lOXKnS,Pictur
LA.(It .Motio
e Engineers, in liis
• presidential address before that body
at its last annual eonvention gave some \
iiitorniation on the "aneestry" oi
interesting
|iresent day motion picture engineering and
e(|uipment. 'Mils "ancestry" pro\'es to be
as \uiusual a- most ancestors are — and possibly nioi'e mcntionable than some. .Mr.
Joiu-s ai>o mentioned the commendabh' i)riigress and success of tlie S. M. 1'. E. which
i> oi timely interest in that organization
wid iiohl their spring meeting next month.
.M]-. -loncs' address follows in part:
1 stated in the beginning, tins is the
I9lh regular meeting of th(> society and,
since it is our custom to meet twice a yeai',
tliis means we are now" in the tenth year ot
our existence. This a r(dati\ely short time
and 1 think we are to be congratulated on
the ]irog-i'ess that lia^ been made within this
single decade. I'j\cn though we are a ytuing
organization wx' have an illustrious ancestrx
and it ma>" be of interest to turn backward
for a few moments and see just how far
into the past we can trace our family tree.
Many people, take great delight and ])ride
in tracing their aneestry back to the Pilgi im
Fathers or to the time of William the Conqueror, so let us see if we can identify the
beginning of the motion picture industiy in
those remote periods.
(lu are all familiar with what we may
term the recent de\'elopments in scientitic
lields which made motion pictures possible.
It was only a few years ago that Mr. ('.
Francis .Jenkins built his first motion picture ])rojector and we will not at present
consider these recent dcM'lopments but go
farther into the past. I belie\'e it is usual,

Figure One

Picture
Before

of Present

S. M.
Day

Engineering

P. E. Traces
Show
literature, was formed by a glass glolje
fillefl with water. This is credited to Hero
Work.
of
Alexandiia but no date is gi\'en for this
it is well known that the optical lantern,
or ]irojector, in some form, was u-ed by
the ancient priests and magicians in the
temple of Tyre and throiiuhout Egypt,
(irceci', and the h'oman Empi)-e between the
pei'iod 40011 l'..C. and HOII A.D. and it was
by some -~uch iiu ans that many of the di\'ine manifestations, occurring in the shrines
a.iid temples, wei'e produced.
The optical lantei-n in its jiresent form
w as in\ ( nted by Alhanasius Kircdier at the

Figure Tliree
in tracing a genealogy, to start at the pl•e^^cnt time and proceed gcnei'ation by generation into the esirlier centui-icN. However,
we shall reverse this process and begin \\ith
the ■ first date at w hicli wo can find any
mention of anything resembling, even remotely, amotion picture.
Some months ago an interesting chronological table was ])ublislied by Mr. Day
in whi(di h(> gi\-es many interesting refei-ences and 1 am (|uoting in ])art from this
jmblication.
We find that the Chinese in 5000 1!.C.
indulged in shadow shows in which buffalo
hide figures were projected as shadows or
silhouettes ujjon parchment screens. The
phenomenon of ])ersistence of vision, upon
which dejiends the jiossibility to ]>roduce
motion pictures, was noticed and mentioned
in the writings of Lucretius, 65 A.D., and
this same fact was commented upon by
Claudius Ptolemy in 130 A.D. The first lens
of wliich there is anv mention in e\istent

.le.uit College 'in Koine, 1640 A.D. This
was tlescribed and illustrated in "Ars Magna
ijucis el Cmbi-ae" by Kirdier, the first volume of which appeared in 1()57 and of
which tliei'c ai'e a number of copies still in
existence. In l''ig. 1 is sIionnu a re]>roduclion of a j)icture which appears in the second eiliiion of the abo\'e work pui)lislied in
1671. This shows Kircher's magic lantern
and if we lia\-e an dastic imagination we
will be able to see in the large box enclosinu the light source and the lens a remote
ancestoi- of the |ireseiit projection booth, or
as I should say in consideration of Mr.
Ii ichardsou's feelings, the ])rojector room.
P'ollowing the work of Father Kircher there
are many references in the literature to the
pi'o.jection lantei'ii and its exolution. In
Fig. 2 is shown ;i reproduction from ".X.rtificalius
Zalin, 1685.
Here
we see telediopi
not onlyicus"
the by
assembled
])rojecting
ei|nipineiil, bat the geometrical optics are
a'so (leai'ly set forth. 1 do not know that
Dr. Kellnei- will agree that the geometric
optics -hown therein are in entire agreement with the most modei'ii coiu-e|)tions but

Figure Two
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by Friar Bacon in 1260 and Leonardo da
J Vinci gave illustrations explaining the
theory and application of this intrument in
j 1490. Porta described the Camera Obscura

special features designed for the comfort
of theatre patrons. This beautiful lounge
will be christened "Peacock Alley."

quite
fullyandin in
"Magica
Naturalis"
published
in 1558
1568 Daniel
Barbaro
first
mentioned the use of a lens with the Camera
Obscura. The application of the light
sensitive properties of silver salts to the
projection of pictures began about 1792.
Many investigators worked on this subject
and the precise chronological order in which
the various results were obtained is rather
uncertain.
From this period developments in the fields
of science resulting in the production of
motion pictures were very rapid and many
of j'ou are entirely familiar with this evolution. Iwill therefore not impose on your
patience to follow the evolution from that
time on. I hope that this very brief consideration of some of the more remote antecedents of the motion picture may be of
some interest to you.

Large Organ for New Park
Theatre, Dallas, Texas
The largest theatre organ in the southwest, it is claimed, will be installed by the
Bartola Musical Instrument Company in
the new Fair Park theatre and auditorium,
Dallas, Texas.
The auditorium is to be used for motion
pictures, concerts, recitals and road attractions. It will be completely equipped with
a battery of motion picture machines, stage
lighting effects, picture screens. It will have
a seating capacity of 5,500.
The contract was closed by Dan Barton
in conjunction with the Bartola Musical
Instrument
Companv's
representative, Phil H.
Pierce of southern
the Phil H.
Pierce

(Continued from preceding page)
in any case the figure shows that the elements used in the projector at that time are
essentially the same as those used at present.
Fig. 3 is another illustration from Zahn's
work (1685) showing the various suggested
applications of the optical projector.
The lower one is particularly interesting.
The vertical rod, seen just above the body
of the lamp house, extends upward through
the roof of the house and terminates in a
weather vane. This is connected by two
gears, shown in the figure, in such a waj'
that the image projected onto the wall of
the adjacent room shows, at all times, the
direction in which the wind is blowing. In
figs. 4 and 5, also from Zahn's work (1685)
are shown various suggested forms of optical projector. In the lower right hand
comer of Fig. 4 we see a type where the
machine is supported on three legs and one
can not help wondering whether or not this
simple device may not be the illustrious
forefather of the present highly developed
Power's Projector. In Fig. 5 we see a somewhat different structural type in the supporting element and perhaps it is not unreasonable to suppose that this represents
the ancient pi'ogeuitor of the present Simplex family. Judging from the fumes emanating from the lamp house it must be
equipped with high intensity arcs.
The Camera Obscura was first suggested

Figure Foxn

Picture

Locw Acquires and Remodels
Birmingham, Ala., House
The Temple theatre in Birmingham, Alal)ama, recently acquired by Marcus Loew
fi'om the Masonic association in that city,
will re-open, and under the Loew banner,
on April 27 with Metro-G-oldw^Ti's comedy,
"Excuse Me." The theatre will offer every
week high class pictures and high class
vaudeville and will include in its program
another feature, said to be a distinct innovation in a vaudeville house. This will be a
"picture presentation" — a special, very
short, scenic or musical number, presented
just before the feature picture and designed to give an atmospheric impression
in keeping with the film to be shown.
The Temple is closed while remodeling
is in progress. This theatre is already one
of the most beautiful houses in the South,
and when improvements now under way
are completed, will take its place even more
surely in the front rank of Southern play
houses. When opened under the Loew management, there will be 3000 seats in the
spacious auditorium, an improved orchestra
pit, and — on the outside — an electric sign
fifty feet high, burning 96,000 watts of electricity. Special attention is being paid to
the furnishing of the mezzanine floor, which
will be fitted in gold and black and will
have tables, comfortable lounge chairs, tlie
latest magazines and papers, and other

Company, Dallas, Texas.

Figure Five
Fire

Destroys
Atlanta

Film in
Grand

the

A news reel, two reels of the Metro-Groldwyn feature, "Excuse Me," and an N. V. A.
trailer were destroyed by fire in the projection room of Loew's Grand at Atlanta last
week. The trailer hung in the machine and
started the blaze which caused the damage.
A cry of "fire" threatened a riot which
was quelled when vaudeville performers
came on the stage and assured the audience
there was no danger. The bill was continued and a new print of the feature was received by the theatre the following day.
Tom James is the manager of the Grand.
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Niagara

Falls

New
Latest

House
to
Features

XE of tlie most important buildinoconstruction enterprises that will be
carried into effect this year in Niagara
Falls. X. Y., is in progress on the north
side of Niagara street, between 13th and
Portage road, where the Niagara Theatre
corporation is ' erecting a splendid motion
])ictnre honse which will be ready for the
imhlic Septeml)er first. The theatre will
l)e among the most modern in design and
ai>puintments.
The building is of brick, tile and steel
construction and completely fireproof
tln'oughont. It has a frontage of 90 feet
and a depth of 150 feet. The cost of construction will reach $150,000. The house
will have a seating cai)acity of 1,400, including the balcony which will seat 500.
High class motion pictures and vaudeville
will be the policy of tlie house, according
to Peter Paonessa, under whose personal
management the theatre is being built.
Paonessa formerly was manager of the
Lumberg theatre in the Cataract City.
Entering the theatre througli tlie neatly
decorated entrance through Xiagara street,
one will pass througii fireproof decorated
doors into tiie main foyer and auditorium,
with entrance from the foyer to the l)alcony, ladies and gentlemen's rest rooms.
Entering the foyer the visitor's eyes will
sweep a very beautiful interior, including a
stage 86 feet wide l)y 27 feet deep, in the
rear of wliicli will be conveniently arranged
dressing rooms. Tiie stage curtain will be
of heavy material made to harmonize with
the general scheme of decoration. Another
outstanding feature of the auditorium ' iutei-ior will be the proscenium arch and its
beautiful hangings. The side walls and
domed ceiling Avill be of classic design and
decoi-ation. The cornices, wall pilasters,
capital and bases will present a pleasing
elt'ect. The interior decoration will be in
delicate shades of gold and blue, this color
scheme being cari-ied out in the tapestry
hangings, carpeted aisles and foyer. The
stauc lias been verv carefullv designed as

Incorporate

Papers

to modern equipment, including a "fly"
gallery, spot and foot lighting. The
orchestra pit will be large enough to accommodate an orchestra of 15 to 20 pieces.
The seating plans call for leather covered
chairs. The floors will be covered with
soundproof material.
The theatre will be heated and ventilated
tlirough large Plenium chambers under the
auditorium floor, which will sujiply an
abundance of fresh air without draft at all
times, or in summer may be used to cool the
auditorium. The lighting system will be
of the latest type, capable of giving several
different color combinations, and all lighting fixtures Mill be of the crystal ty]K'.
Ansonia,
Conn., Assured
New Modern Theatre

a

AVith expected comi)letion of the new Max
Oldernuin modern business block within the
next two months at ]\Iain and Treniont
streets. Ansonia, Conn., that city is a sured
a thoroughly modern addition to its motion
l)icture playhouses, I. J. Hoffman, proprietor of the motion picture-vaudeville Capitol
theatre in that city, credited as one of th:'
models of its kinds in the state, having leased
refjuired space in the building necessary to
accommodate more than 000. The playhouse
will he devoted solely to motion picture's
ami will be located on the ground tic:or of
the three-story building. Workmen are rusliiui;- plastering interior and decorative details.
Plans

Made

for a House

Shelton,

at

Wash.

F. \V. (irahani, theatre ojjerator of i^lie'toii. ^\'asll., announced last week that he
plans to open h's new Granada Theatre in
that town the latter part of April. After
the o]>ening of the new house, he plans to
close the Lyri(^ and will ))robal)ly disnmntle
it to make room for a new business buildinu.

for

S. M.

s

P. E.

Convention, May 18-21
they will
read before
the S.that
IVI.
A LIST
of authors
and papers
P. E. at the coming Spring Convention, which will be held at Schenectacy, May 18, 19, 20, 21, has been received from the chairman of the Papeis
Committee. These papers are of diversified subjects which gives them a very
broad interest in the motion picture industry. The list is as follows;
A. B. Hitchins, Duplex IVIotion Pictures Industry, Inc. — The Machine
Development of Negative and Positive
Motion Picture Film.
T. K. Peters, Los Angeles, Cal. — A
Museum of Motion Picture History.
J. I. Crabtree, Eastman Research Lab.
— Static Markings or Motion Picture
Films.
M. Briefer, Powers Film Products —
(1) An Improved Sensitometer Sector
Wheel. (2) Student Psychology and
Educational Motion Pictures.
R. M. Hill, U. S. A. M. P. Service—
The
tion. Standardization of Screen IlluminaDr. F. Benford, General Electric Co.—
A New Reflectometer.
D. W. Atwater, Westinghouse Lamp
. Co. and W. B. Ihnen, Motion Picture
Art Director — Artistic Utilization of
J.ight in the Photography of Motion
Pictures.
F. H. Richardson, Moving Picture
World — Early History of Motion Picture Projectors.
L. A. Jones, Eastman Research Lab. —
Paper describing installation of tungsten
lamps for color motion picture work.
No exact title as yet.
R. S. Burnap, Edison Lamp Works —
Tentative subject "The Manufacture of
Incandescent
Motion
J. H. Hertner,
The Picture
Hertner Lamps."
Electric
Co. — Control of Series Arc Generator
Sets.
L. A. Jones. Eastman Research Lab.
Lewis Townsend, Eastman Theatre —
Will prepare paper on colored lighting effects for use in connection with the
exhibition of motion pictures.
J. I. Crabtree, Eastman Research Lab.
and M. L. Dundon, Eastman Research
Lab. — The Use of Desensitizers in the
Development of Motion Picture Film.
F. R.
Still, American
Co. —
How
Theatres
Should be Blower
Ventilated.
Other papers that are tentatively planned are:
"Infra Red Photography in Motion
Picture
Work."
"A account
Paper
onof St>ecial
Work." in
An
Recent Color
developments
Radio Vision.
Smalley

Auditorium viewed from the stage of the new Empire theatre. Rahway. N. J. This house is very attractively
designed and decorated.

Denies Sale of Catskill House

According to "William Smalley. there is
no truth to the rumor that he has disposed
of his theatre in Catskill to M. E. Silbersteiu. who operates the Community there.
Sm.illey was along Albany Film Row during the week and stated that he had now
brought Al Bothner. who has been managing
the Smalley house in ^lohawk. into the comin Cooperstown,
that frompany's
nowheadquarters
on Bothner
would devote and
his
entire time in booking amateurs for the
amateur nfglits which are being featured in
many of the Smalley houses.
Smalley further announced that he is negotiating for three more theatres, and furthermore that he m\«h\ add to his holdings
of dance halls. "William F. FJemmers, formei-ly of llion. has been given the management of the Smallev house in Mohawk.
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Motion

Project!

Effect of Reduced

Flicker Range

SN^E of the g7"eatest sources of
mnoyance to projectionists using:
an alternating- current arc for
picture projection is the periodic
"pulsation," so to speak, of the
screen illumination which is likely to result
at certain projection speeds.
The cause of this peculiar pulsation in
the screen illumination has long been known
and various explanations have been advanced to account for it. So far, apparently, no correct analysis of problem has
been made, but a step in the right direction
was taken by Dr. A. E. Kennelly, of Harvard University, in his investigation of
flicker in general. Some of the findings of
this investigation were printed in the preceding article and showed the relation between screen intensity and the vanishingflicker frequency for light and dark colored
screens.
While Dr. Kennelly made no effort to
analyze flicker from the standpoint of Mo-

Ideas

tion Picture projection, his findings are directly applicable to this problem.
Pulsating Screen Illuminations
It was shown, in the preceding article that
for a 100 7o flicker range (where the screen
illumination varied from maximum to zero
repeatedly) that the vanishing-flicker frequency, or the frequency at which flicker
was no longer visible varied in a certain
manner with respect to the screen illumination. Furthermore, the color of the screen
also played an important part since the
vanishing-flicker frequency was higher for a
white screen than for a dark red one.
Xow, the peculiar pulsation of the screen
illumination at certain projector speeds
when using an alternating cun'ent arc is
due to a combination of two flickers; one
caused by the shutter regularly interrupting
the light beam passing to the screen and
the other due to the periodic pulsations in
the light from the A. C. arc which results
from the current variations through it.
Ordinarily, neither of these two flickers,
each taken by itself, would be visible on
the screen since the shutter frequency would
be about 32 or 48 depending upon the projector speed and whether a 2 blade or 3
blade shutter was used, and the arc
flicker frequency would be at least 60 (for
60 cycle current).
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When these two fliekere are superimposed
on each other, however, the difference in
the two flicker frequencies results in a periodic "beat" or "pulsation" of the >creen
illumination which may easily become visible
at certain projector speeds.
A complete analysis of this phase of the
problem will be given in a later article and
the preparatory
step to this analy.sis will be
now
treated.
In the case of the illumination from an
A. C. arc alone, the flicker range is never
fully 100*^0 (maximum to zero) since one
or the other of the carbons or electrodes,
are candescent, never having time enough to
entirely cool off. In other words the flicker
range of illumination with such an arc, expressed inpercent is always less than lOQ'^r.
The higher the frequency of the current
supplied to the arc. the higher will be the
percentage val ue of this flicker range \ that
is, the closer it will approach the maximum.
It is important to have an understanding
of this point since it is really the flicker
of the arc, in combination with the shutter
flicker, which causes the periodic "beat" in
the screen illumination when an A. C. are
could be eliminated entirely there would be
no need to go farther with the problem.
This being impossible, the next best
thing is to try to counteract it. It is interesting to observe, therefore, that (Fig. 2) the
vanishing flicker frequency decreases as
the flicker-range decreases, but in nothing
like the same proportion.
The three curves, shown in Fig. 2, show
the variation of vanishing flicker frequency
with screen intensity for a white screen
where the flicker range varies from 44 percent through 7.5 to 3.3 percent.
In other words, with 56 percent constant
screen illumination the results are as shown
in the top curve and for &2.5 percent constant and 7.5 percent flicker illumination
the the results are as indicated by the
middle curve, etc.
Highest

I

X e iv s

017

QptLcs^£lectricity,Prdcticdl

Inquiries
and
Comments

Picture

and

Lowest Flicker Frequency
The highest vanishing-flicker frequency
that could be produced was found when
looking directly at a 75 C. P. (horizontal)
incandescent filament through the rotating
sector-disc (shutter) at a distance of 50
centimeters (about 18 inches) from eye to
filament. This frequency had an average
value of 66 cycles per second, with a 100
percent flicker-range.
Furthei-more, it remained the same no
matter what the angular opening in the
shutter was, providing that all of the filament was visible at the same time.
The lowest range of flicker which would
be recognized with certainty was 1.4 percent
{Contimied on page 1982)
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Twin Fans
Solid Steel Disc Center
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Ventilating

Light Weight and
Light Running
Send For Bulletin
No. 159 and Trade
Discounts

and

Cooling?

THIRTY-SIX YEARS' EXPERIENCE in building Air Moving Machinery and installing Ventilating
Apparatus is at your disposal for the asking. SEND YOUR PLANS and I will send you Specifications
for your requirements. I will sell you the BEST FANS Built in this Country at Commercial Prices.
I will instruct you WHERE and HOW to BUY the necessary Motors at FIRST COST.
Your local sheet metal worker or carpenter can assemble and erect a cooling system from the plans furnished aswell as it can be done by men sent hundred of miles to do this work, whose time and expenses
YOU HAVE TO PAY, and very often you get an inferior installation for which you pay double.

If you are in the market for any kind of
MOTION

Latest

THEATER

Ideas

PICTURE

APPARATUS
Consult us — and save money
Send for our price list
MOTION

PICTURE APPARATUS
no West 32d St., New York
Phone Penn. 6564

CO.

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie Apparatus

Foyer of Our Latest Theater

"You

Want
burning
Slowerelco!'*
Ph
Increased light
Smooth and quiet arc
Less condenser pitting
and cracking
If your dealer cannot suf>ply you^ Write to us.
CHARLESW.PHELLIS&CO.
Inc^rpora ted
130 West 42nd Street
NEW YORK
Fw CkBsJa: Kejitme Tradbg Ca., Ltd.
10 Ste. Sophie Lane, Montreal

We will entirely equip and furnish your house after
the walls are up and the roof is on. Also make
blue prints free for all requirements.
We furnish bonds guaranteeing completion on opening
date. This costs you nothing extra. Give us a
trial on your new house.
We have completely equipped or partially furnished
these new theatres.
Princes.'! Theatre, Florence. Ala.
Parthenon Theatre, Berwyn. III.
I.a Grange Theatre, La Granpe, 111.
Strand
Belmont Theatre,
Theatre, Lansins,
Nashville.Mich.Tenn.
Illinois Theatre, Macomb, 111.
Fort
Armstrong
Theatre,
Rock Island,
Branmart
Theatre,
Iron
lloimtain.
Mich.
111.
UNITED
STUDIOS, INC.
L. P. Larscn, Managing Art Director.
30 \\'est Lake Street,
Chicago. Illinois
Local and long-distance telephone Dearborn 1776

M 0 t i u )i Picture

19S(I
Does

Cold

Weather

Cause Your Organ
To be off Pitch?
EVENHEETERS
Automatic Electric Heat will eliminate
the trouble by MAINTAINING EVEN
TEMPERATURES IN EXPRESSION
CHAMBERS.
EVENHEETERS
are entirely automatic and electric.
Reasonably priced
Simple in construction
Require no maintenance
Approved by fire underwriters
Recommended by leading organ builders
Can be easily installed by your electrician
Absolutely noiseless
No relays or complicated wiring
Entire installation inside organ chamber
Write us at once, stating voltage, kind
of current, size of chambers, and if any
exposed walls.
Cramblet Engineering Corp.
Successors to Evenheeter Mfrs.
Milwaukee, Wise. Factory
Office
179 Fourth St.
177 Fifth St.

Cecil

Wood
On

is no better name

in the photographic
than

fiehl

GOERZ
Makers

of Motion

Picture

Raw Stock : Negative —
Positive — Panchromatic.
Sole Distributors:
Fish-Schurnian Corporation
45 W. 45th Street, New York
6331 Santa Monica Blvrl.
Hollvwoofl, Cal.

DO YOU

WANT TO BUILD A
THEATRE?
Will secure site, finance,
design and construct
A. P. SORICE, Jr., Architect
320 Fulton Street,
Jamaica, N. Y.
Phone: 5353 Jamaica

Lovk/(ys,t \1afkf>f Pftc^* A/ways ^
Automatic ticket R£6I5ter corpohation
7-23 S&VeMT-M Ave.
(sitW VOR-X..
Mfq-j. GOL D SEAL TiCKe T ft£OISreti&

Return

OECIL WOOD, an old. active and en^ thusiastie Jiiember of the American
Projection Society, has just returned from
Shangliai, China, where he has spent two
years instructing employees of the Peacock
Motion Picture Corjjoration in the best
American methods of operating a motion
])icture projector. Mr. Wood was in charge
of projection for Griffith when he brought
out the "Birth of a Nation" and has occul)ied similar important positions in some of
America's finest motion ])ieture theatres.
The American Piojcction Society gave Mr.
Wood a dinner at their club rooms on
Thursday. Ai)ril 16th, to celebrate his return and the affair was a gi'eat success from
e\ ery standpoint. The committee in charge
had been given very short notice but the
rooms of the society were elaborately decorated by some of the artistic members of the
organization and Mr. Wood might easily
have imagined that he was back in Shangan evening's
recreation which
with
all hai
theenjoying
facilities
for anmsement
China still provide.?.

Lesser's
There

Tendered

Great
Many

Dinner

from

by

A.

Lesser engaged the services of Billy Lent,
famous local musical king. With his fifteen
musicians Lent is a feature that attracts
l)atrons from surrounding communities.
There is also a large Wurlitzer organ. ]ilayed
by an exceptional organist who had been
])laying in one of the nearby churches. His
fame, too, adds to the prestige of the Playhouse.

Proposed Building Code
Stirs Kansas City

are pretorsa propos
ed
y fight
bitterlexhibi
KANSAS pared toCity
new building code, which if effective would ac'd more than $5,000 to the
costs of the average first run house.
Among the conditions of the new code
are that all seats in the auditorium shall
be firmly secured to the floor and placed
not less than 32 inches back to back.
Where there are more than thirty rows
on the ground floor additional cross
aisles not less than 32 inches wide must
be provided not more than 16 rows apart.
The combined width of entrance and exit
stairways shall provide one foot in width
for each 25 persons accommodated on
that tier and the aggregate width of
emergency exit doorways, opening from
each gallery shall be 60 per cent more
than the required width of the stairways
to which they lead. No entrance stairs
to any tier in the auditorium shall be less
than five feet wide.

P.

S.

China

Tony De Mott, who wa.s chairman of the
conunittee, introduced Frank Nealy as toastmaster of the evening and if you have never
heard Nealy act in this capacity in the early
hours of the morning you must surely attend one of these dinners of the American
Projection Society. After a time Mr. Nealy
introduced Mr. Wood, who related some of
his professional and personal experiences
and was then bombarded by the members of
the society with a series of questions relating to his
work
and activities
("hina.
Among
those
present
were Ottoin Kafka,
President of the A. P. S. ; .Jesse Hopkins.
Vice-President; George Edwards, Editor of
the American Projectionist ; T. ^IcDermott,
known
"Tipperary
H. McGuire,
Griffith,
General asSales
Manager, Tim;"
and P. A.
Advertising Manager of the Nicho'a> Power
Company, Inc. Tony De Mott i> an e.vcellent i)rovider. Cecil Wood is a very interesting talker. George P^dwards is a
reservoir of ideas and energy, but we again
recommend that you attend one of these
-dinners and hear Nealv act as toastniaster.

Neck,
L. I., Playhouse
Unusual
Features

THE Great Neck Playhouse, of Great
Neck, Long Island, which is the property of Irving Lesser, vice president of
Principal Pictures Corporation, is considered to theatres.
he one ofBuilt
Long atIsland's
>uiiiptuous
a cost most
it is
claimed of nearly .$4.i0,000.00 it stands as a
monument to showmanship. T4iere are a
little more than l,.50O seats, 1.000 of them
beingin in
orchesti-a while the remainder
are
the the
balcony.

News

Has

"Doc" Wilson, who is nationally kinv.n is
house manager of the Playhouse. Under
Lesser's personal supervision the theatre is
"stepping out" as one of Great Neck'-; great
assets; There are three Simplex }>rojection machines in a large, airy projection
room. These are of the latest model and
provide against any happenings to the
showing of the films, which are of the very
latest release.
The lighting effects were installed by a
])romiiient interior decorator. They change
from amber to blue and other colors, at
various times of the day. The stage was
built excejjtionally large and can accomodate a musical comedy or dramatic olferiug.
As it is. Lesser is presenting miniature
musical re\nes and vaudeville acts in conjunction with the showing of the best
features. The lobby was not so long ago
lemodelled and is now roomy for waiting
patrons and lends itself nicely to display
purpo.ses.
Carr ^3 Schad Purchase Theatre Site in Reading. Pa.
Purchase of a property at 742 Peiin
street. Beading, Pa., by the Carr cV: Schad
Inc.,
operate
big Lebanon,
chain offorecasts
p'ct;ire
houseswho
in that
city aand
the erection of a new half-million dollar
theatre there about two years hence. It will
be impossible to start the construction work
until 1927 because of a lease on the ]»roperty
that does notadjoins
expire the
untilArcadia
then. The
s'te
immediately
theatre,
owned by the same interests. The newly
acquired propertv fronts 72 feet on Penn
business tlio ough'a'e
the principal
street,
of Reading,
and has depth of 270 net. It
is iiro])osed to build a theatre with a s<>at ng
caiKicity of 3,500.
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IT is said that the motion j)it-tiue industry is a nine or ten month per year
business — that during tiie liot weather
theatres lay practically dormant — and exhibitors entertain themselves by writing enticing red luuubers on the wrong side of the
ledger.
AI.I this apparently is only a myth, for we
hear just how, an efficient theatre should act
from an exhibitor at Galeton, Pa.
J. A. Xordquist, owner of the "^l;iin
Street" theatre, Galeton. Pa., writes an unusually interesting- letter which is printed in
})art as follows :
•'I may state tliat we have a theatre tliat
is very seldom heard of, at least many of the
show people and others stopping off for an
evening so tell us. We have a theatre
where you have to go down stairs to get up
in the balcony. We have a seating capacity
of almost SOO and all good seats, but business is such u)) here now, and has been that
way for several months, that we could get
along just fine with 200 seats, and then
have a few to spare, that is why I am on the
road. My business on the road is selling
ice-cream and soft drinks (less % of one
percent). (I can assure you it is nothing
stronger because if it was I would be able
to sell more).
"We have a stage tiuit is 40' x S(»' and
can accomodate almost any road show. In
the summer, strangers in town think tlu'
women of this jjlace ai'e crazy, going to the
show when the thei'mometer is i)0 in the
shade, with a big fur coat on their arm.
^

GUNDLOCH

^

to

Pa.

Theatre

Weather
You ask wiiy — because the hotter the
weather outside, the cooler in the theatre.
Real hot evenings in July, the thermometer
is down to 40 in the theatre, without any
fans or other source of cooling system. In
the winter it is just the opposite.
"And here's the contrast. Just across the
street we have the Galeton Hotel where you
have to go up on the third floor to get in the
celler. Jn regards to building any new
theatres in this territory, I do not think that
there will be any for some time. Rather
think if business keeps the way it has liecn
there will be a few closed."

Schine Circuit to Convert Auburn Church Into Theatre
J. ;\]eyer Schine, president and general
manager of the Schine Theatrical interests,
was in Aut)urn, X. Y., this week, witii Architect Leon Lempert of Rociiester, inspecting tiie old Second Presbyterian church
which is to be converted into a modern
theatre by the Schine company. Work will
be started this si)ring. The iiouse Avill have
a seating cai)acity of 2200 seats. The pi-oporty was purchased a year ago.
The Zicofe corporation of ButTalo, which
operate! tlu- Graiul theatre in Westfield,
X. Y.. has leased the new picture tiieatre
in l>atavia. X. Y., which was constructed
l)y the Farl)er Brothers and which is expected to o])en in a month or so.

To theatres still u*ing
No. 1 lenses in focal
lengths
of ^Yi" and

Do

Organist Prevents Panic in
Erie Theatre Fire
Remaining at his post until he was over^
come by smoke, Percy Le Fleur, organist
at the Columbia theatre, the largest picture
house, Erie, Pa., played the organ and
staved off a stampede which was started
when the stage burst into flames one day
last week. The fire started from crossed
wires beneath the stage lu'ar the organ
mechanism. It was soon noticed by patrons
of the lu)use wliicli was crowded to capacity
with women aiul ciiildren and a panic was
started with a mad rush for the exits.
Several women and children fainted in the
jam and it was not until the strains of the
music from the organ played l)y Lc Fleur
Hoated through the place that anything like
coo'ness was observed by the crowd. Just
before the last person left the theatre Le
Fleur toppled froni his seat, overcome with
smoke.
The same theatre sustained a heavy loss
l)y fire in 1919. Tlie damage cause(l by
the recent blaze is estimated at *ir)ll.O00.
The organ, valued at .~t'20,000, is a comjilete
loss.
David

Marr

and J. J. Colton

Return From California
]\lr. ^larr and Mr.- Colton of the ^larr &
Colton Organ Company of Warsaw have
just returned from the west coast where
they
beenorgans.
inspecting recent in-<tallarions have
of their
They also attended the premiere opening
of the Xew Chapman Theatre at Fullerton,
California, to hear their organ which was
installed in this theatre during Februarv.

you

Projection Lens
insure
your
theatre?
^
.
GuNDLACH- Manhattan
Optical Co.
853 Clinton Ave. So.
Rochester, N. Y.
Write for New Price List
Vs.
No. 2 Size
The new No. 2 Gundlach Radiant Projection
Lenses are nnade only by
Lens offers better illuGundlach in the shorter focal
mination and a saving
in current.
lengths from AYi" to 5^"

^

You're protected a2:ainst loss in
case of fire — which may never
come.
But how

about your losses due to

hot weather — losses that you know
are hound to come?

when it's
losses
with those
put toupinsure
Whyeasy
all
business
a good
so
summer with Typhoon Cooling System? The premium you pay only once
— and that is paid back to you quickly
in extra business.
Write fo?' our Booklet
-f
Typhoon
ONE OF MANY OF THE NEWEST DESIGNS IN
STAGE SETTINGS
22SNewWestYork47thCitySt.
NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

Fan

345 West 39th StreetPhiladelphia
Jacksonville

N-8

— -f

Company

New
- ■ New Orleans

York
Dallas

Motion
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CblorU^hting
lade

Cheap
With
COLOR HOODS
Small first cost— 40%
to 60% cheaper than
dipping. Choice
of ruby, green,
opal, blue,
amber.
Write for
circular
.ECTWrC COI
MfS. of Reco Flashers,
Motors. Mixers
2628 W.CHICAGO
Congress St.,

Of
all

miDON.WlUIAMSi.lICR

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OVK
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Bader 250 8«at«. SOX; under SOO. 70%; uadcr M*.
UX: ovar too. 15%.
The most economical method of reachlni th»atx«« la
•UT ADDRESSING SEBVICZ. $4.09 PER M VF. Uita
U dtslred. JO to 50% lived in poeugs. etc.. tlinask
•Hmination of de*d »nd duplic»t« th«atr<* umallj UsM.
Liiu of Producers. Distributors and Supply De»lei».
MWLTIGKAPHINQ — MIMIOORAPHINa —
rOLDtNO—
ENCLOSINO—
MAJLING CO.
MOTION PICTOKB
DIWCCTORT
f»» 3lxtk U 4Ut St.
N«w Tork dtj
Pheu. Fwnj7. 7484 -74M

&
UJ
/-^
«^
T,><t
.<£
ce:
•

Radio-;
Mat
TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES.
WHITE, AMBER or GREEN.
Accept no substitute.
IS TH£ Stationery OF the Screen

WELDED
WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 ith A.f , Ht» York

Projection, Optics, Electricity, Ideas and Advice
{Continued from page 1978)
aud the most sensitive flicker-frequency for
making it apparent was quite low; in the
neig'hborliood of 2.5 cycles per second.
The fact that the lowest flicker range
which could be recognized was 1.4 percent
checks out pretty close with law, Avhich
states that for two objects so visible as
such, the difference in illumination on the
objects must be at least 1 percent. In other
words, two pieces of paper over-lapping
each other, one illuminated to 100 footcandles and the other to 99.5 foot-candles,
would
two. onlj- be visible as one piece and not
{To he continued)

Replaces 1,054 Seats in Harrisburg House in 34 Hours
The remarkable feat of installing 1054
new seats in the main floor of the Victoria
motion picture theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.,
within a period of a little more than 34
hgurs, and without interfering with any of
the performances, was accomplished over
Easter Sunday under the direction of Chas.
K. Campbell, the house manager. The seats
replaced a similar number of old seats that
were removed.
As soon as the audience was dismissed
following the last performance on the Saturday night preceding Easter, workmen began the work of removing the old seats and
putting in the new. The work was all accomplished in time for the first performance at 10 o'clock in the morning of the succeeding Monday. The new seats are 22
inches wide as compared with 20 inches, the
width of the old seats, and are of leather
upholstering, both as to the seats proper
and the backs. They were purchased from
the American Seating Company and are
a great improvement for comfort over the
old. Some of the latter were installed in the
balconies to replace the seats that were
there, the total seating capacity of the Victoria being, 1,800.
The placing of the new seats and new
carpets that were put in the theatre at the
same time completed a program of improvements to the Victoria that cost in the neighborhood of $65,000 and were made since the
first of the year. This included the installation of a new Marr & Colton pipe organ,
a new rear wall for the theatre, installation
of dimmers in the projection room to soften
the ceiling and stage lights, building of a
rest room for the theatre, etc., and a dressing room for the women ushers. All of
the improvements except the new seats and
new carpets were completed during several
M^eeks in which the theatre was closed in the
latter part of February.
Robb,
Rowley
and Dent
Building in Tyler, Texas
Kohl) & Rowlev, with L. L. Dent, are
building a $75,000.00 theatre at Tyler, Tex.,
which will be managed by T. B. Noble, Jr.
Mr. Noble was formerly in charge of the
four theatres owned by the Corsican Theatre
Co., of Corsicana, Tex. There are two other
theatres in Tyler at present, the Electric
Palace owned by T. J. Smith and the Queen
theatre owned by Mr. Shields. The Electric
Palace is to. start extensive remodeling soon.
The Lufkin Amusement Co., of Lufkin,

Picture

News

Tex., has let to a local company, the contract for a $68,000.00 theatre. This covers
the house only. This theatre will be one
of the finest in this part of Texas and Mr.
Binion, the manager is at present figuring
on the installation of the most modern
equipment.
Wilby to Open New Theatre
in Atlanta During May
With the opening of the Cameo theatre,
which will occur in Atlanta sometime in
May, Thomas G. Coleman, present city manager of Macon Theatres for Famous
Players-Lasky, will leave that company to
take over the management of the new Atlanta theatre for R. B. Wilby, owner of
the Cameo. Mr. Wilby, in addition to the
Atlanta house, operates the Princess theatre in Birmingham, two houses in Selma,
Alabama, and three in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Taking Mr. Coleman's place in Macon will
be Montague Salmon, at present manager
of the Lyi-ic theatre in Atlanta, who will go
to Macon to assume the management of the
Famous houses there shortly after the closing of the Lyric theatre, which will occur
al)out Mav 9th.

No.
Vo.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Honor Roll
2119 — -Herbert Quick. .Carbondale, Pa.
2120— T'. E. Tolen. . .Havelock, Nebr.
2121 — L. H. Simpson. .Piedmont, Ala.
2122 — G. Courtney Kidwell.Ironton, 0.
2123— K 7?. Tinkham. .Lake View, Me.
2124 — A. H. Lanoter. .New Castle, Ind.
2125— J". W. Grouse. Twin Falls, Idaho
2126— F. P. Baughn..Wash. C. H. 0.
2127— iV. C. Borders. . .Lakeland, Fla.

Iheatre

Construction

Consultation and advice en all
phases of theatre projects from
inception to completion including methods of finance
Plans,

Specifications, Supervision and Construction, Investigations, Reports and
Management,
Efficiency
and Economy

Send

us your proposition for analysis

H. Robins Burroughs

Co.

Elngineers
70 East 45th St.
New Y*rk City
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RATES : lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.
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SECTION

SERVICE

A classified ad in MoTION PICTURE News offers the
full resources and circulation of the News to the advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.

/^LL

THIS WEtK

OAINTV. BEWITCHIMO. OLE VI 0, OOMEOlENM
COUttN
Ml

COLOMiAL

to LLOYD HUQUCg^Nn LEON eKr'
AODtO AHRACJION a tXTRAORDINM'i
CHARLES DORNBERCLI

OOJIIBLE

LLOvB-ilOcHES SS"

^

VICrOft RtCORMNC ORCNISTRA
wiTHjjt _DEXjrtR__Sr$TtRS lAiMOMY siNoas

Whether you want to reach executives, branch managers,
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can accompHsh this
quickly and economically through the News Classified
Columns.

Wanted
POSITION WANTED.—
Man as usher or doorman in
New York City only. Married. Steady. Best references. Box 219, Motion Picture News, New York City.
FOR SALE. — 500 first
class theatre chairs. Cheap
to quick buyer. . Inquire
American Theatre, East Liverpool, Ohio.
WANTED.— Buy or lease
movie theatre ; medium town
preferred. State full particulars in your first letter.
Fred Clemans, Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
POSTER ARTIST and
letterer, formerly with A.
Vimm, at Capitol Theatre,
New York City, would like
position with first class
house, New York or elsewhere. Box 970, Motion Picture News, New York City.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high class scenic prologues.
Will go anywhere. Milo B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.
OPERATOR and electrician, married, with eight
years' big town experience,
wants job at once. Walter
Ingalls, New Hampton, la.
EXPORT
POSITION
WANTED.— Well educated
young man, twenty-three,
thoroughly versed in salesmanship and office routine,
wishes connection with motion picture distributor in
export branch, either home
office or travel. Speaks and
writes English, Spanish, Portugese and French; traveled
extensively. Central and
Latin Americas, Venezuela

For Sale
Best paying laboratory in Middle
West. Best of lights; office and
laboratory equipment. Address
Box York
200, Motion
Picture News,
New
City.

and Columbia. Now in export business; highest references. Box 980, Motion Picture News, New York City.
WANTED to buy or lease
theatre in Virginia. Address,
P. 0. Box 555, Coeburn, Va.
WANTED to lease motion
picture theatre in Connecticut. Fully equipped. Small
town preferred. Box 220,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
EXPERIENCED
ORGANIST and piano orchestra leader wishes engagement. Has large modern
library and ten years' picture experience. Can coach
singers and choruses. Has
business ability. Box 990,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
AT LIBERTY April 18.
— Motion Picture Photographerown
;
outfit. Address,
Box 975, care of Motion Picture News, New York City.
PROJECTIONIST at liberty; Powers' Simplex; do
owii repairing; 7 years in
projection room ; Pennsylvania preferred; other managers write. Projectionists,
care of Motion Picture News.

SALESMAN WANTED, Experienced, for Moller Pipe
Organs in New York and
Philadelphia. Must be exceptionally capable. Address Application to 1204
Franklin Trust Buildine.
Philadelphia, Pa.

The styles of advertising used by nine different theatres in
their campaigns on "Sally" (First Nat'l) are shown in this
lay-out. Reading across and down, the houses represented
are: Grand theatre, Pittsburgh; Colonial theatre, Dayton;
Capitol theatre, Des Moines; Rivoli theatre, Baltimore;
Grand Central, West End Lyric and Capitol theatres,
St. Louis; Pantheon theatre, Toledo; Rialto theatre, Omaha;
Gordon's theatre, Boston; Capitol
Springfield. Mass.
Although these ads are hand drawntheatre,
for the most part, stock
material is used effectively in several.
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CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in zvhich Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut tozvard such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. {S. R. indicates State Right
release.)
Refer to THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

BOOKING

GUIDE

for Productions Listed Prior to September
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Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Re'
SEPTEMBER
Janice Meredith Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn 12 reels. . Aug. It
K
—
,
The
Unknown
Virginia
Valli
Universal
8146 feet. Sept. t
Star
Feature
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Let Him Buck
Dick Carter Sanford Prod
5 reels. .
Abraham Lincola Special Cast
First National 12 reels. . .Feb. 2 Lily of the Alley Chrissie White Cranfield
&
Clarke
iS. R.)
6289 feet.
ilaskan. The
Thomas Meighan Paramount
6757 feet. .Sept. 27
Another
Wife Kirkwood-Lee
5 reels.
. .Oct. 11 Madonna of the Streets.. . Sills-Nazimova First National 7507 feet. Oct. 21
Bifi Bang Man's
Buddy
Buddy Roosevelt .... Prod.
Weiss Dis.
Bros.Corp
(S. R ) . . 4670
feet
Married Flirts Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 7 reels. . Oct. 25
4313 feet
Big Timber
William Desmond .... Universal 4650 feet . . Aug 9 Midnight Secrets George Larkin Rayart
■•rder Intrigue Franklyn Farnum Ind Pict (S. R.)
Midnight Express, The Elaine Hammerstein. C. B. C. (S. R.) 5967feet.
Breath of Scandal, The. . .Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg 6200 feet. Aug. 30 Millionaire Cowboy, The. Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
5 reels . . bee. 9
Nov. I
Buill for Running Leo Maloney Steiner (S. R.)
Mine With The Iron Door,
Captain Blood
Kerrigan-Paige Vitagraph lOCOO feet Sept. 20
The
O'Malley-Mackaill. . .Principal Pict. ... 8 reels.. Nov. 22
Captain January Baby Peggy
Principal Pict 6194 feet. July 19 Navigator,
The
Buster
Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
....
5600
feet
Chalk Marks
Special Cast
Prod. Dis. Corp
Only Woman, The
Norma Talmadge
First National 6770 feet. Sept. 2«
Open All Night
Special Cast
Paramount
6 reels.. Nov. 8
Conqueror, The
William Farnum Fox (re-issue)
Covered Wagon, The Special Cast
Paramount
Mar. 13. 1J23
Passionate Adventure, The. Alice Joyce
Selznick
Cowboy Prmce, The Ashton Dearholt . . . Arrow
4410 feet . .
Price of a Party, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
... 6 reels. . Sept. 20
Frank Merrill Hercules Film Prod. (S. R.) . . . Oct. II
Cyclone Rider, The Howes-Bennett Fox
7 reels .. .Aug. 30 Reckless Speed
Yakima Canutt Arrow
4927 feet.
Dante'6 Inferno P Starke-R. Lewis
Fox
5484 feet. .Oct. 11 Ridin' Mad
Bmpty Hearts
C. Bow- J. Bowers . . Banner Prod 6000 feet Oct. 4 Ridin' West
Jack Perrin
Madoc Sales
5 reels
Pangs of the Wolf Charles Hutchison Weiss Bros. (S. R.)
Hunter
75-5 feet
Past and Fearless Buaalo Bill, Jr
... Weiss Bios. (S. R.) .4650 feet. Oct. 4 Silent
Street Watcher,
of Tears, The
The Glenn
Sa tschi-Clay
on First
RayartNational
Prod
4878
feet.
Special Cast ...
First National Creels.. Oct. 18
Poet
of Clay
L. Joy-R.
La Roque. Paramount
Paramount 10Creels
reels. ..Sept.
. Sept. 2713 Sundown
Pemale,
The
Betty
Compson
Those Who Judge
P legen
R. Miller-Lou Tel- Banner Prod
fiuoo feet
Pight for Honor, A
E.Novak-W. Fairbanks. C. B. C. 'S. i?.)
^ind Your Man
Rin-tin-tin (Dog» .. Warner Bros
6800 feet Oct. II Thundering Hoofs Fred Thompson F. B. O
5 reels. . Dec. M
Bis Hour
Special Cast
Meuo-Goldwyn 6300 feet . . Sept. 20 Trouping With Ellen Helene Chadwick .. . Prod. Dist. Corp 7 reels.. .Nov.
2»
Honor Among Men
Edmund Lowe
Fox
.
Virtuous Revolt Edith Thornton Steiner (S. R.)
I«n18
Walloping Wallace Buddy Roosevelt Weiss Bros (S. R.). 4830 feet. .Oct.
.Oct.
In
Every
Woman's
Life.
.
Special
Cast
First
National
7
reels
Oct.
18
Oct
to Hollywood with Potash
Oct. ' 18IS
Oct;
6 reels. . Oct. 2S
and Perlmutter Carr-Sidney First .National 66S5 feet . Sept. 27 Warrens of Virginia W. Lytell-M. Mans- field Fox J
Lawful Cheater, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib 6 reels
Winner Take All
Charles Jones Fox
5949 feet.
Without Warning Ayres-Moreno Paramount
6 reels..
L«e's
Game Special
Cast
F.Warner
B. OBros
701(>
feet . Oft.
Lover Greatest
of Camille
Blue-Prevost
t reels
Nov 22II
Wolf Blood
Clayton-Chesbro Lee Bradford (S. R.)
Man Who Fights Alone,
The
Wilham Farnum Paramount
644S feet Aug. 8
Man Without a Heart. . . Novak-Harlan Banner Prod
6000 feet Oct. 4
NOVEMBER
Notch Number One Ben Wilson-M. Daw Arrow
4i46 feet
Reviewed
Oh, You Tony
Tom Mix
Fox
6302 feet
Star
Distributed By Length
S»pt.
27
One
Night
in
Rome
Laurette
Taylor
Metro-Goldwyn
.
.
.
.
588.'i
feet
Feature
Painted Flapper, The Kirkwood-Garon Chadwick 5700 feet. Sept. 8
Special Cast
Warner Bros.
Painted Lady, The
George
O'BrienInnocence,
The. Viola Dana
Alongor Came
Ruth
Metro-Goldwyn 5000 feet. .Aug.
Dorothy
Mackaill. . .Fox
6938 feet Oct. 4 Age
Batthn'
Bill
Dick Carter
Sanford
Prod
5 reels
Price She Paid, The Alma Rubens C. B. C. (S. R.)
Beloved
Brute,
The
Marguerite
de
la
Motte.
Vitagraph
6719
feet. .Nov. 22
Racing for Life
E.Novak- W. FairbanksC. B. C. (S. R.)
Rlack Lightning
Thunder i dog)
Lumas Films
6 reels. . Oct. t>
Ramshackle House Betty Compson Prod. Dis. Corp . .
'eels . Oct. II ■ Brass
Bowl,
The
Edmund
Lowe
Fox
5380
feet. .Nov. •
Reckless Ridin' Bill Dick Carter Sanford Prod .... 5 reels... Sept. Bioken Laws
Mrs. Wallace Reed .. F. B. O
7 reels . . . Dee. 2»
Red Lily, The
Novarro-Bennett Metro-Goldwyn 6975 feet Aug. 9 Chorus Lady, The
Margaret
Livingston
Prod.
Dis.
Corp
6020
feet
Roaring Rails
Harry Carey
Prod. Dis. Corp
6 reels . .Oct. 25
Richard Barthelmess. First National 6800 feet. Nov. 2t
Sainted Devil, A
Rudolph Valentino. .. Paramount
9 reels .. Nov. 29 Classmates
Dark
Swan,
The
Special
Cast
Warner
Bros
6
reels..
Dec. •
Sell
Hatton-M. Mills. Arrow
feet
of Broadway
Douglas McLean Assoc. Exhib
6 reels . Nov. 1(
$ide 'Em
ShowCowboy
of Life D.Torrence-Nilsson
Paramount 4821
6 reels
. Aug. 2 East
Fast
Worker,
The
Reginald
Denny
Universal
6896
feet.
Sept. 27
lilent Wires
Charles Hutchison .... Steiner iS. R.)
x
Sinners in Heaven Dix-Daniels Paramount
b reels . . . Sept. 20 Flames
Uer Fo
Standing-Mi
of Desire
For
Another
Woman
Kermeth
Harlan
Rayart
Kct.
(S.
R.)..5637
feet
Sinners in Silk
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5750 feet Aug. 30 Game Fif-hter, A
.... Bill Patton
Madoc Sales
56214
reels
Slanderers,
The
Special Cast
Universal
feet
Dis. Corp 6821
Ruth Miller. . . Prod.
Girl on the Stairs, The. . .Patsy
Smoking Trails Bill Patton
Madoc Sales
3 reels
Daw-Tellegen
Vitagraph
feet.
.Not. 8
I
Stepping Lively Richard Talmadge .... Truart
5 reels Nov.
Greater
Than
Marriage.
Constance
Talmadge.
First
National
8
reels
. .Dec. •
Nov. g4
Tarnish
Special Cast
First National 6831 feet Oct.
B. Wilson-V. LaPlante Arrow
5089 feet
Her Night of Romance
This Woman
Irene Rich
Warner Bros 6842 feet
His
Majesty
the Outlaw D. Hatton-M. Mills.. .Arrow
Turmoil, The
Special Cast
Universal
7 reels
iiorse
S''en.se
4*^48
feet
Hot Water
Harold Lloyd Pathe
8 reels
... Nov. 8
Vanity's
Price
Anna
0Nilsson
F.
B.
O
6
reels..
.
Sept.
20
First National 6 reels. . Nov. 8
Verdict of the Desert Neal Hart
Steiner (S. R.)
June 7 Husband and Lovers Special Cast
.Dec. 13
feet.
6919
National
0. Nilsson.First
Welcome Stranger Special Cast
Prod. Dis, Corp .. . 7 reels . Oct.
L. Stone-A.
Hollywood Special
Inez fromEverything
6 reels. . .Nov. li
Asso. Exhib
Cast
Is Love
Wine of Youth
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 6600 feet July
feet
4437
...Arrow
Dearholt.
Tolanda
Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn 10125 feet Mar.
Pete The.... Ashton
of Pinto
Lash Man
last
on E-arth,
Farl Fox
Fox.
. 7 reels. . .Dec. 27
Rayart Pict. (S. R.)..5056 feet
Howes
Reed
Romance
Liehtning
OCTOBER
6reeU....D«c M
.
O
B.
F.
...
Talmadge.
Richard
La ughmg at Danger
Steiner fS. R.)
Maloney
Leo
End, The
Loser's
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
7 reels. . .Nov. 8
Paramount
Dii
Richard
Manhattan
Acrosb the Dead Line. . . . Leo Maloney Steiner (S. R.)
5 reels
Man
Who
Played
Square,
-pj,g
Buck
Jones
Fox
5
reels. .
Bandolero, The
7 reels
6600 feet. Dec. 2*
Barbara Freitchie Special
Florence Cast
Vidor Metro-Goldwyn
Prod. Dis. Corp 7179
(eet . .Oct.
Oct. 18II Meddling Women
. Lionel Barrymore Chadwick.
. Sept. C
reels
8
Paramount
Hunter
Glenn
.
.
Movies
Battling Orioles, The Tyron-Mehaffey Pathe
the
5600 feet Aug. 23
Merton of
4609 feet .Nov. 22
Beautiful Sinner, The . . . . E.Novak-W.Fairbanks.C. B. C. (S. R.) 4744 feet
Husband s Wives. . . Shirley Mason Fox
Dec. 1627
Moreno-Chadwick. .. .Paramount
6 reels. Nov. I Mv
Border Legion
B. (Lefty) F. B. 0
Maurice
Flynn
5 reels. Aug.
No-Gun Man. The
BuUerfly
Special Cast
Universal 7472 feet Aug. 30
feet
.5846
R.l
'S.
C.
Christine of the Hungry
B.
C.
Glorious Night . Elaine Hammerstein Rayart Pict. Corp. . . .5637 feet
Heart
Vidor-Keith First National 7.500 feet. .Nov. I One
Pell Street Mystery George Larkin Prod.
Dis. Corp 5530 feet
Circe,
The
Enchantress.
.
.
Mae
Murray
Metro-Goldwyn
6882
feet
.
Oct.
4
Romance. The T. Roy Barnes
Reckless
Clean Heart
Special Cast
Vitagraph 7500 feet Sept. 27 Rirtin'
Kid from Powder Hoot Gibson Universal 5725 feet . . Oct. 24
River
5297 feet . . Dec. 6
Dangerous Flirt, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
.4660 feet
Weiss Bros. (S. R.). .4939
Dangerous Money Bebe Daniels Paramount
feet.
6 reels ... Oct. 2"> Rip Roarin Roberts . . . Buddy Roosevelt Arrow.
Daring Chances Jack Hoxie
Universal
Oct. IS4
Canutt Universal 6362 feet Nov.
Mary Philbin
Romance and Rustlers... .Yakima
Darwin Was Right George O'Hara and
George
O'Brien
Fox
7500
feet Dec. 13
Rose
of
Paris
Monkeys
Fox
4992 feet. .Nov. 8
Barbara
La
Marr
First
National
7794
feet
.Ben Wilson-M. Harris. Arrow
4828 feet
Deaert Hawk, The
Roughneck, The
Sandra
William Farnum Fox (re-issue)
Dec. •
4698 feet
Diamond Bandit, The. . .. ./■ iton Dearholt Arrow
Special Cast
First National 12 reels. . . June 14
The. .
Charles Ray
Pathe
6400 feet. .Sept. 13 Scuttlers,
Dynamite Smith
reels.
5
R.).
Nov. 22
(S.
Flemmg
Sea
Hawk,
The
J.
Ferguson T.
Koipty Hands
of Fear
Jack Holt
Paramount 7048 feet . . Aug. 3 Siient
tSharltles
AC,u,er.
lue. Al.
Special
Cast
Metro-Go
Bod of the Trail
William Farnum Fox (re-issue)
5883 feet Dec. C
dwyn 6513
Metro-Golldwyn
Cast
Special
The
user
Ac
Silent
End ef the World, The . . . Jack Pickford
4 D
6700 feet
Nov. 8
Pete Morrison AlUed
SteinerP. (S.
R.)
Palae Trails
feet.
6506 ^^^^
Metro-Goldwyn
|S°ThiI1s
Babby Peggy Universal
Strangling Marriage'.
Threads Special Cast
Cranfield
& Clarke ^^^^
Family Secret, The
Past Set, The
.Jan. t
Betty Compson Paramount
8 reels.. Oct. 52
Forbidden Paradise Pola Negri
Paramount
8 reels ... Nov. 15
Alma
Rubens
Fox
6674
feet
.
.
Dec.
6
Gerald Diamond
Cranston's Lady..
Desmond ... .Un^^ersa
^mam Dunbar
Great
Sun^t Trail. The . David
Rayart l.Pict.. ^Corp 5466 feet
The Mystery Shirley Mason Pox
5096 feet. .Nov. 1 Trfii nu'st
Fox
June . . .Sterner (S. R.) 4915 feet. .Jan.
of a Bride.".'. . . .Agnew-M.
Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 4730
feet ... .Aug.
Oct. 30
18 iJ^ubles
Sept. I
Charles Hutchison.
Hard
Hamilton. . . Buflalo
Turned Un
Bosworth-Starke
Fox
b reels.
'heartsHittin'
o( Oak
Unrelttained
'Youth Brandon Tynan .. . . Lee-Bradford (S.t R.) ,7 reels, . . . „
„
Nov. 23
t
Gloria Swansoo Paramoun
Pic
Principal
Helen's Babies
Virtue
of
W«M
Peggy
Baby
22
.MoT.
Gloria Swanson Paramount
7 reels ... Oct. 4 wJfte Man
feet.
fS'O
Schulberg
P.
1»-r
Love
Story
B.
an
Joyce-Harl
.
.
feet
Mil and Run
E Novak-W. Fairbanks C. B. C. (S R.) . . . 4875
Hoot Gibson Universal 5508 feet Aug. 16 w?mpn First
2T
Bouse of Youth. The . . . Jacqueline Logan i»rod. Dis. Corp
7 reels. . Oct. 26 WorTdly Goods .'.'.' " .'' • Agnes Ayres .
Paramount
6 reels . . Nov 2»
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DECEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reriewed
Air Hawk, The
Al. Wilson
F. B. O
5 reels .Nov. 29
ArgeatiDe
Love
Daniels-Cortez
Paramount
feet. .Jan. 3
After Dark
Charles Hutchison .... Steiner (S. R.) 5970
5 reels
Battling Mason
Frank Merrill Hercules Fihn Prod. (S. R.)
Beaut;Rich
Prize, The
Viola
Metro-Goldwyn
reels,
B«m
SpecialDana
cast
First
National 76100
feet . ....Oct.
Dec . 201
Branded a Bandit Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.)
4729 feet
Brsed of the Border Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
5 reels. . .Mar. 14
Cafe in Cairo, A
Priscilla Dean Prod. Dis. Corp 5G36 feet. .Feb. 7
Cheap Kisses
L. Rich-C. Landis F. B. O
6538 feet. .Nov. 24
City that Never Sleeps
Paramount
6 reels. . . .Oct. 11
Came On Cowboys Dick Hatton Arrow
4700 feet.. May 24
C*arage
Franklvn Farnum Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Dangerous Flirt, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
6 reels .. .Dec. fi
Daagbter of the Night Special Cast
Fox
6 reels. . .Dec. 13
Deadwood Coach, The.... Tom Mix
Fox
G346 feet. .Jan. 18
Desert Madness Jack Perrin Madoc Sales
5 reels
Fatal Uistake
E.Novak-WJairbanksC. B. C
Ftaming
Forties,
The Harry
Dist. Cttrp 5779
feet
Gaiety Girl,
The
Mary Carey
Philbin J>rod.
Universal
8 reels
. . . June 7
Garden of Weeds, The. . .Betty Compssn Paramount 6 reels. . .Not. 15
Geared to Go
Reed Howes
Rayart
5117 feet
Gerald Cranston's Lady. . .Kirkwood-Rubens Fox
6674 feet . . Dec. 6
He Who Gets Slapped Lon Chaney Metro-Goldwyn 6600 feet. .Not. 15
Idle Tongues
Kenyon-Marmont . . . .First National 5300 feet. .Dec. 2»
In Love With Love Special Cast
Fox
5677 feet. .Jan. 3
Lishtheuse by the Sea Rin-Tin-Ttn (dog) Warner Bros 6700 feet. .Jan. 17
Leve and Glory
Charles DeRoche Universal 7765 feet. .Aug. IS
Lest Lady, The
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
7 reels ... Jan. 16
Leve's Wilderness Corinne Griffith First National 6tOO feet. .Dec. 20
BCan Hunter
William Farnum Fox (re-issne)
Measure of a Man, The. .William Desmond. . . .Universal
Sept. 20
Mirage, The
Florence Vidor Prod. Die. Corp
7 reels. . .Mar. 14
North of 36
Special Cast
Paramount 7906 feet. .Dec. 13
Ob the Stroke of Three. . .Special Cast
F. B. 0
7 reels. . .Dec. 13
On Probation Edith Thornton Steiner (S. R.)
S reels... Dec. 13
Pampered Youth Landis-Calhoun Vitagraph 6500 feet. .Feb. 21
Pearl of Love, The
Special Cast
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Peter Pan
Betty Bronson Paramount
(500 feet. .Jan. 10
Playthings of Desire Special Cast
H.F.Jans
7 reels. . .Jan. %
Silk Stocking Sal
Evelyn Brent F. B. O
6 reels. . Dec. 20
So Big
Colleen Moore First National 9 reels ... Jan. 17
Soul's Awakening, A
Flora Le Breton Cranfield
&
Clarke
(S. R.)
5597 feet
Tengues of Flame Thomas Meighan Paramount 67i3 feet. .Dec. 27
Trail ef Vengeance, The. .Al. Ferguson J. J. Flemieg (S. R.)
Triflers, The
Busch-Mayo B. P. Schulberg C626 feet
Two-Fisted Sheriff, A. . . .Yakima Canutt Arrow
4878 feet. .Dec. «
Two Shall Be Born J. Novak-K. Harlan.. Vitagraph
6 reels. . .Dec. 20
Western Wallop Jack Hoxie
Fox
5 reels.
White Sheep
Mehaffcy-Tryon Pathe
S091 feet Dec. S
JANUARY
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Arkena Romeo, The Buck Jones
Fox
4694 feet. .Jan. 31
As Man Desires Sills-Dana First National 8 reels. . .Jan. 31
Battling Bunyan
Wesley Barry Asso. Exhib
4718 feet Dec. 27
Baniers Burned Away. . . . Special Cast
Asso. Evhib
6474 feet Dec. 27
Broadway Butterfly Special Cast
Warner Bros
7 reels. . .Feb. 21
Cactus Cure, The
Dick Hatton Arrow
4922 feet.
Capital Punishment Bow-Hackathorne . . . .B.P. Schulberg 5950 feet. .Jan. 24
Chu Chin Chow
Betty Blythe Metro-Goldwyn 6408 feet. .Feb. 21
Coning Through Thomas Meighan Paramount
6 reels. . .Feb. 21
Dancers, The
Special Cast
Fox
1.6583 feet Jan.24
Devil's
Cargo,
The
Special
Cast
Paramount
8
... Jan.
Jan. 3110
Dixie
Handicap
Special
Metro-Goldwyn
6905reels
feet
Karly Bird,
The
Johnny Cast
Hines Burr
(S. R.)
7000
feet. . ..Dec.
27
East of Suez
Pola Negri
Paramount 6500 feet. .Jan. 17
Easy Money
Special Cast
Rayart Pict. (S. R.) . .6067 feet
Enticement Special Cast
First National 7 reels . . . Jan .31
Excuse Me
Shearer-Nagel Metro-Goldw3m 5747 feet . . Feb. 7
Fearbound
M. Daw-N. Welch Vitagraph 5700 feet. .Feb. 14
Free to Love
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg
Frivolous Sal
Special Cast
First National 7307 feet. .Jan. 19
Feel and His Money, A. . .Madge Bellamy C. B. C
Gambling Fool, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp
Golden Bed, The
Special Cast
Paramount
9 reels ... Jan. 31
Gold Heels
George O'Hara Fox
6020 feet . . Feb. 7
Greed
Soecial
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
.
10067
Dec. 2C27
Humcane Kid, The Hoot Gibson Universal
5 reels.teet. .Dec.
Isn't
Life
Wonderful
Dempster-Hamilton.
.
.D.
W.
Griffith
8
reels
Dec. 137
I/eaming to Love
Constance Talmadge. . First National 6109 feet . . Feb.
Let Women Alone Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp 5620 feet
Locked Doors
Special Cast
Paramount 6221 feet. .Jan. 24
Lost Chord, The
Special Cast
Arrow
6300 feet . . Jan. 3
Man Must Live, A
Richard Dix
Paramount 7 reels Jan. 24
Midnight Molly
Evelyn Brent F. B. 0
6 reels . . . Mar. 7
Miss Bluebeard Bebe Daniels Paramount
7 reels . . . Feb. 7
Moccasins
Bill Cody
.Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. P.)
Ofl the Highway Jacqueline Logan Prod. Dis. Corp
Parasite, The
Bellamy-O. Moore.... B. P. Schulberg 5140 feet. .Jan. 31
IHuntom Shadows Al. Ferguson J- J- Fleming
5 reels
Porta of Call, The
Edmund Lowe Fox
5590 feet. .Jan. 24
Rattler, The
Special Cast
Ermine Prod
5 reels . . . Jan. 1 0
Redeeming Sin, The Nazimova-Tellegen .. .Vitagraph
6 reels ... Jan. 31
Rough and Ready Wm. Farnum Fox (re-issue)
Safeguarded Eva Novak
Rayart (S. R.)
Solvation Hunters, The
United Artists 6 reels. . .Jan. 17
Soad Blind
Ben Wilson
Arrow
5119 feet
Scarlet and Gold
Al Ferguson J. J. Fleming
5 reels
Secrets of the Night Special Cast
Universal 6799 feet. .Dec. 20
SmouMering Fires Pauline Frederick. . . .Universal 7356 feet. .Dec. 13
Soft Shoes
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
6 reels . . . Mar. 21
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
5590 feet
Tainted Money
E. Novak-W.FairbanksC. B. C. (S. R.) 4996 feet
Tom Boy, The
Devore-Rawlinson. . . .Chadwick Pict
6 reels .. .Jan. 3
Thief in Paradise, The Special Cast
First National 8 reels . . . Jai». 1 0
Tomorrow'sThe
Love House
Agnes Ayres
Paramount 6375
6 reels
Jan. IS1 7
Tornado,
Peters Universal
feet . .. . .Nov.
TriSers, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg 6626 feet. .Dec. 27
Trigger Fingers Bob Custer Ind. Pict. (S. P.) 5 reels. . .Nov. 22
Trouble Buster, The Leo Maloney Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Verdict of the Desert Neal Hart
Ambassador Pict. (S.
R. )
5000 feet
Vic Dyson Pays
B. Wilson-N. Gerber. . Arrow
5067 feet
Why Women Sio
Assoc. Erhib
Women i>nd Gold
Special Cast Lumas Film Corp. . . .6 reels Jan. 2
FEBRUARY
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Back to Life
Patsy Ruth Miller Asso. Exhib
5826 feet . Feb. 2'*
Bad Company
C. Tearle-M.Kennedy. Assoc. Exhib
5551 feet. .Jan. 24

Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Baree, Son of Kazan Wolf (Dog)
Vitagraph.
Bridge of Sighs
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Champion of Lost Causes . Edmund Lowe
Fox Film
5115 feet . . Fefc. 28
Charley's Aunt
Sidney Chaplin Prod. Dist. Corp
6 reels, . .Feb. 21
Cheaper to Marry Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5921 feet . , Feb. 14
Cloud Rider, The ,,, , Al. Wilson
F. B. O
5 reels.. Feb. 28
Comin' Thro' the Rye. . . .Special Cast
Cranfield
& Clarke 7400 feet. Dee. 27
(S. R.)
Contraband Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels , , , Feb. 14
Crimson Circle, The Flora Le Breton Cranfield & Clarke.. .4500 feet
Curley Top
Shirley Mason Fox
5828 feet . . Jan. 17
Dangerous Pleasure Special Cast
Inde. Pict. Corp
Dick Tnrpin
Tom Mix
Fox
8 reels. . .Feb. 7
Drag Harlan
William Farnum . .Fox (re-issue)
Fearless Lover, The E.Novak- W.FairbanksC. B. C
Flashing Spurs
Bob Custer Ind. Pict. (S. R.)
5 reels . . . Jan. 3
Flying Hoofs
Jack Hoxie
Universal
5 reels
Folly of Vanity Special Cast
Fox
7 reels... Feb. 14
Forty Winks
Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels . . . Feb. 14
Girl of Gold, The
Florence Vidor Prod. Dist. Corp
Greatest Love of All George Beban Asso. Exhib 6486 feet. .Not. 22
Her
Husband'sValue
Seciet Agnes
SpecialAyres
Cast Prod.
First National
6151 feet. .Feb. 14
Her Market
Dist. Corp
Hunted Woman, The Special Cast
Fox
4954 feet . . April 4
If I Marry Again Doris Kenyon First National 7242 feet. .Jan. 3
Kiss m the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount
Lady, The
Norma Talmadge First National 7 reels . . . Feb. 7
Lady of the Night Norma Shearer Metro-Goldwyn 5419 feet. .Mar. 14
Last Laugh, The
Emil Jannings Universal
7 reels. . .Dec. 29
Mad Dancer, The
Ann Permington H. F. Jans
7 reels . . . Mar. 7
Mas Without a Con- science Willard Louis Warner Bros
„
Man's World,
A HeartsClayton-Landis
Snecial Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Mansion
of Aching
B. P. Schulberg 6147 feet. .Mar. 14
Midnight Girl, The Lila Lee
Chadwick (S. R.) 6300 feet. .Mar. 23
Never the Twain Shall
Meet
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Oh, Doctor
Reginald Denny Universal
6587 feet. .Not. 29
Once in a Lifetime Edmund Love Fox
On Thin Ice
Tom Moore
Warner Bros
6 reels. . .Mar. 21
On the Threshold Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corn
Prairie Wife
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 6487 feet
PrivateMan,
PeggyThe
O'Day Evelyn
B. O
Right
George Brent
Larkin F.Rayart
(S. R.) 4571 feet
Rag Man, The
Jackie Coogan Metro-Goldwyn 5968 feet. .Fefc. 21
Ridin'
Pretty
William
Desmond.
.
.
.Universal
4812 feet.
feet. .Not.
.Jan. 1517
Rip Snorter, The
Hatton-Mills Arrow
4998
Roaring Adventure Jack Hoxie
Universal 4800 feet. .Feb. 14
Savages of the Sea Frank Merrill Hercnles Film Prod. (S. R.)
Sawdust Trail
Shirley Mason Fox
Speed Wild
Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
r.
Square
Peg,
The
Special
Star Dust Trail, The Shirley Cast
Mason Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
4800 feet . . Mar. 7
Super Speed
ReedHowes Rayart Pict. (S. R.) .. 5257 feet . . Feb. 7
Street
The
Special
Chadwick
Pict
Swan, Singer.
The
Special Cast
Cast
Paramount
6 reels. . .Mar. 14
Thundering Herd, The . . . Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels . . . Mar. 7
Top of the World Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels . . . Jan. 1 7
Trail Rider
Buck Jones
Fox
4752 feet. .Feb. 21
When Winter Went Special Cast
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Who Cares
Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.)
MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Adventurous Sex, The.. . .Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
6 reels . . .Mar. 21
Air Mail, The
Special Cast
Paramount
8 reels. . .Mar. 23
Beauty and the Bad Man . Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Billy, The Kid
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict Corp
Blood and Steel Desmond Holmes. . . Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Boomerang, The
AnilaStewart-B.Lytell .B. P. Schulberg 6714 feet . . April 4
Border Justice. . . ...Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp 5432 fen. .Nov. 8
Confessions of a Queen .. Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 6 reels, . .April 4
Crackerjack, The
Johnny Hines C. C. Burr
6500 feet
Crimson Runner, The. . . .Priscilla Dean Pros. Dist. Corp
Daddy Goes A Hunting. .Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet. .Mar. 7
Dangerous Innocence
Dressmaker
from Paris, LaPlante-E. O'Brien. .Universal 6759 Feet Mar. 21
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount
7 reels . . . Mar. 28
Denial, and
The
Special Cast H.Metro-Goldwyn
4791 feet March 21
Ermine
Rhinestone
F. Jans
Everyman's Wife
Fox.
:
Fightmg the Flames Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.)
Flattery
Bowers-de
la
Motte..
.Chadwick
(S.
R.)
Friendly Enemies Weber and Fields. . . .Prod. Dist. Corp
Great Divide, The
Terry-Tearle Metro-Goldwyn 7811 feet. .Feb. 2
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer F. B. O
5 reels. . .April 11
Goose
Hangs
High,
The
..
Special Peters
Cast
Paramount
6 reels
Feb. 2814
Head Winds
House
Universal 5609
feet.. . ..Mar.
Hunting
Wild Animals in Special Cast
Hollywood
Fox
Let 'Er Buck
Hoot Gibson Universal
Lone Outlaw, The
Hoot Gibson Universal
Love's Bargain M. Daw-C. Brook. . . .F. B. O
I Want My Man
Sills-Kenyon First National
Jimmie's
Richard
Tahnadge Universal
F. B. O
6 reels.
.Fefc. 28
Mad
Whirl,Millions
The
Mav
McAvoy
6184
feet. . .Dec.
27
Monster, The
L. Chaney- J. Arthur . . Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet . . Feb. 28
My Wife and I.
Special Cast
Warner Bros
New Lives for Old Betty Compson Paramount 5700 feet . . Mar. 7
New Toys
Richard Barthelmess. .First National 8 reels ... Feb. 21
Night Ship, The
Special Cast
Lumas Film (S. R.),. 6 reels. . .Fefc. 21
None But the Brave Richard Dix
Paramount
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib
6 reels. . .Feb. 28
Playing With Souls Specia ICast First National 7 reels . . . Mar. 1 4
Price of Pleasure, The Valli-Kerry Universal 6618 feet
Recompense M Prevost-M. Blue. . .Warner Bros
Raffles,
The Amateur House Peters Universal
Cracksman
Rainbow Trail, The Tom Mix
Fox
Range Terror, The
Bob Custer Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . . 5 reels, , ,Fob. 28
Riders of the Purple Sage. Tom Mix
Fox
5578 feet, .Mar. 28
Roaring Adventure, The, .Jack Hoxie
Universal 4657 feet
Seven
Chances
Buster
Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
5113
feet
Sackcloth and Scarlet. .. .Alice Terry
Paramount
7 reels
... Mar. 7
Saddle Hawk, The Hoot Gibson Universal 4419 feet. .Mar. 7
Salome of the Tenements. J etta Goudal Paramount
7 reels ... Mar. 7
Sally
Colleen Moore First National 8 reels . . .Mar. 28
Scar Hannan
Yakima Canutt F. B. 0
5 reels ,, .April 4
She Wolves, .
Fox
Sign of the Cactus, The.. .Jack Hoxie
Universal . 49,18 feet. .Jan. 10
Stop Flirting Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp

1986

Motion

Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Straight Through Wm. Desmond Universal . .4867 feet
Tainted Souls
Special Cast
Fox
. . 5 reels. . .April 4
That Devil Quemado Fred Thomson F. B. O
Tale of a Thousand and
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis Dist. Div.
(S. R.)
6800 feet .
Where Romance Rides . . . Dick Hatton Arrow
4301 feet . . Feb. 1 2
Woman's Faith, A
Reubens-Marmont
7 reels . . . April 4
APRIL
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length ReTiewed
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moore. .Paramount
After Business Hours. . . Hammerstein-Tellegen, C. B. C. (S. R.)
Awful Truth, The
Agnes Ayres
Prod. Dist. Corp
Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Beggar on Horseback, A. .Ralston-Nissen Paramount
Bandit Tamer, The
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
California Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny Universal
Coast of Folly.
Gloria Swanson
. .Pararount .
Code of the West
D. Moore-C. Bennett . Paramount
Courageous Fool, The . . . .Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Daogbters Who Pay
Special Cast
Banner Prod 6000 feet
Declasse
Corinne GrifiSth First National 6 reels ... April 4
rac« OB the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Faint Perfume
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg
Fighting Sheriff, The. . . iBill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Getting
Right
(S. R.) 4G69
Heart of'Em
a Siren,
The. . . George
Barbara Larkin
La Marr Rayart
First National
6700 feet
feet. .Mar. 21
If Marriage Fails Jacqueline Logan F. B. O
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6000 feet
Kiss
the Dark,
SpecialBronson
Cast
Paramount'
Little inFrench
Girl, A
The. . .Betty
Paramount
Man and Maid
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Hen and Women
Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels Mar. 28
My Son
Nazimova-J. Pickford.First National
One Way Street Special Cast
First National 5596 feet. April 11
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Prond Flesh
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
..
SUcBt Sanderson Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sf orting Venus
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Sky Raider, The
Capt. Charles NunGesser
Assot. Exhib
7 reels. . .April 4
The Clash
Marmont-Rubens ... .Universal
Waking Up the Town Jack Pickford United Artists 6 reels. . .April 11
Way of a Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet
MAY
Ftature
Star
.F. B.Distributed
O By Length ReTiewed
Alias Mary Flyrm Evelyn Brent
F.
B.
O
Bandit's ofBaby,
The Holmes-Desmond.
Fred Thomas
.Independent Prod.
Barriers
the Law
(S. R.l
Chickie
Mackaill-Bowers First National
Crowded Hour, The
Bebe Daniels Paramount
Bve's Fighter,
Secret.
Betty Sullivan
Compson Paramount
Fear
The
Billy
Rayart (S. R.)
Fine Clothes
L. Stone-A .Rubens. .First National
His Supreme Moment... .B. Sweet-R. Cohnan. .First National
Let
'er Back
Gibson
5547 feet.. Jan. 3
UUesof
Streets
J.Hoot
Walker-V.
L. Corbin.F.Universal
B. O
Lcmatic attheLarge,
A
Henry
Edwards
Cranfield
& Clarke
(S. R.)
6000 feet
My Ladles Lips
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg
Bocossary Evil, The Dana-Lyon First National
Ili«ht Club, The
R. Griffith V. Rey- nolds Paramount
OM Home Week
Thomas Meiehan Paramount
Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Raturn of a Soldier Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Snob Buster, The
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Soul Fire
Barthehness-B. Love . .First National
Sporting Grit
Richard Tahnadge F. B. O
Speed Wild
Maurice
B. " Lefty " F. B. O
Flynn
Texas Bearcat, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Us the Ladder
Virginia VaJIi Universal 5922 feet . . Jan. >l
White Thunder
Fang
Strongheart
(dog) F.F. B.B. O
O
White
Yakima
Canutt
WUte
Desert,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Wrath .
Ernest Torrence Paramount
Zan^r the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn
JUNE
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Any Woman
Alice Terry
Paramount
Dangerous Odds
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Dark
Harry Carey
Prod. National
Di^t. Corp
DeiertHorse,
Flower,The
The Colleen
Moore First
Double Fisted
Jack Perrin Rayart (S. R.)
latrodace Me
Douglas MacLean. . . .Assoc. Exhib 5980 feet. .Mar. 21
Making
O'Malley,
Milton Sills
First National
National
Man She ofBought,
TheThe .Constance
Talmadge. .First
Mi(t in the Valley Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
550d feet
Modern Babylon
Paramount
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Stidin'
Jack
Hoxie
Rough Thimder
Going
Franklyn
Farnum Universal
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Rough Stuff
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Spaniard,
The
Cortez-Goudal
paramount
Texas Trail, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Talkers, The
A. Nilssen-L. Stone.. .First National
Youth's
Rayart (S. R.)
When a Gamble
Woman Reaches Reed Howes
Forty
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg
JULY
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Maa Lands, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp..
Cold Nerve
Bill Cody
Independent Pict
•rag Store Cowboy, The . .Franklyn Farnum Ind. Pict. Corp 5100 feet . . Feb. 7
Duped
Holmes-Desmond.
Independent& Clarke
Pict
Fives of Pan
Alma
Taylor . . Cranfield
(S. R.)
6200 feet

Picture

New s
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Comedy
Releases
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Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Accidental Husbands Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel. ... NaT. •
Across the Hall
Edna Marion Universal
African
Huntsmen "Edna
AesopMarian
Fable "
Pathe
After a Reputation
Universal
Aggravatin ' Kid, The Buddy Messinger. .. .Universal
2 reels Feb. 7
Ain't
Love
Grand
Buddy
Messinger.
.
.
.Universal
Alfalfa Doolittle Will Rogers Pathe
. 2 reeia
Alice Gets
Cans intheDutch
Caimibals. . " Cartoon "
M. J. Winkler
(S. R.) 11 reel
reel .... Jam. 1»
Alice
Winkler
fS. R.>
Alice
Solves
the
Puzzle
..."
Cartoon
"
M.J.
Winkler
(S.
R.)
1
reel
... April 1 1
All Hands on Deck Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
All Night Long
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels. . .Nav. IS
Almost a Husband Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal 2 reels
Alone at Last
Arthur Lake
Unitersal
1 reel
All Wet
CharUe Chase Pathe
1 reel Hav. 2»
Andy's Hat's in the Ring. .The Gumps
Universal
2 reels. . .Nov. 21
Andy's Stump Speech "The Gumps "
Universal
2 reels ... Nov. •
Anthony The
and Cleopatra .. . Earle
"Hysterical
History" . Fox
Universal
2reeU... .Nov. 1(
Apache,
Foxe
Film
Apollo's
Pretty
Sister
Fox
2
reem
Araby
Bound
Jack Earle
Are Blond
Men Bashful. . .Arthur
Stone Universal
Pathe
2 reels. . .Nov. 21
Are Husbands Human?
Pathe
1 reel. . . April II
Artists' Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
Artist's Model, The
"Pen and
Ink
Vaudeville " Educational I reel Not. 21
" Our Gang" Pathe
AtAsktheGrandma
Seashore Monkey
Fox
2 reels
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Bad Bill Brodie Charles Chase Pathe
Bad Boy
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Bark is the Woods Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Barnyard Olympics Aesop Fable Pathe
I reel. . . .Seyt. II
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Be Careful
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Beloved Bozo, The
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . Feb. 7
Benjamin
Franklin
"
Hysterical
History
".Universal
2
reels. . .Aug. 21
Big Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
the Lnkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S.R.)
Big T»wn, The
" Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels. . .Jan. 10
Billy's Week End
Billy Franey Sanf ord Prod
2 reels tZ
Biting
the
Dust
"Aesop
Fable"
Pathe.
reel. ... Jan. 13
Black Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards Universal
11 reel
Black
Magic
"
Aesop's
Fables
"
Pathe
I
reel
. . . . Not. ..
Blows and Dynamite
Fox
2 reels
Blue Blood
Fox
Boobs in the Woods Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 7
Boyhood Rivals Buddy Messinger Universal
2reels
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .April 11
Bright Lights
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels. . .Oct. II
Broadcasting Pen and Ink Cartoon. . Educational lreel....D«c. 21
Broadway
Beauties Karr-Marian
Universal
Bull and Sand
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels. . .Dee. 27
Bungalow Boobs
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel Oct. 3C
Bus Boy, The
Buddy Messinger Universal
2 reels
Campin Out
Buddy Messinger Universal
2 reels
Cannon Ball Express, The. Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels ... Hav. M
Captain's Kid, The
Bray Cartoon L. B. O
Captivatin'
Caimibal
Billy
Franey
Saaford
Prod.
2 reels
Cat and the Magnet, The. (Animated Cartoon).. .Pathe
Change the Needle Arthur Stone Pathe
Cheer U p
Bowes- Vance Educational I reel .... Sep*. M
Chicken a la Carte Century Girls Universal
2 reels
Circus
Fe Way
ver
" Our Gang
" . . .Universal
Pathe
reels ... Feb. T
Clear the
Buddy
Messinger.
22 reels
Clean-Up Week
" Aesop's Fables" Pathe
1 reel Mar. 7
Cleopatra
and
Her
Easy
Mark
Cotton King
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Court Plaster
Neal Bums
Educational..
2 reels. . .Oct. II
Crime Crushers Lige Conley Educational 2 reels
Crushed
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels. . .Oct. M
Cure, The (Out of the Inkwell) Red Seal Pict. (S. R.>
Cute Little Devil, The Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Cut Loose
Dunham- Vanee Educational 1 reel. .. .Dee. •
Dancing
Daisies
Al.
Alt.-Folies
Girls
.
.
.
Universal
Dangerous Curves
Fox2 reels
Dangerous Peach, The ... Al Alt
Universal
2 reels
Day's OutingA " The Gumps "
Universal
2 reels
Deaf, Dumb Daffy " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels. . .Nav. Jt
Deep
Panic
(Imperial)
Desert SeaBlues
Bowes-Vance Fox
Educational 22 reels
reels . . . Oct 11
Detained
StanLaurel Selznick
Dinky Doodle and the
Selznick
p
Lam
MagicHands
Dirty
Juvenile Comedy Educational 2 reels. . .Sept. 2T
Fo^
Diving Fool, The
Pat
Our Gang "
"Bowes-Vance
Dog
Don't Days
Fail
Educationalhe
1 reel Sept. \t
Don't Fall
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Don't Pinch
Bobby Vernon Educational
Don't Slip
Billy West
Arrow...
2 reels... ...
Don't Worry
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reeU . . . Mar. SI
Down on the Farm
"Aesop'i Fables " Pathe
1 reel Dec »
Dumb and Daffy AL St. John
Fox....
Creels. .
Educational 2reels. ..Mar. 21
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
DeForrest.
East Side, West Side
Easy Pickin's
Neal Bums
Educational
2; •reels
Electric
Elopement
- ■ . • • •,
• ■ •,. . . Nov.
A' I' 22
.i
Bowes-Vance Educational I reel Oct. 1»
Empty Heads
St
Oct
2 reels...
Pathe
Every Man for HimseU..." Our Gang"
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Pathe
" Spat Family "
Excuse My Glove . . .Charles
Chase Pathe
Family Entrance, The.
2 reels. ..Dee. 30
Messinger. . . .Universal
Buddy
Row, A
Family Please
Educational
Al. St. John
Fares
reels. . .Not.
Pathe
"
Gang
Our
"
Fast
Oct II!•
Educational 22 reels...
and Furious Lige Conley
Fast Company
. . . Nov. 2»
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels
Fat Chance
2 reels . . . Dec. (
Har ry Langdon Pathe
Feet of Mud
I reel .
(Cat Cartoon) Winkler (S. R.)
Felix Finds Out
I reel Jaa. II
Charles Chase Pathe
Fighting Fluid
I reel
Financially Embarrassed. . Lake-Hasbrouck Universal
First Love
" Our Gang "
Pathe
:■ ■,
reel
1
.Pathe
"...
Fables
Aesop's
"
Luck
Fishermen's
Edward Gordon Universal
For Hire
Fox Hunt'
■■ Spat " Family Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb.
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels . . . Dec.
French Pastry

May
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►"Feature Star
Distributed by Lenetb Reviewed
Full of Pep
Special Cast
Universal.,
Gallopinc Bungalows Billy Bevan
Pathe
2 reels . . . Nov. I
Game Hunter, The Roach-Edwards Universal
1 reel ... . Oct. 1 1
Gee Whiz Genevieve Will Rogers Pathe
2 reels .. .Oct. II
Getting Trimmed Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Giddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Girlies and Girlies
Universal
Girl
Problem,
The
Lake-Hasbrouck
Universal
I reel
Goat Getters
Juveniles Educational
Go Easy
Bowes- Vance Educational
1 reel. .. .Nov. 29
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Educational
Good Old
Circus Days "Walter
Aesop'sHiers
Fables ". . . .Pathe
22
Good
Spirits
Educational 2I reel.
reels. . .. .Nov.
.Jan. 24
Goofy Age, The
Tryon-MehaBey Pathe
2 reels .. .Feb. 21
Great Guns
Bobby Vernon Educational I reel . . . . Oct. 1 3
Green Tees
Edwards-Roach Universal
I reel
Guilty Conscience, A
Eddie Gordon Universal
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 1 reel Mar. 7
Ham and Eggers Benny Leonard
Handle
'Em Rough Animal
Hard Boiled
Charley Cast
Chas«, Pathe
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
HardThe
Working Loafer, Arthur Stone Pathe
Harem Follies Al Alt
Universal
Haunted Honeymoon Tryon-Mehaffey Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Have a Heart
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Jan. 24
Have Mercy
Bowes-Vance Educational I reel. .. .Jan. 1
He Who Gets Crowned.. .Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O
He Who Gets Socked. . . . "Pen and Ink" Educational
Hello Baby
Charley Chase Pathe
1 reel Jan. 24
Hello Frisco
Summerville-Dunn. . .Universal
1 reel ...Oct. II
Hello, Hollywood Lige Conley Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Helping
Hand
Jimmy
Aubrey
F.
B.
O
Her Ball and Chain
Fox
Her Boy Friend Larry Semon
Educational 1 reel. . . .Sept. 27
Her Daily Dozen Edna Marion
Universal
2 reels
Here's Your Hat
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Her
Leap
Wanda Lyons
\Viley Arrow
Universal
Her Lucky
Other Husband
Eddie
2 reels '.
Here He Comes
Buddy Messinger Universal
Hi-Fliers
"Bobby
HodgeVernon
Podge " Educational
reel . ... . .Nov.
. Jan. Ifl1
High Gear
Educational 2I reels
High Hopes
Educational 1 reel
His First Degree Buddy Messinger .... Universal
2 reels ... Jan. 3
His
Wife Lee
Special
Cast
Universal
His Friend's
High Horse
Moran
Educational 2 reels .. .Feb. 7
His Marriage Wow
Henry Langdon Pathe
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Hoboken Nightingale, The
Educational 1 reel
Hold that thought
"Aesop's
Fables" Pathe
Honeymoon
Hardships. . .Day
McKee
Pathe
2 reels. . . .Jan. 31
Hooked
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels . . . Jan. 24
Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford
Horse Play
Roach-Edwards Univ rsal
1 reel
Hot Dog
Animal
C. B.C
2 reels
Hot Heels
James Finlayson Pathe
2 reels . . . Nov. t
Hot
Family" Pathe
2 reels. . .Nov. 1
HouseStuff
That Dinky Built. . "Spat
(Cartoon)
F. B. O
Housing
Shortage,
The.
.
."
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
Hypnotized
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O
Hysterical History (Series)
Universal
In-Bad the Sailor Monkey
Fox
InIn Dutch
Aesop's
Fables
Pathe
the Good Old Summer
Time
Aesop Fables Pathe
1 reel
Inside
Out
Bowes-Vance
Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Iron Mule
,
Educational
Is Marriage the Bunk. .. .Charles Chase Pathe
I reel. .. .April 4
Itching for Revenge Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 7
It's
Karr-Engle
Universal
Jack AllandWrong
the Beanstalk. . .Baby
Peggy
Universal
Joskey, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
Jonah Jones
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels. . .Sept. 13
Jungle Bike Riders Aesop's Fables Pathe
i'ust
a Good Guy
Arthur
2 reels. . .Dec. 20
!id Brother
' uddy Stone
Messinger .... Pathe
Universal
Kid Speed
^ Larry Semon
Educational 2 reels. . . Oct. 2S
Kidding Captain Kidd
King Cotton
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
King Dumb
Jimmy Aubrey Selznick
2 reels
Ko-Ko the Barber (Out of
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. S,)
Ko-Ko in Toyland (Out of
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Ko-Ko Trains Animals
(Out of the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Lady Barber, The
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Lead Pipe Cinch, A
Al Alt
Universal
Laugh
Off(Out of "Spat Family" Pathe
2 reels. . .Jan. 31
League That
of Nations
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Lion Love
Fox
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Little Robinson
Red RidingCorkscrew.
Hood..." Ralph
DinkyGraves
Doodle " F.Pathe
B. O
Little
2 reels . . . Sept. 27
Little Theatre Movement,
The
Will Rogers Pathe
2 reels
Lizzies of the Field
Pathe
2 reels ... Sept. 13
Locked Out
Arthur Lake
Universal
I reel
Looking Down
Wanda Wiley Universal
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roach
Universal
I reel Feb. 21
Lost Dog. The
" Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels. . .Oct. 4
LoveBug,
The
"
Our
Gang
"
Pathe
2
reels .... .Mar.
.April 47
Love Goofy
Jimmie Adams Educational 2 reels
Lovemania
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .Dec. 27
Love's
Sweet Pi£Be Ralph
Low Bridge
Buddy Graves
Messinger .... Pathe
Universal
2 reels ... Oct. II
Low Tide
Kducational
Luck
O'
the
Foolish
Harry
Langdon
Pathe
2
reels. . .Sept. 20
Lucky Leap, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
Lumberjacks Aesop Fables Pathe
I reel. .. .Nov. 2}
Mad Rush, The
Bowes-Vance E-ducational 1 reel. .. .Dec. 27
Making A Career Buddy Messinger Universal
Mandarin Mixup, A
Stan. Laurel Selznick
Man's BestCircus,
Friend
Rex Turpin
fhorse) Pathe
Marriage
The. . . .Ben
Pathe
2 reels. . .April 11
Masked Marvel, The
Fox
Meet the Ambassador.. . .Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O
Meet the Missus Tryon-Mehaffey Pathe.
2 reels .. .Dec. fl
Mellow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville. Educational 1 reel. .. .April 4
Merr jTnakers Bowes-Vance Educational I reel .... Mar. 28
Met bv Accident Wanda Wiley Universal
Milk Bandit, The
Fox
Mind
Pal " (Dog) Universal
2I reels
. . . Sept, 27
Mind the
YourBaby
Doctor "Roach-Edwards
Universal
reel
Miss Fixit
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Monkey Business Aesop Fable
Pathe
1 reel .... Oct. 25
Monsieur Bon't Care Stan. Laurel Selzniek

1987
Feature Star
Distributed^by Length Reviewed
Motor Mad
Lige Conley Educational 1 reel . . . Jan. 24
Mouse that Turned, The. .Aesop Fable Pathe
I reel
Movie Mad Maid, A
Fox
2 reels. . .Jan. 3
My Baby Doll
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Mysterious Stranger.
Mystery, The
. " Our Gang "
Pathe
Mysterious
. . .-.
Fox2 reels . . . Dec. ^
Mysteries of Old China
Town
Aesop's Fables Pathe
I reel
Napoleon
Not So Great
Nero
"Hysterical History". Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 7
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach Universal
I reel
Nickle Plated West, The
Fox
Nigh t Hawks
Lige Conley Educational
Nip O' Scotch, A
Fox
2 reels ... Dec. 27
Nobody's Sweetheart Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels. . .Feb. 21
No
Fooling
Bowes-Vance
Educational
I
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal
I reel
reel
North of 57
Ben Turpm
Pathe
2 reels
Now or Never (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd Asso. Exhib
3 reels
Off His Trolley Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .Dec. 2*
Oh
"
Universal
22 reels
Oh, What
What aa Gump
Flirt "The
Jimmy Gumps
Aubrey
L. B. 0
reels
Olympic Games, The "Hysterical History" .Universal
Omar
Khayam
"
Hysterical
History
"
.
Universal
1
reel
On Duty
Wanda Wiley Universal
Orphan, The
Al Joy
Ricardo Films, Inc
Other Husband, The Eddie Lyons Arrow
Outdoor Pajamas Charley Chase Pathe
1 reel Sept. 2V
Over the Bottom Stan Laurel Selznick
Over Here
Harry Langdon Pathe
Pal's Clever
Pal (dog)
Universal
Papa's
" Bull's Eye Comedy "Universal
1 reel .... April 1 1
Past andPet
Present
Universal
Paul Revere
" Hysterical History ".Universal
1 reel
Peggy's
Affair
Screen Art
Art Dist
Dist
Peggy theLoveVamp
Screen
2 reels. . .Oct. 18
Pie-Eyed
Stan Laurel F. B. O
Pie
Man,
The
"
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
reel ....
Mar. 2821
Plain Clothes
Harry Langdon Pathe
2I reels
. . . Mar.
Plain and Fancy Girls. . . .Charles Chase Pathe
Plain Luck
Edna Marian
Universal
Plumber, The
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels ... Jan. 10
Pocahontas and John
Smith
"
Hysterical
History
".Universal
.. .Oct. 18
Polly Voo
Jimmy Aubrey Selznick
2I reel.
reels
Ponce Butterfly
de Leon
Hysterical
History ".Universal
Jan. 221
Poor
Ruth
Hiatt
Educational 21 reel
reels...... .Nov.
Poor Fish, The
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels... Dec. 6
Poor Sap, The
Fox
2 reels
Powdered Chickens Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 2S
Prehistoric Man
" Hysterical History ".Universal
1 reel
Pre-Hysterical
Man Wanda
" Hysterical
History ".Universal
reel
Present Arms
Wiley
Universal
2I reels...
Putting on Airs
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .April II
Puzzled by Crosswords. . .Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels. . . .Mar. 7
Queen of Aces
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Radio Riot
.
Fox
Raisin'
Cain
Special
Cast
Universal
2 reels .. .April 4
Rapid Transit
Al. St. John
Educational
Rarin' Romeo
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Raspberry Romance Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Rat's Pepper
Knuckles, The Charley
Chase Educational
Pathe
reel. .... .April
.Jan. I4
Red
Al. St. John
2I reels
Red Riding Hood
Cartoon
F. B. O
Reel- Virginian, The Ben Turpin Patheal
Regular Girl, A
Wanda Wiley Univers
2 reels
Rembrandt
"Hysterical
History" .Pathe
Universal
I reel . . . . Jan. 31
Remember When? Harry
Langdon
Riders of the Purple Cows. Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .Oct. 18
Rip
Winkle
" Hysterical History ".Universal
1 reel. . . .Oct. II
Rip Van
Without
a Wink
Roaring Lions at Home
Fox
Robinson
Robinson Crusoe
Crusoe Returns "Hysterical History ".Universal
on Friday
Rough and Ready Lige Conley Educational 2 reels. . .Sept. 2*
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Royal Razz, The
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel Dec. 2«
Rubber
Neck,
The
"Spat
Family"
Pathe
2 reels. . .Dec. 27
Sahara Blues
Special Cast
Universal
Sailing Along
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
Sailor Papa, A
Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels. . .April 4
Saturday
Screen Art Dist 2 reels. . .Oct. II
Sea Legs
N.man
Burns - V. Stead- Educational 2 reels. . .Jan. 31
Sea Squawk, The
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels. . .Jan. 3
See Here
Lee-Bradford
Sharpshooters Aesops Fables Pathe
I reel. .. .Nov. 8
She Knew Sleuth
Her Man Aesop's
Fables Pathe
I reel . . . . Nov. 15
Sherlock
Arthur Stone
Pathe
Ship Shape
Vance Bowes Educational
Short Change
. Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels . . . Oct. 1 1
Should Husbands Be
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel
Should a Husband Tell
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Should Landlords Live. . .Arthur Stone Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 27
Sir Walter Raleigh " Hysterical History ".Universal
1 reel
Sittin'
Pretty
Charles
Chase
Pathe
Sky Plumber, The
Arthur Stone Pathe
2 reels . . . Oct. 25
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal
2 reels
Sleeping
Sickness Edwards-Roach
Universal
11 reel
Smoked Out
Lake Hasbrouck Universal
reel
Snappy
Eyes
Wanda
Wiley
Universal
2 reels. . .Oct. II
Snow Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. O
Some Tomboy
Wanda Wiley Universal
Somewhere in Wrong. . . .Stan Laurel F. B. O
S. O. S
"Aesop's Fables " Pathe
South of the North Pole .." Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels ... Sept. 13
So
This
Is
Art
"Monkey"
Fox
Spanish Romeo, A
Earle Foxe
Fox
Speed
Boys
Special
Step Fast
Jimmie Cast
Adams Universal
Educational 2 reels . . . Jan. 18
Step Lightly
Lige Conley Educational 1 reel. ... Jan. It
Stilts Man, The
Earl McCoy
Universal
Stolen Sweeties Monkey
Fox
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Stratford on Avon
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Stupid But Brave Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .Sept. 27
Sun
Limited "Wanda
Our Gang
"
Pathe
22 reels
Sept. 27IS
SweetDown
Dreams
Wiley
Universal
reels.. .. ..Nov.
Taming
the
East
Buddy
Messinger.
.
.
.Universal
Tender Feet
Walter Hiers Educational
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Thaddeus and Arline (Novelty) Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
That's the Spirit Bert Roach
Universal
I reel Sept. 13

1988
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
This Week-End
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Three Foolish Weeks Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 2»
Through the Rough
Benny Leonard
Through Three Reigns (Novelty) Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Thundering Landlords. . . .Glenn Tryon Pathe
Tin Type, A
Buddy Messinger. . . . Dniversal ,
Tons of Trouble
Fox
Tea Many Mammas Charlie Chase Pathe
I reel Oct, II
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger. . . .Uaiversal
2 reels
Topsy Turvey
Travel "Hayes-Kaw
Hodge Podge " Educational
12 reel.
. . .Feb. 7
Tourists
De Luxe
Universal
reels
Traffic Jams
McCoy-Karr Universal
2 reels. . .Sept. 2(
Transatlantic
Flight, A "Wanda
Aesop'sWiley
Fables " Pathe
Trouble Fixer
Universal
2 reels . . . Oct. 4
Twins
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels
Two Cats and a Bird
(Novelty)
Educational 1 reel
Two Weeks-and-a-Half . . . Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels
Two Too Many
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Uncle Tom's Gal
Edna Marian Universal
Under
a Spell
Roarh-£d wards Fox
Universal
Uaiversal
News Reel No. 5
2Ireel
reels
Unreal News Reel No. 4
Fox
Up on the Farm
Fox
1 reel Jan. 24
Up the River With Molly
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Wages of Tin
Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels ... Jan 1
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Wandering Waistlines .... Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Oct. 4
Water Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels ... Feb. 21
Watch Out
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Watch Knees
Your Pep
Bowes-Vance
Educatioual
. . .Nov.
Weak
Cliff Bowes
Educational 11 reel.
reel ....
Jan. 1610
Welcome Danger Bowes-Vance Educational Ireel Feb. 28
Westward Hoa
Monkey
Fox
What An Eye
Buddy Messinger. .. .Universal
2 reels ... Oct. 18
What a Night
Lige Conley Educational 2 reels. . .Nov. 8
When Love Is Young Arthur Lake
Universal
Why Hesitate Neal Bums
Educational 2 reels. . .April 11
Why Hurry
Jimmy Adams Educational 2 reels . . . Oct. 18
Wild Bill Hiccough Stan Laurel Pathe
2 reels
Wild cat Willie
Juvenile Educational
Wild Game
Lige Conley Educational 2 reels. . .Aug. 30
Wild Goose Chase Monty Banks Grand-Asher 2 reels
Wild Goose Chaser Ben Turpin
Pathe
2 reels. . .Jan. 31
WiH
"Bowes-Vance
Spat Family "
Pathe
Wild Papa
Waves
Educational
Wooly West, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
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' Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Age of Oil (Educational)
Fox
Ain't Love Hamilton
Grand (Go-Getters)
F. B. 0
reels
Alexander
(Chr. of America) Pathe
32 reels
.... Sept. 6
And Never the Train Shall Meet (Go-Getters).. F. B. O
2 reels
Andy's
Hat'sfBilly
in the
Ring (Gumps)
Universal
2 reels
An Eyeful
Sullivan)
Universal
Animated
Hair Cartoon
Red Seal
1 reel
Australia's Wild North West
Lee-Bradford 2 reels
Balto's
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara Race
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series) Educational
F. B. O
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb) Universal
2 reels
Battling Brewster
Rayart Pict. Corp Serial
Between Fires (Cobb-Lee)
Universal
2 reels .. .Oct. II
Bill (Character Study)
Red Seal Pict
2 reels
Black House
Weiss Bros. (S, R.) . . 1 reel
BUck Sunlight (Bray Romance)
Hodldnson
1 reel
Both Barrels (Jack Perrin)
Universal 2 reels
Border andRaid,Brawn
The (Sportlight)
(Todd-Cobb)
Universal
21 reels...
Brain
Pathe
reel. ... Dec.
Jan. 2031
Breaking In (Flying Fists Series) Bermy Leonard. Reputable Pict. Cerp.2 reels. . .Sept. 13
Bring Him In (Fight and VTm) Jack Dempsey. . .Universal
2 reels. . .Sept. 6
Bucking the Bucket Shop (Time Dectective Story)Pathe
2 reels. . .Dec. 6
BtKglar, The (Van Bibber Series)
Fox
By Hook or Crook (Sportlight) Pathe
I reel Feb. 7
ChampioBS (Sportlight)
Pathe
I reel Nov. 21
CvUege
Cowboy,
The
(Joseph
Bonomo)
Universal
2
reels. . .Sept. 27
C»kw World
Cahuabus (Chr. of America)
Pathe
Corsica the Beautiful (Ekiucational) Fox
1 reel Jan. 31
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series) F. B. O
2 reels
Cowpuncher's
Comeback,
The
(Art
Acord)
Universal
2
reels
Crary Qm\t of Travel (Hodge Podge)
Educational
1 reel
Oct. 4
Cross Word Puzzle Film (Comedy-Novelty) .... Schwartz
Enterprises
(S. R.)
Iree!
Danger Lure, The (Sportlight) Pathe
Daring Danger (Fred Hank)
Sierra Pict
2 reels
David Garrick
^ Weiss Bros. (S.R.) Ireel
Day With the Gypsies
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Death Ray
Pathe
2 reels Oct 25
Desert Hawk, The
Arrow
Detective, Th(e Van Bibber)
Fox
Divertisement
Dixie (Chr. of America)
Pathe
3 reels. . .©ct 25
Do Yon Remember
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Double X, The (Billy Sttllivan)
Universal
3 reels
Earth'sLyane
Oddities (Hedge Pedge)
Educational
rreel
East
Weiss Bros. (S. R.). . 1Ireel
Einstein Theory of Relativity (Norelty) Red Seal Pict
2 reels
Eve of Revolution (Chr. of America) Pathe
3 ree s. . .Nev. 22
Pagin
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 1 reel
Tighter, The (Conway Tearle)
Selznick
2 reels Jan 1
Fight and Win
Universal
Series. .. .June 21
Fighting Cowboy (Series)
Universal
Series
Fighting Ranger (Serial)
Universal Serial Feb. 7
Fighting Terror, The (Billy SalUran) Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Film Facte (Out-of-the-Inkwell) Red Seal
1 reel
Finger Lakes (Educational)
Fox
2 reels. . .Not. 22
Fire Trader, The
Universal
15 episodes
Floral Feast. A
Franz Liszt
J. A. Pitzpatric
(S.R.)
Ireel Jan 21
From Mars to Munich (Varieties) Fox
Ireel April 4
Fugitive Futurist
Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
Fun When Ready (Go-Getters) P. B. O
2 reels
GaBaptng Heof s
Pathe
Serial Jan. I

M 0 t i 0 n P i c f u r c A' c w s
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Gems of the Screen (Out-of-the-Inkwell) Red Seal
1 reel
Getting Going (Go-Getters) . . . ;
F. B. O
2 reels
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Universal
15 episodes
Giant Killer The, (Dinky Doodle)
Selznick
1 reel
Girl and the Gangster, The (True Detective
Stories )
Pathe
2 reels . . . Nov. S
Go-Getters, The
F. B. O
Series
Golden Panther. The (Serial)
Pathe
Gridiron Glory (Sportlight)
Pathe
I reel Nov. is
Hail to the Chef (Leather Pushers)
Universal
2 reels
Happy Years (SportUght)
Pathe
Ireel Sept «
Hazardous
Podge)
Educational 21 reel
Sept. 27
Health FarmHunting
Wallop (Hodge
(Fight and
Win)
Universal
reels
Her Rodeo Hero (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels
Hidden Badge (Pete Morrison)
Universal
2 reels
Hitting Hard (Benny Leonard)
Ginsberg (S. R ) . . . . 2 reels
Honor of the Range, The (Leo Maloney) Universal
2 reels
Hot Dog Special (Fast Steppers)
Universal
2 reels
House of David
Lee-Bradford 2 reels
House of theof Missing,
The (Into the Net Series) J>athe
. .Sept 11
Hunchback
Notre Dame
Weiss Bios. (S. R.) . . 2I reels.
reel
Hunt, The (Van Bibber Series)
Fox
Haho
Pathe
Serial Feb. 2S
If Matches Struck.
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
If a Picture Tells a Story
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
In a Cottage Garden
In the Knicker Time (Ge-Getters) F. B. O
In the Spider's
Grip (Novelty)
Educational Ireel
1 reel. . . .Jipiti
Invaders,
The (Sportlight)
Pathe
Dec. 2711
Iron Man, The
Universal 15 chapters. JuneM
Jane Shore
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 1 reel
Jemealem Today (Educational)
Fex
Judge's
(Novelty)
Educational I reel. . . .Jan. SI
Kayo for Cross
Cupid Word
(FightPuzzle
and Win)
Jack Dempsey.. Universal
Keep Fit (Pathe Review)
Pathe
Kick for Cinderella (Go-Getters) F. B. O
2 reels
Kingdom Come (Pete Morrison)
Universal
2 reels... Oct 4
Lady of the Camelias
Weiss Bros. (S. R.)
Land of the Navajo (Educational) Fox
1 reel. . . .Feb. M
Last Word in Chickens
Fox
Leopard's
Lair
Universal
Les
Miserables
Weiss Bros. (S. R.).. Serial
1 reel
Let's Paint
Cranfield
& Clarke
(S.R.)
Lighting Justice (Fred Hank)
Sierra Pict
2 reels
Line Runners, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) . . . .Educational 1 reel
Little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel. . . .Feb. 28
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfield
&, Clarke
(S. R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels. . .Anril 4
Loser Wins, The (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels. . .Mar, 7
Lots of Elnots (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel. .. .Mar. 21
Lyin' Tamer, The (Col. Heeza Liar)
Selznick
Macbeth
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 11 reel.
reel
Mad Miner, A (Western) .Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Magic Hour, The
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal
Ireel
Merchant of Venice
Weiss Bros
1 reel
Miss in the Dark, The (Go-Getters) F. B. O
2 reels
Mosquito (Secrets of Life)
Educational Ireel Nov. I
Mother, The
Screen Art Dist 2 reels... Oct II
Moths
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 1 reel
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel. . . . April 4
Movie Pioneer, A (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel
Neptune's
(Sportlight) Hunt
Pathe
New Sheriff,Nieces
A (Western)
MiUer (S. R.) . . 21 reel
reels
Newspaper Fun
Selznick
Ireel
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
One Glorious ScraplEomund Cobb)
Universal 2 reels
On Leave of Absence (Special Cast)
Pathe
2 reels... Oct 25
Our
Six-legged
Friends
(Secrets
of
Life)
Educational
12 reel
Out of the Storm (True Detective Stories) Pathe
reels. . .Nov. 22
Paris
Educational 11 reel.
reel. . .Feb.
Feb. 287
Paris Creations
Creations in(Novelty)
Color
Educational
Paul
Jones,
Jr.
(Earle
Foxe)
Fex
Paul Revere
Universal
1 reel Dec. 27
Peeps Into Puzzleland
Red Seal Pict (S. R.)
Pen and Ink Vaudeville
Educational 1 reel. . . .Sept. 27
Pistol Point Proposal, A (Eddie Polo)
Universal
2 reels. . .Dec. 2*
F^astigrams (Novelty)
Educational
Playing With Fire (Go-Getters)
F. B. O
2 reels
Poor King Midas (Barton Editorial) Selznick
1 reel
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist Div
Race (Van Bibber)
Fox
Race for a Ranch, A (Billy Sullivan) Universal
2 reels
Rambles of a Raindrop
Fox
Ireel
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Red Sage, The (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels
Riddle Rider, The
Universal 15 epondes. Not. I
Riders of the Plains
Arrow
Serial
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
.Universal
2 reels
Roaring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany (Educational) Fox
1 reel
Rough and Ready (Re-issue — W. Famnm) Fox
Rough and Tumbling (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
R. Valentino and Eighty-eight Prize-winning
American Beauties
Chesterfield (M, P.
Corp . )
Sapho
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 1 reel
Salt of the Earth (Educational) Fox
1 reel Dec •
Sauce for the Goose (Reissue)
Selznick
2 reels
Sawmill Four, The (Pen and Ink)
Edacatienal 1 reel Oct. IS
Scarlet Letter, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.).. 1 reel
Scrooge
Weiss Bros. (S. R.).. 1 reel
Secrets of Life (Educational) Principal Pict
1 reel Feb. 11
Seeing Red (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels. . .Feb. SI
Shadow
of
Suspicion
(Eilee
r
Sedgwick)
Universal
2
reels
Should a Husband Tell
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Steeping
Cutie,
The
(Go-Ge«efs)
F.
B.
O
Smoke of a Forty-Five, The (Western) Hunt MUler (S. R.)
Soft Muscles (Benny Leonard)
Gioiberg (S. R.) 2 reels
Song Cartoons
Red Seal Ketnres .. . Ireel
Swnettuag for Nothing (Barton Editorial) Selznick
1 reel
Spanish Romeo, A (Van Bibber)
Fox
Spikes and Bleomers (Sportlight) Pathe
I reel
Sporting Armor (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel
Sporteg Rhythm (Spertlicht) Pathe...
Ireel Oct IS
Sbige and Studio (Screen Aknanack) Selznick
Ireel
Storm Ejng (Edmimd Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straicfat
Shootin'(Screen
(Harry Almaiuc)
Carey)
Universal
2 reels
Sbidio Secrets
F. B. O
Stunts
(Sportlight)
Patke
Sunken Silver (Serial) Patke Ireel Umw. I
Tale of Two Cities, A
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 1 reel

May
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Featuf*
Star
Tempest Cody, Kidnapper (Marie Walcamp) .
Tempest
(Western)
Ten
Scars Cody's
Make Man
a ManHunt
(Serial)
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review.)
Title Holder, The (Fight and Win)
Town Hall Tonight, The (Fight and Win)
Traps
and Troubles
(Spoitlight)
Turf Mystery
(Serial)

Distributed B;
Lengtli Reviewed
..Universal
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
Serial
Oct. II
Pathe
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
Chesterfield Pict. Corp. I reel Mar. 21
(S.R.)
Oncommon Clay (Educational) Fox
Up the River with Molly
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Valley ot Rogues (Western)
Universal
2 reels
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe) Foi
2 reels
Van
(Van Bibber Series) Fox
ViolinBibber's
Speaks, Burglar
The (Educational)
Fox
Vanity Fair
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 1 reel
Vincennes (Chr. of America)
Pathe
Voice of the Nightingale, The (Novelty) Educational 1 reel Mar. 28
Waitine For You (Music Film)
Hegennan Music Novelties (S. R.)
Way of a Maid, The (Go-Getters) F. B. 0
2 reels
Way of the West (Billy SuUivan)
Universal
2 reels
Whip Hand, The (Billy Sullivan) Universal
2 reels ... Jan. 24
Whirlscic (Hodge Podce)
Educational 1 reel. . . . Not. 8
White Paper (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
White Water (Nell Shipman)
Selinick
Wild West Wallop, The (Western) Universal
2 reels
Wolf's
Selznick Aug. 23
Wolves Brush
of the (Nell
North Shipman)
(Serial)
Univerial
Wolves of the Range (Helen Gibson) Universal
2 reels
Wonder Book, The
Zeo's Who's Who
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
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Star
Featnre
Distributed By Length Reviewed
{50,060 Reward Ken Maynard Elfett
Productions 4950 feet. .Nov. 22
(S.R.)
Aee of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister. .Universal
Always
Win Henry
Pete Morrison
Sterner Prod.
(S. R.).5500
5 reels
Amazing Ridin'
Quest,to The
Edwards Cranfield
& Clarke..
feet
American Pluck
George Walsh Chad wick Pict. (S.R.)
Ab Old Man's Darling Laura La Plante Universal
Another
Woman's Life.. . .Mary
Philbin Universal
Any Woman
Alice Terry
Paramount
Are Parents People. Bronson-Vidor Paramount
Aristocrat,
The
Special
Cast
^B.
P. Schulberg (S. R.)
As No Man Has Loved
Fox
10000 feet. Feb. 28
Ashes
Corinne GrifSth First National
Atlantis
First National
Back Wash
Mary Pickford United Artists
Beloved Pawn, The Reed Howes
RayarL
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin Warner Bros
Ben
Hur
Special
Cast
Metre-GeldwyB
Best Man, The
Edmund Lowe Fox
Beyond the Law
Jack Hezie
Universal
Bird of Paradise, The Special Cast
First National
Birth of the West
Colorado Mfrs. * Mei«k. Assai
Black Cyclone Rex (horse) Pathe
Blackmail
Special Cast
Universal
SUnd Virtue
Special Cast
Atlas Educ. Ce
Bleed andHair
GeW
Special Cast
Metre-Goldwyn
Bobbed
Warner Bros
Beden's
Bey
Special
Cast
Hepworth
feet
Bohemian Girl, The Gladys Cooper Cranfield &Dist
Clarke (S.5300
R.)
Border Rider, The
AL Richmond Sierra Pict
5 reels
Border Women
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone SOOO feet
Keep Smiling Monty Banks Asso. Exhib
Bringing Home the Bacon.Bu£Falo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.)..4680 feet
Brown of Harvard
Metro-Goldwyn
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Paramount
Captain Fearless RegiiMUd Deony Universal
Charity
The
Metre-Geldwyn
Chicken Bali,
Feed
Special Cast
Fox
Children of the Whirlwind
Assoc Exhib
Circle,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Claim No.
1
Special Cast
Universal
C1««B-Up,Fingers
The
Richard Cast
Tatmadge Universal
F. B. O
Clingisg
Special
Cobra
Rudolph Valen&ie Paramount
Code of the West, The
Paramount 6777 feet
uovered Trail ,The J. B. Warner Sunset Prod
Cowboy and the Flapper. .Special Cast
Phil Goldstone 6008 feet
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Crashieg Through Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict(SJfL)5«O0f est
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist.
Cyclone Buddy
Buddy Roosevelt Approved Pict. (S.R.) .4850 feet
Daredevil, The
Tack Hoxie
Universal
Decameron Nights Lionel Barrysasrs Wilcox Ufa
Deerslayer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.)..4780 feet
Defying the Law
Naldo Merelli Gotham Prod
Sreels... Not. I
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
UniTersal
Detour
Prod. Dist. Corp
Does Marriage
Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp
Dollar
Down
Ruth Robud
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harrio-FraserF. B. O
Don Daredevil Jack Hoxie
Universal
Don O
Douglas Fairbanks. . .United Artists
Doubling for Cupid Laura La Plante Universal
Dracilla With a Million. . .Special Cast
F. B. O
Dust of Desire
Special Cast
First National
last of th« Setting Snn ... Constance Tahnadge. .FVst National
Easiest Road, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Escape
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Everyman's Wife
Fox Fihn
Bvery Woman's Desire
First National
Eve's
Special Cast Universal
Warner Bros
Extra Lover
Man, The
Pace to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Famt Perfume
B. P. Schulberg(S.R.)
Fair PUy
Special Cast
Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Fall of Jemsalem
Weiss Bros
8880 foot ^
Fme Clothes
Special Cast
First National
Fast Life in New York
Metro-Goldwyn
Past Fighting Buddy Roosevelt Weiss Bros. (S. R.)
Past Pace. The
Special Cast
Arrow

Star
Distaibuted by Length Reriewod
Fifth Avenue Models Philbin-Ecrry Universal
C581 feet. .Jam 74
Fifty-Fifty Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Fighter's
Paradise,
The
.
.
.Rex
Baker
Phil
Geldstatn
S080
feet
Fighting Chance, A
Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div (S. R.)
Fighting Parson, The AI Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Fighting SmileiThe Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp. (SJl.)
KresetFate
Truart (S. R.)
First
Tear,
The
Special
Cast
F^
Flaming Waters
F. x
B. O
FhiBiiBg Wives
First National
Fool, The
Specia 1 Cast
Fox
Forbidden Cargo, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
5 reels. . .April 11
Free to Love
C. Bow-R. McKee B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Prisnds
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Frivolity
B.P. Schulberg
Fugitive, The
Ben Wilson
(S. R.)
Full Speed
.Buffalo Bill Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.)
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Going the Limit Richard Hoit
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Gold andtheGirl Buck Jones
Fox
451 2 feet . . April 4
Gold and Grit
Buddy Roosevelt Artclass Pict. (S. R.) .5 reels April 4
Gold Rush, The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Good Deed ODay
Wm. Desmond Universal
Gooae
Woman,
The
Universal.
Grass
Paramount
10 reels. . .Mar. t
Graustark
Norma Talmadge First National
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vider Paramount
Gulliver's
Travels
SpecialKenyon
Cast
Universal
Halfway Girl,
The
Doris
First National
Happy Warrior, The
Vitagrwh
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Headliftes
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Hell Bent for Heaven
Warner Bros
Heir's Apparent Special Cast
First National
,
Her
Father's
Daughter
F. B. O
Hidden
Menace
Charles Hutchinson . .Steiner
Prod. (S. R.) 6 reels
High
and Handsome
" Lefty Cast
" Flynn Whitman
F. B. O
His Woman
..
Special
Bennett
Home Maker, The Alice Joyce
Universal
,
Hooded
Falcon,
The
Rudolph
Valentino
Ritz-Carlton
,
How Baxter Butted la
Warner Bros
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
I Am the Man
LiOBelBarrymore-Owcii.Chadwick Pict 7 reels. . .Sept. ST
I'll Show Tou the Town.. .Reginald Denny Universal
In the Name of Love Cortez-Nissen Paramoimt:
,
Iron Horse, The
Fox Film Corp 1 ISJS feet . Sept. 1
John Forrest
Henry Edwards ...Cranfield & Clarke.. .5000 feet ,
Jungle L^w, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.)
Just a Woman
First National
Kings of the Turf
Fox
,
Kiss Me Again
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Knockout Kid, The Jack Perrin Rayart Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Lady Who Lied, The
First National
Lariat , The
William Desmond .... Universal
Last Frontier, The
Special Cast
First National
Law and the Lady Special C^st
Aywon (S. R.)
6 reels . . . Jtm. 18
Lazybones
Fox Film
Lena Rivers
Special Cast
Arrow
6 reels
Lew
Tyier's
Wives
B.P.
Schulberg
(S.
R.)
Life of Christ, The
First National
Lightnin'
Jay Hunt
Fox
,
Lightning Jack
1^'-^ Perrin Ambassador Pict.(S.R.) 5000 feet.
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Denny Universal
Lightning Passes, The. . .Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.)
. Light of Western Stars
Paramount
,
Limehouse Alley
First National
Limited Mail, The
Warner Bros
Little Annie Rooney Mary Pickford United Artists
Little
James
Special Cast
Weber
and North
LorraineJesseof the
Lions
Universal
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National 12 reels. . .Feb. 21
Love Cargo, The
House Peters Universal
Loyalties
Special Cast
Fox
Lure of Love
Zeena Keefe Lee-Bradford
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Ivan Abramson (S. R.)
Mad Marriage, The Special Cast
Rosemary
Films
(S.R.)
Creels... Jan. 1«
Maker of Gestures Richard Dix
Paramount
Man and
the Moment
Metro-Goldwyn
Man
in Blue
Herbert Rawlinson. . .Universal
5634 feet. .Feb. 21
Man From Lone Mounttain. The
Ben Wilson Arrow
Manicure Girl, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Man on the Box, The. . . .Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
Mare Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fox Film
4800 feet. .Aprfll (
Married Hypocrites Frederick-La Plante. .Universal
Men of Steel
First National
Meddler, The
William Desmond . . . .Universal
Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
Message oftotheGarcia,
Metro-Goldwyn
Miracle
Wolves,A
The
Mar. *
Miss
Vanity
Mary
Philbin
Universal
Million Dollar Doll
Asso. Exhib
Modem Madness Corinne Griffith First National
Money Malady
Moon of Israel
,
Moonhght Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
My Pal
Neighbor's Wife
Clifford S. EUett
My
Dick Hatton Arrow
,
Napoleon the Great
Universal ...^^
Narrow Street, The
Warner Bros.
.'
Nothing
Special Cast
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Oats for totheWear
Woman Special
Universal
Once
to Every
Man O'Brien-Dove
Fox Film
Corp
One Tear
to Live
Special Cast
First
National
7 reels. . .Fob. 28
On the Go
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 5 reels. . .Ap.ilL.4
Open Places
John Lowell John Lowell
Oat of the Dark
Special Cast , .Metro-Goldwyn
Outlaw Tamer, The Clayton-F. Farnum. . .Inde. Pict
Outwitted
DesiBond-Holmes Inde. Pict. Corp
O.
West
"LeftyLyon
" Flynn First
F. B. National
O
PaceU. That
Thrills, The. . .Ben
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod. Dist. Corp
Patsy
Metro-Goldwyn
^
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramount
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Partis of Paris
Pearl White
F. B. 0
6 roola. ..Dac IS
Phantom of the Opera. . . .Lob Chaney Universal
Plastic Age, The
Special Cast
Universal
Pony Express, The Special Cast
UniTersal

1990
Parisian Niefats
E. LHammersteinTellegen F. B. O
Poor Mama
Prod. Dist. Corp
Poppy
Fields-Dempster United Artists
Prmce, The
Philbin-Kerry Universal
Purchased Youth Anna Q. Nilsson F. B. O
Quality Street
Metro-Goldwyn
Quo Vadis
First National 12 reels. . .Feb. 28
Range Justice Dick Hatton Arrow
Rebellious Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Reckless Sex, The
Special Cast
Truart {S. R.)
6 reels ... Feb. 14
Re-creation of Brian Kent
Principal Pict 6878 feet. .Mar. 14
Red Clay
William Desmond .... Universal
Red Wolf, The
Lowell-RusseU Principal
Lowell Fihn
Prod. (S. R.)
Resurrection
Pict
Return
of
the
Soldier,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Reveille
Welsh, Pearson, Ltd
Ridin'
Dick
Hatton Arrow
Riding Casey
Fool, The
Bob Burns
Sierra Pict
5 reels
Road That Led Home, The
Vitograph
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick (S. R.)
Romeo and Juliet
First National
Romola
Gish Sisters Metro-Goldwyn. . . .About
reels.12.. .Dee. 11
Ropin'
The
Josie
Universal
Rose ofVenus,
the World
SpecialSedgwick
Cast
Warner Bros
Sappho
Barbara
La
Marr
Satan's
Son
Special
Cast
Independent
Pict .'- . . . .
Satan in Sables Lowell Sherman Warner Bros
Savages of the Sea Frank Merrill Hercules (S. R.)
4850 feet. .Mar. 7
Scandal, Honeymoon,
The The . .Shirley
Ramon Navarr*
Scarlet
Mason Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
5080 feet . . Mar. 21
School for Wives Tearle-Holmquist . . . .Vitagraph
6 reels. . .April 11
Secret of Black Canyon,
The
Dick Hatton Arrow
Seven Chances Buster Keaton Metro-Goldwyn 5113 feet. .Mar. 28
Seventh Heaven Special Cast
Fox
Shadow of the Mosque . . . Odette Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Shenandoah
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Sbootin' Square Jack Perrin Ambassador
Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Seigfried
Ufa
Siege
Virginia Valli Universal
Skyline of Spruce, The. . .Special Cast
Universal
Slow as Lightning Kenneth McDonald.. .Sunset Prod
Soiled
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone (S.R.) 7 reels. . .Nov. 22
Sorrows of Satan
Paramount
Soul Fire
Richard Barthelmess .. First National T
S«uls Adrift
Rosemary Davies Asso. Exhib
Souls That Pass in the
Night
Special Cast
Universal
South ofof Life
the Equator Kenneth
McDonald. . .Bud
Barsky
(S. R-) . . 5 reels . ° . . Oct. 18
Span
Betty Blythe
Banner
Prod
Spook Ranch
Hoot Gibson Universal
Steele of the Royal
Mounted
Vitagraph
Stella Dallas
Metro-Goldwyn
Strange
Metro-Goldwyn
Strange Bedfellows
Rider, The Yakima Canutt Arrow
Stranger of the North .... Richard Travers Assoc. Exhib
6 reels ... July 6
Street of Forgotten Men.. Special Cast
Paramount
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict
Sun
Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Taming
the West
Hoot Gibson Universal
5304 feet. .Feb. 2S
Tearing Thru
Richard Talmadge . . . . F. B. O
Ill
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vcloi)nient than we have seen in
fact, there are no other creations
many montlis of films. Mae Marsh
in the pages of the dictionary tliat
and Laska Winter are genuine and
fit tlie screen play 'Greed' quite so
surprisingly touching in the two
contrasting roles. If this is the "Seven
well as Chances"
this." — Metro-Goldwyn,
intluence that Basil King's plots
Lyceum, Minneapolis
have on young screen actresses he
Journal: "'Seven Chances' is a
should be sent as a missionary to neat little comedy picture in
which audiences will delight. Roi
Coojier Megnie wrote the play
Hollywood."
Daily News: "Laska Winter
gives the best performance as
of the young man who was forced
Hagar. Laska is a girl that not to make seven proposals of maronly bears watching but must be
riage before he could get the right
watched.
She's
that
sort.
The
girl
and
whose haste was bound
sea scenes have a charm about
up \\ith the fact that unless he
married before nightfall the stuTimes : "Miss Marsh gives a ])endous legacy would not be his.
very
good
performance
and
Miss
With tlie prodigality of the films
them." has good command of hor
\Vinter
.e seven ])rospects mount to
nearly 700, jiursuing the hapless
Morning Telegraph : " 'Tides of one through every kind of advenPassions'
pleases. Miss
Marsh,
ture. Thereafter the picture rewho
has contributed
remarkably
solves itself into one of the funto the cinema, does not fail in
niest chases of screen history, the
this.
part."She is an appealing artist, hundreds of women of eveiy size
with a quality unlike that of anyand age, their wedding veils
body else. Laska Winter also streaming behind them, running
madly
Jimmie
realizes her opportunities."
his
real after
sweetheart
still who
loves finds
him
"Greed" — Metro-Goldwyn, People's,
and
seeks
to
reach
her
home
bePortland, Ore.
fore 7 o'clock, the hour at which
Oregonian: "There is in the
he must —boMetro-Goldwyn,
married."
])ar]ance of critics a word that has "Romola"
Rooseoutworn its usefulness, even as
velt, Chicago
hokum has long since become obDaily News: "A haunting little
solete in the dramas of the screen.
girl, with fleeting hints of an im])ossible happiness in the smiles
It is none other than 'gripping,'
a tlioroughly descriptive term. In that quiver across her face; a

ewspaper
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"Into the Net"—
Pathe, Majestic,
Dallas
Herald: "The new film feature
is a pemune thriller. It stars
.Tack Mulhall in 'Into the Net/
and has a real kick in every episode of a long series. Rarely does
a director succeed in piling sensation on top of sensation as is the
case in the .Jack ^Vlulliall ])hiy.
But the continuity is admirable;
a definite specific story is depicted
and long before it is concluded
the audience is sitting on the edge
of its seats breathless with
interest."
"Tides of Passion" — Vitagraph,
Strand, New York
Herald- I'ribune : '"W e like
everything about this picture except the name of it. J. Stuart
Blackton directed 'Tides of Passion,' and remembering 'The Clean
Heart,' which he produced some
months back, we weie. not unprepared for what we found on the
screen. Mae Marsh has lost none
of that elusive cliarm which 1). W.
Griffith found in her. Laska Winter is a fascinating creature an;l
a very clever actress. Ben Hendricks is good. The scenery is
beautiful, the photograph good,
and the titles are so much a part
of the picture that we don't remember asingle one of them."
World : " 'Tides of Passion'
has more sincere feeling in its de-

o

Motion
Picture
N e zvs
Feature
Star
Distributed by Laagth Rivieira
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount 12 reels . . . Jan. ■
Ten Days
Richard Holt Gerson Pict. Corp... .4860 feet. .Dee. XT
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona.. .D.Revier-W.FairbanksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Those Who Dare
Special Cast
Creative Prod. (S. R.) 6 reels ... Nor. II
, .Banner Prod. (S.R.) 6 reels . . .Feb. 7
Weiss Bros. (S. R.). . .4750 feet
Thundering
Romance. . . .Buffalo
Bill. J
Tides of Passion
Mae Mzirsh.
. .Fox
6 reels . . .Mar. U
Titans, The
House Peters.
4800 feet. .Feb. 2»
6 reels . . Sept. M
. .Fox Film
Trapped in the Snow
Country
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) Warner Bros
Travelin' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S.
feet.
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge . .First National
Treasure Canyon J. B. Warner Sunset Prod
Under Fire
Bill Patton CUfiord S. Elfelt
Unholy
Three
Lon Chaney Metro-Goldwyn
United States
Flavor
FirstR.).National
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Ferguson Vitagraph
Up and At 'Em
Jack Psrrin Ambassador Pict. (S..5000 feet.
Viennese Medley Special Cast
First National.
The Virgin
Special Cast
Goldstone (S.R.)
7 reels . . . S*fL JV
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramount
Weavers,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Welcome Home
Paramount
Western Engagement, A. .Dick Hatton Arrow
What Will
People Say
Metro-Goldwyn
Wheel,
The
Special Cast
Fox
When Honor Ends Richard Dii
Paramount
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan Sering D. Wilson & Co
White Monkey, The Barbara La Marr First National
White Outlaw, The Jack Ho2de
Universal
Why Girls Go Back Home..
Warner Bros
Wife of the Centaur
Metro-Goldwyn 6700 feet . . Jan. 17
Wildfire
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. Nilsson-B. Lyon. . .First National
Wiiming of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S, R.)
Wise Guy, The
Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
Wise
Son,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
7r eels. . .June 23
With Kit Carson Over the
Great Divide Special Cast
Sunset Prod
Wizard of Oz
Larry Semon
Chadwick
Wolves of the Road Yakima Canutt Arrow
Woman Handled
First National
Woman Hater
C. B. C
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
Women
Banner Prod,
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's
Illusion,The
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Worst Woman,
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Caa'tLive on Love.. .Reginald Demy Universal
III
Pictures

tremulous figure of all youth and
every Spring is Lilllian Gish.
She is romance, sentiment, fugitive charm, yet she is alive. She
is the statue every sculptor has
tried to make of springtime, yet
she is quivering with nerves, with
fluttering fingers, with eyelash
love. Losing herself in girl after
girl of the fictitious screen, she
has risen to first place among
emotional actresses of the world."
Herald-Examiner: "There is
great beauty to Henry King's
cinematization of 'Romola.' The
]iictiu-e has a quaint and gorgeous
feeling of other days, achieved
through some fine photography
and the settings of Florence in
the fifteenth century. Lillian
Gish, playing the title character,
is lovelier than I have ever seen
her. There is something almost
unearthly about Lillian (Jish: yet
you feel that she is very much
alive at all times."
Journal:
"Lillian
'Romola' is done
with Gish's
fine intelligence and, great feeling. There
was someone on hand who had a
sense of values and of beauty.
The star is like some rare figure
in an old painting so fragile and
precious no one but a parvanue,
probably, could afford to hang her.

DAILY*

STOPS

1. The ultimate test of superiority is in the
performance of the Geneva Movement.
2.

The Motiograph DeLuxe Geneva Movement
with its hardened and ground bushings,
shafts, cam, star and sprocket, manufactured to standards heretofore believed impossible, and operating in oil bath, are the
reasons for its unapproachable SERVICE
GIVING RECORD.

3.

Built by mechanics with years of experience, assuring you of superior projectirresults, spoken of by many DeLuxe users.

4.

Oil System of the Splash and
scientifically arranged so that
well lubricated in order that
heavy work in a Motiograph

Pump design,
every part is
it njay do its
DeLuxe way.

5. THROUGH
THE HEART
BEATS OF
YOUR
PROJECTOR — YOU
SATISFY
OR LOSE!

THE ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MFG. CO.,

564

WEST

RANDOLPH

STREET,

Rothacker Ailcr Laboratories, Hollyu/ood, Cali(,

First

National

Presents
Meherin,
Gladys

Pictures,

Inc.

'^Chickie,* * by Elenore
with Dorothy Mackaill,

Brockwell,

Myrtle Stedman,
Bowers.

Hobart

Olive Tell and John

Scenario

Photographed

Bosworth,

by

Marion

Orth.

by J. C.VanTrees,

A. S.C.

Art director, MiltonjMenasco.

Edited

By

Arthur

John

Francis

Personal
A

Tavares.
Dillon.

supervision

First

Rothacker

Directed

by

All under

the

of Earl Hudson.

National
Prints

Picture.

and

Service.
Dorothy Mackaill
in
"Chickie"
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The

Biggest

Exploitat

ion

Stunt

in
All aboard! The crew of Metro-Gold wvn\ Tractclcss Train pre-,
pares for the first lap of its historic cross-country run.

Metro-

Goldwyn

Means

Showmanship

The ohservation platform from which thousands of
pieces
of Metro-Goldwyn
showman advertising will
be broadcasted
across the continent.

A SENSATION. Everybody's talking about ir.
The biggest showman stunt
in years. To advertise the
greatest line-up of showman pictures ever released.
Metro-Gold vvyn - Mayer
pictures are the hits of the
current year. They're the
talk of the industry. And
now the first trackless train
of history is blazing a transcontinental trail of frontpage publicity. Never before such a traffic-halting
ballyhoo. Never before
such audience pictures to
broadcast. Hop in. All
aboard. Ride to success with
:

ft

Interior of the Pullman, with sleeping and dining
accommodations; kitchenette and buffet; hot and
cold running water; electrically lighted and heated.

Wherever
tremendous
will cheer

this marvelous ballyhoo penetrates it creates
excitement. Millions of motion picture natrons
Metro-Goldwyn's
Trackless Train on its transcontinental journey.

WHEN
you've smacked out a beautiful 250-yard drive straight
down the fairway, have pitched dead to the pin, and then
made a perfect putt for a birdie — that's how you'll feel when you
play each of the pictures named above. It's impossible to dub your
shots or fall short when you're playing Paramounts. No matter
what the conditions or how hot the competition, Paramount players
are always first on the long green. Announce any of the above
entries
start.

and

you've

got your opposition

dormie

almost

before you

And The Greater Forty, the finest group of Pictures even Paramount
has ever offered before, will be announced Next Week. And what
an announcement !
So tee up, boys, and step up to the easy pickings!
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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to
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NEXT

WEEK
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GREATER

Cpammount

FORTY

Qictures

N eu's

May

1997
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SOL

LESSEI\.

BALTOS

to

''Yascinating— Vivid— Power
The Heroic Dash to Save PlagueStricken Nome Reenacted by

Gunnar

PnESEiSTS

RACE

NOME"

jiiV*

Kasson

and his immortal dog team headed by

BALTO
A sensation at its world premiere at
Loew's State, Los Angeles. Edwin
Schallert wrote, in the Los Angeles Times:
"I do not know when 1 have seen anything more fascinating than the film
that depicts the terror-haunted, hard- ^
ship-fraught journey across the frozen
fnlfhjlll/ /
wastes. To miss this portion of
the program will be to overlook
a thrill that is more unusual
than any ordinarily provided
by entertainment because of its
vivid and powerful reality."

in two reels
special

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Member,
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.,
Will H. Hays, President

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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money-makers
"STOP
FLIRTING
An AL CHRISTIE
with Laugh Special
JOHN

T. MURRAY,
WANDA
HAWLEY, ETHEL SHANNON,
DUFFY,
VERA STEDMAN,
HALLAM COOLEY.
<<

THE

starring
CRIMSON

JACK

RUNNER

PRISCILLA DEAN
A HUNT STROMBERG Production
with WARD CRANE, MITCHELL LEWIS, ALAN

HALE

starring
THE GIRL OF GOLD"
FLORENCE VIDOR
nth MALCOLM McGregor, claire dubrey, alan
BESSIE EYTON,
CHARLES FRENCH
starring
MARKET
VALUE"
AGNES AYRES
RANDOLPH,
TAYLOR HOLMES,
HEDDA
EDWARD EARLE
A PAUL POWELL Production

roscoe,

HER
with

ANDERS

HOPPER,

with

BEAUTY
AND
MAN"
By PETER THE
B. KYNE BAD
A FRANK WOODS Special Production
MABEL
BALLIN,
FORREST
STANLEY,
RUSSELL SIMPSON

"PRIVATE
AFFAIRS"
A RENAUD HOFFMAN
Production
with GLADYS HULETTE, ROBERT AGNEW, MILDRED HARRIS, DAVID
BUTLER,
ARTHUR
HOYT,
BETTY
FRANCISCO,
WILLIS MARKS,
CHARLES
SELLON,
HARDEE
KIRKLAND,
J. FRANK GLENDON,
FRANK COFFYN. CHARLES W. MACK
"THE

witti

starring
AWFUL

TRUTH"

AGNES AYRES
An ELMER HARRIS Production
from INA CLAIRE'S Great Broadway Success
WARNER
BAXTER,
PHILLIPS SMALLEY,
WINIFRED BRYSON

"ON THE
THRESHOLD"
A RENAUD HOFFMAN Production
from WILBUR HALL'S Saturday Evening Post Story
with GLADYS HULETTE, HENRY B. WALTHALL, WILLIS MARKS,
ROBERT GORDON, SAM De GRASSE, CHARLES SELLON,
MARGARET SEDDON

Released b'
WVOCEL DISntltUTINC COOP

(Produem

^istributinq

^
yCxrqyoratlorL
F.C.MUNROE i>r„«».,l RAYMOND
PAWLEY l"n<:ef™..i.w PAUL C.MOONEY vi„i.„ JOHN^C. FLINN^<.p^

Gilbert

E.

Gable

'RAIDE'R

THESKy
tefith

Jacqueline

Capt,

prejentj

Logan

and

J^unges^er
VARIETY

It

Wa^hinglon*^

Jumper

'Rialio

^5,000.00!!!

JUMPS RIALTO
$5j
SKY RAIDER"

Manager Weil of the Rialto, Washington says " 'The Sky Raider'
has done as much business this week as any two houses of this city

French

combined!"
A

tremendous

exploitation stunt yet devised —

Flying Circus Headed
J^ungesser Himself

A
The crew comprises

by

I. Capt. Nungesser, ace of aces, conqueror of over
104 German warplanes. Capt. Nungesser does the
most remarkable flying stunts yet seen, including the
landing upon a sheet with his airplane, from a great
height.
2. Lieut. Maurice Weiss of the French Reserves, the
most spectacular stunt flyer imaginable. He will pilot
the plane which will engage Capt. Nungesser in an
amazing alr>battle!

THERE

I

business getter, if tied up to the most sensational

The equipment
car. etc. etc.

31

IS ONLY

iwhousreehboosbeeR9 a

OPEN

TIME

LEFT

FOR

CAPT.

NUNGESSER AND HIS PARTY. SPEAK QUICKLY IF YOU
WANT
TO SET YOUR WHOLE
TOWN
AFLAME
WITH
EXCITEMENT!

J. S. Woody, President
Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

'e wiU

4. Gilbert Gable, the producer, expert exploitation and
advertising man.

LITTLE

Foreign Representative
Sidney Garbett

Dives to'The
$8,000Kid *
$13,000—

Skj- Kaid- r. ■ wri:T**n hy Jack

3. Sergeant Gaston Catellin. for 26 months chief
mechanician of the French Esquadrille at Metz during
the World War.
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A. Carlos

Presents

Continuity by Frederick Stowers
Directed by Art Rosson

ANOTHER
THE

WILD
MOST

ACTION
RABID

TALMADGE comes thru again with another high
speed action picture faster than any he has yet
turned out. . . It just races from one wild action
scene to another without a let up. Fans by the million watch for Talmadge pictures because they love
action and Talmadge gives it to them in car loads.
FILM
723

Seventh

PICTURE

RED

TO

BLOODED

DELIGHT
FANS

the new series of Talcue to
your
madge pictures
justbook
announced. A whirlwind
series of 5 Talmadge pictures now being sold throughout the country by F. B. O. salesmen now covering the

THAT'S

field. Try and see "TEARING THROUGH" . . .
and you'll get an idea of the kind of whirlwind action
pictures you'll get in these big 5. Book 'em now.

BOOKING

OFFICES

Ave., New York, Exchanges Everywhere
Thematic music cue sheets available on all our features

2002

.1/ 0 I i o II Picture

TO

MORROW

Not yesterday, but tomorrow
is what you are primarily interested in.
Past performances, with their records are
now but history.
What

will the morrow

bring?

From

United Artists Corporation, tomorrow will bring no idle promises, no

camouflaged assurances, no sugar-coated
announcement of what it hopes to do.
It will present the productions of the greatest
stars in the world. Those of Mary Pickford,
Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, D.W.
Griffith, Rudolph Valentino. William S.
Hart and others.
Adhering strictly to the original purpose
of concentrating only upon the superlative
type of productions, it plans a strictly limited output, but at the same time a definite
volume of material.
The minimum of pictures, next season, will
be twelve for the year. On the other hand,
the maximum will be fifteen.
Such facts come as a joyous announcement
to exhibitors. It will offer far more product
of only meritorious quality — marketed on
the most equitable basis ever presented.

N eivs

TO

For

MORROW

instance,

tomorrow

will bring

Mary Pickford in "Little Annie Rooney", a
comedy in which her every inimitable qualification will be given sway; Charlie Chaplin in
"The Gold Rush", the greatest and most
stupendous Chaplin comedy of all time; Douglas
Fairbanks in "Don Q, Son of Zorro"; D. W.
Griffith's "Sally of the Sawdust"; Rudolph
Valentino in "The Bronze Collar"; and William
S. Hart in a spectacular western story, the title
of which will be announced later.
Think of just those six. And tomorrow becomes
brighter and happier for every exhibitor.
The six greatest stars, producing for you the
six greatest productions of the commg season.
Greatest, because these producing units are absolutely free from the deadening requirements
of quantity production.
Of greatest importance to the exhibitor is the
manner in which these wonderful pictures will
be distributed. Each picture will be marketed
singly— each sold on an individual basis — each
offered only on its merit. No program or block
bookings. No grouping for the purpose of a
single contract — thus giving to the industry the
greatest and most meritorious productions,
upon an absolutely independent and open
market.
It's tomorrow you are interested in and here arc
the greatest productions of tomorrow.

Motion
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PICKFORD
in

Little

A

Release

Date

UNITED
Mary

nnie

Rooney

- September

ARTISTS

Pickford

13*^

CORPORATION
Charles

Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks
D. W. Griffith
Hiram Abrams, President.
Joseph M.Sehenck. Chairman. Board of Directors

Jl
^

Pi

-2005

May

9, 1925
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n
th

Release

Date

UNITED
ARTISTS
Mary Pickford

- August

i6

CORPORATION^
Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks
D. W. Griffith
Hiram Abrams, President.
Joseph M Schenck, Chairman, Board of Directors

Motion

2006

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
in

DON

Son

Release

oj

Date

ARTISTS
UNITED
Marij Pick ford

Q_,
Zorro

- August

^o**"

CORPORATION'^^
Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks
D. W. Griffith
Hiram Abrams. President.
Joseph ti Schenck . Chairman. Board of Directors

Picture

Netvs

May

9.

2007

19 2 5

D.W.

GRIFFITH
presents

'Sally

Based upon a play
of the
Sawdust
by Dorothy Donnelly

Release

Date

UNITED

ARTISTS

Mary

—

Pichford

- October

'

ii*'*

CORPORATION

Charles

Chaplin

^

Douglas Fairbanks
D W. Griffith,
Hiram Abrams. President
Joseph M Schenck. Chairman, board of Directors

/'

2008

UNITED

Mary

ARTISTS

Pick ford

CORPORATION

Charles

Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks
D. W. Griffith
Hiram Ahrams. President.
Joseph M.Schenck. Chairman, Board of Directors

^

2009
May

9, 1925

WILLIAM

S.

In a spectacular

Western

HART

story ^

to be produced most stupendously.
Title will be announced
later.

Release

UNITED
Mary

Date

- October

ARTISTS

Pick ford

25*

CORPORATION
Charles Chaplin
D. W. Griffith

Douglas Fairbanks
Hiram Abrams, President.
Joseph .H.Schenck. Chairman, Board of Directors

Ad

ON

"THE

No.

PACE

2

MAKERS"

BY

H.

Addicts

of

Agitated

C.

WITWER

the
Tintypes:

—

I'm beginning to like this Ad Writing Racket better. In the first place, you
don't have to bother with Plot and Construction and Heart Interest, and in the
second place, you can fluently talk about Yourself.
The fact that " The Pacemakers " is the world's greatest two reel series
is soon going to be like a Secret at a Mah Jong Party — Everybody will know
it. It is getting just as Private right now as a Greenhouse with the Blinds up!
Until you Switch off the Dimmers and Lamp "The Pacemakers" with a Bright,
Illegal Glare, you're like the guy which hadn't experienced the pleasures of
Delirium Tremens — you ain't been nowhere, and you ain't Seen Nothin'! This is
not because I wrote them, but in spite of that fact. At least a friend of mine told
me he pegged the First Installment recently and liked it Very Much because in
some parts of it they managed to get away from my stuff.
George O'Hara — Rah! Alberta Vaughn — Whoopee! Al Cooke — Wow!
Kit
Guard — Haw! Stanley Taylor — Ssssssss! Plenty of pretty girls, and big Sport
Thrills in each Episode! If this is a College Series, then this Higher Education Thing is all it's Ballyhooed

to be!
Yours,

forever and

a day

(Note) You Can Get
"THE PACEMAKERS" Only Thru
FILM BOOKING OFFICES

Thematic Music Cue Sheets Available On All Our Features

She

Scores

Again!

Here's that wonderful heart
appeal and rip-roaring comedy
that made Marion Davies in
"Litde Old New York" a real
box-office hit. The kind of a
picture that audiences take to
their heart because it's got the
laughs, the sobs, the thrills
that go to make great entertainment.

W

Pace

DAVIES
<with this marvelous

cast

Holbrook Blinn
George Siegmann
Richard Carle
Harrison Ford
Hedda Hopper
Harry Watson, Jr.
Olin Howland
Hobart Bosworth
Emily Fitzroy
Harry Myers
Master John HufF
adapted by Frances Marion
from the stage success by
Salisbury Field settings
by Joseph Urban directed by
George William Hill
ACTION

ZANDER
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DISTMBUTED

BV

COMEDY

+PLUS+

Every produclioii bearing oiir name

possesses every-

thing; that is requisite in high-quality motion

pictures

PLUS
COLOR
Not artificial, uii-real color clumsily daubed on positive
prints by hand, but Nature's REAL

color.

Ours is an actual photographic process which accurately
and faithfully reproduces Nature's color on the screen, a
welcome relief from the deadly monotone of black and
white, or unconvincing toning and tinting.
Eight producing units working at top speed to fill your
demands.

THEY'RE

DIFFERENT,

AVAILABLE
TWO

SERING

EACH

NOW

!

WEEK.
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25 West 43rd Si., New York
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BROS.

VARNER
a J id

o
:o

Leaders

hip

u

Every industry has its Leaders— those men of vision who blaze
the trail to new and undreamed of successes. How Warner Bros,
forged their way through handicaps and difficulties to LEADERSHIP in their field is the great romance of Motion pictures.

<

Warner '■Bros.
Stars
John Barrymore
Mark Prexmt
M<7i}te Blue
Syd. Chaplin
Irene Rich
Kenneth Harlan
Palsy Ruth Miller
Man Moore
Louise Fazenda
elite Brook
HuntK Qordon
Lou ell Sherman
John Roche
Dorothy Di.-i.orc
John Patrick
XC'illard Louis

3
O
_J
D
<
_J
-I

Jur\e
John Marlou-c
Harron
Don
Aharado
Qayne Whitman
Rin-Tm-Tm
JVamer 'Bros.
Directors
Ernst Lidjitsch
Harry Beaumont
William
BeauAine
Millard Webb
Classics

of the Screen

James Flood
Ray DelRaymaker
Ruth
Herman
Alan Crosland
Fred NetiTnoer
Qeor^e Hill
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AcUievement!

Forward — always forward — is the everyday working spirit of
Warner Bros. Their successes of today are stepping stones to
tomorrow. They recognize no stopping place. This is the
spirit that has made them LEADERS.
Warner Bros, have purchased for their 1925-26 Pictures the
screen rights to famous books and stories written by no less
than FORTY of the foremost American and European authors
— stories which have already proved
appeal by their wide popularity.

their gripping human

For the production of these pictures, Warner Bros, have secured
the most impressive array of dramatic talent available.
Consider

the tremendous

appeal of the stars listed on the

opposite page. They are players whose names guarantee pet'
feet interpretation of any big role in any Warner Bros, picture.
Their varied talents depict the whole range of human emotion
and they stand today RECOGNIZED by the American public
as the foremost entertainers of the generation.
In its production and technical talent the
finding genius is again evident. It includes
famous Ernst Lubitsch, Harry Beaumont,
Millard Webb, James Flood, Roy Del Ruth,

Warner genius for
the internationally
William Beaudine,
Herman Raymaker,

Alan Crosland, George Hill and Fred Newmeyer
past masters at producing screen successes.

— all proven

With th is unsurpassed screen material and talent, there is no
gamble about the coming FORTY WARNER
PICTURES.
Wait

for the FORTY

new

WARNER

Classics. With

these

great productions, and those of other independents, you need
be in no undue hurry to make your bookings. Be assured
that the coming FORTY WARNER
Pictures will be 40 box
office winners.

Wait for the winners.'

WARNER
BROS
Classics of the Screen M
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most
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LOWELL
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L. Case
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|B

1

RUSSELL

^Zusse^h

DARING

DRAMA

AMERICAN

INDIAN

AUTHENTIC

ihaMf.

-THRILLING

OF

THE

^TODA!^

-

SENSATIONAL-

A

J

At Last Something New,
Startling, Original.
Made in South Dakota
with the Co-operation
of the Sioux Nation.

DIRECTED
BY
EDGAR
LEWIS

Foreign Rights
Controlled by

Inter-Ocean Film Corp.
218 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y.

MAGNIFICENT

BOX

OFFICE

ATTQACTION/

HARRY

LANGDON

Comedies
Produced by
MACK SENNETT

Directed
HARRY

by

EDWARDS

Distributed
PATHE

by

EXCHANGES

Daw
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are

love

A

in

co-starred

bi|/-time

f3J0i?

brilliant
Directed

story

with

BURTON

Photographed
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of the

GEORGE

BERT

drama

the
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by

and

Brook

Clive

CANN

of

scenes

biggest

present

day

box

office

RELEASED
APRIL
Distributed by

stars

5th

OFFICES
BOOKING
FILM
by arrangement with
723 Seventh Avenue, New York
NETTLEFORD
ARCHIBALD
Exchanges Everywhere
Thematic Music Cue Sheets Available on All Our Features
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"
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COMEDY
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DRAMAS
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RAYART-REEO
ACTION
COMEDY
PUT
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HOWES
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FILMDOM'S 4
AS DAREDEVIL
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Cash

in on theNevo

Series

HARRY J. BROWN PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTED BY ALBERT ROGELL
RAYART

PICTURES

CORPORATION

723 Seventh
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NewYorL

'Jbveigri Distributors
RICHMOUNT
PICTURES./nc.
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The

Supreme

Achievement

Never
Field

Before
Has

Ever

M 0 ti0 n

of the Independent

in the Annals

Such
Been

IVAN

"LYING
Written and Directed
IFith a Brilliant Array

CLARA

KIMBALL

A

WIVES"
by Ivan Abramson

of Screen

Luminaries

Quality

or Wire

KENNEDY
MURPHY

EDNA

J. BARNEY

Will Flabbergast

for Territorial

Quicken

729

Seventh

PLAYERS,
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Status

WIVES'' is the First of the Four IVAN
to Be Produced by
PRODUCTIONS

IVAN

SHERRY

All Opposition

Production of the Kind That Will
Pulse of Your Business

Write

**LYING
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Including

MADGE

YOUNG

Sort of a Show

Inc.
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Well Knoii'ii Exhibitors Using
Man- &f Colton Organs
I. CO Och^.
New Ticcadilly
York City.Theatre,
ON. .11 it Marks, Ohio Theatre,
1 lulianapolis, Ind.
W iliiit-r & Vincent, Ori>heiiin Theatre,
Allentown, I'a.
I'tliii Kiowii.
Detroit, aMIcIi.
I. rlkouicliTheatres,
Bros., Euclid & West Park
t levelaiid, Ohio.
Ilitrrison &• Fitzer, Emiiire Theatre,
Iriiue^ Syracuse,
Cardine. N. V.
Jiuiifalo, N. Y.
J{ohiiis Theatrical ^Enterprises,
.Syracuse, N. Y.
II, S (iailup. Delft Theatre,
Marquette, Mich.
A .\. b'ennyvessy,
Rochester, N. Y.
.Stu'dey Chapman, Chapman Theatre,
Fullerton,
California.
N. Y.
Kvaiis I'tica.
W. l.,inton,
Olympic Theatre,

arr

J^merica^s

Used

By
As

A

Colton

finest

Organ

Prominent

Feature

Exhibitors

Attraction

and more exhibitors everywhere are appreciating the

ability to interpret the sentiment
of motion pictures have made

"drawing power" of the golden
throated Marr & Colton organ.
The glorious richness of tone
qualities, the versatility and the

the Marr & Colton, "America's
Finest Organ," a feature in well
known theatres throughout the
country.

More

I

These

&

Marr

C§f Colton

biiild organs for any size or type of t/ieatre.

WRITE FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL C.AT.ALOG.
ASK AHOUT OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
I
The

Marr

&

Colton

Fiictories — Wars-u, IS. Y.
Easlern Sales Office, 437 I-iflh Ai'i'iiuc, Xei^' York.
Western Sales Office. 906 Memtt BhUi., Los Angeles, Calif.
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AT ALL VITAGRAPH
EXCHANGES
Albany,
Atlanta, N.Ga.Y.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland. Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Afo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Montreal, Can.
New Orleans, La.
New Haven, Conn.
New York City, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Nebr.Pa.
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
St. John, is\ B.
St. Louis. Mo.
Salt Lake City, V.
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle. Wash.
Toronto, Canada
Washington, D. C.
Winiiil')eg. Canada
FOREIGN EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH. LTD
London, W. C. England
Manchester, England
Glasgow. Scotland
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Birmingham, England
Cardiff, England
Leeds, England
Liverpool, England
Dublin, Ireland
C IE VITAGRAPH DE
PRANCE
Paris, France
Alger, France
Bordeaux.
France
Lille, Paris
Lyon. France
Marseille,
France
Nancy. France
Strasbourg, France
Bruxelles, France
Geneve. France
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Three Women
Find Your Man
The Lover of Camille
This Woman
The Narrow Street
The Age of Innocence
The Dark Swan
The Lighthouse By The Sea
A Lost Lady
The Bridge of Sighs
A Broadway Butterfly
On Thin Ice
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My Wife And I
The Woman Hater
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Tracked In The Snow Country
How Baxter Butted In
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Colman

Picture

Members ^ Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.— Will Hays J>n$idtnt

Her

greatest

picture

New York Daily Mirror—
"Gives Norma Talmadge the opportunity of her career. Never has she done more excellent acting
or tugged more tightly at the heartstrings."
New York Times—
"Miss Talmadge gives one of the finest performances of her career. The film version of 'The
Lady" is well done."
New York Daily News—
" 'The Lady' is recommended without reservations."
New York American —
" 'The Lady' is qq% per cent, in direction, producing and acting."
Brooklyn Eagle—
'" 'The Lady' is a fine photoplay."
New

York World" 'The Lady' is recommended wholeheartedly as first rate motion picture entertainment."

Chicago Journal—
"This is a picture all admirers of Norma Talmadge should see."
Chicago Tribune—
"Well staged and directed — melodramatic but has a decided heart appeal."
Cleveland News—
"So real — so vital— so compelling. The convincing and intelligent portrayal given by Norma
Talmadge makes one forget it is all make believe."
San Francisco Examiner—
"Norma Talmadge has added one more splendid achievement to her list."
Baltimore News—
"Photoplay: 'The Lady'. T/ieatre : Rivoli. Type: Drama. Star: Norma Talmadge. Rating: Excellent."
Baltimore Sun—
"Must be rated among the finest things she has ever done."
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Presented bij. . . . JOSEt>H M. SCHENCK
Screen Version bij. . . . FaANCES
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Members of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.-- Will Hays J^idtnt
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VOL. XXXI

NEW

The

YORK,

There will be a heavy attendance; prominent producers and distributors will be there.
There will be activity and excitement. An
effort is being made among exhibitor organizations to have their members hold back all
booking contracts with distributors until after
the Convention. A bulletin has just been
issued from M. P. T. O. A. headquarters in
New York, bearing this appeal : "Bring Your
Play Dates to Milwaukee." The bulletin states
the establishment of a "Bureau of Trade and
Commerce" which will be active at the Convention and where "the producers will be in
a position to offer you (the exhibitor) contracts for their programs" and "you (the
exhibitor) will be there to make your selection." The bulletin states "we have been in
conference with Fox, Universal, Warner
Film

Booking

and many

producers

Offices, Vitagraph

for the state right mar-

ket." "It is for your good," the statement goes
on, "that the Bureau has been introduced — for
your preservation and the preservation of our
industry from monopoly. '
This draws a line, pretty sharph%

NO. 19

9, 1925

Convention

Milwaukee comes the first hand
FROM
news that hotel reservations are at a premium; and our representatives in the
Middle West report a widespread and serious
interest among exhibitors in the forthcoming
Convention. It looks like a real one.

Brothers,

MAY

1

between

the above companies and the so-called "Big
Three" — First National, Famous PlayersLasky and Metro-Goldwyn. That evidently
is the purpose.
Laying aside for the moment a consideration of this effort, which, it would appear, is
one of discrimination, we find ourselves speculating as to what definitely the Convention
will do. What will come forth from it— after

the exhibitors
offices?
There

have

gone

back

to their box-

will be lots of speeches.

We

hazard

the hope that they will be business-like, not too
sentimental. The issues are business matters — •
and these only. These speeches are bound to
do some good; a lot of men who feel the lines
closing too closely about them are going to talk
right out, and these utterances in themselves
will help to ease up a general situation that is
getting far too stringent. There is no gainsaying the fact that those big branches of
the industry — production, distribution and theatres,
which for their own good and the combined good
should be independent of each other, have gotten
badly muddled and decidedly more so now than
ever before in the industry's career.
The independent exhibitor right now is worried
about permanency of product. Will he always have
pictures? Is, therefore, his investment in brick and
mortar a safe, a permanent one? But he has always
worried on this point. From the time that theatre
enterprises got big enough to have board of directors, said board has asked at every meeting: "So far
so good, but what about pictures for the future?"
And the various consolidations with producing and
distributing interests have been actuated by this selfsame worry.
But when

has this market lacked product?

And

isn't the exhibitor's problem always solved by first
knowing clearly just what the rharket afYords and
then doing shrewd and cool selection, — in other
words, good buying!
So much for that side of the fence; now for the
other, the producer's side. We fancy that the longheaded producer to-day is the man who, holding
his head clear above the turmoil over trusts and
theatres, is devoting all his brains and energy to
turning out a program that will sell — and can't be
kept from selling, on its merits alone.
Pictures are what count, gentlemen.
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THE
big bit of news in
X
^
'
this issue is the Fox an/\
jV^
nouncement of 1925-26
/ \
I ^
product — comprehensive, colorful, impressive. Exhibitors,
everywhere and of all degree,
will thumb it carefully and weigh its worth. The
announcement reaches them first through AIotiox
Picture News — save only those First National
Franchise holders gathered last week in convention at
French Lick Springs. Jimmy Grainger, Fox sales

Vitagraph's exchange system, too, was not functioning satisfactorily. It needed more product. The
heavy expense of a national distributing system plus
an adequate sales force is intolerable without a considerable volume of product. So, with the union of

manager, who knows when he's got something to sell
and then is up with the robins, hopped a train to the
convention with advance copies of this insert under
him arm. Those who saw it were impressed; as they
must be.

W^arners' and Vitagraph's production resources —
two plants in Hollywood and one in Booklyn, and one
of these the best equipped studio in the business —
product is promised to the formidable extent of seventy features a year.

It is evident enough, as has been previously said
here, that Fox is aiming at the high spots. Specials !
And specials are going to count heavily in the exhibitor's book this year. The more specials the better;
the fewer hundrum pictures tied to them the better.
That will be the booking criterion.
Fox offers thirty-five "Special Attractions" —
these in addition to seven each from Tox Alix and
Buck Jones. These latter fourteen are standard boxoffice pictures, practically settled in advance as to
booking value.
Now as to the Special Attractions. It is evident at
a. glance that each has been aimed at just what the
name " Special " signifies. The names of H. G. WeWs
and Joseph Conrad stand highest in the book-world.
Peter B. Kyne is a best seller author in this country.
From the stage have been selected John Golden's successes, notably "Lightnin','' and "Seventh Heaven."
These other stage successes: "The Fool," "Lazybones," "The First Year." "Havoc" has interestingpossibilities — its direction by Rowland
Lee, the
fact that war plays are coming back strong in public
interest (some million overseas men alone are interested in the right kind of presentment). Then there
are spectacular specials, obvious ones, like " Siberia,"
'"The Johnstown
Flood," "The
Fighting Heart,"
Kentucky Pride," etc. And there are the known
quantities, such as " The Iron Horse," " As No Man
Has Loved," "The Fool." All in all, there's a well
considered, ambitious effort here to depart from the
program

type of picture.
" Special " is the keynote.
^ ^ ^

THE

Warner
\'itaga
tion a ofbolt
acquisi
ers came like
from phthebyblue.
The Brothtrade

isn't used to surprises like that. Such events
are rare, and always were marshalled along with
rumors. As it was, New York film circles gasped
and then gave the matter its quiet, respectful consideration; asit should.
The step is a most logical one. Warners' exchange
system was not all it should be — not, at least, for a
concern determined to have and hold a place among
the first line companies. The independent exchanges
handled other pictures besides Warner product, pictures, too, of a dift'crent calibre. They couldn't concentrate on Warner product. Yet Warner's twentysix a year couldn't alone maintain a set of exchanges.

EDITOR
The

Week

in Reviev?

Then there are Vitagraph's European exchanges;
a direct outlet abroad is important these days. Time
was, not long ago, when the Vitagraph foreign offices
were leaders in the London film market.
By this stroke, Warner

Brothers indicate clearly

their strength and their objective. It probably isn't a
final move. They also are determined, apparently, to
figure heavily in the way of first run theatres. But
the big consideration, of course, will be — pictures.
They have the plant resources; the men involved are,
all of them, pioneer showmen. We understand an announcement ofthe new year's product is forthcoming.
It will be read with much interest.
* * *

IN the meantime, all those independent exchanges,
the best in their field, which handled Warner
pictures, will open their shelves to other independent product. Which ought to help a good deal
the State right market.
* * *

interesting interview with Bruce Johnson,
First National's foreign manager. He has just
returned from Europe, and goes back again in
September. By the way, I hear that Elek J. Ludvigh,
one of the powers in Famous Players-Lasky, goes to
Europe shortly, and will make his headquarters there
for the next thee years. Marcus Loew has just purchased for ]\Ietro-Goldwyn the Gaumont string of
theatres in France. Gus Schlessinger, lately returned,
goes back across the water very soon with H. M.
Ben Blumenthal is in Budapest.
Warner.
AN

Looks like things were stirring over there — like
the prediction made in the News that the big battleground for theatre ownership would be in Europe.

Says Bruce Johnson, on this point: "Either the
Europeans must build the new theatres for Europe,
or the Americans will have to. Competition — the
competition over here — will force the Amerspirited
ican companies to do so.
" Conditions are better in Europe, much better. I
don't believe that this market will yield anywhere
near the film income of the American market — not
for a long time, at least. The people of Europe are
far less prosperous, have little money, in comparison,
to spend on theatre admissions. Remember that the
people out of work today in England and their fami-
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torial, business, advertising,
circulation, stock-room, etc.
of Motion Picture News
ON
BROADWAY
were all included in a small
bit of floor space, the annual
By William A. Joh nston
lease of which called for nine
hundred dollars and the said lease of which had just
lies equal the population of Australia. Taxes are
heavy everywhere.
been signed with some trepidation. We had the uncharted feeling of a duck that had wandered afield
" Italy is in good shape — from a theatre standand gotten into a strange pond.
point. France not so good, and with an uncertain
And on this self-same day a young man from
future. England is much improved. The exhibitors
Chicago blew into the office, said his name was
there have made money, good money, the past year.
There are many fine theatres there, not in London,
Rothacker, that he didn't believe any of the lies that
had been printed about us, that the motion picture
but in Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham and other
business had a great future, that there was lots of
main centres. Germany is coming along, but of
course the restricted importation of American pic- room for us, in fact for any straightforward enterprise, that he himself was building up a big printing
tures is a factor there. In Austria you cannot get
and
developing
plant, just consider the possibilities,
licenses for new theatres. Middle Europe is heavily
he
offered,
of
the motion picture in advertising
taxed; and that is another damper on new theatre
American goods and industries ! — and how about a
enterprises. Many distributors there have gone
bite of lunch, etc. !
])ankrupt, but I found on investigation that it was not
So we dug in again, with a new feeling of success ;
due to their handling of American films — on these
and about two years later this same Rothacker said :
they made a big profit — but because they went into
production and spent more money than they could
" You've made the grade, and I want the advertising
space of your back cover; moreover, I want it right
possibly gross in their local markets.
"Will Europe produce? Yes, I believe so. Also,
American companies will produce abroad, alone or in
co-operation with foreign producers. The answer is
not merely to send American directors and stars
abroad. The Europeans have plenty of producing
ability and they know how to produce economically
there, which we do not. What they do need is our
judgment in picking out stories that will meet the
taste of this country. That's the foremost step. And
then they need our advice in casting, if they aim to
appeal to our standards.
"As for distribution, the day of the middleman in
Europe is over, so far as the big American companies
are concerned. They all intend to have their own exchanges and do their direct dealing with the exhibitor."
And there First National's foreign manager said,
it seems to me, a most important thing: "International distribution, however, is not the all-important
end. The first consideration is international production — that is, the making of pictures with a true
international appeal. That can be done — whether
the pictures are made here or abroad or by Americans
alone or Europeans alone, or both working together.
You cannot have successful international distribution
if the product is provincial in character. In the
matter of provincialism the American producer is
just as open to criticism as is the European producer.
The most progressive step that any American company can make today — the step that u'ill most certainly assure its future — is the making of intcrimtional pictures for international distribiotion."

JUST about t\velve years ago we \\-ere seated in a
small office at 220 ^^'est 42nd Street, New York ;
and aside from the fact that it was a bright
spring day, the outlook wasn't dazzling.

The

edi-

along, just so you maintain your progress and policy."
That back cover advertisement has run now continuously for ten years; and we are considerably
proud of it. It breaks all advertising records of its
kind in this field. Fifty-two times a year for ten
years the copy has stated that Rothacker prints are a
service to this industry; and that is a fact; moreover,
it is a fact known to the trade in every country of the
globe. By the way, from Japan the other day, where
magazines are read backward, came a letter addressed tothe Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York, and asking for a copy of Motion
Picture News as advertised on the back cover.
All this is by way of reference to the Fifteenth
Anniversary on May 10th of the Rothacker Film
Company. There are few, very few firms in the motion picture business to-day who can claim that age.
But the point is that those fifteen years stand for an
unbroken record of quality work, of genuine service,
upheld and steadily fought for regardless of any
other lure or consideration. And that's a record — in
any business.
Everyone in the trade — even beyond these shores
— knows "Watty" Rothacker and likes and respects
him. There's a temptation to reminisce some more,
and plenty to say : but I want only to add this, which
should be said of every man in the field for whom it
may be said, that he would have made the same
brilliant success in any other kind of business.
* * *

on settled
onal edConventi
Internati
OUNT'
PARAM
down
in NewS York,
function
there, and then
moved to the west coast to meet the western
sales division. In advance of the convention, and
impressed with its importance, we spent an interesting hour with Emil Shauer, head of Paramount's
foreign department; he showed us the large maps
{Continued on page 20v38)
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The

Story

of the

Silkworm

Tl/'ILLIAM
DE
MILLE
made a speech
^ ' recently at the annual luncheon of the
National Board of Review in which he gave expression to some forceful opinions. One of them
in particular deserves to be given especial emphasis,
because it goes to the very heart of successful picture-making. Said Mr. De Mille:
" The public doesn't go to the theatre for art. It
goes for entertainment. You can give it as much
art with entertainment as you like. What the public
objects to is the substitution of art for entertainment.
It won't
stand for that; it never has stood for it in
the
theatre.
"
see,
and
He

Well, my dilemma is that of the silkworm. You
there was a ribbon clerk who used to sell ribbon
he became a very expert salesman of ribbon.
sold miles of it. A certain shade of dark blue

|An

Editor

News
1

on

Broad^^i^a}?!

(Continued from payc 202)7 )
prepared for the convention and indicating the location all over the globe of the company's seventy-nine
offices for the direct handling with theatres of its
product.
I don't know of any one event of the day that more
clearly symbolizes the great expansion of the American motion picture trade than this international convention— the first of its kind held here. Think of it!
The same concern which, little more than a decade
ago, handled its business in this country through some
fifteen exchanges, now has seventy-nine offices outside of the country.
The most interesting portent of this convention,
however, is the approaching development of the
foreign picture market. We are well intent, too well
intent, probably, upon our domestic afifairs. I am told
on all sides that Europe is going to have fine new
theatres and that eventually, i)erhaps shortly even,
the income from the foreign field will rival the several
hundred millions taken in annually from the U. S.
and Canada. In that event, we had better stop
scrapping about the loose ends of the domestic market,
and busy ourselves with a new field, where the prizes
of initiative and enterprise are far greater.

came in which was very popular and so he went to
the silkworm and said, ' Now, my friend, you must
spin a shade of silk that is just this particular color.'
" The silkworm said, ' Well, all I know is how to
spin silk. I don't know what color it is until after
it is through.'
"The salesman said, 'I can't help that; if you
don't spin the color silk that I need in my business,
you won't get any food.'
" So the silkworm tried to spin that color silk and
exploded.
" That is the ever-present problem, of course, from
our end of it. The ribbon clerk thought he was
doing the right thing but the silkworm was doing
the only thing he could do — spin what was inside
of him.
" Now, to make the example concrete, the worst
pictures I have ever made have been made when I
was trying to keep an eye on the box office. And
the best pictures I have ever made, and some of the
most popular, have been when I wasn't paying any
attention to the box office whatever but was making
a picture I wanted to make because I felt I had to
make it. I have come to the conclusion that if the
motion picture producer produces what his soul tells
him to produce, he will reach even financial success
far more often than when he simply tries to reach
financial success. That has always been true of art
and has been true in the theatre and other arts.''
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Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn
snapped immediately upon their
TPturn from Jersey City, tthere
they tvere married. Mrs. Goldiiyn
was formerly Frances Hotvard.

SUIT
FOLLOWS
WLANGDON
ER
HETH
or not the many rumors of Harry Langdon's
mtention to desert the production of two-reel comedies — and hke
Keaton, Lloyd and Chaplin — to follow up with feature-length films,
is true, the fact is evident that he is at present engaged on the production of the most ambitious story he has yet attempted.
The Sennett star has come along rapidly since he jumped to the
screen a year and a half ago. And why not? He has a wealth
of experience in the amusement field — having worked his way along
from property boy through medicine shows, circuses and vaudeville.
Being a trained comedian he had no difficulty in gauging the gags
to suit his personality. And his personality is distinctly individual.

Tom Mix, the Fox star, and Tony,
his famous horse, give a parlv
lor the youngsters on lionrd th<^
Aquitiinia.
roomin ofthe
the main
ship. diiliug

Pathos, which is one of the important factors in any comedian's
success,
by him
with rare Yet
skill.when
He he
hascares
that to
"hurt
expressionis portrayed
which kindles
sympathy.
opendog"
the
comedy faucets, a stream of richly amusing antics bursts forth.
Langdon
staked
on "His
First
Flame."himself,
The
greater
part has
of the
story everything
was suggested
by the
comedian
from incidents recalled during the days when he was trouping up
and down the Main Streets of America. His life has been so complete that if the picture carries out even a small part of his adventures itshould be a rollicking nomber.
So our hats are off to Harry Langdon who is destined to take
his place with that little handful of comedians who are sitting so
pretty at the top. His inimitable characterizations have provoked
admiration from the masses and the classes. He extracts laughs
and sympathy because of his ability to suggest pathos and humor,
so distinctively.

MARION DA VIES IN PERSON
HEN Marion Davies' new picture, "Zander the Great,"
opens at the Capitol Sunday the star will be there in person. Having but recently arrived from the Coast, she is busy purchasing a
new wardrobe for her next picture, "The Merry Wives of
Gotham." The new opus, "Zander the Great," takes her away
from the costume spectacles in which she has appeared the last year.
W

Clara Norton appears in a new
sort of role in a Christie com<>,dy
now in production for Educational release, in which she is called
upon to vampHiers.
the portly W'alta

Little Helen Rowland, now playing ivith Milton Sills in "The
Making of O'Malley" (First Nat'l),
•■ecently vamped Thomas A. Edison
at his Men'.o Park establishment.
I

W'infield R.andSheehan,
and general
manager
Fox cor^
poration,
James vice-president
B. Grainger, new
Fox general
salesof manager,
working over the sales map and planning the drive for the 1925-26
line-up of product.

Hurry Langdon. the jaslest ri.s(/i.:r
figure on the comedy horizon today, who is nppearinu in Mack
Sennelt comedies
Pathe.for release hy

Hugo Ballin and his cameraman,.
J. R. Diamond, at work on "The
Shining
with MabelAdventure"
Ballin and (Principal/,
Percy Marmont. Diamond has been with
him on seven pictures.
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the drama. According to the reports it is destined to settle down
for a run. Then after the run the screen producers will make their
bids. And being strong silent men they will talk in figures. The
result of it all should swell the Spence bank deposits.
T
NAZIMOVA'S COME-BACK
XT certainly is a pleasure to see Nazimova back in the type of role
which gives her the fullest expression of her emotions. Time was
when appearmg in tlie Ibsen dramas on the stage that she was
ranked very close to the top of the profession. She became a
screen favorite too — when "The Fog" and others cut from a similar
cloth presented her the opportunity to show her emotional gifts.

of the Frank Lloyd company on location for "\Finds of
Members (First
Chance"
^n^iollal): left to right: Fred Warren, Mason N.
Litson, Anna 0- I^'Hsson, Ben Lyon, W. J. Reiter, Frank Lloyd, Violm
Dana, Hobart Bosworth, John T. Murray, Mrs. Fred Sliter, Frances
Brown, and Mmtager Fred Sliter of the Seattle branch.
PUTS IT OVER
whose fine Italian hand has saved many a
picture flop and made good pictures better through his skill at adaptations and writing subtitles, has blossomed forth as the author of
y play, 'The Gorilla." It had its try-out in
myster
a bur
n and
gtoque
hinles
ic of the Star sings its praises in a column
the crit
Was
and a half on the Sunday dramatic page. The play opened in
New York Tuesday night and the audience evinced great enthusiasm.
TTie Washington writer calls it as variegated in its wares as a
Christmas tree with jack-in-the-boxes, torpedoes, firecrackers, zoological mimicries, and, in fact, every mechanical toy calculated to
delight the human mind. It utilizes almost every famiHar effect
known to the crime and mystery drama and yet gets its thrills and
surprises from moment to moment with unvarying accuracy. The
Washingtonian says it belongs to the school established by 'The
Bat," but outbats "The Bat."
Mr. Spence is a versatile young man. He writes occasionally
for Dr. Ziegfeld — and is often called by other play producers
when they have a sick "brain child" on their hands. He should be
registering high glee after the reception of his newest contribution to
E
ENC
P
RSAL
PH
SPENCE,

Ferdinand Pinney Earle painting one of the special backgrounds used
in the process by which he filmed "A Lover's Oath", Astor's first release.
Then all of a sudden came an abrupt departure from the characters she fitted so well. She experimented with bizarre settings
and exotic roles until Oblivion came near to being written across her
horizon. We all wanted her to express her deep emotions in stories
of human attributes. She has responded with "My Son." Playing the Portuguese mother of an unruly boy she stages a real histrionic comeback. It is a performance with depth of feeling and exceptionally fine naturalness.

TIDINGS FROM TOM AND TONY
OM MIX and Tony certainly gave their fellow passengers on
the "Aquitania" a wonderful time during the trip across to Southampton. In fact the children who were on board have accepted
the cowboy star as another Santa Claus for the party he gave them
on Good Friday. Tony had signed the invitations as usual and the
kids surely gorged themselves on the cakes and ice-cream. But they
had their greatest thrill when Tom, mounted on Tony, rode into
the grand dining room of the steamer, where the party was held.
This is the first time a horse ever set hoof in the dining room of an
ocean liner. So far as the grown-ups were concerned, Tom gave a
talk on clean pictures. He told them of the efforts of himself
and his company in that direction. He was introduced as the best
known actor in the world.

T

AGENT
WANTED— AN ADVANCE
AE MURRAY is probably wishing she had taken an advance agent and' a carload of lithographs and photos with her to
Europe. According to a Paris news dispatch there is an officious
onary at the Italian frontier who doesn't know her. Neither
functi
blonde beauty nor her famous mannerisms got her across the
her
border when the official discovered that her passport did not carry
an Italian vise.
When the star told him who she was he assumed a faraway look
English." So Mae came back to
and muttered "Me no speaka da to
Vienna where she had intended
Paris while her baggage went on
registered indignation at Clarshe
visiting Max Reinhardt. That
idge's hotel in Paris is proved in her retort — "No more traveling
in Europe for me.
M

owned by Fred Thomson, F. B. O.
Silver King, the "nonder horse" possible,
since he is a highly valuable
it estem star, receives every care
is in his private motorized stable on
piece of horse flesh. Here he tvheels.
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HAROLD, MILDRED AND JOE
IKE that memorable trio of Never-Never Land, Wynken,
Blinken and Nod — Harold Lloyd, his wife, Mildred Davis, and
his envoy, exlraordinaire, Joe Reddy are always together. Wherever you find Harold you find Mildred. Wherever you find
Mildred you find Harold. Wherever you find Harold and Mildred
you find Joe.
There are two sets of three musketeers in the movies. One group
comprises Doug and Mary and Charlie. The other comprises
Harold and Mildred and Joe. The latter trio are visiting New
York — their semi-annual trip. Harold and Mildred are here to see
the shows and shop in the stores. Joe is here to tell the world with
his own set of five-dollar words that Harold and the Missus are the

L

two greatest persons in God's Vast Cathedral. Joe is guiding
Harold around the newspaper offices, arranging interviews,
luncheons, while Mildred takes up the peculiarly feminine pastime
of looking over the shops. They will take in all the New York
hits.
Their schedule is a heavy one — with mornings, afternoons and
evenings completely occupied. The baby? Well, Harold and
Mildred — and Joe agreed with them — thought that she was too
young to stand such an arduous trip as the overland journey. So
she remained in Hollywood. They certainly miss her. Not all
the bustle and excitement of New York — not ,all the intensive
pleasure to be gained from a short vacation in the metropolis can
erase the far-away look in their eyes.
The Lloyds are intensely human folks — the kind of folks you'd
like for neighbors — the kind of folks who would say "Sure!" if
you invited them in your flivver to go picnicking in the country.
I here is nothing of the personal pronoun in Harold's vocabulary.
He'dballmuch
talk about Mildred and the baby — and baseand golf rather
and shows.

This afternoon siesta business is the bunk, accordinji to Director Williani
K. Howard, who tried it while on location in southern Arizona for)
"The Light of Western Stars" (Paramoiml). Mark Hamilton wielded
a soothing fan, but directorial cares kept Howard awake the whole time.

NED
LSers SIG
TE
USTOS
about
theLL
timeOWarnerGIR
Broth
bought the Vitagraph
JC
any
llo
Comp
of which Maurice Coste
was at one time one of the
best known and earliest stars, his daughters, Dolores and Helen,
ello girls," were affixing their signapopularlyto knownactas the "Costers
tures a contr
with Warn
in Los Angeles. Jack Warner
signed both of the young women just two or three days before
Warner took over the company that their father helped to make
famous.
The young ladies have charm and personality — and have appeared in vaudeville and on the speaking stage. They have been
coached by their father who is now playing the two-a-day — and are
actresses of considerable talent.
It is the intention of the Warners to develop the young women
for the screen and assign them to prominent roles. Their daddy
was one of the best known of the old school screen players, and
was the Valentino of his day when it came to popularity with the
ladies. Of late his film appearances have not been frequent and
he has given most of his attention to vaudeville.

Betty Bronson, who has been selected to play the Madonna in "Ben
Hut' (Metro-Goldivyn),
give a tvith
reverent
and Fred
sincereNiblo.
portrayal of
the role. She isshould
here shoum
Director
POINT OF VIEW
NE
KO
ENNETH R. EDDY, Fox News field cameraman at SaultSt.-Marie, Michigan, submits a clipping from his local newspaper
headed :

"Locks Too Large to Take with Only 150 Feet of Film, Sabin
Points Out."
Thereby hangs a tale — to wit — or to woo:
At the regular luncheon of the Rotary Club, it was announced
that
"shoot"
of used.
the famous canal
locks,Fox
and News
that atwould
least 150
feet some
of filmpictures
would be
Whereupon L. C. Sabin, general superintendent of the locks,
arose and objected.
"It is impossible to get anything with only 150 feet," he said.
"Every one of the locks is more than 150 feet long."
And that's thus!

Helene (left) and Dolores Costello, the two daughters of Maurice Costello, who have just been signed to a long-term contract by W arner
Brothers. They have a great tradition to carry on.
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HAinva
es in a wedding of
inat
py Eending
culm
A S the hapTH
hero and heroine let us turn our attention to the lovers of a real
story — who have tied their romance with a marital knot. The hero
of this little tale is Samuel Goldwyn — the heroine, Frances
Howard. After a brief courtship they were married a week last
Thursday week at eleven o'clock in the morning by Judge Leo
Sullivan of Jersey City. The bride has just made her screen debut
oduction.
in "The eSwan." As for the groom — well he eneeds no intr
He chos Edgar Selwyn as his best man whil Miss Howard chose
her sister, Constance, for maid of honor.
Following the ceremony the happy couple were hosts at their
wedding luncheon at the Ritz. Those who "sat in" on the party included Diana Kane, Conde Nast, Everett Jacobs, Edgar Selwyn,
Mrs. McLaughlin (mother of the bride) Mr. and Mrs. Goldwyn,
Constance Howard, George Fitzmaurice, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
King, S. Goldsmith, Rae Goldsmith, Mr. and Mrs. Wigham,
Bernard Gimbel, Nathan Burken, Michael Arlen, George Cukor,
Mrs. McNeeley.
Immediately following the luncheon the honeymooners entrained
on the Century for Los Angeles.
The NEWS offers felicitations.

Among the film executives attending the First .Vfl/ionn/ meeting at
French Lick was E. M. Asher.
rice-president of Corinnc Griffith
Prod. He is with Edward Small.
Mrs. Asher,
Betty and Billy.

One of the most promising recent
discoi eries is Carol I omhard. to
he seen in featured parts for Fox.
Aeter «H extra, she ivas leading
lady in ' Marriage in Transit'' and
''Hearts and Spurs".

NG THE LAMBS
SHI
CRALamb
W HEN the
s — the actors club — stage their annual
Gambol they carry on the sacred tradition that the gentler sex must
not perform in the show. This tradition, however, was rudely shattered last Sunday night at the Metropolitan Opera House — the
scene of the Gambol — when the Marquise de la Falaise (Gloria,
you know) appeared on the darkened stage and engaged with Tom
Meighan in an animated and vigorous denunciation of the Lambs
as a whole for their stand agamst her presence in defiance of the
time-honored institution.
Gloria was accompanied by her husband, the Marquis, who,
making his public premiere on the American stage, enlivened the
scene with volcanic and explosive French anent the attempted embargo against Gloria and her sister actresses. Meighan, who is
Shepherd of the Lambs, made a gallant but ineffective defense
against the tirade of the joint de la Falaise forces, while Augustus
i homas, dean of American playwrights, and leader of the antifeminist wing of the Lambs, writhed silently in his seat.
The great audience applauded enthusiastically when Gloria cried
out — "Why Tommy, we ARE in the Gambol — I did make the
grade after all — Look, there's Mrs. Meighan in that diamond
horseshoe box," pointing excitedly. Then the curtain dropped.
Of course it was all a trick. Gloria was actually in her home in
Hollywood — and later in the evening Richard Barthelmess read a
telegram from her that the broadcasting of the dialogue of the
sketch had been perfectly received in Los Angeles.
The number was put over by the De Forest Phonofilms — it being
a motion picture that permitted Gloria, Henri and Tom to talk. It

Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan Metro-Goldwyn star, snapped by International ISetvsreel as she stepped from the train in Neiv York
forthetheGreat"
premiere
of her "Zander
(Metro-Goldwyn).

Lucille La Verne, character actress, will play the same role in
"ff rath"
(Metro-Goldwyn J, the
picturizalion of "Sun Up", that
she created in way.
the play on Broad-

was
by Allanfeature
Dwan ofunder
Dr. Lee De Forest's supervision
and directed
was the surprise
the Gambol.
SWANSONIA
FURTHER
G LORIA not
only knocked 'em "dead" at the Gambol, but
she had nearly all of Los Angeles at the Santa Fe Station when
she and the boy friend, Henri, stepped off the train. Then came
the parade (parades are always happening out there when someone
of note hops off the rattlers) headed by the cops, followed by a
brass band — and Gloria, Henri, and Paramount executives and
officials in autos bringing up the rear. It was an enthusiastic demonstration.

YORK
IN NEW
SPRINGTIME
PRINGTIME in New York may start the ponies running at
the local tracks and the posies blooming in the parks — but it is not a
genuine springtime unless Several Hollywood commuters hop off the
trains at the Grand Central Terminal. Among those who have
arrived in Gotham from the Coast are Marion Davies, who has now
become a resident of Hollywood, Mae Marsh, who will continue
on to London to fulfill screen engagements, Nazimova, who is here
to set her Port Washington home in order, William S. Hart, who
came on to play a sketch in the Lambs Gambol, Mae Busch, who
will begin work in the East on a new production, Teddy Sampson,
Miriam Cooper, Lloyd Hughes and Gloria Hope.

S

Action with a couple of capital
^'A's" is presented in this instantaneous photo of Buffalo Bill, Jr.,
and his horse, Kelly, in Thunderbolt Thrillers for Artclass.

Marshall Neilan is said to have
picked another winner in little
Sally 0'I\eil, a newcomer who
plays the (Metro-Goldwyn
name role in his) . "Pol-o"
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800
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for
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New

Shows

Questionnaire

SYDNEY S. COHEN, Chairman of the Administrative Committee
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, this week issued
a statement incorporating the results of the questionnaire on
product for next season recently sent out by the organization. According to the survey, about 800 features will be available from all producers
and distributors for the new theatrical year.
Next week Motiox Picture News will print a detailed summary of the
pictures to be released in 1925-26, giving titles and casts and other available information. This survey will be as complete as it is possible to
make it.
Mr. Cohen 's statement follows :
"Actuated by a desire to dispel from the minds of my fellow theatre
o^mers the fear that there would be a shortage of worthwhile pictures
for the coming year, and impelled by the desire to prove correct my
own oft repeated claims that there would be more quality product from
the independents than ever before in the history of the Industry — I,
in my capacity as C^iairman of the Administrative Committee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, sent out under date of
March
concerns.15th the appended questionnaire to all of the kno"\\ai producing
"The response was overwhelming, and the extremely encouraging results are tgibulated below. It is indeed gratifying to learn from them
that not only will there be no possible shortage of product during the
coming season, but that there will be an abundance of quality pictures
from the Independents. Thus is my contention most fully borne out;
and since this condition is one of benefit to my fellow theatre owners it
is a double satisfaction.
"In the following tabulated results of the questionnaire, theatre owners
will note that not only does the quantity and quality of the product
listed therein assure the big downtown first run houses, and first run
houses everywhere — (neighborhood or in the smaller cities) of an ample
supply from which to choose their programs; but the small theatre
owners' needs will be fully cared for as well.
"Read our questionnaire carefully, and then read this following list
of films with the same care. This is information furnished us by these
various producers and the classification is theirs, not ours."
Arrow
Fiim?^.^"^.^^.
Associated
Exhii)itors . . . . . . ^°3^i
24 2^
24 13 ..^
. . ..
Banner FUms
12
6
6 —
Chadwick Pictures
17 11
6
Famous Players
75 (^Th^ figures are
Kent's quota of
57 ^'"sT^".'.'!^"^'"'
First National
Film Booking Offices.'.'.'
] 64 12 '18 "34
Lumas'Fitas"^.'. :: :::::::::::
Metro-Goldwyn
52 (Metro ...^
did ::::
not
Pathe
2 "''f^''.*^^''^..
Producers Distributing
44 35
s
4
30 ' •24 ::::
unillfitii^s'. :::::::::;::: 54
Schulberg
i8
i8
w'arners^'.'.'
! 26 (Since
26
replying to

tion withcharacter
regard toof the
quality,
number
and
general
feature
motion
pictures
to be released in America during the coming theatrical scason, beginning beptember.
1925, we respectfully request your answer
to the qucstions enumerated herein :
^^"^^ feature motion picture
"^^^
productions of moi'e than 5,000 feet in
'^'"g'th
yill SeaSOll?
your company release during
tlie coming
-'(2) How many feature pictures will you
release that vou might classifv (A) (B) ?
. " (a) of course referring to the type of
picture Worthy of a full week's run in
eitiestheor longest
zones where
the policy;
or
for
possiblesuch
run isgiven
a picture

ad'v^tsed4opU;t, "■■^^^^
200 xo
(Thisbe weconservabelieve
'
This is the questionnaire sent out by Mr.
Cohen:
"For the purpose of officially and authentically advising members of our organiza-

the larger neighborhood theatres or firstclass houses in smaller cities and towns.
"(P) of
To a refer
to run
all in
other
features
worthy
split-week
houses
dedicated to that policy or to the three, four or
five day run which the first-class houses in
smaller cities and towns and the large
iieighljorliood houses give to features which
merit such showings.

y^^^
Unlfs'ted "and "siauering; !;;!;;

Season,

Made

Public

"(3) How many feature pictures, usually
described as program pictures, will you release? These, of course, are i^ictures
worthy of a two day play, to be played
either singly or as a double feature according to the policy of the theatre — or to be
played singly in the smaller, daily change
houses.
"We respectfully suggest in your rethat these "program"
pictures
be in
no wise sponse,
confused
with the Class
A and
B
pictures referred to in the previous paragraph, and we urge the utmost frankness
on your part in giving us the information
we ask.
"We request, if possible, that you furnish
us with your answer not later than April
10th, 1925.
"Any additional information that will enlighten exhibitoi-s in formulating booking
plans for the coming season, we will be
pleased to have for transmission to our
members."
One Killed, Four Injured, in
Florida Airdrome Mishap
A motion picture screen, torn from its
fastenings by a high wind, resulted in the
death of one child, and injuries to four
others, at the Airdrome, St. Petersburg,
Florida.
The screen fell forward into the orchestra.
The injured, three children and one of th3
musicians, will recovei*, it is said.
The manager of the theatre said that he
could not account for the accident as the
screen has passed tests of the building inspector and was considered safe.
Daylight in
Saving
Repeal Fails
Chicago
Chicago theatre men were disappointed
by the action of the city council in refusing
either to repeal or curtail the period of
daylight saving, provided for in the ordinance. The majority of the council, however, seemed to feel that as the matter had
been voted on at a referendum election it
would not l>e proper for the city council
to overrule the popidar verdict. Hope,
however, was held out that a referendum on
the repeal may be held at some future time.

Daylight Saving Abandoned
in Washington
Washington exhibitors are congratulating
themselves that there will be no daj'light
saving in the District of Columbia this year.
The plan was tried out a few years ago
with disastrous results, practically the entire population disliking tlie idea. A large
part
Wa.sliington's
for
Uncle ofSam
and calls itpopulation
a day at works
4:30, and
while daylight saving was veiy nice for
those Avho followed golfing, canoeing or similar sports, it was felt by the majority that
there was entirely too much daylight.
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Stronger Co-operation and Organization to Be Sought at Milwaukee;
Consolidated Physical Handling
Discussed at Meetings

R*ATI
PREPA
on OXS
A.,
P. D. ee
I. M.theP. Milwauk
of the for
conventi
May 10th, 11th and 12th, began to
crystallize this week in a series of meetings
presided over by John Lowell Russell,
president pro tem. Stronger organization
and co-operation with the other independent
factors in the industry have been the principal matters for discussion.
From the trend of the discussion at these
meetings, it appears that the issues to be
brought up at Milwaukee wiU include:
Better co-operation l>etween the various
independent branches of the industry.
Better organization within those branches
themselves.
Formation of an independent producers'
association.
Formation of an independent exchanges'
association.
The possibility of consolidated physical
handling of prints and accessories on the
part of independent exchanges.
A uniform contract between independent
producers and distributors.
The Sydney S. Cohen plan for a Bureau
of Trade and Commerce.
These issues have been thoroughly discussed at meetings of the I. M. P. P. D. A.
in Xew York, and this delegation, at least,
will come to Milwaukee prepared to work
for definite action along these lines.
The feeling is strong within the organization that conditions demand organized action
rather than talk, and it is the hope of the
leaders of the organization that the Milwaukee faceting will bring concrete results that
will at least be a move in the direction of
a better stabilized independent field.
At a meeting of the I. M. P. P. D. A. on
Tuesday, it was unanimously decided to
have John Lowell Russell open the Milwaukee meeting with a key-note talk setting
forth the plans outlined by the association.
Mr. Russell this week pointed out the
need of stronger organization in the indepcndon* field, on the part of producers, exchange men and exhibitors.
"The distributors are pretty well organized in the present association," he said, "as
are the exhibitors in many parts of the
country, but the independent producers and
exchanges are totally unorganized.
"With all four branches strongly federated, each having a salaried head, an Arbitration Board could be formed which would
enjoy the confidence of all. including in its
membership the four association heads and
a fifth man, strictly neutral, heading the
board. This fifth man would have to be
a big figure, a man in whose judgment confidence would be placed, and one not engaged in any one of the four branches of
the industry. Such a board could handle all
matters Ix'tween the various branches of
the business, arbitrating all disputes and settling all claims.
"One of the biggest gains from such a
step would be the increased confidence on
the part of banks and financial houses, several of which would get behind the independents tomorrow if they could be assured
of the stability and soundness of the field.
That can come only through co-operation
and organization. The banks will come in

Booking

Combine
in Buffalo

Looms

madein
again being
effortsa are
THAT
combine
booking
to form:
the Buffalo territory are shown
from the following letter, which is being
sent out to exhibitors by an attorney,
evidently representing a group of exhibitors. The letter reads as follows:
"Several owners of moving picture
houses in western New York have discussed with the writer the advisability
of having a central purchasing agency
for their films. The advantages of concentrated buying are too well known
to need much in the way of explanation.
"Practically every large city in the
country has a chain of houses who
have bound themselves together for the
purpose of purchasing their films on
a basis at figures which cannot be met
by individual bookings.
"The writer, who is an absolute outsider so far as the moving picture industry is concerned, has been asked to
communicate with you and ask if you
would attend a meeting with several
of your associates to discuss the possibilities of a practical working plan that
would be to the mutual benefit of all
concerned.
"I am enclosing a self-addressed
stamped envelope for the convenience
of your reply. If enough of those in
the immediate Buffalo Territory are interested in a possible working plan I
feel sure it could be accomplished to
the ultimate good of all concerned."
Inquiries fail to divulge who is behind the move.
to any extent necessary, once the independent field is placed on a stable basis.
"The organization of an independent producers' association would be a big step forward," he also declared. "At the present
time, stars are develoi)ed in the independent
field and are then snapped up by one of
the national producer-distributors. If the
independent producers were strongly organized, they could co-operate in the matter of loaning players to each other, thus
keeping them working steadily and building
them up with the public thi'ough their being
seen more frequently and in a greater variety of roles. Such an association could
also enforce contracts with players and
guarantee the validity of such contracts.
"Another vital step which such an association could bring about would be the drafting of a uniform contract for use between
independent producers and distributoi's. As
matters stand now, a producer has no means
of knowing under what sort of contract the
picture he is then making will be distributed.
With a uniform, equitable contract this
would all be eliminated."
The matter of consolidated physical
liandling of prints and accessories, it is understood, has come in for extended discussion at the I. M. P. P. D. A. meetings. It
is pointed out that the costs of shipping,
inspection, poster paper, and so on, are in
their nature more or less fixed charges, depending in no way upon the rental or reve-

nue, but simply on the volume of product
shipped and handled. It is felt by many
in the association that there is a great deal
of imnecessary duplication of labor and expense in such physical handling, and that
a consolidation of this part of the work
would leave exchanges free to devote their
entire time and effort to selling, relieved of
the overhead of shipping and storage.
At the meeting on Tuesday, Mr. Russell
appointed a committee of three to meet with
Sydney S. Cohen in connection with the latter's plan for a Bureau of Trade and Commence. The membership of the committee
includes Charles B. Hoy, W. Ray Johnston
and Jack Cohn.
The Bureau of Trade and Commerce, as
proposed to the association by Mr. Cohen,
woidd be a central bureau, operated by the
independent branches of the industry, including the M. P. T. 0. A. The functions
of this bureau would be many, including the
listing of aU independent product and reporting to exhibitors upon its merit, the
arranging of plajdng time and booking
dates, and the like. Contractual matters
would also presumably come before this
board.
Preparations are being made to accommodate three hundred delegates at Milwaukee,
as it is expected that fully tl^at many will
be in attendance.
Canada

Delegates Going
Milwaukee

to

A sionluncheon
meetingMotion
of thePicture
OntarioOwners
Diviof the Canadian
Association was held at the King Edward
Hotel, Toronto, on Wednesday, April 22,
those taking part including President J. C.
Brady, owner of the Madison Theatre, Toronto, Vice-President Aid. W. A. Summerville, president of the Prince of Wales Theatre, Toronto, and others.
Arrangements were fully discussed regarding the Canadian
national conventiondelegation
of the M. toP. the
T. Inter0. at
Milwaukee, Wis., on May 12 to 15. Many
exhibitors present at the meeting signified
their intention of attending the convention.
Nitro

Cellulose

Bill Vetoed

ALBAXY, by
Apr. Smith
27.— Governor Alfred
E. Smith vetoed the so-called nitro-cellulose
bill last week when he completed the task
of passing upon the 600-odd bills that had
been handed him at the close of the Xew
York State Legislature.
It was
generalh"
expected
ernor would
take such
actionthat
so the
thatGovthe
veto, which was included among a great
many othei"s, did not occasion any great
amount of surprise. In the past the Governor has vetoed two similar bills. The
measure proposed to amend the general
business law of the state in the manufacture and use of nitro-cellulose film. The
bill was the only one of interest to the motion picture industry, that survived the session.
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Meeting

main lines of action to be nndertaken at the Milwaukee ConA-ention were disclosed this week by several important developments.

gone. You are defenseless without your
dates. Bring them to Milwaukee for Independents.
"Remeud)er our slogan —

1. Mobilization of independent jjlaydates for independent productions, through the Trade and Commerce Bureau of the M. P. T. 0. A.
and the presence at the convention of the heads of several independent
national distributors and the state rights companies, will be the keynote.
This was made evident through a statement issued by the M, P. T.
(). A. Trade and (V)mmerce Committee, composed of Louis M. Sagal,

"Independents for indepeiulents and indejx'iidence !
"There's oidy one thing you've got that
is worth an\-thing to the iiulependent producers. Play dates!
"There's only one power you control which
can build up independent producer strength
for your own future good. Play dates !
"Resolutions and promises won't pay
negative costs. There's only one thing that
will pay them. Play dates !
"When you're in a battle, j'ou don't hand
your ammunition over to your enemies.
You use it to protect yourself and your
friends. Your ammunition consists of Play
dates.

THE

Harry
Davis, K. F. "Woodhull, A. A. Elliott, and Sydney
Chairman.

S. Cohen,

The statement, which was headed "Bring Your Playdates to Milwaukee," declared that the heads of Fox, Universal, AVarner Brothers,
F. B. 0., Vitagrapli, and the state rights producers "have pledged to
our National Board of Directors in person their fullest co-operation,
financial and otherwise in fostering the Bureau of Trade and Commerce
for the purpose of segregating independent Commerce to Independents."
2. Preliminary to the playdate mobilization, the Board of Directors
of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York City, in a
special meeting held April 27, unanimously voted to recommend and
direct the members of the organization not to enter into new contracts
or tie up their playdates on forthcoming productions for the season
1925-1926 from any producer until the Milwaukee Convention.
Similar action was taken by the Board of Directors of the M. P. T.
0. of Western Pennsylvania and the Directorate of the M. P. T. 0. of
New Jersey.
3. Strong forces are at work to bring about complete harmony in
exhibitor ranks on the eve of the convention. A sig7iificant development was the unanimous decision of the M. P. T. O. of Kansas-Missouri,
a member of the Allied State Organizations, to send three representatives to the convention at Milwaukee. Whether this movement will
spread to the other Allied states — Michigan, Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, North Carolina, Texas and Illinois, remains to' be seen.
Following is the statement issued by the
Ti'ade and Commerce Comanittee of the
M. P. T. 0. A.:
"Bring your play dates to Milwaukee!
We have prepared another fortress for your
))rot('ction — the establishment of a Bureau
of Trade and Commerce. We have been in
confei-ence with Fox, Universal, Warner
Brothers, Film Booking Offices, Vitagraph,
and many Producers for the State Right
market. The heads of these companies have
pledged to our National Board of Directors in person their fidlest co-operation,
financial and otherwise, in fostering the
Bureau of Trade and Commerce for the
purpose of segregating Independent Commerce to Independents.
"You will be in a position to trade at
Milwaukee. All the sessions will be business ones, with the exception of the one
devoted to the election of a Board of Directors. The Producers will be in a position
to offer you contracts for their progi-ams.
Y(m will be there to make your selections.
Keep yourself ready for this new service
which our Oi'ganLzation is offering you. It
is for your good that this Bureau has been
introduced — for your preservation and the
preservation of our Industry from monopoly.

"Save your play dates for Independent
Producers. Come prepared to do Imsiness
at the Bureau of Trade and Commerce.
There you will meet the owners of companies and thieir rf^presentative.s. There
will be no time, nor occasion for evading of
issues or diplomacy. Every promise made
will be made ))y an owner, not a salesman,
and if made by a salesman, will have the
owner of the company there as a witness for
its fulfillment. At Milwaukee, you will meet
the heads of the big national independent
producing and distributing companies and
state right organizations. It will give you a
chance of getting acquainted with each other.
Tell them the situation in your territorv and
your problems. Let them know what they
can do to help you. Get together with them
and iron out any differences that may have
existed in the past. The battle is yours and
theirs. You are both soldiei'S, fighting
shoulder to shoulder for your independence.
The interest is mutual, and they have told
us they Avant to co-operate in every possible
way with independent theatre owners. Milwaukee is the time. Come there Mith your
play dates and learn the quality and quantity of
,
product available and you can
rhake your choice. Be prepared to make
it. A bee is defenseless after its stinger is

"Every Play Date you give to a producer who is threatening to wipe you out of
l)usiness is a stab in the heart of your only
real friend, the independent producer.
"When you come to Milwaukee, bring
your Play Dates with you and be prepai'ed
to give them to indei)endent jjroducers. This
convention means busine.ss. Let's roll up a
total of actual, honest play dates that will
seiwe
dustry. notice on the whole world that monopoly cannot get a foothold in this In"Play dates! Shoot down your enemies
with 'em. Protect your friends with 'era.
Build up a bulwark of strength with 'em
to Following
protect youris own
the future."
text of the resolution
adopted by the M. P. T. 0. of Western
Pennsylvania :
"Whereas, certain members of our organization have been approached by agents
of an unnamed company, for the purpose of
signing agreements whereby the theatre owners transfer to the company the exclusive
booking of their theatre, and
"Whereas, this activity has resulted in
bringing about a somewhat chaotic condition
of the industry, and
"Whereas, the transfer of the booking is
virtually a transfer of the control of the
theatre, and
"Whereas, this coiulition will eventually
l)i-ing about the ccmtrol of tiie entire industry by a certain coterie,
"Be it Resolved, that all exhibitors refuse
to sign any agreement or enter into any
l)ooking arrangement with any copartnership, company or corporation, until after
the National Convention. The otificers of
the M. P. T. 0. of W. Pa., having ample
assurance that measures will be adopted
and agreements entered into whereby the
independnt exhibitor will have ample quality
product of his own selection to guarantee
the profital)le operation of his theatre under
his own control.
"And be }t Further Resolved, that copies
of this resolution be sent to all exhibitors in
this zone, to all state organizations, the National Organization and all trade papers."
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Deal

With

Famous

Players

Con-

firmed by S. R. Kent
REPORTS that have been circulated for some weeks to the effect that Frank
L.
ownerPlayers
of the forces
Newmanas managing
and Royal director
Theatres,of Kansas
City, Metrowould'
joinNewman)
the Famous
the Rialto,
politan and Grauman Theatres in Los Angeles, and that Famous would take over
the Newman and Royal Theatres, were confirmed by S. R. Kent in an interview
given at Kansas City last week.
Seen by reporters, Mr. Kent, who was aboard the Paramount special train for
California, is quoted as having said:
"Mr. Newmanand will
go to the
West Coast
in June or July,
to manage now
the isRialto,
Metropolitan
Grauman
theatres
for Paramount.
Our company
in a
deal to buy the Newman and Royal theatres in Kansas City and I believe the
final papers vsdll be signed in Los Angeles curing the Paramount sales convention."
Mr. Kent explained the transaction did not come under his department and
that he did not know the details involved. Mr. Feld will accompany Mr. Newman
to the coast, it was said. It also is reported that Mr. Newman's contract will call
for $1,000 weekly.
Newman
theatre
Kansas
City'stheatre,
finest, iscosting
nearlyto
$2,000,000,
while theThe
Royal,
a smaller
and isless
expensive
conceded
be the best "money-maker" in the city.

Names

Convention

Corporations

N ezvs
File

at

The past week brought the incorporation
of the following companies in the motion
picture business of this state, the amount of
capitalization and the names of the directors appearing in each instance: 48th St.
Studio Corp., $10,000, Samuel Cahen, Dorothy Starr, Nathan Raff, New York city;
Benak Films, Inc., capitalization not stated,
Dorothea Fleming, Whitman Bennett, Pearl
Cohen, New York.
First Strongheart Unit, Inc., capitalization
not stated, H. C. Hand, S. C. Wood, R. J.
Gorman. New York citv; Shore Road Theatres Corporation, $200,000, J. B. Berger,
Frederick and Anita Huebner, Brooklyn ; International Reopticon Corporation, capitalization not stated. Van Dyke Hill, G. H.
Fox. Lyman Sessen, New York citv; Pen
and Pencil Films. Inc., $5,000. B. Ginzburg,
B. Wintheil, H. Berlin, New York city; The
Manners Family Films, Inc., Buffalo, capitalization not stated, C. Davidson, R. W.
Snow, F. S. Davidson, Buffalo.

Delegates

New Jersey Exhibitors Will Be Well
Represented
at
Milwaukee Sessions
re Theatre Owners
Samuelson, to represent membei's in their
THE Motion Pictu
cases arbitrated in the City of New York.
of Xew Jersey at their monthly
R. F. Woodhull reported on National acmeeting held Thursday, April 23, at
tivities. The State Convention vdW lie held
the Plaza Hotel, Jersey City, designated
in
Asbury
Park late in June or early in
ntion
ates
al
of the
conve
to the annu
deleg
July when many mattei-s of interest to every
Motion Picture Theatre Ownei-s of America
to be held in Milwaukee, May 12, 13 and 14. theatre owner in the State will ]ye discussed.
The delegates are Joseph M. Seider, President of the M. P. T. 0., N. J., who will l>e
Three Theatre Robberies in
the chairman of the delegation; Peter
Adams, Vice-President, Sidney SamuelNew York City
son. R. F. Woodhull, Louis Rosenthal and
Leon Rosenblatt, directors of the M. P.
During the past week three picture theatres in New York City have been broken
T. 0., N. J.; Charles Hildinger, Morris
into and robbed. The first was the Majestic
Kutin.sky, David Kaiserstein, Hai-ry Wilat St. Nicholas Ave. and 184th St., where
kins. William C. Hunt and Lew Peizor.
the burglars smashed their way into the
The chairman Avas authorized to fill vacantheatre by forcing an alley door. Here,
cies.
thev took $240 in cash and a check for
A large delegation of Hudson County
Theatre Owners attended the meeting and
$350.
Sunday flight, the Belmont, located at
vrere impressed with the manner in which
Belmont and Tremont Aves., Bronx, was
their State organization is functioning.
entered and robbed of $2,500. This theatre
Joseph Bernstein and David Kaiserstein
is one of the Joelson & Grossman circuit.
addressed the exhibitors and expressed their
It is also reported that the Ogden theatre
gi-atification at the progress made by thei at 1431 Odgen Ave. was visited by a burglar
State body.
who blew the safe and made awav with
The theatre OAvners were the guests of
Leon Rosenblatt at luncheon prior to the $5,000.
meeting, when State Senator Thomas
National
Theatres Declare
Mathis. of Ocean County, joined the exhibitors. Others present were Henry P. Nelson,
State Secretary, William Keegan, State
Quarterly Dividend
The National Theatres Syndicate of CaliTreasurer, I. M. Hii"shblond, State Direcfornia has voted to declare the regular quartor, Benjamin Schindler, State Director, Leo
Juskowitz, State Director and Messrs.
terly dividend of 2 per c^nt on approximately $500,000 outstanding preferred
Brennan, of the Orpheum Theatre, Jersey
stock as of record. The corporation owns
City ; Freund, Orient, Jersey City ; Mertens,
the American, Liberty and Jose theatres in
Fuiton. Jersev Citv; Binkow, Temple.
San Jose, and fourteen other houses in
Northern California.
Union
Hill;
^RivoliAcademy,
Theatre, Jersey
West
New York
and BacUi,
Finkelstein,
City.
President Seider, who is recuperating folTwo
Illinois Towns
Vote
lowing an operation for bronchial trouble,
spoke briefly touching on the a-ctivities of
for Sunday Pictures
the organization since the last meeting.
The State President announced that he
Pana, 111., by a vote majority of sixtyone and Mount Pulaski, 111., by a margin
has retained Joseph Varbalow, Prosecutor
of Camden County, as counsel to represent of nine votes sanctioned the opening of momembers in all cases effecting them, before
tion pictui-e theatres on Sundays. On the
the Philadelphia Arbitration Board. The same day Virginia and Jacksonville, 111.,
l)oth
decided to remain in the Blue Law
President also said he has engaged Norman
Samnelson, a lawyer, brother of Sidnej' class by voting down Sunday shows.

K. C. Petitions Against Carnival Companies
A petition sponsored by the ^I. P. T. 0.
Kansas-Missouri will be presented to Mayor
.AJbert I. Beach of Kansas City urging action against carnival companies in the city
unless they are properly approved by the
alderman of the ward in which they operate
and a number of reputable businessmen.
The petition is directed against a carnival
company now in operation and asks for a
revocation of its license.

Double

Feature

Programs

Opposed in Colorado
The M. P. T. 0. of Colorado have taken
a definite stand against the policy of running double feature programs. H. E. Huffman, president of the organization, states
that such a policy will do more than any
other one thing toward the disintegration of
the exhibitors business in Denver.
Pathe Officers Re-Elected
at Annual Meeting

of Pathe Exchange,rs'Inc.,
was
meeting
THEheldannual
at thestockholde
Pathe Home-Office,
New York City, on Tuesday, April
28th. The following directors were
elected: Charles Pathe, Edmund C.
Lynch, Paul Fuller, Jr., Wm. Fellowes
Morgan, Jansen Noyes, Elmer Pearson,
Lewis Innerarity, Bernhard Benson,
G. L. Chanier.
Immediately after the stockholders'
meeting
Directors' officers
meeting was the
held Board
and theof following
were elected for the ensuing year:
Chairman of the Board, E. C. Lynch
President
Paul Fuller, Jr.
Vice President Elmer Pearson
Vice President Bernhard Benson
Secretary
Lewis Innerarity
Treasurer
John Humm
Assistant Treasurer .... W. C. Smith
Mr. Pearson was also reappointed
General Manager of the Company. He
reported thecondition
Company's
in a
prosperous
and affairs
the outlook
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Kansas-Missouri
R.

R.

Will
Be
Represented
Biechele to Head Delegation — Affiliation With M. P. T»
O. A. Will Depend on
Events at Convention

was anticipated
actionat than'
MORE
the first annual condeveloped
vention of tlie M.P.T.O. of Kansas
and Missouri at the hotel Baltimore, Kansa-s
City, April 27-28. The organization, which
is a member of Allied, voted unanimously
repin adopting a resolution to send threention
resentatives tothe M. P. T. 0. A. conve
in Milwaukee. Another resolution adopted
virtually makes the M.P.T.O. of Kansas
and Missouri a closed organization.
There was no vote on proposed affiliation
with the national body, everything dependalmost entirely
upon what transpires
at theing-Milwaukee
convention.
A strong sentiment favoring affiliation
with the national body prevailed at the conention, the belief that the sooner all exhibitor organizations are united the better for
the industry, being strongly voiced on the
floor of the convention.
R. R. Biechele, who for the last two
years has led the Kansas organization, was
re-elected president of the merged body by
acclamation. Mr. Biechele, with two men
whom he will name, will attend the Milwaukee convention.
A resolution was adopted which provides
that an exhibitor be asked only once to join
the association.
Other officers elected were :
Jay Means, Murray theatre, Kansas City,
first vice-president; Harry McClure, Strand,
Emporia, second vice-president; Charlesi
Bull, Novelty, Wichita, Kansas, third vicepresident; R. Finklestein, Gillham, Kansas
City, fourth vice-president; R. 0. Ligget,
Gauntier, Kansas City, Kansas, recording
secretai-y; Fred Meyn, Pershing, Kansas
Famous
Acquires

West
Penn. Exhibitors
Hold Convention
of the
annual conventio
fifth Picture
THEMotion
Theatre n Owners
ania
of Western Pennsylv
was
held at the George Washington Hotel
at Washington, Pa., April 21, 22 and 23
with approximately 225 members of the
organization in attendance.
Various matters of importance to the
exhibitors were discussed, the main
topic being the block booking system.
Among the principal speakers were
Martin J. O'Toole, president of the M.
P. T. O. A., Pete Woodhull, of New
Jersey, chairman of the M. P. T. O. A.
board of directors, and Charles Pettijghn of the Will Hays organization.
An unusual honor was extended to
Henry W. Gauding of Pittsburgh, when
he was elected permanent chairman of
all conventions for a term of 99 years.
The other officers reelected were D.
A. Harris, of Pittsburgh, President; M.
A. Rosenbloom, of Charleroi, vicepresident; N. B. Nadler, of Ambridge,
treasurer; Fred J. Herrington, of
Pittsburgh, secretary, and M. A. Rosenberg, of Pittsburgh, William R.
Wheat, Jr., of Sewickley, and Hyman
Goldberg of Pittsburgh, directors.
Pittsburgh was selected as the place
for the 1926 convention, which will be
held in April.
City, Kansas, treasurer.
Board of Directors : Barney Dubinsky,
St. Joseph, Mo.; Jack Truitt, Sedalia Thea-

Players
Three

Adds

Houses Upstate and
field and Fitzpatrick

Lasky figured promiFAMOUS nentlyPlayersin important developments in
the theatre field this week. It became
known that the company was negotiating
with Nathan H. Gordon to take over the
Gordon chain in Massachusetts and other
New England states.
Famous Players has acquired three more
upstate houses. New England Theatres,
Inc., a Paramount subsidiary, has assumed
operation of the Bard Avon and Stratford
theatres in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. The new
Palace theatre in Lockport, N. Y., has been
leased to Famous Players for a term of
years, at a reported yearly rental of $20,000. The house has a seating capacity of
1,800. It is reported Famous is negotiating
for other theatres in New York State.
The Butterfield Circuit has acquired the
Gladmer and Capitol theatres in Lansing,
Mich., through purchase of leases from
Claude Cady, prominent exhibitor, who retires from the exhibition field as a result of
the deal. The Butterfield group, which already controls the Strand and Colonial theatres in Lansing, took possession of the
Cady houses on April 25.
The Lansing deal is the forerunner of
further activities by the Butterfield interests, who will build theatres at Owosso, and
prolsably m Battle Creek and Bay City.

tre, Sedalia, Mo.; Charles Sears, Sears Circuit, Nevada, Mo.; S. E. Wilhoit, Jefferson,
Springfield, Mo.; W. P. Cuff, Strand, Chillicothe. Mo. ; Ben Levj', Hippodrome, Joplin. Mo.; C. R. Wilson, Liberty Theatre,
Liberty, Mo.; A. F. Baker, Electric, Kansas
City, Kansas; L. M. Miller, Miller and
Wichita, Wichita, Kansas; G. L. Hooper,
Orpheimi, Topeka, Kansas; R. G. Liggett,
Gauntier, Kansas City, Kansas; Walter
Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kansas;
E. E. Frazier, Empress, Pittsburg, Kansas;
M. B. Shanberg, Midland Circuit, Hutchinson, Kansas.
It was under the administration of R. G.
Liggett, of Kansas City, Kansas, that the
old M.P.T.O. of Kansas broke away from
the national organization. It was Mr. Liggett who battled the hardest in favoring
the sending of representatives to the national meeting, the complete minutes of
which will be brought to Kansas City for
consideration by the M.P.T.O. K-M directors in determining a possible affiliation.
Ifc was decided to allow the present basis
for membership dues 11/2 cents per capita
for towns less than 50,000 and 1 cent for
towns larger than that to remain intact.
At the banquet Tuesday night the speakuig was limited, Mrs. Eleanore C. Walton,
chairman of the Better Films Committee
of the Women's Club of Kansas City; Mrs.
Henry N. Ess, one of Kansas City's leading civic workers, and E. C. Rhoden, president of the Film Board of Trade and manager of Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., being tlie principal speakers.
(Continued at page 2048)

More

Theatres

Negotiates With GordonButter^ McElroy Active
The Ideal is now conducted by Otto Haas,
Another big Michigan circuit which promand is the oldest house in point of service in
ises to be very active is the Fitzpatrick and
Cliarlotte. Mr. Haas has one other theatre
McElroy group. It has been stated by them
in Charlotte, the Ottoway.
that their holdings will be increased probaMr. Lucas has as yet formulated no plans
bly 100 per cent by the end of the year.
for management of his newly acquired theAnnouncement was made by the Loew ofatre, nor any plans for putting into use
fices that Marcus Loew would build a 3,000the 100 feet acquired with the house.
seat house at Coney Island, to open about
June 1. The theatre will be equipped to
One of the biggest deals in the history of
Jacksonville, Fla., real estate, was closed
handle any kind of theatrical performance.
It will start its career with an exclusive pic- recently, when E. J. Sparks, capitalist and
prominent theatre owner, president of the
ture policy.
E.
J. Sparks Enterprises, and developer of
It was reported in Albany that W. W.
real estate in several Florida cities, tied up
Farley, head of Farash theatres, of Schefor a period of 198- years, by means of a 99nectady, N. Y., would associate himself with
Jacob Tarsches, former part owner of the year lease and renewal option, the one hundred and five-foot square southeast corner
Leland in Albany, to erect a new theatre in
of Ocean and East Forsyth streets. This
that city with a seating capacity of 3,000.
site secured by Mr. Sparks is directly oppoA new theatre, costing $140,000 will be
site B. F. Keith's Palace theatre, and
built this summer in Mechanicville, N. Y.,
diagonally across from the city hall — a locaby William Benton, of Ballston Spa, who
tion, which, in view of the rapid developalso has theatres in Saratoga Springs and
ment of real estate in this section of town is
Plattsburg.
probably the most significant ever negoIn the South Arthur Lucas, head of Gentiated by Mr. Sparks. Plans for the imeral Enterprises, Inc., which is rapidly inprovement ofthe property are being made,
creasing its holdings, has acquired on a but it is expected that any further anthirty-five-year lease the Ideal theatre in
nouncement will not be made until Mr.
Charlotte, N. C, and 100 feet of property
Sparks returns from the European tour, on
in the rear of the building. The lease be- which he is about to embark.
comes effective by midnight of June 30th.
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Motion

Picture

Kansas-Missouri
Canadian

Copyright Amendments
Threaten
New Tax on Exhibitors
TMPORTANT amendments to the Canadian Copyright Act of 1921, introduced
before the House of Commons at Ottawa by E. R. E. Chevrier, Federal
member of Ottawa East, will affect all moving picture theatres in the
Dominion in the matter of playing copyrighted music, according to an announcement in the Canadian Capital on April 24.
By the proposed changes to the act, introduced as a private member's bill in
the Canadian Parliament, the definition of the word "performance" is extended
to include all pubUc presentations of copyrighted material and, for the first time,
all such music or literature is also included for radio broadcasting so that the
protected selections cannot be used on the radio, except by amateur stations not
conducted for profit.
Thus the exhibitors of Canada are faced by the prospect of a new form of
taxation in the recommended payment of royalty fees for all copyrighted music
used by theatre orchestras at any performances in any way. The bill provides that
composers will be permitted to collect a royalty every time their music is used
if they so desire and one of the provisions is that any infraction of the act or
its new provisions, such as the presentation of copyrighted music without proper
arrangement vnth the composer, would result in a fine of $50 for each offense
and it is further provided that half of the $50 fine is to go the complainant or
informant, if any.
It is declared that if the Chevrier amendments go through as outlined in the
bill, moving picture theatres may either limit their music to the selections not
copyrighted or else pay the royalties. It is pointed out, however, that over 95
per cent of the present-day popular music enjoys the protection of Canadian
copyright. The amendments to the act give composers and authors practically
unlimited power to impose what royalties they deem fit.
The exact affect of the proposed changes on Canadian moving picture houses
has not yet been determined it is true, but the statement has been made that the
word "performance" will include moving picttire shows.

Governor

Kills

Puts Veto
Bill
After

Penn.

Measure

on Anti-Daylight Saving
Passage
by Legislature
If the bill had been signed and placed on
saving- bill, the
<ihttance
Dayli
THEonly Antithe statute books it Avould have given
one of
impor
to the motion
picture exhibitors adopted by the strength to the exisiting anti-daylight saving bill of 1923 which made it unlawful
Pennsylvania LegLslature, ha.s been vetoed
for any municipality officially to sanction
by Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania, who
in his veto message writes :
any except Standard time.
Consequently with the veto of the 1925
"This bill has no relation to daylight
saving, in spite of the general opinion to measure, which wa.s sponsored by Miss
the contrary-. Its intent and piu'pose is that Helen Grimes, member of the Hou.se from
clocks and time pieces which are under conAllegheny county-, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh and other large cities practically went
trol of the government or municipalities
on davlight saving schedules two davs after
and those which are placed upon any public
street or highway, shall all show Eastern
the G overnor killed the bill, oi' on ilondav,
Standard time which clocks in substantially
April 23.
all cases already show only such time.
"With this purpose I'm heartily in Western Canadian Theatres
sympathy. The bill, however, does not stop
Not Disposed of.
there. I'm informed by the Attorney-GenThe Western Canadian theatres of the
eral that, whether intentionally or not, it
goes further and provides that clocks and
former Trans-Canada Theatres, Ltd., Montime pieces displayed in privately owned
treal, were not included in the physical asbuildings to which the public resorts, like
sets which have been sold by the litiuidator
hotels, stores, theatres and the like, may not
of that company to Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., Toronto, according to an
show such time as the proprietors deem expedieiit ; for instance, that time pieces which
announcement made by James W. Davidson
show London and Paris time, or the time
of Calgary, Alberta, former director of the
of Chicago, Denver or San Francisco
defunct Trans-Canada company. It is
would \)e unlawful.
pointed out by him that the Western houses
were on a lease basis with Trans-Canada
"It seems to be wrong that privatel\'
and these leases reverted to the theatre ownowned time pieces maintained for pi'ivate
ers when Trans-Canada failed.
purpose should thus he controlled l)y a
criminal .statute. For these reasons the hill
At the same time it is announced that the
Western (^anada Theatre Association has
i.s not aj)proved."
been reorganized for these theatres with C.
Under the provisions of the hill it would
P. Walker of the Walker theatre, Winni])eg,
have been unlawful for any ]ierson, coManitoba, as its head. Manager Maynard
partnership, association, corporation or
Joiner of the Grand theatre at Calgary,
organization to "wilfully display"' in or on
Alta., is another officer. The Calgary
any public building, street, avenue or public
liighway any time measuring instrument
Grand is owned by Sir James Lougheed, a
or device calculated to furnish time to the
member of the Canadian Senate at Ottawa,
Ontario. Sir James and James Davidson
general public or "running so as to inwere directors of the defunct Trans-Canada
dicate
intentionally"
any
time
other
than
standard time.
Theatres, Ltd.

N e vj s

Will

Be

Represented
(Continued
from page 2047)
"I am strongly opposed to political cen.sor.ship,'' Mrs. Walton said. "I am convinced that jiictures are getting better all
the time and that the job of censoring bethe public."
"Thelongs togrow-th
and future of outlook for
the motion picture is unlimited," declared
Mrs. Ess. "Today Ave have one of the
greatest educational mediums in the screen."
Resolutions pertaining to the following
subjects Avere adopted :
That bulletins Avould be issued notifying
all exhibitor members of exchanges renting
films to non-theatrical institutions. That in
the future membei-s Avould be given thirty
days notice only to meet payment of dues
and that non-members Avould be asked only
once to join ; to aid in the support of American forest Aveek; an appreciation to Dr.
BurrLs A. Jenkins, of the LiuAvood Christian Church for his special serA-ice for film
men recently: condolence to the family of
the late James
W. Watson,
A-ice-president
; condolence
to theformer
family'fii-st
the late Mrs. James Liggett; condolence of
to
the family of the late James Meyn and the
late H. B. Varner, Avho Avas president of
the Xorth Carolina exhibitors body.
The following committees Avere named:
Resollutions— X. B. Shanberg, Hutchinson, Kansas, chairman; Jay Means, Kansas
City, Mo.; H. A. McClure, Emporia, Kansas; M. G. Kirkman, HaA's, Kansas;
Helen Withers, St. Joseph, Mo.; Mrs. C.Mrs.
E.
Liggett,
Kansas; A. E. Jarboe,
Cameron, Madison,
Mo.
Ways and Means: A. F. Baker, Kansas
City, Kansa.s, chairman; L. M. Miller,
Wichita, Kansas; S. E. Wilhoit, Sprins'field. Mo.; Barney Dubinsky, St. Joseph,
Mo. ; G. L. Hooper, Topeka, Kansas.
Auditing: E. E. Frazier, Pittsburg, Kansas, chairman; Charles Bull. Wichita. Kansas; Charles Sears, Xevada, Mo.
Membership: L. M. Miller, Wichita,
Kan.sas
, chaima
n; Charles
Sears,Mo.;
X^eA-ada,
Mo.; W.
P. Cuff,
ChiUicothe,
Ed
Peskay, St. Joseph, Mo.; J. H. Kellv, Waukeena. Kansas; H. B. Deering, lola. Kansas; Otto Feese, Parsons, Kansas; E. K.
Lucy. Pittsbm-g, Kansas; B. H. Klock,
Pittsburg, Kansas; David Hardiuir, Kansas
City. Mo.
Special Committee to handle special matters AA-hich might arise: Barnev DubinskA",
St Josejih, Mo., chaii-man; E. W. Egleston, Atwood, Kansas; "Rube" Finklestein.
Kansas City, Mo.; Ben Lew. Joplin. Mo :
Maurice Jenks, Joplin, Mo.; C. C. Christian
Excelsior Springs, Mo.; J. H. Kellv, Waukeena. Kansas.

Film

Golf

Tournament
June 9

on

this week by Danny
the
ANNOUNCEMENT
av a sthat
made
Semi-Annual Film Golf
Tournament, conducted under the auspices of
The Film Daily and for which MOTION PICTURE NEWS regularly
contributes a trophy, will be held at
Briar Cliff Lodge. Briar Cliff Manor,
Westchester County, on Tuesday,
The Golf Tournament is, of course,
June 9.
one
of the brings
industry's
events
and always
out ared-letter
big attendance.
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National

Plans

Greater
All

Branches

of

Formulating

Movie

Industry

for

Season

Promise

PLANS are being rapidly formulated for the National Greater
Movie Season which will be inaugurated by the Will Hays organization in August. Indications are that the complete cooperation
of i)roducers, distributors and exhibitors will be given the project and
that the event will rival the opening of a baseball or football season.
Originally conceived by Herman Wobber, Paramount district manjiger in San Francisco, that city has profited handsomely by the annual
Greater Movie Season and it is thought that all cities will benefit
equally by comlnning in the event under the direction of the Hays organization.
]\Iichigan is the first state to come forward as a solid unit in sup])ort of the joroject. Although the celebration does not hegin until August, picture theatre owners in Michigan have not only taken enthusiastic ]u)ld of the idea but already are working to put it across, according
to H. M. Richey, general manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, Inc., who has arrived in New York to consult with the
Hays organization and to complete arrangements that will assure Michigan a smooth forward drive now that its campaign has started.
"Movie Week celel)ralions showed the
"Actually Micliigiui can claim some credit
idea had national i)ossibilities, but Movie
tor the inaugui'ation of the Greater Movie
Week never became popular because of the
Season," Mr. Richey stated in pledging the
name which limited the very purpose of the
co-o])eration of his association. "We precelebration. Movie Week was supposed
l)ai'ed plans for such an event hist year, but
to encourage interest in motion ])ictures on
deferred the project in the hope that a national movement would be set afoot and
the part of ])eople who seldom or never, by
thus lighten the burden the affair autochoice, see a motion picture and to restimulate the interest of regular fans. The
matically would impose on any exhibitor oridea was sound, but the public reaction to
ganization undertaking it single-handed.
Movie Week was that local theatres were
The foundation we laid then affords us an
merely celebrating seven days of good picimmense advantage in the ])resent camtures. Movie Week gave no promise of anyApart from the national effort that will
thing more significant.
paign."'
back the sea.son, interesting plans have been
"Therefore we arrived at the idea of
<leveloped for Michigan. Proclamations
changing the name Greater Movie Week to
from the governor and mayors of the variGreater Movie Season, to begin August 1st,"
ous cities will give the season official ensaid Mr. Wobber. "We purposely did not
confine the season to any specific length of
doi-sement. More than thirty organizations,
including Eotary and Kiwanis clubsj Red
time because of several important considei"ations. Mainly, we did not want to give
Cross, Women's Federation, Y. M. C. A. and
the public the impression that this was
.\merican Legion, have already been enlisted to the movement.
merely a seven-day celebration of excepOne of the neatest pieces of exploitation
tional pictures; but rather a gala observyet planned to focus attention on the
ance of the Springtime of tlie motion picture
screen, may result from a tie-up with the
industry, celebrating the new and better pictures, and the new and better theatre
Detroit police department. All traffic ofmethods.
ficers in that city, according to the plan,
w ill wear white gloves and on the upraised
"The right to have an annual movie seahand of authority motorists and pedestrians
son indicating the arrival of bigger and betwill read the message, "Stop! Have you
ter pictui'es is as well founded as the openbeen to the movies?" Permission also will
ing of the baseball season, the oj^era season,
be sought to extend the Greater Movie idea
the seasonal style ]iresentations or the comwith slogans painted at crossings. At least
mercialized merchandising seasons of
Christmas and Easter. The natural inclinatwo state-wide newspaper contests are
tion of dramatic and screen editors and
planned, one to determine the most beautiful girl in Michigan, who will receive a trip
Cl itics to give liberally of their space at the
to Hollywood; the other of more general
oi)ening of the season has long been the
custom.
ajipeal, having an automobile as its capital
l>rize.
"Every ))hase of our first celebration in
Tlie "Greater Movie Season" celebration
San Francisco was to bring home to the
which has become the most imnortant annual event in the motion picture industry in public that motion picture liistorv is being
made every day, and that yesterday in the
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and many
quickly changing order of things becomes
other cities in the United States, as well as
ancient today. This thought was aimed to
Sidney, Australia, was conceived by Herattract the class of people who seldom atman Wobber. His idea is the logical outcome of Greater Movie Week which was
tend motion picture theatres because they
then in effect every year in many parts of have been disappointed by one or two poor
the country.
pictures.

Full

Cooperation

"Another benefit of Greater Movie Season is that it opens a new channel for exhibitors to exploit their theatres. It is
natural for some exhibitors to get into a rut,
applying the same effort and the same aj)peal week after week, sometimes resulting
in decreased attendance. Therefore means
must be found to periodically give exhibitors the opi)ortunity of doing something
entirely
ditt'erent from their regular week to
week method.
"The campaign as originally launched in
San Francisco covered three of the leading
down town theatres. Li their first campaign
they made use of the boards; they u.sed very
liberal newspaper si)ace; and gave their
screens weeks in advance ; ribboned their
emj)loyees; published thirty thousand expensive booklets, announcing not only the
j)urpose
of the
season'
productIn for
the ten or
twelve
weeksbut totheir
follow.
all
the cam]3aign must, have cost the three
houses well in excess of $5,000.
"The first week not only compensated
them for their entire cost of the campaign
but gave them several thousand dollars additional i)rofit. The second week showed an
increase in attendance of over fifteen percent, and the succeeding weeks showed continual gain. To accomplish this it was
necessary to involve almost the entire organization ofthe three theatres. Ordinarilj'
the putting over of a motion i^icture theatre is left in the hands of the manager and
the advertising manager, but in this case the
entire organization was called together at a
meeting, and the purjjose of the undertaking was explained. Tlie co-operation of
every employee was immediately felt. A
greater courtesy was apparent throughout
the house, a greater interest in the welfare
of the organization was manifested and a
result entirely satisfactory and sufficiently
encouraging to warrant its undertaking a
second year was derived.
"On the day The Greater Movie Season
opened in San Francisco a street parade
was held consisting of a brass band and
decorated automobiles furnished by the various exchanges.
"The second year was very similar in efforts and results as the first. The third year
showed a broadening of the plan, by which
all the first run down town theatres coojierated. A street parade was held in
which Norma Talmadge appeared. In a
])ublic rece])tion on the steps of City Hall,
the mayor
dorsed Thewe'comed
Greater Miss
Movie Talmadge
Season. and en"Our Greater Movie Season in San Francisco this year will be the greatest we have
ever had. Los Angeles has already received the sujiport of the Chamber of Commerce and will have a pageant this year
which I am told will be as beautiful as the
annual Flower Show. In fact the Greater
Movie Season in Los Angeles is expected to
be an annual civic affair in which all the
business firms will be asked, to participate.
"The biggest benefits of the Greater Movie
Season will not be felt until the event is observed by every town in the country with a
motion ]iieture theatre."
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Motion
Midwest
First

National

Election

Brings

Changes

in

Governing Body at Annual
Meeting
A NUMBER of changes were made in the governing body of First National
Pictures when the annual meeting of the stockholders was held at West
Bacen, Indiana, April 22, 23 and 24. Richard A. Rowland was named to
succeed H. O. Schwalbe as chairman of the executive committee and also was
a member of the board of directors.
Richard F. Hoyt of the firm of Hayden, Stone and Company, bankers and
brokers, was also added to the directorate, and S. Spring, in addition to succeeding
Schwalbe as secretary and treasurer was also elected to the new office of assistant
general manager.
The results of the meeting were as follows: —
President, Robert Lieber, first vice-president, Sol Lesser; second vice-president,
Jacob Fabian; third vice-president, John Kunsky; secretary-treasurer, S. Spring;
general manager, R. A. Rowland; asst. general manager, S. Spring.
Directors: Robert Lieber, A. H. Blank, Moe Mark, Sol Lesser, Fred Levy,
Samuel Katz, F. H. Ruben, H. O. Schwalbe, George W. Trendle, E. V. Richards,
J. G. Von Herberg,Richard A. Rowland, Richard F. Hoyt.
The Executive Committee consists of the following: Richard A. Rowland,
chairman; Robert Lieber, E. V. Richards, A. H. Blank, Samuel Katz, George W.
Trendle, Sol Lesser.

T.O.C.C.

Holds

Sydney

Cohen,

Senator

Burkan

and President

Annual
Walker,

Dinner

Will Hays, Nathan

O'Reilly Among the Speakers
speak, and addi'essing his remarks to Seny y ARMOXY" was the keynote of
ator Walker, urged the Senator to lay aside
ations dinner
I— I the
e Owner
-■-J.
tlie annual
Tlieatrinstall
Chamberof all personal business and "come with us to
of Commerce, held at the Hotel Plaza, New
Milwaukee." The Senator declined to commit himself.
York City, April 28, and attended by four
hundred members and guests.
President O'Reilly, summing up the evening, said "a semblance of hannony has been
At the speakers' table sat President
brought about here tonight by the presence
Charles L. O'Reilly, Will H. Hays, Sydney
of Senator Walker, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Bennan
S. Cohen, Senator James J. Walker, Judge
O'Reilly
Mr. Hays." A handsome ring, the gift
Moses H. Grossman, acting- President of the and
of the members, was presented to Mr.
Arbitration Society of America; Commissioner of Licenses Quigley of tlie City of
New York; Justice Lewis Gibbs, of the
Among the stars present were Marion
Supreme Court; Natlian Burkan, counsel
Davies, Fiinny Ward, Richard Barthelmess,
for the T. 0. C. C, and Joseph Jefferson
Jack Dempsey, Estelle Taylor, and Mae
Busch.
O'Xeill, of the Haj-s oi-ganization. Harry
Reichenbach act^d as toastmaster.
Mr. Hays paid a marked tribute to Gov.
Express
Film
Shipments
Alfred E. Smith of New York and to Senator Walker, declaring that the latter was
Meet Approval
second to none in potential service to his
The
express
idea of film shipment conCommonwealth. He called Gov. Smith "the
tinues to meet with varying success with the
best Governor New York State ever had."
Iowa exhibitoi-s. The Educational exchange
Mr. tLays also complimented Mr. O'Reilly's
reports tliat the small town exhibitor sees
work highly.
the parcel post plan a saving of pennies
Senator Walker got an ovation wheoi he in
that outweighs the idea of service with him
rose to speak. "It looks like old times,"
while the postoffice is giving a service which
he said, "with O'Reilly, Cohen and myself
is entirely satisfactory to his needs.
on the same rosti-um and Sam Merman presPremier reports that the express idea
ent. Iwould like to see peace and haxmony
meets with the greater success and that
in the family, and politics driven once and
sixty per cent of their film is sent by exfor all out of the industry-.
press. The Metro-Goldwyn exchange is
"What you have to do, do in a big way.
receiving repeated requests for the express
Wait till something's really wrong, then
make a fight. Make the other fellow be fair shipments. This exchange finds the express
system offers a saving and that the exhibitors
to ypu, and be on the s(|uare yourself. Mayappreciate the greater service of the exbe tliere will be another thoroughgoing M.
P.T.O.A., but you must work for the good
press plan.
of the whole industry. I can't look back
at Cleveland without wishing Milwaukee
Fire Damages Eighth Ave.
luck."
good
New York House
Sydney Cohen got a big hand when he
was introduced and told of the prospects
Fire last Saturdav in the Chelsea Vaudeville and Motion Picture Theatre at 308
for a record-breaking convention at Milwaukee. Mr. Bui'kau, who formally in- E'ghth Avenue, New York City destroyed
stalled the new officers, attracted marked
the balcony and caused much water damattention by saying: "If the combined proage throughout the orchestra. Defective inducers and distributors would have supreme
sulation on an electric light wire is believed to have caused the blaze. The house
confidence in Will Hays, Milwaukee would
is operated by the Triad Amusement and
not be necessary."
A stir was created \vhen John Manheimer
will probably be closed for several weeks
from the balcony, asked for permission to while repairs are being made.

Picture

N cw s

Tourney
Plans
Annual

Golf

The announcement of the second tournament of the Midwest Film Golf Association at Chicago is being received ^\^th enthusiasm by the large number of excliango
men, exhibitors and others connected with
the industry, who enjoyed the fii-st tournament.
The date for the tournament has been
fixed for June 16th and the place will again
be the Olympia Fields Country Club, which
has four of the finest golf courses in the
central west The dinner this yeax, will
also be at this club which has recently completed its magnificent club house.
The committee, which comprises R. C.
Seery, chainnan; J. J. Jones, Asher Levy,
L. H. Mason, and F. M. Brockell, announce
that at this tournament there Avill be a
prize for every foursome, two prizes or
more for every class, as Avell as numerous
special prizes and that trophies awarded
Avill be up to the high standard set last
Eighteen holes will be played in the
morning and eighteen in the afternoon, the
evening get-together dinner and jollificayear. tion to start immediately on completion of
the day's events.
Mrs.

Colbert

is Honored

at

Albany Reception
With the wife of the Governor in the
receiving line, Mrs. Elizabeth V. Colbert,
of Albany, who was recently appointed by
Governor Alfred E. Smith to a place on the
New York State Motion Picture Commission, was the guest of honor one night last
week at a reception given at the Hotel Ten
Eyck in Albany, by the Democratic organiation of that city and county. During the
evening Mrs. Colbert was presented with a
handsome traveling clock.
Col. HenryDead
B. Varner

is

of theN Motion
NER, President
VARBRANSO
HENRY
COL.
Theatre Owners of North
Picture
Carolina, and one of the prominent
figures in exhibitor organization circles, died at his home in Lexingfton, N.
C, on April 27. He was fifty-five years
old.
Col. Varner was one of the outstanding theatre owners in the South. He
owned and operated six theatres in
North Carolina: the Lexington, and
Youngs at Lexington; the Concord at
Concord; Palace, Thomasville; Baden
at Baden; and the Strand, Salisbury.
For many years he was one of the
leaders in the old Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America, and subsequently in the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, being a member of
the Board of Directors of the latter organization. In recent months. Col.
Varner was prominent in the councils
of the Allied States Organization.
In addition to his theatre interests,
Col. Varner had also been engaged in
the newspaper business. He was prominent in civic and community work, and
had much to do with promoting good
roads in his state.
A resolution of tribute was passed by
the M. P. T. O. of Kansas-Missouri,
one of the Allied group, at its convention this week in Kansas City.
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Warners

Keep
Will

Vitagraph Exchange
to Be Retained

will have under the programs of the two
companies it is impossible to say at this
time. But it surely means that the exhibitors will have a stronger hold on independence because they will be aasui'ed of a steady
supply of high class product distributed
through a major, old line exchange system.
"Through Warner Bros, and Vitagraph
sufficient high class product for the coming
year and all future years is a certainty. To
Vitagraph, the oldest and most esteemed
distributing organization, there has been

Announce

Abrams

in Statement

Fixes

First Six for Coming

announcement that has;
THEcome bigges
from t the United States Artists
Corporation during the six yeai"s of
this organization, was made this week, when
Hiram Abrams, President of the Corporation, issued a statement regarding the first
six productions, together with their release
dates, they will issue to the exhibitors of this
country during the coming season.
The pictures announced and their release
dates are as follows:
Charlie Chaplin in "The Gold Rush," to
be released on August 16th.
Douglas Fairbanks in "Don Q, Son of
Zorro," to be released on August 30th.
Mary Pickford in "Little Annie Rooney,"
to lie released on September 13th.
Rudolph Valentino in "The Bronze Collar," to be released on Scpteml)er 27th.
David W. Griffith's production, "Sally of
the Sawdust," to be released October lith.
William S. Hart in a spectacular western
story, the title to be announced later, to he
released on October 25th.
The statement issued by Hiram Abrams,
President
follows : of the Corporation, was in part as

Men

aph
nelwill in
bed exin
distur
notthebe Vitagr
THE personchanges
the slightest by the purchase of
that company by Warner Brothers, according to a statement made by Sam
Warner at a luncheon of the organizations held at the Aster Hotel in New
York last Monday.
In welcoming the Vitagraph men to
the Warner organization Warner spoke
of the fine feeling in the industry for
Vitagraph and stated emphatically that
in taking over the Vitagraph exchanges,
the personnel will not be disturbed^ thus
assuring the branch managers and salesmen, as well as the exhibitors, a continuance of the personal friendship and
contact that has existed so long between
the
sales
country. force and the exhibitors of the

Artists
Hiram

Trademark

Continue Production Plans Mapped, as Well
Own Schedule of Forty Pictures

THP] purchaase of tlie Vitagraph Co.
of Americ by Warner Bros., wliich
startled the motion picture world last
week, does not mean that the old company
is to pass out of existence, according to
Han-y M. Warner.
Warner stated that tlie Vitagraph trade
mark would be continued with a bigger and
better pi'ogram in addition to the forty
pictures already announced bv Warner
Bros.
Warner Bros, will finish the i)ictures
now in production on the Vitagraph schedule and carry out all plans made by that
comj)any backed with a big advertising and
exploitation campaign, the same as is l)eing
prej^ared for the Warner program.
All Vitagraph business will be in charge
of the departmental heads of Warner Bros,
and conducted from the home otifice of the
Warnei-s, 1600 Broadway. The advertising
and publicity depai'tments have already
moved in from Flatbush and are functioning
under the Warner Bros, advertising department.
Harry M. Warner is now in Los Angeles
to check up on the Vitagraph production
scliedide. Before leaving New York he said :
"The
purchase
of Vitagraph
by War-a
ner Bros,
means that
Warners become
tremendous factor in distribution as well as
production. In addition to our own forty
pictures, Ave will go ahead with production
under the Vitagraph trade mark and as far
as possible carry out the plans under way
by that company when the purchase was
made.
"Just exactly how many pictures Warners
United

Vitagraph

as

oj)enetl up the resources of a company that
has proven, beyond all doubt, its ability to
produce the kind of entertainment that
brings money to the Ijox otlice.
"The purchase of Vitagraph by Warner
Bros, means that the resources of two mainstays of the independent exhibitors have
united for the creation of a gigantic array
of product distributed through an organization that for twenty-eight years has rendered
service to the independent exhiliitor.
"Warner Bros.' product for the l!)25-2iG
season and all future Warner pictures will
be distributed through the newly acquired
Vitagraph exchanges. Concerning actual
production, I will have more to say upon
my return from Los Angeles in atx)ut three
While Warner Bros, acquire no contract
stars by the purchase, it does obtain a number of valuable pictures already in release.
weeks."
Also
two finished l)ut not released — "Wildfire" with Aileen Pringle and "The Unknown
Lover," starring Elsie Ferguson. There is
also in production at present "Steel of the
Royal Mounted," featuring Bert Lvtell, and
"The Happy Warrior," a J. Stuart Blackton production.
Vitagrapn nas announced 39 pictures on
its production schedule and it is for the
purpose of straightening out this program
so llii>t it dovetails with the Warner schedule that Han-y M. Warner is now in Los
Angeles.
Although Warner Bros, through the Vitagraph purchase, acquires an eastern studio
in Brookl\Ti, it is not likely that they will
produce in the east for the present.

Productions
Release

Dates

for

Season

"Not yest^'rday, but tomorrow is what the
exhib^'tors of this country are primarily interested in, for all past jierformances, with
their records, are now but history. There
is but one thing in the mind of every theatre owner and every theatre manager,
'What will the morrow bring?'
"From the United Artists Corporation
the tomorrow in the history of the motion
picture industry will bring no idle promises,
no camouflaged assurances, no sugar-coated
announcements of what this Corjjoration
hopes to do.
"We know what we will do. We will
present the productions of Mary Pickfoi'd,
Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, David
W. Griffith, Rudolph Valentino, William S.
Hart and others, and we will adhei'e absolutely to the original purpose of the corporation of concentrating upon the superlative type of motion picture produced by
its members.- The Corporation plans a
strictly limited output, but at the same time
a definite volume of material. The minimum of pictures for the coming season will
be twelve, while on the other hand the
maximum will be fifteen.

"This year finds United Artists in its
sixth season as a world-wide distributor of
important motion picture product — enviably
situated, stronger than ever, and far more
firmly committed to its original plan of conduct.
"The recent augmentation of its make-up
with the addition of other stars, whose productions itwill distribute, and the election
of Joseph M. Schenck, as Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Corporation, are
undoubtedly the greatest steps forward that
has been made in the industry for many
years. It is well known that with Mr.
Schenck's alliance with this Corporation, it
is more firndy grounded as the leading indei)en(lent motion picture distributing organization inthe world.
"We are announcing l)ut six jiictures at
this time and each separate picture will be
offered and sold on its own merit. There
is not even any pooling of proceeds from
the
salesCorporati
of different
in thehasl^'nited
Artists
All of this
])een
on. pictures

pretty well understood and apjn-eciate in
the motion picture trade, for it has dbeen
the policy of the United Artists Corporation
from its very inception, and it has never
been changed and it never will be changed."
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Loew's

Inc. Statement
for Past Six

Shows
Months

Big

Profit

A

SIX
consolidated
financial
by Loew's,
Inc., proves
that months'
corporation
is enjoying
the moststatement
profitableissued
business
in its history.
The
statement of the parent organization together with all subsidiaries, 100 per
cent owned, shows more net profit in the six months period covered by the statement than was shown in the report for the entire previous fiscal year. Net profits
for the six months were shown as $3,234,278, as against $3,061,910 for the previous
fiscal year.
The net profits for the six months just ended were $2,945,143, to which is
added $289,135, the undistributed share of profits credited to Loew's, Inc., It was
stated by David Bernstein, treasurer of the company, that since March' 15, the
date of the statement, nearly $1,500,000 in bank loans had been paid off.
The consolidated balance sheet as of March 15 shows: (
Assets — Cash $2,515,717; notes and account receivable $1,187,971; due from
affiliated corporations $531,138; inventories $9,345,557; advances $1,506,626; investments $5,278,621; property account, less depreciation, $19,283,948; deferred charges
$559,085: leases, contracts and good-will $10,957,864; total $51,166,527.
Liabilities — Accounts and notes payable $3,354„92; theatre admission taxes
$39,568; federal taxes $66,280; advances from affiliated corporation $143,666; divident payable $530,890; funded debt $9,030,225; subsidiary corporations outstanding
stocks $4,430,590; deferred credits $1,249,716; reserve foi^ federal taxes $366,832;
capital stock (represented by $1,000,780 no par shares) $26,280,858; profit and loss
surplus $5,673,341; total $51,166,527.

Skouras

Stock

On

Exchange

25,000 Shares on Market to Help With
Financing of the St. Louis Ambassador
Board of Governoi-s of the St. sharfts. Of this stock 25,000 shares will
THE
be Class A and 55,000 shares of Class B.
Louis Stock Exchange lias authorized the listing of 25,000 shares of Under the reorganization plan the 10,000
Class A stock of Skouras Brothers Entershares of old stock will be replaced by the
new B stock on the basis of five shares of
prises, Inc., and trading in the stock began
at tiie morning session on Tuesday, April
new for o^ie of old. Five thousand shares
21. The shares have no par value but of Class B .stock is held in the treasury.
the first sales were at $36 and $37 a share.
Prior to the listing of the stock on the
They have a book value of $27.25.
St. Louis exchange the brokerage firms of
This step is part of the plan of Skouras
A. G. Edwards & Sons and Lorenzo E.
Brothers and their associates to finance
Andei-son & Company took subscriptions
their $5,500,000 Ambassador theatre and
for the stock on the basis of $3G per share.
office building at Seventh and Locust streets,
The new owners of Class A stock may trade
construction of Avhich will get under way
their holdings for Class B certificates any
about May 1.
time within five years. Class A is preferred
Recently Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
stock and will receive a dividend of $3 per
Inc., a Delaware corporation was authorized
to increase its capitalization from 10,000
share before an}' dividends are declared on
Class B stock.
.shares of no par value stock to 80,000
Court

Verdict
Buffalo
Permit

For

Exhibitor

Jurist Compels City to Grant
for Motion
Picture House

k X.
OUOTIXG from Mayor Fran
tion that
Schwab'sre recent proclama
the theat is a recognized national
institution and stating that the refusal of
the city council to grant Simon Wertheimer
an unqualified permit to build a motion i)icture theatre in Hertel Avenue, Buffalo,
"Might well have been held arbitrary, tyrannical, capricious and unreasonable," Justice
Hiiikley in a decision has issued Mr. Wertheimer a perem])tory writ of mandamus
compoiling the city to grant him a permit.
In 1923 Mr. Weitheimer commenced the
ci-ection of the building at 1400 Hertel avenue to he used as stores, offices and a theatre. When the stores and ofifices were completed, Mr. Wertheimer applied for a ])ermit to erect the theatre building. Tlie council on November 21, 1923, resolved that inasmuch as tlie theatre was to be o])posite
Saint ^fargaret's church, Mr. Wertheimer
be gi'anted the i)erniit subject to the conseiit of the church authorities. The church

refused its sanction and the council refused
to issue the permit.
"A study of this unique resolution presents
interesting questions," stated Justice Hinkley, refen-ing to the council's resolultion.
"That it is fatally defective upon its face
is readily apparent. The council places in
the hands of an unofficial body, the church
authorities, the governmental function of
granting or refusing a permit to petitioner
to erect a motion picture theatre. It thereby gives to that unofficial body the power
arbitrarily to deprive the petitioner herein
of his vested interests in real property."
The real question of the litigation, declares
the court, is the application for a permit to
erect a motion ]iictnre theatre.
"Legislation and its judicial construction
must keep pace with advancing civilization.
Much of the confusion of legislation and
judicial precedent is due to the early puritanical ideas that a theatre in and of itself
is an inherent evil."

I In and

Picture

Out

News

of Town

|

J• I.General
SCHNITZER,
Manager ofVice-President
F. B. O., has and
returned to New York after a two weeks'
stay on the Coast. He was accompanied by
Art Schmidt, West Coast Sales Manager,
and Lou Baum, of Gothic.
OAM SAX, President of Lumas Film Corp.,
O got back from Los Angeles this week.
OOL and IRVING LESSER of Principal,
O returned
to A'ezt'
York after
tional convention
at Franch
Lick. the First NaPAT
DOWLING,
publicistarrived
for the
Christie
Film Company,
in
New York last week on the Homeric from
England and the Continent and departed
for the Coast.
EDWARD AUGER, who has been one of
the assistant general managers of Vitagraph, left this week for a tour of the branch
sales offices. He is acquainting branch managers and salesmen with the plans of Warner
Bros, since their purchase of Vitagraph.
TpDWARD L. KLEIN lias gone to Europe
lL in the interests of sez-eral independent
Suozzo
Starts
New
producers.
in Jersey

Chain

Charles Suozzo, who recently sold a string
of twelve houses in Corona and Astoria to
Small-Straseberg, and the Rialto in Jamaica to A. H. Schwartz, is planning a new
circuit in Northern X^ew Jei*sey. He has
purchased the Majestic in Jersey City from
Brennon and Henderson for $100,000 and
the
Operaseats
House1,900
in X'^ew
Brunswick.
The
Majestic
and the
deal includes
an eighteen-vear lease at an annual rental
of $30,000.
Perth Amboy Arrests Sunday
Violators
Perth Amboy, X^ew Jersey, had Sunday
l)iotures last week for the firet time in the
history of the town, but they resulted in the
arrest of Joseph Buehbeinder, manager of
the Crescent and Ditmas, A. Jensen, cashier
at the Ditmas and Anna Goldstein, cashier
of the Crescent. They were paroled for arraignment later. The houses are controlled
by the Reade Enterprises of X^ew York.
Vitagraph

Music

Service

is

Exhibitors throughout the country continue to send Appreciated
their thanks to Vitagraph for
that company's inauguration of a tax free
music ser\'ice to theatres. The latest letter
of appreciation came from R. B. Grunauer,
assistant general manager of the West
Coast Theatres of Los Angeles, who expresses the belief that many other producers
will follow the example of Vitagraph.
Jacksonville,

111.. Voters

Ban

Sunday Pictures
The voters of Jacksonville. 111., on April
21 by a majority of 453 defeated a proposition to ))ermit motion picture shows to open
on Sundays. Jacksonville has been without
Sunday amusements for many years. Even
card plaving is barred by the hotels there on
the Sabbath.
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Constance Talmadge Radios
Australia Greeting
Constance Talmadsio ^n'^'ted her fans
in Australia over the i-adio ii-om Los Angeles on the opening' nig^ht of her First
Xational picture "Learning to Love" at
the Sydney Theatre in Sydney. The stunt
was conceived by John C. Jones, manager
of First National in Australia and arrangements were completed on the coast by
Harry Brand, publicity director for the
Schenck outfit, who with Al Roekett of
First National effected the tieup with station KFI operated by the Los Angeles Examiner.
With a difference of time of sixteen
iiours between the coast and Australia, Miss
Talmadge delivered her greeting- at 3
A. M. to catch the 7 o'cloi-k audience of
the same night in Sydney. The event
opened a National radio week in Australia,
during
.Vmcrica.which radio fans attemi)ted to "get"
Bennett

Completes

Cast

for

"Man of Honor"
Casting has Ijceii conii)lete(l by Whitman
Bennett for "A Man of Honor," in which
Lionel Barrymore will star for Chadwick
I'ictures. Mildred Harris has been cast for
the leading role opposite Barrymore, while
others in inijiortant roles ai'e, Isobel De
Leon, Euro))ean stage star; Winifred Barry,
Dorothy Kingdon, Jean Del Val, Albert
Mack, and J. Moy Beuiu^tt.
"A Man of Honor" was adapted for the
screen by Laurence Jlarston and will be released immediately upon completion as the
seventh of the Chadwick Nine.
Split

With
First National
Denied by Sawyer
The printed rumor of a split between
Associated Pictures Corporation, which
'jponsors Sawyer-Lnbin productions, and
Fir<t National has been emphatically denied b\-of
Arthur
H. Sawyer,
director
Associated
Pictures. supervising

Sawyer declares there is a})solutely no
truth in the report that "The White Monkey"
will be the last of their productions to be
distributed by First National. He .said:
" 'The White Monkey,' wnicli will be completed this week is the third of the initial
series of four each year which we have
contracted to produce for First National
and the fourth will be ]nit into production
as soon as a suitable Barbara La Marr
vehicle can be obtained."
Schenck Buys "Kiki" for
Norma Talmadge
M. SCHENCK has purJOSEPH chased
screen rights to the David
Belasco stage success, "Kiki" for
Norma Talmadge, who is at present
engaged in the making of a modern
version of "Graustark" for First National release. The "Kiki" production
will orobablv be made some time in the
late Fall as Schenck olans to have Miss
Talmadge follow "Graustark" with
ons,"
"Obligati
new purchase,
from the novelalso
by aElizabeth
Yorke
Miller.

Dimitri Buchowetski is directing
"Graustark" with a suooorting cast that
includes Eugene O'Brien. Marc MacDermott Albert Gran, Lillian Lawrence and Roy D'Arcy.

Production highlights from the First National release "The Necessary Evil"

'Phantom'

Has

World

Premiere

Universal Super-Special is Warmly
Received in San Francisco Opening

d "Phan
waite
longaits
'S" had
SAL
ere
UNIYER
premitom
world
Opera
of the
at the Curran Theatre in San Frany
cisco last Sunda and is reported to have
won high praise from both press and public.
The picture is a super-special made by Run Lerou
n from
novelof
Julia
])ert
er role
sinistx's
in the
ChaneyGasto
Lon
and has
the Phantom.
The San Francisco premiere was featured
by an elaborate prologue and the presence
of several of the stars who acted in the
picture. Among the latter who made the trip
fi'om Los Angeles to San Francisco especially for the occasion were Lon Chaney,
Norman Kerry, Mary Phil bin, Arthur Ednuuul Carewe and Gibson Gowland. Kerry
and Miss Philbin have the two chief supporting roles to Chaney.
The presentation included a scene from
the opera "Faust" which is enacted in part
in the pint of the film, and a ballet scene
adapted from the Walpurgis Ballrt of
"Faust." The music from "Faust" supplied
the back-ground of the music for the picture pre-entation. An orchestra of enlarged
proportions was used for this.
"The Phantom of the Opera" will run
for four weeks at the Curran.
After it

closes there it is not expected to be shown
again until next August, when it will have
its New York premiere at a big Broadway
house.
Universal is backing it as the greatest
screen attraction of the 1925-1926 season,
and hailing it as another "Huncht)ack."
Clarence
Badger
Signs to
Direct for Paramount
Clarence Badger has been engaged under
a long term contract to direct productions
for Paramount. Badger is one of the veteran directors. In 1915 he made the first
three-reeler Mack Sennett i)ioduced and has
directed ])'ctures for First National, Goldwyn and Metro.
The Keynote of the Milwaukee
Convention will be: "What pictures shall I book?" Is your 192526 Announcement in our big Convention issue?

Motion
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Tiffany
and
Truart Busy
With Productions
Tiffany autl Truart are active on th?
coa^t with three pictures in the process of
making for Phil Goldstone Productions. A.
P. Younger has completed the adaptation
and ted
scenario
of "Souls
for Sables,"
by the David
Graham
Phillips suggesnovel.
"Garland and Company."" This Goldstone
production will be one of the Tiffany twelve
specials for the coming season.
Truart started this week on "The Thoroughbred,'' one of its Big Six productions
under the direction of Oscar Apfel, and
"The Angel of the Desert"" is now being edited and titled. The latter features Art Acconl. Louise Lorraine, Rex and Black
Beauty.
Cast

Completed
for New
Brenon Production

The engagement of John Harrington for
the role of "Whitey" completed the cast for
"The Street
Forgotten
Men," aHerbert
forthcomingof
Paramount
])roduction.
Brenon, who is directing the picture, has
started camera work with the following
playei-s appearing in the princijja! parts:
Juliette Brenon, Josej hine Deffry. A. Borgato. Riley Hatch. Albert Roccardi, John
Harrington, and Dorothy Waltei-s.

Gasnier

to 'Taint Perfume" Cast
Gasnier has added two to the cast of

Film
Peter B. Kyne the Author
of Four Fox Specials
Fox
of tion
the master
ONEFilmof Corpor
ation strokes
in connec
with its 1925-26 product was the
signing, as an exclusive feature, the
services of Peter B. Kyne. one of the
most widely read modern fictionists.
As a box office magriet the name of
Kyne ranks high. By the ternrs of the
agreement Fox gets exclusive rights to
produce for the screen adaptations from
Mr. Kyne's numerous works during the
period of the contract.
For its 1925-26 program of releases
Fox will produce four Kyne stories,
and at present the author is at the Fox
West Coast Studios making preparations to get his first one under way.
That Tom Mix and Buck Jones will
each get a portion of the Kyne product
is practically certain. Kyne is a writer
of red-blooded stories such as these
stars are in the habit of portraying.
Kyne first attracted national attention
by his stories in which the now celebrated Cappy Ricks
was oast
t'le ten
outstanding character.
For the
years
he has been regarded as one of the most
popular writers in America. His international popularity was attested a few
days ago when a survey of the United
Kingdom showed that his works were
selling four to one as compared with
the
English and
-authors,
He
is a most
nativepopular
of California
a veteran
of two wars.

Adds

'"Faint
from thePerfume.""
Zona Gale which
novel he
for is
B. producing
P. Sehulberg. The latest additions are Xed Sparks
and Barbara Tennant. Those previously
s'gned
were. Mary
Seena Alden,
Owen, Russell
William Simpson,
Powell,
Alyce Mills,
Philo McCullough. Jacqueline Saunders.
Betty Francisco, Joan Standing and Dickie
Brandon.
Motion Picture News will excite
most interest at the Milwaukee
Convention. Does it carry your
announcement to Exhibitors?

MacLean Forming Unit for
First Paramount Feature
Douglas MacLean is forming the production unit which will assist him in the production of features for Paramount, which
now has a contract with the star calling for
several productions.
The organization work is being handled
by Eogart
MacLean"s
general manager. J. R.Rogers:
Crone has
been apix)inted
production manasier. and George J. Crone has
been made sui)er\"ising editor. Ra>"mond
Cannon and Wade Boteler have been engaged for the scenario staff.
The first story the star will make for
Paramount has not yet been selected. It is
planned
weeks. to begin camera work in about five

Picture

Broadway
Daily
Moving

News

to 1650

The Film Daily is moving its offices to
1650 Broadway, fifth Soor, this week and
will be in its new quartei-s on May 4.
Offices have been at 71 West 44th street for
a number of years. The new quarters provide increa.setl space.
Universal
Making
Good
Production Progress
The L niversal production program Ls proceeding at a rapid rate with six features
in actual production, four in the cutting
rooms and eleven in preparation for immediate work.
The six pictures in production are '"Peacock Feathers." featuring Jacqueline Logan
and Cullen Landis, directed by Sven Gade;
"The Titans." starring Hou.se Peters, directed by Edward Sloman: "The Home
ilaker," featuring Alice Joyce and Clive
Brook, directed by King Baggot ; "Perils
of the Primitive," a serial featuring Joe
Bonomo, directed by Francis Ford; "The
Border Sheriff," starring Jack Hoxie, directed by Robert Xorth Bradbury, and ''The
Dynamiter"s Daughter,"' .starring Josie
Sedgwick, directed by Ernst Laemmle.

''Overland Limited'' First of
New Gotham Series
'"The Overland Limited," a railroad drama
now being prepared for the screen by
James J. Tynan, will be the first of the
series of twelve Gotham Productions announced for release during 192.5-26 by
Lumas Film Corporation The picture wiil
be made on the coast.
Sam Sax is at the studios in the West
arranging details for the starting of production. When filming gets under way he
will return to Xew York, stopping off at
exchange centers en route.
George

Seitz to Direct for
Paramount
George B. Seitz who has been producing
serials for Pathe has been engaged by Paramount to direct
"Wild Horse
the
latest Zane
Grey western
drama Mesa,""
which goes
into production at the Paramoimt west c-oast
studios in the near future. The cast is
now being assembled.

Mary Pickford in a trie of highlight scenes from her latest United Artists production, "Little Annie Rooney.'
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Starts

Production

on

Patrol"
Div(H-tor Police
Burton Kin<j' luis started preliminarv production work and casting on
"Tiu> Police Patrol," which he will produce
for Gotham Productions for release through
Lumas Film Corporation. This is scheduled as the third of a series of twelve
Gotham pictiu'es.
••The Police Patrol" will he made in and
about New York City and the producei-s will
have the co-operation of the New York
police department. Actual shooting is
scheduled to start about May 15th. Victoria
Moore adapted, the story from the play by
A. Y. Pearson.
Eleanor

Boardman

Contracts

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Eleanor Boardman will continue for a
period of years as a leading lady in MetroGoldwyn-Mayer ]')roductions according to the
terms of a contract recently signed by the
actress with Louis Mayer, vice-president in
charge of production.
Miss Boardman is now enacting the leading feminine role in "The Circle," an adaptation of Sumerset Maugham's successful
stage play of that name. Her next picture
will be ''You Too," by Roger Burlingame.
Marcel Desano will direct and AVilliam
Haines has been chosen as leading man.
Universal

Signs
Griffin as
Director
Universal has signed Frank Griffiin to
direct a number of forthcoming pictures,
the first of which will be the Laura La
Plante starring vehicle, "Doubling for
Cupid," adapted by Olga Printzlau from
the Nina Wilcox Putnam story.
Gi-ifiin is well known as scenarist, screen
adaptor and director. He has written a
number of successful pictures, and in the
past directed such players as Mabel Normand, Buster Keaton, Willie Collier, Sam
Bernard, Weber and Fields, Ford Sterling"
and Louise Fazenda.

"Black Cyclone" Premiere
for N. Y. Capitol
feature
latest
S starring
ROACH'
HAL
of
KingproRex,
duction
Wild Horses, and titled "Black
" is to have its world premiere
Cyclone
Theatre in New York
at the Capitol
the week of May 10th. This engagement will be the first of a series of key
city runs which are being arranged with
elaborate exploitation campaigns and
presentation effects.
The plan of preceding national release with a series of special exploitation runs marks a new departure from
the customary Pathe policy and was
Dromoted by the imusual character of
the picture.
Many months were spent in the mak"B'ack and
Cyclone"
in the Fred
Hal
Roaching ofstudios
on location.
Jackman the director, spent over three
months on the Nevada desert making
scenes for the picture, the leading roles
in which are performed by animals.
T'he
cast Kathleen
includes Collins
"Big Boy"
Guinn human
Williams,
and
Christian Frank. The story is by Hal.
Roach.

Marion Davies in scenes from her latest Cosmopolitan production, "Zander, The Great"
Flinn

Stresses

Stock

Company

Says Organization Will Strengthen Producers Dist. Corp. Program for Season

cers DistributC. FLIN
JOHN ing
CorporNationof isProdu
laying particular
stress on the stock company angle of
coming productions of his organization as
giving pai'ticular strength to the program
for the coming season. Players in important role^; in pictures made by Al Christie,
Hunt Stromberg, Belasco Productions,
Frances Marion and Metropolitan Productions will be seen only in pictures released
gh
throu
Producers Disti-ibuting Corporation.
I^linn says in part :
"The stock company idea is positive in
its assurance of benefit to everyone connected with the motion picture industry,
and its inauguration into our 1925-26 releases is a decided step forward in safeguarding alike the int-erests of the exhibitor,
the producer, the distributor and the player.
"To the exhibitor the stock company
idea presents an unquestioned advantage.
Through it he is enabled to present exclusive
offerings and eliminate a certain type of
unfair competition now extant. With the
stock company idea in full force, the exhibitor who pays a good price for a good
picture featuring a certain star or group of
popular players, is not faced by the competition of an opposition house presenting
an inferior picture purchased at a small
price hut presenting identically the same
star or featured players.
"The distributor releasing worth-while
offerings is not affected by similar unfair
competition. Fine pictures, conscientiously
made, will not be handicapped in their
booking possibilities by cheaply made pro-

ductions whose only merit is the reputation
of the players.
"The producer is benefited by the stock
company idea in having competent casts
available at all times for each picture he
produces. And close association with
each player enables the producer to cast
his picture with more certainty of the screen
results. It also saves the time usually lost
in assembling casts from the ranks of unattached and scattered players, and eliminates the delays frecjuently caused when
players of the desired type and artisti'y are
not available."
E. H. Allen in New York
Annual Visit

on

Having completed his production schedule
for the season, E. IT. Allen, general manager
of the Hamilton-White units producing comedies for Educational release, is in JSiew
York on his annual visit. The season has
been an exceptionally busy one for Allen.
The companies working- under him in the
Fine Arts Studios produced eighteen Mermaid Comedies, six Hamilton comedies, six
Juvenile comedies, all in two reels, and
twenty four single reel Cameo comedies.
According to Allen, the work of transferI'ing the properties of the various vinits from
the Fine Arts studio to the recently purchased Principal studio has already commenced. Two new enclosed stages will be
started at once in order that there will be
no delay in the coming season's production
activities.
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Motion
Lillian

Rich

Picture
Signed

News
for

"Love has
Gamble''
Ben Vei-schleiser
signed Lillian Rich
to play the feminine lead in "The Love
Gamble," the first of a series of six Banner
productions for the current sea.son to be
released through the Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation. It is a jjicturization
of the Mazie Greig novel, "Peggy of
Beacon
OthersHill."
of the Banner series will be "The
Checkered Flag," from the novel by John
Mer-<ereau; "Brooding Eyes," from John
Goodwin's mystery novel; "Whispering Canyon," a story of the lumber forests of the
west, and "Salvage," by Izola Forrester,
which will be released as "Raging Seas."
"The Love Gamble" will be directed by
Edward Lesaint and in addition to Miss Rich
will have in the cast Robert Frazer, Pauline
King.
Garon, Arthur Rankin, James Marcus, Kathleen Clifford, Brooks Benedict and Benny

Sherwin

Scenes
First

Will
Coast

Produce
and

Two

to

Start

Features

on

West

Two

Production

Pauline Garon
for Feminine

for

Four

in East During May
direction of Al Santell. Jack Mulhall and
FIRST XATIOXAL has completed arCharles MuiTay will support the star.
rangements to put at least four pictures into production during' the
"The Half-Way Girl" and "The Comemf>alh of May, with a possibility that the
Back" will be filmed in the east under the
iiumber may be increased. The four now
supervision of Earl Hudson. Doris Kenyon
f>n the schedule are "The Viennese Medlev,"
is featured in the former wliicli is scheduled
"Classified," "The Half-Way Girl" and
to start the fi)"st week of the month, with
'"The Come-Back."
John Francis Dillon directing.
"The Viennese Medley" will get under
Milton Sills will have the starring role in
way May 15 on the west coast with .-Vnna
"The Come-Back" which is scheduled for
Q. Nilsson and May Allison in the leading
feminine roles. Kurt Rehfeld will direct.
production sometime during the month.
Joseph Poland and Earle Snell are prepar"Cla.ssified" is a Corinne Griffith starring
vehicle from the short story by Edna Ferber.
ing the continuity fi-om the novel by M. D.
C. Crawford.
It will go into production May 7 under the

Columbia

Titles

"White Monkey"
Louis Sherwin has been engaged bj- Sawyer-Lubin to write the titles for the Barbara La Marr feature, "The White Monkey," adapted for the screen by Arthur
Hoerl from the John Galsworthy novel of
the same name. The picture is now being
cut and edited by Teddy Hauscom under the
supeiwision of director Phil Rosen and will
July.
be released bv First Xational some time in

from the First National release, "Fine Clothes"

National

Writing

May

McAvoy
to Star
Arrow Picture

in

Dallas Fitzgerald has signed May McAvoy- as star in the first of a series of four
Dallas M. Fitzgerald productions which
will be released through Arrow Pictures
Corporation. The picture, it is said will be
of the society type adapted from a well
known story and iliss McAvoy will be surrounded hy a capable cast.

Active

and Jane Novak Sign
Leads
in Features

^"TTJTH
activities
at their
\/%/ heightproduction
for Columbia
Pictures
in
' their new Chine studios to which
they recently moved, Harry Cohn has issued
an announcement tliat lie has signed Pauline
Garon to play opposite William Fairbanks
in the first of his new Perfection series.
This series will not be westerns, but straight
action pictures of every day life.
Another i)layer recently signed by ColumVjia for leading feminine roles in the comjiany's six specia's is Jane Novak. She will
be
seen melodrama.
first in "The Danger Signal," a
iuilroad
The move of Columbia Pictures from the

Waldorf studios, in which they operated
last year, was necessitated by the increased
production program, as the former quarters did not ]irovide enough space. At the
Clune studio there are more and larger
stages and sets, which will make for a
greater degree of efficiency in production.
A comi)rehensive program of production
has already been worked out to the last detail and casts will be assembled in a very
short time and work on the first of each of
the Columbia, Waldorf and Perfection
series will commence. Further aroiouncement-^ a^ to casts and directors will be made
in the near future.

Action stills from "North of Nome," an Arrow release
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Universal

Mourns

Death

of

Harry Levy
Hiirry Levy, Universal's exchange mana.aer in Pittsbni'gh passed away Thvirsday
of last week, a victim of pneunjonia. The
funeral was luid Sunday in New York,
with interment in MonteKore Cemetery,
Laurelton, Long Island.
A week previous to his death Levy undi'rwent an operation for the removal of his
tonsils. With a luimber of his contracts
pending he resumed his work too soon thereafter and caught cold, which changed to
pneumonia.
Tiie passing of Levy is mourned throughout the Universal organization, with which
he had been employed for the past six
years. Not yet thirty years of age, deceased
is survived by his his mother and father,
his wife and two .small children, as well as
two sisters and a brother.
Conway

Tearle

Plays

Lead

in "The Mystic"
Conway Tearle will play the male lead m
"The Mystic," which Tod Browning is producing for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. -Aileen
Pringle is to enact the iJrincipal feminin.'.'
role.
Tearle, who has previously enacted only
heroic figures in the pictures, will make his
debut in a crook role, for the jiart entru-^tc li
to him is that of a ))olished faker who lives
by his tricks as a clairvoyant and spiritualist.
Betty

Francisco

in Cast

of

'Taint Perfume"
Betty Francisco has been engaged for a
prominent role in "Faint Perfume," an
adaptation of Zona Gale's novel being produced by B. P. Schulberg under the direction of Gasnier.

Davis

Will

Distribute

"Red Love'*
K. ctL.
d aR.contra
Produ
hasELL
closeof
L. sRUSS
N ction
JOH
with Davis Distributing Division
wherebyall the latter will handle distribution over the world for the L. Case
re,ed"Red
." tion,
Russell
Love
John
l isfeatu
Lowel
starr
in the
produc
which was directed by Edgar Lewis.
Evangeline Russell has the leading
feminine role.
Russell produced "Ten Nights in a
Barroom" and is expecting even bigger
things of "Red Love." The star in the
new story plays the role of a full blooded
Sioux Indian, a college graduate, who
in self defense kills the town bully and
is forced to become an outlaw. The entire production was made on the locations called for in the story.
The Davis Distributing Division is
preparing an elaborate advertising and
exploitation
campaign supervision
on "Red Love,"
under
the personal
of J.
Charles Davis, 2nd, who also exploited
"Ten Nights in a Barroom."
Florence

Vidor

in the Next

Cruze Production
Florence Vidor is to have the feminine
lead in "Marry Me," James Cruze's next
l)roduction for Paramount, which gets under
way this Aveek. P]verett Horton will play
opposite Miss Vidor, and John Roche and
Helen Jerome Eddy will have featured roles.
"Marry Me" was adapted for the screen
bv Walter Woods from the stage plav,
"The Nest Egg" by Ann Caldwell O'Dea.
Other players who have important roles are
Fanny Midgley, Z. Wall Covington, Ainie
Sehaefer, Erwin Connelh-, Ed Bradv and

Harry Arthur
to Assume

in New York
New Post

Harry C. Arthur, for the past live years
general manager of West Coast Theatres,
Lie, in is New York to take up his new
alliiiation with tiie Motion Picture Capital
Corporation, which has for its purpose the
fostering of interests of the independent e.\hihitor, and which is said to have an immediately available capital of $25,000,000.
The Capital Corporation it is said, will
answer every reasonable appeal for helj)
fi'om the individual e.xhibitor or the indel)endent theatre chains which desire protection or exj)ansion.
Prior to his departure from Los Angeles,
Arthur was the guest of honor at a farewell
dinner given a.t the Jonathan Club, at which
were ])resent several hundred pix)minent
Northern and Southern California exhibitors and West Coast executives.

Ricardo

Cortez
in
Production

Olcott

Ricardo Cortez will play the featured role
in the Sidney Olcott production for Paramount, "Not So Long Ago," in which Betty
Bronson has the leading feminine role. The
story is of old New York in its most romantic period and will go into production
within the next week at the west coast
studios

week's number
issue of— the
— Next
Convention
will"News"
be the
largest trade paper ever put out in
this field. Are you represented?

Walter "Spec" O'Donnell".

Group of production stills from the D. W. Griffith picture, for United Artists, "Sally of the Sawdust"
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Motion

Independents
Several Important
Concluded With
of sales were reported
NUMBER
A duriu
g the week by independent
companies for their product in the
different territories.
The 20th Century Film Company of
Philadelphia close<l a deal with Harry
Rathner, president of Astor Distributing
Corporation, by which Gene Marcus,
president of the former company will release all of the Astor product in the Pennsylvania territory controlled by Marcus'
film. This tates in a total of twelve productions, two of which are already completed. "A Lover's Oath" stars Ramon
Xovarro and Kathleen Key; and "The
Shining:
mont
and Adventure"
Mabel Ballin.features Percy ilarZenith Pictures have purchased from
Rol>ert5 and Cole, the series of six five-reel
features featuring Peggy O'Day and "Big
Boj"" Williams
for territoiy.
the Southern
fornia and Arizona
They Calihave
also purchased from Roberts and Cole, the
Jack Hoxie picture entitled "The Love

Report

Sales

Transactions Are
Territorial Buyers
All Star Feature Distributoi-s Inc., of
California, ^yi\\ distribute Chadwick Pictures Corporation's
Wizard
Oz."
The territory
involved"The
in the
deal of
includes
California. Arizona, Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands.
Davis Distributing Division Inc. announce that A. Luchese of the Liberty Film
Company. Philadelphia, has secured the
2 Ben AVilson serials "The Mystery Box"
and "The Power God" for his new exchange
as well as the series of Herrick 2-reel
novelties.
Columbia Pictures announces that Joe
Brandt has signed with the Creole Enterprises for the distribution of the whole program of Six Columbias, Six Waldorfs and
Six Perfections which thev will make for
1925-26.
The territory covered in this deal includes
North and South Cai'olina. Georgia. Florida.
Alabama, Tennessee. Arkansas. Oklahoma,
Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi

Call."
F.

B.

O.
Fixes
June
Releases
Four Feature Pictures and Five Short

Subje(
jects Are
Included
in Program
The
fourth
of the feature releases is
featfour
G schedule of
A RELEASIN
ures and five short subjects has been
"Whirling Lariats" and is scheduled for
arranged by F.B.O. for the month of June 28th. It is the fourth western of the
Fred Thomson series.
June. Topping the list is "Smooth As SatThe schedule of shoit subjects is headed
in,'' an Evelyn Brent staiTing vehicle based
,"
Chatt
play,
the
on
lederbox
d stage
to by "Three Bases East," number eight of
to go by
is schedu
It "The
Veiller.
Bayar
the exhibitors June 14th. The cast is now
the H. C. Witwer series. "The Pacemakers.'"
being assembled and the picture will be It will be released June 7th with Alberta
directed by Ralph Inee.
Vaughn and George O'Hara co-starred.
Two features are down for release on
Wesley Ruggles is directing. The ninth
Jimmy
Aubrey comedy protluccd by StandJune
21st.
They
are
"High
and
Handsome."
the second Lefty Flynn production of a
ard
Cinema
Corporation.
June 15th. "About Face," will
new series, and "The Human Tornado," the be released on
fourth Ben Wilson jDroduction starring
June 21st will see the ninth of the ''PaceYakima Canutt. "High and Handsome" is
makers" series. "Oscar's Wild." Dinky
a Red Book Magazine story by Gerald BeauDoodle, Number 10, as yet uutitled. will be
mont and will be directed by HaiT>- Garson.
release<l June 21st, and a two-reel comedy
Cliff Hill is responsible for the story and
as yet untitled starring Stan Laurel will be
continuity
of
'"The
Human
Tornado,"
which
Ben Wilson will direct.
distributed June 30th.

Trackless

Train

Metro-Goldwyn

Is

Sensation

Transcontinental Special
in N. Y.
Arrival
on
Greeted
Warmly
York
vice-president,
and
his aides, Howard Dietz
F. Hylan of New
MAYOR orarJohn
ily abandoned a committee
and Eddie Bonus, is a decidedly clever extemp
ploitation feat in the history of the industry.
meeting of the Board of Estimate
In Philadelphia, visited before the final
to board Metro-GoldwjTi's Trackless Train,
"stretch'' to Manhattan. Metro-Gokhyyn's
in company with General Gerardo Machado,
Trackless Train met with even a greater
President-elect of Cuba when the transreception than was accorded it in Baltimore.
continental "Special" aiTived in New York
Washington, Wilmington. Pittsbui-gh, CoTuesday of this week from a trip of more
lumbus. Dayton and other cities along the
than a thousand miles from Indianapolis.
route, in all of which the train was a senBefore reaching the city, the Trackless
sation never equalled.
Train was met in New Jersey by trade
Mayor Kendrick of Philadelphia and his
paper men who accompanied it to New York,
where it traveled to the Battery and to the cabinet were guests on the "Metro-Goldwyn
City Hall. There it was met by a civic
Special" in the Quaker City, where a special
escort of twenty policemen, led by three
reception committee. An immense crowd
motorcycle police, carrj-ing .\merican flags
witnessed the train's reception at City Hall.
and flags of the city, attracted phenomenal
The Trackless Train, sponsored by Metroattention.
Goldwjn through Major Edward Bowes,

Picture

News

F. B. O. Changes Titles on
Three Pictures
Three changes have been made in titles
of F.B.O. pictures. '"The Woman Accused"
is the new title for ''Drusilla With a Million," "Smooth as Satin'' for '"The Chatterbox," and "Three Bases East" for "April's
"The Woman Accused" is an A-ssociated
Arts
production
of Priseilla
ElizabethBonner
Cooper's
novel, with
Mary Carr,
and
Kenneth
Fools." Harlan in the featured roles. F.
Harmon Weight directed.
"Smooth As Satin" is based on the BayVeiller
stage
play, Brent
'"The as
Chatterbox"
and ard
will
have
Evelyn
the star,
with Ralph Ince directing.
"Three Bases East'' is the eighth episode
of the new H. C. Witwer series, "The Pacsmakers,'' in which Alberta Vaughn and
George O'Hara are co-starred. Wesley Rngsles is directing.
Meador

Signs
Totman
on
Scenario Staff
J. E. D. Meador has added Llewellyn
Totman to his statf of scenario writers for
his new Traecraft Pictures Corporation.
Totman's first assignment was the adaptation and continuity of "Queen Calafia,"
Blasco Ibanez's novel, which will be Meador's fii-st Triiecraft production.
Totman is only 21 years old and before
entering the Metro publicity department
under Meador a year and a half ago, had a
varied experience in theatricals in the middle west. He left Metro-Goldwyn this Aveek
to join Meador.
Cast

for ''Rugged Waters"
is Augmented
Ten more players have been selected for
the cast which will enact the characters in
"Rugged Waters." Joseph C. Lincoln's stor\of
title, to be produced
by Ir\-an Willat
forthat
Paramount.
Those previously
signed
for the picture include Lois Wilson, Wallace
Beery, and Warner Baxter.
The new names in the cast are James
Mason, Dot Farley. Knute Erickson, Walter
Rogers, Warren Rodgers, J. P. Lockney,
Jack Byron, Thomas Delmar, Willard Coolev and Walter Ackerman.
Myton

Named F. B. O. Coast
Scenario Editor
Fred Kennedy Myton has been appointed
by B. P. Fineman as west coast scenario
editor of Film Booking Offices and has
started selecting stories for the F.B.O.
schedule for 1925-26.
''Friendly Enemies'* Has
World Premiere
RIENDLY
ENEMIES."
the
Belasco production
starring
Weber and Fields and released
through Producers Distributing Corporation has its world premiere this
Sunday night at the Colony Theatre on
Broadway. New York. It is a picturization of the Sam Shipman and Aaron
HoEfman stage play which scored a success several seasons ago.
"Friendly Enemies" was directed by
George Melford and has in the cast, in
addition to the stars, Virginia Brown
Faire. Lucille Lee Stewart, Jack Mulhall, Stuart Holmes and Eugenie Bes-
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Bobby

North

Buys

Rights

''Lying
Wives"
Bobby toNortli
lias secured
the phjsical
dish-ibution rights for the Ivan Abramson
production, "Lying Wives," for Greater
New York and Northei-n New Jersey.
North, president of Apollo Film Exchange
holds the Warner franchise in the same territory and ha.s been distributing Warner
product exclusively.
"Lying Wives" was written and directed
by Ivan Abi"anison. It is the first of a
series of four Ivan Emerald productions to
be produced by Ivan Players, Inc. In the
cast ai'e Clara Kimball Young, Madge Kennedy, Richard Bennett, Edna Murphy, Niles
Welch and J. Barney Sherry.
Prominent Stage Actors in
Cast of Daniels Feature
Several prominent stage actors now appearing in cuiTent Broadway productions
will be seen in support of Bebe Daniels in
"The Wild, Wild Girl," which Edward Sutherland is directing for Paramount. Among
the members of the east are Heni';^' Stephenson, now appearing- in "Dancing Mothers" ;
Ivan Simpson, who plays in "Old English,"
the George Arliss starring vehicle; Osgood
Perkins of "Beggar on Hoi-seback"; and
Eussell Medroft, who played in "Sonny," in
which Emma Dunn was .featured.
Schulberg

Assembles

Cast for

"My Lady's Lips"
The principals selected to enact the leading roles in "My Lady's Lips," the John
Goodrich story to ])e produced by B. P.
Schulberg, include Clara Bow, Frank Keenan, Alyce Mills. William Powell, Ford
Sterling, John Sainpolis and Matthew
Betz. James P. Hogan is directing the production, which is being made at the Schulberg studios in Hollywood. It will be the
tenth and last release of this company for
the cuiTent season.

John Lowell and Evangeline Russell in scenes from "Red Love," a Davis Distributing Division release.

Tiffany
Well

Garret

Ford is Signed by
De Mille
Cecil B. De Mille has signed Garrett
Ford, scenarist, to a long term contract and
he will assist Elmer Harris in production
details for "The Coming of Amos," which
Ford adapted to the screen from the novel
by William J. Locke.

"Quickern Lightnin'/*
Weiss Feature

New

first five
ALO
BUFF
of
new series
in a JR'S
featureBILL,
part
eight pictures for Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation is
west coast.
Hearing completion on the
It is titled "Quickern Lightnin' " and is
being directed by Richard Thorpe, who
directed a majority of the last series.
Weiss Brothers also received word
from the coast that Wally Wales, the
"Cowboy Prince," has started work on
the first of a series of eight stunt-thrillers, with Tom Gibson directing. Camera
work is also scheduled to start immediately on the second Buddy Roosevelt
feature of his new series.

Schedule

Is

Launched

Known
Authors and stones Included in Productions for Coming Season

its schedhas res
Produe ction
Yof twelv
TIFFANule
big s pictu
fairly
launched, and M. H. Hoffman, vicepresident of the organization is returning
east from Los Angeles where he has been
for the past three weeks completing all preliminary details.
The series is to be made from books by
well known authors and includes the following; "Lightning," by Zane Grey; "The
Lodge in the Wilderness," bv Sir Gilbert
Parker; "Souls for Sables," by David Graham Phillips; "Morganson's Finish," by
Jack London; "The Travis Coup," by Arthur Stringer; "Tale of a Vanishing People,"
bv Rex Beach; "The Wrong Coat," bv
Harold McGrath; "The Dumb Head," by
Rupert Hughes; "The Luck Serum," by
Governeur Morris, and "The Life of a
Woman" by De Maupassant.
In discussion the coming productions
Hoffman said :
"After viewing the first production made
of the series of twelve based on books and
stories of world-famed authors I can safely
predict that the Tiffany franchises will establish the exchange handling it on a par
with the best national exchanges.
"At last the independent exchanges will

not be obliged to distiibute the so-called
orphan pictures as they will have as good
as anything produced at live and let live
Maurice A. Chase Launches
New Company
The Chase Pictures Corporation has
prices."
been organized by Maurice A. Chase to operate as a selling company handling independent product in upper New York state
with offtices in Buffalo and Albany. During
the past several months, Chase, who is well
known in the territory, has been busy assembling product and will start his first
camjiaign with twelve feature pictures.
Newcomer
Given
Lead in
F. B. O. Picture
F. B. 0. is bringing another newcomer
rapidly to the front. She is Helen Foster,
who has risen recently from extra girl to
leading lady for Fred Thomson in the latter's next starring vehicle, "The Bandit's
ductio^i. Del Andrews is directing the proBaby."
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Motion

Picture

N ezij s

European
Star is Opposite
Lionel Barrymore
Anotlier European dramatic star wit!
make her appearance in an American mi'.de
picture when Isobel De Leon appears o;>1 osite Lionel Barrymore in "A Al.in ot
Honor," which Whitman Bennett is about
to ])ut into production for Chadwick Pi-:tures Corporation.
Miss De Leon only recently arrived in
this country from France. She has aj)peared in every capital in Europe and recently comjdeted a starring engagement at
the Theatre Odeon in Paris. "A Man of
Honor" will be released as the seventh of
the Chadwick Xine.
Max

Linder

Production

is

Near Completion
After seven niontlis work, Max Linder is
about to completp his latest Production "Le
Chevalier Barkas." Most of the big exteriors
in this film are original, — Place de TOpera,
Champs-Elysees as of to-day, the epoch of
Italian Renaissance, fifty of the most beautiful castles in France and behind it all Max
in his famous role of tragic comedian.
The scenario was written by the fifty best
authors of Paris and a prize of 20,000 francs
was awarded to the author who submitted
the best idea. This is a French film
■'Hell's Highroad'' is among the newest are
of the
Dis'ributing Corporation
fromProdu;ers
the production.
Tiffany -Truart
Extensive Product
of

Widely
TIFFANY P R 0 D U C T I 0 X S and
Truart Films Corporation have an
ambitious progri-am under way for
the two production units for the 1925-2G seales
The Tiffany "Bio^ Twelve"'
works son.
of Zane
Grey, Sir Gilbert iiic-hu
Parker.
Davi<l Graham Phillips, Jack London, Gouverneur Morris. Arthur Stringer, Rex Beach,
'Harold McGrath, Rupert Huo:hes and Guy
de Maupassant. The Truart pro.sram will
be worked out under the titles of "Blue Ribramas"
j'"
series. bons," "JJovelt and "Cinemelod
Among the well known players who will
be seen in the Truart specials are, Lou Tellegen, Ruth Roland, Dorothy Phillips,
Wilson

Many

pictures.

These scenes

Start
Program
Will Include Works
Famous

Authors

Henry B. Wathall, Matt Moore, Grace Darmond, Louise L<irraine, Claire McDowell.
Otis Harlan, Alec Francis, Roy Stewart.
Carmelita Geraghty, Spottiswood Aiken,
AVesley Barry, Mary Carr, Pat 0'Ma!ley.
Frank Mayo, Beverley Bayne, Pauline
Garon, Bryant Washburn, George Fawcett.
Stuart Holmes and Mildred Harris.
In the ''Xovelty" series, M. H. Hoffman,
vice-president of Tiffany and Truart, says
he will i)lace a distinct novelty in the hands
of exhibitors. The leading roles in the four
pictures of the series will be taken by Louise
Lonaine, Rex, the wonder dog, and Black
Beauty, the equine performer.

Outlines

Joan

Meredith

is Opposite

George Walsh
•loan iMeredith, Wam])as Baby Star will
have her first lead in a feature film when
she plays opposite George Walsh in his second picture for Chadwick Pictures Corporation. Miss Meredith was recently signed
to a long term contract by Chadwick. She
has had
partsminor
in a number
comedies andlead'ng
has had
roles inof several
features.

Distribution

Extensive Program of Colored Pictures
is Promised
for the Coming Season
In addition to these short features the
SERING D. WILSON and Company,
s
izes
in- color picture by a company is arranging for a series of eight
which special
special color process, have outlined
special pi'oductions which will be built
their production and distribution activities
for the 1925-2() season. The process in- around excejjtionally beautiful color possibilities. Photogi'aphy has been completed
cludes the actual photographing in tine
on the first of the special productions and it
colors.
is now being cut and edited. It is titled
The Wilson company schedule provides
short length features in color to be available
"The White Mice," from the Richard Hardon the basis of two each week. The units
ing Davis novel. Jacqueline Logan and
under which these will be produced are
William Powell are the featured players.
classified as "Ebenezer Ebonv Comedies,"
E. H. Griffith directed. The positives will
"Kid Xoah Comedies," "Color Shots,"
be printed and developed by the special
"Karlo Kolor Komics," "The Wonderbook
processes owned and controlled by Bering D.
Series," "New Redhead Satires" and "Color
Wilson and Company.
Melodies."

Action stills from the First National picturer "His
Supreme Moment."
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TKe Czar's Spy System at Work!
TKe Orgies at tke Winter Palace !
TKe Salt Mines of Siberia !
TKe Mutiny) of tKe Political Exiles!
Love and Romance

Despite Oppression!
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and tKe world over for more
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THROUGH
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FILM
CORPORATIOM
Head Office — 850 Tenth A-penue, NevJ York Cit>l
Studios — New York CitjJ end Holl>>wood, California
FOR

BRAMCHES, UNITED STATES
ALBANY, N. Y.
4tt Orange Street
ATLANTA, GA.
1 1 1 >X alton Street
BOSTON,
MASS.
78 Broadway

1925-1926

35 Special Attractions,
The Iron Horse
The First Year
As No Man Has Loved
Kentucky Pride
Thank You
Havoc

including

BUFFALO, N. Y.
496 Pearl Street
BUTTE, MONT.
125 West Broadway
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
213 So. Church Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
910 S. Wabash Avenue
CINCINNATI, OHIO
514 Elm Street
CLEVELAND, OHIO
2100 Payne Avenue
DALLAS, TEXAS
306 S. Jefferson Street
DENVER, COLO.
1531 Tremont Street
DETROIT, MICH.
159 E. Elizabeth Street
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
326 N. Illinois Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.
1901 Wyandotte Street
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
914 So. Olive Street
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
36 Western Avenue
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
134 A^eadow Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
1127 Girod Street
NEW YORK CITY
130 West 46th Street
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
121 S. Hudson Street
OMAHA, NEBR.
1509 Chicago Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA
1315 V'ine Street
PITTSBURGH, PA
1014 Forbes Street
ST. LOUIS, MO.
3314 Olive Street
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
46 Exchange Place
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
308 Turk Street
SEATTLE, WASH.
2008 Third Avenue
WASHINGTON, D. C.
932 New Jersey Ave., N. W.

The Wheel
Thunder Mountain
Lazybones
3 Bad Men
East Lynne
The Fighting Heart.
Part Time Marriage
The Dixie Merchant
Siberia
4 Peter B. Kyne Stories
When The Door Opened
Marriage
The Johnstown Flood
The Silver Treasure
The Fool
The Trouble Hunter
The

John Golden Unit
Plays, including

Lightnin'
7th
Heaven

of Clean American

and others

7 Productions Starring TOM
Western stars
7 Productions Starring Buck
the Great Outdoors

Mix, King of all
Jones, Ace of

SHORT SUBJECTS
8 Two-R.ee?
Pictures
from Gems of Fiction by
O. HENRY, greatest of all short story writers.
8

Two-Reel Comedies starring Earle Foxe Based on the
VAN BIBBER Comedies, by Richard Harding Davis.

CANADA
Fox Film Corporation, Limited

8 Two-Reel Comedies based on "THE MARRIED LIFE
OF HELEN AND WARREN," written by Mabel Herbert
Urner; which appears in 500 daily newspapers in the
United States and Canada.
20 Two-Reel Imperial Comedies — Bring
every box-office.

happiness to

-26 Fox \^ar}eties
One reel each.
Science, scenic and
sport entertainment of interest to all audiences. "The
World We Live In."
104 FOX
NEWS
issues
— One reel each —
Mightiest of All!

i

Copyright, 1925, by William Fox

CALGARY, ALTA.
nil First Street, West
MONTREAL, QUE.
12 Mayor Street
ST. JOHN, N. B.
162 Union Street
TORONTO, ONT.
21 Dundas Street. East
VANCOUVER, B. C.
553 Granville Street
WINNIPEG, MAN.
365 Hargrave Street
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Recorci
of
22
Years
of Progress
is knoAvn as the annex. This houses Fox
rsary
annive
ond
y-sec
is the twent
THIS
of Fox Film Corporation, and in
News, Fox Varieties, auditing, cashier's,
poster, and other departments. It also has
many respects it is by far the most
a comi?lete reserve studio and projection
rooms.
amportant in its history.
been the
which has since
Expansion,watchword
Fox News was taken into the Fox family
inception,
its company's
iiunounced
in
October, 1919, after three months work
brila
rihows a realization that constitutes
of organization. In the face of competition
liant record in film history. To-day it can
from other news reels long esta1)lished it
))oa.st the brains of the world among its
proceeded to rise steadily in its field until
contributors, and its personnel runs into
today it numbers some of the greatest news
the thousands— an ai-my of highly paid,
cameramen the industry has developed.
expert craftsmen organized into one great
Its success brought about the inception in
unit.
1.921 of Fox Varieties, which has been exIn its twenty-second year the curtain is
tending its scope farther and farther each
lifted on a most imposing array of authors,
year until now it numbers expeditions into
directors and stars.
unexplored lands, magic delvings into the
Most significant of all, perhaps, is the
realm of science and a quality of product
company's announced policy of "no program
that places its single reels among the greatest of screen novelties.
pictures." This means that the upward
trend, so rapid in the last five or six years,
The history of Fox Film Corporation
has reached its climax in a product of equal
charts the career of William Fox. In
quality. All feature pictures in the future
every one of its important steps forward,
come under the head of "specials."
it has never once fallen backward, he has
Mr. William Fox, president and founder
been its prime movei and its guiding force.
Beginning life as a poor boy, through his
fi-om a lengthy stay at the West Coast
indomitable will and seemingly unquenchstudios, where he has been supervising' the
able store of energy, he has culminated as
production of the pictures for 1925-1920,
William Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation.
and he has voiced the opinion that the comthe head of a mammoth oraganization.
ing season will initiate an era of j^rosperity
Never, however, since he came to be a
never equaled in the industry. While there
recognized factor in the film world, has he
one roof, and, upon the return of Mr. Fox
lie was joined by John Golden, eminent play
and Mr. Sheehan from Europe, the cornerlost sight of the fact that those who somestone of the big Fox picture plant in New
times appear as the most humble can, if
producer, and together they supervised the
York wasi laid. This ceremony brought to- given the opportunity, rise to the heights.
film conversion of the Golden stage sucgether leaders in civic affairs, theatrical
This is seen in many of the stars and direccesses contracted for by the company.
tors who under the Fox banner have been
lights and men prominent in business life.
The acorn that to-day is a great oak with
lifted from comi^arative obscurity to enThe Stars and Stripes were hoisted over
its branches reaching to the uttermost parts
viable positions.
partiallv
completed structure on June 6,
1919.
of the earth was planted by William Fox
Although
occurring at a time when his
in ]9€4 when he created Greater New York
business needed all the concentration he
On May 24, 1920, the formal opening took
Film Rental company. In 1908, Avhen he
place. The distinguished visitors who at- could possibly give it, Mr. Fox did not hesirealized that the then infant industry was
tate when the call came to give every effort
tended saw a modern structure of commandin danger of becoming monopolized, Mr. Fox
to the call of patriotism in behalf of Amering aspect occupying the entire block front
instituted a legal battle against General Film
on Tenth avenue, from 55th to 56th streets,
ica during the great war. CharacteristiCompany and Motion Picture Patents
cally, Mr. Fox is mum when asked about his
designed in a manner that marks it as one
endeavors at this time. The fact remains,
Company, which he ultimately won. Next
of the most efficient plants in the film in- however, that after
receiving rei^eated govcame the organization of Box Office Atdustry. The former scattering of forces
ernmental
appreciation,
he, in 1918, was
was at an end, bringing with it an enormous
ti'action Company, which absorbed the prein charge of the entire section of the final
vious concern, with Mr. Fox as president.
Liberty Loan dri\ e representing the motion
saving in all 'departments.
Then in 191-3 came Fox Film Corporation,
Although it involved an investment of picture interests of New York. When it
which absorbed Box Office Attraction Com$2,500,000, the economy resulting from the was all over, the results showed that he and
pany, with Mr. Fox as president and domiMr. Sheehan, as his chief aide, had scored
concentration of the various woi'king units
nant force.
lOO per cent with the teams that they had
has been reflected in a lower cost of production.
organized.
From that time on the company's progress was rapid. The following year studios
So gxeat an attraction have the Fox
Mr. Fox's reward has come to him at last.
and laboratories were established on the
His dreams have all come true, unless, which
Studios in New York proved that scores
West Coast, and foreign business was exof notables on visits to the city have in- is likely, he is secretly planning even greater
panded by the opening of a European headachievements than those represented in this
cluded in their itinerary a visit to the buildquarters in London, England. So fast did
ing. Here, for instance, in a studio floor twi^nty-second year of i)rogress. Certain
operations move that in 1917 production
it is that his past achievements indicate he
that can comfortably take care of twenty
activities were double those of the xcar
will never stand still or be entirely content,
(■()m])anies
sinudtaneously.
Its
laboratory
on
])revious.
for that is foreign to his nature. The great
the ground tloor, presided over by Yu-v
organizing force that brought the company
President Jack G. Leo, is one of the largest
Accompanied by his general managei',
that he heads to the zenith of success and
in the world and contains every modern
Winfield R. Sheehan, Mr. P'ox went lo
Europe in the spring of 1919. From ihc device of proved efficiency for the develoj)security is now in its prime, for Mr. Fox
London head(|uarters he extended the
is still in his early forties.
ing, printing and titling of film. Its ()uti)ut
foreign service throughout Great Britain
capacity totals 3,000,000 feet of film ueekly.
A captain of industry with no project too
and other countries. To-day it can be
colossal for him to tackle, Mr. Fox is withal
Here,
too,
is
Mr.
Fox's
office
and
study
atruthfully said that the sun never sets on
well as projection TOoms, sales dei)aitmenl , a man of simple tastes and intense love of
the Fox banner.
scenario department and every other branch
liDHU' and family. One of his greatest reUp to this time the company liad lieen
cent joys was contained in the news flashed
that goes toward the making of a j^icture.
to him while at the West Coast that he had
In spite of its vastness, however, the comworking in the East under a sevei-e handicap caused by lack of office and studid
become a grandfather twice over with the
pany's expansion was so rapid that one year
space. It had been the dream of Mr. Fox
later it was forced to acquire another buildbirth of bouncing baby boys to each of his
lo establish all of his working forces under
ing one block south of the main plant whicli
cherished daught-irs.
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"East Lynne," which as a novel and play
made a popular record that has seldom been
surpassed.
"The Fighting Heart," from Larry Evans'
story, "Once to Every Man," a romance of
the prize ring.
"Part-Time Wives," from a story by Bessie Beatty of high society and "now and then
wives."

News

for

OXCE again the annual announcement
by Fox Film Corporation sees that
company exceeding all its previous
tionseason
and distrib
in produc
eli'orts
For the
1925-26
Fox ution.
will release
35 specials, 7 Tom Mix stai-ring specials, 7
Buck Jones staiTing sj^ecials, 8 two-reel pictures from stories by 0. Henry; 8 two-reel
comedies based on the Van Bibber stories by
Richard Harding Davis; 8 two-reel comedies
based on "The Married Life of Helen and
Wan-en," written by Mabel Herbert Urner;
20 two-reel Imperial comedies ; 26 Fox Varieties, one reel each, gathered hei'e and there
from the world we live in, and 104 Fox
News issues.
As announced recentlj', there will be no
program pictures on the Fox release schedule for the coming season. That the day of
the program picture is over is evident to
every observer, and the Fox eomi^any in line
with its progressive policy has decided not
to wait for the handwi'iting on the wall to
abandon these pictures.
The Fox dramatic schedule for the coming season is headed by ''The Iron Horse,"
fresh from a year on Broadway at the Lyric
Theatre and its triumphs in Chicago and Los
Angeles. Then come "As No Man Has
Loved," based on Edward Everett Hale's
classic, "The Man Without a Country," and
the screen version of Channing Pollock's
dramatic stage success, "The Fool," both direct from successful runs on Broadway.
With this triumvirate are thirtj'-two other
special productions of positive merit, in-'
eluding adaptations from the best stage successes and novels obtainable.
Heading these is the John Golden Unit of
Clean American Plays, which the Fox company is producing in conjunction with the
theatrical producer. This group is headed
by "Lightnin'," the play that broke long
run records. The other plays in the Golden
group are "The Wheel," "The First Year,"
"7th Heaven," "Thank You," and "Thunder
Mountain," which is an adaptation of
"Ho\\ dy Folks."
"Man-iage," by H. G. Wells, celebrated
English novelist, is another of the ambitious
picturizations on the Fox program for the
coming season. This is the first Wells story
to be brought to the screen.
Peter B. Kyne, popular magazine and
novel writer, is another contributor to the
Fox 1925-26 progi-am. Kyne, for a period
covered by contract, has given Fox the exclusive rights to his services, and the coming
season will see four Kvne stories released by
Fox.
Other productions on the Fox schedule
are:
"Havoc," from the international stage success of the same name, which will be one of
the most ambitious offerings in the history
of Fox productions.
This picture, while it has the war as a
background, the storj', in tiie main, concerns
a love ofvampire
who whom
causes she"havoc"
hearts
brave men
deceives.in the

Pietitre

W. R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager
of Fox Film Corporation.
"Siberia," based on the play success by
Bartley Campbell which thrilled an older
generation.
•■3 Bad Men," by the author of "The Iron
Horse," Charles Kenyon, dealing with a
struggle for conquest, love and treasures in
Central America.
"The Johnstown Flood," fast-moving
melocbama based on tliat greatest of American catastrophes.
"Kentucky Pride," which as the name suggests, isbased on tlie "Sport of Kings" with
a love story and what is said to be the most
exciting liorse race ever filmed.
"The Dixie Merchant," an adaptation of
Harry Beuefield's new novel, "The Chicken
Wagon
Family." Hunter," based on the suc"The Trouble
cessful novel "Pearls of Desire," by Austin
J. Small, involves a hunt for buried treastire, a beautiful girl castaway, Chinese
pirates, and a dashing Y'ankee hero.
"Lazj-bones," from the play by Owen
Davis, who is noted for the absorbing
human interest of his stories.
"The Silver Treasure," which brings to
the screen, the justly renowned name of
the late Joseph Conrad. It is an adaptation of that author's "Nostromo."
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner,"
Samuel Taylor
descriptive
poetry.Coleridge's masterpiece of
In addition to the foregoing there will
be seven Tom Mix starring vehicles and
seven Buck Jones pictures. For these two
Western stars the works of popular authors
of red-blooded fiction have been secured.
Peter B. Kyne, James Oliver Curwood and
Jackson Gregorj- are contributing stories
for these players.
The success of Tom Mix in portraying
Dick Turpin, has led to the selection of a
similar vehicle for him for the coming season, and Mix, mil be seen as the romantic
Spanisli cavalier, Don Juan, "The Everlasting Whisper," by Jackson Gregory, "The
Best Bad Man," by Max Brand, and two
of the Kyne contributions will be the first
of star's pictures for the season.

Next
Season
For Buck Jones there are two Jackson
Gregory stories, "The Timber Wolf" and
"Desert Valley," already scheduled with a
number of other fitting vehicles being considered.
It is evident from the foregoing that Fox
officials had their eyes on the box office
\alue of the names of the authors they
signed. Wells, Conrad, 0. Henry, Kyne,
Richard Harding Davis, Curwood, Golden,
Pollock, Owen Davis, Winehell Smith,
Larry Evans, Channing Pollock and Frank
Craven, all worthy of display in lights.
The directorial staff of the Fox company
is also worthy of special consideration. To
John Ford, Emmett Flynn, Victor Schertzinger, Rowland V. Lee, Reginald Barker,
Frank Borzage, W. S. Van Djke and Lynu
Reynolds, will go the major portion of this
gigantic schedule.
Ford, whose "The Iron Horse" leads the
program, has already completed two more
pictures for next season, namely, "The
Fighting Heart" and "Kentucky Pride,"
and is now at work on "Lightnin'." He has
also been assigned to make "Thank You."
Flynn will direct "Part-Time Wives" and
"East Lynne."
Schertzinger has the task of directing
"The Wheel," "The Dixie Merchant,"
"Siberia," and "Thunder Mountain."
Lee, who directed "As No Man Has
Loved," will also be responsible for
"Havoc," and "The Silver Treasure."
Borzage will direct "The First Year" and
"Lazybones."

Supplementing this group is Ham' Millarde, who directed "The Fool," John Griffith Wra}', who will direct "The Trouble
Huntei-"; Lynn Reynolds and J. G. Blystone, who will be responsible for the Tom
Mix starring pictures; W. S. Van Dyke,
who will have the major portion of the Buck
Jones vehicles, and George Marshall, who
will continue to make two-reelers out of the
Van Bibber stories.
In addition to stars Tom Mix and Buck
Jones, alread\" mentioned, the list of players
in Fox pictures includes George O'Brien,
Madge Bellamy, Alma Rubens, Jacqueline
Logan, Judy King, Jay Hunt, Shirley Mason, Edmund Lowe, Paul Panzer, J. Farrell
MacDonald, Diana Miller, Ethel ClaA-ton,
Charles Edward Bull, Will Walling, Fred
Kohler, Cyril Chadwick, Gladys Hulette,
Janies Marcus, Francis Powers, James
Welch, Colin Chase, John Padjan, Jack
Canzliorn, Frances Teague, Edward PieU
Brenda Bond, Mary Thurman, Edward
Hearn, Pauline Starke, Lucy Beaumont,
Haney Clark, Henry Walthall. Gertrude
Astor, Alice Calhoun., Robert Cain, Freeman Wood, George Berrell, Virginia Madison, Billie Dove, Francis Ford, Jack Herrick, Victor MacLaglen, Wallace MacDonald, Richard Travers, Otis Harlan, Walter
McGrail, Manan Nixon, Fretl De Silva,
Harrison Ford, Claire Adams, Lou Tellegen,
Frank Keenan, Marjorie Daw, Leslie Fenton, Lydis Knott, and Richard Headrick.
In addition to the foregoing there is a
host of character actors of high merit playing roles in the many big productions now
in the making.
Writing the scenario for Fox is another
group of experts in their line headed by
Frances Marion, J. Clarksort Miller and
Gerald C. Duffy.
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tails. Tins embraced locations, costumes,
characters, material and historical incidents.
It took a year of preparation before a single
scene was taken.
To attract the attention of the public and
heads of the nation's affairs to this tremendous undertaking, the biggest publicity
campaign ever put out by the company was
started. For weeks a giant airplane tlew
over New York, spelling in mile-high letters
the name of the picture during the day.
At night the plane, with electrically lighteil
letters of gigantic size, blazed forth "The
li-on Horse" over the heads of the "White
Way" millions.
Senators, congressmen and heads of the
nation's industries were invited to see the
])roduction, which resulted in a shower of
l)raise and endoi'sement. Then came the
opening at the Lyric theatre, which was attended
of the
audiencesby one
New York
has most
ever distinguished
seen.
The following day the critics of the leading dailies were unanimous in proclaiming
"The
screen Iron
history.Horse" marked an epoch in

The Iron Horse
HE Iiou Horse,'' js now ready
for release early next season dito exhibitors after a year's
run in Newrect
York.
This production makes its premiere bow
to the exhibitor witli an elaborate publicity
campaign behind it. Already it is in its
at Sid Grauman's Egyptian
fourth month
theatre,
in Hollywood.
The advent of "The Iron Horse" has been
watched with the greatest interest by exhil)itors. Headed by George O'Brien, the production carries with it a supporting^ cast
that includes a regiment of United States
troops and cavalry; 3,000 railway Avorkmen ;
laborers; 800 Pawnee, Chey1,000 Chinese
enne and Sioux Indians; 2,800 horses; 1,300
buffaloes, and 10,000 Texas steers.
With George O'Brien is Madge Bellamy;
J. Farrell MacDonald, whose portrayal of
"Corporal Casey" has placed him in the
front ranks of screen comedians; Fred Kohler, Gladvs Hulette, Frances Teague, Cyril
Chadwick, Will Walling, Charles Edward
Bull, James Marcus, Stanhope Wlieatcroft. Chief Big Tree, Chief White Spear
and a host of others.
John Ford, the youthful director of "The
Iron Horse," is another who has achieved
fame through the success of the picture.
"The Iron Horse" was approximately
three years in the making, representing obstacles and an enormous mass of detail that
taxed the fortitude of everj^one concerned
with it. For months members of the cast
lived on the Xevada desert and in the
Sierra range experiencing hardships almost
equal to those of the transcontinental pioneers.
The original conceiition of the story of

New

Jack G. Leo, vice-president of Fox Film Corporation.
"The Iron Horse" came to Mr. Fox about
four years ago while pursuing a study of
the life of Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln's farseeing vision that brought about the accomplishment of the mighty jdan to unite the
East and the West with a transcontinental
railroad immediately impressed the producer
with its rich, romantic material. Personally
he went about selecting the director and the
cast and gathering together the army of
technicians needed. Months were spent in
research work, and no effort was spared to
insure the picture being con*ect in all de-

As No Man Has Loved
No Man Has Loved," the W^iliani Fox epic production based
on Edward Everett Hale's "The
Man Without a Country," is ancjther of the
big specials
be releasedrunto inexhibitors
di'
rect
from antoestablished
New York,
To safeguard exhibitors against re-issueS
of old pictures bearing the title of Dr.
Hale's story, the present title was chosen,
typifying the theme of love and romance
contained in the production.
Dr. Hale's story has been read by more
than
10,000,000 people throughout the

Stars and featured players in the program of Fox Specials announced for the 192S-26 season. Top row: Jay Hunt, Earle Foxe, Madge Bellamy, Shirley Mason,
Center: Edmund Lowe, J. Farrell MacDonald, Judy King, Alma Rubens. Bottom row: Jacqueline Logan, Margaret Livingston, Florence Gilbert, Pauline Starke^
Diana Miller, Billie Dove.
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and
Tlieme
Off
erea
Like other of the big Fox specials, it
world, and has been proclaimed one of the
comes to exhibitors backed by a New
nation's literary ela.ssies. Its main strength
York run at the Central Theatre. For a
lies in its appeal to those in every walk of
year it has been heralded and advertised,
life, its power and its beauty. When the
and now it comes as one of the greatest of
story was first issued, it swept the country
the special productions to be issued by the
by storm. In America it has thrilled three
generations. It has been translated into all
company for next season.
tongues, and all races have been inspired
The play is familiar to the country's milI'ons who flocked to see it wherever shown
by it-s sentiments.
while
on tour. In New York more than
The production represents the clu'rl^lied
desire for many years of Mr. Fox to make
400, 000 ])ersons saw it in a season's run.
Its ])opularity was no sooner assured than
a production based on this story. To be
William Fox began negotiations for the
certain that the pictui"e would adeijuately
scieen rights and purchased them over the
reflect the power and glory of Dr. Hale's
heads of other picture ]]roducers.
classic, six months of painstaking research
Its stage success in New York is now beAvork was spent upon it before turning the
ing duplicated in screen form at the Censcript over for actual studio work. This
tral Theatre. Heading the cast is Edmund
preparation meant the l)uilding of replicas
Lowe, the brilliant and rising young screen
of river boats and warships of tifty years
star. Supporting him are Mary Thurman,
ago besides arranging for a vast coinpany
Paul Panzer, Riley Hatch. Brenda Bond,
of actors and actresses.
Oeorge Lessey, Henry Sedley, Downing
To make the picture Rowland ^^ Le;. the
Clark, Raymond Bloomer and others. Edwidely-known director, was chosen and
uunid Goulding, the well known scenarist,
given carte
blanche.
a year's
l)repared the script.
tinuous work,
Mr. LeeAfter
delivered
the confin"The Fool" was directed by Harry Milished production. The picture was then
given its premiere at the Central Theatre
larde who has to his credit "Over the Hill,"
and "If Winter Conies."
in New York and was attended by high
Havoc
officials in the anny, navy and other
John C. £:sele, treasurer of Fox Film Corporation.
branches of the government. Also in this
Lucas and Earle Metcalf. In addition
notable audience were church and legal
stage
internat
one of
into success,
been made
has ional
there are humlreds used in the Aaron Buir
THE"Havoc,"
luminaries, and the elite of the nation.
the most ambitious offerings in the,
Newspaper accounts of the opening showed
and the .sea battle episodes in the pictiuc.
that the aiulience had been proft)undly imons.theFor
monthsof
Fox product'
history
The Fool
ions for
Aiming
extensiveof preparat
pressed by the magnificent and faithful
interpretation of the Hale classic.
this i)lay were carried on. even to the exA cast of exceptional merit is included.
ion to"The
en LOC
the exhib
versK'S
in scre
comes NG
tent of sending Edmund Goulding, the scenFool"-"
POL
CHANNIitor
this coming season with a nio>t
arist, to England to confer with the author,
Edward Hearn takes the lead as "Nolan,"
the principal character in the story, with
elaborate cani|)nigii b hind it. The ]ilay
Henry Wall, and to visit the actual war
scenes upon which the i)lay was based.
which for two years blazed a trail of draPauline Starke playing the role of "Anne
matic glory in New York and throughout
"Havoc"' was originally written by Mr.
Bissell." his sweetheart. Others in the cast
Wall to ])lease himself, and with no idea of
are Lucy Beaumont, Richard Tucker, Wilthe country has been ti aiisfoi'nied into a
financial benefit. Presented at the Sunday
liam Walling. Greorge Billings, Wilfred
screen ])roduct ion.

Famous authors and playwrights whose works will be presented on the screen by Fox Fi!m Corporation as part of that company's 1925-26 production schedule. They
.are. Top row. Channing
Pollock,
Craven.row:Richard
Henry, Owen
Joseph Davis.
Conrad.H. G.Center
Curwood.
MabelWinchell
Herbert Smith,
Urner, John
PeterGolden,
B. Kyne.FrankBottom
AustinHarding
Strong, Davis,
JacksonO. Gregory.
Wells. - row : James Oliver
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night Repertoire Theatre, in London, it
made such a hit that it was removed to the
Haymarket, where it ran for almost a year.
Then it was l)rought here for an extended
run in New York witli the original company.
When Mr. Fox ac(|nired the sen en rights
to tlie play, he realized that more than ordinarily careful work would have to Ije
put into the scenario. Accordingly Mr.
(jtouldiiig was sent ahroad for six months t;>
visualize and get at lirst hand a true conception of the scenes and situations.
"Havoc"' however, must not' be considered
in
the category
of a "war
While
number
of the scenes
are ])lay."
laid in the
fronta
line trenches, the story in the main concerns
a love vampire who causes "havoc" in the
hearts of brave men whom slie deceives ti)
satisfy her selfish ambitions.
The making of this picture was entrusted into tile hands of Rowland V. Lee,
director of many of the big Fox specials,
and an unusually fine cast was selected.
This is headed by George O'Brien. With
him are Madge Bellamy, Walter McGrail,
Leslie Fenton, Harvey Clark, Eulalie JenDavid Butler,
and others.
Mr.sen, Lee
served Wade
in the Botelei-,
World War
in the
Saul E. Rogers, vice-president and general counsel
of Fox Film Corporation.
actual scenes shown in this picture. EnterThe scenes in the ring where the two battle
ing the British army as a private he was
later made an officer and it is said, was the
for the championship are the climax.
only motion picture director to be wounded
The picture is from Larry Evans' novel,
and gassed at the front.
"Once to Every Man." The screen version
is by Lillie Hayward. John Ford is the director.
The Fighting Heart
The star part of the country boy who
one of the fastest-moving picHERE istures
ever shown upon the screen.
battles his way to success is taken by George
There is action from start to finish.
O'Brien.
Dove is
his charming
foil.
Mr. Fox believes this an ideal production
J. Farrell Billy
MacDonald
is said
to be funnier
int.
s
r
from the popula viewpo
It concern
than ever, and Victor MacLaglen vividly
the deep love of a small-town boy and girl ; j)ortrays the combination of town bully,
a town bully who is soundly thrashed by the
bootlegger and prize fighter.
boy, and a subsefjuent meeting of these
To this cast are added James Marcus,
rivals in the prize ring in New York. From
Francis Powers, Harvey Clark, Colin Chase,
Bert WoodrutC, Francis Ford, Lynn Cowan,
the country town the spectator is brought
Diana Miller, Edward Fiel, Jack Herrick,
into the whirl of big city night life, preHazel Howell, and a host of others.
sented in bewilderingly beautiful settings.
amous

PI

List

on

ox
The Johnstown Flood

has
er Ameri
carophe
there been
great
catast
y of
in the ahistor
NEVER
than "The Johnstown Flood," and
no fiction ever written could Cfjual the awecompelling story contained in the facts of
this disaster.
For screen presentation this human
drama, it is said, offers to the exhibitor a
product of great Ixix office worth. Without deviation from the facts, the story portiays love, thrills, sacrifice, suffering, and a
mysterious Heaven-like force that wreaks
punishment
upon a town that has defied its
Cifafi r.
Kven animals portray heroic roles in the
picture. The dynamiting of a terrific log
jam is one of the big scenes.
The story of the picture reads like fiction, but every incident shown is based on
fact. Like Paul Revere of Revolutionary
times, a young and beautiful girl is shown
riding at breakneck speed through the town
and its environs shouting out a warning of
the flood that is rushing towards the
doomed town. Later the deluge descends,
and in the whirling maelstrom float burning roofs of houses from which scores are
rescued. Men and women and animals risk
their lives in daring deeds in the swirl of
water that has blotted out the valley town.
This scene, taken from the stories of eyewitnesses, has been duplicated.
Reginald Barker has in hand the work
on "Tlie Johnstown Flood," and the leading members of the cast are Edmund Lowe,
Jacqueline Logan, Alma Rubens, and Paul
Panzer.
Siberia

ed by
year stis melod
claimramat
Fox ngFilmof
ic offeri
THEthe bigge
Corporation for its production "Siberia," based on the international play success by Bartley Campbell.
There are few, if any, exhibitors, the Fox
company believes, who do not remember the

Scenarists engaged by William Fox to prepare the scripts for the Fox Specials to be presented next season. They are, top row: Harry Chanlee, Ralph Spence,
Hettie Gray Baker, Edfrid Bingham, Charles Kenyon. Lower row: Lenore Coffee J. Clarkson, Miller, Lillie Hayward, Frances Marion, Gerald C. Duffy.
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success of the play. It Avas shown in
America and all over the •world for more
than twenty-five years, plajing to packed
houses wherever it Avent.
The limited scope of the speaking stage
could not allow full justice to be given
to tlie story, but on the screen all its vastness is fully brought out. The orgies at
the Winter Palace of the Czar, the Russian
spy system at work, the salt mines of Siberia, mutiny of the political exiles, and an
intense story of love and sacrifice are, according to the announcement, some of the
thrills that till every scene of the production.
Tins is another special to be produced by
Director Victor Schertzinger from a screen
version by Edfrid Bingham. The cast
will contain well known and popular names,
it is announced.
Thank You
LAUGHTER, romance, heart interest
and dramatic situations go into nuiking the special production "Thank
You," taken from the John Golden stage
success that ran a year in New York and
four years on tour.
Written for the stage by Wincliell Smith
and Tom Cashing, it brought unstinted
jDraise. This included prominent ministers,
legislatoi-s, business men and women. The
general public's intei'est was shown in the
packed houses that gi-eeted it for four
years.
Laid in a rural community, the story
deals with a slip of a girl who adroitly
tames • a townf ul of In'pocrites. Aided by
her sweetlieart, she confounds those who
would bring about the undoing of her uncle,
the underpaid village clergyman. The
climax of the picture shows a thrilling combetween the girl's sweetheart and her
chief battormentor.

When

Picture

on

News

List

the Door Opened

TTHEN the Door Opened," James
W
Oliver
dramaticis story
of the Ciirwood's
great Northwest,
presented to the exhibitor by William Fox for
next season.
The company will be taken by the director, Reginald Barker, to the Saskatchewan
and iVIanitoba provinces of Canada in order
lhat a true conception of the backgrounds
in the story will appear upon the screen.
Love and adventure form the theme of the
tale that deals witli virile men and Avomen
who are continually called upon to face
death and danger. The screen Aversion was
written by Harry Chandlee, and the cast
Avas chosen with sjiecial care.
The Dixie Merchant

James

R. Grai.iger. general sales manager of Fox
Film Corporation.

An arrangement between William Fox
and John Golden, Avith the co-operation of
Will H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., calls for a part of the proceeds from
this picture to be turned over to the pension
fund for aged and infirm ministers. Public
notice of this fact alone, the Fox company
believes, will assure generous support to
every theatre showing "Thank You."
Frances Marion has prepared the screen
version and the direction will be in the hands
of .Jolui Ford, of "Iron Horse" fame.

II"She
of this
picturecharm
lies inandtheappeal
fact that
it presents a theme entirely ucav to the
screen. It is as different in plot from the
ordinary story as night is from day, and
yet contains all the elements essential for
screen entertainment,'' says the announcement.
The picture is based on a new novel "The
Chicken Wagon Family" by Barrj- Benefield, Avith the screen A-ersion b}' Edfrid
Bingham. The direction is hy Victor
Schertzinger. The cast is headed by Madge
Bellamy and Jay Hunt, Avho Avas also chosen
above all otiiers to take the lead in
"Lightnin'."
The Silver Treasure
The announced policy of William Fox to
base his productions on stories by well
known authors or on stage plays of proA-ed
success brings to exhibitors for the season
of l!)25-26 the great name of Joseph Con-

Directors
who Emmet
will make
the Rowland
Fox Soerials
announced
Too ro —F. Mnir!'-e
E've" Frank
.John Borzage,
Griffith Reginald
AVray. George
J. G.Harry
Blystone.
Reynolds,
Flynn,
V. Lee.
Bottom forrow:the pew
Victorseason.
Schertzinger,
W. Murnau,
Barker,Marshall.
John Ford,
Millard.Lynn
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rad, whose writings are unexcelled in English literature. Under the title "The Silver
Treasure," Conrad's greatest novel, "Nostromo," is being made for the screen under
the direction of Kowland V. Lee.
A greater part of the story has a tropical
setting with all of its romance and glamor.
The struggle for wealth, in which a man
sacrifices his honor, and the story of a love
that cannot be quenched in spite of untold
hardships forms a tale to spellbind any audience. Although Conrad has been called
■'•Master of sea stories," this title does not
give full credit to the writer for his ability
to word-paint thrilling adventures ashore.
In "The Silver Treasure" a scene depicts an
iittack on a peaceful mining town ))y a fierce
band of marauders.
A cast of distinction picked carefully to
represent the types described by the author
is being chosen. The screen version was
written by Lillie Hayward.
Kentucky Pride
THE race horse i^s shown in all of its
beauty, its almost human intelligence
Clyde W. Eckhardt, Assistant to General Manager,
and devotion in the jsroduction
Fox Film Corporation.
^'Kentucky Pride," released as one of its
tion
leading sjiecials by Fox Film Corpora
for the coming season.
fused to allow any of his writings 1o be
In company with an exciting story of
picturized.
love, the lure of the race track, and dramatic
Mr. Fox bent every effort to induce Mr.
situations throughout, the life of the race
Wells to capitulate. When consent was
horse from birth to old age is portrayed.
finally
given,
"Marriage"
was chosen
for
the screen
because
of its success
in book
All the outdoor scenes are laid in the country of the Kentucky blue grass, so the horses
form. It has been one of the most consistent best sellers throughout the world and
are shown in their natural surroundings.
contains an absorbing human ])lot.
In addition to the thrilling race scenes,
Wells was one of the first modern critics
the Fox com])any believes the world-wide
of
the marriage institution. This ])articular
love of the horse will jjrove a lure for j)icture audiences. It was directed bv John
novel,
"Marriage," started much of the presFord.
ent day discussion of the various phases of
matrimony. The author, also, has been
Henry Walthall has the leading role, and
fearless in attacking social problems, and in
is supported by J. Farrell MacDonald, Gertrude Astor, Malcolm Waite, Belle Stoddard,
"Marriage" he has created a hero who is described as one of the most remarkable charWinston ]\Iiller, Peaches Jackson, and many
others.
acters ill all fiction.
Marriage
H. G. Wells' works, it is claimed, are in
greater public demand than those of any
THE name of H. G. Wells will appear
other living writer. The picture will l)o dion the screen for the first time when
rected by Roy Neill.
William Fox presents for 1025-1926
The
Rime
of the Ancient Mariner
the noted writer's story, "Marriage." Hailed
A .special production will be "The Rime
as the world's foremost living novelist, Mr.
Wells up to this time has steadfastlv re- ■ of the Ancient Mariner," based
on the poetic

"The Iron Horse

Fox

Program

masterjiiece of Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
which will be presented to exhibitors by
Fox Film Corporation for the season of
1925-1926.
The fantastic, colorful' and exciting material contained in this great poem was recognized by Mr. Fox as })eing peculiarly
adai)table to the screen, and plans were inaugurated to give full scope to this most
original theme.
In this dream of a skeleton ship with symbolic Death gambling with Life-In-Death
for the Mariner's life, there runs a heartstirring story of human kindness to man,
bird and beast. The screen version, written
by Robert Lord, calls for a production entirely different from anything previously attempted.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge was a philosopher and poet, and his woi-ks occupy a
])lace of first importance in English literature. This poem, on which the picture is
based, proved to be the most noted landmark in the history of the romantic period
in which it was written, and was the most
notewoi-thy of five poems of which he was
author.
Emt

Lynne

one of theformost
years ngto
fifty absorbi
OWLEDGED
ACKNcontain
love
stories ever written, "East
Lynne" comes to the exhibitor next season.
Since the novel was first written by Mrs.
Heniy Wood, millions of copies have been
sold throughout the world in many languages. The play ran for many years.
Its possibilities for profit to the exhibitor
were at once recognized by Mr. Fox, who
resolved
to produce
"East Lynne" on a scale
never before
attempted.
To this end he placed Emmett Flynn, the
director, at the head of the production Avith
a free hand to bring forth all that the storj'
calls for, but which cannot be told in any
other way except on the screen.
Lcnore J. Coffee, who wrote the screen
\ ersion of "East Lynne," is one of the foremost scenario writers of today.
The cast includes Alma Rubens, Edmund
Lowe, Lou Tellegen, Marjorie Daw, Frank
Keenan, Lydia Knott, Paul Panzer, Leslie

spectacular historical drama dealing with building of the first American transcontinental railroad, will head the list of Fox Specials for release
during 1925-26, going direct to exhibitors from long-run engagements in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
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Mountain

BASED ou the John Golden success,
"Howdy Folks." the screen production "Thunder Mountain," the Fox
company believes, will receive a welcome
from exhibitors. The fame of the play in
Xew York, Boston, Chicago, and on tour is
an asset in itself.
Chiefly it concerns the dramatic struggle
of a mountain preacher to save the soul of
a girl against her will. To accomplish
this, the minister, who is a "he-man" all the
way through, does not hesitate at the proper
time to use his fists. As is generally the
case, however, the clergyman's endeavors are
misconstrued, and he is narrowl}' saved from
death.
The play was written by Pearl Franklin,
and i:)repared for the screen by Gerald C.
Duffy. Victor Schertzinger is the director.
in^ Golden Unit of
John
theghtn
G Li
HEADIN
Clean American Productions for the
season of 1925-1926 is "Lightnin',"
which can-ies with it the slogan "The Play
That Broke the World's Record!"
In the face of bids by other producers for
the screen rights to "Lightnin'," William
Fox succeeded in securing a contract whereby this and other great plays are to be
transfen-ed to the screen.
The success of this play in New York
has no parallel in dramatic history. Its
three years' run on Broadway netted it 1,291
performances, almost doubling the previous
record which had stood for twenty-five
j'ears. This was a run of 658 performances
by "A Trip to Chinatown. ' In Chicago
"Lightning' " I'an for two years, and in
Boston one jear.
One of the most difficult problems ever
faced by Mr. Fox was the choosing of an
actor to play the part of "Lightnin' Bill
Jones," the role that immortalized the name
of Frank Bacon. After looking over a
field of hundretls of applicants and making
scores of screen tests, the coveted part was
awarded to Jay Hunt, a veteran actor of
stage and screen and a personal friend of
the late Frank Bacon.

News

as
Part-Time Wives

Fentou, Martha Mattox, Belle Bennett and
Hariy Seymour.
Thunder

Picture

Tom

Mix, star in Fox photoplays.

The remainder of the cast presents a list
of names well known to screen patrons.
Madge Bellamy has the part of "Milly," and
J. Farrell MacDonald is "The Judge."
Ethel Clayton is "Margaret," and there are
also included Otis Harlan, Edythe Chapman, James Marcus, Wallace McDonald,
Richard Travers, Brandon Hurst and manj'
others.
The scenario was written by Frances
Marion from the play by Frank Bacon and
Winchell Smith. The picture was directed
by John Ford.
Three Bad Men

s Kenyon, auby Charle
WRITTENthor of "The
Iron Horse," "Three
Bad Men," deals with the struggle for conquest, love and treasure of Central America. It is essentially an action picture in a colorful setting.
The cast includes George O'Brien, Madge
Bellamy, Alma Rubens, Edmund Lowe,
Charles Buck Jones, Jacqueline Logan,
Paul Panzer, J. Farrell MacDonald, Judy
King and others. Rowland V. Lee, who
directed the William Fox epic "As No Man
Has Loved," has been chosen to produce
"Three Bad Men."

ART-TIME WIVES" is based on
the startling Good Housekeeping
Magazine story by Bessie Beatty.
From a screen version by Gerald C.
Duffy, Emmett Flynn is producing a picture that contains the glamour of wealth,
the playgrounds of society in Palm Beach,
New York and Paris, a "life within the
mansions of the so-called elite.
The theme deals with husbands and
wives who, after the waning of the li"neymoon, set their paths apart in the L'iddy
whii'l of social divertisements. The consequent temptations tliat fall in the ]:ath
of both sexes, ennuied to desperation in
their
frantic
for "something
brought
up tohunta dramatic
climax. new." are
One of the principal scenes, which it is
claimed will prove a distinct novelty on the
screen, isatlanticshown
on board a big transliner.
The First Year

greates
as dthelife
HAILED
of marrie
evert comedy
written, drama
"The
Fii-st Year," one of the John Golden
Unit, comes to the exhibitor in screen form
with a record of two solid j'ears of stage
performances in New York.
The story, as can be guessed from the
title, concerns the first j^ear of maiTied life
of a young couple, typically American.
Their trials and tribulations introduce humor, pathos and at times border on tragedy.
Frances Marion wrote the screen script
from the play story by Frank Craven. The
direction is in the hands of Frank Borzage,
recently added to the Fox ranks, who has
been given an exceptional cast.
Seventh Heaven
l stageof sucphenomena
Golden
John
the
is another
Heaven"
NTH
^^^EVE
*^ cesses.
In
addition
to playing
nearly 1,000 performances in New York,
numerous companies on tour filled theatres
all over America.
The play was written by Austin Strong
after he sjient sixjnonths in the Paris .-"luras
in the haunts of the Apaches, thereby obtaining at first hand a tnie knowledge of
life and habits in the dens of the French
capital.

"As No Man Has Loved," the William Fox production of Edward Everett Hale's "The Man Without A Country," one of the new Specials from the Fox Cc-rfiny.
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love theme, a girl struggles to save the man
she loves from his ruinous mode of living.
"The Wheel" has an atmosphere of high
society, culture, and magnificence. It is one
of tlie most elaborately prepared specials
on the Fox schedule.
Victor Schertzinger, tlie director, is at the
liead of the production.

To such an extent will careful attention
to detail be made that some of the original
laxicabs used by the French government to
*arry soldiers to the front at the battle of
the Marne, thereby saving Paris, were
brought to America to be used in the picture.
The screen version has been written by
Frances Marion, and Emmett Flynn, will
direct the production.

The Mr.
castFord
is headed
Harrison
AVith
are Claireby Adams
and P^ord.
Mahlon Hamilton. Others in the cast are David
Torrence, Margaret Livingston, Clara Horton, and Georgie Harris.
The lavish scale on which the picture is
being produced calls for hundreds of extras
and minor part actors and actresses.

Lazybones
^^T I AZYBONES"
to the
exhib-in
itor fresh fromcomes
its stage
success
■^^^ New York.
This play by Owen
Davis, produced by Sam H. Harris, was
one of last.season's hits.
It contains a love stoi\y written around
characters that capture the hearts of all
who see them. The author is of wide reputation and noted for his stories of absorbing
human interest. The name of Owen Davis
iilone, Mr. Fox believes, furnishes an asset
to the picture of the greatest value to the
exhibitor.
The chief character of the picture is a
unique combination of idler and philanthropist. His greatest enemy is himself, and
his intense love for mankind leads him to
commit sacrifices that bring him heaps of
trouble. In spite of it all, however, the
heroine of the story sticks to him and believes in him, defying the finger of scorn
pointed at her by her fellow townsfolk. In

Fox

The Trouble Hunter
Buck Jones, star in Fox Photoplays.
a dramatic climax all is righted, the solution bringing a complete surprise to the
audience.
Frank Borzage has been given the direction of this production. Frances Marion
wrote the screen version.
The Wheel

offering from the John
ANOTHE
GoldenR Unit is "The Wheel," a story
of temptation and high pressure life
written for the stage by Winchell Smith.
In the story, which contains an absorbing

Imposing
Array
of
Stars
For
IDESPREAD popularity with the
Edmund Lowe, J. Farrell MacDonald,
fans and real box office value are
Diana Miller and Jay Hunt — a veritable
claimed for the names of the stars
starry firmament of unsurpassed brilliance.
iind featured players which the Fox Film
Miss Rubens, who will be remembered for
Corporation has assembled to enact the
her excellent work in the Fox productions
jaurnerous dramatic specials that company
"Gerald Granston's Lady" and "The
will produce for its 1925-26 schedule of
releases.
Dancers" will have as one of her first pictures for the coming season "East Lynne,"
Leading the list, is Tom Mix, kingpin of
in which she will portray "Lady Isabel."
W'estern stars, who is now touring Europe
She will also be seen in "The Johnstown
adding to his laurels and legion of admirers.
Flood" and "The Trouble Hunter."
Tom will make seven special i^roductions
Madge Bellamy, considered the most
for Fox the coming season. One of his
beautiful girl appearing in pictures, was
most ambitious picturizations for the comsigned to a Fox contract for her exceptional
ing season will be the portraying of that
work in "The Iron Horse," wliich will be
gallant Spanisii cavalier, Don Juan. The
released to exhibitors early next season,
success of his interpretation of Dick
and in "The Dancers" last season. Miss
Turpin, has led Fox officials to believe that
Bellamj- is slated to appear in three Fo ;
the cowboy star is the right man to bring
releases for next season, namely, "Lightto the screen the dashing, daring hero of nin'," "Havoc" and "The Dixie Merchant."
Old Spain.
Lowe, who is the featured player in "Tlie
Sharing starring honors with Tom Mix
Fool," will have many suitable roles asin Fox productions next season are Buck
signed to him in the coming Fox producJones, and Earle Foxe.
tion. Promoted from program pictures to
specials, this player is now working at the
Heading the list for featured roles in the
other special productions that form the West Coast Studos in "East Lynne" opi:)osite Alma Rubens. He will also play
Fox release schedule is George O'Brien, the
young star who was introduced with sucopposite her in "The Johnstown Flood"'
and "The Trouble Hunter."
cess last season by the Fox company.
Petite Shirley Mason, like Lowe is again
O'Brien has the leading role in "The Iron
Horse" and "The Fighting Heart," already
making her bow in special productions after a few years as a star in program piccompleted and is now working in "Havoc."
tui-es. She will have many of the leading
Then comes Alma Kubens, Madge
parts yet to be handed out. They will be
Bellamy, Jacqueline Logan, Pauline Starke,
announced later.
Bille Dove, Shirley Mason, Florence GilJay Hunt, as the world knows, has the
bert, Judy King, Margaret Livingston,

fasand "The
PRESENTING
Seas,
South lure
the beauty,
cination of the
Trouble Hunter" was selected by Mr.
Fox as an ideal story for the screen.
Set in a tropical atmosphere of mystery,
it involves a hunt for buried treasure, a
beautiful girl cast away on an uncharted
island. Chinese pirates, ruthless fortunemad traders, and a real, dashing Yankee
hero.
The screen version was written by J.
Clarkson Miller from the novel "Pearls of
Desire" by Austin J. Small. John GriflBth
Wray is the director, and the cast includes
Edmund Lowe, Alma Rubens, Jacqueline
Logan, Paul Panzer and Judy King.

Fox
Specials
job of bringing to the screen the role of
"Lightnin' Bill Jones," in the screen version of "Lightnin'," and when he has finished
that he will be featured in "The Dixie MerJ. Farrell MacDonald, who captured New
York as the result of his interpretation of
chant."
"Corporal
Casey" in "The Iron Horse," will
also be seen in "The Fighting Heart,"
"Lightnin'," and "Kentucky Pride."
Margaret Livingston will have imjiortant
roles in "The Wheel" and other productions.
She has just been signed to a long term
contract with the Fox company.
For other leading roles, "heavy" and
character parts the Fox comi^any has
alligned a gTOup of sterling actors. This
group includes such well known names as
Paul Panzer, Ethel Clavton, Charles Edward
Bull, Will Gladys
Walling,
*Fred James
Kohler,Marcus,
Cyril
Chadwick,
Hulette,
Francis Powers, James Welch, Colin Chase,
John Padjan, Jack Ganzhorn, Frances
Teague, Edward Piel, Brenda Bond, Mary
Thurman, Edward Herman, Lucy Beaiumoiit, Harvey Clark, Henry Walthall, Gertrude Astor, Alice Calhoun, Robert Cain,
P^reeman Wood, George Berrell, Virginia
Madison, Francis Ford, Jack Herrick,
Victor MacLaglen, - Wallace MacDonald,
Richard Travers, Otis Harlan, Walter
McGrail, Marian Nixon, Fred De Silva,
Harrison Ford, Claire Adams, Lou Tellegen,
Frank Keenan, Marjorie Daw, Leslie Fenton Lydia Knott and Richard Headrick.
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A NOTABLE array of directors appears
ou tlie roster of Fox Film Corporation for the coming season.
Added to those who have achieved fame
and reputation ^vith big Fox productions
are several new names. Among them are
F. M. Murnaii. the youthful German directorial genius whose Euroijean-made picture,
"The Last Laugh," created a distinct sensation in America ; Victor Schertzinger,
whose name is familiar to all exhibitors;
Frank Borzage, whose brilliant record with
big productions is Avell known, and John
Griffith Wray, formerly jiroduction manager and director for Ince.
Mr. Borzage is in his early thirties, and
was born in Salt Lake City, Utah. He
started his career on the English speaking
stage as a boy. In 1913 he Avent to Los
Angeles, and within an amazingly short
time became a director. Since then he has
made more than lOO feature productions.
Two of the biggest Fox specials have been
given over to Mr. Borzage. They are
"Lazvbones," by Owen Davis, and John
Golden's "The First Year," by Frank
Craven. The screen vei-sions for both pictures are by Frances Marion.
Mr. Wraj", also a young man, was born
in Minneapolis, Minn. Starring as an actor,
he bad gi'aduated to managing director
when he decided to join forces with the
late Thomas Ince. His rise here was rapid.
After directing several big features, he was
made manager of all the Ince productions.
Mr. Wray's first production for Fox will
be "The Trouble Hunter," a story of the
South Seas based on the novel "Pearls of
Desire," by Austin J. Small.
Mr. Schertzinger's first production for the
company will be a notable one. It is a
screen version of Winchell Smith's play,
"The Wheel," and the director is particularly enthusiastic over it. He will also
direct "Siberia"
Mr. Schertzinger is a gradute of the
University of Pennsylvania, and began his
motion picture career in the early days of
the
was industrj'.
with Ince. His most notable work also
Mr. Murnau was invited to joint the "Fox
family" chiefly because he achieved the "impossible" on the screen, viz: — something
new.
In his European production the

Directors

Assembled

George O'Brien, appearing in William Fox Photoplays.
American public Avas treated to effects that
not only amazed all who saw them, but sadly
puzzled even old-timers in the film industry.
The productions to which Mr. Murnau will
be assigned are to appear in a later announcement.
John Ford, through his masterly Avork in
"The Iron Horse," finds himself at the age
of twenty-nine ranked with the greatest directors in the industry.
For the coming season he has been chosen
to direct the greatest of the John Golden
plays, "Lightning'," a signal honor in return
for his painstaking work in other big specials. Other new specials that will carry
his name as directors are "The Fighting
Heart," from Larry Evans' story, "Once to
Every Man," and "Kentucky Pride," a
thrilling
raceV.pictui-e.
Rowland
Lee is another name that
spells success in the Fox ranks. His "As
No Man Has Loved," based on the Edward
Everett Hale story, "The Man Without a
Country," goes direct to exhibitors from its
run in Ncav York, and few productions can
boast of praise equal to that showered upon
it by the ncAvspaper critics.
Mr. Lee, although also a young man, has
had wide experience in screen production.
Prior to his entry into motion pictures, the

Picture

By

News

Fox

director had a stage career of several years
in stock, with David Belasco and other stage
producers. While a lieutenant in the
Twenty-Eighth Infantry he Avas sent into
the Argonne, Avhere he Avas gassed and
Avounded so that he was unfit for further
duty. Because of his personal experiences
at the front, Mr. Lee has been chosen to
d rect "Havoc," a screen production of the
internationally successful play of the same
name by Henry Wall, depicting English
society in Avartime. Mr. Lee Avill also direct
"The Silver Treasure," based on Joseph
Conrad's great novel "Nostromo."
Emmett Flynn needs no introduction to
exhibitors of Fox pictures. This brilliant
young producer of such specials as "A
Connecticut Yankee," "Monte Cristo,"
"Shame" and "The Man Who Came Back"
has been chosen this year to picturize several of the most important productions in
the giant series.
These are "Part Time Wives," and "East
Lynn," which is known all over the AA'orld.
J. G. Blystone, who is credited with more
than thirty productions under the Fox banner, has made Jackson Gregory's "The
Everlasting Whisper" Avith Tom Mix in the
leading role.
Mr. Blystone has been directing dramatic
productions for about two j-ears. Previously he Avas HollyAvood's premier comedy
director but displayed such exceptional skill
that Mr. Fox felt the director would have
a better opportunity to exercise his ability
in the dramatic field.
HaiTy Millarde, Avho has to his credit tAvo
of the gi'eatest of Fox productions, "Over
The Hill," and "If Winter Conies," appears
as director of "The Fool" featuring Edmund LoAve, and noAv playing a successful
run at the Central Theatre, Ncav York.
Other directors on the dramatic staff Avho
have proved their worth are Maurice Elvey, W S. Van Dyke, Edmund Mortimer,
R. William Neill and Lynn Reynolds.
On the comedy lot the list of Avell-knoA\-n
fun-makers includes George Marshall, Avho
is directing the "Van Bibber" series of comedies based on Richard Harding Davis
stories; Benny Stoloff, Louis Seiler, Robert
Kerr, Bryon Foy, Avith Henry Lehrman as
supervisor of comedies.

'Lightnin'," stage play in which Frank Bacon shattered existing long-run records,
w U be the first of the John Golden successes to be offered next season by Fox
Film Corporation.
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SevenTomMixVenicles
Offers
Program
has backed Painleve off several editorial
of
sort
Bells," and concerns a reeklelss adventurer
who has become a
TOMnatiMIX,
onal institution in pictures, and
who turns his previously bad record into
is now on a triumphant tour abroad,
good for his love of a beautiful girl.
New Yorkers got an idea of Mix's popularity when he visited the office of the Fox
will be presented the coming season in seven
Another one of the "Big Seven" is "The
corporation. While Tom was in the buildLucky Horseshoe," the scenes of which are
thrilling special western adventure producing it was almost impossible for anyone to
laid in Spain. Here the star changes his
tions of a (luality exceeding- anything else
get in or get out of the building so great
of the kind ever attempted by Fox Film
cowboy outfit for that of Don Juan, and as
was the throng that waited for a glimpse
Corjioration.
the Prince of Spanish lovers gets into all of pages."
him.
kinds of romantic adventures.
Tom Mix's success in "Dick Tiu'pin,"
Mix
found time to give several talks over
"Riders of the Purple Sage" and "The
the radio and he rode his famous pony
The tremendous mass of publicity atRainbow Trail," by Zane Grey, show him at
tending Tom Mix on his tour across Amerthe height of his brilliant career.
through Central Park. He was the cj-noica and in Europe has brought liim before
sure for all eyes at the performances at
Before leaving for Europe, Mix finished
the public eve more prominently than ever
Broadway theatres. He met and engaged
before.
his first big special for 1925-1926, "The
in
a long pow-pow with Governor Alfred
Everlasting Whisper," by Jackson Gregory.
E. Smith to whom he gave another one of
"According to the judgment of London
Chiefly it concerns a race between the hero
and a band of cut-throats for a gold mine of editors, about the most important event in his celebrated Stetson hat-s as a memento
of the occasion.
the British Empire or the world is the armystery secreted in the western hills.
Incidentally he conducted several contests
rival of Tom Mix, with Tony, at SouthampWith Tom Mix in this production are
in various New York newspapers and manton," says the opening paragTaph of a speAlice Calhoun, Robert Cain, George Beraged to drop over to Newark, New Jersey,
cial cable despatch to the New York Evenrell, Walter James, Virginia Madison, Earl
ing Post from its London coiTespondent.
to attend a presentation ceremony for the
Dane and others. The screen version is by
Another I'eport of his arrival in the cit\' best boys of that city.
Wyndham Gittens. It was directed by J.
on the Thames, cabled to the New York
One of the biggest moments of his visit
G. Blystone.
to
Manhattan was the Bon Voyage Buffet
Herald-Tribune
from
its
correspondent,
Max Brand, author of "The Untamed"
said that Mix was the center of all juvenile
dinner arranged in his honor at the Astor
and other stimng tales of the .West, furEngland. The despatch adds:
Hotel. Here again Tony shared the high
nishes Tom Mix an ideal vehicle in "The
"A half-dozen newspapers contain edi- honors with him, the horse being presented
Best Bad Man." This is based on the writtorial references to Mix, and, in fact, lie "in person."
er's original magazine story, "Senor Jingle
New

Fox

Program
Features
Give
Way
To
Specials
biggest
and
most
important
of the specials
])roductions
have
increased
in
number
until
on
aband
will
Fox Film Corporation
to be released next season are already under
they became of frequent occurrence on the
program pictures and concentrate on
way. These include John Golden stage sucsi^ecial productions for the season of schedule released to exhibitors.
cesses acquired for the screen by Mr. Fox
1925-1926, beginning in August?.
The real graduation from smaller picas the basis of the John Golden Unit of
tures was begun about five years ago with a
To exhibitors of Fox products this anschedule that included such productions as
Clean American Plays, one of the most imnouncement will not come as any great surl)ortant parts of the Fox product.
prise. It has been easy to realize that it "Over the Hill," "A Connecticut Yankee"
"Lightnin'," "The AVheel," and "The
was only a question of time when the evoluand "The Queen of Sheba."
Every year since then Mr. Fox has been
tionary work which has been going on in
First Year" have already been started as the
first of the Golden specials. Other big guns
making more special productions. Some of
the Fox company would culminate in the
that
will boom in the Fox broadside, and
abandonment of the small program product.
the outstanding successes have been "Monte
This evolutionary movement has been
Cristo," "Nero," "The Silent Command,"
which are now in the making are "Havoc,"
the stage drama of London social life based
noticeable for the last five or six years.
and "If Winter Comes." This advancement
Each year there have been fewer and fewer
on war conditions; "Lazybones," the New
has evolved into this new policy of "special
of the small pictures cut to the accepted
York stage success of this season; "MarIt is also announced that artists who have
program standard and more of the larger
riage," the first work of H. G. Wells to be
presented on the screen, and a number o£
productions knoAvn as special pictures.
heretofore been identified mostly with proothers.
At first these big specials were few and
gram products, such as Shirley Mason and
only.^' Lowe, will be given important
Edmund
far between, although stupendous affairs
These will be ready to join "The Iron
for the period in which they were produced.
roles
as leading players in the special proHorse," "The Fool" and "As N"o Man Has
ductions.
They were veritable milestones in producLoved" (the new title for "The Man WithIn the West Coast studios some c)f the
tion adxanccincnt. Gradual Iv these lai'ge
'lut a Country"), three giant specials.

. \r:: ■
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Gregory. cowboy-hero which
Tom Mix in "The Everlasting Whisper," the first of seven vehicles with the favorite

Fox will release this year.

The story is by Jackson
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Leading

Motion

Scenarists

anil
MAGAZINE writer?;, novelists
photoplay dramatists of established reputation are represented
in the stalt' of scenarists in c-har<j:e of the
scripts that form the basis of the Fox
specials for next season. The list shows a
nnmljer of neAv names that stand at the
head of their class in this branch of the film
industry.
Frances Clarion's name looms at the head
of the scenarists. This skilled writer has
been in the film industry since 1914 and
hai prepared scripts for all the i)rominent
motion jiicture companies. Although her
parents were well able to pay hei' way
through college, she refused to take a penny
from them. Instead she devoted her spare
hoiU"s to Avriting short stories and scenarios.
At the end of her studies she had not only
paid for her tuition, but had a neat little
bank account besides.
For the coming sea.son she has to her
credit a notable list of adai)tations in the
Fox special productions, among them being
"Lightnin'," "Thank You." "The First
Year." and "Lazybones."
GeraldminentC.on the
Duft'y,
of the
proFox another
staff, has
beenmostMriting
for the .«creen for twelve years He is a
well known magazine writer and is credited
with more than 200 published short stories.
He wa,s formerly a magazine editor and
a personal friend of 0. Henry. Because of
bis acquaintance with the gTcat short story
writer, Mr. Duffy will supervise the preparation of continuities of the 0. Henry
stories to be screened b^- the Fox organization.
Mr. Duffy's work for the Fox company
next sea.son will be seen in "Thunder Mountain." "Part-Time Wives," "Marriage," H.
G. Wells' story, and "Siberia."
Edfrid Bingham was a vetaran newspaper man when he turned his writing endeavors to the screen. A gxaduate of Ohio
Wesleyan University, he was for twenty
yeai-s a newspaper man in Denver. Xew
York and on the Paris brancli of the New
York Herald. He joined forces with Fox
in June of last year and this sea.son has to
his credit the scenarios for "The Rainbow
Trail," and "Riders of the Purp'e Sage"
for Tom Mix, and several others. His work
in the new big specials will be seen in "Tlic
AYheel" and "The -Dixie Merchant"

Buck

Writing
Jones

in Seven

Scripts

to Be Starred
Fox

Specials

SEVEN
western
pictures,
featuring virile
adventure
and romance,
are on the 1925-1926 schedule for
Buck Jones, the Fox star.
Exhibitors, it is announced, have received with enthusiasm the news that
the Buck Jones pictures have been
raised to the calibre of specials. They
are based on stories by noted authors
and contain supporting casts of prominence.
For early release in August and October will be "The Timber Wolf" and
"Desert Valley, ' both from the pen of
Jackson
Gregory.
Timber Wolf
has
practically
been"The
completed.
With Buck Jones in the leading role,
those with him are Elinor Fair, Dave
Dyas, Ben Allen, William Walling,
Robert Mack, Jack Craig and many
others. The scenario was written by
John Stone, and the production is being directed by W. S. Van Dyke.
Buck Jones has been steadily rising to
the front ranks of Western stars. Born
in Vincennes, Indiana, he has climbed
up from a mechanic's helper to one of
the world's greatest horsemen.

Charles Kenyon, who wrote "The Iron
Horse," will contribute his capat)le endeavors to "The Johnstown Flood," one of the
biggest of next year's offerings, and "Three
Bad Men." Mr. Kenyon is a veteran at
the screen writing profession. Formerly a
newspaper man, he graduated into a short
story writer of great prominence. Finally
he joined the .scenario writing field, where
he has built up a name that is included
with the best in this branch of the industry.
J. Clarkson Miller, who is responsible for
tile screen versions of "The Trouble Hunter"
and "The Best Bad Man," two of the big
offerings for next season, can point with
pardonable pride to a briliiant record in
the literary world. Born in Des Moines, he
is a graduate of the University of Iowa and
started his literary career as a newspaper
writer in his home town, Chicago and Los
Angeles. Then he turned to short story
and verse writing. Vp to the time he en-

Picture

For

N eivs

Fox

tered the film field he \va- a regular contributor U> The Saturday Evening Post.
Smart Set and a host of other magazines.
He is also the author of several vaudeville
sketches.
It was tlirougli the advice of her sister,
Seena Owen, the screen st"ar, that L'llie
Hayward entered the ranks of scenario
writers. This was about six years ago, and
up to that time Miss Ha.vward had studied
to
be a however,
professional
musician.
Her sister's
advice,
proved
to be very
.sound,
for Miss Hayward immediately showed a
special talent for the woi'k. Miss Hayward
in her short career has headed the scenario
staffs of three prominent film organizations.
For the future Fox sjjecials she is Avriting
the screen vei'sions of "The Silver Ti'easure," from Joseph Conrad's novel "Nostromo," and "The Fighting Heart."
Robert Lord, a newcomer in the Fox
ranks, can point to a decidedly diversified
career. Educated at Harvard, he went immediately to the stage, joining the Bramhall Players, in New York, and later playing several parts in the Morosco Stock
Company, in Los Angeles. Tiring of the
stage, he became dramatic and music critic
on The Boston Telegram, and took to play
and short story writing. Mr. Loi-d at ihe
present time is engaged in arranging confor several
leases fortinuities
next
season. of the impoi-tant reHarry Chandlee, who started his career
as special wi-iter for The Washington Star
and The Washington Times, is also a well
known short story writer, his principal contributions appearing in ilcClure's and Pearson' smagaxines. He has l>een writinu for the
screen since 1914, when he started in the
scenario division of the old Lubin concern.
Mr. Chandlee's first work will be seen in
"When The Door opened," James Oliver
Curwood's story of the great Northwest.
Other writers of note on the Fox scenario staff are C. Graham Baker, formerly
a screen director, newspaper man and
artist ; C. Wyndham Gittens. who prepared
the scenario for the Tom ilix special. "The
Everlasting Whisper," and Lenore J. Coffee
who is ])reparing the screen version for
"East Lynne."
The scenario staff in the East is presided
over by Hamilton Thompson, and Hetty
Gray Baker has charge of editing the films.

avoc," a screen version of the stage success, to be offered Harvey
as one ofClark
the and
Fox Walter
SpecialsMcGrail
on theappear.
1925-26 program.

In the scenes illustrated here George O'Bri
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Film

Works

THE list 111 ;uitlii)rs whose works will
be produced by Fox Film for the
company's 1925-1926 program reveals many names of world-wide fame as
literary men. Wells, Conrad, 0. Henry,
Kyne, Curwood, and (iregory head the list
of novelists, while names of such prominence in the theatre as Golden, Pollock, Owen
Davis, Winchell Smith, and Frank Craven,
are some of the play writers whose leading
works will be' represented in the list of pretentious specials which Fox will offer e.xiiibitors ne»t year.
H. G. "Wells, who throughout his career
has steadfastly refused to permit any of his
novels to be picturized, has at last capitulated, and "Marriage," proclaimed one of
his best novels, will be seen upon the
screen.
Here is a theme that is particularly
adaptable to picturization. In his novel Mr.
Wells fearlessly tackles social problems, and
produces a story that teems with action.
One of the greatest acquisitions for the
coining season is the novel "Nostromo," by
•loseijh Conrad, which will appear under
the title of "The Silver Treasure." In it
the author has introduced a series of exciting incidents that promise action from start
to finish.
The box office value of names like Wells
and Conrad cannot be calculated. Instantly
known to millions of pictui'e patrons, the
fact that the stories selected are their best
from the viewpoint of entertainment value
completes a product which should have imnien.se drawing power.
Another name that stands out prominently in the Fox release schedule is that of
Peter B. Kyne, who needs no introduction
to picture audiences. In a unique contract
Mr. Kyne has agreed during its period to
give the company the exclusive production
rights to his works. At Mr. Kyne's own
suggestion a stipulation in the contract calls
for the author's co-operation in the direction, scenario writing, and cutting of his
l)ictures, thereby assuring the screen production to be a true conception of his work.
For the coming season four productions
from his ]ien will be made.
James Oliver Curwood, whose \ irile stories ai-e chock full of screen material, contributes two of his great Northwestern
romances to the list. Thev are "When the

Reginald

of WorldBarker

Signs

Fox

Film
the
cing tion
announ
this c edition
As giganti
Fox Film Corpora
program for 1925-26 was going to
press it was learned that Reginald
Barker, pioneer screen director who has
many notable productions to his credit,
had signed a long term contract with
the Fox Company to direct a number of
its productions.With'
Barker will take his place on the Fox
production firing line along with John
Ford, Emmett Flynn, Rowland V. Lee,
Frank Borzage, Victor Schertzinger,
John Griffith Wray, W. S. Van Dyke,
J. G. Blystone, Maurice Elvey, F. W.
Murnau and others.
The first big specials to be directed
for Fox by Mr. Barker will be "When
The Door Opened," by James Oliver
Curwood and "The Johnstown Flood."
Both of these productions are of tremendous scope of the kind that Mr.
Barker is used to directing and through
which he earned his fame.
Since joining with Thomas Ince years
ago Barker has directed some of the
outstanding successes of the industry.
Barker is a true man of the show
world. Born in Winnipeg, Canada, he
became an actor early in his teens and
at the age of sixteen managed his own
stock company in Kansas City. Attracting the attention of Henry Miller, he
was persuaded to join up with that
stage star's company as manager and
actor. He was successively as actor
and manager, with the companies of
Olga Nethersole, Emily Stevens, Robert Hilliard and Walker Whiteside.
One of the first of the legitimate stage
managers to recognize the possibilities
of motion pictures, he entered the industry in its infancy and has been in
it ever since.
Door Opened" and "Rack to God's Country," both containing a vast store of sujireme entertainment and thrilling adventure
witli magnificent backgrounds of forests and
mountains.
Four stirring outdoor stories by Jackson
Gregory are listed in the schedule. The
first, "The Everlasting Whisjjcr," lias been
coinplcted with Tom Mix in the leading-

Famed

Writers

role, and gives the Western star full oppoi'tunity to display his prowess.
Otiier pictures of magnitude based on the
works of distinguished writers include
"Pearls of Desire," a South Sea treasure
storv bv Austin J. Small, to be released under "the" title "The Trouble Hunter;" "The
Desert's Price," by William MacLeod
Kaine, cliosen especially as a Tom Mix veBeatty.
hicle; and "Part-Time Marriage," by Bessie
On a par with the book material garnered
for the company's schedule are the stage
plays that rejiresent the works of plaj-wrights of the highest calibre. These include dramas, comedies and melodramas,
each
carefully ap2)eal.
picked for points of exhibitcn'
and audience
The John Golden Unit of Clean American
Plays includes "Lightnin'," one of the biggest Fox offerings of the year, from the
record-breaking play bv Frank Bacon and
Winchell Smith; "The Wheel," also by Winchell Smith; "Thunder Mountain," based
on "Howdy Folks," by Pearl F'ranklin;
"Thank You," by Winchell Smith and Tom
Cushing: "The First Year," by Frank
Strong.
Craven, and "7th Heaven," by Austin
Owen Davis is represented by a special
l)icture production of his great play "Lazyhones.'' Other plays and novels brought to
the screen will be Dorothy Yost's thrilling
racing story, "Kentucky Pride;" Bartley
Campbell's stupendous melodrama, "Siberia," and Mrs. Henry AVood's worldknown novel and play "East Lynne."
Channing
"Thedirect
Fool,''
comes
for thePollock's
season ofsuccess,
1925-1926
to
exhibitors from its New York run in corapanv with "As No Man Has Loved," based
on Edward Everett Hale's "The Man Without a Country," and "The Iron Horse."
Big names are also noted as authors of
stories on which series of two-reelers are
based. Richard Harding Davis' "Van Bibber" adventures will be released in one
series of eight. There will be eight two-reel
dramas and comedies by 0. Henry, and a
real novelty in a series of eight two-reel
subjects by Mabel Herbert Urner based on
her renowned newspaper magazine page articles, "The Married Life of Helen and

Warren.''

lady.of Fox Specials announced for next season.
Buck Jones in scenes from "The Timber Wolf," one of his starring vehicles leading
on the list

Elinor Fair will appear as his
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Plan

Compreliensive
Sliort
Sutjects
Program
bitors
are
always
hard pressed to fill so as
CorFilm
Fox
of
chest
THE novelty
poration for the season of 1925-1926
to keep the afternoon or evening showing
contains a list of surprises made to
up to a standard of quality and entertainImportant Statement on
ment, Fox Film Corporation has for the
complete the exhibitor's jirogram on a scale
Length of Pictures
coming season arranged the release of
never before attempted by that comjjany.
There will be exactly 174 short subjects
twenty-si < Fox "Varieties in single reels that
mark a distinct novelty on the screen.
importa
mostconcerni
of the
released, in two-reel and one-reel lengths.
ONEannounce
ments
ngrft
the
Under a new directing head, and with an
Based on stories by noted authors, they have
policy of Fox Film Corporation
been given the same care and prejiaration as
increased staff, ever\' nook and corner of
for next season definitely determines the
length of all feature productions.
their brothers — the big specials.
the world is being delved into to -bring
forth the strange, the unusual, and the
This means that an exhibitor booking
"Mr. Fox has made preparations so
unique characters and places that the civilthese two-reelers will enhance the drawing
that all of his big special attractions will
ized world hears about. Every one of Fox
power of his program, as the short subject
go to the motion picture theatres excomes to the theatre with a well-known cast
Varieties represents the highest possible
pertly prepared in the length best suited
laboratory work, and, the Fox Company
to these theatres for profitable presentaand an author's name that is known
tion. This is another appHcation of Fox
.throughout America.
states, the exhibitor can expect the finest
showmanship principles to a vital exFirst there will be eight two-reel releases
prints, magnificently colored to suit each
from the pen of 0. Henry. These stories have
subject.
ment. hibitor problem," says the announceFox News will continue to be released
never before been screened, and rejjresent
twice a week, or 104 issues for the year.
The special production "The Iron
The cream of this noted author's writings.
They portray every human, humor, drama,
This news reel is now firmly intrenched beHorse," which is scheduled for general
release in August, will be nine reels long
hind its record of successful years and needs
pathos, in the whimsical vein that was
to which it has been cut from the 11 200
no introduction to the exhibitor. For the
essentially 0. Henry's claim to fame. The
feet shown on Broadway. Another big
past season it has added to its laurels with
drawing power of his name cannot be overspecial,
"Asnine
No reels
Man also
Has instead
Loved,"of will
estimated, and his books can be found in
go
out
in
the
a
itssuccession
fame far ofand"beats"
wide. that have proclaimed
millions of homes.
initial
length
of
11,000
feet.
"The
Fool,"
It
now
numbers
2,000 cameramen in all
Another brand new series specially chosen
when its New York engagement is
])ecause of the immense popularity of the
finished and it is generally released, will
parts ofthat
the nothing
world. This
"safety
insurance''
means
of any
public
interest
be in nine reels, which will be the maxicharacters includes eight two-reel producmum length of the biggest specials
can escape the Fox News cameraman no
tions on "The Married Life of Helen and
matter where and when it hajipens.
next season. "Lightnin'," which has just
"Warren," the best known couple in fiction,
been finished at the West Coast Studies,
The staff of editors has also been augJjy
Mabel
Herbert
I'rner.
At
the
present
will go out in six and a half reels, it is
mented so that each news branch has its
time 500 news]>apers are running the series
announced.
special head. Besides its Gibraltar-like
.as a regular feature. The couple, "Helen
position in regular news seiwiee, Fox News,
"William Fox realizes that 'footage' is
and Warren," have become so well known
not always synonymous with entertainthat their followers are prone to take them
it
is declared, has under preparation scores
ment value when a big picture goes out
as a liWng fact instead of fictional.
of news novelties to amaze and delight the
to the smaller theatres," the announceThis is the first appearance of "Helen and
ment continues. "The big special production in its original Broadway run length
"Warren" on any screen.
During creasedthe
past seasonallFox
inits circulation
overNews
the has
world.
There will be eight more of the two-reel
is not always suited to the needs of
theatres throughout the country, with
•'Van Bibber" comedies for release during
The policy of Fox News towards the exhihieye.
the coming season. These stories by
their individual limits of presentation.
tor is "Once a friend, always a friend," and
its
boast is that it has never lost an account
Accordingly,
all
the
Fox
specials
will
be
Richard Harding Davis represent the merricut to the length favored by the majority
through any fault of its own.
est of laugh-producei"s with a unique style
that is most refreshing. Earle Foxe will be
Exhibitors looking over the summary of
of showmen."
continued as the star, portraying antics and
short subjects here described will realize
(adventures of the young and handsome
that every possible need has been thought
but iri'esponsible society man, with George
of by theandFoxsuggestion
Company.hasEveiy
their motto. A goodly staff of directors
jMai-shall directing.
request
been exhibitoi'"s
met with
Twenty Imperial Comedies specializing in with expert knowledge of the tricks that
so that the most difficult part of planning a
campaign has been made easy. In fact, the
side-splitting situations, beautiful girls and
amaze audiences are' "shooting" on the
comedy lot. As with all other short subFox company helieves it has solved as never
presenting
some
of
the
screen's
funniest
•comedians will be released on the new schejects. Imperial Comedies are being prebefore the supreme question in the mind of
jjared and produced with the same care that
the theatre owner — "how shall I round out
dule. The exhibitor cannot consider his pi'ois p-iven to a his. special production.
gram complete without this two-reel series
my program with short subjects that repreon his list. "A laugh a second" is to be
For that "gap" in tlie program that exhisent the acme of entertainment?"

'■Tnt Fighting Heart," a Fox Special produced from the Larry Evans novel "Once to Every Man."

Billie Dove a;id George O'Brien appear in the scenes above.
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"Kentucky Pride." a race track drama produced by Fox
for release
one ofshown
the 1925-26
HenryFilmB. Corporation
Walthall appear
in the asscenes
above. Specials.

Golden

Plays

SIX of the biggest stage successes of the
American theatre will be presented to
exhibitors in screen form by Fox
Film Corporation through a contract made
with John Golden, the theatrical producer.
Known as "The John Golden Unit of
Clean American Plays," this combination
brings to the. screen "Lightnin'," "Howdy
Folks," "Thank You," "The First Year,"
"7th Heaven" and "The Wheel."
Mr. Golden made a prolonged stay on the
West Coast to supervise the screening of
some of these productions and co-operate
with Mr. Fox in the important work of picking suitable casts and settings for each picture.
A brief resume of the plays and their
records mav be set forth as follows :
"Lightniii'," by Winchell Smith and the
late Frank Bacon. This play broke the
world's record with 1,391 continuous pei'formances in New York, surpassing the previous record by 500 performances. This
previous record has stood for twenty-five
years.
"Howdy Folks," by Pearl Franklin, had
two seasons in New York, Boston and
Chicago, and contains a story packed with

Feature

New

thrills. The picture will be released under
the title "Thunder Mountain."
"Thank You," by Winchell Smith and
Tom Gushing, ran for two full seasons in
New York and was four years on tour. As
a voluntary proposal by Mr. Golden, Mr.
Smitli and Mr. Fox, a share of the receipts
from the picture version of this play will
be donated to the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States
for its Service Pension Fund for Aged and
Infirai Ministers, through the co-operation
of Will H. Hays, president of The Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America.
"The Wheel," by Winchell Smith, ran a
full season in New York and had a triumphal run throughout America. It contains ideal material for a great screen production.
^The First Year," by Frank Craven,
gave 729 performances in New York. It
recently completed its fifth year on tour.
"7th Heaven," by Austin Strong, ran
three full seasons in New York and was
shown in all the leading theatres in America
by three companies.

J. Farrell MacDonald, Gertrude Astor, and

Season

s

List

One of the hardest tasks undertaken by
Mr. Golden and Mr. Fox was the choosing
of an actor to portray the role of "Lightnin'
Bill Jones," which was played by the late
Frank Bacon. Jay Hunt, veteran performer and one of Mr. Bacon's closest
friends, finally was chosen because of his
remarkable resemblance to the late actor
and also because of his fine career in character parts.
Also in the cast will be Madge Bellamy;
Ethel Clayton, J. Farrell MacDonad, Otis
Harlan, Edythe Chapman, James Marcus
and many others. John Ford is directing
"Lightnin'." The screen story was prepared
by Frances Marion.
Another one of the John Golden Unit also
well under way is "The Wheel." The production of this giant special has been given
into the hands of Victor Schertzinger. The
screen version of this story of temptation
and high pressure life was written by Gerald C. Duffy. The cast is headed by Harrison Ford, Claire Adams and Mahlon Hamilton. The supporting cast includes names
well known to exhibitors and their patrons.
The other pictures from the John Golden
Unit are in course of preparation.

"The Wheel," one of the John Golden Unit, will picturize the famous play written by Winchell Smith.

It will be one of the new Fox Specials.
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"The Fool." Fox Film Corporation's screen version Bond,
of the and
famous
Channing
Pollockare stage
be released
Raymond
Bloomer
seen play,
in thetostills
above. as a Special next season.

Ambitious

Plans

UXDEK a iifw directing licad and
with a greatly increa.sed .staff, Fox
Varieties comes to the exhibitor next
season with a series of 26 single reel .sulijects gathered from all corners of the earth.
These reels, it is announced by the Fox
eomijany, will constitute the acme of entertainment among short material, and will
furnish the exhibitor subjects of the same
high quality demanded in big features.
The production schedule has been carefully worked out. Already a number of the
pictures for the coming season have been
gathered and edited. The rest are being
made with a definite purpose in view, a purpose to offer the widest i)ossible variety of
material, each reel a comj^lete unit, and each
reel filled with interest and entertainment.
Cameramen are already working in widely
separated parts of the world gathering the
negatives. Others have been assigned for
trips that will carry them to still more
unique places, into the lands that hold out
the lure of travel and adventure.
With the selection of its slogan, ''The
World We Life In," for Fox Varieties, a
definite policy was decided upon. That policy is .set forth in the slogan. It is the plan

MaJe

For

New

of Mr. Fox to make these pictures truly reflect the world in every varying phase and
every unique place. The j^ictures are designed with the idea of world interest, pictures brought from foreign lands to intei-est
those who dwell in America, and also those
who dwell in foreign lands. Other pictures
gathered at home with the same uni(|ue
point of view and purpose.
Expeditions now under way have already
carried Fox Varieties cameramen far up the
Nile to bring back the wonders of Egypt.
Hv airplane, across a desert to famous old
Mt. Sinai, The Mountain of the Law!
Through the beautiful countries of the
Mediterranean, whose charm is as old as
liistory, tliis expedition is making its jihotographic records. Another expedition in the
Antipodes has already furnished material
of a kind only to be found where the South
Sea Islands cast their enchantment over the
world's seekers after romance and adventure.
Other expeditions that have already left,
or will be started within the next few weeks,
include two headed for the Arctic Circle,
and one bent on a mountain climbing adventure in one ot the best known and least

Fox

Picture

N eiv s

Edmund Lowe. Brer.da

Varieties

jihotographed sections of the world.
Still more ambitious plans have been ap|)roved, and preliminaries are under way
for trips that
willpathways.
lead through as yet undiscovered tropic
This is the organization that has been
thrown into the field to jiroduce the negatives that will furnish the basis for Fox
Varieties. From an editorial point of view,
everything is done to make them attractive
to the theatre audience and a fit companion in dress and photographic quality toany feature ever \mt on the .screen.
organized
b\"
Mr.TheFoxA^arieties
to carrydepartment,
out his plans
for these
pictures, is being expanded and strengthened to insure results that will i)lease exhibitor and audience. Ray L. Hall, formerly a newspaper man, and connected with
the film industi'y for many years as editor
of news reels and other short reel material,
has been appointed production manager.
Fred C. Quiraby, known throughout the-inlUistry for the record he has made iii handling short reel subjects, has been made
sales manager of Fox Vaneties and Fox
Xews, and
willwork.
devote his enti'.e time to this
lu'anch
of the

next season by Fox.
be presented
two-reel
Earle Foxe in scenes from one of the "Van Bibber" series ofof the
same features
title by toRichard
Harding Davis.

The pictures are based on the celebrated stones
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News

Prepared

All," wase
of it
NEWS
Fox
n wlieu
becam
slogatiest
as, a "Migli
adopted
apiiarent that the seuii-weekly I'eel of
curi'ent events issued by the Fox News division of Fox Film Corporation had attained
its present enviable position.
Today Fox News literally covers the
world. Its army of stai¥ and field camerafnen is one of the largest maintained by any
organization of its kind. This particular
branch of the department is handled so
thoroughly that every event of news interest is covei'ed with the same precision and
care that are observed by the leading newspaper press associations and newspapers.
And in order that each issue of the news
reel may contain a diversity of subjects,
every cameraman and every member of the
editorial staff is constantly on the lookout
for the unicjue and unusual subject.
That Fox News covers the world, as is
asserted in all advertising, is an established
fact. With cameramen in the British Isles,
Continental Europe, the Far East, Africa,
Australia, South America, Mexico, tho
Philippines, Japan and China and a corps

For

Greater

of staff and field men located in every important center in the United States, nothing
of importance escapes Fox News. Thou.sands of feet of negative film arrive at the
New York office every day. This negative
is screened and considered for its news and
entertainment values by a most thoroughly
trained staff of editors.
Heading this staff is Truman H. Talley,
the director-in-chief,, with William A. White
as associate director, James E. Darst as
associate editor, Harvey Smith as news editor and Harry Lawrenson as foreign editor.
The Editorial Advisoi-^' Board is comp(jsed of the following persons, who contribute their ideas and suggestions and comprise this important body because of long
experience in newspaper work : Edwin C.
Hill, Gerald K. Rudulph, Miss Elizabeth
Pickett, Ray L. Hail,. Charles Sarver and
John Weier.
Because of the rapid strides made by
Fox News during the past two years, Mr.
Fox decided to appoint Fred C. Quimby,
a leading sales executive in the motion pictine industry, to the position of sales man-

Acliievement
ager of Fox News and Fox Varieties. Mr.
Quimby assumed his duties about thiee
months ago and ever since has been engaged
in the development of plans for the coming season. He has already visited a number of branch exchanges and is enthusiastic
over tlie future possibilities for greatly increased distribution. A number of special
salesmen handling only Fox News and Fox
Varieties will be sent into all sections of
the United States and Canada.
William Fox, j^resident of Fox Film Corporation, and Winfield R. Sheehan, general
manager, have issued explicit instructions,
to Mr. Talley and Mr. Quimby to leave no
stone unturned in their respective and cooperative efforts to produce the best news
reel in the industry and to see that it is^
presented in the greatest number of theatres possible.
Dui'ing the past two j'eai's Fox News hasand
lettersof-have
been received
scoredhundreds
a great of
number
exclusive
"beats,''
from exhibitors over the country complimenting the staff upon the superior (luality
of the reel in general.

of adventure that leads him into all kinds
Eiglit'VanBibber
ComediesOnNewPrograni
] wholesale praise that many exTHP
hibitors have showered on the "Van
of scrapes. He is devoted to Sylvia PadTwelve O. Henry Tales to
dock, daughter of Colonel Paddock.
Bibber"' comedy series during the
Earle Foxe, through his admitted success
last season has caused Fox Film CorporaBe Screened by Fox
in the pictures, will continue as star in the
tion to prepare for 1925-1926 release eight
York
New knows
knewYork
who New
manthan
more of these two-reelers.
THEbetter
series, portraying the character of Van Bibber in the clever plots. So far he has apitself, who unearthed many literCoupled with the drawing i)ower of the
peared as a rich man, poor man, sailor,,
ary gems from the humor, pathos, love
author's name, Richard Harding Davis, has
and thrills of everyday life was O.
hunter,
bull-fighter,
detective, prize-fighter
been the distinct novelty of the subjects preand auto-racer in a series of screamingly
Henry,. America's foremost short story
sented and their refreshing humor.
writer Each story is a jewel of fiction
funny situations.
In the host of inquiries by exhibitors for
containing scenes familiar to everyone
The eight stories for the coming seasort
In
life..
in
station
his
what
matter
no
information regarding the release schedule
are said to be more fast and furious than
all O. Henry wrote about 300 of these
for next season, the most constant query
any so far shown. So great has been the
stories. In a contract with the pubsuccess of this series that Mr. Fox has orhas been about "Van Bibber." According
lishers, Doubleday, Page & Co., Fox
to letters and first-hand opinions received
dered each one to bo handled in the same'
Film Corporation has acquired the
from exhibitors who have shown this prodmanner as a big feature. This means casts^
screen rights to the entire output of the
of note, elaborate settings and high quality
writer for three years, with the choice
uct, the pictures show a distinct departure
all the way through.
ing as many as may be
of produc
from the ordinary run of comedies.
d.
selecte
George Marshall, whose expert handling
Van Bibber was created by Mr. Davis to
Out of this wealth of material twelve
of the Van Bibber pictures was largely inrepresent the type of society man who has
have been picked for production for
strumental inbringing them to the top of
the coming season.
plenty of time on his hands, a good income
the
comedy
ranks, will continue to direct
the series.
that goes as fast as it comes in, and a love

■•East L.„„e,- ..ous

.ea. as a novel and ^^^^^
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News

:

:
:
: "THE
CHECK-UP"
:
:
:
:
" The Check-Up " is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from exhibitors inevery part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as " Poor." The second column g^ves the number who considered it " Fair " ; the third, the number who
considered it " Good " ; and the fourth column, those who considered it " Big."
The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the average rating on that feature, obtained by the followinf 17
method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of "Fair," 46%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%.
The percentage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the nunAcr
13
of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the consensus of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual diflferences
14
of opinion are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not received at least ten reports.
It
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667reels
3
1 1 2* 79
7,514 ft9 80
I 66 5,803 ft.
2
6,109 ft.ft.
5,516
I
13
5,9
5.1
655790 ft-ft.
27
66
17
6,736
ft.
4 63
61 66,650
25
5,970 ft.
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3
16
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4
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7
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4
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5,328
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7 6784 8,292
6,051 ft.
7 reels

Worldly Goods
FILM BOOKING OFFICE
American Manners
Broken Laws
Fighting Sap, The .
Girl of the Limberlost, The.
Millionaire Cowboy, The .
Spirit of the U. S. A., Thi
Thimdering Hoofs
Trigger Fingers
Untamed
Youth
Vanity's Price
Yankee Madness
FIRST NATIONAL PICT.
As Man Desires
Christine of the Hungry Heart.
Classmates
'i

ASSOCIATED EXHIB.
Chechahcos
Lone Wolf, The
Die
Never Say
Racing
Luck
Spitfire, The
ek
S20 A We
White
Shadows
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Alaskan, The
Love
Argentine Window,
Bedroom
The
Bluff
The
Border Legion,
Breaking
Point, The
Changing Husbands
City That Never Sleeps, The
Code of the Sea
of 36
North
Confidence Man, The
Dangerous Money
Dawn of a Tomorrow, The
East of Suez
Empty Hands
The
EnemySet,Sex,
Fast
The
Feet of Clay
Female, The
Forbidden Paradise
Garden of Weeds, The
Golden Bed, The
Guilty One, The
Her Love Story
Lily of the Dust
Locked Doors
Manhandled
Manhattan
Man Must Live, A
Man Who Fights Alone, The
Men
Merton of the Movies
ebeard
Blu
Miss
Monsieur
Beaucaire
Montmartre
Moral Sinner, The
Open All Night
Peter Pan
Peter the Great
Sainted Devil, A
Side Show of Life, The
Singer Jim McKee
Sinners in Heaven
Scandal, A
SocietyWithout
Story
a Name, The
Ten Commandments, The
Thimdering Herd, The
Tiger Love
Tongues of Flame
Triumph
Unguarded Women
Wages of Virtue
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3
2
3
I
I
4

I
I
I
3
7
I
3
12

Her Night of Romance
Husbands and Lovers
If I Marry Again
In
Life
InezEvery
From Woman's
Hollywood
In mutter
Hollywood with Potash & PerlLady, The
Lilies of the Field
Love's Wilderness
Only Woman,
Perfect
Flapper,TheThe.. .
Sea Hawk,
Secrets. . . The.
Silent Watcher, The .

Thief in Paradise, The.
White Moth, The
Woman on the Jury, The.
Why Men Leave Home. .
FOX
Arizona Express, The.
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3
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3
/:3
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I
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—
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6
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ft.
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ft.
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4
2
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2
7,400
ft.
5
6
1
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42
9 23
7 reels
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6 reels6ft.4
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4
22
I
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I
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5
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6
9
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II
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01

I 01
5 30
I
5
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5,775 ft.
6,217
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7,512 ft.
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7 reels
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Title of Picture

S
Circus Cowboy, A
Cyclone Rider, The
Dante's Inferno
Deadwood Coach, The
Heart Buster, The
Hearts of Oak
It is the Law
Last of the Duanes, The
Lone Chance, The
Man's Mate, A
Man Who Came Back, The
Oh, You Tony
Painted Lady, The
Plunderer, The
Romance Ranch
Teeth
Trouble Shooter, The
Vagabond Trail, The
Warrens of Virginia
Western Luck

—

I
.— i
—
2
i
55
Ii

22
22

sc

Title of Picture
Ed ^

17
12
12

9
3
9

77
66
79
79
27
59
73
73
80
80

METRO-GOLDWYN
Along'Came Ruth
Arab,' The
Boy of Flanders, A
Bread
Broken Barriers
Circe the Enchantress
Dixie Handicap, The
Don't Doubt Your Husband
Great Divide, The
He Who Gets Slapped
His Hour
Janice Meredith
Little Robinson Crusoe
Mademoiselle Midnight
Married Flirts
Navigator, The
Nellie the Beautiful Cloak Model
One Night in Rome
Rag Man, The
Recoil
Red Lily, The
Rejected Woman, The
Revelation
Second Youth
Sherlock Jr
Shooting of Dan McGrew, The.
Silent Accuser, The
Sinners in Silk
Snob, The
Tess of the D'Urbervilles
True as Steel
Wife of the Centaur
Wine of Youth
Women Who Give
Yolanda
PATHE Xf !
Battling Orioles
Dynamite Smith
Girl Shy
Hot Water
King of Wild Horses
PREFERRED PICT.
Breath of Scandal, The
PRODUCERS DIST. CORP.
Another Scandal
Barbara Frietchie
Charley's
His
DarkerAunt
Self
Hold Your Breath
House of Youth, The
Legend of Hollywood
Lightning Rider, The
Love's Whirlpool
Miami
Ramshackle House
Roaring Rails
Siren of Seville, The
Tiger Thompson

2
2
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22
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2
4
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16
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Welcome Stranger
What Shall I Do
Wise
The
STATEVirgin,
RIGHTS
Broken Hearts of B' way
Captain
January
Fire
Patrol,
The
In Fast Company
Lone Wagon, The
Marriage Market, The
Mine with the Iron Door, The
On Time
Ridin' Double
Speed Spook, The
UNITED ARTISTS
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i
i
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9
6
18
6
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3
2
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2
I

6
16

7
I
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America
-—
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall. ... —
Thief of Bagdad, The
—
UNIVERSAL
Back Trail, The
i
Behind the Curtain
i
Big Timber
i
Broadway or Bust
i
Butterfly
—
Dancing Cheat, The
3
Dangerous Blonde, The
—
Dark
Stairways
—4
Excitement
Fast Worker, The
—
Fighting American, The
i
Fighting
Fury
—
Fool's Highway
13
Forty Horse Hawkins
10
Gaiety
Girl,
The
—
Galloping Ace, The
2
High Speed
i
Hit and Run
—
K— The Unknown
—
Law Forbids, The
i
Love and Glory
2
Night Message, The
4
Oh Doctor
I
Phantom Horseman, The
6
Reckless Age
•—
Ridgeway
of Montana
—i
Riders Up
Ridin' Kid from Powder River, The . —
Rose of Paris
—
Signal
Tower,
The
—2
Stolen Secrets
Storm Daughter, The
—
Tornado, The
i
Turmoil, The
—
Wine
—
Young Ideas
i

16
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4

VITAGRAPH
Behold This Woman
Between Friends
Borrowed Husbands
Captain Blood
Clean Heart
Code Law
of thefor Wilderness,
The
One
the Woman
Virtuous Liars
WARNER

2
i
—
i
i
—2
2

13
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10
22
5
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12
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Babbitt
Beau Bnmmiel
Being Respectable
Broadway After Dark
Cornered
Find Your Man
Her Marriage Vow
How to Educate a Wife
Lover of Camille, The
Lover's Lane
Narrow
Street, The
Tenth Woman,
The
This Woman
Three Women
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—
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—
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.—
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Serviced

'CUtssmOcs

Dignified and effective use of a large cut-out head, combined with other '~ut outs, flags and potted plants, gave Manager Charles H. Amos an.
attractive lobby display recently on "Classmates" (First Nat l) at the Caring theatre, Greenville, S. C.
Advisory Board
CeoTge
J. S<-hBde, Schade theatre,
Sandusky.
Edward L. Hyman, Mark .Strand
theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mcr., FinkleRtrin A Kubiii, Minneapolis.
L,eo A. I.iindau, .Alhambra and
Garden thratr«w, Milwaukee.
E. R. Rogers, Soutlii-rn Distrirt
Supervisor,
FamousTenn.I'layerKL>aaky, ChHttaiioogct,
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
nicliita. Kan.
Willard C. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.
K. V. Richards. Jr., Gen. Mgr.,
Saenger Amusement Co., New
Orleans.
F. Ij. Newman, Newman, RoyaJ
and Regent theatres, Kansas
City, .Mo.
Arthur G. Stolte, Des Molnos, theatre, Ues Uoines, Iowa.
W. C. Quimby, Managing Director,
Strand Palace and .JefTerson
theatres, Fort Wa.vne, Ind.
J. A. Pjirtington, Imperial theatre.
San I'ranoisco.
George E. Carpenter. ParamountEmpress theatre, Salt I^ake.
Sidney
Graaman,
Granman's theatr«a, Los
Anceles.

See

and

Contributing
:

THE

Editors,
CHECK-UP

Exhibitors'
:

Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on -current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who
considered
it "Good";
the fourth giving
column,thethose
who rating
considered
it "Big."
The fifth
column isanda percentage
average
on that
feature,
obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one
of "Fair,"
100%.together,
The percentage
all
of these 40%;
reports"Good."
on one 70"^;
pictureandare "Big,"
then added
and dividedrating
by theof
number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports
which might be misleadins; taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
TITLE
Poor Fair Good Big Value Length
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Thundering Herd, The
—
1
4
5 82
7,187 ft.
FIRST NATIONAL.
If I Marry Again
—
1
G
4
78
7,400 ft.
Lady, The
— —
5
6 86
7 reels
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Great Divide, The
-—
1
8
1 70
7,811 ft.
Rag Man, The
_ —
4
6 88
5,968 ft.
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Charley's
Aunt
— —
2
10 S5 6 reels
UNIVERSAL.
Oh, Doctor
1 —
11
3 73
6,587 ft.

Complete

"Check-up"

Service Bureau
Georgetre,E.Charlotte,
Brown,N. C.Imperial theaLouis K. Sidney, DiTision Haaager, Lowe's
theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Geo. Rotsky, Managing Dlreet«r,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Can.
Eddie
Zom, .Matiaging Direct**liroatl
troit. way-Strand theatre, DeFred S. Myer, Managing Direeter,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
Joseph Plunkett,
Managing DiYork. rector, Mark Strand theatrs, JCeir
Ray
Manager
Director, Liberty theatre,
Spokana.
Wash.Grombacher,
Koss A. McVo.T, Manager, Tempi*
theatre, Geneva, N. Y.
W. S. McLaren, Managing Director, Capitol theatre, Jackson, Mich.
Harold B. Franklin. Director ef
Theatres, Famous Players-Lasky.
William J. Sulliviifl. Manager,.
Rialto theatre, Butte, Mont.
IL A. Albright. Manager, T. O. *
L. theatre, (ilrndale, Calif.
Thomas
Corp. I). Soriero, Supervisor ot
theatres. I'niversal Pictured
Claire
Mcachime,
Westfleld.
N. Y. Grand theatre,
Are Berry, .Managing Director,.
( Irde theatre. Indianapolis.
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Motion

Universal
Mobile

Sends

Out

Touring

Mansion Leaves Universal City on Exploitation
That Will Carry It Across United States

next few tlays, it is anDURIXG the
nounced by Carl Laemmle, president.
Universal Pictures Corporation will
send out one of the most remarkable exploitation caravans ever dispatclied. It is
a mobile studio unit, consisting- of a powerful auto-type tractor and a veritable "bungalow on wheels," fitted out as a laboratory
and complete living' quarters. This unit
will visit all of the principal cities in the
' pictures of them as
United States, making
a matter of historical record.
Starting' from Universal Citj', just outside of Los Ang'eles, the mobile film unit
or Mobile Mansion, as Universal calls it
because of the completeness of its appointments, will proceed northward to San Francisco, thence to Portland, Tacoma, Seattle
and Spokane, and then eastward through
Salt Lake City, Denver and Omaha, and
continuing to the Atlantic Coast with frequent stops. It is expected to reach New
York next September. From New York
it will swing through the Southern States
and return to California via Louisiana, Texas and Arizona. The entire trip mil take
at least a year, according to present estimates.
C. E. Holah, a veteran film executive,
will be in charge of the tour and will accompany the luiit. As advance agent for
the outfit, G-arrett Graham, formerly publicity director for the Hal Roach studios,
will officiate. He is now in San Francisco
arranging for the first stop of the caravan.
Carl Laemmle's idea in sending out this
touring studio to the country's principal
cities is in line with the patriotic slogan
''See America First." He believes that he
could leave no gi'eater historical legacy to
posterity than a complete motion picture
record of the leading' cities as they are today. In each city where a stop is made, a
print of the picture taken there will be
shoAvn in one of the local theatres and then
placed in the city's archives as a record for
future generations.
The Mobile Mansion is a unique outfit.
It was constructed for use in Universal's

Picture

Masked from, suitably painted, used during
the run of '"SopressBig"
I\at'l) Ky.
at the Emtheatre, (First
Owenshoro,
forth-coming picture "California Straight
Ahead." The Mobile Mansion includes both
tractor and trailer. The tractor is a powerful Hall-Scott-Fagoel truck motor of 120
horsepower, built into a I'egulation automobile roadster type body, but of much larg-er
proportions.
controls
are for
the
same as those The
of driver's
passenger
car save
two extra gears for hill climbing. Safety
signal lights to warn motorists behind it
when it stops or turns, telephones connecting the driver with the passengers in the
trailer, a shii)-telegraph by which "FiilL
Speed Ahead" and such dii'eetions may be
electrically transmitted to the dashboard before the driver's eyes from the trailer, complete the equipment.
The trailer, or Mobile Mansion proper,
is twenty-five feet long, eight feet wide and
fifteen feet high. It is the last word in defor theon so-called
house."
It is sign
built
the lines "automobile
of a Pullmgii
car.
with observation platform in the rear and
a ceiitci' (lour Icatliiig into the car itself.

News

Unit

Trip

The rear three-quiirters of the car i<
eiiuipped as a modified Pullman sitting
room, with easy chairs and a divan. At
one end is a small cabinet, built into the
wall, which unfolded, becomes a small piano.
Panels in the walls above the wide windows have control knows for an elaborte
radio set with loud speakers built into the
walls, while another folding cabinet houses
a phonograph.
At night two folding beds pull out of a
door in the M-all. Electric lights and au
electric heater complete the living room
equipment. Bej'ond this living room is a
door leading to a small corridor. On one
side of this is a bathroom and a shower, a
gas water heater, clothes press and other
conveniences. On the other side is the
kitchen. An ice-box is surmounted by a
three-plate gas stove, and folding dish
lacks, a folding sink and a cabinet for provisions and a rotisserie cooker complete
this e((uipment.
In the space occupied by the bathroom
is also a small winding stair that leadthrough a trapdoor to the roof of the
ti:.iler. This is a dance floor, and it is
stretched on a frame that accommodates a
colored sun-awning. Above the awning
stretches the antenna for the radio.
Three people can live continuously in the
trailer with all the comforts of any homeLaboratory work will be done in one section of the trailer which has been fitted up
for this work.
The cross-country tour has been planned
in connection with automobile clubs. Chamber of Commerce, Rotary and Kiwanis
Clubs and similar organizations. Newspapers in the various cities are all set to
co-operate in the filming of the local points
of
interest. All kinds of tie-ups are being
arranged.
Besides the film made enroute, the unit
will cany special reels of Universal Cit>'
l^ictures and of studio shots of the various
Universal stars. Handsome souvenir folders will be distributed at every stopping

point.

VniversaVs "Mobile Mansion",
or touring
studio
unit, which
its after
trip around
which States.
will bring it to A'ca- 1 ork in
September
and back
to Universal
City isin starting
about aonyear,
visiting the
most country,
of the United
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Rivoli

Music tvindow tie-up on "Greed" (MetroGolduynJ for the showinn at the Alliambra
theatre. Milwaukee, recently.
Twelve

Day

Campaign

for

of "Lincoln"
Showing
Manager
Dewey Mousson of tlie Knickerbocker theatre, .Nashville, Walter Harmon,
assistant manager, and W. R. Arnold, exploitation man, devoted twelve days to
their intensive exjiloitation campaign on the
showing of "Abraham Lincoln."
Alxnit a week in advance, manager Mousson ran a large announcement in the Nashville Tennessean, inviting the school teachers of Nashville to attend a special showing of "Abraham Lincoln" at the Knickerbocker at 9 :30 Saturday morning. Smaller
ads to the same effect were used in the Banner and the Tennessean. Slides and film
trailers were run on the screen and both
lobbies were freely decorated Avith stills and
cut-outs by Harmon. Six and three-sheets
were hung in the Sixth avenue entrance,
while one-sheet frames were mounted on the
stairway leading to the balcony.
The miiTors of the main entrance were
utilized for attractive designs painted by
Harmon, the middle mirror containing a picture of Lincoln in a one-sheet poster. The
picture was mounted on heavy beaverboard
and just below it was painted in large black
Xettei-s, "All that I am, or ever hope to be, I
owe to my mother." On each side of the
cut-out, Harmon painted the national colors.
The name of the picture appeared on the
mirror in large black letters on a white
background.
Two American flags were arranged on the
curtains so that when they came togetlier
at the close of each showing, they spread
out to their actual size which was something
of an innovation in stage management.
Flags were also used freely in the marquee
decorations, even the large electric signs
carrying small flags. A cut-out head of
Lincoln was used in the centre of the flags.
Exploiter Arnold obtained cooperation
from the Ford Motor company, agents of
the Lincoln car, for an attractive tie-up in
its Broadway show rooms. Two Lincoln
cars were displa.yed in the window with a
card worded as follows : ''66 years ago
Lincoln rode to debate with Douglas on a
mule. Today the Lincoln car represents
perfection in transportation. Drive a Lincoln car to see 'Abraham Lincoln' at the
Knickerbocker Theatre."

''Sans-Gene''
Campaign
Vigorous Exploitation Drive Boosts
Premiere of Production on Broadway

a varied assortment
REPRofESEN
uniqueTING
ideas, a complete campaign
was staged ahead of the opening of
"Madame Sans-Gene" at the Rivoli theatre.
New York City. While other theatres might
not care to go in for so elaborate a campaign, many of its features might be modified for use on a less expensive scale.
Tickets for the opening night were advertised at five dollars each. Special teaser
advertisements in French ran in all New
York papers two weeks before the opening
performance. An exhibit of costumes worn
in the picture was placed in the show windows of Stern Brothers Department store
on 42nd street. Another costume exhibition
was lield on the mezzanine at the Rivoli.
News trailers explaining the progress of
preparations ran for two weeks at the Rivoli and Rialto theatres. Decorations at
the Rivoli included a monster sign across
the front of the building reading "Gloria
Swanson." Eight foot letters in two rows
made the sign measure twenty feet by ninety
feet over all, perhaps the largest ever ei'ected
for a theatrical production.
Blue, white and red streamers extended
from the top of the theatre to the sidewalk.
Two miniature French guard houses were
built at either side of the entrance and two
Gilbert

E. Gable

The

giants, costumed as gendarmes stood at attention at different jjeriods during the day
and evening.
A heavy blue carpet bearing the crest of
Napoleon covered the sidewalk under the
marquee. Special blue runners were placed
over the stair carpets in the theatre, all
bearing the Napoleonic crest. The vestibule
decollations included twelve huge photographic enlargements of Miss Swanson and
a life sized od painting draped with French
and American flags was on view just inside
the
center
Flowers,
and'
foliage
were entrance.
used throughout
the palms
auditorium
and mezzanine. Stage drapes were prepared specially for the engagement and carried huge oil paintings of the star. Three
girls dressedthe insouvenir
the period
of the picturedistributed
programs.
Co-operative Spread Given
"Never Say Die" Run
W. F. Howell, of the Strand theatre, Valdosta, Georgia, obtained three pages of publicity in the Valdosta Times in the interest of "Never
Say the
Die."
Die"'
played
the Strand
first "Never
i)art of Say
the week,
and Howell's spread in the Valdosta Times
was on the Saturday previous.

presents

SKY

RAIDER

TH--'
Jacqueline
WI
AND

Capt.

Fred

Logan

Nunoesser

Mertens

of

the

Fulton

Theatre,

says of "The Sky Raider" that no one
him less and delivered morel
From

the story "The Great Air Mail Robbery"
Directed by T. Hayes Hunter

Associated
Physical Disti ibutor . Pathe Exchange. Inc. John S. Woociy.

Jersey

City,

ever promised

by Jack Lait

Exhibitors
Pvesident foreign Representative Sidney Canett

Motion
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Coloring

Contest

cars. One hundred and fifty 1-sheets were
])osted, and 150 window cards were disManager Vinson
of Loew's
Bijou
cooperatedplayed.
actively
throughout
the entire
campaign.
Boy

Scouts

Aid

in Staging

"Lincoln"
Campaign
Manager
Charles of
S. Smith of the Shatfuck Opera House, Hornell, N. Y., when he
showed "Abraham Lincoln", got in touch
-with the local Boy Scout organization and
obtained a recommendation of the picture
in a letter sent out from Hornell Scout head<]uarters to all Scoutmasters and assistants
of the Hornell district.
He also arranged with the Boy Scouts
to distribute heralds and copies of the roto

News

Compo
Board Street Car
for ''Conductor 1492" Run
Any one going by the Dome Theatre.
Youngstown, Ohio, last week, must have
wondered what a street car was doing right
uj) on the sidewalk. But there it was. It
extended across the entire front of the Dome
Theatre. Emory Do^vns, manager, built it
of wall board, and labelled it conspicuously
w ith the name of Johnny Hines, and "Conductor 1492." One had to go through the
door of the street car to reach the ticket
booth.

Exploits

of "Rag Man"
Showing
A Jackie Coogan Coloring Contest sponsored by the Binningham Post was the feature of the exploitation campaign in Birmingham Ala., where '"The Rag Man," played
recenly at Loew's Bijou. This contest
achieved over 1,500 inches of space in the
press. C. D. Haug, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, conducted this campaign.
Julius Swarch & Sons, Xew York
clothiers offered as prizes through theiilocal dealei", J. Blach & Sons, a Jackie
Coogan suit to each of the five best and
neatest set of colored Jackies sent in, with
free tickets in the pocket of each suit. Other
prizes were Coogan caps, Coogan pencil
^)oxes, Coogan vanity boxes, pails of peanuts donated by Kelly tS: Companj-, of Cleveland, 0., Coogan rulei-s and one hundred
tickets. Every contestant received an autographed photo of Jackie.
J. Blach & Sons displayed the Coogan
suits and caps in their windows with cards
iinnouncing the nature of the contest, and
also displayed the prize winning colorings
•with the names of the winners.
Five thousand Jackie Coogan rulers were
distributed in the class rooms at the public
schools, onand
cardends
signs
were
vaiTied
the fiftj"
front dash
and rear
of street

Picture

Over the ticket booth there was a regular street car register of the kind that rings
up the fares. Every time any one bought
a ticket to the .show, the register rang a
bell and rang up another fare. The street
car comapny donated the use of the register.
The girl in the ticket l)ooth also had an
electric connection whereby she could press
a button and sound a street car gong. She
did this between customers. The stunt made
a big hit. All Youngstown talked about it.
Street ballyhoo and slork tnarqiife decorations
used by Manager Chris Behrens of the Family
theatre, Davenport, during the shnicing of "Oh,
Doctor" (Universal).
section prepared on this production, from
house to house.
On the Sunday preceding the opening
every minister in the city announced the
showing at both morning and evening service and advised their hearers to see it.
The Rotary and Lion clubs announced the
coming of the picture and gave similar advice. The superintendent of schools called
on every school teacher and asked them to
make the announcement in their classes and
advise their pupils to- attend.
Arrangemens were made for the school
children to sell tickets. For every ten tickets
sold one free admission was given. The
teachers took care of their own classes in
the selling of tickets and turned in the
money. G. A. R. members were invited,
through the newspapers, to attend a showing as guest of the management. A benefit was staged for the Children's Home.

"Old

Lives for New" Given
Aid of Boy Scouts
Boy Scouts handed everv teacher attending
South Carolina
Teachers'
convention intheColumbia,
S. C, during
the showing
of "New Lives for Old" at the Imperial, a
special herald as they registeied at the
Chamber of Commerce.
An advance announcement was made by
manager C. W. Irvin, both on the screen
and in the theatre close-ups, as well as in
the local newspapers, that this picture has
been selected from the current Paramount
attractions as an excellent offering for the
Teachers' convention. A special ad was also
run in the new South Carolina Gazette, in
return for which they gave each teacher a
The gi'atis.
lobby■1 was appropriately decorated
copy,
^
with stills and photos from the picture, together with a special banner of welcome
over the entrance.

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

1 iiT^^^Jirf t

fry

m

A special lattice-tvork frame, combined uith two cut out figures and the usual poster paper made up Manager Cliff Denham's workmanlike display on "Classmates" (First I^ational) at the Capitol theatre, Victoria, B. C.

—^
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Civic

Courtesy

Contest

is

Aid to "Excuse Me" Run
As part of his elaborate campaign on
"Excuse Me" when it played at the Liberty
theatre, Seattle, Leroy V. Jolnison, manager, put across a tie-up with the Seattle
Star, evening daily, that netted hundreds of
inches of free publieitj', including three and
two-column stories on the front page. The
stunt was in the form of a contest of
courtesy, designed for city employees.
P^or the best stories of fift}^ words or less
telling of the courteous act of some civic
employee,
awarded
ten doUai's
ill
cash. the
For Liberty
other good
letters,
prizes
ranged from .$5 down to a number of free
admissionThetickets
to was
the following
weeks"
sliows.
contest
put over in
the
guise of a "Courtesy Week" and the lettei's
that were received, when printed in the Star,
were good
every
day. for many inches of publicity

The opinions expressed after a private showing of "Oh, Doctor" (Universal) were made a part
. I ^^li-'JIiBKW the lobby display at the Rialto theatre, Des Moines.
Italian

Newspaper

Boosts

"Quo Vadis** in Tie-up.
Not often does a motion picture break
away the sacred barriers of page one, let
alone dominate the rest of the paper. In
the language of the press agent, "When you
get on page one, you've done something."
First National, in exploiting "Quo Vadis,"
had 16 front page stories of two columns in
length each, for 16 consecutive days, and
it obtained space aggTegating ten full pages
on the inside of the paper in addition to the
page one "breaks." All but one of the
first page stories were printed in red ink
so that you couldn't miss them a mile away.
Allan S. Glenn, supervisor of exploitation
for First National, noted that a large number of Italians were attending the picture,
all of which is only natural since the picture was made in their native land with
Gabriellino d'Annunzio
as a co-director.
There are more than 900,000 Italians
in New York and its environs, a potential market worth considering. So the
Bolletinne Delia Sera, the largest of the
Italian newspapers, was approached with a
new angle of publicity promotion that
greatly increased their circulation and
gained the sixteen days first page publicity
Brilliant

Front

Display

in atti'active colors. A large cut-out head
of Colleen Moore was placed over the marquee where it could be seen as well by
night as by day.

Gilbert

E. Gable

The

Another j)art of his ex])loitation caiiipaign included special decoration in the
lobby and foyer of the theatre. The lobby
was dressed to resemble the back platform
of a railroad train, with all the railroad
lanterns, flags and paraphernalia to carry
out the atmosphere. On the inside of the
liouse, all the girl ushers were costumed iii
white duck conductors and porters costumes,
with railroad caps and lanterns. A typical "Excuse Me" prelude was offered,,
featuring" a local duet that used "Tea for
Two" as their feature number and then
cai-ried the piece throughout the film asthe central theme selection.

presents

SKY

RAIDER
Jacqueline
AND
Capt

Logan

Nungesser

on

"So Big" in Seattle
Manager Leroy Y. Johnson of the Liberty Theatre, Seattle, designed a very effective theatre front display for "So Big".
The entire title and the star's name were
done in electric lamps over the entrance
doors. The star's name was repeated in
lights under the marquee.
A cut-out from the 6-sheet poster was
mounted on the sidewalk line. Photographs
were mounted on the outside of the shadowbox where a spotlight played on them for
the evening display.
At one end of the banner was a painting
of Edna Ferber's book, with a gate and
a farm-house in the background, painted

Variety says; "'Sky
$13,000.00 in a house
to $11,000.00
From

is the

Raider' ran close to
where from $8,000.00
general

rule."

the story "The Great Air Mail Robbery"
Directed by T. Haves Hunter

Associate
Physical DiUnbuMr PatWe Exchange Inc. -

d
John S. WWy,

by Jack Lait
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President foreign Representative Sidney Oarrett
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Motion

Picture

News

IN THE MAIL
JACK A. MARSHALL, manager of
the Grand theatre, Huntsville, Ala., writes in
YOUR
IDEA
regarding a couple of useful exploitation
ideas which he has been putting to good
cathedral, in compHment to Miss Thompson and in appreciation of
advantage. They will be described elsewhere in this department.
Judging from the material, Huntsville has a live theatre. C. L. her kindly assistance. This is another instance of the promotion of
good feeling between Church and theatre, so essential to the latter,
Hackworth is proprietor of the Grand, and the Jefferson as well.
at least.
FRANK H. BURNS, exploitation director of the Beacham
theatre, Orlando, Fla., "crashes" into this department regularly
with something or another. This time he submits some of his latest
NTn after effect,
advertising from Orlando, including group ads on the Beacham
THEnuallPOI
g men TO
ING
y strai
tisin
COM
who conti
T HOSE adver
and Phillips, and on the Phillips, Grand and American. Run
looking for something allegedly "new" all the time, have overinside of one boxed space, the individual ads are placed in small
looked a great truth — the fact that results in advertising come not
panels which set each off to advantage, yet give all the advantage
from straining for effect and fantastic novelty, but from steady, conof the "flash" in their combined size. Although he is limited to
sistent, workmanlike copy. Brilliant novelties have their place —
but they are not half so effective as good, average copy, day after
stock material and type, Burns knows the value of a little printers'
rule and white space.
day and every day.
The publicity director of Goldman's New Kings theatre, St.
Louis, A. J. McGINNESS, forwards newspaper proofs on two
ads used this week in St. Louis papers on "Isn't Life Wonderful?"
The selling point decided on was the director, and this has been
played to the limit, his name overshadowing everything else completely. McGinness promises to send other ads from time to time,
which we trust he carries out, as we shall be glad to reproduce as
much of it here as conditions may permit. Unique ideas deserve
being passed along.
At the Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio," FRED S. MEYER
look
a local
merchant's
Co-operative
by are
offering
ticketspart
for in$2.50,
a saving
of $1.50.
These Day
tickets
good ten
all
summer and are not limited to a short period. The ad announcing
this was laid out in striking fashion. Meyer does not .say how it
worked out, but such summer stunts usually pay well.
MANAGER H. BROWNING of the Olympia at New Haven,
one of our most consistent contributors of material, sends in a new
batch of stuff. Browning is still getting good results with crossword puzzle stunts — a craze, incidentally, which appears to have
passed its peak — and used one to advantage on "Sally" not long
ago.
The latest issue of the Fayette County MOVIE FAN is at hand,
and contains the usual newsy line-up of matter. There are always
some interesting features in this little publication, and we imagine
it must be a considerable force in the amusement field in Uniontown,
Pa., where it is published.
JIMQUIN — otherwise James C. Quinn — has burst into golden
song with a number entitled "Catalina, Aloha Oe (I Love You),"
for which he wrote bij^h words and music. Jimquin sang it in person
recently at the New Strand theatre, Avalon, Calif. The song has
been published in such a form that advertising can be imprinted on
the inside and back covers. The office piano player has not yet
passed upon the number, but it appears tuneful and catchy. The
name "Catalina" lends itself to this sort of thing so readily that
we are surprised someone hasn't used it for a popular ditty ere this,
along with "Bambalina," "Katherina," "Tetina," and the other
"ina"
titles.

Harold Home, formerly an exploitation man and now manager
of the Criterion theatre, Los Angeles, has been putting out some
first rate consistent copy, which we have been watching, and which
has maintained a high batting average for general excellence.
Theto reproduction
of one the
of his
Me"regular
will
serve
illustrate. Ithere
is neither
best ads
nor onthe"Introduce
worst of his
output, but a representative specimen. Here is no far-fetched
stretching after the "unique," but a straightforward presentation of
the desired points. Aside from the illustrations, which have been
kept in a subordinate position, four things hit the eye — "Laff! Say!
You'll Bust," "Criterion," "Douglas MacLean," and "Introduce
Me."
What more is necessary?
There is a little additional sales copy, but since the ad is here reproduced actual size there is no need to quote it. The one possible
defect in the ad is the fact that it is a bit crowded. If each element
had been made just a trifle smaller, with corresponding white
space, the various parts would not appear to "jostle" each other
quite so much.
If the experiment meets with favor, we shall reproduce other ads
actual size here from time to time.

WHILE PRESENTATION
WORTH
T comparatively small expense, a first rate presentation number
is being used this week at the Howard theatre in Atlanta, arranged
by Alex Keese, musical director. While providing a splendid
program number, it also helps to promote good feeling between the
theatrical interests and the churches.
A Handel short subject is being shown, and during the running
of the picture, which deals with the life of that great and noted

A

musician, the Howard orchestra plays bits from "The Messiah,"
Handel's great oratorio, and "Largo." As the picture fades away
to a finish, the Junior Choir of St. Phillips cathedral descends the
steps on the sides of the stage, and standing there in the dim light
sings the Hallelujah chorus from "The Messiah." The choir is
of mixed voices, little boys and little girls, trained by Grace Chalmers Thompson. They are vested, and make a charming and
picturesque appearance, as well as adding greatly to the effect of the
overture presentation.
Tlieir services were obtained without charge Howard Price Kingsmore, manager of the theatre, made a generous donation to the

Opening ad on "Introduce
(Assoc.LosExhibits.)
at the Me"
Criterion,
Angeles for the engagement
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you are busily selling indiRV
AND
OURS
toplays from
SEwe
ekICtoEweek, don't
vidualLphoL
Wl S
sell your other big assets — service
toE
fai
and equipment. However small the theatre,
r
d
ve
pment, there are things about it— reasons
te
we
ui
mi
its
li
ho
eq
F
HIS STUF
G
AD,Gwhose theatre ads were reprinted frequently
TEN
why the public should patronize it— other than just the productions
MSI
ED
D OL
shown. They come primarily to see the picture, of course, but
in these columns when he was with Herschel Stuart in St. Louis,
and later with Bruce Fowler at McVickers in Chicago, is now doing there are other things to sell — service, courtesy, comfort, projection,
safety, and many more.
his stuff in New York, where he
is in charge of publicity and adAs an example of one of these, projection, we have before us a
vertising for the Rivoli and Ripiece of copy which any well equipped theatre should be able to
alto. Despite the difficult conrun truthfully and to advantage — and if your projection isn't such
ditions in New York, he is still
that you can truthfully say such things, improvement in that would
turning out distinctive copy, well
probably
be your most effective method of exploitation.
away from the beaten track.
The
editorial
in question appears in the current issue of the
Space rates are high in Manhat
Fayette County Movie Fan, published at Uniontown, Pa., under
tan and there are a considerable
number of papers which must be
the heading, "Attention to Detail," and says:
given the copy. As a result,
"As you sit watching the clear, steady flickerless projection of the
most of the metropolitan adverpictures on the screens at the State and Penn it is probable that a
POLA
second thought is never given the care and consideration used in the
tising is of the stereotyped "directory" sort, containing little NEQKl
operation of the projection apparatus in the two theatres. Perfect
more than the billing. Illush,-aprojection is one thing that has always been considered a necessity
gly
d
rin
her
ns
tio are use rat
spa
if iOlARMER.
in good theatre operation by Managing-director C. M. McCloskey.
o
ney
at all, and an out and outO pic<^
Sid
olc
l PIVODUCTiOi
I ■
I■I
Way back in the early days of the movies when the Imp was the
tonal ad is a real rarity. Such, a'Pajamou>it Tuiiur
leading theatre in Uniontown he had the reputation of having the
however, ,,
is the art 111
ad on "The r 7 Olmsteaas
,7,
, •/ • „ adj for
^ .
^.
striking
best projection in this part of the State. When the Penn was
Charmer,
reproduced
here, "j^g Charmer" (Paramount) at
which Olmstead did recently for the Rivoli theatre. New York
constructed well-known projection engineers were brought to the
City.
the Rivoli engagement of the
city to make the lay-out for the screening apparatus. That this
picture.
was the wise course to pursue is indicated in the fact that today the
Half of the entire space is taken up by the head of Negri. This,
Penn theatre has a picture projection that is equaled in few theatres
however, is a striking likeness of Miss Negri in a few lines, so that in this part of the country. When the time came to build the State,
it serves the valuable purpose of immediately attracting the attention
Manager McCloskey again made doubly sure that the projection
of her following. Wisely, no effort was made to crowd in an entire figure, or even the neck and shoulders. What was being sold would absolutely be the finest that could be had. Specialists were
was not a particular bit of action in the picture, but the fact that called from the General Electric company and other makers of
this was a picture in which a particular star appeared — which projection apparatus and their recommendations were followed with
was, of course, the outstanding sales angle in this instance. The
the result that today the State projects a picture on the screen that
supporting program has been given good prominence, without taking is tii? talk of the entire section. Here is an interesting comparison
up too much space, by putting it in a box tipped at an angle. The
— see a certain picture at the State ; then when you are in some other
stock billing has been neatly arranged in the lower left hand corner.
city view it again. We know^you will find a big difference in favor
WORK
O MAKING STOCK MATERIAL
Mornlns
of the State!"
NE example is worth a dozen precepts, for which reason we
ing
y
newspaper ad on
are particularl glad to present the accompany
Any Seat, And Any
" which proves the value of white space more
Spaniard,
"The
strongly than a hundred articles which we, or anyone else, might
10c 10 JO TO t «_
ROARINQ OOISEOV
^vrite. Used gby Emery's Majestic theatre. Providence, R. I., it is
TIMELY NOON
NEWS TOPICS
an outstandin example of how to obtain strength and originality
I U*»
with stock cuts. The only special material in the ad is the theatre
name plate, which, as we have said here so often, is a worthwhile
A tempestuous love'dramajbetter than TheSheiK
investment for any theatre.
We wonder how many advertising men could have resisted the
temptation to fill the open space at the left with a jumbled conglomeration ofcatch-lines, selling talk and such miscellany? Not
many, judging from the general run of theatre advertising coming
across this desk.
Perhaps some managers might feel that this space left blank is
wasted, and certainly this is an extreme instance of white space —
but if they could have seen this ad on the newspaper page, and the
manner in which it dominated the section, they would quickly see
the value gained.
Not that we would recommend that every ad be laid out along
these lines. Far from it. But to get variety into the theatre's advertising, there is nothing better than an occasional odd arrangement
ALSO ON THIS SAME METROPOLITAN PROOBAKI
of this sort, with the material thrown off centre and plenty of white
MISS DUPONT "WHAT THREE MEN WANTED"
space to balance it up.
Some pictures, in their very nature, demand plentiful selling copy.
This does not happen to be one of them. There is one simple,
A strong lay-out, characterized by abandant white space which gave
definite point to put across, and the single piece of text in this ad
'"The Spmmtrd"
ad ontheatre,
does so — and then wisely stops.
featured
an off-centreruneffect,
by the
Emery this
Majestic
Providence. (Paramount)
HILE
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Tie-ups

"So Big" in Lexington
Col. Fi-ed Levy was determined that
■when "So Big"' showed at his Kentucky theatre in Lexington, every inhabitant should
know of the picture's coming.
He used 2.000 special door-knob hangers.
By a tie-up with the Lexington Laundry,
3.000 heralds advising recipients to send
their laundry to the Lexington and to go to
the Kentucky theatre to see "So Big" were
WTapped
in in
the advance.
laundry's packages beginning a week
Twenty banners were painted and hung
on taxicabs four days before the opening
and continuing during the showing. Three
thousand regular heralds were used.
Among merchant tie-ups was one Avith a
women's ready to wear shop on Miss Moore's
dresses:
anothera was
in a florist's;
still another
toileta display
article display
in a
drug store. Two confectionery stores tied
up on the picture. On the windows and
miri'ors of one of these was painted a fancy
design announcing the Colleen Moore sundae. A book window display was obtained.
All of the displays \yere in excellent locations.
A color scheme of orange and black was
carried out in everything — heralds, banners,
cards, etc.
Teaser

Racing

Ads

Empress

Given

Exploit

Dixie
A "The
cross word
puzzle Handicap"
contest was recently
conducted by Xorman W. Fyle, Metro-Go'dwyn exploiteer. in Johnstown, Pa., in connection with the showing of "The Dixie
Handicap" at the Olj'mpic theatre.
A teaser campaign in all the local papers
initiated this exploitation campaign. The
teasers announced that the horse racing season in Altoona would open on the followinoMonday, and added, "For details call
2-6170." This was the theatre's phone num-

Picture

Front

Masked

News
for

Manager
R. R. Russell,
the Strand
of ''Soof Big"
Showing
Amusement company's interests in Owensboro, Ky., had another mask for the Empress theatre for "So Big," for its three
day run, to stimulate interest.
Two weeks ahead of the showing, however, an electric sign was playing over the
box oflBce. A week in advance another electric sign, a box with bright red cut-out of
"So Big"' as a baljy, was attached tu the
>torm door at the entrance of the theatre.
Then the Saturday night before the showing on Monday, up went the big mask over
the entrance, which called attention to the
unusual attraction for the coming week. It
ipinaincd up during the showing.
As the mask is made of i)eaver board it
can be used again and again. Three-sheets
were used as the side panels and a l"Cal
artist completed the drawing.
A section, of n railroad track tvith sivitches
and lantprns Has used by Manager Charhs
Fraler in front of the Grand theatre, Tracy,
Calif., for "The Signal Tower" (Universal).
ber. Employees replied to all inquiries by
announcing the run of "The Dixie Handicap'' at the Olympic throughout the week.
Pyle followed this up by announcing on the
Saturday preceding the premiere in large
display ads : "The greatest race in the history of the turf will be run in Altoona all
next week at the 01ymi)ic theatre in 'The
Dixie Handicap.' The picture you'll cheer."
A jockey rode through the streets, and 1sheets were placed on all the city waste
paper receptacles in the downtown district.
Street cars carried a half sheet card on the
front, and there were a number of window
display's also. Five thousand heralds were
distributed and two slides and a trailer were
used. There was, in addition, a special
lobby display.

Teaser

Box

Placed

in Joie

Lobby on "Contraband"
To stimulate interest in "Contraband",
playing the Joie, Fort Smith, Ark., Manager John P. Read conceived a novel and
effective lobby display on the attraction.
A huge box was placed in the center of
the lobbv on which were painted the words :
This is "Contraband" Keep Off But See It
Opened Up Friday and Saturday.
Another good stunt was the use of two
banners reading: "This is Not Contraband
But See It at the Joie Today." The alx>ve
were placed
two trucks of a well-known
local
transferoncompany.
The regular campaign was supplemented
by the use of advance stills, trailer and
slide, with marquee, display of 24-sheet
cutout with title in cutout letters across
the front.

Barrels and cases borrowed from the Tennessee Brewing company pro tided Manager Bert Jordan of the Majestic theatre, Memphis, Tenn., with
this arresting display on "Contraband" (Paramount).

NEW

YORK

CITY

Rivoli Theatre —
Film Niiiiibeis — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount).
Musical Projrram — "Kobespierre"'
(Overtur
( Ensemblee),) . Le l*eu])le S'Aniuse
Piccadilly Theatre —
Film Numlieis — Winjis of Youth
(Fox), Piccadilly Pictorial
I Selected I . Such is Life Amon<r
Dogs (House reel), Dragon AlleyComedy
(
I.
IMusical Program — "Merry Wives
of Windsor" (Overture), "0
Sole Mio" (Cornet solo), "A
Bevy
Butterflies," "Spring"
(Organof solos).
Colony Theatre —
Film Numbers — Playing with
Souls (First National), A Wild
Papa (Pathe), Colony Pictorial
( Selected ) , Pelican Island
( S<-enic ) .
Musical Program — Symphonojazz
(Orchestral specialty), A musical fantasy ( Pianist and
mechanical
piano), and
"Tia dancing
Juana"
I Special singing
act with company of twenty ) .
■Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Romola (MetroGoldwyn ) . Capitol ^Magazine
(Selected ) .
Musical Program — "11 Guarny"
(Overture).
"The Rising
Sun"
(Indian
chant),
Zuni Dance
(Soloist and Ballet corps).
"^'alse Cajiiice" (Dance duet).
Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Numliers — Chickie (First
National). The Making of an
Egg (Pathe), Mark Strand
Topical Revue (Selected),
AVashington ( Scenic ) .
-Musical Program — Exceri)ts from
"The Prince of Pilsen" (Orchestra with "The Message of
the Violet" (Baritone solo),
iind "The Heidelberg Song"
(Baritone solo with male quartet). "Blue Daniibe" "Rachmaninoff Prehule in G Minor"
"Nola" (Piano Trio), "Love's
Everlasting" (Soprano solo),
"TheI . Glow \Vorm" (Dance
duet
Bialto Theatre —
Film Numl)ers — The Crowded
Hour ( Paramoiuit) , Rialto
Maifazine (Selected), Film
Facts (S. R.). Ko-Ko Trains
'Em (S. R.).
^Musical Program — "Cappriccio
Ttalien" (Overture). Riesenfeld's Classical .Jazz "-Japanese
Lullal)y"
(Vocal(Orchestra,
quartet). dance
Jazz
Divertisement
solo and l)allct ) .
Central Theatre —
Film Nunilieis — The Fool (Fox).
Alusical
Piogram — Sjiecial s<'()rc
for featiiie.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — (irass ( Parn
mount) .
Musical Progr;ini Special score
for feature.
Cameo Theatre —
]'"ilm NunilRMs — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Cameo PicAesop'si Fables
(Pathe).Shakdowi
(Pathe),torialTlie
Cruise

CLEVELANOS
GREATEST
AMUSEMENT
VALU6 J

CONTINUOUS
DAILY
10 A.M to
HIPPoorOHE
TODAY - TOMORROW - TUESDAY - ■WEDNESIIAY

TriuRSDAV- F-R1DA>-- SA-ruRDAV
LAURA LA PLANTE EUGENE O'BRIEN
//»DANG£ROUS INNOCENCE"

, 11 PM

SUMDA-V
TOMCOMIWG
MIX NELXT
hZsj:^
tony
"THE OEAOWCOO COACH'

Four-ci himii iiczcspaper ad gotten up by Reade's Hippodrome theatre, Cleveland,
for the opening day of the run of "Head Winds'' (Universal) at that house.
of the
reel
) . U. S. S. Concord (Special
Musical Program — Excer])ts from
"The Fortune Teller" (Overture), Cello solo and Organ.
~
BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — His Supreme Moment (First National), Chief
Koko (S. R,), Mark Strand
Topical Review (selected).
Musical Program — "La Belle Helene" (overture). Twelfth Street
Rag (xylo])hone solo), "When
Summer Conies Again" (contralto solo). "Sweetheart of All
My Dreams" (soprano solo).
"Tomorrow
May ballet
Never corps).
Come "
(baritone and
Aria from "II Trovatore" (tenor
solo). "Chinese Jade"' (ballet
corps), "Counting the Stars"
(so])rano
solo). "Toccata"
(organ recessional).
CHICAGO
Chicago Theatre —
Nunilie's — ^lusical l'i'oi>rani
Take a Chance Week — "Overture fiuess." "Ear Ticklers."
"Toe Twinkler.s,'' "Ump-ta-ta. "
"K— C. Know Her," "Sur|)iise,"
"What, Who," "Opera .Jazz,"
"Meet The (iirls." "Organ Snr
])rise," "Pucker ^dnr T^ips."
"Sni prise On Surprise." "Take a-Cliance Lncky l.'i.'' "Sad.
I'uiiny. Thrilling," "Time To
Laugh. " 'Scoops." Hi features.
Tivoli TheatreFilm Numbers — Sally (First National). Internal ioiKil News
( Uni\ ersal I .
.Musical Program — "Pomp .Viul
Circumstance" (Overture), "In
dian Love Call.'' (Organ solo i .

Marie Montero (Spanish Dancing Specialty), Stage Prologue,
including "The Ten English
Rocketts," Jack Hanley (Com) , John Quinlan
( Soloistedy )Juggler
,
Riviera Theatre —
Film Numbers — Learning To Love
(First National), International
News ( Universal ) .
Musical Program — Syncopated
Spring Festival Week — "Katharina." Carnival."
"Dragon Parade,"
"\'enetian
"Tambourine
Dance." "Kentucky Serenaders."
and "Songcialties
Hits
Revue." (Speand Presentations!.
S])ecial Organ Solo and Musical
Numbers by Riviera Orchestra.
McVickers Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crowded
Hour (Paramount), Post Service. Big Town (Pathe). News]iaper
To])ics of the
1 Pathe Chnckles,
I.
Musical Program — "1st Hungarian Khaiisodv," Overture), ".Tust
A Little Love, A Little Kiss."
and "Old Pal," (Vocal SpeSolo) . cialty), "William Tell," (Organ
Capitol
Theatre — - The l!ag Man
l'"ilm Numbeis
( Metro-Goldwyn ) . News and
Views
(International and
Pathe). Cartoon (S. R. ) .
Musical Program — "A Day With
A Circus" (Oveiture), "A Radio
Nightmare." (Organ Solo). "In
Front of the Big Tops." including "The Clown Dance" and
"Barkers,"' (Presentation) "I'nside The Big Top'' including
"The Three Caswell Sisters."
"Thomas I'rio," "Fisher's Animals," "Dead Or Alive." "The
Six Ti[) Tops." (Presentation).
Senate
Theatre- A Kiss In Tlie
Film Numbers

Dark (Paramount), Hooked
( Ivlucational ) .
^fusical Program — Preston Sellers
( Special Organ
Numbers),
Elsie andDescrijjtive
Paulsen.
(Apache Dance), Keller Sisters
an(l Lynch-Arthur I'orrelly
( Specialty ) .
Pantheon
Theatre— —Seven t hances
Film Nnml)ers
( Metro-(iol(lwyn ) .
Musical Program — Mangold Syncopators (Specialty). ^Margaret
Fitzgerald (Organ Novelty
N\imber), Ruth Pryor and
Aitistic Dancing Girls (Specialtv ) , Helene Heller and George
entatio.n )
Riley "Neath
The Stars" (PresWoodlawn
Theatre
Film Numbers — —Bad Company
( Assoc. Exhibitors ) , News
Weekly (Pathe), Review
(Pathe), Boobs in the Woods
(Pathe).
Orpheum
Theatre— — The Salvation
Film Numbers
Hunters (United Artists i.
RooseveltNumbers
Theatre— —Madame Sans
F'ilm
Gene (Paramount).
Monroe
Theatre —— Riders fif the
Film Numbers
Purple Sage (Fox).
Randolph
Theatre
— ■ Re-Creation
Film
Numbers
— The
of Briantures—S. R,),
Kent (Principal PicROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^Sally (First National,) Eastman
Theatre CurRiver rent( S.Events
R.).(Selected), Swanee
Musicial Program — "The Beautiful Blue Danube" (Overture i.
"Morning, Noon and Night"
(Organ
solo), (Soprano
"Look forsolo).
the Silver Lining"

AS IU5CIOU5 AS A DBEW-DRENCUEC PEACM /
^

AJ TINqUNC AS ELQCTRICITy./.
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iT5 AU ABOUT A YOUNG
UUSBflND
AND Wrt rpoM
WUO
Iflk^
a VACATION
EACU OTUEP
TOiEE 1
^ii&'^'^^^^^i^'- /

Art
ad cn ".-) Kissthat in picture
the Dark"
(Paramount)
sluKvn at theu-henIValnut.
Cincinnati.rvas
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Motion

SALT LAKE CITY
American Theatre —
Film Xumbers — TLe Redeeming:
Sin ( Vitagraph ), Jonah Jones
( Educational I , International
Xews. Newspaper Fun (F. B.
0. I.
Kinema Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Gaiety Girl
( Universal ) . Itching for ReI
i , InternationalvengNeweI'niversal
Orpheum Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Reckless R omance ( Pro<l Dist. Corp.)
Pantages Theatre —
Film
XumbersI . — Fool's Highway
I Universal
Paramount-Empress Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Adventure (Paramount I. Patlie Xews.
Victory Theatre —
Film Xuml)ers — A Kiss in the
Dark (Paramount). Just a
Good Day (Pathe), Pathe
Xews.
SAN

FRANCISCO

California Theatre —
Film Xumliers — ^Man and Maid
( Metro-Goldwyn ) . International
Xews. Aloha Land (Scenic).
Musical Program — " Voice of
Spring"' (Ch'erture), '"Spanish
Dance"' (Violin), "Hungarian
Lustpiel" ( Orchestra novelty ) ,
'"Will You Remember Me"' (Organ solo).
Imperial Theatre — ■
Film Xumbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount), Hodge
Podge (Educational).
I ANOTHER WONDER SH0W|1
pl/lLTo 1R ATCXTBAll-M-S->«
KLUU

Musical Program — "Will you Rein blue ) .member Me'" (Operatic fantasy
Union Square Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Capital Punishment (B. P. Schulberg-S. R.),
The Tenth Woman (Warner
Bros.), Crowning the Top (Universal). Fox Xews.
Musical Program — ■ "Twilight,"
"When Shadows Fall," "Polonaise" (Orchestral.
Loew's Warfield Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Learning to Love
(First Xational), Hello Hollywood (Educational), Kinograms.
Musical Program — ^Singing and
dancing divertissement (Special
company), Fanchon and Marco
idea. Franz Liszt selections
( Orchestra ) .
Granada Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Introduce Me
(Asso. Exhib. ), Shootin Injims
(Pathe), Pathe Xews.
Musical Program — " Bohemian
Paris'' (Specialty including
singing and dancing).
Cameo Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Pride of Sunshine Alley (S. R.). Almost a
Husbandtional Xews.
(Universal), InternaMusical Program — "Ritz Carlton
Revue"'
(Specialty with singing
and dancing).
Beatty's Casino Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Enticement (First
Xational),
( Educational) .Grandpa's Girl
Musical
Program
"Oh Look"
(Will King
and —Company).
Strand TheatreFilm Xuml)ers — Tearing Through
(F. B.(Pathe),
0.), South
of the N'ortli
Pole
Kinograms.
Musical Program — Five vaudeville
acts.
ST. PAUL
Capitol Xumbers
Theatre—— Madame Sans
Film
Gene (Paramount), Capitol DigestSelected
(
) , Are Husbands
Human (Pathe), The Wonders
of Art (A. R.).
Musical Program — Gems from
"Tales of Hoffman"' (Overture),
Brooks and Ross (Vocal duet).
"By
Lights ofI . the Stars"'
( Ortrantherecessional
DES MOINES
Capitol Theatre —
Film Xuml)ers — The Spaniard
(Paramount), The Dome Doctor
(Vitagraph), Fox Xews.
^Musical Program — "A Little Bit
of Everything"'
(song and dance
number
).
Des Moines Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Dressmaker
of Paris (Paramount). International Xews. The Iron Mule
( Educational ) .
Musical Program — •""Indian Love
Call" (organ and orchestra
spef'ial
).
Strand Theatre
—
Film Xumbers — INIan and Maid
( Metro-Goldwyn ) , Kinograms.
Second of the Pace ^laker Series
(F. B. O.).

NO RASE IM PQlCeS

Mtisical
— ""Allspecial).
Alone""
(organ Program
and orchestra
Rialto Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Mad \Miirl
( Universal) .
LOS

Gordon Bennett's hand dmxcn od
on "\eicRialto
Tuyti"theatre,
{First Omaha.
Kat'l) at the

ANGELES

Cameo Theatre —
Film Xumbers— Do It Xow ( F. B.

TUhCAUOFA

//f

Picture

M ezv s

Egjrptian
Theatre The
— Inm HorseFilm
Xumbers—
( Fox I .
^Musical Program — Medley of Old
Time
feat u re.favorites and prologue todetroIt
Capitol
Theatre—— I Want My Man
Film Xumbers
(First Xational I. C o m e d \(Pathe), Detroit Xews Pictorial. Travelogue ( S. R. ) .
Musical Program — Overture of
poi)ular airs (orchestral, vocal
selections (soprano and barito!ie), Organ recessional.
Broadway Strand Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Fifth Avenue
Models ( Universal i . Comed.'.'
( Pathe tional.)) , Xewsreel (InternaMusical
■' Thais " (orchestral
Program — ""Chocolate
overture ) ,
(violin

solo), art

Fox- Washington Theatr
„ RiCAt'OO CODIT? f Film Xumtjers — A Connecticut
1 JiTT.' COUtWL'StI'
Soldier"
poses.
Yankee
in King Fable
Arthur's(Pathe),
Court
(Fox),
Xewsreel Aesop
( Fox ) .
Hand drawn nd cn "I IVant My Man''
{First Xat'l)
at the
Mary Anderson Musical Program — Overture (ortheatre,
Louisville.
chestra). Song and dance revue
(trio). Organ recessional.
0.1,
Queen of Xews.
Aces (Universal),
Adams Theatre —
International
Film Xumbers — Madame SansGene ( Paramoiuit ( , Comedy
^Musical Program — Orchestra.
(Eflucational), Detroit Xews
California Theatre —
Pictorial.
Film Xumljers — Three Keys (S.
Musical Program — Oxerture (orR. ) , Rariu' Romeo ( Educachestra). Vocal selections (tentional), Topical Revue, Kinoor). Organ recessional.
Madison Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Too Many Kisses
(0\-erture) .
grams.
l Program — "'Orpheus''
ilusica
( Paramount ) , Aesop Fable
Forum Theatre —
(Pathe).
troit XewsComedy
Pictorial.(Pathe), DeFilm Xumbers — The Dancers
— Medley of pop(Fox), Stupid
But Brave Xews.
(Evlu- ^Musical ularProgram
eational),
International
selections, (orchestra). Vocal specialty (duet). Organ Recessional.
^Musical
tions. Program — Organ selecHillstreet TheatreFilm Xumljers — The Scarlet
Honeymoon (Fox). The Pace
Makers (F. B. O.). International Xews, Aesop's Fables
(Pathe).
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Loew.'s State Theatre
Film Xumbers — Man and Maid
(^letro-Goldwyn) . Red Pepper
( Edticational
Loew"s State
Pictorial
Xews) , (Selected).
^lusical
Program — "Prince of Pilsen" (0^■erture).
Metropolitan Theatre
Film Xumbers — A Kiss in the
Dark (Paramount I. What Price
Goofy (Pathe).
).
( OvertureProgram
— • "" Mignon ''
Mtisical

II' I PHOTO PI

Million Dollar Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Madame Sans
Gene ( Paramoiuit ) . Pathe Xews,
Scenic.
( (Th ertureProgram
).
— ""Raymond''
^lusical
Pantages
Theatre —— Dick Turpin
Film
Xumbers
( Fox ) , Pathe Xews.
^lusieal Program — Vaudeville.
Rialto Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Spaniard
(Paramount), Dynamite Doggie
(Educational). Pathe Xews.
!M u s i ca 1 Program — Or ch est r a .
Criterion Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Zander the Great
(Metro-Goldwyn ) .
Mtisical Program — "' Mamie "
(0\erture), "Evening Hymn"
(Specialty), prologue to feature.

Distinctive ad on "Inez from ffoUi/wood" theatre,
(First Xat'l)
the Mo.Mainstreet
Kansas atCity,

May
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Musical Program — Overture and
popular numbers, Missouri Symcompaniment. On Organ
stage — The
orchestra.
"acChicago phony
Follies
(Musical
revue).
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Xirmbcrs — Seven Chances
(Metro-Goldwyn),
FelixS. Winsand
Loses (Fine Arts
B,.)r
Xews and Views, Topics.

INDIANAPOLIS
Circle Theatre —
Film Xumbeis — As ^Man Desires
(First National), News Reol
Weekly (International), Xewspaper'Fun
( F. B. 0.), Comedy
(Educational).
Musical Program — "Carmen"' (Orchestra). "The Crooning Troul>adour" (Special solo i .
Theatre —
AppoloXumhers
Film
— The Great Divide
(Metro-Goldwyn ) . Co m e d \(Fox), News Rwl Weekly
(Fox).
Musical Prou^ram — "West of tlie
Great Divide" (Musical prologue). Orchestra and organ.
Colonial Theatre —
Film Numbers — One Xiglit in
Rome (Metro-Goldwyn), Pnttiiig
on Airs (Universal), Xews Reel
Weekly (Pathe), Aesop Fable
(Pathe).
Musical
monists.Program — American Har-

ilusical Program — " Kiss Me
Again" (novelty overture by orchestra). Organ solo. "China
stage).
(Jrosstra onthe
Bay" (special orchesGrand Central TheatreFilm Xumbers — Coming Througli
(Paramount), Kinogxam Xew*
and Views (Educational).
^Musical
Program (tenor).
— Orchestra^
^Morton Downey

'I'll rrccoUi mil ••Kxciixc Me" (Mfti-o-Ooliliri/ii) ad, calUiif/ attention to
the Jeadini/ iilai/crs in a puinted irai/. for tlie slioaing at the Liberty
thcatrCj Katisas City.
Loew's Aldine Theatre —
Film Numbers — A Kiss in tlie
Dark (Paramount), Felix Cartoon (S. R.), Earth's
(Educational),
CrossOddities
Word
Puzzle (Educational), Pathe
Xews.
Musical Program — Popular Favorites (Overture), Clavilux
Color Organ ( Specialty I ,
Special Jazz orchestra, Broadway musical hits (Duet).
Grand Theatre — ■
Film X'umbers — I Want My Man
(First National), Ship Shape
(Educational), Pathe News and
Topics of the Day.
Musical Program — Symphony orchestra. Special String Ensemble. Melva Moore (Soprano
solo ) .
Olympic Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
(Paramount),
Bad Boy
(Pathe), Beauty Spots (Pathe).
Pathe
Review, International
Xews.
Ritz TheatreFilm Numbers — The Girl on the
Stairs
(Prod.
Dist. Corp.),
Pathe Comedy, Pathe News.
State Theatre-^
Film Numbers — Playing With
Souls (First National), Her
Boy Friend (Pathe), Kinograms.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Blackstone Theatre —
Film Numbers — Gold and The
Girl (Fox), Wages of Tin
(Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), Fox News, Pathe Review.
Musical Program — Jazz orchestra.
CINCINNATI
Capitol TheatreFilm Xumhers — Isn't Life Wonderful (United Artists), Capitol Xews (Selected), Aesop's
Fables (Pathe), Topics of the
Day (Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut TheatreFilm Numbers — Daddy's Gone A'
H u n t i n g (Metro-Goldwyn ) .
French Pastry (Pathe), Pathe
News, Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Strand TheatreFilm
Numbers — Seven Chances
( Metro-Goldwyn ) , By Hook or
Crook (Universal), Sportlight
(Pathe), Pathe X^ews.

Lyric Theatre —
Film
Numbers
^Charley"s
Aunt
(Prod.
Dist. —Corp.),
continiicd.
Kinograms.
^Musical Program — Orchestra.
Gifts Theatre —
Film Numbers — Who Cares (S.
R. ), Itching
versal), Foxfor
News.Revenge (UniNewnnan Theatre — CITir^^
KANSAS
Film Numbers
— ^Cheaper to Marry
(Metro-Goldwyn), Half a Hero
(Educational), Newman News
and Views (Pathe and Kinograms), Ouch (Pathe), Newman Current Events (Local photograph).
Musical Program — ''The Merry
Widow" (Overture), Boyce
Coombe (Tenor), Burnoff and
Josephine (Novelty Dancers 1,
Recessional (Organ Solos).
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal), Hold My
Baby (Universal), International
News Pictorial, Aesop's Fables
(Pathe),tional). Hodge Podge (Educailusical Program — Popular iSelections (Overture), Recessional
(Organ Solos).
Royal Theatre —
Film Numbers — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Royal
Screen Magazine (Pathe and
Kinograms), Royal Current
Events (Local Photography).
Musical Program — Royal Syncopators on Stage (Overture), Recessional (Organ Solos).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Girls Men Forget
(Principal Pictures-S. R. ), Fox
Xews and Fox Short Subjects.
Musical Program — "Seventeen"
(Overture),
"Alabamy
Bound"
(Organ Xoyelty),
Recessional
(Organ Solos).
Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Seven Chances
(Metro-Goldwyn). Pathe Xews
and Educational Short Subjects.
Musical Program — Atmospheric
Selections (Overture), Recessional (Organ Solos).
SEATTLE
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Bridge of Sighs

(Warner Bros.), Empty Heads
(Comedy), Deep StufY (Comedy ,) International News.
Musical Program — "Light of the
Stars" (Overture), "Big Bad
Bill" and "Old Church Aisle"
■ I Novelty selections), "Song of
Roses" (Organ solo).
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Numbers — If I Marry Again
(First National), Felix Rests in
Peace (S. R.), Cross Word
Puzzle (Educational), Kinograms and Pathe News.
^Musical Program — "Orpheus"
(Overture), "Lady of the Nile"
"Twilight. The Stars and You"
"Cold, Cold Mama" (Orchestral
( \'oeal novelty"Oh
) . Pa, Oh Ma"
specialties),
ColumbiaNumbers
Theatre —— - Head Winds
Film
(Universal), Almost a Husband
(Pathe), tional).
Hodge International
Podge News.
(Educa^Musical Program — "Pitjue Dame"
(Overture), \'ocal prelude.
Heilig
Theatre —— The Saddle Hawk
Film Xumbers
(L^niversal ) , Patj^e Review and
Xews.

West End Lyric Theatre —
Film Xumljers — Coming Througli
(Paramount), Wide Awake
(Educational), Kinogram News
and Views (Educational).
Musical Program — 0 rchestra.
(tenor).
Singing liamson
organist.
Lewis WilCapitolNumbers
TheatreFilm
— Coming Through
( Paramount ) , Wide A wake
(Educational), Kinogram News
and Views (Educational).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Dorothy Johnson ( 5-year old
Saxaphone
artiste), Chester
Mertens (vocalist).
Delmonte Theatre —
Film NumlRMS — Gerald Cranston's
Lady (Fox), New Teacher
(comedy), Delmonte Xews and;
Views.
Musical Program — O rchestrall
overture and popular numbers.
On stage — Mile. Nina & Company (oriental
dancers),
Bacoii
& Fontaine
(skating
novelty).
William Goldman's Kings anff
Rivoli Theatres —
Film Numbers
— Isn'tArtists),
Life Wonderful (United
The
House of Flickers (Pathe),
Pathe News and Views, Topics,
of the Day (Pathe).
^Musical Program — O r c h e s tr a 1
oxerture and popular numbers.

^lusical Program — ^'audeville.
Liberty Theatre —
Film
XumbersDist.),
— Charley's
Aunt
(Prod.
Crossword
Puzzle (Educational), Pathe
Review, International and Liberty Xews.
^Musical
Program
— "Maritana"'
(Overture),
"Voices
of Spring"
(Organ solo), (Quartet in prologue.
PantagesXumbers
Theatre —— Those W\\o
Film
Judee ( S. R. I , Deep Stuff
(Pathe), Pathe Xews.
^Musical Program — N'audeville.
Strand Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Tlie Lady (Fiist
Xational ) continued.
Winter Garden Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Yesterday's Wife
(S. R. ), Xewspaperfun ( F. B.
O.). Pardon My Glove (Pathe).
Fox Xews.
ST. LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Charmer
(Paramount), He Wlio Gets
Smacked (Pathe), Missouri
Magazine.

The Pantheon theatre, Toledo, used
this ad on '-The Heart of a Siren"
(First Xot'l).

Motion
CLEVELAND
Stilbnan Theatre —
Film Xuiiil>ers. — Madame San Gene
( Paramount i .
Musical
— "Robespierre"
(overtureProgram
».
Allen Theatre —
Film Xiiml>ers — The Spaniard
I Paramount 1. Great Guns
'Educational). KoKo the Barker (S. R. ). The Ranger (S. R.i ,
Topics of the Day < Pa the i .
Pathe News.
31usical Program— "II Guarany""
( overture i . Scene from "Carmen"" (two soloists and chorus
of sixteen with dramatic tenor i .
State Theatre —
Film Xumljers — Introduce Me
( Associated Exhibitors i . He
Who Gets .Smacked ( Pathe i .
Crossword Puzzle ( Educational), Fun from the Press
iF. B. O. I . International News
(Universal i .
Musical Prtigram — Organ overture, vaudeville.
Park Theatre —
Film Xumliers — Proud Flesh
(Metro-Goldwvn I , Lion Whiskers Pathe
(
I . Felix' Last Laugh
< S. R. p , Topics of the Day
( Pathe tional .I ) , Kinograms (EducaMusical Program — Classical Jazz
Revue. Ted Snyder, assisted by
Fred Hughes, tenor, "O Solo
Mio"' ( duet i . Dance Novelty
from " The Fortune Teller".
"Joanna'" ( specialty i , Ensemble.
Circle Theatre —
Film NumWrs — Bad Company
( Associated Exhibitors i . Hot
Water (Asso. Exhib. ) , Aesops

Fables (Pathe^ Pathe Xews.
Musical Program — "Suite 16",
"Lady ot the Nile"", "Two Pretty
Eyes
of Blue"',
"'Tiger Rag""
I orchestra
i.

OMAHA

World Theatre —
Film Numljers — The Gaiety Girl
(Universal i.
Musical Program — "Radio Ramblings""
(org:in feature). Six acts
"f vaudeville.
Sun Theatre —
Film Numbers
Tlie Thief of Bagdad (United— Artists).
Musical
— The
music Program
score of
the original
feature

lEENIYON
WAY?
OiNEc
etI/
r
st

LARPy CONLEVS
"SWEETHEARTg/^blXir
JAZZ DIERBy CAST

picture.
Moon Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Flaming
Fortiesthe(Producers"
Dist. Corp.).
Meet
Missus (Pathe).
Musical
Program
—
Five
acts of
vaudeville.
Empress Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Champion of
Lost Causes ( Fox i . Galloping
Hoofs, last chapter ( Pathe ) .
NEWARK
Branford Theatre —
Film Numbers — Quo Vadis (First
National). Branford Review uf
Events 1 Educational
( Selecte<l i . Hello
Hollywfjod
).
Musical 1' r o g r a ni — "G rand
!March""
<..).■ . from "Aida"* (Overtnrei. "Invictiis"" (Baritone
BUFFALO

. Sail) at n the"One Grand
H ay i\'iitrai
.^tri-tt
iFirst
theatre, St. Louis.

Shea's Hippodrome —
Film Nunilters — The Thief of Bagdnl (United Artists). Current
Event? ( Pathe and International News I .
Musical Program — The music
s<-ore written for tlie j)icture
played by the HippiMlmnn."^.vmphony orchestra.

News

the
NewsBayReel.(scenic). International
Musical Program — Fantasy on
" Marcheta" ( overture i , "Asleep
in the during
Deep" showing
( solo on ofSousaphone
The
Western Sea i , ■ Clobita" (love
theme for feature picture), Alvin Eley. tenor ( popular ballads), Slartinez and DeSeville
I dancers, in . costume dance of
old Spain I (special numbers'.
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numljers — Introduce 3Ie
( Associated Exhibitors ) , Fox
■vue
News ( Pathe
Reel, ) . Paris Fashion Re-

Reade's Hippodrome and Keith's
East 105th St.—
Film Numljers — The Deadwood
Coach > , ( Fox
) , Comedy
( L"niversal
International
News
( Universal i .
Musical Program — Selections from
Friml Operas
(overt u r e ) ,
Vaudeville.

Rialto Theatre —
Film Numljers — Lijaiiey,s Auut
(Producers'
Dist. Corpn.),
The
Chase
( ikiucational
i . The Voice
of the Nightingale (Educational> . Kinograms.
Musical Program — ""The World is
Waiting for the Sunrise" (overture i. "'The Steel King"' (exit
march ) . "A Curious Story",
■"Tomorrow May Never Come",
and
"Country
Gardens"'picture
(musici .
themes
for feature
'"Cross-Words"' ( organ solo i .
Special singing feature on stage,
Haynes. Lehman and Kaiser.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Madame Sans
(rene ( Paramount
) . A Rarin'
Romeo
(Educational).
Fo.x
News, Newspaper Fun t F.B.O. i .
Musical Program — "The Hottentots"' (overture). Special featlinist. ure. Lucy Bruch, Gypsy vio-

Picture

Musical
Program
— song),
"Yearning""
(paraphrase
on the
"One
Little for
Dream
of picture).
Love"" (love
theme
feature
Loew's Grand Theatre —
Film Numlter- — Cheaper to Marry
( Metro-CJoldwyn i , Pathe News.
Topics of the Day ( Pathe ) .
Comedy (Educational)", Progress
I short
Pathe I.subject ) , Aesop's Fables
Musical Program — Regular presentation byorchestra. Five acts
of vaudeville.
"For a real, wholesome lau^ that
will drive any accumulated bines away.
'Charley'a Aunt" is absoloteiy tlia beat
proToc&ziva tKat has bees seen on a
al screen for many, many weeks."
The Stat::-r. T'^i J-'t uj-si r--.:s neat ad
on "Charley'sinAunt'
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
Philadelphia.
Lafayette Square Theatre —
Film Numbers — (.apital Punishment B.
) P. .S<hull>erg .S. R ) .
Pathe Comedy. Current Events
( Fox News ) .
Musical Program — Selections from
■"The Dream Girl"" (orchestra).
Organ solo.
Five appearance
acts of vaude-of
ville. Personal
George Hackathorne.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers Man and Maid
) Metro-(joldw\-n ) . Bad Boy
'Pathe). Current Events (Pathe
News ) .
Musical Program — Miss Vie Quinn
and her Suniiybrook orchestra.
Five acts of vaudeville.

Rialto Theatre —
Film Numl)er.s — A Kiss in the
Dark ( Paramount ) . Pathe
News. Rough
and Ready ( Educational.)
^lusical Program — Regular presentation byorchestra.
Alamo No. 2 Theatre —
Film Numljer? — Fixils in the Dark
(F. B. 0.>. The Lullaby ( F. B.
O. ). Youth and Adventure ( F.
B. O. .
Tudor Theatre —
Film Numljers — The Burning
Trail ( Universal ' . Universal
comedv.

New Olympic Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dangerous InnocenceUniversal
(
i . Getting
Trimmed ( Universal ) . Current
Events (International News).
Musical Program — "■The Spring
Maid"' (organ selection
Shea's North Park TheatreFilm Numliers — Dorothy Vernon
of Haddon Hall ( Unite<l Artists). L<jw Tide (Educational'.
Current Events (Pathe and International News).
Musical Program — Selection from
"The
Teller"" (orflifstra )Fortune
.
Palace Theatre —
Fihn Numtjers — t nurage l R. ) .
Meddling Woman (S. R.). Uni\iTsal Comedy. Current Events
international Newsi.

6- ACTS
JAMES VAUDEVILLE
C MORTON^ 6
E1.SIE « PAULSCI

ATLANTA
Howard Theatre —
Film Numljeri- — Tlie Spaniard
( Paramount ) . The Western Sea
I scenic i . Fast and Furious
( Educsitional I . China Across

»PRIl

v*UOEVILL£
••MILO-'

"T..- .-lir Mail ' ( Paramount i at l.crar's
State. Clrt-eland.
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FIRST NATIONAL
New Toys —
( onsiilcrcd one of Ricluird Bavt lu'liiicss' best.
Business alwve
iuciajje. ( Middle West.)
Learning to Love —
Higlilv fiitei'taiiiiiig and with
"rood east. Interesting to the end.
Business excellent. (Middle
West.)
Quo Vadis —
An expansive feature that did
a yood business. (East.)
SallyReally
considered Colleen
-Moore's
best
to date and(Middle
doing
ea])acitv
business.
Colleeii
. ) ■ Moore contributes an
West
excellent performance in this, her
latest production. Packed house
-at every performance. (West.)
A feature which gives general
satisfaction. It has as nearly all
the advantages of the stage pre.sentation as it seems possible to
liave — not forgetting Leon Errol
— and the star fills the part with
.ji success that might surprise even
lier most ardent followers. Good
show. Fine week here. (Middle
^Vest. )
Grea.t picture. Pleased thousands. (Middle West.)
Popular on a hold-over. (East.)
Beclasse —
As this was a g<x)d week everywhere else in town and a holiday
week, the fact that business was
not up to the aveiage at this
tlieatre must l>e interpreted as
due to the picture shown. The
story is not one that appeals
jiside from the connection with
Mtliel Barrymore who was able to
put it across with fair success
liere. (Middle West.)
Interesting and entertaining,
witli high class sets. Business
was fair. (Middle West.)
This one held up fair for a
week's run. (Middle West.)
One Way Street—
A well jiroduced and acted picture that drew capacity houses at
every"
West.) performance. (Middle
Interesting and entertaining.
Keceipts averaged up. (^Middle
West.)
If I Marry Again —
Business was brisk for a week's
run with this one. (Middle
West. 1
^BEAtny and SUBUM£ ftOMAMCS
LILLIAN
mum
in « Sargfous Prciunn^ of
GEOOCE CLPOT'S
OOHOTHy
BIHOLD-

■ GISH
W^
Otffrrmf>/ly ttrjltrd^nit/ //r/rym-j VMS' ^
BEGINS
TOMORROW
ryv/C£ OA/LY
m< 2 WAT
mnd a/2:20
B 30
NEW PARK THEATRE"
MATS 50'=-U> */ - £V£5 SO ' t-o '/ SO

Three-column ad . on "Roniola"
(Metro-Goldwyn) at the New Park
theatre, Boston.

Madame Sans Gene —
(;ioria's latest only went fairly
well here. It isn't quite as good
TODAY
as some of her pre\ious pictures.
(.Middle West.)
a/e<ALL WE6K
This is Gloria doing all her
tricks. The picture met with fair
T«6 SOjCWT
VWOCIO
JL&Pf-^i
adventures Ti-IAT /
siu-cess on a bad week. Week's
LURKCD AMlOST THE BRi&l-n IIQmTS.* '
a\erage was nothing to make the
box office stagger, and not as
much
\Vest. )as was expected as the star
I is quite pojtular here. (Middle
West.)
Not quite uj) to the usual
Weekh' attendance. (Middle
HIQIIf_

NORMA

iHEAftER

MALCOLM McCRGCiOR.':
At/- WE e X «/APO.?fo -rtOlJMA SMEACERi JOMN 0 ILBECT
Inmn
on "LadyCincinnati
of tlic Nigk:"
(Metro-Goldzvyn) , with good attention
run inartthead Sunday
thepapers
Family.for the sho7ving opening that day at
A well told story with good
]>roduetion and acting. Box office
receipts good (West.)
Playing
"With SoulsEntertainment
value averages
u]i. Had on strong musical bill
and did fine business tliroughout
week. (Middle West.)
Idle Tongues —
Failed to arouse much interest.
•lust anotlier program picture.
Acting fair. (East.)
So Big—
A personal triumpli for Colleen
Moore.
Widely
praised by
]>atrons.
Business
capacity.
( J'List. )
I Want My ManThere is a good deal to this picture which did M'ell. (East.)
The LadyOne of the best of this star's
productions to date. Drew a full
liouse
( West. ) at everv performance.
One Year To Live —
(Jdod story with good production. Business was good. (West.)
METRO-GOLDWYN
Excuse Me —
A farce, comedy drama, that
has some very clever moments.
It did a pretty fair business on
the week.
(Middle West.)
A good box office attraction.
Attendance good. (Middle West. )
The Great Divide —
A good
— did fair business, western
(^liddle West.)
It's (Middle
a good West.)
western — Business
fair.
Seven Chances —
Plenty of laughs in this one
Buster Keaton proved big drawing card. Biisiness for week verv
good. (Middle West.)
We pulled through with this
picture on the strength of our
other attractions. (West.)
This Keaton comedy is a dandy
and wins the hearty ha-ha every
time it tries. Also some moments
of lesser mirth. Did very well
on a week that did not average
high dleatWest.)
the other theatres. (MidGood fiui for the most part.
Original situations make it worth
seeing.
West.) Business fair. (Middle

So This Is Marriage —
More society stuff. Fairly
acted and directed. Failed to
arouse much attention. Business
fair. (East.)
The Way of a GirlSomething entirely new which
played, to full lioiises all week.
(East. )
A good show. Did btisiness being advertised with vaudeville as
Take-a-Chance ^^'eek. Interest in
the bill wa^ stinuilated because
all numbers,
iiudnding the feaWest.
)
ture, were not named. (Middle
Much ado about nothing. Much
wasted effort on the part of everybodv
Business fair.
( East. concerned.
)
The Rag Man.Jackie
latest production did aCoogan's
good business
at this
house.
(^^'est. )
Wife of the Centaur —
Entertain ing and pleasing.
Fair business.
(Middle West.)
Cheaper
to
Marry
t'onsidered fair— entertainment.
(Jood cast and si)lendid acting
made it popular, (iood business,
(Middle West.)
TheWasDenialon with a wonderful stage
])rogram and played to capacity
during
etitire week. Patrons
West.
like<l ) it verv much. (Middle
The Silent Accuser —
Attendance slightly below normal although
(.\[iddle
West.)opposition was stiff.,
PARAMOUNT
The Crowded Hour—
This one failed to get ovei- with
our ]>atrons. (Middle West.)
The Thundering Herd —
Interesting western with good
cast.
West. ) Did good business. (Middle
A Kiss in the Dark —
The title helped draw them. Attendance slightlv above normal.
An entertaining little picture
"
(Middle
that
did West.)
an average
business at
this house. (Middle West.)
Nothing to go wild about.
(East).

Men and Women —
(iood style, but stale, hackiie\ed storv. Business only fair.
(.Middle West.)
Plaved West.)
to goo<l crowds all week.
(Middle
The Spaniard —
West.
)
A good
program picture that
did a good business. (Middle
Th is one pleased our audiences
with resultant good business.
( West. )
.Audiences divided in opinion on
this
(Middleone.West.)Business held up.
Worldly
West.)
Heard Goodsmuch favorable comment.
Did very well with it. (Middle
New
for Old — picture that
.An Lives
entertaining
drew them in in goodlv numbers.
( West. )
Air Mailof— punch.
RealFull melodrama.
(Middle West.)

It's
a thriller.
Biisines,
fair.

Adventure
— and well acted. BusiWest.
Good) story
ness was above average. (Middle
A good story spoiled by too
manv
(Middletitles.
West.) Business was good.
Too Many Kisses —
Didn't draw as well as we expected. Not much of a picture.
(West.)
A fair enough picture. It
wasn't enougli to counterbalance a
weather handicap but did a fair
week's a\eiage. (Middle West.)

A Masterpiece
ofBeautyand Drama

GLORIA
WANSON
ihlacicum
•'.Madame Sans Oene" (Paramount)
ad at the Princess theatre, Toledo.
Sans Gem'

Motion
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The Goose Hangs High —
A delightful
James
L'luze production. East.
(
I
Very pleasing and well acted
comedv drama. Business excellent.
(Middle West).
Sackcloth and Scarlet —
A money maker. Played to good
crowds all week. (Middle West.)
Argentine Love —
Fair enough picture of its type.
Xo cause to complain. ( Middle
West.)
Code of the West —
A fair western that pleased
them.
Wtst.) Busines was oft'. (Middle
This one didn't register with
our patrons. (West.)
The Dressmaker from Paris —
Pleases the ladies. Busines held
up. (Middle West.l
UNIVERSAL
Dangerous Innocence —
Good cast and good acting.
Seems to be well taken. (Middle
West. )
Delightful romance, well received by the press and responsible
for good business throughout
week.
(Middle West.)
Good picture. Good business.
(Middle West.)
Up the Ladder —
•Just an average picture but in
Conjunction with specialty week,
did good business. (Middle
West.)
The Last Laugh —
Good acting but the plot was a
disappointment. It did a fair
business. (West.)
This one is very much removed
from the ordinary run of pictures;
a distinct novelty. Business was
excellent. (West.)
One of the biggest pictures of
the year. Played to good attendance, but the crow-ds didn't
justify the greatness of the production. (Middle West.)
A most reniarkalde picture.
Business was slow first half of
week, but picke<l up briskly the
end showing that word of mouth
advertising was its best asset.
(Middle West.)
Most unusual movie. Pleased
everyone.
(Middle West.)
Head Winds—
Another box office winner starring House Peters. Came close
to hanging up a house record.
(East.)

Some thriller. Took the popular fancy. (East.)
Splendid storm scene puts this
West.over.
)
one
Business good. (Middle
This picture did a sell-out business at every performance. It
is a well acted production.
( West. )
Let 'Er Buck—
This has novelty, punch and entertainment. It has a great rodeoWest.)
scene. Business, gootl. ' (Middle
A regular
honest-to-goodiiess
western.
Pendleton
rodeo scenes
good. Business good. (East.)
Fifth Avenue Models —
Good average program picture
and
West.drew
) well for week. (Middle
Played to bumper houses
throughout seven day run. Excellently received by press and
generallv praised. (Middle West.)
The Saddle Hawk—
A good western with plenty of
action which our patrons liked.
Good bu s in es s . {West. )
STATE RIGHTS
Drums of Jeopardy —
A fairlv entetraining picture.
(Middle West.)
TheXotSpeed
Spook as
— title suggests.
as sjieedy

A Broadway Butterfly —
An ordinary picture of its type.
Fair business. (Middle West.)
Bridge of Sighs —
Aji e.vci'llent picture that drew
full houses at every performance.
(West.)
PROD. DIST. CORP.

HIPPODROME

THE AVERAGE
HARRISON
FOaD »«.o PAU' WOMAN^
INE GARCN i
VuV,^^. VAUDEVILLE?15c ;
s;-. soc 2 too
IHIOrcteitrl
25<:
lEADE'S VtnEmiE'CARNIVAL j
Three-column art ad on "The Roughneck" (Fox) at
Reade'a Hippodrome,
Cleveland.

Yesterday's
— one here so
They likedWife
this
the box office had a good week.
(West.)
WARNER BROS.
Being Respcetable —
Fine movie.
Average patronage. (Middle West.)
Recompense
—
An excellent
production.
Pleased generally. Nice business.
(Middle West.)

TOMOAAOW
LILLIAN

GISH

m

A Cafe in Cairo —
Great I'icture. Great business.
(Middle West.)
Charley's
Aunt — funny comedy in
A screamingly
West.
which )Sid Cliaplin does very well.
Business was verv good. (.Middle
GoingHeldstrong
the second
week.
over.on(East.)
Continues
to
do
well
on the
West. ) week of the run. (Middle
second

uxs (EwasoN
- j/<K Hoir-NoMHERO'
ptttn
THUNOERm&

One of the best comedies to
date with Sid Cliaplin carrying
JONCS ' LINICK. Cb
ORPUEUM
STATE MtNASe-OMMiMMtr
fitm tTVStm
200 WUK OF HATrnass
•Mtlw Than "n* Of

Art
Itniiiiilii"d- \Mrtro-Goldiriiii tlidat nil
the ■■Hnlnhiin
Katz Roosevelt theatre, fhiinijn.
TheA Sky
Raider—
novelty
prodmed with (^apt.
Xuiigesses in person. (East.)
The Adventurous Sex —
Kxtreiiiely melodramatic, drew
average
Ijiisiiiess. Favorable
]>it'ss mention.
i Middle West.)
Introduce Me —
Light,
ing. spontaneous
Business good. and
(East.pleasI
This will ]>lease them. Did
here. Fast and clean." Fine busines . Middle
(
West, i

FOX
This
Tom
^lix
did a very good
Dick Turpin —
week. Evenings averaged much
higher than, the matinees. So
evidence seems to [loiiit that this
Ea man's ]iicture espcially.
lis
(Middle West.)
Tom Mix at his best in a distinct departure from his usual
roles. The S. R. O. sign was out
all
week.
(East.)
fiimple and effective ad for "The
Rao Man"
{Metro-Ooldiryn) at Riders of the Purple Sage —
Jones, Linick itChicago.
Schaffer'a Orpheum,
An excellent production and
did good business throughout
off
the acting
sell-out.
(West.)honors. It w-as a run. (Middle West.)
Lady
Night — picture with
One of the real screen enter•Just of a theprogram
tainments of the year. Audience
nothing
to
recommend
especially.
Clliddle West.)
rolled
laughter.
S. R. 0. all
week. in
( East.
)
Soft ShoesHarry Carey's latest failed to
get
over with our audiences.
(West.)

Metropolitan theatre ad in Baltimore
on "Recompense" (Warner Bros ).

News,

Beyond
Border —
A goodthewestern
business.
(West.) that did a good
A )little below the normal
West.
w' e e k's attendance. (Middle

Fair entertainment. Personal appearance of .Johnny Hines helped
it. He made hit with audience.
(Middle West.)
The Mad Dancer —
Very entertaining production
well produced. Box office receipts
;;()()d. ( West. )
Those Who Judge —
This one went well in this
house with business holding up
throughout the run. (West.)

J|i Robert Keable's Sensational Sequel [o
•SLMON CALLED PETER'

Picture

The Crimson Runner —
This picture has interesting
spots wliich so overshadow the
weak spots teresting.
thatDid capacity
the w^holebusiness
is inwith
personal
appearance
of Pris-a
cilla Dean
doing,
on the stage,
portion of the screen story.
(Middle West.)
VITAGRAPH
The Beloved Brute —
Nothing exceptional about this
production. We did fairly well
with it. (Middle West.)
ASSOC. EXHIB.
School for Wives —
Just a mediocre picture with
nothing new revealed. Business
was fair. (Middle West.)

Wings of society
Youth —drama. Business
wasA good
fair. (Miildle
West.)
The Folly of Vanity —
Fair program feature. It
played in a bad week here and
mightdle West.
do Ibetter elsewhere. (MidUNITED

ARTISTS

Salvation
Himtersuncertain
—
Fair picture,
as to
lx)x office value. Business fair.
(Middle West.)
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall —
An entertaining and elaborately mounted production that
attracted(East.
capacity
week.
) business for the
F. B. O.
Forbidden Cargo —
The patrons liked this one with
resultant good business. (West.)
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He Who Gets Smacked
i Pathe — I wo Reels)
HERE we have Ralph Gra\es in the role of
the chap who poses as a tighter and finds
himself booked to appear in the star bout at
the boxing carnival for the favorite charity
of his employer, the owner of a department
store. He hates to fight but is forced to go
through with the engagement. Now this does
Jiot sound So \ery funny, nor is there anything
novel in such a plot. However, the performance of the play and the introduction of several good gags are responsible for making the
work a comedy of exceptionally amusing elements. It is one of the best pictures Gra\es
has done for Sennett and easily ranks with
some of the best two-reelers of recent times.
Graves has the support of such competent
players as Mar\in Lobach, Mollie Malone and
Eli Stanton. Llo>d Bacon directed the play.
The picture is a clean score for the star and
the director and it ma\' be recommended as a
sure laugh-getter for any program. — T. C.
KENNEDY.
Grief In Bagdad
(Pathe — One Reel)
on the "Thief of Bagdad" is
burlesque in
A attempted
a rather ambitious production for the space of one reel. Settings of a
highly ornate and colorful sort ha\e been prepared for the backgrounds. The action attempts
nothing more than the broadest slap-slick, remaining unflinchingly on the side of the
obvious and mere mo\'ement. It is not out of the
customary slot of slap-stick except in so far
fast
is quiteand"dressy"
the thing
as
a measure
hang onandto moves
to capture
enough

the spectator's interest throughout the proof
ceedings.
Earl Mohan, Billv Engle, Dolores Johnston,
Katherine Grant, William Gillespie, and Len
Willis are in the cast. Ross Eederman directed the reel.— T. C. KENNEDY
Rock Bottom
I E<hicational-Cameo — One Reel)
CLIEF
BOWES in
is awhich
foreman's
\\\\^ one-reeler
he is helper
featuredin
with Virginia Vance. It is just a series of
gag stuff in which Cliff is ordered by the
foreman to do ridiculous stunts in connection with the construction job on which he
is working.
.\mong other stunts Cliff is ordered to
get the $2.S.000 payroll within the hearin.g
of a band of yeggs who secrete themselves
in various parts of his car. He outwits
them after numerous thrilling incidents,
which are not without humor. The picture
is up to the standard set bv Bowes and
Miss Vance.— CHESTER J. SMITH.
Monkey Business
(Educational — One Reel)
THIS tells the tale of the gorilla with a
toothache and is one of the Earl Hurd Pen
and Ink Vaudeville series in cartoon form.
"Prop's"tooth
assistance
soughtwhoin extracting
the
aching
of the is
Gorilla,
seeks revenge
and
gets itThe
on "Props"
several
of
his teeth.
cartoons by
are pulling
clever and
afford
some fairly good comedy. — CHESTER T.
SMITH.
Here's Your Hat
(Universal — Two Reels)
THIS is another of the series of kid comedies, which seems destined to meet with
widespread approval. Arthur Lake and Olive
Hasbrouck are the featured players. They
are a winsome pair, with a lot of personality

and acting ability. This story is not quite as
Big Red Riding Hood
good as some that have gone before, but at
( Pathe — One Keel )
that, it is way above the average for these
two-reelers.
CHARLEY lectualCHASE
is sta rreddwarf"
as an who
"intel-is
giant and
commissioned to
writefinancial
a translation into
the
Eddiewithis Arthur's
he calls
upon
Olive
a bo.x of rival
candy,andwhich
he warns
her he will take back if she permits Arthur
Swedish
of
"Little
Red
Riding
Hood."
Since
he is without the price of a copy of the book
to call while he is there. She feigns a headhe must depend upon reading it from a volume
ache and dismisses Arthur, who suspects
on the shelf of a second-hand book store. Benothing until he emerges from the house with
fore he linishes the copy is purchased by a man
Eddie's cap, as Olive's father enters. Papa
who thinks he will like "Little Red Riding
hands the cap to Eddie who considers himHood"is because
be aofjockey.
self dismissed. The latter scenting trouble
book
laid on hethe used
back toseat
a Ford The
and
sends Arthur back in and later goes in. himself. 4 away it goes with its new owner at the wheel.
Charlc)' must finish reading it so he rides on a
Arthur has occasion to go to a nearby store,
bicycle alongside the car, scanning the pages
returns with a bandaged hand and a tale ot
through as wild and thrilling a motor tour as
his own heroism, which is disbelieved bv Eddie.
one can imagine.
The pair engage in a fight which terminates
with Arthur the victor and his reward is a
Martha Sleeper, Leo Willis, Jack O'Brien,
kiss from Olive. If the stories continue lo
Helen Gilmore, and "Fighting" Dick Gilbert
hold up for these youngsters this series
appear in the support. "Big Red Riding
should be an immensely popular one. — • Hood" is bigger and better than most single
reelers.— T. C. KENNEDY.
CHESTER J. SMITH.
Sliootin' Injuns
(Pathe— Two Reels)
HAL RO.-XCH'S "Our Gang" have a vehicle for "action" in this depiction of
youthful dreams of Goin' West to Fight Injuns. Theopening
picture with
is typical
of the
comedies,
a scene
in a''Gang"
shack
where the kids plan their adventure into Ariof Japan,"
to duplicate
the
heroicszona,of"by way
Boone,
Custer and
other great
frontier fighters. Their trip is ruined when a
downpour of rain drives them from the delivery wagon on whicK they set out for Arizona, and they get into the house of an in\entor of amusement devices of the "house of
fun"theorder
of
land. which flourish at the Coney Islands
The director has made full use of the weird
effects possii)le to the sliding stairs, dancing
skeletons, and in this regard betters the man.\'
previous essays in this direction by employing
the trick "process" camera invented by a
member of the Pathe Review staff. Slow motion, stop motion and the other tricks help
along considerahh'. The picture is up to the
average
NEDY. "Our Gang" comedies. — -T. C. KENThe Village School
(Educational — One Reel)
THIS is another of the Lyman H, Howe
Hodge Podge scries, which depicts characters and scenes from all parts of the world,
as well as a cleverly arranged series of cartoons.
The old "rich man, poor man, beggar man,
chief," etc. game is used in this one to show
types from all countries portraying the characters suggested.
The questions put to the children in the village school serve to introduce some clever cartoons, as well as views from around the work!
and shots of the army and navy wigwagging.
This is just as clever as those of the series
that
have gone before it.— CHESTER J.
SMITH.
Napoleon Not So Great
fSering D. Wilson— 500 feet)
THIS animated comic strip in color brings
novelty to the cartoon comedy. The
natural colors of the Kelly process have a good
vehicle for display in the phantasy and grotesquerie of this visualized dream of a Redhead, who engages in a warfare with Napoleon. It is fairly humorous, but the humor is
overshadowed
noveltyItofis having
vivid color on bythethescreen.
a half s'uoh
reel
which should be very desirable for the exhibitor anxious to provide a dash of something
"different" now and then,— T. C. KENNEDY".

Looking For Sally
I Pa t he — I wo Keels )
SOME
in withcleverness
the action and
whichoriginality
is depictedis inmixed
this
two-rceler starring Charley Chase. He returns
from Europe and mistaking a very ugly girl
for the sweetheart he lo\'cd before departing
these shores, he escapes from her and goes
in search of a blond beauty whose radiant face
has charmed him. He chases her about, assuming the role of a broken-down tramp in
order to make her acquaintance and then he
finds that this girl is- Sally.
The action is keyed to a fast beat, and when
moments of amusement marked for their
sheer brightness are not de\ eloping, the movement holds the interest. Chase gives a most
capable
and has
able supliort of performance
Katherine Grant,
Noah theYoung,
Leo
\\'illis, rected
andthe picture,
Jules Mendel.
McCareyabove
diwhich isLeo
somewhat
the level of the average two-reel comedy. —
T. C. KENNEDY
f Educational-Hamilton — Two Reels)
'
g Cotton
Kin
THiS
Hamilton
is hardlyin
up toLloyd
the standard
ofA'ehicle
past stories
wfiich the comedian has appeared. It is
not without its humorous incidents, but it
strives too hard to be funny and falls just
short of the mark.
Hamilton reverts to the skunk for his
laughs in the first reel. He bags this
odoriferous animal unknowingly while in the
act of picking cotton and thereby ostracises
himself from tiie other cotton pickers. An
escaped bear which plays havoc in the cotton fields also adds slightly to the comedy.
In the latter half of the picture Hamilton
is disguised as a colored servant in the home
of
king's her
daughter,
is compelled
to the
helpcotton
her with
dressing
and goes
through some really funny antics. Hamilton fans will doubtless like the picture,
though he has been seen to better advantage in the past.— CHESTER J. SMITH.
Sporting
(Path(>—
DIVING,
are the football,
sports

Judgment
One Reel)
polo, inandthisauto
racing
used
Grantland

Rice "Sportlight" film to illustrate the point
that keen judgment of time and space is necessary to eminence in athletics. Scenes of sporting events are assembled to make the point
convincing and interesting as well. The reel
shows a champion high-diver making a 110foot dive as a climax, and it is a stirring one,
for the reel.— T. C. KENNEDY.

Motion

Picture

News

New

''Our Gang " Comedy
Print Due
The Pntiic home nffice will receive a print
in a few days of the latest Our Gang comedy, the
"Mary,hands
Queenof oftheTots."
The Itpicture
now in
cutters.
featuresis
the regular gang cast.
The second of the new group of Star Series Comedies is also Avell along in production.
It has an extensive east Avhich includes Al
•St. John in the featured role, Martha Sleeper, Marjorie Whiteis, James Finlayson, Lucien Littlefield, "Husky" Hanes and AI Haliett. Jay Howe is directing.
"Husky" Hanes. the six months old comedy "find" of F. Richai-d Jones is appearing
in his second picture under the Hal Roach
banner. He is playing in sup])ort of Ciiarlev Chase in "Daddv Goes A-Grunting."
Davis

Mack
from thea two-reel
Ralph Graves and Molly Malone in scenes
Smacked,"
Pathe release.

Pathe

Names

Sennett

Week's

comedy,

"He

Who Gets

to Distribute
Wilson Serial

Ben

Ben Wilson ])roductions has closed a contract Avith Davis Distributing Division
whereby the latter Avill distribute the ten
episode serial. "The Mystery Box", which
is now in production on the Avest coast. The
serial stars Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber
and will be readv for release on June 1st.
It will be followed by "The Power God",
a fifteen episode serial, Avhich Avill also be
distributed b\' Davis.

Releases

Serial ^'Sunken Silver*' and Charley
Chase Comedy on May 1 0 Schedule

i)rincii)al releases on the Patlie
THE
j)i-ogram tor the -week of May 10th
are the serial, "Sunken Silver" and
Charley Chase in the Hal Roach comedy,
"Lookingr for Sally." The serial is based on
the Albert Pavson Teilnine story, "Black
Ceasar's Clan."
"Sunken Silver" is in ten chapters. It
was in production for four montiis in Florida. Walter Miller and Allene Kay have
the featured roles. The sc een adaptation
Avas made by Frank Leon Smitli and the
picture was directed Ijy Georf;-e Seit/..
The Charley Chase comedy, "Looking for
Sally," was directed by Leo McCarey and
includes in the supporing cast, Katherine
Orant. Xonh Young, Jule^ Maiidcl and Loo
Willi-.
Hal Kuacli is also presenting a one-reel
comedy. The title of the picture is "Grief
in Bagdad." The cast comprises Earl Mohan, Billy Engle, Dolores Johnston. Katherine Grant. William Gillcsi)ie and Leo Willis.
was made under the direcThe production
tion of Ross Lederman.
The fourth chapter of "The Origin of
!Man" series is the featured subject in the
Pathe Review Xo. 19. A cartoon novelty.
'■The Making of Man," by Hy Mayer, and
a P.<ithecolor of the City of Washington in
"Visiting- Our Own America" .series complete
the Review.
The Aesop's Film Fable for the Aveek is
entitled "Darkest Africa."
Topics of the

Day No. 19 and Pathe News Nos. 40 and 41
complete the Pathe program for the week.
International

Newsreel

Will

Cover
Patriot's
Day
Three
staff cameramen
of International
Xewsreel were detailed from New York to
Boston last Aveek under the direction of
J. J. Fraenkel, manager of the Boston office,
to make a special tor the Boston territory
in connection with Patriot's Day. The
edition Avas 300 feet in length and in addition to covering the patriotic exercises, also
showed pictures of the marathon run.
At the conclusion of the exercises the
negative Avas hurried to the Boston laboratory, Avhere it Avas developed and prints
made for the Ncav England territory. By
8:;i0 the same evening the pictures Avere
being shoAvn in the Boston theatres, and the
next day they Avere available throughout
the New England territory.
Sennett's New York Office
Moved to Pathe Building
On and after April 27th, 1925, the New
York office of Mack Sennett. Inc., will be
located in the Pathe Building. .35 West 45th
Street.

Lloydlatest
Hamilton
from "King program.
Cotton," his
comedy inforscenes
the Educational
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¥ NTERNATIUNAL NEWS NO. 36: JeruJL salem, I'alestine — First Hebrew University
dedicated ; Paris, France — Yankee tourists inject "pep" into Seine sightseeing ; Wash.
and Mrs. Coolidge attend openI
Resume
of News
NA/eeklies
| D. C.ing—of Pres.
baseball season ; Wheeling, W. Va. —
Eitwiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
Ohio Valley's first twister spreads havoc; St.
Louis, Mo. (St. Louis, only) — Mayor Kiel
quits ofiice after 12 strenuous years ; Boston,
War
Gioatrst
FOX NEWS VOL. 6, NO. 59 :
Mass. (Boston and Phila only) — Boston Red
ton,
— Thousands
(San Cal.
Francisco
only). watch farmers' pageant
Sox open season with Athletics ; Wash., D. C.
Game iu History begins- — Combined fleet
steams out of the Golden Gate; People You
— -Stork pays the zoo a surprising visit; Havre
Lucille
Miss
—
News
Day's
the
in
About
Read
dc Grace, Md. — Earl Sande, king of jockeys,
PATHE NEWS NO. 35: Paris, FranceAtcherson is first women to U. S. diplomatic
Parisian "Coney Island" in full swing ; "comes back ;" On the Atlantic — Liner Homeric, racing death, reaches scene of disaster
Pekin, China — Throngs welcome head of the
post ; Rome, Italy — Thousands of pilgrims
as ship sinks with crew of 38.
Tibetan Church ; Washington, D. C. — Fans
gather in the colosseum for impressive cerecheer
champion
Seuators
in
opening
game
at
champion
Nation's
Mass. a— tour
mony ;Springfield
Paris,
abroad;
back, from
team gymnasts,
home ; Washington, D. C. — Pres. Coolidge
T NTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 37 : Berlin,
France — Paul Painleve becomes the Premier
officially proclaims American Forest Week;
1 Germany — Hindenburg elected President of
of France ; Boise, Idaho — Thousands join in Washington, D. C. — Secretary Wilbur confers
! Former commander of Kaiser's
the celebration of arrival of tlic first_ train
with Donald MacMillan over jiroposed flight Germany
armies wins by million votes ; Paris, France—
over new Boise main line ; Omaha, Nebr. —
to
North
Pole
;
Havre
de
Grace,
Md.
—
-Earl
In
France
another political crisis finds M. CaiJW. O. A. W., most popular broadcasting staSande returns to saddle; Taormiua, Sicily- — • laux, once exiled war premier, back in power
tion in Omaha, is congi-atulated on its second
Throngs greet
Britain's
ruler ; Dlst
N. Y.birthday
City — ; as Minister of Finance ; Fort Riley, Kansas —
Chauncey
M. Depew
celebrated
birthday ; Atlanta, Ga. — Miss Doughty ManBig fort blaze conquered as soldiers turn fireley, Atlanta society gii-l, purs on a do? style
San Antonio, Tex. — Children hunt hidden
men ;Cavalrymen, applying army methods, save
show; Toronto, Canada — Zoo waterfowl _ de- Easter eggs ; Jerusalem, Palestine — Dedicate
prized mounts and soon subdue menacing
cide it's time for a Spring swin ; The 150th
Hebrew University on Mount Scopus ; Long
flames ; Chicago, 111.— Spectacular night fire
Revolution — Ride of Beach, Cal. — Aviator travels through Cloudy ofis Amei-ican
Anniversar
destroys huge grain elevators with loss of over
enacted at Boston ; Chicago,
Paul Revere
land
;
Cambridge,
Mass.
(Boston
only^
—
HarNew York City— Cardinal Hayes
111. — Paavo Nurmi triumphs over Willie Ritola
vard crew starts training; St. Luis, Mo. (St. $3,000,000;
makes Charity appeal by radio. Noted prelate
in a 3000 meter outdoor run; Ocean Park,
Louis only) — Humane society stages parade
asks
aid
of
invisible audience for sick and
Gal. — Daredevil risks his neck trying to transcats and dogs; Flint, Mich. (Detroit only) —
needy ; Seattle. Wash. — Terrier and bear cub
fer from a speeding motor boat to plane by of
$200,000 fire sweeps warehouse; N. Y. City queerest
of
buddies
; Only friendship of its kind
wire ladder; St. Paul, Minn. — The Kiyoodle
(N. Y. only — (Jiants win opening game at on record — and they're real pals ; Belmont
Minstrels gives a concert before a select audiPolo grounds; Washington, D. C. (Washington
Park, L. I. — Steeplechase season off to an exence ;Dubuque, Iowa — Eagle Rock, high above
only) — Fans cheer world champion Senators
citing start ; perilous tumbles add thrills to first
in
opening
game.
i,
against
lookout
pioneers'
a
Mississipp
United Hunts meet ; San Mateo, Cal. — MidIndians.
wick's ride to victory in thrilling polo battle.
PATHE NEWS NO. 36: Washington. D. Society folk see visitors beat San Mateo in
C—
Test
10-lb.
"rubber
boat"
for
MacMil,
brilliant
game ; Pulham, England — Giant airWashington
60:
FOX NEWS VOL. 6, NO.
lan polar trip ! Navy members of expedition
ship badly battered reaches home after wild
D. C. — President Coolidge and 40.000 sec demonstrate
worth of tiny craft, folded in bag. ride; Franklin Field, Phila., Pa. — World's recthe world's champion Senators win opener from
which may face Arctic seas ; Pulham, England
ords topple as college stars compete in great
Yankees; N. Y. City — Giants open the home
— R-33 battles way back to safety ; With her
relay carnival ; Palo Alto, Cal. — Stanford wins
season by winning from Boston Braves before
west's great college meet.
nose badly
Britain's
runaway29 hours
dirigenthusiastic crowd, 6-5 ; N. Y. City—Bessie
returns tosmashed,
air station
after drifting
Potter Vonnoh puts finishing touches on the over ibleNorth
Sea
;
Montmorency
Falls,
Canada
statue that will stand near grave of Roosevelt ;
— ^Thaw sends millions of gallons of water over
First
of
Herrick Novelty
Clinton, Iowa — Oscar J. Raccoon (in his cooncliff — a Pathe News cameraman braves icy
skin coat) feeling a bit lonesome, drops in on
Series Completed
wilds to photograph the huge cascade of Monta tea party; Colorado Springs — A stroll on
morency Falls : In The Limelight : Paris,
The
first
of the two-reel novelty Herrick
the
links
with
Jimmy
Gullane,
who
set
world's
France
—
Painleve
Cabinet
ready
to
cope
with
record when he drove golf ball 470 yards : financial tangle: Pres. Doumergue poses with
series described as "Fragments From Life"
Palm Beach — Florenz Ziegfeld helps land
will be completed this week for release
largest whale ever caught in these waters ; newly-appointed heads of Government ; Indianapolis. Ind. — A strait-jacket is any old jacket
New York City — Jack Dempsey and his bride
throuoh
the Davis Distributing- Division on
to
him
!
Houdini.
suspended
high
in
the
air
arrive from West ready to sail for Europe for
by his feet, shows how easy it is to wiggle
May 15th.
Thetitles
seriesand
-willwill
comprise
six picbelated honeymoon ; Brooklyn, N. Y. — New
tures without
be released
at
set of teeth for one of Uncle Sam's bulldogs — ■ loose — if you know how ; New I'ork City —
cyclists
in "stationary
race"
; Fred-of the rate of one a month.
Putting 12 inch rifles in turret of the "Ar- Champion
die
Spencer
and
Bobby
Walthour.
winners
The series is being produced under the
; Baker Ga.
sas" Athens,
— George
Newton kanD.
review
cadetsF. atPeabody
opening andof six-day contest, keep in trim on a unique trainpersonal
direction of F. Herrick Herrick,
ing
machine
:
Philadelphia,
Pa.
—
Hundn-ds
of
war memorial at University : Seattle. Wash. —
who is also the author of the stories. Tlie
college athletes compete in famous i'enu ReStudents of Univei-sity of Washington observe
lays: Berlin, German.v — Von Hindenburg
"Campus Day" with a few revelries of Spi-iug :
east for the first picture includes Evang'eline
Paris. France — The biggest sport event of the elected President of Germanv ! Field INfarshal
Russell, Jack Segal, William Calhoun and
defeats
Dr.
Marx. Republican, by 900.000 \-.,tes
year in Europe — Britain heats France at RugBradley.
Barker.
in
the
nation's
first
popular
election.
by as 50,000 look on ; Washington. D. C. —
The Zoo babies take a look at their first Spring
and the brown bear cubs almost go crazy over
it: Havi'e de Grace — Earl Sande, the .iockey
"who since
wouldhisnever
ride again." wins first race
run
recovery.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5077: Chicago— Fire in
grain elevators does S^2,250,000 damage;
New York — Chauncey Depew celebrates his
ninety-first birthday ; Paris — M. Briand takes
Government iwst : Northampton. Mass. — Smith
College girls hold regatta ; New York — Frank
Taberski, three cushion billiard champion,
shows his skill in exclusive pictures for Kinograms ; San Francico — Napoleon. Coast money,
acts as a strike breaker ; Hollywood. Cal. —
Belcher dancer.s appear in exclusive pictures ;
New York — Giants open season at home.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5078: IMiiladelphia—
Penn Relay games iu regular and slow
motion; Anacostia — Navy flier tests air. rafts
to be taken on flight to North Pole ; Boskenua,
Eng. — Marconi and Elizaheth Paynter, his rep<)rted fiancee ; Winchester, Va. — Shenandoah
Valley holds annual apple blossom festival : St.
Tx)uis — Bobby Vernon visits zoo ; Belmont
Park — Steeplechasers feature opening of racing
season ; San Francisco — S\^imming champions
take part in outdoor races ; Des Moines —
Records fall at Drake relay meet (Chicago.
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Des ^loines, Detroit. Minneapolis, Louisville, Milwaukee. Indianapolis.
Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha only) : Philadelphia— .35.000 boys in
Boys' Week parade (Philadelphia only) ;" Isle-

"Our Gang" in their latest two-reel Hal Roach comedy, "Shootin' Injuns," a Pathe release.
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CLASSIFIED

AD

Picture

News

SECTIOM

RATES : lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

CLASSIFIED

SERVICE

A classified ad in MoTION PICTURE News otfers the
full resources and circulation of tke News to the advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.
Whether you want to reach executive*, branch managers,
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can accompUili tlua
quickly and economically thraugfa die News ClasttficJ
Columns.

Wanted
MOTION

PICTURE OPERATOR.— Fifteen years'
experience ; would like to locate where real projection is
appreciated. Mv reference :
"Birth of a Naton," "Way
Down East" and other
Broadway productions. A.
Barney, Fulton Hotel, 46
Eighth Ave., New York.
ORGANIST,
playing
Robert -]\Iort on and Wurlitzer exclusiA'ely, desires
change of location ; highest
.standards ; specialty of citing ;beauty of registration ;
south preferred. Box 250,
Motion Picture News, New
Tork City
ORGANIST. — Concert:
feature ; experienced ; only
fine instrument considered ;
empioved ; open until October. Addre-ss, Box 230, Motion Picture News, New
York.
POSTER ARTIST and
letterer, formerly with A.
Vimm, at Capitol Theatre,
New York City, would like
position with first class
house, New York or elsewhere. Box 970, Motion Picture News, New York City.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high class scenic prologues.
WiU go anywhere. ]\Iilo B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.
EXPORT
POSITION
WANTED.— Well educated
young man, twenty-three,
thoroughly versed in salesmanship and office routine,
wishes connection with motion picture distributor in
export branch, either home
office or travel. Speaks and

For Sale
Best paying laboratory in Middle
West. Best of lights; office and
laboratory equipment. Address
Box 200, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

writes English, Spanish, Portugese and French; traveled
extensively, Central and
Latin Americas, Venezuela
and Columbia. Now in export business ; highest references. Box 980, Motion Picture News, New York City.
WANTED to lease motion
picture theatre in Connecticut. Fully equipped. Small
town preferred. Box 220,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.

.'.'By Special Arrangement!!
AT OUB RICtJLAJI PWCLS
BINGHAM & COHEN Proot
cm UtMMU S FEIlfta PICTUW
The LAST
LAUGH

f'-usiiAmn.

CRITICS GLORIFIED IT!
AUDIENCES CHEERED IT!

EXPERIENCED
ORGANIST and piano orchestra leader wishes engagement. Has large modern
library and ten years' picture experience. Can coach
singers and choruses. Has
business ability. Box 990,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
AT LIBERTY April 18.
— Motion Picture Photographerown
;
outfit. Address,
Box 975, care of Motion Picture News, New York City.
PROJECTIONIST at liberty ;Powers ' Simplex ; do
own repairing ; 7 years in
projection room ; Pennsylvania preferred ; other managers write. Projectionists,
care of Motion Picture News.
For

Sale

FOR SALE. — Modern
moA^ie ; priced for quick sale
account of illness ; wonderful
bargain ; countr seat of 10,000. Box 240. Motion Picture \ ".vs. NVw V()i-1{.

Few pictures have received a wider range of treatment
in the advertising given them than "'The Last Laugh"
(Universal). The eleven examples here shoicn. ranging from on^* to four columns, will give some idea of
this. The houses represented include: The Alhamhra,
Los Angeles; Toiver theatre, St. Paul: Pantages. Mint
neapolis; Bijou theatre. Richmond : America theatre,
Denver; Colonial. Indianapolis: Queen Square theatre,
St. John, N. B.; Circle theatre. Cleveland : Rialto theatre.
W^ashington. D. C; Liberty. Kansas City; and the
Temple theatre, Birmingham.
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A'N estate estimated at $530,261
was left by Harry Brouse,
owner of the Imperial and Franklin Theatres, Ottawa, and one of
the original directors of Associated
First National Exhibitors, who
died suddenly last September, according to the papers filed with
the application for administration
in the Surrogate Court at Ottawa,
Ontario, on April 23. Mr. Brouse,
who was one of the outstanding
independent exhibitors in Canada,
left no will so that the estate is
divided evenly among his widow
and the two children, Mrs. Hattie
B. McRae, wife of Findley McRae, and Bert Brouse. Findley
McRae went to Ottawa only a few

Corresponden

Canad
I
The estate has a gross value of
$728,174 but is subject to mortgages totalling $251,912, Assets
included cash in the bank $21,392;
stocks and bonds, $54,004 and
mortgages, $36,645.
For a period after the death
of his father, Bert Brouse took
over the direction of the Imperial
Theatre, picture
one of houses.
Ottawa's Helargest
moving
was
forced to relinquish this activity,

3'ears ago with the Shipman producing unit which made two pictures locally, "The Man From
Glengarry" and "Glengarry School
Days." Eventually he became
manager of the Alexandra Hotel
in Ottawa, which was owned by
the late Mr. Brouse. Mr. McRae
made application for the probate
and has been serving in the capacity of administrator of the es-

tae.'

AG. PICKETT, local branch
• manager for Famous
Players-Lasky and party entrained yesterday with his party
enroute to Los Angeles to attend
the international sales conference
and western division convention
combined to be held at Hollywood. April 24 to 27. A private
car, bearing representatives from
the Denver office, headed by Hugh
W. Braly, formerly manager of
the local exchange, will pick up
the local contingent and the two
bodies made the trip together.
Those who left from the distribution department of the office
here included :
Louis Marcus, Western Division Manager ; Harold W. Pickering, exploitation manager ; A.
K. Sheperd, ad sales manager ;
Frank H. Smith, manager booking department ; Frank Murphey,
manager of the Butte office : salesmen E. M. Loy, C. F. Gulbransen, C. A. Epperson, Joseph A.
English, L. J. McGinley, and
Carl A, Porter, manager of the
Victory Theatre here. The latter was issued a special invitation
to attend the convention as a
theatre manager.
George L. Cloward. manager
of the local Metro-Goldwyn organization is expected to return
to his quarters here next week
from the convention in New
York City,
.^rt Schayer, local manager for
Fox returned Saturday after suc-

Newsfrom

Salt

cessfully supervising a private
screening of a production at
Boise, Idaho in connection with
the celebration in honor of the
opening of the main line of the
Union Pacific Railroad. Schayer
left today for New York City to
be present at the convention.
When C. E. "Doc" Holah left
this city for Universal City, the
force at the local Fox office presented him with a beautiful fountain pen.
George Mayne, who operates
the Preferred and Super Feature
Independent exchange in this city,
expects to leave the latter -part of
this week, covering the entire state
of Idaho on his jaunt.
Samuel Henley, Universal branch
manager, will return tomorrow
from a short trip through Idaho.
L. A. Davis, manager of the F.
B. O. exchange here, is spending
a week or so in the Montana district. E, M, Gibson, assistant to
Davis, has charge of the office.
W. F. Gordon, manager for Associated First National, returned
Saturday from the Boise, Idaho,
section, where he went in company with Harry T. Nolan, Division Manager, Nolan continued
on to the East,
Clayton D. Parker, who has
been establishing a nice sales record out of the local Associated
First National exchange, has been
transferred to the Denver office
for that company. He is to report for business May 9, No suc-

however, through serious illness.
He was married a few weeks ago.
The Imperial Theatre has now
been leased to A. H. Coplan for
a period of five years, Mr, Coplan
also having the Princess Theatre,
Ottawa. The Franklin Theatre, a
downtown house, is under lease to
J. M. Franklin, manager of the
B. F, Keith's Theatre, Ottawa,
until next August.
Bernard Allen of Toronto and
John A. Nash of London, Ontario,
have bought the Majestic Theatre
at London, a large local house,
and are spending considerable
money on it for remodeling.

Lak(

cessor has been named for his
place at the local exchange as yet,
Ed. C. Mix, who for the last
year has been making a splendid
record for himself locally as manager of the Kinema Theatre,
Universal's holding here, is resigning from this capacity to accept the managerial duties at the
Associated Exhibitors exchange
in this city. He was formerly
manager of the Select Pictures
office here.
Davis T. McElhinney resigns
as manager for Associated Exhibitors, and has accepted a post
out of the local Vitagraph exchange to cover the territory as
special representative. He will
aid R. S. Stackhouse, local branch
manager for this company to dispose of the splendid lineup of new
product that is on the release
schedule.
A new theatre opened Saturday
at Eureka, Utah, known as the
Opera House, It is understood
that the Latter Day Saints church
is behind the new house.
W. G. Seib, resident manager
for Pathe is covering the Idaho
country this week in the interest
of the new product.
Charles Hamel, who recently
joined the sales force out of the
local Pathe office as short subject
salesman, returned to this city this
week after a mighty successful
trip into Idaho.
R, C, Clark, owner of the Ives
Theatre at Moab, Utah, has his

large barge afloat and working
on the Colorado River, Last
Sunday he transported a large
crowd of film and oil people for
an outing up this historic river.
The Auditorium Theatre at
Pocatello, Idaho, which has been
staging vaudeville and legitimate
productions, is being converted
into a motion picture house, the
initial production being shown the
week of May first.
Louis Strike, owner of the Star
Theatre in this city, is building
a new theatre at Bingham Canyon, Utah,
to be
Gem.
It will
have
a named
seating the
capacity
of two hundred and fifty and
Strike expects to hold the opening
about May 15.
Another theatre will be opened
at Bingham Canyon in about sixty
city.
days bythe "Dad"
Rand,in who
operates
Isis Theatre
this
The DeLuxe Feature Company
of 'Denver, is opening a branch
exchange in this city at 62 East
Fourth South Street. Alana
Burke, manager of the exchange
is busy getting the new quarters
ready. Miss P. C. Skelley came
from Denver with Burke, and will
have charge of the office.
James
R. Keitz,
Greater
tures exchange
manager,
is outFea-in
his territory on a business trip.
C. F. Parr, manager of the local
Producers Distributing Corporation e.x'change, will return this
week after a two weeks trip into
the Montana section.

Houston

JACK MEREDITH, manager of
publicity department for Universal pictures was in town all
week in interest of several of his
new products.
Frank O. Starzz, manager of
advertising and publicity for Interstate Amusement will be out of the
city for several weeks. Mr. Starzz
will go to Chicago and St. Louis
and return to Houston by the way
of Dallas, the liome office of Interstate,

Kate Mitchell, popular producer
of the chorus at the Prince theatre,
entertained the entire company to.Rether with newspaper men at a
special birthday dinner. Virgil E.
Siner acted as toast master.
Anthony Xydias, former local
theatre owner, who is now producing western pictures in Hollywood was a visitor with Paul
Barraco, owner of the Best theatre,
for a day last week. Mr, Xydias
is mokin'v ci business tour of the

South enroute to New York where
he plans to make a foreign connection for his products.
Jack Petit former film salesman
for south Texas who has been off
the road for two months will again
become a "knight of the grip" traveling south Texas over his former territory.
Bill Underwood, Dallas film
magnate spent several days in town
this week talking over the new
summer program with Abe Silver-

berg of the Crown theatre and
other theatre owners.
Will Drake advance manager for
Freitz Leiber stopped ofT for several days early this week. This is
Mr, Drake's fourth season with
the Leiber organization.
The New Follies theatre will be
ready for business in a short time.
It will be a popular price theatrp
and will have several changes
weekly. A. Crown will be manager.

THE

hrst steps in the construction of a magnificent combined vaudeville and motion picture
house, estimated to cost $400,000
will soon be taken with the breaking of ground at S6th street ana
5th Ave., Brooklyn. The property
was recently purchased by the
Shore Road Theatre Owners.
The plans call for a handsome
structure with a seating capacity
of 2500 and an elaborately decorated interior. This theatre which
is the third big structure to be built
by the Shore Road Theatre Company, will be known as the EightvSixth Street Theatre. Other theatres built by the same management are the Coliseum at 4th Ave.
and 52nd street and the Shore
Road Theatre at 4th ave. and 86th
street.
Construction will begin soon and
it is expected that the new house
will be completed in the early season of next year.
The olticers, all residents of the
Bay Ridge section, will be Frederick Huebner. Eugene H. Pulch,
John B. Berger and Henry E.
Pulch.
Anthony Morella, recently with
David P. Howells, Inc., has recently gone with |oc Hornstein to
take charge of the auditing department of the Howells Cine Equipment Co.
Loew's New Channin theatre at
Coney Island will open Decoration
Day.
The Model theatre at 161st street
and 3d Ave., formerly called the
Nicoland, is being remodeled and
will be reopened under the same
management as that of the Ray
theatre, 124th street and 8th Ave.
Carl J. Sonin and Tames Rosensohn have sold their property in
Glen Cove, on which they had
planned to erect a theatre, store
and office building, to Calderone
of Hempstead.

Jacob Goodman has purchased
property
Broadway and
Hamil-on
ton Place,atWashington
Heights,
which a theatre building will be
erected.
Leon Weinstein is planning a
700 seat theatre on the northwest
corner of Jerome Ave. and 175th
Street.
The building will also contain stores.
The Florence theatre owned b\
Rosensweig & Katz will
anniversary week. May 4th.
C. F.forKenneth
is coverins; ^.■
Jersey
Mtagraph.
Harry Levinson will build a new
theatre on Main Street in Tottenville S. I. The reported cost is
$75,000.
M. Griman who has operated the
Rialto of Patterson for the past
four years held an anniversary last
week.
It is reported that Harry S.
Houpt
will build
a 2500 seat theatre in New
Rochellc.
The Edison Lamp Works of
Harrison, N. J., are having a new
Dramart velour curtain installed in
their auditorium.
Among the Greater New York
theatres who have recentl>- installed
new equipment are the Broadway,
one of a chain of seven operated
by Christmas & Roth in Yonkers.
the Colonial, Washington, and
Premier in Brooklyn and the Ogden. in the Bronx. Howells furnished the equipment.
Jerome
Rosenberg,
has operated the 125th
Street who
Theatre
for
five 3 ears on a lease, has purchased
the propertv from Emlen Roosevelt for $250,000. Mr. Rosenberg
will increase the seating capacitv
to 3000.
The Strand theatre at Red Bank,
N. J., will be taken over by the
Burns
& Schaeft'er
Co.
The deal
will soonAmusement
be made and
extensive improvements and new
equipment will be added. Burns

&
Schaeft'er
also operate the
Strand
in Freehold.
N. J., is Pollack
to "have &a
newHackensack,
theatre. Messrs.
Hawthorne have been given the
building contract.
A new 2000 seat theatre will be
erected in Hoboken at 107 Washington St. The Esbee Amusement
Co., of which Geo. M. Eichler is
president, are the builders.
A lease on the New Dutchess at
Poughkeepsie has been sold for a
period of ten years, with a total
rental of $100,000. Erlich & Benjamin, attorneys, have acted for the
buyers who are at present unknown.
A new theatre is being planned
for Milburn, N. J. and if the deal
goes thru the new house will be
built on the property belonging to
J. The
Tonkins.
New Kings Park theatre, at
Kings Park, N. Y.. owned by
Joseph Beugnot, has recently
opened.
The Broadway Country Club
property in Flushing, L. I., has
been sold to Sidney Harris, H.
Gainsboro, and a syndicate who
plan to build a new theatre with
a seating
1500. lor
Pro-a
vision capacity
will also beof made
recreation centre.
The Grove Amusement Co., 275
Grove St., Jersey City, has filed
articles of incorporation at the
CountyizedClerk's
The authorcapital isoffice.
$50,000.
Frank
Muscato is named as statutory
agent. The officers of the company are Mitchell Weil. Francis
Garfunkel, and Sophie Coleman.
Al Herman, who manages the
First National exchange in Albany, paid a visit to the New York
office this week.
William Sirley of Farash Theatres, Schenectady, was in town
this week.
"Teddy" Roosevelt, one of the

star salesmen of the First National
exchange, narrowly escaped severe
injury recently. He was trying
out his new Nash and must have
steppe'd
on the followed,
gas a little
hard,
a collision
and too
the
car was badly smashel. No one
was hurt.
Emile Manheimer and another
party whose name is unknown at
present
will construct
a new They
theatre at Broadway,
Flushing.
will start to break ground in about
two weeks.
J. J. Unger, manager of Famous
Player's New York exchange, has
just returned
from
their
international
convention,
heldfirst
at the
Roosevelt theatre on April 16th
and 17th. He is all iiepped up
and most enthusiastic over forthcoming productions.
Max Leventhal, on Tuesday
of this week, took possession of
the City theatre at Hoboken, N. J.
Mr. Leventhal at one time owned
and operated several theatres in
East New York.
A. M. \\'einberger of First National ishaving a tough time trying to hand some real estate man
around Bronxville, some money.
He is out to buy a house in that
locality but in spite of two trips
he hasn't found the one he wants.
Joseph Bernstein, who operates
the State, Jersey City, will leave
Europe.
early in August for a vacation in
Joe Seider. president of the M.
P. T. O. of N. J., came back to
his Seventh avenue officeTuesday,
after a successful operation on
his tonsils. He spent the weekend with State Director I. M.
Hirshblond
Tom's River.
Mr.
Hirshblond ofoperates
the Traco
theatre at that place.
Arthur B. Smith has recently
returned from a trip around the
world. Before leaving fie turned
over the Fenwick theatre at
Salem, N. J., to the Hunt circuit.

Ckicago
CHICAGO film men who were
in \\'est Baden attending the
meeting of First National or hobnobbing with the members of that
organization included Cress Smith,
Sam Katz. Watterson R. Rothacker and Max Balaban, who returned from the meeting Saturday
night, and Tom Saxe of Milwaukee, wlio was stung by the
golf bug while at the Spa and remained to perfect his game.
Jack \'onsentativeTilzer,
repre-is
of Unitedspecial
Artists,
spending a few weeks in the Chicago territory.
Slarks Brothers are to invade
Waukegan, having taken a long
term lease on a three thousand
seat house which will be built in
that city at an early date. Marks
Brothers, last week, broke ground
for their big new Chicago theatre
which is to be located at Sheridan
and Devon.
Divisional Manager Shirlev and
C h i c a g.o Manager Rozelle of
Metro-Goldwvn
have returned

from thatvention,company's
annual
which this year,
was conheld
in New York City. They reported
it was the most successful event
of its kind in the history of their
organization and that big things
are expected both in business and
quality of pictures for the coming year.
Henry Ginsburg of Ginsburg
Pictures, was a Chicago visitor
this week, following a sojourn at
West Baden during the First National convention. Another film
man who made a stoo of several
days in Chicago, following the
big West Baden gathering, was
Harvey Day. general manager of
Kinogram News Reel.
William Brumberg has resigned
as country sales manager of Associated First National to accept a
similar position with Universal's
Chicago exchange. Mr. Brumberg had been connected with First
National since 1921 and is popular
with both exchange men and exhibitors.

Sam Bischof? and Sam Saxe,
were among the independent film
men who were in Chicago during
the week.
Steve Bennis of the Lincoln
Theatre, Lincoln, was touring the
film row exchanges this week,
linin.g up his product for the
months to come.
George Dembow% Ernie Grohe
and Jack Lorenz are attending the
Fox convention in New York City
this week.
Carl Harthill is to be associated
with Henri Ellman in the newstate right exchange which is
scheduled to open early in !Mav at
738 S. \\'abash Avenue, the quarters now occupied by Irving Mack,
who has arranged for larger space
at 730 S. Wabash.
John R. Harris is no longer
connected with the Knox Theatre
at Carrier Mills, Illinois.
The Illinois Motion Picture
Theatre Owners and the Exhibi-

tors Association of Chicago are
moving their headquarters from
752 S. Wabash Avenue, where
they have been located for the
last two \ears. to 845 S. Wabash
Avenue, where they have secured
larger quarters on the sixth floor.
Brunhild Brothers, who operate
the Temple. Rogers. New Era and
Magnolia Theatres, are also moving to the same address.
Lubliner & Trinz are moving
their offices from the Kimball
Building to the new Bell Building.
307 N. Michigan .\venue. this
week. The new quarters will be
both commodious and hand.somely
furnished and will comprise the
entire 21st floor of the new buildin.g.
The 8701.
new phone numlier is
Dearborn
Harry Shull. Indiana representative for United Artists, has been
laid up for several days with the
flu but expects to be back in the
territory shortly.
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BILLY CONNORS, secretary
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana, and
manager of photoplay houses at
Marion, Ind., is a candidate for
city councilman on the Republican ticket in tlie primary election
May 5.
The Band Box at Plymouth,
Ind., has installed a new ventilating system.
Ralph Obenchain and Clyde Elliott have overhauled the Lyric
theatre at Ft. Wayne, Ind., and
re-opened it. They hold a tenyear lease. They also own and
operate the New Evanston and
Evanston theatres at Evanston,
111.
The New Point theatre at New
Point, Ind., has been re-opened
after a small pox epidemic.
Pete Kalleres and Sam Moupas,
owners of the Grand and Cosmic
theatres at Gary, have added to
real estate holdings they have at
Thirty-fifth and Broadway. They
announced the acquisition was for
investment purposes, but Mr. Kalleres was quoted as saying the
property would make an excellent
theatre site.
Frank Walters has announced
the new Jefferson theatre being
installed in the old Citizens State
Bank Building, at Hartford City,
Ind., will be opened next month.
The LaPorte (Ind.) Theatre
Company has declared its usual 7
per cent dividend upon preferred
stock for the semi-annual period.
Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., has filed notice with the
Secretary of State of change of

name of agent for process serving
from H. H. Hull to Robert W.
McBride, State Life Bldg., Indianapolis.
The Marion Theatre Company,
managed by Billy Conners, secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana, and W.
H. Brannigin has signed a lease
for the Grand, Orpheum and Lyric theatres of Marion from the
Washington Theatre Company,
owner. Changes in policies of
the three theatres may follow
completion of remodelling of the
Grand, badly burned Jan. 1.
The First Methodist Church at
Seymour, Ind., has leased the Majestic theatre for Sunday services
while a new church is being built.
More than 350 delegates attended the annual convention of
the Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays last week at the Claypool
here. Milton Sills was a guest
of honorvention
and luncheon.
speaker
at the Hitt,
conLaurence
art director for Famous Players,
was another speaker.
Manager Herb Jennings of the
Palace, Indianapolis, entertained
members of the Pennsj'lvania
Merchants Association, of which
he is secretary, after a business
meeting last week.
H. J. Harris of Hillsboro, Ind.,
has become manager of the Sunshine theatre at Hillsboro, formerly managed by B. F. Lemon of
Crawfordsville, Ind.
It is reported an Indiana theatre chain is looking for a site for
a theatre at Greencastle, Ind.

Liquefied

and his visit to the offices was
made a gala occasion by Charles
Lowenburg and Al Sugarman,
exploiteer and short subjects manager respectively who took Max
to the ball game and everything.
Fred W. Clemens, new owner
of the Pleasant Hour Theater,
Woodfield, Ohio, paid his first
visit to film row last week.
W. E. Trough, special representative for Universal, stopped
off in Cincinnati for a few days.
He is on a trip which will take
m every branch office of the company.
All of the Paramount force who
attended the convention in New
York have returned to their
labors, a little worn out from the
trip to the big city, but all of them
much wiser.
Mrs. Hauser has takffli over
the Miami Theater at Franklin,
Ohio, from Sam Spicer.
Evelyn McNamee, secretary for
the Film Board, spent several days
in Cleveland conferring with H.
W. Christman, secretary of the
Cleveland Film Board.
The Park Theater at Millersburg, Ohio, has been closed and
the building sold bv the owner,
Mr. L. V. Stillwell. It will be
remodeled and converted into a
storage warehouse.
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PECK GUMMERSOL and his
wife, were royally entertained
last week by Ralph Kinsler of the
F. B. O. offices. Gummersol was
formerly manager of the local
F. B. O. exchange and later of
the Fox exchange in this city. At
present he is manager of the Fox
offices in Minneapolis, and stopped
off here en route to New York.
Several important changes are
being made in the Broadway Film
Building. The Famous Players
have moved to the second floor,
the sixth floor which they formerly occupied is being remodeled
and will house the Metro-Goldwyn
offices, while Standard will move
to the third floor as soon as the
remodeling is done on that floor
after Metro-Goldwyn vacates.
W. H. Bachmyer district manager and W. J. Brandt local manager for Metro were in New York
last week.
J. A. Granger, general sales
manager for Fox, spent several
days in the city conferring with
Rudy Knoepfle local manager and
Mark tiveGoldman
special representafor Fox News.
Max Margolis, traveling the W.
Va. coal territory for Universal,
was seen in the U offices last
week for the first time in months.
Max usually stays out on the road
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THE Albany Film Board of
Trade will give a dinner on
May 4, in honor of J. H. MacIntyre, the retiring president. On
the same day the Board will elect
its new officers. Nominations
were made last week, at which
time Charles Stombaugh, Alec
Herman and Herman Stern were
placed in the race for president,
while Howard ^ [organ, O. R.
Riefifel, and Robert Mochrie were
nominated for vice-president and
Herman Stern, Charles Stombaugh, Alec Herman and Sigbird
an
W'ittm
treasurer. were nominated for
Mrs. J. H. Alaclntyre, wife of
the manager of Paramount in Albany, leaves in May for Maine,
while Mrs. Charles Stombaugh,
wife of the manager for Pathe in
Albany, left during the past week
on a trip to her former home in
Topeka.
Charles S. Boyd is the new
salesman for Associated Exhibitors in northern New York.
Charles
W'alder.hasmanager
of the
local exchange,
just purchased
himself a new home.
Mis= Tane Holloran. secretary to
the- Albany Film Board of Trade,
has never heard anything concerning her car that was stolen three
months ago.
Leon Medem, a salesman connected with the IoctI Pathc office, had a travoline bae stolen
from his car while it was narked
in front of the Fren^-h Consulate
in New York city. The bag contained a pair of shoes that Mr.
Medem had never worn and likewise a much prized razor.
"Philabar Hall" in Valley Falls
opened last week.
Mr--. Elizabeth Walton, of the
Happy Hour in Lake Placid, was
along Film Row during the wck.
Harry Kron, who runs the Ca.sino in Fleischmanns. is also running six bowling alleys this summer.
.^fter listening to a piano seven
days out of the week. Ben Apple,
of the King theatre in Troy, gets
more music when he goes home,
a*; his two sons are members of
the Checker Orchestra of Troy,
frequently heard over the radio.

Motion

One plays the banjo and the other
the sa.xophone.
Joe Kallet, who has the Star and
the Strand in Rome, is the owner
of a brand new sedan.
Bob Bcndell, who has been connected with a number of film exchanges in Albany, is now scouring for new houses for the Schine
brothers. Pete Dana, who books
for the Schines, was in Albany last
Sunday, and had a long conference with :Mr. Bendell at the Hotel
Ten Eyck.
Charles Stombaugh, local manager for Pathe, has his men
working
in connection
iwth the like
Storeytigers
victory
campaign '
running until August 8. Mr.
Stombaugh had a sales meeting in
Albany on Saturday, Sunday and
Alonday, that was a hummer. And
speaking of Pathe, ask Amos
Leonard, a salesman, what he
thinks of Vermont weather. He
started out to cover his territory
and then was forced to abandon
his car one day last week in Proctor, Vt., because of snow drifted
roads.
The Albany Zone Committee is
slowly but surely building up its
organization. Up to the present
time all but two theatres in Utica
have joined, and rarely a day
passes now but that one to three
theatres apply for membership.
No date has yet been fixed for
the next meeting. In all probability it will go over until after
the national convention.
In Delmar, a suburb of Albany,
one of the churches is trying out
a new plan of entertainment, running a , motion picture show for
the children from 7 to 8:15 p. m.
with another show from 8:15
o'clock on. There is no motion
picture theatre in the village and
if the church finds that sufficient
r^umljer attend their entertainment', they will be continued.
At the Orpheum ;beatre in
Chatham, X. Y., last Thursday
night, a revolver dropped from
the pocket of Nelson Jackson, assistant operator, and exploded.
The
bullet
Jackson's
leg
and later helodged
was in
removed
t<i the
Hudson Hospital.
Nate Robbins, of I'tica. made

Wask

$1(X) is being ofA PRIZEfered byofHarry
M. Crandall
for the best name suggested for the
new house soon to be erected by
the Crandall .\musement Cf)miiany
at Georeia Avenue and Farragut
Street. The contest will close
Mav 15.
The proposed house will have a
large seating capacity and is designed to take care of the entirelv
new residential district which has
snrung up in that section during
the past two years. The York Theater, erected by Mr. Crandall a fewyears ago. is but a half-mile distant. l)ut the iK>pulation is becoming
so dense that there has long been

need for another theatre.
An art exhibition in a theatre
lobby is being tried out in Washington, probablv for the first time
in any city. The large nromenade
lounge of the Ambassador Theatre
has been turned over to the Landscaiie Artists Club of Washington
and some 25 paintings by memljers
of the club have been nut on exhil)ition. Exhibits of the work of
VN'ashington
'■fists have inbeen
housed
at the ^ .Embassador
the
past, but this is the most pretentious exhibition ^ et staged.
\'isitors
W'ashinston
la-;'
week includedto Colleen
Moore and
her husband, John McCormick.

himself even stronger in Watertown last week, when nearly 1,000
children of Jefiferson county, who
are interested in junior project
work, were entertained at the
Avon theatre as guests of Mr.
Robbins. A new policy was also
announced for the Avon which
from now on will run split-week
vaudeville along with pictures.
Lawrence Carkey, manager of
the Strand theatre in. Carthage,
entertained all Civil War veterans
of that village and vicinity last
week.
The Star theatre in Potsdam,
which has been run for some time
past by H. E. Flack, was sold the
past week to the Papayanakos
brothers, who got their start when
motion picture shows were in
their infancy, in Watertown, and
who retired only to re-enter the
business later. They now have
houses in Gouverneur, Canton and
Potsdam. The Star, which they
have just acquired, was built ten
years ago.
Herman Stern, able manager for
F. B. O. in this city, showed himself a true friend last week when
upon arriving in Little Falls, he
found that Mrs. Francis McGraw,
owner of the Gem theatre there,
had lost her sister. Mrs. AIcGraw
expressed a desire to go to Utica
to make certain arrangements.
Mr. Stern took her there, making
a record breaking trip in his car,
and then brought Mrs. McGr;
back home.
Exhibitors in northern New
York as well as in this part of the
state, were out of pocket to the
tune of several thousands of dollars last Sunday, as the result of
a storm that left from four to
eight inches of snow, and which
brought a torrent of rain throughout the day in the central part.
The Park theatre, in Hudson,
abreast of the times, and noticing
the drop in temperature on Monday, came out in their newsi>dper
advertisement the following day,
calling attention to the fact that
the
able. house was warm and comfortThere was a red hot bowling
match in Troy the other night,
when Walter Roberts and Bill
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Jarvis took on Ben Stern and
John Gamble for three games and
a purse of five dollars. All four
are connected with the Troy theatre.The Lincoln in Troy, managed
by Tony tionally
Veiller,
doingandexcepwell theseis days
last
week there were five nights out of
the seven when persons were
standing.
That pictures would continue
throughout the entire summer at
both Harmanus-Bleecker Hall and
the Colonial theatre in Albany, became a foregone conclusion last
week when it was announced that
stock would begin at the Capitol
the fore part of May.
Exhibitors will extend a welcome to .\lex Weissman, who is
once more back in town after several months in Mexico. Mr.
Weissman was manager of the
United Artists' exchange in the
City of Mexico, but is now connected with the local Metro-Goldwyn office.
Ben Apple, of the King theatre
in Troy, will try to bolster up
business throughout the hot spell
b\' giving away prizes on Monday
and Friday nights to holders of
lucky coupons. The accompanying presentation speech will also
be made by Ben.
Elias.in owner
Corn-of
hillJacob
theatre
Utica, ofandthe one
the best known exhibitors in the
entire state, will sail for Europe
on June 8. Mrs. Elias will accompany him. The trip will have
a twofold object for it will be
the observance
of the
couple's
twenty-fifth
wedding
anniversary
and at the same time Mr. Elias
will claim a small fortune which
was recently left him through the
death of a relative in Austria.
Motion picture theatre owners
in New York state are receiving
visits these days from State
Troopers, who are demanding a
compliance with the law in so far
as fire escapes are concerned, and
exits. The work is being done in
conjunction with the New York
State ports
Labor
and are
reof theseDepartment
investigations
being filed in the Albany office of
the State Troopers.

ington
production
manasrer
First The
National on the
West for
Coast.
two spent April 29 and 30 as the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harrv M.
Crandall, while en route to Ne-v
YorkEurope.
preparatory to making a tour
of
James \'. Carney, the youngest
house manager on the Universal circuit, has been appointed house manager and treasurer of the Rialto theatre, succeeding Harold Bassett,
who is to be promoted and transferred to another theatre. Mr.
("arnev comes to Washington from
the Broadwav-Strand. Detroit previous to which he was in Buffalo.
He is a native of the latter "-itv.

and has been connected with theatres operated by the Universal
Pictures Corporation for the past
three years.
A complete broadcasting studio
is being installed at the Tivoli
Theatre, on Fourteenth Street at
Park Road, for the use of Crandall's Saturday Ni.ghters, who
liroadcast from WRC, the Radio
Corporation station across the
street.
Nighters haveCrandall's
now beenSaturday
on the air
for
more than a month, broadcastiii"
as
the name
each Sati'-'dav
night,
and implies,
their programs
have
been we'l re-'»'vp(l letters coming
in from long distances.
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F. J. A. McCarthy, New president of
the Film Board of Trade of Buffalo.

FKANK J. A. McCarthy,
one of the most popular film
men in the state, and manager of
the BiitTalo office of First National, has l)ccn elected president
of the Film Board of Trade of
Buffalo, succeeding S\dncy Samson of Bond Photoplays, who has
held the office for three years.
Mr. McCarth\-, who is a graduate
of Harvaid rni\ersity, has been
associated with Paramount and
other companies in the Buffalo territory, prior to going with First
National, where he has made an
enviabl
Other e"
new record
officers for
of thehimself.
board
are : Vice-president, Colonel Howard F. Brink of Educational ; secretary, Elarl W. Kramer of Universal ; treasurer. Henry W.
Kahn of Metro-Goldwyn. The
board of directors is composed of
the following: Norman L. Sper,
Dependable, chairman ; Sydney
Samson. Bond;. Fred M. Zimmerman, P, oducers Distributing Cor;
porationBasil
Brady, Pathe and
Charles W . Anthonw The Film
Board is now occupying new and
commodious quarters at .^9 Root
building on the fifth floor. Installation ceremonies will be held
at Stein's Hotel in Orchard Park
on the evening of May 4. A committee composed of Messrs. Samson, Zimmerman and Kahn is now
busy arranging for this annual
event.
C. Sharpe-Minor, former organist at the Lafayette Square,
Buffalo, is playing an engagement
at the New Family theatre in Batavia, N. Y. Incidentally he
spent much of his off time visiting his friends in Buffalo.
Allan Moritz has reduced his
prices at the I-umberg, Niagara
Falls, and installed a double feature policy for the summer.
Lionel Edel, assistant manager, is
said to be making plans to go over
the falls in a barrel as an exploitation stunt.
Ho\^ard Sheehan, district manager for Fox on the West Coast,

was in Buffalo last week-end,
stopping
on his way Heto was,
the
New Yorkoft' convention.
accompanied to Gotham hy Branch
Manager Bill Rowel!. J. Emerson
Dickmon and J. Horen. O. T.
Schroeppel, booker, was in charge
of the office during the absence
of Mr. Rowell.
The Columbia theatre. Erie, Pa.,
\\ hich was \ isited by a destructive
fire the other dav, will be rebuilt.
The damage, exceeding $100,000,
is co\ered by insurance.
"We do not know whether or
not we are going to succeed in one
year, but we're going to keep
right on trying," said Al Beckcrich, manager of Loew's State
and president of the Buffalo Theatre Managers' .Association in
commenting on Buffalo's Go to
Theatre Week. "We are after
those people who have dropped
away
We're
going from
to get the
themtheatres.
back. Maybe
we can do it in one year, maybe
not. But we'll have a Go to The;itre Week every year." Vincent
R. McFaul, managing director of
Shea's
: "Spring
weather Hippodrome
is the chief said
enemy
of the

Safety

theatre at this time. We've never
made an effort to fight it before.
But it was always true — at least
for a good many years— that as
soon as the warm days came and
the autos were out from their
winter naps, everyone went for a
ride. Outdoor sports are a great
foe of the theatre. But during
Go to Theatre Week we put on
extra attractions to show the
folks what they were missing in
letting the shows slide all summer." Incidentally Buffalo's Go
to Theatre Week was a huge success
and
houses were packed all
week.
Al Sardino who operates the
Crescent in Syracuse has taken
over the Thompson and Brown
theatres in Old Forge. N. Y. The
Schine Theatre Corporation has
taken over the picture houses in
Boonville and Lowville, N. Y.
The exhibitor membe's of the
arbitration boards for Mav and ij
lune in Buffalo will be : May —
Howard Smith, Palace ; Johnny
Carr. Shea's North Park: Al
Teschemacher, Casino ; I. N. Morris. Hanpy Hour, alternate. June
— Giarlie Hyman, Strand and
Cataract. Niaeara Falls : .Arthur
T,. Skinner. Victoria ; Mat Validly, Family, I^ckawanna and
^V. nillcmuth, Broadway Lyceum.
Herman Lorence, manager of
the Bellevue, Niagara Falls, announces that plans are being
drawn to greatly cnlaree the
stage of that house and it is possible that in the fall, motion pictures may be discontinued and
vaudeville alone be offered.
Sam Trapasso exoects to close
the old Eugenia theatre in Niagara Falls on May I.t. The
house will be razed. The new
Eugenia, now under construction,
will open in Sentember.
Consolidated
Tom Brady, former Buffalo exchange man, is now contract
manager for the Producers Distributing Corporation with headquarters in Toronto.
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St.
TV" E. BUCKLIX. manager of
■'■^ Lang's Family Theatre,
Shaw avenue, St. Louis, Mo., is
the proud father of a beautiful
baby pirl.
G. E. McKean, manager for
Fo.x here accompanied by his son,
Claude, has gone to New York
City to attend the Fox convention.
James Drake, manager of the
Gem Theatre, has purchased the
W hite Way Theatre on Chouteau
avenue from ^like Murphy.
The 3-year-old son of Frank
Speros, owner-manager of the
Marquette Theatre, Fraklin avenue near 18th. had a narrow escape from death the past week
when he fall from a second floor
window at his home. He suffered
a broken arm.
Alfred Schierstein, booker for
the local F. B. O. has returned to
work. He recntly underwent an
operation for appendicitis.
C. D. Hill, manager for producers Distributing Corporation,
gave a private screening at tlie
Grand Central Theatre, Grand
boulevard at Lucas avenue, Thursday morning, April 23. Some 400
exhibitors and other invited guests
attended.
Dale Dwyer is traveling southern Missouri and Northern Arkansas for Producers Distributing
Corporation.
Floyd Lewis, divisional manager
for Associated Exhibitors spent
several days here. He has gone to
Indianapolis.
Walter Thimmig has disposed
of his theatre in Salina. Kas., and

J. HENRIOULLE is now
H , biioking for Famous PlayManager F. W. Voight of the
local Metro office is to go to New
York for the annual convention
to be held there.
Lou Hutt is back with Pathe
as cameraman.
Mel Wilson, former FamousPlayers-Lasky Denver manager,
is in San P'rancisco to stay, it is
understood.
In the middle of .April, the
Wigwam theatre began the presentation ofmusical shows in conjunction Avith the motion picture
programs and found it paid.
Charlie Chaplin was a recent
local Film Row visitor and was
entertained by friends. He was
here on his way from Alaska to
his hf>me at Holhwood.
C. L. Theuerkauf, western district manager of Universal theatres, while visiting in San Francisco -vas advised he would be
forced to have an operation performed when he returned to his
home town, Hollywood.
W. B. Longhead is to mana.ge
the new Westwood theatre which
opened April l.^th.
George Roy has enlarged and
remodeled
his "Nevada" theatre
in Reno.
Dan Shovelin is building the

Picture
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plans to again take charge of his
Du(iuoin Theatre, Duquoin, 111.
\'isitors of the week were : C.
W. Cotter. Fourth Street Theatre,
Moberly, Mo.; J. M. Myers, Standard Theatre, Cairo, 111. : Toe L\nam, Whitehall, 111.; Mrs. I. W.
Rodgers, Cairo, 111. ; Tom Reed
and Judge Lehman, Duquoin, 111. ;
C. \\'. Critchlow and Tim Reillv
of Alton. 111. ; and T. W. Cooper,
Rex Theatre, Okawville, 111.
O. H. Giese, owner of the Oh
Gee Theatre, Edwardsville, 111.,
running for Mayor on the
Union ticket ran third in a list of
three candidates April 21. Mayor
Frank L. Nash was re-elected with
972
votes,
Hulse,
Ticket,
904, C.andT.Giese
805. People's
J. W. Miller owner of the Madison Theatre, Madison 111., is verv
ill.
T. C. Bowman has purchased
the Packwood Theatre at Wyaconda. Mo.
L. J. Gardner sold the I.yric
Theatre at Center, Mo., to R. D.
Gardner.
Houses reported closed include :
No.x Theatre, Carrier Mills, 111. ;
Amusu Theatre, Elgin, 111. ; Cater
Theatre, Marceline, Mo.; Seibol
Theatre, Menfro, Mo.; Star Theatre, Eugene, Mo. ; School House,
Harrisburg, 111., Glen Carbon, 111.,
and Lyric Theatre, Houston, Mo.
Johnny
Hynes
appeared
in person at Loew
s State
Theatre,
St.
Louis, the week of April 18.
Wallace Akin and H. E. Boswell, late of the local Pathe sales
staff from which they resigned re-

new Shovelin theatre in Battle
Mountain. Nevada.
C. C. Kaufman of Colusa was
a recent \isitor.
Arthur Bernstein, general manager of the Jackie Coogati Productions, visited San Francisco recently for the first time since the
return of the Coogans from their
trip abroad.
The ''Class A,"' the Fillmore
Street house formerl\' owned by
Mrs. Amelia Muir, has been
bought by Mischa Gluskin, well
known San Francisco musician
;iiid former owner of the Bay
Station theatre in .\lameda. Gluskin has had a new floor put in.
with other renovations and further remodeling.
General Sales Manager E. A.
Eschmann and District Manager
Joseph Skirboll of Fir.st National
visited the San Francisco office
of First National recently. .After
spending several days with Manager Muehlman thev went on to
the northern offices in Oregon and
Washington.
Ralph Pollock, one of the past
season's musical sensations, who
has just closed an engagement as
conductor of his own orchest-^a at
the Orpheum theatre. Salt Lake,
I't;di. has been emploved to succeed Paul .Ash, who left for Chi-

chased the Pastime theatre in Malvern, Ark., from Chas. B. Clark.
W. R. Reynolds, for several years
manager for the Fittons at Harrison, will be in charge.
At Stephens, .Arkansas, the theatre equipment of the Majestic has
been moved from the Perry building on East Ruby street to the old
Collier building. This move was
the result of the selling out of the
Perry interests to an El Dorado
party. Mr. Collier will continue
business in the building that he
constructed for a show house on
Chest street.
H. B. Wood, who a short time

A1vce Mills, playing leading role in
"Faint Perfume" for B. P. Schulberg.
cently returned this week from a
trip to New York City. They
have not announced their future
W. A. Quinn of EI Dorado,
Arkansas has leased the building
plans.
at
209 North Jefferson Ave. and
is having it remodeled for a motion picture theatre. The most
modern equipment will be installed and the new house will be
called the Princess.
The D. C. Fitton circuit who
operate several theatres in Arkansas and Missouri have pur-

cago, as musical director at the
Granada theatre.
The Southwestern Pacific Theatres Corp., operating a circuit of
thirt>' theatres in the southern
part of the state, has as its general manager. Jack Eminheiser.
who spent a short time in San
Francisco recently.
C. E. Wallace, of Barstow. has
purchased seating and equipment
from atrePreddey
his new thenow under for
construction.
Ralph Marks, manager of the
.Acme theatre, Stockton street of
this city, has installed W. G.
Preddey's celebrated lamps.
J. A. G. Schiller, general manager of the Robert Morton Orcan
Co., has f)pened an office on film
row again and can be reached at
100 Golden Gate avenue, in the
fices.
Louis R. Greenfield s'uite of ofMax Graf, operating the Aztec
and E.gyptian, the two new little
Market street houses, has identified himself as a member of the
.Allied Amusement Industries.
This organization has been acti\e
during the recent legislature,
when atreseveral
billsintroduced.
affecting theowners were
The Majestic theatre, owned by
P. W. Brubeck, has been sold bv
him to H. Strucke. Jr., formerly
of Roseville. Mr. Burbeck is con-

ago estpurchased
interin the GeinNeilat Brook's
Calico Rock,
Arkansas, has let the contract for
a new theatre building at East
Calico Rock. It will be erected
on his own property. All new
equipmenttensive
willimprovements
be used will
and exbe
made.
The Gem at Norphlet, .Arkansas,
has been newly papered and
painted and 400 opera chairs have
been installed.
Mrs. Lona Bell, who operates
the Queen theatre at Lonoke, .\rk.,
has also opened up a show for
the colored people at the colored
masonic hall. Mrs. Bell has
managed the Queen since the death
of her husband in 1922 and has
made a success of her venture.
Paul Bursey of Oxford, .\rk.,
will open a new motion picture
theatre in the near future. 0,xford has no theatre at the present
time.

templating building a new house
on the main street of Concord.
A three manual Leathurby
Smith organ is being installed iii
-Arkush's
Palo Alto. new Stanford theatre in
Through the efforts of the
Film Board of Trade and the
Eastman Kodak Co., I. P. Gillette, teresting
expert talkonto film, gave an inthe film shipping
clerks
and
inspectresses of San
recently.
Francisco at the Larkin theatre
J. Charles Davis. 2nd, president
of the Davis Distributing Division was a two-day visitor in
the city recently calling on the
Independent exchange men.
Gene Emmijc, of Progress and
Peerless, returned from a visit to
his home town. Evansville, Indiana, where he celebrated the
golden wedding of his parents,
and made a hurried trip to New
York returning to Chicago, obstruction.taining data on new theatre conPatrick ,A. Shepherd, who has
been selling L. Smith organs out
of Portland, has been transferred to San Francisco where
he will concentrate his efforts not
only to theatre installations but
electric pianos,
and organs for
cluirclies
and lodges.
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K ansas
the
SWANSOX,
A de
P,I
GLOmarq
uise
la Falaise, and
y
heart
a
ved
recei
and
husb
her
welcome in Kansas City Wednesday morning when they stopped
off for half an hour. They
d the Paramount spewere cialaboar
for California.
The lobby of the Garden theatre, Kansas Cit}-, gave birth to a
us incimost unusual and humoro
dent this week. An intoxicated
man, later discovered to be Earl
Wilson, a painter and paperhanger, started an impromptu
"song and dance" act of his own
in the lobby for the amusement of
patrons who had not yet entered
the theatre. The police were
called, Wilson later jumpmg
befrom the patrol wagon,ranshots
up the
ing fired at him as he
alley, only to collide face first
drop unwith a brick wall and nt.
And
conscious to the paveme
thethe crowd around the Garden
atre made it look like Saturday
night in a mining camp.
The last landmark of what
film cenKansas
once was ter—the
17-story City's
Film Building
at Seventh and Main streets, now
the Davidson Building — was
this week with the rewiped out
moval of the Vitagraph branch
office, the last remaining film
company in the building. The new
will be at NineVitagraphteenthoffice
and Wyandotte streets.
Two years ago the building
housed virtually every film exchange in the city, high rent and
lack of sufiicient floor space being the cause of the exodus.
The new Indiana theatre, a suburban house of Kansas City, located at Forty-first street and
Indiana avenue, opened its doors
for a debut in its community last
week. The house, owned by
Daly
sons. & McGrath, seats 800 per-

short product manager, was a
business visitor in Kansas City.
Russell Borg of Educational was
one of the three bookers of that
company who w-on brief cases for
March Midwest
increases. representative,
"Rube" Melcher,
spent the week-end on movie row,
while J. A. Epperson, Pathe
branch manager, had what he
termed a "red hot" sales meeting
Sunday. "Red" Jones , Pathe
representative, was severely
bruised when his "flivver" did a
nose dive into a ditch in the territor\-, but he's up and about
again. C. E. Gregory, MetroGoldwxn branch manager, was
busy in the territory, as was
Louis Reichart, P. D. C. branch
manager. Friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Castle, Pathe city
salesman, were grieved to learn of
the death of their 2-year-old son,
"Dickey" Castle. J. A. Epperson, Pathe branch manager, was
rejoicing all week over the fact
that a Pathe cameraman in Indianapolis "shot" the opening
baseball game with Kansas City
and rushed the prints to Kansas
City for week-end showing. C.
F. Senning, Educational branch
manager,
Withers,
Enterprise and
branch"Bob"
manager,
were
territory hitstlers last week.
Truly B. Wildman, who returned
to Kansas City after resigning as

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market last week were : George
Koch, Star, Holten, Kas.; M. G.
Kirkham, Hays, Kas.; C. A.
Rehm, Baxter Springs, Kas.; J.
J.
Newcom
on, b,
Burlingt
Kas. Newk's
; Charles theatre,
Sears.
Sears Circuit, Nevada, Mo,; C.
M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; S. E. Wilhoit, Jefferson, Springfield, Mo.
The Benton theatre, Kansas
Citj', the property of the late
James W. Watson, who was vicepresident of the M. P. T. O.,
Kansas-Missouri, will be managed temporarily bv L. J. Lenhart, owner of the Roanoke theatre, for the Watson estate. The
new El Ray theatre, now under
construction, in accordance with
the plans of Mr. Watson prior to
his death, will be completed and
the new house opened the latter
part of July.
Another week of plentiful exchange activities in Kansas City.
W. E. Truog, district manager
for Universal, made a business
trip to Des Moines, Iowa, and
Omaha, while E. C. Rhoden.
Midwest manager, was busy in
the territory. S. J. Maurice of
New York, special representative
for Fred J. McConncll, Universal

WIT l-t— '
Jacqueline
AND

Gilbert E. Gable

P. D. C. branch manager in
Omaha,inesssays
he is going
for himself,
but into
that bushis
plans are not completed.
Fair weather crowds brought
out
R. O." signs
more house
than
one "S.downtown
firstin run
.Sunday in Kansas City, the Newman, Royal, Liberty, Mainstreet
ness.
and Pantages doing a big busiThe follovving Kansas Citizens
boarded the Paramount special
for California in Kansas City
Wednesday : R. C. Libeau, Ben
Blotcky, Arthur Cole, Earl Cunningham and John States, all of
the Kansas City Paramount office, and Frank L. Newman of the
Newman theatres and Milton
Feld, managing director of the
Newman theatres.
The safe of the Roanoke theatre, a suburban house of Kansas
City, was broken into Monday
night and in addition to $389, the
robbers helped themselves to a
liberal supply of tickets, which
may prove
theiris downfall
in the
the
event
an effort
made to use
tickets.
The Chetopa theatre, Chetopa,
Kansas, has changed hands and is
now under a new management.
The new managers in order to increase business, has arranged for
what is to be called a "family
night," at which time one entire

family may attend the show for
.30 (cents;. Regardless of the
size of the family. This is a
farming community, and the
farmers are quick to take advantage of "family night, which
is Wednesday of each week.
This has proven a profitable
form of advertising.
Arthur S. McNay, of Galena,
Kans., who has been appointed
movie house inspector, for the
state, by Governor Ben Paulen,
left the first of the week, on a
several days' trip to Kansas City,
Topeka, and other 'points in the
state, looking
taining to the after
office matters
to whichper-he
was recently ^-"lointed.
An out of town visitor at Kansas City, this week was C. A.
Rehms, an exhibitor of Ba.vter
Springs,
Kansas.
The plans
that had been under
way for the circulating of a petition regarding ^ Sunday closing
at Miami, Okla., all came to
naught at the vote taken there on
April 7, 192.S, to determine the
matter. The referendum on the
proposition to prohibit Sunday
shows ' resulted in an overwhelmdefeat for
the of
"blue
The ing
largest
majority
the law."
people voted asrainst it. The votes
for the ordinance was 827 votes,
with
1,222 persons against the
ordinance.
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Butte

THE Liberty Theatre, which
was opened for the first time
in three years, last month, b\- the
West Coast theatre company under the management of Mr. Gavan, is playing to a fine business
and while it is not a "first run"
Photo-pla}- house, the character
of the programs are such as to attract abig patronage. The educational features of the program
have been especially fine and much
favorable comment is being made
on this feature.
All employes and attaches of
the Rialto theatre and the American theatre were the invited
guests of the management to a
get-together dance a few nights
ago. The dancing was for the
hours between 11 :30 p. m. and
2:30 a. m. At the close of the
merry evening a bounteous lunch
was served. The music was furnished by the Rialto theatre orchestra, under the leadership of
Jack Durval, with the added or-

chestra from the American theatre. Some music, I tell you. Mr.
Sullivan believes that "All work
and because
no play of
makethe Jack
a dull hours
boy"
and
strenuous
of work with little chance for
amusement the custom of an occasional dancing party was inaugurated more than a year ago.
It is strictly an invitation affair
and cards are issued which must
be presented at the door of the
American hall, where the dances
are held.
A nationally famed musical organization appeared at the Rialta
theatre
for one
engagement
last week.
Theweek's
members
of the
orchestra were on their way to the
coast to fill engagements on the
Orpheum circuit. Manager Sulliven of the Silver Bow Amusement company says it certainly
pays to have additional attractions,
with the regular programs and at
very little additional cost in price
per admission.

D

C. M. Van Horn, who was formerly head of the local Pathe
office, is here from Denver, where
he is Manager
for toPathe's
change. His visit
Butte Exthis
time is in the interest of his wonderful automobile, which he has
had stored during the winter
months. He will make the return trip to Denver in his car.
His many friends here were glad
to see him in Butte and extend the
glad hand of sincere welcome.
Frank Boedecker, president of
Motion
Picture
Owners'
association
of thisTheatre
state, who
has
been visiting a number of the
neighboring cities, called in Butte
last week and did a little shopping
in films for his theatre. The Ellen
of Bozeman. He was accompanied
by Mr. White of Dillon.
The Intermountain Film Board
of Trade was host to its second
annual district meeting early last
month at the New Finlen hotel.
Following the business session a

tenderloin steak dinner was served
to the members and their guests.
Salesmen, bookers and officials
were loud in their praises of the
affair and voted the dinner as well
as the following program an ensuccess.
W. J.joyable
Heineman,
local manager
of Kwalty Pictures, Inc., has just
returned from Helena and other
key cities. It is reported that he
has company.
placed several large orders for
his
The old Grand Opera House at
Great Falls, Montana, was recently
sold to the Jensen and Von Herberg interests. The warranty
deed signed by Fannie A. Sutton
gives the sale price at $32,500 in
addition to a $20,000 mortgage.
Will Steege, manager of the Grand
and associated with Jensen and
Van Herberg in the Liberty theatre, also becomes interested in the
Grand as part owner.

enver
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FRAXK W. BROXTE, owner
and manager of the Gem Theatre, Yuma, Colorado, has just returned home from the hospital at
Rochester, Minnesota. His friends
will be interested to know that his
condition has somewhat improved,
but also that he expects to return
within the next ninety days and
submit to an operation. Air.
Bronte is one of the best known
exhibitors in the Denver territory.
His many friends wish him a
speedy recovery.
M. \'anleftHorn,
local ago
manager
of C.Pathe,
a week
for
Butte, Montana, his former home.
Mr. Van Horn left with the idea
of driving back in his automobile,
but the latest reports are he is
somewhat delayed on account of
recent blizzards up in that country.
The America Theatre in Longmont, Colorado, is being com-

pletely overhauled and remodeled.
When it is completed its seating
capacity will be increased over one
hundred seats and new equipment
will have been installed. From
outside appearances, Longmont
will have another high class theatre.
The entire Paramount sales
force including H. Braly, manager of the Paramount oftice and
Rick Ricketson, manager of the
local Paramount first run houses,
left Tuesday for the convention in
Los Angeles.
Sid Wiesbaum has just returned
from a long trip to the Arkansas
\'alle>'.
\\'iesbaum He
is thereports
local
F. B. O.Mr. manager.
that it looks like an exhibitors'
year in that part of the territory.
Harry Cassidy, manager of the
local Fox Exchange, left Thursday for New York City, where he

will attend the annual convention
of his organization. Harry expects to stop for a short time in
Cleveland, Ohio, where he will be
joined by Ward Scott, whom he
succeeded in Denver.
J. H. Ashby, manager of First
National, disappeared last Wednesday, but was soon heard from
down in Colorado Springs and
Pueblo.
Eugene Gerbase, local Universal
manager, made a hurried trip last
week to La Junta, Rocky Ford and
other
points in the Arkansas Valley
territory.
The first baseball game of the
season between the Film Board of
Trade and the employees of the
various exchanges is scheduled for
Saturday afternoon. From advance reports, there will be a real
game, and a good time will be enjoyed by all. James S. Hommel,

local manaser of Producers, has
been elected captain of the managers' team. Jack Krum of United
Artists has been designated as the
umpire.
William Menagh announces that
he has sold the Park Theatre in
Greeley to the Barret Brothers,
residents of that city. Mr. Alenagli
announces that he is coming to
Denver and intends to secure another theatre, preferably in the
Southern part of the city.
Gus Kohn of the Kohn and
Fairchild Amusement Company
was a visitor in the city last week.
With the adjournment of the Colorado Legislature, Senator and
Mrs. Frank Kelly of Salida have
returned home. No new laws of
the censorship bills passed this
year, all having died in their committees.

Detroit

THIRTY guests were present
at a dinner given by the Motion Picture Theater Owners to
members of the Film Board of
Trade in the French Room of the
Wolverine Hotel on April 29.
Mutual prol)lems were discussed,
while prominent speakers were
lifted.
W. S. Butterfield, head of the
Bijou Enterprises, and his wife
will arrive on the S. S. Berengaria
from an extended European trip
on May 2.
Equipment of the Maryland
Theater at Addison, Mich., has
been purchased by Estes and Estes
from B. H. Growt. The former
owners of the Square Town theater in Brooklyn, plan to open the
newly acquired bouse this week
under the name of "Merry Land."c
Jack Schreiber of the Frontena

and Blackstone theaters, who has
been spending some weeks in
Florida, expects to return shortly.
John H. Kunsky and George W.
Trcndle of the Kunsky enterprises
spent the past week at French
Lick in attendance upon the First
National convention there. Both
Kunsky and Trendlc ar6 officers
and directors of First National.
The Rotary club of Mani.stee
is sponsoring the new "Rotary
Hall,'" a community theater which
has just opened. It is modern in
every detail and has a large seating capacity. E. L. Mcrkeley is
manager.
Several thousand dollars were
lost by local exhibitors because of
a record-breaking heat wave during the past week. Temperatures
jumped more than 30 degrees and
for three davs remained around 87

degrees.
Art Elliott, Detroit manager for
F. B. O., has completed arrangements for the journey of his sales
force to the annual convention of
National Exhibitors at Milwaukee,
at which time F. B. O. will hold
its annual conference.
H. M. Richey of the Motion
Picture Owners, returned Saturday from New York where he
was in conference on the music
tax. He also discussed the Greater
Alovie Season with Will Hays.
Tlje Kunsky houses are about to
issue a new house program, the
"Photoplay News.'' It will be attractively arranged with a twocolor cover. The publication will
consist of about 30 pages. It is a
continuation of the same idea as
carried on by Kunsky theaters for
many months and which was re-

cently discontinued.
Royal A. Baker, local police censor, has just completed the continuity on a play for Byron and
Lester Park. It is a proposed
twelve reeler dealing with the
birrh of Kentuck>-.
Frank Drew of the Fox exchange is in New York attending
the national meeting of the Fox
organization.
The two main girders for the
new State theater were set in place
this past week. The girders, for
the balcony, weigh over 40 tons
each. S.ecl work is rapidly progressing and has now reached the
fifth floor level. Seating capacity
will be approximately 4,200.
A special showing was given on
Friday
evening for
at the
BroadwayStrand theater
exhibitors
and
their friends.
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contributions
GENEROUS
were made by motion picture
interests oi Harrisburg to the
Communitv Fund Campaign for
$300,000, raised in the last part of
April, for the support lor a year
of various welfare and charitable
organizations in the city. The
Wilmer & Vincent Theatre Company, which controls half a dozen
theatres in Harrisburg, was listed
among the conin the newspapers
tributors who gave between $500
and $1000, while C. Floyd Hopthea-d
V.ibute
^\'.
of the
kins,inheadHarri
, &contr
sburg
tres
the
in
ns,
jointly with Mrs. Hopki
class. In the same
$100 to $250
classification was Peter Magaro,
owner of the New Regent theatre,
which he sold recently to the Marcus Loew interests, of New York,
which took over control of the
property on May 4.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins
were captains of team of canmen's and women's
divisions,vassers in the
respectively, and Mr.
Hopkins made addresses at practically all the daily luncheon meetings of the workers during the
period of the campaign. At each
of these meetings W ilmer & Vincent presented the captain of the
leading women's team with a doll
baby and appropriate prizes to the
leaders of the men's teams.
With the playing of ' The Star
Spangled
and a program
feature, theBanner"
new Roosevelt
picture
theatre, the latest addition to the
M. E. Comerford circuit, was
opened in the Green Ridge suburban section of Scranton on the
evening of April 8. The theatre is
very ornate in design and modern
in appointments and has a seat^Illlllilllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllll^^

ing capacity of 1,000. Lempert &
Sons, of Rochester, N. Y., were
the architects of the building.
A twenty-foot driveway to permit the parking of machines will
be a feature of a new picture theatre to be erected in Allentown of
Raymond W. Reichard, of that
city. There will be 600 seats in
the theatre and above will be an
auditorium designed for community gatherings and conventions.
Work will start at once by Ritter
& Smith, of Allentown, contractors and builders.
A small theatre will be installed
in the $150,000 lodge building to
be erected by the Masonic Order
in Lehighton. The plans for the
structure are being prepared by
Jacoby
chitects. & Everett, Allentown arGeorge Ritter, Jr., 7 years old,
son of George Ritter, of Harrisburg, is such an admirer of Tom
Mix that he spent seven hours in
the Victoria theatre, on Saturday,
April 18. George went to the
theatrenoonatand was
2 o'clock
the afterstill inthere
at 9
o'clock at night and without any
intention of leaving when his parents, who had been frantic because of his absence from home so
long, traced him to a seat very
close to tho screen. Prior to that
the parents had instituted a search
through the police department and
hospitals.
OnetheofdayGeorge's
playmates late in
had recalled
George had expressed an intention
to "see Tom Mix twenty times,"
and that finally led the searchers
to the theatre.
Bob Lynch, general manager of
the Metro-Goldwyn Corporation,
was host to a gathering of Metro-

Penn
Goldwyn exhibitors in the Hotel
Allan, Pottsville, the object of
which was to bring about a better understanding and closer cooperation between the exhibitors
and distributors. There was a
luncheon at which addresses were
made by Mayor Bearstler, of
Pottsville and Mr. Lynch, followed by informal talks by State
Treasurer Charles Snyder, whose
home is in Pottsville; Dr. Schad,
of Reading, president of the M. P.
T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern Jersey and Delaware :
John Cook, of the Carr & Schad
organization in Reading and E. S.
Rudloff and Charles Haussman, of
the Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville. After the luncheon meeting
the party was photographed and
then the guests were entertained
by Ml". Haussman at the Hippodrome. Members of the MetroGoldwyn organization present in
addition to Mr. Lynch were : Felix
Mendelssohn, district manager;
Jack Flynn, branch manager;
Albert Fischer, Jr., Joseph Morrow, George Schartz and Herbert
Given, of the sales force.
The exhibitors present included :
Edward Whelan, St. Clair ;
Charles Kear, Minersville ; William Crozier and Charles Haussman, Pottsville ; George W. Osman, Tremont ; Ed. Wagner,
Tower City ; Messrs. Donnelly
and Kurtz, Williamstown ; R. J.
Budd, Lykens ; Lester G. Holtzman, Millersburg ; R. Hocman and
D. Schleer, Hamburg; A. H. Edwards, Orwigsburg; Edward Zimmerman, Schuylkill Haven ; S. J.
Flood, New Philadelphia ; L. J.
Chamberlain and J. J. Higgins,
Tamaqua ; B. Freed, Nesquehon-

ing; John McTague, Coaldale ;. D.
McElroy, Lansford ; Charles
Bayer, Lehighton ; B. M. Hofelich,
Slatington ; H. C. Werner, J.
Levy, John Cook, F. Hill, and M.
Micklcy, Reading; William J.
Noll, Robesonia; John EtticofFer,
Womelsdorf ; M. E. Holstein,
Richland ; A. B. Kreiser, Myerstown, and L. Gring, Pottstown.
The borough of Mauch Chunk
has appropriated $20,000 to be
added to an equal amount to be
spent by proving
M.the Mauch
E. Comerford
imChunk in
Opera
House, a motion picture theatre
of which Comerford recently got
control. R. A. Robillard, for
some time in the employ of the
Comerford organization, will be
resident manager.
Improvements are to be made
to the Pastime picture theatre,
Lewistown, which is owned by L
Berney. Hodgens & Hill, of
Philadelphia, are the architects
for the alterations, and J. Steinback, of Lewistown, the contractor.
Fred G. Johns, for a number of
years connected with the official
staff of the Hamilton and Aldiiiei j;
theatres, Lancaster, died in that
city recently after an illness of ,
months.
was sixty-nine
old
and isHe survived
by his yea:rs
wx^i^';:
two sisters, five daughters and one
son.
. of" j
William J. Frees, treasurer
the Hippodrome Theatre, Reading,
was in charge
a recent entertainment
on the of
Hippodrome
stage, j,
following the final show of the
evening, at which the guests were
the members of the official staffs
city.
of the Hippodrome, Rajah, Orpheum and Capital theatres, in that

Atlanta
lllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil^^
BRUNERty is takJ. the
MR. P.ing over
Liber theatre
uga,
kama
in Chic
Ga., which was
formerly owned and operated by
's d,plans
Herin
Mr. ascer
P. J.notHeri
taine
have
yetn.been
but
it is understood that Mr. Bruner
re
took over the theat this week,
and is continuing its running
under the same policy pursued by
its former owner.
Ralph B. Williams, branch
manager for the local Universal
office, is the recipient of an unusual honor, conferred upon him
by the salesmen working out of
the Atlanta oflice. There has
been designated a Ralph Williams
Week, which will begin June 8th
and end the 13th, to be called, for
short — "Williams Week." It will
be a sales drive week, during
which the four men who work
under the jurisdiction of Ralph
Williams will attempt to bring in
tremendous new business in compliment to their chief. The salesmen are H. M. Williams, who
covers the Tennessee territory ;
C. T. Jordan, working Georgia

COSTUMES

and Alabama ; R. S. Campbell,
traveling Alabama; and W. B.
Fulton, who covers Georgia and
South Carolina.
Jack K. Adams, of the Home
State Film company, in Arkansas,
came to .Atlanta this week to look
after tlic establishment of an
office.
L. L. Drake, manager of the
Ansonia theatre in Wadesboro, N.
C, and one of the oldest exhibitors in the state, is doing a prosperous business with the Ansonia,
and is to have a new theatre,
which is rapidly nearing completion. The new house will seat
about eight hundred, and will show
first run pictures, high class
vaudeville, and road shows.
W'adesboro is one of the most enterprising towns in that part of
the state.
George Eschenfelder, formerly
exploiteer for th Charlotte and
Jacksonville Paramount exchanges, working out of the
Jacksonville office, has severed
connections with Paramount. His
immediate plans are not known,

FOR

but it is understood tliat Mr.
Eschenfelder will do advance publicity for a legitimate show in the
fall, although what show it will
be is not announced.
J. E. Simpson, of the Ideal
theatre in Gastonia, North
Carolina, spent last week end in
Atlanta, and left again Monday
morning of this week.
J. A. Etheridge, of the Gastonia
theatre in Gastonia, N. C, was
anotlier well known North
Carolina exhibitor to spend a few
days of last week in Atlanta.
W. W. Anderson summoned all
five of the Pathe salesmen working out of the Atlanta office in
last week, for a sales conference.
C. E. Kessnich, district manager, and Jimmy Hanlon, branch
manager for Metro-Goldwyn, are
in New York this week. Mr.
Kessnich went up on Friday and
Hanlon on Saturday of last week.
They are expected to return by
Sunday or Monday of next week.
Oscar Morgan, district manager for Pathe, has purchased the
Home Beautiful in Morningside,

HIRE

llii?
which was on display about a
week ago. Over 5,000 people saw
this handsome residence, which is
artistically furnished and so completely equipped.
C. R. Beacham, Atlanta branch
manager for First National, will
leave for New Orleans about May
4th,
to be with
several
in sales
conference
W. dayE. Callaway,
district manager. Mr. Callaway
has called in all branch managers
from this district to attend the
conference for sales of forthcoming First National product.
Perry Spencer, formerly assistant manager of the How-ard
theatre, and in charge of publicity and advertising, has left
the Howard. Mr. Spencer
severed connections with the
theatre this week, and as yet his
plans are not known. Howard
Price Kingsmore, manager of the
Howard theatre, states that as yet
no appointment has been made to
fill tlie vacancy left by Mr.
Spencer's resignation.
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CE. ALMY, manager of the
• local Metro-Goldwyn exchange was in New York last week
to attend the AI-G convention.
Eddie Fontaine, Cleveland exchange manager for Famous Players-Lask>' Corporation returned
•from the Paramount convention
just in time to go to Pittsburgh to
attend a central district convention.
Xorman Moray, the big chief of
the local First National exchange
is back in town after a three week'
stay in Indianapolis, w'here he took
Mrs. Moray for her health.
J. O. Brooks, assistant sales
manager for the Universal Film
company is temporary manager of
the Cleveland ofifice until a resident
manager is appointed to succeed
Lou C. Thompson who resigned
several weeks ago.
Berthold Berger, of Gerson Pictures, Califorina, was in town last
week calling on the independent
distributors.
J. M. Goldstein of Cauyon Pictures, spent a day in the city, re-

Motion

newing old friendship among local
film distributors.
Miss E. McNamee, secretary of
the Cincinnati Film Board of
Trade spent several days of last
week in Cleveland, consulting
Howard Christman, secretary of
the Cleveland Film Board of
Trade, on organization matters.
George Zegiob has purchased the
Paris theatre. South Lorain, from
Mrs. Feuerstein. Mr. Zegiob owns
two picture houses in Lorain.
Fred Clemens takes possession
of the Pleasant Hour theatre,
Woodsfield, on May 1st, having
purchased the house from F.
Norris.
The Liberty theatre. Pleasant
City, has reverted back to its former owner, W. F. Troth. The
house has been under the proprietorship of L. Tro.\an for the past
season.
Morris Kaplan, who has a chain
of local picture neighborhood
houses has taken over the Park
National.

es

their
SPRIN
diamond
the ballinto
and gotten
bloodG'S
again lures. Paramount, F. B.
O. and Metro-Goldwyn are organizing a team for the purpose
of challenging to the bat the rest
of the exchanges, all the others
being exchanges located in the
Film Exchange Building. Park
Agnew, booker for Metro-Goldwyn, is one of the chief organizers and chief publicity man for
the outside-the-Exchange Building team. Johnson of F. B. O. is
to be pitcher. No this is not the
famous Johnson of baseball. But
with such a start, the team is
bound to be a world beater. And
they challenge the world to meet
them an>"where and any place.
The Veenchotan Brothers of
Elcador have recently purchased
a
new aretheatre.
Brothers
owners of \'eenchotan
the Rivoli
theatre at Elcador.
They have

Al Ritzier has bought the ^lajestic theatre, Lima, and will manage the place himself.
The father of Harry Horwitz,
associated with M. B. Horwitz in
the Hough East 79th St. theatre,
one of the chain of picture theatres belonging to the Washington Circuit, died suddenly last
Thursday en route from Oeveland
to California.
John Grieble, owner of the Marvel theatre. West 25th St., Cleveland, has a new plan for standing
in solid with his patrons. Grieble
admits all of his patrons who are
seventy years old, or older, free
at any time. He has been operating ashow in the same neighborhood for almost seventeen >ears.
He knows all his customers personally. He has watched the older
generation growing old. And all
those who reach, or pass the
seventy mark, are his pensioned
patrons.
There
aren't more
five or six
pensioners.
But thathe i

M

purchased
a theatre at Storm
Lake.
C. E. L. See recently purchased
the theatre at Lorenz, Iowa. He
bought the house from Mr. Cookingham who has a theatre at
Ayreshire.
John Graham of the Princess
theatre at Eagle Grove is evidencing prosperity. He purchased a
very latest model Willys Knight
on his last visit to Des Moines.
"Andy," cashier of the Pathe
exchange, is getting along nicely
after an operation for appendinow. citis. He is convalescing at home
Mr. O'Connor who represents
Metro-Goldwyn in northeastern
Iowa, succumbed to an attack of
the 'flu. in
He bed.spent the week in
Waterloo
The Victory theatre at Fairfield of which Mrs. Tessie Patterson is owner and manager is

Picture

A' e w s

idea is pleasing to the neighborhood, and as a result Griel)le is on
the best of terms with all his payR.ingC.guests.Steuve, of the Orpheum
theatre, Canton, was in town last
week and began saying his adieux
to his many friends. Steve is going to spend the summer in travel
abroad. He sails May 28th.
The Film Exchange building
register showed that most of the
exhibitors preferred staying home
to traveling. There were very few
guests in the building during the
week. However, among them were
Ray Wallace, Ohio theatre. Alliance; and J. R. Johnson. Palace
theatre, Ashtabula.
The Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association held its
monthly meeting last Tuesday at
the Statler Hotel. There was a
representative showing of the members present, who enjoyed a peaceful discussion of minor local
matters.

oines

equipped with a new machine sold
for
Esco by Salesman Lester
Phillips.
Alice Gannon, biller for F. B.
O., has left their employ to take
aCompany.
place with the Des Moines Clay
H. W. Davis, cashier for MetroGoldwyn, is keeping the pavements inhot. the
He'ssuburbs
looking
home out
far for
froma
the maddening crowd.
Donald West, the fire chief of
the Metro-Goldwyn branch, was
highly complimented by Mr. Will
Hays' representative fire inspector
when inspection was made of the
building last week. A plan,
which has long been on foot to
raise a collection for a fire helmet
for Chief West, w-as furthered by
this praise.
Manager Banford of the MetroGoldwyn branch returned from
the New York sales convention

Sunday
new
crop all
of pepped
pictures. 'up o\er the
The eight good men and strong
headed by Manager Frank Crawford who left the Famous Placers exchange to attend the convention in California, send back
word that they met the Paramount special in Kansas City and
that they are going great in Los.
Evidently
the knock-em-dead
wardrobes purchased
before they
left Des Moines are making the
mo\ ie stars sit up and notice.
Mr. Y^oungclass of Jefferson
visited the Des Moines exchanges
last week. Also W. M. Thrall,
who is owner of the Princess theatre at Montezuma. Jess Collins
of the Rex theatre at Perry reports that things are looking good
while W. W. Watt of Sac City
stopped in at Educational to line
up pictures.

Ball as

unt branch offiLOCAL ces Paramo
are practically bare of
executives, the following having
gone to the national convention- in
Los Angeles : J. B. Dugger, branch
manager, and Mrs. Dugger, his
manager: Curtis Dunham, exploitation representative ; Earl L.
Crabb, district manager theatre
department and Mrs. Crabb ; and
D. K. Reed, M. J. Helms, Neal B.
Houston, C. E. Hilgers, Tack McCarthy, T.H. Elder. Hal C. Norfleet and Preston P. Reynolds.
J. Warren Kerrigan, well known
movie star, made personal appearances last week at the Capitol
theatre here.
Bradlev Fish of New York, formerly district manager here for
Vitagraph and now personal representative ofMr. Rock of Vitagraph, has been called to Dallas

by the serious illness of his wife,
who is in a local hospital.
Ralph Morrow, district manager for Producers Distributing
Corporation, called his salesmen
in for a sales meeting last week,
at which the forthcoming P. D. C.
campaign was outlined.
Gerald Akers, former general
manager for Paramount in Canada, was here last week as manager for Miss Eugene Dennis,
wychic,
Palace. who appeared at the
.\. W. Lill\-, operator of theatres in Greenville, Commerce and
Sulphur Sprines. and member o*
Uie State arbitration board, was
d visitor along film row last week.
Extensive improvements are being made in the Old Mill theatre,
now controlled by the Texas

Amusement Company with B. W.
]3ickert as mana.ger.
For the first time since it was
built, the IMajestic theatre will
continue its program of vaudeville
and first run motion pictures durine the summer, it was announced
l«y Karl Hoblitzclle, president of
the Interstate Amusement Company, before he left for New
trip. for
York
an extended yachting
The new Dc Audi theatre is to
he opened at .Armarillo, May 4, it
was announced by H. S. Ford of
Wichita Falls, operator of houses
in the
cities, who visited Dallas lasttwoweek.
V^audeville is to be discontinued
at the Melba theatre and a straight
picture program with presenta-

tions, instituted July 1, according
to present plans.
John Paxton of the Grand and
Parisian theatres at Paris, Tex.,
was a visitor along film row last
week.
Bob Mcllheran, Universal
wood, manager
branch
manager, of
andtheBillSpecialty
I'nderFilm Company, took the Shrine
last week. Leslie Wilkes. First
National manager, was chairman
of the parade committee and saw
that tiie two were given special
attention.
Pete Pate and his musical comedy company, at the Jefferson theatre for more than a year. '
.gone
to California
the hou-^''
will remain
open for but
a mixed
program of pictures and dramatic
Company.
stock
by the Harlev J. '
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Free

and

Equal

(Frequal — About Eight Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Raid)
THE
racial issue of intermarriage between blacks and whites
was tackletl by the screen nearly ten years ago — and after all
these years on the dusty shelf it has finally been presented.
Probably through fear of popular prejudice it was kept out of sight
only to be yanked out of obscurity at this late day because "All
God's Chillun Got Wings" got by on the stage. After looking
it over it is easy to see that it was made a decade ago — what with
its "spotty" production, its exaggerated acting — and the crude way
in which its story is told. If it serves any purpose at all it is in
bringing out the comparison between this pi'oduct and what is presented in this modern day. The screen has surely advanced.
We would call it a lurid melodrama told in terms of a preachment.
The author, who never emerges from oblivion, tries to show the
awful things that may develop from such racial intermarriage — its
message being that the whites should leave the solution of the Negro
problem to the Negroes themselves. The central figure is an idealist
who, to prove his theory that a black is a white man's equal if given
the same opportunities, brings an octoroon to his Northern home as
his secretary. To the world this man is white.
The author proves nothing and sheds no light on the race question. The mere fact that the octoroon knocks his benefactor's theory
for a goal by secretly marrying iiis daughter and killing a maid
doesn't solve the problem. He is neither black nor white — but a
hybrid. Consequently the equality of the races is not touched upon
at all.
The film does no good — and it may do harm if it is taken too seriously. For one thing it doesn't touch life. The race problem does
not exist to any extent in the North — and the South will certainly
turn thumbs down upon it. There are some moments of gripping
melodrama, but these are overwhelmed by the crude touches — the
tawdry settings — the bad acting — and direction of a distinctly oldfashioned type. It contains so much lurid stuff that it will probably
invite more laughter than censure. There's really no place for it in
this modern day.
THEME. Melodrama which attempts to carry out an
idealist's theory that blacks are the equal of whites if given
the same opportunities. Protagonist commits murder and
bigamy and dissipates the theory.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. A few of the scenes
which carry suspense.
The courtroom trial.
DIRECTION. As this was made nearly a decade ago
it shows old-fashioned direction which is in the discard
these days. Makes players act all over the place — and
builds scenes to point crude melodrama.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Better go easy on this
— and you better know your crowd. Might stimulate interest by exploiting it as a sensational melodrama on the
race question.
DRAWING POWER. Has no drawing possibilities except for the sensation seekers. They are apt to be disappointed. Not for south of the Mason & Dixon line.
SUMMARY. Nothing but lurid and crude melodrama
which is treated so badly as to become ridiculous. Some
may take it seriously. But it fails to solve the question of
equality between the whites and blacks. Is acted in hectic
fashion and never convinces. The sole redeeming touches
are the subtitles. Contains terrible lighting and tawdry
settings.
THE CAST
Judge Lowell
Charles K. French
His Daughter
Gloria Hope
Her Fiance
Jack Curtis
Mrs. Lowell
Lydia Knott
The Octoroon
Jack Richardson
Prosecuting Attorney
Thomas T. Guise
The Colonel . .;
J. J. Dowling
Directed by William Neill.
SYNOPSIS. An idealist of the North tries to prove that
negroes are the equal of the whites and to establish his point
brings an octoroon into his home as his secretary. The latter secretly
weds the idealist's daughter and kills a maid, thus shattering the
old man's ideals. The octoroon pays for his crimes.

Of

Feal

Chickie
(First National — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THROUGH the director guiding the players in acting like real
human beings — and combining the heart interest moments
with several which contain romantic appeal this picture succeeds in offering a satisfactory hour of entertainment. It isn't veiy
"gi'eat shakes" when it comes to plot. In fact it develops into a
mild little romance until the climax brings a tragedy and upsets
things for a while. The director has erred, however, in prolonging
his scenes- since they are not substantial enough to carry such stress
— and when these same scenes are weighed down with long subtitles
the result does not spell rhythm. He might have toned down some
of the sets — many of Avhich are too elaborate and too large — especially those which pass as the quarters of the wealthy bounder.
What we like about this picture is its lack of any moral lesson.
No sermon is preached to the army of Avorking girls who labor as
typists. It just details the romance of a particularly personable
stenographer and a young law clerk. She is just charming enough
to interest people of wealth — and because her mother wants her to
marry money no attention is paid to her affair with the hero.
There is a pleasant surprise in store for the "I told you Sos." No
indeed, the wealth bounder does not seduce her. The disgrace is
brought upon her and her family by the law clerk. The bounder had
played square with her by offering to marry her once he had lui'ed
her into his home. The tragedy is brought forth with real human
highlights — the father fuming at the disgrace without saying to the
girl — "Go and never come back." But he does lug out the revolver
when the youth comes to claim her — and disaster is averted by the
quick-witted girl Avho thrusts her father's arm upwards — with the
bullet speeding toward the ceiling.
The story has not been altered except in the drawing of the hero.
In the original he becomes a cad. It is a picture which is acted with
genuine sympathy and feeling by Dorothy Mackaill. When it
threatens to sag she helps it out with her imagination and humor.
THEME. Drama of stenographer who climbs into social
circles, her mother being ambitious that she marry a
millionaire. Man of wealth has honorable intentions. It
is the poor law clerk who disgraces her. However, he
makes amendsPRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The charm and feeling that Dorothy Mackaill puts into her work. The pathos
when heroine brings disgrace upon her family. The moment when her father would kill her seducer. The settings.
The performances by Bosworth and Brockwell.
DIRECTION. Extracts everything possible from story.
Uncovers some different twists in having hero painted as
seducer instead of wealthy bounder. Holds some scenes
too long. Makes players act like human beings.
DRAWING POWER. Cast and title— not forgetting
popularity of serial should draw patronage. Suitable for
all types of houses.
SUMMARY. The picture turns out to be a combination of heart interest and romantic drama — with the characters acting like real human beings. Even gets away from
obvious in the concluding scenes when hero is not shown
as above sin. Good settings and detail. First rate acting,
THE CAST
Chickie
Dorothy Mackaill
Barry Dunne
John Bowers
Jonathan
Hobart Bosworth
Jennie
Gladys Brockwell
Jake Munson
Paul Nicholson
Janina
Myrtle Stedman
Ila Moore
Olive Tell
Bess Abbott
Lora Sonderson
Mrs. Dunne
Louise Mackintosh
By Elenore Maberin. Directed by John Francis Dillon.
SYNOPSIS. Stenographer is attracted to law clerk and develops romance with him. Also enters society and wealthy philanderer becomes sincere enough to want to marry her. The girl
girl brings disgrace upon her family through an affair she has with
the law clerk. When he return^ to her the girl's father threatens
to kill him. But the love the young people show for one another
inspires a parental blessing.

Motion
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Hour

(Paramount — 6558 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
ONCE in a while Paramount gives Bebe Daniels a good story —
and this is one of the occasions. The picture is adapted from
a war play in which Jane Cowl starred a few seasons ago — and
while it serves up nothing new in theme or treatment it succeeds in
building a crowded hour of incident and action. Xaturally it is
obvious all the way. It capitalizes heroics just as anj war play
would have it. In other words when the central characters are cut
off from the world by high explosives bursting about them they underso teiTific sacrifices and have their souls purified bv the glorv of
it all.
There is just the suggestion of a triangle when the actress, played
with good feeling by Bebe Daniels, follows the man she loves to war
— unmindful of the fact that he is married and belongs to another.
Their motive for enlisting is not particularly ennobling — for the man
goes
to avenge his brother's death while the actress follows to be
near him.
The rest of the picture presents a lot of conflict — which while it
is exciting is more or less vague in its depiction. We see soldiers
retreating hui*riedly or rushing to shelter. Thei-e are shots of
dugouts — and other shots of bombs bursting on all sides. This all
goes under the head of action. The highlight comes when the actress is torn between love and duty. Should she sacrifice one man
to save a battalion or sacrifice the battalion to save the man she
loves. She finally decides in favor of the battalion. But the suspense is dissipated when the two women confront each other and
mourn their loss. It is certain that the hero will bob up to avert an
unpleasant ending. And the actress, now guided by unselfish sacrifice, gives him up to his wife.
There are some scattering moments of heart interest — and when
the plot gives evidence of wearing out library shots of the war are
iised to give it a semblance of reality. Being a war picture it lacks
anything new. But as seven years have expired since the armistice
the patrons should not turn thumbs down on it. A first rate offering
of its kind.
THEiME. Romantic drama of the war in which actress
and husband, who has run away from his wife, experience
the ennobling influence of sacrifice. She gives him up to
his wife.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The war atmosphere.
The photography and lighting. The scene when heroine
tries to signal the battalion. The problem she has to face
here. The performances by a well-balanced cast.
DIRECTION. Has taken routine story and made it enjoyable through balancing war scenes with moments of
heart interest. Creates good atmosphere with war shots
and gets results from cast.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as successful play
in which Jane Cowl starred. If you are sure of your crowd
tell them it is a vivid romance of the war. Tie up with
Legion posts, etc. Put on cantonment scene for prologue.
DRAWING POWER. For average houses. Title and
cast should draw them. O. K. for first runs if patrons have
not tired of war plays.
SUMMARY. While this is a romance of the late war
it is executed in first rate style — showing plenty of war
atmosphere, plenty of romance and the usual heroics. Obvious of course, but interest doesn't lag. Competently acted.
THE CAST
Peggy Laurence
Bebe Daniels
Billy Laidlaw
Kenneth Harlan
Matt Wilde
T. Roy Barnes
Bert Caswell
Frank Morgan
Grace Laidlaw
.Helen Lee Worthing
Captaiin Soulier
>. .Armand Cortez
Grandmere Buvasse
Alice Chapin
Ooerator
Warner Richmond
By Channing Pollock and Edgar Selwyn. Scenario by John
Russell. Directed by E. Mason Hopper. Photographed by J. Roy
Hunt.
SYNOPSIS. Actress gives up profession to follow the man she
loves to the trenches. He is married, but has grown indifferent
towards and
his the
wife.
So he continue
enlists totheir
avenge
his brother's
death.
The
actress
husband
romance
in fleeting
moments
between battles. But she is willing to sacrifice him to save a
battalion. She meets his wife and appreciates the latter's overv/helming love for him. When he returns she sacrifices her happiness in giving him to his wife.

She

P i c t u r t; News

Wolves

(Fox— 5783 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
WITH
a story in which the conflict is lost in the shuffle of
plot and background — with the comedy possibilities never
developed — and with its leading player miscast in that
he fails to catch the humorous values of his role this pictiu-e will
disappoint those who are looking to be thrilled or amused. Not only
the original title, "The Man in Evening Clothes," but the plot and
characterization are suggestive of humor — and this very necessary
element is never developed. There are other points that are not developed either. For one thing the plot lacks motivation in the way
the characters are shulHed about. It hinges upon the separation of a
newly married couple because the bride is disillusioned in discovering that her husband is not a Prince Charming in evening clothes.
The maiTiage and the separation come too quickly to carry any
dramatic weight. The next thing we see is the husband in Paris
where he proceeds to live high and flirt outrageously with all the
girls. The pathos of their separation is never developed. A scene
shows the bride having an affair with a Parisian fop but it doesn't
mean anything. Meanwhile the husband has become a bankrupt in
trying to live up to his wife's ideals.
The director has missed a chance to make the story sparkle with
deft comedy touches. Jack Mulhall is miscast in the leading role.
It would be a gi'eat part for Adolphe Menjou who would enliven the
incident with his keen sense of humor. But Mulhall is no light
comedian, and while his clothes fit him well — he fails to carry
out the necessary swank and careless abandon. Moreover he fails
to suggest a Frenchman.
The story loses whatever substance it indicated in the opening
scenes. There are no big situations for the players — and while the
cast comprises some talented light comedians the}' never have any
opportimity to create laughs. The finish brings a reconciliation between the husband and wife. It never settles down to tell its plot —
and the new title has no meaning. What should have been a neat
light comedy succeeds only in being just a fair romance.
THEME. Drama of domestic disillusionment revolving
around bride's ideals being shattered because her husband
does not dress like a gentleman. He leaves her and becomes bankrupt in trying to set a high standard of deportment. They are reconciled.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The restaurant episode. Scene when wife surprises husband in his apartment. Scene when hero's goods are seized. The settings
and atmosphere.
DIRECTION. Fails entirely to bring out the iight comedy that plot suggested. Doesn't get good results from
dramatic sequences and fails to make characters convincing. Scenes not well dovetailed.
Best with mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Would tie up with men's
shops on new styles, etc. Bill as a Belasco play. Teaser
the title and bring out that it is a drama of Paris. Use such
catchlines as "Do clothes make the man?"
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for average houses,
though average patron will be disappointed in lack of action and comeiJ}'.
SUMMARY. Should have been made into a light comedy. Never convinces because figures are moved about
without any meaning. Misses fire with its dramatic sequences. Lacks action as well as humor. In fact it lacks
a plot
THE CAST
Germaine D'Artois
Alma Rubens
Lucien D'Artois
,
Jack Mulhall
Andre Delandal
Bertram Grassby
Henri de Latour
Harry Myers
Fox Trot
Judy King
The Valet
Fred Walton
Celeste
>
Diana Miller
De Goncourt
Josef Swickard
Mme. de Goncourt
Helen Dunbar
D'Artois
Charles Clary
From Belasco's stage play, "The Man In Evening Clothes. ' Directed by Maurice Elvey.
SYNOPSIS. Youth and girl have marriage arranged by their
fathers. She is quickly disillusioned because her husband does not
dress like a gentleman and act like a man of the world. He leaves
her and becomes bankrupt in trying to keep up appearances. He
wins back her affections through his indifferent manner and feeling sorry for him she stakes him. Eventually she learns to appreciate him— and there is a reconciliation.
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Passion

(Vitagraph — Six Reels)
(.Reviewed by Laurence ReitI)
MAE
MARSH comes back to the screen after a long absence
in a role wliieli gives her the chaiice to play up the heart
appeal. It is a triangle storj", simple enough in outline, but
is treated in heavy fashion. The director has overstressed his situations in order to wring all the emotion possible from them. "What
might have been developed as a simple conflict — a soul struggle —
becomes instead an involved plot the points of which are hammered
home too forcibly.
It is a story of the love of two women for one man. Ho marries
the
bothtwo
of wives
them and
the burden
plot i-ests
the it
reaction
of the
to each
other. ofForthe about
three onreels
oifers
satisfactory mo\ing moments — there being sincere feeling in the
characterization and the situations. The man — a soldier — marries
the good girl on the eve of his departure for foreign parts — and
))eing a philanderer he doesn't respect his marital vows. So the
other woman comes into his life and he commits bigamy. This
is the point that the story sags in interest and loses its human
touch, because of the theatric melodj'ama introduced.
The storms of passion which engulf the two women are accoml^anied by Nature's pictorial storms. The soldier not only easts
oft' the
but revenge
makes it
plain
that about
he cares
little for
the
bad good
girl.girl,
So in
thevery
latter
brings
his death
by
permitting him to die of exposure on a lonely ledge of rock. The
good girl takes the rival wife and tlie babe into her cottage where
after a sufficient lapse of time her hatred is conquered. There is
one final bui-st of emotion as the bad girl would drown herself, but
she is saved. And the picture is over.
There are several flaws here. There is a ten year time lapse, but
the heroine and her si)l(lier husband never age. Both characters
respectively register long-suft'ering patience and devilishness. It
drips too much old-fashioned sentimental hokum — is obviously
j)lotted — and the subtitles are out of order. One reads — "the winter
was
in passing;
passed." ring
Miss true.
Marsh'sLaska
task Winter
is heavy.is
She long
is unable
to makebutherit character
much more convincing.
THEME. Melodrama of the love of two women for
one man. Being entirely unworthy he marries both and
when he dies the good woman wins over her rival with her
kindness and sympathy.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The exteriors. The
effort made by Mae Marsh to be sincere. Laska Winter's
convincing portrayal as the bad woman. The rescue of
the girl who would commit suicide. The atmosphere.
DIRECTION. Puts it over in heavy theatric fashion,
dissipating his treatment in early scenes by over-stressing
the
detail.emotions. Doesn't cover time lapse with convincing
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Mention that Mae Marsh
returns to screen after long absence. Play up as vivid
melodrama of two women in love with one man. Feature
the exteriors.
DRAWING POWER. Mae Marsh might attract them
if her name is well advertised. Suitable for program
houses, community theatres and small towns.
SUMMARY. A heavy, sticky melodrama — which
starts out promising enough but develops into old-fashioned hokum. Is obviously plotted so that suspense never
enters. Also uncovers several fiaws in time lapses and the
manner in which convenient tricks are used. Subtitles
tend to make action ridiculous. Acted well enough by Mae
Marsh and Laska Winter.
THE CAST
Charity
Mae Marsh
William Pennland
Ben Hendricks
Hagar
Laska Winter
Jonas
Earl Schenck
Alick
Ivor McFaddsn
Michael
Thomas Mills
Adaptedby from
Basil Blackton.
King's novel, "In the Garden of Charity."
Directed
J. Stuart
SYNOPSIS. Girl in fishing community marries a soldier on
eve of his departure. Waits ten years for his return — but he com.es
back into her Hfe as the husband of another woman. When the
wives discover his faithlessness, the second bride allows him to
die. The good girl takes her rival and the babe into her cottage
and through kindness and sympathy conquers the hate in her
heart.
>

Friendly Elnemies
(Prod. Dist. Corp. — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by William Campbell)
AND FIELDS, household names the country over,
Y'
have arrived on the screen in the roles of Carl PfeifTer
and Henry Block, the famous characters of the popular
stage play, "Friendly p]nemies," a comedy drama of the stirring
days of 1917 when Uncle Sam decided to get in the big scrap.
Greorge ^lelford was given the .job of transplanting the play to
the screen and he has done a ratiier acceptable bit of directing.
Of course the screen play is handicapped in not having the quaint
spoken German dialect and not even the sul)titles can make uj) for
this. However, there is a wealth of appealing incident, human
interest moments that reach for the heart string.-^ and many situations which are sure to make the most jaded fan laugh.
Lew and Joe are as funny as ever and the passing years have
been exceedingly kind to them. Laugh and keep young seems to
be the idea. The team is fortunate in having an excellent supporting cast, including Virginia Brown Faire, Jack Mulhall, Lucille Lee
Stewart, Stuart Holmes, who is an admirable type for the role of
Miller, German agent, and Eugenie Besserer, who is immense as
Mamma
Pfeift'er.are attractive and accurate. The old German beer
The settings
hall will recall fond memories. The explosion aboard the U. S.
transport is a fine piece of realism and a good climax. There is
drama in the scene in which Pfeift'er bids his son farewell and more
stirring moments when the old man realizes he has been contributing to a fund to blow up transports. His son was on the last one
sent to the bottom. There are many fine come^iy scenes and the
subtitles are well written. The picture is clean, wholesome entertiiinment and being a bit off the beaten path should find a welcome reception in most theatres of the land.
THEME.
A comedy
dramawithof two
the old
daysGermans
of America's
entrance
into the
World War
as the
central characters, who are torn between love for Germany
and the United States.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The dehghtful comedy scenes between Weber and Fields. The sequence in
which the friends seek to trap Miller, the German agent.
The blowing up of the ship. The scene in which Pfeiffer
bids farewell to his son.
DIRECTION. Considering the handicap at which he
worked because of the lack of the quaint Weber and Fields
dialect, George Melford did a good job. Has mounted the
picture in correct manner and has put over the comedy.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Of course your best bet
here is to boost the names of Weber and Fields. Window
display of the book. Put on a German comedian prologue
in imitation of the famous musical comedy team.
DRAWING POWER. Interest in screen appearance of
Weber and Fields will probably excite the interest of the
public everywhere.
Should do business if exploited.
SUMMARY. A good screen version of a very popular
play, lauded by the late President Wilson for its patriotic
sentiment, marking the screen debut of Weber and Fields
and a fine supporting cast. Comedy, drama, pathos and
romance are well blended into a satisfactory whole.
THE CAST
Carl Pfeiffer
Lew Fields
Henry Block
Joe Weber
Tune B'ock
Virginia Brown Faire
^'^^^'liam Pfeiffer
Jack Mulhall
Mi"er
Stuart Holmes.
Hilda Schwartz
Lucille Lee Stewart
Mrs. Marie Pfeiffer
Eugenie Besserer
Nora
Nora Hayden
Frederick Schnitzler
Jules Hanft
Adoloh
Fred A. Kelsey
Messenger Boy
Johnnie Fox
U. S. Naval Officer
Ed. Porter
Adapted bv Alfred A. Cohn and Josephine Quirk from the play
by Samuel Shipman and Aaron Hoffman. Directed by George
M»ifo.-H
PViotop^raobed by Charles G. Clarke.
SYNOPSIS. Pfeiffer, shoe dealer, and Block, banker, have been
friends since boyhood. When war is declared Pfeiffer leans a bit
toward Germany, while Block, of course, sticks up for the Allies.
Then Pfeiffer's son enlists. The old man is heartbroken. In fact to
try and keep the soldiers from, going across he has contributed to a
fund for that purpose. The fund, however, was to blow up a
transport. The ship is blown up but the son is saved. The two
friends trap the German agent responsible and then start arguing
again over new subjects.
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Eve's Secret
(Paramount — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
AX
ELABORATELY mounted production filled with eyepleasing settings, many of them gems of natural beauty,
especially those shot along the shores of the Mediterranean
(in California) but with a story conventional in theme and one
which has many moments with a tendency to drag. In fact nauch
footage has been used in getting the tale under way and one is
required to wait several reels for something to happen.
The picture is an adaption of the play, "Moontlower," by Lajos
Biro and has to do with a cobbler's daughter who rises suddenly in
the world because of the fact that a dnke has picked her out as his
future wife following an argument with an overbearing aunt over
the subject of continuing the family name. Betty as Eve is sent
from her lowly home in Poltava — wherever that is— to Paris and
made over into a lady. Several seasons latei* we find her at Ville
D'Or, the center of the admiring ej^es of the idle peerage.
The duke is a jealous fellow and anj^one who casts admiring eyes
on his Eve risks a duel with him in the morning. There are several of these affairs during the action. The acting is really the best
thing about this picture, in fact in less able hands as well as less
popular players this one would not cut a very wide swath. Betty
Compson as Eve is a voluptuous little pei-son who wears clothes in
charming manner — from one piece bathing suits to gorgeous evening
gowns. Betty is not called upon to do much more than look prett^'.
She can do this, but her talents deserve better things. Jack Holt is
acceptable as the duke, William Collier, Jr., does well as Pierre, the
tailors son, also in love with Eve, and Lionel Belmore is a good type
for Baron Abel.
There are some good comedy moments especially those in which
Baron Abel seeks to save admirers of Eve from duels vriih the duke.
There is some suspense in the scene in which the Duke lures Eve to
an inn with a naughty reputation hoping to force her into marriage
but loses her when she escapes. The climax has some interest.
THEME. A romantic drama laid in a mythical kingdom dealing with the rise of Eve. cobbler's daughter to the
Duchess of Poltava, a road strewn with the wrecks of many
lovers and divers duels.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The elaborate backgrounds. The scenes at the Mediterranean bathing resort.
The sequence in which Eve escapes from the duke at the
inn. The scene in which Pierre forces the duke to fight a
duel with him. The climax. The gowns worn by Miss
Compson.
DIRECTION. Not the best thing Clarence Badger has
done by a long shot. Has been handicapped with a weak
story. Has given it a very satisfactory mounting, however, and has been aided by a good cast.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the names of
Betty Compson, Jack Holt and William Collier, Jr. Use
stills of Miss Compson in tie-ups with style, lingerie, stocking, etc., shops. Use teaser ads week in advance asking
"What was Eve's Secret?"
DRAWING POWER. Popularity of the stars will
probably draw business in the larger houses. Also O. K.
for towns and community houses.
SUMMARY. A light and feathery offering with Betty
Compson frolicking in drawing rooms, inns, the surf, gambling parlors, hotels, etc., as she is pursued by Jack Holt
and William Collier, Jr., with the former winning at the
post by a nose. We did THE
not discover
CAST Eve's secret, however.
Eve
Betty Compson
Duke Georges
Jack Holt
Baron Abel
Lionel Belmore
Pierre
William Collier, Jr.
Prince Boris
Mario Carillo
Aunt Estelle
Vera Lewis
From Zoe Akin's adaptation of the play "Moonlight," by Lajos
Biro. Scenario by Adelaide Heilbron. Directed by Clarence
Badger. Photographed by H. Kinley Martin.
SYNOPSIS. Duke George meets Eve. daughter of a cobbler.
He decides to make her his bride regardless of her station in life,
so sends her to Paris to be educated. Several seasons later she is
the cynosure of all male eyes at a Mediterranean resort. Because
of jealousy for her the Duke fights several duels. One day Eve
meetsluck
her atgirlhood
chum.ShePierre,
son now thewealthy,
thru
the wheel.
dines the
with tailor's
him, incurring
wrath
of the Duke. There is a duel, but the duke thinking Eve loves
Pierre allows the latter to hit him. However, he is only wounded.
Eve learns she really loves the duke and all ends well.
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Beauty and the Bad Man
(Prod. Dist. Corp.— Six Reels)
(Reviewed by William Campbell)
LAID in California in the gold rush days of 1870, with its
characters costumed in the styles of that daj', this one may be
set down as a fair program picture. It is an adaptation of
Peter B. Kj-ne's story, "Cornflower Cassie's Concert," which was
published in the Cosmopolitan magazine. While the interiors are
perhaps correct because of the period in which they are laid, they
present a rather sombre background for a somewhat old-fashioned
tale.
Certain it is that Mabel Ballin is at a decided disadvantage in
having to apjjear in the modes of grandmother's day when the fair
figure resembled the well known hour glass. The plot presents
familiar incidents of the tisual western although springing an original idea when a bad man slips $10,000, half his winnings, at the
gambling table to a young girl Avho has come to the mining towu to
sing in the concert hall-saloon-gambling parlor. She has run away
from her Avorthless husband of a day. The bad man, Modoc BUI,
shows he's a regular fellow under the skin and tells her to fo to
Europe
to studj'.
The scenes
alleged to show Cassie winning fame in the capitals
of Eiu'ope are not very convincing, the backgrounds being somewhat
bizaiTC. There are a few moments of life, the first comes with the
arrival of Cassie in the town and her debut in the concert haU •;vhere
Modoc Bill falls for her to the tune of $10,000. The next comes
with the an-est of Bill for murder. Then follows his return and
celebration which is inteiTupted by the arrival of Cassie's hasband
and the bet made by Bill and the saloon owner that he will die in 30
days.
The incidents buUt around this sequence have some comedy in
them and there is a fair climax when Cassie, faced by her one day
spouse, refuses to have anything to do with him whereat there is
some gunplay with Bill's pal getting in some quick work through a
window
and making the husband "bite the dust.'' Russell Simpson
is
Bill.good as Chuckwalla Bill and Forest Stanlev, a good type for
THEME. A western laid in the California of the 1870's
in which a "bad man" puts an orphan girl on the road to
fame as a singer, and after disposing of her worthless
spouse, weds her himself.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The arrival of Cassie
at Coolgardie and her debut in Cassidy's saloon. The sequence in which
Modocso Bill
bank"abroad.
and gives
his winnings
to Cassie
that "breaks
she mightthestudy
The
climax.
The comedy injected by Russell Simpson.
DIRECTION. William Worthington has achieved a
fair bit of direction and has given a faithful screen version
of an old fashioned story which has little appeal. Has
given the picture a fair mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the title and the
fact that this is a Peter B. Kyne-Cosmopolitan story. Boost
the names of the stars. Might use still of Mabel Ballin in
her 1870 gowns as the basis for a style window tieup showing modes of yesterday and today.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for program houses,
community theatres and the towns.
SUMMARY. Familiar ground is tread by this one and
we recommend exhibitors booking it not to promise their
patrons too much. The picture is really just another western with a good cast and some comedy moments as redeeming features. The backgrounds are just fair. O. K. if you
change your bill several THE
timesCAST
a week.
Cassie
Mabel Ballin
Modoc Bill
Forrest Stanley
Chuckwalla Bill
Russell Simpson
L. I. B. (Liberty) Hall.,
Andre De Beranger
Mayme
Edna Mae Cooper
Gold Hill Cassidy
James Gordon
By Peter B. Kyne. Directed by William Worthington. Scenario
by Frank E. Woods.
Photographed by Joseph A. Dubray.
SYNOPSIS. Deals with the adventures of Cassie, an orphan,
with vocal ability, who fleeing from her worthless husband of a
day, lands in Coolgardie. mining town, where Modoc Bill, a "bad
man." after cleaning up the bank in a faro game, gives his winning
to Cassie so that she may study in Europe. Cassie wins fame, returns to Coolgardie where her old husband insists she come to live
with him. Modoc protects her. the husband fires but is too late as
he
is winged
by Modoc's pal, Chuckwalla. Modoc takes Cassie
in his
arms.
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Eliminating
This

the

Season

to Test

Designed

business slump is an unTHE summer questioned
and expected condition in
tliis business. But what a difference
in protits to the average exhibitor, and as
far as that goes, to everyone connected with
this business if this seasonal depression was
eliminated and in its place substituted a well
paying season. Here is a prophesy based
on excellent grounds; this seasonal depression will soon cease to exist, at least in part,
and in its place will exist normal or even
better than normal business.
Engineering again is the boon for this
prospective increased theatre attendance,
through the development of special "refrigeration" systems which make possible the
complete control of atmospheric conditions
in any house regardless of the hottest and
most humid weather. In other words, exhibitors will be in a position to manufactiue
their own weather as far as their individual
theatre is concerned — a dream come true.
There are today a few theatres which have
been equipped with this atmospheric conditioning apparatus. These houses are a
vanguard of a general movement toward the
universal use of this type of apparatus in
the larger and first class houses throughout
this country. A very brief analysis of the
possibilities for increased summer business
through the control of temperature and humidity readily shows justification of tlie necessary investment required tor the installation

Summer
New

Business

Engineering

Slump

Development

to ^^Manufacture

Weather'*
enjoying the patronage of many people, not
only for the sake of the entertainment afWest Coast Theatres to
forded but also as a haven from physical
discomfort.
Erect $250,000 House
It would pay everj' exhibitor operating a
theatre that represents an investment of
ST g THE
INC., COA
followin
out ATR
the ES
five
WEST
million dollar building policy
$200,000.00 or more, to investigate this latest engineering development, which promises
in Northern California, closed an arrangement with the Paramount Theatre
to place the theatre business on the basis
Corporation
and George Peltier, presiof twelve paying months. The initial indent of the Farmers and Mechanics
vestment required for a thoroughly efficient
to
Bank of Sacramen
and Isadore Morsystem
that
will actually permit an exhibitris, Sacramento capitalist, for the erecor to manufacture his own weather, is reltion of a quarter million dollar theatre
atively high. However, it is not the initial
in Marysville. Michael Gore, president
cost that is of interest to the progressive
of the West Coast Theatres, Inc., and
showman — it is the eventual profits.
A. M. Bowles, nov^ General Manager of
This summer will mark the first actual
this Company, handled the arrangements
tests in an extensive way, of the increa,se in
for the theatre company. A theatre of
2000 seating capacity, plans for wrhich
business that may be expected by a theatre
are now being drawn, will be erected.
installing an atmospheric conditioning 6ysThe house will be similar in design to
tem. Exhibitors in whose houses these inthe Senator in Sacramento considered to
stallations have been made are exceedingly
model of beautiful design and comfort.
optimistic of the outcome. An example is
even now available — one large house that
previously ran at a loss which finally prohibited its operation, has been reopened and
of the needed apparatus. A theatre that
now finds that the increase in revenue, due
is not only as comfortable as the prevailing
to the complete control of temperature and
out-of-doors conditions (most theatres are
far from that comfortable during the hot
humidity along with sufficient ventilation
weather, even though they have what is provides a paying proposition.
considered an adequate ventilating system)
However, there is one precaution that an
should bear in mind when iiivestbut actually proves to be I'efreshing and a exhibitor {Continued
on page 218G)
refuge from the heat, can look forward to

Two views of the New Granada theatre, recently opened at La JoUa, Cal. The left view shows the unusual design incorporated in the proscenium.
style followed throughout the house is illustrated in the view of the auditorium.
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Plans for New San Diego
Suburban Theatre
A. F. Ahrens, who operated tiie Broadway Theatre, San Diego, Cal., for a time
and who is now connected with the Pacific
Southwestmanager
Theatres,of Inc.,
has' been made
residenti
all the
San Diego
houses controlled by the corporation.
Ray Ericsson, who operates the Ocean
Theatre, a motion ])icture house at Ocean
Beach, a suburb of San Diego, has purchased two lots in that community upon
which he plans to erect soon a new theatre
and store building, two-story, hollow tile
construction, occupying 50 by 100 feet.

Contract Let
for Building
of Kenmore Theatre
A contract has been let to (he Rowland
corporation of Kenmore, X. Y., for the erection of a theatre and business building in
Delaware avenue between Chapel and Landers roads. Work will begin immediately
and the house is expected to open in the
fall. The house will have a seating capacitv
of 1800. There will also be a public hail
seating 900, bowling allevs and 16 stores.
The cost will be $300,000. The stock in the
building corporation is being taken mostly
by Kenmore people, the plan being to make
it a community theatre owned by Kenmore

Exterior of C. L. Hackworth's new Grand theatre,
Ala. The former Grand theatre was destroyed
by fire Hu
lastntsville,
December.
Eliminating
the
Summer
Business Slump
{Contiinted from page 2185)
igating tlie subject of atmosiiheric control,
and that is that every system designed to
ventilate and cool will not produce the most
desirable and eflfective results for theatre
use. Great care therefore must be exercised in determining the proper system.
There are at least 1000 theatres in this
country today that should be doing an excellent summer business, as the results of
manufacturing their own weather. It is
safe to predict that several of this number
will be showing a pi'ofit during summer
months in the near future.
Aurora

Theatre Installing
New Equipment
1'. Price of the Auiora tlicatie. East Aurora. X. Y., has ordered the following
e<|uipn"ient for this new Roycrott town
house: Two Powers improved machines, two
, Peerless low intensity arc control lami)s, one
Hertner transverter-generator, one Raven
sci-een, two Su])erlite lenses and ticket machines. Haywood-Waketield seats will l)e
installed. The Becker Theatre Supjily com))any installed the booth e(|nii)nient. The
house will open in May.
Bethlehem

House

Installs

a

Marr B Colton Organ
Harlon K. AVoelule. well known Pennsylvania exhibitor and organist, has just
purchased a two manual Marr & Colton
Organ for his New Lehigh-Or))heum Theatre at Hethlehem. This will be the 7th Man&two(.'olton
Organ in this vicinity in the i)ast
months.

Ala.

Theatre,

people.

Rebuilt
by

Fire,

THE

Grand theatre, which reopened recently after lieing almost totally destroyed by fire in December, 1924, is the
third theatre in Huntsville, Ala., owned and
operated by C. L. Hackworth. This house
is situated in the heart of the business district, across from a ten-story office building,
now under construction. After the fire in
December it was rebuilt immediately with
improvements that make it compare admirably with any theatre in the smaller
southern cities.
The exterior of the theatre is quaint
Spanish architecture with a 12 by 30 foot
solid metal marque. The interior is
efjuipped witli every modern convenience,
including a coo!ing system, a steam heating
system, a minusa gold fibre screen, two
Power's ]3rojection machines of the latest
f^pe, and a Hertner double 75 transverter.
The house is equipped for presenting road
shows as well as motion pictures. It has
a large assortment of scenery and stage
effects, twelve dressing rooms with hot and
cold water, and an orchestra pit large
enough
chestra. to accommodate a fifteen piece orThe Gi-and is furnished with handsome
green velvet drai)eries for bo es, doors and
windows, and a stage curtain of the same
material. It has an attractive lighting arrangement with an indirect lighting effect,
an elaborate central chandelier and beautiful bracket candle wall fixtures. The comfort of the theatre's ))atrons is insured by
a beautiful ladies' rest room and gentlemen's smoking and lounging room, furnished
in wicker. The seating cajiacity of the I'emodeled structure is 1()00, 400 of these seats
being in a well-arranged circular balcony.
Jack A. Marshall, new manager of the
Grand, is one of the best showmen in the
state.
Mr. Marshall was formerly as-

After

Destruction

Opens

sociated with the Grand, but more recently
has been connected with the United Theatre
Enterprises of West Virginia.
The Grand theatre is Mi-. Hackworth's
third theatre in Huntsville. He owns and
operates also the Jefferson, catering mostly
to Western fans, and the Elk's Opera
House, which is in use only at intervals.
Mr. Hackworth is one of the pioneer exhibitors in Alabama, having been in the
show business for a number of years and
having won recognition throughout the
south. In addition to his theatre interests,
he is prominently identified yvith. all civic
enterprises in Huntsville.

Fire Destroys the Palace
Cedartown, Ga.

at

The Palace theatre, Cedartown, Ga., was
destroyed by fire early Sunday morning
with an estijnated loss of about $70,000. The
fire, which is the largest Cedartov.-n lias
known in many years, was discovered after
the interior of the theatre was in full blaze.
Before the fire department arrived, the roof
was falling in. The Palace tea room and
other adjacent property, including several
tliousand dollars worth of film were saved,
and the brick walls of the house were not
damaged.
The origin of the fire is not known. Although the house was partially prot^icted by
about $25,000 worth of insurance, Thompson has suffered a heavy loss, and it will
be several months before the theatre can
opened again.
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Mu^ie Stand Co., Cleveland, Ohio: J. E.
]\rcAuley Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.; Minusa
Cine Screen Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Morelite
Company, Xew York City; Movie Supply
Co., Chicago, III.; National Carbon Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio; Yoight Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; C. S. Wertsner & Sons, Philadcli)hia, Pa.; National Lamp Works, Cleveland, Ohio; X^ational Screen Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; Operators Piano Co., Chicago, 111.;
Xicholas Power Co., New York City; Pennsylvania Lighting Co., Greensburg, Pa.;
Frank E. Plowman Co., Chicago, 111. ;
Precision Machine Co., X'^ew York City;
Pyrene ilfg. Co., Chicago, 111.; Radio Mat
Slide Corp., X^ew York City; Raven Screen
Corp., New York City; Rawson & Evans
Co.. Chicago, 111.; Rockbestos Products Co.,
X'ew Haven, Conn.; Rosco Laboratories,
Brooklyn, X'. Y.: Simplex Ticket Company,
Chicago, 111.; E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, HI.; Standard Mfg. Co., Cambridge City, Ind. ; Theatre Supply Co.,
Cleveland,
York
City. Ohio; WaiTcn Products Co., Xew
New

The attractive lobby of the Great Neck Playhouse. L. I., recently completed by Irving Lesser, well known
producer.
All

Space

For

Booths

Equipment
"1 XT' ITH all available space fur. booths
''^ reser\-ecl and elaborate preparations
made for their decorations, the exposition
to be held by the Manufacturers' Division
•of the Association of Motion Pictui'e Equipment Dealers at Milwaukee on May 12-16,
promises to be the most successful and comprehensive trade exposition held to date.
Sam Lears, president of the Manufacturers' Division, and also chairman of
the Convention Committee promises that
«very exhibitor or supply dealer who enters
its portals will find much to interest and
benefit him.
The exposition will be held in the same
building as the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America annual convention and
the convention of the Motion Picture Equipment Dealers of America, so it will be extremely convenient to both classes of Milwaukee visitors during the week of the
two meetings.
The manufacturers and distributors who
will be represented at the exposition include :
Acme Motion Picture Pro.jection, Chicago; Addressograph Company, Chicago
Arlington Seating Company. Arlington
Heights, 111.: Automatic Devices Co., Allentown. Pa.: Automatic Ticket Register Corp..
Xew York City: Bartola Musical Instrument Co., Oshkosh, Wisconsin; Brandt
Automatic Cashier Co., Watertown, Wis.;
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester,
N. y.; Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Detroit. Mich. ; Carbon Products Company,
Lancaster. Ohio: R. W. Clark Mfg. Co.,
Chicago : Da-Lite Screen & Scenic Co.,
Chicago; Double-Disc Shutter Co., Cleveland :Edison Lamp Works. Harrison. X. J. :
Elliott Addressing Machine Co., Chicago;

Reserved

At

Exposition
Enteri)ri.se Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St.. Chicago; E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio; Westinghouse Lamp Co.,
Bloomfield, X. J. : Wisconsin Theatre Sup.
Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; Exhibitors Supply
Co., Milwaukee, Wis. ; Essanay Elec. Mfg.
Co.. May wood. 111.; Fulco Sales Co., ChiE. F.
Co., Ohio:
Chicago.
111.;
Hertnercago. Ill":
Elec.
Co.,Fulton
Cleveland,
Hoefer
Change Maker Co., Kansas City, Mo. :
Holmes Projector Co., Chicago, 111.; Huntington Laboratories, Huntington, Ind. :
Howell's Cine Equip. Co., New York City;
Kohler Company, Kohler, Wis. ; LibmanSpanger Corp., X'ew York City; Liberty
Enterprise Optical Buys
American Arc

a reliable
has been
IT source
Sp^hr, President
O. F. through
thatlearned
of the Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
manufacturers of Motiograph projectors, has recently been in Boston, where
he purchased for his company, the
American Reflecting Arc Corporation
of that city, manufacturers of American
reflecting arcs. These reflector arcs
which have been in use in this country
for a considerable length of time, will
in the future be manufactured at the
Motiongraph plant in Chicago. However, it is understood that several
changes are to be made in the design
of these arcs, to make them conform
with the ideas of the Motiograph engineering staff These changes, it is predicted, will add many desirable features
to the present design of this arc.
It is understood that Mr. Spahr is to
give his personal supervision to the perfection of this arc.

Cameras

Placed

on

Market by Debrie
Debrie of Paris announces the arrival in
America of two new models in the Debrie
Parvo regular speed Camera and a new
High
Speed
These
new Camera.
models contain innovations
and improvements on which Debrie has
spent many years to perfect — containing
UD-to-the-minute de\'ices and attachments.
The Debrie High Speed Camera has a
new and important feature incorporated
into its latest model, which enables the
operator to use a direct focusing device.
With this he can see the actual image reflected through the lens, so that he may
focus and get his composition before
actually taking the picture. A speed indicator which is also a recent addition,
shows the operator how many pictures per
second he is taking. Various focus length
lines can be easily fitted and interchanged.
This new cemera will take 240 pictures
per second — 15 times the normal speed.
The Parvo Camera which is the Debrie
model "K", is the newest creation in the
regular Debrie Camera. This new camera
has among its features an increased length
of dissolve to 4>4 feet — a new style counter
which not only shows the footage taken,
but also the number of turns of handle,
and also at the same time the number of
single pictures. This has been built flush
with the camera.
An interesting development in this new
camera, is the fact that it may be used
either with motor or six volt storage bat110 volt circuit withordinary fittings.
unnecessary
outteryanyon any
The new cameras are being displayed by
the Motion Picture Apparatus Company,
110 West 32nd St., Xew York, who are the
agents in the United States and Canada
sole the
for
Debrie Apparatus.
WYOMING
7?a:./!»^— Arch. M. Dubois, Cheyenne, Wyo.,
has drawn plans for a 2 sty. theatre, offices &
to be erected across from post
apt. (2)60 bldg.,
X 132, brk., t.c. front, costing bet.
office
seat. cap. 700. Owner
$100,000,
$75,000
Rawlins and
Theatre
Company.
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can't
You
blame
the

French
weather.
Lick

You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.
You

know

Springs

people like to be com-

fortable— and won't sit and
spire in a hot theatre.

Hotel

per-

The
So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself
if you want good, profitable business this summer.
Why
our

Typhoon

Conrention
Site

not write for
Booklet

Fan

345 West 39th Street
Philadelphia
Jacksonville

N-()?

Company
New
New Orleans

All Year

York
Dallas

WITH the completion of its 1500-seat convention auditorium, occupying the ground floor of the new wing
of the French Lick Springs Hotel building, this delightful resort, inthe Cumberland foothills of Southern Indiana, steps
into first place among America's convention sites.
You Qet More Accomplished
At French Lick Springs all the participants in your convention activities are housed under one roof — in the magnificent modern hotel building. This means full attendance
and prompt disposal of all matters under consideration. It
means elimination of taxicab and other expenses. It means
more time for amusement and recreation.
Two 18-Hole Golf Courses

Kentia

Plant
Leateg
9
11
15

and Pot, natural
prepared
Per
Height Each Dozen
42 inches
40.00
60 inches J3.50
4.00 J36.00
8.50
7 feet
100
. 90
85.00
9 feet 10.00

20
Get our SPRING CATALOGUE .No. 7
illustrated in colors, mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING. Make a selection of Flowers, Plants, etc.. decorate
your theatre or home; create
Easter Air and Business ahead of
your slow competitor.
No. 77«9
FRANK
61 Barclay Street

NETSCHERT,
INC.
New York. N. Y.

Want
You
EL

Phelco!''

Slower burning
Increased light
Smooth and quiet arc
Less condenser pitting
and cracking
// your dealer canriot 5Uf>f>ly you, urilt to us.
CHARLESW.PHELLIS&CO.
/nc orporated
130 West 42nd Street
NEW YORK
For Canadi: Keystone Trading C*., Ltd.
10 Ste. Sophie Lane, Montreal

Here are two of America's best-liked golf courses: one, an
easy, older course practically at the hotel doorstep; and
the other, the celebrated new Upper Course where Walter
Hagen won the 1924 professional championship. Convention delegates may play either course; and, if desired, special championship tournaments will be arranged.
Tennis, Swimming, Horseback
Two well-kept tennis courts. A swimming pool in the bath
department where one can go for a refreshing p'unge or
for any of the many therapeutic bath treatments. A special
bath department and swimming pool for ladies. A large
stable of thoroughbred saddle horses. These are some of
the diversions that French Lick Springs provides.
Miles of Alluring Countryside
To the person who is disposed to hike or ride horseback
for recreation, the miles of winding trails through forest
and meadowland make French Lick Springs unforgettable.
And while many who come to French Lick Springs do not
partake of the curative Spring waters that gush forth from
the ground on the hotel property, there are hundreds who
find new health and invigoration in the famous Pluto,
Bowles and Proserpine Waters.
Tell Us Your 'Requirements
Write today, stating the time when your convention will
be held and the accommodations you will require. We belie\ e we can convince you that the many advantages afforded by French Lick Springs Hotel will make it the most
desirable place you could possibly select. And remember
this: French Lick Springs Hotel is ideal in every way for
the small meeting as well as the large convention. Rooms
and meals are included in the rate you pay. Costs are definitely known in advance. Do yourself and your organization the justice of asking for all of the facts about French
Lick Springs now.
ADDRESS CONVENTION SECRETARY
FRENCH LICK SPRINGS HOTEL CO.
French Lick, Indiana
"The Home of Pluto Water"
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Optics ,Eketr

Analysis
Flicker

of

hi rr easing Efficiency of Shutter
|X AXALYZIXG the vanishingflicker curves shown in Fig.
2 of last week's article, an exl)lanation is found for the
claims advanced by manufacnirer- (A ]iatented shutters, designed to improve the efficiency of the projector optic
system.
The shutter is not, strictly speaking, a
part of the optic system. Rather, it can
be looked upon as something in the nature of
a necessaiy evil. With the method picture
projection now employs, it is necessary to
interrupt the projector beam during that
period while the film is in motion past the
aperture.
This immediately introduces a loss of
screen illumination, according to Talbot's
Law, and also lays the system open to visible flicker with the result that further inter uptions ofthe light beam are necessary
to produce flickerless illumination on the
screen.

icity,Prddical

Ideas

^ advie

The net result is that approximatelv
period of cut off. Suffice it to say that the
50% of the effective illumination of the resultant picture definition and freedom
from travel ghosts are not as good as with
projector system is absorbed by the shutter.
In an effort to reduce this waste, several
the ordinary solid opaque shutter commonly employed.
fomis of patented shutters have made their
appearance on the market during the past
An increase in screen illumination is obtained with these various shutters which
years, all -^vorking toward the end of permitting some light to pass to the screen
ranges from 10 to 20 per cent. Furtherduring the time the light beam is intermore the claim that visible flicker on the
screen is reduced is substantiated by the
rupted, or "cut off."
In one of these forms of shutters, small
curves in Fig. 2 in last week's article.
The extent of this flicker reduction tendperforations are evenly and symmetrically
ency, however, will depend upon the ratio
spaced perforations
over the area permitting
of the shutter
blades, ' of maximum
to minimum screen illumination
these
a certain
obtained these shutters. If the ratio is
amount of light to pass to screen during
the period of cut off.
large the flicker reduction will be small, and
if the ratio is small the flicker reduction
The increase in screen illumination with
will be large.
this shutter Avill be directly proportional to
area of the perforations in accordance with
Now the comparatively small increase in
screen illumination which is obtained with
Talbot's Law.
In another form of shutter different col- these shutters is a good indication of the
reduction of this ratio of maximum to minored translucent blades are employed which
imum screen illumination. Anything which
permit a certain amount of light to pass to tends to
reduce this ratio will also reduce
through the blades during cut off, the rethe likelihood of visible flicker.
mainder being absorbed by the blades. The
increase in screen illumination in this case
Vanishing Flicker-Formula
Avill be proportioned to the transmission
When replotting the curves shown in
of the respective colored blades.
Figs. 1 and 2 (See preceding articles) on
We are not here concerned with the
"semi-log" paper, Dr. Kennelly found that
quality of screen illumination provided by they
formed a system of parallel straight
these various shutter blades during the
lines. This immediately indicated that a
mathematical relation existed between the
vanishing-flicker frequency and the intensity
of screen illumination.
Thus, every time the screen illumination
is doubled the average vanishing-flicker frequency is increased by approximately 3.3
cycles per second.
The formula expressing the relation between the vanishing-flicker frequency and
the screen illumination is naturally a log
arithmetic one. The general formula is as
follows :F=ll log (KI)
Where F=A'anishing-flieker frequency.
K=a constant depending upon color
of screen and flicker range.
I =intensity of screen illumination
in foot-candles.
A'alues
of
K
>hown in Table for
I. different conditions are
FlickerTable I.

/O

10

50

40

f^^/cker

50

&0

^an^e
Figure Three

70

60

/n Per

90

/OO

cent

FlickerScreen Eangeiu
percent Frequency
Formula
White
100.0 F=ll log (30601)
White
44.0 F=ll log (12001)
White
33.0 F=ll log (10801)
White
7.5
F=lllog ( 5701)
White
3.0
F=ll log ( 86 1)
Red
100,0 F=ll log (.7101)
For intermediate values of K, between
those shown in the table, the curve in Fig.
3, can be used as a fair approximation.
While apparently not following any general law, the curve of constants (Fig. 3),
will enable one to make a close guess, as to
the proper constant to use for any particular
Flicker Range.
{Continued on page 2191)
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New
During

CONTINUED reports on new theatres to
be constructed during the coming summer are being received at the News office.
This list of new projects has grown to unusually large figures for this year with
every indication of breaking previous records before next January. The latest reports are as follows:
CALIFORNIA
M arysville— V\d.ni are being drawn for a
theatre bldg. to be erected at E. & 4th Sts.
Seating cap. 2000. Owners West Coast
Theatres, Inc., 134 Leavenworth St., San
Francisco, Calif.
San Fernando— Arch. E. J. Bergmeyer has
drawn plans for a 2 sty. theatre bldg. to be
erected on Maclay Av. bet. 2nd & 3rd Sts.
Seating cap. 1200. Owner San Fernando
Theatre & Invest. Co.
San Francisco — Arch. Reid Bros., 105
Montgomery St., have drawn plans for a theatre bldg. semi-fireproof, rein, cone, steel
trusses. Seat. cap. 1000. Approx. cost
$100,000. Owner Golden Gate Theatre Realty
Corp.
ILLINOIS
C/nVac/o— Arch. Gallup & Joy, 646 Michigan
Av., has drawn plans for a 3 sty. & bas.
theatre bldg. lo be erected at Lawrence and
Theatres, Inc., 134 Leavenworth St., San
Harding, 125 x 156, frame & t. c. front, costing $657,000, Structual & Mechanical Engr.
Gallup & Joy, 646 Michigan Ave. Gen. contr.
I. J. Redding Co., 10 N. Clark St. Owner
Crawford Bldg. Cor., 10 N. Clark St., Chicago.
Evanston — Arch. J. E. O. Pridmore, Chicago,
has drawn plans for a theatre, stores (2) &
office bldg. to be erected at 1625 Orrington
.\v. overlooking Fountain Sq., approx. cost
$750,000. Seating cap. 2500. Owner Clyde E.
Elliott, pres. New Evanston Theatre Co.
INDIANA
South Bend— Arch. K. M. Vitzthum & Co.,
Inc., Chicago, has drawn plans for an 8 sty.
theatre & department store bldg. to be erected
on Michigan St., costing $1,000,000. Owner
Jacob Handlesman, South Bend.
MISSOURI
St. Joseph — Arch. Edwin G. Krutz, c/o R.
E. Pedon Co., 3504 Troost Av., Kansas City.
Mo., has drawn plans for a theatre bldg.. 1
stv. & bas., to be erected in St. Joseph, 50 x 134,
brk. & re. cone, costing $20,000. Owner P.
D. Theatre Co., 1224 N. 4th St.. St. Joseph.
NEW JERSEY
Camden — Arch. Hoffman-Henon Co.. Finance
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. have drawn plans for
a 1 sty. theatre bldg. to be erected at 6th &
Market Sts. 150 x 110, brk. & steel, costing
$1,000,000. Seating cap. 2.500. Owner
Stanley Co. of America, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hohoken— Arch. Jacob Lubroth, 44 Court
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. has drawn plans for a
2 sty. theatre bldg. to be erected at 107
Washington St., 100 x 38, brk. & limestone.
Owner David Aranson, 44 Court St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Pitman — Arch. Magaziner, Eberhard &
Harris, 603 Chesnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. has
drawn plans for a 2 sty. theatre, stores (3)
& apt. (3) bldg. to be erected at 39 Broadway,
brk. & steel, costing $150,000. Owner Pitman
Realty Co.. J. Morris, secy^ Pitman. Arch. &
Owner will take bids about ^^ay 1st.

Theatres

Projected

May
NEW YORK
Brooklyn — Arch. J. M. Berlingcr, 469 7th
Ave., N. Y. C. Owner care arch,
theatre & stores bldg. to be erected at Coney
Island & Ave. U, 85 x 150, brk., costing
$250,000. Engr. M. L. Kaufman, 469 7th
Ave., N. Y. C. Owner care arch.
Mechanicville — Plans have been drawn for
a 2 sty. theatre bldg. to be erected at 70 Main
Mulberry Sts., brk., 90 x 180. costing $280,000.
St., brk. & granite. Owner Wm. E. Benton,
Saratoga Spgs.. N. Y.
]'o«/ffrj— Plans are being drawn for a
theatre & office bldg. to be erected at 423
S. Broadway. 153 x 100. seating cap. 1.200.
Owners David Mintz. Alexander Selkin &
John J. Tully, of New York City.
OHIO
Mansfield— Arch. F. W. Bail, 1152 Hanna
Bldg.. Cleveland, has drawn plans for a
theatre, lodge room, stores (5) & office bldg..
4 sty. & has., to be erected at W. 4th &
Mulberry Sts., brk.. 90 x 180. costing $280,000.
Mech. Engr. Clark, MacMullen & Riley. 516
Marion Bldg., Cleveland. Owner Knights of
Pythias. Monroe Lodge No. 26. 19 Dawson
Ave., Mansfield.
PENNSYLVANIA
Exeter — Arch. H. E. Emery, 145 Bley St..
Kingston. Pa., has drawn plans for a 1 sty.
theatre bldg. to be erected at Shoemaker &
Simpson St.. 44 x 156. H. t. Owner F. V.
Pepe. Exeter.
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Just snap on a .Reco Color
Hood and you have brilliant
color : ruby, green, opal, blue,
amber.
COLOR HOODS
never fade. Color is in the glass. Saves
40% to 60% over dipping.
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Projections, Optics. Electricity, Ideas and Advice
(Continued from page 2190)
The General Flieker-freqnency formula
is used in the following inaniicr: suppose it
is desired to learn the frequency at whicli
flicker will entirely vanisli given a white
diffusing screen and a screen illumination of,
say 8 foot-candles. An ordinary sokd.
opaque, bladed shutter is used so that the
flicker range will be 100 percent.
=44
From Table I, we would choose the pr.jjjer
formula,
F=ll log (30fi0 1)
=11 XX loii
4. (30()() X 8)
=11
{to he continued ne.rt week)

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING
PICTUR••«.ES
Dnder 250 stata. 30%; under 600 '!0y.: kiuKt
»5%; over 800. 15%.
The most economical method of reachlns theatxea li
our ADDRESSING SERVICE.
J4.00 PER U
Li.U
If desired. 30 to 50% i.ted in
uostafe. etc.. thrrort
elimination of dead and dupUcate th«atre«
usually
listed
Lists of Producers.
Diatributors and Supply Dealers
MUrEOORA
MPLTIGRAP
PHINO—
ENCLOSINO
FOLDING— HING—
— MAILING
CO.
MOTION PICTDRB DIRECTORT
T«» .Sirth At«.. at 41.t St.
Phone. PeunsT. 7484-7485 New York CHt

WELDED
WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 (tti Ave . New York

DO YOU

WANT TO BUILD A
THEATRE?
Will secure site, finance,
design and construct
A. P. SORICE, Jr., Architect
320 FultonPhone:
Street,5353 Jamaica
Jamaica, N. Y.

Automatic ticket register corporation
T2» iEVtMTM Ave.
ME.W ^ORK.
Mfys. GOLD SEAL TiCKtr fiEGiST£HS,
Thousands, in Daily use Hie Woi'fct Ovei'.
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RELEASE

CHART
Productious are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in wJiich Released in order that the Exhibitor max
hare a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release.)

Refer to THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllll
MAYIllllllllllllllllllllllliilllllllllll lllllilllllllililllllllllllllllllllllllllllNIIIIIIII Illlllll
MARCH
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
. F. B. O
Adventurous Sex, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
6 reels. . .Mar. 21 Alias Mary Flynn Evelyn Brent
.F.B.o
:::::::
Air Mail, The
Special Cast
Paramount 8 reels . . March 23 Bandit's Baby, The Fred Thomas
Prod. (S. R.)
Barriers of the Law Hohnes-Desmond . .Independent
Beauty and the Bad Man . Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
First
Nat
onal
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Chickie
Mackaill-Bowers . . _ ^
_ _
Billy, The Kid
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp
Crowded Hour, The Bebe Danisls Paramount.
Blood and Steel Desmond Holmes . . Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Eve's Secret
Betty Compson Paramount
Boomerang,
The
Anita
Stewart-B. LytellB.
Schulberg
6714 feet
feet.. ..April
Fighter, The
Billy
Sullivan
RayartNational
fS. R.). . . '.
Border Justice
Bill Cody
Inde.P. Pict.
Corp 5432
Nov. 84 Fear
Fine Clothes
L. Stone-A.
Rubens. . Fu-st
Confessions
Special Cast
6 reels
.. .April 4 His Supreme Moment B. Sweet-R. Cohnan. First National . '.
Crackerjack, o^Thea Queen. ..JolmnyHines
C.Metro-Goldwyn
C. Burr
6500
feet
Let 'er Buck
Gibson
5547 feet Tan 3
Crimson Rurmer, The . . . Priscilla Dean
Pros. Dist. Corp
Lilies of the Streets Hoot
J. Walker-V.
L. Corbin Universal
F.B. O
Daddy Goes A Hunting . Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet. .Mar. 7 Lunatic at Large, A
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
Dangerous Itmocence .
Dressmaker from Paris,.LaPlante-E. O'Brien .. Universal 6759 feet. Mar. 21 My Ladies
, ^.
R.)
6000 feet
Lips
Special Cast
B. (S.
P. Schulberg
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount
7 reels . . . Mar. 28 Necessary Evil,
The Dana-Lyon First National
Denial,
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
4791 feet. .Mar. 21 Night Club, The
R. nolds
Griffith V. Rey- Paramount
Ermine The
and Rhinestone
H. F. Jans
Old Home Week
Thomas Meighan Paramount
Everyman's Wife
Fox
Quick Change.
George Larkin Rayart iS. R.)
Fighting the Flames Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.)
Flattery
Bowers-de la Motte. . . Chadwick (S. R.)
Return of a Soldier Special Cast
Metro-Go'.dwya
Friendly Enemies Weber and Fields. . . Prod. Dist. Corp
Snob Buster, The
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Barthelmess-B. Love. . First National
Great Divide, The
Terry-Tear le
Metro-Goldwyn 781 1 feet . . Feb. 2 Soul Fire
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer F. B. 0
5 reels . . April 1 1 Sporting Grit
Richard Talmadge . . . F. B. O
Goose Hangs High, The . Special Cast
Paramount
6 reels . . Feb. 14
Maurice
B. " Lefty " F. B. O . .
Head Winds
House Peters Universal 5600 feet . . Mar. 28 Speed Wild
Flyrm
Hunting Wild Animals in
Texas Bearcat, The Bob Custer F.B.O
Hollywood
Special Cast
Fox
Up the Ladder
Virgmia Valli Universal 5922 feet Jan. 31
Lone Outlaw, The
Hoot Gibson Universal
White Fang
Stronheart (dog) F. B. O
White
Thunder
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
love's
M. Daw-C. Brook ..F.B.O
I Want Bargain
My Man
Sills-Kenyon
First National
White Desert, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
..
Wrath
Ernest Torrence Paramount
Jimmie's
RichardMcAvoy
Talmadge ... Universal
F. B. O
6 reels
Mad
Whirl,MilUons
The
May
6184
feet.. .Feb.
Dec. 28
27 Zander the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn
Monster, The
L. Chaney-J. Arthur. Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet. Feb. 28
My Wife and I
Special Cast
Warner Bros
New Lives for Old
Betty Compson Paramount 5700 feet . Mar. 7
New Toys
Richard Barthelmess First National 8 reels . . .Feb. 21
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Night Ship, The
Special Cast
Lumas Film (S. R.) . . 6 reels . . . Feb. 21 Any Woman
JUNE Paramount
Alice Terry
None But the Brave Richard Dix
Paramount
Odds
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. {S. R.)
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib
6 reels . . . Feb. 28 Dangerous
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Playing With Souls Special Cast
First National 7 reels . . . Mar. 14 Desert
Flower,
The
Colleen
Moore
First
National
Price of Pleasure, The Valli-Kerry Universal 6618 feet
Recompense
Introduce
Me
Douglas
McLean Assoc.
Double Fisted
Jack Perrin
Rayart Exhib
(S. R. i5980 feet Mar. 21' ."
Raffles, The Amateur M. Prevost-M. Blue . . Warner Bros
Cracksman
House Peters Universal
MakingShe ofBought,
O'Malley,The The
First National
Man
... . Milton
ConstanceSills
Talmage . First
National
,
Rainbow Trail, The Tom Mix
Fox
& Clarke5500 feet
Range Terror, The
Bob Custer
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . . 5 reels . . . Feb. 28 Mist in the Valley Alma Taylor Cranfield
(S.
R.)
Riders of the Purple Sage Tom Mix
Fox
5578 feet Mar. 28 Modern Babylon
Paramount
Roaring Adventure, The . . Jack Hoxie
Universal 4657 feet
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Sackcloth and Scarlet .... Alice Terry
Paramount
7 reels . Mar. 7 Only Thing, The
Universal
Saddle Hawk, The
Hoot Gibson Universal 4419 feet. Mar. 7 Ridin' Thunder Jack Hoxie
Sally
Colleen Moore First National S reels . . Mar. 28 Rough
Rough Going
Franklyn
Farnum Rayart
Indep. Pict.
(S. R.)
'
George Larkin
(S. R Corp.
.)
Scar Harman
Yakima Canutt F.B.O
5 reels. . April 4 Spaniard,Stuff
The
Cortez-Goudal Paramount
Seven
Chances
Buster
Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
5113
feet
Texas Trail, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
She Wolves
Fox
The
A. Nilssen-L. Stone . . .First National
Sign of the Cactus, The. . Jack Hoxie
Universal ,.4938 feet. .Jan. 10 Talkers,
Youth's
Gamble
Reed
Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Stop Flirting Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
When a Woman Reaches
Straight Through Wm. Desmond Universal 4867 feet
Forty
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg
Tainted Souls
Special Cast
Fox
That
5 reels . . . April 4
Tale Devil
of a Quemado
Thousand and Fred Thomson F. B. 0
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis
Dist. Div.
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
fS; R.)
6800 feet
Where Romance Rides. . Dick Hatton Arrow
4301 feet. Feb. 12 Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
JULY Independent
Cold
Nerve
Bill
Cody
Pict
.
Woman's Faith, A
Reubens-Marmont
7 reels . .April 4 Drug Store Cowboy, The . Franklyn Farnum Ind. Pict. Corp
5100 feet Feb.
Duped
Holmes-Desmond .... Independent Pict
APRIL
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moore. Paramount
^' iiibiiiiiiiii<iiiiiiiii,iiiLiiiiiiiiuiiliiilillllliillliililiiiiiliiiii;iMiii)iiii:iiiiiii:iiii:iiiiiiiii!iiii:ih '
After Business Hours .... Hammerstein-Tellegen C. B. C. iS. R.)
Awful Truth, The
Agnes Ayres
Prod. Dist. Corp
Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Beggar
on
Horseback,
A
.
.
Ralston-Nissen
Paramount
Bandit Tamer, The Franklyn Farnum Inde.
Pict. i S. R.)
Comedy
Releases
California Straight Ahead . Reginald Denny Universal
Coast of Folly
Gloria Swanson Paramount
Code of the West
D . Moore-C . Bennett Paramount
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiniiniliiiiiiiiiiuiiniillliN
" '.iiiimiiiininnfi;
Courageous Fool, The .... Reed
( S. R.)
Declasse
CorinneHowes
Griffith Rayart
First National
6 reels .. April 4
Feature
Star
Distributed
by
Length
Reviewed
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Across the Hall
Edna Marian Universal
Faint Perfume
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg
After a Reputation Edna Marian Universal
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. iS. R.)
Alfalfa Doolittle Will Rogers Pathe
2 reels
Getting
'Em
Right
George
Larkin
Rayart
(S.R.\
4669
feet
Heart of a Siren, The. . . Barbara La Marr First National 6700 feet Mar. 21 Alice Solves the Puzzle ..." Cartoon "
M.J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel . . April 1 1
If Marriage Fails Jacqueline Logan .... F. B. O
All
Hands
on
Deck
Buddy
Messinger
....
Universal
2
Almost a Husband Buddy Messinger .... Universal
2 reels
reels .•
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield
& Clarke. 6000 feet
S. R.)
Apache, The
Earle Foxe
Fox Film
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount
;
Apollo's Pretty Sister
Fox
2 reels
Araby
Bound
Jack Earle
Universal
Little French Girl, The. . Betty Bronson
Paramount
Are Husbands
Human?
Pathe
1 reel . April 11
Man and Maid
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Men and Women
Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels . . . Mar. 28 Artists' Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
My Son
Nazimova- J. Pickford First National
" Our Gang "
Pathe
At theGrandma
Seashore Monkey
Fox
2 reels
One Way Street Special Cast
First National 5596 feet. April 11 Ask
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Bad BillBrodie Charles Chase Pathe
Proud Flesh
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Silent Sanderson Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Bad Boy
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . . April II
Bark is the Woods Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Sporting Venus
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . Mar. 21
Sky Raider, The
Capt. Charles NunHarry Langdon Pathe ^ ^ 2 reels
gesser . . Universal
Assoc. Exhib
7 reels .. .April 4 Be
Big Careful
Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
The Clash
Marmont-Reubens
the
Inkwell!
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Waking Up the Tovra Jack Pickford United Artists 6 reels . . .Apr.l 1 1
Black Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards Universal
1 reel
Way of a Girl, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
2 reels
Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet
Boyhood Rivals Buddy Messinger. . . Universal

May
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
2 reels
Buddy Messinger ... Universal
Boy, The
Bus
Campin Out
Buddy Messinger, . . Universal
2 reels
Chicken a la Carte Century Girls Universal
2 reels
Clear the Way
Buddy Messinger .... Universal
2 reels
Clean-Up
Week
"
Aesop's
Fables
"...
.Pathe
1
reel Mar. 7
Cleopatra
and Her Easy
Mark
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
King
Cotton Crushers
Crime
Lige Conley Educational 2 reels
Cure, The • Out of the Inkwell Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Cute Little Devil, The .... Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Day's Outing A
" The Gumps "
Universal
2 reels
he
Pat
"
"Our Gang
Dog Days
Don't
Pinch
Bobby
Vernon
Educational
Don't
Worry
Wanda
Wiley
Universal
reels . . Mar. 21
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Fox
22 reels
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels . . Mar. 21
East Side, West Side
DeForrest
Excuse
My Glove "Al.Spat
"
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Fares Please
St. Family
John
Educational
First Love
" Our Gang "
Pathe
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon
Fables ". . . Pathe
1 reel
For Hire
Universal
Fox
Hunt
"
Spat
"
Family
Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb.
Full of Pep
Special Cast
Universal
Getting Trimmed Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Giddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Girlies
and Girlies
Universal
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Educational
Guilty Consicence, A Eddie Gordon Universal
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 1 reel ... . Mar. 7
Ham and Eggers Benny Leonard
Handle
'Em Rough Animal
Hard Boiled
Charley Cast
Chase Pathe
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 2 1
Hard Working Loafer,
The
Arthur Stone Pathe
Haunted Honeymoon Tryon-Mehaff ey Pathe
2 reels . . . Feb. 28
Hello, Hollywood Lige Conley Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Helping Hand
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O.
Here's Your Hat
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Her Lucky Leap
Wanda Wiley Universal
High Hopes
Educational 1 reel
His Friend's Wife Special Cast
Universal
His Marriage Wow
Henry Langdon Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 7
Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford
Hot Dog
Animal
C. B. C
2 reels
House That Dinky Built . . (Cartoon) F. B. O
Pathe
. "Aesop Fable "
Housing
HystericalShortage,
History The.
(Series)
Universal
In
Dutch
Aesop's
Fables
Pathe
Inside Out
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel Mar. 28
Iron Mule
Educational
Is Marriage the Bunk. .. .Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel April 4
Itching for Revenge Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels . . . Mar. 7
It's AH Wrong
Karr-Engle Universal
Jockey, The
Buddy Messinger. . . Universal
JungleBrother
Bike Riders Aesop's
Fables . . .Universal
Pathe
Kid
Buddy Messinger.
Kidding Captain Kid
King Cotton
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
King Dumb
Jimmy Aubrey Selznick
2 reels
Ko-Ko the Barber (Out of
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Ko-Ko in Toyland (Out of
the Inkwellt
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Ko-Ko Trains Animals
^Out of the InkweU)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Lady Barber, The
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Lead Pipe Cinch, A
Al Alt
Universal
Lion Love
Fox
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Little Red
RidingMovement,
Hood . . ." Dinky Doodle " . . . .F. B. O
Little
Theatre
The
Will Rogers Pathe
2 reels
Locked Out
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roaeh
Universal
1 reel. .. .Feb. 21
Love
The
"Jimmie
Our Gang
"
Pathe
Love Bug,
Goofy
Adams
Educational
22 reels.
reels . .. ..April
Mar. 47
Lucky Leap, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
Making A Career Buddy Messinger . . . .Universal
Man's Best Friend Rex (horse) Pathe
Marriage Circus , The .... Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Meet the Ambassador .... Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O
Mellow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville.Educational 1 reel. .. .April 4
Merrymiers Bowes-Fance Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Met by Accident Wanda Wiley Universal
Mis Fixit
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel
Night Hawks
Lige Conley Educational
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
North of .57
Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels
Now or Never (re-issue) Harold Lloyd Assoc. Exhib
3 reels
Oh,
What a Gump
"Wanda
The Gumps
"
Universal
2 reels
On Duty
Wiley
Universal
Orphan, The
Al Joy
Ricardo Films, Inc
Other Husband, The Eddie Lyons
Arrow
Over the Bottom Stan Laurel Selznick
Over Here
Harry Langdon Pathe
Pal's Clever
Pal (dog)
Universal
Papa's
" Bull's Eye Comedy "Universal
1 reel. . . .April 11
Past andPet
Present
Universal
Pegg's
Love
Affair
Screen
Art
Dist
Pie-Eyed
Stan Laurel F. B. O
Pie
The
" AesopLangdon
Fable "
Pathe
reel. .. .. ..Mar.
PlainMan,
Clothes
Harry
Pathe
21 reels
Mar. 21
28
Plam and Fancy Girls .... Charles Chase Pathe
Plain Luck
Edna Marian Universal
Poor Sap, The
Fox
2 reels
Powdered Chickens Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . Mar. 28
Putting on Airs
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . April 11
Puzzled by Crosswords . . . Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels . . , Mar. 7
Queen of Aces
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Raisin'
Cain
Special
Cast
Universal
2 reels . . . Apri 4
Rapid Transit
Al. St. John
Educational
Rarin' Romeo
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Raspberry Romanee Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels .. .Feb. 28
Red Pepper
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 4
Regular Gnl, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Remember When? Harry Langdon Pathe
Rip Without a Wink
Robinson Crusoe Returns
on Friday
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Sailor Papa, A
Glerm Tryon Pathe
2 reels . . . April 4
Sherlock Sleuth Arthur Stone Pathe

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
. Educational
Ship
Shape
Vance-Bowes.
.
Should
Husbands Be
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal
2 reels
Sleeping Out
Sickness Edwards-Roach
Universal
reel
Smoked
Lake Hasbrouch Universal
11 reel
Snow-Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. O
S. O. S
"Aesop's
Fables" Pathe
Spanish
Romeo, A
Earle
Foxe
Fox
Stilts Man, The
Earl McCoy
Universal
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Stratford on Avon
Red Seal Pict. iS. R.)
Tender Feet
Walter Hiers Educational
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
This Week-End
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Through the Rough Benny Leonard
Through Three Reigns . . f Novelty) Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Thundering Landlords . . Glenn Tryon
Pathe
Tin Type, A
Buddy Messinger. . . Universal
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger ... Universal
2 reel s
Topsey Turvey
Travel. . . Hayes-Kaw
" Hodge Podge " Educational
reel. . . .Feb. 7
Tourists
De Luxe
Universal
21 reels
Transatlantic
Flight,
A.
.
.
.
"Aesop's
Fables
"...
Pathe
Twins
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels
,
Two Cats and a Bird
(Novelty)
Educational 1 reel
Two Weeks-and-a-half Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels
Uncle Tom's Girl Edna Marian Universal
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Water Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels .. .Feb. 21
Welcome Danger Bowes-Vance Educational
1 reel. .. .Feb. 28
Why Hesitate Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels . . April 1 1
Wild Bill Hicough Stan Laurel Pathe
2 reels
Wild
"Bowes-Vance
Spat Family "
Pathe
Wild Papa
Waves
Educational
Wooly West, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU
Short

Subjects

.n.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Animated Hair Cartoon
Red Seal
1 reel
Balto's Race
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series) Educational
F. B. O
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb) Universal
2 reels
Bill
Study)
Red Seal Pict
2 reels
Color(Character
World
Columbus (Chr. of America)
Pathe
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series) F. B. 0
2 reels
Cowpuncher's Comeback, The (Art Acord) Universal
2 reels
Cross Word Puzzle Film (Comedy-Novelty) Schwartz
Enterprises 1 reel
(S. R.)
Day With the Gypsies
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Desert Hawk, The
Arrow
Detective,
The (Van Bibber)
Fox2 reels .
Divertisement
Red Seal Pict
Feb.
. Universal
7
Serial.
.
.
1 reel
1 reel. . . .April
Fox
Cranfield & Clarke
Red(S.Seal
R.)
1 reel
15 enisodes
F. B. O
Feb.
Go-Getters, The.
Series
. Pathe
. Pathe
Serial
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
1 reel. .
. Educational
1 reel. . . April
.Pathe
1
reel. . . .Jan.
.Fox
.Universal
Serial . .Feb.
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
.Universal
1 reel . .
. Educational
..Feb.
Cranfield .& Clarke
(S. R.)
2 reels . . .April
Universal
2 reels . . .Mar.
I
reel. . . Mar
Hunt Miller rS. R.)
Red
Seal
.
F. B. Seal
qPict. rS. H.)
1
reel.
.
Miss in the Dark, The (Go-Getters) . . ,
. .April
. Pathe
Hunt Miller fS. R.) . 2 reels
. Pathe
21 reel
reels
1 reel. .
1 reel. . ■ Feb.
. .Feb.
.Fox
Peeps Into Puzzleland
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Plastigrams (Novelty)
Educational
Playing With Fire (Go-Getters) F. B. 0
2 reels .
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist. Div
Race (Van Bibber)
Fox
Race for a Ranch, A (Billy Sullivan) Universal
2 reels .
Rambles of a Raindrop
Fox
1 reel. .
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial . . .
Red Sage, The (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels .
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels .
Roaring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels .
Rock Bound Brittany (Educational) Fox
1 reel. .
Rough and TumbUng (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel. .
R. Valentino and Eighty-eight Rrize-winning
American Beauties
Chesterfield
(M. P.
Corp.)
Floral Feast, A.

4

28
26
11
31

28
4
7
21
4

7
28
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Motion

Picture

News

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Goose Woman, The
Universal
Grass
Paramount 10 reels . . Blar. 7
Graustark
Norma Talmadge First National
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vidor Paramount
Gulliver's
Travels
Special
Cast
Universal
Halfway Girl, The
Doris Kenyon First
National
Happy Warrior, The
Vitagraph
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Headlines
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Hell Bent for Heaven
Warner Bros
Heir's Apparent
Special Cast
First National
Her
Father's
Daughter
F.
B. O
Hidden Menace
Charles Hutchinson. . . Steiner
Prod. (S. R.). . 5 reels
High
and
Handsome
"
Lefty
"
Flyim
F.
B. O
His Woman
Special Cast
Whitman
Bennett
Home Maker, The
Alice Joyce
Universal
Hooded Falcon, The Rudolph Valentino .... Ritz-Carlton
How Baxter Butted In
Warner Bros
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
I'll
Show
You
the
Town..
Reginald
Denny
In the Name of Love Cortez-Nissen Universal
Paramount
Iron Horse, The
Fox Fihn Corp.
11.3.15 feet Sept. I
John Forrest
Heiuy Edwards Cranfield & Clarke. . ..7OOO feet
Jungle Law, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.)
Just a Woman
First National
Kings of the Turf
Fox
Kiss Me Again
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Knockout Kid, The Jack Perrin Rayart Pict. Corp. (S.R.)
Lady Who Lied, The
First National
The
William Desmond ... Universal
I
Coming
Attractions
| Lariat,
Last Frontier, The
Special Cast
First National
Law
and
the
Lady
SpecialCast Aywon (S. R.)
6 reels ... Jan. 10
gimiruMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiimKiiijjimmu!iiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiimiuiuiaiM^
Lazybones
Fox Film
Lena
Rivers
Special
Cast
Arrow
6
reels
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Lew
B. P. National
Schulberg (S. R.)
Life ofTyler's
Christ,Wives
The
First
$50,000 Reward
Ken Maynard Elfett Productions
(S. R.)
49.50 feet. .Nov. 22 Lightnin'
Jay Hunt
Fox
Lightning Jack
Jack
Perrin Ambassador
Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Ace of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister. . Universal
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Denny Universal
Always
Ridin'
to
Win
Pete
Morrison
Steiner
Prod.
(S.
R.).
5
reels
Lightning Passes, The . . . . Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.)
Amazing Quest, The Henry Edwsirds Crjmfield & Clarke. . 5500 feet
American Pluck
George Walsh
Chadwick Pict. (S. R.)
Light of Western Stars
Paramount
Limehouse Alley
First National
An Old Man's Darling . Laura La Plante Universal
Limited
Mail,
The
Warner Bros
Another Woman's Life . Mary Philbin Universal
Little Annie Rooney Mary Pickford United Artists
Are
Parents
People
Bronson-Vidor
Paramount
Aristocrat, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
James
Special Cast . Universal
Weber and North
LorraineJesse
of the
Lions
As No Man Has Loved
Fox
1000 feet. Feb. 28 Little
Ashes
Corinne Grifiith First National
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National 12 reels. . Feb. 2t
Atlantis
First National
Love Cargo, The
House Peters Universal
Back Wash
Mary Pickford United Artists
Loyalties
Special Cast
Fox
Beloved Pavm, The Reed Howes
Rayart
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Ivan Abramson (S. R.i
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Mad Marriage, The Special Cgt
Rosemary Films
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
(S. R. I
6 reels. . Jan. 10
Maker of Gestures Richard Dix
Paramount
Beyond the Law
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Bird of Paradise, The. . . .Special Cast
First National
Man
and
the
Moment
Metro-Goldwyn
Birth of the West
Colcrado Mfrs. & Merch. Assn
Man in Blue
Herbert Rawlinson. . .Universal 5634 feet. Feb. 21
Black Cyclone
Rex (horse)
Pathe
Man
From
Lone
MountBlackmail
Special Cast
Universal
ain, The Ben Wilson
Arrow
Blind Virtue
Special Cast
Atlas Educ. Co
Manicure Girl, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Man on the Box, The. . . .Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
Blood
and
Gold
SpecialCast
Metro-Goldwyn
Bobbed Hair
Warner Bros
Mare Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fox Fihn
4800 feet. .April 11
Boden's
Cast
Hepworth &Dist
feet
BohemianBoy
Girl, The Special
Gladys Cooper
Cranfield
Clarke (S.5300
R.)
Married
Hypocrites
Frederick-La
Plante.
Universal
,
First National
Border Women
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone 5000 feet ; Men of Steel
Meddler, The
William Desmond . . Universal
Brown of Harva^rd
Metro-Goldwyn
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Paramount
Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
Captain Feairless Reginald Denny Universal
,. . Merry
Message to Garcia, A
Metro-Goldwyn
Miracle of the Wolves, The
Mar. 7
Charity Ball, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Chicken Feed
Special Cast
Fox
Miss
Vanity
Mary
Philbin
Universal
Children of the Whirlwind
Assoc. Exhib
Million Dollar Doll
Asso. Exhib
Modern Madness Corrine Griffith First National
Circle, No.
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Claim
1
Special Cast
Universal
Money ofMalady
Moon
Israel
Clean-Up, The
Richard Talmadge . F. B. O
Clinging Fingers Special Cast
Universal
Moonlight Kisses
Mary Philbin Universal
Cobra
Rudolph Valentino . Paramount
My
Neighbor's Wife
S. Elfelt
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
My Pal
Dick Hatton Clifford
Arrow
Crashing Through Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S. R.) 5000 feet
Napoleon the Great
Universal
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves
Anchor Film Dist
Narrow Street, The
Warner Bros
Daredevil, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Nothing
Special Cast
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Decameron Nights Lionel Barrymore Wilcox Ufa
Oats for totheWear
Woman Special
Universal
Deerslayer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Once
to
Every
Man
O'Brien-Dove
Fox
Film Corp
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
One Year to Live
SpecialCast First National 7 reels.. Feb. 28
Detour
Prod. Dist. Corp
On
the
Go
Buffalo
Bill,
Jr
Weiss
Bros. (S. R.) . . 5 reels . .Aipil 4
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp
Open Places
John Lowell John Lowell
Dollar Down
Ruth Rolland
Out of the Dark
Special Cast
Metro Goldwyn
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Eraser F. B. O
Outlaw Tamer, The Clayton-F. Farnum. . Inde. Pict
Don Daredevil Jack Hoxie
Universal
Outwitted
Desmond-Holmes. . . Inde. Pict. Corp
Don 0
Douglas Fairbanks. . . . United Artists
Pace
That Thrills, The. . .Ben Lyon
First National
Doubling for Cupid Laura La Plante Universal
Painted
Woman,
The
Kirkwood-Lee
Prod. Dist. Corp
Drucilla With a Million . . . Special Cast
F. B. O
Patsy
Dust of Desire
Special Cast
First National
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. GriflSth . . Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount
East of the Setting Sun . .Constance Talmadge First National
,
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Easiest Road, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Perils of Paris
Pearl White
F. B. 0
6 reels ... Dec. 13:
Escape
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Phantom of the Opera. . . .Lon Chaney Universal
Plastic, Age, The
Special Cast
Universal
Every Woman's Desire
,
First National
Pony Express, The
Special Cast
Universal
Eve's
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Extra Lover
Man, The
Universal
Parisian Nights E. L.HammersteinFace to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Tellegen
F. B. O
Fair Play
Special Cast
Wm. Steiner rS. R.)
Poor Mama
Prod.
Dist. Corp
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros
6800 feet
Poppy
Fields-Dempster United Artists
Fast Life in New York
Metro-Goldwyn
Prince,
Philtin-Kerry
Fast Fighting Buddy Roosevelt Weiss Bros. (S. R.)
PurchasedThe
Youth Aima
Q. Nilsson Universal
F. B. O
Fast Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Quality
Street
Metro-Goldwyn
..
Fifth Avenue Models. . Philbin-Kerry Universal 6581 feet. . Jan. 24 Quo Vadis
First National 12 reels . . . Feb. 28Fifty-Fifty Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Range Justice Dick Hatton Arrow
Fighter's
Paradise,AThe . . AlRexFerguson
Baker
Phil Goldstein
5000 feet
Rebellious Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Fighting Chance,
Davis
Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Reckless Sex, The
SpecialCast Truart (S. R.)
6 reels ... Feb. 14
Fighting Parson, The Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Re-creation
of
Brian
Kent.
Principal
Pict 6878 feet. Mar. 14
Fighting Smile, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Red
Clay
William
Desmond.
.
.
.Universal
First Year, The
Special Cast
Fox
Red
Wolf, The
Lowell-Russell Principal
Lowell FilmPict
Prod. (S. R.)
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Resurrection
Flaming Wives
First National
Reveille
Welsh, Pearson, Ltd
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
Ridin'
Casey
Dick Hatton Vitagraph
Arrow
;
Free to Love
C. Bow-R. McKee B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Road That
Led Home, The
Friends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick (S. R.)
Frivolity
B. P. Schulberg
Romeo and Juliet
First National
Fugitive, The
Ben Wilson
(S.R.)
Romola
Gish Sisters Metro-Goldwyn About 12
Full Speed
Buffalo Bill Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.)
reels Dec. 12
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Famum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Ropin' ofVenus,
The
Josie Sedgwick
Universal
Going the Limit Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Rose
the
World
Special
Cast
Warner
Bros
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Barbara La Marr
_
Gold and the Girl Buck Jones
Fox
4512 feet. .April 4 Sappho
Satan's
Special Sherman
Cast
Independent
Pict ^
Gold Rush, The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Satan in Son
Sables Lowell
Warner Bros
.
Good Deed O'Day Wm. Desmond Universal
Savages of the Sea Frank MerriU Hercules (S.R.) 4850 feet . . M«r. T
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Secrets of Life i,Educational)
Principal Pict
1 reel . . Feb. 21
Seeing Red (Billy SuUivan)
Universal
2 reels . . .Feb. 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick* Universal
2 reels
Should a Husband Tell?
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Sleeping Cutie, The (Go-Gettersi F. B. O
Smoke
of
a
Forty-Five,
The
(.Western)
Hunt
Miller(S. (S.
Soft Muscles (.Benny Leonard)
Ginsberg
R.) R.)
.... 2 reels
Song Csu toons
Red Seal Pictures. . . 1 reel
Spanish Romeo, A (Van Bibber)
Fox
Spikes and Bloomers (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
Sporting Armor ( Sportlight)
, Pathe
1 reel
Storm King (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straight Secrets
Shootin'(Screen
(Harry Almanac)
Carey)
Universal
2 reels
Studio
F. B. O
Sunken Silver (Seriali
Pathe
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
Pathe
Traps and Troubles (^Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel .... Mar. 21
Turf Mystery (Serial)
Chesterfield Pict. Corp.
(S. R.)
Valley of Rogues (Western i
Universal
2 reels
Van Bibber and the Navy i Earle Foxei Fox
2 reels
Voice of the Nightingale, The Novelty) Educational
1 reel. . . Mar. 28
Waiting For You ( Music Film I
Hegerman
Novelties (S.Music
R.)
White Paper (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Wild West Wallop, The (Western)
Universal
2 reels
Wonder Book, The
'.
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Scandal,
The
Ramon
Navarre
Metro-Goldwyn
Scarlet Honeymoon, The. .Shirley Mason Fox.
5080 feet. .Mar. 21
School for Wives Tearle-Holmquist .... Vitagraph
6 reels . . .April H
Secret of Black Canyon,
The
Dick Hatton Arrow
Seven Chances Buster Keaton Metro-Goldwyn 5113 feet. .Mar. 28
Seventh Heaven
Special Cast
Fox
Shadow of the Mosque . . , Odette Taylor Cranfield
& Clarke 6200 feet
(S. R.)
Shenandoah
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Shock Pimch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shootin'
Square
Jack
Perrin
Ambassador
Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet
Seigf ried
Ufa
Siege
Virginia Valli Universal
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Slow as Lightning Kenneth McDonald.. .Sunset Prod
Sorrows of Satan
Paramount
Souls Adrift
Rosemary Davies Assoc. Exhib
Souls That Pass in the
Night
Special Cast
Universal
Span of Life
Betty Blythe Banner Prod
Spook Ranch
Hoot Gibson Universal
Steele of the Royal
Mounted
Vitagraph
Stella Dallas
Metro-Goldwyn
Strange
Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Strange Rider, The Yakima Canutt Arrow
Stranger of the North .... Richard Travers Assoc. Exhib
B reels . . . July 5
Street of Forgotten Men . . Special Cast
Paramount
Sunshine of Paradise AUeySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict
Sun Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Taming
the West
Hoot Gibson Universal
5304 feet . .Feb. 28
Tearing Thru
Richard Talmadge . F. B. O
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels . . . Jan. 5
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona. . D.Revier-W.FairbanksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Three Keys, The
Special Cast
Banner Prod. (S.R.) . 6 reels .... Feb. 7
Throwback, The
Special Cast
Universal
Thundering Romance. . . .Buffalo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4750 feet
Tides of Passion Mae Marsh
Vitagraph
Timber Wolf , The
Buck Jones
Fox
Too Many Kisses Richard Dix
Paramount
6 reels. . .Mar. 14

' ' Charley ' s Aunt ' ' — Prod. Dist.
Corp., Tivoli, London, England
Keferee: "One could hardly
find a better tribute to the genuine, right-down goodness of
'Charley's Aunt' as a farce, than
the way in which the familiar but
immortal original shows up in
this American film."
Standard: "'If a critic may confess to having laughed, it is a
mere duty to record that I have
never seen a film so wholly diverting."
News: "'Charlie's Aunt' is an
entertainment that should appeal
to the holiday mood of everyone."
News of World: "The film version of the famous old play is
quite as good if not better than
the original. Indeed the film
when we saw it was shown to
an accompaniment of laughter
that only paused to become more
hearty."
" My Strand,
Son " New
First
YorkNational,
American: "Nazimova's colorful personality and her ability
as an actress unite to make 'My
Son' an exceptionally good picture. In many ways an improvement over the spoken version.
There is a story that has an appeal and an element of realness
that holds the interest. A most
satisfactory picture."
World: "A good picture. Nazimova gave the best performance
that we have witnessed in her
recent pictures. It had sympathy
and charm and understanding."
Herald-Tribune: "Nazimova's
best role. She also looks very
handsome. Constance Bennet is
pretty, cute and plausible."
Morning Telegraph : "Nazimova
is a wonderful mother. The writer

is iiioie than ever convinced of
her supreme ability in difi&cult
portraj-al. As the mother in 'My
Son ' she does the best work ot
her career. The treatment of the
story, the sea coast scones, the
excellence of direction, titles and
continuity and Nazimova's fine
work, make this picture most interesting."
Evening World: "An excellent
picture. It is handled in an unusually intelligent manner. It is
charmingly done by Nazimova,
Jack Pickford, Constance Bennett, Hobart Bosworth, Ian
Keith, Charley Bennett, Dot Farley and Mary Akin, Nazimova
has never been better, a splendid
feature."
The Sun: "Nazimova gives- a
fine performance. 'My Son' is
the best photoplay she has graced
in many blue moons. A sincere
and interesting 'mother' film.
Nazimova plays her with charm
and understanding.
"Capital Castle,
Punishment"
— Schulberg,
Chicago
Herald-Examiner: "Its story is
novel, its action swift and its cast
al)ove the average. George Hackatliorne gives a beautiful performance. The picture concludes thrillingly and happily. Many effective moments."
Tribune: "See the picture:
'Capital Punishment' is well directed. It interests you and the
players do well with their roles."
Post: "An interesting narrative.
The story has been well presented,
well staged and clearly photographed. It is good entertainment. Its characters are interesting and it certainly has plenty of

plot."
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Titans, The
House Peters Universal
Too Much Youth
Richard Holt
Gerson Pict
4800 feet . . Feb. 28
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe
Fox Film
Trapped
in the Snow Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Country
Traveliu' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S. 5000 feet
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge. . First National
Treasure Canyon J . B. Warner Sunset Prod
Under Fire
Bill Patton
Clifford S. Elfelt
Unholy
Three
Lon Chaney
Metro-Goldwyn
Un ?;ed States
Flavor
First National
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Ferguson Vitagraph
Up and At 'Em
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.) Pict. (S..5000 feet
Vieimese Medley Special Cast
First National
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramount
Weavers,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
_
Welcome Home
Paramount
Western Engagement, A. Dick Hatton Arrow
What Will People Say
Metro-Goldwyn
Wheel, The
Special Cast
Fox
When Honor Ends Richard Dix
Paramount
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan Sering D. Wilson & Co
White Monkey, The Barbara La Marr First National
White Outlaw, The Jack Hoxie
Universal
Why Girls Go Back Home
Warner Bros
Wife
of
the
Centaur
Metro-Goldwyn
6700 feet . . Jan. IT
Wildfire
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. Nilsson-B. Lyon . . .First National
Wiiming of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise Guy, The
Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
Wise
Son,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 7 reels . . . June 23With Kit Carson Over the
Great Divide
Special Cast
Sunset Prod
Wizard of Oz
Larry Semon
Chadwick . . .
Wolves of the Road Yakima Canutt Arrow
Woman Handled
First National
Woman Hater
C. B. C
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
Women
Banner Prod
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's
Illusion,The
The
Worst Woman,
Special Cast
B.Metro-Goldwyn
P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love . . Reginald Denny Universal

' ' Chickie ' ' — First National,
Strand, New York
American: "I am perfectly
sure that this melodrama will
please a great majority. Dorothy
Mackaill looks level}- and charming John Bowers is better than I
have ever seen him. He gives
a Herald-Tribune:
very good performance."
" 'Chickie' is
an entertaining picture. We always take hope into the theatre
with us and in the case of
'Chickie' our confidence was not
misplaced. .John Francis Dillon
has made his people act like human beings. That brilliant little
actress Dorothv Mackaill, plays
Mirror: " 'Chickie' is a box
office
knockout.
role."" It throbs, with
the title
impassioned love. Dorothy Mackaill is ideal in the name part.
Not a single trick has been overlooked, to pack pathos and heart
interest into the film. Miss Mackaill infuses a wealth of feeling
into her role. There are beautiful
gowns and women galore and
amazing sets."
Telegraph
theMorning
shadow of
a doubt : the"Without
attraction at the Strand will draw enormous crowds. Certainly the flappers will eat up 'Chickie.' It was
built and directed from one specific angle, box office."
The World: "Miss Mackaill has
imagination and humor and a certain confiding quality. She also
contrives to be distractingly
pretty without looking like something painted on a sofa pillow,
which is a novel achievement for
any screen actress."
EveningdoesJournal
: "Dorothy
MacKaill
excellent
work in
'Chickie.' Hobart Bosworth and
the others are well cast.

l''()st: "'Chickie' will delight thegreat stenograpliic jiublic. and
l)riiig many tears from those who
dote on shedding them. Dorotliy
ilackaill may surely be counted on
for a sincere performance. There
is ;in intelligence about her acting
which demands attention. An imposing cast has been gathered for
this film. 'Chickie' will l>e very
])opular
with much
the movie-goers
we are very
mistaken. orIt
will also add a plume to Dorothy
Mackaill's rapidly increasing colEvening World
: "Good
enter-is
tainment. Dorothy
Mackaill
charming.
John Francis Dillon,
lection."
who directed, lost no opportunity
to point his picture at the box
"Romola" — Metro-Goldwyn,
Lyceum, Baltimore
Sun: "If there is one director
today
who ruiderstands, to an aloffice."
most ravishing degree, the creation
of
genuinelyis Henry
'moving'King.
picture,
thata diieetor
In
his
production,
has latest
comi)osed
a steady'Romola,'
successionhe
of scenes that makes a visit to the
Lyceum, where this picture opened
an engagement last evening, a
veritable exposition of the pictorial
beauties possible, but so seldom
seen, upon the silver sheet of the
News :day."
"Lillian Gish's appearpresent
ance in a film play is always an
event to me, as, in my opinion, she
is far and away one of the best
actresses on the screen. And now
she comes in 'Romola,' based on
George Eliot's famous novel of life
in Florence during the Italian Eelaissance. In 'Romola' you will find
drama and beauty and, above all —
the exquisite Lillian Gish."
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minimum cost.
The condenser mount and exclusive patented slide carrier device makes
it possible to project stereopticon slides in the same manner as with the carbon
arc lamp.
This new projection equipment operating the 900 watt, 30 volt, Mazda
Lamp is adaptable to all Simplex installations.
The Simplex incandescent projection equipment is simple to operate. When
properly adjusted it gives a clear, steady light of high intensity. It greatly
improves the presentation of the picture on the screen and it affects a saving
of from 25% to 75% in your electric service bill. It pays for itself in a
short time.
Simplex engineers will gladly advise any theatre owner or projectionist
on the requirements of his theatre and on the cost of installing and operating
incandescent projection.
For complete information write the Precision Machine Company, Inc.,
317 East 34th Street, New York City.
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3 3 cities give complete
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prices and terms, of
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styles of the Wurlitzer
Unit Organ. Mail your
Itlter today!
Six Convenient
Branches :
CINCINNATI
121 East Fourth St.
NEW YORK
120 West 42nd St.
CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton St.
LOS ANGELES
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DENVER
2106 Broadway

office. Wurlitzer Music is a money-making attraction vv^hereever motion pictures are show^n. This world leadership is
the direct result of Wurlitzer success in producing a finer
tone, a greater volume and a wider
found in any other organ.
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Warner Bros, believe that their obligation to the Exhibitor does
not end with the production of good pictures. They beHeve a
part of their obUgation is to use every means available to bring
the public into the theatres.
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Warner Bros, are now preparing a powerful national advertising campaign on their coming FORTY Classics of the Screen.
Without doubt this will be the most impressive — most dominating— and we believe the biggest in direct results, as measured
in increased theatre attendance, of any advertising campaign
in the history of motion pictures.
You remember the great campaign on the 1923-24 Warner
Classics. That was admittedly the biggest thing ever attempted
up to that time. The present campaign will overshadow that
by far. It will surpass the former in number of publications
used — surpass it by millions in number
and greatly exceed the former in cost.
This campaign

in its plan and magnitude

of people reached —

will be unique and

absolutely without precedent or parallel in motion picture advertising. Never before in this industry has any producer backed
up his product and the Exhibitor with such forceful, timely and
direct selling help.
Heralded by this mighty volume of advertising, the new Warner
pictures will be FIRST in the minds of the motion picture
public.
Hold your dates open till you get all the details of the coming
FORTY WARNER
pictures. Warner Bros, never stop with
half-way measures.

They are in a position now

as never before

to do big things in a big way and the coming pictures — and the
advertising of these pictures — will awake the entire country to
Warner Bros. Leadership.
Wait for the FORTY winners!

WARNER
BR(K
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Fool"
—
with
Edmund
Lowe
{Fox, no data available)

Channing Pollock's successful stage play has been made into a powerful religious melodrama. Harry Millarde, who directed "Over the Hill, "
has directed also this picture, and once more makes his genius apparent.
Edmund Lowe, in the leading role, gives an irreproachable performance.
It is, indeed, difficult to think of any actor on the screen today who could
have handled the title role as well as has Mr. Lowe ; he does not act, he
WILLIAM

FOX

presents

Qhe

screen

version

of

FOOL
CHANNING
POLLOCK'S

great play—
now
in its

monfih'^

CENTRAL
THEATRE

'Bmyat4
7&
NEW
YORK
CITY

lives the part. It is one of the most perfect pieces of acting seen in
months. And Anne Dale, a child actress, who has been given the difficult role of Mary Margaret, a little cripple, gives a performance so striking that it is second only to that of Mr. Lowe. Paul Panzer, too, who
takes the part of an unhappy capital-dominated miner, is excellent. The
remainder of the supporting cast is likewise deserving of praise, Mary
Thurman and Raymond Bloomer especially. In the scene where Mr.
Bloomer represents a broken victim of locomotor-ataxia he does as finished apiece of pantomime as the screen has ever offered. The heroine,
Brenda Bond, is a newcomer; she does pretty well.
By its simple directness and sincerity the picture holds the spectator's
undiminished interest from beginning to end. Many scenes are so affecting that there was a noticeable hush in the audience. The most important of such scenes is the one where the crippled little girl, having acquired sufficient faith, drops her crutches and, for the first time, walks
without their support.
Though

the picture has

a strong religious flavor, yet it is not

"preachy." Its author knew that theatregoers detest obvious moralizing
and therefore he kept it out of his play.
The story revolves around the efforts of a conscientious young clergyman (hero) to live as Christ-like a life as possible, and to practice exactly
what he preached. In carrying out his self-assigned program he loses
most of his friends, and the girl (heroine) whom he loved and had hoped
to marry. She, like the others, considered him a fool for trying to live
according to the Golden Rule. So it comes to pass that he loses her to
another, a richer but much less scrupulous man. After enduring degradation as his wife, the heroine tries to return to the clergyman. But he
assures her that, in spite of the fact that he still loves her and always will
love her, there can never again be anything but friendship between them.
And so it happens.
"The Fool" should direct a profound appeal to Christian picturegoers
everywhere, and it should be considered decidedly worth-while by all
intelligent picturegoers, no matter what their faith.
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Your fans will come to you and tell you they liked this picture. It's delightful entertainment — the kind that will send
them away with a smile and bring them back for future Evelyn Brent Pictures?
Distributed by
Film
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of America
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PASTIME
Iowa City. Iowa
PRINCESS
Sioux Falls, S. D.

Paramount'* So. Enterprise* Circuit
We*t Coast Circuit
352 approved pre-release contracts not listed here.
Releated by
Foreign Representative
ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
Sidney Garrett
J. S. WOODY. Pre*ident
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NEW

At

YORK,

convention

is altogether

admirable. "Hoping," their statement reads,
"that definite steps will be taken to insure the
continuance of the independent exhibitor and
the independent producer, Michigan will be
. .
represented at the coming convention
It will be recalled that
vention, two years ago,
from the National body.
effort made to have them

at the Chicago conMichigan withdrew
Replying then to the
reconsider this step,

the Michigan spokesman firmh' declined, but
stated that in all movements to advance the
exhibitor welfare Michigan would join as a
state body. The Association is making good
its promise.
Coming close on the Michigan announcement and couched in much the same words is
the statement from the Allied States Association that the entire organization will add its
"hearty cooperation" "if anything constructive is presented" at the convention, "as it is
the intention of the Allied organization and
all states represented therein to cooperate with
any body of theatre owners or any other
organization that is working toward the interests and betterment of the independent theatre
owner."
This is fine. Leaders of the Allies group
will help in the councils at Milwaukee. The
entire exhibitor strength is needed there.
?jc Sfc >|C
We

NO. 2a

16, 1925

Milwaukee

attitude of the Michigan State
THE
Convention of Exhibitors towards the
Milwaukee

MAY

New

are told that election proceedings

will

not monopolize the Convention — as has been
the case mostly with previous ones; that the
election of the slate will be made by the board
of directors; that therefore the Convention
will be left free to do constructive work.

This looks like business; more
looks like sincerity.

than that, it

And without sincerity nothing definite
will come from the potentially important
gathering.
>K

5^

It seems to us that the one thing most needed in
Milwaukee is information — facts, as many and as
exact as possible, about the supply of pictures for
the coming year, their quantity and quality.
The problem — at least the main problem — of the
independent exhibitor today is, a buying one. Can
he get pictures, and good enough pictures, to make
his theatre pay?
If he solves the problem for himself, he will in
turn indicate to the independent producer whether
he can give the latter enough play dates to insure
said independent producer a place in the sun.
Many speeches and much sentiment and a lot of
resolutions won't get anywhere. To decry competition just because the weaker man is a good fellow
is good food for emotion, but not for box-offices.
It is also plain sophistry: The shrewdly built program of pictures will get the bookings; the theatre
that fills its community demand will prosper; and
that is the law of business and of the land. •e.omi)«ucer,
If the situation today is vague, and therefore/)minous, for both independent exhibitor and pro^
then let the light in.
The light of market information.
How many and what kind of pictures will 1925-26deliver?
From what sources?
How many play dates are yielded by the combined
strength of the independent exhibitor today?
There's the direct answer to the problem; there's
the one and only basis for any commercial move that
the Convention may properly make.
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The

Paramount

Announcement

IX THIS issue, Famous Players-Lasky present their
program for 1925-26. It is the largest announcement thus far presented in a trade paper. In
addition to a specific presentation of each of the
forty pictures, there is added information upon
accessories and the national advertising campaign
to the consumer.
It is all impressive; so also is the result of a
careful analysis of its box-office weight.
First, a birdseye view of the entire program.
Quite evidently it has been carefully and cleverly
constructed to appeal to all classes of theatres — the
the neighbig picture houses, vaudeville theatres,
borhood and small town theatres; and the divided
appeal to men and women is well maintained.
There's a noticeably large share of westerns —
from noted authors, moreover, such as Harold Bell
Wright, Zane Grey, James Oliver Curwood. Peter
B. Kyne, and including also such obvious attractions
as "California or Bust," "The Pony Express," etc.
The lighter attractions include such titles as

"Stage Door Johnny," "Night Life of New York,"
"The Wild, Wild Girl," "The Coast of Folly," "The
American Venus," "Polly of the Ballet," etc.
"The Ten Commandments" and "The Wanderer"
are leaders amtjng the special and spectacular pic'tures, which group also will include the more pretentious westerns. Robert j. Flaherty, maker of
"Nanook," offers "Moana of the South Seas," which
has been in preparation for two years.
Harold Lloyd. Douglas MacLean, Raymond
Grifiith are known quantities of a high order in the
comedy division.
As for stars, stories, directors, the lineup is notable
in each division :

Gloria Swanson, Harold Lloyd, Rudolph Valentino, Pola Negri, Thomas Meighan, Richard Dix
(coming along strong, by the way), Bebe Daniels.
Douglas MacLean, Raymond Griffith. The popular
Adolph Menjou has two pictures. Betty Bronson,
(jretta Nissen, Ricardo Cortez are being ushered
into the limelight.
Stories have been selected, to some extent, with a
view to the advertising values of the stage and the
big circulation magazines. From the stage : "Bei^gar
on Horseback," "New Brooms," "Cobra," "The
Wanderer," "Quarantine," "The Best People," etc.;
Harold Bell Wright's "Son of His Father" is running serially in McCall's, the first Wright novel.

Picture

News

by the way, that has been serialized; Zane Grey's
"The Vanishing American" ran in Ladies' Home
Journal; Curwood's "The Ancient Highway'' is
now a Cosmopolitan serial; "Womanhandled," by
Arthur Stringer, who wrote "Manhandled," has just
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post (not a strong,
story, by the way) ; "Rugged Waters," by Joseph
Lincoln, ran in The Country Gentleman.
Prominent, also, among the famous authors represented are: James M. Barrie, Joseph Conrad, Booth
Tarkington, Joseph Hergesheimer, Michael Arlen,
etc.
Directors include: D. W. Griffith, whose first picture is "That Royle Girl.'' Cecil B. DeMille, James
Cruze, William de Mille, Monta Bell, Allan Dwan,
Herbert Brenon, Clarence Badger, Sidney Olcott,
William Howard, Trvin Willat, Raoul Walsh, etc.
"Five men in a room," states the announcement,
all experts in their various branches, meeting forty
times over a period of six months, arrived by a
process of elimination at these forty pictures. However, itwas done; the work was well done by a good
organization; and we feel, also, that those other
experts who made this colorful and informative
announcement — A. M. Botsford and his assistants,
Russell Holman and Vincent Trotta — deserve a lot
of credit.
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John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount
manager of distribution in Australia, wife and son, are entertained by Doug Fairbanks. Jr., at
the West Coast studios.

1

Blanche Stveet is a graceful and
patrician figure as T.ady Gwendolyn in "The Sporting Venus"
(Metro-Goldtvyn), her latest characterization.

Reading from top to bottom:
Bryan
Foy, director,
Sydand
W'agner,
cameraman.
King Leo,
Fred
Spencer; filming a scene for "The
Scientific Husband" (Fox). We'd
prefer to be the director.

T
A
JOURNEY
TRIUMPHANT
1. F Harold Lloyd never knew the hold he has on the public
of the U. S. A. and Canada he learned it on the trip he has just
concluded to New York, the first half of a much-needed vacation
for the comedian and his wife, Mildred Davis, which is yet to take
them through the South, over to Havana, and back to Los Angeles
via New Orleans.
The star made his first trip through Canada and it became a
triumphal procession — on the style of the Prince of Wales' last tour
in the Dominion. Crowds greeted him everywhere — and at Banff,
Alberta (the home of fine exteriors) a special detachment of the
R. N. W. M. P. extended the greetings of the world famous force
to the Lloyds. Stopovers were made in Portland, Tacoma, Seattle,
Victoria and Vancouver. And like real honeymooners they paid a
visit to Niagara Falls. In Tacoma, where the Missus went to
school, virtually the entire population turned out to greet the party.
All in all it was a journey punctuated by much hand-shaking, armwaving, back-slapping and cheering.

Harold Lloyd and his director,
Sam Taylor, displaying the latest
thing in stripes. Taylor is now
planningmount
Lloyd's
first for Paradistribution.

SK
al Board of AS
iewRIpas
sesS judgment on several
HE NationE
RevTE
T
T
tures
pic
in H
its selection of worthy pictures of the past three weeks.
For the week ending April 18th it picks Paramount's "Madame
Sans-Gene" as the only film entitled to the little star. For the week
ending April 25 it chose Warner Brothers' "Kiss Me Again, " First
National's "My Son," and Pathe's "Black Cyclone." For the
week ending May 2, it selects Metro-Goldwyn's Cosmopohtan
production, "Zander the Great," and Paramount's "Are Parents
FOR MIX
People?"
OGI
EULto
A CCORDING
the accounts from the British press the
allES
one and only Tom Mix made a smashing hit in his personal appearances over there. The London Star featured him in a front page
column story — telling of how he was greeted by a round of cheers

And here, all dressed up 'n' everything, is our own Tom Mix in London,
where the Fox star was greeted by tremendous croivds on every public
appearance.

Dorothy Mnckaill, playing in "The
MakingAlma
of O'Malley"
(First
finds
Mamay, ivith
whomNat'l),
she
started in the Follies, on the set
as an extra.

Mary
and her
chosenPickford
in a contest
— "double",
Charlotte
Jones. Like Miss Pickford, Charlotte is a native of Toronto.
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praises from the English critics, and the winning of the Valentino
Medal for the best screen performance in 1924. After a short stay
in New York he will proceed to Hollywood and the Warner studios
where he will make two pictures before the opening of the next theatrical season.

i

TAL
IES'
ION
n DavieDAV
y ENT
s' forte
T HAT MAR
Mario
is comed
cannot be disiated
er the
after
puted
one
has
apprec
her
work
in
"Zand
Great.
iously"
There are moments in this picture which she makes
unroar
amusing through her skill at burlesque. She is a comedienne who
has the gift of representing what she pretends to be — without spoiling the effect through exaggeration.
Take her sketch of the orphan girl here. With short skirt, pigtails— and a gift for crying real tears which course down a face, the
features of which are distorted to indicate hurt pride, she flashes a
genuine picture. Her pantomime is so real that she might have

Childhood ffivorites come to life in "Perils of the Primitive" (Univers(d) ,
tvhich IS nothing more or less than our old friend, ''Swiss Family
Robinson", iiilh Joe Honomo, the strong man, playing the lend.
from hundreds of film fans who saw the westerner in the flesh for
the first time. In an editorial comment this paper paid him a fine
tribute in a grouping of five dollar words. We quote:
"Tom Mix, riding his pony down the gangway at Southampton,
"was a spectacle that deserved to be immortalized by an artist
Tom, the cowboy, represents nearly the last remaining
•of the romantic occupations. The trappers trap no more, the pirates

stepped out of one of Briggs' cartoons — "When a Feller Needs a
Friend." The tough boy might have broken her doll or called her
fraidy cat." So she cries and tries to mop up the tears with her
hand or the cuff of her sleeve. And a good time is had by all in
\v'atching her.
Miss Davies has flashed her comedy talent before. She showed
her gift of mimicry in "Little Old New York." She should stick
to the type of stories which brought Constance Talmadge into the
limelight — the light, frolicsome roles — that were founded entirely on
a humorous theme. There is a limitless field of the light comedies.
But there are very few comediennes who can do them justice. Gloria
Swanson shines best in this field. So do Mary Pickford and Constance Talmadge. Their places are secure here. There is room
enough for Marion Davies. She can give the screen public many,
many joyous hours if she accepts light comedy as her forte.

SEAjust returned to
AT rs has
L re worke
motionAL
pictu
ES
VIof
A SMALLMOunit
New York on board the Leviathan, having completed a greater part
of the scenes in a two-reel comedy, "A Fast Sea Knot," while at
sea on the big liner. The unit made the round trip to France on the
steamer and were gone from New York eighteen days. During
eleven of those days the company shot scenes in I 00 different locations on the big United States liner, in which one of the actors portrayed the part of a first cabin passenger who becomes involved in
many amusing situations while searching for the heroine, traveling
third cabin student tours.
It is said that the picture is the first ever made on board an ocean
liner while at sea, in which practically all the passengers and many
of the ship's personnel appear either as supers or in the role of principals. Itis believed that this is the first time the ship was actually
at sea while such a picture was being made.

George O'Brien had a'lchole troupe of prize fighters to manhandle him
in "Once to Every Man" "O'Brien
(Fox), andsmile."
he's still smiling the famnns
of old are now respectable limited companies with offices m the city,
•even sailors have degenerated into deck hands ignorant of chanties.
But the cowboy is still a going concern, and Tom Mix is his
prophet . . He is the trustee of the tiny bit of romance
that is left in the world."
The Daily Mirror carried three pictures of him and a column
5tory. All the other London papers carried pictures and stories too
— Tony
playingcame
up the
sombrero
in glowingTom
terms.
in star's
for hishuge
share
of attention.
punctured the
British reserve by riding the horse through a banquet hall — both star
and steed being the guests of the British film exhibitors.
So Mix is putting himself over — with the aid of his own picturesque personality and popularity. Not forgetting the assistance
■of Tony and Joe Lee, the press representative of the star.
RE
JBARRYMO
OHN BARRYMORE is back in
and he looks the picture of health.
•over the successful season in "'-'amlet"

IS BACK
New York from London —
He is also registering pride
which brought him generous

O. L. Meister, owner of the W hite House theatre, Milwutkee, teas a,
visitor at Universal City the other day, tvherenpon ff' illitim Desmond
proceeded to give himhis a sales
on "The vehicle.
Ace of Spades" (I niversal),
latest talkstarring
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ed ^A
s estabHshSl
COMEDIAN who ha
hiRmself as one of the real
A NEW
p-notchers is Raymond Griffith. He has surely won himself a
to
A
place among the elite, but it is surprising that his talents weren t
appreciated before. Certainly if any player deserves stardom it is
this dapper comedian who may be called a silk-hatted Chaplin.
Now after lending his personality to various pictures — which have
sparkled the more because of his presence — he has been rewarded
with stardom in "The Night Club."
Griffith is no budding star who might blossom for a time and
fade out over the film horizon. His manner is too individual for
that. He has a definite style and personality all his own — a style
which makes him a sort of artful dodger of comedy. He might be
classified as a comic go-getter who times his scenes perfectly. He
never overdoes the facial pantomime. Each expression has a place
in denoting the meaning of his antics. His pathos is not of the wistful type, but more of the type which registers shock and surprise over
some sudden hurt.
There is a touch of the clown in him which tempers his touch of
satire. As a result one is never sure what he is going to attempt to
score stick
hisunlesspoints.
Butcalls
you forcanit.rest
won't employ
slapthe script
He assured
is not a heknockabout
comedian.
His field is light comedy — and the role he should play is the dapper,
debonair little fellow.
Some of the motheaten plots won't be taken so seriously when
he gets on the job. Incidentally, isn't it about time that a little good
natured kidding was given them? It won't hurt them any. It will
make them more appreciated when the pendulum swings too far toward burlesque.
The screen can well afford all the light comedies it can get. There
is a general belief that just the established comedians should exploit
the comedies. But the far-sighted producers are those who understand that these established favorites have no monopoly on comedy.
As a result Griffith, Beery, Menjou, Matt Moore and a dozen others
are stepping into their rewards. The thing for the player to do is
find his groove — and then INSIST that the producers keep him
there. It looks like good days ahead for Raymond Griffith. He

Interesting shot at the Warner Brothers' West Coast studios showing
Harry Beaumont at the ri^hi, directing "Rose of the World" and Millard W^ebb, left, directing "The Golden Cocoon".
wife were the guests of honor at a brilliant Spanish fete at the Hotel
Ruhl in Nice. They were two of the five judges selected to pass
the verdict on a Spanish shawl contest. Out of the sixty shawls entered they picked a beautiful silk one of red and white — which had
teen made in Madrid. During Carnival week, Moreno led the
grand march in the masquerade ball at the Municipal Casino.

has workedformanceshard
to get where he is. Perhaps that's why his perare so spontaneous.
We often hear the complaint that a player should not try and
take on the combined duties of cook and bottle-washer. But Griffith has qualified as an expert scenarist, a clever gag-writer and a
first rate director. We believe that he could write his own pieces
and direct them — and then placing himself in the chief role, get
everything possible out of them.
L
IDO
A'S
ERbeco
RIVIhas
me the
idol of the Riviera
MORENO
A NTONIO THE
(not a motion picture theatre). He has been engaged in all kinds
of social activities. At the height of the season the star and his

A di'monstration of modern
MillerSt Field,
Island.
again
mines, Stolen
grenades,
and
exploding was obtained

tank tactics was held the other day at/V;
V'., toThisshow
the usefulness
tutnks
so on.
remarkable
shot of ofa bomb
for a recent International !\ewsreel.

ME
s,NT
SOK.RT
chief reader for
Adam
E have it on the word
ASE.
ODDof Mrs.
WAN
the De Mille studios, that Cecil De Mille has become the target
for the worst as well as the best dramatic material since he took
charge of the erstwhile Ince plant.

"On top of choice and picked offerings from every American and
European
" says I Mrs.
receiving
a deluge ofagent
quiteand
the publisher,
worst material
have Adams,
seen in a"we
longareexperience.
Some peculiar psychology is forcing individuals whose stories have
been repeatedly rejected to offer them again to this new concern.
Monte Blue, Warner Brothers star, craves outdoor stuff, and is getting
his
wish inon"The
Limited
Mail."
While
waiting
to goBrothers
on location
practiced
a steam
shovel
at work
at the
Warner
Studio.he

"To these people let me say this: Cecil De Mille is constantly in
the market for stories of genuine merit. But those who consider
the De Mille organization, because it is new, a dumping ground for
'last hopes' are doomed to a disappointment. "
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Bobby Vernon, Chrisfie comfdy
star, Ifihes a fancy to the Wooltvorth building and buys it from
Gordon
kite. Educational'
publicity S.
and fladvertisins:
director.s
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RETURNS
NEGRI
AI is back
OL
PP
with a dazzling diamond ring on the
NEGR
OLA
third finger of her right hand (not left) and a hard cold. She
stepped down the gangplank of the Berengana the other day — a
picture in brown. She had occupied the same suite as the Prince
of Wales on his last visit, and she never left it during the trip. As
a result the passengers registered terrific suspense wondering when
she would emerge and promenade the decks and dine at the skipper's table. But Pola being tired and nervous — and afflicted with
a heavy cold, remained secluded in Wales' erstwhile suite.
She admitted to the ship news reporters that European men are
far more sophisticated than Americans, but if she married she would
pick an American. They have won a tribute from Pola. She calls
them more simple and restful. And she wants a simple, restful husband. She would not say she had already found her simple, restful
American. But she was emphatic that she would never marry an
actor, no matter how simple and restful he might be.
While in Poland Miss Negri — with the aid of the government —
laid plans for an orphanage to care for a thousand children. She
hopes to interest generous Americans to the extent of contributing
$150,000. She has given $75,000 toward the project. The star
bought the rights to two plays while abroad, and said she expected
to begin work in the latter part of May on a picture to be made on
Long Island. Meanwhile she will make a short visit to Hollywood.
ND
AROU
ly an associate editor
, E. P
PRITCHARD,
who was
former
AND
U
R
e
on
tur
s,
ti
Pic
of Mo
New
but who for the past two years has
been studio sales representative of First National, has come out of
conference with the "flu." His many friends are glad to see him
up and around after a month's siege with the deadly germs.

Picture

N eu s

Laurence Stallings fright) co-auihor of "What Price Glory," now
ivriting for Melro-Golduyn, meets
Edmund Goulding, also n playn rishl. directing
"If rath" (MetroGolduvn.

ARtE!
er wen
vate census I rep
ortCL
DE
out the other day and
pri
ownL
UR E
L
W
O
d on his track. He brought ,n the glad tidings that William
ble
dou
Fox has become a grandfather for the second time within a month.
His first grandson was born to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas M. Tauszig
— and was named for his granddaddy. Mrs. Tauszig was Miss
Nona Fox. The second grandchild was born April 8th to Mr.
and Mrs. Milton J. Schwartz (nee Belle Fox) and will carry the
monicker, William Fox Jerome Schwartz.

Constance Talmnpe. First National
star, talks direct to Australia from
Station KFI, Los Angeles, ivhen
"Learning to Love" opens at n
Sydney theatre.

CHANCE
NG
ORTI
SP
LE,
ILLIAM DE MIL
his brother Cecil, and Douglas FairWA
banks, have become partners in a sporting goods store in Pasadena,
Calif., which will be managed by Fred B. Alexander, famous Davis
Cup veteran, and Robert Allan, former Pacific coast junior champion. William de Mille, although president of the company, was
unable to attend the gala opening owing to his production activities.

An unusually charming pose of an
unusually charming player — Florence Vidor, who appears in "Are
Parents People?" f Paramount/,
soon to be seen.

'3^0 me

"There's gold in lluiii iliar hills. It tins real xvinter when James Cruze went to the High Sierras for the
stranger!" says Bob Custer, star- i first scenes of "The Pony Express" (Paramount). Karl Brown, head
O., hisTexas
latestBearcat"
vehicle. for | cameraman, may be seen in thecamera.
ringF. inB. "The
middle of the bundle of fur at the

Lois >r ilson and W arner Baxter
made Luke Cosarave feel right
at home when they started production on) "fftheelcome
(Paramount
other Home"
dar..
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Convention

Cohen
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OToole

Set
at

Issue

For

Milwaukee

Important

T^WVj stage is all set for the sixtli annual convention of the Motion
I'lctuie Theatre Owners of America in Milwaukee, May 12-15,
inclusive. It gives every indication of being the most important
uathering m exhiliitor history, in fact in the annals of the motion picture. A record attendance is expected in view of the momentous questions confronting the industry.
Sydney S. L'ohen, Chairman of the M. P. T. (). A. Administrative
Conmiittee and M. J. O 'Toole, President of the organization, in a preconvention statement declared that Milwaukee would l)e a ''great clearing-house.' '
In many ways, Milwaukee — there will be three conventions in all
— will be uni(iue. In a(Ulition to the M. P. T. 0. A. sessions, the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association and
the l^j(juipment Dealers will meet, and the latter will hold an exposition.
There will lie an unprecedented attendance of representatives of
])roducing and distributing companies. Practically every concern in the
business will l)e represented, and interest will focus on the "independents," with whom leaders of the M. P. T. 0. A. have l)een in conference for several months.
Yov the first time also, a delegation from aliroad will meet with
American exhibitors. The convention will thus luive a distinct international Havor.
It is upon the contemplated alliance between the independent producers— national and state rights — and the independent exhibitors that
the main interest will center. Statements issued from Xational headquarters of the M. P. T. (). A. have named Fox, Univeisal, Warner, F.
B. (). and Vitagrapli as the companies ready to talk liusiness in view of
the so-called "menace" of producer-controlled theatres and circuit
expansion.
No less important than these outstanding features of Milwaukee
is the decision of the Allied group of exhibitors to meet with the M. P.
T. (). A. Thus the door is swung open for complete harmony and unity
in exhibitor ranks.
The fii>it group to convene will be the
T. M. v. P. D. A. which will open its meetings on May 10 and conclude them on Mav
12, the day'
M. P. the
T. 0.
A. P.is P.
called
to
order.
It is the
expected
T. M.
D. A.
will fornuUate a product plan to be submitted t(j the exhit)it()r convention. It is
also expected to write new history- of its
own, and it would not be surprising if the
association selected a man of conspicuous
prominence to lead it. Reports in New
York this week again connected the name
of Senator James J. Walker with this post.
It is known that overtures, rejected some
months ago by the Senator on account of
pressure of his legislative duties, have been
renewed, Init with what success remains to
be seen.
On the eve of the convention, the Board
of Directors of the M. P. T. 0. A. will
meet and formulate the general plan of
campaign which will be carried through the
sessions. This meeting will be held in the
Hotel Wisconsin, where National Headquarters will be established, on Monday,
May 11.
The playdate phase of the convention
will take the foreground. The leaders of
the National organization have urged independent (xhil)itors to bring their playdates to Milwaukee, ready to mobilize them

Record

I'or independent
picturesandthrough
the
nunlium
of the Trade
Commerce
Bureau, a new department of the M. P. T.
0. A. and tlie point at which, it is expected, busine>ss contact will be made between independent producer and independent exhibitor.
Following is the statement issued by
Messrs. Cohen and O'Toole :
"The cohesion of Exhibitor forces at
Milwaukee is most indicative of the fact
that National Organization is essential in
the solving of problems affecting the Industry as a whole.
"It is a very auspicious situation and the
cooperation thus effected will l)e a power
for good in our business and lead us to
higher and better lines of jiraetice which
will dignify and advance every division of
tiie Industry.
''We have always contended that there is
nothing in the motion picture business
which makes it radically different from
other lines 'of effort. Honest, sane and
square business practices certainly can be
made the basis for all our dealings. We
have been adversely affected with distrusts
and suspicions but these are being resolved
in the interests of the Industry as a whole
and better understandings are certain for
the future.

Statement

"The coming Milwaukee convention will
witness the assembling of the greatest
exhibitor force and rej)resentatives of other
l)ranches of the industry known in the history of motion pictures. We have a practically perfect North America in this wonderful map of constructive effort. No
place is left out because there is room for
all and cooperation and helpful effort will
tion.
be the guiding principles of this conven"The National Otficers of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America have
labored liard and with determined zeal to
bring unity to tiie front at Milwaukee and
give the gathering that great clearing house
aspect so essential to effecting the genuine
coordination of all independent forces.
"Every state in the Union will be represented as well as all of Canada, Great
Britain, France and other parts of Europe.
This is the first big international meeting
of Motion Picture Theatre Owners and
their independent allies. It can and will
|je made of the greatest constructive value
to the Industry.
"All of our sessions will be open, except a brief period which will be devoted to
the election of National Directors. Debate
will be encouraged on all questions presented as we desire the fullest and freest
discussion. The more any situation is intelligently considered, the more facts are
brought out and these are the real helpful
situations.
'•We congratulate the Motion Picture
Thccitre Owners of the United States and
Canada and our fraternal visitors from
abroad on the wonderful prospects for
remedial action and general development
pi'esented vention.
byIt means
the coming
Milwaukeeof conadvancement
the
highest order and the Theatre Owners and
others present may be depended upon to
make the occasion count for permanent
good in the Industry."
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Barnard Temborius, cashier of the Univei-sal exchange in St. Louis was the victim
of a daylight holdup in film row last Friday afternoon. As Temborius backed his
car to the curb a few doors east of the exchange in Olive street two well dressed
>oung bandits entered the car, forced him
into the back seat and one of them took the
wheel and drove off. After driving through
several of the main thoroughfares they
compelled Temborius to leave the car.
While proceeding over the route the second bandit relieved Temborius of the company's payroll amounting to $865.25. The
yeggs deserted the car several miles further
on. The roWbery occurred at 2.30 in the
afternoon.
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kEATURE product will be
plentiful next season. As indicated in a survey of the protluction schedules of producers disti-ibuting nationally and through
independent exchanges there will be
TEAR'S
LINE-UP
about 800 featiu-e pictures for exList of features scKecluled for release during 1925-26 given
hibitors to draw upon dui-ing the
Robert Edeson, directed by Albert Austin and Gilbert W. Pratt.
period beginning August 1, 1925 and ending July 31, 1926.
Producing companies whose pictures are relea-sed by national
"Fifty-Fifty," stamng Hope Hampton with Lionel Barrymore and
Louise Glaum, directed by Henri D. Berger.
distributors will make more than 500 features, while the indepen"Ship of Souls," with Bert Lytell. Lillian Rich, Tom Santschi and
dents ai-e preparing to make more than 200 features for release
in the 1925-26 season.
Earl Metcalf, directed by Charles Miller. "Under the Rouge," proThese figures are based on a thorough sun ey and a digest of the
duced by Lewis H. Moomaw \\-ith Tom Moore, Eileen Percy, Zasu
Pitts, Mary Alden, Claire de Lorez and James Mason.
present production plans of all companies made by the I.M.P.P.D.A.
and are printed here through the courtesy of that organization.
"Headlines,'' directed by E. H. Griffith. "Lovers Island," directed
by Henri D. Berger with Hope Hampton, James Kirkwood, Trini
While statistics concerning the projected productions are not
and Louis Wolheim.
available in full detail at present, the figures and facts now obtainable are sufficiently complete to indicate that new product wiU range
"The Miracle of Life," aii S. E. V. Taylor production. "Two
from the most pretentious spectacular productions through a wide
Can Pla}'," cast with Clara Bow, Allen Forest, Wallace McDonald
and George Fawcett, directed by Nat Ross.
variety of subjects down to the low-cost features.
If production details as at present mapped out by the various
"Two Gates," a Wallace Worsley production with Clara Bow,
Ralph Lewis, Henry Walthall, Han-y Morey, and Forest Stanley.
companies are strictly adhered to productions next j-ear generally
will be of a much higher quality than in the season now drawing
"The
Pinch Hitter," starring Glen Hunter, directed by John McDermott.
to a close. The arrangement of production schedules far in advance
of release dates, an aim toward which the established producers
"I Do," a Harold Lloyd re-issue produce<l by Hal Roach. "Sliine
have been working for several j'eai*s, has reached a point where its Inside," a Monty Banks comedy. A production, title not yet angreatest benefits can l>e realized. The time element as a strain upon
nounced, starring "Strongheart."
the several units of production organizations has been practically
Arrow Announces 32 Features
eliminated, allowing greater freedom for the careful selection of
line-up season
of features
promised
by Arrow
cominga
stoiy material and tlie most favorable working conditions for its np
-■■HEtheatrical
embraces
32 features.
Thisforwilltheinclude
development by the scenario departments and production units. An
May McAvay starring vehicle, "Driven from Home," and a series
equally important advantage of this system is afforded the publicity
of fom- productions to be directed by Wilfred Noy, titles to be
and exploitation department of the distribution companies.
announced. Details regarding the remainder of the product will
From the standpoint of the number and quality of pictures which
be available later.
will be offered next year the situation which faces the exhibitor is
Artelass Lists JSine for Season
most favorable. The quantity and the extensive vai-iety of subjects
available to the theatres if the present production schedules are
ROM Ai-tclass will come, accordingly to plans formulated to
carried out, and every indication points to that end, will permit the
^ date, nine action dramas, including thi'ee starring Buddy
fullest opportunity for the ))icking and chosing of pictures best
Roosevelt, four starring Buffalo Bill, Jr., one Wally Wales prosuited to the character of the theatre and demands of its patronage.
duction and one all-star cast feature. The titles of the Buddy
Established Stories are Favored
Roosevelt features will be "Cyclone Buddy," "Gold and Grit" and
Production plans for next season show that producers continue to "Reckless Courage." The Buffalo Bill, Jr., vehicles will be entitled
"Full Speed," "On the Go," "Double Action Daniels" and
favor stories of established reputation through their presentation
Laghtnin." The all-star feature is "After Six Days."
as plays or works of fiction, though the original scenario will be as "Quickei-'n
The title of the Wally Wales production is unannoimced.
prominent next year as it has been for the past few seasons. So far
as tyjje plays are concerned the Western will continue to prevail,
Eighteen in Aywons Schedule
plans calling for a greater number of these stories than any other T"" HREE star series of six each, a total of eighteen pictures, are
one style of play which will be made next season. The Western
announced by Aywon. These will star Kit Carson, Grordon
Clifford and Alice Lake. The titles of the Kit Carson films will be
story will figure largest in the program groups which producers have
planned, though there will be several special productions in which
"His Greatest Battle," "Riding Wild," "Ride 'em Cowboy," "Twinthe western locale will figure as the basis for elaborat«ly staged
Six O'Brien," "The Battlin 'Fool" and "The Pony Express Rider."
photoplays.
Gortlon
starannounced.
in "Oil and Alice
Romance,"
Spades,"in
The distribution situation will be markedly altered by the combine
and fourClifford
more will
to be
Lake "Queen
will be ofstarred
of the Warner Brothers and Vitagraph companies. The move will "The Law and the Lady," with five other's to follow.
take the Warner product, which will amount to forty feature picChadtvick to Have 17 Features
tures, out of the state right exchanges and place it among the nationally distributed productions. The most noticeable effect of the
CHAD WICK'S schedule for next season embraces, at present
move will be felt in the independent field, in which there will be
17 features; six stan-ing George Walsh, four starring Charles
a wider scope for the operations of the state rights distributors.
Ray, two starling Lionel Barrymore, one starring Theda Bara,
Heretofore the Warner productions were handled by the largest
two by Lari-y Semon, and two all-stai- cast features. The title of
and most important state rights exchanges in the country, and the the first George Walsh feature is "American Pluck," with five
loss to them of this companj-'s pictures will provide independent
others to be announced later on. "Some Punkins'' will be the
firoduetions with greater exchange facilities than they have had for
first Charles Raj" vehicle, with a series of three to follow, titles
a long time.
as yet announced. Lionel BaiTVTnore will be seen in "The
The following digest of the production schedules of the various
Bells," with one more to be decided upon. Theda Bara's appearcompanies which will make features for the 1925-26 season gives the
ance will be in "The Unchastened Woman." The two Larry Semon
number of productions each company will offer along with all the
pictures will be "The Wizard of Oz" and "The Perfect Fool."
details now available concerrung the titles, b"tars and directors of the
The all-star cast features will be "The Transcontinental Limited"
productions arranged for those schedules.
and "Winning the Futurity."
Columbia to Distribute 18
Ttoenty-four from Associated Exhibitors
THE Associated Exhibitors releasing schedule for 1925-26 calls for FROM Columbia (C. B. C.) will come 18 feature releases, accorda total of seventeen features, two of which will be reissues of
ing to the schedule now lined up. This will include a PerfecHarold Lloyd comedies.
tion series of six; a Waldorf series of six; and the same number
in the Columbia series. The titles of the Columbia series are to
These are: "Never Weaken," a Harold Lloyd re-issue produced
by Hal Roach, release in August. "Camille of the Barbary Coast,"
be "The Danger Signal," "S. 0. S. Perils of the Sea," "The Price
directed by Hugh Dierker with Owen Mooi-e, Mae Buscii, Bunof Success," "The Unwritten Law," "The Lure of Broadway" and
Mcintosh and HaiTy- Morey in the leading roles.
"Midnight Flames." The Perfection series includes "Fighting
"His Buddy's Wife," a Tom Terriss production featuring Glenn
Youth," "The Speed Demon," "The Great Sensation," "The New
Hunter, Edna Murphy, Douglas Gilmore and Flora Finch. "ManChampion." "A Fight to the Finish" and "The Handsome Brute."
hattan Madness," co-starring Jack Demp.sev- and Estelle Tajlor,
In the Waldorf series will be "The Thrill Hunter," "Sealed Lips,"
directed by John MeDermott.
"The Fate of a Flirt," "Ladies of Leisure," "The Penalty of Jazz"
"Keep Smiling," starring Monty Banks ^vith Anne Cornwall and
and "An Enemy of Men."
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PRODUCTION

in detail with complete lists where information is available
Davis Announces 70 Features
THE DAVIS DISTRIBUTING DIVISION, INC., lists 70 features for the season This schedule includes "Tales of a Thousand and One Nights," an Ai-abian Nights spectacle, "Red Love,"
starring John Lowell and Evangeline Russell, 14 productions starring AI Ferguson, eight starring F. Schumann Heink, six James
Oliver Curwood dramas, eight feature in which Ken Maj'nard will
star, eight General Charles King Frontier features, eight De Luxe
society dramas, eight Secret Sei-vice dramas stan-ing Peggy O'Day,
and eight Absorbing Melodramas starring Forest Taylor and Ann
BerrjTnan.
F. B. O. Plans Call For 64
FILM BOOKING OFFICES announces 64 features for the
1925-26 season. Among these will be twelve specials, the balance
being pi'ogram features in which there will be the Evelyn Brent
series of crook melodramas; the Maurice Flynn series of comedy
dramas; the Richard Talmadge series of melodrama; the Fred
Thomson series of Westerns; and Bob Custer in a series of Western
melodramas.
The specials will include: "Drusilla With a Million," an Associated Arts Corjjoration production, based on the novel by Elizabeth
Cooper and directed by F. Harmon Weight, starring Mary CaiT,
with Kenneth Harlan and Priscilla Bonner in support. "Parisian
Nights," a Gothic jjroduction from au original story, directed by
Alfi-ed Allen Santell with Elaine Hanimerstein and Lou Tellegen
co-staiTing and Reuee Adoree leading the support.
"If Marriage Fails?" C. Gardner Sullivan's second independent
production, featuring Jacqueline Logan, Clive Brook and Jean
Hersholt. The story is an original by Mr. Sullivan. "The Keeper
of the Bees," an adaptation of the novel of that title by Gene Stratton-Porter, to be directed by James Leo Meehan.
"When His Love Grew Cold" and "A Poor Girl's Romance," two
of the Laura Jean Libby stories which F. B. 0. have acquired for
photoplay presentation through arrangements with the estate of the
late author.
"The Last Edition," an Emoiy Johnson production written by
Mrs. Emilie Johnson. It is probable that Ralph Lewk will be
engaged for the leading role in this picture. "The Isle of Retribution," anovel by Edison Marshall; "Flaming Waters," an original
by E. Lloyd Sheldon; "The Midnight Flyer," a railroad melodrama;
and "The Futurity Winner,' an original romance dealing with the
sport of horse racing, complete the list of specials which F. B. 0.
will present next year.
{Editor's Note. Further pa^-tiouXars setting forth the future productions oftJds ootnparhy in greater detail will he published in an
early issue of Motion Pictuke News.)
Fifty-seven from First National
There will be 52 regular releases and five specials. As far as
determined, the list follows:
Aug. 16, "The Half Way Girl" (Lloyd Hughes-Doris' Kenyon),
by Lloyd Sheldon; Aug. 23, "The Comeback" (MUton Sills), by
M. C. D. Crawford; Aug. 30, "Graustark" (Norma Talmadge), by
George Barr McCutcheon; Sept. 6. "Shore Leave" (Richard Barthelmess & Dorothy Mackaill), by Hfubert Osborne; Sept. 13, "Classified" (Corinne Griffith), by Edna Ferber; Sept. 20, "Pace That
Thrills" (Ben Lyon-Mai-y Astor), by Byron Morgan; Sept. 27, "The
Dark Angel" (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.), by H. B. Trevelyan;
Oct. 4, (Johnny Hines Prod.),; Oct. 11, "Flora Meets a Gentleman" (Barbara La MaiT), by Elsie Jean Gerard; Oct. 18, "Unguarded Hour" (Dorothy MackaUl-Lloyd Hughes), by Margaretta
Tuttle; Oct. 25, "The Sea Woman" (Edwin Carewe Prod.), by
Willard Robinson; Nov. 1, "The Splendid Road" (Frank Lloyd
Prod.), by Vingie E. Roe; Nov. 8, "We Moderns" (Colleen Moore),
by Israel Zangwill; Nov. 15, "Scarlet Saint" (Mary Astor), by
Gferald Beaumont; Nov. 22, "Dangerous Mrs. Denham" (M. C.
Levee Prod.), by V E. Powell; Nov. 29, "The Man She Boug;ht"
(Constance Talmadge), by Pearl Doles Bell; Dee. 6; "Invisible
Wounds" (Robert Kane Prod.), by Frederick Palmer; Dec. 13,
"Forever After" (Corinne Griffith), by Owen Davis; Dec. 20, Norma
Talmadge Prod. ; Dec. 27, Milton Silis rod. ; Jan. 3, "Waning Sex"
(John Stahl Prod.), by Frederick & Fanny Hatton.
"Clarissa and the Post Road" (Colleen Moore), by Grace Sartwell Mason; "A Husband for George Anne" (Colleen Moore), by
Hazel Christie McDonald; "Don Juan's Three Nights" (Colleen
Moore), by Ludwig Biro; "Irene" (Colleen Moore), by James

Montgomery;
"Paradise" (June
Mathis Prod.), by Cosmo Hamilton; "Niizaretli" (June MathLs
Prod.), by Clarence Buddington
Kelland; "Bed and Board" (Mary
Astor),
Ix-onore
Savage" by
(Earl
HudsonCoffee;
Prod.)"The
by

Ernest Pascal ; "Out of the Ruins"
Lloyd Prod.), by Sir Philip Gibbs; "Rose of Monterey" (Frank Lloyd Prod.), by Mena E. Smith & Eugenia Woodward; "Heirs Apparent" (Edwin Canw Prod.), by Sir Philip
Gibbs; "Boss of Little Arcady" (All Star), by Harry Leon Wilson;
"Joseph Greer and His Daughter" (All Stai), bv Henry Kitchell
Webster; "The Far Cry" by Arthur Richman;"The Just Steward,"
liy Richard Dehan ; "Sailors' Wives," by Warner Fabian ; "Puppets,"
by Frances Liglitner; "The Tidal Wave," bv Hutchinson Boyd;
"HatRichard
of Destiny,"
by
Connell. by Mrs. T. P. O'Connor; ""Isles of Romance,"
"The Lost Worid" (Rothacker— 1st Nat'l. Prod.), by Sir Couan
Doyle; "Quo Vadis," by Heinrich Sienkiewicz; "Winds of Chance'
(Frank Lloyd Prod.), bv Rex Beaeii; "Viennese Medley" (June
Mathis Prod.), bv Edith' O'Shaughnessv ; "Men of Steel" (Milton
Sills), by R. G.' Kirk.
Fox Will Have 49
(Frank

TN the list of 49 features which Fox Film has announced for the
'■year are the following:
"The Iron Horse," the si^ectaeular romance of the building of
America's first transcontinental railroad, written by Charles
Kenyon and px-oduced by Jolin Ford \vith George O'Brien, Madge
Bellamy, J. FaiTell MacDonald. in the leading roles. "The Fool,"
adaptation of Channing Pollock's stage success, produced by Harry
Millai-de, with Edmund Lowe in the leading role.
"As No Man Has Loved," adapted from Edward Everett Hale's
"The Man Without a Country" and produced under the direction
of Rowland V. Lee. All three of these specials have been presented
at pre-release engagements.
"Havoc," produced on the English and American stages, and
adapted by Edmund Goulding. Rowland V. Lee is the director
and George O'Brien heads the cast, in which Madge Bellamy and
Walter McGrail appear. "The Fighting Heart," based on Lan-y
Evans' novel "Once to Every Man," adapted by Lillie Hayward
and directed by John Ford with George O'Brien and Billie Dove
in the leading roles.
"The Johnstown Flood," an original story directed by Reginald
Barker with Edmund Lowe, Jacqueline Logan, Alma Rubens, and
Paul Panzer in principal roles. "Silieria," based on the stage
play by Bartley Campbell, directed by Victor Schertzinger, from
the scenario by Ed£rid Bingham.
"Thank You," one of the John Golden plays, -written by Winchell Smith and Tom Cushing. The adaptation is by Frances Marion
and John Ford will direct. "When The Door Opened," James Oliver
Curwood's novel, to be directed by Reginald Barker from a script
by Harry Chandlee.
"The Dixie Merchant," based on the novel "The Chicken Wagon
Family" by Bairy Bonefield, and adapted by Edfrid Bingham.
Victor Schertzinger will direct a cast headed by Madge Bellamy
and Jky Hunt. "The Silver Treasure," an adaptation of Joseph
Conrad's "Nostromo" to be made under the direction of RoAvland
V. Lee, and scenarized by Lillie Hayward.
"Kentucky Pride," a John Ford production dealing with the race
track and presenting a cast which includes Hemy B. Walthall,
J. Farrell MacDonald, Gertrude Astor and others. "Man-iage," a
screen version of the novel of the same name by H. G. Wells, to
be directed by Roy Neill.
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner," a picturization of Samuel
Coleridge Tayloi-'s famous poem, adapted to the screen by Robert
Lord. "East Lynne," famous stage play and novel, scenarioized
by Lenore J. Coffee, directed by Emmett Flynn with a cast including
Alma Rubens, Edmund Lowe, Lou Tellegen, Marjorie Daw, Frank
Keenan, Lj dia Knott, Paul Panzer and others.
"Thunder Mountain," based on the John Golden play "Howdy
Folks," written by Pearl Franklin, adapted by Gerald C. Duffy'
and to be directed by Victor Schertzinger. "Lightnin','' a picturization of the famous Frank Bacon play, produced on the stage
by John Golden. Fi-ances Marion made the adaptation and John
Ford directed. Jay Hunt in the name role will be supported by
Madge Bellamy, J. Farrell MacDonald, Ethel Clayton, Otis Harlan,
Wallace McDonald, Richard Travers and others.
"Three Bad Men," written by Charles Kenyon, and directed by
Rowland V. Lee with George O'Brien, Madge Bellamy, Alma
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HE official program of events for the sixth annual convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre
Owners of America to be held in Milwaukee May 12-13-14-15 was announced
T
from the M. P. T. O. A. headquarters Wednesday of this week.
The calendar calls for a busy session each day of the convention with the election of officers
scheduled for Friday the last day of the session
The complete program for each day follows :
— RECESS —
TUESDAY May 12th
1 130 P. M. Opening — Fred Seagert, President of the
2 :30 P. M. Addresses by representatives of ProMotion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and
ducers and Distributors.
Addresses by Third AsChairman of the Milwaukee Convention Comsistant Postmaster General, W. Irving Glover.
ium.
mittee. Introduction of Vice-President, Eh
Evening Convention Banquet at Gimbel's AuditorWhitney ColHns. Introduction of Representative
THURSDAY, May 14th
of Mayor of Milwaukee, by Vice-President Collins. Presentation of National President. . Report
10 :30 A. M. Executive
Session.
Report
of Rules
Committee.
Report of Committee on Convention
of
National
President,
M.
J.
O'Toole.
Report
of
Board of Directors, R. F. Woodhull, Chairman.
and By Laws.
Report of Credentials Committee.
Report of Administrative Committee, Sydney S.
Special Report of Board of Directors.
Cohen, Chairman. Addresses by Representatives
— RECESS —
of Producers and Distributors. (Universal Film
2
:3o
P.
M.
Election
of Board of Directors. General
Manufacturing Company, Fox Film Corporation,
Discussion.
Report
on Standard Exhibition ConWarner Brothers, Film Booking Offices of
tract by Joseph M. Seider, President, Motion PicAmerica, Independent Motion Picture Producers
ture Theatre Owners of New Jersey. Report of
and Distributors of America, and others.) NamCommittees.
ing of Convention Committees.
WEDNESDAY, May 13th
10:30 A. M. Report of Board of Directors on election
of National Officers. Installation of National
10:30 A. M. Business Session. Addresses by representatives ofProducers and Distributors. ReOfficers. Reports of Committees. Selection of
port of Trade and Commerce Committee.
1925 Convention City. Adjournment.
Rubens. Edrnund Lowe, Charles Buck Jones, Jacqueline Logan,
Paul Panzer, J. Farrell MacDonald, Judy King and others. "PartTime Marriage," based on a magazine story by Bessie Beatty, to
be direct-ed by Eimnett Flynn from a script by Gerald C. Duffy.
"The First Year," Frank Craven's stage success produced by
John Golden, to be filmed by Frank Borzage from a scenario by
Frances Marion. "Seventh Heaven," John Golden's play adaptetl
by Frances Marion from the drama by Austin Strong. Emmett
Flynn will direct.
"Lazylxtnes," based on Owen Davis' play produced on Broadway la.st season. Frances Marion directed the play, which Frank
Borzage will direct. "The Wheel," another John Golden play
written by Winchell Smith, to be directed by Victor Schertzinger
with Harrison Ford, Claire Adams and Mahlon Hamilton in principal parts.
"The Trouble Hunter," adapted to the screen by J. Clarksou
Miller from Austin J. Small's novel "Pearls of Desire." John
Griffith Wray will direct a cast which includes Edmund Lowe, Alma
Rubens, Jacqueline Logan, Paul Banzer and Judy King.
There will be seven Tom Mix starring vehicles, including: "The
Everlasting Whisper," written by Jackson Gregory-, and directed
by J. G. Blystone, with Alice Calhoun, Robert Cain, George Berrell,
Walter James, Virginia Madison, Earl Dane and others in the
supporting cast. "The Best Bad Man," adapted from Max Brand's
magazine story, "Senor Jingle Bells"; and "The Lucky Horseshoe," in which Mix will be seen in the character of Don Juan.
Buck .Jones will be starred in seven features. These will include
"The Timber Wolf" and "Desert Valley," both from the pen of
Jackson Gregory. "The Timber Wolf" was adapted by John
Stone and W. S. Van Dyke directed the picture, in which Elinor
Fair, Dave Dyas, Ben Allen, William Walling, Robert Mack, Jack
Craig and others appear in support of the star.
Four stories by Peter B. Kyne are among the other Avorks which
Fox Film will make on its production schedule for the coming year.
Ginshurg Schedules 10 Releases
THE Henry Ginsberg Distributing corporation has announced 10
feature releases, with others to follow. Of the 10, one will star
Lillian Rich, five William Russell, and four will be all-star. The
Lillian Rich feature is "The Love Gamble." The William Russell
titles will be "The Taxi Mysterj'," "The Millionaire Policeman."
"A Desperate Moment," "The Phantom Express" and "The Night
Alarm.'' The four all-star dramas are entitled "The Checkered

Flag," "Brooding Eyes," "Raging Seas" and "Whispering Canyon."
Independent Plans at Least 47
'npHE
Independent
calls
for present
40 or 42schedule
featuresof for
the comingPictures
season,corporation
including four
staiTing Bill Cody, another series of eight with the same star, six
with Franklyn Farnum, one with Raymond Griffith, a series of
four with Bob Custer and a series of eight with the same star,
a series of eight with Lightnin', a series of six or eight with cast
unselected, an all star feature, and a special feature with cast
undecided. The titles of the Bill Codv features are "Dangerous
Odds," "Cold Xerve," "The Fighting Smile," "Love on the Rio
Grande," and another series of eight to be announced. The six
Franklyn Faniimi features are "Bandit Tamer," "Rough Going,"
"The Drugstone Cowboy," "The Galloping Dude," "The Two Gun
Sap" and "Double Barreled Justice." "Dangerous Pleasure" will
be an all-star release. "When Winter Went" is the Raymond
Griffith picture. The star has not been selected for "The Test
of Donald Norton." The Bob Custer series has no titles announced
as yet.
Six Dramas From Jans Productions
SIX feature releases are announced by Jans Productions, Inc.
The stars for these are as yet unselected, but the titles Avill
be "Married," "Ermine and Rhinestones," "The Roaring Forties,"
"Man's Dangerous Age," "Indiscretion" and "Other Men's Wives."
Lee-Bradford to Have 12
'"T^HE schedule of the Lee-Bradford corporation includes two
titles definitely announced, with ten other features in production
with titles undetermined. The two given are "Way Down L^pon
the Swanee River," stan-ing Marv Thurman, and "Wives of the
Levine Lists Ttco Dog Features
Prophet."Levine announces two productions starring Wolfheart, the
NAT
dog. The titles of these two outdoor features are to be "Wolfheart's Revenge" and "Fangs of Wolfheart."
Metro-Goldwyn s Total Is 52
THE Metro-Goldwyn total of 52 features for the coming year
will be offered in two gi'oups of 26 each. Those productions
which have been announced are as follows:
"Mare JsTostrum," Rex Ingram's production of the novel by
V. Blasco Ibanez, now being filmed abioad with Alice Terry and
Antonio Moreno in the featured roles. "The Virgin Flame," star- .
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Big Delegation From
New
York to Attend
Convention
NEW
YORK is sending a big delegation to the convention at Milwaukee.
The contingent from the city
and surrounding territory is traveling in two special trains, running on the schedule of the Twentieth
Century Limited, leaving Grand Central Terminal, Monday, May ii at 2:45 p. m.. Eastern Standard
Time, and arriving in Milwaukee on Tuesday at 11 :30 a. m.
The T. O. C. C. delegation is headed by President Charles L. O'Reilly and Nathan Burkan, counsel for the
organization.
Sam Sonin, Clarence A. Cohen and S. A. Moross, the Transportation Committee of The T. O. C. C, issued
this statement:
"According to the records of the Transportation Committee, the actual paid reservations by the members
of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce who are going to attend the Milwaukee Convention, will fill
two full ten car sections of the Twentieth Century which leaves New York on Monday, May iith.
"A large number of up-state exhibitors wired their reservations to be picked up en route at Albany, Utica,
Syracuse and Rochester, in addition to the above two full cars will be picked up at Albany with the Boston
contingent.
"The enthusiasm and eagerness displayed by those going is very encouraging to the highest degree and indications are that this is the largest delegation of exhibitors that ever attended a National Convention."
It was planned originally to utilize one special train for the delegates from the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey, and exhibitors who will join the party from
upstate cities, but the demand for transportation space became so great as time for the convention neared two
trains become necessary. The train equipment will go straight through to Milwaukee, being transferred in
Chicago from the New York Central Lines to the Chicago & Northwestern.
The convention specials will be in charge of George Stanton, City Passenger Agent of the N. Y. Central.

ring Ramon Novarro, and produced by Monta Bell from the novel
by Ernest Pascal.
"A Message to Garcia," a screen version of Elbert Hubbard's
famous essay. "The Exquisite Sinner," a Josef Von Sternberg
production based on Alden Brook's novel "Escape," with Conrad
Nagel, Renee Adoree and Paulette Duval in leading roles.
'"The Mysterious Island," screen version of Jules Verne's story
in natural colors and with undersea scenes directed by J E. Williamson. "Bardelys The Magnificent," by Rafael Sabatini, with
John Gilbei-t in the stan-ing role.
"The Merry "Widow," Erich Von Stroheim's production of the
Franz Lehar operetta, Avith Mae Mun-ay in the title role and John
Oilbert as the Prince. "The Mystic," a Tod Browning production
from a scenario by Waldemar Young, Avith Aileen Pringle and
■Conway Tearle in the featured roles.
"Nothing To Wear," Hobart Henley's production from the stoi-y
hy Samuel Shipman, featuring Norma Shearer and Lew Cody.
■"The Reason Why," a screen version of Elinor Glyn's novel, diwith Pauline Starke in the leading femininerected
role.by Jack Conway
"Wrath," an Edmund Goulding production based on Lulu Voljner's play "Sim Up." Conrad Nagel, Pauline Starke and Lucille
La A^eme have the leading roles. "The Unholy Three," a Tod
Browning production with Lon Chaney, Mae Busch and Matt
Moore in principal roles. Adapted by Waldemar Young from a
story by C. A. Robbins. "The Big Parade," a King Vidor production of the original screen play by Laurence Stallings, author of
■"Plumes" and co-author with Maxwell Anderson of "What Price
Olorj-." John Gilbert will have the starred role.
"The Circle," adaptation of Somerset Maugham's successful play,
produced by Frank Borzage with Eleanor Boardman, Conway
Tearle, George Fawcett and Alec. B. Francis in the leading parts.
•"You Too," directed by Marcel DeSano and adapted by Madge
Tyrone from the novel by Roger Burlingame. Eleanor Boardman
is featured with William Haines.
"Oh You Women," a Hobart Henley production with Lew Cody,
Pauline Starke, Carmel Myers and Han-iet Hammond, adapted by
Albert Shelby Levino from "The Haven," a novel by Dale Collin.
■"Money Talks," Rupert Hughes' story directed by Alf Goulding
•with Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Nagel in featured roles.
"Lady of Leisure," adapted from Mary Borden's novel "Three
Pilgrims and a Tinker," with Aileen Pringle and Conway Tearle
featured. "The Tower of Lies," directed by Victor Seastrom Avith
Lon Chaney as the star. The scenario Avas adapted hy Agnes
Christine Johnston from the novel "The Emj^eror of Portugalia"
by Selma Lagerlof.
"Romola," staning Lillian Gish \vith her sister Dorothy in an
adaptation of the George Elliot novel. It is a Henry King production filmed abroad. "Lovey Mary," King Vidor's production from
Alice Hegan Rice's story with Sally O'Neill featured.
"Pretty Ladies," an Adela Rogers St. John story produced by

Monte Bell Avith Zazu Pitts, Tom Moore, and Paulette Duval featured. "Dance Madness," by S. J. Kaufmann, Avith Norma Shearer
and LcAv Cody in featm-ed parts.
"The Charity Ball," starring Mae Murray in an adaptation of the
stage play by David Belasco and Henry C. De Mille. "The Barrier," apicturization of Rex Beach's popular novel.
"What Goes On in Hollywood Noav," scenario hy Waldemar
Young from an original story by Wid Gunning. Conrad Nagel,
Kathleen Key, William Haines, and Frank CuiTier Avill have principal roles. "Never the TAvain Shall Meet," a Mauiice Toumer
production for Cosmopolitan, adapted from the story by Peter B.
Kyne Avith a cast including Anita StcAvart, Bert Lytell, Huntly
Gordon, Justine Johnstone, George Seigmann and others.
"White Heat," directed by Marcel De Sano from the novel by
Curtis Benton, Avith Claire Windsor, Carmel Myers, William Haines,
and MattheAv Betz in the principal parts. "Time the Comedian,"
a Robert Z. Leonard production from the story by Kate Jordan,
with Mae Busch, Lew Cody, Gertrude Olmstead, Paulette Duval
and Roy SteAvart in featured roles.
"An Exchange of Wives," a Hobart Henley production based on
Cosmo Hamilton's play, Avith a cast including Conrad Nagel, Claire
Windsor, Lew Cody and Carmel Myers. "Patsy," Marshall Neilan's
production,
Sally
O'Neill,
William Haines, Ford Sterling and
Hank Mann with
in the
leading
parts.
"Span of Life," an adaptation of the stage play by Sutton Vane,
starring Lon Chaney Avith Renee Adoree. "The Outsider," Lillian
Gish
starring vehicle adapted from the stage play by Dorothy
Bx'andon.
"Merry WiA'es of Gotham," starring Marion Davies in a screen
A'ersion of LaAvrence Eyre's stage play. "The Temptress," a Cosmopolitan production based on the novel by Blasco Ibanez.
"The Undying Past," a Victor Seastrom production adapted
from the novel by Herman Sudermann, Avith John Gilbert, LeAv
Cody, Eleanor Boardman and Carmel Myers heading the cast.
"Ben Hur," elaborate screen presentation of the General Lew
Wallace stage spectacle, produced here and aibroad by Fred Niblo
with Ramon Novarro in tlie name role.
Included in other dramatic and fiction properties Avhich MetroGoldwyn may jiroduce this year are: "Strange Bedfellows," by
Barry Connors; "In His Arms," by Lynn Starling; "Broken
Branches," by Philip Bartholomae; "The Middleman," by Henry
Arthur Jones; "Wild Oats Lane," by Gerald Beaumont; "The
Wife," by David Belasco and Henry C. De Mille; "The White
Desert,"
Courtney
Ryley Cooper
;"^"The Swinnerton;
Way of an Eagle,"
bv
Ethel M.by Dell;
"Nocturne,"
by Frank
"SeAvard's
Folly," by Edison Marshall; "Hairpin Duchess," bv Alice Woods;
"The Mystery Lady," by Robert W. Chambers; "What Will People
Say?" by Rupert Hughes; "Little Bit of Broadway," bv Richard
Connell; "Beauty," by Rupert Hughes; "Captains of Souls," bv
Edgar Wallace; "The Leopard," by Cynthia Stockley; "Tree of the
Garden," by Edward Booth; "Day of Souls," by Chas. Tennev
Jackson; "Flames of(Continued
the Blue on
Ridge,"
Page by
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Booking

Combines

Kansas-Missouri
Non-Union

Are

Convention

School

is a growing sentiment favoring booking combines or similar consolidations among exhibitors in Westera Missouri. The M. P. T. 0. KansasMissouri convention last week left no doubt
of that, producer o\\-ned theatres being one
of the most widely discussed subjects at
the convention.
THERE

It generally was agreed that the producer owned house was not a matter for
the association to take up, but, rather, an
individual affair of exhibitors. However, as
the discussion progressed, it finally ended
with open suggestions that booking combines among exhibitors would be the most
effective means of combating producer
owned theatres as opijosition.
Another feature of the convention was
the enthusiasm with which the announcement
of a non-union operators' school was accepted. C. E. Cook, business manager of
the M. P. T. 0. K.-M., who largely was
instrumental in starting the school, which
is in charge of an experienced operator,
explained that it was not until after the
AYorld-in-Motion theatre of Kansas ("ity
%vas dj'namited, tliat such a school was contemplated.
As the situation now stands it will be only
a. short time until the association will have
dozens of non-union o]ierators for distribution at all times in the Kansas-Missouri
territory. Also, by way of supplying the
needs of exhibitor memliers, the association
adopted a plan of sponsoring the Kansas
City Juvenile Entertainers Association,
composed of young talent, to be used in
prologues in theatres in the territory.
The Kansas City Film Board of Trad.^
met in session with the directoi-s of the
M. P. T 0. K-M on the second day of the
convention and vnii-cd a jirotest to selecting

Nation-Wide Search for
Charles Pugh
search has been
ON-W
A NATI
uted IDE
for Charles Pugh.
instit
manager of Associated Exhibitors office at Portland, Oresion, who
disappeared mysteriously, without any
apparent cause, on Aoril 3rd and has
not been seen or heard from since. His
disaooearance is a complete mystery to
his friends and the police of the Oregon
city.
When last seen on April 3rd at 11.30
P. M. Pugh was apparently in good
health, hapoy with his wife and three
chiMren and in the knowledge that he
■wouM shortly receive a $2,500 bonus as
■winner of "The Spitfire" contest. He
had onlv about $4 on h's person when
he disappeared and has not since drawn
checks aeainst his bank account.
When last seen Pugh was wearing a
Vue serge suit and gray hat. He is described as 5 feet, 9 inches tall and
■weiehs 2^6 pounds. His eyes ?re hazel.
Information regarding him will be appreciated by wire to Associated Exch?nee 8 North Ninth Street. Portland.
0»-<='qron or Associated Exhibitors, 35
West Forty-Fifth street, New York

Favored

Film

Also Favors

for Projectionists
a seventh man from the outside to come in
and assist in settling disputes on the joint
board of arbitration.
Censorship came in for another "censorman. ing" in an address by the Rev. Earl Black-

Loew

May Build Theatre in
Harrisburg, Pa.
Marcus Loew will liave a second theatre
in Harrisburg, Pa., if the Eegent theatre,
just acquired by that organization from
Peter Magaro, proves a financial success,
according to a statement given to the newspapers by E. C. Schiller, general manager
of the corporation, who arrived in that city
on AprU 30 to an-ange for the opening of
the Regent under Loew auspices on May
11. He explained that the second theatre
would be a brand new one to be built by
the company and probably would be devoted to vaudeville.
""We had planned to build a theatre in
Harrisburg before we purchased the Regent," said Mr. Schiller, "but have abandoned that project for the present in view
of our having acquired the Regent. However, we propose to operate this theatre
and see how Harrisburg responds. If the
response is adequate and there is sufficient
demand we will build a new theatre which
would probably be devoted to vaudeville."

Quebec

Cities Enforce Daylight Saving
Desjjite varied agitations, the exhibitoi-s
of numerous cities in the Province of Quel)ec are more up against the problem of
Daylight Saving this year than ever before,
practically all of the Quebec centres having
"turned the clock" on May .3.
This is the first year that there has been
any unifoi-mity in the summer time arrangement, however, and it is the first year
that Jlontreal has adopted summer time
officially as a whole although for threo
years many business houses and others had
informally- observed daylight saving. The
cities where Daylight Saving went into effect on May 3 include Montreal. Quebec
City, Three Rivers, Sherbrooke, St. Johns.
Drummondville and Hull.

Norwegian

Picture

House

Receipts Decrease
Returns now available covering nuinici))ally-owned motion picture theatres in
sixty-five Norwegian cities and towns, show
that the gross receipts amounted to approximately 12.6 million crowns in 1924 as comI'iired to aljout 13.2 million in 1923.
In Oslo the gi-oss receipts fell from 5.S
million crowns in 1933 to 5.3 million in
1924; ininBergen
from from
l.'i 853,000
million crowns
to 1.4
milTon;
Trondhjem
to 672,000 crowns; and in Drammen from
.')50,000 to 538,000 crowns.
In Stavanger gross receipts increased
from 582,000 crovms in 1923 to 665,000 in
1924.

Industry
Palestine

X c zi-

Rallies
Fund

to

organhaveindustry,
in Hollywoo
nowRS
of thed,film
LEADE
ized vuider the leadership of Joseph M. Schenck, to aid in the rebu Iding
of Palestine as the Jewish Homeland,
through the Palestine Foundation Fund,
the chief financial agency for the resto ation of the Holy Land. Samuel Untermyer, the noted lawyer, is the President
of the Fund, which since its organization
four years ago, has raised $S,0OO,CX)O
among the Jews of America, for building, agricultural, educational and public health activities in Palestine.
Among the leaders in the film industry's efforts in Hollywood for the rebuilding of Palestine, in addition to Mr.
Schenck. are Carl Laemmle, B. P. Schulberg, Sol Lesser and Jack Warner. A
mass meeting of the industry was held
April 30th in Warner Bros. Studio in
the interests of the Jewish Homeland
movement. The industry has adopted
a quota of $25,000 to be raised in Hollywood. Leading contributors thus far
are Mr. Schenck and Mr. Laemmle,
each of whom has contributed $2,500.
Penn.

Governor

Signs

Act

Against
GoveiTior
Pmchot, Carnivals
of Pennsylvania, has
signed the bdl passed by the session of the
Legislature which adjourned April 16 in
Harrisburg, prohibiting the manufacture of
gambling devices. The motion picture interests regard this as a victory for them in
the fi"ht they have been waging for yearagainst traveling carnival companies that
detract from the summer business of the
]nctui"e shows and which depend to a larg degi'ee
booths. for success on the use of gambling
The bill, which was introduced in the
House by Assemblyman Burke, of Philadelphia, makes it unlawful "for any person, partnership, association or corporation to make, manufacture or assemble any
punch board, drawing card, slot machine or
any machine or device used or intended to
be used for gambling."
Australian
Publicity Man
Visits First National
Ken G. Hall, for the past year and a half
Fii-st National publicity director in Australia isa visitor in Xew York after having
s]ient a number of weeks in Hollywood
looking over the production and presentation of i)ictm'es.
While in the east Hall Avill in.-^pect the
company's
Xew rievr
Yorkof studios
and ideas
productions with the
absorbing
for
the pu])licity, advertising and exploitation
cnmpaigns
those product'ons
in Australia. He ison.schefluled
to sail for Australia
from Vancouver May 2Sth.
License

Fees
Decrease in
Ottawa
The City of Ottawa, Ontario, collected hi
license fee.s from the local theatres the sum
of ,$398 during the year 1924, according to
an official report for the year published
April 30. This compared with .+a06.20 for
the previous year, last year showing a decrease of $108.20. These fees were in addition to the Provincial theatre license charges
imiwsed by the Ontario Government.
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The statement issued by Mr. Steffes follows: "Hoping that something definite might be done at the Milwaukee convention, we believe
that the Allied should do nothing to hamper or retard the progress of
the independent theatre owners of the country. On the other hand, if
anything constructive is presented and the Allied States can be of assistance, the independent theatre owners of the United States may depend
on a hearty co-operation, as it is the intention of the Allied organization
and all gtates represented therein to co-operate with any body of theatre
owners or any other organization that is working toward the interest
?ind betterment of the independent theatre owners."

Michigan held Wednesday, April 29, at the
Association offices in the Hotel Wolverine,
Detroit, President Gr. A. Cross appointed
the following committee made up of Past
Presidents of the association to represent
tlie Michigan organization at Milwaukee :
James C. Ritter, Detroit; W. S. McLaren,
Jackson; J. R. Denniston, Monroe; G. A.
Cross, ■ Battle Creek, and H. M. Richey,
General Manager.
"The presence of the Michigan delegation
at Milwaukee does not mean that Michigan
has again become a member of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. Neither
does it mean that Michigan is forfeiting its
valued membership in the Allied State Organizations. The sending of a committee to
Milwaukee was ]irompted by the realization
on the part of Micliigan theatre owners that
a serious national situation has presented
itself — a common problem that affects aU
theatre owners in the United States, regardless of what their affiliations may be and a
desire on the part of the Michigan organization to lend whatever assistance it can to
the solution of tliis national issue.
"At the time that Michigan ceased to be
active in the present national body the statement was made that if at any time a common problem affecting the industry presented itself Michigan stood ready and will-

Allied

Attend

door stands wide open for exhibitor unity at the Milwaukee
THE
The Allied group will be in attendance : Michigan,
Convention.
Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota, North and South Dakota,
Texas and North Carolina.
W. A. Steffes, President of the Allied States Organization, this
week sent out A\dres to the leaders of the association, calling a meeting
in Milwaukee on the same days as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, instead of holding a separate convention in Chicago.
This action, which is regarded as a very significant development,
followed closely decisions by the Missouri-Kansas and Michigan organizations to send representatives to Milwaukee.

The official statement of the Michigan
attitude was made by H. M. Richey, General Manager, as follows :
"Hoping that definite steps will be taken
to insure the continuance of the independent
exhibitor and the independent producers,
Michigan will be represented at the coming
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America to be held in Milwaukee,
May 12-16, inclusive.
the Board
of Directors
meeting of
of
tlie"AtMotion
Picture
Theatre Owners

As

ing to offer its co-operation to the national
body or any other organization working toward the interests of independent theatre
owners. Suitable headquarters for the
Michigan committee have been reserved."
Sydney S. _Cohen, on behalf of the M.
P T. 0. A., issued this statement:
"The decision of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Michigan to send a delegation to the Milwaukee Convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, is very gratifying, as evidence of
the fact that independent exhibitors are
prepared to join forces, regardless of their
nrganization affiliations, in the CDmmon defense o? their _ business.
"Michigan is one of the strongest states.
Entrenched within this territory are Independent Theatre Owners who reflect creditably upon our Industry — men of sound
judgment, men searching for that which ideemed by all men as Right, and since
our interests and theirs are mutual, since
Ave feel that the good they accomplish in
their state cannot help but benefit the Independent situation in every state, that the
good we have accomplished and will accomplish as a National Organization, has
helped and will continue to help Michigan,
we welcome Michigan to our conferences,
feeling certain that some very constructive
proposals for the good in general will be
forthcoming from their rei)i'esentati\es.
"Differences of opinion are bound to occur between men who are not 'ves sirs,' but
there tion,isof a always
platform
'of cooperacoming this
together,
the motive
which
actuates any action. Independence is the
goal or destination of our travail or
travel. It matters not whether we approach Independence men from the North,
South, Easterly or Westerly direction, when
a problem presents itself it does not matter
how we attempt to solve it, althougli some

in

Milwaukee

methods of procedure conserve energy, the
vital necessity is that the problem shall be
solved.
''To meet the encroachments of the distributor-theatre combine we need the cooperation and active participation of every
independent factor in the business. Trade
and organization politics should be entirely
put aside, while we concentrate every effort
and consolidate all our power on the one
big issue.
"The help of the Michigan theatre owners
and of all other independent theatre owners
is urgently needed and most cordially welcomed by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. As we write, we have been
informed that a lai'ge delegation of independent theatre ownere from Kansas will
also meet with us at Milwaukee. The same
cordial welcome is extended to them."
Change
in
Policy Brings
Advertising Suit
As a result of his recent change from a
straight vaudeville show to a combined motion picture-vaudeville program, Alexander
Pantages, through his Seattle manager, E.
C. Bostick, is being sued for $11,099.50.
The suit has been bi'ought by E. F. Gunn,
advertising specialist, ag-ainst the Pantages
Theatres, Inc., in the Washington superior
court.
For more than seventeen years, the com)daint sets forth, Gunn has had the exclusive right to supply the ad curtain and the
advertising appearing thereon for the Pantages theatres. It was agreed that the curtain should be displayed forty-five minutes
prior to each performance, and five minutes between at least one act, it is claimed.
With the continuous show now in vogue,
Gunn alleges, the advertising curtain has
been practically eliminated except for its
dis])lay before the first performance at
noon, when it is seen by jiraetically no one.
The suit alleges damages of $3,979 in the
Seattle theatre; $2,659.50 in the Spokane
house; $2,526 in Vancouver, B. C; and
$1,9.35 at Tacoma; as a result of the new
policv's effect on existing contracts. Gunn
has been paying the Pantages Theatres,
Inc., $825 a month for the curtain privileges in these four houses, it is said.

Sparks Buvs More Property
in Palatka, Florida
E. J. Sparks of the Sparks Enterprises
has just made his third purchase of city
business property in Palatka, for which he
is said to have paid $57,500. The realty
includes a frontage of sixty-one feet on
Lemon street, with a depth of seventyfive feet, now occupied by the Howell theater arcade and the show rooms of an automobile dealer, and a frontage on First
street of 120 feet with a depth of 150 feet
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Hays

Motion

Morning
Eastman

Theatre

Program

of Pictures

Moruiiig Movies under the
SATURDAY red
by Will Haj s and the
plan sponso
other officials of the Motion Picture
Producers and distributors of America were
inaugurated at the Eastman Theatre, Rochester, X. Y., on Saturday morning, April 25.
The perfomiance, at which jiictures specially selected for the entertainment of children by Major Ward P. Wooldridge of the
Committee of Public Relations, co-operating
■ft^ith the Hays Organization were presented,
drew an audience of 2,700 children and
demonstrated beyond question the practicability of the Saturday Morning Mo\des
for application throughout the country.
The first program offered at the Eastman
was started by the members of the audience
singing "America." A slioi't health talk,
from the screen, preceded the entertainment.
Douglas MacLean in '"The Hottentot" was
the feature picture. The picture had been
cut 1,500 feet, not because of objectionable
"business" in its action, but because the reel
in its original form was considered too long
to sustain the interest of the young audience.
An "Out of the Inkwell" reel, a Bruce
scenic entitled ''Nights of Many Shadows,"
and an animal picture completed the program.
Major Wooldridge, who attended the performance and supervised the details of the
Mammoth

Show

Picture

House

for Birmingham
nite ant and
importannouncement
ONE
talized out
has crysdefi
of the vague rumors that have
persisted for several weeks concerning
the development of a big motion picture
theatre enterprise in Birmingham, Ala.
An announcement comes from W. S.
Mudd and B. H. Mooney, prime factors
in the Mudd and CoUey Amusement
Company operating the Trianon and
Rialtao Thetres in Birmingham. In a
joint statement issued by Mr. Mudd
and Mr. Mooney plans for a mammoth
motion picture theatre that will be the
last word in architectural beauty, artistic decoration and perfect equipment
are divulged.
The site for the new theatre is one of
the most coveted locations on Second
Avenue which is Birmingham's most
important thoroughfare. The house will
have a seating capacity of 2500 and will
rank vnth the finest in the United
States. Work will begin almost at
once nd it is scheduled to be ready for
opening in the soring of 1926.
The olans represent an investment of
$750,000. Coming on the heels of conflicting rumors involving Marcus Loew
and Famous Players-Laskv Corporation
as well as Birmingham's First National
franchise holders, the announcement is
creatine intense interest. While the
acquisition by Marcus Loew of the
lease on the Temple Theatre indicates
that he will not build the milhon dollar
house he promised Birmingham. It
seems certain that Famous Players will
pet into the comoetition. Rumor insists
that they are auietly negotiating for an
important location and an announcement is expected at any moment.

Tried

Out

First to Present
for Children

entertainment, expressed himself as greatly
pleased with the results of the initial experiment of the Saturday Morning Movie plan.
"I am sure this Saturday morning movie
idea is going to be a great success," he said.
"The enthusiasm of the children at the first
perfoi-mance shows that we have picked the
right things in the way of pictures. An
hour and a half of wholesome fun, with
perhaps some small message, is what we
are aiming at. I, personally, want to
thank the management of the Eastman for
the splendid co-operation given us in this
New
trial."

Directory Shows 3,737
Houses in Germany
According to a new directory of the German film industiy, just published, the total
number of moving pictm-e theatres in Germany is 3,737. This does not include exhibition halls where educational and advertising films may be shown from time to
time, but only theatres proper.
Of this number 308 are in Berlin which
now has a population of slightly over four
million people. At this rate the capital of
Germany is better supplied with moving picture theatres than any other part of the
country- since the entire population of Saxony has only 334 establishments and Bavar360. ia, which is considerablv larger, has onlv
Although it is asserted that Germany has
the largest number of moving picture theatres of any continental European country-,
this total is comparatively modest in view
of the fifteen thousand or more film theatres in the United St^ites.
Arthur S. Kane Speaks at
A. M. P. A. Luncheon
Arthur S. Kane, contact manager for
Universal Pictures was the principal speaker at the weekly luncheon of the A. M. P. A.
at the Cafe Boulevard in Xew York last
Thursday. He spoke in a humorous vein,
declaring among other things that the first
problem of the contact manager was to get
the job, the second to hold it and the third
to ascertain what its duties are.
Nat Rothstein was the guest of honor at
the meeting and in commemoration of his
attendance after a lengthy absence he was
presented vrith a half dozen golf balls.
Mary

Pickford's Leading
Man Injured
Hugh Allan, whom Mary Pickford selected as her leading man in '"Little Annie
Rooney" after he had been in pictures only
six months, has suffered an accident which
deprives him of his oppoi-tunity temporarily. Ho fell from the roof of his home
while repairing a wireless aerial and broke
several small bones in his wrist.
Allan's place has been taken by William
Haines, a contract player with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He has been in pictures for
the last three years. He won his part with
Miss Pickford through his work in "The
]\Iidnight Express," an independent production in which she saw him perform.

McKenna
Imposed

Picture

Duties

N civ s

Again

in England

ationce from
received official
has
of Commer
ment confirm
THEits Depart
London office of the reimposition of the McKenna duties on motion picture films as follows: Negatives,
5 pence per linear foot, positives, 1
penny per linear foot. In American
currency this amoimts to approximately
10 and 2 cents respectively. The new
rates will not be effective until July 1st.
Ontario
Government Adds
to Picture Budget
The Ontario Govermnent has increased
its budget of expenditures on motion picture production for the current fiscal year
which ends October 31st next. The sum of
$91,350 has been authorized as compared
to $87,050 last year.
The estimates for this year provide the
sum of $60,000 for the purchase of additional equipment at the Trenton studio,
including motion picture printing machines
and 231'ojection machines, film material and
the operation of the studio.
The Ontario Government purchased the
Trenton studio from the trustees of the defunct Adanac Film Corporation for apjiroximately $30,000. The Government decided it was cheaper to produce its own industrial and scenic reels after disclosures of
alleged irregularities in connection with the
making of these films by private individuals
under contract with the Government.
Walkout

Follows Danz Purchase of Stock
A walkout of musicians, stage hands and
picture operators of the American Theatre
in Spokane, Wash., occurred recently as a
result of the purchase of a large share of
stock in the house by John Danz, general
manager of the John Danz Theatres, Inc., of
Seattle, and proprietor of a number of nonunion i^icture theatres in the latter city.
The strike and walkout order was issued
by the Internationals of the trades involved,
according to reports. The purchase of an
interest
in the
American
Danz's
first venture outside
Seattle,
in an iseffort
to break
the
union control. His recent victory in the
State Supreme Court, ruling that picketing
of any kind in front of his theatres is illegal, has only served to embitter the unions
toward his activities and enterprises. Unions
in ^Vasllington are now preparing to fight
the anti-]iicketing decision to a final conclusion.
Iowa

Exhibitor

to

Make

Sunday Test Case
E. P. Smith, exhibitor of Sheraton, Iowa,
will trj' out the feeling for and against the
Sunday show in his town on Sunday. It is
Smith's feeling that the people of Sheraton
are fifty-fiftj' on the jtroposition, while the
city council is for Smith in having the
Sunday show, while the mayor is opposed
to the Sunday opening.
Smith plans to show ar his theatre on
Sunday and make a test case of the discussion. If his license is revoked by the mayor
it is his intention to take the matter to the
Supreme Court for trial.
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Greater

Movie

Season

Civic, Industrial and Public
Support to Movement

CIVIC, industrial and public organizations representing a national members>hip of millions are directing their
efforts toward the success of Greater Movie
Season and enthnsiastically endorsing the
Haj^s,
"Will H.Produc
project
erspresiand
Motionto Picture
the letters
dent of in
utors
a,
Inc., which is inof Americ
Distrib
augurating the plan nationally.
"The Greater Mo^ne Season suggests interesting and important
wrote
Lee F. Hanmer,
directorpossibilities,"
of the Recreation
Department of the Russell Sage Foundation
in enlisting his organization in the movement. "It should serve as a further stimulus to productions of merit. It ought to
afford an occasion for turning public attention to the progress that is being made
toward higher standards of excellence, and
it will be a practical demonstration of the
purpose of the producers, distributors and
exhibitors to provide right moving pictures
if the public will do its part in giving
sucli productions the necessary support."
The Rev. Charles X. Lathrop, executive
secretary of the Social Service Department
of the National Council of the Protestant
Episcopal Church, expressed great satisfaction in motion pictures. He stated his
belief that the public would respond to

Wins

Approval

Organizations Pledge Their
of Hays Organization

Greater Movie Season and assured his organization's co-operation to the utmost.
Similar assistance was promised by the
American Sunday Union and the Community Center Association.
The campaign also will be carried into
the motion picture halls of the Chautauqua
Institution during August.
"There is no question in my mind about
the people generally supporting a movement of this kind." Thomas E. Finegan of
the National Educational Association,
wrote, "Some of the most appealing and
attractive entertainments provided for tlie
public are moving pictures. There are
moving pictures which exercise a fine influence upon the social fabric — that appeal
to the intelligence and imagination of an
audience. Some of the most dramatic entertainments pi'oduced are among moving
pictures. You may count upon the co-operation of the National Educational AssociaHearty endorsement by the twenty thoution." sand citizens of Revolutionary stock composing the Sons of the American Revolution was conveyed to Mr. Hays in a letter
from W. I. Lincoln Adams. The support
of all those working in the interest of
young people will be forthcoming from the

Boys' Club Federation, according to C. J.
Atkinson-, Executive Secretary.
"Many of the best films are difficult to
popularize and the financial risk of producing them is proportionately great," stated
Harold A. Caparn of the American Civic
Association. "All the more praiseworthy
therefore is this programme of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors. All
the more therefore should every citizen and
every organization interested in raising the
standard of motion pictures, do anything
they can to encourage this impoi-tant enterOther endorsers of Greater Movie Season
include the National Board of Review, the
National Committee for the Prevention of
Blindness and the New York Knights of
Pythias. State branches of many more
bodies
active in conjunction with exprise."are
hibitor organizations.
With wide national support thus guaranteed, the Hays organization has put into
effect plans by wliich these forces can be
marshalled and a concrete alliance Avith
theatres brought about for complete exhibitor benefit when Greater Movie Season
opens in August and every avenue of pubterest. licity atul advertising stimulates public in-

Field
Continued

Activity

Astor, New

rtant developments
L impo
ERA
SEV
in the theatre field this
noted
weri!
week, chief among wliich were the announcement that Walter Reade, one of the
leading Jersey theatre owners, had bought
50% interest in the Astor Theatre, Broadway and 45th street, New York, and would
operate it in association with B. K. Bimberg; and the statement made by Carl
Laemmle in a letter to "The Spotlight."
that Universal will ultimately build in
Chicago.
Reports that Balaban & Katz would take
over the Gregory chain of nineteen houses
in the Middle West failed to materialize.
Control of the chain has been bought by S.
J. Gregory and William Kliehge.
Mr. Readem who operates the Savoy
Theatre in New York, purchased from E.
R. Thomas the latter's interest in the
Astor Theatre. The deal was said to involve $900,000. The Messrs. Shuberts have
a lease-hold on these premises which is subject to cancellation; they will give Mr.
Reade possession of this building on January 1st.
It is Mr. R cade's intention to alter the
building upon obtaining possession to the
extent Of about $500,000 redecorating, reseating and generally modernizing the
structure.

York, Changes
Ultimately

in

Theatre

Hands — Universal
in Chicago

The theatre will continue to be used for
the presentation of the better class of
motion pictures for extended runs and at
other times will house dramatic and musical
plays. Negotiations are now pending for
the presentation of "Ben Hur" at thi?
tlieatre
Goldwyn. upon its completion by MetroMr. Thomas' interest in this propertv
was held at $900,000. The terms were all
cash and there were no brokers, the transaction having been made direct between Mr.
Thomas and Mr. Reade.
Mr. Laemmle's letter to Miss Ray Lewis,
editor of "The Spotlight," read in part :
"You tell me to build downtown in
Chicago. Fine. That's what I intend to
do, but it isn't a thing that can be done
over night and done right you know. I am
going to build there Ray, in spite of the
fact that I have been threatened with the
loss of all booking in Illinois if I dare to
build downtown in Chicago."
Another important development of the
week was the pui-chase by Fitzpatrick &
McElroy of six theatre sites in Chicago.
One is at G3rd St. and Kedzie Ave. and
is worth $400,000; another at 59th and
Kedzie, known as the Gage building, valued
at $300,000; southwest corner GSrd and
Western, on which is the Bain building, val-

to Build

ued at $450,000 ; northwest corner eSrd and
Western, valued at $375,000; and a site at
62d Place and Kedzie, valued at $240,000.
Warner Brothers have acquired a 99year lease in Youngstown, 0., for a plot on
which thev will build a 2,500 seat theatre
to cost $1,000,000.
Around New York the following deals
were reported :
A site 115 by 200 ft. on Amity Ave near
Main St., Flushing, has been sold to a New
York Syndicate which will build a 3,000seat theatre.
The Jamaica Operating Co. will build
a house on Jamaica Ave., Holiis. The
Hempstead Theatre Corp. plans a theatre,
store and apartment building in Hempstead.
Contracts for a $1,000,000 theatre in
Port Chester for the Rhebem Theatres
Corp., have been awarded to the Longacre
Engineering and Construction Co. The
theatre will be on Westchester Ave., near
the New Haven railroad station and will
seat 2,000. Thomas W. Lamb is architect.
In addition to the theatre at Surf and
Stillwell, built by Chanin Construction Co.
at a cost of $1,000,000 and leased to Marcus
Loew, another theatre is being built at Surf
Ave., and West 17th St., Coney Island, at
a cost of $000,000.
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Motion

Advocate

Screen

Study

Club

National Better Films Committee Pamphlet Outlines the Plan of Operation

on and operaizati
of organ
plan
n Pictu
re Study Clubs
tion of Motio
;iu\an(-e(l by Prot. Leroy E. Bowman, of the Department of Social Science,
Columbia University, at the recent Conference of the National Committee for Better
Films, has been published in pamphlet
form by that organization.
The Study Club Plan, which met with
the endorsement of the National Committee,
is a ueveiopment of the Better Films movement among community groups and embraces tlie best features which have been
evolved by these groups and the National
Committee since its inception ten years ago.
Announcement of this new service has
been made from the headquarters of the
Committee at 70 Fifth Avenue, New York
City.
While drawn for the most part from the
procedures of citizen groups in various
cities there is one feature which makes this
Study Club Plan distinctive, and that is
its emphasis upon study, upon knowledge
of the facts and understanding of the motion picture as a ba.sis for action. To facilitate the carrj-ing out of this idea the National Committee intends to supply motion
picture study clubs with a series of papers
for presentation at montnly meetings commencin? .S;iptember, 125. These will cover
such subjects as the history of motion pictures, the social problem they have raised,
the psychology of censoi-ship, the psychological reactions of audiences, the means of
improvement likely to prove successful, the
questions of taste and morals, the nature
of the motion picture as a popular entertainment, as a \nsual educator, as a medium
of artistic expression, as a thing of social
meaning, as a form of expression in relation to other arts, etc.
Other services supplied by the National
Committee to the secretary of the study
club comprise the monthly and weekly
selected lists of the National Committee,
its annual catalog, "Film Progress" — its
monthly bulletin-magazine, "Exceptional
Photoplays" — which critically reviews the
outstanding productions, and the Weekly
Official Bulletin of the National Board of
Review. In addition each and every member of the Study Club will receive the
monthly selected list (known as the Photo-

THE

Federal

Trade

play Guide), "FUm Progress" and "Exceptional Photoplays." All this the Committee
officers state is offered at terms within the
means of any organization applying for
membei-ship.
New

Companies Chartered in
New York State
^lotion picture companies incorporating
in New York State during the past week,
included the following, the names of the directors and the amount of capitalization being <riven: De Rosa Film Trading Corporalion^of America, $10,000, A. L. Barnes, Mt.
Vei-non, E. Salinger, G. W. Jarret, New
York city; Grey Productions, Inc., .$10,000,
S. E. Grey, Beatrice Suttmeier, Gerald
Donohue, New York city.
Vassiliadis Bros. Theatrical Corp., Buffalo, $10,000, C. Vassiliadis, N. Va-.siliadis,
B. Vassiliadis, Buffalo; J. W. E. Holding
Co., Inc., capitalization not stated, Samuel
C. Wood, H. C. Hand, R. J. Gorman, New
Enterprises, Inc., $100,city; Gotham
York
OOO, Charles
H. Seaman, A. Thompson, H.
G. Kosch, New York city; Valo Distributors,
Inc., capitalization not stated, W. Krauss, E.
Birmingham, A. W. Osborn, New York city :
Grisman Productions, $5,000, E. A. Obstfeld,
Cecil Gross, Rose Appelbaum, New
York city.
The Chatterboxes, Inc., capitalization not
stated, R. W. Kxakeur, J. M. Welch, G. G.
Holland, Great Neck, L. I. ; the F. B. Roger.,
Motion Picture Corporation, capitalization
not stated, H. W. Paprocki, H. B. Holland.
F. C. Taylor, 37 Wall Street, New York
city; Gayeort Amusement Corporation, $20,000, Leon Greenfield, Bernard and Abraham
Greenfield, New York city.
Norristown

Colonial

Theatre

Destroyed by Fire
The Colonial Theatre of Norristown, Pa.,
and an adjoining junk shop were destroyed
bv fire the night of April 28th with a loss
of $100,000. The blaze started in a rag
shop and stable in the rear of the theatre.
Before the flames became uncontrollable
a small audience which had gathered in the
theatre was dismissed. The house, located
at Main and Arch streets, had recently installed a.$12,000 organ.

Commission

Dismisses

Com-

plaint Against Saenger
THE
Federal
Trade
Commission
prejudice,"
the formal complaint against has
the formally
Saenger dismissed,
Amusement"without
Company,
New
Orleans, in which the latter was charged with attempting to compel certain
film exchanges to cease supplying films to its competitors.
The commission charged the amusement company with having made threats
tci certain exchanges that unless they accepted its terms for the lease, sale or
license of films handled by it, they would cause exhibitors to refuse to handle
the films distributed by such exchanges. It was also alleged that the Saenger
Company caused contracts between exchanges and exhibitors to be broken, and
in other ways attempted to influence exchanges to handle its films on its own
terms.
The Saenger Amusem.ent Company in its answer to the complaint denied the
charges in toto. The proceeding was dismissed by the commission after consideration of the complaint and answer thereto and the testimony in support of the
charges.

Picture

News

wamer
piayers injured
in Train Wreck
se War
nda,
Fazener
Loui
star,
Brothers'Px^
ST,and
EVO
Eneth Har
lan
MARI
Walter
Ken
Long suffered slight bruises and shock
ers'
h Warn
trai
whenbedtheHair
y was
" ncominpanwhic
wrecked
"Bob
one night last week. The accident
happened on the Santa Fe train near
San Diego, the engineer of the train
being killed.
The entire camera equipment for
"Bobbed Hair" was demolished entailing a loss estimated at $10,003. Miss
Prevost and the other injured players
were treated and after a day of rest
work.
were able to proceed with production

Art

Mix
in
Los Angeles
Court Action
The Superior Court, in Los Angeles,.
Cal., has issued a decree fining Arthur J.
Mix Productions Inc., $150 and I>enver
Dixon, its director $75 for contempt of
to n.a statement made byaccording
court,Film
Corporatio
Fox
Saul E. Rogers, Genexplained
wasCounsel
It eral
for the byFox Company, that the
offending company was originally enjoined
from using advertising containing the name
"Art Mix" on postere, press sheets and film
titles in a manner alleged to mislead the
trade and tlie public into the belief that
"Art Mix"' is a motion picture star. Such
advertising it is alleged tended to conftise
the name used with that of Tom Mix, the
star of the Fox company, and was determined by the court to be unfair business
competition.
The contempt charged was the alleged
distribution of an inaccurate copy of the
exhibitors totended to lead
injunction
believe thatwhich
the injunction
did not apply to
the date of the respictures issued
training order. before
Atlanta
Film Trade Board
Names Directors
At its weekly meeting on Monday afternoon the Atlanta Film Board of Trade held
its semi-annual election of members of the
Board of Directors, choosing for this body.
George R. Allison, John T. Ezell, Dave
Prince, R. B. Williams and C. R. Beacham.
The Board of Directors will meet and
elect a chairman and appoint the standing
committees. These committees are those on
Arbitration, Grievance, Legislation and Public Information, Standing Rules, Transportation, and Entertainment. Due to the fact
that Mr. Allison and Mr. Beacham are out
of town, this meeting of the Boai'd will not
be held for about a week.
Fabians
Acquire Newark
Masonic Temple
The Fabians have taken over the 3000 seat
Masonic Temple at Newark. N. J., and expect to open about September 1st. It will
be run on the same basis as the Branford,
except that first National pictures will be run
at the Branford, and it is planned to run
Paramount features at the Temple. Fourteen nights out of the year will be devoted
to Masonic activities.
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1925

British

Delegates

Will

Be

Present

King and Major Gale Represent Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Association — Other Representatives From Abroad
country. The delegation is gathering firstMilwaukee Conveution will he
THEinternat
hand information on rentals and general
ional in scope. There will
conditions here.
Warners
Deny
Combine
t
be representatives from Grea BriThe Britisli delegates were royally retain, France and otlier Enropean countries,
Has Tied Up Product
c(nved in New York, receiving the freedom
in addition to tlie delegation from the MoONthat has
ATI
ORM
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Canada, who
e
INF
ers
er Broth
theatrto
a bigcome
Warn
of the port on entering. A number of entertainments have been given in their honor.
rs
ne
ng
ibito
among
word
the
passi
is
combi
w-exh
ican
fello
r
Amer
met with thei
Miss Elizabeth Loiiergan of Kinematograpli
for the first time last year at Boston.
independent exhibitors that the combine has tied up Warner product in
Weekly, London, Ava.s hostess at a dinner
Conspicuous among the visitors from
territory for next season and untheir
Monday night at the Hotel Woodstock, with
abroad is the delegation from the Cinemat()itors
come into the comless the exhib
the British delegates as guests. Bert Adler,
BriGreat
of
Association
graphtain Exhibitors'
bine by selling or leasing their houses,
who will represent Kine at the convention,
and Ireland, headed by William Gavazzi
or permitting the combine to take over
was also a guest.
King, secretarj' of that body, and Major
booking dates, they would be unable
On Tuesday the delegation attended a
A. J. Gale, former president, who are the
to obtain Warner and other product
for next season.
luncheon given in their honor by William
official representatives of the C. E. A.
A. Johnston, editor of iloTiox Picture
Harry M. Warner has wired from
Others in the group are A. Cunningham,
the coast as follows:
News. Besides the honor guests, Fred J.
owner of twenty theatres in Leeds and
Beecroft, advertising manager of The News
"Please inform everyone that no thethroughout Yorkshire, and representative of
atre or circuit of theatres has our prodand Mr. Adler were present.
the Leeds branch of the C. E. A.; G. F.
uct
after
the
present
twenty
features
McDonald, who represents Birmingham;
En route to ililwaukee, Mr. Gavazzi King,
and that no arrangement for selling has
Captiiin J. W. Barber, representing London,
been made or will be made until after
Major Gale and their associates visited Niagara Falls, Detroit and Chicago en route.
and Home counties; and F. H. Cooper, repthe Milwaukee convention."
resenting Xorfolk, Norwich and Eastern
They
will
be (juartered at the Hotel Wiscounties. The latter three are acting in an
consin during the convention.
unofficial capacity.
Representatives of foreign producers will
While in America, the visitors are makThe British party arrived in New York
also
be present, including F. Wynne-Jones,
ing a close study of production and distribuon the Berengaria last week and were (|narof
UFA;
Guy de Valmorin. producer of
tion,
upon
which
they
will
base
an
official
tered at the Waldorf-Astoria. They left on
"The
Miracle
of the Wolves," and Rene
to the Cinematograph Exhibitors AsWednesday for the ISIiddle West on an in- report
sociation.
Batigne, American representative of the
culminate
will
that
spection tour of theatres
Societe Anonyme des Filmes Historique,
One of the subjects to which they are
at Milwaukee. After the convention, they
the
French concern whicli made '"The Mirgiving
close
attention
is
that
of
rentals.
■vvill go on to the West Coast for an exIn some quarter's, it was said a plan
tensive tour of the studios, returning to Capt. Barber declared that exhibitors in was on acle."foot
to enlist the interest of the
England
feel
that
they
are
being
exploited
home
for
sail
will
New York, whence they
by
renters
there.
He
also
said
that
condiM.
P.
T.
0.
A.
in booking arrangements foi'
on the Berengaria, June 17.
tions in America are different from those in pictures from abroad as part of the movethe
at
part
prominent
a
play
will
They
ment for the alliance with independent proEngland and that exhibition values in EngMilwaukee convention and will be given
land should not be based on those in this ducers.
places of honor in the proceedings.
W.

John

Gavazzi

Made
C. Flinn
Wins Promotion
to Board of
Producers

the division
a special meeting of
AT mana
gers of Producers Distributing
Corporation, held Wednesday at the
eexeeutive offices of the company, F. C.
Mnnroe, president, officially announced the
promotion of John C. Flinn to the position
of vice-president and general manager, and
a member of the l)oard of directors of the
corporation.
In his new position Flinn will take full
charge of sales and assume the executive
duties just resigned by Paul C. Mooney in
addition to supervising the advertising and
publicity policies of the company.
Flinn joined Producers Distributing Corporation less thajx eighteen months ago and
in this short s))ace of time he has, by tireless efforts and the close support and cooperation of F. C. Munroe, completely reorganized Uie company and placed the organization in the foremost rank of iiidependent distributors. Since his affiliation
with tVie company he has enlarged and
streng*.hened its iirograras by product from
the gTeatest producing brains in the industry
and the meteoric advance of Producers'
Distributing Corporation has, in a great
Rieanire been due to the confidence he has
ins]^ re }.

General
Directors

Distributing

and

Sales

Manager
Direction

of

Corporation

Starting on January 1st, 1924, nothing but the skeleton of an organization,
Producers' Distributing Corporation now
has the exclusive product of Cecil B. De
Mille, the big feature productions of Al.
Christie, the specials and HaiTy Carey features of Hunt Stromberg, and the productions of George Melford, Frances Marion,
Renaud Hoffman and Belasco Productions
Inc. And it is rumored that the new program to be announced shortly will contain
the names of at least two other producers of
in'ernational fame.
F. C. Munroe in announcing the elevation
of Flinn to a higher position paid elocjuent
tribute to his qulities as an executive and a
man of broad knowledge, keen judgment,
strong personality and great ability. And it
may be said without fear of contradiction,
that everyone in the motion picture industry
echoes and approves Monroe's estimate of
Producers' Distributing Corporation's new
vice-president and general manager.
Paul C. Moo7iey. vice-president in charge
of sales corporation has resigned his office.
"My contract with Producers' Distributing
Corporation," said Mr. Mooney, "has two
more months before it expires, after which
1 had intended to make other connections.

After discussing the situation at length withr
Mr. F. C. Munroe, in-eseident, and in view
of the extensive plans of the corporation for
the coming season, I regarded that the best
interest of the company would be served by
giving way to a successor at this time instead
of later, in the middle of the selling season.
The association with Producers' Distributing
Corporation with its executives, Messrs.
Mum-oe, Raymond Pawley and John CFlinn has been pleasant and profitable. The
record of the company during the past fourteen months speaks for itself and it is witli
extreme satisfaction and gratification that
I review the cooperative achievements of
these gentlemen and mj-self."
i\Ir. Munroe, president of the companj',
said, "Mr. Mooney's record in the motion
picture industiy both before his association
with Producers Distributing Corporation
and particularly during that time shows
unusual ability and grasp of the problems
of the motion i)icture industiy. For myself
and the other officers of the corporation, I
can say that his resignation is taken with
sincere regret but with a knowledge that his
fut'ire undertakings will reflect the same
qualities which have made so many friends
for him in and out of the industry."
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Exhibitors

Motion

Join

Canada

Body

Are Included With Distributors in Group
Affiliated
With
the Hays Organization
EXHIBITORS are included in the meetings are also to be held at Toronto and
Montreal, in Eastern Canada, during May.
Motion Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada, which is the
Canadian affiliation of the Will Hays organization in the United States. Formal announcement was made during the week at Detroit Orpheum Seized by
the Canadian headquarters of the associaUnited States Officials
tion in Toronto of the inclusion of the
exhibitoi-s. Information received shows a
Federal authorities have seized the Orsubstantial number of exhibitors from Monpheum theatre in Detroit on instructions
treal, Quebec and out to Vancouver, B. C, from the commissioner of internal revenue
lined up with the new association.
at Washington, because of alleged improper
disclosure of the income of the Wayne
The list of exhibitor members already
secured comprises some of the outstanding
Amusement company, operators of the Ortheatre managers in the country. Cities already represented include Hamilton, St. pheum.
Agents of Fred L. Woodworth, collector
Catharines, Kitchener, Brantford, Gruelph,
of internal revenue for this district, served
a warrant in distraint upon George E.
Gait, London, Stratford, Peterborough, Ottawa, Kingston, Montreal, Vancouver, CalGuise, secretary, in which it was charged
gary, Winnipeg, Toronto and other centres.
that incorrect returns for 1917, 1920 and
Organization details have reached the point 1921 income of the company was falsified.
where it is now possible to hold an annual
According to the commissioner, the comconvention and this is to be staged in the panv
owes the government $4,144.86 for
immediate future at Toronto, where repre1917, $36,471.03 for 1920 and $18,709.76
sentatives ofmany film exchanges, producers
for 1921, a total of more than $59,300. The
and the exhibitors will gather to discuss all
Orpheum,
which is one of the largest comphases of m.otion picture presentation.
bination houses in the city, has been closed
The Canadian association has already
for two weeks, since it has not been paying
been devoting considerable attention to the expenses in recent weeks. When the government heard of the action being taken to
projection machine operators in the Docancel the lease, immediate action was
minion. Recently a copy of a book, "Film
Mutilation and How to Prevent It," pub- taken to protect the federal claim.
lished by the Eastern Kodak Company, RoWhen Guise declared that he was not in a
chester, N. Y., has been sent to every operposition to pay the claim, the ofiScers started
ator in Canada by Col. John A. Cooper,
an inventory of the company's assets and
president of the Motion Picture Distributors
will be in possession of the theatre until
and Exhibitors of Canada, Toronto. This
book was sent out with the compliments of the inventory is completed. The government's claim for taxes takes precedence of
• the Canadian association and with the rethe said.
Orpheum company's claim for rent, it
is
quest to "Read, Preserve, Help." A representative of the Eastman company has also
been touring Western Canada under the auspices of the association, visiting the operJesse Goldburg
Delivers a
ators in many centres, while general meetings have also been held in Vancouver, CalBroadcasting Scries
gary and Winnipeg, Manitoba. Similar
Jesse J. Goldburg, president of Independent Pictures Corporation, is broadcasting
a series of addresses on subjects connected
with the motion picture industry. The talks
"Lightnin*
Finished, Due
are being delivered from station KFI which
for Broadway
is operated by the Los Angeles Examiner
at Los Angeles.
66 Y
first of made
the John
The first of the addresses was delivered
I _jIGHTNIN'"
Golden productions
by
Fox Film Corporation on the
by Goldburg as a part of the Wampas
west coast has been completed and wall
program Wednesday, April 15th, when he
probably be the first of the new offertook for his subject "The Making of a
ings presented on Broadway on a large
Star." The second will be delivered within
scale. It will be shown in the same
the next two weeks on "The Relationship
manner as were "The Iron Horse," "As
of Music to Motion Pictures."
No Man Has Loved" and "The Fool."
"Lightnin' " will inaugurate the new
Fox policy of filming only outstanding
stage successes and novels. In the diFilm
Mutilated
by Punch
rection of the picture John Ford had
the complete cooperation of John
Holes Must Be Paid For
Golden, who was on hand all the time
The Albany Film Board of Trade has
the production was in progress.
issued
a letter to all theatres in that exJay Hunt was selected to play the
change zone warning exhibitors and operrole made famous by the late Frank
ators that hereafter theatres will be called
Bacon only after hundreds of applicants had been passed upon. Others
upon to pay for film that has been mutilated
prominent in the cast are, Madge Belby punch holes. The practice of punching
lioles in film to indicate that the reel is near
lamy, Wallace MacDonald, Ethel Clayton, J. Farrell MacDonald, James Marthe end of its run is said to have spread
cus, Edythe Chapman, Otis Harlan,
greatly in that district lately and the step
Richard Travers and Brandon Hurst.
by the Board is taken to eliminate the destniction to prints resulting therefrom.

Picture

Wilson Names Cobb
Sales Manager

N ezv s

as

announced
the appointment
of
SERING
D. WILSON
has officially
C. Lang Cobb as general sales
manager of Sering D. Wilson & Company, Inc. He has been acting in
this capacity for some time past, having just returned from an extended trip
covering practically all key cities east
of the Rockies.
Cobb, a pioneer in motion pictures
has for the past six years confined his v
activities to motion pictures in color.
He was for several years connected
with Paramount prior to his entrance
in the color field.
Cobb will make some announcements
regarding the color pictures of his organization in the near future. He expects within three months the Wilson
concern will have color laboratories
throughout Continental Europe, England and the Far East. Sering D. Wilson is sailing May 9th to complete arrangements for this service.
Albany Film Board Holds
Annual Election
- The annual election of officers of the
Albany, N. Y. Film Board of Trade took
place Monday, May 4th. Alec Herman
manager of the First National Exchange
being chosen president for the coming j-ear.
Other officers selected are, Howard Morurer. gan, vice-president, Hennan Stearn, treasMiss Jane Halloran, who has been acting
as secretary to the Boai-d, will continue her
duties in that capacity. Following the
meeting of the Board, a dinner was tendered by the members to the retiring president, J. H. Maclntyre, at the Hotel
Hampton.
Corning Votes Continuance
of Sunday Pictures
Attempts to place a ban on the showing
of motion pictures in Coming, N. Y. theatre on Sunday went to the wall Monday
night, May 4, when an ordinance before
the common council was voted out. The
fight against Sunday motion pictures has
been strong with the ministers of the city
taking an active part in the movement
to abolish the showings.
Ohio

Amusement Company
Sold to Erks

Majority stock in the Piqua, Ohio, Amusement Company was sold last week by Harry
Kress, Frank Ridenour and C. Dudley
King, to William Erk and Son, of Ilion, N.
Y. The Piqua Amusement Company operates May's Opera House, the Strand and
the Bijou theati-es.
Arbitration Trouble Settled
in Minneapolis
Arbitration difficulties with the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade have come tO'
an end and exhibitors will again resume
their places on that board, following a visit
of W. A. Steffes of the Northwest exhibitor
organization.
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Line-Up
Product
{Continued from Page of
2233)

ranee; "The Dead Command," by Blasco Ibanez; "The Gorgeous
Girl," by Nalbro Bartley; "The Gooseman," by Jacob Wasserman;
"Jason," by Justus Miles Forman; "The World's Illusion," by
Jacob Wasserman; "Year of Delight," by Margai'et Widdemar;
"The House of Mirth," by Edith Wharton; "The Awakening of
Helena Richie," by Margaret Deland; "The Orchid," by Carey
Wilson; "Women Love Diamonds," by Carey Wilson.
{Editor's Note. — Further details will he printed in a later issue.)
Paramount Will Distribute 80
THE

eighty Paramount productions for next season will be released in two groups of forty each. The Greater Forty will be
released during the period from August 1 to February 1, and the
second group, complete details of which are not yet at hand, will
cover the period from February 2 to July 31st.
In the second forty there will be two productions starring Gloria
Swanson, one a stage play produced in New York this season;
D. W. Griffith's "Sorrows of Satan," an adaptation of Marie Corelli's novel; Allan Dwan's "New York;" Herbert Brenon's "The
Blind Goddess," based on a magazine story now being published
serially; a Harold Lloyd comedy; 2 Zane Grey stories; 2 Pola
Negri starring vehicles; 2 Thomas Meighan productions; one Douglas MacLean comedy; 2 starring Richard Dix; 2 with Raymond
Griffith starred; and productions from James Craze, William de
Mille, and William K. Howard, among others.
The Greater Forty group is made up of the following:
"The Ten Commandments," the Cecil B. De Mille spectacle which
played a continuous engagement of 62 weeks and was road showed
over the country for an entire season; "Beggar On Horseback,"
James Cruze's screen production of the Broadway stage success by
George S. Kaufman and Mare Connelly, with Esther Ralston, Theodore Kosloff, Ethel Wales and Gertrude Short are among the principals in the cast.
"Flower of the Night," starring Pola Negri and based on the
Joseph Hergesheimer story of that title published in a magazine.
"Whispers," an original screen story by Booth Tarkington and
starring Thomas Meighan.
"The Stage Door Johnny," starring Raymond Griffith as a waiter
who inherits a fortune and becomes a man aboiit town. "Cobra,"
starring Rudolph Valentino in an adaptation of the Martin Brown
stage play. Nita Naldi plays the feminine lead and Joseph Henabery directs.
"The Street of Forgotten Men," a Herbert Brenon production
based on a magazine story by George Kibb© Turner, with Percy
Marmont, Mary Brian, Neil Hamilton and Raymond Hatton in
leading
roles. Oliver
"The Curwood
Ancient Highway,"
production
of the James
novel of theIrvin
same Willat's
title.
"In the Name of Love," featuring Ricardo Cortez, Greta Nissen,
Wallace Beeiy and Raymond Hatton. It was directed by Howard
Higgen from an original story written by Sada Cowan, who based
the work on the theme of Bulwer Lytton's "The Lady of Lyons."
"The Bang on Main Street," directed by Monte Bell and featuring
Adolphe Menjou in the title role.
"The Vanishing American," a screen version of Zane Grey's
novel produced by William K. Howard with Richard Dix, Lois
Wilson and Wallace Beery in the principal roles. The Liberty
Magazine Contest Special, an original to be filmed by James Cruze
from the prize winning story in the contest now being conducted
by this magazine.
"The Pony Express," a James Craze production to be offered
as a sort of sequel to "The Covered Wagon," based on an original
story by Henry James Forman and Walter Woods. "The American
Venus," featuring Greta Nissen in an original story by Lillian Lauferty, and to present girls selected in various cities as the reigning
beauties of their localities in contests to be conducted nationally by
Paramount.
"The Best People," a Sidney Olcott production based on the play
of the same title produced in New York tliis season. "The Golden
Princess," the Elinor Gates romance starring Betty Bronson. Clarence Badger will direct.
"Womanhandled," written by Arthur Stringer, author of "Manhandled" and starring Richard Dix. "Conquered," starring Gloria
Swanson and to be produced by Allan Dwan. The story was written by Arthur Stringer.
"The Enchanted Hill," a Peter B. Kyne story published serially
in a magazine and to be produced by Irvin Willat with Jack Holt,
Florence Vidor and Raymond Hatton in featured roles. "Polly of
the Ballet," a William de Mille production based on an original

|
3

story
Nissen.by Clara Bei'anger and featuring Ricardo Cortez and Greta
"When Knights Were Bold," an adaptation of Charles Marlowe's
famous play, starring Raymond Griffith. "The Trouble With
Wives," aVidor.
Sada Cowan original featuring Adolplie Menjou and
Florence
"Night Life In New York," an Allan Dwan production based on
Edgar Selwyn's original story, and presenting Rod La Roeque,
Ernest Torrence, Dorothy Gish, Helen Lee Worthing and George
Hackathorne in the east. "Shamrock," the romance of an American bom son of Irish parents who wnis success as a politician.
"Stage Strack," a Gloria Swanson staning vehicle to be produced
by Allan Dwan. "A Son of His Father," an adaptation of the
Harold Bell Wright novel of the same title, to be directed by Victor
Fleming.
"That Royle Girl," a D. W. Griffith production based on the magazine story by Edwin Balmer, with Dorothy Gish, Jack Holt and
Rod La I?ocque in the principal roles. "The Wanderer," a screen
version of the famous stage spectacle by Maurice Samuels, to be
filmed by Raoul Walsh with William Collier, Jr., Ernest Tori'ence,
Wallace Beerj^, Tyrone Power and Kathlyn Williams in the principal roles.
"Lord Jim," adapted from the novel by Joseph Conrad and to
be produced by Victor Fleming. "The Wild, Wild Girl," starring
Bebe Daniels with Rod La Rocque leading the support. It was
directed by Eddie Sutherland.
"Not So Long Ago," Sidney Olcott production starring Betty
Bronson in a romance laid in the Now York of the 70's. "The
Crossroads of the World," stairing Pola Negri in an original story
by Michael Arlen and to be produced by Raoul Walsh.
"New Brooms," a William de Mille adaptation of the stage play
written by Frank Craven and scenarioized by Clara Beranger. "A
Kiss For Cinderella," Sir James M. Barrie's play adapted to the
screen with Betty Bronson in the role created on the stage by Maude
Adams. It will be produced by Herbert Brenon.
"Lovers in Quarantine," starring Bebe Daniels in an adaptation
of "Quarantine," now being presented at the Henry Miller Theatre
in New York. A Douglas MacLean comedy, the title of which has
not
yet Forty
been announced,
will be one of the Fall releases in the
Greater
group.
"Wild Horse Mesa," another Zane Grey western
appeared serially in a magazine, with Jack Holt,
Noah Beery and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in the
"Rugged Waters," an Irvin Willat production
novel of the same name by Joseph C. Lincoln. Lois
Baxter and Wallace Beery have the featured roles.

romance which
Esther Ralston,
principal roles.
based . on the
Wilson, Warner

Two Announced by Pathe
THUS far Pathe has announced only two featuiies for next season's schedule, which will contain the largest number of short
subjects announced for any one year in the historj' of that company.
The features are:
"Rah! Rah! Rah!" the new Harold Lloyd comedy directed by
Sam Taylor and Fred Newmeyer. It will be released sometime in
the Fall. "Black Cyclone," a Hal Roach production directed by
Fred Jackman and starring "Rex," the wild horse.
Producers Distributing Corporation
WHILE

no definite announcement has yet been made by Producers Distributing Corporation, it is understood that this
company will release forty-four or possibly more featuivs during
the 1925-26 season.
Productions which have been announced are :
"The Road to Yesterday," a Cecil B. De Mille personally directed
production adapted by Jeannie Macpherson from the stage play by
E. J. Sutherland and Beulah Marie Dix. "Hell's Highroad," a De
Mille production, adapted by Eve Unsell and Leonore Coffee from
the novel by Ernest Pascal, to be directed by Frank Urson and
Paul Iribe. Leatrice Joy will be starwd with Edmund Burns,
Robert Edeson and Julia Faye in the supporting cast.
"The Coming of Amos," starring Rod La Rocque with Jetta
Goudal opposite. It will be directed by Paul Sloane from the novel
by William J. Locke. James Creelman and Garret Ford made the
adaptation for this De Mille production.
"The People Vs. Nancy Preston," a Hunt Stromberg production starring Priscilla Dean and directed by Tom Forman from
the novel by John A. Moroso, "Seven Days," an Al Christie Special
based on the play by Avery Hopwood and Maiy Roberts Rhinehart,
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directed by Scott Sidney with Lilliaia Rich, Creif^htou Hale, Lilyan
Tashmau. Tom Wilson, Eddie Gribbon, Eosa Gore and Mabel Julienne Scott in an all-star cast.
"Without Mercy," a Meti-opolitan production to be directed by
George Melford from tlie John Goodwin novel of that title Vera
Reynolds.
Dorothyroles.
Phillips, Rocklitt'e Fellowes and Robert Ames
have the leading
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Universal Plans to Produce 54

'"pHE
which
there willfeatures,
be thirty
Jewels
and fifty-four
three seriesfeatures,
of eightofeach
of Western
announced
by Universal are :
"Califoraia Straight Ahead," starring Reginald Denny and produced by HaiTy Pollard from a story by BjTon Morgan; "The
Goose Woman," a Clai-ence Brown production ba.sed on the novel
(Editor's
Xote.
Further
particulars
conceniing
the
productions
which ProdiKcrs Distributing Corporation icill offer next season icill by Rex Beach, with Jack Pickford, Louise Dresser and Constance
Bennett in the principal roles.
be published in an early issue of Moriox Picture News.)
"Spook Ranch," starring Hoot Gibson and produced by Edward
Six Pyramid Productions
j Laemmle. "Siege," by Samuel Hopkins Adams and produce<l bv
SIX all-star productions are listed by Pyramid Productions, the Svend Gade with Virginia Valli and Eugene O'Brien co-staiTed.
"Lorraine of the Lions," an Edward Sedgwick production stan-ing
titles of these being "Judith and Deei"slayer," "Dixieland Days,"
Nonnan Kerry with Patsy Ruth Miller. "The Teaser," adapted
"Appleblossom Time," "Red Heads and White Horses," "Marriagefrom the stage play and produced by William Seiter with Laura
able Girls" and "Greenwidi Village."
La Plante in the starring role.
"The Titans," starring House Peters with Ruth Clifford and diTwenty-three Rayort Features
rect<'d by Edward Sloman. "Where Was I?" starring Reginald
npHE Rayart organization announces a list of 2;5 feature releases.
Denny and based on the magazine story by Edgar Franklin. William A. Seiter, director.
This includes a series of eight starring Reed Howes, "Crack o'
DaATO," "Racing Romance." "The Gallant Fool," "The Bashful
"The Arizona Sweepstakes," with Hoot Gibson as the star and
Buccaneer," "The Action Craver," "Grinning Guns," "Fires of directed by Clifford Smith from a story by Charles A. Logue. "The
Youth" and "Fisliting Fortune." a series of eight starring Billv
Home Maker," adaptation of the Dorothy Canfield story, directed
SuUivan, including "The Fear Fighter," "The Goat Getter," "The
by King Baggot with Alice Joyce and Clive Brook featured. "The
Windjammer," "The Patent Leather Pug," "The Fighting Farmer,"
Plot Thickens," a Nina Wilcox Putnam magazine story, directed
"Fighting Justice," "Billy from Broadway" and "Lightning Fists,"
by Frank Griffen with Lam-a La Plante starred.
five from Jack Perrin, including "The Knockout Kid," "Doul)le
"The Little Giant," Glen Hunter starred with Edna Murphy
Fisted," "Starlight the Untamed," "The Thunderbolt Strikes," and
and David Higgins. The story is an adaptation from "Once a
"Silent Sheldon." also "Easy Money" with Mary Carr and CuUen
Peddler," written by Hugli McXair Kahler. and Will Xigh directed
Landis, and "The Beloved Pawn," with an all-star cast.
the production. "Stella Maris," with Mary Philbin starred in an
adaptation of the William J. Locke novel directed by Charles
Brabin.
Schulberg Schedule Calls for 18
THE eighteen stories which B. B. Schulberg will produce ne.xt
"My Old Dutch," by Albert Chevalier and Arthur Shiriey, a
year are the following :
La^n•ence Trimble prwluction with Pat O'Malley and Cullen
"Shenandoah," the American stase classic; "The Plastic Age," bv Landis. "A Hero on Horseback." staiTing Hoot Gibson, adapted
Percy Marks; "Lew Tyler's Wives," by Wallace Irwin; "With This from "A Daughter of the Dons" by William McL(»od Raine, directed by Herbert Blache.
Ring" by Fanny Heaslip Lea ; "Parisian Love" by F. Oakley Craw"The
Whole Town's Talking," starring Reginald Deiniy, an adapford; "Horses and Women," "Dancing Days," by J. J. Bell; "Extation from the play by John Emerson and Anita Loos. "On the
clusive Rights" by Evelyn Cam^jbell; "The Aristocrat" and "The
Worst Woman" by Larry Evans; "The Romance of a Million Dol- Frontier," by Ralj'h Spence, an Edward Sedgwick production
stan-ing Norman Ken-y.
lars" bv Elizabeth Dejeans; "Shopworn" by Patricia Wetlierill;
"Peacock Feathei-s." from the novel by Temple Bailey, a Svend
"Eden's Fruit," "The Other AYoman's Story" by Pegg>- Gaddis;
Gade production featuring Jacqueline Logan and Cullen Landis.
"The Girl Who Wouldn't Work" by Marie B. Went worth James;
"Two Blocks Away." with George Sidney and Charles Murry,
"Studies in Wives" by Mrs. Belloc Lowndes; "Ruthless Women"
from the stage play by Aaron Hoffman.
and "Extravagant Youth."
Details concerning the directors and stars who will be engaged to
"Kings Up," stan-ing Hoot Gibson, by Ralph Spense and dimake the various pictures in the list which Schulberg will offer
rected by Edward Laemmle.
"Snowbound," stan-ing House Peters.
have not yet been announced.
"Sally in Our Alley," stan-ing Mary Philbin. "This Way Out,",
starring Reginald Denny, from the novel by Fredei-ick Isham.
"The Love Thrill," by Byron Morgan, staning Laura La Plante.
Nine from A. G. Steen
"Chip of the Flying U," starring Hoot Gibson, directed by Herbert
Blache from the novel by B. M. Bowers.
A
G. STEEX, Inc., announced "9% Seconds" ; starring Charles
• Paddock, and a series of eight starring Bruce Gordon, includ"Under Western Skies," starring Xorman Kerrv, filmed during
the 1925 Pendleton Roundup. "The Still Alarm," adapted by
tion. ing "Don X," "Lawless Trails," and six others scheduled for producHar\ey O'Higgins from the play by Joseph Arthur and A. C.
Wheeler, directed by Edward Laemmle.
Sunset Lists 13 Features
"Sporting Life," adapted from the Drary Lane melodrama by
Se^^nour Hicks and Cecil Raleigh, a Maurice Tourneur production
npHE Sunset Productions schedule includes a series of six allstar historical westerns, a series of six featuring Dick Grace, and
stan-ing Virginia Valli. "His People," the Isadore Bernstein story
a burlesque noveltv' featui'e. The titles of the first six are "With
stan-ing Alexander Carr. "The Calgary Stampede," starring Hoot
Gibson and directed by Herbert Blache.
Kit Carson Over "the Great Di\-ide," "With Buffalo Bill on the
The twenty-four Blue Streak Western Features will incUide
U. P. Trail," "With Davy Crockett at the Fall of Alamo," "With
Sitting Bull at tlie Spirit Lake Massacre," "With Daniel Boone
eight starring Jack Hoxie, "Two Fisted Jones." "The White OutThrough the Wilderness," and "With General Custer at Little
law," "Bustin' Throush," "The Demon." "Lightning Jack," "Looking
for Trouble," "The Border Sheriff." and "Peace Medicine."
Big Horn." The burles(pie novelty stars Pola Negri and is entitled
"Are Women to Blame?" The titles of the Dick Grace features
Art Acord will be starred in "Skv High Conal," "Out of the
are unannounced.
Flood," "Triple Action," "Rustlers' Ranch," "The Set Up," "The
Scrappin' Kid," "The Terror," and "Western Pluck."
Josie Sedgwick and other western pictui-e stars will appear in
Tiffany Plans 11 Dramas
"The Call of Courage." "The Desperate Game," "the Blue Blazers,"
'TpHE Tiffany Productions, Inc., schedule calls for a total of 11
"Chasing Trorble." "Daring Days," "The Escape,'' "Bucking the
features, with all-star casts. The titles of nine are given, and are
Truth,'' and "The Boundary Line."
as follows : "Lightning," "The Lodge in the Wilderness," "Souls
for Sables." "Morganson's Finish," "The Travis Cup," "The Wrong
Minimum from United Artists Is 12
Coat," "Tale of a Vanishing People," "The Dumb Head," and
'The Luck Serum."
A MIXIMUM of twelve and a maximum of fifteen features are
announced bv United Artists. These will be the productions
Seven Truart Features Named
of Marv Pickford, Charlie Chaplin. Douglas Fairbanks, D. W.
TRUART announces seven features in its Blue Ribbon series.
Griffith," Rudolph Valentino, William S. Hart and others.
Two of these star Ruth Roland and five are all-star. The Ruth
The group will include : Mary Pickford in "Little Annie Rooney."
in which the star will return to the "ragged girl" type of role. It
Roland features are "Dollar Down" and "Where the Woi-st Begins."
was produced under the direction of William Beaudine and will be
The titles of the other five are "The Life of a Woman," "Marrjing
(Continued on Page 2256)
Money," "Salvage," "Age of Indiscretion" and "The Hurricane."
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Embassy Pictures Starts the
Coast Production
Embassy Pictures, a new independent
producing concern has been organized on
the coast with strong- financial support.
Among those identified with the company
are Frank R. Wilson and the Motion Pictures' Capital Corporation, with which Cecil
B. De Mi le and the Producers Distributing
Corporation are affiliated; Sam Zierler,
president of (Commonwealth Film Company
and Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film Company.
Four production units are to start, activities on the coast on the production program for next season. They are Forum
Pictures, Inc., Baird-Beek Pictures Corporation, Ross productions, and a fourth as yet
imtitled.
The companies whose distribution facilities will be utilized in the distribution of
product are. First National, Producers Distributing Corpoi'ation, Associated Exhibitors and another agency as yet not announced.

Leads

Are

Selected for *'The

^ Boardman
Conrad Nagel
Eleanor
Only andThing'
have been assigned to the leading roles by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the next Elinor
Glyn production, "The Only Thing," which
will be directed by Jack Conway. Technical
jjreparations are now under way for the
])roduction which will start immediately
upon the completion of the cast.

Buster Keaton in scenes from his latest feature for Metro-Gold wyn release, "Seven Chances."
Oklahoma

Exhibitors

Convene

Little Revealed as Result of Sessions,
Most
of
Which
Were
Executive

LLY
TICA
PRACstate
ion all
convent
of thesession
M. P.s T.of0. the
of
Oklahoma at Oklahoma City last week
were executive so that matters affecting the
exliibitors might be discussed intimately
and, it is said, with considerable tartness.
No representatives of national distributors
were present at any time, but three independent film exchange managers delivered
brief addresses by invitation. This was considered extremely significant.
President A. B. Moniand of Shawniee ])resided. His administration was enthusiastically indorsed and he was formally elected
to represent the organization at the Milwaukee convention. Others at the state
meeting who will go as delegates are VicePreseident L. W. Brophy of Muckogee,
John Brown of Tulsa, W. Z. Spearman of
Edmond and C. A. Runyan of Barnsdall.
Others in the membership are also expected
to attend.
United States Senator Harreld made a
short talk, reporting that a senatorial sub( ommittee was investigating the music copyright laws and promising his cordial help in
promoting in a national way the interests of
Oklahoma theater men. He was introduced
bv Attornev W. F. McLaury, counsel for
the M. P. t. 0.
It is known that the convention threshed
over the problems of music tax, uniform
contract, arbitration clause and non-thearit
Gloria Swanson
but definite action taken, if any, was
ture, i scenes from her Paramount pic- cals,
not disclosed.
'Madame Sans-Gene."

Col. H. A. Cole, president of the Texas
M. P. T. 0., was present throughout the
sessions. He reported iirocedure in certain
Texas j)ropositions similar to situations interesting Oklahoma exhibitors, and gave advice to the convention.
As a result of the convention's authorization, the board of directors appointed Harvey W. Ferguson, reputed to be the "highest powei'ed" publicity man in thee southwest, to be general manager of the organization with headquarters in Oklahoma
City. It is understood he was clothed with
unusual powere and also guaranteed the
board's backing in his every action.
Universal

Buys

Rights

to

"The Old Soak"
With the production schedule for next
year completed in detail. Universal is already planning the 1927 program, a year
and a half in advance, and as an initial
move in this direction has acquired the
screen rights to "The Old Soak," the Don
Marquis plaj- successfully produced on
Broadway and on tour. A star to enact the
character of Clem Hawkins on the screen
is under contract but Universal is not in a
position to make announcement of his name
owing to agreements under which he is now
appearing in a play on Broadway.
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Johnny

Hines Feature Has
Premiere
A capacity audience tunied out at llie
Hotel Plaza in New York Friday night for
the premiere
of Johnny Hines''
latest
feature, showing
"Tlie Crackerjack."
Stars,,
executives and exchange men were in attendance and the picture was roundly ap"The Crackerjack" is the last picture for
plauded.
Hines under his state I'ight contract for
East Coast Films. He ha.s signed contractsI'elease.
with
Burr wliereby
makeNational
a newseries C.of C.feature
comedies heforwillFirst
Associated

Quartet of production highlights from "The Night Club," a Paramount picture.
Tom

Mix
Fox

Back

Star

Will

For
Visit

New

Key

Centers

Tour
in

Twenty-One Day
Mix tour in Europe has
THEcomeTom
to an end and the Fox star is
scheduled to arrive back in New
York late this week on the Mauretania. But
Mix has not finished touring. On the way
back from Europe he planned an American
trip that will take him to as many of the
leading American cities as he can cover
over a period of twenty-one days
■The Mix tour here will be on the circus
order with Max Roth, Joe Shea, Jerry Rudolph and Roy Crandall serving as advance men. Tom will have to make the first
part of the trip without his famous horse.
Tony is not scheduled to join him until he
reaches Buffalo.
Mix has not planned to make personal
theatre ajjpearances in any city, but will

Trip
Over
U. S.
travel in a private car and meet leading exhibitors and the leading authorities in the
various cities.
The first stop on tlie Mix itinerary will
be Boston, which is scheduled for May 11th.
The following day he will arrive at Montreal and on May 13th at Toronto. From
there the jumjj will be made to Milwaukee
where the star will be on hand for the convention.
The balance of the program is as follows :Chicago, May 15th ; Detroit, 16th ;
Cleveland, 18th; Buffalo, 19th; Pittsburgh,
20th; Washington, 21st; Baltimore, 22nd;
Philadelphia, 23rd; Atlantic City, 24th;
Cincinnati, 25th; Indianapolis, 26th; St.
Louis, 27th; Kansas City, 28th; Omaha,
29th and Los Angeles, June 2nd.

Warners

Coast

Call

Exhibitors

Buy

"Two Can Play"
Associated Exhibitors has purcliased
screen rights to "Two Can Play," a Saturday Evening Post story, and it will be added
to the production lineup for the 1925-26 season. The story was written by Gerald Mygatt. It will probablv be released in theSpring
of 1926.
Nat Ross
will produce the film and supervise its direction. Clara Bow and Allen Forrest have been engaged for the leadinir roles.
Schulberg Signs Sterling for
Character Role
B. P. Schulberg has signed Ford Sterling
for a character role in "My Lady's Lips,"
in which Clara Bow, Frank Keenan, Alyc&
Mills and W^illiam Powell ai'e appearing.
The picture is under the direction of James
P. Hogan.

Meeting

Conference Will Outline Complete Program of Warner and Vitagraph Product
Brothers have called a l)e new product not heretofore mentioned,
ER
WARXsale
s convention on Warner and
the exact number of pictures to be made
under the Vitagraph trade mark and the
-26
192.)
uct
for
ph
prod
gi-a
Vita
complete lineup of the Warner forty.
to be held at Los Angeles May 12th to 16th.
The headquarters of the convention will
It will be attended by all sales managei-s,
be at the Ambassador Hotel, but many of
now operating the Vitagraph exchanges
the meetings will be held at the Warner
throughout the United States and Canada,
studio. One of the objects in taking the
and the departmental heads of the Waraer
convention to Los Angeles was to show the
organization.
exchangemen the Warner plant and to reVitaof
manager
general
Sam E. Morris,
graph, Herman Starr, of the Warner firm, \new pictures finished on next season's proMeyer Lesser, in charge of national adverIn addition to the delegates wlio departed
gram.
tising and Gus Schl&singer, foreign manafor the coast, Warners will al.so be well repger of WaiTier Brothers left for the conresented at the Milwaukee convention. Sam
vention Wednesday. Han-j' and Jack Warner are already in Hollwood shaping up the and Abe Warner and Watt L. Parker, head
production programs of both Warners and of the advertising department leave for the
Vitagraph.
convention city Saturday morning.
Among the subjects to be discussed will

Necessary Evil,'' a First
"Thepicture.
Action stills from
National

.1/ ay
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Sills to

Make
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Exteriors

in

Ottawa Camp
Exterior scenes for Milton Sills' starring
vehicle, "The Come-Back," will be filmed in
and about the Hawksbury Lumber Company
jjlant 150 miles from Ottawa and the work
will be done with the cooperation of the
Canadian government. The Canadian De])artment of Trade and Commerce has
turned its laboratories over to the Earl Hudson unit and will work with them through■<_)ut the making- of the lumbering scenes.
Raymond
Peck bureau
is the head
of the
Tirade
ixnd
Commerce
and his
assistant,
Fred Badgley, is already actively engaged
Avith First National officials in laying jjlans
for the shooting of tlie picture. The exteriors will be shot on the Ottawa, Gatineau
:ind Beauchene Rivers in the heart of the
biggest lumbering operations in the east.
Lambert Hill.yer who
direct the picture
leaves in a few days for the Ottawa camp.
Schenck

Productions

Move

to

New Quarters
Joseph M. Schenck Productions will move
its home office next week from 1540 Broadway to the offices of United Artists Corporation at 729 Seventh Avenue. Schenck
recently became chairman of the board of
directors of United Artists, of which Hiram
Abrams is president.
Emil C. Jensen succeeds Felix Feist as
booking manager of Schenck Productions,
and Beulah Livingstone remains as publicity director of the Norma and Constance
Talmadge and Buster Keaton Productions,
M'ith Dorothy Renter as assistant. The
Norma and Constance Talmadge pictures
to be released by First NaAviU continue
tional for at least another year.

Trio

of stills from

the First
'"Chickie"

National picture,

Here is Doug Fairbanks in scenes from his latest United Artists production.

^'U^'

"Don Q''

Convention
Home
Coming

on
in Chicago
Office Executives Will Discuss
Product

aand geexploit
ers exchan
tion men frommanag
every
in the
UNIVERSAL
United States and Canada will
gather with executives from the home otfice
at an important sales convention to be held
at the Hotel Drake in Chicago May 9th,
10th and 11th. The coming year's product
and sales
g. policies will be discussed at the
meetin
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal will
head the home office contingent and will
announce the second White List, Universal's
1925-2G output of fifty-four features. Other
officials who will be present are R. H.
Cochrane, vice-president; E. H. Goldstone,
treasurer; Arthur S. Kane, contact executive, Ned E. Depinet, Ned Marin and
Jules Levy, sales directors; Fred McConnell,
short product manager; Paul Guliek, publicity director; George Brown, advertising
director; Jerome Beatty, exploitation director and his assistant Joe Weil; Abe Stern,
vice-president of Century Comedies and his
sales manager H. M. Herbel; E. D. Leishman of the auditing department, Don Cobb
of the sales promotion department and R.
V. Anderson, sales manager of International
News Reel.
The Universal managers attending the convention are S. Wittman, Albany; E. W.
Kramer, Buffalo ; M. Joseph, New Haven ;
M. Epstein, Washington ; Joe Friedman,
Detroit; C. W. Dickinson, Pittsburgh; Clair
Hague, Toronto; D. Leduc, Montreal; C. R.
Dippie, Calgary ; R. Scott, Vancouver ;
G. F. Law, Winnipeg; J. Lieberman, St.
John; M. E. Morey of the American Feature Film Company, Boston ; L. W. Alexander, Chicago; George Levine, Milwaukee;
Phil Dunas, Minneapolis; M. Gottlieb, Des
Moines; H. J. Chapman, Sioux Fails; H. F.
Lefholtz, Omaha; E. Gerbase, Denver; S.

With

Exchange

Men

Henley, Salt Lake; R. C. Hudson, Butte;
L. J. Schlaifer, Seattle; G. E. Jackson,
Portland; C. A. Nathan, San Francisco;
D. S. Mitchell, Los Angeles; R. Mclleran,
Dallas ; G. L. Woods, El Paso ; W. Richardson, New Orleans; R. B. Williams, Atlanta;
J. R. Barton, Jacksonville; W. E. Sipe,
Memphis; E. F. Dardone, Charlotte; W. P.
Moran, Oklahoma City ; L. B. Metzger, Kansas City; L. Hess, St. Louis; William Esch,
Indianapolis; J. E. Daly, Charleston, W.
Va. ; Fred Strief, Cincinnati, and W. C.
Herrmann, general manager of the Big
"U" Exchange of New York City.
The following territorial exploitation men
will be present: Robert Gary, Maurice
Davis, Jack Meredith, Earle Griggs, Arthur
Janisch, Al. Burks, Al Feinman, Charles
Loewenberg, W. R. McCormack, Jack Hays,
Han-y Yost, Andrew Shariek, Louis Kramer,
Mrs. Ann McMurdv, Jack Edwards, F. L.
Babcock,
and
H. M.Roland
Wilkes.G.' MeCurdy, W. P. Getty,

U.

S. Navy

to Cooperate

in

Filming Novarro Feature
United States Navy officers at Annapolis
have signified their willingness to cooperate
with Ramon Novarro in the filming of a feature in which Metro-Goldwyn will star him.
The scenes will be made at the Naval Academy under the direction of William Christy
Cabanne.
The story is an original in which the star
will be seen as a midsiiipman, and was written by Carey Wilson. Harriet Hammond
will appear opposite the star. It is planned
to make scenes of the graduation exercises
at the Academv in June.
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Picture

News

Jack
Dempsey Completing
''Manhattan Madness"
Jack Dempsey and his wife, Estelle Taylor, are in New York shooting final scenes
on the Associated Exhibitors-Fine Arts
production, "^Manhattan .Madness," after
having completed preliminary work on the
coast.
The picture is 'oeing directed by
•lohn McDermott.
"Manhattan Madness" is based on an original script written by Charles T. and
Frank Dazey and was filmed under the personal supervision of Oscar Price. In the
cast supporting Dempsey and Miss Taylor
are Bull Montana, Frank Campeau, Nelson
McDowell, George Seigman, Bill Franey,
Theodore Lorch, Tom O'Brien, Ed Kennedy, Glenn Cavender, Jack Deery, Dean
Markham and Buddv Mason.
Dillon

Starts Production

on

John "Half
Francis Dillon
production
Way started
Girl''
last week at the New York studios of First
National on "The Half Way Girl," the new
starring vehicle for Dons Kenyon. Lloyd
Hughes arrived from the coast and is playing the leading male role, while Hobart
Bosworth and TuUy Marshall are late additions to the cast.
Production highlights from the Paramount picture, "The Crowded Hour."
First

National
Selling

Plans

in
For

Convention

Year

Discussed

During

Two Day Sales Get-to-Gether
the bany; F. J. A. McCarthy, Buffalo, and W.
ion lof last
convent
days' sales
a two district
AT eastern
of First
Nationa
J. Heenan, Philadelphia. The Home Office
week E. A. Eschmann took up with
was represented 'by E. A. Eschmann, A. W.
Smith, Jr., Charles M. Steele, W. J. Morhis branch managers the pictures to be released by the company during the new seag-an,
Hatch,
C. W. Bunn, S. W.
Hand S.
and W.Allan
S. Glenn.
son. The sessions were attended by many
The invited speakers included Robert Lieof First National's executives who addressed
the branch managers on various phases of
ber, president; R. A. Rowland, general manager J Samuel Spring, secretary-treasurer;
the company's activities.
E. Bruce Johnson, manager of the foreign
Mr. Eschmann presided at the conference.
department; C. S. Pinkerton, financial
The delegates present were H. H. Buxcomptroller; Mrs. Florence L. Strauss,
baum, Manager of the Eastern District, and
scenario editor; Robert Perkins, head of
the following Branch Managers, .J. C. Verthe legal department; and Johnny Hines,
gesslich, New Jersey ; Thomas B. Spry, Boston; Robert Smeltzer, Washington; M. H.
First National's new star, and his manager,
C. C. Burr.
Keleher, New Haven ; A. J. Herman, AlNew

Plays

For

Colleen

Pedrotti

Bill is Defeated in
California
Concerted action by the picture industiw
helped materially in the defeat of the Pedrotti bill in California which sought to abolish emplovTuent agencies and jiersonal representatives for screen players. The bill
died in committee.

Moore

First National Acquires Rights to Three
Stories for Star Now Touring Abroad
lea\ing Hollywood for the east. DurFIRST NATIONAL lias purchased three before
ing their stay in London. McCormick plans
sn for production this fall ^\•ith to take
storie
a number of scenes which later will
Collee Moore as the star. The works

are "Irene," the musical comedy success by
James H. Montgomery, HaiTy Tierney and
Joseph ileCarthy; "Clarissa of the Post
Road." by Grace Sartwell Mason and published in Saturday Evening Post; and "We
Moderns," the play by Israel Zangwill.
Miss Moore, now fully i --covered from the
injury to hei- spine which she sustained
several weeks ago while filming a scene for
''The Desert Flower" in the Mojave Desert,
is now on a vacation in Europe with her
husband, John E. McCormick, Western representative ofFirst National Pictures.
The star and her husband sailed on the
Majestic from New York, May 2nd, having
completed her work in "The Desert Flower"

be used in "We Moderns." the first of the
new stoi'ies which Miss Moore will make.
Before returning to this country in July
they will visit England, Ireland. France.
Italy, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
Belgium.
New

Winnipeg Manager for
First National
E. A. Eschmann has appointed J. C.
James manager of First National's branch
office in Winnipeg to succeed Frank
Vaughan who recently resigned. James
was booker in the branch office at Montreal
before winning his promotion.

Production highlights
from "The
Goldwyn
release.Monster," a Metro-
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Purchases

Rights

to

''The Winding Stair"
Fox lias added the name o£ auotlicr brilliant author to the long list who will contrii)ute stories to the 1925-26 program.
Ixights have been purchased to the A. E.
AV. Mason novel, ''The Winding Stair" and
it is slated for early production.
Mason has been turning out best sellers
;uid successful plays for thirty years. He
is an English author and his '"Winding
Stair" has had a great vogue there as well
as in this country. Among others on the Fox
list of noted authors are: H. G. Wells, Joseph
Conrad, 0. Henry, Richard Harding Davis,
"Winchell
Smith,Craven,
Peter B.
Kyne,
Channing
Pollock, Frank
Owen
Davis,
James
Oliver Curwood and Jackson Gregory.
Warners

Buy

Product

for

Vitagraph Exchanges
Warner Bi-others has started buying back
their product held by franchise holders
throughout the country and turning it over
to Vitagri'aph exchanges. On May 4th the
A'itagxaph branches in Kansas City and
Omaha took over the entire Warner product in those teiTitories. The purchase
w:i> made from Film Classics, Inc., of
Mliicli A. L. Kalin i.s president.
Fox

Will

Produce

''Rime

of

Mariner^'
Ancient
Fox has
added another literary classic to
its list of current releases. The company
will produce "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner," the poem written in 1797 by
Samuel Tavlor Coleridge.
It has for its
theme the lesson of human kindness io
"man and bird and beast."

[K'lJil Irene Rich in her Latest Warner Brothers' picture, "My Wife and I."

Zierler-Arrow
Commonwealth
Specials in New

Deal

Film

to Distribute

York — Other

impormost
of the
t in
opmen
devel
recent
tant dealsGof one
CONCLUDIN
the ind('])endent distribution field,
Samuel Zierler of Commonwealth Film Corporation and W. E. Shailenberger of Ari'ow
Film Corpo]-ation this week signed a co!itract under which the 24 Arrow special features will be released in Greater New York
nern
and North
wealth corners.New Jersey by the Commo
The ])ictui'es constitute the Arrow feature
output for the 1925-26 sea.sou. In the group
are 8 Whitman Bennett productions, four
directed by Whitman Bennett and four by
Wilfred Noy; four Dallas M. Fitzgerald
pi'oductions ; four Arthur M. Beck productions: two W. E. Shailenberger productions;
and two I. E. Chadwick productions.
l)e Luxe Feature Fi'm Corapanv of

Scenes

from the

First National
Clothes."

picture, "Fine

Announced

Seattle, ofWashington,
will Picture
distribute
'"The
Wizard
Oz," Chadwick
Corporation's first production for 1925-2(i. The
contract with De Luxe, which was closed
this week, includes the following tei'ritory :
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Nortiiern
Idaho and Alaska.
W. Bay Johnston, President of Rayart
Pictures, has announced the sale through
Richmount Pictures this week of the serial,
"Battling Brewster," and also the following
features : "Lightning Romance," starring
Reed Howes; "Midnight Secrets," starring
George Larkin; six Whirlwind Westerns
starring Jack Perrin; and "The Pell Street

24

Arrow

Sales Reported

Mystery,"
George
— all for
the United starring
Kingdom.
DavidLarkin
J. Mountain,
President of Richmount, who is now in London, consummated the deals.
Paramount

Signs

Another

Ziegfeld Girl
Paramount has signed another of the
Ziegfeld girls. She is Louise Brooks, at
present appearing with Leon Errol in
"Louie the 14th" in New York. Miss
Brooks signed a contract that makes her a
member of the Paramount stock company
at Long Island CUty. She will be seen on
the screen for the first time in a minor
role in "The Street of Forgotten Men," a
Herbert Brenon production in which Percy
Marmont, Mary Brian and Neil Haunlton
are featured.
Tom

Geraghty

to Supervise

Meighan Productions
Paramount has signed Thomas J. Geraghty, well known scenarist and production
executive, to supervise Thomas Meighan's
future jiroductions.
Geraghty and Meighan have been associated before. Mr. Geraghty prepared the
scenarios for "Back Home and Broke," and
"Old Home Week," oi-iginal stories for this
star which were written by George Ade.

Motion
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Serialization

Tieup

Universal

Effected

by Warners
Wamer Brothel's have effected a tieup
by -which the best of their picture stories
will be serialized and printed in installments in one thousand newspapers in all
parts of the United States. This is a part
of the extensive advertising and exploitation campaign to be carried on for the benefit of the exhibitors.
Arrangements have lieen made whereby
the serialization of a story in a key center
will coincide as closely as possible with first
iTins of the picture in that locality. None
of the subjects to be serialized has ever
appeared in serial form before. The serials
are furnished to the newspapei*s in mat form
or proofs and there will be about eighteen
installments of each, each installment running approximately 1,000 words.
The first serialization of Kathleen XoriTs's "Rose of the World" has just been
completed by the McClure SjTidicate
throughout its list of 168 papers.
George Melford is Casting
Metropolitan Feature
George Melford, who will direct "Without
Mercy," a Metropolitan production for distribution byProducers Distributirg Corporation, has selected Vera Reynolds. Robert
Ames and Dorothy Phillips for prominent
roles in the picture. It i? expected the remainder of the cast will be chosen within a
few days and tliat camera work will be
started within two weeks.

Hammons
is Completing
Release Program
his E.return
uponweek,
ELY
DIAT
d last
IMME
from
Englan
W.
Hammons, President of Educational
Film Exchanges plunged into the work
of completing final arrangements for the
program of releases to make up Educational's schedule for 1925-26. His announcement is exp)ected in the near
future. Hammons attended the annual
conference with his London associates.

Schulberg
to
Release Last
Two
Features
B. P. Schulberg will release the last two
of his features on the 19"24-'25 program late
in May and early in June. They are "Faint
Perfume," from the Zona Gale novel, and
"My
Lady's release
Lips," dates
the John
The exact
haveGoodi-ich
not yet ston*.
been
fixed.
Gasnier directed "Faint Perfume," which
ha- in its leading roles Seena Owen, William
Powell. Alyce Mills, Mary Alden. Russell
Simpson, Philo McCullough , Jacqueline
Saunders, Betty Francisco, jfed Sparks,
Joan
Stantling, Barbara Tennant and Dicky
r>randon.
James P. Hogan directed "My Lady's
Lips." and the cast includes Clara Bow,
Frank Keenan, Alyce Mills, William Powell, Ford Sterling, John Sainpolis, Gertrude
Short and Mathew Betz.
"Wildfire"

'*U''

to

Make

Western at
Pendleton Round-Up
Universal has signed a contract with the
Pendleton Round-up gi\"ing that company
exclusive film rights to the leading roundups of the west and will make a big production with the i-ound-ups as a backgroimd as
a starring vehicle for Xorman Kerry. Edward Sedg"wick will direct. The Pendleton
Round-up is scheduled to take place September 16 to 19 and a large company will be
taken there to make the picture.
Carol

Dempster
Has Lead
in Griffith Picture
Carol Dempster will have the title role in
'•That Royle Girl," D. AV. Griffith's first
production for Paramount. Miss Dempster,
whose screen work has Ijeen confined exclusively to Gritiith ])roductions will start
'•That Royle Girl'' immediately following
"Sally of the Sawdust," in which she aolso
has the title part.

F. B. O. Buys

"Keeper

of

O. has purchased screen
FB.
"The Keeper of the
rights toBees"
• Bees, ' the last novel written by
Gene Stratton-Porter before she met
death in an automobile accident in Los
Angeles last December. Shooting on
the story will start in the near future.
The story is now running; as a serial
in McCalls and will be printed in book
form in the immediate future. James
Leo Meehan, Mrs. Porter's son-in-law,
will direct the coming production.

Release

Set

Millionaire

News

Grooming

Two

Players for Stardom
Two actors are being groomed for stardom
by Universal, both having been selected because of their work in several pictures of
that company as possessing the qualifications
for stellar honors on the screen. The actors
are Fred Humes and Edmund Cobb, and
both will be given their first opportunities
in two-reel westerns, the training ground on
which several Universal players. Hoot Gibson among them, started to scale the ladder
to stardom.
Humes has been a member of the Universal fold for some time. He realized his big
chance when given a part in "Lorraine of
tlie Lions." He was born in Chej-nne, Wyo.
Cobb comes from Alburquerque, New Mexico, and was a cowboy before entering pictures with Universal.
Grainger to Open New Fox
Office in Milwaukee
James R. Grainger, general sales manager of Fox Film Corporation will open
a new branch office for the company at
Milwaukee on May 12th. The opening will
be attended by prominent exhibitors of that
city and the suiTounding territory.
J. Lorentz, formerly in charge of Pox
sales in the Milwaukee ten-itory out of
Chicago has been appointed manager of
the new branch. Grainger is at present
attending two Fox conventions in Canada.
Following the Milwaukee opening he will
make a Hjing trip to the Chicago, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Detroit offices of the
company.

for

May 10th
"Wildfii-e," the Vitagi-aph feature starring Aileen Pringle has been set for release
May 10th. It is a racetrack melodrama
adapted from the stage play by George V.
Hobart and George Broadhurst, in which
Lillian Russell stan^ed. T. Hayes Hunter
who was stage manager for the original
presentation also directed the picture.
Holmes Herbert has the leading male
role in "Wildfire," while others in the cast
are Edna Murphy, Edmund Breese, Tom
Blake, La\rford Davidson, Will Archie,
Antrim Short, Edna Morton, Arthur Bryson and Robert Billoups. The picture was
produced by Distinctive Pictures Corporation.
Young

Picture

is Given

Parade"
in "Big
RoleCrocker,
Harry
scion of
a millionaire
family in San Francisco, has been cast for
a minor role in "The Big Parade." the
Laurence Stallings original screen story to
be produced by King Yidor for Metro-Goldwyn.
The princi]ials in the cast are Renee
Adoree and John Gilbert. Others previously selected for the cast include Mitchell
Lewis,
Dane. Robert Ober, Tom O'Xryen and Carl
English Star Signed by Wiehl
Pictures
Wiehl Pictures Corporation has signed
Rosalie Reitter, well known English star,
for a series of six special productions, according to announcement by Fred Wiehl.
The title of the pictures will be announced
in the near future.

Van

Loan to Write
for Bill Cody

Series

Jesse J. Goldburg, president of Independent Pictures Corporation has closed
a contract with H. H. Van Loan whereby
the latter will write a series of five original
stories for production by Independent
starring Bill Cody. Van Loan has been
writing original screen stories for about
ten years and they have been produced by
all the leading companies.

Marshall Neilan Buys
son Studios

Gar-

ductions has purchased Prothe
NEILAN
HALL
MARSHarry
Carson Studios on Glendale Boulevard in Hollywood and immediately started improvements in the
plant to accommodate four producing
units. The changes include additional
stages and lighting equipment. Neilan
will be the director general and will
also direct one unit in person.
The first of the Neilan productions
wiU be the Adela Rogers St. Johns'
novel, "The Sky Rocket." a Hollywood
story which calls for a large cast and
elaborate settings. Screen rights have
also been acquired to the Cosmo Hamilton novel "The Garden of Edenbridge," and the Arthur Somers Roche
novel,
ManofWith
a Shady suitable
Past."
The "The
choice
additional
stories is now engaging the Neilan
scenario staff, which has already taken
quarters in the new Neilan studio. The
choice of other directors has not yet
been announced.

May
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Jans Signs Owen Moore
Constance Bennett

and

Herman F. Jans, president of Jans Productions, has engaged Owen Moore and Constance Bennett to plaj' the leading roles in
"Married?" an adaptation of Marjorie Benton Cooke's novel of that title whicli tlie
Jans company will offer on its 1925-26
schedule of releases for the independent
market.
The balance of the east is being assembled
by George Terwilliger the director and Ben
Slivey, who is in charge of production for
the Jans organization.
Follo-\nng "Married?"' Jans Productions
will produce "Ermine and Rhinestones," by
Louise Winter, and then "The Roaring
Forties," "Indiscretion," "Other Men's
Wives" and ''A Man's World.'
Gotham

Completes

Cast

for

^'Overland Limited"
Grotham Productions has completed the
cast for "The Overland Limited," first of
a series of twelve productions the company
^\nll release thi-ough Lumas Film Corporation. Malcolm McGregor and Alice Lake
will have the leading roles in this railroad
drama, while in the supporting east will be
Ralph Lewis, Buddy Post, Ethel Wales,
Jack Meljon, Emmet King and Olive Bordon. Frank O'Xeil will direct.
The "Overland Limited" was written for
the screen by James T. Tynan, author of the
picture versions of "The Great Divide" and
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew." The new
picture will go into production at once.

John Lowell and Evangeline Russell in scenes from
"Red Love," a Davis Distributing Division release.

FRED
Western

THOMPSON

Star, Signs New

Contract

B. O. has signed Fred Thomson, western
star to a new contract under which he and
• his wonder horse, Silver King will make another series of Super-Westerns for that company.
The new Thomson series will be made from novels and stories from the
pens of some of the best known authors.
F. B. O. have in Thomson a man of unusual stunt ability, as in 1910, 11
and 13 he held the world's all around championship title with a point
score of 7,577. His brother is the present champion with the second
highest point score ever made, 7,519.
Silver King who stars with Thomson is a thoroughbred Irish hunter
which was purchased by Thomson on his way home from the war from
a New York riding academy where he was regarded as too vicious to
ride. Several months ago the horse was insured for $100,000.
"The Bandit's Baby," by Leete Renick Brown, is serving Thomson as
his next vehicle. Shooting on it is scheduled to be completed next
week by director Del Andrews who also directed Thomson in "That
Devil Quemado," the star's last picture. Andrews has directed a number
of
among them being "Galloping Fish" and the
"Gosuccessful
Getters" pictures,
series.

Fox

Holds

Annual

Convention

Representatives From All Over Globe
Discuss Sales Methods for Product

all quarters
ves from
entatigather
repres
FOXof the
ed last week for
globe
the twelfth annual sales convention
of the organization whicli came to a close
at the New York studios on April 30th.
It was voted the most enthusiastic and successful convention ever held by the company. ' i
All of the United States and Canada exchanges were represented by district and
liranch managers and a number of salesmen and special representatives were on
hand from different parts of the globe.
William Fox returned for the occasion
after a three month's absence at his west
coast studios where he has been in active
supei-\'ision of the easting and production
of the big specials for the coming season.
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and
general manager of the companj^ was present at all sessions, as was James R.
Grainger, general sales manager, who has
his first opportunity of getting in to touch
with the complete personnel of the big field
organization. Wild enthusiasm marked the
announcement of the ambitiovis progi-am
for the 1925-26 season.
Following the conclusion of the New
York convention Grainger left for Canada
to attend conventions in Montreal and
Winnipeg. The Montreal sessions were
held from May 3rd to 5th and were attended by W. C. Gehring, branch manager
of Monti-eal; R. G. March, branch manager
at St. Johns; J. P. O'Loughlin, Toronto
branch manager and members of the
various sale staffs.
Tlie second convention for Western
Canada is scheduled for Winnipeg, May 8
to 10. Branch managers attending will 1)e

J. H. Wilson, of Winnipeg, J. H. Huber of
Calgary and G. M. Ballentine of Vanpover.
Lillian Rich

Heads

Cast

for

^^Seven Days''
Through the courtesy of Cecil B. De
Mille, Lillian Rich has been loaned to Al
Christie to head the cast of "Seven Days,"
his first production on the 1925-26 schedule
for Producers Distributing Corporation.
Scott Sidney who will direct has assigned
the following plaj'ers to important roles :
Lilyan Tashman, Rosa Gore, Creighton
Hale, Hallam Cooley, William Austin,
Eddie Gribbon and Tom Wilson.
"Seven Days" was ^vritten by Mar\' Robei-ts Rinehart under the title of "When a
Man Marries" and was adapted to the stage
by Avery Hopwood. Frank Roland Conklin
has prepared the screen treatment and the
story will be filmed at the Westwood Studios of the Christie organization, as well as
at the Sunset and Gower studios. Production was scheduled to start May 6th.
Lionel

Barrymore Special is
Completed
Whitman Bennett completed photography
hist week on "A Man of Honor," third of
the Lionel BarrjTnore special productions
on the cun'ent program of Chadwick PicturesJuneCorporation.
It is scheduled for release
1st.
The east of "A Man of Honor" includes
Mildi-ed Harris, who has the feminine lead;
Isobel De Leon, Winifred Barry, Dorothy
Kingdon, Jean Del Val, Albert Mack and
J. Moy Bennett. It was adopted for the
screen
by Lawrence
and will
be
the seventh
release ofMai'ston
the Chadwi«k
Nine.

Motion
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Schildkraut
P. D.

and Eltinge
C. Features

in

Joseph Sfliililkiaut and Julian Eltiuge
have been signed to star in pictvu'es to be
released by Prodiu-ers Distributing Corporation. Sciiiklkraut will in the near future
terminate his engagement in "The Firebrand" at the Morosco Theatre in New York
and depart for Culver City to play the leading role in ''The Road to Yesterday," the
fii-st i)ersonally directed Cecil B. De Mille
production for Producers release.
Schildkraut is now rated among America's
most distinguished actors. He has starred
in such Theatre Guild successes as "Lillom"
and "Peer Gynt."
Julian Eltinge, world famous female impersonator has signed a contract to appear
in the big Al Christie feature that will be
produced immediately following the completion of "Seven Days." The title of the new
production has not yet been revealed.
Complete Camera Work
Fairbanks Picture

on

Douglas Fiurbanks has completed camera
work on "Don Q," his new starring production for United Artists, and the film is
now being edited and titled.
The date of the picture's premier has not
yet been decided upon. Fairbanks is said
to be considering simultaneous premiers in
New York, London, Paris and possibly
Sydney and Told. Available theatres
naturally, will have much bearing upon this
plan.
He intends starting production within a
short time on another i^icture, though he
has not yet announced the story he will
make.

"Black
In and

Out

of Town

|

MAJOR ing H.
C. of
S. THOMSON,
manag-in
director
F. B. O., arrived
New York this week from a visit to the
Coast.
MAX BISCHOFF, architect of the UFA
theatres in Germany, is in this country
to study theatre construction methods.
L WILSON, serial producer and aviator,
arrives May 9 from the Coast.
CECIL WOODS, of the Peacock Motion
Picture Corps., with headquarters at
Shanghai, recently returned from a trip to
China.

to E.1, A.
SMITH,leftJR.,
AW.
• Eschmann,
Newassistant
York May
to
attend a conference of First National branch
managers at New Orleans.
'Y'HOMAS
A_. ,CURRAN,
special
J
representative
is making aRayart
trip over
the
Southern and Western territories.
MAE MARSH sailed last week on the
Leviathan for England, where, it is
imderstood, she will star in "The Rat."
BP. SCHULBERG of Preferred arrived
• from the Coast this week.
/CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN, general
vv coiniscl for the Hays organization, left
this week for Chicago.
FELIX
FEIST,
manager
for the
MetroGoldwyn,
is onsales
a sales
trip to
key
cities that will terminate in June.

Picture

News

Cyclone" Wins
mendation

Com-

The General Committee of the National
Board of Review has given its unqualified
commendation to "Black Cyclone," Hal
Roach's latest feature production for Pathe
whicli features Rex, the equine star of
"King of Wild Horses."
The reports handed down by the committee saj's of the picture: "This is a
remarkably interesting photoplay, with
horses in a wild state on the range for
its princii^al actors. It has thrill, love,
adventure — all the qualities of intense
dramatic action. Pietorially it is often
"Black Cyclone" has been definitely
booked to open the Capitol Theatre, New
York, May 17th. An elaborate presentation
showing.
issuperb."
being planned for this world premiere

Warners

to

Make

"Black

"The Diamond
Black Diamond Express"
Express" will be a
Warner Brothers production made under
the Vitagraph trade mark and released on
the Vitagraijh
progam
picture of the same
title for
was1925-26.
the firstA made
by Vitagraph and the first motion picture
to be publicly exhibited in the United States.
A peculiar feature of the coming production will be on the inclusion of the
original film was just a few hundred feet
in leng:th and showed a train approaching
from a distance and moving to what is now
known as a close-up. The Warner production will be a great melodrama in which
the original picture will seiwe to show the
contrast between motion pictures of that
and the present day.

"Birth of a Nation^' to Be
Released Abroad
Craft

Will

Direct

for Inde-

pendent Pictures
Independent Pictures Corporation has
sigTied William J. Craft to direct pictures
for them for the coming year. He will direct a part of the Cody and Custer sei-ies
for the company and will have supervision
of the other units. Craft is one of the veteran directors in the industry. He lately
completed a contract with Universal.
F. B. O. to Hold Annual
Sales Convention
annual sales convention of
THE
Film Booking Offices will be held
at the Drake Hotel in Chicago
May 9th and 10th with Harry M. Berman, general salesmanager, presiding.
The convention is called for a discussion of the sales policies of F. B. O.
for the Fall and Winter program.
Major H. C. S. Thomson will journey
from the company's New York Headquarters to be present at the conference,
which will bring together district and
branch managers from all parts of the
United States.
Among the New York executives and
officials who will attend are J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president and general manager;
Colvin Brown of the executive committee, Nat G. Rothstein, director of
publicity, advertising and exploitation
and Lee Marcus and AI Boasberg of
the sales promotion department.

"The Birth of a Nation" is to be shown
in the immediate future in Ireland, Germany and ItalJ^ Arrangements for releasing the picture in these countries were completed with Harry E. Aitken, vice-president
and general manager of the Epoch Production Corijoration who has just retui"ned
from Europe on the Homeric.
The first pi'esentation in Ireland will be
in Belfast, after which it will be shown in
every other city in the country. Its presentation in Germany and Italy will be on a
spectacular scale as it has never been shown
in those countries.

Fox

Changes

Release

Date

Wife''
"Everyman's
on has
Fox
changed the release
date on
"Everyman's Wife" from May 17th to
June 7th. The picture was directetl by
Maurice Elvey from a story by Ethel Hill
and Enid Hibbard. Elaine Hammerstein,
Herbert Rawlinson, Robert Cain, Dorothy
Phillips and Diana Miller have the leading
roles.
Knickerbocker

Absolved

in

Damage Suits
A decision of the Court of Appeals absolves the Knickerbocker Theatre Company
from liability in tiie actions that grew out
of the collapse of the Knickerbocker in
Washington, D.C., in 1922.

Gertrude

Short

is Added

to

Schulberg Cast
Another addition has been made to the
cast of "My Lady's Lips," the John Goodrich story which James P. Hogan is direet>ing for B. P. Schulberg. Gertrude Short
has signed for an important role. Others
in the cast are Clara Bow, Frank Keenan,
Alyce Mills, William Powell, John Sainpolis and Mathew Betz.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
Purchase Stories

sed WYN
screen rights Rto
has purcha
- GOLD
METRO
onal stories- MAYE
for the
two additi
coming program. They are "Bardelys
the Magnificent,"' the Rafael Sabatini
romance, and "When We Were TwentyOne," the Henry V. Namond stage
success in which Nat Goodwin starred
a number of years ago.
John Gilbert will play the leading role
in "Bardelys the Magnificent," which
will be a special production and the
fourth of the Sabatini novels to reach
the screen. The others were "Scaramouche," "The Sea Hawk" and "CapNat Goodwin
played in "When We
Blood."
Were tainTwenty-One"
at the peak of his
popularity
and inscored
one cast
of his
est successes
it. No
or greatother
particulars regarding the coming screen
production has yet been divulged.
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hibit(»s

Ser

viGe^ureau

Manager C. B. Stiff of the Tivoli theatre, Cluittanooga, lined up an unusually strolls array of tvindoiv displays and such co-operative ef]ort on
"Madame Sans Gene" (Paramount), includingin the
window
here. This
featured museum.
one of the gowns worn in the production, which
turnsplendid
wds copied
aftershown
the original
in a French
Advisory Board
George J. Schade, Schade theatre,
Sandusky.
Edward L. Hyman, Mark Strand
theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Ugr., Finkleatein & Rubin, Blinnecipolig.
Li«o A. T-,andau, Alhambra and
Garden thcHtics, Milwaukee.
E. R. Rogers, Southern District
Snpervisor, Famous PlayersEaaky, CbattauoOKa, Tenn.
■taiiloy
Palace theatre,
Wichita.Chamber.'^,
Kan.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr.,
Saenger Amusement Co., New
Orleans.
F. I,. IVenrman, Newman, Royal
and Recent tlieatres, Kansas
City, Mo.
Arthur G. Stolte, I)es Moines, theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. C. Qnimby, Manasing Director,
Strand Palace and Jefferson
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
J. San
A. Partington,
Francisco. Imperial theatre,
George E. Carpenter, ParamountXknpress theatre, Salt Lake.
Sidney tre*,
Graoman,
Lios Angeles.Grauman's thea-

and

Contributing
:

:

THE

Editors,
CHECK-UP

Exhibitors'
:

:

Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on -current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture at "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who
considered
it "Good";
the fourth giving
coliunn,thethose
who rating
considered
it "Big."
The fifth
column isanda percentage
average
on that
feature,
obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one
of
; "Good,"
; andare "Big,"
100%.together,
The percentage
all "Fair,"
of these 40%
reports
on one 70%
picture
then added
and dividedrating
by theof
number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports
which
might up
be misleading
taken alone, and such individual differences' of opinion
are averaged
and eliminated.
TITLE
Poor Fair Good Big Value Length
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
New Lives for Old
Thundering
Herd. The
FIRST NATIONAL.

—
—

2
1

5
5

3
8

73
85

6,796 ft.
7,187 ft.

_

i

lo

1

70

7,811 ft

FOX.
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Great Divide, The
PROD. DIST. CORP.

Service Bureau
Georgetre,E.Charlotte,
Brown,N. Imperial
theaC.
Louis K. Sidney, Division M&hager,
theatres. Pittaburgh, Lowe's
Pa.
Geo. Rotsky, Managing Dlre«t«r,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Cdji.
Eddie Zom, Managine Direct«r
troit.
Broadway-Strand
theatre, DeFred S. Myer, Managing Direet«r,
Palace theatre, Hunilton, OUo.
Joseph
Director, Mark StrandManaginK
theatre. New
York. Plunkett,
Ray Grombacher,
Manager DiWash. rector, Liberty theatre, Spokane,
Ross A. MoVoy, Manager, Temi»le
theatre, Geneva, N. Y.
W. S. McLaren, Managinr Director, Capitol theatre, Jackson, Mich.
Harold B. Franklin, Director ef
Theatres, Famous Players-Lasky.
William J. SulUvdB, Manager,
Rialto theatre, Bntte, Mont.
H. A. Albright, Manager, T. D. &
L. theatre, Glendale, CaUf.
Corp.
Thomas
D. Soriero, Supervisor ef
theatres. Universal Pictured
Claire
Meachime,
Westfleld,
N. Y. Grand theatre,
Ace Berry, Managing Direotor,
Circle theatre, Indianapolis.

——

Complete
4

See

"Check-up"

June

13

8
6 8

De
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of Vivid

at Strand

During

**Declasse"
Showing
The
jiersonal of
appearance
of Charles
Wakefield Cadman, the composer-pianist, at
the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre on the
progi'am wliich had "Declasse" as the feature iilm. offered the opportunity for a
strikiiior sta.se number. Managing Director
Edward L. H\-nian, who sends his stage presentations out over the air each Sunday
night at nine o'clock through Station
WXYC, decided to aiTange a group of Cadman com]X)sitions for the theatre audiences
and the invisil)le listeners-in.
The incident, ])resented in an elaborate
special set ])ainted by P. Dodd Ackennan.
and with a s))ecial announcement trailer
preceding it, wa.s made up as follows, M-ith
Charles Wakefield Cadman at the piano:

News

Marquee
Sign of Rags for
**Ragman"
Showing

"Dante's Inferno" SETT
Lobby
LE of
MANAGER l,EARLE oma
C ty, used
the Capito Oklah
the six-sheet on "Dante's Iny, musli
for a lobby
with nexceldispla
ferno"
. Paste
d on
and
lent results
placed in a shadow box with 12 50 watt
lamps reflecting through the six sheet,
the effect was striking. All lights, both
in the lobby and on the marquee were
dyed red. At night the entire building
was flooded with two 1,000 watt spots
with red torches burning on top of the
canopy. Taken as a whole, the exhibit
was most expressive of the weird atmosphere of the photoplay.
The usual billing was supplemented by
the use of 100 special cards placed in
vacant store windows a week in advance
of opening. Twenty-five 54-sheets were
used on front of street cars and oil
paintings were displayed in prominent
windows.
Composer

Picture

the Joie, Fort Smith, Manager J.
n" at
Ragma
l display
P. Read thehadrunan"The
unusua
DURING
on his marquee. The title of the photoplay was made of old clothes cut out to
form the lettering and suspended by a
heavy wire. This together with a sixe"
sheet cut-oulutminated at of
"Jacki
was il-a
night
by a which
spot, made
striking display.
Stills on mat board were exhibited in
the foyer of the theatre several days in
advance of showing. This was augJnented by teaser slides, trailers, etc.

Lobby
piece forH. "The
Air MaH"
mount) centre
by Manager
J. Gould
of the(ParaHippodrone. Fort IT orth, Texas. The little plane
above circled about, ivhile that on the board
appeared to be coming through the clouds.
"Wolf Dance" by the Mark Strand Ballet
Corp; "Land of the Sky-blue Water,"
Amund Sjovik, bass-baritone; "The Shadowless Hour," Edna Burhans, soprano;
"My Desii-e," Richard Bartlett, tenor;
"Love Like the Dawn Comes Stealing,"
Dorma Lee, contralto ; "Welcome Swe^t
Spring," Charlotte Bergh, coloratura soprano; "Spirit of Spring," Mark Strand
:\Iixed Quartette and the Mark Strand Ballet Corps.
The publicity campaign was begun a
week in advance and as Cadman is excellent
"copy" with music editors a gi-eat deal of
space Avas secured.

Colorful *'Chu Chin Chow"
Lobby in Charlotte
Manager Chas. H. Amos conceived a very
effective lobby for "Chu Chin Chow" at the
Alhambra, Charlotte, K C. The color
scheme was orange, black and yellow, consisting of a Inige Oriental lantern suspended from the ceiling directly above the
laox-ofifice. The title was cut-out and backed
with yellow
crepe
paper, illuminated by concealed electric
lights
On each side of the lobby, facing in
toward the lantern, was an immense crescent painted with Oriental figures. Under
each crescent, standing on the floor of the
lobby, Avas a cut-out of Betty Blj-the as the
beautiful slave girl, each depicting a different scene from the photoplay. A framed
still in front of ticket window and panels of
stills completed the display.
Newspaper space was slightlj' increased
and billing started a week in advance Avith
oil paintings and 10 gold insert frames
placed in prominent AviudoAvs. The attraction also received a special announcement
over the radio.

I:

Here is a iiindow display which can be gotten up in practically any totcn or tillage, houeier small, at trifling expense. It is a tie-up
effected by the Merced theatre, Merced, Calif., ivith his local telephone exchange in connection nith his shoning of "'Daughters of the Night"
(Fox), a telephone picture.
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''Cheaper to Marry" Week
Put Over in San Diego
A "Cheaper to Marry" week was recently celebrated by a retail hat dealer in
San Diego, California, where this picture
played at the Plaza theatre. This "Cheaper
to Marrj'" week was a feature of an elaborate and energetic campaign Avaged by H. D.
McBride, Metro-Groldwyn exploiteer. Every
married man calling at this hat store with
his wife during the week of the showing
was offered a discount. Newspaper advertising exploited the discount.
A teaser campaign was run in the press,
and proved effective. A special story and
photograph
the new
garter" ring
now
l)eing
worn on
instead
of "knee
a marriage
found ready space, and one thousand cards
I'eading "It's Cheaper to Marry" were attached to the radiators of all autos. The
three leading and most popular restaurants,
the Waldorf, the Golden Lion and the Cabrillo, consented to attach specially printed
cards exploiting the picture to their menu
cards. These cards were also inserted in
the key boxes of the Waldorf Hotel.
A tie-up with the tive Southern Service
Company laundries netted the distribution
of 6,000 inserts. Three windows were secured from the Monarch and Owl drug
Riulto
the
at
(Fox)
Roughneck"
"The
on
display
lobby
this
arranged
]. L. Cartwright
Manager
theatre, Chattanooga.
It consists
of four cut-outs of Haumiian girls pointed on compo board, with stores, in which stills and specially prea background of a painted scene showing a man and woman looking out to sea where a boat
pared cards were exhibited. Other window
is anchored tvith three men coming ashore. Palms bordered the display.
displays were contributed by jewelers, hat
dealers, cigar and hardware stores. One
tured ladies' ready-to-wear garments and
Sasseen Lines Up Windows
hundred 1-sheets were posted and slides and
toilette articles, and there was a special
trailers were used in the theatre. '
lobbj' display as well.
to Aid "Forty Winks"
Manager Chas. E. Sasseen secured four excellent window displays on "Forty Winks,"
Gilbert E. Gable presents
playing the Criterion, Enid, Okla.
One with a jewelry store displayed alarm
clocks with cards and stills. A ladies' readyto-wear shop had an attractive exhibit with
a large mat specially painted. Small cutThe
SKY
outs were also used by this firm. A book
store had a window full of kodaks with advertising copy on the picture. The fourth
window display was with a furniture company who displayed a handsome bed in tlieir
RAIDER
window with card announcing photoplay.
Catchlines were used in all the windows,
tying-up the merchandise with the picture.
Jacqueline Logan
For instance in the furniture store's AvinAND
dow was a card reading: "You can get
'Forty Winks' in a bed like this."
CaPT. NUNOESSER
In addition to the regular billing and
newspaper advertising', the changeable sign
and new inside lobby advance three-sheets
gained considerable publicity for "Forty
Winks."
"Sinners in Silk" Windows
Put Over in Kokomo
Elaborate Avindow displays of lingerie
and silk hose in the most prominent shops
in Kokomo, Ind., each of which featured
special display cards upon which were
mounted stills from the picture, recently
exploited the showing of "Sinners in Silk"
at the Victory theatre.
i Charles Glickauf, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, backed up these displays with a
vigorous press campaign, achieving 75
inches of extra advertising space in addition
to the 176 inches normally attained. The
town was well posted and a slide was used
in the theatre. Other window displays fea-

Variety says; "Receipts for the Rialto (Washington) were
boosted close to $5,000.00 over the preceding week, in a house
that has to sell each patron it attracts to the box office because
it is out of the 'drop in' district."
From

the story "The Great Air Mail Robbery"
Directed bv T. Hayes Hunter

by Jack Lait

Associated
Exhibitors
John S. VVooiy, President
-Foreign Representative Sidney Garrett
Phys. . Distributor Pathc ExcKande, In
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Chinese

Atmosphere

Given

N e zv s

Miller's Display Piece on
"Sackcloth and Scarlet"

for "East of Suez"
THE miniature Chinese cisplay used
in the lobby of the Noble theatre,
Anniston, Ala., a week prior to
the opening
of "East of Suez,"
an
excellent visualization of the title. was
Manager Roy
Smart's
Clarenceat
s, L.made
Saimder
the doorman
entire ,exhibit
very little cost.
The display was built in three sections.
The background was made up of old
Chinese shades in front of which were
placed
from llxl4's;
purple
yellow cut-outs
sateen drapes
on sides,
and and
an
odd-shaped top-piece on which was
painted the title and date.
An 18-inch banner decorated the three
sides of the marquee, and in keeping
with rest of the lobby, was of Chinese
design. Each lamp around the edege of
the marquee was covered with a Chinese
lantern, while in the lobby and the theatre itself a small quantity of incense was
kept burning to intensify the oriental atmosphere ofthe photaoplay.

Scene From "Great Divide'^
y
The in
lobbyImper
at theial's
Imperial,Lobb
A.slieville,
did
much to increase interest in ''The Great Divide." Manag-er A. S. Grist arrangfed an
interior scene of a log cabin, complete with
stove, bed, table, guns on wall, fui's, etc., in
keeping Avith the one shown in the i:)hotoplay.
The marquee was decorated with banners
made on scrim, showing the sun setting between two moimtains with the title "The
Great Divide." Two cut-outs, one of Alice
Ten-y and the other of Conway Tearle, in
front of theatre, completed the displaj-.
In addition to the above the picture was
exploited through the usual channels.

Picture

bythManager
lobby ondisplay
THEJ. Miller
"Sackclo
and fancy
Scar-F.
let" consisted
of a huge
beaverboard cutout, the center of which
was cut out in the shape of a large heart
and backed with bright scarlet cloth and
burlap. In the center of the heart was
a cut-out from the three sheet of Caldwell and Miss Sebastian. Although
minimum in expense, the display attracted the maximum of attention.
The regular newspaper advertising
and billing was used, with prominent
shops displaying,
a week inOneadvance,
attractive 8x10 still boards.
and three
sheets and framed insert cards were
also placed in store windows in the
downtown section.

Tiny, the Dinosaur, the street ballyhoo for
the trade showing of "The Lost JForld" (First
Nat'l) at the Palace theatre, London.
Put
"Excuse
on
Street as
Porter
le" Ballyhoo
When "Excuse Me" played recently at the
Strand theatre in Steubenville, 0., C. C.
Deardonrff, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, put
a man on the street dressed as a Pullman
porter. This man can-ied in one hand a
travelling bag on which was printed in large
letters ''Excuse Me."

"Salome of Tenements" is
Tied Up With Exhibit
"Salome of the Tenements" was the re(•il)ient of novel exploitation when Manager
Jack T. Turner of the Galax theatre tied
up with an exhibition of Ruissian paintings
held in one of Birmingham's leading shops
under the auspices of the local art clubs.
In return for representation in the store's
ads, and a special window display, a slide
was run at the Galax regarding the exhibit.
The Jewish community was reached
through the mailing of 2,000 letters to a list
secured from the Y. M. H. A.
The lobby displaj*, inspired by a mat in
the Press Book, was made up of beaver
board, hand painted and attractively decorated with the title, featuring Jetta Goudal
with stills and photos from the picture.

Mr"

With the caption line, "Spring styles as worn in Zane Grey's 'Thundering Herd,'" this tiindow display of Indian costumes uxis tied up tvith
the showing of "The Thundering Herd" (Paramount J at the Majestic theatre, Tulsa, Okla. The trophies and relics were obtained from
Pawnee Bill by J. W. Clark, publicity man for the theatre.
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We often hear of an exhibitor '^crashing" into a circus parade, but not so often do we get
actual
photographic
a sedan,J. bannered
Dressmaker
from Par/*"
(Paramount),
on top proof.
and sides,Here
whichis Manager
J. Madden forof "The
the Wells
theatre, Norfolk,
Va.,
slipped into a circus parade.
Oil

Paintings

Carried

on

Streets for ''Greed''
When "Greed" played recently in Portland, Me., at the Jefferson theatre, Phil
Kahn, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, popularized the showing by having oil paintings of
scenes from the picture carried in the
streets. These paintings were labeled with
annoucements of the run in inconspicuous
lettering which aroused the curiosity of
passers-by, who took pains to find out why
such paintings should be carried about the
streets. This feat exploited the showing effectively.
Cross word puzzle contests were run in
the Portland Evening Express and in the
Portland Press Herald, both contests proving popular. Four window displays helped
exploit the run and there was a specially
built flasher box on display in the lobby.
Two hundred window cards were used, and
two hundred and fifty 1-sheets, eighteen
3-sheets, twelve 6-sheets and six 24rsheets
were posted.

Strong

Press

Campaign

teer, received active co-operation from E. A.
Phillips, manager
of the Garrick and
Orpheum theatres in Fargo throughout the
cami^aign.
Gilbert E. Gable

The

"Air Mail" Hooked Up with
Model Building Contest
The "Air Alail", inlaying the Hippodrome,
Fort Worth, was the recipient of a forceful
campaign put over by Manager H. J. Gould.
Tying-up with the Fort Worth Press,
Manager Gould launched an Aeroplane
Building contest inviting all boys of Fort
Worth to take part. Models, not over 3
feet in length, were to be turned in at the
theatre, the prize winning ships to be judged by a squad of real aviators. Awards as
follows— $5.00 in gold for first prize, $3.00
second and $2.00 third. This stunt met
with overwhelming response, several splendid models being submitted. The winning
sliips were used in the lobby display.
The lobby exhibit was a real attention
getter. An aeroplane, specially built, was
placed in the center of a huge board carrying stills and title of photoplay. The
aeroplane appeared to be coming through
clouds. Small "ships", suspended from top
of lobby circled around continuously, adding much to the atmosphere.
An outstanding unit of Manager Gould's
campaign was the tie-up he effected with
the Press on the Third Annual Marble Tournament staged by that newspaper, the winner to be given a free trip to Atlantic City
to compete
in U.
the S.
National
nament of the
On theMarble
openingTourday
of the picture, the newspaper printed a
front page story inviting all boys and girls
under 15 years of age to attend a special
Saturday
morning
matinee of the "Air
Mail"
at the
Hippodrome.

presents

SKY

RAIDER
Jacqueline
TH--'
. WI
AND

Logan

Capt. Nunoesser

in

Fargo for "Greed" Run
A vigorous press campaign, beginn'n^
with teasers ten days before the opening and
expanding in space until the day of thpremiere, recently helped exploit the sliowing of "Greed" at the Orpheum theatre in
Fargo, North Dakota. The Stone Piano
company contributed a window dis/.lay imd
a bird store donated another. Two thousand
heralds were mailed out to a selected mailing
list, and two hundred window cards were
used. Four 24-sheet were posted and four
3-sheets. The Fargo Forum, in addition,
used the "Greed" cross word puzzle from
the exhibitor's service book. Special stories
found space in all the newspapers.
Morris Abrams, Metro-Goldwyn exp'oi-

Variety says; "Celebrities do not mean much in this town.
(Washington). The tact that Nungesser got so much attention speaks well not only tor the French ace but also for
the film."
From the story "The Great Air Mail Robbery"
Directed by T. Hayes Hunter

by Jack Lait

Exhibitors
Associated
Physical Disti ibutor : PatWe Exchange, 1
Foreign Representative Siclney Garrett
John S. Wooiy, President
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CLASSIFIED

AD

SECTIOM

RATES : lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

CLASSIFIED

SERVICE

A classified ad in MoTION PICTURE NewS offers the
full resources and circulation of the News to the advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.
Whether you want to reach executives, branch managers,
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can accomplish tkis
quickly and economically through the News Classified
Columns.
Wanted
MUSIC

ROLLS EXCHANGED.— Exhibitors in
any part of this country who
operate Wurlitzer Eieetric
Pianos or Motion Picture
Orchestras by music rolls can
exchange rolls with us regularly at either 75 cents or $1
per roll and postage. Write
us for full details, stating
what style you have. D. L.
Whittle Music Co., Dallas,
Texas.
MOTION

PICTURE OPERATOR. — Fifteen years'
experience; would like to locate where real projection is
appreciated. Ma' reference :
"Birth of a Naton," "Way
Down East" and other
Broadway productions. A.
Barney, Fulton Hotel, 46
Eighth Ave., New York.
ORGANIST,, playing
Robert-Morton and Wurlitzer exclusively, desires
change of location; highest
.standards ; specialty of cuing; beauty of registration;
south preferred. Box 250,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
ORGANIST. — Concert;
feature ; experienced ; only
fine instrument "Considered ;
employed ; open until October. Address, Box 2-30, Motion Picture News, New
York.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high cla-ss .scenic prologues.
Will go anywhere. Milo B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.
EXPORT
POSITION
WANTED.— Well educated
young man, twenty-three,
thoroughly versed in sales-

For Sale
Best paying laboratory in Middle
West. Best of lights; office and
laboratory equipment. Address
Box 200, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

manship and oflBce routine,
wishes connection with motion picture distributor in
export branch, either home
office or travel. Speaks and
writes English, Spanish, Portugese and French ; traveled
extensively. Central and
Latin Americas, Venezuela
and Columbia. Now in export business; highest references. Box 980, Motion Picture News, New York City.
WANTED to lease motion
picture theatre in Connecticut. FuUj^ equipped. Small
town preferred. Box 220,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
EXPERIENCED
ORGANIST and piano orchestra leader wishes engagement. Has large modern
library and ten years' picture experience. Can coach
singers and choruses. Has
business ability. Box 990,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
For

I Season
s Product
Line-Up
I
(Continued from Page 2342)
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Cliarlie Chaplin in "The Gold Rush"; to be released August 16th;
Dong-las Fairbanks in "Don Q," to be released Au^st 30; D. W.
Gritfitli's "Sally of the Sawdust," based on a play by Dorothy
Donnelly, to be released October 11th; Rudolph Valentino in "The
Bronze Collar," to be released September 27th; and William S.
Hart in a western romance under a title to be announced later, and
for release October 25th.
Twenty Under Vitagraph Banner
' I * HE Vitagraph production schedule for the coming year, which
w as announced to embrace twenty feati;res, probably will be continued as originally outlined imder the new organization formed
by that company and Warner Bi-others. Definite announcements
regarding the Vitagraph product, however, will not be made until
after the Milwaukee convention of the M. P. T 0. A.
Warner Schedule Calls for 40
AMONG the Warner Forty pictm-es will be : Two starring John
Barrymore; two directed by Ernst Lubitsch; three with Syd
Chaplin; three with Rin-Tin-Tin; foiu" with Monte Blue; four with
^larie Prevost; four with Irene Rich; two with Lowell Sherman;
three with Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore.
Production material already bought, with other plays, books and
stories to be added : "The Pleasure Buyers," by Arthur Somers
Roche; "The Passionate Quest," by E. Phillips Oppenheim; "The
Gay Ones," hj Charles Hanson Towne; "Rose of the World," by
Kathleen NoitLs; "The Golden Cocoon," by Ruth Cross; "Compromise," by Mi's. Jay Gelzer; "The Inevitable Millionaires," by
E. Phillips Oppenheim; "The Love Tov." Anonvmous; "Thou Shalt
Not," by Stephen McKenna; "The Wife Who Wasn't Wanted," by
Gertie Wentworth James; "A Waltz Dream," by Hans Kraely, a
Lubitsch production; "The Silence of the Desert," by Darrj-l Francis Zanuck; "Satan in Sables," bv Bradlev King; "The Man on the
Box," by Harold McGrath; "The Verdict of Faro Mountain," by
Rex Beach; "Bunker Bean," by Han-y Leon Wilson, dramatized
by Lee Wilson Dodd; "Bobbed Hair," by twenty authors; "HellBent-Fer-Heaven," bv Hatcher Hughes; "The Limited Mail," bv
Elmer E. Vance; "McFadden's Flats," by Gus Hill; "The Man
Who Waited for Love," mag-azine storv serialized bv Flavia Chaudoin DaFoe; "Below the Line," bv Charles A. Logue; "Wliv Girls
Go Back Home," by Catherine Brody; "Son of the Wolf."
Stars and players who will appear in Warner pictures: .John
Barrymore, Marie Prevost, Monte Blue, Syd Chaplin, Irene Rich,
Kenneth Harlan, Patsy Ruth Miller, Matt Moore, Louise Fazenda.
Clive Brook, Huntly Gordon, Lowell Sherman, John Roche, Dorothy Devore, John Patiick, Willard Louis, June Marlowe, John
HaiTon, Gayne Whitman, Don Alvarado, Rin-Tin-Tin, Helene Costello, Dolores Costello.
Directors: Ernst Lubitsch, HaiTV Beaumont, William Beaudine,
Millard Webb, James Flood, Roy Del Ruth, Hei-man Raymaker,
Alan Crosland, George Hill, Fred Xewmeyer.
Scenarists: Hope Loring and Louis Lighton; Hans Kraely,
Darryl Francis Zanuck, Julien Josephson, Bess Meredyth, Charles
A. Log-vie, C. Gardner Sullivan, "Chuck" Reisner.
Sering D. Wilson Lists One
HE list compiled by Sering D. Wilson & Co., Inc., includes one
feature, "The White Mice," which stars Jacqueline Logan.

Sale

FOR SALE. — Modern
movie ; priced for quick sale
account of illness ; wonderful
bargain ; countv seat of 10,000. tureBox
PicNews, 240',
New Motion
York.
FOR

SALE.— Poster Exchange and Theatre Supplies ;
in midAvestern city; good
location and now on a paying basis. Write C. A. B.,
^Motion Picture News, Chicago, 111.

Strikinr/ nction featured this Jioiid drairfi double-column newspaper ad on
"Broken Laws" (F. B. 0.) at the Webber theatre, Denver.
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pages and extravagant phrases do not make

the names of a stock company

pictures.

A series of titles and

cannot, alone, be an assurance of box-office success.

Competition is keen in entertainment today; the public is crying for something iiiipor
taut — pictures that have behind them something besides the blemishing stigma of "just another
movie."
So many pictures pass along in the pageant of entertainment each season nowadays, that
there must be something outstanding in the nature of each subject to make it the most important
entertainment event in any town at any time.
The pictures that will be successful in 1925 - 26 are those that have a ready-made

audi-

ence waiting for them.
How

is this ready-made

audience to be assured, aside from the one assurance of stars

whose drawing power is unquestioned?
Paramount

believes the answer to that question is in the Golden

Forty, announced

in

these pages.
Paramount

sincerely believes this Golden Forty to be the greatest audience - pullers of

this or any season, not only as a group but individually, picture by picture, subject by subject.
They are pictures that will, we believe, appeal to every possible audience that the film
theatre can attract.
Each subject is based on no haphazard

selection of material, but on a popular idea, a

great serial, a great book, a great play, with each story suited to star and director.
In securing these great properties of stage hits and best sellers, Paramount

has taken

advantage of the trend of public taste as already proven by the public itself. Books that sell in
the millions, plays that attract audiences for a year and more, will assuredly make
^1

that have a guaranteed audience waiting for them.
Golden

film stories

The public interest in the stories of the

Forty already has been proven.

Paramount

not only invites but urges the closest scrutiny of every picture in these pages.

Paramount

technical quality. Paramount

speak for themselves.

directors. Paramount

stars. Paramount

casts

But above and beyond that, an analysis will show and the future will

prove that the subjects themselves constitute the important motion picture material that the exhibitor must certainly have this season if he is to run his theatre at a profit.

I?

Five

Men

in

a

Room
*

IVE

motion picture men gathered in a room.

Each is the outstanding expert in his particular branch of the business.
The branches are: Scenario, Production, Sales, Exploitation, Public
Opinion.
The scenario expert submitted to the meeting the ten choicest stories
available from the whole world's supply of fiction. Every play, novel and
original manuscript of any merit whatever had been read by his trained
assistants. The ten pieces of material selected were unquestionably the
best in existence.
The production expert studied these ten stories. With the foremost
players and directors at his disposal, he could make the kind of picture
each demanded. He announced that all ten stories would make good pictures, and fii^e of them would make big, elaborate specials conforming to
the highest standards of the screen.

I

^

The sales expert, with his intimate knowledge of box-office, analvzed
these five potential specials. He liked all five of them. He added, however, that three of the stories were so exactly the type of material that every
exhibitor in the country is eager to get, that they stood out above the others.

2^

The exploitation expert declared that two of these three stories embodied such new and interesting ideas that nation-wide exploitation campaigns could be built around them, making them gold mines at the box
office. He outlined the plans for these two campaigns.

I

The expert who knows to the minute the public's tastes at the box
office, gleaned from continuous national investigations, stated that one of
these two stories was on a subject that is the rage of the hour among all
classes of people.
This one story, having been enthusiastically endorsed by all five men.
was selected for production as a motion picture.

> a
I

Forty such meetings were held over a period of six months.

40.

The same

procedure was followed at each meeting, and at each meeting one superfine, guaranteed box office success was chosen.

These forty success-assured special productions are the kind of pictures you will find in the Golden Forty Paramount Pictures.

i
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RICHARD

DIX
BYRON MORGAN

It

Richard

Supported
A

Frank

dix

by Esther
Tuttle

Ralston

Production

J^ICHARD
Dix isstar
no of
longer
the "fastest
comingdrawing
star of power.
the screen".
has him
arrived.
a full fledged
the most
exceptional
FolksHelike
and Hetheyis
want to see him. He is not only young, virile, good looking, magneric, but he is every inch
an actor, a comedian of distinction, and in addition, able to portray the deeper emotional
roles. Paramount is proud of Richard Dix and knows that exhibitors are proud to show his
pictures.
In "Californili or Bust" he has an ideal role in a fast moving romantic automobile comedy
drama, in which he plays the part of a young clerk who wins an automobile at a charity
bazar, the very machine which has revolved around a sensational breach of promise suit.
Whe he starts on his cross country vacation and meets with a pretty young stenographer who
is touring in a battered Ford, the mistaken identity theme, the chase the melodrama, the romance and the thrills begin to pile up in a msrvelous plot of love and comedy. Better than
"Manhattan", better than "Too Many Kisses, "California or Bust" is going to make new
records as one of the outstanding hits of the Golden Forty.

CH Cparamounl
Written especially for
the star by Byron Morgan

f

Qidure
Screenplay written by
TowNSEND Martin
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li'iVA Warner Baxter, Raymond Hatton, Bessie Love, and H
other S
artists l'
FAT
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In his sphere, Harold Bell Wright is the most
Harold Bell Wright's latest and greatest novel is
popular living author in America. In the past eight
"A Son of His Father," an action-romance of the
years, his books have sold over 10,000,000 copies,
Arizona Desert. It is now running in McCall's
reaching 56,000,000 readers, more than half of the
Magazine (circulation 2,250,000 readers), the first
population of the United States!
Wright book ever to be serialized.
Next to the Bible, Harold Bell Wright is the bestseller in the world! His books go everywhere, big
cities and byways, into countless homes where Wright

In filming the Zane Grey stories, Paramount has
set a high standard for outdoor pictures never before
known in the industry. The same high standard will

is the only author read. You have ready-made audiences for Wright as soon as you announce his name!

be adhered to in placing Wright's splendid sold-tothe-public-in-advance story upon the screen!

Ci Qaramount
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WRIGHTS
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story

^fs

FATHER

*~r^ HE public, which is turning away from the gaudy Happer to the
age-old ideal of wholesome American manhood and womanhood, will
find honest joy and real refreshment in "A Son of His Father." It is
the most vigorous, the most stirring, and the most appealing of the famous
line of novels which have made Harold Bell Wright pre-eminent. And
Paramount is producing the picture with all the high talent, painstaking
care, elaborate settings, and atmosphere of class that only Paramount
outdoor pictures possess.
The setting of "A Son of His Father" is the fascinating story of
the changing west as it noticeably shifts even in the little lapse of time
between a son and his father.
The story in brief: Nora O'Shea, a pretty Irish girl, comes to Arizona, after the death of her mother, from Ireland to join her brother,
Larry, a cowboy on young Jack Morton's ranch. Morton, a college
man, handsome, but rather wild, has just gambled away his ranch to a
man in the employ of Zobetzer, wealthy enemy of the Morton's and an
unscrupulous man suspected of being a cattle-rustler.
Larry O'Shea, who has left IVIorton and caught on with a gang of
smugglers, fails to meet Nora at the station, and Morton takes her in
charge. Later Zobetzer attempts to kidnap the girl, but relents when he
learned she befriended his little grandson on the train coming out.
The capture of Nora by smugglers, her thrilling rescue by Morton,
the brave death of Larr\^ the love of Morton and Nora, and the recovery
of his ranch by Morton, form the basis for a plot that is packed with
excitement and action every second.
And remember — Harold Bell Wright's 56,000,000 readers are
waiting to see "A Son of His Father" on the screen as Paramount is
producing it!

Gloria in another great characterization like "The Humming
Bird" and "Manhandled". The story of a small town girl with
the universal lure to become an actress in the great city. She
believes what the gossips say as to how girls get their names in
electric lights and she is willing to go. Eventually she lands on
Broadway, and finds that it's not so easy — the millionaires not so
ready to allow her to drop into their laps. She finally wins her
way — but on merit and with her career comes the great love she
had dreamt of. It's box-office from every angle — star, director,
story, plus a great title.
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Production

hy Frank R. Adams
IN production
"Stage Struck",
Gloria Swanson
to the typeand
of
that registered
her firstreturns
great popularity
which branded her as one of the greatest character
actresses of all time.
We have had a steady demand from exhibitors all over
the country for more productions on the order of "Manhandled". This has been expressed in practically every
exhibitor comment that has reached us since that production was released.
"Stage Struck" tells a most wonderful story. It has
been the dream of every young girl to grow up to be a
great actress — to go on the stage. Gloria Swanson takes
this human theme and develops it into one of the greatest
box-office attractions of her career. Those who witnessed
her characterizations in "Manhandled" of Charlie Chaplin
and others will realize the field that is open to her in
"Stage Struck" where from Bernhardt down, in the interpretations that she will give, she will mimic practically
every great character of stage and screen.
Nothing more human, nothing with a greater boxoffice appeal has ever been assigned to Gloria Swanson
than this tremendously human story of the girl from the
small town whose ambition led to the stage, prepared to
pay any price to gain her end, and who in finding after all
that the world responds to talent and nothing else but
talent, also found the true love and true happiness that she
had sought so long.
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J-JERE is a wonderful story for Bebe Daniels, the
Bebe of "Miss Blubeard" and "The Manicure
Girl". In it she plays the part of Rowena Vanderhaydin who, by the time she is grown,
has caused her
parents more trouble than both her prim and proper
sisters. At last she tells them she is all fed up on
their way of living and means to toss a tooth brush
and an extra frill into her suitcase and go where
"women

are women

and don't have to be ladies".

Rowena craves action and she certainly gets it
when she goes to work in a department store. She
can handle the clerks alright but one night, Arthur,
the dude floorwalker, is very persistent and Rowena
threatens to use her fists.

MAGAZINE
SERIAL
Bunny Moore, another wild, wild child, has
been
disowned by his rich old uncle and is drivi
ng a taxicab for a living. Moore sees the crowd, stops
his taxi
and steps out in time to hear Rowena's remar
k to
Arthur and to see Arthur lounge towar
d the girl.
Moore
s out and Arthur goes to sleep right
there 's
on fist
the shoot
sidewa
lk.
And

then the fun starts. What happens in the
life of the big city when this wild, wild pair gets
together isenough to fill seven reels with a thousand
gasps and laughs and thrills and an extra portion of
pleasant romance. Bebe will wear the very latest
modes and be in her element in this fast light comedy. Itis modern, metropolitan, fresh, original, vastly,
entertaining — the sort of quick-moving joy-romanc
e
that audiences are enthusiastic about these days. It
is
as up-to-date as to-morrow's newspaper and lends isself to a spectacular production that will be great news
for any box-office. All in all, a de-luxe knockout.

Directed by Edward

(2 paramount
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D AYMOND
GRIFFITH combines class with humor,
good looks with the agility of a
Fairbanks. He and his high hat
are fast becoming as well known
as Harry Lloyd and his spectacles.
Much of the humor that Griffith
injects into his pictures is spontaneous and out of his own head, so that it is
always safe to predict that he will embellish
any plot handed him so that it is many times
as effective at the box office as is the original.
Griffith broke into motion pictures as a writer
of "gags" for Harold Lloyd and others; he is
putting his best "gags" into his own pictures
now. "When Knights Were Bold" is the famous
play by Charles Marlow that some of the most
notable stage comedians in history have won
honors in. It abounds in humor, both high
and slapstick, and it tells a romantic love
story besides.
It is a wonderful

combination

of the

"Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's Court",
motif and "Captain Applejack" motif and a
strictly modern love story, with the marvelous
comedy talents of Raymond Griffith to make
it a screen classic of humor!
Mr. Griffith is being provided with a
complete comedy producing unit. Nothing will
be spared to make these feature comedies the
highest class in the business. The public has
shown its appreciation of real comedians and
real comedy pictures and has already registered
emphatic approval for the new king of comedy,
Raymond Griffith.
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married li/e toda;
BY SAOA COWAN
DIRECTED BY
HOWARD HICCIN
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The

Trouble

ADOLPHE
AS

THE

With

MENJOU

HUSBAND/

Wives

FLORENCE
AS

THE

VIDOR

WIFE^

'

'The

with

my

trouble

wife is—^

way and
out thatabout
men start
you'vea heard
often into
^-JOWlaunch
serio-comic
rigamarole
the
frailties and foibles of the poor dear ladies that leaves
you undecided whether to laugh or shed a tear of sympathy. Well, here's a picture comedy that tells frolicsomely just what the trouble with wives is, and what's to
be done about it. Sada Cowan, who wrote "Bluebeard's
8th Wife" for the screen, is the author. Howard Higgin
is directing.
Adolphe Menjou will be seen as The Husband; Florence Vidor will play The Wife. The rest of the cast will
be of similar strength. A national exploitation campaign
will sell the picture in advance to the public.
Remember — no preaching, no heavy drama, no propaganda. Just a rollicking comedy that takes marriage
apart and shows what makes it tick, or fail to tick.
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SERIAL AND THE BEST SELLING NOVEL OF 1925
by Joseph C. Lincoln

JOSEPH C. LINCOLN'S Cape Cod novels sell into the hundreds of thousands, and
he is as popular in his particular field as Zane Grey is in his. "Rugged Waters" is
Lincoln's newest and greatest novel. Like one other Lincoln classics, "Rugged
Waters" is packed with heroic action, quaint humor and wholesome romance. It is a
spectacular r()mHnce-dr;ima of the life-saving service, the sort of actionful outdoor
story that Willat produces so well.
To be prodiictid with a specially chosen cast, the first
selections of u'hich are
LOIS WILSON AND

Wt^^Kamou

n t

WARNER

BAXTER

Cplcture

L

An

IRVIN

WiLLAT

Director

Of

hy Joseph C. Lincoln

"North

production
of

36"

Screenplay by James

Hamilton
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of the best-selling novels in the country at this moment, rich in Lincoln's
humor and quaint Cape Cod characters. A story of the storms and dangers
of the New England coast, of a life-saver and his battle to keep the record of
his life-saving station clean, though ambition and love and even honor tempt him to
forget that duty. It begins with a terrific storm in which two men stand out
prominently in the coast life-saving service. One of them, Calvin Homer, in temporary command of his station, leads his crew in a heroic rescue and qualifies to become a
permanent commander. The other, Bartlett, older and belonging to another crew, has
to be rescued himself, but in such spectacular circumstances that he becomes a
national hero and is given the command that Homer expected and deserved. This
man's terrible experience in the recent storm has shattered his nerve, and his acts as
commander threaten not only to destroy the reputation of the station but also
endanger many human lives. Homer's struggle to keep the station up to its mark in
spite of a weak commander is complicated bv two girls, one of whom, Myra Fuller,
represents
and loyalty.his ambition, and the other — the commander's daughter Norma — love
Calvin rescues Norma from drowning and, with her limp body in his arms, kisses her passionately. She responds and
leaves
him,tobelieving
the nerve
send it. they are engaged. Calvin writes a letter to Myra Fuller, telling her he loves another woman, but hasn't
In a storm a ship goes on the rocks, and Bartlett, stricken dumb with cowardice, refuses to allow the life boats to go out.
Calvin, in a rage, usurps command and supervises the thrilling rescue of the crew of the wrecked vessel. Bartlett is taken sick
and Norma, coming to care for him, encounters a garrulous villager who tells her that Calvin Homer mutinied against her
father and that, moreover, Calvin has jilted Myra Fuller. Norma is turned against Calvin.
As a result of this, Calvin, now in temporary
shipwrecks, plunges into his work so hard, to forget
big wreck, and Bartlett, delirious and raving, rushes
the crashing breakers.
Calvin, also ill, rushes after

command of the station, in the midst of a winter of almost continuous
Norma, that he is soon on the verge of a breakdown. There is another
out of the house, into a lifeboat, and starts rowing out to the wreck amid
him and recues him at the risk of his own life.

Calvin becomes desperately ill, so bad that he cannot he told that Bartlett has died. In his delirium, Calvin talks of
Norma, and his kindly old nurse goes to Norma and clears matters up. The whole story of the struggle is full of humor,
heart interest and thrills, with a most heroic finish.
There is back of this picture the prestige of a real (not just an unproven) best seller by one of America's most popular
authors. "Rueged Waters" is one of the most important and outstanding sold-to-the - public - in- advance productions
of all the Golden Forty.
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THAT

ROYLE

Edwin Balmer's story of life
in the jazz-Zone
of Chicago.
GIRL".
XTOW running as a serial in Cosmo^ ^ politan, it will soon be published as a novel and is destined to
sure success as a best seller. "That
Royle Girl" is one of the most valuable screen properties ever secured.
Its release will be backed up by a huge
exploitation, advertising and publicity
campaign in the «**».
Hearst newspapers.

paramount
TjtlERE is a point in the life ot every great artist
when, if he is free from cares, he can produce his
greatest works.
Everything that has gone before, however distinguished, served but as preparation for what is to follow.
Some critics feel they can pick out the place where
Shakespeare's art reached its richest period.
So it is with that master director, David Wark
Griffith, who will soon be at work on a series of
Paramount Pictures.
In complete freedom from all worry and with all
the resources of the world's foremost film organization

Q^ictures
at his disposal, D. W. Griffith is now in the golden
age of his art.
Every photoplay he makes will have back of it every
resource of Paramount, to the end that exhibitors and
public may be afforded the finest examples of this
master craftsman's art.
There is no bigger box-office name in the directorial
ranks of motion pictures today than that of D. W.
Griffith. The new combination of the name of Paramount and D. W. Griffith is one that is fraught with
many potentialities of good for the exhibitor who is
seeking for a combination of the most popular box-office
draw and the highest standard of motion picture quality.

A

SPECIAL

D.

W.

"That

Griffith

Royle

ROYLE n GIRL" is a picturization of
HATCosmopolita
^^rr\
Magazine serial by Edwin
I the
Balmer, the well-known Saturday Evening
Post writer and novelist. You will not have the
pleasure of screening a stronger or more unusual piece
of dramatic material this season.
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"That Royle Girl" is a story of today, a love-drama
of the Chicago jazz zone. It is an amazingly truthful
picture of life in circles that border on the underworld
of a great American city, — circles where money and
morals are "easy come, easy go," where the people
divide their lives between cabarets and automats and
go to their duplex apartment "homes" only to sleep, —
circles that live for most people only in the headlines
of the newspapers.
The story mingles love, jazz and a murder-mystery,
with a hero reminding you of Meighan in "Manslaughter" and a heroine the public will take to its
heart.
"That Royle Girl" is Joan Daisy Royle, daughter
of a baby-faced, peroxide-blonde mother and a handsome, educated, but swindler father. Up to the time
she is twenty, Joan has led a hectic life, jumping around
with her parents from one hotel or apartment to the
other, just one step ahead of the bill collector and the
police. ' She has developed into a wonderfully attractive
girl, especially appealing to men. She is worldly-wise,
loves pleasure and excitement, but there is something
fine, deep down within her.

11

She meets Fred Ketlar, handsome, a nifty dresser,
a typical wise city sheik. Fred is leader of the jazz
band at Chicago's leading cabaret, the "Echo." He
lives in the apartment under the Royles, being separated
from his wife, Adele Ketlar. The wife lives in an
apartment in another section of the city. Fred is ambitious to become a composer. This attracts Joan at
once. She sees in Ketlar a potential Mozart and resolves to help him climb the musical ladder. Fred
becomes infatuated with her. They "do" Chicago
night life together. One night Joan walks alone along
the street where Fred's wife lives. She looks up and
sees the shadows of Adele Ketlar and a man against
the shade. She returns to the Royle apartment, and
Fred appears. Then comes the shocking news, that
Adele has been murdered that night. Joan and Fred
are questioned by the police, and later by Calvin Clarke,
state's attorney. Clarke is a stern, honest, rather narrow-minded New Englander of about thirty. Like the
police, he believes Joan is Fred's mistress and that they
conspired to kill Adele Ketlar. All his tradition and

production

Girl"

training react against a flippant, beautiful, worldly
girl like Joan, and yet he is at once attracted to her.
He fights against this. He is resolved to hang Ketlar
and disgrace "that Royle girl."
Fred Ketlar hires an unscrupulous lawyer named
Elman. Elman sees the value of Joan's beauty and sex
appeal. She is his best bet for influencing the jury and
saving his client. He furnishes Joan with the biographical dope on Clarke and persuades her to cultivate
the man and study him. She does this. Something
about his honesty and belief in the sanctity of the home
and other things life has denied her, appeals to the
girl's better nature. But she defiantly tells Clarke she
is going to beat him and save Ketlar.
On the street one night while Clarke is with Joan,
a mongrel type of criminal accosts Clarke in the shadows
and whispers with a husky sneer, "Take a good look at
George Baretta." Baretta who is wanted for murder,
is head of a gang of gunmen Clarke has been trying to
"get." Baretta's gang had drawn Adele Ketlar into the
net of their activities just before her death, though
Clarke does not know this.
At the trial of Fred Ketlar for murder, Joan tells
lies valiantly for the jazz king and uses her charms
upon the jury. Clarke, fighting between his duty and
his infatuation for Joan, shoots her story full of holes
and presents a very damaging case against Ketlar. The
case goes to the jury, and Ketlar's life is in the balance.
Suddenly comes the news that Baretta, fatally
wounded in a gang fight, has been revealed as the murderer of Adele Ketlar. Clarke immediately moves for
the dismissal of the case against Ketlar. A mob of

and jazzbo admirers of Ketlar's are on
he is freed. Joan is there too. Clarke is
thinking now the girl will go away with
forever.
Joan leaves with Ketlar. Ketlar is jubilant and has
a big celebration with his friends together, rowdy and
drunken. Joan is quiet, thinking of the contrast between Ketlar and Calvin Clarke. She sees now that
Ketlar isn't a potential Mozart, that at heart he is no

cabaret girls
hand the day
sick at heart,
Ketlar, away

good. She refuses Ketlar's attempts at love-making,
his demand that she marry him at once. She refuses
to go away for a week-end with him, as he pleads. He
is angry. He transfers his affections to Lola Nessen,
a cabaret girl, who has always loved him and hated

Clarke, seeking Joan frantically, finds her and pours
Joan.
out his love. She goes to his arms.
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TORN
BENTLEY,
a former New
J Yorker who went west, married and
made a fortune, retains a grudge against
New York, and has always fobidden his
son, Ronald ever to go there. Ronald,
therefore, is crazy to hit Broadway. The
young

man, useless in business, is continually painting the old home town red.

After an escapade with a one -nightstand actress, old Bentley decides that
the only cure for the boy is to
give him a fling at Broadway.
So he arranges to get his son
a New York job and to see
that he gets into as much
trouble as possible so that he
will quickly
sicken of the
metropolis.
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"D ONALD
hits New York and the
-'-^ fun begins. A mix-up with a telephone girl, an acquaintanceship v/ith
all the night lite of the city, the purchase of a taxi-cab, and the getting involved with a gang of yeggmen are all
but incidents in this young man's New
York career. The picture is big city life
to the last detail, and contains New
York material that has never been shown
in pictures before. Dorothy
Gish as the telephone girl. La
Rocque

as the youth,

Ernest

Torrence,
George Hackathorne and others make up a
remarkable cast of names for
a
spectacular
Allan Dwan
production, lavishly produced.
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CAST

Marie Dufrayne
Raoul Melnotte
Marquis de Beausant
M- Glavis
Mother Dufrayne
Mother Melnotte
Damas Dufrayne
;

Directed by Howard

Greta Nissen
Ricardo Cortez
Raymond Hatton
Wallace Beery
Lillian Leighton
Edythe Chapman
Richard Arlen

Higgin

'"Phis picture has been completed at the Lasky studio, and we
absolutely guarantee that it is a high class special in every
sense of the word. It combines comedy with a romantic love
story and elaborate settings in a way that cannot fail to please.
"In the Name of Love" was written for the the screen by Sada
Cowan, who adapted "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife". This modern
story was suggested by the love-classic "The Lady of Lyons", by
Bulwer-Lytton, one of the real literary giants of the last century
Howard Higgin directed the special production unit which filmed
this picture under the direct supervision of Jesse L. Lasky.
Ricardo Cortez was never so handsome and dashing as he is
as the hero of "In the Name of Love". His role is that of a
young Frenchman who, leaving his lovely boyhood sweetheart,
Greta Nissen, behind, goes to America to make his fortune.
She promises to wait for him. Ten years later he returns to
France, his fortune still unmade. She, however, has grown rich
and snobbish. Hosts of men make love to her, but her heart is
set upon meeting a Prince of Como, who is visiting France. She
will have nothing to do with Ricardo.
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton, who have also been
ilted by the coquettish Greta, suggest to Ricardo that he masquerade asthe Prince of Como, marry Greta, and then humiliate
her. Ricardo carries this plan through. She weds him. But she
finds out the trick he has played and is furious. Her impetuous
brother, discovering the frjud, attacks Ricardo and is about to
kill him when Greta, realizing that she loves the masquerader in
spite of everything, saves his life.
The whole country will be raving about the beautiful newcomer, Greta Nissen, when this picture is shown. Beery and
Hatton are even funnier as a comedy team in "In the Name of
Love" than they were in "Adventure".
And think of the exploitation possibilities in that title !
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Qlie Miracle
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TF there's ever to be another '■Miracle Alan, " this
is it I The story is even stronger than the Tucker-Meighan chissic.

The Street of Forgotten Ivlen is the dirty Bouery
alley whence the professional beggars of New York
sally forth to prey upon the silken Fifth Avenue crowds.
Among them is Easy Money Charlie, really young and
handsome, but concealing it with a fake plaster arm
and ragged clothes. Charlie is hard, cynical, getting
rich on his graft. A piece of female driftwood sends
for him. Siie is dying and begs Charlie to look after
her daughter, a little girl of eight, inmate of an orphan
asylum. In the emotion of the moment, Charlie
weakens. He promises. The mother dies, and Charlie
sends for the little girl.
He installs her with a housekeeper in an apartment
far from the Street of Forgotten Men. She thinks he
is a well-to-do business man.
When ^he grows into

A

HERBERT
(2

Hamilton,

Mary

Men

Brian

young womanhood, Charlie sends her to a fashionable
He loves her now, but he doesn't tell her.
school.
He w ants her to marry the millionaire who is in lo\e
with her. So Charlie ananges to "die" legally, have a
from his ""estate." And Charlie
lawyer send her money
luxury.
on working his graft to the limit to give her every
goes
The young millionaire asks the girl to marry him.
But another beggar, a burly brute, White-Eye, the
fake blind man. gets wise and threatens to blackmail
the girl, ruin her. In a terrific battle, Charlie nearly
kills ^Vhite-E.\e. The story develops more and more
power in great human heart thrills and the climax is
stupendous in its realism.
The million readers of Liberty Magazine hailed this
storv as a masterpiece. You can -ce its mar\ elous possibilities for the screen and can rc-t assured Paramount
will realize them to the limit.
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KING
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MAIN

STREET"

MODERN comedy romance absolutely made for Menjou. One of
the really important productions of
the year. A comedy that is a comedy,
with drama that is real. To be lavishly
A

produced, ideally cast — a real special.
Exactly the type of picture the public is
anxious to see. A sure - fire - in - advance
production, if ever there was one!
Directed

by
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Bell
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ZxiKor

and
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present
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MAIN

STREET"

Menjou

DOLPHE MENJOU needs no introduction to exhibitors as the ideal star to play such a marvelous
comedy romance as "The King". For political reasons
the king of Moldavia is married to an unattractive
M^oman much older than himself. Because he is
of a very philandering disposition, he finds frequent trips to
Paris in search of romance are necessary, where he becomes known
as "the great lover of Europe". He reaches the point, however,
where even Paris bores him and he decides to try new territory.
He comes to America, still in search of romance His reputation
has preceded him and a very famous siren decides that she will
teach the great lover a lesson. The King and the siren meet
and the affair culminates in a distinct victory for the King.
Following this he is invited to spend the week-end at a small
town as the guest of a young member of the legislature. There he
meets a beautiful innocent young girl. At first he tries the usual
professional lover methods but when he sees how innocent she
is he realizes that such methods would not be sportsmanlike
and so he desists. Their little affair is merely a beautiful clean
romance, something which the King has never found before in
his beauty-starved life. However, the romance is discovered and
the wrong interpretation placed upon it. Drama and thrills begin
to pile up in the situations that now develop, with however, the
note of romantic comedy ever dominant. Eventually the King
saves the girl's reputation and unites her with her young fiancee
at the cost of signing away his freedom in a treaty.
For the great lover, the philanderer, the Casanova and Don
Juan, it means that all romance is dead, but the love and respect
he feels for the one beautiful episode of his life enable him to
sign with a kingly gesture.
At the finish of the picture the King is seen standing on a
balcony of the palace looking at the moon and dreaming not of
his triumphs as a lover but of the little clean romance. Dissolving
from that we see the young girl also looking at the moon and
thinking of her romance with the King. As the King turns away
to enter the palace the girl also turns away to enter her home.
The King turns to his flag and the girl turns to a cradle, her
husband and her home.
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EVERY wandering rider of the old West has a strange story to tell of that vast table land,
The Wild Horse Mesa, that majestic and unscalable wall where magnificent wild horses
make their habitat. And this is a story of the rugged West, of wild horse hunting and
capturing, of horse thieves, Indians, perilous trails, drama and romance.

It deals with the efforts to capture a magnificent wild stallion "Panguitch". Panguitch
has been driven from place to place throughout the West by horse hunters and finally takes
refuge on Wild Horse Mesa.
Ch ane Weymer, a great lover of horses who lives by capturing wild horses and tamin''
them has set his heart on capturing Panguitch. After many adventures, he joins an outfit
headed by a mari named Melborne, and including Melborne's daughter, Sue. A love affair
develops between these two, which is complicated by the fact that Chane's younger brother.
Chess, whom he idolizes, is also in love with the girl. Then, too, there is Manerube, a horse
thief, who has attached himself to the outfit and who also is attracted by Sue.
The climax of the story is a tremendous stampede of wild horses in which Panguitch is captured by Chane. Sue, a lover
jf wild animals, offers to marry Chane if he will give Panguitch its freedom. Chane has been stricken by remorse at
:he sight of the splendid animal a captive and he consents.
Panguitch is seen leading his band of wild horses up the cliff in the setting sun.
This exceptional Zane Grey special will be played by a wonderful cast in which is included Esther Ralston, one of the
lewer artists of the screen who is destined for much fame. Exhibitors may assure themselves of her beauty and ability by
.vatching
in "Beggar
on Horseback",
"California
Bust"to "The
LittleherFrench
and "The Goose Hangs High".
\udiences her
arework
delighted
with her.
More audiences
will comeor soon
recognize
talent Girl"
and charm.
These new screen faces and personalities are worthy of every exhibitor's hearty and co-operative exploitation if the screen
s to advance. The ability, the charm, the appeal is there and is worth capitalizing to the fullest extent. "Wild Horse Mesa",
1 box office draw by itself, will mark another step forward in the succeessful career of Esther Ralston, as one member of a
very distinguished cast.
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PARAMOUNT
pleasure
in announcing
to exhibitors of thetakes
world
that, following
the signing
of a long-term contract, Douglas MacLean will produce the first of his comedies for Paramount release,
as one of the Golden Forty. The combination of a
star like Douglas MacLean and Paramount is a happy
one for exhibitors and public in that it insures the
finest productions of the best stories to be played by
one of the most popular stars on the screen. The
title of his first Golden Forty Paramount picture
will be announced soon.

clean

[UougrasJVla

DOUGLAS

MACLEAN

is today one of the most popular light comedians

on the screen.

He is handsome, peppy, classy, and has a sense of comedy second to none.
During the
past year he has delivered one laughing knockout after another at the box office. He has
ridden on the crest of this success wave into a nation-wide popularity with the public that makes
him extremely valuable to exhibitors.
The

public knows

and likes the hero of "The

Hottentot," "Going

Up," "The

Yankee

Consul," "Never Say Die," and "Introduce Me." Their interest in his forthcoming pictures has
been increased by the news that MacLean is now to release through Paramount, drawing upon the
great story and production resources of this organization in making his future comedies.
Mr. MacLean

said, in signing with Paramount:

"I am glad to be back with the organiza-

tion that released my first starring picture, 'Twenty Three and a Half Hours' Leave.' I shall
continue making my own pictures, with the same producing organization as before. But with the
resources of Paramount

backing me, I am confident I shall be able to give the public better pic-

tures than ever before."
Mr. MacLean

and Paramount

are now lining up a number

comedies, the first titles of which will be announced
and exploitation campaign

of popular stories for MacLean

within a few weeks.

will be put behind Douglas Maclean

All possible advertising

to make his productions even

better bets for exhibitors than they have ever been heretofore.
The combination

of Douglas MacLean

the comedy field! The acquisition of MacLean

and Paramount

is one that is very hard to equal in

is one more proof of the fact that Paramount,

as

always, alone offers you the productions of the real leading stars, directors, and authors in the
screen world.
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pOUR people Come ad\enturing from the four
nethermost ends of the world. The heroine,
the hero, the villam, and the other woman. They
have never seen each other. At the corner of
Broadway and 42nd St., New York City - the heart
of the Primrose Path, the gay center of luxury,
passion, wealth, and crime, THE CROSSROADS
OF THE V70RLD - they dramatically meet. And
from the moment of their meeting fate entwines
their various li\'es into as skillfully wo\-en a net of
Presented

hv Adolph

Zukor

PRODUCTION

exciting action, tempestuous love, and
climaxes as the screen has ever seen.

amazing

The fans have been clamoring to see Pola Negri
in a story of today with an American setting. They
have it here. A drama packed with dazzle and
comedy as well as emotional strength. Produced
by Raoul Walsh, who made "The Thief of Bagdad"
and " I he Spaniard", as the most elaborate of all
Negri specials.
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STORY

by MICHAEL

ARLEN

Author of "The Green Hat"

"Will she come from the East
Where the South Sea peaches grow?
Will she come from the ISlorth,
From the land of ice and snoiv?
Will she come from the heart of the West?
There's where true love is the best.
Will she come a-trottin'
From the land of cotton,
From away down South?"

'~J~'HESE are the words of the song hit of the
Music Box Revue. They might almost have
been inspired by "The Crossroads o: the World".
The song is one of the scores of tie-up possibili'
ties in this picture.
There's no use exploiting a picture that doesn't
live up to expectations after you get your audience in. But you can absolutely go the limit in
creating advance interest in this picture, because
it will be made on a spectacular scale that
assures it of being one of the outstanding hits
of the year!
Play with the title. Get permission to erect a
sign at the main crossing in your town. The sign
reads: Main Crossroads of (Name of Town). The
Crossroads of the World is at (Name of Theatre).
An arrow could point to your house. Placard side
streets with signs reading The Crossroads of the
World with arrows pointing to your theatre.
Have

a contest to determine which crossroads

the people of your town consider The Crossroads
of the World. Run a series of little articles in
your local paper on Crossroads of the World,
taking up a different famous crossroads every night»
Tie up with paving concern with this sloganPave with (Name of Product) and turn Cross
Roads into Pleasant Roads. Placard trolleys, busses,
etc. with signs: Take this Car to The Crossroads
of the World. Tie up with civic improvement
societies, etc. in a campaign to enlarge your town
and make it The Crossroads of the World.
The 24'sheet on this production, shown on
another page of this book, will give you the idea
of what the title means. This stand will make an
excellent cut-out. It is only one of the great lineup of sales aids we are preparing for you on
"The Crossroads of the World".
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star of "Peter Pan'* in another
Christmas gift to the world!
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I 'HE success of "Peter Pan", the tremendous appeal of Betty
^ Bronson, the prestige obtained by theaters who devote
their bookings to the sort of things that are of inestimable value
to the motion pictures in the minds of the public that supports
them, has convinced Paramount that another James M. Barrie
story, made by the same great director and featuring the same
star, to be released at Christmas time will be welcome news to
thousands of exhibitors.
"A Kiss for Cinderella", like "Peter Pan" was played in
America by Maude Adams. It is not a fairy story. It has a
distinct adult appeal, while at the same time it will draw as big
matinees as "Peter Pan". It is the story of a little slavey — half
starved, lonesome — yet she could call herself Cinderella! Her
tiny feet and her belief that one day a flunky will hand her an
invitation to the ball where the Prince will pick her out to be
his Princess are the only bits of happiness in her life. How
these things come about, how the Cinderella story of her dreams
becomes the real romance of her life make up a story that only
Barrie could have written — altogether charming, filled with
tears and laughs and heart-tugs, the kind of show everyone
enjoys and recommends.
Without a question of doubt "A Kiss for Cinderella" is to
be a big event in the calendar of successful exhibitors this season.
(2 Qaramount
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A comedy of the American home
from the stage success hy Frank Craven
Screen play by CLARA BERANGER
The outstanding success of any director
is the goal for which he shoots. William
de Mille's successes have been based on a
type of stories that require the utmost in
careful casting and the most expert and
careful preparation of dramatic values. Perhaps the outstanding exhibitor success of
the William de Mille productions has
been "Grumpy".
It will therefore be good news to exhibitors and public that he has been able to
secure a property that bids fair to excell in
comedy values, in dramatic action and in
real motion picture thrills any of his previous efforts.
"New Brooms", the American comedy
by Frank Craven, author of "The First
Year", was an outstanding success in New
York. It has in it all the elements of
human appeal that make it an important
and outstanding event of the screen year.
Entertaining, amusing, appealing it is ideal
screen material and, with this director's
"Folly of the Ballet" will offer a variety of
subject much needed on the screen today.
New brooms
Brooms"
is going
to sweepsweep
the clean.
country"New
as one
of the
finest human action-comedies of the coming
season. No exhibitor can afford to overlook this one.
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Theodore Roberts, Neil Hamilton, Esth£r Ralston
A comedy of the American home from the stage success by
Frank Craven.
Screenplay by Clara Beranger.
A
SI

GROUCHY, careworn father runs a prosperous business but is a trial to his son
and daughter because his uncertain temper almost entirely conceals his kind
heart. Only his middle-aged factory manager, Kneeland, and Williams, the
family butler, also middle-aged, seem really to understand and appreciate Thomas
Bates, Sr.
Thomas Bates, Jr., is young, carefree, optimistic, a firm and voluble believer in the

glad hand, the kind word, the ever-open pocket book. One day when Bates, Sr., has a
particularly bitter explosion of temper over his income tax check, Tom makes an illtimed plea for sweetness and light, as essential factors in business success. Exasperated
beyond endurance, Bates Sr., offers to turn over his business to his son for a year — they
will see how his asinine theories will work out in practice. Tom cheerfully accepts the
ofifer, and the play concerns his unsuccessful efiforts to make good.
Soon Tom's temper is much worse than that of his father. And that gentleman,
with business cares ofif his shoulders steadily grows sunnier and sunnier, especially
under the influence of Geraldine March, the pretty girl who has been installed in the

I

Bates home as housekeeper — one of Tom's first kind acts. Tom and his mercenary
little fiance quarrel, and Tom gets horribly jealous of the friendship between his father
and Geraldine.
Strikes threaten, workmen complain about improvements made for their welfare,
business drops and whining debtors to whom Tom Jr. has been generous presume on
his kindness and still defer payment. Tom gets a bad cold, quarrels violently with his
father and Geraldine, and the pair gaily go away for the remainder of the trial year.
Gerry goes to a business school and Bates Sr. to the South.
When Bates Sr. returns, bringing Gerry with him, she and Tom soon explain away
their differences. Tom admits his failure and when his father offers to teach him the

I
SI

I

ways of business just as years ago he taught him to walk. Tom gratefully admits that
he has something to learn.
The cast of characters include:
THOMAS BATES
A middle-aged manufacturer of brooms. He is fair, square and honest, but he is often
irritable, grouchy and sarcastic, so although he gives his children everything he does
not win their love because they do not see that his "bark is worse than his bite."
MR. KNEELAND
The middle-aged manager of the factory who understands and likes Bates. A faithful employee.
MARGARET
The hot-tempered housekeeper who leaves the Bates home.
WILLIAMS
The tactful middle-aged butler in the Bates home. He has managed for many
years to get along with Bates and he likes him.
GEORGE MORROW
A lively and persistent promoter of oil stock, but the stock is good.
THOMAS BATES. JR., (Tom
An atractive, likeable, careless, sunny-natured young man just out of college. He
has very idealistic theories about running a business and he feels very sure they
are more valuable than the forty years experience of his father.
FLORENCE WHEELER
The fiancee of Tom. She is a pretty girl but is inclined to flirt and she likes money
and a gay life. She is not deeply in love with Tom and he finally sees her as she is.
GERALDINE MARSH (Gerry) A very fine, sensible and attractive looking young girl whose father was a school friend
of Bates. She and Tom learn to love each other, but it is not a peaceful courtship.
SIMPSON
A middle-aged builder and contractor who asks favors but forgets to repay them.
NELSON
A middle-aged workman who speaks for the men in the factory.
TIME:
Present.
PLACE:
Small American City.
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story

of a ship's
from

bride

and

a strange

honeymoon

the stage success "OUARANTINE"
now running in New York
by F. Tennyson

Jesse

Romantic — Pepful — Humorous— Amusing— Highly
the story of a daring girl who

Entertaining

acts first and thinks afterward.

BEBE

DANIELS

'Tp HE story concerns an
attractive young heroine and an equally attractive young hero who has
planned to elope with the
heroine's cousin. The
heroine, who loves the
hero, intercepts a telegram and goes on board
ship herself, stays in her
cabin and it is three days
before the hero finds he
has the wrong girl. When
the ship's passengers are
ordered to a quarantine
island for a week, the
"bride and groom" find
themselves in a precarious
position. Many amusing
situations develop in this
fast-moving comedy. The
play is enjoying immense
popularity in New York.
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CRUZE

Adolph
James

Zukor

and Jesse L. Lasky

Cruze's

special

present

production

of

"The by Henry
Pon
y
James Forman

ON

andExp
Walter Woods
ress"

the preceding page is some slight pictorial representation and tribute to the mighty productions made by one
of the great directors of filmdom, James Cruze. Since

the days of "The Covered Wagon" this remarkable directorial genius has come along the bright pathway of fame
until today he is probably unequalled in all the directorial ranks
of the screen in his matchless ability to catch the heart of life,
the humor of life, the thrills of life and combine them into
and

sweeping
The

successes.

majestic screen

public is just now

coming

to look on James

Cruze

as the

great director he really is. No such list of successes as he has engineered could possibly be the result of accident. His is an art
that appeals to the masses and the classes, to the critics and the
public for he has been able to catch life itself and transfer it in
thrilling adventure to the screen, and today he is at the very
height of his career.
The

public has long wished

another

James Cruze

production

on the same scale as "The Covered Wagon" — something that
had in it the same inspiration, the same exalted appeal to the
fundamental emotions that made his great epic so famous.
In "The Pony Express" Paramount has found just such a vehicle for this director. It is the breath of the great outdoors in
those heroic times when the making of a great nation was under
way. It has the same grip on the emotions as "The Covered
Wagon", although it is an entirely new and different tale and
has a more romantic and appealing love-plot. It allows for the
use of even greater spectacular effects, of even greater thrills and
of even greater comedy of which Cruze is the past master.
Walter Woods who is an important
torial unit and is responsible for many
is working

on the adaptation

part of the Cruze direcof his greatest successes

of this startling story.

Here is one of the great treasures of Paramount's Golden
Forty, a picture that is as sure of tremendous popular box-office
appeal as any picture ever made.
to he played hy
Ernest

Torrence

Wallace

Ct

Betty

Compson

Beery
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Thomas

t iN "I

Meigha

IN
Booth
TARKINGTON'S

THIS story written by one of America's greatest
living authors for Thomas Meighan, is the ideal
role for the star. He is superb in this type of part.
Uncounted millions are going to hail this as Meig;han's greatest picture.

IN this special Thomas Meighan production, the
star will be supported by a superfine cast and
surrounded with an elaborate production worthy
of his high standing as a star, and of Booth
Tarkington's position as a writer.

Thomas

Meighan
in "Whispers
hy Booth Tarkington

Thomas Meighan in "The City ot Silent Men? That
REMEMBER
was one of Meighan's greatest, and, though the picture is several
years old, every print is still busy getting the crowds and the coin.
Like "The

City of Silent Men",

"Whispers"

is a prison story. It was

written especially for Meighan by Booth Tarkington, America's foremost
author of popular fiction. Tom has the role of the happy-go-lucky son of
a rich small-town

banker.

His family is prominent

and looked

up to. The

bank smashes, and Meighan's kin become criminally liable to the state.
Rather than to see his respected father and brother go to jail, Tom, who
has
and

always
is sent

been considered no-account
to Sing Sing. ^5!^

anyway,

Behind

the bars, Meighan

perspective

an iron city of whispers.

The

gets a new

convicts whisper

assumes

responsibility

on life. Sing Sing is

out of the corners of their

mouths to each other when the guards aren't looking. Alone in his cell,
his mind is filled with whispers of what he might have been. He realizes
he

has been

squandering

while things, including
who

his youth

the good

upon

the froth ot life. The

girl whom

he now

realizes he loves and

loves him, have been passed by in his reckless course.

to become
Then

a man.
comes

His whole
the news

life is set toward

worth-

He

determines

the day of his release.

that crooks are bleeding

money

out of the girl

on the pretence of effecting Meighan's release. In a fit of rage and to save
the girl, he escapes from prison. He does save her, but he is captured and
his release is set back
family, not knowing

several years.

When,

the sacrifice he made

criminal past disgrace them.

They

finally, he

for them,

urge him

He

realizes the truth

of the words

are horrified lest his

to leave town,

ing him out. He thinks even the girl has deserted

is freed, his
virtually turn-

him.

of a brother-convict

that it isn't

prison itself that's the hell for a criminal, it's the stigma of jail, the sinister
whispers that follow him. Embittered, he joins a gang of crooks. But the
girl, who

has

always

been

turns his face again toward
A
and

true to him, now
the light.

great story, a great title, with

a great star, this one

d

seeks him, finds him, and

scores of exploitation

is sure box-office

paramount

money.
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MAGNIFICENT rotnancedrama built around a nation-wide search for the most

beautiful, most gracehil and perfect CTirl in America.
To be directed by 1925's greatest producer of lavish and novel
effects, luxurious settings, and
eye-dazzling entertainment
ALLAN
DWAN

"™A

MER

ICA

iV

as picked by Gmerica's greatest artists
"girl.
dedicated to the real Umerican
us
n
e
Vexploitation
The greatest
picture of the year
BY Lillian Lauflkty
"The American Venus" is more than a picture: it is a new and
novel box office idea.
Here is the idea, in brief: A score of the country's most prominent
artists (and artists of the caUber of Christy and Gibson will actually
play these roles) are searching for the girl who most nearly meets the
measuiements of the famous Venus de Milo. They advertise a nation-wide contest. Two beautiful girls - one from each of two rival
towns — are among the entries. Both are in love with the same man.
At the grand beauty tournament, where the Venuses from all over
America come to be judged, the drama works to a sensational climax.
A super-beauty-contes picture of tremendous scope !

(TCJ^ammount
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The

audience

picture

oFnation-Me

With

a gold

exploitation

mine

behind

ARAMOUXT has alieadj- worked out and -will soon set in
motion a complete exploitation campaign on "The American
\ enus" that will prepare the public in advance for the picture
and absolutely guarantee packed houses. It follows:
The ke_vnote of the campaign on The American Venus is to find in
each one of the key towns of the country a girl who, in the opinion of
competent judges, comes nearest to the measurements of the Venus of Alilo.
The Famous Players - Lasky Corporation's salesmen will give to the
first run account in 500 key towns throughout the country a cup which
they can award to the local girl who wins the contest.
The theatre, cooperating with our Exploitation men, should, if possible, tie up with the local newspaper. For one month before the opening
of the picture they should run an American Venus contest in the paper.
Young women of the town should submit their photographs and measurements to the newspaper.
Special one sheets giving the correct measurements of Venus will be
issued to the exhibitor. Space will be left on this one sheet for the name of
the theatre and the cooperating newspaper.
Special trailers giving the correct measurements and advertising the
coming picture will be issued to these "200 key accounts. Each of these
trailers ties up the newspaper with the theatre
The month's contest can culminate on the day before the opening of
the picture at the theatre, when the judges select from all the candidates
"30 who they thought came nearest to meeting the requirements. Then
during the run of the picture — at each performance — these 20 young
women could appear as a prologue to the film. The purpose of this would
be to have the audience vote on who of the "20 gets the American Venus
cup in that city.
The young woman getting the most votes wins the cup.
The purpose of having the audience vote is obvious. Each of the 20
girls in the final judging would be sure to have as many of her friends as
possible attend all of the performances and cast votes for her.
It may be possible
haveforwarded
it announced
that York
the winner's
photograph
and measurements
wouldto be
to New
where the
winners
from all over the country would be judged — by photographs and measurements — by a board of distinguished beauty experts, with a possible chance
of a career on the screen or stage for the national winner.
The keynote of the campaign so far as publicity goes is this:
The whole world agrees that the American woman is the most beautiful among all the women of the world. Up to this time the Venus of
Milo has been accepted as the perfection of feminine beauty. However,
conceptions of beauty have changed, and a new type has been evolved.
These contests through the country will find the girl who in face and
figure typifies the American girl of today.
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LOVE

!

LAUGHS !
ROMANCE
!
NOVELTY !
EFFECTS

!

never seen before on stage or screen
A laughing cyclone with a thought behind it!
Without question one of the screen achievements of the age
Edward Everett Horton, Esther Ralston, Theodore Kosloff,
Ethel Wales, Erwin Connell: and a magnificent chorus of
butlers, typists, jurors, ushers, waiters, dancing masters, big
business men, reporters, family relatives, and what-not.
A

JAMES

CRUZE

production
Screenplay by

from the stage play by
George Kaufman and Marc

Connelly
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1 HERE isn't a single horse in it.
There isn't a beggar in it.
It has nothing to do with horseback riding.
It isn't anything like "The Charge of the Light Brigade".
It isn't a travelogue.
But it IS —
The gayest and funniest story ever put on stage or screen — the story
of a young composer whose heart is dedicated to a symphony but who has
to write tinpan jazz songs to keep from starving; of two girls, one rich, one
poor, both of whom love him; of a dream he dreams which is the most
marvelously fantastic thing of all.
A delightfully and riotously humorous treatment of a modern love
story and modem affairs magnified into astonishing and hilarious propositions, working in a triangle without any of the baser emotions and nothing
but pure, clean fun.
All those who have been crying for something new, something big,
something
out with
of thea ordinary,
cheer for
"Beggar on Horseback".
Blessed
title that will
embodies
a characterization
that we have
all known since childhood, this picture opens our eyes to the possibilities
of a new kind of comedy on the screen — the kind in which Jimmie Cruze
has so far excelled.
Exhibitors and the public will remember the comedy elements of
all Cruze pictures as being the most talked of comedy scenes ever put on
the screen. "Beggar on Horseback" carries on where all other comedies
leave off and builds to humorous heights that are almost impossible
cf imagination.
Every exhibitor knows the standing of Jimmie Cruze with his public
today and here is an offering that will be talked about long after many
other real big pictures have been forgotten.
Paramount
proud the
indeed
exhibitors
and the ispublic
worldto offer
over. "Beggar on Horseback" to the
G

paramount
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be produced by Victor Fleming, director of "Adventure".
Joseph Conrad's greatest novel "Lord Jim" will
(IC/>aramountQicture

J9

CONRAD'S

JOSEPH

'Lo

rd

Ji
m
' I 'HE great author, Conrad, a great character
story,
pkis action, heart interest, melodrama, thrills, love
interest, everything that appeals to all of us.

If you have the impression that "Lord Jim" is highbrow, read the book. Jim's purpose in live was to live
down the stigma of coward. Many a man realizes down
in his own heart that he is no hero, but to have the
world know it and be branded by the world is as baci as
leprosy. Deserting the ship "Patna", he, second mate, had
failed in the traditional ruling of the sea — "passengers
first" — and had thought first of himself to the ultimate
destruction of those he was supposed to protect.
JOSEPH

CONRAD

Trying to flee from the world, he eventually found
he was fleeing from his own conscience — that the words
of "coward" that kept ringing in his ears were the words
of an accusing conscience, not of the outside world. On
the beautiful, lonely and adventurous island of Patusan,
he walks into certain romance, certain danger and almost
certain death. How, in thrill after thrill, he redeems
himself and eventually becomes the ruler of the island,
"Lord" Jim; how he married Jewel; how he sacrifices
himself for his great love; how his romance, his heroism,
his victory build up to one of the most gorgeous moments of fiction.
(2 Qaramount
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A SIDNEY OLCdTT PRODliCTIOIV xviih BETTY BRONSON
LOVE

story of New

York not so long ago,

when life isuas gay, more picturesque, more

^ r i**

romantic, more interesting than today. There is
f^ r ^ •

the same opportunity for introducing famous people and places as in "Little Old New York"
(also directed by Mr. Olcott). The play itias
written by Arthur Richman and had a most successful run at the Booth and at the Bayes theatres in New York. It has great charm, romance,
humor, comedy, and lends itself to a luxurious
and exceedingly interesting production. This is
to be one of Sidney Olcott's greatest pictures.
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with
Holt Nissent
Jack Greta
Noah Beery,
and other great artists

l-Cosay"
s Intern
Highw
A famou
nt ationa
HE Ancie
( 6np
mopolitan serial is James Oliver
Curwood's greatest work. It is a
example ofcea pictureg with a
typicalmade
audien waitin for it.
read\Public approval is already stamped
on it and it becomes another important screen event to every theatre that shows it. "The Ancient
Highway" gets its name from the
fact that much of the stirring adventure and romance takes place
on a famous road known as "the
be diay."
ancient highw
man Itwhowillmade
rected h\ the
"North of 3G."
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Thillions
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Box

more

y^ill read
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The
box-o
value of the name

book!
office

power

James OHver Curwood
well known to all show

is behinc

men. "The Ancient
Highway"
is the
latest and greatest
of Curwood stories.

IRVIN
At

this writing

running

it is

as a serial in

Cosmopolitan
and will
latei be issued as a book.
As
exhibitors
know, the
sale of a Curwood book is
tremendous.
Irvin Willat
who made "North of 36" is
gomg to produce a money
making special out of this one.
"The Ancient Highway" gets its
name from the fact that much of
the stirring adventure and romance
takes
place
on
a
famous road
through the quaint regions of Quebec

■

known
It is a

as
"the ancient highway."
romance
of high
hearts and

open roads — -an out-door picture of the
most virile and appealing type, a story of
conflict and love in the picturesque lumberlogging companies along the
St. Lawrence
hero
P River. Some of the high spots include: the
ing
all the way round the world to Canada
travel
to beat a man up, resulting in a terrific screen fight;
the hero racing down a raging torrent in a frail canoe

ahead of a million on-rushing logs; the hero setting a
charge
and

of

dynamite

risking

the face

his

of the

story,

action,

ready

made

Curwood's
be excelled

Hfe

to

free

to save

exploding

- office

his

charge.

thrills, human
box

a

log
friend

in

In love

interest

drawing

jam

and

power,

''Ancient Highway"
will not
as a box-office draw this season.
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CONQUERED
by Arthur Stringer
An

Allan

Dwan

Production

Star, author and director of "Manhandled"

ALLAN
DWAN
PRODUCTION

"CONQUERED"
ANOTHER
corking box office story written especially
for Gloriacomedy,
Swanson,
"Conquered"
abounds in the broad
the humanness,
and
the intimate heart appeal that made the same author's
'"Manhandled" so popular.
Imagine Gloria in boy's clothes, invading a secret
meeting of New York gangsters and forcing them to
come through with her share of the swag. Imagine
her as nurse, a trim vision in white, sweeping the
young man patient with those languid eyes as her fingers count his racing heart beats. Imagine her invading society in gorgeous gowns to convince a grouchy
millionaire that she is good enough to marry his son.
In short, imagine Gloria Swanson in "Conquered",
and it doesn't take any further imagination to know
it's a winner!
Gloria in "Conquered" is Tiny McCann, orphan
girl of New York slums, whose chief failing is for
helping people, crude and laughable as her remedies
often are. Jimmy, gangster and bootlegger, thinks
Tiny is his girl. Tiny works in a laundry tor a time
but is accused of theft by another girl and, though
innocent, has to get out. She doesn't particularly
care, for her ambition is to become a trained nurse.
Her chance comes when Buddy, a little crippled boy
is run down by an auto. Tiny is with him when the
ambulance comes with the doctor. The latter is attracted by Tiny and lands her an appointment as a
probationer in his hospital.
Meantime, Jimmy Logan has held up a truck driven
by Billy Stone, really the son of a millionaire seeking
to prove to his father that he can make his own living.
Billy comes to the slums in search of his assailants and
runs into Jimmy abusing Tiny. He promptly beats
the gangster up and wins the heart of Tiny. When he
finds she is studying to be a trained nurse, Billy gets a
job as ambulance driver at the same hospital.
After a series of highly laughable happenings, Tiny
gets to be a trained nurse and is sent to the home of
Wilbur Stone, Billy's eccentric father, to nurse him.
She
quickly
overcomes
old boy's
grouchiness
anda
becomes
a favorite
withthehim.
She tries
to effect
reconciliation between Billy and his father — but the
latter is obdurate and forbids his son the house.
Jimmy Logan and his pals attempt a robbery of
the Stone house. Tiny encounters them in the dark,
and Jimmy shoots and runs. Tiny is hit, fatally, it is
feared at first. She calls for Billy, and Wilbur Stone
gives in and admits him. When Tiny recovers, the
millionaire no longer opposes their romance. To make
matters even brighter, little Buddy, Tiny's favorite,
regains the use of his legs and is no longer a cripple.
Innumerable laughs and entertaining bits of business have been written into "Conquered", aside from
the main plot. It offers Gloria the fullest scope for
her versatile talents that she has yet had.
G. paramount
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Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.LasKv prcscn^^
in
Hichard

Dix

VV/HAT better combination
could
you
d'
dle
Womanhan
ask than Richard Dix in "WomanIiandled" (the answer to "Manhandled".)?
We don't have to tell you what a smashing
hit "Manhandled" made at the box office.
Here is an opportunity to cash in on its success by playing its sequel, a picture that will
instantly recall with its title how good the
Swanson film was and make the public eager
to see this answer to it by the same author.
And we don't need to tell you what a
prominent place in the public's affections
this boy Dix has come to occupy in the past
six months or so. Think of the string of
successes he has had — "Manhattan, "Too
Many Kisses", "Men and Women", "The
Shock Punch" — every one a rousing winner
at getting the money.
Dix is the type of virile he-man the public wants to see, and well the public knows
it! And "Womanhandled" is the type of
story they want to see him in. It depicts
Dix as a big, husky young chap who is always
getting into trouble — by trying to help pretty
girls out of trouble. He is a wonderful sturdy
oak for the clinging vines to stick to when
the wind starts to blow. And it isn't until
he cuts these cuddling cutties loose that he
grows into happiness and a real love.
Rapid-fire comedy, warm

romance, and

plenty of rousing action pack "Womanhandled". The title will get them in, and the picture will sure make them glad they came.
It's the type of clean, keen, wholesome material that will coin the whole family's trade.

CL QaranicuMviQLchjjrc

Richard

DiX
By

"Womdnhand/ed

™

Arthur

Stringer

Author of "Manhandled"

'^HIS"Manhandled",
Saturday Evening
PostRichard
serial, the
to
offers
Dix answer
the best
starring vehicle he has had to date.
Dix has the role of a rich man's son who has
been practically kicked out by his father until he
shows that he can earn his own living. The youth
has always been a favorite with the ladies and has a
weakness for not being able to refuse a pretty girl
anything when she rolls her pretty eyes his way.
This weakness stays with him in the business world.
He gets a job in a department store, but he gets in
bad immediately with his bosses for trying to help
out a little peach who is in trouble, and is fired. He
drifts from job to job, losing each one through
doing something for a woman.
Finally, in disgust, he goes out West to a ranch,
where there aren't any women, and becomes a cowboy. A motion picture company visits the ranch to
shoot scenes and wants to hire cowboys. Dix, the
tenderfoot, looks on in disgust as the real cowboys
take oft their chaps and sombreros and put on city
clothes. Dix, the only real-looking cowboy present,
is offered a leading role by the director. When the
leading woman, who is also the heroine of the picture, begs him to take it, he can no longer resist
and acts his way to happiness.
The

same frisky, hilarious humor

"Manhandled"

that made

so enjoyable, is present in even

more generous quantities in "Womanhandled". It
will be just one hearty laugh after the other, mingled with tender romance. The contrasting settings
of New York and a Western ranch offer variety and
color. An all-star supporting cast will be assembled
to support Dix.
Special exploitation angles: Tie-up department
stores to special sales of "Womanhandled Goods".
Cards reading: "Texas is Womanhandled. How
about you?" If you have not run "Manhandled",
book it in for the dates preceding "Womanhandled" and advertise the latter as the answer
to the former.
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of the Bible

ever penned !
TF it were right to transfer The Ten Commandments

to the

screen if "Ben Hur" is entitled to the place in screen history that all give it, then "The Wanderer" will take its place
as one of the universal screen documents marking new milestones in this industry. The story of the wandering son — the
black sheep of the family, is the oldest story of fiction. It was
the first story when the world was born and today it occupies
the front page of our newspapers for breakfast. How many
thousands are there in the world who have been wanderers —
left their homes — breaking the heart of a dear mother and
father only to return before it was too late and bring back
happiness to offset the anguish they had caused.
"The Wanderer", one of the really great stage plays of
modern times was purchased by Paramount several years ago
after its New York success. It was never screened until now,
because like "Peter Pan", it was felt the business was not
ready. We know better today.
Its story is that of the "man who came back", placed
against a background of the early ages.
Here is box office, great cast, background, heart appeal,
all rolled in one.
And the director who made "Bagdad" — Raoul Walsh
From the great Century Theater Spectacle by
Maurice Samuels.
Screenplay by J. T. O'Donohue.
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"LJERE'S the kind the fans want from
Valentino. A great stage success in
which the star plays a modern hero of
many loves. The settings and clothes are
strictly 1925, except for a single flashback

Martin Brown, author of "Cobra",
is the well known writer of "Great
Music", "The Exciters", "The Lady",
and other successes. The picture was
produced by Joseph Henabery, who

lasting a couple of minutes, during which
Valentino gives the public a chance to see
the world's most famous beard. Throughout the rest of the picture he is cleanshaven,- a high-powered lover of today.

made "A Sainted Devil". Anthony Coldevvey, adaptor of "Ruggles of Red
Gap" and many other Cruze hits, wrote
the scenario,

^^^^^
^^^^
"Cobra" is Martin Brown's popular
Broadway stage play, which ran throughout 1924 at the Hudson and Longacre Count Rodrigo Torriani . Rudolph Valentino
Theatres, and could have run at least six
tt?- a/
o- i
xt-^ xt ijj
, 'i
■ not r
■
hlise Van Lue
Nita Naidi
months
longer were it
tor previous
out-of-town contracts. Here are the comJack Doming
Casson Ferguson
ments of some of the critics on the stage
Gertrude Olmsted
Mary Drake
production:
Herald Tribune: "Ranks in the top fight
of American dramas".
Evening World: "The most sensational
play of the year".
Daily News: "One of the most adult and
virile of the season's dramas".
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' has been produced with the same artistic care that a master paints a great painting.

No effort has been spared to make it dramatically
beautiful and beautifully dramatic.
In producing the picture Valentino poured into it
the passionate energy and devotion which distinguish
his personality.
Joseph Henabery's direction brings out the finest
shadings of Valentino's acting talent.
"Cobra" presents at every moment enticing scenes.
The settings were designed by William Cameron
Menzies, designer of the sets for "The Thief of
The gowns were conceived by a new figure in moBagdad".
tion pictures, that brilliant young artist, Gilbert
Adrian, who formerly designed the costumes for the
New York Music Box Revue. The women will be
amazed by the daring beauty and charm of these
dresses.
The fine photography of this fine production was
in the hands of J. D. Jennings and Harry Fishbeck,
both recognized leaders in their field.
In all, a photoplay of distinction.
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is a "cobra"?
A "cobra"
is a
sheik. The
title means

him. He goes to a hotel where she
goes. His conscience lashes him and
he leaves, but the wife remains. That

the lure of a fascinating, sensuous
woman — the hypnotic charm which the
cobra wields over its victims.
"Women

night the hotel burns.

like that fascinate me —

as a cobra fascinates a panther", the
says.

hero

"Cobra" is a modern story of strong love,
great drama and touching sacrifice.
Most
York,

of the action takes place in New

although

the

She uses all her wiles to entice

story starts in Italy.

is burned
the man whom
That's

The

to death — the
he loves as a

woman
wife of
brother.

drama !
Valentino

later finds in his heart

a pure and wholesome love for his secretary, but also learns that she has filled the
empty life of his widowed

friend.

Valentino plays a dashing Italian Count, a
modern Don Juan.

The dramatic struggle and sacrifice that ensues makes a climax unequalled on the screen.

The star is hurled into a powerfully dramatic situation when the wife of his best

A story that will write itself indelibly on

friend — the cobra woman

- falls in love with

the mind

and heart. A

story of love, pas-

sion and sacrifice. That's "Cobra".
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MHE

Enchanted
(JnlRVIN WILLAT

uDith Jack Holt, Florexce
ON

a certain spring da)' two momentous things happened
to Lee Purdy, ex-avitor, dreamer and owner of a big
ranch in New Mexico called The Enchanted HilL Bud
Shannon, a total stranger, took a long shot at him with a
rifle and a bit later at a desert railroad stop Lee met the
loveliest girl he had ever laid eyes on.
With the aid of a quick brain and an iron nerve, he managed to escape Bud's bullet, but his heart had no such easy
escape from Gail Ormsby.
So Peter Kyne begins this new story with a thrilling
mystery and a girl, and from these two elements springs one
of the most gorgeous novels the author of "Never the Twain
Shall Meet," "The Pride of Palomar" and "Kindred of the
Dust," has written. The name of Peter B. Kyne is one of
the biggest drawing names in the business.
"The Enchanted Hill" is Kyne's latest novel and just
stopped running a few months ago in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. IVIillions of people know and like the story and are
waiting for it on the screen.

Vid(:)r, Raymoxd

Hill"
Produclion

Hatton

It is a rugged, thrilling, action-story of the West and will
be produced on the screen by Irvin Willat, who made the
sensationally successful "North of 36."
Thehasstory
its title
Purdy's ranch
house
beengets
built
on a from
very the
highfacthillthat
commanding
the
country for miles around. So magnificent is the view that
he calls it "The Enchanted Hill."
"The Enchanted Hill" is a fast moving, colorful story
of action every minute. There are wild rides, airplane
fights, gun fights. There is also plenty of comedy relief and
romance.
In other words, here is a big special, a sold-in-advance-tothe-public picture in every sense of the word.
This picture, like "That Royle Girl" and "The Ancient
Highway" by special arrangement, will receive a big exploitation and publicity campaign in all the Hearst newspapers in
tlie United States.
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Clara

By
Beranger

EXCELLA MAGAZINE, the
Pictorial Review Company's
new big-circulation periodical will
feature a beauty and grace contest
for "Polly of the Ballet." For
this they will give oceans of publicity on the picture creating a madein-advance demand on the part of
millions. The story by Clara
Beranger will be treated on the
same lines as her highly successful
"Gilded Lily," the story of a country girl who becomes, by beauty
and brains, plus sheer pluck and
hard work, another Pavlowa, the
greatest ballet artiste of her time.
Here you have romance,
beauty, life, gayety, humor,
pathos, heart-interest, gor^eousness and swift, fast-moving thrilling drama all rolled into
one. A great day for exhibitors
when Polly comes to town !
CC (paramount Q^iclure

FLOWER
Raoul
A

OF
Walsh

NIGHT"
THE
Production

"Flow

er

Nig
the Walsh
ofRaoul
ht"
A
Production

JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER whose romantic tales
J are familiar to all readers of the Saturday Evening
Post and to all lovers of good novels, has long been
an admirer of the particular genius that is Pola Negri's.
Paramount has been fortunate in receiving this great
author's services in the preparation of a dramatic and
thrilling action-story that will give Miss Negri one of
the greatest roles of her career. Flaming, tempestuous,
romantic, vital, this star has in "Flower of the Night"
a role at once so exciting and so lovable that the picture is sure to score as one of her very greatest
successes. "Flower of the Night" will be an important event in any theater in the world.

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

AND JESSE L.LASKY

33est

9eop/e

'HO are the best people? Chauffeurs and chorus girls or the
children of the rich? Which class has the better brains and
morals?
"The
Box

Best People"
office is written

tells you.
all over this story, which

will be picturized

by Sidney Olcott from the stage comedy that was so highly successful recently at the Hudson Theatre, New York, and which ran
for over

a year in Chicago

prior to its Broadway

engagement.

Laughs, flashy scenes of New York night life, society boudoirs, back-stage theatrical
episodes, and racing limousines fill this brilliant entertainment. It is packed with youth,
color, swift pace, pretty girls and gowns,
The
because

and wonderful

comedy

situations.

picture portrays a rich New York family (some of "the best people") horrified
the good-for-nothing son wants to marry a chorus girl and the flapper daughter
is crazy over the family chauffeur. The
father starts an
arranges

angry

a meeting

in a notorious

New

the idea of buying

investigation.

He

with

the chorus

York

night club with

her off. He

girl

discovers,

to his surprise, that she is a sensible, hardworking girl and about

the only good in-

fluence in his son's life.
He investigates the chauffeur and finds
out the fellow is honest, comes of a good
family, sincerely loves the daughter and has
been the means of saving her reputation.
After many rapid-fire complications, the millionaire
father and mother are brought into the position where
they have almost to beg the chorus
to marry their children.

girl and

chauffeur

Exploitation ideas: Teasers like "Who Are The Best
People", "Are You One of The Best People?", etc. Start
a discussion whether marriages of mixed classes pan out
happily. Tie up with
"We

Serve The

"Reserved
where

merchants

Best People".

for The

they won't

with

placards reading

Get out stickers reading

Best People" and stick them

around

get you into trouble.

"The Best People" is a comedy-drama with a cheerful, flashy back-ground and carrying a real idea and a
good lesson besides.

/
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T)ARAMOUNT is fortunate in securing for
Betty Bronson a story especially written
for her by Eleanor Gates, author of the great
success, "The Poor Little Rich Girl". "The
Golden Princess" is the story of a poor American girl who becomes the counterfeit
daughter of a real queen. Her life of riches,
her love romance and what happens to her
when the masquerade is over makes a poignant
story of the most intense romantic charm.
Clarence Badger who made "New Lives for
Old", is to direct.

r) ETTY

BRONSON,

already the idol of

thousands, the girl who sprang to a deserved fame almost overnight is living up to
the high expectations that were lavished on
her. Hers is a personality of remarkable
charm, a screen personality such as the motion pictures can claim only once or twice
in decade.
has a part
and talents
dous fame

In "The Golden Princess" she
that admirably suits her charm
and is sure to add the trementhat is already hers.

BETT^

J
1
PRESENTED BY
ADOLPH ZUKOR amo JESSE L USKY
ELEANO^R

GATES

(2

Q^O

"

'" "

Betty Bronson
by Eleanor Qatcs

as

The

Golden Princess"
to he directed hy Clarence Badger

THE heroine lives with her aunt who is seamstress to a number
of rich families. Betty wishes vainly to eat, live and dress like
the Vintons and Knights, to whom she delivers clothes. She
goes so far as as to buy a book on deportment so that she may learn
painlessly how to ride horseback, and deport herself like a rich girl.
She imagines that rich people are born with this knowledge.
Then overnight Betty is transported to a household the likes of
which have not entered even her dreams. Because of her remarkable
resemblance to the dead Alicia, daughter of the grand duke ot HesseAnspach, she is to be sent to that country and act as the daughter
of the duchess who has lost her mind because of the tragedy. For
eighteen months Betty pretends that she is really the daughter of
the duchess, forgetting at times that she is a fake and believing
that all this life belongs to her rightfully.

<

Then the duchess dies and again there is a transformation. Betty
is paid off, given a present and some clothes and sent home. No
ceremonies longer attach to her appearance. She is now just a
servant. Her aunt, she finds, has not progressed as she has and she
finds the adjustment to the old life difficult.
The Knights decide to adopt her. She is now well trained and
educated, a credit to any family; but Betty knows her duty to her
aunt and appreciating her sacrifices, refuses to go with the Knights.
The Vintons invite her to visit them and she rides with Stephen.
Her dream comes true! One sees the happy ending in view.
The latter part of the story is highly dramatic, developing the
character of the girl after she has come back to the simple life,
showing that she still has fine and heroic qualities in her. The hero
who is not touched upon in this sketchy synopsis, is a wealthy young
man who has been thrown out by his own family because he wanted
to marry a poor girl, the heroine, and he goes through considerable
difficulty and self-sacrifice for her sake before they are united.
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D

STAGE

DO(f

AYMOND
GRIFFITH
could take almost any

story in which there was a
comedy idea and turn it into
a rip-roaring knockout at
the box-office. He does more
than act in his pictures, he
plans them along with the
director and his complete
Paramount comedy unit of
gag-men, writers, etc., until
he develops a comedy that
IS a comedy, a de-luxe feature production that is sure
gold at the box-office.

SENSATIONAL
NEW

COMEDY
STAR

He is the silk hat comedian of the screen. He
has a remarkable flair for
the sort of thing that audiences respond to and he
has, above all, class and
distinction. He is bound to
be compared to the two or
three other great comedians
of the screen but as a matter of fact, he is individual,
unique, a distinct personality,
welcomed by exhibitors and
public and destined for a
remarkably bright comedy
future. "Stage Door Johnny"
will carry him gloriously on
his way. The exhibitor who
gets this one can pat himself on the back and forget
his worries.

Adolj>h.
.1
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greatest story

)\S WIl-SO
VALLACJEBFER

The

final

epic

romance

of

the

American

Indian.

AMERICAN

VANISHING
WITH

LOIS
RICHARD

DIX

To be made by the man who made "THE
A

Picture

Of

Indefinable

Heart-Appeal,

Of

WILSON

WALLACE
THUNDERING
Glorious

BEERY

HERD''— William Hoxvard.

Action

And

Of

Eternal

Romance.

I 'HOSE
have the
watched
record
of Paramount
in the production
epics of theof Great
West,that
willhave
no
longer who
question
ability the
of this
organization
to produce
the greatest ofproductions
this class
appeared upon the screen.
"The Covered Wagon", "North of 36", "The Thundering Herd" stand in a class by themselves and now comes
"The Vanishing American" — the fourth member of this great quartet of epic Western productions.
"The Vanishing American" treats of a subject near to the hearts of all of us— the passing of the Red Man.
There is no part of American history that is more romantic, more interesting, more epochal in quality than the story
of the first Americans, the Indians.
Backed by an intriguing title, "The Vanishing American" will treat of the subject of the Red Man in his last
stand against civilization in the same manner that the crossing of the Western planes was handled by Cruze in
"The Covered Wagon". It is one of the most important productions that Paramount has ever attempted and will
be made in the same sweeping manner as its former great companion productions — "The Covered Wagon",
"North of 36", and "The Thundering Herd" have in turn been treated as subjects.
Zane Grey and his production staff have been working for months on the details of this big picture. Like all
Zane Grey stories it will be taken on the actual locations of the story.
Exhibitors and public have come to appreciate the fact that there is a vast difference between a "western" picture
and a Paramount western. "The Vanishing American" is a Paramount v/estern to be produced on a magnificent scale.
Many of the most colorful sequences will be made
in actual colors. A tremendous cast is being
assembled headed by a real star — Richard Dix.
"The Vanishing American" ran as a serial story
in the Ladies Home Journal where it is conservatively estimated it was read by eight million persons.
Since its publication as a Zane Grey book it has
increased its enormous popularity. It is one of
the most valuable motion picture properties of the
last ten years and it will be given a production in
keeping with its tremendous importance.

Gloria

IN
AN ALLAN
DWAN
PRODUCTION

; 1the novel by Coninjfsby Dawson
From
Screen pUy by James A. Creelman
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"Th

e

Shamrock"

MEIGHAN has always been
most popular in stories
of regeneration. Roles such as
the one he had in "The Miracle
Man", in which he starts out as
a shady character and has to
fight his way up to manliness
and happiness, suit him best.
"The Shamrock" is a smashing
story of regeneration. It offers
Meighan a "Miracle Man" part.
It is a story of hair-trigger action
and sure-fire appeal. The scenes
are laid in New York and in
Ireland. The whole world of
fiction was placed at Meighan's
disposal; out of it he picked
"The Shamrock". When you see
the picture, you'll know why !
a
(paramount

Qlcture

in

The

Shamrock"

Thomas Meighan in a great Irish Story !
There's no doubt about the box-office
appeal of that combination!
Tom has the role of a young man born of
Irish parents and bred in the New York slums.
He has worked his way through school to a
position of importance. He is smart, ambitious, crooked when necessary. His big
chance comes. If he can railroad a certain
man into retirement, the result will make
Tom wealthy and powerful. The job requires
Tom to go to Ireland to get something "on"
the man. There he finds what he's looking
for. And a pretty Irish girl. And something
that gets into his blood in spite of himself,
the charm and call of the old sod. The
people trust him, respect him, love him.
He fights a terrific battle with himself.
When he returns to New York, he fights
another that rips the sordidness of his old
life from stem to stern!
A laugh, a tear, a gasp, a chuckle and a
round of applause for the story and star.
That's "The Shamrock".
a
Qaramount

Qlcture

^

■ ii..^^^ ADOLPH ZUKOR AND JESSE L. LASKY present

SHAMROCK

'HOMAS

MEIGHAN

has never before been in an

Irish story. It's an event worth playing up and cashing in on. And it isn't only the Irish (the large numbers of
them in every community) that'll flock to see "The Shamrock". So will everyone else, for there's a romance and
appeal to a hero who's the son of a mother Machree where
he River Shannon flows, that is bound to attract like an
Irish ballad sung by John McCormack.
But "The Shamrock" is no quiet Irish idyll. Tom plays
a fighting Irishman. Both in New York and Ireland sequences ofthe story, there is excitement every minute.
There's going to be a big chance for special exploitation here — souvenir shamrocks, Irish organization tie-ups,
the revival of the yacht races everything from the wearing
of the green to a little bit of heaven.
Truly a money-making

Meighan, if ever there was one!
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This year Paramount's
motion picture advertising.
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people to fill all the theatres in America

If all the postmen
more

advertising smashes

any given day in 1925, Paramount
of enough

anyone

national

would

be pushed

in America

the
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could be employed
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Many

of these people get the message

two

and

advertising.
three times

a month,

different and interesting every time.
On the next page are reproductions of Paramount's two great adver^
rising batteries, the general magazines and the farm magazines.
Farm

papers with a circulation of 5,250,456

National
No

magazines

matter where

the neighborhood

who

homes!

with a circulation of 9,256,756

homes!

your theatre is located there are plenty of people
take one

or more

in

of these magazines.

So ride forward to success on Paramount's campaign in 1925, and
the people you have the Paramount Pictures they read about.
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Forty

The

Gold

Posters
In The

Paramount

pARAMOUNT'S
Department Department.
keeps right
up in step withPoster
the Producing
Paramount not only sincerely believes, but knows
from actual experience that billboard display is the
backbone of any exploitation campaign.
Scrutinize carefully the miniature reproductions
of just a few of the 24 -sheet stands for THE
GOLDEN FORTY on this and the following pages.
It is our hope to make these stands vastly superior
to all previous displays in color, punch, attraction

K

Pictures

and selling power. Credit lines have been minimized
and more space devoted to scene and title. And
the 1, 3 and 6- sheets will be equally as effective!
If you haven't posted in the past, now is the
time to begin. The test of every Paramount poster
is "Will it sell more tickets"? The Golden Forty
Pictures are the most important features in the
industry. The Golden Forty posters will endeavor
to match in importance, the pulling power of the
pictures themselves.

Advance
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"The

Tex

These

"A Kiss for Cinderella"

Commandments'
the best

Cecil B. DeMille's greatest picture
exploited picture in the world.

Facts

"Cobra''
Rudolph Valentino in the sensational stage success of last season.

''A Son of His Father"
Harold Bell Wright's new novel just begun as a
serial
in McCall's
2,250,000).and Only
the Bible
beats this (circulation
author in circulation
this
is his latest and greatest. To be done in Paramount
style. Advertised in full newspaper pages by McCall's. The most valuable property ever secured.

Adaptor of "Peter Pan" is now in London conferring with James Barrie on this story. Same great
director, same star, same author as "Peter Pan."
Will charm adults and children alike. Distinctly
important and decidedly worth while.
"The Wanderer"
Another great special from a great Morris Gest
stage spectacle. Will draw all classes and boost
exhibitor's fame.
"Beggar on Horseback"
Extravagant production of the greatest stage
novelty of the decade. Show returned to Broadway
for engagement after tremendous road success. A
picture to be proud of.

"Liberty Special"
a revelation of exploitation. Literally millions
will know of this picture before it is shown.

"The Vanishing American"
Zane Grey epic. Ran in Ladies Home Journal
and is now in book form. Being specially treated
for an enormous special.

"That Royle Girl"
D. W. Griffith and one of the most discussed and
sought after serials of the season. Every producer
has bid for this.

"The Pony Express"
Will run as a serial in the Saturday Evening
Post. James Cruze epic special sure to repeat his
Covered Wagon glory.

"The

Ancient

Highway"

James Oliver Curwood's newest novel now running as a serial in Cosmopolitan. Along with Zane
Grey and Harold Bell Wright, Curwood holds
enormous popularity.
"The

Enchanted

Douglas

MacLean

His debut on the Paramount program.
"The Coast of Folly"
The country is talking of nothing but Gloria
Swanson.

Hill"

Peter
B. Kyne's
mostseller
successful
novel which
has
been
classed
as a best
for months.
This one
and "That Royle Girl" and "Ancient Highway"
will receive, by special arrangement, tremendous
publicity and advertising campaigns in all the Hearst
papers in the country.
"Lord Jim"
One of the greatest literary geniuses of the century
was a man who could write the finest action-stories

"Stage Struck"
The country is talking of nothing but Gloria
Swanson.
"Conquered"
The country is talking of nothing but Gloria
Swanson.

in the English language — Joseph Conrad. "Lord
Jim" is acknowledged to be his greatest work.

"Night Life of New York"
Allan Dwan's great metropolitan masterpiece. A
sure-fire director who gets luxury, great story, and
box-office in everything he does. Notice the cast.

"Rugged Waters"
Another actual and real best seller,
a serial in The Country Gentleman.
Lincoln.

"The Trouble With Wives"
A fair, human and dramatic exposition of the
greatest question of the day in America.
To be
backed by special exploitation campaign.

2Z

Ran first as
By Joseph

Consider

These

"THE WILD WILD GIRL"
A farce comedy along similar lines to "Miss Bluebeard," an adaptation of a story which ran in the Liberty
Magazine, to be directed by Eddie Sutherland, with Bebe
Daniels and Rod La Rocque.
"STAGE DOOR JOHNNY"
Raymond Griffith and his own comedy unit.
'WHEN KNIGHTS WERE BOLD"
Raymond
Griffith's
est farces of all
times. second picture. One of the great"THE KING ON MAIN STREET"
Monta Bell production. Based on enormously successful stage play "The King," of some seasons ago. Ideal
for Menjou.
"THE GOLDEN PRINCESS"
Written especially for Betty Bronson by Eleanor Gates,
the author of "The Poor Little Rich Girl" — to be
directed by Clarence Badger.
"WHISPERS"
Written by Booth Tarkington especially for Thomas
Meighan.
Heroic story of a man unjustly sent to jail;
very much on the type of "The City of Silent Men."
"THE SHAMROCK"
A great Irish story for Thomas Meighan, sure to meet
with popular favor.
"CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD"
Written especially for Miss Negri by the most popular
novelist of the day, Michael Arien, the author of "The
Green Hat."
"FLOWER OF THE NIGHT"
Miss Negri's second picture is now being written especially for her by Joseph Hergesheimer.
"QUARANTINE"
Bebe
Daniels
in
rent theatrical hit. an ideal part. From New York's cur"CALIFORNIA OR BUST"
By Byron Morgan, the author of the popular automobile stories, written especially for Richard Dix.
"WOMANHANDLED"
This Dix special is a companion piece to "Manhandled,"
by Arthur Stringer and will be published in the Saturday
Evening Post.
THE

GOLDEN

These Great Books
Son of His Father
The Vanishing American
Lord Jim
Rugged Waters
Ancient Highway
The Enchanted Hill
Wild Horse Mesa
Coast of Folly

Joseph Conrad
James M. Barrie
Booth Tariiington
Zane Grey
Harold Bell Wright
James Oliver Curwood
Peter B. Kyne

These Broadway Hits
on Horseback
The King
New Brooms
A Kiss For Cinderella
Not So Long Ago
Cobra
The Wanderer
Quarantine
The Best People

Joseph Lincoln
Joseph Hergesheimer
Michael Arlen
Eleanor Gates
Arthur Stringer
Bulwer Lytton
Coningsby Dawson
Edgar Selwyn
Byron Morgan
George Kibbe Turner

These Great Authors

Facts

"WILD HORSE MESA"
This is the second Zane Grey special in the group.
Ran as a serial in The Country Gentleman. One of this
author's
ston and greatest
others. books. Features Jack Holt, Esther Ral"NOT SO LONG AGO"
A popular stage play of several seasons ago very much
like "Little Old New York," which was also successfully
directed
Cortez. by Olcott. Features Betty Bronson and Ricardo
"IN THE NAME OF LOVE"
A big romantic comedy melodrama based on the immortal play "The Ladv of Lyons," modernized. Features
Ricardo Cortez, Greta Nissen, Wallace Beery, Raymond
Hatton.
"THE BEST PEOPLE"
An important play by Avery Hopwood and David Gray.
A year in Chicago, a season in New York, will be produced with an all star cast.
"THE

STREET

OF FORGOTTEN

MEN"

A story of the heart of a big city. Another "Miracle
Man" — by George Kibbe Turner, to be directed by
Herbert Brenon, with an all star cast.
"NEW BROOMS"
One of the most wholesome plays that was produced in
New York this season — by Frank Craven, the author of
"The First Year." It will be directed by William De
Mille, with a cast including Neil Hamilton, Esther Ralston and Theodore Roberts.
"POLLY

OF THE

BALLET"

An exploitation special by Clara Beranger. Same atmosphere as in "The Gilded Lily." Will be exploited
throughout the country in conjunction with Excella Magazine. Greta Nissen, Ricardo Cortez, and the six ballet
beauties.
"THE AMERICAN VENUS"
Another great exploitation feature, to be directed by
Allan Dwan, with wonderful tie-up possibilities. Read
the plan.
FORTY
Stories From
Saturday Evening Post
Liberty
Ladies Home Journal
Cosmopolitan
CountryHousekeeping
Gentleman
Good
New Ideas by Great Authors
McCall's
Crossroads
of the World
The Ten Commandments
Night Life of New York
The American Venus
Liberty Special
Polly of the Ballet
Trouble with Wives
Whispers
Flower of the Night
The Golden Princess
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"THE

SORROWS

OF

SATAN"

hy Marie Corelli

Dwan'S

Allan

great epic of Manhattan
"NEW
1626 —

1^

YORK"

in celebration of the ^ooth anniversary of the founding of 'New York —

1926

m
n

Brenon's

Herbert
$30,000
"THE

I

Designer

BLIND

GODDESS"

hy Arthur

A

Train

great special on the inside story of Palm

"THE

PLAYGROUND

Specials by Irvin Willat,
Howard

serial

Victor

OF

Fleming,

THE

GIANTS"

Sidney

Olcott,

William

and other features, special starring pictures, novelties,
big books, great plays, popular

L

Beach

ideas !

T^HE
means

decision of Harold Lloyd to release his productions through Paramount
more than a commercial alliance.

It means

a meeting of ideals.

Harold Lloyd stands today as the leading
individual exponent of 'clean, wholesome
0
screen comedy. Not a picture of his career that cannot be seen by young and old,
father, mother, sister, brother, without a
blush.
If all the laughter that Harold Lloyd has
started could have been gathered up and
touched off in Europe in 1914, it would
probably have prevented the World

War.

LLOYD

l^AROL

nnHE

ideals that Paramount

has applied

to the motion picture art in all its numerous productions for the entertainment
of the world, Harold Lloyd
tently cultivated in his field.

has persis-

Harold Lloyd's productions are made by
the Harold Lloyd Corporation. The public
can rest assured that every production that
his corporation makes will be as clean as
the first snowfall.
Today Harold
and
in

Lloyd

is king of laughter,

Paramount is proud to pay this tribute to him and to have the privilege
a short time of releasing his productions to audiences
of the World.
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Robert Flaherty produced "Nanook of the
North." Flaherty now offers a far greater
achievement, the epic of the land where everybody wants to go, the most talked-of garden spot
of the world — the South Seas.

Flaherty lived for twenty months the life of
the natives of the romantic South Sea Isles and
made this picture as he lived. It is emphatically
not a travelogue. It is a dramatic love story,
with a handsome hero, a lovely heroine. Read
what Laurence Stallings, co-author of "What
Price Glory?" and critic of the New York.
World,
says
: who has seen "Moana of the South Seas,"
"Moana had no titles and was to be cut 2000
feet more when I saw it. Yet, as it was, it must
be the best motion picture ever made.
"The design of it is as fine as the pattern of a
great painting or a great poem. One sees, first
off, a family of Samoans. The father, the mother,
the young man, the young girl, the boy. The
background is Samoa, with its feathery, billowy
clouds and its tall palms, its pleasant valleys and
mirrored lagoons. The photography is without
parallel.
"One views these people risking their lives in
surf or in valley with the matter-of-fact way in
which a primitive living is gained. Flaherty has
photographed the natives almost nude, almost
god-like in their physical graces. The picture
grows before one's eyes with a care that no director ever coached a cast to observe. And it
has a climax that is incredibly great.
"I do not think any picture can be finer than
'Moana of the South Seas.' "
And everyone who has seen it, saj-s the same.
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Forty

tfiem, month

hy month

August

September

"NIGHT LIFE OF NEW YORK"
before they clamped the padlocks douun.

"THE WILD WILD GIRL"
the love story of a girl stifled by riches

"IN THE NAME OF LOVE"
dedicated to the siueethearts of the ivorld
"CALIFORNIA OR BUST"
luritten for Dix by the speed-picture specialist
"BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK"
the great novelty special of 1926
Joseph C. Lincoln's
"RUGGED WATERS"
Country Gentleman serial that became a njhole year's best seller
"THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN"
the "Miracle Man" story of 1926
"THE WANDERER"
from Morris Gest's Century Theatre spectacle

"THE

TEN COMMANDMENTS"
C. B. DeMille's greatest opus

"NOT SO LONG AGO"
a new "Little Old New York" by the same director
Grey's MESA"
"WILD Zane
HORSE
adventures in wild horse hunting in a setting of romance
"THE COAST OF FOLLY"
a warning for the girl who dares ; an idyll for the girl who cares
"THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES"
a true romantic discussion of American life today
Harold Bell Wright's
"A SON OF HIS FATHER"
his newest and greatest. Will have millions of readers

October
"NEW BROOMS"
a clean-up comedy of the American home
"STAGE DOOR JOHNNY"
just a John — but gosh he's funny
"WHISPERS"
iiritten especially for Meighan by Booth Tarkington
Michael Arlen's
"CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD"
n'hen the tuorld of luxury, love, money, society, romance meets
Zane Grey's
"THE VANISHING AMERICAN"
the final epic romance of the American Indian
"THE GOLDEN PRINCESS"
her crorjun ivas just her golden hair, her jewels <ivere her eyes
DOUGLAS MACLEAN
the smile that won't come off is on the crowd that sees him

l^ovember
the story"QUARANTINE"
of a honeymoon hy mistake
"THE KING ON MAIN STREET"
the one real love of a philandering potentate
"THE BEST PEOPLE"
millionaire, chauffeur,a chorus
flapper; served de-luxe in
gold-leafgirl,wrapper
"THE PONY EXPRESS"
a mighty epic romance of the riders of the plains
"STAGE STRUCK"
"you really ought to go on the stage"
"COBRA"
like a cobra fascinates a panther
January

December
James Oliver Curwood's
"THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY"
millions will read and see this story of high hearts and
open roads
"THAT ROYLE GIRL"
a novel of mystery and love in the jazz-zone
"THE SHAMROCK"
you can't heat the Irish
Joseph Conrad's
"LORD JIM"
a classic of literature becomes a classic of the screen
"A KISS FOR CINDERELLA"
another Christmas gift to the world; the author, star and
director of "Peter Pan"
Joseph Hergesheimer's
"FLOWER OF THE NIGHT"
written especially for Pola Negri

"WOMANHANDLED"
the answer to "Manhandled" by the same author
"POLLY OF THE BALLET"
there she goes! on her toes.'
all dressed up in her dancing
clothes/
"LIBERTY SPECIAL"
great $50,000 idea story now being advertised in newspapers
of 9,000,000 circulation
"WHEN KNIGHTS WERE BOLD"
the high-silk-hatmark of hilarity
Peter B. Kyne's
"THE ENCHANTED HILL"
a gorgeous story of the southwest
"CONQUERED"
Same trio as "Manhandled"
"THE AMERICAN VENUS"
exploitation beauty picture supreme
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Executives of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, left to right : Emil E. Shauer, Head of the Foreign Department, Jesse L. Lasky, Vice-president of the Corpora■■
ticn, Adolph Zukor, President of the Corporation and Sidney R. Kent, general manager of the Corporation.

AGAIN Paramount has accomplished
a remarkable feat of production.
Paramount was the first company
in the motion picture industry to have its
production facilities developed to a plane
that would permit announcing forty coming
productions at one time, complete with
stories, casts, and directors. That was
three years ago.
But with the announcement here of the
Greater Forty to be released from August
1 to February 1 , Paramount has gone a step
further. Here are forty pictures in which
leading authors and playwrights are represented inthe plays and novels which were in
big demand during the present year, and
have a waiting audience as screen productions. The stars, directors and players constitute the most impressive array of artists
that Paramount has ever been able to announce as belonging to a single group of
productions.
Yet these forty productions represent only
part of the actual accomplishment of the
Paramount producing organization, as plans
are perfected for other equally important
productions to follow m the six months following the release of the Greater Forty.
This is the first time in the history of the
industry that any company has been in a
position where its production plans were
arranged for the year ahead. Owing to
Paramount's long term contracts with great
stars, directors and players, the gigantic
task of aligning a production program a
year ahead becomes somewhat simplified
with such valuable material at hand.
In those pictures to follow the Greater
Forty for release during the Spring and
Summer seasons of 1926, are two productions with Gloria Swanson. One will be
produced in Hollywood, the other in New
York. The first production is regarded as
one of the most popular fiction stories published in the present year. The second

The

Greater Forty
AUGUST

"Night Life of New York"
"In the Name of Love"
"California — or Bust"
"Beggar on Horseback"
"Rugged Waters"
"The Street of Forgotten Men"
"The Wanderer"
SEPTEMBER
"The Wild Wild Girl"
"The Ten Commandments"
"Not So Long Ago"
"Wild Horse Mesa"
"The Coast of Folly"
"The Trouble with Wives"
"A Son of his Father"
OCTOBER
"New Brooms"
"Stage Door Johnny"
"Whispers"
"Crossroads of the World"
"The Vanishing American"
"The Golden Princess"
A Douglas MacLean Production
NOVEMBER
"Lovers in Quarantine"
"The King on Main Street"
"The Best People"
"The Pony Express"
"Stage
"Cobra" Struck"
DECEMBER
"The Ancient Highway"
"That Royle Girl"
"The Shamrock"
"Lord Jim"
"A Kiss for Cinderella"
"Flower of the Night"
JANUARY
"Womanhandled"
"Polly of the Ballet"
"Liberty Special"
"When Knights Were Bold"
"The Enchanted Hill"
"Conquered"
"The American Venus"
production is an adaptation of one of the
three biggest current hits on Broadway.

D. W. Griffith's special production of the
famous novel by Marie Corelli, "Sorrows of
Satan " will be ready next Spring, as well
as the Allan Dwan production, "New
York," an epic of the metropolis. The story
is inspired by the fact that in 1926 New
York City will celebrate the 300th anniversary of its founding.
"The Blind Goddess" will be produced
by Herbert Brenon. The story is now being published in The Designer.
Harold Lloyd's first release for Paramount is in this line-up. In production investment, itwill be the biggest thing Lloyd
has ever done.
On this program two Zane Grey productions are listed.
Pola Negri will make two pictures, both
written especially for her by well knowTi
authors.
Thomas Meighan will have two productions also written to order for the star, following the successful results of "Back Home
and Broke" and "Old Home Week" both
written by George Ade.
Douglas MacLean who has expressed his
happy satisfaction with his new Paramount
contract is also on the Hne-up for Spring
1926. His first production for Paramount
will be released in the Fall Group.
By the time these foregoing productions are released. Paramount expects that
Richard Dix will be one of the big stars in
the business. He is slated for two big proary.
ductions inthe six months following FebruAnd two from Raymond Griffith who is
firmly established in the front rank of screen
personalities.
Productions from James Cruze, Sidney
Olcott, William de Mille and William K.
Howard are all part of the complete year's
production schedule which Paramount has
arranged in two groups, and for the purpose of concentration, is featuring the earlier
productions.

"Ten

Commandments

"The Ten Commandments''
IN almost every country in the world, Cecil
B. De Mille's Paramount production "The
Ten Commandments" has been hailed as a
screen triumph. It is the greatest thing De
Mille has done in his entire career. This
great picture has played 62 weeks in New
York, 3 1 weeks in Philadelphia, 1 6 weeks
in Melbourne, 1 6 weeks in London, 1 4
weeks in Paris, 10 weeks in Auckland, 8
weeks in San Francisco, 8 weeks in Cleveland, 5 weeks in Detroit, 5 weeks in Cincinnati, 5weeks in Washington, 4 weeks in
Brooklyn, 4 weeks in Kansas City, and 4
weeks in Berlin.
The history of these road show engagements is given because it was found after
road showing "The Covered Wagon" that
the picture proved a record-breaker during
its general release, and the sensational business is partly attributed to the fact that it
had been so thoroughly exploited as a road
attraction. Many showmen hold the
opinion that road showing a picture at a
high price means paving the way for record
breaking business when the picture is released for exhibition at regular motion picture prices. It is doubtful if there is a community in the country that has not been
reached with some form of propaganda or
other about "The Ten Commandments,"
either in posting, newspaper advertising, or
syndicate publicity. No production ever
released by Paramount was so completely
sold to the public in advance, because no
previous picture received the newspaper attention both in news and editorial comment

' For

General
Release
Ten Commandments to a story about everyday life. Theodore Roberts as Moses is
generally considered one of the greatest
characters ever given the screen. In the
modern version the principal roles are played
by Richard Dix, Rod La Rocque, and
Leatrice Joy, with Edythe Chapman as the
mother of the two boys, one who becomes
rich, and crooked, and strangely enough wins
the girl away from his older brother who is
devoted to his mother and has an honest
man'sfice for
ideals
of how
a man
may sacriambition
and much
still be
a man.
"The Ten Commandments" is unquestionably a milestone in the production history
of the industry.
''T/ie Beggar on Horseback'*

Gloria Swanson,

Pai amount star.

that was awarded to "The Ten CommandIt is probably known everywhere, by this
time, that the story of "The Ten Commandments." ments" written by Jeanie Macpherson, begins with the Bible story of The Exodus, the
pursuit of the Israelites by the Egyptians, the
opening and closing of the Red Sea ; the
annihilation of the Egyptian charioteers; the
wandering of the tribes led by Moses and
Aaron; the giving of "The Ten Commandments" on Mount Sinai, and the indignation
of Moses on finding that the tribe had melted
their gold and jewelry to make a golden idol
and were reveling when he returned
from the mountam. From this pomt on by
a logical transition the story becomes modern
and gives the modern application of The

Cruze, the proof James
THE record
Wagon,"of
Covered
ducer of "The
n record
the home-ru
reads like
Babe Ruth, except that James Cruze has
never stepped up to the plate and fanned
out.
Paramount officials claim that those who
have been crying for something new, something that gets away from the regular motion
picture formula, something with a little
emotion, and a flock of laughs have nothing
more to cry about. James Cruze has made
"The Beggar on Horseback," and it is reported he has made another great box-office
picture — one in which there is imagination
and originality in every reel.
"The Beggar on Horseback" was written
by George S. Kaufman, and Marc Connelly, the playwriting team that made "Merlon of the Movies," "To the Ladies" and

Highlights from "The Ten Commandments" a Cecil B. DeMille production; a Paramount "Greater Forty" release.

Cruze

Directed

''Beggar

on

other big stage and screen successes. As a
play "The Beggar on Horseback" broke
records for box-office receipts in New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago and in many other
cities while on tour.
"The Beggar on Horseback" hasn't a
single horse, or a beggar in it. But it has
the type of comedy in which James Cruze
has thus far excelled and points the way to a
new field of screen entertainment.
This is the story of a young composer
whose heart is dedicated to writing the Great
American Symphony but who writes jazz
tunes to keep from starving. Two girls are
in love with him. One is very poor, the
other very rich. One day, worn out from
overwork, he is ordered to go to bed and
rest by a doctor. There he has a dream:
the dream of a composer who is in love
with a poor girl, but who has been advised
to marry the rich girl in order to be free to
do
the day
greatto things
he can't for
attempt
of the
day scramble
a few because
dollars
to buy food. That dream carries on from
a point where all other comedies leave off
and builds to humorous heights that are approached only by a genius.
Edward Everett Horton, is the composer.
Beautiful Esther Ralston, the Mrs. Darling
of "Peter Pan," and co-featured with Mary
Brian in "The Little French Girl," is the
poor sweetheart. Gertrude Short, the rich
girl, and addict of tin-pan jazz music; Theodore Kosloff, Ethel Wales and Erwin Connelly are the other featured players in the
cast.
The screen play was written by Walter

Thomas Meighan, Paramount star.
Woods, production editor for James Cruze,
and was photographed by Karl Brown.
"Flower of The Night"
which
of the
BECA
portion of
the majorappeal
for popular
star has
thisUSE
the picture-going pubHc, Pola Negri
in "Flower of the Night " is quite likely to
be exploited as one of the most important

season's photoplays in all towns where
of istheshown.
it
The work that has gone on to provide
this story for Miss Negri is cited as being
typical of the great pains that the Famous
Players production department will go to to
secure the proper material for Paramount
stars.

Horseback

The story is by Joseph Hergersheimer
whose romantic tales are known the country
over. Most of his stories have appeared in
Saturday Evening Post, which has done so
much to establish him as one of the leading
American authors.
"Flower of the Night" was written in
Mexico, and the writer not only completed
one of the best stories that has ever been
written for Pola Negri, but negotiated with
the Mexican government for their co-operation in the production of the picture.
Some of the finest architecture in the
Western Hemisphere is in the Mexican Republic, and the fact that "The Flower of
the Night" will draw an accurate picture of
Mexico and its people has won the enthusiasm of the officials, from the president down,
who have promised that whe.n actual production begins all depailments of the government are ready to co-operate if called upon.
Paramount promises that Miss Negri will
have the most colorful role that she has ever
enjoyed in Paramount pictures; one that is
entirely different than anything she has ever
"Whispers"
played.
I is considered one of the greatest
NThanMEN"
OF asSILE
res Thom
ever
Meig
44nr pictuC^TY
made for Paramount. It is several years
old, yet even today it is said there is a demand for prints. This accounts for the
general demand from exhibitors for another
picture like it.
The problem that faced Paramount was
not to find a story that would make another

Highlights and character poses in the James Cruze production "A Beggar on Horseback"; a Paramount release.

''Street

of

Forgotten

"The City of Silent Men" but one that
would make an even better picture. Exhibitors who are up on production matters
know that out of a hundred available stories
of a certain type, perhaps one or two are
good screen material. And since Paramount could find nothing that was superior
to "The City of Silent Men" that had already been published. Booth Tarkington was
asked to write a story especially for Thomas
Meighan which would be made as a successor tothe old picture.
In "Whispers," Paramount is confident
that they have the material for a Thomas
Meighan production that will completely
eclipse "The City of Silent Men." The
star, the title, the story, and the authorship
are box-office angles with individual value.
Collectively they support the confidence that
"Whispers" will be one of the strongest attractions inthe Greater Forty.
"Old Home Week" written by George
Ade especially for the star, and soon to be
released is expected to pave the way for this
production.
"Whispers" is a prison story. Tom has
the role of the happy-go-lucky son of a
small town banker. His family is looked up
to and respected in their community. As
those things sometime happen in a small town
the bank goes to the wall. Meighan's kin
become criminally responsible to the state.
Rather than see his respected father and
brother go to jail, Tom, who has always
been considered no-account anyway, assumes the entire responsibility and is sent to
Sing Sing.
In prison Tom gets a new angle on life.
Sing Sing prison is an iron city of whispers.

M

en

IS
made
past
with

Novel
Story
for them, are horrified lest his criminal
disgrace them. There is a situation
heart throbs.
"The Stage Door Johnny^'

THOSE
who haveGriffith
been know
privileged
to
meet Raymond
him as
one of the hardest working young men
in Hollywood. Raymond Griffith knows
the motion pxture business from all angles
as few actors do. And this combined with
his broad worldly experience as a former
newspaper man is reflected in what he has
perfected in the way of a comedy character
on the screen. Certain directors in Hollywood claim that Griffith does not need a
story to make a picture. He has a touch of
Pola Negri, Paramount star.
The convicts whisper out of the corners of
their
guardsonaren't
Alone mouths
in his when
cell hethereflects
what looking.
his Hfe
might have been. In his reckless career, he
realizes he has passed by some of the really
worth while things of life; the girl he loves,
and who he knows loves him. His whole
life is set toward the day. of his release.
Word comes to him that crooks are bleeding money out of the girl who loves him on
the pretense of freeing Tom from prison. In
a fit of rage he escapes to save her. He
does save her, but is recaptured and sent
back to prison. Because of his break from
prison his release is set back several years,
and when he finally comes out of prison, his
family, not knowing the sacrifice he has

genius up
in knowing
"what
to doalong.
next" and
build
a story as
he goes
But
given a story with possibilities so that he is
free to devote himself to the perfection of
the remarkable character in the silk hat which
he has established, Griffith should accomplish wonders. He already has, for that
matter. And so exhibitors holding open time
for "The Stage Door Johnny" in which he
will star can look forward to a promising
attraction.
Here's the story briefly.
Griffith is employed as a waiter in The
Little Cafe. And a mighty poor waiter, at
that. He falls in love with his employer's
daughter, Yvonne who returns the unspoken
devotion. The boss, by an underground route
gets word that his waiter, Griffith, is about
to fall heir to a huge fortune, and finds a
scheme bo come in for a slice.
He tells Griffith that he is so satisfied
with his services that he wishes to retain him

Dramatic moments from the Herbert Brenon production "The Street of Forgotten Men" in which Percy Marmont plays a leading role; a Paramount relsasc.

''Cobra

' Is

Veliicle
for a number of years. Twenty years in
fact. But, if either breaks the contract, the
other must surrender an enormous forfeit.
Griffith falls right in line with the idea, because itinsures him being near Yvonne for
twenty years, anyway. The idea of the
forfeit strikes him as a big joke because he
hasn't
thenot
bequest
is madeanyandmoney.
he findsButthatwhen
he is
only
wealthy but has a very exalted place in society by reason of his family name, of which
he was heretofore ignorant, he begins to
understand the forfeit clause that his foxy
boss put in the contract. Griffith goes to
see a lawyer who advises him to become such
a terrible waiter that he will not only get
fired but his boss will have to surrender a
forfeit, too. He tries it, and he tries several other devices, and the way he gets
Yvonne, despite two other women, who have
suddenly become fond of him, and settles

for

Rudolpli
Valentino
by the fact that he cannot ease the grief of
his friend without making his friend hate
him. In the meantime he has developed a
deep wholesome effection for his own secretary. How by a great sacrifice, he surmounts this situation, and hides his anguish
in solitude is one of the finest dramatic situations Valentino has done for the screen.
Val entino has for the Cobra Woman,
Nita Naldi, and the balance of the cast includes players of prominent standing such as
Casson Ferguson, Gertrude Olmstead,
Hector V. Sarno, Claire De Lorez, Eileen
Percy, and Rose Rosenova.
Martin Brown, author of "Cobra," wrote
"The Exciters," "The Lady" and other
successes. The scenario was written by
Anthony Coldewey who has written scenarios
for several of the big James Cruze hits.
Rudolph Valentino, Paramount star.

with
Yvonne's
grasping
papa, milestones
are not just
humorous
incidents
but more
in
the career of Ray Griffith.

tensely dramatic situation when the wife ol
his best friend falls in love with him. She
is the Cobra Woman about whom he once

^"Cobra"

said, "That woman fascinates me — as a
cobra fascinates a panther." And she uses
all her wiles to attract him. They arrange
a rendevouz at a hotel. She goes there first
and he follows, but his conscience lashes

's
I OBRA,
Paramoun
vehicle as aValentino
stage play
" t Rudolph
iif^
went through the season of 1924
in New York showing to capacity business.
Although "Cobra" is a modern story, the
production has the lavish mounting that
counted for so much in both "Monsieur
Beaucaire" and "The Sainted Devil. " It
was produced by Joseph Henabery, who
made the latter production.
The story of "Cobra " is laid in New
York, although in the beginning the scenes
are in Italy where Valentino is introduced as
an Italian Count. He is caught in an in-

him and he leaves. His friend's wife remains. That night the hotel burns, and the
woman is burned to death. Her husband
grieves as days pass and he hears nothing
from his wife. He cannot understand her
leaving and of course does not link her disap earance tothe fire in an obscure second
rate hotel. Valentino here occupies one of
the greatest dramatic situations that has ever
been devised. He knows what has happened to his friend's wife, and is tortured

"The Street of Forgotten Men"
STREET OF FORGOTI TEN tion is MEN"
which producnow wellonadvanced
at the
Paramount Long Island studio, surpasses
"The Miracle Man" in drama and heart
appeal. This wonderful story of the love
of a professional beggar in New York for
his young ward was made under the direction of Herbert Brenon.
Brenon's production of "Peter Pan,"
followed by "The Little French Girl," soon
to be released, gives this producer the best
incentive in the world to make "The Street
of Forgotten Men" as memorable a piece
of work as the Barrie picture and its successor.
Of second importance to the fact that
millions of people have read the story in

i

-Greater Forty" release.
These scenes are indicative of the trend of the action in the Rudolph Valentino starring vehicle "Cobra." a Paramount

Ancient

H

igkway

Curwood

Liberty Magazine is the added fact that
nearly every producing company in the business bid high to secure the screen rights for
the story from George Kibbe Turner, the
author.
Percy Marmont is given opportunity for
a splendid characterization. And Mary
Brian, the little "Wendy" of "Peter Pan,"
and the title role player of "The Little
French Girl" is developing into a remarkable
young actress under the directorship of Herbert Brenon. Neil Hamilton and Raymond Hatton are cast for typical roles.
"The Street of Forgotten Men" is a dirty
Bowery Alley where the professional beggars of New York make their unholy headquarters. Itis from here in the morning
that they hobble and limp to the fine hunting
grounds on Fifth Avenue and upper Broadway. Among this crew of fakirs is Easy
Money Charlie, Percy Marmont, who conceals the fact that he is young, strong and
handsome with a fake plaster arm, and
ragged dirty clothes. Charlie is getting
rich on the easy graft, when one day a
female derelict sends for him. She is dying
and begs Charlie to look after her daughter,
a little girl of eight; inmate of an orphan
asylum. Charlie sends for her and installs
her in an apartment far from The Street of
Forgotten Men. There the child is brought
up in the belief that Charlie is a well-to-do
business man. As soon as she is old enough,
Charlie sends his ward, Mary Brian, to a
fashionable school for girls. He loves her
now, but doesn't tell her so. He wants her
to marry a certain millionaire in the hope
that her position in life will always be assured. He is forced to work his begging
graft to the limit in order to provide for her

Harold Lloyd, Paramount star.
at school, but feels that once she is happily
married his responsibility will be over. One
of the denizens of The Street of Forgotten
Men, White-Eye, a burly brute who is
going blind and losing his graft because of
years of twisting his eyes, knows the true
story of Charlie's sacrifice and threatens to
blackmail the girl, and ruin her. How
Marmont forestalls him makes an interesting story.
"The Ancient Highway"
THERE are two names connected with
the production of "The Ancient Highway " that stand high in screen life.
The first is James Oliver Curwood, the
author. And the other is Irvin Willat who
produced for Paramount those two great
Westerns "North of 36" and "The
Wanderer of the Wasteland" ; and also that
epic of modern aviation, "The Air Mail."

Story,

on

List

People are now following the story of
"The Ancient Highway" as it is being published in a Hearst magazine. More will
read it as a novel when it is published in
book form. It is Curwood's newest novel.
Reviewing some of the highspots in this
tale of the Canadian logging camps reveals
that it IS as fast a moving story as Curwood
has ever written. It begins with the hero
travelling all the way from China to Canada
to beat up the man who ruined his father,
resulting in a terrific battle; the hero paddling
down a raging river in a frail canoe ahead
of millions of onrushing logs; the hero setting a charge of dynamite to free a log
jam; and risking his life to rescue his assistant inthe face of the charge of exploding
dynamite.
The story gets its title from the fact that
much of the stirring adventure and romance
takes place on a famous old road which runs
through the quaint regions of Quebec and is
known as "the ancient highway."
This is the highway Clifton Brant uses
to elude the police after his highly successful encounter and assault on the man who
was responsible for the ruin and death of his
father. Unknown to Brant a girl witnesses
the fight, and warns him that the police are
looking for him. Down the road he runs
into another fight. This time, three men are
attacking one. Brant jumps in to even
matters out, helps route the three assailants,
and is taken to the home of the youth whose
fight he has helped to win. There Brant
meets the girl Antoinette who telephoned
him, following the fight with Hurd, warning
him to leave town. Accompanying the two
men is a half humorous, half-mad monk
named Alphonse, who has been trying for
years to stifle his own love of Antoinette.

Bebe Daniels and Rod La Rocque in "The Wild, Wild Girl" a Paramount "Greater Forty'' release.

'"Vanisliing
American
Clifton tells Antoinette passionately of
his love, and his ardor frightens her and she
repulses him, though she is really in love
with him.
Matters reach their climax in the spring
drive of logs. If the Laurentian people can
get their logs to the St. Lawrence, they are
saved. Hurd has a hill dynamited so that
it slides into the swift stream carrying the
Laurentian logs and causes a block. Though
all hands work hard to free the jam, it seems
impossible, until Clifton determines to dynamite itat a crucial point.
Plans for production are going forward
and selections for the cast point to "The
Ancient Highway" being one of the big
specials in this new group of Greater Forty.
"/ti the Name of Love"
THE NAME OF LOVE" which
I has been completed at the Paramount
Hollywood .'^tudio by Howard Higgin
is a romatic comedy melodrama. Riccardo
Cortez, Greta Nissen, one of the recent
screen "finds," Wallace Beery, and Raymond Hatton make up the principal members
of an unusually strong cast.
"In the Name of Love" was written for
the screen by Sada Cowan. The theme was
suggested by the great love-classic "The
Lady of Lyons" by Bulwer Lytton, modernized completely, and given a highly elaborate
production under the direction of Howard
Higgin who filmed this picture under the
direct supervision cf Jesse L. Lasky.
Ricardo Cortez has the role of a dashing,
brilliant, and charming hero. He portrays
a young Frenchman who leaves his sweetheart, Greta Nissen, in France with the
promise that he will return to her. He has

' is

Epic

Richard Dix, Paramount star.
her promise that she will wait for him. Ten
years later he returns from America with his
fortune still to be made. His sweetheart,
in the meantime, has become very rich, and
snobbish, or Ritzy and highhat. Anyway,
out of all the eligible Frenchmen who make
love to her there is not one who captures her
interest. Her heart is set on meeting Prince
Como, who is visiting France. She will
have nothing to do with Ricardo.
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton
who have also been jilted, ritzed, and highhatted, by the coquettish Greta, suggest to
Ricardo that he masquerade as the Prince
of Como, marry Greta and them humihate
her. Ricardo goes through with the plan,
and he and Greta wed. When she finds out

of tke
an
about the gentle
little In(di
joke that has
been
played on her, she is furious. Her impetuous brother hears about the hoax and sets
out to kill Ricardo, but Greta realizing that
she loves the masquerader in spite of everything, saves his life.
"The King on Main Street'^

ently in
unt
scoringE so MENJ
consistOU
has been
whoParamo
ADOLPH
pictures for the past year has the
"
title
in "The
on king,
Main an
Street.
It is role
the story
of aKing
modern
ideal
part for Menjou.
Monta Bell, who was associated with
Charles Chaplin in the production of "A
Woman of Paris," and has made a brilliant
record within the last two years as a producer and director will be responsible for
"The King on Main Street."
This is the story of a king who comes to
America to find a new field for romance.
He is tired of Europe. Awaiting him in
America is a famous siren who is determined
to tame the famous lover of Europe. They
meet
and the affair ends up as a victory for
the king.
Following this he is invited to spend the
week-end at a small town as the guest of
a young member of the legislature. Here
he meets a beautiful, innocent young girl.
At first he tries 'he usual professional lover
methods but when he sees how innocent she
is he realizes that such methods would not
be sportsmanlike and so he desists. Their
little affair is merely a beautiful, clean romance, something which the King has never
found before in his beauty-starved life.
However, the romance is discovered and

Dorothy Gish, Ernest Torrence and Rod La Rocque in Allan Dwan's production "Night Life in New York"; a Paramount
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and protect her. The Indian replies that he
will marry no one he does not love.
Nophaie, realizing that the situation is
serious kidnaps Gerkin and hides her with
some friends in a distant canyon to protect
her from Morgan.
When the war begins, Nophaie forms a
company of his people, and it is after a distinguished service in France, that Nophaie
returns at the head of his men to find his
old enemy Morgan oppressing his people.
Nophaie finding justice for his people, with
Marian at his side through the fight, brings
the story to a climax.

the wrong interpietation placed upon it. In
order to save the young girl embarrassment,
the king is forced to sign a treaty with a
group of men in which his country gets the
worst of a business deal
With the treaty signed, the King and the
girl bid each other tender farewells and he
passes out of her life, leaving her to marry
a young member of the Legislature who
is really a very decent chap.
Back in his own country, the King's Advisory Council insists that he sign a bill providing that in the future the king of Moldavia shall never leave the confines of that
country. For him it means romance is dead
but it also means the voice of his country.
He finally accedes to the decree which he
signs with a very kingly gesture.
At the finish of the picture the king is
seen standing on a balcony of the palace
looking at the moon and dreaming not of his
triumphs as a lover but of the little clean
D isso!v:ng rrom that we see the
romance.
young girl also looking at the moon and
thinking of her romance with the king. As
the king turns away to enter the palace the
girl also turns away to enter her home. The
king turns to his flag and the girl turns to a
cradle in which is a new baby.
"The Vanishing American"
RICHARD DIX. who is fast moving
up the line of front rank stars, Lois
Wilson, and Wallace Beery are the

principles in Zane Grey's "The Vanishmg
American."
William K. Howard will make the production for Paramount. He came into the
limelight with "The Thundering Herd."
"The Vanishing American" is Howard's

Picture

Liberty Magazine

Douglas MacLean, Paramount star.
opportunity to repeat the success of "The
Thundering
The role Herd."
that will be played by Dix is
that of Nophaie, Carisle Indian School
graduate, and in love with Marian Warner.
Nophaie, child of circumstances, when a
boy, is left herding sheep while the tribe
goes out on a forging party. A passing
wagon tram picks up the boy, adopts him,
and later sends him to a famous Indian
School, Carlisle. It is at a college party
that he meets and falls in love with Marian
Warner. But Nophaie's mind is made up
to leave his love behind and return to educate his tribes-people. Marian isn't the kind
of a girl who could be left behind and she
follows Nophaie back to the desert where he
is working among his people. Here she
meets Morgan, a roustabout, played by
Wallace Beery, posing as a missionary,
and discovers that he is paying too amorous attentio to Gerkin Yershi,
an Indian girl. Marian, knowing that Gerkin loves Nophaie,
suggests to him that he marry

Contest Special

on a story for
a magONEbe based
of Pai-amount's
big which
specials
will
azine pays fifty thousand dollars, and
which James Cruze will produce.
Nobody knows what the story is going to
be like, because ihe contest now being conducted by Liberty Magazine will not close
until June 1 st, but thousands upon thousands of ideas are beginning to be received
by the publishers, coming from all parts of
the country. This is probably the first contest ever held with a fifty thousand dollar
stake for the winner.
The contest is open to professional as well
as non-professional writers. The only people
excluded are the employees of Liberty Magazine and Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. But, everyone competes on the same
basis, for the award is not for a story — but
for the idea for a story.
Paramount is not placing the burden of
the success of th's contest entirely upon the
shoulders of the publishers. A special slide
for the smaller theatres, and a ninety foot

'Tony
Exp
trailer for the larger
houses
will beres
available,s"
as well as a broadside for lobby display,
which \vill carry on its reverse side a score
of suggestions for localizing the stunt.
'T/ie Pony Express"
THE wildest imagination of the most
prolific writer of dime novels only
approximates the hazards, the dangers, and the great courage of the hardy
youths who rode the mail from the Mississippi
to the Pacific in thirteen days through the
desert, over the mountains; through hostile
Indian country, wind storm and rain storm.
The path that there boys blazed is now the
roadbed for the Santa Fe and only a crosscountry traveller can appreciate the brawn,
and the steel courage of those men who
hnked both shores of the continent.
A romance has been written with this
great epoch in American history as a background, and James Cruze will produce this
story on a scale to rank with "The Covered
Wagon."
The and
ttoryWalter
was written
James
Forman
Woods.by Henry
The riders of the pony express were the
first real go-getters in this country. There
wasn't one of them who knew the meaning
of the word "can't" or "impossible." They
simply tried their hardest, and it stands to
their everlasting glory that no pouch of mail
ever left St. Joseph for California that
wasn't
in
the worlddelivered
to defeatdespite
the menevery
who handicap
were trying
to deliver it.
"The American Venus"
HERE is an exploitation idea behind
T

the production of "The American
Venus" with beautiful Greta Nissen,

to

he

Filmed will on
be made Big
during the engagemen
Seatlof the

Bebe Daniels, Paramount star.
Jesse L. Lasky's most recent "find." The
idea is national m scope, and it is so arranged that as the picture goes into production the exploitation forces in all forms are
set in motion.
The idea in this campaign will be to
find one girl from every key town in the
country who in the opinion of competent
judges comes nearest the proportions of the
American Venus.
The contest will be conducted in over two
hundred key cities, and in every city where
a local contest is held Paramount will
award the winning girl with a beautiful silver
cup. This phase of the campaign will be
built up with trailers, slides, out door advertising and copy for newspaper and program
advertising, and the decisions from the judges

The contest will be conducted on a napicture.
tional plan so that its local operation becomes
more important than if it were merely an
isolated beauty contest. As the big incentive for co-operation for all sides is the fact
that from the two hundred silver cup wnnners, twenty girls will be selected for roles
in the production in support of Greta Nissen.
Paramount officials feel that this picture
will mean to the screen what the Ziegfeld
array of beauties means to the stage.
The story written by Lillian Lauferty,
tells of the search of a group of famous
American artists for the American Venus.
Several artists who will appear in the picture
will be nationally known painters, and
illustrators. They advertise a nation-wide
contest and it is during the selection of the
girls that the romance begins between Greta
Nissen and one of the artists.
"The Coast of Folly"
HE COAST OF FOLLY." Coningsby Dawson's novel will be
Gloria Swanson's second picture
in the Greater Forty. It appeared serially
in "Good Housekeeping." Later it was
made into a book.
Allan Dwan, director of three Gloria
Swanson's, "Manhandled," "Her Love
Story" and "Wages of Virtue," will direct
this picture.
As Coningsby Dawson built the plot,
when Joyce Cathaway is a little child her

A group of scenes from "In the Name of Love" a Paramount release the cast for which includes Ricardo Cortez, Greta Nissen. Noah Beery and Raymond Hatton.

Hill"

IS Peter

mother runs off with a lover. Her father
dies and Joyce lives with her milHonaire
grandfather. She has no guidance except
that of her faithful nurse, Nannie. She is
inherently fine, but the laxness of modern
luxury nearly spoils her. Posie Fay, wife
of a man Joyce has been innocently flirting
with, a selfish worldly woman who is anxious to get a divorce, and willing to ruin
Joyce to get it, names Joyce as co-respondent. Joyce runs off to Europe to join her
mother. Abroad she finds that her mother
is going to disinherit her.

"The Golden Princess"

Then Joyce's fine qualities assert themselves and she returns to New York ready
to tell the truth and to trust to the truth to
save her. She meets Untrich, Posie Fay's
lawyer, who believes in her and loves her,
and truth wins out. The title is explained
in the theme of the story: "Honesty of purpose saves a girl from shipwreck on the
Coast of Folly."

''The Best People'
PEOPLE"
BEST
4 ( nrI HE
wasa
productionis. toIt be
Olcott
Sidney
Olcott who produced "The Humming Bird " and "Little Old New York."
With this story of novel marriage mix-ups.
New York night life, pretty girls, fast moving comedy situations, and thrills, Olcott is
equipped with the material that he knows
best how to build into a screen hit.
The theme of the picture is that chauffeurs
and chorus girls often have better brains
and morals than do millionaires' families
(the so-called best people) and that modern
young people, no matter of what class will
tear down social barriers and brave scandal
to satisfy their desires. It portrays a rich
New York family horrified because the son
wants to marry a chorus girl and the
daughter is in love with the chauffeur. But
finally through a series of amusing incidents
the aristocratic family is put in the position

B. Kyne
Story
her, are dining in a private room at the same
resort. What more exciting situation could
be imagined?

Raymond

Griffith, Paramount star.

of having to beg the chauffeur and chorus
girl to marry into their family.
Ma Lenox is a social climber. Pa is a
blustering self-made man. The flapper
daughter, Marion, throws over the sappy
Lord Rockmere, picked out by her mother
as husband material, and wants to marry
the family chauffeur, a handsome, sensible
chap named Henry. Henry comes of a
good family but is temporarily forced to
take the chauffeur job. Bertie, the Lenox
son and heir, wants to marry a chorus girl,
Alice O'Neill, but so far she has refused
him.
When Pa Lenox is told of the marriage
ambitions of his children, he is egged on by
his scandalized wife and brother-in-law,
George, to raise the dickens about it. George
insists Alice, the chorus girl, must be bought
off, and arranges a meeting at a notorious
New York night club involving Alice, the
other chorus girl, Pa Lenox, and himself.
It happens that Marion Lenox and Henry,
the chauffeur she is trying to get to marry

Featured players in Paramount pictures, left to right:

the
a story
seen in star
be ON,
PanY " will
"Peter
of by
BRONS
BETT
same author who wrote "The Poor
ed by Clarence
Little
Badger. Rich Girl," produc
"The Golden Princess" is a story of the
"Cinderella type," an ideal choice for Betty
Bronson. She is the niece of a seamstress
who works for very rich families. Betty
harbors the ambition to live and to act like
the wealthy Knights, and the Vintons, to
whom she delivers clothes. In fact she
saves her few pennies to buy a book on
deportment so that she can learn to ride
horseback and do all the things that rich
girls do. Betty imagines that rich people
are born with this knowledge.
Almost overnight, all her ambitions are
realized, and she finds herself in a mansion
far more gorgeous than anything she has
ever dreamed about, all because of her resemblance tothe aead Alicia, daughter of
the Grand Duke of Hess-Anspach. The
Grand Duchess has lost her mind because
of the tragedy. Betty is sent to Hess-Anspach where for over a year she pretends that
she is really the daughter of the duchess,
often forgetting that she is only acting a
part and not a real member of the royal
household. But things change when the
Grand Duchess d es. There is no more need
for pretense, so Betty is sent home with a
few fine clothes as gifts.
She finds it difficult to get adjusted to the
old life. Her aunt hasn't changed, but
Betty has.
The wealthy Knights, realizing the
change in Betty and knowing that she would
be a credit to any family, offer to adopt her,
but Betty knowing the sacrifices her aunt
has made, gently refuses.
Then *he Vin-

Frances Howard, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice Joy and Ricardo Cortez.
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tons invite Betty to visit them. She and
young Vinton go rio' ng one day — and she
sees her dreams ccming true.
"JT onianhandled^'
FOLLOWING the success of "Manhandled" itwas suggested that Paramount should make a sequel to it under
the title "Womanhandled," giving the title
role to some young male star. With that
idea m mind, Aiihur Stnnger wrote "Womanhandled." The story was published in
Saturday Evening Post and is now one of
the big pictures in the Greater Forty as a
starring vehicle for Richard Dix.
Dix is cast in the role of a rich man's
son whose father throws him out of the
house until he can return and prove that
he has been earning his own living. He
has a weakness for ladies. Doesn't know
how to say "No" when they roll their eyes
and ask for something. He loses job after
job because he is loo obliging.
Desperate, he rides the beams for the
great open spaces and lands on a ranch
where there aren't any women. But not
for long. A movie company on location
decides to make ;ome scenes on the ranch,
and finding Dix the most typical looking
cowboy present, offer him a good role in the
picture. Dix doesn't want to play in the
picture until the beautiful young lady persuades him, and then he doesn't want to
do anything else hut act. And so in acting
he finds happiness and a permanent job.
d'^
"Coednquere
purpose embodied in
profess
THE
"Conquered"
is to permit Gloria
Swanson to do the things she knows so
well, and which counted for the success of
"Manhandled," "The Humming Bird," and
now "Madame Sans-Gene."
Allan Dwan will produce this story,
which was written to order for Gloria Swanson by Arthur Stnnger.

The picture introduces Gloria in boy's

Notable
Cast
abusing Tiny, beats him up, and learns that
Tiny is studying to be a trained nurse. So
instead of driving a truck, he gets a job
driving an ambulance — at the same hospital.
''The Enchanted HilU'

three
of the "The
as one regard
Hill" official
Enchanted
UNT
AMO
PAR
e pieces of sscreen
property
valuabl
most
that company has purchased this year.
Every producing company in the business is
said to have bargained for the story. Peter
B. Kyne wrote it.
The story was published originally in
Cosmopolitan magazine as a serial. Now
it is on the stands as a novel.
Irvin Willat has been selected to direct
Greta Nissen, Paramount star.
clothes breaking into a meeting of New York
gangsters and making them come through
with her share of the loot ; again as a nurse
in stiff white linen gently administering to
the patients never able to take a correct pulse
because the touch of her pretty fingers sends
many a heart galloping. And then Gloria,
invading society m gorgeous gowns, in order
to convince a menn old millionaire that she
is good enough to marry his son.
Gloria's role in this picture is that of
Tiny McDann, orphan girl of the New
York slums whose chief weakness is helping
people, crude and funny as her methods
often are. Jimmy, gangster and something
of a bootlegger tlunks that Tiny is his sweetheart. Tiny is fired from the laundry where
she works unjustly accused of a theft. She
doesn't mind being fired because her heart
is set on becoming a trained nurse.
While she is at the hospital, Jimmy holds
up a truck driven by Billy Stone, who is
trying to prove to his millionaire father that
he can earn a living. One night, Billy is in
the slums to find the members of the crowd
that held up his truck, discovers Jimmy

Featured players in Paramount pictures, left to right:

its production 'a pictures. The cast will
feature Jack Holt, Florence Vidor, and
Raymond Hatton.
The story opens on the eventful day in
June when Lee Purdy, former war flyer, a
dreamer and owner of a big Mexican ranch
called "The Enchanted Hill" experienced
two very important sensations. Both were
intended to have an important bearing on his
life; only one of them did. The first and
unsuccessful one was when Bud Shannon
took a shot at him from long range with a
rifle, the second one was later on at the railroad station where Lee saw the prett.est girl
he had ever laid eyes on.
'Tolly of the Ballet"

campaign
publicity
extensive
A MOST
will be used
to launch
the production
by William De MiUe in which Greta
Nissen and Ricardo Cortez are featured. In
type
story isbylike
It wasthewritten
the "The
same Gilded
author, Lily."
Clara
Beranger.
The publicity will come through the medium of Excella Magazine, a new big circulation periodical with national scope which
on June I st will begin a nation-wide beauty
contest. The winners will be given impor-

Wallace Beery. Lois Wilson, Adolphe Menjou and Ernest Torrence.

Gloria

Swanson

Star

in

tant parts in "Polly of the Ballet." In
addition to the first prizes for the winners
consisting of a contract to play in the picture,
there will be thirty-five other prizes from
one thousand dollars in cash down to several ten dollar prizes.
The contest will run for two and onehalf months, beginning June 1 st and will
close on August 1 5th.
The two winners of the contest will be
given not only a contract to appear in the
picture, but all living expenses while in
Hollywood. This is one of the biggest offers ever made for girls with screen aspirations, and the response is expected to be
enormous owing to the liberal prizes.
Knights Were Bold!'
H A N G I N G HUSBANDS,"
ii
"Little Miss Bluebeard," "Forty
I
Winks" and "The Night Club"
^
have placed Raymond Griffith with the
leaders of comedy on the silver sheet, and
now Paramount has organized a special
unit to make productions starring him.
The first picture that he will be in in the
Greater Forty is "When Knights Were
Bold," the famous play by Charles Marlowe
in which some of the greatest comedians of
the stage have won their spurs. The story
is supplied with humor of all the known
varieties.
This is the plot.
Sir Guy De Vere is a jolly young Englishman who very rarely has a serious moment.
He comes of an excellent family, but it
doesn't bother him, nor does the historic
castle he has inherited from his famous ancestors. He is in love with a beautiful girl
named Rowena, but she will not marry him
because he is not of a grand, romantic nature. To the castle of De Vere as house
guests come Rowena, chaperoned by her
aunt; Isaac Isaacson, a London financier,

Sada Cowan who wrote "Bluebeard's
8th Wife" for the screen, has a husband,
and IS therefore privileged to write as an

Betty Bronson, Paramount star.

'When

and his daughter, and Isaacson's friend. Sir
Brian Ballymote.
The latter is supposed

''Coast
o f Follv
and Florence Vidor, as the wife, is a research
into the problems of present day married
hfe.

to be an Irish noble but is really an imposter, though a big, handsome fellow.
Isaacson is anxious to marry his daughter off
to Sir Guy, but realizes that Rowena will
have to be gotten out of the way before
this can be done. He has brought Sir
Brian along to make love to Rowena.
For a time this plot seems to be succeeding very well. There is a hunt and Sir
Guy cuts a very poor figure, while Sir Brian
proves a great hunter. Rowena quite falls
for him. Sir Guy contracts a cold and
leaves the hunt, returning to the castle to
soak his feet in mustard water. He also
drinks a lot of whiskey and, getting quite
tipsy, falls asleep. He has a dream that he
is back in the days of 1 200, at King Arthur's Court. Counterparts of Rowena, Sir
Brian, Isaacson, and the rest appear there.
Sir Guy is forced into a position where he
has to fight the 1 200 Sir Brian and licks
him. When Sir Guy abruptly awakens
from this dream he is a different man.
''The Trouble with Wives"
WITH
HE TROUBLE
WIVES,"
which
will feature
Adolphe Menjou as the husband.

^^np
I

Featured players in Paramount pictures, left to right:

authority. Sada Cowan has written "The
Trouble With Wives" in an easy flowing
mirthful style which shows a clever analysis
of the little human episodes which mean so
much in the marriage arrangement.
The incidents follow closely upon one another and they all hit home even though the
author has generalized upon the subject to
avoid any suggestion of preaching a sermon.
One of the biggest national exploitation
campaigns ever devised by Paramount will
be used to create a waiting audience for
the picture, long in advance of its release
dates.
"Night Life in New York" ^
productions iti
strongesist "Night
of the Forty
ONEthe Greater
Life, in
New York," which was produced
by Allan Dwan and has a cast featuring
Rod La Rocque, Ernest Torrence, Dorothy
Gish, Helen Lee Worthing, and George
Hackathorne.
Allan Dwan, who knows his New York
has always wanted to produce a story that
told about the night life in the great city as
he saw it from personal observation. This
original story by Edgar Selwyn satisfied
Dwan as being a faithful picture of the
lives of a certain class of New Yorkers as
they ing
liveand itdawn.
between Itsixwas
o'clock
in thetoevenadapted
the
screen by Paul Schofield.
Although at this writing, "Night Life in
New York" is completed, but not finally
edited. Paramount officials who have seen
some of the scenes in their present form are
highly enthusiastic about the future of this
production.

Mary Briail, Nita Naldi, Esther Ralstbri and Florence Vidor.

"'Tlie

Wanderer"

In the story we find Ernest Torrance as
John Bentley, who in his youth was jilted
by a New York girl named Sally, and went
west to make his fortune. Although he has
married somebody else, and is very
wealthy he never gets over his grudge against
New York. His son. Rod La Rocque is
crazy to have a fling at Broadway. He is
useless m business, and after an affair with
an actress who plays one night stands, the
old man decides to not only send his son.
Rod to New York, but to give him enough
money to get into trouble in the hope that
he will quickly sicken of the town. Torrence writes to his former boyhood sweetheart, Sally, asking her to have her husband place Rod in his business, but not to
aid him if he gets in a scrape.
Ronald hits Broadway wide open for
adventure. He falls hard for Meg,
Dorothy Gish, telephone girl at the Biltmore, while making a date with the actress
he met back home. He meets the actress
who introduces him to an "open all night"
resort. At a neighboring table is Meg with
a friend, Jerry, and her brother, Jim. Then
we are shown Rod La Rocque, piloting a
taxicab he bought because it was almost as
cheap as paying the fare after a long wild
ride, the robbery, the smashup on the
Queensboro Bridge, and finally the police
inquisition to find the missing jewels of
which Rod is suspected of stealing.
'^Shamrock"

ONE of the most promising vehicles for
s Meighan is "Shamrock."
Thoma
never had a story like
Meighan has
this; a story of the Emerald Isle about
which so many romances have been written.
However, "The Shamrock" is not a legend
it's a modern story about a
of the gold sod, an;
a crafty young New
fightin Irishm
York politician who goes to Ireland hoping
to get facts which will help him fight and

to

Elaborate

he

Spectacle

the judge removed. There is a certain
age at which a judge is required to resign
from the bench. The leaders of the party
suspect that their particular enemy has exceeded the age limit.
If this can be proven, his resignation can
be forced. If Tom can get this and other
facts in Ireland where the judge was born,
the political bosses promise to make him
rich and powerful. The poetry and sentiof the
country complete
get intowhen
Tom's
blood, ment
and
it becomes
he
not only refuses to get evidence against the
fine old judge and enemy of the political
group, but returns to New York and
fights the bosses in a smashing political war.

Jack Holt, Paramount star.
remove a political rival. He takes joy in
laughing at the quaint old rural Irish customs, but soon finds himself troubled by an
inward voice that keeps telling him, "This
is the land of your Fathers." How Meighan,
as the politician reared in New York and
nourished on cold blooded ward politics is
regenerated, finds love, and fails to complete
his mission in the old country because the
errand is one of revenge, forms the basis of
the play.
Tom appears as the American-born son
of Irish parents. He works his way through
law school, and this becomes a big advantage when he goes into city politics and
aligns himself with the political ring that
runs the city. He is ambitious, clever, and
when it is necessary knows how in the
manner of some politicians to be crooked
and still be within the law. Tom's party
has everything in the city sewed up, but
reaches a snag in a certain old judge who
is unafraid of threats, uncorruptible, and
pledged to fight the political ring. The
leaders of Tom's party hold a council of
war and make a bargain with Tom to have

Featured players in Paramount pictures, left to right:

"California — or BusC*

t
" andAN,
of theof bigges
severalauthor
Air Mail,
"The
ONses MORG
ce
BYRsucces
of Walla
in the career
ornia — or Bust " espeReid, wrote "Calif
cially for Richard Dix.
Dix theis direction
making of
"California
— or as
Bust"
under
Frank Tuttle
his
initial picture in the Greater Forty. Esther
Ralston is leading lady for Dix in this picture.
In this story, Dix is playing the role of
Randy Farman, clerk in a New York department store, who longs for a motor car
of his own. At a fashionable charity
bazaar he wins a specially built Manrona
roadster.
But onof the
night trip,
of Randy's
dreamed
crossfirst
country
he learns long
that
camping in the great open spaces is painfully different than arranging advertising
display camps in the department store, and
he welcomes the assistance of Doris McDee,
who with her mother is travelling in a
battered old Ford car.
How he wins an important road-race,
despite the fact that it is framed against
him, and wins the girl, too, are told in a

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., William Collier, Jr., Neil Hamilton and Warner Baxter.
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manner calculated to add a thrill to this
fast moving romance of the open road.
"Stage Struck"
contributions
S will
GLORIA
r Forty
to the SWAN
GreateSON'
include
."
"Stage Struck
Just now Gloria is taking the country by
storm with "Madame Sans-Gene."
"Stage Struck" permits Gloria to do her
whole repertoire of imitations.
Allan Dwan will produce "Stage
Struck," which is the story of a small town
girl who dreams of nothing else but her
name in electric lights over a Broadway
theatre; twenty-four sheets of herself all
over New York; hailed as the great
American stage favorite, with the millionaires
of New York at her feet fighting for the
slight favor of even a condescending smile.
True to her small town ideas about success on the stage, she comes to New York
resolved that she must make great concessions
to win stardom, and that her moral code
will need revising. She is prepared for all
that. She has read all about the wicked
managers. But to her great surprise she
finds that it isn't so simple after all.
Of course, she finally wins her way, but
she reaches her goal on merit. And with
the fulfillment of her ambition comes a
great love.
"A Son of His Father'
THE works of Harold Bell Wright rank
with the biggest sellers in the world.
In the past eight years his books have
sold over 10,000,000 copies reaching 56,000,000 readers, or half the population of
the United States. So a tremendous readymade audience is being claimed for "A Son
of His Father" which Victor Fleming is
now making for Paramount.
"A Son of His Father" is a modern story
of Arizona where the pioneer ideas are still

be
Picturized
The rescue of Nora by Morton when she
has been captured by smugglers; their growing love, the dramatic death of Larry; and
Morion's attempt to recover his ranch are
elements of Western drama that will thrill
the Wright fans.
"A Son of His Father" will be Victor
Fleming's first production in the Greater
Forty, and the pacemaker for all his other
productions to follow.
"That Royle Girl"

Betty Compson, Paramount star.
conflicting with the aggressive younger
thought which is anxious to bring in some
of the newer and less exacting ideals of living which filter in from the East. It is a
story of the changing of the West accented
by the development and progress in the lapse
of the few years between the ages of a son
and his father.
The story begins with pretty Nora
O'Shea, who leaves Ireland after the death
of her mother to come to Arizona and join
her brother a cowboy on young Jack Morton's ranch. Morton, a college man, handsome, but wild, has just lost his ranch to a
man in the employ of Zobetzer, wealthy
enemy of the Morton's and an unscrupulous
man suspected of being a cattle-rustler.
While Nora is on the way to Arizona,
her brother Larry has joined a gang of
cattle thieves. When Nora arrives there is
no one at the station to meet her, so Morton
takes her in charge. Later Zobetzer who
has taken a keen interest in Nora attempts
to kidnap her, but relents when he finds that
she befriended his little grandson on the
train coming out.

Featured players in Paramount pictures, left to right:

6 iT^HAT
which apI pearedROYLE
seriallyGIRL"
in Cosmopolitan
Magazine recently, will be filmed
as D. W. Griffith's first production for Paramount with Dorothy Gish, Jack Holt and
Rod La Rocque in the principal roles.
Written by Edwin Balmer, well known
Saturday Evening Post author, and novelist, this is a modern story of Chicago — the
Chicago of today. It is a truthful story of
people whose lives are happily or unhappily
routined to a procession of automat restaurants to eat, cabarets to dine, and expensive
duplex apartments only for sleep. In this
environment the author spins out a story of
love, jazz and a murder mystery.
"That Royle Girl " is Joan Daisy Royle,
daughter of a bleached blonde mother, and
a handsome, apparently well cultured but
swindler father. Up until the time she is
twenty, Joan's life has been a series of jumps.
From one hotel to another — always a little
ahead of the bill collectors and the police.
At twenty, Joan is strikingly beautiful,
and very attractive to men. She meets Fred
Keller, a typical wise city sheik. Fred is
leader of the jazz band at Chicago's leading
cabaret, "The Echo," and is separated from
his wife, who lives in another part of the
city. Keller lives in the apartment under the
Royle's. He is anxious to become a composer, which attracts Joan at once. She
sees a potential Mozart in him, and resolves
to help him.
Keller becomes infatuated

Pauline Starke, Theodore Roberts, Dorothy Gish and AJice Terry.

D.

W.

Griffitk

to

with her, and together they "do" Chicago
nightlife.
One night
Ketler's
is found
dered. Suspicion
pointswife
to both
Ketler murand
Joan. The district attorney is convinced in
his own mind that Ketler has removed his
wife in order to marry Joan. Ketler engages acrafty criminal lawyer who scans the
entire case, and decides that Joan is the
biggest asset in court because of the effect
of her beauty and charm on the jury. Ketler'scultivate
unscrupulousClarke,
lawyerthesuggests
to Joan
that she
district attorney,
which she does. Something of the honesty
and belief in the sanctity of the home and
other things life has denied her, appeals to
the girl's better nature. But she definitely
tells Clarke she is going to beat him in court
and save Ketler. The outcome makes a
very interesting story.
"T/ie W anderer"
iiT^HE
I
as aWANDERER"
special production isbyincluded
Raoul
Walsh in the line-up of the Greater

Forty.
This valuable property was reserved for
several years until last month when Raoul
Walsh who made "The Thief of Bagdad"
was signed by Jesse L. Lasky to produce
the play on the lavish scale that it demands.
"The Wanderer" which is now being produced by Paramount, was originally presented as a stage play at the Century theatre.
New York by Morris Guest. It was written
by Maurice Samuels.
William Collier, Jr., has the title role.
Paramount states that he was selected from
a field of one hundred candidates for the
part. Ernest Torrence is playing "Tola"
and Greta Nissen has the role of "Tisha,"
"the courtesan who is responsible for the Prodigal Son leaving home. Wallace Beery,
Tyrone Power and Kathlyn Williams have
the other impKJrtant featured roles.

Film

'TLat
Royle
Girl"
in love with the girl and squandered his
money right and left for her pleasure. Misgivings came to Jether when he saw she
was free with other men, but he consoled
himself in wine and more feasts.
Jether's gold was gradually vanishing,
but he loved 1 isha blindly, and to prove his
love he renounced his God and worshipped
the gods of Babylon. The girl continued to
flirt shamelessly and gave most of her attention to Pharsis, a rich sea captain. While
the revel was at its height, Naomi appeared,
eager for news of Jether, saw her scarf
tossed about as Tisha caressed the boy, and
left before she was recognized.
Then follows the wandering of Jether.
before his final decision to return home, and
the welcoming of the Prodigal Son back
to the family.

D. W. Griffith, Paramount producer.
The story tells of Jether the gay, irresponsible son of Jesse, an aged man who
lived near Hebron, in the days when David
ruled over Judea. Jether thought his elder
brother, Gaal, stupid, because he worked so
hard, but he worshipped his mother Huldah.
There was also Naomi, a beautiful girl of
seventeen, whom Jether might have cared for
had it not been that she was his cousin.
Then Tola, a merchant came and told
of gay times in Jerusalem. Jether was then
interested. He dreamed of beautiful women,
wine and song ; and finally he determined
to get his portion of money from his father
and seek adventure and the gay life in Jerusalem. Jesse was horror-stricken and refused to consent, but finally permitted Jether
to leave. And then Naomi tearfully parted
with the boy and gave him a scarf, which
he promised to keep forever.
Tisha, the beautiful daughter of Nadina,
a Babylonian woman, was the first pretty
face that Jether saw.
He fell desperately

Featured players in Paramount pictures, left to right, top row:
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"Lord Jim"
ORD
JIM,"
written by Joseph
Conrad,
will
be
second productionVictor
in theFleming's
Greater

Forty. a Astremendous
a novel,circulation.
"Lord Jim" has
reached
The exacting demands of the story in
regard to the cast, will require the most
careful discrimination on the part of the
Paramount production officials, who promise
that the cast will show a great array of
names.
"Lord Jim" is the story of a man whose
life is devoted to the purpose of proving to
himself he is not a coward. This is brought
on him by the fact that as mate of the
steamer Patna, for some inexplicable reason,
he deserted the ship and her passengers in
the moment of a crisis. He becomes a
wanderer trying to live down the accusation
of his conscience — that of cowardice.
Jim arrives on a south sea island where
he has been assigned to take over the trading
post from the drunken, dissolute manager.

Walter Long, Claire Adams and Charles Ogle; bottom row:

Hale Hamilon and Luke Cosgrave.

Doug.
MacLean
Jim wasn't going to stay very long until he
met Jewel, the manager's daughter. She
is a beauty. Jim stays, and they fall in
love Jim had selected this little island of
Patusan because it was known to have
dangerous interior tribes always at war,
and was supposed to be certaiii death for a
white man.
One of the tribes on the island is headed

Prociuction

40

Elsie Dover, Miss Bronson's role, is the
daughter of a poor New York inventor.
Elsie's romantic turn of mind and her desire
to impress her girl friends, leads her to tell
them that Bill Ballard, son of the wealthy
Ballards who employ her as a seamstress, is

stronghold, thereby making a sweeping
victory, becomes ruler of the island, and is

"The Wild, Wild Girl"
BEBE DANIELS will be starred in a
picture with the provocative title
"Wild. Wild Girl" with Rod La
Rocque
supporting.
Eddie Sutherland,
has the production well under way at the
Paramount Long Island studio.
Bebe Daniels, and Rod La Rocque both
have par-ts which couldn't be more natural
for them if they were made to order. Bebe
has the role of Rowena Vanderhaydin,
whose family is very ultra-ultra. Bebe gives
her parents more concern, in a week, than
both of her other sisters do in a year.
One day she tosses a few little things in
a bag and bows out of the family mansion
with the snappy remark that she is going
"Where women are women, and don't have
to be ladies unless they want to." Rowena
craves action — and she gets it. In a department store. The clerks aren't so hard
to handle, but the floor walker is a slick.

''Greater

ground for Sidney Olcott who made "Little
Old New York" two seasons ago.
While "Not So Long Ago" is a later
period, nevertheless his understanding of
quaint customs and his ability to make
capital of a costume romance makes him the
ideal director for the work.

by an old rascally "rajah," the other an
upright native chief named Doramin.
Doramin receives Jim like a son, and
Doramin's actual son, Dain Waris, becomes
Jim's friend. When trouble begins to brew
between the tribes, Jim leads the warriors
of Doramin on the almost impregnable
stronghold
the "rajah's"
henchmen.
superhuman ofdaring
and courage
he takes By
the

titled "Tuan Jim" or "Lord Jim." Then
he marries Jewel.

in

AJIan Dwan, Paramount producer.
smooth working philanderer. One night,
Arthur, the floorwalker, becomes over persistent, and Rowena threatens to use her
fists.
Bunny Moore, the role Rod La Rocque
is playing,
a "wild,
He has
been
usheredis out
of thewild
fine boy."
old homestead,
his allowance has been stopped, and is now
piloting a taxicab for a living. Bunny happens to be cruising by the store when the
crowd collects, and stops his cab. He overhear's Rowena's remark and sees Arthur
lounge toward the girl. Bunny measures the
distance starts a swing, and Arthur folds up
for a nap on the sidewalk. With the meeting of Rowena and Bunny, a fast moving
joy-romance begins
"Not So Long Ago'

in "Not
will ystar
N Sidne
NSOand
BETT
So YLongBRO
Ago"
Olcott will
make the production for Paramount.
It is a romance of the picturesque days of
New York in the late '70's, a familiar back-

Featured players in Paramount pictures, left to right:

in
her. Billy actually doesn't
knowloveof with
her existence.
Sam, a loud type of travelling salesman,
who has been conducting an unsuccessful
courtship of Elsie, spitefully informs her
father about Elsie's romance with Billy Ballard, and suggests that the young millionaire
probably
hasn't
the visits
righttheintentions.
Alarmed, old man
Dover
Ballards
to register
his lady
protest.
is a
very
snobbish
who Billy's
is tryingmother
very hard
to marry off her daughter, Ursula to rich
Hancock, and is also very worried about her
son Billy's interest in a vamp by the name
of Rosemond.
Billy Ballard is mystified at first to know
what old man Dover is driving at when he
accuses him of flirting with a girl he never
noticed. Then Billy really takes a look at
Elsie and falls in love at first sight. He
tells Dover that his affection for Elsie is
purely platonic, and the old man leaves
convinced that Sam is a trouble maker.
Unknown to his mother Billy calls on
Elsie at her home, Billy becomes interested
in old Dover's inventions, taking away with
him a complicated fishing rod the inventor
has made. In the meantime, Sam has
found the opportunity of informing Billy's
mother about her son's courtship of Elsie

Mildred Harris, Robert Edeson, T. Roy Barnes, Theodore Kosloff and Louise Fazenda.
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gms to thaw a little, learns how to beam,
and finally gets very sunny. Young Bates
isn'tfather
made has
any taken
happiera keen
when interest
he findsin that
his
the

Dover — and she is horrified, for fear that
it may hurt the match she is making between
Ursula and young Hancock. Mrs. Ballard
goes to Elsie and convinces her that it is best

young and pretty little housekeeper, Geraldine. And the story carries on a fast clip
to the strike in the factory, the mismanagement of affairs by Young Bates, and the
method with which Bates, Sr., meets the
situation and settles everything for his
theorist son.

to
up. Elsie
convinced
that
it isgive
the Billy
best course,
but isn't
is very
hurt. And
so she pretends that she loves someone else
and sends Billy away.
The romance doesn't end there, however.
There's a neat twist to it, that brings Elsie
back to Billy Ballard.

"A Kiss for Cinderella'

''The Crossroads of the World"
THERE has been a big demand for the
past year for Pola Negri in a picture
with an American setting. Michael

the star
and the
producer
of
Pan,"
of "Peter
author Pan,"
THEof "Peter
"Peter Pan" will combine again to
make one of the Greater Forty.

Arlen, author of "The Green Hat" has
been engaged to write the story for production by Raoul Walsh.
The title is derived from the novel, and
a typical Arlen idea of having four people
from the four furtherest quarters of the
world come face to face on the corner of
Broadway and Forty-second street. They
have never seen each other before. There
is the hero, the heroine, the villain, and the
other woman. Each has a different, outstanding personality. A twist of fate, a
chance circumstance, and these four people

Betty Bronson in "A Kiss for Cinderella," written by Sir James M. Barrie
and directed by Herbert Brenon will be
offered by Paramount this year.
"A Kiss for Cinderella" like "Peter
Pan" was a Maude Adams play. It tells
the story of a half-starved, lonesome, plain
girl. Her belief that, one day, a flunky
will hand her an invitation to the ball
where the Prince will pick her out to be
his Princess, are the only bits of happiness
in the life of the little slavey who cleamed
the studio of Mr. Bodie, the artist, in the

begin to influence each other's lives.
The Paramount division of exploitation
are concentrating on a campaign for this
production that takes in four national tie-ups,
and a score of original stunts to be employed
locally. There is an international touch to
the picture in having the four main characters
from four different parts of the globe.
"New

Brooms"

LE'S producDE w MIL
WILLIAM
Brooms" will be
tion of "Ne
based on the successful stage play
of that title.

"New Brooms" was written by Frank
Craven, author of "The First Year." The

James Cruze. Paramount producer.
screen play is being prepared by Clara
Beranger.
The story concerns a grouchy father,
owner of a prosperous broom factory who
almost completely conceals a kind heart by
his uncertain temper. But he can't fool his
middle aged factory manager, Kneeland, or
Williams, the family butler, also middle
aged. They know and understand Thomas
Bates, Sr.
But Tom Bates, Jr. is another type entirely. He is young, carefree, open handed,
and an easy spender. Tom Bates, Jr. has
some theories about business management
which send his father up in the air, but when
the old man comes back to earth, he offers
to permit his son to run the business for a
year, and gives him a chance to work out
some of his "fool theories."
picks upto momentum
The story
l efforts
soon
make good.withHeTom's
unsuccessfu

Whileof
father's. ity
his responsibil
thanthe
worsewith
temper
has
Bates
old aman
the factory removed from his shoulders be-

daytime,andand
ran aabout
"Penny-shop"
after
hours,
dreamed
the ball between.
But the policeman on the beat was suspicious of "Cinderella." WTiy did she
take away all the detachable boards from
Mr. Bodies studio, when the skylight
should be boarded up at night so that the
illumination will not attract Zeppelins?
That's what the policeman wanted to know,
and that's why he followed Cinderella to
the place she called home.
He found her there, in her shop — where
the neighborhood came when it wanted its
shoes shined, its face shaved, its illnesses
diagnosed, its clothes washed — all for a
penny. Cinderella had put the detached

'"Grea

ter

Paramount

Studios

boards to use as cribs for her adopted children— three little orphan girls, a French, a
Belgian, and an alien child. That, and
the fact she was feverish and ill, convinced
the young policeman of her innocence. To
humor her, he stayed awhile, and Cinderella talked about the ball. She was sure
that tonight was the night — the flunky might
be there any mmute with her invitation.
Despite the bitter cold, she decided to
watch for him herself, on the steps outside;
and there the policeman had to leave her,
and his muffler, to go back to his beat.
And there Cinderella dreamed about the
fairy godmother come to take her to the
ball. What a scene meets her eyes!
Everything is made of gold. The King
and Queen sit in golden rockers, while Cinderella's three adopted children, in their
nighties, occupy gold boxes. The Prince
looks strangely like Cinderella's policeman;
but oh, how bored he is. He is a pessimist about females and can find none lovely
enough to please him. He goes gently to
sleep while beauties parade before him.
The first test for them is the test of goodness, measured by the thermometer Cinderella uses in her shop; and several beauties
are speedily eliminated from the race.
Finally comes the acid test. The
Prince is to look at their feet! Only two
are left as a result; and even these are labelled by the Prince second and third
choice. He vows he feels no palps at all.
Then a tumult is heard outside — "Make
way for Lady Cinderella"! All the tests
she passes to perfection, but the Prince will
have none of her. He has not yet seen
her small and lovely feet! When he does,
he falls at them. He recovers, proposes
and marries Cinderella then and there. The
clock strikes twelve in the midst of music
and as all are taking good licks of the ice
cream cones wheeled in on a gold cart,
Cinderella's children surround her as her

Busy

40

on
Daniels will be starred in this clever comedy,
presenting a situation in which we find the
wrong bride, but the right bridgroom involved in a series of episodes blending
humor and drama.
This is the play as it is being given at
the Henry Miller theatre. New York:
Miss Daniels' role is that of Dinah Partwell, Helen Hays part in the show. Dinah
is a pretty, petit, lovable but daring girl
who acts first and thinks afterward. She
thinks that desperate situations require
desperate remedies, and not the type of girl
to give up the man she loves without a good
fight for him. The whole plot pivots on
the development of this character.
Dinah falls in love with Tony Blunt,
who has had many light love affairs but
has never really been in love. Tony

Herbert Brenon, Paramount producer.
riches turn to rags and spread out their
nightgowns to hide her as they rush from
the ball.

"Cinderella," the slavey, woke up
her dream. She woke in the home of from
Mr.
Bodie s sister, who had nursed her through
her serious illness, after the policeman had
found her, half-frozen, on her doorstep.
He wasn't
nearly
as the HePrince
when
he came
to as
see bored
Cinderella
lost
.
no time in proposing, and Cinderella in refusing— but she made him promise to ask
her again, and he did, and she accepted the
second time. Then David — that's the
policeman — produced "a policeman's idea
of a wedding ring." Two beautiful little
slippers, which just fit Cinderella's two
beautiful little feet. "They're like two
kisses!" said Cinderella happily.
"Lovers in Quarentine"
Broadway success
AR
A POPUL
"Quarentine"
will be adapted to
the screen by Paramount under the
title of "Lovers In Qaurentine." Bebe

Directors of Paramount pictures, left to right:

imagines himself in love with Dinah's married cousin, and plans to elope with her
on a steamer. Dinah intercepts a telegram of instructions from Tony to her
cousin, and goes on board the ship, stays
in the cabin for three days before Tony discovers that he has the wrong girl. Matters
begin to call for fast thinking when the
ship is stopped by Health officers, and the
passengers are ordered to get off on a little
island where they are quarantined. Dinah
and Tony, referred to by everyone on ship
as "the honeymoon couple" are assigned to
a cute little bungalow.
A Douglas MacLean Comedy
duction

Pro-

has
MacLean that
Douglas
the past
INridden
on ayear
wave
of popularity
places him among the foremost of the
comedians on the screen. He has followed one hit with another; contributing a
chain of pictures that have made him a
valuable box office attraction.
MacLean has built his reputation on
"The

Hottentot,"

"Going

Up," "The

Victor Heerman, Henry King, Irvin Willat, Paul Bern and. George B. Seitz.

''Cross
Roads
Yankee Consul," "Never Say Die" and
"Introduce
Me."interest
And of
now exhibitors
public attention, and the
are
focused on the first picture that MacLean
will make for release through Paramount.
The fact that MacLean has the entire resources of Paramount in back of him,
promises well for his continued ascent up
the scale of stardom.

of

World

"I am glad to be back with the organization that released my first starring picture,
'Twenty-Three and Half Hour's Leave',"
said MacLean, signmg the Paramount contract. "I shall contmue to make my own
pictures with the same producing organization as before. But with the resources of
Paramount backing me, I am confident that
I shall be able to give the public better
pictures than ever before."
Right now MacLean and the Paramount
production official are busy selecting the
best of several popular stories. The titles
of these stories will be announced very soon.
The Paramount exploitation, advertising
and publicity departments are making plans
to put big national campaigns in back of
these pictures.
"Rugged Waters"
T following his producWILLA
N
IRVI
tions of "The Wanderer of the Wasteland," "North of 36" and "The Air
Mail" with "Rugged Waters" in which
Lois Wilson, Warner Baxter, and Wallace
Beery have the featured roles.
"Rugged Waters" by Joseph C. Lincoln
was originally a serial story in Country
Gentleman, and then for months, one of the
best selling novels of 1925.
The following is an outline of the plot:
When a vacancy occurs in the captaincy
of the Setucket Life-Saving Station, pride
of the northeast coast, Calvm Homer, a fine,
upstanding young man and the best man in

'

To
Be
he rescues
her fromSpec
drowning.ial
With her
limp body in his arms, kisses her passionately.
She responds and leaves him, believing they
are engaged. Calvin writes a letter to Myra
Fuller, telling her he loves another woman,
but hasn't the nerve to send it.
In a storm a ship goes on the rocks, and
Bartlett, stricken dumb with cowardice, refuses to allow the life boats to go out.
Calvin, in a rage, usurps command and
supervises the thrilling rescue of the crew
of the wrecked vessel. Bartlett is taken
sick and Norma, coming to care for him,
encounters a garrulous villager who tells her
that Calvin Homer mutinied against her
father and that, moreover, Calvin has jilted
Myra Fuller. Norma is turned against
Calvin.

Sidney Olcott, Paramount director.
the crew, believes he will get the job. So
does Myra Fuller, the school teacher and
village vamp. She goes after Calvin and
before he quite knows how it happened he
is engaged to her. But, meantime, an accident has occurred at a neighboring station
in which the whole-life-saving crew is
drowned while attempting a rescue, except
one man, Benoni Bartlett. He is hailed as
a hero, and on the wave of newspaper
bunkum and ill-considered public agitation
he is made head of the Setucket station.
Calvin, bitterly disappointed, has an impulse to resign but decides to stick it out a
while.
It quickly develops that Bartlett, a
religious fanatic and slightly unbalanced
from his terrible experience, is also somewhat of a coward. Calvin, who rather likes
the man, helps him out and covers up his
weaknesses. He meets Bartlett's daughter,
Norma, and falls in love with her. In a fog

Directors of Paramount pictures, left to right:

As a result of this, Calvin, now in
temporary command of the station, in the
midst of a winter of almost continuous shipwrecks, plunges into his work so hard, to forget Norma, that he is soon on the verge of a
breakdown. There is another big wreck,
and Benoni Bartlett, delirious and raving,
rushes out of the house, into a lifeboat, and
starts rowing out to the wreck amid the
crashing breakers. Calvin, also ill, rushes
after him. But it works out to a happy
conclusion.
'Wild Horse Mesa"

\\/ iLD
first of
the Zane Grey producis the
HORSE
^^"fY/
tions in the MESA"
Greater Forty.
That this story was written by Zane Grey,
appeared serially in Country Gentleman in
twelve installments, and will be produced in
an elaborate manner are sufficient to qualify
Forty.
this as one of the big leaders in the Greater
"Wild Horse Mesa" will have Jack
Holt, Esther Ralston, Noah Beery, and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in the principal

WilKam K. Howard, Robert Flaherty, Clarence Badger, Victor Pleriiing and Frank Tuttle.
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VIDOR
For the Greater Forty, Miss
Vidor will be featured in
"The Trouble With Wives"
and other outstanding productions.
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LOUISE

FAZENDA

One of the dazzling, exotic costumes worn by Miss Fazenda
as the emotional French actress in " Grounds for Divorce."
Current Releases
"THE iNIGHT CLUB"
Directed By Frank Urson and Paul Irihe
"GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE"
Directed By Paul Bern
\

4

Edward

Gribbon

RECENT

RELEASES

Paramount
Recent Releases
"QUICK
MONEY"
First National
' EAST OF BROADWAY
Assoc. Exhibitors

In Production

" CODE OF THE WEST "
"BORDER LEGION"
Directed by Wm. K. Howard

"LIMITED
MAIL"
Warner Bros.

"FORTY WINKS"
Directed by Paul Iribe - Frank Urson

Special *•
" Christie
SEVEN - DAYS

In Preparation

Advertising
Details
on
"Greater
The climax comes in the stampede of
thousands of wild horses led by the beautiful
Panguich, and the efforts of Chayne and
Sue to capture him.

Paramount

40"*

Advertising

THIS
year. Paramount is conducting the
largest
advertising campaign in the
motion picture industry. Through the
media of The Saturday Evening Post, Pictorial Review, Ladies' Home Journal, Liberty Magazine, all the fan magazines and
twenty-four leading farm papers 60,000,000 people in America read about Paramount pictures every week.
R. A. Walsh, Paramount producer.
roles. Esther Ralston, one of the new screen
players who made her Paramount debut as
Mrs. Darling in "Peter Pan," has the
feminine lead in "Beggar on Horseback,"
and will soon be seen in support of Richard
Dix in "California — or Bust" has already
shown the charm and ability that make for
wide popularity.
The story is based on the tales of the old
riders of the West who used to tell about
the Wild Horse Mesa, a high tableland
where magnificent horses made their habitat.
Chayne Wayner, a lover of horses is determined to capture Panguitch a wild horse
which has been driven by hunters to take
refuge on the mesa. Chayne joins Melbourne's horse hunting party, and meets and
falls in love with Sue, Melbourne's daughter.
His young brother. Chess, idolized by
Chayne, also falls in love with Sue. And
Manerube, a horse thief who has attached
himself to the hunting party is attracted by
the girl.

Directors of Paramount pictures, left to right;

The Hanff-Metzger national advertising
agency which handles the Paramount account is responsible for the statement that
this is not only the largest national advertising campaign ever launched in the motion
picture business, but that it ranks high in
scope with all national advertising now being conducted in the United States.
It is pointed out that Paramount has
been conducting a national advertising campaign in all forms of propaganda for the
past nine years and has spent more money
in this field than all other motion picture
companies combined. The fact is acknowledged by exhibitors all over the country that
business arrangements with banks have been
facilitated by the exhibitor having a Paramount contract. This is considered by
Paramount to be only one of the minor benefits of the nine years' effort to establish exhibitor and public confidence in Paramount
pictures.
Paramount's recent addition of twentyfour farm papers covering every state in the
country is only in line with the policy, "Par-

William de Mille, Paramount producer.

amount's responsibility does not end with the
renting of pictures. An exhibitor's success
with Paramount pictures is as much the concern of Paramount as it is the exhibitor. "
Therefore Paramount's advertising in the
fan magazines is conducted on a picture by
picture policy, close enough to release date
to benefit not only the first runs, but the
subsequent runs, too. This policy will be
carried out in the farm papers, following the
approved method of first acquainting the
farm paper readers with Paramount screen
personalities. Every week 60,000,000
people will read of the new Paramount picture on its way to release, which is the
final link in the chain of buying famous
stories and plays with waiting audiences.
Paramount national advertising, together
with Paramount news service is the media
which tells a vast waiting audience that their
favorite book, their favorite play, has been
made as a Paramount picture.

itfniiTiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiilft...
Edward Sutherland, Mai St. Clair, Monta Bell, Joseph Henaberry, Paul Sloane and Howard Higgin.

GLORIA

SWANSON

Reaches Heights of Screen Fame
Gloria Swanson is one star of whom it
may be said that her artistic growth has
matched her increasing popularity as a
screen personality. With a large following
established by her impersonations of the attractive, widely appealing types she played
in the sumptuous domestic dramas produced
by
B. DewasMille,
placeCecil
in stardom
assuredMiss
and Swanson's
she might
have rested on that. But Gloria was not
content to stand still, she did the unusual
thing and made the daring adventure of
broadening her artistic endeavors. The result was an even greater popularity, a reward, by the way, not for her courage and
daring, but for the sheer merit of her accomplishments inroles of the most exacting
sort.
It was a far cry from the characters she
had previously
done tothethat
of "ZaZa,"
which
perhaps marked
critical
point in
her artistic career. This Miss Swanson followed with such triumphs as "The Humming Bird," "Manhandled" and now
"Madame Sans-Gene." The record of
this brilliant display of versatility and daring is incomplete without consideration of
"A Society Scandal," "Her Love Story,"
and
"Wages
of Virtue,"
which
she did at
intervals
between
the former
works.
As a personality she has captured
America and on her recent visit to France,
where she married the Marquis Henri de
la Falaise de la Coudray, she won applause
and countless new worshippers.

RICHARD

DIX

Accomplished Screen Star
As a portrayer of roles depicting the typical American youth Richard Dix has few
equals and no superiors. He has all the
fire, dash and personality that goes with
this type and as a consequence he is an extremely busy young leading man. Dix
usually hasn't even time for a brief rest
between pictures. He jumps right from one
role to another and each succeeding one
seems to bring him added popularity.
These roles are not the easiest to portray
on the screen. In fact they call for a vast
knowledge of dramatic expression, but there
is never a one that daunts this affable young
man. One of the most exacting parts Dix
has had to enact was that of the young
minister in "The Christian" and he did it
with such telling effect that he won a veritable host of new admirers. Another performance that stamped him as a finished
actor was that in "Dangerous Curve
Ahead." He also scored heavily in "Souls
for Sale," with the result that Cecil B. De
Mille chose him for a prominent role in "The
Ten Commandments."
Among other effective performances contributed byDix were those in "The Stranger," "Icebound," "Unguarded Women,"
"Sinners in Heaven" and "Manhattan."
Paramount promises to keep Dix just as
busy this year as he has been in the past
and his pictures will be just as eagerly
awaited by the fans.

SIDNEY

OLCOTT

One of the Leading Directors
Sidney Olcott is a pioneer director who
has advanced with the industry. He has
long been regarded a real leader in his
chosen profession and his pictures have
shown improvement with each succeeding
year. Olcott, after having been an actor
in 1 906, was Kalem's first salaried director and he made for them "From the Manger to the Cross," which is still regarded as
an exceptional piece of work.
Olcott has directed some of the most
popular productions of recent years. He
came
to thewas
frontassigned
with "Timothy's
Quest"of
and later
the direction
"Little Old New York," which resulted in
a real triumph for him. "The Green Goddess," which created a sensation both as a
stage play and a picture was directed in
its picture version by Olcott. He followed
that with "Monsieur Beaucaire, ' one of
the most popular of last year's pictures, and
"The Humming Bird, " in which Gloria
Swanson scored so heavily.
Two of the big productions of Paramount's Greater Forty have already been
assigned to Olcott for the coming season and
both are adaptations from successful stage
plays.
Long comedy
Ago" isfrom
one the
of
these. It"Not
is a So
romantic
play by Arthur Richman, which scored a
success in New York. Betty Bronson is to
have the starring role. The other Olcott
production
be "The
People,
which had awill
successful
run Best
in New
York "
and on the road last season.

FLORENCE VIDOR
Player of Rare Distinction
With qualities of patrician charm, reserve
and a deft sense of humor, Florence Vidof
is a unique personality on the screen through
her very wholesomeness and normal, poised
nature. There is nothing of the exotic or bizarre inher make-up — and she represents on
the screen the spirit of old-fashioned
romance, with always a suggestion of the
days of hoop-skirts and nosegays, however
modern her role.
These charming qualities have given her
a wide and devoted following among film
fans, and she has appeared in a rapid succession of appealing roles. The many pictures in which she has won warm praise include "Main Street," in which she visualized the author's conception of the character to perfection, "Alice Adams," "Barbara Fnetchie," where she appeared in the
crinolines which so well become her, "The
Marriage Circle," in which the lighter side
of her personality appeared, "Christine of
the Hungry Heart," which showed the
depth of her emotional acting, "Welcome
Stranger," in which she played another highly sympathetic role, and "Husbands and
Lovers", where her naturalness and poise
were shown to excellent advantage.
Now she has been placed under a Paramount contract, and will be seen under the
most advantageous conditions possible. She
has just finished "the picture with the perfect cast," "Are Parents People?" Her
next role with Famous Players will be a
featured part in "The Trouble With
Wives," one of the Greater Forty.

LOUISE FAZENDA
Destined for Biggest Year
Louise Fazenda seems destined for her
biggest year in filmdom during the coming
year. Her first two pictures of 1925 were
on the Paramount profgram. They are
"The Night Club," which shows the comedy Queen in a new guise, a Spanish
dancer, and "Grounds for Divorce," a
Paul Bern production.
These two pictures will be significant in
the comedienne's career, for both characterizations as to presentation and costuming represent a radical departure on her
part. Both illustrate the consummate art
of the girl who so long was featured as
a slapstick comedienne in Mack Sennett
comedies. Both show her a facile exponent of subtle comedy drama and proclaim
to the world of theatre goers her ability
to wear clothes with the best of them.

D. W. GRIFFITH
To Produce for Greater Forty
To attempt to characterize David Wark
Griffith within such Hmited compass as this,
or even to summarize his contributions to
the motion picture art, is well nigh impossible. The impress of his personality is
upon so many of our present day stars and
directors, that his influence may be said to
permeate the entire fabric of the industry.
Most of the outstanding developments in
motion picture technique in this country have
been put into effect by Griffith, who is one
of the few truly pioneer spirits in the field.
He is perhaps identified most strongly
with "The Birth of a Nation," yet it is
unfair to base his record on that alone, magnificent as it was. Most men would have
been content with one such achievement, but
since that time he has given forth such productions as the colossal "Intolerance,"
"Hearts of the World," one of the finest of
the war spectacles, "Broken Blossoms," still
considered by many the most artistic film

Louise Fazenda made her first big "hit"
in
in "The
Diggers"
forcomedy
Warnerdrama
Brothers
and Gold
followed
this
with another popular role in "The Galloping Fish," a Thomas H .Ince production
that has proved a riot everywhere. Since
both of these pictures were immense boosters for the comedienne, it was to be expected that her name would keep the electric lights busy which it did. Last year
the comedienne appeared in ten different
productions, all of which have been big
successes with powerful box office appeal.
She has been on all the leading programs
and had there been more hours in the day
and more months in the year could have
vastly increased her output for she is exceedingly popular at all the studios.

yet produced, "Way Down East," in which
artistry was combined with strong box-office
value, "Orphans of the Storm," a great tale
of the French revolution, 'America," a
sweeping picturization of America's struggle for liberty, "Isn't Life Wonderful?",
a daring experiment in the presentation of
simple screen realism, and many others of
varying types.
Now, once more in association with Paramount, he will produce for the Greater
Forty,
"ThatChicago
Royle life
Girl",
story
©f modern
anda avivid
dramatic
clash of personalities. After that will
come, "The Sorrows of Satan."
LOIS

WILSON

Consistent and Charming Player
Among that small group of screen players who may be counted on to deliver an
interesting performance in any story and
any picture, a leading figure is Lois Wilson,
the "Covered Wagon girl", who has endeared herself to countless fans through her
consistently intelligent and interesting performances, whatever the role in which she
is cast.
Lois Wilson is one of the few girls reaching the screen through a beauty contest who
have since made good, since she is one of
the few who brought something more than
beauty alone to her chosen work.
Her characterizations in such pictures of
a few seasons ago as "Wliat Every Woman
Knows" and "Miss Lulu Bett" will never
be forgotten, though she has appeared in a
rapid succession of roles since. The list
includes "Only 38," a charming performance, "To the Last Man," "Ruggles of
Red Gap," "The Call of the Canyon,"
"Pied Piper Malone," "Icebound," "Monsieur Beaucaire" and those two Western
epics, "The Covered Wagon" and "North
More recently she has again been seen
of 36."
in an elaborate Western picture, "The
Thundering Herd," where her wholesome
charm was again seen to advantage. "Welcome Home" is her current production. For
the Greater Forty, she will be seen in
"Rugged Waters" and "The Vanishing
American," the former a Joseph C. Lincoln
sea coast story, and the latter a Zane Grey
romance of the Indian.

SAM

TAYLOR

Directing Harold Lloyd
Five years ago Sam Taylor joined the
Harold
"gag he
man."
Today, Lloyd
at the organization
age of twentyas eight,
has
been selected as Lloyd's director for the
first Lloyd-Paramount production, which
promises to be the "biggest and funniest"
Harold Lloyd picture ever made. At present Taylor is supervising the staff of "gag
men" in the preparation of the story which
he will shortly direct.
Taylor is known as one of the keenest
judges of comedy values and story construction in production circles. In his five years
of continuous association with Lloyd as
gag man, author, co-director, and now as
sole director, he has developed into a
specialist on feature comedies and is considered the authority on this type of production. He is the author and co-director
of "Grandma's Boy," "Safety Last,"
"Girl Shy," "Hot Water," "The RahRah Boy," recently completed, and other
Lloyd successes.
Taylor entered pictures as a scenario
writer for the old Kalem company and during the war edited and titled many of the
pictures issued by the United States Army.
He later joined the scenario staff of
Vitagraph and then journeyed to the West
Coast. He has been with Lloyd during
the comedian's phenomenal rise to popularity, and recently signed a new contract to
direct the first Harold Lloyd production for
Paramount.

BILLIE

POLA

DOVE

Actress of Vivid Roles

Beautiful and Talented Player
Billie Dove is a fitting example of the
Florenz Ziegfeld success with the glorification of the American girl, for she is a graduate of that institution and one of many that
Ziegfeld may well be proud of. From the
day of her advent to the screen she was destined to become one of its most popular
players and that destiny has been fulfilled.
In addition to her rare beauty she has unbounded charm and talent.
It IS only a matter of some four or five
years ago that Miss Dove had her first screen
role, but in that comparatively short time
she has demonstrated a genuine ability for
emotional expression. Her rise to stardom
came after she had supported Constance
Talmadge in "Polly of the Follies" and she
then appeared successfully in the RobertsonCole features, "At the Stage Door" and
"Beyond the Rainbow."
Following these roles directors came to
an appreciation that Miss Dove was well
qualified for almost any type of heroine and
her services became very much in demand.
She lived up to all the good prophesies made

Pola Negri, the Polish star, has just returned from a visit to her home country and
her mother. Miss Negri made an extensive
shopping tour of Paris and came back more
resplendent than ever for the pictures she is
to make in the Greater Forty for Paramount.
A popular favorite before she came to
this country, Miss Negri had her first American made picture released by Paramount
just about two years ago. It was a marked
success and since that time her successive
releases have endeared her many-fold to her
American audiences.
"Bella Donna" was Miss Negri's first
picture made in America, and it brought her
a contract which has bound her to Paramount ever since then. She has not made a
picture for another company in America.
She followed "Bella Donna" with "The
Cheat," and then with "The Spanish Dancer " and "Shadows of Paris," each a
triumph.
Two of the most important stories of the
Greater Forty have already been selected

for her in Metro's drama of the deep, "All
the Brothers were Valiant." Then followed vital roles in "A Thrill Chaser," "On
Time," "Yankee Madness," "Wanderer of
the Wasteland," and "The Air Mail".
Since her first picture Miss Dove has
played a wide range of roles and in all of
them she has displayed real dramatic ability
and charm. She will be seen frequently in
Paramount pictures during the coming
season.

VICTOR

FLEMING

Skilled in Screen Technique
Before he took up the megaphone with
the old Triangle company, Victor Fleming had a somewhat varied career, which
however, laid a foundation that eventually
made him one of the foremost directors in
the industry. It's a far call from an expert
auto racer to a motion picture director, but
that is what Fleming accomplished. He
was among the best of the auto drivers in
California, from where he hails, and he was
among the best of the cameramen, when he
elected to start in that branch of the industry in Los Angeles.
Fleming started directing when he worked
as assistant to Allan Dwan, but initiative
and talent soon brought results and it was
not a great while before he was directing
pictures for Douglas Fairbanks and the
Talmadges. His ability attracted the attention of John Emerson, who chose him to
direct "Red Hot Romance."
Soon thereafter Fleming was operating
under the Paramount banner and produced
such pictures as "The Lane That Has No
Turning," "Anna Ascends," "Dark Secrets," "The Law of the Lawless," "To
the Last Man" and "The Call of the
Canyon."
Fleming has had so much experience behind the camera and in the production field
that no script is too difficult for him. He
knows life, dramatic values and photographic technique and the combination is
bound to make for directorial success.

NEGRI

for Miss Negri. One of these, "Crossroads
of the World" was written by Michael
Arlen, whose "Green Hat" is just now all
the rage. The combination of star and author assures the success of this production.
The other story for the Polish star is
"Flower of the Night, " written especially
for her by that popular author, Joseph Hergesheimer.
HERBERT

BRENON

Director of Many Successes
Herbert Brenon for a good many years
now has been regarded among the leading
directors in the picture industry, but each
year seems to find an improvement in his
work. He contributed largely to the success of theandpresent
Paramount
judgingseason's
by the pictures
assignmentsof
given him in the Greater Forty list he seems
destined to surpass his past efforts.
Brenon directed one of the greatest successes of the present season when he made
a star over night of Betty Bronson in James
M. Barrie's "Peter Pan." This trio is
lined up again for one of the big pictures of
the coming season. Barrie wrote "A Kiss
Forit and
Cinderella,"
Betty
Bronson
will star
in
Brenon will
direct
it. Another
of
the important works he will do this year is
"The Street of Forgotten Men," from the
Liberty magazine story by George Kibbe
Turner and described as "The Miracle
has directed too many successful
ManBrenon
of 1926."
productions to start to recall them. At the
last count the stories directed by him ran
close to 300 and he is still going strong. A
few of those which have met with the greatest success are "Neptune's Daughter,"
'Daughter of the Gods," "The Passion
Flower," "The Wonderful Thing," "The
Spanish Dancer," "The Breaking Point,"
"The Rustle of Silk," "The Woman with
4 Faces " and "The Alaskan."
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IRVIN

WILLAT

THIS director has been identified with success'
ful pictures for several years. He has made
many of the screen's outstanding productions. "Behind the Door," a master-piece of
stark realism, is still fresh in the memories of
movie-goers, though it is six years old.
Mr. Willat started at an early age to make motion
pictures his life work. He is one of the few who
can look back on fourteen years of active work
in the many branches of the industry.

I

He has the distinction of having made the first
outstanding natural color picture — "Wanderer of
the Wasteland." He followed this with the
universally popular "North of 36." His "The
Air Mail" stirred the public. This summer and
fall he will continue to make superior pictures.
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IRVIN W. WILLAT
Maker of Screen Successes
Irvin Willat has contributed to the screen
some productions that will long be remembered, and judging by the stories lined up
for him for the Paramount 1925-26 season,
he seems destined to surpass any of his previous efforts.
When it comes to the outdoor drama and
tales of the sea Willat has no superiors as a
director, and those are the stories with which
he is to be identified during the coming season. Among them will be "Rugged Waters,"
a Joseph C. Lincoln novel of the life saving
service; "The Enchanted Hill," Peter B.
Kyne's latest literary contribution, and said
to be one of his very best ; and "The Ancient Highway," a James Oliver Curwood
serial and novel which is described as a romance of the Canadian north woods.
Though still young in years Willat is one
of the real pioneers of the picture industry.
He was with the original Imp company as
an actor and later with Keystone, Reliance,
All-Star, World and Triangle. He produced "The Grim Game" for Lasky and
then became associated with Thomas H.
Ince, where he turned out some remarkable
productions. Among the best pictures to
his credit are, "Behind the Door," "Below
the Surface," "Yellow Men and Gold,"
"On the High Seas," "All the Brothers
Were Valiant," "The Heritage of the Desert," "Wanderer of the Wasteland," "The
Story Without a Name," "North of 36"
and "The Air Mail."
LUCIEN HUBBARD
Veteran Western Production Editor
Officials of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation regard Lucien Hubbard as one of
the most valuable men in their entire organization. In addition to being production editor at the West Coast studios he is
an executive of marked ability and an
apparently indefatigable worker.
Many a director owes a part of his success to Hubbard and many a star has improved under his ideas. He has a happy
faculty of communicating his ideas to directors and stars working with him and of
making them see the value of his suggestions.
His is a responsible position, a combination
of art and executive ability and he has both
in just the right proportions.
Hubbard first demonstrated his ability
several years ago when as scenario editor
at Universal City he supervised the activities
of all the companies at work there. He
went from Universal to Famous Players
and has continued the same kind of work
though concentrating largely on some of the
western production units. Such popular releases bear his name as "Heritage of the
Desert," "West of the Water Tower,"
"The Call of the Canyon," "To the Last
Man," "Wanderer of the Wasteland,"
"The Code of the Sea," "The Guilty One"
and "The Vanishing American." These
will be added to considerably before the
last of the Greater Forty is flashed upon the
screen for the picture-going public.

WARNER
BAXTER
Seasoned
Interpreter
of Leading
Roles
Warner Baxter came to the pictures with
an extensive and well-rounded experience
in acting — an acquisition which has operated
in his favor and which has enabled him to
win an eminent place as a leading man
opposite some of the screen's most gifted
stars. Mr. Baxter had 14 years of training on the speaking stage before entering
the picture studios about 4 years ago. He
had played in stock, vaudeville and then
capped his career in prominent parts in
several Broadway productions.
Mr. Baxter has appeared prominently in
screen plays of the larger producing companies, including Vitagraph, RobertsonCole, Fox, First National, Metro, and
Paramount. His impersonations have
been rendered in casts headed by leading
feminine stars and composed of players of
wide reputation, yet with each performance
this actor has advanced his position to a
place in the front ranks of popular screen
leading men.
Among the more recent productions in
which he scored conspicuously in the leading male role are "Christine of the Hungry
Heart," "The Garden of Weeds," "The
Golden Bed," and "The Air Mail." Baxter was born in Columbus, Ohio. He began
his career in business as an insurance man,
but the call of the stage was strong, and
Baxter quit considerations of mortality tables and premium rates for the lines of
small parts in a series of stock productions.
ADELAIDE HEILBRON
Scenarist
Skilled
in Screen
Technique
Within a comparatively short time Adelaide Heilbron has forged to the front as
one of the most prominent scenarists writing
for the screen today. Miss Heilbron's
skill in the handling of adaptations is the
result of her intimacy with the details of
production and studio workmanship. For
several years she has closely applied herself to a study of the photoplay, gaining
her first hand knowledge while acting in the
capacity as a continuity clerk and serving
in the scenario departments of large producing organizations.
Among the conspicious screen successes
with which her name has been associated as
the adapter and continuity writer are "So
Big," the First National screen version of
Edna Ferber's novel, "Lillies of the Field,"
"Eve's Secret," and for Paramount she
wrote the scenarios for "New Lives for
Old," in which Betty Compson was starred,
and "The Dressmaker From Paris."
Miss Heilbron is a prominent and
popular figure in the film colony of Hollywood, where she has lived for several years
while preparing herself for the career on
which she has now launched with notable
success. She is held in high esteem by
directors for her ability to turn out scripts
that are workable and which embody the
full dramatic content of the original story
or play expressed in terms of action best
suited to the demands of the photoplay.

LAURENCE

PAUL BERN
Scores as Picture Director
Few directors could claim better qualifications for that rank than Paul Bern when
he was elevated to a directorial berth by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation last
year. Since the first picture he made for
that organization his efforts have met with
marked success. They assigned him the

GRAY

Rising Young Actor
Born and educated in San Francisco,
Laurence Gray has had a somewhat varied
career in the motion picture industry. After
quitting the public schools in his home city
he migrated to Hollywood where he hoped
at that time to become an executive rather
than an actor.
Within a short time of his Hollywood
arrival Gray obtained work as a production superintendent at the Paramount
studio. While working in this capacity
numerous persons connected with the
studio persuaded him of his possibilities as
an actor and induced him to go into the
acting end of pictures. Among these was
Bebe Daniels, but for two years Gray did
not share the popular opinion.
The East looked like the right field to
Gray and he came on to New York, where
in the absence of other work he appeared
as an extra in "His Children's Children. "
Returning later to Hollywood he did bits
in other pictures. His work attracted attention and he was given an important role in
"The Dressmaker from Paris." Paramount officials were so favorably impressed
with his work in that picture they placed
him under a long term contract and
selected him to play opposite Betty Bronson in "Are Parents People? " He wnll
be seen in other Paramount productions during the 1925-26 season.
\
WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

Maker of Super-Westerns
During the past year or two there has
grown up a new and greater type of Western picture — not the cheaply made and
purely melodramatic "shoot 'em up " film
of other days, but graphic, stirring portrayals of the West that is fast disappearing.
Where the Western of other days dealt only
with bald, physical action, these new Westerns have embodied in them the spirit of
the pioneers and empire-builders.
A leading figure in this metamorphosis of
the Western photoplay has been William
K. Howard, Paramount's youngest director, who is being referred to, these days, as
"the Frederic Remington of the screen,"
and certainly much of his work has recalled
the canvases of that master depictor of the
old West.
Howard's rise has been nothing short of
phenomenal. After directing several features for independent producers, he was
signed up by Famous Players. Here he
was assigned the task of transferring to the
screen the Zane Grey stories owned by
Paramount.
His efforts were crowned with outstanding success, for he has turned out a remarkable series of entertaining and brilliantly
made Western pictures, such as "The Border Legion," which was crammed with
sheer action and excitement; "The Thundering Herd," a truly epic work, painted
on a vast canvas. He now has in preparation Zane Grey's "The Vanishing American," an Indian epic, for the Greater Forty.

task of
makingby "Open
Night," and
whichit
was
written
WilHs All
Goldbeck,
met with almost unanimous approval of
critics and the picture-going public. In fact
it created more favorable comment than any
picture of its kind.
Among the Bern qualifications as director were a brief experience on the speaking
stage as an actor and stage director. He
became in turn a publicity writer, laboratory manager, cutter, scenario writer and
editor. This training gave him a keen insight into many branches of picture production before he became assistant to Hugo
Ballin, with whom he was associated in
many high class productions. Ultimately
he became editor-in-chief for Goldwyn at
the Culver City studios. In his editorial capacity he prepared the scripts for such pictures as "The Marriage Circle," "The
Wanters," "Men" and "Compromised."
Among the directorial successes with
which Bern followed "Open All Night"
for Paramount were "Worldly Goods" and
"The Dressmaker from Pans."
Bern was born in Hamburg, Germany,
but came to America as a youngster and
City.
was educated in the schools of New York

PERCY MARMONT
Fine and Sincere Actor
Percy Marmont might well be characterized as an actor so fine and consistent that
neither hopeless miscasting, weak story, nor
incompetent direction can mar the excellence
of his work. Through pictures good, bad
and indifferent he has made his way, always
an interesting and charming figure.
Marmont brings to his work a firm foundation of stage training in England, and
later in America, having appeared with
some of the best companies here and abroad.
This has given him a firmness of touch and
a finished technique frequently striven for,
but seldom attained.
His picture appearances have been many
but it may perhaps be said that it was his
graphic portrayal of Mark Sabre in "If
Winter Comes" which brought him prominently in the foreground as an actor par
excellence. He was also splendidly cast in
another story by the same author, "The
Clean Heart," and here again his talents
were given full play. One other characterization should be mentioned in a group with
these two, that which he gave in "The
Legend
of Hollywood
". These roles,
three but
are
by
no means
his only outstanding
they rank as particularly happy combinations of story and player.
Marmont is at present at the Paramount
Long Island studios, working in "The Street
of Forgotten Men" for Famous Players.
Others of his many recent appearances include "Fine Clothes," "Daddy's Gone aHunting." "Idle Tongues," "Broken
Laws,' and "The Enemy Sex."
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EDWARD

WALTER
WOODS
Skilled Scenarist and Editor
From manager and director of stock
companies, Walter Woods graduated to
playwright, scenarist and editor. That he
is among the leaders in his profession is attested bythe fact that he has been identified
with the Famous Players-Lasky organization
and the James Cruze productions. He will
prepare the stories and edit many of the
leaders of the Greater Forty Paramount
pictures for the coming season.
When the Cruze unit first began to draw
its share of the limelight Woods rendered
valuable service in an editorial capacity to
"The Old Homestead." He was also responsible for the editing of "TTie Covered
Wagon" and the editing had a considerable
share in the remarkable success of the picture.
Woods welded a vast amount of varied
material into a clear and concise story when
he edited "Hollywood." He was equally
successful with "Ruggles of Red Gap."
Among the Cruze productions for which
Woods furnished the continuity were "One
Glorious Day," "Is Matrimony a Failure,"
"The Dictator," "To the Ladies" and
"The Fighting Coward." He also did the
scenario for "Merton of the Movies," "The
City That Never Sleeps" and "The Goose
Among the stories entrusted to him on
Hangs High."
the Greater Forty list are "Beggar on
Horseback," a remarkably successful stage
play of the past season, and "The Pony
Express," which he is preparing with Henry
James Forman.

SUTHERLAND

Prominent Young Director
Five generations of the Edward Sutherland family have held a prominent place
on the stage and screen, with Eddie holding
up the family reputation in the directorial
field. His mother is Julie Ring, long a
stage luminary and at present playing in
vaudeville. He is a nephew of Blanche
and Frances Ring and his grandfather was
one of the members of the Boston Opera
Company.
It is not to be wondered at that Eddie
Sutherland knows stage and screen technique and that he is among the leading
directors, though one of the youngest. He
had quite a stage career himself before
going into pictures as an actor. His first
venture in this connection was with Helen
Holmes in a serial entitled "The Girl in
the Game." Next he was with Mack
Sennett in Keystone comedies, and then followed appearences in pictures for Famous,
Select, Selznick, Realart, Hodkinson and
Fox. He played leads with May McAvoy,
Bebe Daniels and Eileen Percy.
The first directorial effort of Sutherland
was "Coming Through" and it proved a
picture of exceptional merit, with Thomas
Meighan in the starring role.
By a peculiar circumstance Sutherland,
who played leads with Bebe Daniels now
becomes her director in her starring vehicle
with Rod LaRocque in the Greater Forty,
"The Wild Wild Girl." Famous will
also have other assignments for him during
the coming season.
FRANK

TUTTLE

Rapidly Rising Director
One of the most encouraging signs of the
past year has been the opportunity given to
new talent, not only in acting but in directing as well. Prominent among the figures
thus brought to the front is Frank Tuttle,
whose current directorial effort is the Richard
Dbc vehicle, "California or Bust".
Tuttle's interest in things theatrical dates
back to his college days, when, in 1915, he
was president of the Yale Dramatic Association. This interest remained after he
left college, and in 1922, when a group of
former Yale men formed the Film Guild,
Tuttle went with them as director. High
ideals and the pioneer spirit featured the
work of this group, and here Tuttle made
such pictures as "The Cradle Buster,"
"Second Fiddle," "Puritan Passions," and
"Grit."
When distribution difficulties brought the
activities of the group to an end, Tuttle decided to remain in motion pictures, and his
next step was a connection with Famous
Players as a scenario writer. Here he did
splendid scripts for two Gloria Swanson vehicles, "Manhandled" and "Her Love
Story",
and
that of
for this
"Manhattan".
In recognition
work he was then
made a director with Famous Players, and
in quick succession he turned out such
sparkling features as "Dangerous Money,"
"Miss Bluebeard," "The Manicure Girl"
and "A Kiss in the Dark". Now, following "California — or Bust" he will direct
"Crossroads of the World".

DOUGLAS

MacLEAN

Winning New Laurels
Athletic ability is one of the best assets
a screen actor can have who is called upon
to play the type roles that have made Douglas MacLean among the most popular of
stars. A graduate of Northwestern University, MacLean was a leading athlete there
and he has probably never regretted it since
he started his stage career following hii
graduation.
MacLean first came into screen prominence when he appeared in a series of comedies with Doris May for Ince-First NaHis "23>2
Hours Leave"
veritable tional.
riot
and established
him was
as aa
screen comedian of the first magnitude. He
followed this with "What's Your Husband
Doing,"heavily.
"Mary's Ankle" and otliers that
scored
Since the series with Doris May, MacLean has appeared in many pictures and it
is of record that all of them have been
successes. Hence the tieup which brings
him under the banner of Famous Players,
who will release his forthcoming pictures.
Among the most popular of the MacLean
pictures following "23>4 Hours Leave"
were: "Sunshine Trail," "Bellboy 13," "A
Man of Action," "Going Up," "The Yankee Consul, " "Never Say Die" and "InMacLean will continue to make his own
troduce Me."and with Paramount is now
productions,
lining up a number of stories which will be
announced in the near future. The combination isan ideal or.e

CLARENCE

EDWARD

BADGER

Comedian

To Direct Betty Bronson
Clarence Badger got the foundation for
his directorial work as an artist and reporter
on Pacific Coast newspapers. Art and the
ability to write are a good combination in
the making of pictures. Badgei was a good
artist and a good reporter. Therefore he is
a good director and one who is credited with
many successes.
He started his screen career as a free
lance writer and later was on the scenario
staff of Lubin, Universal and Keystone.
Witii the latter company he became a director in 1915. Then he was with Paramount

and Screen Bad Man

Possessing
a 'rareinsense
of comedy
values,
Edward
Gribbon
his first
work for
the
screen as a member of the Mack Sennett
company displayed an ability which carried
him to prominence as a gifted straight
comedian. He might have made even
greater progress in that direction had he
not determined to essay the more ample
acting parts of screen bad-man, roles for
which his towering physique gave him
splendid equipment. But the choice worked
in his favor and now Gribbon is revealing
a flaire for dramatic expression, which he
skillfully combines with a somewhat humorous touch, the effect of which places him
in a select group of actors — there are only
a few of the stamp — available for these
characterizations.
It was under the direction of William K.

and Goldwyn and made "Doubling for
Romeo" and "A Poor Relation." For
Universal he produced "Don't Get Personal" and "Dangerous Little Demon," and
for Equity, "Where is My Wandering Boy
Tonight." Then Metro assigned him to
such productions as "Quincy Adams Sawyer," "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" and
"One Night in Rome."
Probably the first production Badger will
make for Paramount for the coming season
will be "The Golden Princess," in which
Betty Bronson will have the starring role.
The story is by Eleanor Gates and is of the
Cinderella type. Miss Bronson sprang from
an unknown to a star over night and her
coming pictures will be awaited with no little interest. When Paramount selected
Badger to direct Miss Bronson they showed
their unbounded confidence in his ability to
make a picture that would at least stand
up to the standard set by "Peter Pan."
FORREST

GRIBBON

Howard, one of Paramount's most promising young directors, that Gribbon developed
his present talent for humanizing the bad
man roles by flavoring the portrayal with
personality and an occasional flash of
searching humor. He appeared in "The
Code of the West," "The Border Legion,"
"The Three Musketeers," and "East of
Broadway" under Howard's direction. In
addition to these parts he did a leading role
in "Forty Winks" and will be seen in the
screen version of Eugene Walter's play
"Just a Woman," "The Limited Mail,"
and is now playing in "Seven Days," which
is being produced by Christie.
HALSEY

Leading Scenarist and Adaptor
With the growing realization of the vital
importance of the scenario in the making
of a successful motion picture, a few of the
veteran scenarists of proved ability are becoming increasingly outstanding figures in
the studio world.
One of these few — and a man who has
won his spurs through consistently high
grade work — is Forrest Halsey, recognized
as one of the leading adaptors of the day.
Halsey is a veteran worker, and his knowledge of screen craft is deep and true. Knowing every angle of production thoroughly,
his scripts are, in themselves, the foundations
of splendid photoplays, as shown by the
high excellence of the pictures for which he
has prepared continuity.
An unusual feature of his record is the
fact Best
that inPictures
practically
every was
critic'sincluded
list or
the
of 1923
Halsey's "The Green Goddess," and in
practically every list for 1 924 were, not one,
but tv^o Halsey adaptions, "Monsieur Beaucaire" and "The Humming Bird". Another of his pictures which will be long remembered is"Disraeli", not to overlook another with the same star, "The Rulinr; PasHe sion ".also did for Miss Swanson "A Society
Scandal", and as a result was selected to
accompany her to France for *he making
of "Madame Sans Gene". Here he received the Order of the Palm from the
French Academy. He also adapted "Sally
of the Sawdust", the current D. W. Giiffilh production.

GEORGE IRVING
Skillful Director and Actor
The stage lost a good actor but the
picture industry gained a good director and
actor when George Irving deserted the
boards to take up the megaphone with
All-Star Pictures Corporation back in
1913. He entered the picture industry
as an actor in "Paid in Full" and soon
after started directing.
Last year Mr. Irving accepted an offer
to act in Irwin Willat* s "Wanfrom Lasky
derer of the Wasteland" and since then
has appeared in several Lasky productions
including "Man Who Fights Alone,"
"North of 36," "The Air Mail." "The
Goose
Hangs A.High,"
William
Johnston, editor of the
Motion Picture News, says of Mr. Irving's
performance
in the
"Goose
HangsIrving
High":
"Saw our old
friend
George
the
other evening in 'The Goose Hangs High,'
and he gives one of the finest pieces of
acting I have ever seen on the screen.
George Irving is one of the best directors.
But I imagine he figured things out in this
sensible fashion; there are a lot of high
class directors these days but painfully few
Lewis Stones. So — all credit to him — he
made the change. And unless I guess
very badly this versatile and highly accomplished actor will figure very prominently
on." just been cast for "Wild
now has
from
Irving
Horse Mesa," another Famous Players picture, inwhich he figures to score more heavily than in "Goose Hangs High."
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ATLANTA,ment Co. Ga. — Theatre Supply & EquipAUBURN, N. Y.— Auburn Film Co.
BOSTON, Mass. — Eastern Theatre Equipment
Co., 43 Winchester St.
BUFFALO,
N. Y.— Becker Theatre Supply
Co., 184 Franklin St.
CHICAGO,
IlL
Amusement Supply Co., 746
S. Wabash —Ave.
CLEVELAND,
O. — Oliver Motion Picture
Supply Co., The Theatre Supply Co.,
21st & Payne Aves.
DALLAS, Texas — Simplex Theatre Supply Co.
DETROIT,
Mich. — Amusement Supply Co.,
2105 John R. St.
KANSAS
CITY, Mo.— Cole Theatre Supply
Co.
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — Pacific Amusement
Supply Co.
MEMPHIS, TENN.— Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 228 Union Ave.
MILWA.UKEE, Wis.— Wisconsin Theatre
Supply Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.— The Rialto Co.
NEW
YORK, N. Y.— Independent Movie
Supply Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
NEWARK,
N. J.— Frank N. Kautzman, 750
Broad Street.
OMAHA, Neb. — Western Theatre Supply Co.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.— Williams, Brown &
Earle Co., 918 Chestnut St.
Brilliant Electric Co., 324 Vine St.
Philadelphia
Theatre Equipment Co., 1311
Vine
St.
PITTSBURGH,
Pa.— The S. & S. Film &
Supply Co., Forbes St.
PORTLAND,
Ore.— Service Film & Supply
Co., 78 West Park St.
SAXT LA£E CITY, Utah— Utah Theatre
Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO,
ment Supply Co. Calif.— Theatre EquipSEATTLE, Wash. — Theatre Equipment Co.
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Sanderson Electric Co.
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have a clean, comfortable
best pictures; but if your

house; you may show
projection is not right,

people will go elsewhere.
Clear, steady projection
theatre business.
The

excellent

picture

is necessary

to successful

electrical characteristics

motion

picture

of Westinghouse

motion

motor-generators make possible that clear, steady illumination of the picture so necessary to perfect enjoyment of

the program.
Westinghouse motion
overload capacity, and

picture motor - generators have ample
the mechanical construction to assure

continuous,

service for many

trouble-free

years.

Back of the Westinghouse motion picture motor-generator is
the accumulated experience of forty years in building electrical
machmery.
motion

This

experience

is embodied

in every

Westinghouse

picture motor-generator.

Westinghouse

distributors

can supply

you with

complete

infor-

mation about all electrical equipment necessary for motion picture projection They gladly will help you make your motion
picture theatre

business

a success

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries
Control panel-front

Booth heater

Ballast Rheostats

T
Control panel-rear

Westinghouse
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with
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Imperial Theatre, Anderson, S.C.
Strand Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Broadway Theatre, Chelsea, Mass.
Merrimack Square Theatre, Lowell, Mass.

American

Company

following

equipped

Chairs

approval

Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas
Lyceum Theatre, Duluth, Minn.
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Rialto Theatre, New York City.
Criterion, Buffalo, N.Y.

Seating
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INDIANAPOL.S.INO
BIALTO SQUARE
JoLieT, III

MISSOURj/sTlouis

'Paramount \
BR.OADWAY
NY ^
THEATRES
RIVOLI

lYLJir

i

TEXAN, Houston Tex.
MIAMI
MIAMI FLA

Make
from

Your
the

Theatre
Heat

of

a

Refuge

Summer

REFRIGERATION
Cool

and

Dry

in Summer

Warm

and

Balmy
in Winter

New

by the System
Carrier

Clean,

has made th cooling of Public^ Buildings
safe and practical.
BECAUSE :
The refrigerating medium is a harmless
liquid. No leaks. No dangerous gases.
The machine has no valves or cylinders.
It is motor driven like a fan or a pump. It
is automatic in operation and requires no
expert
The attention.
machine is 1/4 the size of other
machines of the same capacity. It can be
tucked away under the sidewalk or in a
corner of the basement.
Write jor details.

Carrier

Fnaineerina

I

Air

*
Perfect
Comfort
Every day

(brporaiion

Offices and Laboratories
750 Frelinghuysen Avenue

Washed

Newark,

N. J.
/

MASSCE

&

INSURING

COMPANY,

INC.

specialists in the
AND FORWARDING
OF FILMS

S"
gs on
Paintin
Display
Criterion
Theatre,
New "GRAS
York
Made by

KASSEL
1 I 5 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Telephones: 5676
5677 Bowling Green
5678

220 W. 42nd Street

Cables:
Masseco, New York

ASK FAMOUS— THEY KNOW

Grand

Central

Iron

Works

L. B. GESCHEIDT, Proprietor
IRON

WORKERS

PLAYERS-LASKY

212 East 52nd St.
Plaza 3583

New

York City

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS OF FILM STARS
AND LOBBY DISPLAYS

When you think of
INSURANCE
you are thinking of

FOR
FAMOUS

STUDIO

CORP.

S T E B B I N S
specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years
Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., Inc.
1540 Broadway
Bryant 3040 N. Y. C.

New York

HOWARD
HIGGIN AND
SADA COWAN
Brilliant Director — Scenarist Team
It IS a conspicuous fact that much of
the finest work in the field of motion picture production has been accomplished
through the collaboration on many pictures
of a group of two or more persons. Certain combinations of star and director, or
scenarist and cameraman, or star and leading man, have proved particularly happy — •
and when that combination has been kept
together for several pictures, splendid work
has resulted.
Such a combination is that of Howard
Higgin, the director, and Sada Cowan, the
author and scenarist, who are now with
Famous Players-Lasky, producing for the
Greater Forty. The latter has written
many screen originals and adaptations,
while Higgin has had a varied experience,
both as director and scenarist. Together,
they have turned out consistently high grade
results, and it is understood that their first
production together for Paramount maintains this high standard.
' They recently did in collaboration the
script for "Smouldering Fires," an excellent piece of writing. Miss Cowan wrote
the continuity for "East of Suez," and
'.adapted to the screen another Paramount
j|success, "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife". Her
^script for "Lucretia Lombard" and her
jtitles
notice. for "Brass" also brought her no little
Their first production for Paramount is
"In the Name of Love," to be followed by
"The Trouble With Wives", also for the
Greater Forty.

Plays HAMILTON
JAMES SHELLEY
Originator and Adaptor of Screen
In common with many of the leading
motion picture scenarists, James Shelley
Hamilton won his spurs as a writer of fiction before turning his energies to the
screen. Hamilton wrote fiction for the
leading magazines, his stories being mostly
of that actionable flavor which marked him
as one especially well equipped by imagination and literary capacity to serve the motion picture.
He was an editor of magazines as well
as a contributor to their columns and in
that capacity served with some of the most
widely circulated fiction periodicals. When
Hamilton determined to make a study of
screen technique he entered that very specialized and efficient picture workshop, the
George B. Seitz studio in New York, where
Seitz was producing serials for Pathe.
Hamilton wrote several scripts for the
Serials, a form of continuity of the most exacting sort, making scenarios from his own
original stories as well as adaptations.
This training and experience he has
turned to splendid account in his later works
for the screen. Hamilton is now a member of the Famous Players-Lasky scenario
staff. Among the particularly successful
adaptations he has made for Famous are
"North of 36" and "The Air Mail." He
has written the scenarios for "Rugged
Water," "The Ancient Highway," "The
Enchanted Hill," all of which are listed
among the Greater Forty which Paramount
has announcd for the coming season.
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ALFRED O. Christiansen

Jacob Gescheidt
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JACOB

GESCHEIDT
INCORPORATED

11
Famous

&

CO

for their extensive

use in Motion

Picture Stu-

dios; unsurpassed in quality of light, design and
workmanship; Klieglights
are also used by Exhibitors to procure Theatrical
Lighting Efifects.

BUILDING

CONTRACTORS
FOR

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY

142 East 43 rd Street

CORP.

New York

Write for booklet describing the Kliegl Line of
Lighting Devices.
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—
Est Stage Lighting Co . inc
Unive^al Electric 1896

321 West 50th Street

New York City
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PARAMOUNT
Madam Sans Gene —
Generally declared to be a triumph for Gloria Swanson personally, but not conceded a good film
otherwise. Opened to remarkable
business but this dwindled below
normal before second week was
over
(Middle West. ).
Pictorially gorgeous; dramatically fair— Busines was good. Holding it a second week (Middle
West).
Gloria's latest a wow. Business
was excellent throughout the run
(West).
The Dressmaker from Paris —
This is a good picture and comment was strong for it. It did a
nice week and busines built up
steadily (Middle West).
The Spaniard —
Those who liked "Tlie Sheik"
liked this one. Fine bull fight,
and interesting scenes. Picture
has decided entertainment value.
Business was fair (Middle West).
This picture has the ingredients
of a great sheik feature but
misses.
The hero is generally
liked. The feminine lead, evidentpicked for her resemblance to
Negri, does not take so well. A
lot of them liked it. and a lot of
them thotight it a wild guess.
(Middle West.)
Top of the WorldInteresting melodrama with a
good cast. Well received by press
and public. (Middle West.)
Devil's Cargo —
A picture that needs to be
pushed. (East).
The Charmer —
Among
Pola's
best. Gives
flashes of glory that was her's in
"Passion." Nice business with it.
(Middle West.)
Coming Through —
Meighan wins new friends with
work in this one. Splendidly produced. Business up to standard.
(Middle West.)
STATE RIGHTS
Who Cares—
A good story with good acting
and production. Audiences
pleased. (Middle West.)
The Early BirdJohnny Hines declared to be
genuinely funny in this. Well
liked locally and played to better
than average business. (Middle
West.)
One Glorious Night —
A story of sacrifice that took
very well. (East.)
Gii!ls Men Forget —
This one made money for a
week. (Middle West.)
B. P. SCHULBERG
The Parasite —
A diBap])oiiitment. Business
was oft' for the week. (West.)
Capital Punishment —
A fair story and production.
Business was about average.
(West.)
Excellent acting and interesting
story based on the faults of capital punishment. Personal appearance of George Haekathorne
helped. Business good. (East.)

Reportsw
Phantom of the Opera —
No real plot in this production
and the high prices charged for
setao — etao nnsrlu cmfwyp vbgko
admissins
combined
ness bad.
(West.) to make busiWARNER BROS.
The Narrow Street —
Good comedy film with several
interesting
features. Not overly
West. )
good as a drawing card. (Middle
UNITED ARTISTS
Isn't Life WonderfulNothing sensational abouth this,
D. W. Grifiith's latest. Business
was poor. (Middle West.)
Entirely too long and drags,
spoiling a poewrful
drama. Fair
business.
(Middle West.)
The Thief of BagdadPlayed out by long first run.
Folpped for second run at popular prices. Wonderful production.
(East.)

Loevys Palace ad, over three colunvns, in the WasMnc/ton, D. C, Sunday
papers, for the opening there of "Proud Flesh (Metro-Ooldwyn) .
ASSOC. EXHIB.
Acting fair. Production ordinary.
Business off'. (East.)
Introduce Me —
Zander the Great —
Excellent comedy, splendid enA triumph for Miss Davies
tertainment. Everybody liked it
a lot. Business was very good. which played to packed houses.
(East.)
(Middle West.)
Bad Company —
Proud
Here Fleshis an amusing tale and
Just an average picture but it
one that is well told. The picture
has interesting spots. Business,
pleased and we did satisfactory
fair. (Middle West.)
business. (Middle West.)
METRO-GOLDWYN
Cheaper To Marry —
FIRST NATIONAL
The title drew them out, the
jiicture doing
good business.
(Middle West.)
Drew
Declasse
— excellent business
Seven Chances —
throughout
week. Story is made
Here in real entertainment.
more attractive by a new and
Shows Buster at his best. Did
happy ending.
(Middle West.)
West.)
excellently
with it. (Middle
Rather involved, but it gets
over in great shape. (East.)
Buster Keaton went over great
in this
one. Good crowds. (Mid- Enticemnt
A rather— poor production with
dle West.)
poor story. Box office receipts
A succession of laughs and
(West.told) story with a good
chuckles from Buster Keaton that poor.
A well
cast
and
production. Patrons were
kept dlethem
coming
all
week
(MidWest.)
well pleased. (West.)
Daddy's Gone A'Hunting —
to Love —
This contribution
from ConA good business getter . Title Learning
stance Talmadge is good for many
seemed
to arouse curiosity.
(Middle West.)
laughs. They did at this house.
(West.)
The Snob—
A good society story that
pleased them. Box office receipts
UNIVERSAL
good . (Middle West.)
The Way of a Girl—
Innocence
Played
to
much — better than
A ogod production that brought Dangerous
West.
)
good business. (West.)
average attendance. (Middle
Man and Maid —
A rather light story that has its
Just another picture but Elinor Glyn's name drew them in for good points. It brought them in.
good business. (East.)
(West.)
This picture is punk. It has
Popularity
Lahelped ofonO'Brien
this oneandwhich
nothing especially to redeem it Plantc
is a fairly entertaining society
and the fact that Elinor Glynn
wrote it attarcts only idle inter- drama. Business fair. (East.)
est. (Middle West.)
The Mad Whirl—
picture was first rate in
This one didn't get over at theThis
opinion although there
all. Patrons disliked story. weregeneral
some
who did not care for
(West.)
this
tvpe
of
■ (Middlepicture.
West.)
The Prairie Wife —
A picture for program houses.

FOX
Riders of the Purple Sage —
Adds to Tom Mix's laurels in
good form. (East.)
Gerald
Cranston's
— a plot
A society
dramaLady
with
that is not entirely new. PhotoWest. ) graphy is excellent and on the
whole should please. (Middle
Deadwood Coach —
Ty])ical Mix picture, full of
thrills. Beautiful natural scenery
West.)
helps make this picture attractive.
Business, average. (Middle
PROD.

DIST. CORP.

The Crimson Runner —
Priscilla Dean's latest a knockbrought) them in in
droves.out. It (West.
Charley's
ContinuesAuntto — do a great business on an extended run. ('West. )
Stillofgoing
good (West.)
on the third
week
the run.
Capacity
the week.
first
week.
Held business
over another
(Middle West.

levvis Stone.'Conrad Naiel

Neatly laid out ad on "Cheaper to
Marry"
at the
Newmam(Metro-Goldwyn)
theatre, Kansas City.
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"DRUSILLA
A MILLION"
WITH
Unquestionably F B. O.'s finest Gold Bond
for the season
fiiJ^ » "J Elizabeth Coopers famous book. Special
A magnificent
picture ofwith1925-26,
which prothe
!?rrL,
"
tl'^oughout
the
world
can
win
added
prestige
and
with
which
they
can set new high box office records. Presented by Mr. O. E. Goebel. An associated
Arts picture to be advertised nationally in the SATURDA.Y EVENING POST'
with a big campaign to reach and influence more
than 20,000,000 people. Thei
players— Kenneth Harlan,
Carr, PrisciUa
and many others F B O
sincerely beheves that the Mary
industry will see no Bonner
finer motion picture this year.

Mrs. Gene Stratton Porter's
Latest and Greatest Success

"THE
KEEPER
OF
THE
BEES"
"THE'^KEF%FR'nS°TfiR'u^Tr''^\K^^
our Gold
Bondfinest
Special,
IHE KEEPER OF TFIE BEES." one of Mrs. announce
Gene Stratton
Porter's
sucof
millions
her
with
and
America
^"
-i^^'*
I"°^,^T
1 the
f^fi^w plus
followers,
National Campaign
of
advertising
F.
B.
O.
is
now
carrying
McCalls magazine with its 2.000,000 circulation per month while the story is runningin
^^"^"y; the big campaign of National advertising being done by Doubleday
F A- ry °"results.
f Watch
editionfor of the story, this Gold Bond picture is marked for
extraordina
release date. Produced by J Leo Meehan.
EMORY

BOND

-

1926

^

SPECIALS

Jean Libby's Sensational

Success

"WHEN
HIS LOVE
GREW
Millions of fans will flock to see Laura Jean Libby's romantic »;oryCOLD"
the screen.
And as for title, you can just write your own ticket as transferred
to the possi-to
bUmes
of
"WHEN
HIS
LOVE
GREWhaveCOLD.
made Millions
to orderwillfor want
a mopto
up for thousands of theatres. Millions
read 'herJust
books.
see this picture. Take advantage of all this special offers you in profits and prestige.

"THE
MID-NIGHT
FLYER"
Exhibitors from every section of the country have urged us to produce another big
time
Our will
answer
is "THE
MID-NIGHT
FLYER,"higha thriUing
romancerailroad
of thestory.
rails that
be backed
by sensational
exploitation,
powered
advertising and F. B. O.'s sure fire showmanship. Register this one as one of F.
B. O.'s biggest box office winners among our twelve Gold Bond Specials.

"THE
FUTURITY
WINNER"
Register another sure fire box office winner in F. B. O.'s Gold Bond Special
"THE FUTURITY WINNER.'' Here is a veritable whale of a race track drama
surcharged with heart interest, suspense, high powered drama and saturated with
thrills. All the lure and color of the turf incorporated into this picture guaranteeing
It as a sure fire at the box office as liuman skill ard brains can make of tho~e e'ements
the public always responds to in crowds, mobs and jams. From an original story
by John C. Brownell.

JOHNSON

2

Super Special Productions
This announcement of two Gold Bond Specials from Emory Johnson will be greeted
T AQx'''Fni-r
.''l'-'">an<is
of exhibitors.
The hr-t
Special
w.ll the
be "THE
'Vr>'lV!'''
WATPH
t fwtq'
tI *^""'"f
melodramatic
newspaper
story
starring
great
••HADDiHPcc"
D
^^""'^ Special will be a tremendous production titled—
f1-. B.
DU. s usual•, high
^ 8* powered
^'■^ exceptional
productions
of
big
time
box
office
appeal.
exploitation will back both these specials.

"PARISIAN

Laura

PROSPER

1925

GOLD

CON!

"FLAMING
WATERS"
One of the biggest screen successes from the box office angle last season was an
oil field story.
will equal
or match
the description
record of that
picture.
It will "FLAMING
be spectacularWATERS"
in the extreme,
dramatic
beyond
and
absolutely sure fire at the box office. It's an ASSOCIATED ARTS production,
presented by O. E. Goebel. From E. Lloyd Sheldon's famous story, of the lure of
the stream of gold. It's another of F. B. O.'s Gold Bond Twelve.

wickede-t city in tht- wrld— Pans—
« ith all the fire and romance,
and (lr;.n.a that can be pacKrd into surcharged
a featured jiroduction. It has class, rareaction
protjemendous appeal both in title and story and gives exhibitors
r "i^
office " Special that will register with a resounding smash at the box

"THE
ISLE OF RETRIBUTION"
Srories of the frozen North are as certain in their box office results, perhaps more
so, than any other class of production. Your own memory will recall the sensational
outstanding successes of this type of release. Edison Marshall's thrilling book
"THEfireISLE
that typetaleof ofstory
every
sure
e]ementOFof RETRIBUTION''
box office appeal. is
A gripping
the and
Frozenembraces
North filmed
in the locale of the narrative brings to exhibitors another big time Gold Bond
Special of brilliant possibilities.

"IF MARRIAGE
FAILS"-?
IN this his latest production Mr Sullivan gives to F. B. O.'s exhibitors
a picture
'"""y- "^^'"h that lovely young star
t
f''".:
TorAM
yirntl/rTMi
.
l^?:?^.^}:\^^•.}■^^^^y>t?l?"}''^^^I.^
Brook nii.s,
and JEAN
HERSHOLT
and
other
,. tist-. It .\I.\RRI.\(,K 1-AII,S cannot
particularly
if haiMllecl
i"nCE °"t""ed
ot"" showmans' Press Book. Superbly directed by JOHN

"A POOR
GIRL'S
ROMANCE"
Here is another Laura Jean Libby fiction success read by millions during the years
this book has been before the public, giving it a ready made audience that not one
picture in scores possesses, unless backed by similar advantages. This second Laura
Jean released.
Libby Go'd
Specialin will
sure fire
at the
as anything
ever
It isBond
impossible
this be
smallas space
to give
you box
all theoffice
details.
Watch
the trade papers for further announcemnts.

NIGHTS"

M ay

16,
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A Series of Super Special
FRED

THOMSON

Silver King Productions
Hundreds of congratulatory telegrams have reached F. B. O. for signing up the famous and tremendously popular FRED and Silver King
for our series of brand new Super Special Westerns, produced under
the supervision of Thomson himself. These new pictures will be immeasurably finer, with bigger stories, bigger production values, far
costlier than any. yet turned out by Thomson. As the biggest draw
among Western Stars before the public, register a ten strike for your
house when you book these brand new Thomson Specials.

MAURICE
Melodramatic Gentleman

8

Pictures with Speed and Class
A.cknowledged the handsomest screen star now before the public, popular MAURICE
(Lefty) FLYNN comes back again this season with a brand new series of eight (8)
melodramatic "Gentleman-Adventurer" pictures packed to the hilt with class, action,
speed and romance. Presented by Harry Garson. Watch for announcement of
titles cn these new FLYNNS in the film trade papers.
SURPRISE
8

NEW

STAR

BRENT
EVELYN
PRODUCTIONS

The New
H.

C.

Two

Reel Series By

WITWER

who
gave you the
series,
GIRL.of
GO GETTERS
and original
PACE "FIGHTING
MAKERS in BLOOD"
a new series
of TELEPHONE
two reefers — stories
which are now running in COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE. The cast will include
these
of comedy,
ALBERTA
KIT GUA.RD
and AL—
COOKEpopular
with "aces"
the addition
of the
brand newVAUGHN,
star of wonderous
personality
"LARRY KENT." This new series of 12 two-reelers will be a knockout.
A Brand New

TALMADGE
RICHARD
Lightning Action Pictures
Made to order for all classes of theatres whose public loves ACTION
plus romance and high powered drama. Vastly improved pictures
will be these eight (8) new Talmadge productions, presented by Abe
Carlos. Watch the trade papers for the box office titles. All Richard
Talmadge productions.

Records

F. B. O.'s springs a box office surprise on Exhibitors this season with a branfl
new "find" among western stars that will register at the box office with everl>
release. Can't tell you the details now. Watch and wait for a stoop that will makH
aStar."
whale Watch
of a hitand
withwait.
you. Eight (8) pictures coming with this brand new "Surpris*

All Box Office Winners
Evelyn Brent has had a meteoric rise to fame. Her last pictures have
■won hundreds of thousands of fans to her standard. Now, in the
coming season you will get Miss Brent in highly dramatic stories, with
all the lure and romance that means capacity at every showing of
Brent pictures. Her youth and alluring lovliness means S.R.O. with
the showing of these new releases. Watch for them. There will be
eight (8) superb pictures.

WESTERN

PICTURES

That Will Set New

8

FLYNN
Adventurer

Two

Reel Series By

8

8

CUSTER
BOB
Westerns Produced By
JESSE J. GOLDBURG

Custer has already gone over like a million dollars. Wherever they
show these Custer pictures the fans flock in droves. His youth, personality, ability as a two-fisted scrapper have made him remarkably
popular. Watch for this brand new series of (8) high speed Westerns
produced under the personal supervision of JESSE J. GOLDBURG.

SAM

HELLMAN

famous Saturday Evening Post writer who numbers his readers by the millions and
whose stories in the Sat. Eve. Post have won world wide fame. Title of the new
series will be "FIGHTING HEA.RTS" and will possess the true Sam Hellman
punch,
Here's
officestories,
magnettwonoreels
genuine
overlook. humor
Watchand forpep.
release
date.a box
Twelve
each. showman dares

26
TWO
REEL
COMEDIES
of a class that will build comedy nights for thousands of theatres. Every one
packed with laughter, pretty girls, rollicking comedy, clean, yet with a wallop.
26 of 'em. Money makers. Popularity winners.

26

BRAY

CARTOONS

that possess a magic "draw"' for theatres everywhere. A bigger, better infinitely
more novel
series this
season.
of them.
millions
of fans.
Get this
brand26 new
series ofBray's
26. Cartoons are already sold to
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News

IN
THE
MAIL
L I OTS of mail this week, and gosh !
how we like it! When you write in, we

TOUR
IDEA
know what you like and what you don't —
and if you send some of your own ads or
MANAGER H. BROWNING of the New Haven Olympia
exploitation, we have a chance to give you a break along with the
comes through with another batch of clippings this week — this time
other fellow, which is as it should be. This is everybody's departa Boy Manager contest, concerning which we shall have more
on say.
ment, and if you send something to it and it doesn't get in the first to
time, don't — and we'd put it in extra big type if we could — don't
The Binghamton theatre, Binghamton, N. Y., H. M. ADDIfeel that you are being discnmmated against or that your stuff didn't
SON, manager, is celebrating its Fifth Anniversary, and sends us
make the grade. Space has been limited at times, lately, and it's
a
batch
newspaper clippings on the manner in which this is being
been impossible to use everything we wanted to. We'd run it all observed. of More
of this later, too.
if we could, but the best we can do is pick out an all-around assortment that's as fair as possible to everyone concerned.
Particularly encouraging is the number of newspaper ads coming
in from exhibitors, advertising managers and even from newspapers.
If you haven't already, pick out some of the best of your recent ads,
and shoot 'em in. Make them on new pictures if possible, so they'll
be useful to the greatest possible number of other exhibitors. That's
one
we have
run socopy,
many butbigbycity
Hke reason
to use more
smallto town
the ads,
time you
we know.
can get We'd
them,
the picture has often nearly run its course.
NAT L. ROYSTER, managing director of the New Broadway theatre, Charlotte, N. C, sends us clippings of his ads and

publicity on "Sandra." It's a neat looking campaign, and perhaps
we'll be able to reproduce some of it here shortly. We'll be looking for more copy from Nat.
DON NICHOLS, resident manager for the Durham Amusement
Company at Durham, N. C, forwards photos of snappy lobby displays on "Sally," "In Every Woman's Life" and "The Thief."
This is the first material we've received from Nichols in some time,
but he promises to be a regular contributor again in the future. We
hope so, because his displays hit a happy medium between the expensive, over-elaborate display and the inadequate poster paper
lobby.
The current issue of The Close-Up, which JOHN F. BARRY
edits, and which goes to all the Famous Players theatre employes, is
at hand. Since the page size was increased, this is a mighty fine looking publication. The current issue is called a Gloria Swanson Numand IS largely
to the "Madame Sans Gene " opening
at theber,Rivoli
in New devoted
York City.
J. D. HUTCHINSON, manager of the Smalley theatre, Sidney.
N. Y., sends us one of his postal card mailings, listing the current
programs. It is neatly printed in typewriter type on a regulation government card. These have always seemed to us a first rate advertising medium for the small theatre. Costing only a cent apiece, plus
printing, they are inexpensive and get attention.
From the Majestic theatre, Grand Junction, Colo., of which
CHARLES DECKER is manager, comes the second issue of the
weekly Majestic Revue, published on the Tenth Anniversary of the
house. This is an ambitious effort, the current issue being in six fullsize newspaper pages, with a roto on "So Big" folded inside. It is
filled with interesting publicity material and includes advertising
from local merchants. Manager Decker edits it.
J. A. HUTCHEON of the Strand theatre, Amsterdam, N. Y..
mails us a photo of his front and marquee display on "A Thief in
Paradise." This was mailed to MoTION PICTURE News at Albany, and by mistake delivered to the State Motion Picture Commission. George S. Hall then forwarded it to us. Thus Mr.
Hutcheon has sent us what is probably the first exploitation photo
to be "passed by the N. Y. Board of Censors."
The first several issues of the REEL NEWS, published by the
Grand theatre, Lincoln, 111., are at hand. The theatre house organ
proposition seems to be booming. The Reel News is four pages,
on news print, slightly smaller than the News page. The content
is interesting and a good feature is the little weekly editorial on questions of policy. Especially good is the one praising the local newspaper and telling Lmcolnians what a good paper it is. Good policy,
that.
RALPH W. BRIGHAM. organist of the Orpheum theatre,
Rockford, 111., writes concerning an interesting organ specialty he
put across. Motion pictures were taken of Brigham playing a
Minuet, and as they were flashed on the screen, he played the number in the dark. It was highly effective.

MORRIS SUSSMAN. manager of Sydney S. Cohen's Empire
theatre, in the Bronx, New York City, writes to thank us for telling
about his Tom Mix stunt recently. The thanks are all the other
way around, Mr. Sussman, and the next time you have something as
good we'll be only too glad to pass it on to our readers.
EDWARD L. HYMAN, managing director of the Brooklyn
Mark Strand, sends us a mailing card which he is using to acknowledge letters sent to the theatre in connection with its radio broadcasting through WNYC. An attractive photo of Mr. Hyman and
the broadcasting artists fills one side, with a message of greeting
on the other.
There are many more, but we'll have to hold them until next
week. Have you noticed, by the way, that we have increased the
"With the First Run Theatres" department to four pages, so as to
give room for plenty of ad cuts? This extra page will mean from
eight to a dozen more ad specimens each week.
CEDING
PE so WO
TYsize,
it needs slight comthat RK
here, large
R EPRODUMAK
r
ment, isa three-column newspape ad by the Strand theatre, Birmingham, on "Yolanda," which proves our contention that "art ad"

'Litle Old TRIUMPHS!

Remember

P>.«mcmbet
Wtiin Rowtr'?
AND NOW
THE PICTURE OF THE CENTURY!
A haunting and vivid picture
of Civilization's most thrilling
age — when love was won in
battle and Romance blossomedadventure
amidstv peril and high

K^O',?^

-YOLANDA

GEO. LEE HAMRICK
At the Wurlltier
0VTER3
A NO\'ELTT
IN CELLULOID
"Because They All

BEN

TURPIN

MACKCOMEDY
SEN-N-EIT
"The Reel Virginian"

Love You"

ALL
NEXT
WEEK

ALL
NEXT
WEEK
iiiiii

MAY 1— TAKE-A-CHANCE WEEK— MYSTERIOUSLY PLEASING
Showing what can be done with type and rule, combined with a little
stock material; it was designed by the Strand theatre, Birmingham, on
"Yolanda' (Metro-Goldwyn).
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ANTIQUES
LD

Fashioned Movies "with atmosphere,"
as staged
& Katz's
AND
OURS
g
Chicago theatre,
wereat aBalaban
real laugh
getter
and treat to the movie fans, and judging
from the laughter created by this presentation, many of the audience
effects can be obtained without special artwork, if you're willing
must have been pioneer movie fans and remember way back when,
(and the printer is willing) to fuss around a little with type and
rules and stock cuts.
all for a dime, we served Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin throwing pies, a news reel, an illustrated song, and the privilege of buyThis "Yolanda" ad would stand out on any page — yet what
ing crackerjacks and peanuts from strong voiced vender who passed
does it consist of? Three tiny thumbnail cuts — something not as
up and down the isles during the intermissions.
much used as they might be — a little type, a triangle of 4-point
rule, a name slug set in a box and broken into the triangle, and the
The Old Fashioned Movie included a short drama featuring
"Perfect
King Baggot, supported by Mary Pickford, and it was thrown
At
on
the screen
in scene
the good
is the
right
J
word.
The first
comes old
out way,
upside and
down"thrown"
only to be
hurriedly
Here
U
Cloria'*
Greatest
Comedy
Love
Role—
a Piece of
Program Week"
Work A>As HUarioutly
She Did In Fuany
Manhandledstopped and
old familiartheslide
operator istohaving
replacing
it.theThroughout
film"the
he continued
have trouble"
trouble,
You'U
Love
Her
la
TbU
Role
Packed
With Comedy, Pep, Love and Stirring
the picture being out of frame and breaking.
Adveatnrc—
1 he trouble slides were exact duplicates of those in use many
last •
years ago, even to the oily thumb marks on the slide, and each
one brought a laugh.
In addition to the feature a male soloist with a cracked voice,
WANSON
jYladame,
13 tht inpicture
in«Jt m&de
FVanc*Gloria
— the5wil/i-one
With wonderful
Clona a tJI
Hsninilnff
died."
w Bird'
the I
laundress
and
becameswhocourtLb«rose. to Duches
'NapotcOD
BEN TURPIN
"Tlie Marriage Circus"
Left, the Des Moines theatre ad, Des Moines on "Madame Sans Gene"
(Paramount), and right, the manner in tvhich the Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., combined the cut with part of another.
theatre name slug. Consciously or not, the manager has used a
basic law of psychology, in that the eye always follows a triangle
from base to point — and in this case the point leads right to the
Strand name plate. For the rest, the ad speaks for itself.

sang "You Are The Ideal Of My Dreams," illustrated by old
time colored slides, in competition with the crackerjack and peanut
vender who, dressed in a white coat, bustled up and down the
isles, crying his wares.
While the contrast of the old method of presentation and the
last word in modern deluxe theatres added greatly to this specialty,
it is one which can be put on in the smaller theatres to advantage.
Also, with the cooperation of Vitagraph, L. R. Barhyelt, managing director of Poli's Palace, Meriden, Conn., arranged an "Old
Time Movie Bill" for that theatre recently, with early-day Vitagraph features as the attractions. John Bunny in "Pickwick
Papers" and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in "The Professional
Scapegoat" were the offerings.
1 he putting on of an "old time bill" at this particular time
was especially appropriate, as Vitagraph, the pioneer among producers and distributors, has just been celebrating its twenty-eighth
anniversary. Patrons could not but be impressed by the wonderful
progress made in the film art in a few years but, for all that,
these arrractions were greatly enjoyed on their own merits, for
John Bunny and Sidney Drew are held in affectionate remembrance
by many thousands of picture lovers.

COMBINATIONS
TCUT
HE two ads shown here, side by side, on "Madame Sans
Gene," both three-column ads, illustrate an idea which we have frequently advocated here. This is the most concrete example we have
seen in some time. In the Des Moines theatre ad, Des Moines, the ad
mat is used "as is."
The Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, on the other hand, wanting to
get a different effect, trimmed off the upper part of the plate and
substituted a larger head from another cut, carrying the arm clear
across the top of the other cut below it. If you will look closely you
will see the point at which they are "spliced." The result, it seems
to us, was well worth the bother involved in fitting the two plates together. Anyway, it offers an idea.

O
WALKING
BILLBOARDS
1,^,/OMETHING brand new, apparently, in the way of making
free tickets serve as walking twenty-four sheets has been worked
out by Roland McCurdy, Universal's live exploitation man at Los
Angeles. McCurdy used them for the first time in connection with
"The Great Circus Mystery" at the Granada and ApoUa theatres
in Holljrwood — and we predict that the stunt will come into wide
use.
These tickets are six inches by nine inches in size, printed on
colored stock and carrying "The Great Circus Mystery" in large
letters. On the back is a line reading, "not good if this ticket is
bent," so that when the kids go to the show they have to carry
these tickets in their hands. McCurdy suggests that the stunt can
be varied by making the tickets in the form of arm bands or hat
bands.

Here are some of the posters by amateur artists submitted in the conr
test
usedCleveland,
to exploit in"The
Rag Man"
(Metro-Goldwyn)
State
theatre,
connection
with the
Cleveland News.at Loew's
This showt
what sort of a lobby display you can get from such a contest.
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NEW

YORK

CITY

Piccadilly Theatre —
Film Numbers — Fiftli Avenue
Models (Universal), Piccadilly
Pictorial (selected).
Musical Program — "Sweetheart"
re), "Why'
selectionIt (Overtu
Couldn't
Be Poor Little Me"
), "Salut d'A(Organ selection
mour,"
"Xola" (Organ),
"Tea for Two" (Soprano and
contralto duet).
Rialto Theatre^ —
Film Xuniliers — The Night Club
(Paramount), Rialto Magazine
(Selected), Franz Schuljert
(S. R.), The Wonder Book
(S. R.).
Musical Program — "Twelfth Hun(Overtu.re),
garian Rhapsody"
ique (Ballet)
Dance Eceentr
Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Soul Fire (First
National), Mark Strand Topic^
al Review (Selected), The
House of Mercy (S. R.).
Musical Program — "Excerpts from
Faust" (Overture), "In the
Arljor Love" (Vocal duet),
" (Ballet), "Pun"The Shoppers
chinello" (Dance duet).
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
), Capitol MagGoldwyn
(Metro(Selected).
azine

Musical Program — "Orpheus"
(Overture), "H Bacio" (Coloratura solo), "Danse Arabe"
(Dance solo), "Sing, Sing Birds
on the Wing" (Female Vocal
Quartet ) .
Colony Theatre —
Film Numbers— Friendly Enemies
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Colony
Pictorial (Selected), Alice
Loses Out (S. R.).
Musical Program — "Swanee Butterfly," "Ida" (Symphonojazz),
) , Folk Songs
Special dance solo
(Russian Cathedral Quartet),
'■Gvi)sv Love Song" (Organ).
tre—The Fool (Fox),
' Thea
Cent
rs—
FilmralNumbe
am— Special score
Musical Progr
for feature.
Criterion Theatres (ParaFilm Numbe
mount .I r;* — Gras
Program — Special score
Musical
for feature.

LAEMMLB

OWEN

^ fiwH a* Nmtl "ANNS AN IDIOT'
MAL ROACH COMEDY
•hold my baby"
NC£'
VOCC
NEWS
(niIRTeRNAfi^NAL

The hillinfi im.t conspU-uouiily dixplayed in thr crntrc of tliix art ii<l on
"Dangei'ovs lnnoi<'ntv" (Universal) at the Libert n tlictitrc, Kannas City.
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Cameo PictorialPathe
(
) , Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), The Shakdown Cruise
of
reelthe) . U. S. S. Concord (Special
Musical Program — Excerpts from
"The Fortune Teller" (Overture), Cello solo and organ.
Rivoli Theatre —
Film Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount).
Musical Progarm — "Robespierre"
(Overture),
(Ensemble) . Le Peuple S'Amuse
BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers— My vSon (First
National), Mark Strand Topical
Review (selected) Frederick
Chopin (S. R.).
Musical Program — "Opera BouiTc"
(Overture), "An Old Bouquet"
(tenor solo), "Balabanow
March," "Soul of Russia" "Poet
and Peasant" (overture), and
"O Kathrina" (trio of accordionists), "Divertissements"
"Cake Walk" (premiere daiiseuse and partner), "ilerry
Widow Waltz" (baritone solo),
and "Highland Fling" (ballet),
Guilnumt's "Mareli in F." (organ recessional).
LOS ANGELES

J/iimnroiix iifl on - ThP lUirUi liln)"
(('. ('. Hiirr)
lit theDetroit.
Fo.r W ityhhi<iloi\
tlicntrr,

Columbia
Theatre
—
Film Numbers
— Zander
the Great
( Metro-Goldwyn ) , Current
Events (Universal), Tenderfeet
(Educational), Topics of the
Day (Pathe).
Musical Program
of Seville," Selections"Barber
(overture).
Palace
Theatre— —New Lives for Old
Film Numbers

presents

LAURAFASCINATINO
LAPl/»NTE 'awEHE
'
THE
ENCHANTING
•BAUTY OF /

EN'

News

Strand NuTheatre
— Speed (S. R.),
Film
ml lers—
Current Events (Fo.x).

SHOWING
PRICES/THE
BEST
PICTUfln I
fOR LOWEST
AOniiJION
CARL

Picture

Cameo Theatre —
l'"ilm Numbers — Seven- Chances
(Metro-Goldwyn ) , International
News.
Musical Program — Oiclicstra.
California Theatre —
— Rallies (UniverFilm Numliers
sal). Blackhand Blues (Pathe),
International News.
Program — "Babes in ToyMusical
land" (Overture), Gypsy Airs
(Violin solo) .
Hillstreet TheatreFilm
Numbers — Gold
and the
Girl (Fox). International News,
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).

Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Forum Theatre —
Film Numbers — Tracked in the
Snow Country (Warner Bros.),
Novelty Cartoon (S. R.).
Musical Program — Organ selections. Personal appearance of
Rin Tin Tin, star of feature.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^New Toys (First
National),
State Pictorial News Loew's
and Events.
Musical Program — "Morning,
Noon and Night" (Overture).
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^len and W^omen
(Paramount). Pathe
Don'tNews.Pinch
(Educational).
Musical Fi-ogram — "Merry Wives
of Windsor" (Overture).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Truth About
\\'nmpn (S. R.). Pathe News.
^lusicnl Proorani — Vaudeville.
Rialto
Theatre —— A Kiss in the
Film Numbers
Dark (Paramount), What Price
Goofy (Pathe).
^Musical Program — Orchestra.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
(Metro-Goldwyn).
Musical Program — " !Maraie "
( Ovcrtn' e ) . "Kvcning Hymn"
( Specialtv ) . )irologue to feature.
Million Dollar TheatreFilm Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene
Scenic. (Paramount ) , Pathe News,
Musical
— "Raymond''
(Overt u Program
re 1 .
Egyptian
Theatre
—
Film Numbers — 'I'lic Iron Horse
(Fox). ProQ-rani — Medley of Old
Musical
Time favorites and prologue to
feature.
WASHINGTON
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers— Sally (First National,) Current Events (Pathe) ,
In Shadowlaiid (song reel),
Darkest Africa (Pathe).
Musical Program — "Sally in Our
Alley" (Prelude to picture).

(Paramount), Current Event.stional).
(Pathe), Red Pepper (EducaMusical
Program
— "II Trovatore,"
Selections
( Ov erture
i.
Earle
Film TheatreNumbers — Stop Flirting
(Producers Distributing), Curcational).
rent Events, Kinograms (EduRialto
— — Head Winds.
Fi'ni Theatre
Numbers
(Universal), Current Events(Universal), The Isle of Vanishing Men (S. R. ), Franz Lizst
(S. R.)
Musical
Program
— "Serenade"
(Overture)
.
OMAHA
Rialto
Film TheatreNumbers —
Moment (First
Dome
Doctor
Hodge
Podge
Kinograms.

His Supreme
National), The
( Educational ) ,
( Educational ) ,

Musical
Program — Beethoven's
Symphony No. 5, First Movement adier"
Overture
( (Exit march),
) , "The"Only
Gren-a
Year Ago," and "The Vampire"
(music themes for feature picture), "In Shadowland" (Organ) . solo ) . Metropolitan Five
stage
(special
music
feature on
Strand Numbers
Theatre —— Declasse (First
Film
National),
Dynamite Doggie
(Educational), Newspaper Fun
(F. B. 0.), Fox News.
Musical
Program — "The Hugonots" (Overture), John Stanley
(baritone ) .
World TheatreFilm\VivesNumbers
My Husband's
(Fox), —Getting
Trimmed
( Universal ) .
Musical
Program — Art Landry
and liis orchestra. Six acts of
vaudeville.
Empress
Theatre
Film Numliers
— —That Devil Quemado (F. B. 0.), The Great
(Urcus Mystery, first chapter
( Universal ) .
Miss''
by
iliisical (musical
Program — comedy
"' Midnight
Em|)ress Players).
Moon Theatre
Film
Numbers— — The Midnight
Ex])ress
(S. R.),
Are BlondeMen
Bashful?
(Pathe).
Musical
Program
—
Five
acts of
vaudeville.
Sun Theatre
— — -Dorothv Vernon
Film
Nnmbers
of Haddon Hall (United Arti.sts). It's a Bear (Pathe),
Pathe News.
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1925

"Dr?aming Alone in the TwilightCdiitralto
"(
I , ".luiie
Brought the Koses" ( So])ran()
and contralto Duet), "Swanee
River" (Soprano Duet).

CINCINNATTI
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
(Fiiramount), Capitol News
( Selected ) .
Miisieal Pro^naiu — Orchestra.
Walnut Theatre —
Film Numbers — Tlie Heart of a
Siren (First National), Patlie
Aesop's Fables (Pathe),
News,
Topios of the Day (Pathe).
Mil si ca 1 F'ro<i ra m — Orchestra .
Strand Theatre —
Film Numlx-rs — Adventure (Paramount), Tlie Merrymaker (S.
R.), Pathe News.
Lsrric TheatreFilm Numbers — Sally (First National), Kinoo^rams.
Musical Pro<rram — Orchestra.
Gifts TheatreFilm Numbers — After Business
Hours (S. K.K Queen of Aces
(rni\ersal ) .
Family Theatre —
Film Numbers — Tlie P'ast Worker
(Universal), Ship Shape (Educational), Fox News.

SAN

FRANCISCO

California Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
(Paramount), Bad Boy (Pathe),
Salmon Fisher (Pathe), Pliiladelphia (Pathe), International
News.
Musical Program — "Liebesfreud"
(Overture), "Hungarian Rhapsody" (violin solo). Grand Fanttasie
ra ) . from "Martha" (OrcliesLoew's Warfield Theatre —
Film Numbers — Confessions of a
(^ueen (Metro-Goldwyn ) , Westtrn Seas (Scenic), Kinograms.
Musical
Program
( Fanchon
and— "Phantagraph"
Marco Idea),
"Mile. Modiste," "Kiss Me
Again" ( Orchestra ).
Union Square Theatre —
Film Numbers — Wizard of Oz
(Chadwick S. R.), His High
Horse (Educational), Fox News.
■ Musical Program — "Adoration"
(Overture). "Hungarian Rahpsody," "Alabamy Bound," "Seven Stepjung Sweethearts" (Singing and dancing numbers).
Granada Theatre —
Film Nuniljers — Adventure (Paramount), Hold ;Mv Baby
Patlie— News"
(Pathe),
^lusical
Program
"Twenty IMinutes
South
of
the
(Fifty
pc()|)le in Song andShot"'
Dance).
Beatty's Casino Theatre
Film Numbers — (ierald Cranston's
Lady (Fox), Back Fire (Educational). Two I'^ducational scenics.
h M.LWUK mii^^
" % f SET BOOAOW&y TO B^ailNC //

DES MOINES

feber
Fidds

■■Vori).)
Friend 1(id
11 Eniinirs''
(Proil.theatre,
Dint.
at tlic, Tciiiitlc
Toledo.
^Musical Program — "Up in
Mabel's Room" (Will King and
Company
of fifty in special
act
).
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Winner Take All
(Fox), Queen of Aces (Universal). Screen Snap Shots (S.
R.), International
Is'ews.
^Musical
Program — Orclietsra.
Imperial
Theatre— — Madame Sans
Film Numbers
Gene (Paramount), continued.
Curran Theatre —
Film Numbers Phantom of the
Ojiera { ITniversal ) , continued.
Wilkes TheatreFilm Numbeis — Tlie Lost World
(First National), continued.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Love's Bargain
(F. B. 0.), Deep Sea Panic
(Fox), Kinograms.
SALT

LAKE

CITY

American Theatre —
Film Nuniliers — Quo Vadis (First
National), A Fat Chance (Educational). International News.
Kinema Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dangerous Innocence (I'niversal), Sleeping
Sickness
view and(Universal).
InternationalPathe
News.ReOrpheum
Theatre
•
Film Numbers
— —Beautv
and the
Bad Man (Prod. Dist. Corp.).
Pantages
Theatre— —Sinners in Silk
Film Xumbcrs
( IMetro-Goldwyn ) .
Paramount-Empress Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Night Ciulj
(Paraminint), P'athe News.
Victory
Theatre —— Introduce Me
Film Nuniliers
(Asso. Exliib. ), The National
Rash (Pathe), Pathe News.
NEWARK

^ KRCVMARMONT
^/jj
uimsrsniini-esntaitmii ^^^m^
m^roT
"CBENOtPftSrW
oSSSSa"
J- IT) WOOmi WHY TkUa/lni-tiilo
■ i7n -, =.;.ru-J!
A ti/iiicdl Wfiliiiit theiitie ad
eiiiiiiiti. This liaiid dinwii
Iran lined as the oiteninff
'•Diiddii'g Gone, a-Huntiny''
GoUliryn'i.

in Cindisplai/
ad oh
(Metro-

Branford Theatre —
Film Numbers — Declasse (First
National). Branford Review of
Events (Selected), Boobs in the
Woods (Pathe).
^Musical Program — Paraphrase on
"Melody in F" (Rubinstein),
Overture (Orchestra), "In
Shadowland" (Organ Solo),
"Keep
at Trouble"
(SopranoSmiling
and Contralto
duet).

Capitol
Theatre—— Sinners in .Silk
I'^ilin Xumlicis
( .Metid-Cidldwyn ) , Code of the
W est ( raranioiiiit I . Fox News.
Musical Prog-am — Songs and music by the Four Kubini Sisters.
"Please"'
(special organ feature.).
Des Moines Theatre —
l''ilm Nuniliers — (^uo \'adis ( Kirst
National). International News,
The Lion's Whiskers (Pathe).
Musical Program — "The Dance of
the
(special orcliestra
featureHouis"
).
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers — The Crowded Ibmr
(Paramount) . Kinograms.
Rialto Theatre —
Film
Numbers
— 'llu' Price of
Pleasure
(Universal).
ST. PAUL
CapitolNumljers
Theatre —— The Dressmaker
Film
from Paris (Paramount), Capitol Digest (Selected). Felix
Goes Hungry
Land
(Scenic). (S. R. ) . Aloali
Musical Program — Capitol Studios Minstrel
Show (Specialty).
"Susie"
(Organ).
ATLANTA

(u'lie ( Pa l aiiiouiit I . .Missouri
Magazine ( Selected ) .
Musical Program- l)\citure and
popular iiunilier li\ .Missouri
Syniphoiiy Orche- ti :> Milton
Slosser
at Si
organ.
stage —&•
.Mar\iaiid
.j: is.On .Macy
Scot I ( I'hc li niiioiiy Aces).
Grand Central Theatre —
Film
Numlieis
Quo N'adis (First
National
). — Kinogram
News
( 10,lucatioiial ) .
.Musical Program — (ieiie Hodeinicli
orchestra. Stuart Barrie at oi<;an. Morton Downey (Tenor).
West
End Lyric— t^uo
Theatre
— (First
l'"ilin Xumlicis
\ adis
Xati(iiial), Kdmatioiial Comedy.
Kinograms
and News
News (Educatlonal
).
Kiiiogianis.
-M usical rVogram — Dave
man's <,rcliestra. Oscar
.lost
(The singing organist. H.Arthur
EducaSilverXealy (Tenor).
CapitolNuniliers
Theatre— —(^)uo N'adis (First
l'"ilm
National).
cational,) Educational Comedy. Kinograms.
News Fables
(EduAesop's
( Pathe Prog
).
Musical
orchestra.
amLewis
— doe Williamson
MilSteen's
( Tenor ) .
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — A Kiss in the
Dark News,
(Paramount),
Stale
Views and Loew"s
Tours.
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
.Musical Program — Orchestral
overture, Don Albert's sym]ihony orchestra.
versus
Jazz"
(organ),"Opera
Atmos|)lieric
Kis in the
Dark. "
Onprologue
stagi' — "A
Waring's
Pennsylvanians. David Pesetzki (Duoart pianist).
William Goldman's Kings and
Rivoli Theatres —
Film Numbers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal). Pathe News.
Aesop's Fable (Pathe), Shootin
Injuns (Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestral
o\erture and popular numbers.
Delmonte Theatre —
Film Numbers-The Silent Pal
(S. R. ) , Delmonte News and
\'iews. He who Gets Crowned

Howard Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
(Paramount), International
News reel. All Night Long
(Pathe), scenic, Chopin (S. R.).
Musical Program — ( lio|)in's music
accom])anying film showing his
life (Overture), "Belladonna."
(Feature theme), "Sunrise and
You," and "Smilin' Thru,"
(Tenor Solo).
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film
Numbers — Declasse (First
National),
Hot Dog (Comedy),
Fox News reel.
(F. B. 0.), Alice's
(S. R.).
^Musical Program — Selections from Musical
overture Program — Orchestral
"Martha"' (Overture), musical
Ethel
]iopular &numliers.
theme for feature number,
(^n stageand
— Lillian
( ( 'omediennes ) , Hellen
"Longing For You" (Theme for
(luitertainer) .
Bradv
feature), "The Whistle Polka"
f piccolo soloi.
Rialto TheatreFilm Numbers- I)ii lit e's Inferno
2 in
BigOneShows ■I A-^a7 i
(Fox), Pathe News reel. Excuse My Glove (Pathe).
Loew's Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — A Lost Lady
(Warner Bros.), Cross-word
])uzzle (Educational). Aeso]rs
Fables, Topics of the Dav
(Pathe), Pathe News reel. Progress Short subject.
Musical Program — Five Acts
Vaudeville.
Tudor
Theatre —— T he T u r m o i 1
Film Numbers
(L^niversal), I'niversal comedy.
Fifth
Avenue Models
(l'ni\ersal). Comedy
(Universal).
Alamo No. 2 Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Clean Heart
(Vitagraph), The Social Code
(Metro-Goldwyn).
■AmeBica.

ST. LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Film
Numliers — Madame

Sans

'/'lie .America theatre. De-nrer, odrwtised "Let 'er
tlii.sBuck"
manner.(Universal) in

Motion
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(Pathe ) , International News
Pictorial.
Musical Program — Atmospheric
Selections (Overture), Recessional (Organ Solos).

PITTSBURGH
LoeVs Aldine Theatre —
Film Numbers — Seven Chances
( Metro-Goldwm ) , A Friend in
Xeed
(S. R."), Cross
Hodge Podge
(Educational),
Word
Puzzle (Educational), Pathe
Xews, Schubert (S. R.).
Musical Program — "Schubert"
(0%-erture), The Kentucky Serenaders" (Specialty), Boyce
Combe (Entertainer ) .
Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Learning to Love
(First National), Fashion Film
(Ediicational ) , Dynamite Doggie (Educational), Topics of the
Day (Pathe ) , Pathe News.
Musical
chestra. Program — Special orOlympic Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crowded
Hour (Paramount), Water Wagons (Pathe). The Laiuidry (S.
R.), International News.
!Musical Program
— Special instrumental act (duet).
Ritz Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal), Stranded
(Educational). Pathe News.
Musical Program — Special music.
State Theatre —
Film Numtiers — One Year to Live
(First National), Say It With
Flowers (S. R.), Kinograms.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Blackstone Theatre —
Film Numbers — Code of the West
( Paramount ) , The Marriage
Circus (Pathe). Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), Topics of the Day
(Pathe), Fox News.
Musical Program — Jazz orchestra.
ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Golden Bed
( Paramount ) , Eastman Theatre
Current Events (selected). In
the Clouds (Scenic), Fashions
in Color (Special reel).
Musical Program — First ilovement from Symphony No. 5 in F
Minor for Organ and Orchestra
(0\erture). Selection from
"Lady Be Good"' (Oi-gan).
SEATTLE
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Way of a
Girl (Metro-Goldwyn ) , Step
Lightly (Educational ) , Permanent Waves (Comedy ) .
Musical Program — "Indian Love
Call" (Overture), "Isn't She the
Cutest Thing," "Never Getting
No Place Blues" (Orchestral
specialties
( Organ ) . ) , "Oh Katharina"
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Num1>ers — Code of the West
(Paramount), Don't Pinch
(Educational), Kinograms and
Pathe News.
Musical Program — "Trip to the
Orient" (Novelty overture),
"Savannah." "By the Light of
the Stars." "Caliope Blues"
(Orchestral jazz specialties),
"Let Me Be the First to Kiss
You
solo ) . Good Morning" (Vocal
Columbia Theatre —
Film Numtjers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal), Standed
( Comedy ) . Secrets of Life
(Pathe), Internatioanl News.
Musical Program — "Jolly Fellows
Waltz" (Overture).

Royal Numljers
Theatre —— Charley's Aunt
Film
(Prod. Dist. Corp.) — continued.
Royal Screen Magazine (Pathe
and Kinograms), Royal Current
Events (Local Photography ) .
Musical Program — Royal Syncopators On Stage
(Overture),
cessional (Organ
Solos). RePantages
Theatre— —Baree, Son of
Film Numl)ers
Kazan (Vitagraph), Fox News
and Fox Short Subjects.
Musical Program — "Doo Wacka
Doo" (overture ) , "Show Me the
Way" (Organ
Novelty), Recessional (Organ Solos).
Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Heart of a
Siren (First National), Pathe
News and Educational Short
Subjects.
^Musical Program — Popular Selections (Overture), Recessional
(Organ Solos).
Advance ad on "His Supreme Moment" theatre,
(First Xat'1)Omaha.
at the Rialto
Heilig Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crimson
Runner (Prod. Dist. Corp.),
Topics of the Day (Pathe).
Pathe News and Review.
Musical Program — " Venetian
Love" (Overture), "Who Takes
Care of the Caretaker's Daughter," "Going Home Blues," "Oh
Katharina"
(Orchestral novelties).
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers— Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), continued.
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numljers — The Parasite (B.
P. Schulberg— S. R.), Permanent Waves (Comedy), Pathe
News.
^Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Enticement
(First National), Feet of Mud
(Pathe), cationa.l )Paris Creations (EduMusical Program — "If I Were
King" (Overture ) , "Liszt"
(Specialty), "Twilight, the
Stars and You" (Vocal solo).
Winter Garden Theatre —
Film Numbers — Whv Women
( S. R. ) . Oil What a Flirt (Comedy), Screen Almanac (F. B.
0. ) , Fox News.
KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
(Paramount ) , Comedy (Pathe ) ,
Newman News and Views
(Pathemanand
Kinograms),
NewCurrent
Events (Local
Photography ) .
Musical Program — "Bouquet of
Massanet's Favorites" ( Overture), Burnofl. Jose])hine ami
Rubini, dancers (Atmospheric
Prologue), The Dennis Sisters
(Noveltv). Recessional (Organ
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Price of
Pleasure
Solos). ' (Universal), Smoked
Out (Universal), City Bound
(Universal),
Aesop's Fables

CLEVELAND
StillmanNumbers
Theatre—— Madame Sans
Film
Gene (Paramount), continued.
— "Robespierre"
Musical
(overtureProgram
).
Allen Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^His Supreme Moluent (First National), Hooked
(Educational), Topics of the
Day (Pathe), Pathe News.
^Musical Program — "Magic Meloture .) dies" by Franz Lehar (overState Theatre
—
Film
Numliers
— Recompense
(Warner Bros.). Hot Dog (S.
R.). Fun from the Press (Prod.Dist. Corp.), International News
(Universal ) .
Musical Program — Popular Medville. ley (organ overture). VaudePark
— The Night Club
Film Theatre
Numbers—
(Paramount). The Goat Getters
(Educational). Felix Cat Cartoon (S. R.). Topics of the Day
tional). Kinograms (Educa(Pathe),
Musical Program — "Morning Noon
(overVienna''
and Night in "Swanee
Butterflv."
"Mamie." ture).
"Don't Brin?
Lulu"
(Jazz), for"Carolina
(Theme
feature). Butterfly"
Circle Numl>ers
Theatre —— A Broadwav ButFilm
(Warner Bros). Aesop's
Fa1)les terflv
(Pathe).
Musical
Program
— Organ overture.
Reade's HiBpodrome —
Film Numbers — Flames of Desire
(Fox). T'nivcrsal
coniedv. International News (Universal).
Musical Program — Selections from
"No No Nanette"' (overture),
Vandpvillo.
Keith's East lC5th St.—
Film Numliers — The Rc-Creation
of Brian Kent (Principal Pict.
S. R. ) . I^niversal Comedy, International News.
Musical Program — Victor Herliert
Hits (Overture), Vaudeville.
DETROIT
Capitol
Theatre —— Declasse (First
Film Numljers
National),
comedy (Pathe),

Picture

News

Detroit News Pictorial.
Musical Program — Orchestral
overture: "An Indian Idyll"
(Novelty musical offering, with
full orchestra, male chorus and
baritone and soprano), organ
recessional.
Broadway-Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Narrow
Street (S. R.), High Horse (S.
R.), Newsreel (InteriLational).
Musical
— "Evolution of
Dixie" Program
(Orchestral
overture),
"Spanish Dancer," "Egyptian
Goddess" and "Spirit of the
Sea" (musical art poses), vocal
selections (tenor), Popular melodies (Singing banjoist), organ
solos.
Adams Theatre —
Film Numbers — Madame SansGene (Paramount), Comedy
(Pathe),
News
torial,Detroit
Travelogue (S.
R. ). PicMusical Program — Orchestral
overture. Vocal selections
(Tenor), and organ recessional.
Fox Washington —
Film Numbers — The Early Bird
(S. R.), Soft Muscles (Ginsberg-S.
Aesop's
(Pathe), R.),
Newsreel
(Fox). Fable
Musical Program — ^Orchestral
overture, organ recessional.
Madison Theatre —
Film Numbers — Top of the World
(Paramount), Comedy (Pathe),
Fable News
(Pathe).Pictorial, Aesop's
Detroit
^lusical Program — Orchestral
overture, vocal selections (Soprano duet ) , organ recessional.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Film Numbers — Her Night of Romance (First National), comNews )edy
. (Pathe), Current Events
( Pathe and International
Musical
Program Selections
— " Maritana
(orchestra).
by Zez"
Confrey and his Piano trio.
Shea's North Park TheatreFilm
Numbers
— Charley's
(Prod.
Dist.
Corp.), Aunt
Paul
Jones, Jr. ( Fox ) , Current
Events
and International News(Pathe
).
Musical Program — Selection from
"Lollypop" (orchestra).
New
— Avenue
Film Olympic
NumliersTheatre
— Fifth
Models (Universal), The Torrent (S. R.), Love Sick (Universal),
ternationalCurrent
News). Events (InMusical Program — -"Echoes from
( organ ) .
the Metropolitan Opera House"'
Lafayette
Square
Theatreand
— Gold
Film Numbers
— Woman
(Events
S. R.), (Fox
PatheNews).
comedy. Current
Musical Program — Symphony jazz
(orchestra). Medley of popular
Airs (organ solo). Five acts
of vaudeville.
ance of Frank Personal
Mayo. appearLoew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — Aventure (Paraamount),
comedy.
rent EventsPathe
(Pathe
News )Cur.
Musical Program — Vie Quinn and
her
acts Sunnybrook
of vaudeville.Orchestra. Five
Palace
Theatre —— The Man Who
Film Numbers
Plaved Square (Fox), Silk
Stocking Sal (F. B. 0.), com(Universal), Current
Events edy
(International
News).
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"Wild Papa"
(Pathe — Two Reels )
AFTER several false starts the "Spat
lo be backwhich
in fairly
good
strideFamily"
again.appears
The comedy
preceded
"Wild
Papa"
considerable
improvement
over the
threeshowed
or four
which went
before it,
and now this one strikes several iiigh spots in
screen diversion.
"Wild Papa"
irresponsible
in moments
its construction, and yetisthere
are several
wliere the action warrants all the liberties
the director has taken with "sequence." It
swings about a "heart balm" suit brought
agaiiist Mr. Spat by a super-vamp who visits
his office. He wants to show Ambrose, his
brother-in-law that she will flirt with him,
and she does in a high-powered fashion. Mrs.
Spat enters to see her husband returning caress
for caress as the vamp displays her capacity
for affection. The suit proves a fun-maker
when the vamp tells her story of an innocent
girl's betrayal by a crafty philanderer and he
spins a yarn about being led astray by an
adventuress who lures him into an automobile
and then puts him out to walk when he spurns
her amorous advances.
Katherine Grant scores conspicuously as the
vamp, whije Frank Butler, Laure Roessing and
Sidney DAlbrook perform with their usual
skill in the characters of the "Spats." Tay A.
Howe directed the picture, which is one" of hi^
best for some time.
Papa" should
as a comedy success."Wild
— T. C. KENNEDY score

"Queen of Aces"
(Universal— Two Reels)

VIT" ANDA
WILEY
with comedv.
a pretty
good story
in this provided
fast moving
Because of her athletic tendencies her fatherin-law-to-be has some objections to her as a
daughter-ill-law and forbids the son the privilege of inviting her to the house party.
the aid of the daughter of the house she With
dons
male attire and attends.
Complaining that the party is not swift
enough for her, \\'anda is invited to a poker
party by father-in-law to-be. The place is
raided but the players make tiieir getaway.
Wanda then has sufficient on father-in-law to
overcome any objections he might have to her
and persiiades him of the necessity of keeping
quiet while the marriage ceremony proceeds.
Miss Wiley is as charming and vivacious as
ever in the picture, which should be warmly
received where these two-reelers are appreciated.—CHESTER J. SMITH
"Fares Please"
(Educational-Mermaid — Two Reels)
A L ST JOHN has another vehicle in which
a trick railroad plays an important part in
a number of fast-moving comedy incidents. He
is willed this dilapidated line by an uncle and
proceeds to fix it up so that it will navigate.
Just at a time when it is running fairly smoothly an escaped lion becomes a passenger and Al
and the colored porter go through some extremely ludicrous evolutions in their endeavor
to make their escape.
St. John has every opportunity for the display of his trick bicycle riding and gymnastic
ability and they add much to the humorous incidents of the picture. The colored man plays
Al a close second and between them they are
good for innumerable laughs. The neighborhood houses will undoubtedly thoroughly appreciate this one.— CHESTER J. SMITH

Short

Syhje

"Skinners in Silk"
(Pathe— Two Reels)

Lucille Kiaenick, winner of Jensen & Von Herberg
beauty contest at Liberty theatre, Portland. Ore.,
who will be featured in the J. J. Fleming Production, "The Fighting Parson.''
"Dragon Alley"
(Educational- J uvenile — Two Reels )
BEYOND any doubt this is one of the
funniest juvenile comedies produced in
a long time. It is just one hov.-l from start
to fini.sh with more humorous situations
and incidents crowded into it than are
usually seen in a dozen reels. It is liard to
figure how so much gag sttiff could be
worked successfully into two reels. It is
just one humorous situation after another,
with no attempt made at a story.
The first reel is fast and furious with the
action laid in Chinatown and the j'oungsters causing general consternation among
the excitable Chinese, who become involved
in all their pranks. The second reel is even
faster than the first. It shows the aggregation at an afternoon dancing class in some
of the most ridiculous regalia imaginable.
Their antics however, are more humorous
than the regalia. As a sure cure for a
grouch this one is infallible. — CHESTER
J. SMITH.

"Stereoscopiks"
(Pathe — One Reel)
THIS Ives-Leventhal stereoscopic study
offers an excellent and refreshing novelty
and it should make new friends for the pictures in this series from Pathe. The subjects
have been selected with splendid judgment for
their spectacular effects. The scene is an
amusement park where there are snake
charmers, who push the reptiles out into the
audience, and roller-coaster rides which for
realism and thrilling effects are the superior
of anything this reviewer has seen on the
screen. A single reeler that is sure to thrill
and amuse your audience is offered here.
— T. C. KENNEDY.

WHEN
the heartedly
Sennett
forces they
go incanwholefor slap-stick
give
several cards to their competitors and then
finish the game several tricks to the good.
There is an instance in "Skinners in Silk."
It is slap-stick done on a super scale, with
wallops and falls, spills and flying pies and
splashings put on in an uncompromising and
unrestrained fashion which spells success for
them. It has a plot about a husky who wants
to buy two shares of stock and sends his
wife
to inquire
for them
at a broker's
One of
the partners
is something
of a office.
flirt,
and she tells her husband. He mistakes the
other chap for the offender and unbuckles a
wallop, declaring that he is going to "slam him
on the nose every time he sees him." Since
this chap has the coveted shares and they meet
many times after that, once at a cabaret where
a girl on a swing falls into a huge bowl filled
with milk, there are countless "slams" and
falls.
Billy Bevan, Natalie Kingston, Thelma
Parr, Jack Richardson, and Kewpie Morgan
are the principals in a fine cast. Del Lord directed. It is out-and-out slap-stick, well done
and, introducing several rather clever gags, we
enjoyed it immensely.— T. C. KENNEDY.
"Tourists De Luxe"
(Universal-Century — Two Reels I
WILLIAM
Hilliard
Karr
have the Hayes
roles of and
travelling
salesmen.
They do a lot of travelling, but no reference
is made in the picture as to their salesmanship.
They go through a lot of the usual antics in
a buck- jumping fliv\'er and succeed in demolishing with it an autoist camp, which they
run upon unexpectedly.
All this of course, has little to do with
the story which starts in the second reel when
the daughter of the proprietor of the camp
is abducted by a band of Gypsies. Hayes ana
Karr give chase in the flivver, overtake the
abductors and a lively tussle ensues, during
which the horses become unharnessed from
the Gypsy vehicle and it dashes wildly down
an embankment with all hands aboard.
Rescuers and rescued manage to escape but
land on top of a blast just as it is set off.
The harrowing finish sees the trio hanging to
a highly elevated rock as the debris settles.
The picture rather devoid of laughs and
the story could be considerably improved upon.
—CHESTER J. SIMTH.
"The Wild West Wallop"
(Universal — Two Reels)
EDMUND
is featured
ern that COBB
offers nothing
new in inthistheWestway
of story or incident. It's just another Western
and fairly interesting as most of them are.
Cobb is the young easterner sent by his wealthy
father to visit on the western ranch of his
friend.
In order to give the visitor a touch of what
he really thinks the west is, Sallyann, daughter
of the host, frames some real wild west stuff.
She is about to be abducted by the ranch foreman at a dance. Cobb rescues her after a
desperate fight, only to learn it has all been
a trick.
Humiliated and disgusted Cobb decides to return to his eastern home as Sallyann is really
abducted by the foreman. She sends word of
her plight by her dog and again Cobb effects
a thrilling rescue, for which he is rewarded
with the love of the girl. Where this type of
story is liked there will be no fault found
with this one.— CHESTER J. SMITH
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Laurel

P i c t ii

Completes Tenth
F. B. O. Series

of

Stan ofLaurel
has ofcompleted
Sleuth,"'
tenth
a series
two reel "The
comedies
for
F. B. 0. and it has been scheduled for release on June 30th. The series is being
produced at the studios of the Standard
Cinema Corporation in Hollywood.

Jimmy

Aubrey Completes;
"Home Scouts '
Jimmy Aubrey has complettd the two
reel
comedy,
Scouts"
for F. on
B. the0.
and it
has been"Home
schefluled
for release
company's program for June 15th.

AJ St. John is starred in "Fare Please," a new EducationalMermaid Comedy.
the picture.
Pathe

Announces

New

These scenes are taken from
Releases

Program for Week of May 17 Includes
Serial, Comedies and the Usual Fixtures

THE Pathe releasing program for the
week of May 17th is headed by the
second chapter of "Sunken Silvei\"
the
current
a HalSennett
Roach comedy.
"Spat"
comedy
and serial,
the Mack
"Skinners in Silk."
The from
second the
chapter
of ''Sunken
Silver,"
made
Albert
Payson Terhime
novel is titled "On Secret Service." Its
action is centered in the Florida Everglades. Walter Miller and Allene Ray are
the featured players.
In "Wild Papa," the "'Spats," Frank
Butler. Laura Roessing and Sidney D'Albrook, are supported by Katherine Grant.
George Rowe and Jules [Mendel. Jay A.
Howe is the director.
"Skinners in Silk," a Mack Sennett
comedy, introduces Thelma Parr, Sennett's
latest discovery. In the cast are : Billy
Kewpie Morgan and Thelma PaiT. The
comedy was directed by Del Lord.
Another Grantland Rice "Sportlight" is
on the Pathe program for May 17th. "All
Under One Flag" shows how all the
popular sports of summer or winter can
be enjoyed without leaving Uncle Sam's
domain.
Another of the "St«reoseopiks" seri> ~
becomes available on the program of May
17th.
Thisthenumber
''Luna-cyar.dI"
and takes
spectatoris outitled
a thrilling
highly diwrting tour through Luna Park.
Pathe Review Xo. 20 embodies three interesting subjects. The first is "Black
Art," presenting the life-like silhouettes of
an Italian artist. The second is another in-

Sennett Bathing Beauty Wins
Contract
Eugenia Gilbert is the latest of the Mack
Sennett bathing beauties to graduate from
the ranks and win her way as a featured
player. She was signed to a Sennett contract as the result of her work in Pathe's
""A Rainy Knight", and will appear opposite Raymond McKee in his next two reel
comedy to be directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Others in the cast will be Thelma Parr,
Marvin Lobach. Irving Bacon. Sunshme
Hart and Miss Gilbert.
Harry Langdon is working in a new
Pathe comedy, the title of which is "His
First Flame." The comedian plays the role
of a fireman and is supported by Ruth Hiatt
and Natalie Kingston.

stallment of the '"Secrets of Nature" series,
depicting the life of the May-fly. Savanment. nah is the subject of the Pathecolor instalThe Aesop Film Fable, '"A Fa^^t
Worker." Topics of the Day Xo. "20, and
Pathe Xews Xos. 42 and 43 complete the
Pathe program for the week.
Ernie

Woods
Signed for
Sennett Comedy
Ernie Woods, well known on the speaking stage for his light comedy roles, habeen signed by iMack Sennett to make his
screen debut in the leading role of a new
Sennett comedy. Art Rosen will direr-r an !
the cast will include Billy Bevan. Madeline
Hurlock. Sunshine Hart. Pat Harmon an !
Barney Helium.
Another Sennett recruit is Percy Hearl?,
who has deserte<l the field of di-amatic writ
ing to join the Sennett scenario statf, where
he will devote his time to thinking up new
gags for forthcoming comedies.
Wanda Wiley Comedy Given
Release This Week
Century Film Corporation this week announced tlie release through Universal exchanges of "The Queen of Aces," a tworeel comedy starring Wanda Wiley in the
role of an athletic girl, adept a*^ boxing,
fencing, horse-back riding and other sports.
Al Alt appears opposite the star and other
prominent parts are played by George
Williams and the Century Follies Girls.

Stills from "The Black Hand Blues." a "Spat
Family" comedy produced by Hal Roach for Pathe.
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Several Comedy Leads Cast
for New Roach Comedy
Jay A. Howe has started production on
the second of the new series of two-reel
comedies which Hal Roach is making for
the Pathe schedule. The cast assembled for
the picture is made up of several well known
comedy leads, among them Al St. John,.
Lige Conley, Dot Farley, and Lucien Littlecompany.
field recent acquisitions to the Roach stock

''Buster Brown''
of
First
Comedies Completed
Century Film Corporation annoimees
that the first two-reel comedy in the series
of "Buster Brown" pictures, based on the
famous comic section character originated
by R. F. Outcault, has been completed with
Arthur Trimble, juvenile star, in the name
role.
The pictures are being made under the
direction of Charles Lament, one of
Centurys leading directors.
In all twelve Buster Brown Comedies
will be released next season, one a month
being scheduled through the Universal exchanges. The present production plan contemplates aseries of six to be followed by
a second series of six.
For Tige, the dog, Century ofBcials have
obtained the services of Petey, a screen dog
which resembles Tige to a remarkable degree. Mary Jane, the cute youngster who
also is an important character in the Buster
Brown comics, is being taken in the
Century Comejily adaptations by Doreen
Turner. Others cast in the Buster Brown
pictures are Katherine Young as the
mother, Charles King as the father, Emily
Gertes as the maid and Dorothy Vernon as
the cook.

The ])layers, all of whom are well known
for their work as leading i)layers in the
short comedies, wi'l l)e co-featured with
Martha Sleeper, MiU'jorie Whitics, James
Kinlayson, George Rowe and Al Hallett^
under the policy laid down for this particular series, in which no single player is selected for staring honors.
Four

^*Helen and Warren" Series
of Eight Short Features
For fifteen years Mable Herbert Urner's
magazine page series, "The Married Life of
Hammons
Hears England
Laud Short Subjects
president of
MONS,
HAMnal
EW. Educatio
Film Exchanges,
s busisix week
•nessjust
and, a was
trip toback
the guest
Englfrom
there at a debate of the Round Table,
at which the question of short subjects
was much discussed.
Thomas Ormiston, president of the
C. E. A. spoke at some length on the
value English exhibitors are finding in
American made short subjects in lendine; strength to their programs. He was
followed
by Major
Gale, a le-'d'ng
British exhibitor,
who recommended
the
diversity of short subjects to his fellow
exhibitors.
Hammons and Pat Dowling. the latter
representing Christie Film Company,
spoke on the method of advertising and
handling the short product in America.

Comedies

for

May Release
Four two reel Century comedies a rescheduled for relea.se through Universal
during the month of May. In the order of
their release they are, "Itching for Revenge," starring Eddie Gordon ; "The Queen
of Aces," starring Wanda Wiley; "LoveSick," starring Beth Darlington, and "Slick
Articles," in which Harry Engle and Hil1 ard Kan- are co- featured.
"Itching for Revenge" was released May
(ith. "The Queen of Ac^s" goes to exhibitorsMay 1.3th,
"Love
"Slick
Articles"
Mav Sick"
27th. May 20th and'

All-Comedy
Programs Are
Popular in San Francisco
San Francisco is the latest stronghold to
turn to the all-comedy program. The Egyptian and Aztec, first run houses, recently
staged all-Pathe comedy programs which
caused Max Graf, managing director of both
houses to wire the Pathe office as follows:
"It is the fii-st time an all-comedy week
has been tried in this city, and our business
is The
beyond
expectations."
Granada
followed the Egyptian and
Aztec with a progi-am made up of the Associated Exhibitors feature comedy, "Introduce Me," an "Our Gang" comedy and an
Aesop Fable. The short subject comedy
offerings were from the Pathe program, with
the semi-weekly issues of Pathe News completing the bill.

Century

Fox

Walter Hiers
in scenes
Feet," his new
starring
comedyfromfor"Tender
Educational.
Helen and Wairen,'" has held a leading
placeforin theAmerica's
field, with
and
now
first time journalistic
under a contract
the author, Fox Film Coi-poration will produce during 1925-1926 season eight of theso
stories in two-reel form.
An actor and actress widely-known 1')
incture patrons will appear as the main
characters with excejitional supporting casts.
The series, the Fox company considers,
sliould prove of immense drawing power to
exhibitors.

Larry

Kent

and

Alberta

Vaughn to Co-Star
F. B. 0 has signed Lairy Kent, avoU
known juvenile, to a long term contract iind
lie will co-star with Alberta Vaughn in a
new series written especially for F. B. ().
by H. C. Witwer and Sam Hellman. Kent
has appeared in support of a number of
prominent women stars of filmdom.
Shooting on the series will start as soon
as the last chapter is completed on "The
Pacemakers," in which Miss Vaughn and
George O'Hara are co-stars. The name of
Ihe dii'ector of the new series has not yet
l)een made known.

News Cameramen
Promotions

Win

Fox News has given pi-omotions to twoof its staff cameramen. They are Jack McFar'and and Tracy Mathewson. McFarland, a newsreel man of wide experience
in the Texas and Mexican territory, and a
field representative of the newsreel for thepast three years is elevated to the status
of staff cameraman for the southwest.
Mathewson is a pioneer in the ne-\vsreel
field. He relinquishes his standing as a
Fox News field cameraman in Atlanta to
assume th- more responsible duties of staff
Mississippi.
representative
for the south, east of the

Pathe

Beauty Contest
With Serial

SIMULTANEOUSLY
the release on May 10th with
of "Sunken
Silver," the Pathe ten chapter serial
based on Albert Payson Terhune's
novel,
a national
beauty "Black
contestCeasar's
will be Clan,"
inaugurated by
Pathe, in which $3,000 in awards will be
made, and the winner will have an opserial.
portunity to play in the next Pathe
The contest will be advertised in a
number of nationally distributed magazines. The winning girl will receive a
four week's engagement at $100 a week
and a $1,000 cash prize. There will be
twenty-four cash prizes in all divided as
follows; second prize, $750; thirdi, $500;
fourth, $250; fifth, $100; two prizes of
$50 each, eight of $25 each, and ten of
$10 each. In case of a tie each contestant so tied will receive an equal award.
Winning candidates will be selected by
a board of judges from photographs and
letters submitted.
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FOX NEWS VOL. 0 XO. 01: Philmielpliiii
— Georgetown relay team sets new twomile mark iu I'enn intercollegiate games ; Cairo.
Egypt — Zwan Pasha, I'rime Minister of Egypt,
attends army school's tield day ; San Francisco— Borg of Sweden wins 2lK)-yard swimming race at national meet : Boston. Mass. —
Fancy costumes made entirely of paper worn
at fashion
show by
; Albany,
Y. —ofGov.
zoo
augmented
gift of X.pair
bearSmith's
cubs ;
Winchester. Va. — All the countryside joins in
the Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival — with
the kids in the leading roles; Chicago, 111. —
Lake View High School adds golf instruction
to course, and 4.000 pupils. 50 at a time, take
lessons ; San Antonio. Texas — Hospital Henrietta, deserted by her own brood, takes in S
bird dog pups as boarders : Los Angeles, Cal. —
Harry Hartz sets new track record by driving
.50 miles in 22 minutes, over 13o miles an hour :
Lawrence, Mass. — When it's noon time at the
Xoonan's, a family of 13 hungry children answer the dinner bell ; El Paso. Tex. — Adjutant
General Davis inspects First Cavalry Division
of the United States Army at Ft. Bliss.

XEWS VOL. 6. NO. 62: BermudaFOXDirigible
LOS AXGELES carries mail to
the West Indies and is moored to Patoka in 35
mile gale : Interesting People in News of the
Day — President pins medal on A. G. Rowland
of Navy for saving two from sea ; Tacoma.
Wash.— Season of wheel-chair baseball is
opened by veterans of World War recovering
in hospital ; Atlanta, Ga. — Survivors of the
heroic Gray Army have place of honor in impressive Memorial Day services : San Francisco, Cal. — Two thousand girls and boys of
the Mission High School form an animated
map herring
of the United
States:
Waynham.
—
The
run starts
in the
TauntonMass.
River
and myriads of fish fight their way upstream
from sea : Columbia. Mo. — Univ<>rsity of Missouri has first girls' rifle team ever organized

— and it has never been defeated ; X. Y. City —
Evelyn
even
walk
— andMills
yet can't
she hassaya astarword—
part can't
in Broadway show ; Lavoye, Wyo. — The courts decided
that the residents of this oil town were squatters and ordered them to move ; Los Angeles.
Cal. — Bud Houser. Olympic champion, establishes new recoi'd by throwing discus 15G feet,
4 inches ; Gardiner, Mont. — Park Rangers conduct a census of antelope, elk, deer, and mountain goats in tlie Yellowstone Park.
INTERXATIOXAL NEWS NO. 38: Little
Falls, N. Y. — Dynamite destroys ancient
"Lovers'
Bridge :"
Los Angeles,
Cal. — ;Miracle
runner Nurmi
breaks
more records
Santa
Monica, Cal. — Rob Rose, aerial cowboy, tries
new kind of broncho busting ; Wash., D. C.' —
Pres. Coolidge honoi-s Augustus Rowland, sailor
hero ; N. Y. C. — Elephants join a Manhattan
building crew ; X. Y. C. — Kids compete for
title "king of Harmonica hounds;" Tacoma,
Wash. — The Wheel Chair Baseball League
opens; Frisco, Cal. — (Los Angeles and Frisco
only) — National swimming meet in world's
biggest pool ; Paris. France — Paris traflBc problem now defies solution ; N. Y. City — A distinguished denizen of the jungles visits Man; Fort through
Sheridan,
111. — T'.
Riders, hattancharge
artillery
fire. S. Rough

INTERXATIOXAL NEWS NO. 39 : Hanover, Germany — Throngs acclaim Von Hiiidenburg's election ; Washington, D. C. — Nation
opens campaign for healthier children ; N. Y.
Circus folk
Buffalo
(Albany
City
Bellevue Hospital :
of only)—
inmates
little and
entertain
N. Y. City — Sturdy youngsters march behind
and Mayor Ilylan in annual Boys'
(iov. Smith
Wellesley, Mass. (.Boston only* — WellParade:
esley college students demonstrate self-reliance
d ; Girard, Cal.—
young inwomanhoo
modern
of
hill-tlimbing thriller ; N.
daredevils
Cvcle
Y'. Citv — Babe Ruth recovering from illness:
meets Marshal
Paris, " France. — King George Haven,
Conn. —
Foch in visit to Paris : New
commander-inon
Prohibiti
Andrews,
Lincoln
chief, inspects fleet of "chasers ;" Wash., D. C.
at cor— Pres. Coolidge extols loyalty ofon Jews
community
nerstone laving for Washingt
centre: Iowa Park, Texas (Dallas only) —
Tom Burnet, world's richest cowboy, sees fancy
—■
Joseph, Mo.
; St. champions
his annual
riding atpilots
hip;
national
race forrodeo
Balloon
Milwaukee. Wis. — Moving day for monkeys at
only) — TriWash., D. C. (Wash, hip
local zoo:umphant
Senators raise champions
banner;
Cal. (Frisco only)^ — Golden Gate
Frisco,
crowns Queen of Chinatown ; First Pictures of
AValcs'
Prince of national
exclusive. Journey in Africa, an Inter-

Circus
: N. Y. City—
NO. n37 hospital
E NEWS
PATII
ers entertai
kiddies ; N.
ix'rform
Y. Citv — Scores of youngsters compete for
Peking. China — Thouca title:
harmoni
school sands
honor Sun
Yat-Sen in death ; Lavoye,
Wyo. — J^Iove entire town four and one-half
niiies : Ixmdon. England — Britain restores gold
standard : Falmouth, England — Another ex])lorer enters air race to North Pole : Hamilton,
Bermuda — The Los Angeles anchors in a fordefeats
— Nurmi
port ; Los andAngeles,
x,
: Chamoni
sets newCal.record
Indianeign runners
France — Face death in daring climb of Mont
Klanc: Cincinnati. Ohio (Cincinnati only) — •
Tenth Infantry oft" for camp : San Antonio.
Tex. (Dallas only) — Airplanes in war maneuvers: New Orleans. La. (New Orleans only) —
Sloops cut waves in spectacular race: Phoenix,
Ariz. (Los Angeles only) — Pioneers observe
frontier davs in annual celebration ; Philadellphia only) — Youth rules
Philade
phia, Pa. '( Boy
Week.
city during

"Citycomedy.
Bound" The
is theabove
title scenes
of a recent
Universal
reel
are taken
from onethe
picture.

St. Joseph,
XO. 38:
PATHE
r 111 wins
race:
balloon Mo.—
national
GoodveaXEWS
litexamine
experts
Medical
—
Y.
"X.
Lowville.
tle tots in Child Health drive ; New Haven,
Conn. — Yale lacross team stages thrilling practice game : N. Y. City — Babe Ruth wins fight
I>ondon, Conn. — New
against illness ; New
Dry Chief prepares to war on Rum Row ;
ion of children
Delegat
—
C.
D.
ton,
Washing
present a May basket to First Lady of the
White House; Springfield. Mass. —
Land at
dog demonstrates skill in high-jumping :
Police

"Grief In Bagdad" is the
title of a burlesque comedy
produced in one reel byrelease.
Hal Roach. It is a Pathe
Zeebrugge, Belgium — Dedicate huge memorial
to British Navy's heroism in war ; Philadelphia,
Pa. — Rush work on world's largest suspension
bridge;
C. (Charlotte
—
Lancers St.
vie Andrews,
for love ofS. May
Day Queen only)
; High
Bridge, Ky. (Cincinnati only) — New Dix River
dam nears completion ; Kansas City, Mo. ( Kansas City only)^
— "Citizens
tomorrow"
march
to victory
; Fort
AVayne, ofInd.
( Indianapolis
only)- — Rev. Campbell Gray consecrated Episcopal Bishop.
KINOGRAMS
NO. down
5079. Fifth
New Avenue
York— 80.000 boys march
in
Boys'
Week
celebration
:
Aberdeen,
Md.
West
Point cadets take lesson in gunnery at —famous
proxing grounds ; San Francisco — High School
pupils form human map of United States :
Notre Dame, Ind. — Famous Notre Dame football squad, coached by Knute Rockne. goe.f
through spring training stunts exclusively for
Kinograms : Paris — Artists of Montmartre exhibit their work on sidewalks; Raynham, Mass.
— Thousands of herring fight way against rapids
to reach up-stream spawning grounds ; New
Haven. Conn. — Frank D. Ashburn breaks alt
records in winning scholastic and athletic honors at Yale : New York — Boys at Horace Mann
School are taught to box ; Los Angeles — Paavo
Nurmi wins again, defeating eight Indian runners.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5080. Ft. Sheridan. 111.
— Calvarymen stage horse show with
Vice-president Dawes as guest of honor : Wellesley. Mass. — College girls greet May Day in
appropriate fashion ; On Pacific Coast — Artillerymen drill with gas masks in mimic warfare : Ramapo River — Members of American
Canoe Association ride rapids in Kinograms
exclusive : Washington — President Coolidge extols .Tews' services to America at cornerstone
laying : New York — Babe Ruth as he looks today in the hospital
: San Franciscrv
— Johnny
Weissmuller
leads swimmers
in sprint
event :
Paris — King George of England pavs tribute to
France'sto unknown
dead : New
York — Circus
moves
Bellevue Ilosnital
to entertain
sick
cliildren : St. Jos"i)h. Mo. — Van Orman wins
elimin.ition l)alli>i>n rare.

May

16,
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todlNewsfrom
WILLIAM EPSTEIN, well
known theatre man of San
Antonio and the president of the
Main Realty company, who will
erect a million dollar theatre at
the corner of Main and McKinney
avenue has announced that a
hotel structure is contemplated in
connection with the theatre. The
hotel and theatre will lie constructed along the same lines and
the same color scheme will be
used throughout.
The Folly
newest
pictureTheatre,
playhouse,Houston's
opened
Saturday at 4.00. The Folly is a

Correspondeii

T exas
popular price theatre and will
feature three changes weekly. Its
equipment is new throughout. P.
Crown, former owner of the
Crown theatre is owner and
manager of the Folly.
Two Hills, Lloyd from San
Francisco and Paul A. from
Boston are now organists at the
new Texan theatre. Neither of

the Hill boys had met until early
this week when they arrived here
to take up their duties at the
Texan. Each had heard of the
other and his w'ork as an organist.
P. v. W'esscley,
resentative insouth Producers
Texas wasrep-in
town talking with Abrams and
Weiner, owners of the Rialto,
this week.
Mr. Wesseley has

just returned from a trip through
south Texas and reports that a
good rain throughout his entire
territory
will help business a
100%.
The new cooling system now
being connected at the Majestic
theatre will be ready for work
next week according to Eddie
Beamer, manager.
Houston will have vaudeville
all summer as announced by the
management of the Interstate
Amusement Company last week.
Top prices will be .SO cents. This
includes a picture program also.

D enver
Last Thursday afternoon, a fire
broke out in the projection booth
of the American Theatre during
the showing of the films shortly
after five o'clock. Several hundred
patrons, mostly women and ch 1dren, fled to the e.xits. However,
no injuries resulted owing to the
quick action on the part of the
theatre authorities and the firesafety appliances of the booth.
Considerable smoke poured out of
the auditorium, but outside of that
most of the damage was confined
to the burning of part of the film.
The automatic shutters of the
booth were instantly closed, and
the operator put out the fire with
an extinguisher before very extensive damage had occurred. It was
reported the damage did not exceed $200.
Mr. Harry Lustig, district manager for Metro-Goldwyn, and R.
J. Garland returned yesterday
from their general sales convention which was held in New York
City. After holding a sales conference with all Metro-Goldwyn
salesmen of this territory, Mr.
Lustig proceeded to Salt Lake
City, Los Angeles, and Seattle,
Washington, where he will meet
Mr. Feist, the general sales manager of the Meti o-Goldwyn organization.

Edward Hearn, making his first starring appearance for Fox in "As No
Man Has Loved."

Scenes from "CityCharles
Bound,"
PuffyUniversal
and Billyone-reel
Engle. comedy featuring
Max Schubach of the Midwest
Theatres Company announces that
he has taken over the ownership
and management of the Cameron
Theatre, one of the most attractive
South Denver suburban houses.
Earl
Kerr, has
formerly
booker foras Ed"
ucational,
been engaged
the
active manager of this theatre.
W. H. McDonald, representative
for Deluxe, has just returned from
a successful sales trip to the Wyoming territory.
C. T. Perrin, one of the leading
exhibitors of Casper, Wyoming,
was a visitor in the city this week.
While here, Mr. Perrin was appointed to act on the Board of Arbitration, substituting for Mr.
Ashworth, who was not able to be
present.
Lou Gullette of the Paris Theatre, Santa Fe, N. M., suddenly appeared in film row this week. Lou
had threatened to fly down to Denver in an aeroplane, but changed
his mind on accoimt of unfavorable weather conditions. Mr. Gullette isprobably the only exhibitor
in this territory who possesses an
aeroplane, although no one was
much surprised when he secured
one, for the reason that Lou is one
exhibitor that does a little different.
The Rialto and Victory Theatres
in Denver are planning on taking
a very important part in Music

rado, and the Rialto Theatre of
Loveland, Colorado ; R. J. Murray, manager of the -Eaton Theatre, Eaton, Colorado; J. E. (Tommy) Tompkins, owner and manager of the America Theatre, Colorado Springs, and A. F. Allen of
Agular, Colorado.
Sid Weisbaum, manager of the
F. B. O., and Jack Krum, manager
of United Artists, managed to get
in a daj' out of the territory by
making a short run up to Longmont, LoN cland and Ft. Collins.
Lon T. Fidler, manager for local Warner Brothers' Exchange,
tory. just left for a two weeks' sales
has
trip into the New Mexico terriThe baseball game between the
manage s and employees, held last
Saturday afternoon, resulted in a
track meet and endurance contest.
The final score was 29 to 19 in favor of the managers. Jack Krum
of United Artists started out as
umpire, but before the game was
over, five umpires had been used.
Nine innings were played, covering a period from 2 P. M. to
shortly before dark. Few managers were seen around film row
Sunday morning.
Sid Weisbaum, manager of local
office of Film Booking Offices of
America, has received instructions
to leave for Chicago next Wednes- .
day to attend a nation-wide sales
convention of his organization.
H. W.
Bralyhave
and returned
the Paramo'unt
sales
force
from
their sales convention just held in
Los Angeles, California.

Week activities in Denver this
year. The Rialto Theatre will allow its orchestra to devote a portion of its time with vocal artists
to entertain the patrons of this
theatre between shows. The Victory Theatre will turn its entire
staff over to one of the various
organizations taking part in Music
Week for a short part of the proFew Denver managers were out
of the territory during the past
gram.
week. The fact that an unusual
number of exhibitors were in the
citv probably accoiuits for this
fact.
Among those visiting film row
this week are Charles Klein of the
Black Hills Amusement Company
circuit of theatres of the Rbck
Hills of South Dakotai; Paul Krier
of the
Theatre,
and
his Star
brother,
E. J.VValsenb'urg,
Krier, who
is manager of the Curran Theatre.
Boulder, Colorado ; Max Kohn and
Frank Fairchild, of the K. & F.
Amusement Compan\-, operators of
a chain of theatres in Colorado and
New Mexico ; Johnson and Bangs
of the Strand Theatre, Rawlins,
Wyoming; Earl Nye, manager for
the Carl Ray Amusement Com- 220 WEST42^i^S™ET
NEW YORK
pany houses of Cheyenne, Wyoming; M. C. Gerhart of the Empress Theatre, Ft. Collins, ColoraPHONE
do ; P. H. Hoppen, operating the CHICKEPINC
ALLAN A.LOWNES
2937
America Theatre, Longmont, ColoPRES.
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THE Select Kealty Corp. has
purchased the theatre and
store building at 931 East 180th
St. from the Harmine Realty Co.
It is subject to a mortgage of
$122,000.
Bradley Beach, New Jersey is
to have a new $150,(X)0 theatre.
Ben Temeles and Harry Ma>o
are the builders and the new
house is expected to be ready
alx)ut Tulv 1st. The .seating capacity will be 800.
The Chelsea theatre at 308 8th
.Ave. reopened Saturday, May 2nd,
after a damaging fire that took
place about a week ago.
Abe Cohen who manages the
Strand at Massena, X. Y., for W
A. Warren, was a caller at the
NE\\'S office this last week. He
has been spending part of his vacation in New York City. Abe
does some heavy exploitation up
in the Northern New York section and has promised to send in
some samnles of his work.
^lark Greenberg of Brooklyn
has taken over the Park theatre
at Nutley, N. Y., from Harry Pedagog.
Edward B. Hulse of Mt. Holly,
N. J., has sold a half interest in
the Mt. Holly theatre to Jacob
Fox who owns the Burlington

Auditorium and other theatres in
south New Jersey.
Joe Wolf who has been covering New Jersey territory for Famous Players has been transferred
to the X. Y. office. John Thurlow will come down from the Albany office to lake Joe Wolf's
place.
Springer
and ofW'olf
have takenat
over
the lease
the Standard
90th St. and Broadway, from the
Bimberg's. ■ The name will be
changed to Stoddard. The addition of the Stoddard will make
the fourth in this circuit. The
other theatres are the Adelphi,
Symphony, and the 77th St.
theatre.
.Sayreville, N. J., ha-s been having
its troubles with the Sunday closing law. Fou • local clerpvmen
hH\e put in a complaint <hat a
theatre was operating on Sund'y
in violation of the state code. The
matter has been taken tip with th?
chief of police.
The Strand at Seaside Heights,
N. J. belonging to F. W. Miller
has been sold.
Leo and Ben Greenfield have
taken over the Court theatre at
Boro Hall, Brooklyn, f"om Chas.
Levin-". Tlicv will comb'ne the

Messrs. Spi.z
THE rumor th:>,t
and Renner had se :ur.:d a theatre site on the main st eet in
Youngstown, has been verified. As
predicted the present Orpheum the,
by Max S:hagrin, will
atreowned
be converted into a lobby to the
new house. Work on the structure is scheduled to start May 1st
Joe Trunk, who, for a long stretch
of time was manager of the Dome
theatre, Youngstown, will manage
the new house.
There's a new up-to-date house
just completed in Cadiz, Ohio. E.
M. Long and Sons are the owners.
The house has a seating capacity
of 5(X), with space for 150 extra
seals if needed.
There was a fire in the Sorg
theatre. Middletown, recently. The

trouble started in the proj c ion
room. Clouds of smoke spread t >
the main auditorium, causing considerable confusion, ])ut no damage
to the patrons. Several reels of
films were destroyed, however, as
well
the projection
mach'ne.one
The asRoyal
theatre, Belle\ue,
of a chain of houses operated b.
G. H. Foster and C. R. McMu ray
of Marion, announces a change of
policy. It is to be operated as a
full time movie house in the future.
All dressed up and no place t i
go. That's Norman Moray, manager of the local First National
exchange.
just the
back territory
from a
quick trip He's
through
and he brought in over thirty-fiv^
contracts for next season's Firs;

N

ew
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Jersey

Court with the Gloria and the
Atlantic.
A. S. Goldrever has sold the
Band Box, N. Y. C. to M. Shahan.
Mr. Shahan also conducts thj
Lyric at 180th St. and 3rd Ave.
Al Moley is a busy man around
the Prudential h'ilm Delive y office
with his booking sheets and telephone— but never too busy t >
smile. Al says "kicking never gets
\ou anywhere." Incidentally,
there's inany a show in town that
depends itpon Al.
Among the New York theatres
recently
new eq'uipment
arc the installing
Chelsea, Stadium,
T. O.
C. C. at the Hotel Plaza and the
Kings Highway, Kameo and Garin Brooklyn.
ished denthe
equipment. Howell fu nWin. Salkin who owns a chain
of theatres in Harlem and is building a big new house on the east
side of that section will lea\e for
Europe on the next sailing of the
Leviathan.
Harry Harris, of the Bluebird,
Bunny, Claremont, Sunset, and
West End theatres has purchased
the plot at 116th St. and First Ave.
He will build a new 2000-seat
house and it is expected to be
ready the early part of September.
Pollack and Bratta arc building

National
product.
exhib'tars
"ust couldn't
resistThe
Moray's
nice
ice cream suit-and-hat-to-match.
Lew C. Thompson, former manager of the Cleveland Uni\ersa!
exchange, has been appointed special representative
for Fox in t" e
northern
Ohio district.
And still the Cleveland L^ni\e:sal
exchange
has no a-sis
rcs'dent
manager.
J. O. Brooks,
a it
sales
director,
is temporarily ho"ding down
the job.
J. E. Beck, manager of the
Cleveland Vitagraph exchange has
been touring the country to good
purpose. He has c'.osed with altory.
most all the key points in the terriH. J. Walters has taken over
the Pleasurette at Burton, O. And

three new houses in N. J. One
at Summit, one at Morristovvn and
one at Englewood.
I'Jenown has acquired the franchise for twelve Tiffany and fourteen Truart productions for the
coming year. Jack Bellman also
s.ates that in addition to these
there will be others that wi!l bring
the
whichtotal
are upof tohighthi:ty-five,
quality. all of
The convention o\er at the
Roosevelt Hotel, A. M. Weinberger was caught in the act of
preparing the line up of the First
them.
National product. There are 59 of
A syndicate represented by Irvin
Wheeler of New York and operating theatres in Rye and New
Canaan, have purchased the Capitol
in Riverhead from Robert E.
Riley. These theatres were financed by selling
stock to the public in each
community.
David S. Brandwein will erect
a sixteen story hotel and theatre
building
of 8'h Ave.of
and 46th onSt.theon corner
the expiration
the existing leases.
N. J. Nass, representing a Jamaica syndicate, purchased the
Steinwav
theatre atin $250,000.
Astor-a. The
house is valued

that isn't the
all.house
Walters
has calls
rechristened
and now
it the Opera House. The Andover theatre, Andover, is another
oneThe
of Walters'
houses.register was
Film Bldg.
much in use this week, showini
that the following out-of-town exhibitors hadL.paid
their • esperts of
to
the trade:
Schleifenheimer,
the Falls theatre, Chagrin Falls ;
Phil Messina, Liberty theatre. East
Palestine ; George Scott, Market
Street Theatre, Youngstown ; Joe
Trunk, Mahoning and Victory theatres, Youngstown ; August Ilg,
Ohio theatre, Lorain ; Judge G. H.
Foster. Marion theatre, Marion
and Leo Fu k'-a t of the Hippodrome, Crestline.

Detroit

TY, general manEC.
of the Bijou Theatrical
• ager BEAT
Enterprise company returned from
New York on W ednesday after attending several meetings of the
National Vaudeville Artists Association. He was also in New York
tf) greet W. C. Buttcrfield, head of
the Bijou ci:cu t, who re.urned
May 2 from a three months tour
of Europe.
The Rialto theatre at Charlotte,
was taken over May 1 by C. R.
Beechler, operator of the Iris theatre in St. Johns, Mich.
William Rudolph, representative
of William Randolph Hearst, has

been in Detroit since the past
week, ment
supervising
a local
engageat the Adams
theatre.
Rudolph hopes to establish a recments.ord similar to his past ach'eveConstruction is to be started immediately on a new thcat. e in Plymouth
to
replace
the Alseum bytheatre, which was demolished
fire
a few weeks ago. Harry Lush of
the P. and A. company, whose organization isto
erect bethemodern
b 'i'din ini.
declares that
it will
every respect and will be built so
that it will p ovide for future
growth of the community. P. and

A. also operate another hotise in
Plymouth.
Felix Feist, newly app'in'ed
sales manager for Metro-Go'.dv ynMayer, succeeding James R.
Grainer, was a visitor in Det oit
during the past week. He visited
the local exchange and surveyed
the field in general.
Ernie Forbes of the Theatre
Equipment Company. Red Brad,
of
the Exhibitors
Supp'y andSuppl>
Max
Rubens
of the Amusement
Company are making arra gements to attend the annual convention of the National Association
of Theatre Supply Men, which is

to be held in Milwaukee next week
during the Xational Con\ention of
Exhibitors.
Carlos, production mr'nager for
William Fox was registered at the
Stall er Hotel last week. Carlos,
who was on his way to Xew York,
preparatory to sailing for Europe,
engaged in several conferences
with FoxManager
Wal'.er theat
Shafer
the
Washington
e, of
as
well as visiting the local exchange.
F. G. Conklin, representing
Murray Garsou productions, was
in Detroit during the week. He
visited with Walter Liebman, manager for Associated Exhibitors.

May

16,
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JOHN VEENSCHOTEN of
Elcador, who had dropped out
a lime
game afor theatre
exhibito
the
of
notr'sowned
and has
within the last couple of years, is
going to enter the business again
on a big scale. He has bought
the Empire Theatre at Storm
Lake which was formerly owned
l)y Mr. J. Licrke and plans to buy
a number of other theatres.
F. C. Anderson, more familiarly
known as "Andy", cashier of the
Pathe exchange, is back on dut\again
absence.
He
is now after
minusa month's
one useless
appendix.
Gladvs Haugh is the new billing
clerk at the F. B. O. office. She
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takes the place of Alice Gannon
who went to work at the clay faccan'tthekeepbricks,
an Irishmantory.
away"Theyfrom
says
Johnson, the wit of the F. B. ().
office. Miss Haugh comes from
the First National exchange where
she was billing clerk.
L. V. Clement of the booking
stafT of Famous Players has
bought a big black car. It's an
0\erland.
already
his
summer He's
vacation
trip. planning
■ L. E. Mathews, owner of the
theatre at Elmore, Minn., one at
Buffalo Center, Iowa, and another
at Lakota, Iowa, was in Des
Moines in search of a film conven-

tion which he thought was on
here. He visited the Des Moines
exchanges and had a good time
although
he'd missed
the con\ention
))y aboutthe a date
month.of
Manager Han ford and the salesmen of. the Metro-Goldwyn branch,
Harry Herman, Harry Gottlieb
and L. C. O'Connor, went to St.
Louis to attend the district convention called by J. E. Flynn, district manager.
John Graham, exhibitor at Eagle
Grove where he owns the Princess
Theatre, bought a Willys Knight
on his last trip to Des Moines.
The stafif of tlie Famous Players
exchangeCwere entertained at the
ity

home of Alice Medijle, bookkeeper.
It was a kid party and the costumes were all prize winners. The
next morning they all went down
in a body to greet the sales stafif,
returning from the convention in
California. The whole office was
decorated with "Welcome home"
signs.
L. D. Hendricks of Mt. Vernon
was at the Des Moines exchange
settling up his accounts.
Joseph Mansfield, who plays the
flute in the Capitol Theatre orcheswas aat "flu"
now tra,
back
work. victim, but he's

ansae
THE

new Centre theatre, a suburban house at fifteenth Street
and Troost avenue, Kansas City,
has been remodeled and refurnished
by itsW. new
Lynn
and
D. managers,
Vaughan. J.In 'D.
addition
to new lighting effects, a new
Hope-Jones-\\'urlitzer
pipe seating
organ
has
been installed. The
capacity of the remodeled house is
1,500.
"Tell all the film peddlers that
I am not at home, so they won't
waste time and money," reads a
postcard from D. Filizola, manager
of the Empress theatre. Fort
Scott, Kas., who is in Galveston,
Tex.
The Pantages theatre, Kansas
City,
managedfair
by returns
Walter from
P'inney,a
is receiving
popularity contest. The five liest
answers forwarded through the
mail will be good for tickets to
the show.
"If I have to have a man roll a
peanut around the block to attract
attention to my house I'll get into
some other kind of business,"
.said Howard E. Jameyson, advertising manager of the Miller theatres in Wichita, Kas., last week.
■"I am a firm believer in dignified

Henri Ellman, president of Capital Film
Exchange in Northern Illinois and
Ind-ana.

newspaper advertising. Prestige
always pays in the long run."
Miss Catherine Murdock, secretary-treasurer atthe Garden theatre, Kansas City, this week identi fied a man by the name of Elmer
Smith, held at police headquarters,
as one of the bandits who on April
13 held up the Garden theatre and
robbed Miss Murdock of $800 in
checks and cash. She identified
some torn $1 bills which she had
patched together with a peculiar
brand of paper, the money being
found on the alleged band t.
A number of chanp'es in the personre's of Kansas Cit\- exch^noes
were made last week. Ralnh Heft,
former First National salesman
was promoted
to the
head who
booker's
desk,
while Frank
Baxter,
has
been covering Northeastern Missouri for Fox, has resigned. Bert
Edwards has joined the First National sales force and will cover
Southeastern Kansas and Southwestern Missouri, Educational having employed Will Sheridan, who
will work in the Northern Kansas
t'^rritory, Gorden Craddock, First
National salesman, having been
transferred to the Northwestern
Missouri territory. Truly B. Wildman, former P. D. C. manager in
Omaha, who returned to Kansas
City, decided not to enter business
for himself, but, instead, took over
the management of the Enterprise
branch office at Dallas, Tex. H.
H. Murdock, formerly with MetroGoldwyn, joined the Fox staff,
while Marty Williams, veteran of
the Kansas City, joined the Paramount sales force.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City territory
last week were : Herb Thatcher,
Lyric, Abilene, Kas. ; E. E. Gosline. Sunflower, Pealiody, Kas. ; S.
E. Wilhoit, Jefferson, Springfield,
Mo. ; Charles Sears, Sears Circuit, Nevada, Mo. ; C. M. Pattee,
Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ;
F. G. Weary, Farris, Richmond,
Mo.
E. P. Hill, chief traveling auditor for Fox, and R. G. WyckofT,
supervisor of accessories, were
Kansas City visitors last week. M.
A. Lew left behind a busy office

to make a hurried trip to New
York to attend the Fox sales convention, but worse than that was
the fate of Stanley Mayor, Fox
salesman, who almost wept because
he was ill of the "flu" two days
and couldn't obtain a single contract.
"Make this summer a hummer,"
is the new slogan adopted by T.
O.
Byerle, First National branch
manager.
C. F. Senning, Educational
bsanch manager, after fifteen years

COMBAT

of work without a vacation, has
been granted a ten-day leave of
absence.
C. E. Mayberry, district manager for P. D. C, was a busy
visitor in Kansas City, as was Louis
Reichert, P. D. C. branch manager,
who has been spending most of
his time in the territory.
E. C. Rhoden, Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., manager, left for
a workout in the territory, as did
Rube Melcher, one of his sales-
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Bui¥alo
HAROLD
and • to]\Irs.
Lloyd,
the latter known
film fans
as
Mildred Davis, visited Buffalo and
Niagara Falls Monday evening,
April 27, accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. John Murphy, the former
production manager for Lloyd ;
and Joe Reddy, publicity purveyor.
The party came from the west
coast via the Canadian Rockies.
Harold got a real kick out of the
nature beauty at Niagara Falls. It
was his first visit there. In the
early evening the party returned
to Buffalo and were the guests at
a dinner in the Buffalo Athletic
club, which was attended by Walter Hays, president of the M. P.
T. O. of K. Y., Inc., and Mrs.
Hays, Michael Shea, head of the
Shea interests in Buffalo ; Mr. and
Mrs. Basil Brady, the former the
local Pathe exchange manager ;
Vincent R. McFaul, managing director ofMarkens
Shea'sofHippodrome
Eugene
the Pathe ;sales
staff and the members of the
Lloyd party. Following the dinner
the party visited Shea's Hippodrome and Shea's Court street
theatre. Harold was lured into
a box long enough to have Julius
Tannen, one of the stars of the
bill, introduce him to the audience
and the non-goggled Harold blushingly bowed to the customers. The
party left late in the evening when
they will remain several weeks.
The installation ceremonies of
the Film Board of Trade were
held Monday evening, Mav 4 in
Stein's
Hotel,
This place
was Orchard
selected Park,
becauseN.Y.of
the artesian well nearby in deference to the dry stand of President
Frank McCarthy. The new officers were installed with due ceremony. Several prominent exhibitors attended the event. The return to Buffalo was made in the
wee sma' hours. Among those in
attendance were Mr. AlcCarthy,
Henry W. Kahn, Earl Kramer, C.
W. Anthony, Alarvin Kempner,
Sydney Sampson, retiring president ;Basil Brady, Eugene Markens, Harry Dixon, Colonel How-

Joan Meredith, signed to a long term
contract by Chadwick Pictures Corp.

ard
F. Brink,
Ra\Powers,
RichardJoeC. Aliller,
Fox, Fred
il. Zimmerman, William Sherry,
Bill Rowell, J. Emerson Dickman, Jimmy
Speerthere
and many
others. Of course
was some
grape juice noted and the banquet was one of which mine host
Stein could well boast. The event
was one of the most successful in
the history of the local Film Board.
Mr. Samson was praised for his
successful conduct of the affairs
of the board for the past three
years.
The Schine Theatrical corporation has invaded Buffalo. This
company which has been adding
links in its chain of 40 or so houses
in the state by acquiring houses
all over western New York, has
taken over the operation of the
Olympic theatre on Lafayette
Square. The Olympic has been
operated by Universal for the past
year. The lease has only a year
or so, however, to run, an extension having been granted some time
ago because a bank, owning the
property, was not ready at the
time to extend its building operations. Lewis W. Schine was in
Buffalo last week end to confer
with Manager Ray S. Averill, who
will remain under the new regime.
The Olympic has been running
double feature bills of late. No
change in this policy has as yet
been announced.
Carr & Johnson of Jamestown,
N. Y., have leased Celeron Park on
Chautauqua Lake and commenting
May 30 when the park will open,
will install pictures and perhaps
vaudeville in the large theatre on
the ground.
The Capitol theatre in Dunkirk,
N. Y., operated by Lally Brothers,
has discontinued pictures temporarily and will install a stock company.
Eddie B runner, managing director of the advertising accessories
department at the Buffalo First
National Exchange, was the hero
of a wild chase after auto thieves
the other night. Eddie was driving home in the wee sma' hours of
the morning
when hisa cop
commandeered him and
machine
and
told him to catch a flivver which
was disappearing in the distance.
Eddie stepped on the gas and after
doing 50 and 60 through the streets,
finally overtook the lizzie and
forced it against the curb. Two of
the men jumped from the stolen
car and the funny part of it is
that these two escaped from the
cop, while the third was caught
by Eddie who took a wallop at the
bandit's beezer. The Buffalo pafailed to mention
in thepersmidnight
ride. Eddie's part
An application for a permit to
Iniild a $35,000 picture house at
Thurston road and Midvale terrace,
Rochester, has been made by Jacob
Levy, 16 Rhine street, Kodak
Town.
Tlie- Schine Theatrical corporation has obtained a long term lease
on the O'Malley skating rink in
Exchange street, Geneva, N. Y.
While the plans have not been
ofiicially
under-to
stood made
that the public,
companyit isplans

enlarge the Temple theatre, by an
addition to the rear, and to make
it a leyvaudeville
rink is to behouse.
turned The
into O'Mala theatre with a large seating capacity,
and will be used while the work
is in progress on the Temple, and
in all probability will be continued
as a picture theatre afterwards.
The building was opened as a skating rink last fall. Tlie Schine company also controls the Regent and
Smith Opera House in Geneva.
The Lyceum theatre in Ithaca,
N. Y., which has been operated the
past season exclusively as a picture
house, will close the latter part of
May and will reopen in the fall
with a permanent stock company,
according to an announcement by
Joseph F. Hickey, president of the
Lyceum company.
While hundreds of people sat in
the Regent theatre, 1017 Parade
street, Erie, Pa., the other evening,
entirely unaware of what was going on, four fire companies battled
a stubborn blaze in the adjoining
building. As the crowd left the
early evening show they were surprised to find fire fighting apparatus in the street and firemen
working on the building next to
the theatre. Erie is having a fire
every week, it seems.
Twenty-seven hundred children
gathered in the Eastman theatre
last Saturday for the first of the
special shows for the boys and
girls of Rochester and gave a ringing answer to the question of Will
Hays, "What are you going to do
about
the children?"
Major movies
Ward P.forWoolridge
of the
committee on public relations cooperating with the Hays organization, was in town for the event.
The major believes this type of
show will soon become a countrywide institution. He said that experience had shown that eight reels
were about all that would hold a
child's interest at one show. At the
Eastman the program is arranged
to run approximately an hour and
a half and includes the main "Story
picture," nature study, travel, animal, cartoon and educational subSidney C. Allen, owner of the
Allen theatre in Medina, N. Y., has
jects.
taken over the Lyndon theatre in
Lyndonville. Lyman Beecher has
operated the Lyndon for the past
two years. The house was built
in 1913 by Frank Starkey who also
owned a theatre in Hilton. They
were the first of such enterprises
in either town. In 1915 the Lyndon
was destroyed
by fire.
quently the site was
bought Subseby C.
D. Vickers and the new Lyndon
was built on the old foundation.
Air. Vickers conducted the business
until two vears ago when he sold
it to Mr. Beecher for $7,000.
Captain Nungesser, the French
ace of the air, will make a personal
appearance in Rochester the week
of May 17, at the Victoria theatre.
On May 4 the Avondale, Flash
and Star theatres, owned by Fred
M. Zimmerman, John Fennyvessy
and Dan Buss, respectively, in
Tonawanda and North Tonawanda,
were taken over by the Sharondale
Corporation.
All bookings and

pictures bought by the three houses
have been taken over by the corporation.
Maurice
one been
of Buffalo's
veteran
film Cohen,
men, has
engaged
by Manager Marvin Kempner as a
member of the sales force of the
Paramount exchange. Maurie will
cover the Rochester territory,
where he has many exhibitor
friends.
The ^lotion Picture Exhibitors
League of Rochester will stage a
ball
May 20hall.
in theJules
Kodak
Town's
convention
Greenstone
has been re-elected president of the
league.
Miss Hilda Kazanowski, comanager with her brother Stanley
of the Rivoli, one of Buffalo's east
side community theatres, was married the other day to Ben Krystaniak, a prominent attorney.
Fred M. Zimmerman, manager
of the Buffalo office of the Producers Distributing corporation,
expects to leave soon for the P. D.
Co. convention on the west coast.
Manager Charles W. Anthony of
the Buffalo Vitagraph or rather
Warner Brothers-Vitagraph office,
has left for the west coast convention of the new organization.
Charlie says when he gets out
there he is going to see the sights
if it costs him §3.50. C. W. Taylor
and Andy Bader have been added
to the local sales staff. Leo Murphy, demon salesman, is now in
complete control of his flivver once
more. He lost part of the carburetor the other day and the dern
critter ran away with him. Leo
couldn't stop the boat.
The Powers Film company, 230
Ridgeway avenue, reported to the
Rochester police that the office of
their plant had been entered early
the other morning and an unsuccessful attempt made to force the
safe. The office was ransacked,
but nothing was taken.
Frank Mayo was in Buffalo the
past week appearing in person at
the Lafayette Square.

Evelyn
has just
newest Brent,
starringwhovehicle
for started
F. B. her
O.,
"The Face on the Air."
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Central

KEEN rivalry existed between
C. Floyd Hopkins, Harrisburg representative of the Wilmer & Vincent theatres, and Mrs.
Hopkins, in the city-wide campaign conducted there in the latter part of April in which $310.000 was raised to support the local
welfare organizations in the present year. Mrs. Hopkins headed
a team of women in the drive and
Mr. Hopkins was captain of a
men's team.
Toward the end of the drive
Mr. Hopkins, with typical sense
of humor, declared at one of the
public meetings of the campaign
that some of the money he had
solicited had been disappearing
from his bureau at night and
mysteriously appearing next day
on the record to the credit of
Mrs. kins
Hopkins'
team.
Mrs. all
Hop-in
made counter
charges,
the spirit of fun, and then challenged her husband's
raise
more money
than her team
team tobefore
the close of the canvass. When
the final figures were in, Mr. Hopkins' team showed a total of $3,988 collected, and Mrs. Hopkins
reported $3,635.80 While Mr.
Hopkins thus had a shade the better of the argument, the total
number of subscriptions obtained
by his wife's team was 219, while
Mr. Hopkins' team had induced
only 196 persons to subscribe. So

it was mutually agreed the honors
were even.
Plans for the formal opening of
the Regent theatre, Harrisburg,
under auspices of Marcus Loew,
Inc., of New York City, was
planned for May 11, the house
having passed to Loew control a
week before that date, having
been purchased from Peter Magaro who has successfully conducted the theatre for a number
of years.
The Loew interests announced
elaborate plans for the opening,
including the presence of several
noted film stars.
The general policy of the house
as a motion picture theatre will
remain unchanged under the new
ownership, except that an orchestra will be installed and all pictures will have a special musical
score appropriate to the subject
matter of the picture. This will
l>e the first picture house in Harrisburg to have a regularly employed orchestra at all performances.
Extensive renovations and redecorations have been made in the
theatre in the last few weeks. It
has been confirmed that Jasper F.
Turano, who has for several years
been assistant manager, will act
in the capacity of manager, succeeding Mr. Magaro, the retiring
owner. There will be no other

P enn
changes in the personnel of the
staff of employes.
The acquisition of the Regent
give the Loew interests their first
foothold in the capital city of
Pennsylvania. Louis K. Sidney,
division manager of the Loew interests, said Harrisburg will be
the only Pennsylvania theatre outside of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh where film pictures will be
musically scored.
National Music Week, beginning Sunday, May 3, was observed
in many motion picture theatres
of Central Pennsylvania with special musical programs at all the
performances. In Harrisburg
there was a city-wide observance
of the week, including special
music in the churches, theatres,
department stores and factories.
A further development of the
policy that several Harrisburg
churches have adopted in conducting motion picture shows, at
which usually silver offerings are
lifted, is the plan of Grace Methodist Church of inserting paid advertisement ofits picture shows in
the amusement columns of the
newspapers alongside those of the
theatres. A display advertisement
in the Harrisburg Evening News
on
April 27
Barriers,
withannounced
Antonio "Flaming
Moreno,
Walter Heirs and Jacqueline Logan" would be shown on the

screen in the basement of the
church on that evening.
A fund of $2,500 has been given
to the Reading Hospital building
fund as a memorial to the late
Claude L. Carr, one of the founders of Carr & Schad, Inc., which
conducts a chain of picture theatres in that city and Lebanon.
The gift was from Mrs. Beulah
Carr Nevin.
The last show to appear in the
Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, a
Wilmer & Vincent legitimate
house which is to be torn down
and rebuilt by November 1 for
use as a vaudeville and motion
picture theatre, was "Blossom
Time," which appeared there on
May 11. That closed the season
for the Orpheum and the following day the work of demolishing
the old theatre was begun.
The Chamberlin Amusement
Co. were very fortunate in securing the services of W. D. Ascough to manage their Victoria
theatre in Mahanoy City. He is a
man of high calibre and although
a resident of Mahanoy City a
comparatively short time, he has
interested himself in many things
pertaining to the welfare of the
community. Recently, Mr. Ascough delivered a very interesting
address before the board of the
East End Association.

lanada

DON STAPLETON, manager
of the Centre Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, pulled off a brilliant
bit of detective work when the
residence of his father, B. F.
Stapleton, owner of the Centre
Theatre, was entered by burglars
late Saturday night. May 2, the
goods taken including two ladies
handbags containing $164 and two
valuable fishing rods. When the

Raymond Cavanagh, in charge of publicity, exploitation and advertising for
Marshall Neilan productions.

robbery was discovered Sunday
morning, Don Stapleton made a
close examination of the room
from which the bags were taken
and was rewarded by the finding
of a piece of paper bearing a name.
This proved to be a valuable clue
because the burglars were traced
thereby, being arrested by local
detectives within a few hours.
The thieves confessed and informed the detectives that they had
thrown the handbags into the Ottawa river after securing the
money. They received heavy sentences. Don Stapleton received
front page publicity in The Ottawa
Journal
a sleuth. beca"use of his success as
Articles of incorporation have
been taken out under the Companies Act in Canada by N. and
A. Lawand of Montreal, Quebec,
for the two attractive houses
which they now operate in that
city, the Dominion Theatre and
the Laurier Palace. These are
handsome neighborhood houses
which are conducted on an independent basis.
Miss L. Franklin, the bright
young daughter of J. M. Franklin,
manager
of B. F. appeared
Keith's Theatre,
Ottawa, Ontario,
as the
star artist before the Women's
Canadian Club, composed of the
aristocratic clubwomen of the
Canadian Capital, at the club meeting in the Chateau Laurier, Thursflay, April 30. Miss Franklin is

an accomplished violinist even
though she is only 14 years of age.
She is already a gold medalist.
Ray Peck, director of the
Canadian Government Moving
Picture Studio at Ottawa, is attending the annual spring convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers of which he is a
committee member. Mr. Peck addressed the Gyro Club of Ottawa
on April 29 on the subject of
"Moving Picture Development,"
showing ernment
several
of the latest Govfilm releases.
John C. Green, manager of the
Capitol
Ontario,
has
been Theatre,
receiving Guelp'n,
some wonderful
publicity in Canada because of the
fact that references were made recently to the fact that he was in
charge of the first moving picture
presentation in the Dominion of
Canada some 29 years ago. Tfiis
presentation, according to Mr.
Green, took place at a summ.T
park at Ottawa, Ontario, and the
performance consisted of the
screening of four SO-foot length
"productions." The projection
machine used was the invention of
Thomas A. Edison, the projector
being leased from Mr. Edison on
a contract. A short time after the
Ottawa innovation, a Frenchman
landed at Montreal, Quebec, it is
stated by Mr. Green, with short
moving pictures made by Lumiere
of Lyons, France, and it was there
that the second group of films was
shown, this also being in 1896.

J. M. Franklin, manager of B.
F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, left for New York City on
May 2 for his usual semi-annual
visit in the United States amusement centre for the purpose of
looking over bookings and arranging for various attractions for the
Ottawa house.

Bert Lytell who has the leading role in
Vitagraph's "Steele of the Royal
Mounted."
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CF. PARR, manager in this
. city for Producers Distributing Corporation, returned tjiis
week after making a trip of the
key centers of Montana, in the
interest of the new product that
is coming up under the P. D. C.
banner following the recent expansion of the activities of this
corporation.
Glen H. Allen, assistant manager and booker at the local Producers Distributing Corporation,
was the recipient this week of the
prize that is striven for valiantly
among all of the bookers with
Producers all over the division,
the Western Division Champion
Booker banner. This much
coveted award comes to Allen for
the securing of the greatest number of play dates in the Western
division, he having been victorious
in the fourth period. Allen says
with a smile on his face as he
gayly rattles a portion of the
twenty-five berries that accompanies the pennant, that he is going to keep it right where it hangs
at the local office.
Mel Wilson, who was recently
appointed special representative for
P. D. C. out of the Salt Lake City,
Denver and Butte offices, leaves
Monday for Denver after a two
weeks' sojourn in these parts. Wilson was recently manager in Denver for Famous Players-Lasky.
Pete Stewart, now selling on the
road out of the United Artists exchange in this city, is heading into
headquarters after an extremely
satisfactory trip into Idaho.
Stewart was formerly short subject salesman for Pathe in this
territory. Jack Connors has been
covering the state of Montana for
United Artists, headed for Butte
where he will wind up his trip.
George Mayne, owner of the
Preferred Pictures and Super
Feature Independent exchange
here leaves Saturday night for a
swing over the entire state of
Idaho. He anticipates being on
the road about six weeks. Elwin
Peck will have charge of the

afiFairs
sence. of the office during his abJ. Leonard Tidwell, southern
Utah salesman out of the local
Fox exchange returned to this city
after a mighty successful trip over
his territory.
Keith Pack, booker for Fox in
this city, is managing the affairs
of the exchange in masterful
fashion during the absence of Art
Schayer, exchange manager who
is in New York attending the convention. Charles L. Walker is doing his stuff in the Idaho section
this week.
It is announced at the local Universal exchange that effective
Monday the office hours will be
from eight o'clock in the morning
to 4 :30 o'clock in the afternoon
during the summer season. A
placard is posted on the front door
announcing to the wary and unwary alike that such will be the
case.
Samuel Henley, Universal
branch manager, will return to his
headquarters tomorrow after a
jaunt through Idaho.
L. E. Metzger, special rep-esentative for Carl Laemmle, will arrive in this city within a few days
according to a letter received at
the Universal exchange today.
Jesse Jones, owner of the Jones
Theatre at Canon City, Colorado,
stopped off in this city yesterday
on his way to the coast. He called
on the local exchanges.
L. A. Davis, manager in this
city for F. B. O., returned this
week from Montana.
W. K. Bloom, Montana salesman for the F. B. O. office, has
established his headquarters in
Butte, and will henceforth travel
that state from that city. ■
Joe Solomon has been added to
the sales force out of the local
F. B. O. exchange, and has been
assigned to the Utah, Nevada,
Idaho territory. He resigns from
the local Warner Brothers exchange to accept his new position.
Davis leaves next Wednesday
for Chicago to attend the F. B. O.

convention at Chicago which will
convene May 9. Upon the completion of the meeting he will go
to his home town Philadelphia for
his vacation.
Don McElhinney, who j,oined
the local Universal exchange selling force
making this
h's
initial
triplast
intoweek
the isterritory
week with Idaho as his objective.
Ed. C. Mix, popular film man
here, started in his new capacity
as manager for Associated Exhibitors in this city last Monday.
He is spending his first week here
acquainting himself with the product, and will hit the trail next
week into the territory. Mix was
recently manager of the Kinema
Theatre here, the Universal owned
theatre.
R. S. Stackhouse, Vitagraph
local manager is highly elated over
the consummation of the recent
deal by which Warner Brothers
acquired the control of Vitagraph.
He is enthusiastic over the proposition as presented for this territory, feeling that the wonderful
product which will be opened up
by the combining of the gigantic
holdings of both companies will
offer an opportunity of unlimited
scope. He just returned from
Montana,
for
Nevada.and will leave shortly
David T. McElhinnc>-, recently
manager of the Associated Exhibitors exchange here from which
position he resigned to become
special representative out of the
local Vitagraph office is making
his first trip into the territory this
week under his new banner. He
is working Idaho.
George E. Jensen, Montana
salesman for Vitagraph is turning
in some great business in that
state,
house. according to Manager StackW. G. Seib, manager of the local
Pathe office spent two successful
weeks in Idaho, returning the first
part of this week.
A. G. Pickett, newly appointed
manager in this city for Famous
Players-Lasky returned home last

night with his bunch, from Los
Angeles, where they attended the
international convention en masse
(whatever that might mean). He
said that it was the most wonderful convention that it had ever
been his pleasure to sit in at, adding that the scope of the business
transacted was splendid.
George L. Cloward, MetroGoldwyn chief in this city, returned Wednesday from New
York City where he attended the
convention. He said that the
meeting
every way.was an entire success in

BOOMER, popular manRR.
• ager of the Cameo Theatre since it was opened, has been
appointed general manager of the
Clemmer Theatre at Spokane,
Washington, which has just been
Clemmer
from
purcha
sal "Doc"
by
thesed
Univer
interests. Leon
Doane, prominent assistant manager of the Cameo and well
known in local motion picture
circles, has been appointed manager of the Cameo.
Theatre and film managers of
Northern California, along with
civic leaders of the Bay Cities,
gave a banquet and dance at the
Fairmont Hotel the night of April
28, in honor of A. M. Bowles of
this city who was recently appointed general manager of the

West Coast Theatres and whose
office will be in Los Angeles.
Chester H. Rowell acted as toastmaster. Chief among local officials were : E. Rainey and Thos.
Murphy, representing the film exexchanges; Morgan Walsh, local
manager of the Federated Film
Exchange ; Carol Nathan, local
manager
of .Universal
man, local
manager; C.ofMuehlFirst
National ; P. Weinstein, acting
manager of Metro- Goldwyn ; G.
C. Blumenthal, local manager of
Educational and Herman Wobber, district manager of Paramount. Charlie Thall, assistant
manager under Bowles, who
will look after affairs in the
local office, was asked to give a
speech and many wished him

luck. Bowles will be general
manager of the Los Angeles and
San Francisco offices.

his men played for them. All
were thanked by the patients.
Frances Fox, usherette, of the
California Theatre, has been selected as one of the 25 girls who
are to pass on the pulchritude of
the men of San Francisco at
Castro
Sportsat
CarnivalParlor's
the firstPicnic
part and
of May,
Fairfax Park.

Film celebrities from Hollywood have promised their personal appearance at the annual
theatrical revue, pageant and ball
of San Francisco chapter No. 3,
Disabled American Veterans of
the World War, Saturday, May
9.
A big outdoor party for the
Tubercular Ward of the County
Hospital was recently given in
this city and Nat Holt, managing
director of the California Theatre, was kind enough to take complete charge of the party and Max
Dolin, ableleader
the incomparCaliforniaof Orchestra,
and

Harry J. Lustig, Manager of the
Western Division for MetroGoldwyn, will arrive in this city
tomorrow morning and will conduct asales conference at the local
office tomorrow afternon on subjects relative to distribution policies governing the new product.
The salesmen will be in from
their territories.
Among the out of town theater
men who were conspicuous on the
local film mart this week were
George Lindsay, owner of the Star
Theater, Eureka, Utah ; Steve
Deal, operating the Star Theater,
Springville, Utah ; J. J. Gillette,
Strand Theater, Tooele, Utah; J.
B . Ashton, Columbia Theater.
Provo, Utah ; S. I. Goodwin,
Royal Theater, Lehi, Utah and
Frank White, Realart Theater,
American Fork, Utah.
The Paramount Theater inaugurated acontest this week wherebyketcontestants
will sell priced
season lots.
ticbooks in different
With each book sold a certain number of votes are credited the seller.
At the end of the contest the one
with the most votes will receive a
beautiful new automobile, with
other attractive prizes going to
otlier tered
participants.
as contestants. Many have enCarl A. Porter, manager of the
Victory Theater, who attended the
Famous Players-Lasky convention
in Los .A.ngeles last week as an invited theater manager will return
to this citj' next week.

Charles A. Nathan, local man-ager for Universal, will leave for
Chicago, May 6, where he will
attend the Universal sales conference. Fred Gage, district manager for Universal, and D. S.
Mitchell. Los Angeles manager,
will accompany Mr. Nathan. The
men also will visit the film centers of New York.

May
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dock of the Pacific Steamship Company was a busy place
during the sailing oi the H. F.
Alexander last week, as it was the
scene of the departure of a large
squad of Famous- Players Lasky
officials and employees en route to
the international convention at Los
Angeles. Included in the party
made up of Seattle and Vancouver
representatives, under the leadership of George P. Endert, manager
of the Seattle exchange, was W.
Kelley, A. A. Haley, A. W. Friemel, R. S. Bell, N. Levant, R. C.
Brown, J. E. Archer, H. T. Porter, W. Hansher, J. R. Allen, Miss
E. B. Haskin, Mrs. H. T. Porter,
Miss A. Potter, Miss M. Muir,
Miss A. Emminger, Mrs. J. L.
Allan and Morris Segal.
A. C. Raleigh, former exploitation and advertising director for a
number of Los Angeles film concerns and more recently associated
with one of the leading theatrical
enterprises in Spokane, last week
G. Sliter's
Fredorganization,
Manager
joinedFirst
local
National
and now directs all advertising,
publicity and exploitation from
that office. Mr. Raleigh will make
his headquarters in this city, and
will make short trips from time
to time in order to help suburban
and small town exhibitors in the
exploitation and publicity on stellar
First National attractions. New
offices for his use have been fitted
up in the local First National exchange.
Herbert Sobottka, former assistant to J. Willis Sayre, advertising
manager for the Jensen-VonHerberg theatres in Seattle and more
recently assistant general manager
of the Jensen-Von Herberg enterprises in Wenatchee, has returned to this city and has taken
over the management of the Neptune Theatre. The Neptune is the
leading suburban house operated by
the same organization, and was
formerly managed by J. S. Howard, who left recently to take over
further duties in the East.
Al Rosenberg, general manager
of the DeLuxe Feature Film Exchange, handling state rights subjects, left last week on a combined
business and pleasure trip to San
Francisco. He expected to be
away for two or three weeks, during which time the DeLuxe office
is under the able direction of Jack
Rosenberg and his corps of assistants.
No sooner had Anna Q. Nilsson
and her party of film celebrities
left this city for location near
Bellingham than the Seattle residents were treated to a visit from
another famous star. The second
time it was none other than
Harold Lloyd who registered at
the new Olympic Hotel, minus the
famous spectacles but with the
equally-famous little wife, formerly Mildred Davis of Seattle
and Tacoma. The Lloyds spent a
short time in this city after a
visit with Mrs. Lloyds' parents
in Tacoma. They were enroute
to New York City, via the Canadian Rockies, and were accompanied by John L. Murphy, production manager ; and Joe Reddy,

publicity man for the Lloyd productions.
Boris Malsky, noted Russian
tenor and former star of the Petrograd grand opera, was a featured
performer on a recent program offered to patrons of the Strand Theatre by Manager Albert Finkelstein. Mr. Malsky was in this city
en route to the East Coast, and was
prevailed
p-inkelstein
to
appearupon
for byoneMr.week
at the
Strand prior to the beginning of
his trip across the continent.
A. H. Huot, manager of the Film
Booking Offices exchange, returned
to this city recently after an extensive trip into Spokane and the
Eastern Washington key centers.
During Mr. Huot's visit in Walla
Walla, the temperature reached a
height of 85 degrees, breaking all
heat records in that city for so
early in the season. A good year
of crops will mean generally improved theatre business in that territory, according to Mr. Huot's reports up)on his return.
O. O. Ruth and H. E. Ulsh,
owners and proprietors of a number of theatrical enterprises in and
around Mt. Vernon, spent a short
time on Film Row last week, buying and booking pictures for the
next few weeks. Warmer weather
has brought a lull in business in
that territory, the exhibitors reported to the film magnates.
E. G. Abbott, owner of the
Dream Theatre in Sedro Wooley
spent a few days in Seattle recently with his house manager,
Mr. Renfro. At the present time
Mr. Abbott plans elaborate remodeling and renovating of the
theatre, including the installation
of a new modern motion picture
theatre organ and new lighting
effects for the auditorium and
stage of his house.
Miss Florence Stewart, head
usher at John Hamrick's Blue
Mouse Theatre, recently celebrated
her third year's association with
that house, where her pleasant
smile is becoming recognized by
Blue Mouse patrons as one of the
theatre's most attractive features.
B. B. Vivien of the Empire
Theatre, Anacortes, and Fred B.
Walton of the Bellingham Theatres, Inc., of Bellingham were visitors on Film Row last week, where
they spent several hours booking
film for the next few weeks' programs.
Paul R. Aust, Western division
manager for Associated Exhibitors
returned to his office in Manager
L. A. Samuelson's local Pathe exchange last week, after a tour
around the Eastern and Southern
Washington territory. He plans a
trip into Oregon within the coming
few weeks, also.
No reports have been received on
Film Row from Frank Jacobin,
whose Hamilton Theatre at Hamilton, Wash., was totally destroyed
by fire recently, but it is expected
that plans will be made shortly
for the erection of a new structure,
as the Hamilton was the only house
in that territory and was the sole
source of entertainment for residents of that entire district.
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OUT in 2^Iinnesota, where Charlie Stombaugh used to fi^li
before he became manager of the
Pathe exchange in Albany, there
was no necessity of sneaking up
on fish, such as anglers are
obliged to do along the trout
streams of the Empire State.
Perhaps that explains why Mr.
Stombaugh didn't have luck last
Sunday when he spent a portion of the day along a trout
stream near the Massachusetts
line. Mr. Stombaugh had all the
rods, reels and lures imaginable,
but nary a fish did he get. Frank
Harris, who is also connected
with the Pathe organization, and
who was in town for a few days,
went along with Mr. Stombaugh.
He took several pictures of Mr.
Stombaugh whipping the stream.
C. R. Halligan, of the Universal exchange here, never belonged
to the fire department in Green
Island, but he played the part of
fireman to perfection the other
day when a large truck caught
fire near the office. Seizing a
hand extinguisher, Mr. Halligan
dashed out and put out the flames
before
city's
fire department
arrived the
on the
scene.
Mr. Halligan was showered with praise but
up to the present time no one has
said anything to him about meeting the expense of refilling the extinguisher.
Lew Fischer of Fort Edward,
who has sc\eral theatres in New
York state, bought the Bradley
in Fort Edward last week, and
will immediately install new seats
and redecorate the interior. The
theatre is one of the oldest in
this part of the state, having
been built a full half century ago.
The Graylin. in Gouverneur,
which is a Papayanakos house,
scored heaxilv last week, in connection with a showin"? under the
auspices of the .American Legion
Post of the town. There was a
male quartet and an enlarged or-

Motion

chestra while the members of the
local G. A. R., marching to the
theatre with the Flag flying at
the head, were guests of honor.
Harry E. Rosenquest, of New
York, who is connected with the
contract department of the Uni\ersal Film company, was in town
during the past week, transferring the booking system to the
home cfifice.
Sam Scribner, general manager
of the Columbia Amusement company, and for whom Oscar Perrin,
of the Leland and Clinton Square
theatres in Albany, worked for
no less than seventeen years,
dropped into town last week, and
incidetitally called on Mr. Perrin,
who was as pleased as the proverbial basket -of chips, to see his
old time boss. Since Mr. Perrin
has been obliged to spend three
days a week, including Sunday, at
the Empire in Glens Falls, he has
become
an extremely hard man to
find.
Charles Marshall, of the Bridge
theatre at Ausable Forks, was
along Film Row during the past
week. Dropping in at the Uni\ersal exchange, he left four
boxes of candy, two for the inspectors and two for the girls employed in the office. Naturally
everyone present told Mr. Marshall that
he the
wouldn't
remain
away so
lonsr
next time.
William Inc.,
Shirley,
of Fa'-ash
Theatres,
of Schenectady,
has been chosen as director-general of the Schenectady county
Choral Society, which will give a
concert at the State theatre in
that city on May 22, and which
will include a chorus of not less
than 100 voices. Mr. Shirlev is
considerable of a musician, both
at the piano and the organ.
The lobby of the Strand in
Schenectady is to be con'^iderablv
improved this summer. The center rail is to be removed pnd the
renter portion of the lobbv is
then to be transformed into a
flower garden with a fountain and
all the rest that is sunno<;ed to
make up a first-class garden.
Harry Rose, brother of James
Rose who has four theatres to
his string now. did not fancy
managing the Columbia in Rensselaer, resigning after the second
week. He has been succeeded bv
William ,\ukett. Mr. Rose is
now runninff serials on each Saturday in all of his houses and
declares tliat thev are drawing
trade. At his Rensselaer house,
lie
Dut last
on Saturday
his first
matinee
and children's
the idea

Keeves Eason, who will direct exclusively for Columbia Pictures during
next two years.

took so
that the house
wasn't
able
to well
accommodate
the kiddies
that showed uu.
William Shirley, of Schenectady, sports three watches and has
a home in which there are six
clocks. Just why the number of
watches
and One
clocks,
make clear.
watchhehe doesn't
wears
on his wrist, another was given
him by the film managers of Albany, and a third he bought from

COSTUMES

FOR

HIRE

whatever change was left over at
the end of the week.
Earl Raifstranger, who runs the
"Mohaiwe," of Great Barrington,
Mass., believes in exercise. The
other afternoon was a fair sample. A round of golf or two
and close to par at that, and then
an evening of bowling. Is it any
wonder that he looks the picture
of health?
If Charles Walder, local manager of Associated Exhibitors,
could have his own way, he would
eat every night in Housatonic,
Mass. Along with Frank Harris,
of the Pathe organization, Mr.
Walder struck that town one
night last week and while hanging around waiting for an exhibitor to show up, the two men
dropped in at a church supper.
It was so good that Mr. Walder
and Mr. Harris not only took two
tickets, but paid for four and
never regretted that.
Alec Herman, manager for
First National, was in New York
city last week, attending the convention. Herman Vineberg, manager of the Mark Strand, in
Albany, moved into his new home
last week. So did Amos Leonard,
Pathe salesman, in Syracuse.
Mrs. Catherine Farrell, and her
son Harold, are doing a splendid
business in running the Lincoln
in Schenectady, a 17 cent house
seating 800 persons, and as spick
and span as could be desired.
Mrs. Farrell has just invested in
a new car, and as a result the plan
to redecorate the house will have
to be postponed for a few months.
The Lincoln is sporting a brand
new lobby frame that is a perfect
beauty and one that Mrs. Farrell
takes a great deal of pride in.
George Dwore, of the Cameo
and Capitol theatres in Schenectady, is at the wheel of a new
car, purchased during the past
week. While Mr. Dwore recentlyhe is
received
his associated
lawyer's sheepskin,
still
with
his father in handling the two
houses.
When you want to find Claude
Fish, of the American, in Schenectady, drop in on some night
other than Monday or Tuesday.
It so happens that Mr. Fish is
lieutenant in the .Arab Patrol of
the Shrine in Schenectady, and he
is also an officer in the local lodge
of Elks. A pretty busy man is
Mr. Fish and a bit more so nowadays as he is fixing over his home.
Mrs. Benjamin Taylor, an exhibitor in North Adams, Mass., is
back on the job after spending
a portion of the winter abroad.
H. E. Haff, of Adams, Mass.,
who owns the Photoplay theatre
there, is remodeling his home.
Mrs. C. K. McCabe, of Lenox,
Mass., keeps busy in running a
theatre nights and in looking after
her father's plumbing business
during the daytime.
Elmer R. Pearson, vice-president and general manager of
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AUene Ray,
Pathe beauty
serial star
crossword
spot. .and her
Palhe, passed through Albany on
the Twentieth Century Limited,
last Wednesday on his way west.
Charles Henschel, eastern district manager for Pathe, dropped
off in Albany on his way from
New York to Buffalo.
Miss Betty Feuer. the twentyyear-old manager of the Crescent
theatre
Schenectady,
her
driving in
license
yet, due tohasn't
the fact
that she remains at the theatre
until nearly midnight and finds it
a hard proposition to get up
mornings. She is taking lessons,
however, and will probably be
able to visit Albany soon.
The new organ in the Empire
theatre in Glens Falls, was dedicated last Sunday afternoon and
evening with a demonstrator sent
on by the Robert Morton company. There was a large crowd
present. Incidentally, John Garry,
manager of the Empire, and
former manager of the Clinton
Square
in Albany,
is to begirl.
married in June
to an Albany
Walter Hays, of Buffalo, president of the New York state
M.P.T.O. was in town during the
past week. Mr. Hays said that
while he naturally expected a
slump in business during the next
few months, due to daylight saving as well as the hot weather,
that the best pictures obtainable
would continue to be run at the
company's houses and that there
would be no let down in the entertainment offered.
Charles Stombaugh, manager of
the local Pathe exchange, is
authority for the statement that
he does not wear loud shirts, and
furthermore is not addicted to red
ties. Of course last week Mr.
Stombaugh sported a shirt that
might easily be used for crossword puzzles.
Mrs. Tony Veiller, wife of the
manager of the Lincoln theatre, in
Troy, is at the Samaritan hospital
in that city, following an operation last ^^onday.
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EIGHT years to a day from the
date ^iarcus Loew entered the
Birmingham theatrical field with
the Bijou,
vated at a Loew's
cost of Temple,
$100,000 renowas
thrown open to the theatre-going
public as a combination vaudeville
and picture house. The opening
was attended by prominent citizens
the managers of other Birmingham
theatres and a number of Loew
executives from other cities.
Among the executives from
other Loew houses here were :
Thomas H. James, manager of
Loew's Grand theatre, Atlanta,
formerl}of Loew's
here
; W. manager
A. Finney,
managerBijou
of
Loew's State theatre, Memphis ; K.
D. Toup,
manager
Loew's ; Crescent theatre,
New ofOrleans
Earl
M.
Fain,
manager
of
Loew's
Vendome. Nasliville, Tenn. ; and others
including Harry Portman, former
manager
Loew's Bijou,
now
with the ofInterstate
Amusement
Company and Keith circuit. Dallas,
Texas.
According to Tom James, of Atlanta, the opening of the Temple
theatre was a brilliant event. Thousands were turned away, and the
attendance included the most prominent and representative members
of Birmingham society. The
Shrine circus was in progress when
the Temple opened, and the Shrine
band stopped in front of the theatre and serenaded tlie assembled
thousands. It was a tribute both
unique and noteworthy.
At the Palace theatre, suburban
house in Inman Park, of which
Alpha Fowler is manager, an interesting and unexpected occurrance helped business along last
week. Thursday night the pipe organ suddenly went dead, and with
the audience fondly expecting a
musical performance by Ernest
Hartsock, organist, Mr. Fowler
was put to it to do some quick
tiiinking. At tliis precise moment
Rudoipli Lehman, formerly on film
row, who recently made a big hit
singing in prologue at the Metropolitan theatre, dropped in to pay a

Tony Sudekum, President o{ Crescent
Amusement Co. of Nashville.

social call. He was accompanied
by Signor Volpi, his voice teacher.
Instead of a social call, Mr. Lehman and Volpi were presented to
the audience as old friends who
had dropped by to entertain them
— all done with that easy informality which goes over so well in a
neighborhood house. And Mr.
Lehman's wonderful baritone
thrilled his hearers as he sang two
popular numbers, accompanied by
Signor Volpi at the piano. The
audience was so delighted with the
unexpected treat that they forgot
the organ completely.
F. P. Bledsoe, one of the best
known and most popular exhibitors in the Alabama territory
opened the Beverly theatre in West
End, Birmingham, last week. The
new theatre seats 295. The occasion was one which centered much
interest, and congratulatory telegrams poured in all week. Roy S.
Campbell, Alabama representative
of the Universal Film Exchanges,
reports that a great deal of Universal product will be run in the
Beverly theatre.
Greatly to be congratulated is
tlie new Capitol theatre in Salisbury, N. C, owned and operated
by J. M. Davis of that city, for
its very fortunate coup in obtaining, as organists, Mr. and Mrs.
Grant E. Linn. A very happy coincidence isthe fact that U. K.
Rice, manager of the Capitol theatre, was manager of the Southern
theatre in Columbus, at the time
that the Linns were playing there.
It is largely through this past association that the new Salisbury
house was able to obtain the services of this couple.
E. S. Haynes, one of the best
known of the Alabama exhibitors,
has broken ground for a new theatre at Central Park, near Birmingham. Mr. Haynes is now
operating the Liberty Theatre at
Pratt City. Roy S. Campbell, Alabama representative for Universal,
states that tlie new house is to open
with Universal pictures.
Matt Whitham, manager of the
Alamo No. 2 theatre has purchased
one hundred new chairs which will
be installed within the next few
weeks. The Alamo No. 2, recently
done over, improved, and enlarged,
is one of the coolest houses durmg
tiie summer months in Atlanta.
The new chairs will insure extra
comfort for its patrons.
T. C. Coleman, who is at the
present time managing the Macon
theatres for Famous Players, is
coming to Atlanta in May to become a part owner of the Cameo
and Alamo No. 1 theatres in Atlanta. It was at first thought that
Mr. Coleman v^^ould simply manage the Cameo theatre, but reports
from R. B. Wilby, manager of the
house, state that Mr. Coleman is
to be a partner in the ownership
of the two theatres. The exact
date of the opening of the Cameo
is not yet announced.
F. A. Leatherman has sold two
handsome reproducing pipe organs
for the theatres which R. B. Wilby
owns here, the Alamo No. 1 and

the Cameo, which will open about
the middle of May.
Mike C. Coyne has just completed a very successful tour, and
is already making plans for vacation time. He will go to California in a short time, and is now
making his headquarters in the
office of J. J. McCarty in New
York.
The Orpheum theatre at Crawfordsville, Ga., which was opened
during March by W. H. Jackson
and A. M. Lunceford is enjoying
a splendid piatronage. They use
the best of pictures and show four
nights a week.
A. R. McRae will re-open the
Airdome theatre in Sheffield, Alabama, Monday. The house closed
for the winter and will open with
musical stock, headed by Virge
Downing and sixteen players, in
addition to big picture attractions.
M. A. Lightman will open the
Hillsboro theatre in Nashville,
Tenn., May 11th. The new house,
which will be very complete and
attractive, will seat 1200.
Tony Sudekum is building two
houses in Nashville, Tennessee,
one to seat 3500, which will be
finished around the first of the
year, and the other to seat 1500,
to be completed within four
months.
Phelps Sasseen, of the Creole
Enterprises sales force, came in
town this week, and spent two days
on film row. He left again Wedterritory. nesday, for the North Carolina
Rufus A. Davis, who travels
North Carolina for Southern
.States Film Company, is on his
job thoroughly. A great deal of
the news of North Carolina exhibitors which appears in these columns would not reach us were it
not for Mr. Davis, who knows
news when he sees it, and shoots
it into us with gratifying rapidity.
Joe Marentette, of the Associated Exhibitors office in Atlanta,
left town Wednesday for a shorlr
trip through the territory.
Carl Bamford, of the Majestic
theatre. Asheville, North Carolina,
came
in to Atlanta Monday for a
few days.
T. F. Thompson, of the Palace
theatre. Cedartown, Ga., which
burned last week, spent a few days
in town following the destruction
of his theatre.
Adolphe Samuels, who is in
Europe, writes interesting letters
from Germany, where he has been
visiting relatives. Mr. Samuels
will return in June.
Roy S. Campbell, of the Alabama territory : Harry M. Williams, of the Tennessee territory ;
William H. Fulton, of the South
Carolina territory : and C. T. Jordan, of the South Georgia territory, all of Universal's sales force,
were in Atlanta Saturday and Sunday for a sales conference, leaving
Sunday night for their various territories. The have been instructed
to return to Atlanta for a conference with a representative of the
New York sales force next
Monday.

C. M. Newkirk.
bigManatee
celebration
for
THE cityning aof
is planMay Day, and will conclude the
festivities in the evening with a
free picture show and community
sing. A picture machine has been
rented and mounted upon a truck.
Several single reel pictures will be
shown and between each picture
the songs will be introduced, the
words being flashed upon the
screen by a stereopticon.
Illustrated Songs did a "come
back" the past week at the Franklin in Tami)a. Manager J. H. McLaughlin tried the stunt out and
they made such a hit with his patrons that he as decided to continue them indefinitely.
Port Tampa, with a population
of around
five This
thousand
picture
show.
little hasn't
city isa
but a short car ride from Tampa,
and that is the reason. A community hall has been erected there
by Rev. Thompson, and to give
the people amusement, he has arranged to give a picture show one
night each week. His son, C. A.
Thompson, who was connected
with the Tampa theatres for several years, is putting on the shows,
and he reports that they are quite
successful.
More trouble for the movie men
of Tampa. The City Commissioners have placed a ban u^on
the displaying of banners across
the streets. This hits the Strand
and Victory who have been advertising their features with very
attractive banners.
G. L. Bender has opened a picture show at Largo. The new
house is called the Ro.\al Palm,
and Mr. Bender says he has
"dolled it up" in keeping with its
name. He opened the house on
Thursday April 23rd and business has been quite satisfactory.
Clark and Mathews have leased
the Royal at West Tampa from
M. Diaz. They will close the
house for a week and give it a
good overhauling, ^fr. Mathews
has been in the picture game for
fourteen years, and just lately
came to this State.
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St.
SKOUR.\S BROTHERS have
announced that the Lyric Skydome and Spanish Gardens at
Delmar boulevard and Taylor
avenues will be opened on May 16.
During the off-season the skydome has been completely rebuilt
at an estimated cost of §200,000.
From the outside it has the appearance of a Spanish garden.
The seats and stage occupy the
same position as formerly, but
along the Taylor avenue and Delmar boulevard side distinctive
shops in keeping with the dignity
of the gardens have been erected.
Charley Goldman of the Rainbow and Astor theatres, St. Louis,
Mo., and Leo Bernstein of Springfield. III., plan to motor from
Springfield to Milwaukee to attend the convention of exhibitors.
Before a crowd estimated at
300 the Missouri theatre baseball
team defeated a nine composed of
members of the theatre's_ stage
crew_ at Fairground Park Tuesday. April 28, score 14 to 13. A
rally in the ninth inning which
netted five runs saved the day for
the theatre team. Leo Werne of
the winners proved the star. getj
ting five hits in five trips to the
platter.
Cullen Espy, manager of the
West End Lyric Theatre, St.
Louis, Mo., won second honors in
the Universal nation-wide showmanship contest. In addition to
a well balanced newspaper ad\ertising campaign he also put it
across for the school children of
his district by sending out two
clown ballyhoos. The clowns visited all the schools within twenty
blocks of the theatre, distributing
ad\"ertising literature.
T. W. Cotter, owner of the
Fourth Street Theatre. Moberly.
Mo., will be associated with Jim
Drake in the operation of the
White Way Theatre, St. Louis,
which they recently acquired from
yiike Murphy and Dr. Price.
Cotter will manage the White
Way and will employ a manager
to look after his iloberly house.
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L OUIS

Construction of the handsome
new theatre being erected in
Kirksville, Mo., by J. M. Kennedy
will get under way shortly. Excavation for the foundation has
been done. The house will seat
about 1200 and will cost upwards
of $250,000. Plans were prepared by R. Levine & Company,
822 West 70th street, Chicago,
111.
Mrs. I. W. Rodgers of Cairo,
111., expects to start construction
of her new house in Carbondale,
III., within the nex*- few weeks.
It is planned to have it ready for
the grand opening next September.
It will seat about 800 persons according to present plans.
Dominick Fresana of Taylorville. 111., plans to close his Gem
Theatre about May 15 to permit
the finishing of the construction
of his enlarged house. While the
Gem has been in operation workmen ha\e constructed around it
the upper portion of a big new
house. This was done to avoid
closing the house to the very last
minute possible. When construction is comnleted the Greater Gem
will seat 1200 persons and be
among the finest movie houses in
that section.
Burglars broke into the Savoy
theatre at Springfield. III., on
Sunday night, .\nril 26. forced
onen the safe and secured $600.
The house is owned bv Kerasotes
Brothers.
Tom Crecle>' plans to re-open
the Midland Airdome, 6746 Page
avenue, about May 10. He formerly operated the Trma theatre.
The Mikado Airdome. formerly
the Hamilton, at Hamilton and
Eastern a\enue will open for the
season on Mav 9. It will run in
con junction with the Mikado
theatre.
Mrs. Frank Bcaman of Atlanta,
Ga.. sister of John Walsh, city
salesman for F. B. O. in St.
Louis, Mo., died at Atlantic Hospital,wasSunday,
The funeral
heldApril
in 26.
St. Louis
on
Thursday, April 30.

Wilton Colonna publicity man
for Lou Stahl's houses will take
over the management of the
Union theatre, Easton and Union
boulevard when Stahl mo\es out
to the Mikado Airdome, Hamilton
and Elaston avenues on May 9.
Barney Fegan is now city salesman for Sam Werner's United
Film E.xchange.
Tom McKean, manager for
F. B. O. leaves for Chicago. Friday, May 8,scheduled
to attend tothebebigheldsalesin
convention
the Windy City on Saturday and
Sunday of next week. John Franconi, manager at Memphis, Tenn.,
and F. E. Harrington, Dallas,
Tex., both will join McKean in
St. Louis for the trip to Chicago.
The Y. M. C. A. theatre, Rosiclaire. 111., will re- open next week.
Mark Goldman, special representative for Fox News and Varieties was in St. Louis the past
week.
E\erett Sawyer has taken over
the Princess theatre at Piedmont.
Mo.
Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu,
owner of the Criterion, Congress,
Delmar, Plaza and Yale theatres
in St. Louis, has plans perfecterl
for a trip to Greece and other
parts of Europe. He expects to
spend several months abroad. It
is rumored along the Rialto that
Pasmezoglu has had several flattering offers for his houses and
may dispose of them.
W. M. Reeves, owner of the
Highland theatre. Little Rock.
Ark., has taken over the AmuseU at England. Ark.
The Bridge theatre. Natural
Bridge avenue, St. Louis, has
changed hands again.
The Creel Springs, III., theatre
has been closed.
The Metro-Goldwyn manager^
and salesmen from the St. Louis,
Kansas City, Des Moines and
Omaha offices met in convention
at the Coronado Hotel. Lindcll
boulevard at Spring avenue. St.
Louis, on Mondav and Tuesday.
May 4 and 5. J. E. Flynn. district
manager, presided.

C. F. Maguire of Milwaukee,
Wis., has joined the local MetroGoldwyn sales organization.
George Ware Northern Illinois
salesman for Metro-Goldwyn has
resigned from that position.
H. L. Forman, travelling auditor for F. B. O. spent a few
days in St. Louis.
Tom Reed of Duquoin, 111., has
entirely recovered from his recent
attack of rheumatism.
Visitors of the week were: Mrs.
I. W. Rodgers of Cairo, 111.;
Jack Pratt of Fulton. Mo. ; John
Rees. Wellsville. Mo. ; Green
Luttrell. Jacksonville, 111.
W. E. Truog, assistant divisional sales manager for Universal addres ed asales staff meeting at the
local exchange, telling them plans
for the Fall season.
Lou Hess, manager of the St.
Louis Universal exchange has returned from a sales gathering held
in Chicago which was addressed
l)v Carl Laemmle.

L. W. Foster,
special Cincinnati
representative lor Famous
Players-Lasky.

Cincinnati

.^N. general sales
JC. FLSHM
t manager for Standard Film
Co. was in the city for several days
conferring with Nate Lefkowitz
the local manager. The matter of
new releases for the coming season
was also discussed and the product
promised for release looks very
good.
Jack Loglowitz. special representative for .Standard will spend
.several weeks in Cincinnati at the
local exchange.
Chas. Triebel. manager of the
Pastime Theatre, Maysville, Ky.,
won the S25 prize offered by Universal for the best exploitation
stunts. Tribel won his prize on a
Universal serial, and now threatens

to grab up every publicity job in
the country.
Fred Strief, manager and Chas.
Lowenburg. exploiteer for the local
Universal exchange attended the
national convention of the firm in
Chicago last week.
J. C. Robinson, manager of the
Dreamland Theatre, Blanchester,
O., spent several days along film
row last week.
L. J. Frecka, manager of the
Grand and Easton theatres. Ironton, O., paid his monthly visit to
the Film Building recently.
W. L. Ward and Son of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ohio,
spent a few days visiting the various film exchanges and booking

several pictures for immediate
showings.
Ed. Booth, the popular little
manager of the F. B. O. office is
to .attend a convention of managers
at the Drake Hotel in Chicago.
The affair will be a sort of sales
conference and Eddie promises to
return with more pep than ever.
Ralph Kinsler, office manager
and city salesman for F. B. O. has
registered unusual energy lately,
that is ever since he was seen trying to make a sale to L. B. Wilson
of the Liberty Theatre, Covington.
Ralph contends that he got what
he asked for. but knowing L. B.
as everyone knows him it is the
concensus of opinion that L. B.
had his wav.

The Lande Film Distributing
Corporation
arrangements to moveisitsmaking
offices from
the
second floor of the Broadway Film
Bldg., to the 5th floor. Manager
Mark M. Horwitz announces that
business is going along smoothly.
Morris Milligan. district manager for Famous Players, made a
flying trip to Chicago, Indianapolis
and Louisville last week.
Jules
Managing
Director of Frankel.
the Frankel
interests.
_ is
spending a two weeks vacation
traveling through Canada and the
States. Before leaving on the trip
accompanied by Mrs. Frankel. he
announced that while in Quebec he
would buy several pretty ties for
the writer.
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The Open Trail
(Universal— 4800 Feet)
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin*
THERE are several new ideas incorporated in this Blue Streak
Western starring Jack Hoxie that appeal to us, namely that
of using: white horses for the one tribe of Indians and black
for the other whic-h simplified foUowino- their manoeuvres, and in
the more detailed sequences dealing with the various ceremonies,
the War Dance, the Death Dance, etc. which, to our knowledge,
have been missing from this type of production.
Though the story, in the main, is familiar, the producers have
given a new t%vist to the plot in that an attack upon the pioneers
by one tribe is frustrated by the other under the command of Hoxie
who, according to the plot, is a white man stolen by the tribe in his
infancy. He falls in love with the daughter of one of the pioneers
but this matter is taken care of by the often used "confession" of
his foster mother who tells of her theft of him after a massacre of
white settlers.
This number of the series certainly excels in one depai-tment,
that of photography, and the exteriors are very picturesque with
towering mountains forming a beautiful background for the tribes
in their colorful robes.
Hoxie gives a creditable performance as do Marin Sais as the
Indian lover, Mary McAllister as his white sweetheart and Francis
Ford as the old Indian Chief. Taken as a whole this should prove
an entertaining feature.
THEME. Romance and adventure of Pioneer and Indian
days in which a white man, stolen in infancy and reared by
Indians, falls in love with white girl with the usual complications.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The beautiful exteriors, some of which are far superior to those ordinarily seen
in this type of production. The scenes of the death dance,
the war conference and the attack by the Indians on the
Pioneers. The prevention of the attack on the Pioneers by
Hoxie.
DIRECTION. Has done well with the scenes of the
Indian ceremonies. Could have speeded up the action by
cutting some of the more lengthy scenes. The Indian attack is well done. Failed to inject comedy relief.
DRAWING POWER. Should draw well in second run
and neighborhood houses. Will please devotees of this type
of screen fare.
SUMMARY. A pictorially beautiful production but action needs speeding up. The main characters are well
portrayed but others give stilted performances. Absence
of comedy tends to make it draggy.
THE CAST
White Elk
Jack Hoxie
Lucille Cavanaugh
Mary McAllister
Black Panther
Jack Pratt
Natauka
Natalie Warfield
Silver Waters
Marin Sais
John Cavanaugh
William McCall
Ben Harper
William Welsh
Polly Fleming
Virginia Boardman
Brown Bear...
Francis Ford
Written by Isidore Bernstein. Directed by Clifford Smith.
Photographed by Harry Neuman.
SYNOPSIS: White Elk, a friendly Indian chief, prevents an
attack upon a band of Pioneers led by John Cavanaugh who is
accompanied by his daughter, Lucille. Though betrothed to Silver
Waters, White Elk is attracted to Lucille and Black Panther, his
rival for the hand of Silver Waters plans to win her. Ben Harper
tricks White Elk into signing away the Indians land titles; Black
Panther learns of this, tells the tribe and White Elk is bound to
the stake. A rainstorm puts out the fire. The Indians attack the
white men and White Elk goes to their assistance and saves them.
Lucille is captured by Black Panther, is tied in a canoe and pushed
to the falls, but is rescued by White Elk and Silver Waters. It
develops that White Elk is a white man taken by the tribe after a
massacre, so he declares his love for Lucille who accepts him.
Silver Waters offers herself as a sacrifice to love.

of

Featii^

The Night Club
(Paramount — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid
THE debonair Raymond Griffith lia.s finally been promoted to
stardom. Having asserted his unique style of comedy expression on various occasions — having afforded some very
amusing hours through his individual mannerisms he now comes
into his own — and "The Night Club" is a success because of his
presence as its chief funmaker, though one cannot dismiss the fact
that Wallace Beery and Louise Fazenda lend considerable joy in
their antics.
Griffith dofsn't emj)loy much pathos, but he does resort to burlesque that is never grossly exaggerated. He frolics and capers
through this take-oif on sentimental melodrama without once losing
his grip on his characterization. He is a dressed-up Chaplin —
with considerable of the abandon of Fairbanks.
So we follow him through this farce which carries one comic
situation after another. There are moments of too much slapstick, but whenever it shows signs of sagging along comes the
comedian with his bag of tricks and it is given new life. To enmnerate all the amusing highlights would fill a page, but those which
provoked the most laughter at the New York Rial to centered around
Griffith rescuing his sweetheart from a charging bull and driving a
runaway taxi down a steep road backwards— with Wallace Beery
in furious pursuit.
To come down to brass tacks the piece isn't good enough for
Griffith. He is as distinctive in his style as Menjou — and his forte
in satire. He woi-ks hard, yet he scores easily. These is a gravity
about him — a mock seriousness which gives him perfect poise.
Supported as he is by talented players and a deft title writer he
makes "The Night Club" a very enjoyoble slice of humor.
THEME. Farce-comedy of youth who must marry
within specified time or lose his fortune. Hero is a woman
hater who falls in love and has suicidal impulses when girl
turps him down.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The comic situations
which develop from the start. The clever portrayal by
Raymond Griffith who has unique style of comedy. His
easy way of timing the situations. The bull episode. The
titles. The work of cast.
DIRECTION. Keeps it keyed in farce tempo throughout. Relies too much on slap>-stick for such a polished
comedian as Griffith, but never fails to create mirthful situations all the way.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. As the pubHc is crying
for more comedy here is your chance to tell them about this
one. It pokes fun at a timeworn plot. Play up Griffith
who is the most promising comedian to come along in some
time. Play up his unique style. Mention the supporting
cast.
DRAWING
should"
themwillforwant
his
style
is unique. POWER.
Those who Griffith
have seen
him win
before
to see him again. Playing him up with Wallace Beery you
should attract patronage.
Suitable for any t5^e of theatre.
SUMMARY. Raymond Griffith makes this a real delight. While it is an ordinary plot which features too
much slapstick, there is no argument of its ability to promote laughs. Amusing all the way — and particularly
hilarious toward the finish. Keyed and acted in the right
tempo.
Deft subtitles. THE CAST
Robert White
Raymond Griffith
Edith Henderson
Vera Reynolds
Diablo
Wallace Beery
Carmen
(
Louise Fazenda
Adapted by Walter Woods from William de Mille's stage play,
"After Five." Scenario by Keene Thompson. Directed by Frank
Urson and Paul Iribe.
SYNOPSIS. Features youth who must marry within specified
time or lose his inheritance. As he is a woman hater he is certain
to fall in love. When he discovers that the romance isn't working
out as he would have it he tries to commit suicide. Wins happiness in the end.
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(Cosmopolitan-Metro-Gold wyn — 6500 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
HERE is a departure for Marion Davies who, after several
seasons of costume drama, makes her debut in the fields of
comedj--melodrama, the picture being an adaptation of the
play in -which ^\liee Brady starred. It permits Miss Davies the
first opportunity to flash her skill as a comedienne since "Little Old
New York," and the early scenes offer many amusing moments,
when the heroine appears as a young orphan in pigtails. These arc
her brightest comedy episodes and after her ability to generate
laughs she can take her place with the top-notchers. Her forte is
comedy — and she need not take a back seat for anyone in expressing it.
There is one vital note of pathos when the governess of the
orphanage chastises her. Yet the star finds occasion to temper the
scene with humorous sidelights of facial expression. She is taken
away fi-om her asylum by a kindly trustee and placed with a
lonely woman and her child. It is around this child, Alexander
(called Zander) that the plot develops. A time lapse of four
years occurs before the governess comes to claim the child as the
mother is dying. But the heroine escapes in a flivver, taking the
youngster and a pair of rabbits to Arizona to locate the boy's father.
By the time Arizona is readied tlie rabbits have multiplied and
multiplied.
The comedy vein is dissipated by this time — to be replaced by
melodrama. Yet the action features a few fleeting glimpses of
humor when Harrj' Watson and Harry Myers have their innings.
The plot uncovers the efforts of liquor smugglers who use a dilapidated ranch house to cany on their business. And the heroine
drives up to it and makes herself at home. What follows concerns
the development of the romance between the ringleader (who has
posed as the boy's father) and a rescue of the girl from bandits by
her new friends. The incident is picturesque — the backgrounds are
rich in pictorial appeal — and the acting is always of a high quality.
THEME. Comedy-melodrama of an orphan who, entrusted with the care of a motherless child, goes in search
of his father and finds romance.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The comedy moments when heroine is in orphanage. The escape from the
governess. The action and incident in the western episodes.
The atmosphere.
cellent work of cast.Marion Davies' performance. The exDIRECTION. Certainly appreciates star's sense of
humor and gives her plenty of opportunity to generate
laughs. Builds characterization and plot evenly. Is best
with comedy moments.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as star's return to
field of modern drama. Play up her fine sense of comedy
values. Present stills of her in her comic attire. Bill as
adaptation of successful play of same name.
DRAWING POWER. Should do business in most any
type of house. Suitable for any theatre.
SUMMARY. This is a departure for Marion Davies and
gives her the chance to show herself as a talented comedienne. Best in early scenes as action sags because lacking sustaining incident. There are several bright touches.
The picture is competently acted — and well mounted. First
rate of its kind.
THE CAST
Mamie Smith
Marion Davies
Holbrook Blinn
Juan Fernandez
Dan Murchison
Harrison Ford
Good News
Harry Watson
Texas
Harry Myers
Bart Black
George Siegmann
The Matron
Emily Fitzroy
Hobart Bosworth
The Sheriff
Richard Carle
Mr. Pepper
Mrs. Caldwell. ......
Hedda Hopper
Olin Howland
Elmer Lovejoy
Master John Huff
Zander
from play by Salisbury Field. Directed by George
AdaptedHill.
William
SYNOPSIS. Orphan girl is taken away from orphanage because of cruelties of governess and placed in a private home. Wins
love of married woman whose husband has left her. When the
woman dies the girl takes the child and goes in search of his
father. Travels across the continent and falls in love with smuggler. He gives up his nefarious business and the romance furnishes
a happy ending for all concerned.
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The Ridin' Comet
(Ben Wilson Production-F. B. O.— F ive Reels)
(Reviewed by William Campbell)
YAKIMA CANUTT, rodeo champ, comes out in the open in
this picture. He has shaved otf that trick mustache and in
this second of a series of western thrillers, puts over some
bully good stunts which are calculated to satisfy the admirers of
this type of filmplay. Getting away to a rather slow start, "The
Ridin' Comet" picks up
the middle of the story. later on and is going at top speed about
Like other stars of the western drama, Yakima has taken unto
himself a horse which is "Babe," the actor's own sorrel and be it
said right here that "Babe" is there with his stuff. For instance
in this vehicle Canutt jumps him off a steep bluff into a lake below
and then swims across the waters with him. There is also a good
scene in which a mountain lion leaps on the horse.
Scenically the feature is a treat, there being a wide variety of
backgrounds packed with natural beauty. Of hard ridin' there is
more than seen in the usual western and you've got to hand it to
Yakima when it comes to ''steering" a horse across country. The
title is a most appropriate one when applied to the star and his
horse.
The plot is rather conventional in theme. Slim Ranthers, resents
the advance of civilization in the form of an irrigation plan on his
wide range, and tries to fight the idea. But the engineers and
their henchman, in turn, try to get Slim branded as a cattle thief
and so remove him from the scene of action. But this is more of
a job than they expected and works much embarrassment all
around for the plotters. The animal stuff in this offering is especially good and will register with most audiences. The supporting cast is adequate, but Yakima is kept in the center of the action
throughout the film, which is a wise move.
THEME. A western melodrama in which a young
ranchowner and an irrigation engineer place their wits
against each other, with their love for a horse as their only
point in common.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The attack of the
mountain lion on the horse. The jump of "Babe" and
Canutt from the cliff into the lake. The swimming of the
lake by hero and horse. The climax in which the villain is
uncovered. The fight between hero and villain on the racing horse. The many fine shots of hard ridin' ranchers.
The work of "Babe," Yakima's wonder horse. The saving
of the girl from the steer by the hero.
DIRECTION. Ben Wilson has started this one off
rather slowly but he makes up for it toward the end with a
whirlwind finish of big scenes.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Have a man dress as a
cowboy and ride a white horse about town with your advertising. Play up the name of Canutt as the rodeo champion. Play up the horse stuff. The rodeo feats. Dress
your lobby in western style.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for the smaller houses
that cater to the western fans. Should also do well in some
community houses and in the towns, where the stunts
should attract business.
SUMMARY. Good westerns are in favor again and this
is one that will please a majority of the fans that desire this
kind of entertainment. Yakima Canutt is a real stunt actor
and in this picture introduced "Babe," another fine horse
that packs a punch with some real stunts. There is a fine
climax and the cast is adequate.
THE CAST
Yakima Canutt
hers
Slim Rant
Dorothy Woods
Bess Livingston
Bob Walker
Austin Livingston
Bill Donovan
Max Underly
Slim Allen
Sheriff
Ricks
Archie
cot
Bobby Mas
William Hackett
Doctor
Babe
Meadowlark, the horse
Directed by Ben Wilson. Scenario by George Pyper. Photographed by Eddie Linden and Don Cunliff.
SYNOPSIS. Because he is trying to hold up an irrigation progirl, the latter
ject and also trying to "butt in" on Max Underly's
is lured to a ranch
and his gang try to "frame" Slim Ranthers. He irrigation
engineer,
the
at night and shot in the arm. Livingston,
seeks to have him branded as a cattle thief, but Slim foils all their
plans and even aids Bess Livingston get help to her brother, injured by a cougar in time to save his life.
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(Inspiration-First National — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
BECAUSE of the greater scope of the camera this adaptation
of a play (which didn't succeed on the stage) becomes an
interesting picture.
It is a picture which gives Richard Barthelmess an unusually fine
acting part. The star appreciated its range of expression in buying the play and his enactment of the role is just about the best
work he has contributed to the screen — and this includes his acting
in "Tol'able David." Sympathy is his from the moment that he
defies his father and struggles for inspiration. He commands it
through the suffering which comes to him as he roves in different
<;limes. He gives a spiritual quality to his performance which
lends reality to the characterization. His acting takes on strength
too. It is when love comes to him in the South Seas that he finds
inspiration to complete the symphony. And like a symphony his
life is carried on a major theme — with minor themes embroidering
it with color and adventure.
The director, John S. Robertson, has taken a well-knit script and
kept its vitals intact. He shows intermittent flashes of the .symphony being played while between its movements its themes are
explained by a music critic who has knowledge of the hero's
struggles. When the plot shifts from one episode to another it is
done easily and convincingly. There is plenty of color — plenty of
action — the crescendo being reached in the Port Said scenes when
the hero becomes a derelict. He drifts to the South Seas — and
these scenes furnish a vivid romantic appeal as the hero falls in
love with an English waif. The girl teaches him that real achievement can only come through great suffering. This love interest is
finely expressed by Bessie Love and the star. There is suspense
when the youth imagines he has contracted leprosy. The other acting parts are well emphasized with Helen Ware and Carlotta
Monterey providing excellent support.
THEME. Drama of young musician who struggles to
express his musical genius. It is only after he has undergone terrific hardships that he is able to write a masterpiece.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The water front incident in Port Said. The South Sea episodes. The potent
scene when hero is frightened into beliving himself a leper.
The romantic moments with the heroine. The acting by
Richard Barthelmess and Bessie Love.
The subtitles.
DIRECTION. Knits the four sequences together without losing the thread of the storj^ Extracts sympathy for
central character and provides some potent scenes in hero's
hardships. Brings out fine romantic appeal. Gives it good
mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as star's most exacting role and play up the idea that genius cannot be expressed until one has experienced suffering and humility.
Emphasize the South Sea atmosphere by presenting a prologue of it.
DRAWING POWER. Should do well in first runs,
suitable for any type of house.
SUMMARY. While lacking the simple, rugged plot of
"Tol'able David," this picture does succeed, however, in
holding the interest with its melodramatic and romantic
episodes. Characterization well brought out. Is capably
acted, well directed and the captions are ably written.
THE CAST
Eric Fane
Richard Barthelmess
Teita
Bessie Love
The Critics
Percy Ames and Charles Esdale
Howard Fane
Lee Baker
Mrs. Howard Fane
Effie Shannon
The Princess Rhea
Carlotta Monterey
San Francisco Sal
Helen Ware
Herbert Jones, a sailor
Walter Long
Ruau
Harriet Sterling
Nuku
Richard Harlan
Dr. Travers, of the Leper Island
Arthur Metcalfe
Adapted from the play, "Great Music," by Martin Brown.
Scenario by Josephine Lovett. Directed by John S. Robertson.
SYNOPSIS. Son of wealthy parents is determined to be a
great musician. After his failure to produce any work of consequence in Italy, he refuses his father's offer of money if he will
give up his musical ambitions. He sets out for Paris and sinks
to the depths in Port Said. It is when he finds a great romance in
the South Seas that he becomes a genius. His symphony is widely
acclaimed.

Wings of Youth
(Fox — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
ANOTHER link has been added to the endless chain of
stories dealing with flaming youths in this Fox presentation.
It solves nothing new, but it does offer an interesting hour
in the manner in which its plot is told. Some will have it that the
idea has outlived its usefulness — that there are no wild, young
people these days — that the flapper is extinct. Perhaps these skeptics are right though their argument is futile if drama can be
served. And it is served here with plenty of color and conflict —
the color being expressed in the incident and characterizations, the
conflict being expressed between a mother and her three daughters.
So we have the main situation of a mother determined to reform
her rebellious daughters by going in for a hectic career herself.
She will beat them at their own game. Being a resourceful woman
and having plenty of money she eventually shows them the error
of reform
their ways.
the girls make an "about face" and determine
to
their So
mother.
The action takes up the career of each daughter and uncovers
a few wild parties and some hectic love affairs. After the girls
have their innings it becomes their mother's turn. And she easily
eclipses her offspring in "out-partying" their parties. She takes
their beaux away from them and brings them to their senses. This
is all told in colorful style — and there is a human factor about the
treatment of the story that makes it convincing. The director
doesn't attempt to preach, but shows the errors of youth with
effective dramatic incident. And his humorous highlights are excellently dovetailed to help make it plausible and entertaining. If
there is any fault it may be found in the abrupt ending.
Naturally the role of the mother provides the biggest acting opportunity and Ethel Clayton takes advantage of it by indulging
in all the accepted emotions. It is a sympathetic performance.
Katherine Perry, Marian Harlan and Madge Bellamy endow the
daughters
with charm and personality. A first rate picture of its
kind.
THEME. Drama of the Younger Generation in revolt.
When the mother of three daughters discovers what risks
they are running in their mad pursuit of pleasure she takes
a hand, plays their game and beats them at it.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The fine mounting.
The parties. The romantic moments. The light comedy
incident. The emotional acting by Ethel Clayton. Marian
Harlan's performance.
The adequate support.
DIRECTION. Has brought out an interesting picture
by balancing his scenes and building up his plot progressively. Doesn't attempt to overdo the story or overdress
the
rate scenes.
tempo. Gets results from players. Keys action in first
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as a story of life— a
story of youth in rebellion. Play up its cast and mention
the director. Exploit as a realistic story of modern society
— a story of our hectic age.
DRAWING POWER. Title hasn't much magnetism,
being rather vague. But if well exploited it should attract
patronage. Suitable for all houses. Should go well in
small towns, neighborhood houses and community theatres.
SUMMARY. This is another picture of the flapper who
becomes rebellious against parental rule — or rather a story
of three flappers. It is treated in a feverish tempo — which
is the proper key for it. There is good mounting and good
acting. And it tells its story and its moral without preaching a sermon.
THE CAST
Madelyne Manners..
[Madge Bellamy
Mrs. Angela DuBois
)
^
'
Mrs. Katherine Manners
Ethel Clayton
Ted Spaulding
Charles Farrell
Lucien Angoola
Freeman Wood
Pierre DuBois
(Robert Cain
Marcus Jones
)
Gwendolyn Manners
Katherine Perry
Betty Manners
Marian Harlan
By Harold P. Montayne. Scenario by Bernard McConville.
Directed by Emmett Flynn.
SYNOPSIS. A mother of three daughters discovers them in
rebellion against parental restrictions and the conventions of the
day. Two of the girls have hectic careers with men who do not
mean well by them, while the third carries on a clandestine affair
with a married man. The mother decides to play their game and
show them the folly of their ways. She brings them to their senses
and they give up their careers.
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The Milwaukee Auditorium, which will become the motion picture center of the United States, for a week, with the national conventions of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, Independent Producers and Distributors and Motion Picture Equipment Dealers in progress. The Equipment
Exposition, at which more than sixty manufacturers and dealers will exhibit also takes place at the same time. May 12-17

Equipment
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improved

Apparatus

Exposition
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of

Big

Milwaukee

Various

Types

on May 12th, becomes the motion picture center
MILWAUKEE,
of the United States, for a week, with the national conventions
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America', Independent
Producersof and
Distributors, and Motion Picture Equipment Dealers in
progress, and the eyes of the entire industry will be focused upon this
city.
The exposition of the ]\[otion Picture Equipment Dealers of America, which opens on this date to run until May 17th, in the Milwaukee
Auditorium, the same building* in which the conventions will be- housed,
will be one of the great focal points of interest.
With more than sixty manufacturers and distributors of equipment, theatre furnishings and supplies, exhibiting their wares in beautifully decorated booths, the exposition will be the great educational
feature of the week.
Progress in equipment and furnishing, as Avell as theatre design
and decoration, has more than kept pace with the onward march of the
motion picture. It is a far cry from lfK)4, Hall on the second floor will be used for the
various business sessions of the Motion Picwith its hand-cranked Mutoscopes, exhibiting the first crude form of pict\ires in moture Equipment Dealers and the Manufaction, at a penny a look, to 1925 with its tui'er's Division of the Association.
magnificent picture palaces in every key
Among exhibits Avhich will attract attencenter, where patrons may sit in luxuriou.sly
ion from visiting exhibitors and supply
upholstered chairs and watch million dollar
feature pictures thrown on the screen by dealers, will be that of the E. J. Vallen
Electric Company of Akron, Ohio, which
splendid motor driven projectors, witness
stage presentations which outdo those of the Avill have an instructive and attention arrestFollies, and enjoy a complete and perfect
ing display of their products, including the
Automatic Curtain Machine, of which this
performance made possible by the latest
company builds three types; a heavy duty
developments of science.
machine automatically operated by elecMany of the articles of equipment which
tricity which will handle any curtain in
have made possible the dc luxe motion picany manner desired when it is installed to
ture house, as we see it today, as well as the
cozy .smaller theatres, arc being shown at work with proper equipment; the Yallen
the exposition, as well as new articles of Junior, a light duty machine which will
equipment, which will make still further
handle the average curtain; also the Yallen
Remote Control Switch which enables the
advance in showmanship possible.
The sixty Iwoths which will house the operator to start, stop or reverse the cui-tain
exhibits will be located in the Kilbourn,
Avhen traveling in either direction, at any
point. All types of machines have the
Juneau
and
"Walker
Halls,
all
on
the
first
floor of the Auditorium, and the Engleman
gears and working parts entirely enclosed

on

Display

in east iron housing, which enables them to
run in a light grease, insuring indefinite
wear. Another interesting exhibit will be
the Vallen Noiseless Curtain Track.
In Booth 222 of the Auditorium, will be
the interesting exhibit of the Precision
Machine Companj', Inc., New York, which
will display the Simplex Projector equipped
with "HC" High Intensity Lamp, Cinephor
Incandescent Lamp, ''HC" Reflector Lamp,
and the Peerless Reflector Lamp. In addition to this the Liberty Electi'ic Company of
Stamford, Connecticut, will display and
demonstrate their Rotary Rectifier. This
device is being shown for the first time.
The Janette Manufacturing Company of
Chicago, also will display their recently developed motor blower units.
The Brenkert Light Projection Company
of Detroit will have a comprehensive and
attractive display at the exposition. The
new double dissolver, Mhich projects effects
such as clouds over stage, showers of roses
and many other remarkable effects will be
shown for the first time, as well as a line
of Brenkert Projection appliances and supplies. President Joseph Brenkert will be in
charge of his comj)any's exjiosition headThe Da-Lite Screen and Scenic Company
quarters.
of Chicago will have their exhibit in Bootli
7 and will be represented by Mrs. DeBerri,
who, • by the way, is the only woman director of the Manufacturei-s' Division of the
M. P. E. D. and by Mr. Hecht. A full line
of the finest Da-Lite Screens will be shown,
as well as many new ideas in screens and
equipment.
The J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Company of Chicago will show for the first
time at any exposition, their new Peerless
Reflector Arc Lamp, Avhich is arousing wide
{Continued on page 24-62)
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Nicholas Power Co.,
New York City,

Acme Motion Picture Projection Co., Fulco Sales Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 3.
Booth 10.

Booth 212.

Addressograph Company,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 217.

E. E. Fulton Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 9.

Operators111.,
Piano Co.,
Chicago,
Booth E.

Arlington Seating Company,
Arlington Heights, 111.,
Booth 228

Hertner Elec. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Booth 1.

Pennsylvania Lighting Co.,
Greensburg, Pa.,
Booth 213.

Automatic Devices Co.,
Allentown, Pa.,
Booth 224.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.,
New York City,

Frank E. Plowman
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 219.

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.,
New York City,
Booth 210.
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
Oshkosh, Wis.,
Booth 207.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.,
Booth 4.
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
Watertown, Wis.,
Booth 28. .
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Detroit, Mich.,
Booth 24.
Carbon Products Company,
Lancaster, Ohio,
R. W. Clark Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 16.
Da-Lite Screen & Scenic Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 7.
Double-Disc Shutter Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Booth 226.
Edison Lamp Works,
Harrison, N. J.,
Booth 23.
Elliott Addressing Machine Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 5.

Booth
Hoefer
Kansas
Booth

Precision Machine Co.
New York City,

"H."
Change Maker Co.,
City, Mo.,
211.

Booth 221.
Pyrene Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 220.
Radio Mat Slide Corp.,
New York City,
Booth 13.

Holmes Projector Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 21.
Huntington Laboratories,
Huntington, Ind.,

Raven Screen Corp.,
New York City,

Howell's
New York Cine
City,Equip. Co.,
Booth 209.

Booth 211.
Rawson & Evans Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 17.

Kohler Company,
Kohler, Wis.,
Booth 15.

Rockbestos Products Co.,
New Haven, Conn.,
Booth 208.

Libman-Spangei Corp.,
New York City,
Booth 11.

Rosco Laboratories,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Booth 5.

Liberty Music Stand Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Booth C.

Simplex Ticket Company,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 11.
E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111.,

J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 2.
Minusa Cine Screen Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.,
Booth 19.
Morelite Company,
New York City,
Booths 222 and 3.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111.,
Booth 18.
E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio,
Booth 8.

National
Cleveland,Carbon
Ohio, Co.,
Booth 212.

Exhibitors Supply Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.,
Booth 14.

National Lamp Works,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Booth 213.

Essanay Elec. Mfg. Co.,
Maywood, 111.,
Booth 217.

National Screen Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Booth 226.

C. S. Wertsner & Sons,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Booth 2071/2.

Co.,

*

Booths 25-26.
Standard Mfg. Co.,
Cambridge Citv, Ind.,
Booth 228.
Theatre Supply Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Booth 226.
Voight Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Booth 225.
Warren Products Co.,
New York City,
Westinghouse Lamp Co.,
Bloomfield, N. J.,
Booth 215.
Wisconsin Theatre Sup. Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.,
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What

users

Incandescent

say

Lamp

The outstanding advantage of Incandescent
Projection is its great economy.

about

Projection

Lamp

But it has many other important advantages. It improves the appearance of pictures on the screen by
supplying an intense light that is free from flicker,
glare and shadow^s.
It improves operating conditions by eliminating
fumes, carbon dust, and excessive heat.
It is simple to operate and once adjusted requires no
further attention. And it costs less to install.
The following letters will interest you:
Just a word about the Incandescent Lamp
Projection that we installed in November.
Our electric saving is about 60%. Our
lamps have given good service and our
projection is much better than when we
used the arcs. I feel that Incandescent
Projection is the only thing to use. — F. W.
Meade, Meade Theatre, Kingman, Kas.
We are thoroughly satisfied with Incandescent Lamp Projection. Our screen is
12 X 16 ft. with a throw of 119 ft. We
consider the light we are now getting superior to our 70 amp. arc. _The_actual_saving
accomplished amounts to over $60 a month
on the light and over $13 on lamps over
cost of the carbons.— fF. D. Fulton, De
Luxe Theatre, Hutchinson, Kansas.

\

After several months' use we are more
than satisfied with Mazda Lamp Projection. Our equipment is not only paying
for itself but is also giving us the best
projection we have ever had. We are sorry
now that we hesitated so long. — /. E. Runyon, Iris Theatre, Hutchinson, Kas.
At the Milwaukee
Mazda Projection has cut our power cost
about 45%. There is also quite an added
improvement in projection and we find the
equipment satisfactory in every way. — R. R.
Gladish, Rex Theatre, Higginsville, Mont.
We are delighted with Incandescent
Lamp Projection. Our power bill has been
reduced from $32 a month to $7. — Strand
Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

These letters are typical of hundreds we have
received that tell why Incandescent Lamp Projection is becoming universally favored.
Ask yourself, in the light of these facts, if you
would not profit by installing Incandescent Lamp
Projection in your theatre.
Booklets on Incandescent Lamp Projection,
the most complete treatise ever published on
this subject, will be sent free to any theatre
owner.

Convention
A representative from the
Edison Lamp Works will
demonstrate Incandescent
Lamp Projection at the Milwaukee Convention during the
week of May I2th.
A display of latnps for use
in various parts of the theatre
will also be shown and their
application explained.
monstrations will be givenDe-in
Booth 23.
Send for these booklets
Publicity Department,
Edison
ElectricLamp
Co. Works of General
Harrison, New Jersey.
Please
send me your
booklets on Incandescent
LampfreeProjection.
Name
Theatre

EDISON
A GENERAL

MAZDA
ELECTRIC

LAMPS
PRODUCT

Address
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Picture

Exposition

(Continued from page 2459)
interest throughout the trade, and J. E.
McAuley will be on hand to explain his new
device.
The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing
Company of Chicago will be located in
Booth 18 and President O. F. Spahr, as
well as other representatives of the company including Assistant Sales Manager
Hahn and Traveling Representative Earl
J. Famey, will be on hand. The principal
feature of the display will be a splendid
Motiograph De Luxe Projector and all its
accessories.
Exhibitoi-s Supply Company will give a
practical demonstration of their Aislelite
and other theatre equipment. The exhibit
is made by the ililwaukee branch of Exhibitors Supply Company, but President H. A.
R. Button will attend the convention and
exposition and will be on hand at the booth.
The RockbestDS Products Corp. of New
Haven, Conn., makers of Rockbestos — the
asbestos covered wire, will be at the convention with an exhibit in Booth 208. They
will show all types of asbestos covered wire
suitable for theatre use, motion picture
cable, arc and spot light cable, fixture wire
for large wattage lights and special cable
three conductor type for arcs, spots and all
movable stage light.
0. D. Allen in charge of the Chicago
office of the Rockbestos Products Corp. will
be in charge of this exhibit.
The Nicholas Power Company of New
York will occupy Booth 212 with the Fulco
Sales Company, Chicago distributors of
Powers Projectors, and will have on display
a Power's 6B Projector complete with new
type high intensity lamp, a Power's 6B Improved. Projector complete with Power's Incandescent Unit, equipped with B. & L.
relay lens system and a Power's 6B Improved Projector equipped with the new

Big

Feature

inuiuiiiiuuuuufflumimiimnmniunDiinnuninmiiimiininiiiiuimm
"Powerlite" low intensity reflector lamp.
There will also be a large display case
which will show all the parts which when
assembled make the complete Power's
mechanism, and a speed indicating unit
with speed indicator panel will be shown.
The G. E. Quartz condensing lens manufactured by the G-eneral Electric Company
and distributed by Nicholas Power Company, will be a feature of the display.
Power's Projector with G. E. Incandescent equipment will be used in Booth 23
of the Edison Lamp Works of the General
Electric Company.
The Howells Cine Equipment Company
of New York City will have on exhibition
in booth 209 the new Balluna Spot Lamp
for which many unusual claims are made
and also a line of welded Avii-e reels.
Frank E. Plowman Company, Chicago,
will have a fine exhibit of directorial signs
for lobbv and other theatre use. The Glo-

The Brenkert Spot-Flood Lamp, Model "C3."
ing a new theatre or remodeling an old one.
Projection with Mazda Lamps and chart
showing comparative costs will be interesting features of the exhibit. There will also
be a display of standard theatre equipment
of several manufacturers and display showing progress made in development of lenses
and the advantages which the latest types
afford.
The Radio Mat Slide Corp. will have on
display the various publicity and service
campaigns that various exhibitors have used
emploj-ing Radio Mat Slides. These campaigns cover a surprising number of subjects both on exploitation and theatre policy.
All the material on display has been in use
on the screens of this country during the
The Motiograph DeLux projector that comprises
part of the Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. display.
Letr with its handsome bronze frame,
harmonizes with all decorative schemes and
the softly glowing letters are pleasing and
easy to read. Frank E. Plowman, himself,
Avill be in charge of the exhibit.
The Automatic Devices Co. of AUentown,
Pa. in space No. 22ri will exhibit the A.D.C.
Automatic Curtain Control equipment including the A.D.C. Roll-E.Z. Curtain Track.
A new product recently developed and
shown for the first time by the same concern
is the Two-In-One Arm Rest which provided two arm rests for every one in the
audience.

Powers type E projector completely equipped that
will be on exhibition.

The National Lamp Works of the General
Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, will
have an exhibit showing the importance of
the interior marquee and sign lighting of
theatres and will be a striking illustration
of the real tangible asset of this in build-

past
Theyear.
exploitation subjects covered are
catch lines, teaser campaigns, weather reports, picture reviews, want ads, local and
news tie-ups. The theatre policy campaigns
cover the unusual points of the individual
houses.
The Operators Piano Company of Chicago will show its Reprodueto, which has
found a wide market among the smaller
theatres. Sales Manager Livingston will
head the delegation from the Operators
Piano Company which will attend the exThe Raven Screen Corporation of New
position.
York will show its well known Raven HalfTone Screens and other screen equipment
in booth 211.
The Holmes Projector Company of Chicago, will occupy Booth 21 with a comprehensive display of their portable and semiportable projectors, the latter of which is
being used by many of the smaller type
(Continued from page 2470)
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Lamps

Themselves
of

SAVINGS of $1000 to
$2000 have been effected per year by hundreds of theatres using
Peerless Reflector Arc
Lamps. This equipment
will cut your current and
carbon cost up to seventyfive per cent.

Projection

Engineering

THE
Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp has increased
the screen brilliancy from two to three times in
hundreds of theatres in every part of this country.
Theatres that required 1 00 amperes and more are now
securing vastly greater screen illumination with Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps, using but 25 amperes and
less. And this doubled illumination is obtained at

The Peerless Reflector
Arc Lamp is furnished as
a complete unit with automatic arc control and
stereopticon. It is made
for use on all projectors.

less than one-third previous current and carbon costs.
Into the Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp have been built
the most advanced principles of optics and mechaniccJ
design. Its rugged and massive construction insures
absolute reliability of performance and durability.

Mail this coupon
The

Built by a factory engaged for years in the construction of precision projection equipment, the Peerless
lamp has established a new high standard for reflector
arc lamps.

J. E.

McAuley Manufacturing Co.,
552 West Adam Street,
Chicago, 111.
Send me details on Peerless
Reflector Arc Lamps.
Name
Theatre
Address

Manufactured

by

Thi
J.

E.

McAuley
552 West

Adam

Mfg.

Street, Chicago

Co.
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Peerless

Motion
Reflector
and

Arc

Unique

A XEW reflector arc lamp has been
^ placed on the market by the J. E.
McAule}' Manufacturing Company of Cliicago, under the trade name of the Peerless
Reflector Arc Lamp. This lamp which, it
is claimed, has proven exceptionally successful in theatres where it lias Ijeen installed
was designed by J. E. McAuley, who is well
kno^\^l in this industry as an inventor and
manufacturer of projection apparatus.
I*revious ai'ticles in this Department have
outlined in detail the advantages claimed
for reflector arc lamps, espeeiallj" ^vith regard to their economy of operation, in that
they require only from 15 to 30 amperes
of current to provide a screen illumination,
it is said, equal to from 75 to 100 amperes,
with the old style carbon arcs. It will
therefore be of great interest to our readers
in learning of the many new features incorporated in the Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp,
inasmuch as these styles of projection ares
are receiving serious consideration by many
exhibitors and projectionists.
One of the predominating features of the
Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp lies in its optical system as an eight inch plano-convex
condensor lens is used (See Fig 4) as Avell
as a true parabolic reflector. (See Fig 1 )
These two units make possible the placing
of the arc at the true focus of the mirror
which, it is claimed, increases the illumination from .30 to 40 per cent over the cases
where the arc is placed at an out of focus
position. Condensor breakage is practically
eliminated in this lamp as the condenser is
positioned approximately ten inches from
the arc, Avhile the are itself operates at a
very low amperage.
As the accurate alignment of the various
units in the optical system of reflector arcs
is of the utmost importance, special provisions have been made in the Peerless lamps
to insure and facilitate these adjustments.
<See Fig. 1)
A unique feature is incorporated in the
condenser and mount which is made a part
of the burner mechanism itself rather than
a part of the lamp hou.se (See Figs. 1
and 4). Due to this constinction, the optical alignment of the mirror, the are and
the condenser is more constant, and these
parts may be moved vertically and laterally
as an entire unit for alignment with the
aperture (See Fig. 1). This should prove
a very important feature in the efficient
operation of this lamp.
The burner itself is of massive construction an<l all adjustments for the arc are the
same as in the old stj'le arcs, i. e. : throu<j-]i

Figure One

Has

Many

Picture

News

New

Features
hamlles on the outside of the housing (See
Fig. 2). A full-tiim of carbons is accommodated by the burner.
The carbon clamps are ingeniously and
substantially designed and provide positive
contact, the negative permitting a view at
all times of the length of the negative trim
(See Fig. 1). The positive cai'bon clamp is
actuated through a cam and lever mounted
on an eccentric screw which may be readily
adjusted to accommodate all sizes of carIjons. The carbon holdei-s themselves are

Figure Two
or hole in the reflector, on the screen. In
operating this stereopticon attachment the
large condenser lens, which is hinged to the
burner (See Fig. 4) is drawn out of position by means of a handle which extends
through the outside of the lamp housing,
thereby uncovering half of the reflector
(See Fig. 4). At the same time, a small
condenser mounted with the slide carrier is
moved into a position to focus the light into
a beam wliich will pass through the stereopticon objective lens. The movement of
the large condensing lens to permit the operation of the stereopticon is accomplished
entirely within the lamp house.

$300,000

Figure Four
insured against being burned through the
use of stops.
An arc control of the intermittent feed
type is standard equipment on Peerless
lamps (See Fig. 3). The control is
mounted on two supporting rods extending
from the base of the lamp housing and is
mounted alongside of the housing itself.
A snap switch to control the motor is carried in its base and all g^ears are completely
enclosed. The actuating alignment of the
arc control is modification of the Peerless
Arc Control.
A lamp housing is constnicted of double
lined sheet steel, excepting for the front
and the rear which parts ai'e made of cast
aluminum. The housing is of a general
cylindrical shape and is slightly longer than
the ordinary arc housing. The lamp house
door on the operating side opens the full
length and height of the housing, while on
the far side a sliding door is designed (See
Figs. 2 and 3) to facilitate close quarter
working conditions. The Peerless lamp is
made to attach to all makes of standard
projections.
A unique design is followed in the stereopticon attachment (See Fig. 3). It is
claimed that an evenly illuminated field is
projected to the screen as only one side of
the reflector mirror is used, which eliminates
the possibilities of imaging the arc, carbons

Gainesville

Fire

Destroys Theatres
The State theatre, G-ainesville, Ga., a
comparatively new house, managed by
Frank Plaginos, was completely destroyed
by fire which broke out Sunday morning
early, and did about $300,000 worth of damage. A whole city block was practically
destroyed.
An S. 0. S. call brought aid from Cornelia, Buford, Winder, and Atlanta, Ga., but
the equipment arrived too late to be of great
assistance. There were no casualties, but the
destruction of the Hunt opera house and the
State theatre were counted as the greatest
losses to Gainesville.
The State was rebuilt a short time ago,
after a fire,, and had been open to the public only a few months. A handsome new
pipe organ was completely destroyed, together with practically all the theatre equipment. It is not yet known what plans Mr.
Plaginos has for the State.

Figure Three
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you say of a lamp that gives the

^ ^ best possible steadiness and evenness of
screen illumination, and yet reduces your operating
cost from one -fourth to three -fourths?
In more than 3,000 instances the answer of theatre managers and owners has been : ' 'That is the lamp for us" — and
in their theatres the MAZDA Motion Picture Projection
Lamp is demonstrating its superiority to the exhibitor,
the projectionist and the audience. In many of these
theatres the 900-watt size of this lamp is replacing older
illuminants having twice and even three times the current
consumption.
Most of these theatres and thousands of others depend on
National MAZDA lamps for their signs, their marquees,
and their interior lighting. Ask your dealer about the
contract basis of purchasing lamps, which assures you
of the best lamps
made at a decided
The National Mazda Motion
Picture Lamp not only improves projection, but reduces
operating cost from
to ^ .

saving in cost. Or
write direct to
National Lamp
Works of General
Electric Co., Nela
Park, Cleveland,
Ohio.

NATIONAL

MAZDA
A GENERAL

LAMPS
ELECTRIC

PRODUCT
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per second, a furtlier increase in screen
intensity will result in np change in the van| ishing-fiicker frequency.
Inquiries and
I
frequency increases
I
Comments
I in 3.allVanishing-flicker
cases when the illumination on the
p
=
^■MiuaiiwiBWiM»wmw»Miw!MMnwmniininmiCTTOtiiuw
screen is increased, but in nothing like the
same i)roi)ortion. The increase of vanishAnalysis of Flicker
ing-flicker frequency is rapid for increasing
illuminations below 0.5 foot-candle and 100
||NE of the important points
per cent flicker range; and increases but
brought out by Dr. Keunelly in slowh' for intensities exceeding 1 foot canjthe report on his investigation
dle. (See Fig. 1, preceding articles).
lof flicker was that large screen
4. Vanishing-flicker frequencies are less
jsurfaces possessed higher vanwith colored screens (other than white), for
ishing-flicker frequencies than small ones,
equal illuminations and sizes of retina!
other things being equal.
image. (Fig. 1).
The reason for this is believed to be
The vanishing-flicker frequency does
found in the larger area of retina which is not5. depend
upon the average illumination
subjected to flicker stimulation. The retina
on the target; or at least only to a relatively
(ret'-in-a) by the way, is itself a screen on
small degTce. It depends on the maximum
which the images formed by the eye lens arc
and minimum cyclic illuminations.
protected and rendered visible to the brain.
6. The vanishing-flicker frequency does
For any constant illumination on a screen
not depend appreciably upon the wave
of given color and reflective quality, located
shape of flicker; that is, upon the manner
at a given distance from the eye, the greater
the area of the screen, the greater will be in whieli the illumination varies in passing
the maximum and minimum cyclic
the area of the image of this screen on the between
values.
retina.
In other words, the eye is a lens which
automatically changes its focal length so
that all images formed by it are thrown
on the retina. This retina is located at a
fixed distance from the eye lens and the eye
lens unconsciously becomes thicker and
thinner to meet the conditions of changing
forms.
When a larger screen is used, at any
fixed distance from the eye, the area of the
image on the retina will also be correspondingly larger, so that when the illumination
on the screen flickers, a larger area of retina
surface is excited.
Although the total excitation of the retina
appears to increase with the area of image
on the retina over which flicker stimulus is
apijlied, it does not increase in proportion
to the areas involved.
In other words, if a screen has twice the
area of another, for the same illumination,
type of screen and distance from observer,
it will not give twice the flicker effect, but
rather less.
Summary of Flicker
A summarization of all the various points
pertaining to flicker in general, is given
below. They are taken direct from the original report on the subject.
1. The frequency of flicker at which
flicker ceases to be visible is approximately
the same for different observers with normal
sight.
2. The maximum frequency of vanishingflicker, with stationary retinal image (stationary screen and stationary eye) is in
the neighb«rhood of 66 cycles per second.
In other words, the vanishing-flicker frequency increases with increase in screen
illumination but at approximately 66 cycles

7. The vanishing-flicker frequency increases somewhat with the area of the screen
for a given surface quality of the latter, distion. tance from the eye, and incident illumina8. The vanishing-flicker frequencj' increases somewhat as the screen is approached, for a given size of screen and intensity of illumination.
9. The last two foregoing deductions may
be jointly expressed by saying that the
larger the area of the retina stimulated by
flicker, the higher is the vanishing-flicker
frequency; but in nothing like the same proportion.
10. The greater the range of flicker (the
ratio of difl'erence in cyclic illumination to
the maximum) the greater the vanishingflicker frequency, but in nothing like the
same proportion.
11. The smallest range of flicker that was
found to be recognizable with certainty was
1.4 per cent, observable only at a low frequency.
12. The most sensitive flicker frequency
for small ranges of flicker was in the neighborhood of 2.5 cycles per second.
1.3. Flickering ceased to be objectionable
with ranges less than 7.5 per cent.
14. The conditions favoring disagreeable
flickering with stationary retinal images
(fixed screen and fixed eye) are, powerful
illumination, large flicker range, bright surfaces of large area, and low flicker frequency.
15. The conditions tendering to produce
unobjectionable flickering with stationary
retinal images, are, feeble illuminations,
small ranges of flicker, small screens, dark
colors of reflecting surfaces and high frequencies of flicker.

^ adyi^

The matljemalical part of ^uijjcct i- dimmed up briefly as follows:
16. The sensation of flicker may be
gauged in intensity by the vanishing-flicker
frequency, or the frequency necessary to
make the flicker disappear.
17. Constant ratios of increase in flickering illumination were accompanied by
equal increments of vanishing-flicker frequency.
Doubling the intensity of flickering illumination, everything else being unchanged,
added approximately 3.3 cycles per second
to the vanishing-flicker frequency, no matter what the die, color or condition of the
objects viewed; pro\aded that their images
on
retina were
and the
stationary
eye).fixed (stationary objects
18. The vanishing-fiieker frequency was
11 times the common logarithm of K times
the illumination viewed by the eye; where K
is numerical constantly depending upon the
size, color, quality and distance of the object illuminated, as well as on the range of
flicker. With one exception, K was found
approximately proportional to the flicker
range, other things being equal. (See Curv
3, ijreeeding article ) .
This completes the analysis of flicker i
general and leaves only the detailed analysi
of the special case of alternating curren
arcs to be covei'ed. This phase of the subject will be treated in the following article
Last

House

Erected

by CoL

Varner Opens at Concord
Miller Merriwether will manage the ne
Concord theatre. Concord, N. C, the las
house to be erected by Colonel H. B. Vai"ner, who died Monday, April 27th. Th
opening of the new house will probabl
take place without delay, for plans for i
opening were laid at the time when Mr. Varner was seriously ill, and there has bee
no report that the opening would be put off
The theatre has a seating capacity o
700, is equipped
new Motiograp"
DeLuxe
projectorswith
and two
a Hope-Jones
pip
organ. J. Lewis will serve as official or
ganist. The theatre is modern in eve
detail, being built entirely of concrete an
steel, absolutely fireproof.
Ihe decorations are very artistic, with
five color lighting circuit and a color schem
of gold and old ivory. In the center of the
house is a big dome having 66 lamps of
five colors concealed in banking arrangement, the entire circuit controlled from the
picture booth.
Miller Men-iwether, the manager, is
well known throughout this territory as a
capable and experienced showman. He
was with R. D. Graver for a number of
years and more recently managed the Ideal
theatre in Winston Salem.
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Valuable

Quide

for PROGRESSIVE

Enumerating

THEATRE

MEN

principles,

methods, ideas, effects,
illustrations

- - that stimulate audience interest,
achieve favorable theatre prestige,
build patronage and encourage profits.

See our Exhibit at the Exposition,
Milwaukee

Be

Sure

May J 2th to i$th.

NOVELTY

SCENIC

and get Your
Ask for Booklet No. 55 M

Copyi

f

STUDIOS

Sales and Executive Offices
226

West

47th

Street
New York City

BETTER

Greenwich

Bank

Bldg.

PICTURES

FROM
Will

GOOD

Increase

PICTURES
Your

Audience

THE

Irani^^iteK
— Eliminates the flicker and fluctuation as proper
current and light values are maintained.
It produces superior light at a lower cost with better operating conditions, otherwise impossible.
Especially important with
Mirror
Arc Projection.
Send for our special literature showing whv every
theatre needs the Transverter.

BOOTH

SEE OUR EXHIBIT
No. 1 IN KILBOURNE

55feHERWER
ELECTRIC
1900
W.
llZiK.Si^ccit

HALL

COMPANY

Motion
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Chicago, will display one of their Barton

I Equipment

Organ
Dan beBarton
and'at Sales
Managerconsoles.
Kurtz will
on hand
this
booth.
The E. E. Fulton Company and Fulco
Sales Company, both of Chicago, will
occupy adjoining booths 9 and 10 and will

Exposition!

Big Feature
I
finniiiiiiiffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
{Continued from page 2462)
houses. 0. J. Holmes will be in charge of
this exhibit.
In the booth of the Addressograph Company, Chicago, will be displayetl their products suitable for use by theatre managers.
The Arlington Seating Company, Arlington Heights, 111., ^^-ill show a complete line
of their theatre chairs including veneer and
\ipholstered seats. Sam Lears will be in
charge.
Bartola Musical Instrument Company,

Visit

Our

219

Experienced Theatrical
Men find Directional signs
in lobbies a necessity.
This is especially true of
the Rest Rooms — No woman patron wishes to be
embarrassed by asking the
usher.
For directional signs the
GLO-LETR
is supreme.
Its handsome bronze frame
harmonizes with all decorative schemes— its softly
glowing letters are distinct
and beautiful.

The type S Special Simplex Projector which will
be a part of the Precision
Machine Co.'s exhibit in
booth 221.
have a comprehensive display of their goods
on exhibit. Carl and Kalph Fulton will
represent
the two companies at the exposition.
will intei'est
visitors
to Edgeglow
the booth Signs
of Rawsou
& EvanstheCompany
of Chicago.
These signs present an un-

Special Offer
Theatres not now using
GLO-LETR signs can buy
one sign of any type at 1/3
ofif list price, UNTIL MAY
28, 1925.

Registered U. S. Patent Office
Frank

E. Plowman

400 N. Michigan
Chicago

Co.

Ave.

New

s

The Simpltx Ticket Company of Chicago
will display a complete line of tickets and
ticket machines in Booth 11 with Mr. Pealx)dy in charge.
E. H. Stafford Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, will display a complete line of
theatre chairs of their own manufacture.
The Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
makers of Gold Seal ticket registeis and
theatre tickets will exhibit their product in
booth 210. Latest models of ticket registers
will be displayed.
The Bauch & Lomb Optical Co.. of
Rochester, X. Y. will have on exhibit in
booth 4 their complete Cinephor Optical

Exposition

Booth— No.

Picture

Balluna Spot Lamps will be on display by the Howell
Cine Equipment Co. in booth 209.
usnally handsome appearance and are suitable for use in lobbies and other parts of
theatres. General Manager Kennedj' will
represent his company at the exposition.

The Carl)on Products Company of LanSystem.
caster, Ohio, will exhibit a complete line of
juojector carbons.
The Novelty Scenic Studios are displaying at their booth some unusual stage decorative designs and layouts which are
adaptable to both large and small theatres.
The splendid co-operation between the
officers of the Motion Picture Equipment
Dealers of America and those of the Masufacturers Division has made possible the
getting together of the fine displays at the
exposition, which, it is hoped, will become
a permanent, annual event, which will
jn-ove of benefit to the trade including
manufacturers, distributors and exhibitors.
The officers of the Equipment Dealers are
Henry Jay Smith, president; Joe Homstein, 1st vice-president; Leo E. Dwyer, 2nd
vice-president; C. D. Struble, 3rd vicepresident; R. M. Combs, 4th vice-President;
and B. A. Benson, treasurer; and those of
the Manufacturers Division include. Sam
Lears, president; J. H. Hertner, vice-president; J. W. Brenkert, treasurer; and L.
M. Fulton, secretai'w

Greenville, S. C, Has Egyptian Architecture in Theatre
The new Egyptian theatre, operated by
General Enterprises, Inc., of which Arthur
Lucas is president and Harry K. Lucas
general manager, opened in Greenville.
South Carolina, Wednesday of this week.
Mr. Lucas took over the old Casino theatre,
had it improved, enlarged, remodeled, and
turned it into the handsome Egj'ptian
theatre.
In naming the reconstructed house, it was
decided to call it the Egyptian as a fitting
name for the style of architecture and the
decorating scheme used for both exterior
and interior designs. The lobby gives the
impression of being made of solid granite,
with a color motif of black and white. The
doors are gilded to resemble hea\y bronze.
Within, the theatre presents the appearance
of an Egyptian palace, having the straight
lines and multi-colored decorations characteristic of Egyptian art. The seat^ are
heavily upholstered and both comfortable
and handsome.
The projection room is equipped with the
Simplex machines. Everything in the way
of modern equipment and convenience has
been supplied the Eg\"ptian theatre.
The house is located on Main and Xorth
streets. When the doors opened at three
o'clock
afternoon
Greenville wasWednesday
in attendance,
and the all
Piedmont.
Greenville's daily, devoted generous space
to an elaborate description of the theatre.
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Can

Do

What

Did

for

You

We

for

Him

C6tt»«S

BALLUNA
SPOT

ANY

LAMPS

world

famous

mo-

^ ^ ^ tion picture theatres are
using Balluna Spot Lamps
because

they

give better

lighting effects than have
ever before been obtained.
Balluna

We will entirely equip and furnish your
house after the walls are up and
the roof is on. Also make blue prints
free for all requirements.
We

furnish bonds
guaranteeing completion on opening date.
This costs you
nothing extra. Give us a trial on your
new house.

We recently have completely equipped or
partially furnished these new theatres.
Parthenon Theatre, Berwyn, III.
La Grange Theatre, La Grange, III.
Illinois Theatre, Macomb, III.
Braumart Theatre, Iron Mountain, Mich.
Princess Theatre, Florence, Ala.
Strand Theatre, Lansing, Mich.
Belmont Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.
Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, III.

Spots

also

are

guarantee of absolute
ability of performance

a

reliand

long service.
Leading Theatres Using
Balluna Spot Lamps
The unusual lighting effects secured by these Broadway
theatres are made possible through Balluna Spots:
Capitol Theatre, N. Y.
Colony Theatre, N. Y.
Rialto Theatre, N. Y.
Piccadilly Theatre, N. Y.
Rivoli Theatre, N. Y.
B. S. Moss Ent., N. Y.
Strand Theatre, N. Y.
Famous Players Theatre, N. Y.
Marcus Loew Theatre, N. Y.
Cameo Theatre, N. Y.
B. F. Keith Theatre, N. Y.
Write for descriptive matter and prices.
Distributors Wanted

UNITED
STUDIOS,
INC.
L. P. Larsen, Managing Art Director.
30 West Lake Street,

Chicago, Illinois

Local and long-distance telephone Dearborn 1776

Howells

Cine

740 Seventh

Equipment

Ave.,

New

Co., Inc.
York City
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Motion

DO

Picture

NOT
TO

News

FAIL

SEE
the

HOLMES

ProBert
marquise
Will Advertise
Your

Theatre

An attractive marquise
over the entrance of your
theatre will prove a dignified and effective advertisement for your
show^s. This advertising,
right at the point of sale,
always brings gratifying
results.

At night, the well illur
nated Marquise is even more
efficient as an attention getter.
Our illustrated catalog
shows marquise for all
types for
of theatres,
it today write
P ROBERT
SHEET METAL CO.
COVINGTON, KY.

Vallen Automatic Curtain Control apparatus on display at booth 8.

PROJECTOR

Yazoo, Miss., Theatre. Has
BrilHant Opening
The new Yazoo theatre in Yazoo City,
Miss., owned and operated by Mrs. J. B.
Dovoto, had a brilliant opening recently,
when, in addition to the feature "Madame
Sans-Gene," the latest Paramount picture
for Gloria Swanson, a number of addresses were made by local citizens of social and civic ))rominence.
The theatre is completely equipped and
artistically decorated. It has a seatinj^- ca[lacity of 990, and promises to be one of the
handsomest and most modern of the theatres in the state. A Hope-Jones organ is a
|)art of the up-to-date equipment. Tli*
theatre and its interior decorations and
furnishings cost about $85,000.
Fort Myers, Florida, to Have
$150,000 Theatre
John T. Harris, of the Arcade theatre in
Fort Myers, Florida, has taken over the
Airdome, formerly owned and operated by
T'"r. Bailey. The deal was consummated
last week. Mr. Harris is contemijlating the
construction of a new theatre in Fort
Myers, to cost about $150,000. Construction will probably begin this summer.
J. H. Worsley, formerly with Grosset &
Dunlap, publishers, has been appointed
general manager of the Harris theatres,
which, with the completion of the new
theatre, will number three.
WASHINGTON
Yakima — Arch. J. J. Ryan, Seattle, has
drawn plans for a theatre bldg., 50 x 130, to
be erected at No. 4th & W. Yakima Aves.,
costing $100,000. Seating cap. 1,100. Owner
Yakima Valley Theatres, Inc.

In Booth
—

Number

21 —

Kilbourn

Hall

Milwaukee
Exposition
HOLMES
PROJECTOR COMPANY
1632 No. Halsted Street
Chicago, 111.

If you are in the market for any kind of
MOTION

PICTURE

APPARATUS
Consult us — and save money
Send for our price list
MOTION

PICTURE APPARATUS
110 West 32d St., New York
Phone Penn. 6564

CO.

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie Apparatus

You

Want

Phelco!*'
Slower burning
Increased light
Smooth and quiet arc
Less condenser pitting
and cracking
// your dealer cannot supply you, write to lo.
CHARLESW.PHELLIS&CO.
Incorpora ted
130 West 42nd Street
NEW YORK
For Canada: Kejrilene TraiiiBg C^, Ud.
10 Ste. Sophie Lane, Montrsal
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STANDARD
THEATRES

ESCO

IN

EVERYWHERE

AISLELITES

THOUSANDS
INSTALLED

HAVE
IN

CINEPHOR

BEEN

THE

LAST

All CINEPHOR
Projection
Lenses are so critically tested
and so uniformly dependable

YEAR
SEE OUR EXHIBIT OF THE AISLELITE
AT BOOTH NUMBER
14 IN KILBOURN
HALL
AT
THE
MILWAUKEE CONVENTION
Exhibitors

Supply

that the purchaser finds it unnecessary tomake any selection for quality.
Phone your dealer today
for a convincing trial.

Co.

LARGEST
IN THE WORLD
825 So. Wabash Ave. 2112 Payne Ave.
715 Wells St.
Chicago, Illinois Cleveland, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wise.
221 Loeb Arcade 3315 Olive St.
1003 High St.
Minneapolis, Minn. St. Louis, Mo.
Des Moines, Iowa
824-21st
Stre'et
1518 Davenport
St.
Denver, Colorado
Omaha,
Nebraska
aiXEff

CURTAIN

CONTROLS

Bausch
&
Lomb
Optical
Co.
653 St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Chicago
Boston
London
San Francisco Washington Frankfurt

AND TRACKS m

I Automatic

Curtain

Machines
Noiseless

THAT ALL MAY ENJOY THE PERFORMANCE

and

Curtain

TSXm

WILL

Have proven to be a
necessity by increasing
the life of your curtains
and screen

E. J. V ALLEN

ELECTRICAL

CURTAIN

BE APPRECIATED

Most folks will respect this gentle,
but firm, "request with a logical
The illumination is in a restful,
soft green that does not lessen or
interfere with the eifectiveness of
reason."
your
screen.
These
rich Edgeglow signs are
furnished in any length desired from
24 inches up in multiples of 8 inches
at very attractive prices.

CO., Akron, Ohio.

CONTROLS

STANLEY
FRAME
MENGER
AND RING
L. RING, President

-

You can see them at our booth at
the National Convention of the
Motion waukee
Picture
the secondIndustries
week in in
May Mil-or
write at once for circular and prices.
RAWSON & EVANS CO.
Chicago
710-712 Washington
Blvd.
(3104)

CO.,

TICKET

LOBBY
OLDEST

and

LARGEST

DISPLAY
in

the

BUSINESS

FRAMES
Phone: Bryant

i

SILENCE

Tracks

PATENTED

Series Size
I
Actual

mm
727 SEVENTH

AVENUE

BOOTHS
MIRRORS
New

York

City
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Motion

Does

Cold

Picture

N e zv s

Weather

Cause Your Organ
To be off Pitch?
EVENHEETERS
Automatic Electric Heat will eliminate
the trouble by MAINTAINING EVEN
TEMPERATURES IN EXPRESSION
CHAMBERS.
EVENHEETERS
are entirely automatic and electric.
Reasonably priced
Simple in construction
Require no naaintenance
Approved hy fire underwriters
Recommended by leading organ kuildera
Can be easily installed by your electrician
Absolutely noiseless
No relays or complicated wiring
Entire installation inside organ chamber
Write us at once, stating voltage, kind
of current, size of chambers, and if emy
exposed walls.

Cramblet Engineering Corp.
Successors to Evenheeter Mfrs.
Milwaukee, Wise. Factory
Office
177 Fifth St.
179 Fourth St.

SaySomethiiid

inYoui'V
Don'tSign
be satisfied to \
haTC it just el>re iapotently. Hare it moTC,
attract attention, and
"say
something."
real si^n
adTertising.That's
FLASHERS
quickly pay back modest
first cost by current aaring. They're standard.
Write for circular
Mfrt. of Rtco Celor
Hocdt, Motori, Mistrt.
St..
^ ELCCTRIC
COMPANV k.^^#
2628
W.
Conoress
~
Chicago

^ REAL
NOVELTY SToRY
WITH MUSIC
Told e>>o
Misiieall^ Illusteted Slides
^
4 RELEASES READY
WRITE: TODA>^
Standard

DO YOU

SuDt

Corp.

WANT TO BUILD A
THEATRE?
Will secure site, finance,
design and construct
A. P. SORICE, Jr., Architect
320 FultonPhone:
Street,5353 Jamaica
Jamaica, N. Y.

The new Granada theatre recently opened in La Jolla, California.

Skouras

Bros.

$5,500,000

Start

Construction

St. Louis

SKOURAS Brothers Enterprises of St.
Louis, Mo., has announced officiallj^
that construction of their $5,500,000
Ambassador Theatre and 24-storj^ office
building at Seventh and Locust streets,
St. Louis, will get underway on May 1.
Leading contractors of St. Louis and elsewhere have been invited to submit bids in
accordance with the plans and specifications
preparedL. by
C. It
"W.is and
George
Eapptheof architects,
Chicago, 111.
expected the new theatre will open in Julv.
1926.
In anticipation of the erection of this
structure which will be one of the outstanding buildings of down-town St. Louis.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises has made arrangements to increase their capital stock
from $1,000,000 to $8,000,0000. It is a
Delaware corjioration.
Skoiu'as Brothers are also owners of the
Grand Central, West End Lyric and Down
Lyric theatres and Lyric Skydome, pricipal owners of the Capitol Theatre, and control a half interest in the St. Louis Amusement Company which owns the GrandFlorissant, Lindell, North Grand, Novelty.
Shenandoah, Lafayette, Gravois, Russell
airdome, Shaw, Pageant, Pershing, Manchester Arco, Arsenal, Maffitt, Tivoli. and
several airdomes operated in conjunction
with the theatres. In addition tliey conti'ol the Missouri franchise of First National
Pictures and operate the St. Louis Motion
Picture Exchange which has territorial
rights for many prominent independent
]iroductions.
The Ambassador theatie building will
front 164 feet on Seventh street and 131
feet on Locust street. The main building
will rise seventeen stories but there will be
a tower structure that will contain seven
additional stories; The tower will have a
height of 300 feet above the street level.
The building will be of modern construction
with a steel framework resting on concrete
caissons extending 70 feet below the basement level to bedrock.
The theatre entrance will be angular so
that patrons can come in conveniently from
either Seventh or Locust street. The office
building entrance will be on Seventh street
at the nothern end of the structure.

on

Project

On the first floor there will be nine commodious shops, while in the upper floors
there will be 500 office rooms. The theatre
will have a seating capacity of 3500. Of
course it will be the most prominent feature of the structure and Skouras Brothers
promise that it will rank with the finest
amusement palaces in the country.

TALK
from your
screen
- :• -M
DiOi
RA
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES.
WHITE. AMBER or GREEK.
Accept no substitute.
IS THE Stationery of the Screen
REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU (AM
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 smts. 30%; under 509. 70%; under SN,
8S%; over 800. 15%.
The most economicil method of reachins theatra la
our ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4.06 PER M UP. liMtt
If
desired. of30 dead
to 50%
»»Ted in theatre*
posUfe. asnallr
etc.. tkrMck
elimination
and duplicate
UaUd.
Lists of Producers. Diatribuiors and Suppb Dealen.
IfTLTI
GRAPHING
— MIMEOQRAPHINO—
rOLDrNO—
ENCLOSING—
MAHJCKG CO.
MOTION PICTURB
DIRICTORT
TM Siztk At*., at 41<t 8t.
Nmr York City
Pkew. Ttaatj. ra4-74»
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Canadian

Fire

Associations

Dangers
Movinf? picture films came in for a share
of discussion at the joint annual convention in Ottawa, Ontario, on April 20 to 22
of the Dominion Fire Prevention Association and the Association of Canadian Fire
Marshals and the subject was freely dis<jussetl during- one whole session under various headings, such as transportation, storage, sale, manufacture, importation and use
of moviufi picture films. The two associations adopted one recommendation which is
to be forwarded to the Canadian Parliament
and to all Provincial Legislatures in the
Dominion. Further, a Film Hazard Committee was organized for the purpose of
studying the numerous angles of the use of
films in theatres and otherwise.
Discuss

Film

Raymond S. Peck, Ottawa, director of
the Canadian Government Motion Picture
Bureau, was elected chairman of the committee on film hazard. Mr. Peck is also an
officer of the Society of Motion Picture En^'ineers, whose conventions he attends twice
yearly. Other members of the new committee include Tom Moore of Ottawa, president of the Dominion Trades and Labor
Congi'ess, representing the Projection Machine Operators Union; Capt. Orr, M. C,
Toronto, director of tlie Ontario Provincial
Moving Picture Theatre License Bureau,
and G. T. Lewis of Toronto.
The resolution as adopted in the form of
a recommendation was as follows: "That
moving picture films be so labelled when being traiis])orted from one point to another
that ample wnrning will be given as to their
ilegree uf indaitiniabilitv."

The

cost

cooling

Even
you
your

with

your

the

would

price

think

in winter

house

of coal,

of running

without

heat,

you?

It would
theatre

not
costs

it. In other
you

high

never

house

would

o/not

better

pay.

To

less than
words,

than

heat
not

your

to heat

comfort

pays

discomfort.

Now, candidly, isn't that exactly the way
you ought to look at the matter of cooling
during hot weather?
Real comfort

will make

more

you than it costs — in summer
in winter.
Shall we send you

money

for

as well as

our Booklet

N-iof

Typhoon
Fan
Company
345 West 39th Street
New York
Philadelphia

Jacksonville

New Orleans

Dallas

Front view of the Great Neck Playhouse, Great
Neck L. I.
r
GUNDLACH
L
r
No. 2 Size
The new Gundlach Radiant Projection
Lenses are the only ones made in No. 2
Size for all focal lengths from 4j4" upward.
Theatres still using No. 1 lenses in focal lengths of 4J^" or over
may either reduce their current consumption or improve the illumina
tion of their pictures, by adopting the new Gundlach Radiant Pro
jection Lenses in No. 2 Size. Why not investigate?
Write to
( Gundlach-Manhattan
^

853 Clinton Ave. So.

Optical

Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

^
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in ivhich Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming zvill be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release.)
Refer to THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

BOOKING

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Adventurous Sex, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
6 reels . . . Mar. 21
Air Mail, The
Special Cast
Paramount 6976 feet . Mar. 28
Beauty and the Bad Man . Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
April 25
Billy, The Kid
Fraiikl>-n Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp.
4800feet
Blood and Steel uesmond _
Holmes. . . Inde.S.R.I
Pict. (S. R.) . . .5300
feet
Border Justice Bill Cody
Inde.
Pict. Corp. 5432 feet. Nov. 8
i S.R.I
Confessions
a Queen. .. Special
Metro-Gold
wyn
6 reels
. .April 4
Cracker
jack, ofThe
Johnny Cast
Hines
C. C. Burr iS.
R.) . . .6500
feet
Crimson Runner, The. . . .Priscilla Dean
Prod. Dist. Corp
Daddy
Goes A from
Hunting.
Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet. Mar. 7
Dressmaker
Paris,. Special Cast
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount 7080 feet . Mar. 28
Denial,
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
4791 feet . . Mar. 21
Ermine The
and Rhinestone
H. F. Jans (S. R.j
Everyman's Wire
Fox
Fighting
Flames Haines-Devore
C. B. C.Dist.(S. Corp
R.) 5800 feet
Friendly the
Enemies
Weber and Fields. . . .Prod.
Great Divide, The
Terry-Ttarle Metro-Goldwyn 7811 feet. Feb. 21
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer
F. B. 0
5095 feet April 11
Goose Hangs High, The. Special Cast
Paramount 6186 feet Feb. 14
Head Winds
House Peters Universal 5309 feet. .Mar. 28
Hunting Wild Animals in
Hollywood
Special Cast
Fox
I Want My Man
Sills-Kenyon First National
April 18
Timmie's atMillions
RichardEdwards
Talmadge. . Cranfield
F. B. 0& Clarke 5167 feet. Feb. 28
Lunatic
Large, A
Henry
(S. R.)
6000 feet
Mad Whirl, The
May McAvoy Universal 6184 feet. .Dec. 26
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fox Film
4800 feet. .April 11
Monster, The
L. Chaney-J. Arthur. Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet. .Feb. 28
My Wife and I
Special Cast
Warner Bros
New Lives for Old
Betty Compson Paramount 6796 feet Mar. 7
New Toys
Richard Barthelmess First National 7250 feet. .Feb. 21
None But the Brave Richard Dix
Paramount• Feb. 28
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib
6 reels .
Playing With Souls Soecial Cast
First National 5831 feet Mar. 14
Price of Pleasure, The Valli-Kerry Universal 6618 feet
Recompense
M. Prevost-M.
Warner Bros
Rainbow Trail, The Tom
Mix Blue . .Fox
Riders of the Purple Sage. Tom Mix
Fox
5578 feet. .Mar. 28
Sackcloth and Scarlet. . . .Alice Terry
Paramount 6732 feet. Mar. 7
Sally
Colleen Moore First National 8 reels . . . Mar. 28
Scar Hanan
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4684 feet. .April 4
Scarlet Hone3rmoon, The. .Shirley Mason Fox
5080 feet. .Mar. 21
Seven Chances Buster Keaton Metro-Goldwyn 5113 feet. Mar. 28
She Wolves
Special Cast
Fox
Should a Husband Tell?
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Sign of the Cactus, The . . Jack Hoxie
Universal 4938 feet. .Jan. 10
Stop Flirting Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tainted Souls
Special Cast
Fox
Too Many Kisses Richard Dix
Paramount
6 reels. . .Mar. 14
Where Romance Rides. . .Dick Hatton Arrow
4301 feet. .Feb. 12
APRIL
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moore Paramount 6602 feet. April 25
After
Business
Hours. . . . Harry
Hammerstein-Tellegen
C. B. Dist.
C. (S.Corp
R.)
Bad Lands,
The
Carey
Prod.
Beggar
on
Horseback,
A
.
.
Ralston-Nissen
Paramount
Bandit Tamer, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
The Clash
Marmont-Reubens . . Universal
Coast of Folly
Gloria Swanson Paramount
Code of the West
O. Moore-C. Bennett . Paramount 6777 feet. .April 25
Courageous Fool, The .... Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Dangerous
Innocence. . . .LaPlante-E.
O'Brien .. Universal
feet... .April
.Mar. 214
Declasse
Corinne Griffith
First National 6759
6 reels
Fifth Avenue Models .... Philbin-Kerry Universal 6581 feet. .Jan. 24
Fighting Parson, The Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Getting
Right
George Larkin
RayartNational
(S. R.i 6700
4669 feet.
feet
Heart of 'Em
a Siren,
The. . . .Barbara
La Marr First
.Mar. 21
If Marriage Fails Jacqueline Logan F. B. O
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke.
(S.R.)
6000 feet
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount 5767 feet .April 18
Little French Girl, The. . Betty Bronson Paramount 5628 feet
Love's
Bargain Special
M. Daw-C.
Brook . . F.Metro-Goldwyn
B. 0
5641 feet. April
Man
Cast
April 282518
Men and
and Maid
Women
Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels. . .Mar.
My Son
Nazimova-J. Pickford First National 6500 feet April 25
One Way Street Special Cast
First National 5596 feet April 11
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Proud Flesh
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn April 25
Roaring Adventure, The . . Jack Hoxie
Universal 4657 feet . . Feb. 1 4
Rough Stuff
George Larkin Rayart (S. R . )
Silent Sanderson Harry Carey I>rod. Dist. Corp
Sporting Venus
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Sky Raider, The
Capt. Charles Nungesser
Assoc. Exhib
7 reels. . .April 4
Straight
Tale of Through
a Thousand and Wm. Desmond Universal 4867 feet
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis Dist. Div.
'S.R.j
6800 feet Feb. 14
Tearing Thru. .
Richard Talmadge. . . F. B. O
That Devil Quemado Fred Thomson F. B. 0
5 reels. . .April 4
Waking Up the Town Jack Pickford United Artists 6 reels . . . .April 1 1
Way
of
a
Girl,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Western Engagement, A.. Dick Hatton Arrow April 18
Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet

GUIDE

for Productions Listed Prior to March

MAY
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
. .
Alias Mary Flynn Evelyn Brent F.F. B.B. O
O
Bandit's
Baby,
The
Fred
Thomson
Independent
Prod.
(S.
R.)
Barriers of the Law Holmes-Dssmond . . . . First National
Chickie
Mackaill-Bowers Paramount 6558 feet
Crowded Hour, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Eve's
Secret
Betty
B.P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Faint Perfume
SpecialCompson
Cast
RayartNational
(S. R.)
Fear Fighter, The
Billy Sullivan First
Fine Clothes
L. Stone-A. Rubens.. . Arrow
Fugitive, The
Ben Wilson
First National 6600 feet. .Atwil 25
His Supreme Moment... B. Sweet-R. Cohnan Universal
5547 feet . . Jan. . . 3
Let 'er Buck
Hoot Gibson
F. B. National
O
April 25
Lilies of the Streets J.Walker-V. L. Corbin First
Necessary Evil, The Dana-Lyon
Night Club, The
R.nolds
Griffith - V. Rey Paramount 5732 feet .
Old Home Week
Thomas Meighan Paramount
Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Raffles, The Amateur
Universal
5557 feet
Cracksman
House Peters
Metr
o-Goldwy
a
Return of a Soldier Special Cast
4419
feet.
.Mar.
Saddle Hawk, The
Hoot Gibson Universal
Rayart 1 S. R.)
Snob Buster, The
Reed Howes
Soul Fire
Barthehness-B. Love. First National
Sporting Grit
Richard Talmadge . . .
Speed Wild
Maurice
B. "Lefty' F. B. O
Flyim
F. B. o
;■ ;;
Texas Bearcat, The Bob Custer
F.F. B.B. O
Up the Ladder
Virginia Valli Universal
O 6023 feet. . Jan. -il
White Fang
Strongheart (dog) . . . . Metro-Gold wim
White Desert, The
Special Cast
B. o
;
White Thimder Yakima Canutt F.Ar
row
Wolves of the Road Yakima Canutt Universal
7
reels.
April
4
Woman's
Faith, A
Reubens-Marmont
Wrath
Ernest Torrence . . Paramount
Zander the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Any Woman
Alice Terry
JUNE Paramount
Dangerous Odds
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Desert Flower, The Colleen Moore First National
Double Fisted
Jack Perrin Rayart (S.R.)
Introduce Me
Douglas McLean Assoc. Exhib. 5980 feet. .Mar. 21
Making
of
O'Malley,
The
.
Man From Lone Mount- Milton Sills First National
ain, The .Ben Wilson Arrow
Man She Bought, The .... Constance Talmage . . . First National
Mist in the Valley Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
5500 feet
Modern Babylon
Paramount
My Lady's Lips
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Ridin' Easy
Dick Hatton Arrow^
Ridiu'
Thunder
Jack
Hoxie
Universal
Rough Going
Franklyn Farnum Indep. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Spaniard, The
Cortez-Goudal Paramount 6676 feet. April 18
Talkers, The
A. Nilssen-L. Stone . . First National
Texas
Trail,
The
Prod. Dist. Corp
When a Woman Reaches Harry Carey
Forty
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Youth's Gamble
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp Feb.
Cold Nerve
Bill Cody
JULY Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Drug Store Cowboy, The . Franklyn Farnum Ind. Pict. Corp. (S.R.)5100 feet .
Duped
Holmes-Desmond . . . Inde. Pict. 1 S. R.)
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.I
6200 feet
Secret of Black Canyon,
The
Dick Hatton Arrow
Strange Rider, The Yakima Canutt Arrow
£uiiiiMiiiimJUiiiniiiini:iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiinuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiwiuiiiiiiiiinnuuiiiiilliiiiiMijjiniiiHiJii!iuiiiuinmiiiin iimniuiiiiuiihii ^
Comedy

Releases

f;,tiiniiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiMiimiiiiriiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiirminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«iniiiiimiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiriiiiii^ Distributed by Length Reviewed
Star
Feature
Edna Marian Universal
Across the Hall
sal
Univer
Marian
Reputation Edna
After a DooUttle
AlfaUa
Will Rogers Pathe
■■ ■ ■■■ ■■ ■ 2 reels .....
Alice Solves the Puzzle.. ." Cartoon "
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 21 reel
AprU II
reels
All Hands on Deck Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
reels
2
Universal
....
Messinger
Almost a Husband Buddy
Fox Film
Earle Foxe
Apache, The
2 reels
Fox
r
Apollo's Pretty Siste
UniversalI reel April II
Jack Earle
Araby Bound
Pathe. . .
Are Husbands Human?
Artists' Blues
G. Joy-J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
Ask Grandma
" Our Gang "
Pathe
,
2 reels
Fox
At the Seashore Monkey
Universal
Special Cast
Bachelors
Charles Chase Pathe
Bad Bill Brodie
2 reels . . April 1 1
Charles Chase Pathe
Bad Boy

May

16,
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
2 reels
Bark is the Woods Harry Langdon . . . Pathe
Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves. . . .
Pathe
2 reels
Be Careful
Harry Langdon . . .
Big Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
Red
Seal
Pict.
(S.
R.)
the Inkwell)
" Cartoon " . . Universal
1 reel. .
Black
Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards.
Universal
2 reels.
Boyhood Rivals Buddy Messinger.
Pathe
2 reels . .April II
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves. . . .
Universal
2 reels.
Bus Boy, The
Buddy Messinger.
Universal
2 reels.
Campin Out
Buddy Messinger.
Universal
2 reels.
Chicken a la Carte Century Girls. ...
Universal
2 reels.
Clear the Way
Buddy Messinger
Pathe
1 reel. . .Mar. 7
Clean-Up
Week
"
Aesop's
Fables
"
Cleopatra and Her Easy
Bering D. Wilson (S. R.)
Mark
" Cartoon
" .
Educational
Cotton
King
Lloyd
Hamilton.
Educational 2 reels .
Crime Cru-shers Lige Conley
Cure, The (Out of the InkRed Seal Pict. (S. R.)
wel ) "CartoonWiley
"
.Universal
2 reels
Cute Little Devil, The Wanda
Universal
2 reels
Day's Outing A
" The Gumps "... Pathe
Dog
"Our Gang
.Educational
Don't Days
Pinch
Bobby
Vernon." ...
Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Don't
Worry
Wanda
Wiley
Fox
2 reels
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Educational
2
reels ... Mar. 21
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Excuse Please
My Glove "Al.Spat
Fares
St. Family
John"... Educational
Pathe
First Love
" Our Gang "
1 reel
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon.
Fables ." . Pathe
Universal
For Hire
Universal
Full of Pep
Special Cast
Universal
2 reels
Getting Trimmed Wanda Wiley
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Giddap
Special Cast
Universal
Girlies and Girlies Century Girls
Educational
Going Great
Eddie Nelson
,Universal
Guil^ Consicence, A Eddie Gordon
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton . . . Educational 1 reel .... Mar. 7
Ginsberg (S. R.)
Ham and Eggers Benny Leonard
Pathe
HandleBoiled
'Em Rough Animal
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Hard
Charley Cast
Chase. . . . Pathe
Hard Working Loafer,
Pathe
The
Arthur Stone
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Haunted Honeymoon Tryon-Mehaffey . . . Pathe
Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Hello, Hollywood Lige Conley
F.
B.
O
Helping Hand
Jimmy Aubrey . . . Universal
1 reel
Here's Your Hat
Arthur Lake
Universal
Her Lucky Leap
Wanda Wiley
Educational 1 reel
High Hopes
His
Special
Cast . . Universal
Pathe
2 reels . . .Mar. 7
His Friend's
Marriage Wife
Wow
Henry Langdon.
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Horrible Hollywood
Hot Dog
Animal
.CF. B.B O
C (S R)
2 reels
House That Dinky Built. . (Cartoon)
Pathe
Housing
. ."Aesop Fable "... Universal
HystericalShortage,
History The.
(Series)
In
Dutch
Aesop's Fables. . . . Pathe
Educational 1 reel . . . . Mar. 28
Inside Out
Bowes-Vance
Educational
Iron Mnle
Is Marriage the Bunk .... Charles Chase .... Pathe
1 reel .... April 4
Universal
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Itching for Revenge Eddie Gordon
Universal
It's
All
Wrong
Karr-Engle
Universal
Jockey, The
Buddy Messinger.
Pathe
Jungle
Bike
Riders
Aesop's
Fables
....
Universal
Kid Brother
Buddy Messinger.
Sering Wilson (S R.)
Kidding
Captain
Kid
"
Cartoon
"
King Cotton
Lloyd Hamilton. . . Educational
2 reels
King Damb
Jimmy Aubrey .... Selznick
Ko-Ko the Barber (Out of
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) .
the Inkwell) " Cartoon "
Ko-Ko in Toyland (Out of
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) .
tha Inkwell)
Ko-Ko
Trains Animals " Cartoon "
Seal Pict. (S. R.)
of the The
Inkwell) ..."Harry
Cartoon
" . . Red
Pathe
2 reels
Lady(OutBarber,
Langdon.
Universal
Lead Pipe Cinch, A
Al Alt
Fox
2 reels... Feb. 28
Lion Love
Little
RidingMovement,
Hood . . ." Dinky Doodle " . F. B. O
Little Red
Theatre
Pathe
2 reels
The
Will Rogers
Universal
1 reel
Locked Out
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel. .. .Feb. 21
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roach
Pathe
2 reels. . .April 4
Love
The
"Jimmie
Our Gang
Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 7
Love Bug,
Goofy
Adams" . ..... .
Universal
Lucky Leap, A
Wanda Wiley
Makmg A Career Buddy Messinger . Universal
Pathe
Man's
Friend
Rex Turpin
(horse)
Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
MarriageBestCircus,
The. . . .Ben
Meet the Ambassador.. . .Jimmy Aubrey. . . . F. B. O
Mellow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville .Educational 1 reel. .. .April 4
Educational 1 reel . . .Mar. 28
Merrymakers Bowes-Vance. .
Universal
Met by Accident Wanda Wiley. .
Universal
2 reels
Miss Fixit
Wanda Wiley. .
Universal
1 reel
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach
Educational
Night
Hawks
Lige
Conley
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake ...
Universal
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
North of 57
Ben Turpin
Assoc. Exhib
3 reels
Now or Never (re-issue) . Harold Lloyd . . ,
Universal
2 reels
Oh,
What
a
Gump
"
The
Gumps
"
.
Universal
On Duty
Wanda Wiley. .
Ricardo
Films,
Inc.
(S.R.)
Orphan, The ...
Al Joy
Arrow
Other Husband, The Eddie Lyons. . .
Selznick
Over the Bottom Stan Laurel
Pathe
Over Here
Harry Langdon .
Universal
Pal's Clever
Pal (dog)
1 reel. . . .April 11
Papa's
" Bull's Eye Comedy ' 'Universal
Universal
Past andPet
Present
Screen Art Dist
Pegg's
Love
Affair
F. B. O
P ie-Eyed
Stan Laurel
Pathe
1 reel Mar. 21
Pie
The
" AesopLangdon.
Fable "
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 28
PlainMan,
Clothes
Harry
Pathe
Plam and Fancy Girls. . . .Charles Chase.
Universal
Plain Luck
Edna Marian . .
Fox
2 reels
Poor Sap, The
Universal
2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Powdered Chickens Edna Marian . .
Putting on Airs
Edna Marian . . .
Universal
2 reels. . .April 11
Universal
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Puzzled by Crosswords . . . Eddie Gordon . .
Universal
2 reels
Queea of Aces
Wanda Wiley . . .
Universal
2 reels .. .April 4
Raisin'
Cain
Special
Cast . .. ..
Educational
Rapid Transit
Al. St. John.
Educational
2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Rarin'
Roneo
Hiers.. . ..
Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Raspberry
Romanee Walter
Ben Turpin.
Educational 2 reels. . .April 4
Red Pepper
Al. St. John. . .
Universal
2 reels
Regular Gul, A
Wanda Wiley. .
Pathe
Remember When? Harry Langdon .
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Rip Without a Wink

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Robinson Crusoe Returns
on Friday
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Sailor Papa, A
Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels . . .April 4
Sherlock Sleuth Arthur Stone Pathe
Ship Shape
Vance-Bowes Educational
Should
Tell?
Red Saal Pict. (S.R.)
Should a Husbanl
Husbands
Be
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Sleeping
Sickness
Edwards-Roach
Universal
reel
Smoked Out
Lake Hasbrouch Universal
11 reel
Snow-Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. O
S. O. S
"Aesop's
Fables " Pathe
Spanish
Romeo, A
Earle
Foxe
Fox
Stilts Man, The
Earl McCoy
Universal
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
" CartoonHiers
"
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Tender
Feet
Walter
Educational
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel. . . .Mar .28
This Week-End
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Through the Rough Benny Leonard Ginsberg (S. R.)
Through Three Reigns .... (Novelty) Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Thundering Landlords .... Glenn Tryon Pathe
Tin Type, A
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Topsey
Turvey
Travel.
.
.
Hodge
Podge
"
Educational
1
reel. . . .Feb. 7
Tourists De Luxe
Hayes-Kaw Universal
2 reels
Transatlantic
Flight, A.. . ."Aesop's
Fables "... .Pathe
Twins
Stan Laurel
F. B. 0
2 reels
Two Cats and a Bird
(Novelty) " Cartoon "
Educational
1 reel
Two Weeks-and-a-half Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels
Uncle
Tom's
Girl
Edna
Marian
Universal
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Water Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Feb. 21
Welcome Danger Bowes-Vance Educational
1 reel. .. .Feb. 28
Why Hesitate Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Wild Bill Hicough Stan Laurel Pathe
2 reels
Wild
"Bowes-Vance
Spat Family "
Pathe
Wild Papa
Waves
Educational
Wooly West, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
^iiiinMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiii»
Short

Subjects
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Animated Hair Cartoon
Red Seal (S. R.) .... 1 reel
Balto's Race
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series) Educational
F. B. O
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb) Universal
2 reels
Bill (Character Study)
Red Seal Pict. (8. R.) 2 reels
Color World
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Columbus (Chr. of America)
Pathe
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series) F. B. 0
2 reels
Cowpuncher's Comeback, The (Art Acord) Universal
2 reels
Cross Word Puzzle Film (Comedy-Novelty) Schwartz Enterprises
R.)
1 reel
Day With the Gypsies
Red(S.Seal
Pict. (S. R.)
Desert Hawk, The
Arrow
Detective, The (Van Bibber)
Fox
Divertisement
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Do You Remember?
Red Seal Pict. (3. R.)
East Side, West Side
DeForrest (S.R.)
Einstein Theory of Relativity (Novelty) Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Fighting Cowboy (Series)
Universal
Fighting Ranger (Serial)
Universal Serial Feb. 7
Film Facts
Red Seal (S. R.) 1 reel
Fire Trader, The (Serial)
Universal 15 episodes
Floral Feast, A
From Msirs to Munich (Varieties) Fox
1 reel. . . .April 4
Fugitive Futurist
Cranfield & Clarke
Gems of the Screen
Red(S.R.)
Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Universal 15 episodes
Golden Panther, The (Serial)
Pathe
Idaho (Serial)
Pathe
Serial Feb. 28
If a Picture Tell's a Story
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
In the Spider's Grip (Novelty)
Educational
1 reel. . . .April 11
Judge's
Cross
Word
Puzzle
(Novelty)
Educational
reel. .. .. .Feb.
.Jan. 26
31
Land of the Navajo (Educational) Fox
11 reel.
Leopard's
Lair
Universal
Serial
Let's Paint
Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
Line Runners, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) . . . .Educational 1 reel
Little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel Feb. 28
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfield',
& Clarke
(S. R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels ... April 4
Loser Wins, The (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 7
Lots of Knots (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar 21
Mad Miner, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Magic Hour, The
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Miss in the Dark, The (Go-Getters) F. B. 0
2 reels
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel. .. .April 4
Movie Pioneer, A (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel
Neptune's
(SportUght)
Pathe
New Sheriff,Nieces
A (Western)
Hunt Miller (8. R.) . . 21 reel
reels
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
One Glorious Scrap (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Our Six-legged Friends (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel
Paris Creations (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel. .. .Feb. 7
Paris Creations in Color (Novelty) Educational 1 reel. .. .Feb. 28
Paul Jones, Jr. (Earle Foxe)
Fox
Peeps Into Puzzleland
Red Seal Pict. (8. R.)
Plastigrams (Novelty)
Educational
Playing With Fire (Go-Getters) F. B. 0
2 reels
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist. Div. (S.R.)
Race, The (Van Bibber)
Fox
Race for a Ranch, A (Billy Sullivan) Universal
2 reels
Rambles of a Raindrop
Fox
1 reel
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Red Sage, The (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Roaring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany (Educational) Fox
1 reel
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Rough and Tumbling (SportUght)
i reel
R. Valentino and Eighty-eight Prize-winning Pathe
American Beauties
Chesterfield (M. P.
Seemg
R«l (Billy Sulhvan)
If!- ^'^oli'm-n^
Prtaci^'l Piit^'cS.
21
Universa
l R.) '21 reel
reels Feb.
Feb 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick) Universal 2 reels ' ' '
Sleeping
Cutie,
The
(Go-Getters)
FBO
Smoke of a Forty-Five. The (Western) Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Soft Muscles (Benny Leonard)
Ginsberg (S. R.)
i reels
Song Cartoons (Novelty
Red
Spanish Romeo, A (Van >
Bibber)
Fox..Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Spikes and Bloomers (Sportlight)
Pathe
i rVei
Sporting Armor (Sportlight)
Pathe .
l reel
Storm King (Edmund Cobb
)
Universal 2 reels
Straight
Shootin'
(Harry
Carey
)
Universa
l
2
reels
Stratford on Avon
Red
Studio Secrets (Screen Almanac)
F. B. Seal
O. Pict. (S.R.)..
Sunken Silver (Serial)
Pathe
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
. . .Pathe
Traps and Troubles (SportUght)
Pathe
Mar 21
Turf Mystery (Serial)
Chesterfield Pict. Corp. i reel
(S. R.)
Valley of Rogues (Western)
Universal
2 reels
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe)
Fox
' * 2 reels
I^ice of For
the You
Nightingale,
The (Novelty) Hegerman
Educational.'.'.Music 1 reel ' ' ' Mar ' 28
Waitmg
(Music Fihn)
„
„
,„ . .
Novelties (S. R.)
White
Paper
(Variet
ies)
Fox
1 reel
WUd West Wallop, The (Western) Universal
2 reels
Wonder Book, The

Motion

Picture

Star
Distributed by
Gulliver's Travels Special Cast
Universal .
Happy
Warrior,
Th
e
Vitagraph
^l^Z^lP"-'
Kenyon
First
Hav
oc
Special
Cast
Fox National

News

Length Reviewed

Hell
gf Bent for
: Hea
• ven
Asso.'
.■.■;::::::::'.
WarnerExhib
Bros
Her father's Daughter
FBO
Hel^F.ffil-^ n' • i,;
^P^''*'
F"^' National !. !!!!!.'
gjg'LandMaker,
Handsome
" Lefty " Flynn .
f! b' O
Home
The
Alice
Joyce
His Woman ...
Special Cast
Whitman' BeiiJi'ett ' ".
Universal
How Baxter
Butted
In
WarnefBros'.'.
'.!!! !!
Human
Mill,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Gold
1 11 Show You the Town. . . Regmald Denny Universal wyn . . .
In the Name of Love Cortez-N
issen Paramount
John Forrest
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
tX, F^rr!;*
^
Fox Film Corp .'!!!!iisSS feet '. Sept.' ' t
Jungle
Law, The
Richard■ i,.Dix
Paxlmol^nt
Justice of the Far North
c B C (S'R)
Kmgs of the Turf
.'.■.::.'::::::;:::;:';'■•
Fist National:
.■....'.'.' po-j
•i Jack
^InlfMeJ?^^
M°<:^'
Kiss
Again
SpecialPerrin
Cast .'.■;.';.';::
Warner
Bros'.'.'.
Ki<l •The
Rayart
Pict.
Corp. (S. R.) .
Lady Who
Lied, The
Lariat,
The
National.. ... ..I '
William Desmond First
Universal
Las t Frontier, The
Special Cas t
Firs t National

Lt^b^nes"'.
teii^^- *'^
Lena
Rivers :::i^"^"*'^"*
Special Cast
Arrow
6 re'eis ■
I ' 1*°^- S''"^''
First National .
tnm'
Jay Hunt
|imiiiiMjjMminnniuMiminimmiiiiiimininijniiiiiiijimuiiuiimininiiiiuiiinrminniiiiniminini»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiii^ i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii Ligh
Fox
Lightning Jack. .
Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (SIrO 5000 feet
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Denny Universal
Lightning
Passes, Sta
The . . . . Al Ferguson
Light
of Western
Fleming Prod.' (S.R.)
rs
Paramount
j
Coming
Attractions
|
Limited Mail, The
WarnerNational'.
Bros
T ■'°?<.^"ll
First
Annie Alley
Rooney Mary Pickford United
Artists '.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.;'.■.'.: '.
?niimiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiuuiiijiiiiiiinu iimiiiiiiiiiiii imiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ Little
Lorrame of the Lio
ns
Universal
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National'. '. .'ia're'e'ls .''.Seh. 21
Loyalt
ies
Special
Cast
Ace of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister. . Universal
Fox
Love Cargo, The
House
Peters
Universal
■ ■ •r eo.
Amazing Quest, The Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke. . . 5500 feet .
American Pluck
George Walsh Chadwick Pict. (S. R.)
Ivan
Abramson
('s. R;)' 7 reels ' ! 'May'
An Old Man's Darling .... Laura La Plante Universal
Mad Marriage,■ -.i.^
The Special
Special Cast
Cast
Rosemary
Films
^ lay 2^
Another Woman's Life . . . Mary Philbin Universal
Man and the Mome
w
,nt
'S.R.)
6 reels ... Jan. 10
Metro-Goldwyn
Are Parents The
People? Bronson-Vidor
Paramount
............'.
Aristocrat,
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Manicure
Gul, The Bebe
Paramount
Man m Blue.
HerbertDaniels
RawUnson. . .Universal
5634 "feet ' .'Feb! 'ii
As No Man Has Loved . . .Edward Hearn Fox
10000 feet .Feb. 28 Man
on the Box, The Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
Ashes
Corinne GriflSth First National
Mare
Nostrum
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Atlantis
First National
Married Hypocrites Fredericks-La Plante . Universal
Awful Truth, The
Agnes Ayres Prod. Dist. Corp
^^Zt^
First
National
Meddler,
The
William Desmond Universal
.
Back Wash
Mary Howes
Pickford Rayart
United (S.
Artists
Beloved
Pawn, The Reed
R.) .....'..'. Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Message
to
Garcia,
A
Metro-Goldwyn
.
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Beyond the Law
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Miracle of the Wolves, The
Mar"?
Bird of Paradise, The. . . .Special Cast
First National
Milhon
Dollar Dol
Asso.
Exhib
Miss Vanity
Mary l
Philbin
Universal'.'.
'.'.'.'.
Black Cyclone Rex (horse) Pathe
Modem
Madness
Corrine
Griffith
First
National
Blackmail
Special Cast
Universal
Moonlight Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
Blind Virtue
Special Cast
Atlas Educ. Co. (S. R)
My Pal
Dick Hatton Arrow .
Blood and Gold
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Napoleon
the Great
Universal
Bobbed Hair
Warner Bros
Oats
Woman Special Cast
Universal
Boden's Boy
Cast
Hepworth &Dist.
(S.R.)(S. 5300
feet
Nothingfor totheWear
Metro-Goldwyn '.".".'.'
Bohemian
Girl, The Special
Gladys Cooper
Cranfield
Clarke
R.)
Once to Every Man O'Brien-Dove Fox Film Corp . .
Border
Women
Special
Cast.'
Phil
Goldstone
(S.R.)
5000
feet
Brown of Harvard
Metro-Goldwyn
One theYearGo
to Live Buffalo
Special Bill,
Cast
First National
7 reels . Feb '28
On
Jr
Weiss
Bros. (S. R.)
California Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny Universal
Out of the Dark
Special Cast
Metro
Goldwyn
. . . 5 reels. . .ArpU 4
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Paramount
Outlaw
Tamer,
The
.
Clayton-F.
Farnum.
.
Inde.
Pict. (S. R.). . .
Captain Fearless Reginald Denny Universal
Pace That Thrills, The . . . Ben Lyon
First National
.
Charity Ball, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod. Dist. Corp
Chicken Feed
Special Cast
Fox
Pat
sy
Metro-Gold
wyn
\
Circle, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramount
Claim No. 1
Special Cast
Universal
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Clean-Up,
The
Richard
Talmadge Universal
F. B. O
Clinging Fingers
Special Cast
Perils of Paris
PearlChaney
White
F. B. 0
6 reels.' .'.'bee'. 13
Phantom
of the Opera. . . .Lon
Universal
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Pony Express, The
Special Cast
Universal
Crashing Through Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S. R.) 5000 feet
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist
Poor Mama
Corp
.'.'.'
Poppy
Fields-Dempster Prod.
United Dist.
Artists
Daredevil, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Prince, The
Philbin-Kerry Universal
Deerslayer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Purchased
Youth
Aima
Q.
Nilsson
F.
B.
O
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Detour
Prod. Dist. Corp
Quality
Street
Metro-Goldwyn
Quo
Vadis
First
National 12 reels. . .Feb.. 28"
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.)
Rebellious Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Dollar Down
Ruth RoUand Parthenon Pict. (S.R.)
Reckless
Sex,
The
Special
Cast
Truart
(S. R.)
6 reels. . .Feb! H
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Fraser F. B. O
Red Clay
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Don Daredevil Jack Hoxie
Universal
Red
Wolf,
The
Lowell-Russell
Lowell
Film
Prod.
(S.
R.)
Don 0
Douglas Fairbanks United Artists
Resurrection
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Doubling for Cupid Laura La Plante Universal
Road That Led Home, The
Vitagraph
Drucilla With a Million . . . Special Cast
F. B. O
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick (S.R.)
Dust of Desire
Special Cast
First National
East of the Setting Sun . . . Constance Talmadge . First National
Romeo and Juliet
National
reels 12.... Dae. .13"
Romola
Gish Sisters First
Metro-Goldwyn
About
Escape
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Every Woman's Desire
First National
Ropin'
Venus,
The
Josie
Sedgwick
Universal
Eve's
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Rose of the World Special Cast
Warner Bros
!
Extra Lover
Man, The
Universal
Satan's
Cast
Inde.
(S. R.)
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-GoldwynSatan inSon
Sables Special
Lowell Sherman
WarnerPict.Bros
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Fair Play
Special Cast
Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Savages
the Sea Frank
fS. R.) 4850 feet. .Mw. 't
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .6800 feet
Scandal, ofThe
Ramon Merrill
Navarro Hercules
Metro-Goldwj'n
School
for
Wives
Tearle-Holmquist
.
.
.
.Vitagraph
6 reels. . .April li
Fast Life in New York
Metro-Goldvfyn
Seventh Heaven
Special Cast
Fox
Fast Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Shadow of the Mosque .. . Odette Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
Fifty-Fifty Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Fighter's
Paradise,
The. .Rex
Baker
Phil Goldstone
5000 feet
Shenandoah
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Fighting Smile,
The
Bill Cody
Inde.
Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Fighting Chance, A
Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
First Year, The
Special Cast
Fox
Shootin' Square Virginia
Jack Perrin
Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet
Siege
Valli Ambassador
Universal
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Flaming Wives
First National
Sorrows of Satan Special Cast. Paramount
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
Souls
Free to Love
C. Bow-R. McKee B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Souls Adrift
That Pass in the Rosemary Davies Assoc. Exhib
Friends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Night
Special Cast
Universal
Frivolity
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Span of Life
Betty Blythe Banner Prod
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Spook
Ranch
Hoot
Gibson
Universal
Going the Limit
Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Steele of the Royal
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Mounted
Vitagraph
Gold and the Girl Buck Jones
Fox
4512 feet . . April 4
Stella Dallas
Metro-Goldwyn
Gold Rush, The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Strange Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Good
Deed
O'Day
Wm.
Desmond
Universal
Stranger of the North .... Richard Travers Assoc. Exhib
6 reels . . . July 6
Goose Woman, The
Universal
Grass
Paramount 10 reels . . . Mar. 7 Street of Forgotten Men.. Special Cast
Paramount
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict. (S.R.)
Graustark
Norma Talmadge First National
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Sun Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vidor Paramount
Taming the West
Hoot Gibson Universal 5304 feet. .Feb. 28
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount 12 reels . . . Jan. 5
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hozie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona. . . D.Revier-W.FairbanksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Throwback, The
Special Cast
Universal
Tides of Passion Mae Marsh
Vitagraph
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Titans, The
House Peters Universal
Too Much Youth Richard Holt
Gerson Pict 4800 feet. Feb. 28
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trapped in the Snow
Country
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Travelin' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S. 5000 feet
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge. . First National
Unholy States
Three
Lon Chaney First
Metro-Goldwyn
United
Flavor
National
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Ferguson Vitagraph
Up and At 'Em
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.) Pict. (S.5000 feet
Vieimese Medley Special Cast
First National
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramount

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Weavers,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Welcome Home
Paramount
Wheel,
The
Special Cast
Fox
What Will
People Say
Metro-Goldwyn
'..'
When Honor Ends Richard Dix
Paramount
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan Sering D. Wilson & Co
White Monkey, The Barbara La Marr First National
White Outlaw, The Jack Hoxie
Universal
Why Girls Go Back Home
Warner Bros
Wildfire
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. Nilsson-B. Lyon . . .First National
Winning of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise Guy, The
Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
Wise
Son,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 7 reels . . . June 2J
With Kit Carson Over the
Great Divide
Special Cast
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Wizard of Oz
Larry Semon
Chadwick (S. R.)
Woman Handled
First National
Woman Hater
C. B. C
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
> ome n
Banner Prod. I S. R.)
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's
Illusion,The
The
Worst Woman,
Special Cast
B.Metro-Goldwyn
P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love. . Reginald Denny Universal

^^^^erOpinionsonNeiuPict
"Sally" — First National, Loew's
State, Los Angeles
Times: "I think I may safely
say that 'Sally' is everybody's
type of show, — a happy idea. It
promises to bring additional prestige and poularity to Colleen
Moore, its star. Throngs are
crowding Loew's State Theatre
to see itj and are enjoying themselves to the very utmost from
all indications. The picture is
full of humor. Colleen earns her
rights to the premiere honors."
Eecord: "If you want to see
one of the most satisfying shows
that you have seen in a long,
long time, just travel to Loew's
this
'Sally'andhasshebeenis
foundweek.
in theFormovies
making laughs enough to carry
you over for several weeks more.
Colleen is excellent as Sally.
She gives the role a rare piquancy
and a touch of pathos."
Herald: " 'Sally' is one of
the most delightful productions
that has come to the screen. The
impression of the story is a lasting one. Without a doubt, it is
Colleen Moore's best contribution to films to date. Errol is
just as funny on the screen as
he was on the stage. He is a
show in himself."

Rupert Julian now directing for Cecil
B. De MiUe Pictures Corporation.

Examiner : "Colleen Moore
makes Sally as captivating as
she was a few years ago in
Marilyn Miller's interpretation.
Her Sally is a saucy little gamin
who keeps things moving at top
speed — irrepressible, volatile and
wholly winning.
a com-of
edienne with a She
real issense
humor — therefore, all the better
in occasional moments of pathos.
Leon Errol takes naturally to
screen technique. registering
every effect with absolute surety.
The film moves swiftly and convincingly."
Express:
" That'appeal
transitory
tiling
called human
may
be found in large quantities in
'Sally,' due, largely, to the
vivacious personality of Colleen
^loore. By her performance in
'Sally' Miss Moore adds more
glory to her rapidly ascending
star in the movie firmament.
The cast is well chosen. Leon
Errol creates a series of laughs
from the moment he walks into
llie restaurant."
"The

Triflers," fornia, Schulberg,
Los Angeles Cali-

Times; "The picture is interesting, amusing and fulfills its
function as a satire on the men
and women of today. Mae Busch
is quite charming in tlie leading
Record : "Very
entertainment. satisfying
Mae Busch does
role."
some excellent acting in her part.
She is given fine opportunities and
makes the most of all of them.
Elliot Dexter gives a wonderful
characterization in the lole of the
blind lover."
Express: '"Smart house parties
aie introduced in profusion. Mae
Busch's sartorial splendor makes
a distinct appeal."
Examiner: "Miss Busch has a
part that permits of fine emotional acting and takes full advantage of every opportunity. It
is a virile love story lifted out of
the ordinary vein with an unique
opening."

American:
"'Soul-Fire"
is an
infinitely
better
motion picture
tlian it ever was as a spoken jday.
Mr. Bartlielmess is better in this
than lie lias been in some lighter,
less consequential pictures. Bessie
fx)ve all but steals the picture,
iler Teita registers with a venjjeance. Her big dramatic scene
may best be described as a
Evening Post: "Effectively preknockout."sented. Richard Barthelmess does
some excellent work and we are inclined to tliink it is one of his best

Ken G. Hall, Australian publicity
for First National,
now visiting in
New York.
" Soul-Fire " — First National,
Strand, N. Y.
Telegram
& Mail:
"A fine does
motion picture.
Barthelmess
some superb acting. His work in
this picture is as good as that in
'Tol'ble David' — in some respects
it is better, for it has more

cti'orts."
Sun: "A generally eft'eetive
]]hotopIay. Has enough love interest to make it popular."'
"Balto's Race To Nome" — Educational, Loew's State, Los
Angeles
Examiner: "1 do not know when
I have seen anything more fascinating than the film that depicts
the terror liaunted, hardshipfrauglit
journey
acrossthis
the portion
trackless wastes.
To miss
of the program will l>e to overlook
a thrill that is more unusual than
any ordinarily
])rovided
by entertainment, because
of its vivid
and
powerful reality."

Telegraph
"Thethis
crowds
at the
variety."
Strand
show : that
is going
to
l)e one of Mr. Barthelmess' most
popular pictures. John Robertson
has done a masterful piece of worii
in directing tliis picture. Bessie
Love is a beguiling heroine and
Carlotta Monterey a magnetic adventuress. 'Soul-Fire" is a picture
which ought to draw crowds to thi'
box office. It has sincerity, good
taste and originality."
Mirror: "Richard Barthelmess
has again given the screen a characterization worthy of him who
made 'Tol'ble David.' But he
shares honors with Bessie Love in
a role gay, infectious, emotional.
A fine picture. Put 'Soul-Fire' on
Daily News: "Ranks with the
better pictures. Ably directed and
list."
your
l)hotographed.
You must see this
picture. Carlotta Monterey is well
cast, Helen Ware gives a marvelous interpretation and Bessie
Love is too winsome for words."

B. Berger, Pictures
general Corp.
manager Gersoo.
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24 West Washington Street. Indianapolis. Ind.
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THE

QUALITY

Stars

and

Lillian Gish, Norma
Davies,

Ramon

Boardman,

Shearer,

Novarro,

Aileen

Windsor, Conrad
And Many More.

Featured
John
Lon
Mae

Rex

Ingram,

von

Stroheim,

King
W.

Vidor,

Christy

Sternberg,

A

Fred

Niblo, Victor
Browning,

Rupert

Hughes,

Cabanne,

Jack

Few

Mae

Keaton,
Murray,

Starke, Conway
Lew

Cody,

Marion
Eleanor

Tearle,
Carmel

Claire
Myers,

Directors

Tod

Edmund

Chaney,
Busch,

Great

Players

Gilbert, Buster

Pringle, Pauline
Nagel,

52

Seastrom,
Hobart
Monta

Conway,

Marshall
Henley,

Frank

Bell, Robert
Alf

Neilan,

Erich

Borzage,

Z. Leonard,

Goulding,

Josef

von

Goulding.

of the

Pictures

"Mare Nostrum" (Rex Ingram), "The Merry Widow"
(John Gilbert), "Romola" (LilHan and Dorothy Gish),
"The Unholy Three" (Lon Chaney), "The Tower of
Lies" (Norma Shearer and Lon Chaney), "The Big
Parade" (John Gilbert), "Paris" (Fashion Special),
And Many More Great Big Ones !

iwyn

The Tauicf The Industiy,

^Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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Showmen

ise

is

^ere

your

:

schedule

Xn

imyFeb

Au^ust

for

November

August
^^Night Life of New York''
'In the Name of Love''
^'California— or Bust"
''Beggar on Horseback"

"Quarantine"
"The

King on Main Street'
"The Best People"

"The

"Rugged Water"
"Street of Forgotten Men"
"The Wanderer"

Pony

Express"

"Stage Struck"
"Cobra"
December

September
"The
"The

Wild

Ten

Wild

Girl"

"The

"That

Commandments"

"The

"Not So Long Ago"
"Wild Horse Mesa"
"The
"The

Cost

Trouble

"A

of Folly"
with

Wives"

Ancient

Royle

Girl"

Shamrock"

"Lord
"A

Highway"

Jim"

Kiss for Cinderella"

"Flower

Son of His Father"

of the Night"
January

October
"Womanhandled"
"New
"The

Brooms"

Stage Door Johnny"
"Whispers"

"Crossroads

of the World"

"The Vanishing American"
"The Golden Princess"
Douglas MacLean

THE

GREATER

Qaramount

"Polly of the Ballet"
Liberty Special
"When Knights Were Bold"
"The Enchanted Hill"
"Conquered"
"The

American

Venus"

FORTY

Q>ictwes
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Motion

Stars
Gish,
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Hamilton
in

King

They
THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
Irected by
HUGH

FAY

Cotton

raised him to be a cotton king. He grew

up to be king — of the cotton pickers. With
Hamilton in black face, with unique settings,
and with one of the funniest stories of the year,
"King

Cotton"

that "added

For foreign rights address:
FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue
New York. N. Y.

is an ideal co- feature to assure

profit" at the box-office.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays, President
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NEW

YORK

NEWSPAPERS

"The
play.

motion picture, 'The Fool,' is lOO^c better than the
It is a gripping, vital and amazing film."
N. Y. Commercial

" 'The Fool* is an audience
who

picture that appeals to those

enjoy a play with something real."
N. Y. American

"The picture is better than the play with plenty of stirring
scenes.
It's a sincere effort and you'll like it."
N. Y. Evening Journal
"Much

better as a picture than it was as a play.*'
N. Y. Herald 'Tribune

"There isn't a doubt this picture will exert a tremendous
appeal throughout the country. I hereby pass the word
along — 'The Fool' is a good picture."
N. Y. Evening World
"Quite a stirring production."
N. Y. Times
*' 'The Fool' proves just as good in film form.
wholeheartedly endorse this picture."
;V. Y. Daily News

FOX

FILM

People will

CORPORATION
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VT'OU can discount politics, conventions, amalgamations and all the
other bugaboos if you give your patrons
the right attractions. This year that
means Fox pictures. Here is a partial
list — get the full details from the Fox
branch manager —
35 SUPREME
ATTRACTIONS
including—
THE
IRON
HORSE
KENTUCKY
PRIDE
THE
AS

FIRST
NO

YEAR

MAN

HAS

LOVED
THE

and
LIGHTNIN'

and

LAZYBONES

many
other

EAST
FOOL

others, as well as
THE
WHEEL
John

Golden

7 productions
starring TOM
j^nd

LYNNE

plays

7 productions
starring BUCK
JONES

MIX

the following

groups

oj Short Subjects

8 two-reel pictures from gems of fiction by O. Henry
8 two-reel Van Bibber Comedies starring Earle Foxe
8 two-reel

comedies, " The
Herbert Urner

Married

Life

of Helen

20 two-reel Imperial Comedies
26 Fox Varieties, one reel each, The World
104 issues of FOX NEWS, one reel each

We

and

Warren,"

Live In

I

* " £■' <>?
4' 4 r -i ^'

by

Mabel
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Yon

On

Can

"Bob"

Book

Any

Film

Sherwood's

Say

So!

**Bob" Says—
SPEAKING of comedians, Douglas MacLean
has come through with the proverbial bang!
'Introduce Me,' his latest, is unquestionably his
best — combining as it does the usual uproarious
absurdities with a considerable amount of subtle
delicacy.

"Mr. MacLean doesn't always have to rely
on banana peels for his farcical effects. . . . He
is the outstanding farceur of Hollywood."
— R. E. Sherwood, Editor of Life
(April 2, 1925)

Douglas{Eaton's
McLean
in "Introduce
Me.
Cartoon
in Life)

An

Exhibitor's

View

"Douglas MacLean has made his best picture since 'The Hottentot.' It is to be classed as one of
the greatest laugh and thrill pictures of the year."
— Jos. L. Plunkett, Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre
At World's Premiere in New York City
Nearly

500

Bookings

Before

Release

Date

June

14th

Released by
Physical Distributors
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Foreign Representative
Pathe Exchange
J. S. Woody, President
Sidney Garrett

THE SA\-fiR*Nf"JSCO EXAMINES-

HANTQM
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^ problem of distribution, there's another
major industrial operation which today is
getting more and more the attention it deserves
— and that's advertising.
Advertising to the trade and to the public.
Some of the big concerns this year are
greatly

expanding their advertising campaigns. These campaigns will be heavy factors in the strenuous competition which will
Picture

News

carried

the largest piece of advertising in all its history; and that announcement, like those elaborate ones that preceded and will follow it, will,
we confidently predict, have a heavy effect
upon

the exhibitors'
booking
*
*
* plans.

In this connection

I want

to say a few

words about trade papers — a subject which
not always clearly understood.

is

Given a good trade paper — independent,
comprehensive, serviceable, run by men who
are in that business alone and understand it—
that paper is an economy to its industry.
The
must

producer and distributor must communicate just so much with the exhibitor. They
constantly announce product and give

full service on that product — via the printed
word.
*
*
*
If trade papers did not exist, each concern
would probably maintain a house organ of its
own; at least, each would have to send a lot
of printed matter

right along to the customer

by direct mail — all this at a total expense ever
so much greater than the advertising expense
of trade papers adequate in number to serve
their field.

NO. 21
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Trade

with the racking problem of
ALONG
production and the equally disturbing

prevail this season.
Last week Motion

MAY

Paper
For instance, a page advertisement in Motion Picture News costs the advertiser only

about

one

cent

per theatre.

Obviously

this

cannot be done so economically by mail —
which is the only other way it can be done.
Again,

every mail

list is chuckful

of waste,

and constantly so because of the fast fluctuating situation in the theatre field.
So the trade paper — the right kind of trade
paper — is never a charge upon its industry,
nor any branch of it; on the contrary, it is,
beyond

any argument, a service and an economy. The more it is used by the advertiser,
the greater its economy.
*

*

sjc

As to the suspicion that advertising dictates a
paper's editorial policy, that idea, if held at all,
belongs to the dark ages. It is too baseless to admit
of discussion. I am speaking, of course, of the right
kind of business paper, which simply means one
run in the right kind of business way; and no paper
not of that character exists very long. No reputable
industry — and no reputable concern

in it, would

expect to dictate a paper's policy through advertising; advertising is not a bribe, it is a service to
a customer. And no reputable paper would expect
such an attempt, or accede to it if it were made.
Furthermore, any such practice would be so obvious
to the reader that it would kill itself, let alone the
paper foolish enough to indulge in it.
A trade paper, we repeat, aside from its vast
opportunity to construct, to represent creditably, to
keep a balance in the interests of trade fairness,
progress and prosperity, is from its advertising
standpoint simply and only a service and an
economy.
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HA\'E attended exhibitors'
conventions since 1913,
some dozen in all, and in

AN
every instance, except Cleveland. Iwent forth hopefully and
returned
despondently. Milwaukee is the big exception, so big in fact that 1 believe at last that there will be a large national bod}'
of exhibitors, one of such undoubted strength that an
exhibitor cannot afford not to belong.
And if this can be brought about, it will put a solid
underpinning in the industry that will prove the best
possible thing for all factors alike.
From the time our train left Xew York, I have
tried seriously to do a lot of listening so that I might
tell the absent exhibitor just what the convention was
about, and I have heard a hundred different appraisals
and suggestions, many of them flatly contradictory.
There is a trust — there is no trust; exhibitors are
prosperous— exhibitors are just holding on by their
fingers to a dark and hopeless future ; and independent
to this and that and the other thing, and so forth.
But it all seems to simmer down to this. There are
a lot of independent exhibitors left in the country. By
"independent" I mean those outside of the producerowned or affiliated circuits. Their investment is a big
one, altogether. In most instances the local banks
are in with them. All in all, it's a pretty serious business situation. Xow, what these men want to know
and what their bankers want to know is whether or
not they are going to get pictures which they can
successfully retail to the public. Of course, I am
assuming that all these exhibitors are able and energetic men. For those who are lame or lazy ducks,
nothing can be done by an organization or by an}other support. When an exhibitor is running a house
that
doesn't meet the needs of his community
lookout.

that's his

But these other men have all the right that any good
retailer of any line of goods has and that is fair treatment by the manufacturer, the right to buy goods in
an open market. They have, I say, the right and if
it is withheld from them, their local banks and newspapers are going to raise a howl from coast to coast
that will quickly enough call for a show-down. But
this should not be necessary. The industry is big
enough and sane enough to settle it's own family rows
and cure its own growing pains, and undoubtedly it
will.
What

is the solution? Is there any one solution?

A lot of plans whereby product may be had are beingoffered. But the exhibitor is somewhat chary of cooperative schemes. Not that he should be if the
scheme is sound. Let him consider First National. The
exhibitors who formed and upheld this concern have
dug dow-n into their pockets to the tune of millions
of dollars; and still they need more capital. It takes
a lot of money to operate these days. And an exhibitor who is really worried over the permanency of
a supply of pictures ought not hesitate to invest money
to ensure a supply.
Could another First National be

Picture

News

EDITOR
The
formed
himself
al^ly his
broader

Con^)ention

in Review-

today? Yes; I believe so. If the exhibitor
is backward about the money needed probbanker might be taught to see the matter in a
light.

I]ut you reply, there are plenty of pictures today.
That's just what a lot of producers are yelling about.
I'hey say they have pictures and no theatre outlets.
So why encourage the making of more pictures?
*
*
*
This is not the point at all. There are plenty of
pictures today, too many, a number of distributors are
having the devil's own time squeezing their twenty to
sixty a year into the few play dates left them by the
high-powered big fellows. But no one will argue that
there are enough good pictures. Far from it. And
it's a serious matter. The house that takes in six
thousand one week and three thousand the next, is
exactly the same house, orchestra, comfort, management and overhead. But the picture is different —
dift'erent by a matter of three thousand dollars.
That's how important the picture is. And the exhibitor has got to realize that the making of better
pictures is his concern as well as the producers and
that he must encourage better product if necessary by
investing. It is not just permanency of product he
wants.
It is permanency of good product.
The show is what counts in this business. The vital
thing therefore is pictures. And it's time that we
concentrated more on production. It is the weakest
point in the industry today. We have too many pictures and too few artists. Too much sausage and too
little tenderloins; too many schemes to foist pictures
upon the public and too little merit in the pictures
themselves. But to return to the convention issue.
There are, as we say, several ways to break the lockout of product to the exhibitor and the lockout of
outlet to the producer — commercial ways and maybe
legal ways. But at this writing it looks like the convention would adopt what seems to be the best plan
of all and that is the use of local arbitration wherever
it is needed.
These boards will operate as to the allocation of
pictures, if unfair tactics prevail. There is a lot of
division of opinion on this proposition but it is thought
well of bv a lot of good men.
Our own belief is that the joint problem of independent exhibitors and independent producers today is
a buying and selling one. This continued talk about
trusts is a boomerang upon the independent coml^anies. The exhibitor sees the strength of the socalled trust concerns and so powerfully advertised that
he decides he had better side in with strength. There
are plenty of pictures on the other side of the fence
but they don't get the advertising. They are not made
So it's a matter of better selling, and
so impressive.
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By William

MILWAUKEE
A. Joli nston

therefore more understanding in the way of ljuying.
Let the exhibitor buy well and the independent companies will sell well.
The convention highlights so far were : Carl
Laemmle's earnest speech ; Chadwick's oration ; the
polished address of Gavazzi King, chairman of the
British delegation of exhibitors ; the reunion of the
exhibitors organization ; Toastmaster \Voodhull ; Tom
Saxe and his splendid Wisconsin theatre.
Perhaps I may add, with pardonable pride, the convention issue of Motion Picture News which everyone grabbed eagerly, and kept and read. It was one
cf the biggest issues of a trade paper ever published
— in any field. It had a great reception. The descent
of the Universal caravan on Milwaukee tied traffic in
knots and brought great crowds to the curbs to see
the parade pass. Headed by Carl Laemmle the party,
ninety strong', arrived in Milwaukee from Chicago
just after noon Tuesday, having traveled by special
train. Accompanying President Laemmle were a number of Universal officials including Vice President
R. H. Cochrane, R. L. Shrock, Manager of Universal
City, Treasurer E. H. Goldstein, Paul Gulick, head of
the publicity department. Personal Representative
Harry Zehner and others. To gladden the hearts of
the crowds of movie fans some of the Universal stars
also were included in the party; they were Miss Virginia Valli. Miss Louise Dresser, Jack Daugherty and
two of the Universal ranch riders. Joe Murphy in his
Andy Gump makeup also delighted the crowds.
A parade was formed at the station and headed by
two bands and with the sales managers and salesmen
marching as infantry the march to the hotel was begun. Later the marchers invaded the convention hall
and gave the delegates a brief serenade. All Milwaukee knew it when the Los Angeles delegation
arrived and all delegates to the convention knew that
Los Angeles wants the convention of the M. P. T. O.
of A. A fleet of gaily decorated automobiles met the
Californians at the station and headed by a band
paraded the principal streets to the Wisconsin hotel.
Perched on the hood of each car was an attractively
costumed girl, a real Hollywood touch, and every car
carried banners bearing the legend, M. P. T. O. of A.
1926 convention, Los Angeles. Glenn Harper was
leading the party which included about twenty southern Californians.
*
*
*
President Woody of Associated Exhibitors was
honor guest at a surprise dinner at the Medford hotel
on Tuesday night, and was presented with a splendid
diamond ring as a token of the good will and admiration felt for him by his entire stafif of special representatives and exchange managers and to mark their
good wishes on Mr. Woody's

becoming president of

Associated. The occasion was
a delightful one and warm
tributes were paid to Mr.
Woody by the men who
know him best. As it was

imp(^ssible for all the special and branch managers joining in the gift to be
present at the Milwaukee dinner the following represented the entire staff at the dinner and in making the
presentation. Special Representatives Lewis and Oren
Woody, Exchange Managers Harris, Chicago; Lipson, Des Moines; Howard, Minneapolis; Shourow,
Milwaukee, and Meyers, New York. A number of
other guests were on hand to pay Mr. Woody honor,
inchiding M. Morris Cohen and Producers' Representative Conklin, prominent exhibitors, representatives
of the trade press and others.
*
*
*
Optimi.sm over the accomplishments of the convention which went into eclipse on Thursday when it
seemed hope of merging the Allied organizations with
the M. P. T. O. A. was ended, became pronounced
again on Friday morning when all difficulties were
ironed out with the result that the two organizations
became one. Credit for moderation, self control and
a determination to sink personal feeling for the benefit
of the whole is due the leaders of the organization.
As the convention adjourns smiles and hope permeate the atmosphere and all hands say it was worth
while.
The Saxe theatres were visited by many of the
delegates during odd hours and the shows put on by
Director Eddie Weisberg were given high commendation by the brethren. Mihvaukee is some distance
from Broadway or State Street but not far away w^hen
it comes to showmanship. A saunter through the
eciuipment exposition was interesting and educational
— seventy-one exhibits — each one offering something
in the way of better equipment or furnishing for the
theatre. The booths, too, were tastefully decorated
and all in all the show was a valuable adjunct to the
convention.
*
*
*
In the Chicago delegation was Big Bill Sweeney,
office manager of that organization and one of the
pioneers in organization work. Bill started going to
conventions when the first one was held and his reminiscenes always keep a crowd around him.
Pete Woodhull's agile mind was functioning at top
speed and his witty quips and sallies kept the banqueters in high spirits — he was the right man for toastmaster of the convention banquet which was held on
Wednesday
night
Grill. Mike
was also a hit
and attheGimbel's
crowd relished
flashesO'Toole
of wit
greatly.
And while we are speaking of orators there is Ray
Lewis of Canada who made a strong in'ipression with
her speech o.n the floor of the convention.
That was a great convention welcome that was
given Tom Mix and his announcement that he would
stage a grand barbecue at his ranch for the delegates
if
the 1926 convention met in Los Angeles was acclaimed.
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nPHE other Sunday more than a hundred exhibitors and exchangemen attended a service in the
Linwood Christian Church, Kansas City, and heard
censorship condemned and Sunday picture performances highly commended by the pastor, the Rev.
Burris A. Jenkins.
The sermon was especially for film men, although
the church was filled with citizens from all walks
of life. The industry's representatives met at the
Apollo Theatre and attended the church in a body.
For years, Mr. Jenkins has been a champion of the
industry, and the film men in Kansas City took this
means to show their appreciation. The sermon was
broadcasted.
This is constructive work of a very high order
and Motion Picture News is glad to give it special
mention. Mr. Jenkins' vigorous remarks on censorship and Sunday shows follow in part:
"Censorship usually is sponsored by a group of
narrow-minded persons who desire to do all the
censoring themselves. I never have favored the
censorship of films and never will. It has been
said many times before, but I will say it again — the
public is the censor.
"There seems to be a lot of opposition to Sunday
motion picture shows of late. I am heartily in favor
of Sunday shows. They not only are good entertainment, but they are necessary in our civic life. The
trouble with the world today is that there is too
much

petty 'reforming'."
*
*

*

Wanted — A Superman
British film industry, in connection with
THE
the considerable anxiety concerning the present state of production in England, is doing a
lot of talking about the advisability of securing the

services of a "dictator," or, as the Kinematograph
n,"
IFeekly
dubs
it, "Superma
is argued, will
be
able to
deliver
them from who,
their ittroubles.
Just the sort of a man the British end of the
industry desires, if at all, is set forth in the April
30th issue of Kitie under the
Theories."
"On one hand," says Kine,
seems to us, "a more or less
is sought, with the function

caption of "Superman
rather sarcastically, it
decorative Will Hays
of making the Trade

'respectable' and of securing for it
the better public by better methods
and so forth; on the other, a sort of
active service equipment, and most

the support of
of exploitation
St. George, in
frankly set on

Picture

News

the destruction of those very amiable people who
make Will Hays their ideal."
Kine appears to be worried about who will pay
the bills if the "superman" is discovered, as is evidenced by quoting from the same article:
"Now, if the exhibitor is to be asked to foot the
bill for the superman's salary, — and ultimately he
will almost certainly be called upon to do so — he is
entitled to ask the advocates of the theory to let
him know exactly the type of superman they really
want and, until he gets a satisfactory answer, to
leave the selection — and payment — of such a Trade
figurehead to those who are calling for him.
"There is even a possibility that we may get not
one, but two supermen, and that the major part of
their energies may be devoted to opposing each
other's efiforts and in that possibility the exhibitor
has a real, if somewhat apprehensive, interest.
"Altogether, the situation is so complicated that
if the C. E. A. council can spare an hour to its discussion and can definitely state the exhibitor's attitude— just what type of trade leader he will support
and what he will oppose — it will be doing a service
to many members of the Trade outside its own
Diagnosing
continues:

the ills of British production, Kine

"The chief needs of the British industry
a general knowledge on the part of the
"
the rank."
handicap under which it labours, and,
the re-establishment of its prestige, as a
any encouragement

the Government

are, first,
public of
secondly,
result of
may give it."
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Mary Brian, Paramount fealured
player, and film candidate for the
Thomas Jefferson Centennial committee's Patriotic Pilgrimage to
Europe, and her sponsor, Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld.

RYING it on the lion" is a new way of saying — 'Trying
it on the dog" as far as the First National exploiteers are concerned. They picked on Philadelphia — which is a lion town —
not a dog town. They went down to the Zoo accompanied by a
group of big game hunters, scientists, animal psychologists and
zoologists to discover the reaction (if any) of the lion toward the
Saurus twins, Dino and Alio, of "The Lost World "
That it proved a good publicity stunt is noticeable in the feature space given it in a hundred newspapers or more. That it
proved an education for the scientists is testified to by the reactions
of Sultan, the king of the Philly jungle. Would memories of the

Harold Lloyd takes his production
manager, John Murphy, on tour
with him: left to right, Mr. and
Mrs. Murphy,
DavisLloyd
Lloyd.and Mildred

ancient fears existing back in the dim Messozoic (there's a five dollar
word, for you) past be transmitted to our modern animal life?
To find this out the exploiteers had shut out the light from the carnivora house; had mounted on rollers a special stand for the projection machine and had run a half mile of cable to tap the necessary
electric current — all to make a theatre de luxe for Sultan. A
screen was rolled before each of the cages in turn.
Half hidden in the darkness, but still close to the caged subjects,
crouched the watchful scientists. They had learned the art of
crouching in following the habits of the cat family. The exploiteers learned it from incessant typewriter exercise.

Eddie Gribbon, whose
comedy has brigluened
recent feature, strives to
his st'ince between scenes
Limited Mail" (Warner

gift for
many a
improve
of ''The
Bros.)

Lois Moran, the 16-year-old girl
whom Samuel Goldwyii discovered
in Paris, where she was studying,
and who will play "Laurel" in
"Stella Dallas" (First Nat'l).

Well, Dino didn't interest Sultan. He was too soft, too pudgy —
too intent on being a vegetarian. But Alio, the meat-eater, got him
terribly excited. He stepped back two paces to the rear when
Allo's frightful head came into his vision. Sultan was all set to go.
He clearly registered that what Alio could get away with he could.
Wha t a broad back to leap upon and such a long neck! Why Dino
was so much apple-sauce !
Sultan paced up and down his cage — eager, anxious and alert —
as all lions, except the milk-fed Hollywood beasts, are eager, anxious

Rcoul, the Elephant Tamer, or
Raoul Walsh, who is producing
"The n anderer" for Paramount,
perched atop one of the mastodonic pachyderms. (Not a circus
picture.)

Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in charge of production for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, is tendered a royal reception on his visit to his old
home town, Boston. Left to right: Vic Morris, Loew representative,
Tom Spry, Mrs. Mayer, Mr.
IreneMayer
Mayer. and the Misses Edith and

John Barrymore as he appeared on
arriving from London to play in
special productions for Warner
Bros., after scoring a success
abroad in his version of "Hamlet."
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TEA PARTY
BOSTON
ANOTHER
HEN they celebrate in the native home of the cod and the
bean they do it on a large scale. If they board a British frigate
they don't stop with tossing one box of tea overboard they toss all
t\•^ oxes overboard. They turn out for their ball teams even when
these teams are way down in the ruck. When you want real Boston enthusiasm you have to wait for the return of a native son.
Louis B. Mayer, who knows Boston Common as well as he
dee" his owTi studio lots, was given a big reception by his New
Enghnd friends when he stepped off at South Station. Of course
a thing of this kind is not authentic unless the happy prodigal is presented with a floral horseshoe. Mr. Mayer got his and beamed
with smiles as he stepped into a car which carried him to the CopleyPlaza.
It was a triumphal parade — and that was regular too. First
c me a police escort, then a brass band, then a fleet of autos. The
rext day they gave the producer a luncheon at which several hunc red exhibitors, exchange men, city officials and members of the
press attended. After various speakers had paid their eulogies Mr.
Mayer had his say. He spoke of his Boston days and reviewed
W

his company's product for the past year, and like a good business
man, paid tribute to M-G-M's ambitious program for the new season.
lUu.on odis, in nis cnaracter o} "copper" in "The Making of O'Malley"
(First iSationall puts th-e bracelets on Doro'.hy Mackitill, his Sending
lady, ivhile Lambert Hillyer, the director, looks calmly on.
and alert. His eyes never left the film. He gripped the arms of
his chair in tense excitement. When Alio opened his gigantic jaws
and displayed his massive molars, Sulty leaped to the front of the
cage and stood on his hind legs and snarled. What a battle it
would have been if the lion could have left his prison and Alio
walked out of the screen !
He snarled a "Fie!" or two "Fies" at the whir of the machine
and the voices of the spectators. They did not exist for him. The
screen held his undivided attention just as Jimmy Walker and Will
Rogers hold our undivided attention at a fillum banquet.
And this is the verdict of the scientists.
"He appeared to know that a terrible and unfamiliar form
menaced him. He was watchful, but unfrightened."
FOR KADA
REER
K ADA-ABD-CA
EL-KADER, the little Arab protege of Rex
Ingram, who was brought to America by the director and his wife
last year after they finished work at Tunis, is to have a brief film
career. He will be cast for the part of the hero of "Mare Nostrum"
— playing the boy in the prologue of the Ibanez story. The little
son of the de:ert created something of a sensation in New York
where his native garb made him a center of attraction.

T
WATCH
YOUR
LIPS
XF Priscilla Dean had her way she would see to it that every
studio in America had the sign — "Watch Your Lips " pasted up
in each dressing room — the reason being the skill of the deaf and
dumb fans as hp readers. Most of the players these days indulge
in dialogue that is wTitten into the script. But it wasn't so many
years ago that they said anything which came into their heads. The
deaf and dumb fans called their bluff and they said what they were
supposed to say.
Miss Dean believes that the sign would keep them on their mettle
and prevent them from muttering — "Curse you. Cliff Heathcote —
you have ruined my dress! " — or some similar blah remark. You
can't fool these afflicted people.
The other day Priscilla addressed an audience of 1 500 pupils
of the Indiana School for the Deaf and Dumb while making a personal appearance at the Indianapolis Circle theatre. She said it
was the most attentive audience she ever faced, the star being impressed bythe manner in which the children, seemingly, anticipated
many of the scenes before the conversational titles gave them the
necessary explanation.
Which is another way of saying that the special showing of "The
Crimson Runner" did not have its characters talking contrary to the
dialogue in the captions.
Miss Dean has realized the importance of speaking definite lines
when scenes are being filmed — and she, for one, will pay particular
attention to this angle of picture making in her future productions.

Long Island studios.
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EXPLAINING
BUSI
W E HAD
no NESS
intention OF
of starting something when we pleaded
the case of Emil Jannings as deserving of the Valentino Medal for
Screen Acting for his performance in "The Last Laugh." The
prize was given John Barrymore for his work in the title role of
"Beau Brummel." Paul Gulick, the astute publicity purveyor of
Universal naturally upheld our plea since his company controls the
Ufa picture.
But Joe Jackson, publicity director for Rudy (Joe can out-sheik
the sheik himself on occasions) writes over his signature and asks —
"May I not — as Woodrow Wilson used to say — point out that "The
Last Laugh" was not generally released during 1924? In fact, I
hardly think it was shown anywhere until 1925.
It is therefore
eligible for the next medal which will be presented for the present
year. The vote of the critics will be taken next January for the
Our plea
is naturally thrown out of court — and the case dismissed.
expiring
year."
So we'll toss in our vote for Barrymore and help toward making it
unanimous.

Cecil B. De Miile superiistui: I lie first scejies to he shot for "Hell's
Highroud" (Producers
UistFrank
Corp.),
which
JuHun will direct,
assisted b\
Urson
and Rupert
Haul Iribe.
LINIMENT FOR LEFTY
EFTY FLYNN thought he was hearing football signals the
other day — or perhaps he imagined himself back in the Yale Bowl
with the trainer running out on the field with a bucket of water and
the faithful liniment. He sprained his knee while executing a stunt
that compelled him to ride a motor cycle. He was thrown for a
ten yard loss and considerable pain. For a time it was feared he
was injured internally, but the liniment did its work. So Lefty is
as good as ever. Inasmuch as there was no crowd around at the
time to give
him three long Flynns and a "locomotive" — we'll pass
them along to him.
L

BRIAN, DELEGATE
who bounded into the movies and into fame
at the same time along with Betty Bronson in "Peter Pan, " has been
elected the delegate of the picture industry in the Thomas Jefferson
Centennial contest being sponsored by the New York World. This
contest is being conducted for the purpose of raising enough money
to pay off the debt on the Monticello home of Thomas Jefferson,
in Virginia, and to make the home a permanent memorial to the
author of the Declaration of Independence.
MMARY
ARY BRIAN,

Well, as George Cohan said: "So Long Mary, don't forget to
come back home."

Dorothy Gish si^ns a lonji-term starring contract with Inspiration
tures, Inc.; left to right: ]. Boyce Smith, Jr., vice-president
general manager: Walter Camp, Jr., president of Inspiration;
Miss Gish. She will appear in one Richard Barthelmess picture,
head her own productions.

Picand
and
then

EARLY."
'EMto YOUNG,
T"GET
for the guidance of
wisecrack 'EM
be a very aptTRAIN
HERE used
the young men who would conquer the ladies. It was "Pick Em
Young, and Treat Em Rough." Those busy Paramount officials
have paraphrased it to read "Get Them Young, and Train Them
Early. " It applies to the new screen faces who will enroll in the
Paramount School of Acting. The eligibility rules have something
in common with those that govern crashing into the U. S. Army.
The girls must be between the ages of 16 and 25, and the young
men between 1 8 and 30.
To get the boys and girls interested the Paramount officials tease
them with the ages of several of our leading luminaries when they
busted into the films. Thus, Gloria Swanson was 1 6 when she
stepped onto the set for the first time, while Mary Pickford, Lillian
and Dorothy Gish were mere children when they answered D. W's
call. Others who were less than 20 when they put on the make-up
include Norma and Constance Talmadge, Lila Lee, Mary Miles
Minter, Bebe Daniels and Pola Negri.

Gloria Swanson receives an ovalion upon her arrival in Hollywood
which extends from the station to the studio. She will make "The
Coast of Folly" (Paramount) before returning east.

ing NI
HEY are registerVE
all kind
joyPE
inAL
the home of the HerLEs ofAP
T bert Lubins. The JU
secretary of Associated Pictures Corporation is
the glad father of an eight-pound boy born April I 1 th. Arthur H.
Sawyer of the Sawyer-Lubin firm is godfather to the new arrival
who was named Herbert Arthur Lubin, in honor of his dad and
Mr. Sawyer, who states he is as proud of the youngster as though
he were a Sawyer-Lubin production.
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T
THROWING
A PARTY
XT has become the sporting thing for Charlie Burr and Johnny
Hines to throw a party for their friends of the movie world whenever they have a picture on hand. Last Friday night they held forth
at the Plaza, showmg "The Crackerjack" in the grand ball-room
and adjourning to a smaller and more intimate ball-room when the
picture was over. Those who wanted to appear as the Well-Dressed
Clubfellow sported then- evenmg clothes. Those who wanted to appear as the Well-Dressed Young Man About Town sported their
Klassy-Kut-Klothes.
Everybody had a good time. The dancing started right after
the showing and continued until long after curfew. Everyone was
acquainted — which gave it a pleasant, impromptu flavor. To add
a symbolic touch the god, Good Fellowship, ruled. Charlie and
Johnny beamed on the throng. The thronged returned the beams.
There was plenty to eat — and the — and the — and the coffee was
fine.

James R. Quirk, editor of Photoplay, and Mae Biisch, Metro-Goldtvyn player, broadcast jrom station
ff 'HN during her stay in New York
Citv. It was talk.
Quirk's first radio

FTED
N licLI
IOAng
TENSthe
E ARLEN,
ized Armenian author of
AEL
H
ICH
MT
"These Charmmg People," and 'The Green Hat," must have
breathed a sigh of relief when he sailed on the Mauretania Wednesday. Cries of "Author! Author!" — talks with film executives, appearances at the speaker's table, night after night, the wear and
tear of having his back slapped, his hand shaken from breakfast
hour to bedtime, the effort of listening to such salutations as "Oh,
are you Michael Arlen?" — " I simply adored your 'Green Hat' " —
"Oh, Mr. Arlen, I'm so glad to meet you, you're my favorite
or,"entetc.on, must
auth
rt isle.made him long to be banished to solitary
a desehave
confinem

Heleue l)<niznn, appearing over
the Famous f^layers-Lasky circuit
of theatres with the dlda Grey
company, end who attracted the
notice of the Los Angeles writers

So he sailed away to return in the Fall — when he will hie himself
to the Coast and get busy on the Negri scripts. He will hear
"Author! Author!!" again when the the dramatization of "The
Green Hat" is presented in New York.
PARTIES IN ONE
T HE TalmTHR
adge EE
sisters got together recently and did away vidth
their individual birthday parties by having a general three-cornered
celebration. Since Constance first saw the light of day on an April
ve been
19, and Natalie on April 29, and Norma on May 2; they'
.
holding their birthday parties within the space of two weeks

Priscilla Bonner, the charming
young player who will be seen on
Broadway shortly as one of the
stars in "Drusilla
(F. B. With
OJ. a Million'

A new addition to the Metro-Goldwryn-Mayer directorial staff, already
embracing a brilliant group, is J. K.
Williamson, one of the Williamson brothers.

"This year we decided to do away with the confusion of three
parties," said Norma and Constance and Natalie, "and concentrated all our efforts on one big blow-out."
Aside from a few intimate friends the party was more or less a
family affair — which included Mrs. Margaret Talmadge, mother of
the girls, Buster Keaton and the Keaton kids, Joe and Bob.

A new Dan Cupid, of ebony hue, has been introduced at the Fox West
Coast studios. Benny Stoloff is the director of the Alabammy Eros.

Florence Gilbert, who lias won
favor
as the feminine
the
I an Bibber
series forlead
Fox,in and
who ivill appear in another series
during the coming season.

Mary Carr, the famous mother of
the screen, and one of the stars in
"Drusilla W ith a Million" (F.B.O.)
uhich is to have miere
its shortly.
Neiv York pre-
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Rousing
Woodhull,

Harmony

Convention

President;

Cohen,

Chairman;

By Oscar Cooper
independent exhibitors. The clouds have
the
on
sun shines
TRK
cleared away, and Milwaukee signalizes a united front of the
exhibitor body for the first time in many years.
This is one of the two outstanding developments of the most remarkable convention since Cleveland. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the Allied state organizations, composed of Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, Texas, Indiana, Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, North
and South Dakota and North Carolina, buried the hatchet on the final
day of the convention, ironed out their differences and are read)' to go
forward on the program of independence.
The other great development Was the cementing of an alliance with
the independent producers and distrilmtors, yet in a formative stage,
but which the convention leaders declared would he quickly consummated
at an early date.
The program of independence is to be put into operation through the
trade and commerce bureau and the playdate l)ureau, toward the support of which Universal contributed $50,000 and the I. M. P. P. D. A.
$150,000. Other contributions, it AVas announced, would bring the total
up to $400,000.
for the board of directors in the interest of
Exliibitors union was seriously threatened
on Thursday by the ina})ility of the M. P. harmony. This evoked a demonstration and
T. 0. A. and Allied leaders to af!:ree on the it was quickly followed by the official announcement that a settlement liad been
Allied representation of the board of directors. Allied asked ten places; they were
reached with Allied. Twenty-five M. P. T.
offered two, and declined. Late Thursday
0. A. directors would be elected, of these five
night W. A. Stelfes, H. M. Kicliey and H. had pledged themselves to resign and tlieir
A. Cole issued a statement to the effect that
l)laces would be given to Allied. Then the
Allied would call a convention of its own on
new board would inci'ease its membership
Friday and get ready to organize branches
to thirty and these would go to the Allied
in every state in the union.
forces.
But the forces of conciliation went into
A motion was unanimously passed to elect
action, and just when it appeared that Milthe
first twenty five on the ballot. And the
waukee would go down in history as a
secretary cast 327 votes while the convenmagnificent failure, common sense won, and
tion cheered.
the situation was saved.
The
constitution was amended so that
Sydney S. Cohen of New York took the
the
increase
in the board membership would
platfoiTn on the final day and stated that
be legal and regular.
he had offered to withdraw from candidacy
The new board withdrew to name tlu;
officers, and in the interim the convention
adopted resolutions demanding a new ai'biti'ation agreement with producers and distributors, aresolution of condolence on the
death of Col. H. B. Varner, adopted witli
a rising' vote, and a resolution prolfering
assistance to the department of justice in an
investigation wliich that governmental
agency
saidfilmto boards
be making
into the oi)cration of isthe
of trade.

Brings
Close
Allied

Unites

Schwalin, Oiiio; A. Julian Hrylawski,
District of Columbia; Frank A. Keeney,
Pennsylvania; Nathan Yamins, Massachusetts; Joseph M. Seider, New .Jersey; Eli
Whitney (,'ollins, Arkansas; J. J. Harwood,
Ohio; J. n. Whitehurst, Maryland; Fred
C. Seegert, Wisconsin ; E. M. F>iy, Rhode
Island; Fred Dolle, Kentucky; M. E.
Colnerford, Pennsylvania; L. 1>. Wilson,
Kentucky; Jake Wells, Virginia; W. W.
Watts, Illinois; and the following from the
Allied state organizations, who now become
members of the board of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amei'ica — A. A.
Kaplan, Minnesota; J. Miller, Illinois;
Charles N. Than, Illinois; J. C. Ritter,
Michigan; W. A. Steffes, Minnesota; R. R.
Biecliele, Kansas; H. A. Cole, Texas; Glenn
Cross, Michigan; G. C. Rice, Iowa and
A. C. Zering, Indiana.
Then the announcement was made that
R. F. Woodhull had been chosen president
of the unified organization and Sydney S.
Cohen ehainnan of the board of directors.
There was tremendous enthusiasm when
the delegates learned that all disunion and
bickering- had been swept away. Presidentelect Woodhull was escorted to the rostrum
by Mr. Steffes of Minnesota; Mr. Ritter of
Michigan and Mr. Fay of Rhode Island.
The appearance of Messrs. Steffes and Ritter on the platform was the symbol of the
unitetl front which the inde))endent exhibitors
of the country now present to the industry.
In a convention in which this great development was outstanding there were many
remarkable features. For the first time
definite action was taken to mobilize play

Arbitration, next to affiliation with independents, won the largest share of the convention's attention, following a report by
Mr. Seider of New Jersey. Charles L.
O'Reilly of New York, whose appearance in
tile convention was warmly greeted, gave
the delegates some wholesome truths of how
to get their rights under the uniform contract and the arbitration sj'stem, and urged
cooperation
with the American arbitration
society.

R. F. Woodhull, elected president of the newly united
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

The following were elected to the new
board of directors : Glenn Harper, California; A. A. Elliott, New Y^'ork; Sydney
S. Cohen, JS^ew York; Harry Davis, Pittsburg; L. M. Sagal, Connecticut; John A.

Sydney S. Cohen, chosen as chairman of the Board
of Directors of the M. P. T. O. A. at Milwaukee,
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dates in behalf of iiitlepeiuleiit piitiires
through the creation of the play date
bureau. This doe?; not mean that the organization will buy or book films for its
members but it asks them to sign pledge
cards, stating how many play dates they will
give independent pictures next season.
For the tirst time also producers and exhibitors form an alliance backed fiimncially
by the former. This in itself is a farreaching development, though tlie producer
contributions, it was stated, will go only toward the support of the trade and commerce and play date bureaus, and will not
in am* sense sujicrsede the payment of dues
to the organization. Louis M. Sagal of Xew
Haven, Conn., was named to succeed himself
as treasure!', but the four vice-presidencies
remain unfilled because no slate had been
made up. It is understood that the Allied
group will be well taken care of in filling
these and other places in the officialdom of
the exhibitor body. Next year's convention
goes to Los Angeles.
As this dispatch is filed, the convention is
rapidly turning into a love feast and the
prediction is being made on all sides that a
new day has dawned for the independent
exhibitor.

independent producers and distributors, who
he said had pledged their support to the
program proposed for the convention.
Chairman Woodhull also pointed to the
flourishing condition of the state organizations and declared that the service feature
of the national organization should be enlarged. He got warm applause from the
crowd at the conclusion of his speech.
Then Sydney Cohen made his way from
the center of the hall to the platform, and
got the first real ovation of the convention
as he faced the delegates to offer the report
of the administrative committee. He prefaced the reading of his written report with
empliatic declarations that the time had come
for the putting into effect of a real mutuality of interest between independent exhibitors and independent producers. Principles
and not personalities, were the important
things, he said, and urged tlie independent
theatre owners to stand together.
"If we continue to support the producers
who are attempting to desti'oy us," he declared, "we shall be destroyed and we deserve

Convention Train Delayed
Owing to the fact that the special train
with the New York delegation on board was
two hours late, the first session of the convention did not get under way until about
three
o'clock
Tuesday
Glenn Harper
of afternoon.
California introduced

titled "The Struggle for Independence.''
Mr. Cohen said in part :
"Monopolization has been and is being
attempted in the Motion Picture Industry.
In the past it has failed, and we must see
that in the present it fails. If a partial or
complete monopoly could be established by
certain large producing-distributing and
theatre-owning companies, a gradual standardization would result — it is resulting in
some quarters, possibly in anticipation of
this monopoly.
"We command respect for the front we
present. Lets increase that respect and lets
deserve it. Let us leave such a record of
achievement and accomplishment behind us,
that Milwaukee will forever stand emblazoned in the thoughts of all as the Waterloo
of Oppression and Monopoly. We have serious business problems to discuss, let's discuss them in a serious way."

an official welcome from the city of Milwaukee, after which Fred Seegert, head of
the Wisconsin M. P. T. 0. presented National President O'Toole, who immediately
launched into the reading of his annual report, in which he reviewed the past year's
record. Mr. O'Toole at the outset of his
remarks, called attention to the ''coalescing
of all exhibitor forces'' as typified by the
presence of the leaders of the Allied State
organizations, chief among them the Michigan, Texas, Kansas-Missouri, and Minnesota
delegation
He also declared that the theatre owners
chamber of commerce of New York City,
headed by President Charles L. O'Reilly,
had merged their cause with the others, and
that the Independent Theatre Owners were
now presenting a united front.
He paid a compliment to the work of the
National Board of Directors and the National Officers, and touched upon the various phases of the work undertaken by
National Headquarters during the year. He
urged the publishing of an official bulletin,
Cjuoted a speech made by Will H. Hays in
Philadelphia on the subject of non-theatrical
showings in which Mr. Hays declared specifically that entertainment pictures belonged
in the theatres, and only i-eligious pictures
in the churches and pedagogic films in the
schools, reviewed the censorship and Sunday
opening situation, and sketched the recent
negotiations with the Hays organization on
the uniform contract.
He also dealt at great length with the
situation of the independent exhibitor and
denounced what he termed attempts at monopoly by certain interests in the industry.
Mr. O'Toole also devoted considerable at>tention to public service work and the cultivation ofgood will.
R. F. Woodhull, of New Jersey, then presented the report of the board of directors.
He directed attention to the removal of the
seat tax, the creation of the administrative
committee and the meetings with various

This evoked a demonstration from the
crowd.
to be."
Mr. Cohen then read his report which was

Questionnaire Valuable
Mr. Cohen referred to the questionnaire
recently sent out to producers relative to the
pi-oduct available for the coming season as
••a valuable little document" and also stated
that from it he deduced that there is to be
no shortage of pictures. He also expressed
the opinion that the quality of the independent product would be higher in the
future.
"Trade marks are not going to count for
so much next season," he prophesied in the
course of the address. "Individual box office attractions of merit ^\-ill be our biggest
The Bureau of Trade and Commerce of
which considerable has been printed as one
the live topics of the convention, was
ofhits."
referred to by Mr. Cohen as follows :
"We are establishing a bureau of trade
and commerce — not merely as an euphonious name, but for business dealings — for
the giving out of information to theatre
owners regarding everything pertaining to
pictures — and to afford to producers and
distributors an opportunity for actual trade
and commerce. An opportunity to have
buyers and sellers meet face to face on a
play. W^e have received
of fair
platform
pledges and assurances from
definite
many
the heads of independents (producers and
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distributors ps well) in person that they
would give not only moral but the all-essential financial support to this constructive
Mr. Cohen called the present a "golden
opportunity" for the independent producer. "Because of this golden opportunity,''
he
"I trust the independent dismove." said,
tributor will not mistake it for the goose
that lays the golden eggs and kill it, as did
the foolish man in the fable. Nor must any
theatre owner take any undue advantage of
the situation. You have the pictures — we
the theati'es and the play dates. These
three elements properly fused form a perfect Combination. A vast volume of play
dates which are truly pay dates spells prosperity— Prosperity for the theatre owner
because the independent producers will by
this volume of business be enabled to maintain a high standard of product, and because of this volume of business the independent distributor will be enabled to rent
worthwhile product at let-live jn-iees — Prosperity for the indei^endent producer and
distributor, because never before in his history, has the opportunity for securing so
huge a volume of business teen his."
Mr. Cohen said he has also been advocating and recommending a bureau of fair
pla}' — a department of conciliation and adjustment, which should harmonize and
amicably adjust film situations between theatre owners and all independent producers
and distributors. ■ As you have heard me
say, "many times" he continued, as you all
know fi-om experience to be the case — 'Diviquarrels.'
Now
since wedends arearenotall paid
of usfrom
in business
for business and not sentimental reasons, it behooves
us to weigh carefully all the waj's and means
towards this desired end."
Independence is Keynote
The evident key note of the convention,
independence, was again refeiTed to hy the
speaker as he continued. "Independence,"
he
repeated,
big issue,
mu.st
consider
it in"isa our
big way,
facingandit we
squarely
as all momentous issues should be faced. Independence for the theatre owner, ttiat he
may be free to run his theatre according to
its individual needs, free from the bugbear
of worry as from whence he is to secure his
pictures, free from the fear of unfair coml)etition. Independence for the producer
and distributor through the assurance of an
ample supply of the life fluid of the industry— Play dates.
"This happy consummation of our struggles can only be achieved by genuinely
united effort, and I cannot too strongly urge
this effort.
"Go home from this convention with the
consciousness that you have used the brains
and sense that God gave j'ou in your own
best interests. Go home in the conviction
that what you have done here at this convention will keep you free men in your business life. Don't be too prone to criticise.
Remember we are all just human and for
every criticism you make be ready with a
constructive remedy. That's the thing we
want — a constructive plan of protecting
what we have invested in this industry.
Other things are but lesser issires because
unless you can be assured that your theatre
will stay jours, of what interest are the
other problems. Be sensible, be sane.
"Again let me say with all the earnestness
at my command — don't be stampeded, conserve your play dates, they are your most
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l)o\vei-tr.l niiiiminition. Don't buy move
uadc marks, hut product that in your ^^n\ilnieiit will tuakp you money and i)l('a.se your
puhlic. Don't be flattere(i by the too ornamental press books sent you; tor they are
not what you seil to your public. ^'>u\
what you need at juices you can afford lo
pay — prices which will yield \ou a prottt on
yor.r investment. Ciive the other fellow the
same sciuare deal you expect from liim —
and demand that he do as he promises.
'Live and let live' must be one of your mottoes; and since we are frankly in this business for gold let the (xolden Rule be our
rule — 'Do unto others as you would they
should do unto you.' Then, brother theatre owners, we can look back upon this
gathering and feel that Milwaukee is spelled
milienium."
The delegates gave Mr. Cohen a prolonged
demonstration as he concluded.
President OToole then recognized Julian
Brylawski of Washington, on behalf of the
special committee of the board of directors
which was working on the alliance with the
independent producers.
Mr. Brylawski said that the committee
wishes to report progress and that it was
still deliberating on the i)lan.
"I can tell you this much," he continued,
"that the plan will have teeili in it. I believe itwill be a i)illar of cloud by day and
a ])illar of fire by night to lead us out of the
wilderness of producer oppression."
He then urged the mobilization of play
dates, which he characterized as soldiers
which the independent exhibitors could
make fight in their behalf instead of
against them.
"Jt is not our intention to book or buy
films for you," he informed the convention.
"That is your God-given right. Neither is
this a scheme for j)roduetion or distribution
on our part. But we urge you to keep your
dates open, and be ready for the call."
The next speaker was Frank Keency,
theatre owner of Brooklyn who also has
houses in Pennsylvania. He told the convention that sixty percent of the pictures
played by his houses last year were from
independent sources. This year, he said, he
would use between eighty and ninety ])ercent. Mr. Keeney advocated the appointment of a committee on play dates, and
thought the big problem before the delegates would be solved if Independent Exhibitors would give to Independent Producers an increase of thirty-five percent in
i>ookings over last year.
T'p to this point the proceedings had not
been characterized by any great display of
fire works, but the situation changed when
Harry Davis of Pittsburgh went to the rostrum and delivered a fiery speech, which
turned out to be an attack on First National.
He declared that he was booking First
National pictures at his Grand Opera house.
The value per picture once was a thousand
dollars for his theatre, he asserted, but it
had risen to twenty-five hundred dollars or
more. Some of these films, he continued, lie
could not use as first runs, and therefore he
had to lay them on the shelf, and pay for
them while he was also expending additional money for pictures to replace them.
He declared that some of the factors in
First Nationa', among them Sam Katz, were
combining circuits or threatening to build
theatres in competition with inde])endent exliibitors, and charged them with a desire to
absorb the whole industry.
"T tell you this means thev are tryint;' to
]iut the other fellow out of business." he

Leading Film Executives
at Milwaukee

n.
Wisconsi
of the
corridor
the ton
INPlankin
and s other
of the
leading
Milwaukee hotels, during convention
week, were seen many of the leading
figures in production and distribution of
pictures.
Among those noted were E. A Eschman, of First National; W. R. Sheehan,
Clyde Eckhart. and James Grainger, of
Fox Film Corporation; Ed. Smith, of F.
B. O.; Harvey Day, of Kinograms; Fred
Quimby, of Fox Short Subject Department; Jack Woody, Orin Woody and
Floyd Lewis of Associated Exhibitors;
Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane, E. H.
Goldstein of Universal; John Flinn, and
Cecil Mayberry, of Producers Distributing Corporation; Herman Robbins, and
S. C. Young, of National Screen Service;
George Blair of Eastman, Hiram
Abrams, United Artists, Samuel Warner,
Lewis J. Selznick, J. D. Williams and
others.
shouted. ''That's all it can mean. You
men will liave to get together. Don't fear
Mr. Katz. You are stronger than any of
them
if you will useadvocated
your playdate
He strenuously
the Power."
proper
financing of the oi'ganization and the employment of paid officers and counsel and
the jiuhlishing of a magazine. Then he
interjected :
"I'm not satisfied with First National.
Are you satisfied with the pictures you are
getting?
The delegates shouted, "No."
ilr. Davis m-ged that the independent exhibitors must put up an offensive fight.
"The only way you can do it is with your
play dates," he declared.
It was six o'clock when the convention
recessed
one-thirty
o'clock
afternoon,until
at which
time,
Mr. "Wednesday
Brylawski
announced, the big plan for alliance with
the independent producers would be told to
the delegates.
Night Conferences
tinuous series of conferences Avith all groups
particii)ating to perfect the plan of alliance
with the independent jiroducers. The ^Vednesday session was scheduled to start at
1:30 o'clock, but the leaders did not finish
conferring until nearly an hour later.
In the interim, the California delegation,
under the happy leadership of \Villiam J.
Quinn. head of the Los Angeles unit, entertained the delegates as they slowly
gathered in the convention hall. Thev were
"Califoi "tiiany boosting" for the 1926 convention for Los Angeles and drafted a band
to help the proj^aganda along. Mr. Quinn
appointed himself song-leader, with the result that the crowd was in great good humor
when Mr. O'Toole ])ounded for order at
2 :45 o'clock.
He immediately introduced the British
delegation, and they got a great greeting.
Rene Batigne and Guy de Vilmorin were
then presented as the representat'ves of
France, and pandemonium broke loose. The
old war spirit burst forth, and over in the
Indiana delasration, where Frank Rembuseh
and E. H. B'n<rhani were sittins:. somebody
start«d -ipHu"- "T).p Afnvspil'nisp " T'-e
crow!"". roared it-i a])iiroval and joined in

while Bntignc and De Vilmorin bowed rep atedly. When order was restored after
^..me difficulty, a su rprise was sprang when
Solomon Levitan. State Treasurer of Wisconsin, was introduced. It devolved that he
was intei'ested in a theatre in Madison, said
to be thinatened liy the aggression of a producer-distrii)ul()r. Mr. Levitan prefaced his
remarks by a series of witty .sallies, and
then launched into an attack on what he
caUed the Motion Picture Trust. He assailed "'theatre grabl)ing" by producers and
block-booking, and in very forceful fashion
urged th:' convent'on to use its jwwer
through i)lay dates to cui'b the activities of
a "small group of men."
There was a demonstratimi at the conof his that
speech,
little less
pi'onounced clusion
than
whichonly
had agreeted
Batigne
and De Vilmorin. The next speaker was W.
Irving Glover, third assistant i)ostmaster
general, who brought the thanks of the Postoffice Dei)artment to the organization for its
help in re:'ent slide campaigns.
''The Postmaster General has said that
the theatre owners have don.'- more than any
single agency for the ])os(al service,"
other
he declared.
A. J. Brylawski of Washington look the
floor to enlarge on his statement of the previous day with regard to the alliance with
independent producers. He announced that
a playdate bureau would be estalilished as
the result of meetings held by the M. P. T.
O. A. board with nearly thirty independent
))roducers in the last few days.
$100,000 Pledged
"Over $100,000 has been plediied in cash,
and $300,000 more will follow," he said
"for the preservation of the independent
l)roduc('r and exhibitor."
The plan, according to Mr. Brylawski,
was to employ a high powered executive,
appoint a representative in every zone, and
hire field men to establish contact with independent exhibitors in the campaign to
line them up for independent product.
"We are already hearing echoes," he continued. "Moves are being made now to stop
our declaration of independence. There
are lots of moves on foot now ,'' he declared,
"but we will win."
I. E. Chadwick, president of the L M. P.
P. D. A., came to the platform and spoke
officially for his a.ssociation. The growth
of centralization was wrong, it was stifling
to artistic endeavor, he told the delegates.
Freedom of expression was vitally necessary
and the independent exhibitcns had it in
their powi^r to assure it, if they would.
There were three things to be done, Mr.
Chadwick urged. First, organize one hundred percent; deputize confidence and power
to exhibitor organization officials, and su' ervise by seeing to it that the leaders carrie 1
out the mandates of the exhibitor body.
The hundred independent exchanges
whicli :Mr. Chadwick said were now lined
up with his as.sociation could then act as
militant messengers to increase the membership of the M. P. T. 0. A.
"All the independent producers ask," he
declared, "is that the avenues of trade in
this industry be kept open. We want a fair
field and no favor and equal o])portunity
for every picture.
"Through the playdate bureau I urge you
to double your independent playdates and to
show that we are in earnest I announce that
the jilaydate bureau will have not only our
syni ntliy hut orr financial sni'])()rt."
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He closed liis speech with a plea to the
exhibitor to harmonize all their internal differences, and as he left the rostrum a
third demonstration was held.
A wii-e was read from H. E. Huffman,
president of the Colorado and Intermountain M. P. T. 0. A. advocating the passage
of a resolution against non theatrical showings. It was refei-red to the committee on
resolutions.
Sydney Cohen took the floor to explain to
the convention the full significance of the
speech made by State Treasurer Levitan.
"He and his associate theatre owners in
Madison have been threatened by a producer distributor exhibitor," said Mr. Ci)he!i,
"and he told them that if they ruined him
he would ruin them by apiiealing to the
Legislature. We don't want this sort of
thing to hai)pen, but 1 issue the warning.
We
don'tFederal
want toTrade
go toCommission.
Congress, the All
courts
or the
we
Avant is fair opportunitv. bat we must have
it."
Richey Creates Stir
There was a stir in the convention when
it was announced that H. M. Richey, general
manager of the Michigan M. P. T. 0., would
deliver a message to tlie delegates. Michigan has not appeared in a M. P. 0. A.
national meeting since Chicago and the effect
of Mr. Ridley's dramatic entry was electric.
He held in his hand a small card which
he called a new declaration of indejiendence.
Without further ado, he read it to the delegates and it proved to be the first concrete
indication of what the convention leaders
had in mind when they talked of the "plan."
The card read as follows:
"Realizing as I do that my i)lay(lates are
the most valuable asset of my theatre, and
that only Ijy allocating a fair number of
these to the recognized independent distributors can I be assured of my continued
independence, and be assured of an ample
sup]>ly of quality product, I hereby pledge
for the season 1925-26 that I will reserve
for them
phiy dates oi'
percentage of the i)laydates of my theatre or
theatres."
Tlien followed s])ace for the number of
theatres; the number of playdates per year;
percentages now given to inde])endents;
name of exiiibitor, with theatre, city and
date.
Mr. Richey announced that cards would
be distributed through tlie convention and
urged uciegates to fill them out. There were
at least five iuindred theatre owners at the
c-onvention, from whom ten thousand ]i!aydates ought to come, he declared.
Sydney Cohen came to the fi'ont of the
platform and conferred a moment with Mr.
Richey. after which the latter said: "I just
learned that I have six thousand playdates
back of me now, and my God, men, how
many have I in front of me? The Michigan
general manager appealed to the crowd not
to be afraid their theatre business would
suffer if they gave playdates to independents. "It will take a little more showmanship,"' he said, "but it will be the same kind
of sliowinanshij) you have already used when
you made the stars for the companies who
are now trying to put you out of business."
C. K. \Villiams, president of the Nebraska
unit, ('.emaiided the floor while the convent'on
buz/.ed with
at this
develiiprnent.
He excitement
wanted to know
wholatest
the
indeixndent

j)roducers were.

The question was answered by !Mr. Brylawski in a statement which represented the
official view of the M. P. T. 0. A. board of
directors and officers who said:
"An independent producer is a producer
who does not buy, build or acquire theatres
against
his subsided.
customers," he declared, and the
exc.tenient
Joseph Phillips of the Rialto theatre, Fort
Worth, Texas, urged that the number of
])laying days should be construed as the
definition of a playdate, but Mr. Brylawski
said the official view was that a j)laydate
meant the booking of a picture, whether for
one day or a week.
"We expect to mobilize one hundred tliousanil playdates and offer th<!m to the indel)endent jjroducers," he explained. "That
will mean at least two hundred and fifty
thousand playing days."
The stage had been carefully set for the
next event of tiie session — the speech of
Carl Laenmile. president of Universal. Mr.
Lnemmle started from the rear of the hall
and his progress to the platform was greeted
by a demonstration which increased in volume until it reached big proportions when
Mr. Laemmle stepped on the stage, greeted
the group of leaders and faced the delegates.
O'Toole wielded the gavel vigorously and
gave way to Brylawski, who formally introduced Mr. Laemmle.
The Universal head thanked the convention foi- their reception and then put his
manuscript down on the table, adjusted his
glasses, and I'ead slowly and seriously a
series of sledge hammer sentences.
The salient points were these: "Um an
indeiJendent and I don't care who knows it.
You've got to stand by me and I'll stand
by you. One or two or three men cannot
monopolize this business or force you to
buy their product.
"I want my fair share and no more. The
wise exhibitor believes in splitting his business.
"1 don't want to build theatres and compete with my customers but I insist on my
share in everj- worthwhile city even if I
have to buy or build theatres.
Must Have Outlet
"I mn.st have an outlet. The poorer the
outlet, the jjoorer the pictures will be. Practically all the theatres we bought we were
forced to buy. Li the case of the Schine
holdings, we bought a minority interest. The
Schine people are managing the theatres
exactly as before. We had to buy the Hostettler circuit or close our Omaha office.
"I am ])erfectly willing to sell every theatre we control, but we must have long time
contracts
tect us. with independent theatres to pro"Lnagine this industry without the independents, without Warner, Fox, Universal,
Pi-oducers Distributing and the others. You
might all make good managers, but you
wouldn't be theatre owners very long."
Mr. Laemmle then attacked lx)oking combines. "Forcing down rental prices is the
same thing as forcing down quality," he said.
"Present .rental i)rices are nothing short of
disastrous. If we have to continue next
season at the same ruinous prices as we got
this season, I'll be willing to quit.
"Universal this year did the greatest foreign ))usiness in its history. But we h d to
fight in our own country to keep our head
above water.
"All I'm asking for next season is a profit
of ten ])er cent and I have so instructed
our salesmen at the convention in Chicago.

Picture
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"The little exhibitors are the bulwark of
this industry, and to show that we are for
him, we are going to sell to the small theatre
next season way below cost.
"We will sell him our .entire output, except the sui)er specials, at the price formerly
l)aid for one single feature."
Ml'. Laemmle evidently meant that the
small exhibitor would be able to get a Jewel
or other feature, a serial, or a comedy, etc.,
ill one program for the price he now pays
for a single feature.
This announcement started another buzz
of sujipressed excitement among tlie delegates, and it increased when Mr. Laemmle
declared that the cost per reel under the
new ariaiigeineiit would be a dollar or less.
The Universal chief was cheered at the
conclusion of his sp?ech, but there wa=
another sensation to come. After Virginia
X'alli. Louise Dresser, Jack Daugherty and
Hoot Gibson, I'niversa! ])layers, had l)een
iiitrodrced, E. H. Goldste-n. treasurer, came
forward and announced that Universal had
subscribed fifty thousand dollars in cold cash
"to
the indep?ndent
This promote
started another
demonstration.exhibitor."
Mr. Brylawski. as Mr. Laemmle nodded
api)roval, stated the Universal policy on
theatre acquisiti(Mi as follows:
"We understand that yon will build or
acquire theatres
c'osed territories."
"That's
correct," only
Mr. inLaemmle
said, and
^Ir. Brylawski added, "Mr. Laemmle's theatres wi'l always be strongholds of indepen(lent pictures. He ]>lays li's own pictures in
his theatres Hut he also plays ])ictures of
other
independents."
"Andy
Gump" was then introduced to
the convention.
Plea for Unity
Chairman Woodliull made an important
aniu)uncenient in the shape of an olive
l)ranch and plea for unity to the members
of th(> .\.llied State organizations. He urged
them to come back into the organization,
and announced the following committee on
harmony : Mr. Cohen of New York ; Mr.
Conierford of Pennsvlvania ; Mr. Brylawski
of the District of Columbia : Mr. Schwalm
of Ohio; Mr. Walsh of Connecticut.
This committee. Mr. WoodliuH stated, was
readv to meet and co-operate with any committee thatappoint.
the states outside the M. P'. T. 0.
A. nrght
The following committee on resolutions
was named: Mr. Fay of Rhode Island; Mr.
Walsh of Connecticut : Mr. Seegart of Wisconsin ;Mr. Horstmann of Massachusetts ;
Mr. Schwalm of Ohio; Mr. Collins of Arkansas.
But it was noon on Thursday before the
convention again got under way. Nominations for the board of directors were called
for and the following were nominated from
the floor.
Dave Bershon, Ix>s Angeles; Nathan Yamins. Fall River, Mass. ; J. H. Silliman,
Milwaukee : L. B. Wilson, Covington, Ky. :
Sydney S. Cohen, New York: Jack Wells,
Richmond, Va. ; Harry Davis, Pittsburg;
Fred C. Seegert, Milwaukee; Lee A. Ochs,
New York; J. J. Harwood, Cleveland; Harrv M. Crandall, Washington. D. C; A.
-fulian Brvlawski. Wasliinston, D. C: W.
W. Watts, Springfield, Ills.: John A.
Schwalm, Hamilton, Ohio; M. E. Commerford, Scranton, Pa.; Fred J. Dolls, Louisville, Kv. ; Joseph Mogler, St. Louis; R. F.
Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; M. J. O'Toole.
Scranton, Pa. ; Frank A. Keeney, Williams{('oiitivued 0)1 page 251G)
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I.M.P.P.D.A.Make
Milwaukee

Pledge

$200,000

Fund

to

Progress

at

Convention

Launch

Joint

1. AI. V. P. D. A., at its convention held in .Milwaukee at
THE
the same time as that of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Ameiica, made marked progress in what its active members feel
is a struggle for the continued existence of the Independent Producers
of J^ictures and of their distributors. First, through establishment of
close and harmonious relations with the exhibitors of the United States
and CVuiada, and the development of plans in conjunction with the latter for the formation of a "Bureau of Trade and Commerce," an organization for the promotion of play dates ; second for pledging of $50,000
as tirst payment on a $200,000 fund which will be the I. M. P. P. D. A.
contribution to the proposed joint organization; third the Independent
Distributors and Producers also made an important change in their
by-laws whereby state right exchanges may now become members of tlie
organization and approximately thirty of these exchanges promptly became members, with the probability according to Executive Director
Hoy, that the state right exchanges of the country will be 100 per cent
members of the association within 30 days. John Lowell Russell was
elected temporary chairman and delivered the keynote speech of the
convention. He said in part — " the Independent Producers and Distributors of Motion Pictures, representing 91 per cent of all the Independents in the industry, have gathered in Milwaukee at the invitation
of the exhibitors. They have responded to a call which has reached and
moved to action all elements of this industry — a call for business freedom, a sunmions to resist monopoly, a ])rotest in action against the forces
which threaten the future of the motion picture as the amusement of the
peo))le and the greatest avenue of human expression. We agree thorouglily with the independent exhibitors that play dates are the solution
c»f the i)roblein of business freedom. Play dates in the hands of the
exhi])itor make it possible for him to choose his y)roduct to fit his industrial needs and give his patrons the benefits accruing from o])en
competition.
'■\\'c arc to meet with tliesc exhibitors in bureau, a chief counsel and a force of 2()
field men who will spread the gospel of the
•convention assembled to co-operate with
them, to insure them oood i)roduct and by use of independent pictures in every motion picture territory. A provision of suitjoinini;- with them to keej) the door of comable arbitration boards and substitution of
petition
oi)en.''
Followinii
tlie
opening
sesthe
new
uniform contract which would be
sion, J. E. Chadwick was made permanent
simple,
explicit
and easy understood, were
ciiairman and upon the convening' of the
also iliscussed. It felt that until such time
xegular meeting of the Association, conas new arbitration bodies are in existence,
tinued in the chair as president. Organized
in 1923, the association has felt tliat the
it will be unwise for the state right exchanges now taking part in arbitrations, to
socalled menace of the three greatest producing and distributing organizations in the withdraw from the present board. The admission of exchange men to membershij)
■countiy was becoming more serious as they
continued to buy theatres, and it was tlie made it necessary to provide new officers,
and to double the executive committee,
consensus of the meeting that the only way
which now will be composed of 14 members,
to avoid "Trustification" was to take active
measures at the jjresent time. It seemed to 7 of whom will be exchange men. A recordbe the opinion of many that tlie first run
ing secretary was elected, Jack Bellman, of
Renown Pictures, New York, first vice
situation was already lost to independents,
but that the danger was extending rajiidly
pi-esident, Ben Amsterdam of Philadelphia,
to the second, third and fourtii run houses,
also a representative of the exchange men,
although it was hoped that the action the at one of the closing sessions.
association was iirejiared to take in conReports that a publication had been
junction with tlie theatre owners, would
selected as official organ of the association
remedy this. A committee composed of Dr;
were denounced as totally unfounded, and
resolutions passed thanking the trade press
Shalienlierger,
William
M. H. Hoflt'man,
Abe Carlos,
I. Rteiner,
E. Chadwick,
Jack
for the many kindnesses and uniformly
Cohn, .J. H. Friedman, Ed. A. Goldman and
courteous treatment e tended to the organiBen Amsterdam, was appointed to sit with
zation, as well as its individual members.
a like committee from the theatre owners,
The members of the I. M. P. P. D. A. who
and an'ive at ])laiis for the formation of a were present or represented at the conventrade and commerce bureau and the details
tion, include Arrow Pictures Inc., Art
as far as determined, provide for a paid
Class Pictures Inc., Picture Corpn., Lee
'executive of l)usiness ability to head the Bradford Picture Corpn., Chadwick Picture

Organization

('ori)n., Independent Picture ('ori>n., C. B.
C. Film Sales Corpn., Lumas Pictures
Corjju., Tri Stone Pictures Corpn., William
Steiner Pictures Corpn., Ray Art Pictures.
Supreme Photoplay Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Ivan Abranison, New York, Henry Ginsberg
Dist. Corpn., New York, Davis I)ist. Divn.
Inc., New York, B. P. Schulberg, Inc., New
York, Tiffany Prod. Inc., New York, Sering D. Wilson and Co., New York, Chesterfield M. P. Corpn, New York, P. D. G.
Inc., New York, Victory Pictures, Inc., New
York, Masterpiece Film Attractions, Phila.,
Jans Product Inc., New Y'ork, Commonwealth Film Cor])!!., New York, W. N. Skirboll, Skiiboll Gold Seal Prod. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio., First Grai)hic Exchange, Buffalo, N. Y., 20th Century Film Co. Inc.,
Phila., Pa., Fontenello Filiu Co., Omaha,
Neb.. Golden Distributing' Corpn., Boston,
Grand Arrow Film Exchange Inc., Boston,
United Film Service, St. Louis, Mei'it Film
Corpn., New York, Independent Films Inc.,
Boston, Mass., J. D. ^VelltruI), State Film
Service, Indianapolis, Ind., Supreme Film
Corj)!!., Boston, Mass., Liberty Film Inc.,
Omaha, Exclusive Film Service, Chicago,
E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City, Mo., F. F. Warlen, Kansas City, Mo., Renown Pictures,
Chicago, Renown Pictures, New Yoi'k, Independent Film Co., Omaha, Neb., The
Piogress Pictui'es Co., Cleveland, 0., Celebrated Players Film Coi'pn., Chicago Security Pictures, Chicago, Cajiital Film Exchange Inc., New Y'oik, Epic Film Attraction Inc., Chicago, .Jack Weil Pictures, St.
Louis, Mo., Progress Pictui'e Corp., St.
Louis, Mo., Pi'om'ess Pietui-es Inc., Atlant-i.
(la.. Progress
Co., Wisconsin,
(^liicago. Celebrated players Pictures
Film Coii)n.,
Big
Feature Rights Corp., Louisville, Ky.
Individual state rights pi'oducers, distributoi's and exchange men present were,
W. E. Shallenberger, John Lowell Russell,
Louis Weiss, Nathan Hirscli, M. C. McAIlistei', I. E. Chadwick, Jesse Goldburg, Jack
Colin, Sam Sax, William Steiner, W. Ray
.Johnston, Ivan Abramson, Henrv Ginsberg,
.1. Charles Davis, B. P. Schulberg, M. E.
Hoffman, C. Lang Cobb, Joseph Klein, Arthur Smallwood, Ed Halperin, Ben Amsterdam, Herman Jans, Sam Zierler, W. N.
Skirboll, Herman Berkowitz, Gene Marcus,
Max AVeintraub, Ed Goldman, Sam Grand,
Hai-ry Thomas, ,Ioe McConville, J. D. Weintraub, Herman Rifkin, Stern Brothers, Max
Levy, E. C. Rhoden, F. F. Warren, Jeny
Abrams, Jack Bellman, James Jossey, J. L.
Freidman, I. Mandel, Henry Ellman, Eddie
Grosman, Jack Weil, Tom Leonard, Arthur
Bromberg, Fi-ank Zambreno, Jack Graunian,
Lee Goldberg, -lack Frackman, and Roy
Shallenberger.
La

Salle

Theatre

Property

in Chicago Sold
J. 0. Mills has pui'chased the Ija Salle
theatre property in Chica2:o at 108 West
Madison
streetto "for
The pi-opCompany.
erty
was sold
Mills$1,150,000.
by S. W. Strauss
and
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pcrr. Pa.; Joseph M. Seider, Newark. X. T. ;
Jack fooney. Chicago; F. H. Bingham.
Indianapolis;
Glenn Harper,
Ange'es;
H.
J. Schad. Reading.
Pa.; A. Los
B. [Momand.
Oklahoma C'itv; F. M. Fay, ProvideiKC,
R. I.; J. C. Brady, Toronto; J. H. Whitehurst, Baltimore; Josei)h Walsh. Hartford.
Conn.: Charles L. O'Reilly, New York; Sol
Raives, New York; A. A. Elliott, Hudson,
N. Y.; Martin G. Smith. Toledo; C. C.
Griffen. Oakland, Calif.; F. W. Collins,
Jonesboro, Ark.
It was explained that while the constitution provided for the election of 25 directors, only 2:5 would be chosen by the convention, the other two places being held open
to be filled by the new board.
Mr. Goldijerg of Maryland wanted to
know why they could not be filled by the
convention, and suggested that they be given
of the Allied state organto representatives
izations. Mr. Cohen informed him that the
procedure was being taken at the suggestion
of the Allie<l leaders.
Mr. Cohen then took the platform to make
a statement. He announced that Universal
and other indejiendent concerns were ready
to cease acquisition of theatres when the
alliance with them was perfected. He then
made the significant statement that the new
Ijoard of directors would meet in a week or
ten days at some central point and with
other independent producers who are not
quite ready now to go into the alliance, and
that the board would then put the finishing
touches to the plan of alliance.
"We have been in conference with large
producers other than those who have already agreed to come in with us," he said.
"We" will deny no producer We
the shall
opportunsoon
ity of co-operating with us.
arrange for the regional meetings throughout the country, and national officers will
present."
be The
other feature of the morning session
was an impressive and fervent speech by
Miss Ray Lewis, publisher of the Canadian
Moving "Picture Digest and
the Spotlight,
and representing the M. P. T. 0. of Canada. Her talk proved to be a severe arraignment of the methods which she declared had been used by X. L. Nathanson,
managing director of the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation in alleged control of
prcKluct in the Dominion in the acquisition
of theatres there and the treatment she
asserted her publication had received from
him in consequence of her fight on "the
combine."
She charged that Mr. Nathanson had
first threatened to put her out of business
and then had attempted to win her over
by promise of large advertising support if
her paper, "would play with the big fellows." She refu.sed, with the result that
all advertising except F. B. 0. and Vitagraph was withdrawn, though .some of the
companies continued to pay for their ads
but did not furnish copy.
Miss Lewis declared that "the combine"
was aiming at world monopoly and made
an imjtassioned plea to the delegates to
stand firm. At the afternoon session Tom
Mix and his wife were introduced to the
convent'on and got a great reception, after
which ^Ir. Seider of New- Jersey read the
report on the standard exhibition contract
and the subject of the report outlined the
negotiations that had been conducted with
the Hays organization in the last year on
])roi)osed changes in the contract, which have
not vet been concluded. Pointing out that the
M. P. T. O. A. had persistently refused to
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Equipment

Convention

is

Biggest to Date
s, active
d member
ation and
ate of
the Associ
of
Twoassocihundre
Motion Picture Equipment Dealers of America, were on hand for the
ation's
opening annual
sessionconven
of this
tion,organiz
fourth
which
was
held in one of the Milwaukee auditorium
halls from May 14th to 16th.
The annual report of President Henry
J. Smith told of the continuous progress
of the association which was formed just
four years ago and of the improved business methods which have been the outcome of its activities.
Meetings
of the Manufacturers'
of the association
were also heldbranch
with
President Sam Lears in the chair. Interest in the association was healthy as
shown by the large attendance at the
meeting and further growth is looked
forward to with assurance. Election of
officers and directors was scheduled for
Saturday morning.
One of the features of Milwaukee
convention week was the equipment exposition under the auspices of the manufacturers, division of the association.
Visiting exhibitors in large numbers took
advantage of the opportunity to see the
latest thing in theatre equipment and
thronged the 71 exhibits every day. The
exposition is conceded to be the finest
and most successful event of the kind
ever staged in connection with a national convention of theatre owners.
ratify the contract in its present form, Mr.
Seider enumerated various changes that
were desired in different clauses. The report recommended the appointment of a
committee of five by the board of directors,
and that the committee be empowered to
negotiate new contracts. If this is accomidished the committee would form with the
Hays organization and the I. M. P. P. D. A.
an arbitration conunittee. The report conthiues: "This arbitration committee shall
with a like number of distributoi-s constitute a court of appeals with power to r:'view
such disputes that are referred to it by local
arbitration boards to prevent any injustice
being done to_ either side in any local or
exchange center. We further recommend
that if an efiuitable contract is arranged
th's organization shall assume the sui)ervision of the exhibitor's side of the arbisystem." organization establish and
"Thattration
this
maintain an arbitration bureau which shall
tabulate records and decisions and shall
keep every arl)itration board, each local and
subdivisional unit and their counsel fully
advised of decisions in every matter and in
Instantly
there were calls for recognition
territory.''
every
from all parts of the hall, and it was evidetnte that the question of the present arbitration system would be the subject of
heated debate.
Mr. Samuelson of New Jersey demanded
that the convention take action at once on
the ado])tion of the report. The motion was
put ami unanimously passed.
Mr. Momand of Oklahoma, denouncing
the. present system in unsparing terms made
his way to the rostrum and handed the
chairman a co]>y of a contract which he
said would be enacted into the law in his
state i>nless the Oklahoma exhibitors "got
Mr. Philips of Texas backed up Mr.
Moman;rs
remarks with the statement that
relief."

A c

iiic tim lioards of trade were ih- death
1 lie I of tlie inde])!'n >nt producer and exiiibitor. He characterized them as "a
>tiangulation association."
'I h:' excitement was raised to a h gh ))itch
when Mr. Rembusch of Indiana, an old war
lioise in exhibitoi- l)att!es, charged that the
Hays Organization iiad fined him sixty thoutrate. sand dollars because he refused to arbi"That's why I went back into the M. P.
T. O. A." he shouted. "I called up Cohen
and O'Toole and asked them if they were
foi- this uniform contract and arbitration
business. They said "no" and I told tiiem I
was immediately mailing mv dues in to
-M. P. T. 0. a! head(iuarters."
A fiery speech, made l)y Sam Bullock of
Ohio, was interrupted l)y Mr. Goldberg, who
had attemj ted to insist several tims.s that
the committee of five would hear the opini(jns of exhibitors and that time was being
wasted by the discussion. He was howled
down by the delegates.
Mr. Quinn of Califoi-nia poured oil on
the troubled waters by moving to refer all
ors.
exhibitor complaints to the board of directThen Mr. Cohen asked the chairman to
call Charles L. O'Reilly of New York to the
platform so that the Matter might tell the
convention about the experience of the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
with the uniform contract and arbitration
jiroblems.
The applause started at once, and by the
time the T. 0. C. C. leader had reached
the rostrum there was a real demonstration.
Mr. O'Reilly explained that the Chamber of
Commerce got a fifty per cent break on
arbitration because it went after it and
kept after it. This effort was consistent,
and was backed by real finances, each meml)er paying three dollars per week per theatre. The total amounting to twenty-five or
thiity thousand dollars yearly.
He urged the delegates from the various
>tales to get their organizations functioning properly, put up real money to finance
effort.
them, and secure their rights by consistent
He got a big hand, and
platform with the other
tlie first time
Mr. O'Reilly
national
convention
since

took a seat on the
leaders. It was
has
appearedAVashin a
the famous

ington episode, and the dramatic significance of the event was not lost "on the deleAir. Herring-ton of Pennsylvania made
still another fiery speech, after which the
gates.
motion Avas put and passed without dissent.
The concluding speecli of the day made by
Ca))tain Delbert Ansmus, representing the
war department. He thanked the exhibitors for their work in aiding the publicity
for citizens' military training camps. Recess was taken until eleven o'clock Friday
morning, after Mr. O'Toole announced that
at the Friday session there would be a re]iort of the committee of credentials and
I'esolutions, election of the board of directors, election and installation of officei-s and
a final report on producer affiliations.
Labor

Body Wants Place on
Censor Board
The Central Labor l iiion of Worcester,
Mass., is said to be seeking a place on the
local censoring body, the Board of Motion
Picture Review. An])lication, it is said,
will be made for a place on the board bv^
Thomas F. Conroy, secretary of the union.

May
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Balaban

&

Katz

In

Big

Chicago

Deal

Buy

Interest in Lubliner ^5 Trinz Circuit of Nineteen Theatres —
New Corporation Formed
nionnt, Madison Square, Biograph, Lakeside,
\icini1y, an elfort will 1)(' made t<i pnixidc
Balal):ui & Katz Corporation
THE
different tyjies of entertainment.
Crawford, Windsor, Dearborn. Orchestra
has ac-quiri'd an interest in the
Lubliner & Trinz circuit of theatres
While no exact figure on the \aliic of
Hall, Covert Garden, Knickerbocker,
in Chicago, it was officially announced this Michigan, Oak Park, Pantheon, Pei-shing,
Lubliner & Trinz properties can ho obtained, itis estimated that from seventeen to
week by the latter company. The stateSenate, West End, Wilson, Congress, Hardment confirms rumors circulated in the
twenty million dollars is their valuation.
ing, Belmont, Tower and State."
trade for the past several weeks and up to
Emil Stern will continue to he general
The above announcement reveals the
a short time ago flatly denied by Lubliner
manager
of Lubliner & Trinz and he states
largest theatre deal in Chiciigo motion pic& Trinz ofificials.
ture
history
and
will
iiave
an
important
that
no
changes
in the organization ai-c conThe statement, issued from the Lu})iiner
templated.
bearing on the future of both the distribu& Trinz ofifices in the Bell Building, ChiBalaban & Katz, it is reported, have nction of pictures and the exhibition business
cago, follows :
in Chicago.
cnred a fifty per cent interest in the Lubliner & Trinz Theatrical Enterprises. The
"Negotiations have been consummated
It is understood that the arrangement is Balaban & Katz theatres are said not to 1x3
whereby the Balaban & Katz Corporation
involved in the transaction.
has accjuired an interest in the Lubliner & confined to operating the theatres and that
there will be no change in the ownership of
The combination of the Lubliner & Trinz
Trinz circuit of theatres. A new corporation has been formed to be known as the the properties.
and Balaban & Katz interests, gives the two
A general operating policy will be pursued
Lubliner & Trinz Theatrical Enterprises.
concerns theatrical representation in pracNineteen theatres now in operation and
whereby conflict between the two organizatically eveiy important neighborhood zone
tions will be eliminated, and it is reported
seven in the course of construction are inof Chicago, as well i.s in the looji wiiere
Balaban & Katz houses occupy a dominant
volved in this transaction. They are the tliat where both Balaban & Katz and Lubliner & Trinz have theatres in the same
Ellentee, "N'itaoraph, Logan Square, Paiaposition.
F.

B.

O.

Announces
1925-26
Program
Twelve Gold Bond Specials and Four Series of Star
Features Listed on Schedule of 64

announcement of the releasing
WITH
.'schedule to be followed next year
Film Booking Offices of America,
Inc., enters the field as one of the largest
sources of supply for features which will
be made available to exhibitors during' the
1925-26 season. The organization will offer
a total of 64 feature pictures, the bulk of
which are to be produced in Hollywood.
According to the schedule outlined in a
recent statement from Y. B. O. there will
be 12 Gold Bond Special productions, a
series of Super- Westerns starring Fred
Thomson, and four series of features in
which Evelyn Bi'ent, Maurice Flynn, Richard
Talniadge and Bob Custer will he the stars.
In addition to the features there will be a
large number of short subjects, including
three series of two-reel comedies to be written by H. C. Witwer and Sam Hellman.
The Gold Bond specials will consist of :
"Drns'lla with a Million," an Associated
Arts Corj)oration ])roduction, based on the
novel by Elizabeth Cooper and directed by
F.
'NLirvHarlan
Carr,
withHarmon
Priscilla Weight,
Bonner starring
and Kenneth
in support.
"Parisian Nights", a Gothic pioduction
and the second special for the 1925-26 season, is a romantic melodrama of the Paris
underworld. It will co-star Elaine Hammerstein and Lou Tellegen, with Renee Adoree
prominent in support, and was directed bv
Alfred Allen Santell.
C. Gardner Sullivan's second indejiendent
]>roduction for F.B.O. distribut'on, called
"If Marriage Fails?" and featuring Jacqueline Logan, Clive Brook and Jean Hersholt,
is also scheduled as a special. "If Marriage
Fails f is an original story by the well
known author-scenarisf-producer, and con-

cerns the love life of a beautiful girl foi-tunc
teller.
"The Keeper of the Bees", the well known
novel by the late Gene Stratton-Porter. now
running
McCall's
Magazine,Mrs.is
the fourth serially
special.inJames
IjCo Meehan,
Porter's son-in-law, will direct "The Keeper
of the Bees."
"When His Love Grew Cold," one of the
four Laura Jean Libbey stories which F.B.O.
purchased from the estate of the late author, is now in course of production on
the F.B.O. lot, and will be followed by "A
Poor Girl's Romance" an equally famous
Libbey romance. The works of Laura Jean
Libbey still have an enormous sale and
were perhaps widely disseminated in her
heyday as an author.
Emory Johnson and his well known
mother. Mrs. P^milie Johnson, are preparing
the story and continuity of "The Last Edition," the young directorrproducer's new
effort, which will deal with the profession
of journalism. The leading character will
be an assistant foreman in the press room
of a big metropolitan daily. Ralph Lewis
will probably be signed to i)lay the leading
role.
Mr. Johnson will take about six or eight
weeks to finish his n(>wspaper story, after
which he will sail for the Scandinavian
countries Avhere he will produce a special
for F.B.O. with the co-operation of the
Norwegian and Swedish governments, called
"Happiness."
"The Isle of Retribution," one of the best
sellers of 192,3, written by Edison Marshall,
Mill be produced on lavish scale by Film
Booking Offices.
The story concerns the adventures of two
U'ris and a man marooned on a desert
i--land, aii<l the metamoriihosis. which takes

place in the man's character on the island.
"Flaming Waters," an original story by
F. Lloyd Sheldon, well known scenarist,
will be produced as soon as a cast is as. ■ withstory
a red-blooded
action
melodrama,sembledThe
an isunusual
climax in
the
form of a fire in an enormous oil well.
Produced on the same lavish scale that
characterize all their railroad dramas for
which they have become famous. Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., plan to put
into production, on their own lot in Hollywood, a railroad melodrama, tentatively
titled "The Midnight Flyer."
F.B.O. also promises an unusually stirring
race track story in "The Futurity Winner,"
production on which will commence on the
F.B.O. lot in Hollywood as soon ns a cast
is assembled.
In addition to the twelve specials, there
will be 52 program jdetures, embi-acing the
Evelyn Brent series of crook melodi-amas;
the Maurice Flynn series of comedy dramas;
the Richard Talniadge series of action comedy melodramas ; the Fred Tliomson series
of Western specials and the Bob Custer
series of Western adventui'e stories.
Two of the countn-'s best known and
most popular humorous writers will contribute three new series of F.B.O. short
reel subjects, production of wh'ch will begin immediately. Sam Hellman has been
signed for a series of stories starring Alberta
Vaughn and Larry Kent, which will appear serially in the Saturday Evening Post.
H. C. Witwer will screen his latest series
of Cosmopolitan stories for a new series,
and will write another series esjieciallv for
F.B.O.
The Bray Studios will contribute 26 cartoons to the extensive list of short subjects.
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Novel
RORK
Will Make

JOINS
Four

P. D. C.

Big Productions

HE newest addition to the aggregation of big
producers affiliated with Producers
T! independent Corporation is Sam Rork, veteran
Distributing
stage and screen producer and long associated with
First National, who will hereafter release through
Producers Distributing Corporation.
presiIn announcing Mr. Rork's new association, John C. Fhnn, vice
dent and general manager of Producers Distributing Corporation, states
that the 1925-26 program will list at least four Rork productions, one of
which will be "Fifth Avenue," in which Lewis Stone will be starred in
is under contract
the role of a modern "Beau Brummel." Lewis Stone
with Rork as is director Alfred E. Green who will continue to direct
the Rork productions.
r> t^i"Mr Rork is a showman as well as a producer, says John C. i^hnn,
"and this fact has been an important factor in the conspicuous success he
has achieved since turning his attention from the stage to motion picture production. He was one of the first contributors to First National
with the first five Katherine MacDonald pictures after which he produced 'The Rosary' and the new version of 'The Spoilers.' Then came
•Ponjola,' 'Inez from Hollywood' and "The Talker' now at the New
York Strand, which have all been exceptional attractions."

Texas

Body
Convention

A.

Re-Elects

H.

in Dallas Last Week

Renames

Cole

Officers: Organization Has Gro'wn
the nature of a celebration over the fact
Motion Picture Tlieatro Owners
THE
of Texas, in c-onveutioii at Dallas
that the thirty-ninth session of the Texas
last week, re-elect«d all the old offi- Legislature had adjourned without a single
cers and directors and added a salary of adverse statute being passed.
$3,000 yearly for the office of President.
Col. PlaiTy A. Cole, of Marshall, was again
chosen to head the organization.
Injury to Actor Causes Loss
The Texas M. P. T. 0. has grown greatly
in numbers in two years from a handful
of Speech
Alfred Allen, veteran stage and screen
of eigliteen men to a membership of almost
three hiuidred. The last twelve months
actor, is recevering from the injuries he
were by far the brightest period of all, for .suffered as a result of a fall while making
in that time fourteen thousand dollars in a scene for "Perils of the Primitive." at
dues was collected.
Universal City. Allen fell a distance of
Col. Cole was induced to stay in office 25 feet, injuring himself in the chest. For
after he had declined on the gTound that liis a time he was unable to speak and physicians found that a clot of blood had formed
personal business was suffering. At a meetin the region of the vocal cords. He is
ing of the Board of Directors, it was agreed
that while Col. Cole's services were ea.sily slowly regaining hi.s voice, and though unworth more than ten thousand dollars a
able at present to speak above a whisper,
he is Itack in his role as Caj^tain William
year to the organization, the three thousand
dollar salary wa.s voted as being the limit
Robinson in "Perils of the Primitive."
that the Treasury would permit at this time.
Other elections follow: J. A. Holton,
House Planned
$1,250,000
Port Arthur,
firstsecond
vice vice
president;
C. "\V.
Batsell,
Sherman,
president;
A.
for White Plains
White Plains, New York is to have a
"W.Harold
Lilly. C.
Greenville,
McXeese secretary.
of Dallas is business
new
.tl.'25'0,fl00 picture house and office
Manager, this l>eing an appointive office.
building to be ])uilt on Main street by
Of the seven directoi-s reelected, the first Hyman and Sidiu-y Sonn on a i)lot they rethree serve for one vear and the last four
cently acquired. A 2,.500 seat theatre is
for two. They follow: H. T. Hodge, Abi]ilnnned.
lene; W. R. Fairman, Bryan; H. S. Fore,
Wichita Falls; Homer Mulkay, Clarendon;
John Paxton, Paris; and AV. F. Stuckert,
St.
Paul
House Combines
Brenham.
There was a record-breaking atteiulance
Dancing and Pictures
at the convention. At the closing ban(|uct.
St. Paul boasts the first com})ination
held at the Hotel Jefferson, State Senator
dancing and motion picture house in the
Northwest. It is the Oxford, at Oxford and
J. J. Str'ckland of San Antonio and Jack
Connolly, Washington representative of the Orand Avenue. For the one price of admission both pictures and dancing may be
Hays organization, spoke. It was a co'istructive session throughout, and was in enjoyed.
Old

Event to Mark Opening of West Coast House
A novel feature will mark the opening of
the Boulevard theatre, a New West Coast
house in Los Angeles, on May 27, when the
stars after whom loge seats have been titled
will occupy the places which bear their
names. Each seat in the loge section has
been given the name of a celebrated photoplaynated
star,instead
and of
willinhenceforth
so desigthe usual befashion
of
numbers.
The opening event is being planned on an
elaborate scale, and a festival in celebration
of the launciiing of the theatre, which is located at Washington Boulevard and Vermont, will continue through the week.
Stanley Company to Have 3
More Atlantic City Houses
Atlantic City will house three more Stanley Company of America theatres, according
to definite announcement made this week.
One will be ojjened July 1 at Kentucky
avenue and the Boardwalk. Two more will
be ready by the summer of 1926.
One of the two Avill be located in the heart
of the city on the avenue and will be in the
form of a theatre-office building while the
other will be situated at Missouri avenue
and the Boardwalk. The policies have been
defined as combination vaudeville and pictures.
Large organs will provide mu-ical accompaniment for the pictures.

Village to Have New
Theatre
Queens Village, Long Island, is to have a
new 2,400-seat house to be built by Mrs.
Hanna Sullivan. The building, which is to
have fortv stores in addition to the theatre,
will cost $702,000. The site is at the northeast corner of Irving Street and Springfield Road.
Queens

Says

Extras
Are Greatest
Casting Problem
B. P. Fineman, studio manager for F. B.
0., is quoted in an Associated Press despatch from Holl^'Avood as declaring that the
50,000 applicants for extra parts constitute
one of the most difficult problems which the
producers on the west coast have to face in
casting pictures.
He further states that a plan has been
evolved at his studio under which 50 experienced extras are guaranteed 12 days
work each month as a solution to the
]iroblem.
Hays Experiments With
Pictures in Churches

ment
es in
a novel
in church
is mjiking
zation
organi
Haysexperi
THEthe
New
York territory. From a
large number of suitable films a small
group has been selected to be shown
in twelve churches in twelve different
towns on twelve consecutive Sundays.
The exi>€riment is being made to
determine the effect on church attendance and whether or not the pictures
will be made a part of the regular Sunday service, in Sunday schools or at
mid-week prayer meetings. If increased
attendance results the plan will be
further put into effect.

il/ a y
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Fox

Announces
Season's
Release
Impressive Schedule of Productions Will Be Headed by

John
Fox Film Corporation lias fixed
THE
the release dates for the 1925-2()
season, with the John Golden reeoidbreakin^- staj^e sueeess, "Lightnin," heading
the list on August 23rd. The scdiedule is
jam full of releases right on through June
of next year.
"Ligiitin' " was recently completed under
the direction of John Ford, with Jay Hunt
in the role made famous by the late Frank
Bacon. It was prepared for the screen by
Frances Clarion from the play by Frank
Bat-on and Winehell Smith. In the cast
with Jay Hunt are Madg'e Bellamy, Wallace
MacDonald, J. Farrell MacDonald, Ethel
Clayton. Richard Travers, James Marcus,
Otis Harlan, Peter Ma/Aitis, Edythe Chapman, and Brandon Hurst.
"The Everlasting Whisper," a Tom Mix
starring \ehiele is second on the release program August 30th. It was adapted from
a story by the same name by Jackson Gregory, and was directed by J. G. Blystone.
Alice CaJhoun plays the leading feminine
role opposite Mix. Others in the cast are,
Robert Cain, George Borrell, Walter James,
Virginia ]\Iadison and Karl Dane.
Third on the schedule on September 6th
is another John Ford production, "Kentucky Pride." Henry Walthall has the leading part in the production and Gertrude
Astor the most important feminine role.
"Ah Xo Man Has Loved," Rowland V.
Lee's adaptation of Edwaixl Everett Hale's
story. "The Man Without a Country" will
be released to exhibitors Septeml^er 13th. It
has already had a successful run on Broadway.
Another of the John Golden unit pictures. AYinchell Smith's "The Wheel," directed V)y Victor Schertzinger, will be relea.sed September 20th. HaiTison Ford and
Claire Adams have the leading roles.
Others ill the cast are Mahlon Hamilton,
Georgie Harris, Clara Horton, Margaret
Livingston, David Torrence, Eria La Bissionere, Russ Powell and Hazel Howell.
Others on th^ September schedule are "The
Desert ^'alley,'' a Buck Jones starring vehicle, and "Lazybones," adapted from the
Owen Davis stage success.
"The Iron Horse" heads the releases for
October and is scheduled to go to the exhibitors on the 4th. It is a John Ford produetion which ran for a year at the Lyric
Theatre in New York.
Two are set for release on October 11th.
They are "The First Year," another of the
Golden Unit, and Tom Mix in "The Lucky
Horseslioe." The other releases for the
month ai"e "The Winding Stair'' on the
18th, and "When the Door Opened" on the
25th.
Seven ])icturcs will be released by Fox
in November. The most important of
these is "The Fool," which is set for the
L5th. The others for November are, "The
Fighting Heart," a John Ford production
starriii'z George O'Brien on the 1st; Buck
Jones in 'The Timber Wolf" on the 1st;

Golden's

''Lightnin' " August

Five Year
Offered

Contracts

Are

Dates

23rd
18th, the fourth Kyne story and a Jones
l)icture, May 9th, a Tom Mix picture, June
(ith, and another Jones on June 27th.

by Famous

sing the
is adverti
USthat Players
FAMO
to sell pictit is willing
fact
tures to exhibitors on contracts
over a period ot years, with tive years
as the maximum. The deal will be
made with any exhibitor who has
proven by his past dealings with the
company that he is willing to play fair.
The statement by S. R. Kent says in
"No exhibitor of Paramount pictures
in the United States need have any fear
part:
whatsoever of competition from Paramount or any other company in the
field of exhibition. Paramount stands
ready to sign a contract for any term
up to five years absolutely guaranteeing
Paramount Pictures for the term of the
contract with any exhibitor in the United
States who has proven by his past affiliations with this company, his sincerity
and desire to play fair.

Roxy

is Honored Guest at
Biltmore Dinner
ifajor S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) was the
guest of honor at a dinner at the Biltmore
last Saturday night given by the Sojourner,
an organization made up of members of
the ^lasonic fraternity who are past and
l)resent commissioned officers of the Army,
Navy or Marines. The dinner was tendered
Rothafel in recognition of his efforts in
raising funds to supply radio sets for
wounded veterans of the world war in
government hospitals.
Captain N. J. Blackwood, MC. U. S. N.,
who is i)resident of the New York chapter
of the Sojourners acted as toastmaster and
the following made addresses; Major General Amos A. Fries, Major General John
A. Lejeunne, Rear Admiral C. P. Plunkett,
Major Edward Bowes, Captain Thomas E.
Svan and James V. Barry, vice-president
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Coral)any.

"Thank You," of the John Golden unit on
the 8th; the first Peter B. Kyne stoi-y on the
22iid; Tom Mix in "The Best Man" on the
Frances Howard Has Secured
22nd, and "Havoc," a Rowland V. Lee production on the 29th.
Release From Famous
Frances Howard, who recently became
For December Fox will release five productions "The Dixie Merchant," with Dec. - Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, has secured a release
from her Paramount contract through the
6tli as its release date, "East Lynne," and
courtesy of Jesse Lasky, who issued the folBuck Jones in "Man Four Square," on Dec.
lowing statement:
13; "Thunder Mountain," an adaption of
"Miss
Howard, or Mrs. Goldwyn, is reJohn Golden's stage success "Howdy Folks,'"
leased
not without great regi-et on the part
which
Mariner,"
Ancient
The
and
Dec. 20,
of our organization, but with the warmest
will be the special Christmas week release.
wishes and kindest regards of all connected
The first month of the new year will see
with Famous Players-Lasky. Her value as
an artist is high, but, of course, insignificant
seven Fox productions released. "Siberia,"
an adaptation of the old stage success, will
compared with her worth in her new posibe the first of the New Year's releases with
tion of that of a home-maker for our friend,
Jan. 3rd as the date. This production will
Samuel Goldwyn. We join all others in
wishing herself and her husband unlimited
lie followed on Jan. 10th by "The Silver
Treasure," from Joseph Conrad's popular
^Ir. and Mrs. Goldwyn will make their
novel, "Nostromo," and Tom Mix in "The
home
at 5127
happiness.
" Franklin avenue, Los Angeles.
Love Fixer." Peter B. Kyne's second
storv will be released as a picture on Jan.
17tli, with H. G. Wells' "Marriage" followEstabrook Meets
ing it on Jan. 24th. On Jan. 31st the re- Howard
Slight Mishap
lease will be "Dangers of a Great City" and
Buck Jones in "The Desert's Price."
Howard Estabrook is recovering from an
February will see five productions, the acciilent he met with while on location with
first of which will be "The Trouble Hunter,"
the Monte Banks unit making- "Keep Smilon Feb. 7th. "The Johnstown Flood," Feb.
ing" on the coast. A nail penetrated his
14tli; "Part Time Wives," Feb. 21st; "The
foot and necessitated the injection of an
anti-toxin serum. He is expected to resume
Road to Glory," and Tom Mix in "My Own
work shortlv.
Pal," Feb. 28th.
During March the Fox releases will include "Daybreak," March 7th; the third
Government
Releases Two
Kyne stoiy, March 14th; "Separate
Rooms," and a Buck Jones starring vehicle,
New Pictures
]\Iarch 21st, and Manhood," March 28th.
The Department of Agriculture of the U.
For April, May and June the following
S. Government has released two additional
pictures have already been selected ; "The
govornment films. They are "Board Feet
Golden Butterfly," Apr. 4th; "Wages for or
Bored Timber" and "Good Turns for Our
Wives," (Golden Unit) April 11th; "Palace
of Pleasure" and a Tom Mix picture, Apr.
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Atlanta

Film

Board

Officers

of

and

Trade

Elects

New

Directors

AT

a meeting of the Atlanta Film Board of Trade held Thursday May 7th,
R. B. Williams was elected president. C. R. Beacham vice-president, and
H. D. Heam secretary and treasurer. The meeting was called by the newly
elected board of directors, who were namec at a meeting the week previous.
The board of directors is composed of George R. Allison, John T. Ezell, Dave
Prince, R. B. Williams, and C. R. Beacham.
Committee heads and members are as follows: — Grievance, W. W. Anderson,
Chairman; James H. Butner, F. L. Davie; Arbitration, J. W. Hanlon, chairman;
H. D. Hearn, Mrs. A. H. Sessions, Dave Prince and Ira P. Stone, alternates;
Standing rules, George R. Al.iscn, chairman, and John T. Ezell; Membership,
C. R. Beacham, chairman, and R. B. Williams; Business Efficiency, Dave Prince,
Chairman, and H. D. Hearn; Credits, Ira P. Stone, chairman and F. L. Davie;
Legislation and Public Information, John T. Ezell, chairman, and George R.
Allison; Transportation, James H. Butner; Entertainment, C. R. Beacham; Purchasing Agent, W. W. Anderson. These officers are named for the ensuing six
months. E. L. Cole continues Executive Secretary.

Sues

St . Louis
Goldman

Theatre

Claims

He

Was

Company
' Frozen

Out'' and Asks $250,000 Damages
lie has been depriveil reliiHl upon his friendship with Harry Kopthat
ALLEGING
of a.ssets valued at ^{^25U.(t00 by the
lar to see that this agreement was can-ied
backei-s of the St. Louis theatre. St. out.
In
his petition Goldman also points out
Loui?-. now Hearing completion, William
that in October, 1922, Harry Koplar inGoldman, owner-manager of several theaduced him to refuse an oifer from the
tres in that city, filed suit in the St. Louis
Circuit Court on May 6 asking that he be Skouras brothers for a half interest in the
St. Louis Amusement Company, the other
awarded damages in the sum mentioned
ajid calling for an accounting of the affairs half being held by Harry Koplar, and that
of the new theatre.
this advice caused him to lose a profit of
Defendants named in Goldman's petition $100,000.
The defendants have declined to comment
were Hairy and Sam Koplar. Sam Hamburg, Jr., David Sommers, i)resident of the at length on Goldman's suit. Their attorney, Lamber E. Waltlier, said that every
Metropolitan Theatres Corporation, and the
corporation.
allegation in Goldman's suit could be met
and explained satisfactorily to any court.
The suit was filed in advance of a mortgage whith the Metropolitan Theatres Corporation is said to contemplate to secure an
Founder of Allen Theatres
issue of $800,000 in bonds on the new theDies in Toronto
atre. the
Notice Recorder
of Goldman's
suit was also
filed with
of Deeds.
Barney . Allen, well known Canadian
Jn his petition Goldman alleges tliat Sam
theatre man and founder of the circuit of
Koplar had agreed to put $50,000 in the Allen Theatres throughout the Dominion
theatre fund. The construction company
died Saturday. May 0th, at his home in
had agreed to accept $75,000 in second
Toronto.
mortgage bonds as part i)ayment.
Allen originally was a theatre man in the
It is alleged Koplar persuaded Goldman
United States but he went to Canada several
to change his plans for the theatre and to years ago and became a Canadian citizen.
increase its size, thus requiring additional
The group of theatres he built uj) a.s head
capital, and that Sommers at that jwint was
of the Allen organization are among the
induced to put $300,000 into the venture.
finest in Canada. The company recently
To secure Sommei-s" $300,000, Goldman
went into the hands of a receiver and the
charges he was induced to convey title to theatres which it controlled were acquired
the p<roperty. Although this instrument was
by the Canadian Famous Players-Lasky orabsolute as to form, Goldman avers he was
given to understand that in the future he ganization.
would receive $50,000 of the stock of the
Metropolitan Theatres Corporation and a Levee
Welcomed
Back to
job as manager of the new liouse at $25,000
United
Studios
a year.
Then Sam Koplar, it ia claimed, decided
Employees at the United Studios in Los
not to retain the Selden Breck Construction
Angeles recently welcomed M. C. Levee back
Comj)any or Bradshaw in building the the- to his office following an operation for apatre and Goldman was delegated the task of
pendicitis. The event was the occasion for
adjusting their claims on the contracts with
quite
a
celebration.
him.
At this juncture, the petition charges,
Goldman was persuaded to sign away by a Marion Winter Airdrome is
release his claim to the $50,000 in stock and
Destroyed by Fire
to the $'25,000 a year job, which might
The Winter Airdrome of Marion. Ken"serve to embarrass the settlement and adtucky, which was built only last Summer,
justment of such claims" with Bradshaw
and Sehlen Breck Construction Company,
was eom]detely destroyed by fire recently
but he claims he was given to understand
following the conclusion of the evening
show.
he would get these assets back later on, and

P i c t II r c

N e ti' a

Hearing Testimony in Phil
Gleichman Suit
Widespread interest is dispayed in the
suit of Phil Gleichman of Detroit against
the Famous Players-Lasky corporation and
John H. Kunsky, which is being heard in
the Wayne county Circuit court this week,
having started May 11, and which will undoubtedly continue for many weeks because
of the mass of evidence to be introduced.
Gleichman, declares that Famous violated
a contract with him which gave him the
right to show Paramount pictures for a
term of five years in the Broadway Strand
theater, of which he was then manager.
According to Gleichman, Famous lived up
to the contract for three years, and then
turned their output over to the Kunsky enterprises at aforhigher
contract called
a fiatrate.
rentalGleichman's
basis of $1,200
]ier picture, in addition to a percentage.
He also contends that the contract created
a relationship known in law as ''A Joint
Adventure," which is practically identical to
a partnership. The suit was started several
years ago.
Fond du Lac Company Adds
New House to Chain
The Fon du Lac Theatre Company of
Foil du Lack, Wis., owners of the Garrick,
Orplieum and Bijou, recently added the
Idea to their local chain.
Akron

Owner

Installs New

Broadcasting Station
A. T. Simmons, owner of the Allen and
Dome theatres of Akron Ohio, has installed
a radio broadcasting station in the Hot*l
Portage and has placed Jack Gritton in
charge as manager and announcer.
Fire Destroys the Wakefield
Theatre Block
riie entire block including the Wakefield
Tlieatre in Wakefield, Mass., was destroyed
liy fire during the week. The amount of the
loss is estimated at $40,000.
Ohio

House
Purchased at
Auction Sale
At a public auction held last week, F. B.
Kearney.^
Ohio, real
est^ite
dealer, bid Ypugstown,
in the McKinlev
theatre
of
Niles. Ohio, for $48,000. Other bids were
made of $32,000 and $40,000.
Warner
Year

Net

Profits

for

$1,101,950

a net profit
of
WARNER Inc.. reports
Brothers
Pictures.
$1,101,950 for the year ended
March 31, 1925. The figure represents
profits
Federal after
taxes.paying interest chcirges and
The amount is the equivalent to
$5.50 per share on 203,000 shares of Class
A stock. After allowing for Class A
dividends the balance is equal to $2.29
astock.
share on the 350,000 shares of common
The report shows that the operating
profit was $1,161,331 and other income,
$242,929. Federal taxes and interest
totaled $302,310.
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M.-G.-M.
Announces
Season's
Schedule Shows Strong Line-Up of Stories, Stars
Directors; Executives Otpimistic

Product
and

R c r s
L 0 E \\' .
president of
Metro-Goldwyn lias
issued a stateiiieiit
covering all details
of the '^"Quality 52"
pictures the company announced for
the coming' season.
The lineup is impres ive wi t h t h (■
leading- ]"layers anil
directors assigned to
the carefully selected stories.
The Loew statement follows :
"The stars and
featured players that
we have under exclusive contract and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production heads, left to right : Harry Ranf, Studio Exe
Vice-president in cliarge ot production, and Irving Thalberg. Studio
who will appear in
"The
Quality
52" Xorma Shearer, John
include
Lillian Gish,
tioii from the novel by Viiieenle Blasco
Gilbert, Buster Keaton, Marion Davies,
Ibanez, will be one of our 1925-26 productions. Alice Terry and Antonio Moreno
Ramon Novarro, Lon Chancy, Mae Murray-,
Eleanor Boardman, Aileen Pringle, Pauline
jilay the leading roles. Although the picture has great panoramic sweep and
Starke, Claire Windsor, Conway Tearle,
tremendous battle scenes it is primarily a
Gertrude Olmstead, William Haines, Conhuman document with the action centered on
rad Nagel, Mae Busch, Carmel Myers, Lew
conflict and love affairs of the i^rincipal
Cody, Renee Adoree, ZaSu Pitts, Sally the
characters.
O'Neill and many others.
"The directors who will make our next
" 'The Merry Widow' and what a title
that is for the box office, will be another
season's product are Rex Ingram, Fred
of our productions. Von Stroheim made it
Niblo, Victor Seastrom, Tod Browning,
Hobart Henley, King Vidor, Robert Z. Leofrom Henry W. Savage's famous stage success and John Gilbeit and Mae Murray play
nard, Rupert Hughes, Monta Bell, Alf
the leading parts.
Goulding, Edmund Goulding, Jack Conway,
" 'Bardelys The Magnificent' by Rafael
Josef von Sternberg, Benjamin Christianson, W. Christy Cabanne, William WellSabatini, author of 'Scaramouche' and 'The
man, Al Robocii, Marcel de Sano and Elinor
Sea Hawk,' wiU be on our schedule. King
Vidor will direct and John Gilbert and
Glyn.
Claire Windsor are the leading players.
"Louis B. Mayer and his associates, IrvThe entire production will be done in
ing G. Thalberg and Harry Rapf, who have
achieved a record during the past season the Technicolor.
like of which has never been known before
"'The Big Parade,' by Laurence Stallwill have charge of all production.
ings, co-author of Broadway's greatest success 'What Price Glorv?', will be directed
" 'Mare Nostrum,' the Rex Ingram produc-

by King
have
John Vidor
Gilbert^and
as
the star with Renee
Adoree and others
to be selected in the
I)rineipal roles. Gilbert, one of the bigdrawing today
cards
on thegestscreen
has a gr-eat part in
this
picture.
"The
Flesh and
the Devil' is a Victor
Seastrom — John
Gilbert vSpecial. It
is
l)y Herman
erman.
It willSudbe
directed by Sea&trom, the man who
made 'He Who Gets
cutive,
Executive.Louis B. Mayer,

Slapped'
don't knowandwhatI
))etter
tion thererecommendais than that.

"There will also be one other John Gilbert
production,
will
announce title
later.and details of which we
" 'Romola,' Henry King's production of
George Eliot's immortal story with Lillian
Gish in the stellar role and Dorothy Gish
featured, is a most important unit on our
schedule. It ran for sixteen weeks as a
legitimate attraction on Broadway and had
equally successful runs in other large cities.
"There will be two other Lillian Gish
productions. The vehicles are now being
considered and they will be on a par with
all her previous successes, I can assure you.
Miss Gish will be even bigger than ever and
all
City.of her productions will now be made at
the Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer studios in Culver
" 'The Tower of Lies,' by Selma Lagerlof,
will be a Victor Seastrom production with
Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney, Claire McDowell, William Haines and Ian Keith in
(Continued on page 25.30)

Stars and featured players in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions, left to right, top row: Buster Keaton, Marion Davies, Mae Murray, Norma Shearer and
Lew Cody; bottom row; Ramon Novarro, Mae Busch, Conway Tearle, Claire Windsor and John Gilbert.

Motion

Picture

Sell Effects of Detroit
Universal

Purchases

Clemmer

Theatre

in

Spokane, Wash.
UNIVERSAL has taken over the Clemmer Theatre in Spokane, Washington,
which for a number of years has been owned and operated by Dr. Howard
S. Clemmer, for whom it was named, and Dr. Hugo S. Lambach. The
house has been officially turned over to Roy Bonner, manager for the Universal
interests.
Negotiations have been pending for the last three months and were concluded
by Drs. Clemmer and Lambach, and L. J. Schlaifer, branch manager for Universal
in Seattle, and by Mr. Schlaifer through Carl Laemmle, president and founder of
Universal.
Drs. Clemmer and Lambach are retiring from the exhibition business after 10
years. Dr. Clemmer is a pioneer in the motion picture business and his father
was inmentbusiness
him. relations
Out of respect
Dr. Clemmer's
pioneer Universal
achieveand due to before
the friendly
that havefor always
existed between
and Dr. Clemmer, and Dr. Lambach, the house is to be known as the Clemmer.
Mr. Boomer was manager of the Universal Film exchange when it was located
in Spokane and recently managed the firm's Casino theatre in San Francisco.

Court

Rules

In

Johnson

Case

Failure to Pay Admission Taxes Punishable Under Revenue But Not Criminal Law

g to make returns to
SOX d failin
PER Unite
States of admission taxes
the
for which he is liable can be prosecuted under the provisions of the revenue
law, but cannot also be prosecuted on a
charge of embezzlement under the Criminal
Code, it is held bj- the United States
Supreme Court in a decision rendei-ed
May 11 in the case of James J. Johnston, charged with failure to pay admission
taxes due the Government from certain boxing contests in New York City. The decision of the court is of great importance
to all exhibitors and others whose activities
are covered by special taxes.
On his first trial, Johnson was competed
under the jjeualty sections of the revenue
law and also under Section 47 of the Criminal Code on the charge of ha\-ing embezzled
the amounts collected as taxes on tickets.
The judgment was i-eversed by the Circuit
Court of Appeals, and the case was carried
by the Government to the Supreme Court.
" "However it may have been imder other
held in its decision, "it
courtunder
thethat
statutes,"
seems to us
this law the person
required to pay over the tax is a debtor and
not a bailee. The money paid for the tax
is not identified at the outset but is paid
A

Harry Wilson Gets New
Coast Position
D. WILSON has been
Y
HARR
named by John McCormick and
Al Rockett for the post of publicity and exploitation director for First
National pictures on the west coast. He
succeeds Walter Rivers, who will enter
the scenario department of First National.
Wilson is well known in the picture
industry. He has been publicizing stars
for a number of years and has been
identified with Sol Lesser. He was
president of the Wampas during the
the year 1924.
In his new position Wilson will have
supervision over the Colleen Moore productions, Edwin Carewe productions,
Corinne Griffth productions and June
Mathis productions, as well as any
special features made on the coast by
First National.

with the price of the ticket that belongs to
the owner of tlie show."
The court could see no gi-ound for requiring the ticket office of a theatre to create
a separate fund by laying aside the amount
of the tax on each ticket and kept it apart,
either in a strong box or as a separate deposit in a bank. "Repoi-fs are required only
once a month," the court commented, "which
does not look as if the Government were
dealing with these people otherwise than
with others answerable for a tax."
The coiu-t reversed the decision of the
lower court finding Johnson guiltj" of embezzlement but affirmed it insofar as it
found him guilty under the provisions of
the revenue law.
Penn.

and

Jersey

Houses

Change Hands
A number nf changes in ownership of
Pennsylvania and Jersey houses have been
recorded recently. The Elk in Philadel])hia has been purchased by M. A. Grayboyes for a price said to be $50,000. I.
Satkin, who operates the ^Standard in Camden, has also taken over the lease on the
Elm in the same city.
The State in \Yilliamsport is now being
leased to E. Burroughs and the Wayne Palace is controlled by Edward Goodman.

A' e w s
House

to Satisfy Taxes
Effects of the Orpheum tlicatre in Detroit
were to be sold at auction this week by the
collector of internal revenue to satisfy delinquent income taxes of the Wayne Amusement company, which formerly ojjerated
the theater. Among the articles to l)e sold
were the 2,042 opera seats, a pipe organ,
grand piano, two motion picture machines,
a large number of dressing room and stage
chairs, box seats, and miscellaneous furniture and fittings.
The delinquent taxes amount to .$59,000.
Charles H. Miles owned the major portion
of stock in the WajTie Amusement company. He also controls the Miles, Ferry
Field and Regent theaters in Detroit, in
addition to several out-of-town houses. For
several months past the Orpheum has been
a losing proposition.
Cameo, New Atlanta House,
Ready for Opening
The Cameo Tiieatre, New Atlanta second lun house built by T. C. Coleman and
R. B. Wilby, will be launched next Monday with a policy of three changes a week.
Tlie house has a seating capacity of 482
and is modern in eveiy detail of construction and equipment.
The theatre A\-ill continue under the policy of second inns with three changes weekly
until December, when it is possible new
arrangements will be made for the house by
the joint owners.
Runs

Shows

in Tent

While

Theatre is Repaired
T. F. Thompson, of Cedartown, Georgia,
whose theatre was almost completely destroyed by fire recently, is planning to open
under canvass until the house can be rebuilt. In the mean time, while a tent is
being constructed, he will operate in the
municipal opera house, ninning pictures on
Fridays and Saturdays.
The net loss caused by the fire will amount
to approximately $15,000.

Fire

Damages Lanett, Ala.,
Picture Theatre
The Lanett theatre, Lanett, Alabama, of
which W. H. Brewer is manager, was very
nearly completely destroyed bj^ fire last
Saturda}' night. The flames were discovered
very late, after the show had closed for the
night, but the origin of the fire is not known.
Tlie Lanett theatre seats about 400. Plans
for rebuilding have not yet been announced.
New

Los

Angeles

House

Opens May 27th
Theton andnewVermont
^^'est Coast
Washing-is
streetstheatre
in Los atAngeles,
definitely set to open May 27th. It has a
seating capacity of 2,500 and will be managed by Louis Golden. Edwin G. Hitchcock
will be publicity director.

Arthur W. Kelly, recently elected trMsurer of United
Artists Corporation.
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''Shattered
Lives"
is New
Gotham Title
tJotliaiu Pi'oductious has definitely de(iidt'd lease
upon
"Shattered
as the
retitle for
the sixthLives"
and last
of the
1924-25 series and it will now go foi"ward
to the exchanges through Lumas Film Corporation. The pictui'e was originally
titled "Every Woman's Secret," but because
of conflict with the title of a foreign picture
the change 'was deemed advisable.
"Shattered Lives" will ])e released
through Lumas Film Corporation with a
complete line of advertising matter, including a press book, lithograj)hs, window
cards, lobby displays and other material.
Goldbeck

Writing Script tor
Barrie Play
Willis G()ldbeck, scenarist who adapted
"Peter Pan" to the screen, has been selected
by Paramount to make the adaptation of
that author's "A Kiss for Cinderella," in
which Betty Bronson will be starred under
the direction of Herbert Brenon.
The scenarist returned recently from
England, where he conferred with BaiTie
regarding the screen version of the play,
which was produced in America about nine
years ago with Maude Adams in the leading
role.
Hurley
Filling Post With
Associated Exhibitors
Ed Hurley, for the past year a member
of the Pathe publicity department, has been
transferred to the home office staff of Associated Exhibitors.
Hurley, who has been connected with the
picture industry for twelve years, will
supervise studio publicity and also act as
editor of the newly created Associated Exhibitors house organ "The Associated Exhibitors News."
Announce

Cast

Selected

for

"Fighting
Youth"Fairbanks
Pauline
Garon and William
will head the cast of ten prominent players
who are to appear in "Fighting Youth,"
the first Perfection production to be released during the 1925-26 season by Columbia Pictures, it was announced by Harry
Cohn, production manager. The feature
will head the second gi-oup of 18 Perfection
pictures.

Capitol Books "Drusilla
With a Million
RUSILLA With a Million"
an Associated Arts-F. B. O.
special has been booked for
the New York Capitol and will open at
the Broadway house Sunday, May 24th.
The production was directed by F. Harmon Weight from the scenario by Lois
Zellner.
Mary Carr, Priscilla Bonner and Kenneth Harlan are the featured players in
the picture, with Henry Barrows, Claire
Du Brey and William Humphreys
prominent in support. The picture is
the first independent production to be
booked into the New York Capitol for
many months.

"Drusilla With a Million" is the latest of the F. B. O. pictures.
F.

B.

O.

Holds

These scenes are from the production.

Sales

Sessions

Enthusiasm Marks the Gathering of
Force in Convention Held at Chicago

26 d.'reaso
1925plansramfor for
the tlic
years
beyon
weren,
THEand prog
discussed at the third annual sales
convention of Film Booking Offices of
America held at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
on May 9th and 10th. Harry M. Berman,
ded at the sesgeneral sales manager, presi
sions and at the dinner with which they
were concluded.
The plans of the company were discussed
at length by J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president.
The huge advertising campaigns being
launched on "Drusilla With a Million" and
"The Keei>er of the Bees" were outlined by
Nat Rothstein, director of publicity, advertising and exi)loitation.
The following district and branch maiiayers were in attendance : E. J. Smith, division manager, Buffalo, New York; C. E.
Pcnrod, division mianager, Indianapolis,
Indiana; E. J. Weisfeldt, division manager, Minneapolis, Minn; Cleve Adams, division manager, Chicago, 111., and A. A.
Schmidt, division manager, Los Angeles,
California. The branch managers who attended were : Herman Stern, Albany, New
York; F. L. Davie, Atlanta, Georgia; I. L.
Wallenstcin, Boston, Mass.; H. T. Dixon,
Buffalo, New York; William Conn, Charlotte, N. C. ; J. J. SamiJson, Chicago, 111. ;
E. M. Booth, Cincinnati, Ohio; Lou Geiger,
Cleveland, Ohio ; L. E. Han'ington, Dallas,
Texas; S. D. Weisbaum, Denver, Colo.; F.
W. Young, Des Moines, Iowa; A. M. Elliott, Detroit, Michigan; H. H. Hull, Indianapolis, Ind.; C. B. Ellis, Jacksonville,
Fla.; R. E. Churchill, Kansas Citv, Mo.;
H. C. Cohen. Los Angeles, Calif.; J. L.
Franconi, Memphis, Tenn. ; S. H. Abrams,
Milwaukee, Wis.; Eph Rosen. Minneapolis;
Harold P]skin, New Haven, Conn.; Paul H.

Tes.-iier, New Orleans, La.; Charles Rosenzweig. New York City; Sam Benjamin, Oklahoma City, Okla.; S. W. Fitch, Omaha,
Nebr. ; Jerome Safron, Philadelphia, Pa. ;
A. H. Schnitzer, Pittsburg, Pa. ; W. E. Mathews. Portland, Ore.; S. J. Goldman, San
Francisco, Cal.; Tom McKean, St. Louis,
Mo.; A. H. Huot, Seattle, Washington; A.
Davis, Salt Lake Citv, Utah; H. N. Weinberg. Sioux Falls, S. Dak.; F. L. McNamee, Washington, D. C; P. C. Taylor,
Toronto, Canada.
Chadwick

Cast

Completed

for has"Blue
Blood"by direcThe cast
been completed
tor Scott Dunlap for "Blue Blood," George
Walsh's second starring vehicle under his
contract with Chadwick Pictures Corporation. The company is now making" location
scenes at Catalina Island.
In the supporting cast with Walsh are
Cecille Evans, in the leading feminine role;
Joan Meredith, Rol)ert Bolder, Eugene Bca*den, Harvey Clark and G. Howe Black.
Edna

Murphy

is Signed

for

"Police Patrol"
Gotham Productions has engaged Edna
Murphy to play the leading feminine role
opposite James Kirkwood in "The Police
Patrol," which goes into production May
18tli at the Tec-Art studios with Burton
King directing. Miss Murphy will be
called upon to play a dual role in the picture. The story is an adaptation by Victoria Moore of the A. Y. Pearson play.

Motion

25J:4
F. B. O. to Start Production
''Flaming
Waters
' of
B. on
P. Finemau.
prodiution
manager
F. B. 0., is preparing to produce "Flaming
Waters," well-known
an originalscenarist.
storj" by Production
E. Lloyd
Sheldon,
will start as soon as a director is decided
uix)n. The cast has not yet been completed.
Olcott Starts Camera Work
on New Bronson Feature
Sidney Olcott has started camera work
on "Not So Long Ago." in which Paramount xdW star Betty Bronson with Ricai'do
Cortez. The play is a comedy dealing with
New York manners in the period treated
in "Little Old New York," which Olcott directed. Itwill be filmed at the Long Island
studios.
The scenario for "Xot So Long Ago" was
prepared by Violet Clark. Caiyl Fleming
and Fred Fleck have been appointed assistant directors. James Howe, the only Chinese cameraman in the motion picture industry ^vill photogi-aph the picture.
Metropolitan Completes Cast
For New Feature
The complete cast engaged to enact
'•Without Mercy," which George Melford is
directing for Metropolitan Productions, has
been announced. Included among those
who will portray leading parts are Dorothy
Phillips, Vera Reynolds. Robert Ames.
RockelLffe Fellowcs. Patricia Palmer, Lionel
Belmore. Fred Malatesta, Sidney D'Albrook. Gene Palette and Tempe Piggott.
'•Without Mercy" will be released by Producers Distributing Corporation next
season.
"William
Teir* Broadway
Premiere Sunday
The Broadway premiere of the Emil Harder picture. •"William Tell," the screen version of the Schiller drama, is set for the
Cameo theatre this Sunday. It was previously scheduled to start its Broadway run
Easter Sunday, but was delayed due to the
long process of reducing the production
from 42 reels to its present length of 9
reels.

*'Luck Serum'' Changed to
''Morals for Men '
Tiffany Productions has decided upon
'•Morals for Men" as the release title for
'•The Luck Serum," by Gouverneur Morris
Warners to Star Blue in
Historical Drama
ncement from Warner
annou
AN Brothe
rs this week states that a
spectacular production based on
Rex Beach's "The Verdict of Faro Mountain" will be made by that company
with Monte Blue in the starring role.
The story deals with an important and
stirring epoch of the old west, depicting
the settlement by the whites of the
Cherokee Indian lands in Oklahoma.
The adaptation has been made by
Bess Meredyth and Millard Webb will
direct the production, which is to be
done on an elaborate scale.

Picture

News

Burr

Fairbanks is Planning
Pirate Picture

a

ITH
' Don completed,
Q, Son of Douglas
Zorro"
practically
Fairbanks is planning his next
production. With a corps of scenario
writers collaborating, Fairbanks is devising a story that will savor of the sea and
the days of piracy with Doug in the role
of a pirate bold.
The picture will be called "The Black
Pirate" and will be entirely in color providing experiments now being considered
by Harry
Sharp,
Fairbank's
cameraman,
work
out thesatisfactorily.
The picture will be directed by Albert
Parker and the first scenes will probably
be shot in about six weeks.

Howard
Signs
Five Year
Contract With Paramount
Jesse L. Lasky this week announced that
Director William K. Howard has been engaged under a five-jear contract to direct
pictures for Famous Players-Lasky, and
that his first assignment under the new
agreement will be the filming of Zane Grey's
■•The Vanishing American," which the comscale. pany plans to produce on an elaborate
Since joining Paramount some time ago,
Howard has specialized in westera dramas,
in which are included "The Border Legion."
'"The Thundering Herd." •'Code of the
West,"' and "The Light of Western Stars."
Kenton
to Direct ''Danger
Signal" for Columbia
"The Danger Signal," first of the IS
Columbia Pictures Corporation's 1925-'36
productions, is now in production on the
west coast under the direction of Earlt
Kenton. Jane Novak heads the cast, which
includes Robert Gordon. Dorothy Revier,
Pat
L'ncoln
Glass Harmon.
and Gertrude
Short.Stedman, Gaston
The picture, which will be ready for release by the middle of the summer, is an
adaptation from a novel.
Dorothy
Gish
Signs With
Inspiration Pictures
Dorothy Gish has signed a long term contract with Inspiration Pictures. Inc., according to an announcement issued hy the
company
this leading
week. Miss
first Richard
assignment is the
role Gish's
opposite
Barthelmess in "The Beautiful City," written for the screen by Edmund Goulding.
Upon completion of her work in that picture
Miss Gish will be featured in her own productions under the Inspiration banner.
Cecil
De
Mille
To
Start
Feature Picture Soon
"The Road to Yesterday," which Cecil B.
De MUle will offer as his first personally
directed feature on the Producei-s Distributing Corporation program, will be put
into production about June 15. The story
will be an adaptation of the play of the
same title written by Beulah Marie Dix and
E. G. Sutherland. Joseph Schildkraut and
Jetta Goudal will be seen in the leading
roles.

Buys Screen Rights to
''Rainbow Riley"
C. C. Burr has purchased the screen
rights to "Rainbow Riley." a story said to
contain much ideal picture material, according to an announcement this week. It
is also stated that Burr has options on three
other stories which he will obtain for B & H
lease.
Enterprises, Inc., for First National reSantell
Under
Contract to
Direct for E. M. Asher
Al Santell has signed a contract to direct productions for E. M. Asher. Under
the terms of the agreement, which is for a
niunber of years, Santell will direct Corinne
Griffith in "Classified,"' an adaptation of
Edna
Ferber's
and other productions
in which
Asher story,
is interested.
Santell is one of the j^oungest of the
prominent directors and has to his credit
a number of successful screen plays.
Announce Title of New La
Marr Feature
Associated Pictures Corpoiation announce
that "Florrie Meets A Gentleman*' will be
the next Barbara La Marr starring vehicle
for First National. The story is an original
written for the screen by Elsie Jean Jerard.
The story will appear in the November issue of Pictorial Review.
"Flonie Meets A Gentleman'" is a story
dealing with theatrical life along Broadway.
Jack
Lait has been engaged to write the
continuity.
Harrison

Ford

on Way

East

to Play in Paramount Film
Harrison Ford, who has been cast in the
leading role opposite Bebe Daniels in "Lovers in Quarantine," her next Paramount vehicle, is on his way east to start work in
the picture at the Long Island studios.
Paul Bern will direct this adaptation, written by Luther Reed, from the stage play
"Quarantine."
F. B. O. to Produce

' Isle of

F. B. 0. has acquired rights
son Marshall novel. '"The Isle
tion," and will produce it on a
as a special. Retribution''
The book was one
sellers of 1923.

to the Ediof Retribulavish scale
of the best

Bachmeyer
Joins Sales
Organization of Fox

ced Corpor
announ
that W.ation
C. Bachme
week
this yer,
Film
Foxforme
r Metro-Goldwyn district
manager in the middle west and well
known film man in that territory, has
joined the Fox company as supervisor of
the Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis
and Detroit territory.
Prior to his association with Goldwyn
and later Metro-Goldwn, Bachmeyer
was special sales representative in the
middle west territory for Paramount.
The post which he will fill with Fox
is a new development in the sales organization work which is being done by
the Fox company under the direction
of James R. Grainger, general sales
manager.

May

23,

''Man
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and Maid" Premiere
in Fresno House

Tlie Kinema Tlieatro of Fresno, California, boasts tlio world's premiere sliowinoof Elinor Glyn's "Man and Maid, ' a MetroGoldwyn release. Frank W. Purkett, manager of the Kintma arranjjed the showing
because of the i)resence of Mrs. (ilyn in liie
town and also because a local society
matron, Dagmar Frisselle, playing under
the name of Dagmar Desmond, made her
first screen appearance in the picture.
The one performance, held last wcL^k was
a deluxe affair, with many of the society
set present to witness the screen debut of
Mrs. Frisselle. who will probalily continue
in screen work.
Green

in New

York

to Film

Meigban Feature
Alfied E. Green, well known photoplay
director, arrived in New York this week to
start preparations for the filming at Paramount's Long Island studio of "Whispers,"
Thomas Meighgan's next starring vehicle.
The story was written for the star by Booth
Tarkington and will be made under the supervision of Turn J. Geraghtv.
Bruce

Barton
Works
for
Boston Producer
Bruce Barton lias disposed of the film
rights to his works to Pictures-In-Motion,
Inc., a Boston producing concern which recently acquired the rights to the Frank
Crane works.

Lipnel Barrymore in "The Man of Iron," a Chadwick picture.

"U"

Sales

Executives

Discussion
Rouses

of the Second

Enthusiasm

rsal
Univeweek
of last
ntionheld
convewas
l tives
THEsalesannua
execu
at the Drake Hotel in Chicago with
eighty exchange and ex]iloitation men present. Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
presided at the sessions which were the most
enthusiastic ever held by the organization.
The main topic of discussion was the second White List of fifty-four pictures, thirty
jewels and twenty-four westerns which make
up the coming
season's Jules
program.
Sales Ned
directors Ned I)e])inct,
Levy and
Marin addressed the assemblage with instiuctions and plans for the disposal of the
pictures.
Carl Laemmle tossed a bombshell into
the gathering when he announced the abolishment of the quota system in selling pictures and the establishment of a cost plus
10 perdresscent
In the course of his adhe said basis.
:
"The salesmen know there is no chance
to meet these quotas unless the picture happens to turn out to have a great drawing
l)Ower.
They know
deceiving
The exhibitors
know wethatai"eneither
the them.
home

Evelyn Brent in scenes from F. B. O.'s "Smooth
as Satin."

office nor the salesmen believe in this inflated quota, so don't believe it either. How
can they? If we don't believe the quotas,
if the salesmen don't and if the exhibitors
don't,
for goodness sake what is the use of
them anyway?
"No use. I tell you right here I am going to abolish them as fax as the Universal
is concerned.

Convene

White

at Chicago

List

Sessions

"And this is what we will put in place of
them. You may think it is a revolutionary
thing to tell the sales force just what a picture cost. I am going to do it because I
am going to be just as white in my dealings
with you as I am asking, nay demanding,
that you be with the exhibitors, and as we
are with the public. Another thing that I
want to know is that the Universal will
be satisfied with ten per cent profit on its
pictures. That is little enough when you
consider what some businesses expect to
bring in profit. With conditions as they
are today every busin,ess man who does not
make a ten per cent profit on his turn-over
will not be making more than a bare livOther vention
speakers
the three Arthur
days' con-S.
were E. during
H. Goldstein,
Kane, R. H. Cochrane, F. J. McConnell,
R. V. Anderson, Jerome Beatty, George
Brown, Paul Gulick, Joe Weil, Maurice
Pivar, William Desmond. Meyer Schine,
Lewing."Metzger, Julius Stern, Paul Kohner
and Raymond Schrook.
Lionel

Barrymore Feature
Given New Title
Lionel Barrymore's third special produc
tion for Chadwick Pictures Corporation
has been titled "A Man of Iroii" instead
of "A Man of Honor," as originally
announced. It is scheduled for release June
1st as the seventh of the Chadwick Nine.
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National Screening Week is
Planned by F. B. O.
F. B. (). will inaugurate a National
Screening Week on ^lay 25th, when in
( aih of tlieir thirty-four exchanges throughout the United States they wiii screen for
the benefit of as many exhibitors and salesmen as i^oss'ble the A.ssotiated Arts-F. B.
0. Gold Bond special, "DiT.silla With a Million.'' Th;- screening of tiie picture will
continue throughout the week.
This Xational Scieening Week is a part
of a huge exploitation and advertising campai.sn wh'ch will be launched in connection
with "Drusilla With a Millon" the day following its world premiere at the Capitol
theatre in Xew York, set for Mav 24th.

*'Under

the
Rouge"
Title
Moomaw

New

"Under the Rouge" is the title chosen by
Associated Exhibitors for the Lewis H.
Moomaw production made under the working title of "The Greatest Thing." It is an
underworld drama adapted from the
original story by Moomaw.
Eileen Percy and Tom Moore are the
featured players in the cast, which also includes William V. Mong, Mary Alden,
Chester Conklin, James Mason and Claire
de Lorez.
Production highlights from the Paramount picture, "The Shock Punch."
Ralph Ince Gets
Jack London
List

Recent
First National
Plays

For

Story
Has

Early

Eleven

'"The Dangerous Mrs. Denham," from an
unpublished play by Violet Elsie Powell, for
production by M. C. Levee.
A Gentleman," from a
by Elsie Jean Gerard, to
forthcoming issue of the
Sawver-Lubin will fea-

District
First National

On

And
Screen

ture Barbara La Marr in a production
based upon this ston,'.
"The Sea Woman," by Willard Robin.son.
which Edwin Carewe will produce.
"The Scarlet Saint," from a short story
by Gerald Beaumont. First Xational will
feature Maiy Astor in it.
"The Savage," by Ernest Pascal.
'"The Just Steward," by Richard Dehan.
"Puppets." the play by Frances Lightner
recentlv reehristened bv its producer. Brock
Pembei-ton, "The Knife in the Wall."
"The Tidal Wave," bv Hutcheson Bovd.
nor.'•Hat of Destiny," by" Mrs. P. T. O'Con-

"We Modems," from Israel Zangv, ill's
new play, which vnll ^erve Colleen Moore
as a starring vehicle immediately upon her
return from a two or three months' vacation in Europe with her husband, Joiin
MeCoi-mick,al. Western representative for
First Xation

Hold

Books

Production

AMOXG recent purchases of stoiy material by First Xatioual Pictures ai-e
the following :

"Florrie Finds
short story written
be published in a
Pictorial Review.

Purchases

to

A deal was recently concluded between
Ralph W. Ince and Charmian K. London,
widow of Ja^k London, whereby Ince acto allandof unpublished.
the late author's
books, quires
bothfilm rights
published

"Isles of Romance,'' by Richard Connell
who has recently sprung into great prominence thi'ouah his visorous short stories.

Sales
Men

Meetings

Gather

at Series

of Conventions — Campaign

Outlined

Xational's
s on
plan
LIXctG for
SELprodu
1926 First
were jnesented
1925to the field force at the district sales
conventions held la.st week in Xew York,
Chicago. Cleveland, X'ew Orleans, Los Angeles and Toronto. An outline of the picture's scheduled for release, their producers,
directors and players, was presented to the
branch manastrs at these meetings.
The sales plan as outlined by E. A. Eschmann met with the full approval of district
and branch managers. Mr. Esebmann and
several of his assistants attended the Xew

Rights
Works

York convention. A. W. Smith, Jr.. was
])resent at the Xew Orleans meeting; W. J.
Morgan at Chicago, and Stanley W. Hatch
at Cleveland. The other meetings were conducted by the district managei-s.
Telegrams received by Mr. Esihmann
from the various district managers rei)ort
themselves and their brancli managers and
salesmen as tlioroughly "sold" on the new
sales plan and promise the fullest co-operation in making 1925-1826 the banner year
Scenes from "Sally of the Sawdust,'' a United Artists
in First National's historj-.
picture.

May

23 , 192 5

Add

Five
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Players

To

Cast

Of '^Half-Way Girl"
Five players have been added to llie cast
whieli will sui)i)()it Doris Keuvon, who will
be featured, in "The Ila!t-\Vay (Jirl," a
fortlicDiiiiiig- First National release. Hobart
Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Teddy Sanii)son,
Sam Hardy and Sally Crute are the recent
additions to the cast, which will be headed
by Lloyd Hughes in the leading- male role.
Clarence

Brown

to

Direct

Valentino's First
Clarence Brown, recently signed to a
long terra contract by Joseph M. Schenck,
will direct Rudolph Valentino in his first
production for I'nited Artists Corporation.
The picture, adapted from the John Frederick novel, "The Bionze Collar," has the
working- title of "The Slave." The story is
being adapted by Benjamin Glazer, with
the continuity by Adelaide Heilbron.
Valentino, vrho has been resting at Palm
Springs, returned recently to Hollywood
for a day's conference with Mr. Schenck,
after which he again sought his desert retreat.
Seitz

Filming

Zane

Grey

Story for Paramount
George B. Seitz has started camera work
on "Wild Horse Mesa" at Red Lake, Arizona, which is ten miles from Flagstaff, the
nearest community to the location. The picture, wliich is an adaptation of the Zane
Grey novel of the same title, will be the
first Seitz production under his contract
with Paramount.
Jack Holt, Wallace Beery, Billie Dove
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will head the
castextras.
of sixty reg-ular players and hundreds
of
Goldstone

Completes

Cast for

"The Thoroughbred''
The cast for "The Thoroughbred," which
Bill Goldstone is producing for Truart release, has been completed by Oscar Apfel,
who is directing the picture. The company will include Gladys Hulette, Theodore
von
Eltz,
Carter De Haven, "S'lrginia
Browne
Faire,
Lillian J^angdon, Hallam
Cooley, Robert Browei-, James Buchanan,
Catherine Lewis and James McElhern.

"Don

Q" and "Gold Rush'^
Due June 15
NEV^ United Artists pictures will be
on display on both coasts in the
near future. Sid Grauman has
booked the latest Charley ChapHn feature, "The Gold Rush" for his Egyptian
Theatre to follow the run of "The Iron
Horse." It is expected the Chaplin film
will go into the house about June 15.
Harry D. Buckley and Mark Larkin
of the Fairbanks organization have coneluded negotiations for the Globe Theatre in New York City for the showing
of "Don Q," which is also scheduled to
open about June 15 for a run of eight
weeks. The house is not available for
a longer period.

Buck
Marion Davies
Filiri New

Leaves
Play

to

ES left
DAVIfor
es,
AngelYork
Los New
this week
MARION
where she will soon start work
in the screen adaptation of "Merry
Wives of Gotham," in .which she will
star for Metro -Goldwyn Miss Davies
was in New York to attend the premiere
of "Zand
e. er the Great" at the Capitol
theatr
According to latest advices "The
Merry the
Wives
of Gotham"
will Bell,
be made
under
direction
of Monta
who
will start production on the feature the
latter part of the month at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studios in Culver City.

Raymond Griffith Has Signed
Famous Star Contract
Raymond Griffith has affixed his signature
to a five-year contract to star in feature
comedies to be jirodueed by Famous
Players-Lasky, according to an announcement from the Coast. A production unit
is being formed for Griffith, who will make
not more than four productions each year.
Griffith started with Famous PlayersLasky less than two years ago, then playing a straight dramatic part in "The Dawn
of a TomoiTow." In a comedy role in
"Changing
displayed
his gift
as a screen Husbands"
farceur andhesince
that time
has
been given several important parts of the
comedy type. The actor has just finished
work in "Paths to Pai'adise," in which he
is co-featured with Betty Compson.

Sax

to Make

in

Fox Film Corjjoratioii has decided upon
Buck Jones foi- the leading role in "Lazybones," the screen version of the Owen
DfrVis stage success of the same name.
'Bhe adfijitation for the screen was made by
Frances ilarion and the production will be
under the direction of Frank Borzage.
Julian

Directing

Scenes

For

" Heirs Highroad "
Owing to the elaboration of Leatrice
Joy's first starring vehicle "Hell's Highroad" to greater size than originally intended, Cecil B. De Mille has delegated
Frank Urson and Paul Iribe as chief aides
to Rupei't .Julian who will continue the direction of the production.
This arrangement will put the details of
casting- each part in the hands of Urson
while Iribe will give his entire attention to
developing the settings to a size and beauty
comparable to those he created for "The Ten
Commandments."
Davis

to Open
Offices in
Hollywood
.J. Charles Davis, 2nd, head of Davis Distributing Division, plans to go on to the
coast from the convention in Milwaukee to
open an office of the company in Hollywood. In announcing that a Hollywood office would be established Mr. Davis stated
that the business of the company has grown
so rapidh' since its entry in the indejiendent
distribution field a short time ago that it will
be necessary to steadily increase the amount
of i)roduct taken over for release.

''McFadden's

of Flats"
Sam SaxRow
is arranging
to put into immediate production an elaborate screen version of the "McFadden's Row of Flats," as
a Gotham Production. It will be a special
and will be made on the west coast in addition to the Gotham Twelve, for distribution
through Lumas Film Corporation.
Neither director nor cast for the picture
has yet been signed. Negotiations are now
on for the services of a well known comedian to play the leading role.
Plan

Jones
Gets
Lead
''Lazybones"

Spectacular Scenes
De Mille Feature

For

Cecil B. De Mille has planned two spectacular setjuences for inclusion in "The
Coming of Amos," in which Rod La Rocque
will be starred. One of the episodes will
reproduce scenes from the Cannes Casino,
famous Riviera resort, and the other will
portray the annual "Festival of Flowers,"
which is one of the features of the tourist's
visit to Southern France.
Sutherland
to
Direct
Griffith Vehicle

Ray

Edward Sutherland has been selected to
direct Raymond Griffith in "Are You a
Ma.son?" for Paramount. Sutherland has
just
"The isWild,
Wild, Girl," in
whichcompleted
Bebe Daniels
starred.
The Griffith, vehicle will be produced in
Hollywood. It will be an adaptation of the
well known stage farce of the. same title. ".

First Royal

Production

Nears

Completion
"Before Midnight," first of the Royal Pictures series of features starring William
Russell, is nearing completion under the direction of John Adolphi. Barbara Bedford
heads the supporting cast. The series will
be distributed independently by Banner
Productions, Inc.

''Twenty Years After" for
Richard Talmadge
Richard TalniadgeV next vehicle for F.
B. 0. will be "Twenty Years After," based
with comedy variations on Dr. Samuel
Johnson's story, "The Histoi-y of Rasselas,
Prince of Abyssinia."
Metro

- Goldwyn

Again

to Sign Jackie

tN latewasthisexpecte
weekd by
signIEa contrac
to
COOGAGoldwy
JACK
n Distributing
Metrowhich
Corporation will again handle the Jackie
Coogan productions for the coming year.
The young star will make two productions, the first of which will be
"Old Clothes," an original story by
Willard Mack, a sequel to "The Rag
Man." The second has been temporarily tions
titledwill "Dirty
present Face."
Jackie inBoth
the productype of
role which first brought him fame, that
of "The Kid."
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Chaplin^s
"Gold Rush" to
Be in Ten or More Reels
Charlie
Chaplin's
Gold Rush,"
which
United
Artists "The
have announced
for
release
in
Augnsi,
wil!
be
ten
or
more
rools
ill length.
The comedy was put into production on
Feliruarv 7, 1924 and tin .Inal scenes taken
April l(3tli, 1925. "The Gold Rush" is c?id
to present a biographic symbolization of tlie
famous eometlian's life of enterprise from
an unknown to a miilti-millionaire screen
star. This will be portrayed against a
backgrounti of hardships as one of tl'.e ;old
seekers in .Maska during the early days of
tilt" Kl()i)(lvke di.scoveries.

Doug

Fairbanks, Jr., Has Big
Part in Grey Play

One of the most important acting parts
assigned Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who is
under contract to Paramount, since his
entry into pictures is the role he will portri^y in "Will Horse Mesa," whicli is being
filmed under the direction oL' George B.
.Seitz. The part cills for some ciiaracter
delineation and severa 1 difficult feats of
horsemanship.

Weber and Fields in scenes from "Friendly Enemies," a Producers Distributing Corporation release.
Neilan^s

"U"

Names
New
Western
Stars
Members of Ranch Riders to Be Featured
in

Strong

Line-Up

riders and ropof the expert ring
SEVERA
who have
as Ranch
been appea
ers L
Ridei-s in several Universal pictures,
are to be elevated to stardom by that company. Under a plan to be put into effect
within a short time, these boys will be given
the opportunity to perform their stunts as
featured players in two-reel western dramas
based on stories published in magazines.
The new schedule of production featuring
the Ranch Riders will .be as follows:
A series of two-reel western aramas in
which Edmund Cobb, already well known to
the screen, will alternate with Freddy
Humes, famous broncho rider, -with William Crinley directing.
Ten two-reel western comedies from published stories by W. C. Tuttle, Vin Moore
directing, in which Tuttle's famous characters "Dirtv Sliirt," and "Magpie" will be
enacted by Ben "Smiley" Corbet and "Peewee" Holmes.
A series of western dramas in wliich Al
Smith, well known in recent western productions at Universal City, and Tommy
Grimes, world champion roper, are to be
featured.
Freddie Humes was born on an Arizona
ranch. He fir.>t acliieved note in rodeo contests as a bulldogger and rider, and thus, by
the way of a wild west show, drifted into
pictures.
Tommy Grimes was born in Oklahoma,
and also won his spurs in rodeos, finally
winning the title of worrd's champion
roper. Peewee Holmes hails from Arizona
and first won fame with the Buffalo Bill
shows, and Ben Corbett was bom in Pendleton, Oregon, where as a small boy he
practiced Roman riding, and won his world
championshap.
His first ^ork before the

of Short Dramas
camera was with the Bison organization,
and thus he came to Univei*sal with the consolidation.
Another rider to be featured shortly is
Art Ortego. Bom in the Santa Clara Valley, California, Ortego attracted the attention of Frank Montgomery, when the producer saw him riding a wild bull at Tia
Juana at a bullfight.
Mrs.

First Will

Be

"The

A story of Hollywood and its picture
people is to Sky
be Marshall
Neilan's first picRocket"
produced independently
under the It
ban-is
nerture
of Marshall
Neilan Productions.
titled "The Sky Rocket" and is by Adela
Rogers St. Johns. The i^toiy first attracted
attention as a magazine serial and later in
book form.

Valentino Supervising
Own Photoplay

Mrs. Rudolph Valentino is supervising
the production of an independently produced photoplay of her owii writing. It
has the title of "What Price Beauty" and
is being produced bj' Circle Films with Nita
Naldi in the featured role. Others in the
cast are Pierre Gendron, Dolores Johnson
and Paulette Duval.
Circle Films is headed by George S. Ulman, business manager of Rudolph Valentino, but the latter has no connection with
the picture. Photographic work is being
done at the United Studios and is scheduled
to be finished June 1st. No amangement
has yet been made for the release of the picture.
Complete

Cast

For

''Son Of

Paramount His
has completed
Father ' the cast for
"A Son of His Father", with the addition
of Raymond Hatton, Walter McGrail and
James Farley. AVarner Baxter and Bessie
Love were previously announced. This is
the latest Harold Bell Wright novel and will
be produced by Victor Fleming.

Scene* from "Soul Fir*," a First National pictur*.

May

23,

Camera
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Completed

on

Dempsey Picture
Jack Dempsey and his wife, Estclk' Taylor have completed their work in the Associated Exhibitors-Fine Arts production,
"Mfinhattan Madness'' and are now touring in Europe. Final scenes tor the picture were shot in New York. It is now
being cut and titled and will probably l)e
ready for presentation within a month.
"Manhattan Madness" is l)ased on an
original script written by Charles T. and
Frank Dazey and was filmed under tiie
personal supervision of Oscar Price, witli
John McDermott directing. In the cast in
support, of Dempsey and his wife are,
Bull Montana, Frank Campeau, Nelson
McDowell, George Seigman, Bill Franey,
Theodore Lorch, Tom O'Brien, Ed Kennedy, Glenn Cavender, Jack Deery, Dean
Mai-kham and Buddy Mason.

Start

Production

Of

''The

"
WayHalf-Girl
Half
Production
of- "The
Way Girl," was
in New
studios
National
started at the Fir.st
feature to
York this week. It is the s'xth
be made in the east by th:- Earl Hudson
units.
Within the next few weeks Hudson will
start the seventh and eighth productions.
They will be "The Come-Back" with Milton
Sills in the stellar role, and "The Scarlet
Saint" — an adaptation of Gerald Beaumont's magazine stoi-y. "The Lady who
played Fidele."
F. B.

Johnny Hines in some of the highlight scenes of his latest feature

for C. C. Burr,

"The Crackerjack."

O. Planning Another
Railroad Drama

F. B. 0. is planning to put into production on a lavish scale on their own lot in
Hollvwood a new railroad melodrama tentatively called "The Midnight Flyer." The
cast is now being assembled and production
will start as soon as the players are selected.

Sainpolis Added To '' My
Lady's Lips '' Cast
John Sainpolis has been signed l)y B. P.
Schulberg for one of the princijial roles in
his new society melodrama, "My Lady's
Lips." Sainpolis has appeared for Schulberg in the past in "The Hero" and
"Shadows."
Alice Calhoun

Now

Warner

Featured Player
CALHOUN, well known
ALICE
screen player and featured in
many Vitagraph productions, has
joined the Warner Brothers stock company as a featured player. Miss Calhoun's Vitagraoh contract has b'ien
taken over by Warners and she will play
her first part under the new arrangement as the leading lady opposite Syd
Chaplin in to"The Man on thellyBox," suc-d
ceeding the role origina
assigne
to June Marlov/e, who has been transferred to the cast of "The Pleasure
Buyers
Miss." Calhoun has won her prominence on the screen in Vitagraph pictures. She has been with that company
for several years. Among the pictures
in which she has been featured recently
are "Pampered Youth" and "The Magnificent Ambersons."

"Crackerjack"

Has

Premiere

Johnny Hines' Latest Production Given
Initial Showing
Before
Large Audience

e
of appr
nce peop
audie
AN hund
red
le oxim
risiyngtwelv
film
compatel
,
,
nge
tives
itors
men
excha
exhib
execu
and the representatives of the trade paper
and fan publications witnessed the premiere
showing of Johnny Hines' latest production
"The Crackerack" at the Hotel Plaza on
Friday evening, May eighth.
The screening of the feature was preceded
by a novel reel titled "Wise Cracks of the
Day" a take-off, which proved entertaining
because the quips were directed at prominent film executives. The feature was then
shown and, judging from the chuckles as the
reels were run off and the hearty applause
at tlie finish of the picture all present considered the evening well spent. ^ •
The surprise of the evening occurred
when Johnny was called to the stage . by
Edmund Breeze and presented with a silver
placque as a token of appreciation for his
lielp as master of ceremonies at the re-opening of the Gotham tlieatre. New York City,
recently. Hines delivered a short address
at first in hum(rous vein and then a sincere
expic ision of thanks to the management of
the Gotham theatre for the placque and to
the audience for their reception of his picture.
After the showing a buffet luncheon, was
served in the Mirror room of the hotel which
was followed by a dance which ran into the
early morning hours.
Among those present at the showing
were: Charles Moyer, Charles Hines, Arthur James, Samuel Zierler, A. M. Botsford,

M. B. Blumenstock, Tim Leahy, Herbert
Cruikshank, Arthur Eddy, Mary Boyle, Ed
Olmstead. Ed Hurlej^, Ray Gallagher, Larry
Moen, Hfu-old Flavin, L. M. Reid, John
W. Krafft, C. C. Burr, Mr. Weshner, Anne
Maxwell, Bradley Barker, Walter Eberhardt,
Waller. Barry Curi-an, Rollo Lloyd and Tom
Production
on "The
Crackerjack"
started
in January,
the company
goingwasto
Florida, where three weeks were spent doing
the exteriors. The company then returned
to New York Avhere the picture was completed at the Jackson Studios in the Bronx.
This will be Hines' last production to be
marketed on the state rights plan as he has
just signed a contract with First National
company.
to
appear in a series of pictures for that

Tornado Film Has a Real
Earthquake Tieup
During a showing of Univei'sal's "The
Tornado'' at Harry Palmer's Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind., an earthquake occurred at the time the storm scene of the
picture was at its height. People jumped
from their seats and made for the exits, so
violent was the rocking of the building.
The fact that the quake occurred at shortly
after ten P. M., when the theatre was
practically cleared, is possibly all that prevented a panic.
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Directors of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions,
right, top Marcel
row: De
Edmund
Jack Conway,
Benj.Wellman.
Christianson and Joseph von Sternberg;
bottom row: leftAlfto Goulding,
Sona, Goulding,
Victor Seastrom
and William
(Continued from page 2521)
the east. Mr. Mayer tells me that this will
be one of the preatest j^ietnres the studio
has ever turned out.
'The Unholy Three' I have already seen
and it is a most remarkable picture with Lon
Chaney in a most unusual characterization,
even for him. It is a deeply absorbing
story of the underworld. Mae Busch and
Matt Moore appear in the cast and the
direction was handled by Tod Browning.
" 'The Span of Life/ Sutton Vane's great
melodrama, will be made into a motion picture and released by us next season. Lon
Chaney is the star with Pauline Starke and
William Haines in leading parts. Jack
Conway is making this picture. Remember
the human bridge in the stage play'? Well
in the i^icture you'll see one person linked
to another acroi^s a hundred foot canyon.
"There will be one other Lon Chaney production on our 1925-26 schedule, the title
and details to be announced later.
"An untitled Norma Shearer picture
directed by Hobart Henley and with Lew
Cod\', William Haines and Mary Carr in
the cast, will tdso be released. It is a storv

by Sainnel Shipman. It will be Miss
Shearer's
new season.first big stan'ing vehicle for the
"In addition to the Shipman story Xorma
Shearer will be starred in three other productions during 1925-26 and remember,
Nonna Shearer is fast becoming the most
popular star on the screen.
" 'The Auction Block,' the famous Rex
Beach story, will star Norma Shearer as an
added attraction, and that certainly is a
winning combination, providing one of the
many outstanding features on our schedule.
" 'The Barrier,' another of Rex Beach's
wonderful stories will be still another box
office attraction from Metro-Goldwyn. It
will have a great cast and a great star.
" 'Paris,' an original story by Carey Wilson, directed by Robert Z. Leonard with
Pauline Starke and Lew Cody playing the
leading roles. This will be the first })icture
for which Erte, the famous designer, concostumes. tributed his skill in the designing of women's
" 'Monte Carlo,' will be a follow up on
'Paris' but with Erte fashion creations in
Technicolor and it will have a specially

select cast assigned to it shortly.
" 'Sun-Up,' from the stage success by Lula
VoUmer is to be directed by Edmund Goulding and the cast will include Conrad Nagel,
Pauline Starke and Lucille LaVerne.
"Ramon Novarro will first be seen in a
story of The United States Naval Academy
and he will have the cooperation of the
Government in making the picture. William Christy Cabanne will direct. In addition there will be two other Ramon
Novarro pictures on our 1925-26 schedule.
" 'The Circle,' from Somerset Maugham's
play, will be directed by Frank Borzage
with Eleanor Boardman and Malcolm McGreg'or in the leading parts.
" 'Pretty Ladies' is a Monta Bell production in which ZaSu Pitts, Tom Moore and
Lilyan Tashman will be seen. It is by
Adela Rogers St. Johns and I am told it
will present more beautiful women than
any" 'Time,
production
hei'etofore made.
the Comedian,'
with Mae Busch,
Lew Cody and Gertrude Olmsted, and
directed by Robert Z. Leonard, is also on
our schedule. It is by Kate Jordan.
" 'Sally, Irene and Mary,' a Hobart Hen-

Directors of Metro.Goldwyn-Mayer productions, left to right, top row: Rex Ingram. King Vidor. Tod Browning and Robt. Z. Leonard; bottom row: Hobart
Henley, Rupert Hughes, Fred Niblo and Monta Bell.
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li'V production, has Eleanor Hoardnian.
Siillv O'Neill, Renee Adoree and William
Haines in the cast. It is Eddie DowlinfjV
great Broadway staije success.
" 'The Exquisite Sinner,' adapte.l from
'Escape' by Alden Brook>>, w 11 he directed
will
by Josef von Sternberg', and I am sure
prove the surprise of the year. Conrad
Nagel and Renee Adoree will head the cast.
" 'Never the Twain Shall Meet,' Peter H.
Kyne's
to be
directed
by
Maui icejireatest
Tourneurstory,
and ishas
Anita
Stewart
and Bert Lytell heading an all-star cast.
It is a Cosmopolitan production. The story
is laid in California and the South Seas.
" "Merry Wives of Gotham' is a Marion
Davies picture produced by Cosmopolitan
and directed by Monta Hell. It is an adaptation of the famous stage play and Miss
Davies has a role similar to the one she
in 'Little Old New York.'
played
" 'Buddies' is another IMarion Davies feature. This is also from a very popular
stage play by George Hobart which ran for
a year and a iialf on Broadway.
" 'The Temptress' by Vincente Blasco
Ibanez is considered the ])rize screen vehicle
of the year. It will be a Cosmopolitan Production by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sruilios
and will present a distinguished cast.
" 'The Torrent' by Ibanez will have Aileen
Pringle in the leading role and this also will
be a Cosmopolitan Production made at our
studios. It will be big in every way.
" 'There will be one Fred Niblo production on our schedule. Details of this picture have not been completed as yet and
will be announced later.
" 'Brown of Harvard,' Rida Johnson
Young's great popular play of college life
will have Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Boardman in the leading roles.
" 'Dance Madness' by S. J. Kaufman, will
feature Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody. It
is the storv of a romantic love affair.
'"The I?eason Why' is an Elinor Glyn
production. Jack Conway will direct it and
Aileen Pringle and Conway Tearle will be
seen in the leading roles.
" 'Money Talks,' a Rupert Hughes production will be directed by Alf Goulding
with Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Nagel
featured.
" 'How Dare You' will be another Rupert
Hughes Production on our next season
schedule.

Stromberg

to Complete

"The Last Frontier'*
Corting week
ced this
announribu
porationDist
PKODUCKRS
that "The Last Frontier," an
elaborate screen adaptation of the Courtney Riley Cooper novel which was
started by Thomas H. Ince and left uncompleted at his death, will be finished
by Hunt Stromberg and offered as one
of the special releases of that company
next season.
The material already filmed consists
of the big spectacles and the scenes in
which the last of the buffalo herds are
seen in a mighty stampede. None of
the dramatic action was recorded by Mr.
Ince and therefore in completing the
work, Stromberg will not be confronted
with any difficulties in the matter of retakes or scene matching. In taking up
the work he will be able to continue the
production just as though it had not
been interrupted at all.
'■ 'An Exchange of Wives' by Cosmo
Hamilton and adapted from the stage success will be directed by Hobart Henley with
Eleanor Boardman, Lew Cody, William
Haines and Renee Adoree.
'• 'Lovey Mary,' the classic by Alice
Hegan Rice, will be directed by King Vidor
with Sally O'Neill the featured player.
" 'The Mysterious Island' by Jules Verne
will have undersea scenes by the famous
AVilliamson process and many sequences will
be in Technicolor.
'' 'A Little Bit of Broadway,' from the
novel by Richard Connell, the story of a
girl and the white lights, will be on our
schedule.
" 'Women and Wives,' by Harvey Ferguson and one of the best sellers of current
fiction, will have Eleanor Boardman and
Conrad Nagel featured.
"There will be two Mae Murray productions on our 1925-26 list. They will be
bigger, better and greater than any Miss
MuiTay has done heretofore.
"These will constitute our productions for
the new season. It is quite the most pretentious schedule ever mapped out by any
producing organization at any time and I
am confident that 1925-26 will see MetroGoldwyn far outdistance the remarkable record we made Inst season."

Warners Engage Withey to
Direct Irene Rich Film
Chet Withey hfis been signed by the
Wnrnei- Brothers to direct ''The Pleasure
P>uyers,"
a screen
version
of the
Scimers Roche
novel
in which
IreneArthur
Rich
wi'l be starred. Withey has directed sevei'al important screen i)rf)ductions, his most
recent being
in Cairo," in w'hich'
Priscilla
J)ean"AwasCafe
starred.
The scenaiio for "The Pleasure Buyers"
was made by Hope Loring and Louis Lighton. Clive Brooks, Gayno Whitman, June
Mai'low and Charles Conklin will be seen
in support of Miss Rich in this jiicture.
Huge

Set Built For Scenes In
Seven Days

A huge set representing a New York
dwelling has been built at the Christie
sliulios for the making of scenes for "Seven
13a\ s," which Scott Sidney is directing. Thc>
structure occupies an entire stage and an
idea of its size is indicated by the fact that
there are nine rooms on the fiist floor of the
house. The set was designed by C. D. Cadwallader,
art director at the Hollywood
stuiiios.
Feature

for

First

National

Completed by Carewe
Edwin Carewe has completed production
of "The Lady Who Lied," a screen adaptation from Robert Hichens' novel "SnakeBite," which First National Avill distribute.
The film is now being edited.
Lewis Stone, Virginia Valli, Louis Pa\Tie,
Nita Naldi, Edward Earle and Leo White
have the principal roles in the picture.
Noah

Beery

Engaged

for

La Rocque Vehicle
Cecil B. De Mille has engaged Noah Beery
for the role of Ramon Garcia in "The Coming of Amos," in which Rod La Rocque will
be starred on the Producers Distril)uting
Corporation schedule. The picture Avill be
directed by Paul Sloane with Jetta Goudal
the" star. the leading feminine role op])osite
playing

Featured players in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions, left to right, top row: Al Rabach, Zasu Pitts, Pauline Starke, Eleanor Boardman, Cartnel Myers and
William Haines; bottom-row: Renee Adoree, Sally O'Neill, Conra* Nagel, Gertrude Olmstead and Aileen Pringle.
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Picture

Will Distribute
son Series

News
Ger-

W. Ray .Johnston, president of Rayart
Pictures has concluded a deal with Gerson
Pictuies Corporation of Los Angeles and
San Francisco whereby the former com])any will distribute a series of six meloidramas being produced by B. Berg:r for
Oerson Pictures.
Tiie series will be made under the branrl
name of Superior Melodramas and will be
'Completely separated from the Rayart .32
previously announced. The first picture
will be released August 15th and the others
will follow at intervals of six weeks. The
pictures are titled ''The Last Alarm," "The
Sunset Limited," "Somsbodv's Mother,"
■'The Coast Guard Patrol," ''The Call of
the Klondvke" and "The Pride of the

Davis to Offer Two
Series
Force.'
of Short Comedies
The Davis Distributing Division, Inc.,
will offer two series of two-ieel comediej ac<ording to the terms of a contract reeenll",
signed with Womnck-McKnight Productures. tions, the comp;niy which will make the picOne group will l)e offered under the ^erifs
name of "Sheiks and Shebas." These will
portray young America, concerning characters of the ages from 16 to 20. Rosalie
Marlin will be featured in the first of the

Production stills from the First National picture, "So ul Fire."
New

Campaign

For

Astor

Films

Rathner Announces Tie-Up With Macfadden Publication for Thirteen Features

Distributing Corporation this,
ASTOR
week announced that a cooperative
publicity campaign has been arranged with the Mact'adden publications
and newspaper which will afford extensivo
national ex])loitation for the twelve Astor
"Gold Medal"' productions and the Astor
"Aristocrat" special which that company
will distribute on the independent market
during the 1925-26 season.
It is estimated that the combined Macfadden publications, in which the stories of
the Astor i)liotoplays will be run serially,
along with other publicity, reach a total of
10,340,000 readers monthly.
The announcement, made by HaiTy Rathner, head of the Astor concern, states that
all the product of the company will be distributed on the states right market. Ramon
Novarro will be one of the stars of the pictures listed for release next sea.son by Astor,
and among the productions will be one
titled "Child Wives," a topic of recent
discussion in newspaper columns.
In making the announcement Mr. Rathner
said: "In organizing the Astor Distributing Corporation it was our aim to get our
publicity to the public through magazines
which are I'cad by innumei-able people.
These magazines include 'Movie Weekly,'
'Dream World,' 'Dance Lovers,' 'Physical
Culture,' 'True Story,' 'Modern Man-iage,'
'True Detective,' 'Sportlife,' 'True Romance,'
'Piction Lovers,' ^Your Car,' and 'Muscle
Builder.'
"Each story from which a picture is produced -will be written in installments or as
a novellette and be printed in one of the
Jklaftf^dden magaz.ijjes-

■"Our first Astor 'Aristocrat' will be on
the theme child wives.
This is a subject
which has been getting big newspaper space,
in some cases whole pages, throughout the
country.
"One of our first 'Gold Medal' productions
to be released will be Ramon NovaiTo in
'A Lover's Oath.' This is a Ferdinand Pinney Earle ]iroduction. Playing opposite
Novarro is Kathleen Key.
" 'The Shining Adventure,' from the
novel by Dana Burnett, produced by Madeline Brandeis and directed by Hugo Ballin,
stars Perc3^ Marmont and ilabel Ballin.
Ben Alexander plays an important part in
'The Shining Adventure.'
"The first picture w^ill be in the hands
of exchanges by June 15th and thereafter
will be available on a regular schedule.
Stories are being selected for other productions."
James

Young
Will Direct
Theda Bara
James Young has been signed by I. E.
ChadAvick. president of Chadwiek Picturfes
Corporation, to direct Theda Bara in "Tiic
Unchastencd Woman," the vehicle that will
bring the star back to the screen. It is an
adaptation by Douglas Doty of Louis K.
Anspacher's stage play.
Miss Bara is now occupied in selecting
her wardrobe for the production, which will
get under way about the middle of May.
The supporting cast to Miss Bara has not
A'et been named

series entitled "Peggy the Yamp." Mark
Galdaine, well known comedy director will
film the pictures. The second series will be
"Kid" comedies under the brand name of
•'Hev Fella's." The title of the first release
will be "Saturday."
Matt

Moore

Will

Star

in

"Three Weeks in Paris"
Warner Brothers have announced "Three
Weeks in Paris," with Matt Moore in the
starred role as their next comedy special.
The picture will be an adaptation of the
Gregory Rogers story of that title.
Roy Del Ruth has been named to direct
the production, which will present Dorothy
Devore, Willard Louis, Helen Lynch,
Gaynne Whitman, John Patrick and Frank
Bond in the supporting cast. The scenario
was ^^'ritten by Darryl Francis Zanuck.
David Abel will be in charge of the
camera work.

Schulberg is Conferring
With Bachmann
York from the coastis toinconfe
Newr
SCHJ.ULB
. with
Bp•
G. ERG
Bachmann, general
manager of distribution on details regarding the eighteen special productions
Schulberg Productions will release during the coming season.
Among other things that will be decided by Schulberg and Bachmann will
be the order in which the stories will be
filmed and tentative release dates decided upon. Upon his arrival the producer stated
his company's
product policy
next
year will
continue
its established
of best selling stories to be directed by
four of the best known directors.
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ALFRED

E.

GREEN

who directed

"Inez

from

Hollywood"
and

"The

Talker"

Kate Lenox, who preaches that all women should
rebel against the stupid conventions of domesticity
and take happiness with both hands as they find it,
played by
ANNA

Q.

NILSSON

in
"THE

TALKER"

Harry Lenox who thought Kate wasn't
sincere but just liked to hear herself talk
played by
LEWIS

S.

STONE

in
THE

TALKER

Ruth Lenox, who believed Kate's
talking and thereby wrecked her life,
played by

MASON

SHIRLEY

in

"THE

TALKER"

Ned Hollister is another who
believes in taking happiness
— or anything else — where
he finds it.
Played by

IAN

'THE

Not showy, but there
with the goods.
Played by
HAKOLD

GOODWIN

KEITH

TALKEK"

A
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BARBARA
'

BEDFORD

Does the finest work of her career

As
"The Other Woman."
Mrs. Fells is a real neighbor.
Played by

LYDIA

YEAMANS

TITUS

IN

Maud

Fells has the biggest ears

and the longest nose in Elmhurst.
Played by
GERTKUDE

SHOKT

"The

Talker"
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Motion

''Tlie
Talker
Rork
e engagesuccessful advanc
WITH
ments in Los Angeles and New

s Greatest

York to its credit, "The Talker,"
Sam E. Rork's impressive screen vereion of
tile Marion Fairfax stage play of that title,
is ready for release to e hibitors through
First National.
Tile iiicture has been hailed as the most
ambitious effort of the veteran stage and
screen producer who brought out "Ponjola"
and "Inez From Hollywood," the more recent of several outstanding photoplays,
among them the "Rosary" and the new
version of "The Spoilers," which he made in
association with Jesse Hampton.
The unusual "box office angles'' which
have been a marked feature of this producer's previous works are again in evidence in this new photoplay, tiiese attributes including the title; the theme of the
play, which concerns a discontented wife
who "talks" a lot of extremist views and so
])roves a misleading influence uj^on her
young and impressionable sister-in-law ; the
cast of exceptionally prominent and \)opular playei-s; a director whose name has
been connected with many recent screen successes; and the fact that the author of the
play who is a well known scenarist, made
the screen adajjtation.
Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilssou. the
leading players, and Alfred E. Green, the
director who proved such an ideal cnmliination of talent in "Inez From Hollywood," are again associated in this production of "The Talker." Their work in the
new picture has been commented upon as
a confirmation of the keen judgment

Picture

News

Screen
Effort
tures. His is th« ability to humanize and
make vital all of the characters he portrays
before the camera, and his interpretation of
the husband in "The Talker" is further evidence of his native talent and skill in the
"silent drama."
Stone won his spurs on the speaking stage
in "The Misleading Lady," and "The Bird
of Paradise." Following these engagements he attracted the attention of Metro
and achieved success with his brilliant performances in the memorable ''Searamouche," "The Prisoner of Zenda," and
"Trifling Women." Since that time he has
jierformed with increasing brilliance in
several outstanding pictures, among them
"Cytheria," "Husbands and Lovers," and
"Inez From Hollywood.''
Anna Q. Nilsson
npHEaccomplished
title lole in
"Theof TalkeF'
in the
hands
Anna Q.isNilsson,
poj)ular
as
a
screen
personality
and
recognized as one of the most versatile actresses

Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis Stone in one of the delightful scenes fromduction for"The
First Talker,"
National Sam
release.Rork's progenerally accredited to the producer responsible for bringing them together in "Inez
From Hollywood."
Rork's acknowledged ajipreciation for tlie
box-office appeal of well-exploited screen
personalities is further evidenced in the selection he has made of the ])layers to enact
the other roles in ''The Talker."
Lewis Stone
T EWIS STONE, who plays the role of
Harry Lennox, is regarded one of the
most finished and resourceful actors in pic-

in pictures. Miss Nilsson has been identified with some of the screen's big successes,
and has played roles in iniiiortaiit productions of all of the leading companies.
Her latest part affords her one of tlie big
opportunities of her screen career and the
portrayal slie renders recalls many of her
past successes, including the impersonations
she gave in "Ponjola," "Inez From Hollywood." "The Side Show of Life,"' "Painted
People"able. and
many was
others
memorMiss Nilsson
born equally
in Sweden
and
received her early stage training there. She
came to this country several years ago and
engaged first in stage work, but soon turned
her talents to jsictures.

The
story Titis
of "The
for First
releage, relief;
told inNedpicture*;
to right,
row; Gertrude
Short,makes
Tallylove
Marshall
Lydia
Yeamans
as theTalker,"
Family Sam
Next Rork's
Door, production
which provides
much National
of the comedy
Hollisterleft(Ian
Keith),upper
an automobile
salesman,
to KateandLennox,
(Anna Q. Nilsson), who talks a great deal about emancipation for wives, without really meaning it; HoUister's real dishonorable intentions ar« toward Ruth
(Shirley
the purchased
sister of Kate's
husband, automobile
and as he isfrom
aboutHollister,
to take drawing
her out, athey
are without
confronted
by Lonnie
(HaroldHarry
Goodwin),
loves who
her; informs
bottom row,
left
to
right:Mason),
Kate has
an expensive
check
telling
her husband,
(LewiswhoStone),
her that
he has made the last payment on the house. This means an overdraft and Kate begs Hollister to return the money. He puts her off, and as h« is bidding her
good-bye, her husband enters. He forbids her to see him again. (Continued in next lay-out.)
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er
Talk
in "The
Angles
Explo
Varied
The director, Alfred ¥j. Green, and the
"The
Watchon
for The Talker." Then, in your adofitati
that
like
e
titl
a
TH
WI Talker.'' witli a striking theme of
vertisements, announce the play dates and cameraman, Arthur Kdeson, are both widely
treuu'iulous current interest, and
tie-uj) this interest with the showing at your known to film fans. Green recently diwith a cast of tlie strength found in this tiieatre.
rected "Sally," and Edeson photographed
The title would also lend itself to tie-ups
picture, tlie showman lias a production
Lost World,"
productions
such
tion
which lends itself readily to exploita
of with radio stores on loud speakers, i)hono- "Robin Hood" and as
"The"The
Thief of Bagdad."
facts which may be taken advantage of in a
the most productive sort. Showmanship
graph stores, schools of elocution and
publicity way.
of the highest order has been embodied in languages, and the like.
The advertising value of a cast such as
The theme of the picture is that of the
on of i)it
ucti
er,"
e
the prod
"Tik
Talk
with
the
result that the exhi or need not seek far to
harm done by those who preach harmful
for "The Talker" is obvious.
assembled
that
find a plentiful array of advertising angles.
In adxertising Anna Q. Nilsson you can re- doctrines which they themselves have no inThe outstanding i)oints to plav up are :
tention of following but which may be taken
fer to any one or more of a score of successes with which .she has been identified. seriously by others. In this ease, it is the
1. The ducer.title.
2."
The
cast.
3.
The
pro4. The powerful theme. 5. The If you have any Scandinavian societies in doctrine of women's emancipation from all
stage play on which it is based
your city, have a telegram sent from Miss maiital duties and fidelity. This theme
Xilsson to them telling them it is her finest lends itself to sermons by local ministers,
Taking these up, one at a time, you ha\e,
first of all, a splendid title to work with.
picture. The exchange can doubtless
discussion by club women, essay contests,
It is short, punchy and to the point. Play arrange to have this sent from Los Angeles and the like. Special screenings to such
for you.
up this title in every way. Just the line:
i)odies of people would be helpful in obtaining co-oi)eratioii along this line.
"The Talker is Coming" in your program,
Lewis Stone, who fought in the Spanishyour ads, your lobby and elsewhere Mill American and World wars, has just be<'n
Al Green
start the ball rolling. Tack-caids or throwmade a major in the reserves, a fact which
aways might be gotten out along the line : you can take advantage of by holding a
GREEN, a director
"The Talker,"
"Are You the Talker?" and the like.
Military night or American Legion night, A Loccupies
most of
prominent
place
A series of blind teaser ads might be run
with local officials and post attending in a among the leading directors of the day. In
body.
in your newspapers, headed: "The Talker
production
after production
he has evi-a
denced a marked
talent for developing
is a Menace," and telling of the harm done
The other players, Shirley Mason, Tully
by malicious or insincere talk. Sign tliis Marshall,
human
and
realistic
note.
Ian Keith, Barbara Bedford,
"Citizen's (Committee on Tlie Talker.''
Harold Goodwin, Gertrude Short, Lydia
Green started in pictures with Selig in
Effective tack-cards of another sort might Yeamans Titus and E. H. Calvert, are all 1911, after a brief career on the stage. He
well known, and you should play them up at
be printed in bold type, reading: "Women!
to leap into the limelight when he was
Good News for You. The Talker is coming your discretion, depending upon their rela- began
chosen to pilot Thomas Meighan for Famous
tive popularity with your audiences.
— an association which is being renewed, for
to free you from domestic slavery." Address another to the male population :
Sam E. Rork, the producer of the picture, Green will soon start directing this star in
"Men! Take Warning. The Talker will provides another atlvertising angle. Rork a new Paramount picture. He directed
break up your homes."
"Inez From Hollywood" with such skill that
is a veteran showman, and you should menFollow these up with one reading: "The
Sam Rork re-engaged him to make "The
tion that he was the producer of "Ponjola"
Talker will be. in Blankville on June 5th.
and, more recently, "Inez from Hollywood."
Talker:"

Continuing
of "ThebutTalker."
production
First National,
left leads
to right,
Ruth,Harry
havingLennox
taken and
Kate's
ously, elopesthewithstory
Hollister.
learning Sam's
that heRork's
is married
and a for
defaulter,
leaves himin atpictures;
once: this
to aupper
break row:
between
his doctrines
wife, and serihis
secretary (Barbara Bedford), strives to win him; Kate, meanwhile, is broken-hearted over the disapearance of Ruth and the break with her husband; bottom row,
left to right: Harry has been ordered to India and his secretary has begged to be taken along: Harry sends a note to his wife, and she comes to the office determined to ask him to take her back, but finds only his secretary, who tells her that Harry wants a divorce. Heart-broken. Kate goes away to give him his divorce
and sell the house. Ruth returns and is reunited with her sister. Harry
to findwithout Lonnie.
the meaning of her note about a divorce, and mutual explanations follow.
Ruth comes
if reunited
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Vital
Tkeme
and
THE idea upon which Marion Fairfaxbuilt her play "The Talker," the screen
version of which is offered by Sam E.
Rork, veteran stage and photoplay producer,
through First National, is that "It is bad
to preach a good doctrine and fail to practice it; but to express theories so extreme
and revolutionary that even their advocate
is too sensible to practice, is criminal."
Kate Lennox, pretty, spoiled and willful
wife of Harry Lennox, is bored by suburban
life. As an antidote for her discontent, she
preaches a doctrine of woman's "freedom,"
declaring that woman of today has the
courage to take her happiness when and how
she jileases; and she writes a signed article
to this effect for the small town paper.

Motion

Fine

Cast

Picture

N exvs

In Griffith
''Tke
in "Love's Wilderne
Talk
ss." Then came
"Enticement," "My Son," and afterer
that his
current work in "The Talker."
Barbara Bedford
ARBARA BEDFORD, one of the most
B promising of the younger generation of
screen actresses who plays a featured role in
"The Talker," owes her "discoveiy" to
none other than Bill Hart, who picked her
from
crowd of "extras" to play a real
acting arole.
So delighted was Bill Hart with her rehe toutedTourneur
his new "discovery" to
others, sponse
so thatMaurice
tried her in a
role. Since then her progress has been in
Keeping with her promise.
Gertrude Short

Harry's prettj-, unsophisticated sister,
'HILE she is only 22 years of age, GerRuth, lives with him, and takes all of Kate's
trude Short, the busy-body daughter
views seriously. Lonnie Whinston, who
of
the
Fells
in "The Talker," has been
boards at the Fells', next door, loves Ruth
called one of the "oldest" aetres.ses on the
in
a
boyish,
idealistic
way.
Tiie
other
Fells'
screen. She started in pictures as a child
boarder is Barbara Farley. Fells, Lonnie
actress and during her remarkable career
and Barbara all work at Grayson's, in the arold Goodwin and Shirley Mason in one of their
before the cameras has played in producRork's produccity, where Harry is office manager. ^ love scenes from tion"The
for FirstTalker,"
NationalSamrelease
tions of Famous Players, among them "ReNed Hollister, a handsome adventurer,
becca of Sunnybrook Farm," and "The
pays court to Kate as a blind for his intenLittle
Princess,"
both Mary Pickford vetions toward Ruth, whom he desires ar- over Ruth. Harry comes to ask Kate about
hicles, Vitagraph, Warner Brothers, F. B.
dently. He sells Kate a very expensive car, the note, and is reunited with his wife and
0., and others.
Cecille Evans
for
which as
she first
gives payment.
a "family cheek''
five his sister. Lonnie, uncertain at first of his
hundred
Harry forcomes
attitude toward his returned love, learns that
home with the news that he has gotten a she can still honora))ly be his, and takes her
pEClLLE EVANS, the clever little
^ actress who plays the part of
raise and paid the last two installments on
to his heart.
stenographer
in "The Talker," is regarded
their home. This makes Kate's check an
Marion Fairfax
by the other Hollywood girls as something of
overdraft, and she has to phone Ned. Her
an
authority
on physical culture, exercise
article in the paper, and the general disorder
WHILE the arrangement is undeniably
and
diet.
She
began building up this reputaan
ideal
one,
it
seldom
happens
that
of the household, precipitates a quarrel betion while working in comedies, where .she
tween Kate and Harry, and he goes back to the author of a stage play is afforded the
became famous as the possessor of the
town to get his dinner. Ned seizes the opopportuiuty to adapt his work to the photo"million dollar pair of legs," an award which
play. An instance in which the unusual
portunity and takes Kate and Ruth to town
was confirmed by a jury of artists and
for dinner and a dance. Harry, who has
has happened is "The Talker," successfully
beauty experts.
l^roduced as a stage play some time ago and
changed his mind and comes back, sees
Harold Goodwin
now offered in pictures by Sam Rork. The
them go.
author of the play and the scenario ai'e the
At the cafe, Ned pleads with Ruth to go
same — Marion Fairfax. Miss Fairfax, who
part isofoneLonnie
in "The
Talker"
of theWhinston
most sympathetic
away
and sheforagrees,
using Kate's
in private life is Mrs^. Tully Marshall, is a 'TpHE
theorieswithas him,
the excuse
her action.
When
and moving in the picture. It is played by
scenarist of established reputation and was
they get home, Harry is waiting. Kate retherefore selected to make the adaptation of Harold Goodwin, regarded one of the finest
tracts her radical statements about marriage,
young actors on the screen, of which he is a
her own play.
product. Goodwin became an actor under
and "squares'' herself with her husband.
But Ruth has stolen away with Ned.
the
direction of D. W. Griffith, for whom he
Shirley Mason
Harry and Lonnie pursue and overtake
O HIRLEY MASON is the youngest of played boy parts in the Old Biograph days.
At that famous work-shop he played opthe pair at a mountain hotel. But Ruth has
three sisters who have made deep imposite such celebrated screen artists as
learned that Ned is married, and a fugitive
ons as screen actresses — the other two
Henry Walthall, Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish,
from justice, so she gets out at the back of are Viola pres iDana
and Edna Flugrath, who
Mae Marsh,
Donald Crisp, Norma and Conthe hotel and runs away. Lonnie almost
stance Talmadge.
Avon ]iiominence as a film player in Engkills Ned in a fight, which is stopped by the
land. Miss Mason, who plays the part of
detectives. Under arrest, Ned tells Harry
the young girl who is victimized by the
Tully Marshall
that Ruth theatened to drown herself. The
vapid
talk
of
Lennox
in
"The
Talker,"
made
wood is searched and the lake dragged,
MARSHALL,
the ishen-pecked
her first appearance in pictures when she qpULLY
Mr. Fells
in "The Talker,"
a veteran
without result.
was 12 years old. She was loaned to Sam
actor of the stage and the screen as well.
Harry goes to live at his club in town,
Rork for the part of Ruth Lennox because
He was starred in stage productions, and
unable to stay at home, with its memories of she was judged the ideal choice for the role was a producer and director of stage plays,
his little lost sister. Kate, repentant, can
and her performance proves the wisdom of before he entered pictures. Marshall's
the selection.
name has appeared in the casts of some of
do
nothing.
Grayson's
orders
Harry
to
India to take its office there. Lonnie is to
Ian Keith
the most notable screen plays, Griffith's
"Intolerance," "The Covered Wagon," "The
go along, and Bai'l)ara Farley, now openly
IAN KEITH, who impersonates the cad- Hunchback of Notre Dame," for example.
in love with Hai-i-v, pleads to have him take
dish Ned Hollister in "The Talker," has
her.
made rapid strides as a screen actor. Keith
Lydia Yeamans Titus
made his first appearance on a New York
YDIA YEAMANS TITUS— the domKate comes to Harry's office again to ask
L
forgiveness. He is out, and Barbara inti- stage with William Faversham in "The
ineering Mrs. Fells in "The Talker"— is
famous for her character impersonations in
mates that he wants a divorce from KatPSilver
Fox."
Keith was then signed by David Belasco
pictures. She is a familiar screen figure,
Heartbroken, she leaves a note that she will
having scored emphatically in roles of the
and played for two seasons in "Laugh,
apply for a divorce.
Clown Laugh." During the engagement he gossipy, commanding and demanding,
The afternoon before Harry and Lonnie
was given his first screen role, in support of matron type. Mrs. Yeamans was reared in
are to leave, Ruth comes home. Weary,
Gloria
Swanson in "Manhandled," which he the theatre, her first appearance was at the
weak and ill, she bitterly upbraids Kate, and
followed with the lead opposite this star age of six months, at which time she was
vows that she will go away again. But
in "Her Love Story." He then went to carried on the stage in a scene in "Rollo's
California and played ojjposite Corinne Child,"
a melodrama produced in Australia.
Kate's very eagerness to make amends wins

When "Head Wind^" ( L niversal) iviis the feature attraction at O. L. Meister's White House theatre in Milivnukee, recently, the unique "gallery"
across the front of the house was dressed ivitli a typical nautical display, as illustrated here.
Advisory Board
'Gearge J. Scliade, Scliude theatre,
SasduHky.
>Ed\rard I>. Hyman, Mark Strand
theiitre, Brooklyn.
Theo. I.. Hays, Gen. Mgr., Finklentein & Kultiu, M>iiii(*u|>olii>.
Leo A. I.iiiiihtu, .\lhan)bra and
Ivarden theatre's, Milwaukee.
(K. K. Kouers, Southern District
Supervisor,
FainoiisTenn.I'layernL>aaky,
CbattaiioOK:>,
JItaiilo.v
I'alaee theatre,
Wicliita.( lianiber.'i,
Kan.
'Wlllar.d
Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre,C. Atlanta.
J£. T. Klchards, Jr.. Gen. Mgr.,
Saeneer Amusement Co., New
Urlaann.
>F. L. I^euman, Newman, Royal
and Recent tlieatres, Kansas
CJtj-, Mo.
.Arthur G. Stolte, Des Moines, theatre, Des Uoines, Iowa.
W. C. Qiiiml)y, Managine Director,
Strand Palace and .JefTerson
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre,
San I'raneisco.
George E. Carpenter, ParamountExpress theatre. Salt Lake.
41dney tres,
Graumnn.
Los Angeles.Grauman's thea-
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Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed; are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY^ — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair": the third the number who
considered
it "Good":
the fourth giving
column, thethoseaverage
who considered
The fifth
column isanda percentage
rating on itthat"Big."
feature,
obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20'/r ; one
of "Fair."
; "Good,"
; andare "Big,"
lOO'v.together,
The percentage
all
of these 40'',
reports
on one 70';;
picture
then added
and dividedrating
by theof
number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports
which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
TITLE
Poor Fair Good Big Value Length
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Devil's Cargo, The
—
2
7
4 75
7,980 ft.
New Lives for Old
—
2
5
3 73
6,796 ft.
FIRST NATIONAL.
Enticement
1 1
8 —
62
6,407 ft.
Sally
— —
4
7 89 8 reels
FOX.
Dick Turpin
—
1
6
3 76 6,716 ft.
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Cheaper to Marry
1 —
7
2 71 6,500 ft.
Great Divide, The
—
1 10
1 70 7,811 ft.

Complete

"Check-up"

Service Bureau
George
E. Brown,N. Imperial
thea
tre, Charlotte.
C.
Louis K. Sidney, Division Maaager,
theatres. Pittaburgh, Lowe's
Pa.
Geo. Rotsky, Managing Dire«tor,
Palace theatre, Monireal, Caji.
Eddie Zorn, Managing Directar
Broadway-StraDd
theatre, Detroit.
Fred S. Myer, Managing Diraetar,
Palace theatre, Uarailton, Ohla.
Joseph
DiYork. Plunkett,
rector, Mark StrandManaging
theatre, Mew
Ray (irombacher.
Manager DiWash. rector, Liberty theatre, Spokaaa^
Ross
A. McVoy,
TempU
theatre,
Geneva, Manager,
N. Y.
W. S. McLaren, Managing Director, Capitol theatre, JaoKson, Mich.
Harold B. Franklin, Director ui
Theatres, Famous Playera-Laskj.
William J. Sullivan, Manager,
Kialto theatre, Butte, Mont.
H. A. Albright, Manager, T. D. A
L. theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Corp. D. Soriero, Supervisor af
Thoma.i
theatres, Universal Pictured
Claire
Meachime,
Westfleld,
N. Y. Grand theatre

Ace Berry, Managing Director,
Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
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Cleve-

land for "Excuse Me"
^^^len "Excuse Me" played recently at
Loew's State theatre in Cleveland, Ohio. C.
C. Ueardourff, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer,
put over a Courtesy Week with the co-operation of the Clevelanil Pivss. A feature
of this Courtesy Week was the placing of
a young woman on the streets whose funct on was to obsei-\ e every act of unusual
courte-sy shown, and to rewai'd it by presenting the doer A\-ith a che<-k for money and
passes which
to "Excuse
Me." inThethiscourteous
deeds
she rewarded
manner
were featured in the press daily, and made
excellent copy.
A tea.ser campaign heralded the, showing,
an<i there was a special lol)by disjjlay.

ftManager

A' e iv i

Street
Projector Exploits
"Lost World" Showing

"Thundering Herd" Aided
by Strong Campaign
An injrenio.is animated miniature lobby
display wa.^. use.l by Manager D. Roseoe
Fa. nee of the Strand tlieatr.-. Birmingham,
on "The Th ndering Herd" recently. The
miniature set in the center depicted a pioneers' cam]) with Indians on horseback circling around them in attack. The horses of
the Indians were made to gallop by being
attached to a l/g horse power motor concealed inside disi)lay, greatly enhancing the
attention value of same.
A special screening held for members of
the Better Films Committee and the press
resulted in the formers giving the photoplav a letter cf endorsement. Five hundred
copies of this letter were mailed to prominent ladies of Birmingham.
Manager Faunee arranged several excellent tie-ups. one witli the Public Library by
which that institution distributed 3,000
special bookmarks on the production. A
sjiecial one-shoet was also displayed in a
conspicuous place in the library.
Birmingham's leading department store
had an attractive display on the book with
advei ti>ing .eoi)y on the photoplay.

Courtesy

F I c t i( r c

of First Nan department
exploitatio
The tional
used a valuable
advertising device
(luring the recent engagement of "The Lost
World" at the Astor "theatre, New York. It
was a motion picture jtrojection machine in
a g(,ld case no larger than a Victrola which
was -cieening sections of "The Lost World,"
and interjecting between scenes the statemeJit. "The Lost World, Astor Theatre,
Tlic mach'.no was obtained by Allan
(ilcnn. supervi-or of e ploitation from First
National. The projection machine and an
automatic rewinder are in the bottom of
the case, a series of mirrors projecting the
picir.re onto the silversheet at the back of
the top
section.
truthcase.it's a motion picture show
in a twoInfoot
Now."'
Not only was the machine valuable to
First National but it aided the A. L. Burt
\- Co.'s cilition of "The Lost World" in book
form.

Pullman
Marquee disphiy and street ballyhoo for "Thf>
Tornado"
(L niversulj
at Proctor's 125ih
Street theatre, Neiv York City, recently.
Bannered

Sedan

is Teaser

for "K— the Unknown"
Everyone in Sharon, Pa.. i"ecently was
asking who "K" was and why Ik; did not
use his good looking new car. Sam Friedman, manager of the Luna theatre, Sharon,
and Jack Hays, Fniversal exploitation man,
were responsi'ble for this curiosity for they
arranged a tie-up, with the local Hudson
dealer for a two-day bally-hoo.
A cai'd was placed in ea^h door of a
Hudson
sedan reading,
"Reser\ed
'K' —
the I'nknown'
" an<l the
machinefor driven
throughagencv.
the streets bj- a boy from tiie
m.)tor

Car

Duplicated

in

Lobby H.for
Manager
C. "Excuse
Clarke of theMe"
(iaring,
(Ireeiiville, S. C, built a lobby on "Excuse
]\Ie." which aside from being unique wa-s an
excellent visualization of the title.
A comi)lete side of a Pullman car made
out of compo board and painted exactly like
a steel ccfach was placed in the lobby. Just
above the windows of the car wa:i printed
the title of the ])hotoplay. In each window
was a cut-out of the different characters in
the picture. Under each window was the
name of the player. The last win<lo\v carried the number of the car and "Bound to
Keno." At the entrance of the car was the
conductor assisting a lady with a little
])oo'lle dog.
'Die (lisi>lay caused nuuh laughter and
tended to put the patrons in a receptive
mood bct'iu'e ent(iinir the theatre.

Frank outlined
Steffy's theeye-catching
lobby display
at the Coliseum
Toys" of (First
^at'lK strength.
Electric li^ht feu.'b.*
principal feiitures,
and well-placed
use of boldtheatre,
stripesSeattle,
resultedonin "Sew
a display
considerable
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Title Writing
"Janice

Contest

on

Meredith"

tly used
was rerecenING
st lent
conteexcel
titlewith
A MISS
sults by Albert Kaufman, MetroGoldwyn exploiter, in Niagara Falls, N.
Y., where "Janice Meredith" played at
the Lumberg theatre. Kaufman persuaded the Niagara Falls Gazette to
print a historical scene from the picture
daily for five days in advance of the
showing with a description of the event
it portrayed.
Such scenes as Washington crossing
the
Delaware,
Spirit
of '76,and
a tableau
on the
lawn of The
Mount
Vernon
others
similar were published and aroused interest in the picture. Ten dollars was
offered as first prize, five dollars as second, and two dollars as third, with free
tickets for the next best twenty as consolation prizes.
A special advance showing was held
by Kaufman which was attended by
some 250 teachers, school execu'ives,
members of the Board of Education,
clergymen and representatives of the
press.
Prescription
Tie-up with the Union Pacific on a ivindotv display made by the Strand theatre in Pocatello,
Idaho, of which Garrttlhers and Archibald are the managers, the picture being "The Thundering Herd.'' (Paramount) .
Windows

Feature

Stills on

"Smouldering Fires"
Stills were put to good use by Jack
Meredith, Universal exiiloitatiou man, when
Bob Hutchinson's Liberty theatre in Oklahoma City, Okla., played ''Smouldering
Fires." They secured four <j'(*'>fl window
displays, including a drug store, shoe shop,
florist shop and department store, and cards
in several sandwich shops.
One of Laura La Plaiitc holding two
great
bunches
a tie-up
with the
florist.of Inflowers,
additionett'ected
to a large
card
containing pictures of Miss La Plante and
Malcolm McGregor, nine j)lants in the
window each had a small card bearing a
letter attached to them. The letters spell
U-N-I-V-E-K-S-A-L.
Other stills of Miss La Plante showing
her drinking milk were mounted and placed
in sandwich shops. The coi)y read : "Try
a La Plante Special and a bottle of milk
before seeing 'Smouldci'ing Fires' at the
Liberty."

the week preceding the showing and during
the run. For several days before the opening the betrothed couple shopped al)out
Omaha wearing aviation costumes, two
Wills St. Claire cars being loaned for the
occasion. These cars bore banners exploiting the picture. Arrangements were made
with the WOAW station to broadcast by
remote control, a wedding march from the
Sun Theatre. Twenty thousand wedding
invitations were donated by a local printer
and mailed out to citizens of Omaha.

Blank

Herald

on "New Lives for Old"
An ingenious method of exploitation was
used by Manager D. Koscoe Faunce of the
Strand, Birmingham, for his showing of
"New Lives For Old." Ten thousand prescription blanks were distributed throughout the business section of Birmingham.
A phsician's prescription blank with
Betty Compson as M. D. was the basic idea,
with eoi)y to the effect that thrills, mystery,
suspense, surprises and romance, taken in
large doses by all folks, everywhere, will
give
"New Lives
Old." was along
Thethem
remainder
of the For
campaign
display. lines, with a hand painted lobby
standard

Gilbcri

E. Gable

presents

ifieSKYRAlDER

Jacqueline

Logan

Capt
( WorJdsNungesser
greatest living /Ice )
Wedding

in Airplane

Aids

"So This is Marriage"
A wedding held in an aeroplane over
Omaha, Neb., recently gave remarkable exploitation to the showing of "So This is
Marriage" at the Sun theatre. Three hundred and twenty-seven inches of newspaper
space were achieved, enormous intei-est in
the event being aroused throughout the city.
Buddy Hooton, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer,
conducted this campaign in collaboration
with I'ublicity Director Frudenfeldt of the
World Realty company, which owns the
Sun theatre.
The Omaha Daily News was induced to
sponsor the aerial wedding, and gave
prominent space to the event throughout

From the romantic story
'Jhe Great Air Mail Rohberj bj Jack Lait
A positive clean-up at four
Fox Theatres in New York.
To date its record has been

J{ X Haves Hunter Product/on

Associate
Fhvi.cal DuT.ibuto. Path.. E.d.i,tK>« 1

sensational.
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<<i Cards Well Placed
Window
on
'Learning to Love'
The Gilger theatre, Norwalk, O., having
as its attraction "Learning to Love,"
splurged in several of the ways well known
to exhibitors. To begin with, the Gilger
increased slightly the size of the display
space it uses in the Norwalk newspapers,
thereby gaining more elaborate free notices.
But the laiger ads were not all. Neat
cards were placed in show windows throughout
Xorwalk's of
business
section;
cards ofbearing a picture
the star,
the name
her
vehicle, tlie announcement of the dates and,
lastly, the name of the theatre at whicli the
attraction was to be offered.
The j)laciHg of the cards had l)een carefully studied iuid, as a result, there were
few that did not attract attenion. One was
in the >ii()w window of Norwalk's leading
confectioncrx- -lore where it got the eye of
all who entered. Observation disclosed that
it had jjarticnhir appeal to young women
and tlieir escoi-ts. Another card that had
been jjlaced in the center of a window tilleil
with men's and boys' wearing apparel hit
the passer right in the eye.
Banners carried on the fenders of Noi'walk street cars bore in black on white,
about the same information concerning
"Learning
to Love"
thateffecti\e.
the cards im])arte(l
and were everv
bit as

Daddy's Gone a-Hunting
Contest Put Across
A "Studiii Models Week" was recently
staged in Los Angeles in connection witli
the showing of ''Daddy's Gone a-Hunting"
at
Loew's State
attention.
Eddietheatre,
Eckelsandandattracted
H. D. great
McBride, Metro-Goldwyn exi)l()iteers, staged
thi scontest in collaboration with Kay Coffin, publicity dii'ector for the down town
West Coast tlieatres in Los Angeles.
The object of the contest was to find the
most perfectly formed girl in Southern
California. Uews of the contest spread
rapidly by newspaper, radio and sen en.

Motion

Picture

News

Rowley
Gives Campaign
'Classmates'
Intensive
Some of the mose effective work was
given "Classmates" by Manager Jack Rowley of the Royal theatre at Laredo, Texas.
AVIien he was apprised of the fact that
"Classmates" liad been booked for showing
four days later, he at once had slides pre])ared and shown on the screens of the Royal
and Stranfl theatres.
Enlisting the aid of Dr. J. M. Skinner of
the Holding Institute of Laredo, Manager
Rowley and J. W. Falvella obtained a coml)any of twenty-two Holding Institute
Cadets to parade the streets of Laredo
headed by their drum and bugle corps for
ihe day preceding the opening. The artist
who does the showcard and sign i)ainting
work for the Royal, Strand and Rialto
theatres painted two banners, size 3x6 feet,
then tacked tiiese together and mounted them
on two six-foot poles to be earned by the
( adetN during their parade

This old fnshionpcl automobile was used as a
street biillyhoo during the showing of "T/ua
Denitil" (Metro-Ooldivyn)
at Loew's State
theatre, Los Angeles.
Prizes in the contest were: first jirize, a
contract to appear in a Metro-GoldwynMayer production; second prize, $100 cash;
thirtl prize, $50 cash; fourth prize, $25
cash; fifth prize, $15 and sixth prize $10.
The stage setting in Loew's State theatre,
where the contest was held, represented the
interior of an artist's studio, witli slopingroof and skylight. The act featured a
])arty given in this studio, the contestants
appearing as applicants to the artists.
Tliirty of the girls who applied appeared
in this prologue. Ten trailers on the contest were used in various West Coast
Iiouses, while 15,000 heralds were distriImted. A special lobby display was prepared, featuring immense paint brushes
and large jjalettes. Pliotographs of the
m:)(l('ls w( re jironniiently disjilayed.

Monday
3 :30theo'clock
all
wasOn ready
for afternoon
the paradeat of
Holding
Institute Cadets, and they started out headed
hy a mortorcycle traffic cop as standardbearer with a large American flag at the
liead of his car and followed by the drum
ami bugle corps and the Holding Institute
Cadets. Following the Cadets, on each side
of the street, were boys handing out 9 x 12
handbills telling all about the "Classmates"
engagement. The large red, white and blue
banner carried by the cadets, reading,
"Don't Fail to See Richard Barthelmess in
'Classmates' " at the Royal theatre TuesdayWednesday-Thursday. With the word
"Classmates" in a bright blue and the remainder of the lettering in red, touched off
here and there with light splashes of black,
and the sounding of the drums and bugles as
the cadets marched along, attracted the atcession. tention of thousands of people to the proThrough the assistance of Captain Adams
of Fort Mclnto.sh, a bugler and two men of
the Fourth United States Field Artillery
offered their services to Manager Rowley to
]int on
the j)rologue.

When "Sa//>" (First Nat'l) was shoim at Loew's Stnte theatre, Los Angeles, the local Owl Drug stores gave their windows over to unusiudly
complete displays in connection tvith the picture. That shown here included a doll dressed an Sally, enhrged bromide and a coniderabU)
number of portraits and some stills from the photoplay.
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An Associated Arts Production
Directed by F. Harmon Weight
MAY 25th — write that day on your cuff, — paste it in your
hat — It is a Red Letter Day in the history of F. B. O.
On that date, F. B. O.'s magnificent Super Special GOLD
BOND picture — "DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION" will be
screened for all exhibitors throughout the Nation, in our
34 Exchanges in the 34 leading cities of the U. S. A. and
Canada.
A simultaneous screening, so that every Exhibitor in the
land from the biggest First Run to the smallest theatre
owner may see and KNOW that F. B. O. has the biggest
box office winner in its history.
On May 24th, — this great picture opens at THE CAPITOL
THEATRE,
B'way and 51st St., New York City, the
world's larscest and finest theatre, and every living Independ-

ent knows that to break into THE CAPITOL with an Independent production is an accomplishment and the picture
"must" be the goods. "DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION" is
that and more, so arrange your affairs to view this picture
no matter how far you have to travel. Open House in 34
F. B. O. Exchanges on May 25th. Go to your nearest F.
B. O. Exchange and you'll see the season's finest motion
picture, one you'll be proud to show and one that will
"clean up" for you. Mark the date down NOW, May 25th.
FILM

BOOKING

OFFICES

723 7th Ave., New York
34 Exchanges in 34 Principal Cities in U. S. A, and Canada

Motion
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News

SECTION

RATES: lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

CLASSIFIED

SERVICE

A ctassifitd ad in MoTioN Picture News offers the
full resources and circulation of the News to the advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.
Whether you want to reach executives, branch managers,
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can accompHsh this
quickly and economically through the News Classified
Columns.

Wanted
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
available about June 1st, de.sires to negotiate with a theatre owner requirino- the services of a capable manager
thoroughly versed in the
Technique of modern theatre
management ; have had 17
years' experience in Chicago
and Illinois; am 37 years old
and married ; prefer to locate
in Indiana. Ohio, or Western
Pennsylvania ; Avrite or wire
full particulars. Address,
Box 260, Motion Picture
New.S; New York City.
MUSIC ROLLS EXCHANGED.— Exhibitors in
any part of this country who
operate Wurlitzer Electric
Pianos or Motion Picture
Orchestras by music rolls can
exchange rolls with us regularlj' at either 75 cents or $1
])er roll and postage. Write
us for full details, stating
what style you have. D. L.
Whittle Music Co., Dallas,
Texas.
MOTION

PICTURE OPERATOR.— Fifteen years'
experience ; would like to locate where real projection is
appreciated. Mv reference :
"Birth of a Naton," "Way
Down Ea.st" and other
Broadway productions. A.
Barney, Fulton Hotel, 46
Eighth Ave., New York.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high class scenic prologues.
Will go anywhere. Milo B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.
EXPORT
POSITION
WANTED.— Well educated
young man, twenty-three,
thoroughly versed in salesmanship and office routine,
wishes connection with mo-

tion picture distributor in
export branch, either home
office or travel. Speaks and
writes English, Spanish, Portugese and French ; traveled
extensively, Central and
IjaTin Americas, Venezuela
and Columbia. Now in export business; highest references. Box 980, Motion PictuTf- News, New York City.
WANTED to lease motion
picture theatre in Connecticut. Fully equipped. Small
town preferred. Box 220,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
EXPERIENCED
ORGANIST and piano orchestra leader wishes engagement. Has large modern
library and ten years' picture experience. Can coach
singers and choruses. Has
business ability. Box 990,
Motion Picture News, New
York City,
For Sale
FOR SALE, — Modern
movie ; priced for quick sale
account of illness ; wonderful
bargain ; countv seat of 10,000. tureBox
PicNews, 240",
New Motion
York.
FOR

SALE.— Poster Exchange and Theatre Supplies ;
in midwestern city; good
location and now on a paying basis. Write C. A. B.,
Motion Picture News, Chica'go. 111.
FOR SALE OR LEASE.—
Washburn Theatre, Chester,
Pa, ; seating capacity, 1,500 ;
big stage; plenty scenery;
Kimball Organ ; two picture
macliines. For particulars,
address Leon Washburn, 1-31
Newburv Street, Boston,
Mas^?.
FOR SALE.— Two Fulco
arc controllers, used 1 month ;
$175 for the two. W. H.
Hefiflev, Duncannon, Pa.

Here, selected from a great many

more, are ten ivelU

representative ads on ^^Madome Sans Gene'' (Paramount). They show, as well as possible in one display,
the various styles of lay-out, illustration and type used
throughout the country on this picture. The houses
included are: Polis Palace, Waterhury; Criterion,
Oklahoma City; Adams, Detroit; CapitoL St. Paul;
Stillman, Cleveland; Loew's Columbia, Washington,
D. C; Bijou, Netv Haven; Loew's Palace, Memphis;
Capitol, Cincinnati; James' Grand, Columbus. Size,
one to four columns.
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Hula

Prologue

''As Man

With a solid red background and white lettering, this display by Manager R. M. Kennedy at the
Royal theatre, Birmingham, Ala., on "Straight Through" (Universal), made a splendid "flash"
from the street.
Imperial

Lobby

Indian

Set

for "Thundering Herd"
The lobby of the Imperial, Asheville, was
converted into a veritable Indian camp during the run of "The Thundeiing- Herd,"
with trees, tents, buffalo hides, statuary
horse and a real man dressed as an American Indian. Two amber floods playing on
this display at night produced a very striking effect.
A feature of the lobby decoi-ations were
the special banners used under the marquee.
These were made of scrim with tlie figures
of buffalos painted on them with the words
— "The Tluuuleriiig Herd" underneath.
When the light reflected througli tliese banners it was quite a flash.
A special still board was used in the
foyer of the theati'e ten days in advance of
opening witli an announcement of tiie attraction.
Two excellent window displays were secured aweek in advance on the book. Three
<lays prior to showing 2,000 doorknob hangers printed with the title, cast, theatre, play
dates, etc., were distributed throughout
the residential section.

Clowns

on Street

working and they covered the section of
town well from whence business is drawn to
this house. They had small drug store envelopes to give away ; containing peanuts.
Envelopes were printed up :— Circus Food —
Have some and then go to the American
tlieatre and .see "The Circus Mystery" etc.
The clowns also gave out heralds along the
streets. They were clever boys and did a lot
of things in a funny fashion which kept
people watching them. They had signs on
their backs of course.
On opening day they worked directly in
front of the tlieatre and ballyhooed people.

With

Desires''

, SanKOS
theatre
of the Palace
AnSANTI
LOUIS
MANAGERtonio, Texas,
cooperated witah
the Chamber of Commerce in its entertainment program for merchant guests
in theshow
Week Style
Tradeation
of the ationcity's
present
of a combin
and
.'" was given by local
Desires
"AsTheManStyle
Show
wholesalers and jobbers, through the cooperation of the Palace management.
A promenade was built out from the
stage and on it models revealed the
future of milady's styles. Music was
furnished by the Palace orchestra.
Coupled with this feature was a prologue offering of five Hula Hula girls
costumed in accorda .ce with the picturization in "As Man Desires," which also
proved a popular number of the week's
Interest was stimulated by the unique
program.
prologue which Don Felice, musical director of the Palace, put on. The stage
setting depicted a full moon, thatched
huts, murmuring water and other typical environments of the South Sea Islands. The dancing and singing of the
Hula Hula girls was accompanied by
two male voices hidden in the wings,
and soft and low accompaniment by the
orchestra.
Lavish

Fashion

Show

"5th Avenue Models"
The Kings Theatre, St. Louis, recently
showed "Fifth Avenue Models," in connection with which was held an elaborate
Spring
style
show.show was arranged by
The fashion
Maurice Davis of Universal's exploitation
staff, and was held in co-operation with local
dealers in wor'ien's garments, who supplied
the gowns and the models.
Twenty-five people were used in the
fashion show, including a number of singers
and dancers.
Gilbert E. Gable

SKY

presents
RAIDER

with Jacqueline

Logan

and Capt. Nungesser
(Wor/ds greatest living /Ice)
From the romantic story
"Jhe Cheat Air Mail Robbery h/Jack Lait
A, T. Hayes Hunter Production

Ballyhoo

"Great Circus Mystery"
A couple of clowns, suitably attired and
■equipped with toy horns, drums and whistles
stirred up interest for the starting of "The
Great Circus Mysterj'" at the American
theatre, Orlando, Fla.
Started well in advance with slides on the
screen telling of the coming of the serial.
Followed up with circus heralds given away
to patrons well in advance and gradually
worked up towards play date by sustained
interest. Had large banner out in front for
week in advance telling of coming of serial
also.
Four days in advance two clowns started

Played to tremendous
business at the Fulton
Theatre,

Jersey City.

Has proven it s worth as
a go-getter at every

Associate
ributor Pathc ExcKande In

d
John S- Woody,

With

engagement.
Exhibitors
President Foreign Repreaentative Sidney Garrett
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E MAIL
SWORTHTH HAMER, manager of
LLN
EI
the Orpheum theatre at Bay City, Mich.,
TOUR
a Butterfield circuit house, sends in photos
of some excellent window displays which
adjoin the theatre entrance in such a way that they also serve as

IDEA

lobby display. They are on "The Lady," "Seven Chances ' and
"Sally," and show first class arrangement of the display material
and clean cut lettering — an important feature if the display is to look
well. Some of these photos will be reproduced in the Service Bureau
at an early date.
L. J. CARKEY, manager in Carthage, N. Y., for the Schine
circuit, which has the Strand and Hippodrome in that city, sends an
interesting batch of material on a Theatre-Going Week which he
put across there. Unfortunately, the newspaper which he forwarded
failed to be received, and our information is incomplete as a result.
However, from the data we have, it looks as though Carkey has
put across a corking campaign and one that should show immediate
results at the box-office in return for the energy expended.
In this connection, we should like to call the attention of all our
readers to the fact that all editorial matter, including exploitation,
should be sent to MoTION PICTURE News at 729 7th avenue,
NEW YORK CITY, and not to ALBANY. The News is
printed at Albany, but all the editorial offices are in New York City
and anything sent to Albany is simply forwarded on to us here —
and sometimes in forwarding it never arrives. Since your News
comes to you from Albany, it is a perfectly natural mistake to
make, but time will be saved all around if you send everything direct
to New York.
A. C. KADLO\X EC, who directs the publicity for the Botzurn
Theatres Company in Akron, Ohio, made a timely tie-up in that
city for "Broken Laws ' at the Orpheum theatre. The city had just
installed the three-light, red, yellow and green traffic regulation signal
system, and everybody in town was trying to figure out just how
it worked and what the colors meant. Kadlowec got busy and
issued a small folder, printed in the three colors and black, illustrating just how the "Go," "Get Ready" and "Stop" signals looked
in action. On the front was the line: "You Are Breaking the
Law when you do not," which was continued over the page by
the line "Observe traffic signals." On the back was a stock cut on
"Broken Laws" and the billing for the theatre. Of course, a stunt
of this sort can't be used in many cities, but Kadlowec deserves
credit for seeing the opportunity and making use of it. He obtained
the endorsement of the Safety Director of Akron through the folder.
The Jackson theatre, at Jackson Heights, L. I., of which WILLIAM FAIT, JR., is managing director, sends in several copies of
the Jackson Theatre News, which is published weekly for the
patrons of that house. It is a snappy looking job, printed on a
good grade of paper in a convenient size, five and one-half by eight
and one-half inches. The policies and personalities of the theatre
are played up attractively, and the publication radiates a general
atmosphere of progressiveness and enthusiasm, which is as it
should be.
JACK A. MARSHALL, manager of the Grand theatre at
Huntsville, Ala., writes interestingly concerning the newspaper situation in that city, and the manner in which he coped with it. The
newspaper insisted on running the ads of the two theatres in the
towTi on separate pages, would not group them together and would
not make up a Sunday amusement page. So, to make the readers
look for his ads, Marshall has employed the stunt of picking names
at random from the city directory and putting them in his ads. All
these persons have to do is come to the theatre and receive their free
ticket. So far, he says, not a one has gone unclaimed. He also
remarks that he has made up some most effective three-sheets from
the covers of the large-size press-books, with the aid of scissors and
pastepot.
T. F. McCOY, manager of the Florence theatre, Pasadena,
Calif., a West Coast-Langley house, writes us an interesting letter
concerning the many pre-views held at that theatre by Los Angeles
producers. This will be reproduced elsewhere in this department,
as it should be of interest to other exhibitors.
G. R. NORMAN, of the Empress theatre, Hastings, Nebr.,
submits a photo of a window display on "The Spaniard" as an illustration ofthe sort of co-operation he receives there, or, as he puts
it, "just to let you know how the merchants co-operate with the

Picture

News

Stock material used sparingly, withCity.
plenty of white space, featured this
ad on "His Supreme Moment" (First Nat'lJ, at the Empress, Oklahoma
theatres out in the Woolly West." The photo shows an entire
dealer's window devoted to the picture alone, and a mighty attractive window, too. Manager Norman has charge of three houses,
the Empress, Strand and Palm, and reports that he has no difficulty"
in obtaining such co-operation — which proves that he knows how to
go about getting it.
LAURENCE F. STUART, better known as Buddy Stuart,
managing director of the Fenway theatre, Boston, mails us two issues
of the Fenway Close-Up, which show how he handled Music Week
and Mothers' Week at that house. Sjjecial covers were designed
in each case, both highly attractive, which played up strongly the
fact that this house was co-operating in these national movements.
Buddy runs a list of all the other attractions in Boston each week,
including picture, vaudeville and the "legit," which is not only good
sportsmanship but a convenience to patrons.
NOTHER excellent example of what may be done m advertisce —D!
and no crowding — is conspaOW
ing with stock material plus whiteCR
N'T
ng ad on "His Supreme Moment" at the
A tained inthe accompDO
anyima
City. It is reproduced here practically
Empress theatre, Oklaho
size, and needs little comment. It isn't easy to resist the
actual
temptation to cram as much as possible into expensive space, but it
has been done here, and the result speaks for itself.
Except that all rules are dangerous in advertising, we should be
tempted to lay down this axiom. Always use a stock cut one size
smaller than the ad you are drawing up. That is, for a two-column
ad, such as this, use one-column cut material. For a three-column
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CHURCHES

_ HURCH co-operation has frequently
been stressed here as a sure means of wmS
ning good will, especially in the smaller cities
OURS
where the church ^ment is a strong factor
in the town. A good illustration of the soundness of this, and a
practical way in which it may be carrried out, is furnished by Arthur
Lucas, head of the General Enterprises, Inc., which operates the
new Egyptian theatre in Greenville, S. C. This was done just prior
"My Son Vou'll Grow Up
a Better Man For Having
to Easter, although its application would not necessarily be limited
to that time.
Seen 'The Iron Horse.'
"That's why I am taking
In the Piedmont, Greenville daily, there appeared on Saturday,
Vou and Vour Mottier
April II , a whole page devoted to activities of the churches for
Easter, the services, programs, and various other matters of interest
to
church members. About one-third of the page was taken up
Tonifiht."
with an advertisement, which in big letters began — "If No One
EUERY
Went To Church There Would Be No Church — And Then — "
Should Take FATHER
His Son to See
I he ad contmues to show why people should go to church. There
WM. FOX'S AMERICAN EPIC
is not one thing said about theatres until the very end. In small
letters, after the Go-to-Church idea has been strongly advocated,
mONHOBSE
JOHN FORO S TRIUMPH WITH
there appears this line — "This advertisement is published and paid
for in the interest of the work of the churches of Greenville, by the
Sid Prologue
Grauman's
ofCreat150 Indian
People Trllies
ani) 2
Every church in town felt very grateful to the theatre for such
Egyptian theatre."
co-operation,
and it is by no means unreasonable to suppose that
Greenville churches will be prompt in giving the theatre like
co-operation.

Highly unusual style of copy on "The Iron Horse" (Fox) in connection
with its shelving at Grauman's Egyptian theatre, Hollywood. It was
four columns in width.
ad, use two-column cuts, et cetera. This will depend on the nature
of the cuts, of course, but they are usually so crowded that this
simple procedure will improve the looks of your advertising tremendously, ifapplied with discretion.

A PRE-VIEW IDEA
P UTTINGHER
a E'S
picture up to the verdict of 1000 people on the
night before its official opening has been used successfully of late
by the Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo., and the Rialto theatre,
Des Moines, la. The picture "tried" was "Oh, Doctor!"
The ads in the newspaper ran like this: Wanted! One Thousand
People To Sit on This Film Jury. You know enough about a motion
picture to be able to tell whether it is the most amazing creation
that has ever been brought to the screen. If you do, we want you
to sit on the biggest jury that has been empanelled in Kansas City.
We want you to sit in judgment on Carl Laemmle's presentation
of Reginald Denny in "Oh, Doctor!" — a Universal Jewel production which will be shown immediately after the last performance
tomorrow night.
At the close of the showing the audience was given slips of
paper on which to write their verdict together with their names and
addresses. This not only brought a big crowd to the last show,

STaboutADS
s to ERE
a picture outside of
advertise
manyN thingINT
are MA
T HERE HU
the usual cast, title, author, director, and the like — though one would
hardly realize this from a perusal of the general run of ad copy
throughout the country. It takes both courage and ingenuity — and
time — to branch out into new lines of advertising. None-the-less,
somebody does it now and then. In selling motion pictures you are
selling, first of all, entertainment, and there are many ways of putting
over that intangible commodity. We are not deprecating the advertising of stars, nor underestimating its value — but perhaps if we
advertised entertainment value and human interest appeal a little
more, this business would be less a slave to the star system.
Be that as it may, we are reproducing in this department this

week an advertisement on "The Iron Horse" at Grauman's Egyptian
theatre which is distinctly unusual. In the original it was five
columns in width. Here we have had to reduce it somewhat, but
the copy can be read without difficulty. Note particularly that there
is here nothing freakish — nothing bizarre — nothing eccentric. Just
a normal, wholesome appeal to the love of parents for their children,
and their desire to have them see things which will mould their ideals
and character as they should be moulded.
While it might be objected that only big city houses can do this,
and that this particular ad demanded special artwork, it is equally
true that ingenuity will work wonders in atoning for lack of equipment.

gave the theatres some great lines for the coming week's ads on
"Oh,fans.
Doctor!" but also provided them with mailing lists of red
hot
In Des Moines, in addition to the jury stunt. Jack Edwards
of the Universal exploitation staff, put a clown on the principal
streets bearing the cards front and back : I May Be a Clown
But week.
I know enough to see "Oh, Doctor!" at the Rialto theatre
this

COSTUMES
USHERETTE
MNEAT
ANAGER NAT HOLT of the CaHfornia theatre. San
Francisco, has attracted a great deal of attention with the new
uniforms he had made for his usherettes. Not only are the people
commenting on them, but managers of surrounding theatres have
come to the theatre to examine them. They are light and attractive.
These uniforms are orange in color trimmed with green, the
theatre's "House Colors. " They are a dress and a cape made of
flannel, especially dyed for the California theatre in a special shade
of orange. They are trimmed with green silk and the name "California" isembroidered in green below the right hand pockets. The
head usher has the word "Hostess" embroidered on hers and the
assistant has the words "Assistant Hostess" embroidered on her garment. The capes may be taken off when it becomes too warm and
the dresses themselves are very neat, also in orange.

The airplane in which "The Lost IT'orld" (First National) was screened
during a flight through arrangements made by Horace Judge's staff,
representing First National in England.
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NEW

YORK

Rivoli TheatreFilm Numbers — The Shock Pmuli
(Pai aniouiit ) , Tlioiiglits for
Motlu'i's Day (8. R.), Snatches
from Life (8. R ), Rivoli Pictorial (Selected). Ko-Ko Trains
"Em (S. R.).
^Musical
Program — Selections
from " Aida" (Overture). ReisenfDance
eld's Classical
(Specialtyandi .
EccentricJazz (Soloist
Ensemble), "Song of the Riveters" (Male Quartet).
Rialto TheatreFilm
Numbers — ^Madame Sans
Gene (Paramoiuit ) .
Musical
Program — "Robespierre"
(Paramount).
Le
1' e ii j) 1 e
S'Aniuse (p]nseinble) .
Mark Strand Theatre
Film Numbers— The Talker (First
National), Mark Strand Tojjical
Review (Selected), Secrets ol
Nature (Pathe).
Musical Program — Excerpts from
'Tl
Trovatore" (Overture).
"Soldiers' Chorus" (Male Ensemble), "You and 1 at ^'ersailles"
duet). Minuet
(Ballet), (V^ocal
Variations
(Dance
solo).
"Love
and
the
Rose"
(Vocal duet and male ensemble)
Organ.
Capitol TheatreFilm Numbers — The Sporting
Venus (Metro-(Told\vyn ) , Capitol ilagazine (Selected),
^lusical Program — "1812" (Overture). A Scotch Fantasy (Specialty.i
Piccadilly Theatre —
Fihn Numbers— Lip the Ladder
(Universal), Piccadilly Pictorial (Selected), Skinners in Silk
(Pathe).
Musical Program — " Oberon "
(Overture), "Don't Bring Lulu,'
"Carolina Sunshine" (Organ
solo), "Swanee Butterfly"' (Orchestra), "Charming Bird"
(Lyric coloratura soprano solo),
"Grand Choeur'' (Organ pcstlude).
HIPPODROME
CcevEi-ANO'S GREATEST AMUSEMENT VALUE
4 DAYS STARtI N gTo D AY
and TONY ll^'*'"'''!''' horse.
OEAOWDOO
J^-*—
^

mimiif
TODAY
AND
ALU WEEK <

CITY

COAOl
ACREATDtaMATIC
ROMANCEOFA BAD
MAN IN THE BAD
•»> LANDS •»

VAUDEVILLE
2000 Orch. .iSS'lBB};:.. 50c

mm

■""^U KNOW WW /the man WMO'S TOO
qOOO PORTWE REST OP ms FAMILV *

JOHN ClLB€CT-CONRAO NAGEL
^GRIEP
FOX jlN_axVCOAO"
y^eWS

Alt ml mnliiif/ i/ond Ksr of itx t irn-coUimn iridth of Sjiace, riij! for the openiiii/ of "Tlir Simh" { M i t io-(l o1<1 ir inn lit tin- Fniiiilii theatre, Cincinnati.
Colony Theatre —
Film Numbers — Frieiidlv I'liemies
(Prod. Dist.
Corp.). Alice
t'olonyLoses
Pictorial (.Selected).
Out (S. R.).
Musical Program — "Swanee Butterfly," "Ida" (Symphonojazz).
Special dance solo). Folk Songs
(Russian Cathedral Quartet),
"(xypsy Love Song'' (Organ).
Central Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Fool (Fox).
IMusiael
Program — Special score
for feature.
Criterion Theatre —
Film
Numbers — Grass (Paramount).
Musical
Program — Special score
for feature.
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Cameo Pictorial (Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), The Shakedown Cruise
reel
). U. S. S. Concord (Special
of the
Musical Program — Excerpts from
"The Fortune Teller" (Overture), Cello solo and organ.
BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Chickie (First
National), A Tribute to Mother
( Fitzpatrick ) , Mark Strand
Topical Review (iSelected).
Musical Program — "Selections
from the Mikado" (overture) ;
Duet for Violins, "Canadian Capers" (xylophone solo), "A Spanish Fiesta", "Mi Nina'" (soprano
-solo), "El Relicario" (tenor
solo). Tango (premiere dancer
and partner), "E'n Cuba" (contralto solo), "La Espagnola"
(baritone solo and ballet), Guilmont's sional). "March in F" (recesLOS

Read&H Ilippdrome ad, three columns
wide, on "The Drofhrood Coach"
(Fox), in C'le/veland.

ANGELES

Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Saddle Hawk
(Univer.sal ) , Kicked About (Uni-

versal i. International News.
Musical Program — Orchestra..
California Theatre —
Film Numbers — Love's Bargain
(F. B. O.), Shootin Injuns
(Pathe), International News.
^Musical Program — Songs of the
Old Folks (Overture )r
Forum Theatre —
Film
Numbers
Her Husband's
Secret
(First— National),
Why
Hesitate national
(Educational),
InterNews.
"Musical ProgTam — Organ.
Hillstreet Theatre —
Film Nvmibers — Who Cares (S.
R.) The Pacemakers (F. B. O.)
Aesop's Fables
national News. (Pathe), Inter.Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — Declasse (First
to n. )
National),
Felix the Cat (CarMusical
Program
— "The Firefly"
(Overture)
.
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Night Club
(Paramount). Pathe News,
^lusical
Program •— "Capriccio
Itallien" (()verture).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — Baree, Son of
Kazan
(Vitagraph), Pathe
News.

Musical
Program — " Mamie "
(Overture), "Evening Hymn"
(Specialty), prologue to feature.
KANSAS CITY
Newman Theati
Film Number.s — Lady of the
Night (Metro-Goldwyn), Dizzy
Daisy (Educational Comedy),
Scenic (Novelty), Newman
News and Views (Pathe and
Kinograms), Newman Current
Events (Local Photography).
Musical Program — "The Opera
Mirror'' (Overture), "Mother"'
(Novelty),
Waring's RecessionPennsylvania ns (specialty),
al (Organ Solos).
Liberty
Theatre —— On Thin Ice
Film Numbers
(Warner Bros.), He Who Gets
Smacked (Pathe), Hodge Podge
(Educational),
Aesop's Fables
(Pathe),
International
News
Pictorial.
Musical Program — Atmospheric
Selections (Overture), Recessional (Organ Solos).
Film Nvimbers
Royal
Theatre —— Code of the West
(Paramount), Her Boy Friend
(Educational), Royal Screen
Magazine (Pathe and Kinograms), Royal Current Events
(Local Photography).
Musical Program — Royal Syncopators On Stage (Overture),
Recessional (Organ Solosi.
Pantages
Theatre— —Greater Than
Film Numbers
Marriage (Vitagraph), Fox
News and Fox Short Subjects.
Musical Program — "No Wonder
(Overture),
"In Shadowlano"
(Organ Novelty),
Recessional
(Organ Solos).
Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Son (First
National), Pathe News and
Educational Short Subjects.
Musical Program — Popular Selections (Overture), Recessional
(Organ Solos).

Dangerous
LAURA
Innocence
PLANTE

Musical Program — Vaude\ ille.
Rialto TheatreFilm
Numbers — The Crowded
Hour
(Paramount). Dragon
Alley
(Educational), Pathe
News.
!Mu s iea 1 Prog ra m — Orel i est ra .
Million Dollar TheatreFilm
Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene
Scenic. (Paramount), Pathe News
Al?niUCUKE
Amnlcan
Harmonbls/
II Music oJlhcPCT ICKi-

^Musical
— "Raymond"
(Overture)Program
.
Egyptian
Theatre
—
Film Numbers
— The
Iron Horse
(Fox).
Musical Program — Medley of Old
Time favorites and prologue to
feature.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great

' FASL

The Colonial theatre, Indianapolis,
used this ousnewspaper
ad on -DangerInnocciwe" (Universal).

May

23,

19 2 5

WASHINGTON
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film X\i)nl)('is — One Year to Live
(First National). Current
Invents (Patlio), King Cotton
(K(liicational), Zowie (stereoscopi).
ISInsical Program — '"C'renie de la
Creme"' (Overture). "J)epuis la
Jour"' (Aria from "Louise." as
Soprano solo).
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Scailet Honevniooii (Fox). Current Events
(Fox).
Palace Theatre —
Film Numbers — Confessions of a
Queen (Metro-tiokhvyn i , CurEvents (Patlie),"
Clets rent
Smacked
(Pathei. He Who
Musical
Program
— "Hejri Kati"'
(overture)
.
Earle Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Bandolero
(Metro-Ooldwyn),
Events
(educational). C' u r r e n t
Columbia Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
(Metro-(iold\\ \ n ) . continued.
Rialto Theatre—
Film Niunbers — Introduce Me
(Asso. Exhib. ). Current Events
(Universal). Krazy K:it Cartoon (S. R.).
^[nsieal I'rogram — "Eciioes from
Jazzland'' (Overture). Jazz Review (songs and dances.).
PITTSBURGH
Loew's Aldine Theatre —
Film Numbers — Adventure (Paramount), The Iron Mule (Educational), Cross Word Puzzle
( Educational ) , Pathe News,
Topsy Turvy (Educational).
Musical
Program — Concert Or-

2552-c
Program — Excerpts fiom
chestra.
'"Mother'sSpecial
Day" Musical
tlie music of tieorge Frederick
(Speeial presentation),
Urcliestra
Handel (Overture), "Let It
taine.r ) ; Boyce Combe ( EnterRain, Let It Pour" (Organ Not Love-^:-^^ \
Novelty),
Colletta and Her
Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Declasse (First
.Jazz-O-Mania Revue (SpecialNational I , Merton of the lioofies
tv ) . "AIabam\- Bound" (Oi"an).
^"^-^
(F. B. O.), Topics of the Dav
if in me
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Overture (Ormovies'
OMAHA
cliestra). Jascha Bron (Russian
\'irtuoso), Han-iet iScholdir Rialto Theatre —
(Pianist), Ritz MaU' Quartet.
Film Numbeis — Chiekie (First
National). King Cotton (EduOlympicNumbers
Theatre —— Madame Sans
Film
cational). Kinograms, Lyman
Gene (Paramount), Alice Cans
Howe's
Hodge
Podge (EducaThe Cannibals (S. R.), Inter- tional 1 .
national News.
Musical Program — Symphony and
•Taz/, prdgrtun.
But s >Urk mdoa
Ritz TheatreIsm,
mMDlfle«0of Ilf&toldnaked
In rwlEASTMAN
Film Nnmiiers — The Lighthouse by
-Direction Erit T. Qarlcf
f ERICH
VON ly aod UltbroU]'.
the Sea (Warner Bros.), The
All Week Beeiimine Today
Come Back
(S. R. ) , Pathe
News.
STROHEMS
Musical Program — Special music.
State Theatre —
Film Ntimbeis — The Night Club
(Paramount). The Plumber
— From
(Pathe),
— - -/ FKANK Z
tional
) . Kinograms (ElducaNovel, r—1 -— - vlvW
NORRISBlackstone Theatre —
i^'ilm Numbers — The Hunted Woman (Fox), Help Yourself

Douglas

INTRODUCE
ME
It's a
Streak
of

_

Laug
//^ /. 'K^.
Lighhing
tening!

Sally's Iq the Movies Now!
That
plaintive
lyric appeal,
"I Wonder Wlial'sin B«Hi
tome
Sally?"
been answered.
movies,ot with
all lu-rliasclurm.
joyoiisncss She's
and sparkh
Colleen Moore
''SALLY''
Leon Errol
III his original comedy iota
Adapfd fromComody
the famous
8ucceu Flo Zlf-tri'd
Ovtrlurt,
'. Mailon
EMTMai*
Tnc*m
SOMavoLimuit
■•Bh,»
Danubt
IValt^'
-lookMaitfvr Bell,
lh» Silvtr
OiciicsTv*
Four Nent WeekJIes In On«
SATURDAY MORNING MOVIES lOc
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS
May 6(h and 7th
Metropolitan Opera Company
OJiillo G*tCI-CM«ua, 0«ncnU Mnoagcr
ft.Jnai4ayVERDI-A
■•«nlnt al • Thurad*/
Cirolna ■( «
MOUSSORCSKY'S
Falstaff Boris
Godunoff
IMlh
SCOTTl.
UUEI.
TIF.
W.lh
CHAMAPIN.
c;(inDnN.
SKI^l MATIIO, TELVA,. MARDONKS VtBKGTT.
MIUI^Kj^rOKATVAN
tllROLLK,
HUNIKB
7S SEATS AT J4 CO O.N SALE
MONDAY
MORMM;, 111 (I'tLOCK
'Seat use(First
of Nat'l)
head cut
ad on
"Salhi"
at thein Eastmnn
tlicatrc,
Rochester.
Musical Program — Selections from
"Rigoletto," (Overture ) , "Prince
Henry," (Exit march), "Away
from You," (music theme for
feature picture), "Eliza," (Orsolo), Irverne's Humming
stage)gan. (Ten-piece
Birds
ladies' band on

PARIS FASHIONS A. Diiplaycd by HOPE HAMPTON
I.FIDK \MJ HIS 0RCI1E.STR\ ME TROrOI IT W NEWS

"Prouddistinctive
Flesh" harder,
(Metro-Ooldwyn)
mth
run in Cleve-ad
land by Loe^c'8 Park and Mall.

Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Mv Son (First
National), Why Hesitate? (Educationa.
l ) Newspaper Fun
The Metropolitan theatre Atlanta, advertised "Introduce
(Assoc. Ex(F. B. 0.), Fox News.
hihs.)
in this Me"
manner.
Musical Program — -Special features on stage — The Whirl of
(Comedy),
Fox
News,
Aesop's
Song and Dance. Rosso aiul
Fables (Pathe), Topics of the
Day (Pathe).
Lee (Vocal and 'cello).
Musical Program — Jazz orchestra. Sun Theatre —
Film Numbers — Seven Chances
(Metro-Goldwyn), Feet of Mud
(Pathe),
Moon
TheatrePathe News.
Capitol Theatre —
~ Film Numbers — Let 'Er Buck
Film Numbers — P
TheAU
Lady
L (First
(Universal), Twins (F. B. O.),
National )ST
, . George
Frederick
Handel (S. R.), Capitol Digest
Chapter 14 of The Riddle Rider
(Universal) .
(Selected), Wide Awake (EduProgram — Five aets of
cational), China 'Cross the Bay Musical
vaudeville.
(S. R.).

The on
Am\''rica
theatre's
two-column
ad
"Oreed''
(Metro-Goldwyn)
irhin that picture showed in Dem>er.
World Numbers
Theatre — — The Turmoil
Film
(L^niversal ) .
Musical
Program — Six acts of
vaudeville.
Film Numbers
— The
Empress
— ■ Great Circus
E.xhib.) Theatre
Mystery— iSecond episode (Universal), $20 a Week (Asso.

CINCINNATTI
Capitol Numbers
Theatre —— Declasse (First
Film
National ) , Capitol News ( SeFables
(Pathe),
Topics lecte,d) ofAesop's
the Day
(Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut Theatre —
Film Numbers — Eve's Secret
(Paramount), Inside Out
( Comedy ) , Pathe News, Topics
of
the (Pathe).
Dav (Pathe), Aesop's
Fables
Musical Program— Orchestra.
StrandNumbers
TheatreFilm
— Madam iSans Gene
(Paramount ) , continued.
Film
Lyric Numbers
Theatre —— Sally (First National), continued.
Gifts Theatre
— — Greater Than
Film
Numbers
Marriage (Vitagraph), Love
Sick (LTniversal ) .
Family Numbers
Theatre —— The Man From
Film
Beyond (S. R. ) , Looking For
Sally (Comedy), Fox News.
Grand Numbers
Theatre —— Some Wild Oats
Film
(Feature) .

Motion

2552-d

Daily Matinees
First Cleveland Showing
STARTS TODAY

Film Numbers — Lady of the Niyht
(^Ieti-o-(iokhvyn ). International
News. Boobs in the Wood
(Pathe).
^lusical
Program — " Yearning
(special organ number)
Strand Theatre —
Film
— The Sporting
^'enusXiuubers
(^Ietro-(io!dwvn
I. Kinograms. Program
The Fast— :SIa'le
^[usieal
Song (F.
andB.O.I.
.saxapluiiie numbers by tlie Fox Sisters (specialty).
Rialto Theatre-^
Film( idldw Xuinl)rr:
firecd iMctroVII I .

SAyV FRANCISCO
California Theatre —
Film XumbtT: A K'ss in the Dark
(Paramount),
The Beloved

of
flfty).
li»2.")"'
(Will King and company
Cameo Theatre
Film
Numl)ers— — The Trouble
Shooter
(Fox),
A Monkey
Komeo
(Fox), International
News.
Musical Progiam — Comic solos.
Strand Theatre —
Film Nuiiiliers — Champion of Lost
Causes ( Fox i . Sliould Landlords Live (Pathe). Kinograms.
Musical
Program — Five acts of
vau(le\ ille.
Imperial
Theatre
—
Film Numbers
— ^ladam
Sans Gene
( Paramotuit ) . continued.
Curran
Theatre —— Phantom of the
Film Numl)ers
Opera I Universal ) .
Wilkes
Theatre—— The Lost World
Film Xunil)ers
( Fii st Xatioiiali, continued.
ST. LOUIS

A00E.0 FCATURt
HAROLD LLOYD

The Alluring Temptress— Barbara!

in "Jfot Water "
Ttco-ooliimii (III run in ClncUiiul bii
the Circle lAxxor.
thiatrc on
•■Bad Com/janif
Edhibx.)
SALT LAKE CITY
American Theatre —
Film Numbers — Declasse (First
National), Step Fast (Educational), International News.
Kinema Theatre —
Film Numbers — Head Winds (Universal)Love
,
Sick (Universal),
International News.
Orpheum Theatre —
Film Ntimbers — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — Helen's Babies
(Principal Pict.-S. R. ) .
Paramount -Empress Theatre —
Film Numl)ers — The Spaniard
(Paramount), A ^Miss in the
Dark (F. B. 0.), Pathe News.
Victory Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crowded
Hour (Paramount), Galloping
Bungalows (Pathe), Pathe
News.
ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
P'ilm Numbers — Seven Chances
(Metro-Goldw\'n ) , Eastman
Theatre Current Events (Selected), The Amateur Detective
(Fox).
Musical Program — "Merry Wives
of Windsor" ((h'erture ) , "Dance
of the Hours"' from "La Gioconda" (Organ), "June Brought
The Roses" "Susie" (Jazz Ensemble), "Pale Moon" "By the
Waters of the Minnetonka"
(Contralto solo), "Aida"
( Organ i .
PES MOINES
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Son (First
National), Fox News, Wide
Awake (Educational).
Musical
Program—
"LetYouMeGood
Be
the First
to Kiss
Morning," (special organ feature), "Wonderful Mother of
Mine" (special feature number
of vaudeville act of Kellar Sisters and Lynn, song and dance
number.
DesMoines Theatre —

William Goldman's Kings and
Rivoli Theatres —
Film
X'umbers — The
Price of
Pleasure
(Uni\ersal), Wild
I'apa
(Pathe),
News and
Views.
Musical Program — Orchestral and
organ number. .A^t Kings only —
Dorothy Johnson, .5-year old
-axoplione artiste.
Delmonte Theatre —
Film Xumliers — School for Wives
( \'itagraph I , Delmonte News
and Views. Comedy. Short subject for children.
Musical
Program — Orchestral

Picture

News

Plain Clothes (Pathe).
Musical
Program — Orchestral
overture and popular numbers.
Organ accompaniment and solo.
On stage—orchestra.
Paul Biese's Victor
Recording
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Way of a
Girl (^Metro-Goldwyn) , Good
Spirits
News,
Views and(Educational),
Tours.
Musical
— 'Orchestral
overture Program
and popular
numbers.
Organ
accompaniments.
On
stage — Pastell
Ballet.
INDIANAPOLIS
Circle
Theatre —— My Son (First
Film Numl>ers
National),
Comedy (EducaO.).
tional), News Reel (International), Newspaper Fun (F. B.
Musical Program — Dance of the
Hours (Overture!, Bomar Cramer, pianist.
ColonialNumbers
Theatre —— • Introduce Me
Film
(Associated Exhibitors), Arthur
Lake Comedv (Pathe ) , Aesop
Fable (Pathe).
Musical Program
— ^American
monists and Frank
Owens Harand
Bob Jones, soloists.
Film
Numljers
— Adventure
Apollo Theatre
—
( Metro-Goldwvn I . Comedv
(Pathe),Program
New"s —Reel
(Fox).
Musical
Piano
novelty
( Emil Seidel and Earl Gordon ) ,
Ralph E. Duncan, soloist, and
orchestra.
NEWARK
Branford
Theatre— —My Son (First
Film X'timliers
National), Kid Speed (Educational,) Branford Review of
Events (Selected I.
^lusical Program — ^"Mother Darling of Mine" (From 'Custard
Cup" ) . "Mother" and "Oh Wliat
a Mother I Had"' (Overture),
• Pal of. ilj- Cradle Days ' (Organ solo).
"In the Firelight
Glow"'
(Presentation
with
Father, Mother and Child),
•Thafs What They Made
Solo).
Mothers For" (Soprano Solo),
'Little Mother of Mine"' (Tenor

CHARLES DORNBERGER
jVICTOR
-tth theRECORDING
OEXTEH SISTERS ORCHESTRA
MBrmonltl*
Three-column nexrspaprr ad on -'The
Heart of a t^iren" (First Nat'l) at
the Rivoli, Baltimore.
Bozo (Pathe). International
New
Transit (Screen
NoveltyRapid
).
Musical Program — "The Firefly"
(Overture), "Over tlie Waves"
"Humoresque" (Violin solo).
Favorite Songs (Novelty).
Loew's Warfield Theatre —
Film Numbers — 'i"he Heart of a
Siren (First National). Ko-Ko
in Toyland (S. R.). Kinograms,
Reflections ( Scenic ) .
Musical Program — Parisian Wild
Cats (Fanchon and Marco
"Idea" with singing and dancing), "Oh( Orchestra
Lady Be) . Oood"
"Serenade"
Granada Theatre —
Film Numtiers — Friendlv Enemies
(Prod.LowDist.
News,
Tide Corp.'),
(Pathe). Pathe
Musical Program — " Alpine
Nights'" (Company of fifty in
song and dance numbers).
Union Square Theatre — •
Film Numbers — On Thin Ice
(Warner Bros. ) , Step Lightly
(Educational), Fox News.
Musical
Program — Five acts of
vaudeville.
Beatty's Casino Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Hunted Woman (Fox), Wild Game (Educational), The Home Makers
( Educational) .
Musical Program — "Chuckles of

-FRANZ USZl-

l^p - Tli« Greatest Comedy £«r. Made^

PRISCILH UEAN
Neat
and type
lay-out
"Sally''
(FirM artyat'l)
at the
Circleon theatre,
Indianapolis.
overture and popular numbers.
On
stage —novelty.
Gerald Fitzpatrick in
musical
Grand Central, West End Lyric
Filmand Capitol
Numbers Theatres— Chickie (First
National ) , Kinogram News and
Views (Educational).
Musical Program — Orchestral and
organ numbers. At Grand Centratralon stage.
only— Ray Miller's orchesMissouri Theatre —
Film Numbers — Men and Women
ad onCorp.)"Charley's
(Paramount), Missouri Maga- Cartoon
at the Au»t"
Rialto
zine (Selected short subjects), (Prod. Dist.theatre,
Omaha.

M a V
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CHICAGO

Chicago Theatre —
Film KumbMs — Declasse (First
National). International News
(Universal).
Uriisical Program — '".Marcli Americana" ((iverture), "Old Pal"
(Orjian Solo). Morton Downey
y). iMartin Mor(Tenor (Si>ecialt
tensoii
Si)eeialty) .
Tivoli Theatre —
Film Nnnibers — :My Son (First
National!. Literary Digest
(Prod: l)i>t. Corp.). Cartoon (S.
R.).
Martlia '
Profriaiu — r " Selectio
Musical re),
ns
Popula
(Overtu
(Orjian Solo). "Cowboy Harmony"' (Specialty). "Tlie Glorias" from "The Rise of Rosie
O'Reilly" (Stage Specialty).
Riviera Theatre —
Film Numbers — "Take a Cliauee
Week" including 1. Overture?
(Juess. 2.' Ear Ticklers? 3.
Toe Twinklers? 4. Ump Ta-ta?
5. E-L'-'!
Know
Her? 0.
What? Wlio?
7. ]\Ieet the
(iirls?
S. Oigan Surprise?
!>. Sui prise on Surprise? 10.
Take a Chance?
11. Sad?
Funnv?
Thrilling?
]2. Time
to Laugh?
Roosevelt Theatre —
Film
Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramouiit).
Randolph Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Man In Blue
( Univer-'^all . International News
(ITniversal i .
Orpheum Theatre —
Film Numbers
— Last Laugh (Universal.1
Monroe Theatre —
Film
Numl)ers — Siie Wolves
(Fox).
Capitol TheatreFilm
Numbers — The Charmers
(Paramount),
and Hodge
'Views
(Universal andNews
Pathe),
Podge (Educational). Cartoon.
I\Iusical
from Program
the Pen — ■•Pojiular
of AlbertHitsE.
Short"
(Overture), "Sugar(Specialty). "Indian Love Call,''
"Cheatin' On Me"
(Specialty).
(Organ
Solo). Ronny Johansson
f Swedish
Dance Interpretations). Clifl' Nazarro it Company (Presentation).
Stratford TheatreFilm Numbers — Beauty and tlie
Bad Man (Prod. Dist. Corp.),
News andBook^'iews
Wonder
No. 1 (Universal).
(Sering D.
Wilson-S. R.).
^Musical Program — " Orpheus "
(Overture), Sentimental Melodies (Specialty), Huston Ray
(Pianist). Ramsey & Keating
(Comedian Act), "By the Light
of the Stars" (Organ Solo),
"The Miami Humming Birds,"
(Specialty) .
Pantheon Theatre —
Film Number.s — Tlie Night Club
(Paramount),
News Weekly.
Musical Program — Abbott Dancers (Specialty), Cantor Josef
Rosenblatt (Specialty).
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Film Number.s — Zander the Great
(Metro-Cioldwyii)
, '!'he Hansom
Cabman
(Pathe),
Current
Events (Pathe and International News).
^Iiisical Program — Overture to
"Mignon" (orchestra), Selections

NOW PUAYINO/
EDMUND
LOWE

mt
A fascinatintf love story, surrounded with
the inyatery of the Oftent / A bale of
Tropics w^ll tcad/

Mat 25< £ye35<^^^jr?4''^/^^

SiiiaU Kpace itiio-coliiiniO nd <in ''Port. Iilioircd
of Odll"
in ho»
lit the(Fox)
Ciimroused
tlicdtic.
Angclcn iieirspapcr.v irlic ■ 111 at /tic til) I'
iiy Lihiin and .lackson (havnioiiy (iuo). -Ian A\'()hin''k (\iolinis't).State Theatre —
Loew's
Film Numbers — The l)e\ il's Cargo (Paramount). Ficnch Pastry
( Kducational) . Cui i ent Events
(Pathe News).
^lusical Program — Selections
from "The
(orchestra). FiveOnly
acts (ihV
ot vaudeville
Lafayette Square Theatre —
Film Numbers — Cheaper to Marry
(Metro-Goldwyn) . Pathe comNews) . edy. Current E\ ents (Fox
Musical Program — " Stiadella "
(oicliestra overture). Organ selections, Five acts of vaudeville.
New Olympic Theatre —
Film Numbers — Up the Ladder
(Universal), The Isle of Vanishing Men (S. R.), Universal
Comedy, Current
ternational News). Events (In^Musical Program — fienis fiom
"The Tales of Hottman" (orShea's North Park Theatre —
gan).Numbers- -The 'I'hiei of BagFilm
dad (United Artists). First
half; For Sale (First National), Current Events (Pathe
and International News)
^Musical
— Overture to
■•^Martha"Program
(orchestra).
Palace Theatre —
Film Numbers — Rough and Ready
(Fox re-issue). Oh, What a
Flirt (comedy), Current Events
(International News).

Film Numbers — My Son ( Kiisl
National), Wild Papa (I'athe),
Patlie Review. Fun from tlie
Press (Prod. Dist. Corj). ) . Inteinalionl News (Universal),
^lusical
Program — "Alabamy
Bound" (overture), "A Tribute
til
ville.Motlier" (Specialtv), VaudePark TheatreFilm Numbers — The Little French
Girl ( PHramount ) , Lions Love
(Fox), Beauty Spots (Pathe),
Topics
of (the
Day (Pathe).'
Kinograms
Educational
).
Musical
Program — " Mignon "
(Overture), "Oh, How 1 Miss
You Tonight"
(Violin Solo),
"Solenne in Quest' Ora" (Vocal
Duet), "I'll See You in My
Dreams" (Jazz Unit), "On the
Sea Shore" (Harp Solo), "Oh,
Katrina" (Jazz Unit), "That
Wonderul
of Mine"
(Tenor Solo ^Mother
).

Darling'' (.lazz Si>ecialties ) ,
"Little Devil" (Vocal specialty
2552-e) .
Columbia
Theatre
—
Film Numbers — The Monster
(^fetro-Goldwyn ) , The Winning
Pair (Universal), International
News.
Musical Program — "Babes in Toyland"
Swan
Orchestra(Overture),
(iSpecialty The
).
Heilig TheatreFilm
Numbers — The Rainbow
'J'rail (Fox), Darkest Africa
( Pathe ) , Topics of the Day
( I'athe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Orchestral and
\ ()cal solo specialties.
Liberty
Theatre —— The Air Mail
Film Numbers
(Paramount), Pathe Review,
Dug Days
tional News(Comedy),
and LiliertyInternaNews.
Musical Program — "Wedding of
the Winds" (Overture), "Oh
lude).
Suzanna"
(\'ocal Quartet — preFilm Numbers
— —Speed
(S. R. ),
Pantages
Theatre
■
Darkest Africa (Pathe), Pathe
News.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Son (First
National), Crossword Puzzle
(Educational), Wages of Tin
(F. B. 0.), Pathe Review.
Musical Program — " Zampa "
(Overture), "La Tosca" (Vocal
( Presentation ) .
"Mother's Day"'
SpecialTheatre
solo),Garden
'Winter
—
Film Numbers — The Battling Fool
( S. R.), Newspaper Fun (F. B.
U.), Twins (Comedy), Fox
News.
Musical
cialties.Program — Orchestral speSTARTS
TODAY

Circle Theatre —
Film Numliers — ^Charlev's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Pathe Review,(Patlie).
Pathe News, Aesop's Fables
^Musical Program — Organ jirelude.
Reade's Hippodrome and Keith's
East Numliers
105th St.— -The Price of
Film
Pleasure (Universal). Universal
comedy, International News
( Universal ) .
Musical Program — Selections from
'Thais" (overture), Vaudeville.
SEATTLE

CLEVELAND
Stillman Theatre —
Film
Numbers
— Isn't
Life
derful
(United
Artists).
Musical Program — "San" (overture), "I'll Give the World WonFor
You'' (Vocal Duet).
Allen Theatre — ■
Film
Eve's Sea
LoverSquawk
(Wa.rnerNiimbers
Bros. ) ,— The
(Pathe I , Paris Creations ( Educational), Topics of the Day
(Pathe), Piathe News.
Musical Program — "Hungarian
Rhapsody" No. 2. (overture),
Shubert's Serenade (String
Quartet). Caucasian Sketches
(Instrumental Duet: Viola
and French Horn).
State Theatre —

Blue Mouse Theatre —
F i 1 m Numbers — Recomjiensc
(Warner Bros.), Welcome Danger (Comedy), Darkest Africa
( Pathe ) , Travelogue
(iScen ic ) ,
International
News.
Musical Program — Selection from
"Rose Marie" (Overture), "All
Aboard for Heaven'' "Just a
Little Drink" (Orchestra
specialties),
For Old
Time's Sake" "Just
(Organ solo).
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Crowded
Hour
(Paramount),
Romeo (Pathe),
KinogramsRarin'
and
Pathe News.
Musical Program — Selections from
"Rose ?*Iarie" (Overture),
"Sleeping Beauty's We<Iding
Souvenir" "Oh How I Love Mv

O/VLCUTTN£rCLixSTAGE
«... OiM:iHESfiRA,-«<>'
ALL NEW
m X DETUON ..CNOAOEME
«.
NUMBE.PNTS WITH
DUcmc
H/ALTO oureos
CONCdOToN-coN
OPCHdSTDH
MISCHA
The RiiiUo theiitie, Mdxlii'iujton. advert ined 'otiiversal I Avenue
in this Models''
nKiniier. {Uni-

N e zi' s

abiiorsBox-Office
FIRST NATIONAL
The Heart of a Siren—
A fairly entertaining picture
but Barbara La ^Marr's name
drew them in. (West.)
Business just fair for tlie week
witli this one. (Middle West.l
SallyColleen Moore latest and best
vehicle witnessed by capacity
audiences throughout week (Micldle West.)
Collen ^loore continues the
good work.
This is one of her
best. (:\[iddle West.)
The Lost WorldDid an S. R. (). business. A]iart
from the entertainment art'orded
Deo pie considered it educational.
(West.)
Quo Vadis —
This is a feature which, frankly.
could be improved upon both in
cast and direction though in some
instances it is fine. But it does
draw big and did a week a lot
above
the averasre. (Middle
West.l
A stupendous spectacle. One
of the best ever produced. I'leased
generally and did sple*did business. (Middle West).
My SonWent (East).
over big in Mother's
week.
A good picture but Xaziniova
looks a trifle young for the part
of tlie motlier. (West.)
The Supreme Moment —
Here's one witii 100 per cent
entertainment value. Big busines.s. (Middle West.)
Her Night of Romance —
Constance Talma<lge at her best
in an entertaining comedy drama.
A fine cast and well mounted.
Business good. (East).
WARNER

BROS.

Broadway Butterfly —
Nut much of an entertainment.
Fair. ( Middle West. I
The Man Without a Conscience —
Xfit to the Warner Brotlieis
standard. (East.)

Ttct) -column rut in Uncp-colunin nil
on •■The
La«t thentn-,
/jniii/h'' (llnlthiioie.
f 'nii i rxnl ) iil
the Xcic

Report

West. )
Drew large crowds. (Middle
^THIRD4*(P0;niV6L>
\THE USTWE6K —
0
HVNT
ALL CINCINNATI LAUCH
RECORDS
SMASHED—
ONLV 7J M0R6
JMILEWftiTiNO
0«y5- ////
THERE
a eiq ONE.
B0B.YOU-6UT HURIiy./
MAY35 JALLy'*^LeoNC^aufl»pwio<\
C'inrhuKiti nrirxpfiiirif: riiniid tliis
ml
for theil'riid.
rloxinijbist.ireekCorp.)
of ••CIkdIcd's
Aunt"
at the
Lfiric theatre.
Recompense —
A good story witli an excellent
cast. Patrons liked it. (West.)
Only a fair production. This
opinion backed bv fair attendance.
I Middle West.)
FOX
The Rainbow Trail—
A fairly good western but they
are gettitig tired of them in tbis
town. (West.)
Riders of the Purple Sage —
^Vell attended hy followers of
Tom Mix. but there was some regret that serial ending was retained on this new edition of the
Zane Orey story. (Middle West.)
Flames of Desire —
Katlier too lugubrious to be ent e r t a i n i n g. Business ; fair.
(Middle West.)
STATE

RIGHTS

The Silent Pal—
Ilcie is a dog that does real
stutV. Went across in great style.
Should |)ull wherever there ari'
lovers of animal acts. (Middle
W est. I
The Batting FoolWent over in gre<it style. Hu-^ines was good. (West.)
riiis production did well at the
box
It is well aited aiic'
—
Speedollice.
directed. (West.)
The Price She Paid—
rapid-tire( East,
])ictiiie
theA crowd.
i that plea^ed
After Business Hours —
A Ifair jiroiluction. ' (Middle
West.
The Re-Creation of Brian Kent —
Sinceie story, well told and well
acted.
Splendid
screen fond.
Business: (iood. (^liddl.' West.)
(iood) entertainmi'ut. (.Middle
West.
Woman and Gold —
Personal ap])earanee of Fiank
!Mayo and not the picture was the
reason why the satisfactory draw
on this ]iroduction which is just a
piogram picture. (East.)
UNIVERSAL
The Price of Pleasure —
Tliis fiicture was well liked by
niaiiagenieiit and fans. It did a
fair week in s])ite of bad weather.
(.Middle West.)

West.)
in this country, .she has a lot
of followers in this town and they
all came out to see it. (Middle

Madeliked.monev(Middle
on a West.)
week's run.
Well
The Last Laugh —
Reputation secured in East
brought large business to this
V.mW .Tannings film, though it was
not thought advisable to hold for
sciond w(H>k. (Middle West.)
Dangerous Innocence —
Pat) ons liked it. Well produced and each principal held up
his or her end in good sliape.
(Middle West.)
VITAGRAPH

Adventure —
Lots of pepacterizatand
charions inthisexcellent
action packed
tale of the South Seas from the
pen of Jack London. Attracted
good houses. (East.)
A great action picture, fine of
West.)
Jack London's best. Re])orts from
the box office great. (Middle

Baree,
Son below
of Kazan
A little
the —usual weeklv
attendance.
( Middle West. )
PROD. DIST. CORP.

Scenically,
a fine j)icture.
ness fair. (Middle
West.) Busi-

Charley's
Aunt two
— weeks to capaPlayed for
city attendance. ( ^liddle West.)
Broke all existing records at
this house despite fi^ne outdoor
weather. Patrons flocked from
all
parts of the^city.
Business
phenomenal.
( East, i
CHADWICK
Wizard of Oz —
This one drew well. It is excellent comedy. (West.)
METRO-GOLDWYN
Proud Flesh—
A livelv picture well liked.
(East.)
Confessions of a Queen —
Failed to get over in this town.
Some considered it the bunk.
(West.)
TheFineDenialpicture.
(Middle West.)

Good business.

The Monster —
hasn't
do
in Lon
this Chaney
film which
did much
a fair tobusiness. (West.)
Zander the Great —
Universally declared to be
^Marion Davies best work to date.
Attended by huge audiences,
mostly attracted by publicity camI>aigii of local Hearst paper.
(:\ri(ldle West.)
PARAMOUNT
The Crowded Hour —
Tliis locked out on some evening
performances but was greatly
aided by a jazz orchestra that
made a hit. The feature is pretty
lair and would draw a ]>retty
good average on its own tnerits.
West.)
^Matinees not .so good. (^Middle

A stirring tale of adventure
well acted and i)r<)duced. It did a
fair business. (West.)
Madam Sans Gene —
(iloria's friends came to see
her in this one. But it wasn't
(juiet up to some of her j)revious
West.)
work.
Nice business. (Middle
A Kiss in the Dark —
Entertaining
but somewhat
light. Business held up during
run. (.Middle West.)
TheA Night
Club—
real comedy.
E^ntertaining
everv minute.
(iood lm.*ine«s.
(Middle West.)
TheBusiness
Devil's was
Cargo a— little better
West.)the average. Film was well
than
received bv the press. (Middle
Wages
of 'Virtue
Pojxdarity
of —(iloria .Swanson
drew them in. Picture just fair.
Business good. (East.)
Code of the West—
This feature is not as l)ig as
some- of the westerns ])receding.
The audiences .seem to be a little
tired of westerns anyway Not
up to average.
(^[iddle West.)

SPOLlo
AMERiaS
GREATESTif
ROMANCE

An entertaining little ])icture
that was well received. Box office receipts good. (West.)
The Air Mail—
This proved a good drawing
card it isterest.light
(West.) but holds the inThe CharmerAttendance about up to the
usual standard. (Middle West).
n-dn't -do as well as we exjiected.
friends. Thought
(West.) Pola had more
One of the best Pola has handed
in since she started making them

Three-coluniH atl on '-The Great
Piride'' i Metrn-Oo1du-fin\ , at the
Aix/llo theatre. /iiffinii(i;jo?i-«.
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Serial Unit Back From
Florida Location
Tlie producing unit making the Patlio
serial "I'lay Ball," based on a story by
John J. McGraw, is bat-k in New York
after making the first three episodes in
Florida. The company is under the direction of Sjx'ncer Bennett. AUene Kay and
Walter Miller are the stars of the picture
and have in their support "Wally" Oetel,
Mary Milnor, Harry Semels, and J. Barney
Sherry. The serial will be presented in ten
chapters of two reels each.

Patbe

Christie Studios

Undergo

Big

Improvements
The (liristie Film Company is spending
approximately $50,000 in improvements on
the company studios. A new property building is in course of construction. It is 125
feet long by 30 feet wide and two stories in
height. A new stage is also being constructed which when completed will house
five companies. There is being built in addition a new film vault which will accommodate 1,500,000 feet of film.
Hiers

Completes
Series for
Educational
Walter Hiers has finished the last of his
first series of six two-reel comedies to be
released through Educational Films Exchanges, Inc., during the 1&24-25 season
and is in the central and middle-west states
on a personal appearance tour.

Releases ''Love Sick"
This Week
Century Comedies will release through
Universal this week the two-reel Centiary
comedy, "Love Sick," featuring Beth Darlington and Arthur Lake. The picture was
directed by Charles Lamont.

Century

Roach Forces Busy on
Films for New Season
forces are
THE Hal Roach comedyions
engaged on product
which
Pathe will offer on the release
schedule for next ye ar. Four of the
Roach units are now doing camrey
work for the new program.
The Cylde Cook Company is being
directed by Jess Robbins in a two-reeler
in which the star will be supported by
Martha Sleeper, Noah Young and Fay
Holderness. Charles Chase is being
directed by Leo McCarey in a comedy
entitled "Isn't Life Terrible," in which
Katherine Grant will appear as leading
lady. Robert McGowan is making an
"Our Gang" comedy with the famous
juvenile troupers appearing in a back
yard "Coney Island" of their own design; and Jay Howe is directing a Hal
Roach all-star two-reeler with Martha
Sleeper, Al St. John, Lucien Littlefield,
Jimmy Finlayson, Lige Conley, Dot
Farrley, Marjorie Whities and other well
known comedians.

Terhune novel "Black
the Albert
on Walter
based with
new Pathe
the directed
Scenes from
and Allene Ray in the leading
MillerPayson
production
the serial
B. Seitz
GeorgeSilver,"
Clan.""Sunken
Caesar's
roles.

Pathe

Releases
24th
May
Lists
Roach Contributes Two New Comedies
on Bill
Serial Episode an d Novelties

Hal dyRoach
the come
producti
TwoStudios
ly the
will ons
suppfrom
element which features the Pathe ))rogram for the week of May 24th, which is
marked by a wide variety of short subjects,
including an epi-sode of "Sunken Silver,"
the Pathe Review and an "Aesop's Filmy
Fables'' reel in addition to the customar
news pictures.
Both of the Roach comedies were directed
.by Fred L. Guill. Glenn Tryon is the star
ot the two-reeler, a story dealing with the
fascination which a uniform has for tlie
fair sex and shows Tryon in the role of a
lK)liceman. Blanche Mehaffey heads the
supporting cast, in whicli James Finlayson,
Olive Borden, and Jack Gavin ai'e prominent. "Sure-Mike!" is the one-reel Hal
Roach presentation of the week and depicts
the romance of a department store salesgirl. Martha Sleeper leads in the funmaking and aiding her are James Finlayson.
Marjorie Whiteis, William Gillespie and
Jules Mendel.

Chapter No. 3 of "Sunken Silver" is entitled "The Hidden Ray" and continues the
fast action, mystery, and suspense of the
opening episodes of this Patheserial
adapted by Frank Leon Smith from Albert Payson Terhune's story "Black Caesar's
Clan." Allene Ray is adding to her fame
as a serial star in this George B. Seitz production and Walter Miller appears to advantage in the leading male role.
Pathe Review No. 21 offers a trio of interesting subjects : "The Last of the
Hawaiians, " showing some survivors of the

r!i'-e of the Sandwich Islanders; "Jacksonville, the Gateway City," one of the "Visiting Our Own .iincrica" series in Pathecoloi-; and "The Highhmd Bride," the first
of an informative series of "Quaint Marriage Customs of All Nations."
"Felloes from the Alps" is the current
Aesop's Film Fables cartoon comic. Paul
Terry pictures Farmer Alfalfa and the
animals in astounding experiences amidst
lofty mountain peaks and jirecipices. The
moral of this fable is: "Many a man who
falls has taken a drop too much."
Completing the release list for the week
of
45. May 24th are the humor-reel, "Topics
of the Day" and Pathe News Nos. 44 and
Rum

Blockade is Shown in
Pathe News
Pathe News cameraman, Harry Harde,
succeeded last week in getting some exceptional views of the "Bottling up of the
Hum Fleet" by the Coast Guard blockade,
whicli are shown in Pathe News Number 39.
Flying in the face of a gale over Rum
Row and vicinity, Harde photographed the
Coast Guard ship Seneca leading out the
dry enforcement fleet and also discoxered a
complete line of Government picket boats
extending from Montauk Point to Barnegat, cutting
oft" thetenRum
Pleet from
the
shore.
In addition
Government
cutters
are shown cruising around the hme of
liquor-bearing ships.

Motion
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News
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News

FOX NEWS VOL. 6 NO. 64: New York
City — Famous Statue of Diana taken down
from Madison Square Garden tower ; A Unique
Event in History of the Stage — Players from
eight cities form cast in drama given in Dallas
Little Theatre ; Interesting Figures in News of
the Day — Gen. Annenkoll. enemy of Reds, is
freed after three years in Chinese prison ; Wenatchee, Wash. — Girls of the Northwest originate an impromptu welcome to Spring; Thomasville,
Ga. — Oneroseof gardens
the country's
and
most beautiful
is in the'largest
full bloom
on Mill Pond Plantation : New York City ( New
York City only) — Emil Fuchs holds an exhibit
of his work as painter, etcher, sculptor ; Ostia,
Ital.v — Many centuries ago the Romans abandoned this city — today it is being rebuilt;
Vienna — -Only balloon allowed in Austria under
the peace treaty, is used as "hare" in a crosscountry hunt; Atlanta, Ga. — While Mrs. Bulldog was out calling the other day someone
added 3 tiger cubs to her own family ; Nice,
France — Riders of many nations compete in
Horse show and put their mounts to some spectacular jumps : Hunting Icebergs in the Atlantic— Fox News cameraman accompanies
coast guard patrol.
PATHE NEWS NO. 39: Wembley, England— Thousands see English football eham])ionship match ; 0£E to Training Camps —
Military Training Camps will soon send hundreds of youths to drill fields ; San Francisco,
Cal. — Children celebrate May festival ; Sofia,
F.ulgaria — Martial law rules Bulgaria ; New
York City — Madison Square Garden goes into
wreckers' hands; Freitown, Sierra Leone —
Pi-ince of Wales arrives in Africa ; Bottling
T'p Rum Row — Government declares war on
liquor smugglers; Indianapolis, Ind. (Indianaiiolis only )— Youthful bicycle riders stage
"bai-k-yard classic"; New Orleans, La. (New
Orleans only) — School children pay tribute to
Jolni McDonogh, benefactor ; Newark. N. J.
(Newark only)^ — Firemen keep in trim with
reali.stic practice drills; Omaha, Neb. (Omaha
onl\ ) — Dancing children welcome "merry
month of May;" Globe, Arizona (Los Angeles
only) — I'rought exposes ruins of prehistoric
metropolis: Oklahoma City, Okla. (Oklahoma
City only I — Boys march in Ijoyalty Day Parade: Chicago. 111. f Chicago onl.vi — A look in
where yon "tune in" at AA'HT.

Weeklies

I

PATHE NEWS NO. 40: Arlington, Va.—
Mother's
Day men
a daywithof hair
tributes
NewairHa-Ps
ven, Conn. — All
get ;the
Bald Head Club members convene ; Baltimore,
Md. — Coventry captures i-ich Preakness Stakes
at Pimpico track ; Stroebeck, Germany — Everybody plays chess in this village ; In the Pacific
— Fleet "captures" Hawaiian Island in Navy
war game ; Shimoda, Japan ; American Ambassador pilgrim to landing place of first U. S.
Envo.y to Japan ; N. Y. Cit.y — Feminine sex
granted right to smoke on open street lars :
Mayaguez, Porto Rico — Los Angeles in longest
non-stop flight as American ship ; St. Louis,
Mo. (St. Louis only) — A look in where you
"tunc in" at KFVB ; Fort Crook, Nebr. (Omaha only) — Troops reviewed bv Gen. Bjornstad ■
Duluth, Minn. (Minneapolis only)— Trolley
makes fast time in its 400-foot climb ; New
Orleans,
(New Orleans
only)—
Behrman La.
inauanrated
mayor for
fifthMartin
time;
Atlanta,
Ga..
(Atlanta
only)
—$2,000,000
in
half dollars unloaded in Atlanta.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 40: Near
Fez, Morocco — New war in Morocco ; Wembly Stadium, London — Record-breaking mob at
English football final ; Fort Slocum, N. Y. —
Army prepares to cure "tired business man ;"
New Yoi-k
York City
City—— Lovely
Remember
New
DianaMother's
dragged Day
from ;
her throne in the skies as Madison Square
Garden is leveled by wreckers ; Fresno, Cal.
(Frisco only) — Annual raisen festival is
staged : Marbel Creek. Idaho — Canyon waters
.iammed b.v record lumber drive ; Sierra Leone,
West
— Africa's
for theAfrica
Prince
of Wales.classiest dancers strut
INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 41: Off (he
Hawaiian Islands — Mighty fleet attacks Islands in U. S. Navy war games ; Conmassie,
Gold Coast, Africa — Prince of Wales accorded
honors by potentates of Gold Coast ; Arlingtoo,
Va. — Memorial services held by Gold Star
mothers ; Avon, Cal. — Wrecked tanker dynamited for .iunk ; N. Y. Cit.v — Kid admir.rs
cheer up Babe Ruth, ill in hospital ; N. Y. City
(New York only) — Thousands parade in
"Safety Week" demonstration ; Seattle. Wasii.
(Seattle, Portland only) — Dr. Jacob (Joiild
Scliurmaii returns from Orient to become Aiii-

Lige Educational-Mermaid
Conley in scenes fromComedy
"Hello,in two-reels.
Goodby," an
bassador to Germany; Cambridge, Mass. (Philadelphia only) — Penn triumphs in .Junior Varsity race at Harvard ; Stourbridge. Englan(! —
English kiddies run their own railroad ; Chicago, 111.— Army of infants inspected in quest
for perfect baby; Los Angeles, Cal. (Los Angeles only) — Huge college bonfire boosts bond
campaign ; Cairo, Egypt — Hippopotamu.s in
Cairo Zoo gives birth to baby ; lialtiraore, Md.
—22
classic.to 1 shot wins $50,000 Preakne.ss rare

York5081:atopNew
KINOGR
of Madison
of Diana
statueNO.
FamousAMS
Square (i.irden is removed after thirty-five
yeai-s ; Cambridge. Mass. — Harvard Freshman
contribute to fund for Seniors' picnic ; New
York — Jack Dempsey and his bride sail for Europe; Paris — International Arts Exposition
opens with elaborate ceremonies; San Francisco— Mayor Rolph crowns tiny Queen of May ;
Dover, Eng. — King George and Queen Mary,
back from sea voyage, are met by members of
i-oyal family; Uncle Sam invites youths to join
military training camps ; Epsom. Eng. — Long
Shot carries off rich Ena:lish stake; London —
Nearly 200,000 see football cup final in
Wembley Stadium.

'' his

new two-reel starring
Charley Chase in scenes from "Looking f^oach
For Sally,
for Pathe distribution.

comedy

produced

by Hal

KINOGAMS
NO.honors
5082:in triangular
Boston— Harvard
and Penn divide
regatta
on Charles Ui\(>r: Fredericksburg, Va. — Kenmore, home of Washington's sister, is saved as
n.itional shrine; I>ondon — Lord Rawlinson, late
( 'omm mder-in-Chief in India is buried with
full military ceremonies; New York — Dean
Inge of St. Pauls, London, sails for home;
San Jose, Cal. — ^Tom Sharkev, famous pugilist
of thirty years ago. trains to attempt a come
back ; New York — Thousand march in rain for
Va. — Mother's
; Arlington,
street safety
causeis ofobserved
at tomb of Unknown
by women
day
Dead in National Cemetary ; Chicago — TSvelve
thousand babies strive for prizes at health exon.
|, -ition: Baltimore, Md.- — Coventry, in his first
vittory, wiii.s $.">0.0t)0 Preakness as 35.000 look
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Ten

Educational

Subjects in

Photoplay Guide
Photoplay Guide, issued by the National
Board of Review, includes ten short subjects
from the Educational program among the
approved pictures for the month of April.
The list includes the special, Balto's Race to
Nome,'' and the tliird of the series of Fables
in Color, "Only a Country Lass."
Other Educational subjects on the list are
the Larry Semon comedy, "The Dome Doctor," the Walter Hiers comedy, "Tender
Feet;" the Mermaid comedy, "Fares Please"
with Al St. John; the Tuxedo comedy, "The
Iron Mule" with Al St. John; the HodgePodge, "The Village School," and three releases of the Judge's Crossword Puzzles series.

Sennctt Completes Two New
Comedies for Pathe
"Toot Sweet" and "The Gosh Dam Mortgage," two new Mack Sennett comedies for
Pathe release, were completed recently and
prihts are now on their way to New York.
With their completion two more pictures
were put into production at the Sennett
plant.
"Toot Sweet" is a satire on arm.v life,
directed by Art Rosson with Billy Bevan,
Madeline Hurlock and Sunshine Hart in
prominent parts. Eddie Cline made "The
Gosh Darn Mortgage" with Douglas Gerrard, Thelma Parr, Charlie Farrell, Peggy
O'Neal and William McCall in the cast.
The new pictures started are being directed by Del Lord and Llovd Bacon.

Gunnar Kasson and Balto, heroes of the race against death to Nome, in scenes from the Educational-Principal
Pictures three-reel special "Balto's Race to Nome."
No

Let

Down

For

Educational

Will Continue Extensive Program of
Short Subjects for Summer Months

Buster Keaton in his latest for Metro-Goldwyn,
"Seven Chances."

ANGES
FILM
EDUCAT
any in their
downEXCH
not let
wUl AL
INC. ION
production activities during the Summer months, according to a statement issued by E. W. Hammons, president of the
company. Many of the best pictures will
be released during the months of May,
June, July and August, according to Hammons, whose statement in part follows:
"Educational will continue its policy of
Quality Short Subjects during the hot
weather months." Our line-up of releases
for the next four months is composed of
subjects of the same high quality as those
of the cooler and more profitable months of
the year.
"Educational realizes that the exhibitor
depends more and more on his Short Subjects as the hot weather approaches and
with that fact in mind we are releasing
many of the best pictures of the yeai-'s
schedule during May, June, July and
August.
"Our May releases include eight two reel
comedies with such proven stars as Lloyd
Hamilton, Walter Hiers, Lige Conley, Al
St. John and Jimmie Adams in the leading roles, as well as the Educational Pictures Special, Balto's Race to Nome.' These
box-office attractions will be available for
the subsequent runs during the summer
months. LaiTy Semon, Bobby Vernon,
Mickey Bennett, Eddie Nelson and Neal
Burns will be seen in comedies in the June

releases, just at the start of the warmer
months.
"During July and August Lloyd Hamilton will appear in the final comedy of his
present series and Lige Conley will be
seen in at least two Mermaid Comedies
one of which was made especially for hot
weather consumption — a snow picture taken
on Bear Mountain which we are holding
for the heated season."
Hawkinson

Returns

From

''Sportlights'' Tour
J. L. Hawkinson has returned to New
York after a tour which during the past
few months has taken him to all parts of
the United States for the purpose of getting material for Grantland Rice "Sportlights," released by Pathe.
After securing all of the available winter sports scenes Hawkinson went south
around Florida to secure golf, tennis,
swimming, diving and polo scenes. In Arizona he got considerable footage on the
ranches which will be revealed in foithcoming
"Sportlights."
In Hollywood
the picture stars showed
how they keep physically fit. Hawkinson
then went to San Francisco and Seattle for
sports scenes. South Bend was the next
stop and the Notre Dame football team
was shot at Winter practice. All of these
scenes will be utilized in the coming series
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(Sol Lesser — Educational — Two Reels)
Balto's Race To Nome
SL'CH a remarkable feat as the race with the
diphtheria anti-toxin to Nome by the
Alaskan mushers and dogs — a feat which was
appreciated by the press as one of the greatest
human interest stories ever recorded — was destined to reach die screen. It is a credit to Sol
Lesser'sbition showmanship
sentiment
his amto make screen and
history
of theinmomentous event. It was startHng news — news chockfull
of man's
— of It
dog's
trust.
was
a story
rich incourage
suspense.
meant
the It
saving
of human lives. W ould Gunnar Kasson and
Balto and the other dogs get through the blizzard and the frozen wastes in time?
The producer has not forgotten a single
event which went into the making of this exceptionally human drama. There is the background of vast reaches of snow and against it
are Kasson and his dogs. He stands waiting
for his relay — and once the precious serum is
placed on the sled and the lead dog, Balto, gets
in motion, one knows that Nome will be reached
in time.
The picture carries considerable descriptive
matter pertaining to the size of Alaska and the
mileage to be traveled by the mushers and their
huskies. But these captions are necessary to
punctuate the race and to help lend an atmosphere of reality.
So Gunnar Kasson and Balto do their stuff.
It is a long race — a race of one continual blizzard. Kasson loses the sled once and nearly
gives up the trip. Then he spies the dauntless
Balto and vows to keep going. The dogs are
encouraged. Their lungs are nearly burned out
with the frigid atmosphere and the constant
pace, but kind words and gentle pats encourage
them to do their best. Finally Nome is reached
and the settlers leap with joy. The serum brings
quick recoveries to the patients.
The pictorial side of the picture is rich in
long shots and close-ups. The leaden sky is
fleeced with ominous-looking clouds. The snow
stretches in a vast expanse — the unbroken white
being colored by nothing but the driver and the
dogs. It is a magnificent little picture, carrying
great historical value as well as drama — the
drama of human courage — of dog courage. It
deserves space on every exhibitor's program because of its glorification of real heroism. —
LAURENXE REID.
"Only a Country Lass"
(Educational — One Reel)
THIS is another of the Fables in Rhyme
series done in color, a romance of the bees
that has for its moral : "Though Paris Lights
seem fair and gay, they all look good when
farAurelia
away." is lured from the cozy home of
Uncle Anatole to that gay Paree and returning
is met by stony-hearted uncle who casts her
adrift. She seeks refuge with her former
lover, but too late to continue her old romance.
This is a fairly entertaining subject, though
hardly as good as some that have gone before.
—CHESTER J. SMITH
"Love Sick"
( L niversal-Centur\- — Two Reels )
THIS is another of the Beth DarlingtonArthur Lake series in which kid love predominates. It is unfortunate that this pair
cannot get vehicles a little better adapted to
their talents as the idea of the series is exceptionally good and I)oth Miss Darlington and
Lake are talented, though Lake in the last two
of the series has been inclined to a little too
much facial expression.
This story again gives Arthur a chance to
outsmart all of his rivals for the afTfections of

Motion

Beth, but he has some little difficulty in doing
so. Thinking one of them has won the fair
maiden from him he attempts to end it all by
falling in front of innumerable vehicles, all of
which terminate their run just before the deed
would be accomplished. Eventually and unintentional y he is hit by an auto as he spies
Beth. He is rushed to a hospital uninjured,
but feigning injury he prevails upon the doctor to have Beth nurse him back to complete
recovery- and the ruse works efTectivelv. —
CHESTER J. SMITH
Tell It To A Policeman
(Pathe— Two Reels)
and thefascination
glamorous
THE
fair sex
has for
which the uniformappeal
twothis
in
idea
comedy
a
as
exploited
is
reeler from the Hal Roach studios. Glenn
Tr\-on is starred in the role of a love-struck
youth who is put to the extremity of joining
the police force in order to compete with a
cop for the favor of the girl of his heart.
The plot from that on is of the usual sort,
though several gags used to fill in the spaces
have some originality about them. The rookie
cop is made to appear quite amateurish in the
beginning, but he stumbles into a situation from
which he emerges a hero, promoted to the
rank of sergeant and secure in the love of his
The action of the picture is fairly brisk and
there are a few diverting gags, though the
most effective, revolving about the difficulty
girl.
which the young cop has in getting rid of some
paper, smeared with tar, which sticks to his
shoe, is very much over-played. It ranks as fair
entertainment. Blanche Mehaffey is the leading lady, and the other important roles are
played by James Finlayson, Olive Borden and
"KEXXEDY.
Tack Gavin. Fred Guiol directed. — T. C.
Sure-Mike !
(Path^One Reel)
M.ARTHA SLEEPER romps away with
the starring honors in this spirited and
amusing single-reeler. It is concerned with a
"plain- jane" shop girl who is late in getting
on the job and harbors a deep, soul-stirring
affection for the very dressed-up floor walker.
She discovers that he is married and the father
of several children and then she turns to the
fat boy who drives a motor-cycle delivery
cart. The climax of the play, a speedy, thrilling and mighty diverting sequence, shows the
girl seated on the motor-cycle as it cuts a
dizzy course up and down the crowded boulevards of Los Angeles.
The picture should score everywhere. Martha
Sleeper, who is excellent in her part, has the
capable support of James Finlayson, Marjorie
Whities, William Gillespie and Jules Mendel.
The direction is by Fred Guilol, who has developed manv verv effective gags and comedy
incidents.— T. C. KEXXEDY.

Picture

Me w s

( Educational — Two Reels)
"Curses'"
HERE
a very done
cleverly
arranged
travestyon theis serial,
in two
reels with
all
the thrill of the serial and with an abundance
of real comedy in which Al St. John is the
central figure. He is a bold bad bandit with
two left feet.
Episode One shows the slaying by Al and
his
gangto ofthelittle
and ofthethetying
of Xell
buzz X'ell's
saw. father
The teeth
saw
are about to bisect her as the episode ends.
And immediately is revealed the miraculous
rescue of Xell by her handsome lover, for
whom the saw temporarily halts that he might
make the thrilling rescue.
The Clutching Claws and the Rock of Doom
offer the concluding episodes with all the thrill
and reality of the serial and with some of the
richest travesty that has been seen in a long
time. This looks like a sure fire two reeler
that will be thoroughly appreciated by amtype of audience not above laughing at situations that when analvzed are altogether ridiculous.—CHESTER j'. SMITH.
"Tender Feet"
( E ducation al — Two Reels )
WALTER HIERS has a vehicle that fairly
reeks with slapstick and hokum. In
this comedy the fat comedian spends nearly a
whole reel pushing a tin Lizzie up hill in a
rain storm. The machine is out of gas and
has as its occupant Duane Thompson. The incident is funny for a few feet but gets rather
monotonous before the top of the incline is
reached.
Finally Hiers and Miss Thompson find refuge in an apparently deserted hut. but it transpires that a bandit gang is holding a baby
there for ransom. Walter and Duane pose as
the conveyors of the ransom money, but are
exposed and a wild fight ensues in which everyone in the shack is kicked about and manhandled in a manner calculated to be humorous.
The story, if it can be dignified by being called
such, has little in the way of humor. It is not
to the standard set bv the fat comednearlvian inup
the past.— CHESTER J. SMITH
"Wild Waves"
I Educational — One Reel)
is a typical Cliff Bowes and Virginia
THIS
Vance vehicle of gag stuff • and hokum,
good for a few laughs. Cliff and his pal, shy
room rent and breakfast money endeavor to
get their breakfast from trays laid at adjoining doorways, but are foiled. They make
and artheir escape from the iratewithlandlord
the girl as the
range apicnic in a flivver
guest. The trick fli\-^-er provides most
invited
the balance of the comedy. The picture is
of
d of this series.
up to the usual standar
—CHESTER
J. SMITH

Pathe Review No. 21
(One Reel)
AXEW
series entitled "Quaint Marriage
Customs of All X'ations," is introduced in
this number of the Review. It promises an interesting feature for presentation in the reels
of this screen magazine. The customs observed by Scotch Highlanders are the topic of
the first installment, which was compiled With
the assistance of the Caledonian Society of
X'ew York. Scenes of the Sandwich Islanders
show these people engaged in making the mats
and beautiful feathered robes used in Hawaii,
and color views of Tacksonville, Florida, complete the reel.— T. C. KEXXEDY.

Echoes from the Alps
(Pathe— One Reel)

"manv a man who falls has taken a dropis
THE moral of this "Aesop's Film Fable"
which Cartoonist
too much," and the action
Paul Terrv has devised to develop that idea
is up to the usuallv high standard maintained
in these pictures. The high-lights of the Alps
resorts, where skiing, mountain climbing, skating and toboggan riding are treated in a series
of scenes which reveal again the keen sense
for satire and exaggeration. It is a laughgetting reel.— T. C. KEXXEDY.
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Tearing Through
(F. B. O.-Five Reels)
(Keviewed by William Campbell)
THERE are a gTeat number of smaller houses in these United
States the patrons of which delight in watching the athletic
antics of Richard Talmadge and this latest standing vehicle of
the stunt actor gives him opportunity to display his prowess every
few feet. There is no gainsaying the f^ct that Dick is "there" with,
both feet — yes, and both hands. He sure does "tear through" this
one and his admirers are going to enjoy themselves immensely
watching him climb all over the sets, leap through space ever and
anon, jump from one speeding auto to another, eluding a dozen
or so ruffians with no effort whatever, slide down stair railings
head first, rip an electric wire from the top of a building, and,
hanging onto the end, leap with it to a motor truck several stories
below. So on and so forth ad infinitum.
There is, as we said, always a demand for this type of picture and
we've no doubt these stunts as performed by Mr. Talmadge will
afford the finest kind of entertainment for the youth of the land.
The plot is rather hackneyed, in fact in all these Talmadge vehicles
the story is not to be taken seriously. It is usually a minor consideration. The star and his tricks are the thing.
The plot keeps moving along apace up to the last reel when the
usual climax arrives in which Dick is cornered by the gang in the
den, but by climbing up the walls or anything else handy, swinging
about on chandeliei-s, etc., he gets away and comes off the victor.
The settings are quite artificial. The cast, however, is rather better
than in jjreceding Talmadge vehicles. Kathrjn McGuire is an
attractive heroine. She doesn't have to do much more than look
pretty. She wears some stunning gowns during the action. Charles
Clary is good as the wealthy Mr. Madison.
THEME. A modern melodrama in which the young
hero cleans up a gang of dope ring operators and saves the
son of his sweetheart's father from the "snow" habit as
well as the girl herself from the hands of the archvillain.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The athletic stunts
of the star. The scenes in the dope den. The thrilling
climax. The good supporting cast. Dick's jump from the
roof of a speeding taxi to a passing motor truck. His leap
from the top of a tenement to a truck below.
DIRECTION. Has succeeded in putting pep into the
plot which is the real aim of this feature. Has also tacked
on a good climax that will please those who like this kind
of story. Has given the production a fair mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up Dick Talmadge's name. That's your best bet here. Decorate lobby
in Chinese style. Ballyhoo it. Dress the ushers in Chink
costumes. «
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for the smaller houses
downtown, the community theatres and the towns.
SUMMARY. One of the best of the series of stunt pictures featuring Richard Talmadge and many exhibitors
declare this type of film has a real box office draw in the
smaller houses in many communities. There is action all
the way through in this latest offering with the star from
first to last scene.
THE CAST
Richard Jones
Richard Talmadge
Constance Madison
Kathryn McGuire
Mr. Madison
Charles Clary
Mr. Greer
Frank Elliott
District Attorney
Herbert Prior
Bob Madison
Arthur Rankin
Polly
Marcella Daley
By Frederick Stowers. Directed by Art Rosson.
SYNOPSIS. Has to do with the successful efforts of Richard
Talmadge, assistant to a crooked district attorney in cleaning up the
town of a dope ring which threatened the home of Mr. Madison,
wealthy resident. The son becomes the slave to the drug and the
operator of a den kidnaps the daughter. Then Richard goes to the
rescue and in the end aids the police in cleaning up and arresting
the ring leaders. Then he wins the daughter.

The

Meddler

(Universal — 4890 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THERE is nothing much lo get excited ovei' in this western —
it being the oft-told story of the young Wall Street magnate
who because of his lack of adventure is rejected by his
fiancee until he goes out and collects some thrills. Consequently
he turns highwayman on the western ste])pes for the sake of sending
souvenirs of his exploits back East.
The Wall Street man hasn't even the saving graces of appearing
indifferent. After an office episode and a scene in which the girl
returns his ring the hero bobs up with a white horse. He di-esses
a la Mexican and talks in a poetic manner. liaving registered as
a colorless boob at the start who is apparently ignorant of how to
get a kick out of life it seems amazing to see him handle a gun and a
horse as if he had been brought up on a ranch. There are no
flashbacks of pathos — wondering if he is making a hit with his erstwhile sweetheart. She is to all appearances completely forgotteu
while he rides around the country holding up stujiid sheriffs, stage
drivers and an Eastern boarding school girl.
It is so much hokum which lacks snappy incident and pace to*
boot. There is a lot of gun-toting, but none of the ranchers know
how to shoot straight. And because it is repetitious of action \l
never gets anj'where. Indeed, it becomes tiresome. Even the socalled punch scenes lack melodrama — which element would have
looked better than trying to make light of it with comedy. It
finishes with the hero rescuing the western girl and her bi'other
from some regulation bandits and finding a new romance. A few
fights are interspersed here and there, but the redeeming highlights
are the exteriors.
William Desmond plays the highwayman, but he needs to watch
his calories. A plump bandit is out of focus in trying to register
adventure and romance.
THEME. Western comedy-melodrama revolving
around Eastern capitalist who, in being rejected by his
financee because of his lack of adventure and romance, be.
comes a bandit. Has a new romance.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The adequate act.
ing. The climax when hero frustrates plot of real bandits.
The exteriors.
DIRECTION. Has a very scant plot which lacks var
riety of incident and is dependent upon repetitious hokura
Fails to make it sustaining.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Might feature idea ©J
the
modern
of adventure
and ©f ashow
sJa*desires
a mategirl's
who search
is a romantic
lover. Feature
western
of hard ridin'. Use ballyhoo of man attired a la Mexican,
etc.
DRAWING POWER. For the small average houstnr
catering to westerns.
Needs support from strong comedy,
SUMMARY. Not so good because of its lack of plot
and incident. Should have made it a straight out-and-out
melodrama or a burlesque. A middle course is followed
and the result is an obvious cut-and-dried affair. Star
needs to take off weight. Feature some fair horsemanship
and a few fights. Exteriors O. K.
THE CAST
Richard Gilmore
William DesmoaoiE
Gloria Canfield
Dolores Roasary
Dorothy Parkhurst
Claire Andersow
Bud Meyers
Albert J. Smiths
Jesse Canfield
Jack Daugherty
Sheriff
C. L. Sherwoo<f
Mrs. Gilmore
Kate Lester
Secretary
Georgie Grander
Captain Forsythe
Donald HatSTveTJ
By Miles Overholt. Scenario by Isadore Bernstein. Directed ^yy
Arthur Rosson.
SYNOPSIS. Wall Street financier has romance with Eastern giri
terminated because he lacks adventure and prefers routine of busi*^
ness. He takes her advice and goes in search of thrills by becoming
a western highwayman. Makes good at his new profession, but
avoids arrest by capturing real bandits who are frustrated in holding,
up wealthy rancher and his sister. Hero has new romance witji
latter.

2556
The Necessary Evil
(First National — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
AND the sins of the father shall be visited upon the son or
words to tlie elfeet. Sucli is the theme of this plot which
has been adapted from Stephen Vincent Benet's magazine
tale, "Uriah's Son." The story has been developed into a colorful
screen play which has moments of vivid drama, but which is quite
draggy at times and as a wholo is too long for the plot material at
hand. The locale is Xew York and Central America, with some
peppy parties being staged in some of the Grotham sequences and
some realistic as well as pa^isionate moments being offered in the
cabaret scenes in the equatorial trading post.
David Devanant, a man of wealth, formerly in love with Dick
Jerome's wife, in s^■mpathy with the latter because of the wild life
he is leading, sends Dick to Cholopan in the tropics, hoping to cure
him. But Dick continues his dissolute life and dies there. Dick's
wife dies but not until she has married Devanant who promises to
try and save the son from the ways of the father. His eiforts to do
this bring about some interesting situations.
The scene in which Devanant is robbed by the brother of the
wife whom Frank, the son, has married, and the millionaire allows
Frank to believe that he suspects him and holds him responsible for
the return of the stolen bonds, is an exceptionally well staged and
acted sequence. So are the scenes in which the son, hearing that
his father had been sent to Cholopan to get him out of the way and
that he is there for the same leason. rushes back to New York intending to kill his benefactor but falters when he learns that Devanant had only been trying to reform him.
The cast is very satisfactory. Ben Lyon does satisfactory work
as the son. Viola Dana is acceptable in the leading feminine role.
Thomas Holding is a fine type for Devanant. Frank Mayo, Mary
Thurman and Gladys Brockwell are good in important roles.
THEME. A modern society drama that leaps back and
forth between New York and the tropics and shows the
regeneration of a son upon whom has fallen the evil ways
of his father.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The exotic scenes in
the tropical cabaret. The sequence in which Devanant is
robbed and in which the son is accused. The jazz party,
raid by the police and hasty wedding to avoid arrest. The
climax. The splendid settings.
DIRECTION. George Archainbaud has turned out an
entertaining picture whose chief fault is too much footage.
The acting is a credit to the director who has mounted
the film in eye-pleasing manner.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Put on a Spanish dance
patterned after that in the picture as a prologue. Start
newspaper discussion upholding or disputing the existence
of heredity. Photos of feminine stars used as basis for
style shop window displays. The title is a good one from
a box office angle. Plaster it all over town.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for downtown first
runs, larger community houses and the towns.
SUMMARY. This is a well acted production which
has been elaborately staged and which discusses a problem
that will interest most folks, although it is rather more
suitable for the sophisticates than for family consumption.
However, it is a big improvement on most pictures now
being released.
THE CAST
Frank Jerome
Ben Lyon
Shirley Holmes
Viola Dana
Dick Jerome
Frank Mayo
David Devanant
Thomas Holding
Frances Jerome
Gladys Brockwell
Hattie
Mary Thurman
Belle
Betty Jewel
Esther
Martha Madison
Pug
Arthur Housman
Reggie
Beach Cooke
Adapted from "Uriah's Son," by Stephen Benet. Scenario by Eve
Unsell. Du-ected by George Archainbaud. Photographed by George
Folsey.
SYNOPSIS. Dick Jerome and David Devanant had been rivals
for the same woman. Devanant, employer, sends Jerome to South
America in eifort to cure him of dissolute habits. He is killed. His
wife asks Devanant to marry her before she dies so that her son
Frank will have a father. Devanant also adopts Shirley Holmes.
Frank is a wild youth. Devanant pretends to believe Frank stole
from him and sends him to South America. Devanant dies. Frank
marries Shirley.

Motion
The

Girl

of

Picture

News

Gold

(John Ince-Prod. Dist. Corp. — Seven
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)

Reels)

FOLLOWING
her fine characterizations in "Barbara Frietchie,"
and "The Mirage,"
Florence Vidor now comes to the shadow
stage with a blond wig and another clever bit of acting as the
daughter of a wealthy mine owner who is sought by a long list
of suitors for her money alone while she is knowTi in society as
"The Girl of Gold." To offset this impression she decides to assume
another name, while her father, seeking to make her happy,
plots with a young man to marry his daughter for a large sum.
This the youth agrees to do at the behest of a financially ruined
sister with an invalid son. The youth and the daughter of wealth
meet at a party. Neither knows the other. They fall in love,
however, and then things start.
It is a rather entertaining tale with the action being rich in incident and the suspense well sustained. However, it is Miss Vidor's
work that puts the picture over. The plot moves against a background of lavish society settings, interiors of Xew York mansions
and house parties at Newport, with the climax offering a novel
ball on the sixteenth level of the gold mine. At the height of the
festivities there is an explosion entombing the lovers who are rescued only after herculean efforts. There are also some tense sequences in a cabaret where the jealous husband of a woman in love
with the hero threatens to shoot the latter but is persuaded not to
do so when the heroine makes him believe it is her engagement
Aliss Vidor is supported h\ a very able east, including Malcolm
party.
McGregor, Alan Roscoe, Bessie Eyton, Charles French and others.
The picture opens with a well staged auto crash in which the hero
wrecks his car to save the life of a countn' urchin. Miss Vidor
is an attractive person throughout the picture appearing in some
stunning costumes. But we like her better with her natural hair.
THEME. Society drama in which a daughter of wealth
finds her father has been trying to "buy" a husband for
her. However she eventually accepts him for she is unable to fight her own love for the man.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The characterization offered by Miss Vidor. The excellent supporting cast.
The house party at Newport. The sequence at the Inn
as the jealous husband is about to kill the hero when
turned from his intention by the girl. The ball in the mine
and explosion.
DIRECTION. John Ince has made a very good production here which has many points of appeal. He has inspired his players to give of their best and has injected
many dramatic punches in the action. The climax is a
novel one and well staged.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Boost the name of Florence Vidor. She has a big following. Put on a fashion
show. Stage a blond beauty contest, offering prizes for
the most attractive blondes. Get a bunch of bank bags,
fill them with paper and pile them pyramid form in lobby
in front of poster on the picture.
DRAWING POWER. A good picture for second class
downtown first runs, the better community houses and the
towns.
Popularity of Miss Vidor should draw them.
SUMMARY. Anything in which Florence Vidor appears is usually worth while and "The Girl of Gold," is no
exception to this rule. Here's a good story that holds the
interest, a very satisfactory supporting cast, an attractive
as well as lavish mounting, and a climax that is off the\
beaten path.
THE CAST
Helen Merrimore
Florence Vidor
Schuyler Livingstone
Malcolm McGregor
Ned Loring
Alan Roscoe
Ada Tremaine
Bessie Eyton
Edith Loring
Claire DuBrey
Lucius Merrimore
Charles French
Based on the novel by Cleveland Moffatt and Anna Chapin.
Adapted by Kate Corbaley and Eve Unsell. Directed by John Ince.
SYNOPSIS. Tired of being courted for her wealth, Helen Merrimore, daughtera house
of Lucius
owner ofname.
the "Gold
mine, attends
partyMerrimore,
under an assumed
There Girl"
she
meets Schuyler
Livingstone who
has his
agreed
marry
daughter
for a consideration
to help
sisterto and
her Merrimore's
invalid son.
He does not know that Helen is Schuyler's daughter. He falls in
love
with but
her.allShe
eventually
dad'stheplan
Schuyler,
is ironed
out learns
in the ofendherwith
two toin "buy"
each
other's arms.
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The

Shock

Punch

(Paramount — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THE shocks iiiKl punches are in this picture, but they are slowin getting stai-ted. It is as if the director had lield them
back purposely while sparring for an opening. For two
reels there is considerable wait while the characterization and main
situations are being planted — and the interest naturally sags.
However, Richard Dix plays in such easy fashion and the human
note is so good that compensation is offered.
The idea centers around a rich man's son who is keen on making
a reputation as a fighter. The father is proud of him but has
a "show me" attitude about the punch in the young man's arm. So
he bets with a couple of trainers that the j'outh won't deliver the
goods at a tough racket. In leading up to this scene one sees little
incident beyond the hero getting the air from the heroine who
believes him a pugilist. The dance hall episode is colorful enough
even though Paul Sloane forgot to sprinkle the hall with w. k.
bouncers. A particularly hard-boiled thug takes the count from the
hero — which shocks the girl in a balcony box.
The plot comes out in the open here. The girl's father must
have the steelwork finished at a specified time or be smashed by
his competitors. So he gets on the job — and the daughter accompanies him. The hero gets a job so as to be near the girl. What
follows shows the youth experiencing all sorts of adventurous thrills
as an iron worker. These thrills are caught by the spectator — who
also catches some wonderfully fine vistas of the harbor, the Leviathan steaming out to sea — and the Statue of Liberty.
It may be rather repetitious of action in that all the scenes are
built around the hero's narrow escapes in climbing or walking or
creeping over the girders. But there's no denying the suspense.
There is no hokum about the skyscraper incident. While a little
doubling is done — and one or two double exposures most of it can
pass as authentic. There is a good vein of humor which gives
balance to the suspense. The heroine, played by Frances Howard,
would appear more convincing if she had not dressed during the
skyscraper scenes as if she was strolling the Avenue. However, it
is an entertaining film.
THEME. Romantic melodrama of youth who makes
good as fighter. Is determined to prove himself a man and
flirts with death as iron worker.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The dance-hall episode. The pointed titles. The skyscraper episodes. The
climax when hero takes the air on a girder. The fight on
the skeleton floors of the building. The humor and thrills
of the incident.
DIRECTION. Builds rather slowly, but keeps attention
alert through incident and humor. Is best with skyscraper
episodes. Romantic relief is dull. Provides realism and
thrills.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the skyscraper
angle, telling that this is the first story featuring the construction of a lofty New York skyscraper. Play up Dix
and Walter Long. Feature the thrills — and don't neglect
your paper and stills.
DRAWING POWER. The title, the star's name— and
the thrills should attract them. Suitable for all types of
houses.
SUMMARY. Gives Dix a chance to exploit a heroic
role in easy fashion. Is natural in its acting — carries thrills
and suspense — and considerable humor. But it drags at the
start and much of its action is repetitious. The skyscraper
shots are fine. So are the titles.
THE CAST
Randall Lee Savage
Richard Dix
Dorothy Clark
Frances Howard
Dan Savage
Theodore Babcock
.Tim Clark
Percy Moore
Stanley Pi°rce
Charles Beyer
Terrence O'Rourke
Gunboat Smith
Mike
Jack Scannell
Bull Mularkey
Walter Long
Giuseppi
Paul Panzer
By John Monk Saunders. Scenario by Luther Reed. Directed by
Paul Sloane.
SYNOPSIS. Son of wealthy father carries an awful wallop in his
arm and his dad is proud of him when he knocks a thug out at a
tought dance. Becomes interested in daughter of wealthy man and
follows
her as
to her
dad's worker
buildingand
which
is under several
construction.
He
gets a job
an iron
experiences
hazardous
thrills before he saves her father from financial ruin.

The

Crackerjack

(C. C. Burr— 7000 Feet)
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)
ORIGINAL gags, fast action, a good cast, humorous titles and
the human dynamo, Johnny Hines, all these box office elements are incorporated in this latest production of this star.
If your patrons don't put on weight through laughing at this picture then we arc no judge of what constitutes mirth-provoking
comedy. There isn't a dull moment from start to finish and, due to
John
Krafft's with
humor,
when they're
not subtitles.
laughing at a scene they'll
be convulsed
merriment
over the
From the opening shot, showing Hines dexterously manipulating
flap-jacks in a "one-arm" restaurant, and on through the various sequences, we are treated to some of the most ingenious bits of
comedy business ever introduced in a feature length comedy. As a
go-getter who undertakes to build up a pickle business through
live-wire advertising Johnny is in his element. His methods of
making his product known — a wagon with a body shaped as a pickle
on which he travels through the country, the stickers, balloons and
posters which he uses in a novel manner, his methods of working
up mouth-to-mouth advertising — all the sure-fire elements of appeal are here in abimdance.
The outstanding highlights of the picture occur during the last
reels when Hines gets mixed up in one of those "Red Hot Romance"
types of revolution. His masquerade as a "greaser" general, the
dance number he does with the vampii-e, the pole vaulting stunt
with the rebel army chasing him, his rescue of the heroine, "and
others too numerous to mention" round out a picture that is well
balanced as regards humor, pathos, romance and melodrama. And
all of it is put over in a new way. The work of the supporting cast
is excellent with Bradley Barker doing an exceptionally good bit of
acting
heroine. as the heavy and Sigrid Holmquist registers well as the
This looks like the best bet Johnny has made to date. There are
exploitation possibilities galore, but regardless of that it simply
oozes entertainment throughout. Exhibitors need have no conscientious scruples about announcing this as one of the best
comedies released in some time.
THEME. Feature comedy dealing with efforts of
young man of the go-getter type to rebuild pickle business
and later, his attempts to break up revolution, in both of
which he is successful. There is a light romance thrown
in for good measure.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The ingenious gags
throughout the reels. The titles, all of which are in a very
hunijious vein. The fast action. The incident in the restaurant. Johnny's method of publicizing pickles. His
masquerade as the general. The dance number with the
vampire.
DIRECTION. Has kept the action moving at a fast
pace. Holds interest in slight story due to gags of which
there is one every minute. On the whole has done a
creditable job.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. There are excellent possibilities for tie-ups with restaurants and pickle manufacturers. The producers have already inaugurated a tie-up
with the manufacturers of Crackerjack confections. Send
man around in vehicle with body shaped to represent a
pickle. Various teaser campaigns on the title.
DRAWING POWER. Should appeal to audiences of
all houses whether on Broadway or Main Street.
SUMMARY. A great comedy with a sure-fire audience
appeal. It is well mounted and the direction is good.
THE CAST
Crackerjack Perkins
Johnny Hines
Rose Bannon
Sigrid Holmquist
Col. Perkins
J. Barney Sherry
Lopez, a Revolutionist
Bradley Barker
General Bannon
Henry West
Story by Dick Friel. Scenario by Victor Grandin and Argyll
Campbell. Titles by John Krafft. Directed by Charles Hines.
SYNOPSIS. Crackerjack Perkins meets and falls in love with
Rose Bannon, daughter of General Bannon who is in New York with
Lopez, a revolutionist making preparations to overthrow the government of Esquasado. Perkins is called to the South by his uncle to
take over a dying pickle manufacturing plant. He applies go-getter
methods to the business, and while at his work again meets Rose.
He becomes aware of the plans of the revolutionists and is instrumental in frustrating them to the extent of winning the fight for the
government; so all ends well and he marries Rose.

Motion

2558
Red

Love

(Lowell-Davis Distributing Div. — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
AMONG the western entries it is seldora that screen audiences
are given the chance to be entertained with an Indian stoi-y.
Time was when the silversheet catered to the redman entirely. Then he faded from sight only to reappear at rare intervals. In "Red Love" we are ottered an interesting melodrama of a
persecuted Indian — a melodrama which carries sufficient action and
suspense, a first rate vein of heart interest, romance, pathos (a very
necessary element in Indian characterization), and good atmosphere
and backgrounds.
The plot really makes more of the note of pathos— which is as
it should be. The central character — an educated Indian — who
does not affect the customary manners of his race has aroused the
enmity of a vicious drunken white man. In refusing to take an insult he punishes his enemy — and thinking he killed him, becomes a
wanderer of the plains. He is about one jump ahead of his pursuers until the climax is reached. So we have the heart interest of
his solitude. Becoming a fugitive from justice calls for fine repression from John Lowell who, enacting the part of the hero, succeeds in giving a sincere and real performance. Time and again
there are appealing long shots of this Indian against the distant
horizon. He steals horses and trades them to earn a livelihood.
"When he rescues an Indian maid of the reservation the romance
blooms, though there is suspense here when one wonders how he
will win her away from his younger brother.
The picture never becomes false to its theme. There is only a
faint gesture toward eliminating the racial barrier — mostly
noticeable in the college sequence when a white youth makes advances toward the girl. The action is always progressive and never
gets away from the persecution of the hei-o. The climax features
a courtroom scene as the Indian gives himself up. There may not
be much judicial deportment in this episode, but at least it carries
conviction in the way it is performed. The bad white man proves
to be very much alive — the persecution being nothing else but a
frame-up. Most players are in character and enact their parts
convincingly — particularly Mr. Lowell and Evangeline Russell who,
as the Indian maid, lends authority and charm to the role.
THEME. Western melodrama revolving around the
persecution of an Indian who, believing himself a murderer, becomes a fugitive from justice. Has his honor restored.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The exteriors. The
even action. The work of John Lowell and Evangeline
Russell. The romantic development. The courtroom
The pathos and heart interest.
scene.
DIRECTION. Gets everything out of story. Builds
up human interest and defines characterization clearly
enough. Presents good incident and authentic atmosphere.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Present prologue showor dancers — attired in native cosing Indian
Use Indian music for score.
tumes. vocalists
DRAWING POWER. Will surely interest its clientele. Suitable for all houses which cater to westerns. Title
is alluring and if well exploited should attract those who
don't follow westerns generally.
SUMMARY. There is no racial barrier theme, nor any
heavy hokum concerning the Indian. He doesn't dob on
his war paint and go scalping. This story features the
pathos of the red man — of his persecution, etc. Carries
action, heart appeal and suspense. Also first rate exteriors.
Is acted in first rate style.
THE CAST
Thunder Cloud
John Lowell
Evangeline Russell
Starlight
F. Serrano Keating
James Logan, Little Antelope
Sheriff La Verne
William Calhoun
Mrs. La Verne
Anne Brody
Dr. George Lester
William Cavanaugh
Bill Mosher
Wallace Jones
Sam Gibbons
Charles W. Kinney
Two Crows
Frank Montgomery
Scar-Face
Dexter McReynnolds
"Chick" Chandler
Livin
Tom
By L.
Case Russell. gston
Directed by Edgar Lewis.
SYNOPSIS. Educated Sioux Indian provokes enmity of vicious
white man. He refuses to take an insult and is goaded into beating
his opponent. Believing he killed him, he becomes fugitive of justice. Has romance with Indian maid, but finally surrenders and in
subsequent court trial has his honor vindicated.
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The Sporting Venus
(Neilan-Metro-Goldwyn — 6500 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
YOUstripcan't
a remarkable
story.
contrary
if you
it call
of it.this
veneer
or its polish
and Ongetthedown
beneath
the
surface you will discover that it is nothing but a hackneved
triangle romance which has been lifted into something quite worth
while through an extremely effective adaptation furnished bv Tom
Geraghty and skillful direction by Marshall Neilan. The formeiknows how to write progressive action that projects from well dovetailed scenes; the latter when he is in the mood knows how to get
meaning into his situations, or at least a quality of interest that
serves for the time as well as meaning. Neilan is so full of ideas
that he often stumbles in his own path. But he has imagination
and
he has feeling — and these qualities are present to humanize
this story.
Had the disillusioned lovers gotten together for a brief moment
and argued it over the picture would have been over in two reels.
There was nothing to keep them apart for so long other than a feeling of pride which served to overwhelm their inner feelings. So
the gay heiress toured around the open places of Europe striving
hard to forget — and the unhappy commoner dwelled in the past.
The other man, an impoverished nobleman, kept the girl amused
for a while, but once she had made up her mind to cast him aside
she overcame her pride and the commoner saved her from a suicide's grave and married her at the altar.
Geraghty and Neilan never allow themselves to become heavyhanded in their treatment. There is sly humor back of every touch
of pathos — which accounts for the human interest. Of course the
director could have made the picture in Hollywood because aside
from a few Scottish, English and French exteriors it comprises a
series of sets. The Continental flavor, however, adds tone to its
atmosphere — and makes the characters appear genuine.
Blanche Sweet in the title role not only wears frocks and feathers,
laces and graces as if born to the manner and manor, but shows she
still retains her rich emmotional gifts. Her pouty expression is
effective. Eonald Colman, and Lew Cody as the commoner and
nobleman, respectively, act witli good authority.
THEME. Romantic drama of triangle situation based
upon misunderstanding between girl of high estate and
commoner.
After much unhappiness comes reconciliation.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The emotional acting by Blanche Sweet. Her wardrobe. The British backgrounds. The restraint in the acting by Ronald Colman
and Lew Cody. The two weddings. The love spats. The
subtitles. The sets.
DIRECTION. Injects a lot of feeling into simple story
and lifts it into enjoyable entertainment. Makes characters genuine and divorces himself from calling on the
timeworn blah heroics. Balances it with humor.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. This title should attract
them. Also mentioning the cast and Miss Sweet's wardrobe. Tie-ups with fashion shops, etc. Play up director.
Bill it as human story of couple who misunderstood each
other.
DRAWING POWER. For the better houses. Suitable
for first and second runs. Will be appreciated for its
human appeal and its humor.
SUMMARY. No heroics, no hokum, no blah melodrama intrude here. It is a simple yarn made effective
through fine treatment by adaptor and director. Incident
does not repeat itself. Holds the interest through even,
progressive plot and fine acting. Editing a trifle faulty.
THE CAST
Lady Gwendolyn
Blanche Sweet
Donald McAUen
Ronald Colman
Prince Carlos
Lew Cody
Countess Van Alystyne
Josephine Crowell
Donald's Father
George Fawcett
Sir Alfred Grayle
Edward Martindel
Housekeeper
Kate Price
Carloh, Valet
Hank Mann
Detective
Arthur Hoyt
By Gerald Beaumont. Scenario by Tom Geraghty. Directed by
Marshall Neilan.
SYNOPSIS. Scotch heiress loves young commoner — the match
being
by romance
the girl's
A misunderstanding
developsdisapproved
and the girlof has
withfather.
Continental
nobleman who
masquerades as wealthy. In an attempt to forget her unhappiness
she seeks diversion in famous watering places and other chmes.
Eventually she learns the true character of the nobleman and a
reconciliation is effected with the commoner.
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The

(Sam

Talker

E. Rork — First National — 7861 Feet)
(Reviewed by Thomas C. Kennedy)
NEVER was a stage play transferred to the screen with less
trace of the "stage stagey" and with a greater amount of
naturalness than this adaptation of Marion Fairfax's "The
Talker," a stori,' based on the theme "it is bad to preach a good
doctrine and not practice it; but to advocate a dangerous doctrine
which one has too much good sense to practice, is criminal."
One of the moist impressive casts ever assembled for a picture of
its type has been formed to enact the characters of "The Talker."
Lewis Stone, an ideal choice physically and temperamentally for the
role of the husband, and Anna Q. Nilsson in the character of the
wife who likes to toy with, but is too sensible to practice very modernistic views concerning marriage, bring a tremendous force to
vitalize the leading figures in the play. Shirley Mason must be
credited with one of the finest performances in her career as the
young sister who experiments with ideas advanced by Kate Lennox. Ian Keith, Tully Max-shall — who contributes one of his most
entertaining interpretations as a somewhat devilish hen-peck — Lydia
Yeamans Titus, Gertrude Short, Barbara Bedford and Harold
Goodwin, are outstanding members of a uniformly excellent company.
Alfred Green displays his gift for deft and light handling of dramatic incidents. The humor of the scenes in which the hen-pecked
Mr. Fells yearns and actually reaches out for adventure to enliven
his inim-drum existence, the atmosphere of the small town and the
color and vivacity of the scenes, materially enhance the tense drama
which is inherent in the situations in which the young sister elopes
with the bounder, the poignant appeal of the meeting between Kate
and Lennox's stenographer, M'ho is in love with him, and the movingclimax in which the young girl returns to her brother's home and is
greeted by the contrite Kate Lennox.
THEME : Modern drama concerning a young wife who
"talks" advanced ideas ; theories which make a great impression on young sister-in-law, who attempts to test them.
The girl's
elopement
with a bounder causes a break between husband
and wife.

If Marriage Fails?
(C. Gardner SuUivan-F. B. O. — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
will offer
B. we0. know
whichOh,F.yes,
"specials,"
is one inofitsthenewnewseason
THIS
this
product.
exhibitors

company freely admits making "program pictures" but in its
64 releases for 1925-26 there will be twelve honest-to-goodness big
pictures and this is one of them. This opening gun in the barrage
of new product is a C. Gardner Sullivan production. It is an
original tale, and, in addition to have a good box office title, has
"class" from beginning to end.
To begin with it discusses a problem of modern society that will
interest both men and women, that of the "society marriage," in
which one of the two parties to the marital agreement weds for
wealth and position only. In this case it is the wife, who, having
attained money and place among the "400," forgets her husband
and steps out.
Scenicallj', the production is a thing of real beauty. The producers have opened wide the money bags in order that backgrounds of startling splendor might be provided. We'll wager the
scenes showing the interior of "Venezia," a cabaret de luxe in which
patrons are taken for gondola rides thru canals the sides of
which are lined with art models and choruses is going to make
everyone sit up and take notice.
The cast is A. No. 1. Jacqueline Logan does some of the most
appealing work in the role of Nadia, the fortune teller. Miss
Logan's gowns, the work of Andre-Ani, are going to draw forth
a chorus of "ahs" from the fair sex. Belle Bennett is admirably
cast in the role of the society "nit-wit" wife. Clive Brook makes
of the "desinterpretation
in aa convincing
appearance
a clean-cut
erted" husband
who finds
new love in
Nadia. Jean Hersholt,
Donald McDonald, Cissy Fitzgerald and rotund Nathilde Comont,
who appeared as the Persian prince in "The Thief of Bagdad," are
all good.
THEME. A modern society drama that discusses the
evils of wedded life in the "400." Deserted by his butterfly wife, Joe Woodbury finds a new interest in Nadia, a
fortune teller, while the wife comes to grief following a
roadhouse raid.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The fine cast and
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The vitality of the
the acting of each member. The gowns worn by Jacquedramatic situations, the atmosphere and the expert touches
line Logan. The beautiful settings, especially the home
of humor.
The acting, photography and staging.
of Nadia and the shots of the cabaret. The scene in which
DIRECTION. Establishes convincing atmosphere of
the wife, pretending approaching motherhood, gets Nadia
small town and home life of middle-class families.
to refuse to see her husband. The raid on the roadhouse.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. The cast of well known
DIRECTION. John Ince has turned out a fine box
office feature. He has, in fact, always kept the B. O. in
and popular players should be heavily billed. Feature as
adaptation of play with trenchant moral developed in
view. He has brought out some splendid characterizations
and mounted the feature in fine style.
highly entertaining fashion, and as real and amusing as the
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. The title. The cast.
life which goes on daily about every man, woman and child
in this country.
Play up the names of the all-star personnel. Put over style
window tieups using stills of Miss Logan in her
shop
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for big houses. Is cergown creations.
tain to be hailed as capital entertainment generally.
DRAWING POWER. In the larger houses catering to
SUMMARY. The picture appears to have everything —
sophisticated folks this one, if properly exploited, should
humor, naturalness, dramatic suspense, appealing characbe a real business-getter.
ters and atmosphere — that goes to make up a great popular
SUMMARY. F. B. O. may well be proud of this opensuccess. Its treatment is flawless and the acting extraoring gun in their new season campaign. It is a distinctly
dinarily fine.
high class offering, possessing a good story, an excellent
THE CAST
cast and a mounting that compares with some of our more
pretentious pictures.
Kate Lennox
Anna Q. Nilsson
THE CAST
Harry Lennox
Lewis S. Stone
Ruth Lennox
Shirley Mason
Jacqv-eline Logan
a
Nadi
Ned Hollister
Ian Keith
Clive Brook
Joe Woodbury
Belle Bennett
Henry Fells
Tully Marshall
Eleanor Woodbury
Jean Hersholt
Dr. Mallini
Barbara Farley
Barbara Bedford
Cissy Fitzgerald
Lonnie Whinston
Harold Goodwin
Mrs. Lucy Loring
Nathilde Comont
Lisa
Maud Fells
Gertrude Short
Donald McDonald
Gene Deering .
Mrs. Fells
Lydia Yeamans Titus
By C. Gardner Sullivan. Directed by John Ince. Photographed
The Stenographer
Cecille Evans
The Detective
Charles West
by SYNOPSIS.
James Diamond.
The wedded life of Joe and Eleanor Woodbury has
Mr. Grayson
E. H. Calvert
one. Eleanor prefers the company of Gene Deerhappy
a
been
not
From the play by Marion Fairfax. Directed by Alfred E. Green.
of her husband. Joe accompanies his
ing, a "parlor polecat," to that
SYNOPSIS. Kate Lennox, wife of a man in moderate circumwife one day on a visit to Nadia, a fortune teller. Joe meets Nadia.
It is love at first sight. Declaring she is about to become a mother,
stances, preaches the doctrine of liberty, independence and selfEleanor succeeds in getting Nadia's promise never to see Joe again.
expression for wives. Her preachings are taken seriously by young
Eleanor and Deering are picked up following a roadhouse raid by
sister of her husband, who elopes with a married man. This drives
Nadia and Dr. Mallini, who attends Eleanor, the latter being slightly
husband and wife apart. But later' the young girl returns, having
Nadia, Eleanor has lied about her apescaped from the bounder before harm could come to her and in injured. The doctor tells
Joe learns of the roadhouse affair, divorces
the end there is a reunion.
Nadia.
wins motherhood.
his wife andproaching
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Ridin' Thunder
(Universal — 4354 Feet)
( Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
HERE Ave have the regulation plot of the cattlemen and the
instlei-s which is so obvious of action that the interest must
be found in its backgrounds and the individual work of the
players. There is not a single novel incident which might furnish
surprise and suspense. In fact it follows a very familiar gi'oove
from the minute that the rancher vows vengeance against the
caltle thieves. When this character is indicted, convicted and
sentenced to be hung — all in the space of a subtitle — one knows
for a certainty that he'll be saved in the nick of time by his heroic
son and the dead man's daujilitcr — a girl who has been reared in
ignorance of her father's rustling nature.
Where the logic goes to pieces is in the effort of the eowpunchers
to make the convicted man pay for his crime. This is contrary to
the unwritten code of the West. But romance must be served —
also suspense, though this latter element is never developed because
so much of the vital incident takes place off screen. Most of it is
indicated through the subtitles. So we have the accused man's son
getting the goods on the real culprit, thus averting a necktie party
for the innocent father.
The characters indulge in a lot of conversation and standing
about instead of getting down to action. The only flash of incident
is found in tiie climax when some hard riding is put over to rescue
the rancher. Jack Hoxie's hoi'semanship is skillful enough, but
not being a vei-satile actor he must needs be given the orthodox
westerns. And these lack ingenuity and invention.
The director naturally falls back on the exteriors — and as these
depict the painted desert of Arizona he has fulfilled his obligations
from that angle. The picture is not balanced with any comedy relief— and the romance is mostly negligible. However it is not burdened with too much footage — and should please the fans in the
average houses who enjoy westerns. Those who have groAVTi accustomed to the better grade of cowboy stories will call it just another
picture.
THEME. Western melodrama involving the murder
of a cattle rustler with innocent rancher being convicted of
crime on circumstantial evidence. He is freed upon real
culprit's last-minute confession.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The character sketch
by Francis Ford. The exteriors, showing a typical cattle
country. The pursuit of the rustlers. The horsemanship
of Jack Hoxie.
DIRECTION. Hasn't much to work with— the plot
being timeworn and lacking variety of scene. But makes
the best of it by emphasizing the exteriors.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Better go easy on detailing synopsis as this story is an old one. Best angle is to
exploit title in teaser campaign and play up Hoxie's horsemanship.
DRAWING POWER. For the houses catering to
westerns. Suitable for small downtown houses, community theatres and small towns.
SUMMARY. Not up to the average of most westerns.
Has a moth-eaten plot which has performed yeoman
service on screen. Much of the action is told via the subtitles. Obvious all the way. Very little suspense. Best
with backgrounds.
THE CAST
Jack Douglas
Jack Hoxie
Jean Croft
Katherine Grant
Cal Watson
Jack Pratt
Frank Douglas
Francis Ford
Bill Croft
George Connors
Art Osgood
Bert Demarc
Sheriff
William McCall
Governor
Broderick O'Farrell
By B. M. Bower. Scenario by Isadore Bernstein. Directed by
Clifford Smith. Photographed by Harry Newman.
SYNOPSIS.
Cowpuncher's
vengeance
upon cattleof
rustlers.
The youth
falls in lovefather
with vows
girl who
is the daughter
the ringleader of the rustlers. When the cattle thief is killed
suspicion
points to the
the real
hero's
father
is convicted
Through trapping
culprit
the who
condemned
man of
is crime.
saved.
Love triumphs.
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Straight

(Schulberg— 6107 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IF coincidence hadn't intruded so often here — if convenient situations hadn't been crowded so closely together — and if the director hadn't jumped at conclusions so quickly this picture would
stand a l>etter chance of hitting the bulls-eye. It revolves around
the determination of a girl crook to go straight — but after she pulls
aconvincing.
job and refpnns little attention is paid, to making her appear
AH of this is told with a fair amount of suspense. It is when
the story shifts to Hollywood that the action becomes jumpy and
inconsistent. It is all right for the girl to want to get as far away
fi-om her crooked pals as possible. But it is far-fetched to have
her get a job in a bank without having her references closeh- examined. The plot sort of falls to pieces because conclusions are
jumped at so quickly. The crooks also an-ive in Hollywood and
get
on the bank. But in robbing it the episode
defiestheallnecessary
the rules"dope''
of logic.
Meanwhile shots are shown of the heroine's woman companion
trying to get a job in the movies. So we are offered some studio
atmosphere which has nothing in common with the story. As it
appears it serves in only being so much extra footage. The heroine
gets the bank job as secretarj- to the young president and when
he proposes marriage she thinks of her past and refuses. When
he is tipped off by a detective from the East his suspicions are
aroused.
So the pictui'e gets down to its climax — with the girl substituting
blank paper for the package of bills. The crooks break in soon
after in a scene which is more ridiculous than it is real. One oi
them has masqueraded as an old woman who, stumbling in front
of the windows, causes the guard inside to open the door and rescue
"her." The others overi^ower him, steal the package, and, after
overpowering the president, (who has visited the bank to see that
evei-j'thing is 0. K.) carrv' him away to their shack. Much of this
is told off screen. The conclusion brings about the capture of the
crooks and triumph of the romance. The characterization is not
clearly defined — and the suspense is dissipated most of the time.
The result is a disappointing picture.
THEME. Melodrama of a girl crook's redemption.
Tries to elude her crooked pals, gets bank job and has
romance, but she is pursued by her criminal friends. Ultimately brings about their capture.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The early crook atmosphere. The work of Gladys Hulette and the few moments given to George Fawcett. The bank robbery. The
climax.
DIRECTION. Never brings out a clear characterization and allows plot to develop hap-hazardly so that it
never appears convincing. The incident in the crook sequences is far-fetched.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You can teaser the title
in programs and newspapers. Feature as romantic melodrama of a girl who found redemption.
Play up the cast.
DRAWING POWER. For the average trade in cities
and towns. Title and cast well exploited should stimulate
patronage.
SUMMARY. Not so effective as a crook-redemption
story as the plot is far-fetched and the characters are manipulated Hke so many puppets. Jumps at conclusions and
the incident is overdone. Good atmosphere and the acting
is fairly good. Obvious all the way — and lacking susTHE CAST
pense.Rhodes
Owen Moore
John
Gladys Hulette
Gilda Hart
Mary Carr
Mrs. Rhodes
"The Hawk"
Robert Edeson
George Fawcett
Madison
"The Dove"
Francis McDonald
DeWitt Jennings
A Detective.. .
Ethel Wales
Mamie La Fon
"Aunty" Bobbin
Lillian Leighton
By Ewart Adamson. Adapted by Agnes Leahy. Directed by
Frank O'Connor.
SYNOPSIS. Girl crook is determined to go straight and her pals
she isn't "yellow,"
job to prove that
Pulls toa Hollywood.
her ofthecowardice.
accuse
but returns
loot and flees
There she gets a position as secretary to bank president. Her erstwhile pals follow and
attempt to rob the bank, but the girl foils them. Wins confidence of
bank official after he has been led to suspect her.
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onal
Hp. Vonderschmitt, owner of
• the Indiana theatre at Bloomington, Ind., and the Liberty at
Washington, Ind., has acquired a
site in Washington St., at Greencastle, Ind., for the third house jn
his chain. The new theatre will
cost $60,000 and is to be completed
about the middle of September.
It has 50 feet frontage on Washington St. and is 107 feet deep.
Patrons will participate in a contest to name the new house. Mr.
Vonderschmitt will book the three
houses together, it is understood.

Newsfram

Correspondoi

liiiiiiiiiiyiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiin^
lanapoils
^ "Ill iiiiiiitiiimimiiiiiiiiimiiwiimiiitHiiiiiinfaiiiniuniiimiiinuinniui^
W. C. Bowers of Colfax, Ind.,
has leased the Princess theatre at
Thorntown, Ind., from Mr. and
Mrs. Owen Kester. Mr. Bowers
owns the Arcade at Colfax. The
Thorntown house will be open
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
nights.

Clyde E. Noble, who has operated the Noble and Grand theatres
at Princeton, Ind., for several
years is leaving the business to be
an insurance man at Mt. Carmel,
111. Noble has sold his interest in
the United Theatres Amusement
Company, which operated the two

houses and a nev/ organization is
being formed to continue the business.
The Circle theatre is broadcasting its musical and special features
one night a week through WFBM,
the Indianapolis radio station.
This is the first regular hook-up
between an Indianapolis theatre
and broadcasting outfit.
The Guthrie-Thompson Company has been granted a permit to
build a 600-seat photoplay theatre
at 3026-28 Northwestern Ave., Indianapolis, to cost $16,000.

icago

Drake Hotel was the
THE
national headquarters for F.
B.O. this week when forty home
office executives, divisional and exchange managers from all parts
of the United States, gathered
there for a two day convention.
It was declared to be one of the
s ever held
greatest
a
From Chicago
city. meeting
in this "pep"
number of those attending the convention, including Harry Berman, Abe Schnitzer, Lee Marcus,
Charles Rosenzweig, Cleve Adams,
Eddie Smith, Art Smith, Max
Weissfeldt and others, went to
Milwaukee where they expected to
remain during the sessions of the
Exhibitors' National Convention.
Another big conference which
was held at the Drake this week
was that of Universal. President
Carl Laemmle presided and the
meeting was attended by executives
from all parts of the country, as
well as a number of officers of
the company from New York City.
Milwaukee was the objective of a
number of Universal chiefs following their Chicago gathering.
Andrew Karzas, with Milton S.
Plotke, real estate man, has organ-

ized a syndicate to build what it
is expected, to be the largest and
most beautiful dance hall in Chicago. It will be located on
Lawrence and Winthrop Avenues.
At the same time Mr. Karzas
made the statement that he would
start work next fall on his proposed magnificent new theatre
which is to replace the present
Woodlawn Theatre at 63rd and
Maryland Avenue, on the south
side. Other new enterprises which
he is interested in inclwde the large
motion picture theatre being
erected at Lincoln, Bell Plaine
and Robey, and one which it is
said will cost over a million dollars and a half, at Hammond,
Indiana.
The Illinois Motion Picture
Theatre Owners and the Exhibitors Association of Chicago were
represented this week at Milwaukee by President Nathan, Secretary Frank and Directors George
Hopkinson, Sidney Selig, and
R. C. Williams of the State Organization and Business Manager
Jack Miller and Secretary Ludwig
Siegel of the city. Office Manager Bill Sweeney also was in at-

D

NYE, manager of the
EARL
Carl Ray Amusement Co.
theatres of Cheyenne, Wyoming is
back in Denver, this time for the
g
selectin
purposetiveofmaterial
Atlas
the decorafor new
Theatre.
Wm. Ostenberg Jr., owner and
manager of the Orpheum Theatre
Scottsblui?, Nebraska is a visitor
in film row this week.
\'erner
Shoup
W. newF.
Nicholson
owners and
of the
Manitou
Theatre, their
Manitou
Co'o.,
are
here securing
new equip
ment.
J. E. (Tommy) Tompkins,
owner and manager of the
America Theatre, Colorado
Springs, Colo., has left for the
Milwaukee convention as the
official representative of the local
M. P. T. O. organization.

tendance. The committees mentioned above were appointed by
their respective organizations and
took part in the deliberations of
the Allied which met at the same
time as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and also
in general looked after the intertests of their organizations at
Milwaukee.
Divisional Manager Duncan and
Exchange Manager Steinson of
Vitagraph, left Sunday for the
convention of their organizations
in Los Angeles. They expect to
be gone about two weeks.
The formal opening of. the new
Capitol Exchange at 738 S. Wabash Avenue, was held Tuesday
with Manager Henri Ellman
greeting all comers. Handsome
invitations were sent out and a
large crowd enjoyed the refreshthe day.ments and good fellowship during
The many friends of Lou
Kramer, well known publicity
man, are glad to welcome him
back to Chicago. He had been
assigned to Universal's local exchange as exploitation representati\ e.

Clyde Eckhardt of Fox Film
Corporation, arrived Monday on
the Century' and stopped over
for a conference with Manager
Dembow, previous to going to
Milwaukee.
The Illinois Motion Picture
Theatre Owners and the Exhibitors Association of Chicago are
now located at their new offices,
sixth floor, 845 South Wabash
Avenue. The new quarters are
much more commodious and convenient than those previously occupied and include entrance lobby,
directors room, and private offices
for Office Manager Sweeney and
Secretary Frank of the State Organization ;a private office for
Business Manager Miller, and one
for Assistant Business Manager
Abrahams and Secretary Siegel of
the City Organization. Exhibitors
are invited to make the new
offices their downtown headFrank Zambreno, Joe Friedman,
quarters.
Si Griever and Morris Hellman
were among the Chicago independent exchange men, who were in
Milwaukee for the week.

enver

Harrj- Cassiday, local manager
for Fox is back at his desk again
after attending the convention ot
his company in New York City.
Word has just been received of
the death of Henry Westerfield
who for many years has been associated as manager with the K. &
F. Amusement Company. Mr.
VVesterfield imtil a short time ago
was manager of the Princess
Theatre, Roswell N. M. He had
just been appointed manager of
the Rourke Theatre, La Junta.
Colo. Mr. Westerfield was one of
the most energetic and widely
known theatre men in the territory
and it is with deep regret that his
many friends will learn of his untimely death. Harry Helmar,
former manager of the Curran
Theatre, Boulder Colo., has been
engaged to assume the managerial

duties of the Ro'urke Theatre, La
Junta,
Colo.B. Ashworth, owner of
Gordon
the
Theatre,
that F"ederal
he will erect
a newannounces
theatre
near Sixth Avenue and Downing
St. Denver. The Western Enteiprises have a new theatre under
construction
Lowel Blvd. at Thirty-second and
Walter P. Lindler, special press
representative for First National,
New York City, is in the city visitchange.
ing the local First National exLon T. Fidler and F. Barmettler
both of the local Warner Bros,
exchange are leaving Saturday for
the western coast on important
business.
Mel S. Wilson is back in
Denver, this time as special representative for Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation. Mel, until
recently was affiliated with Famous
Players Lasky in the capacity of
manager for the local exchange.
Ed Nesbit, owner and manager of the Mystic Theatre, Denver,
announces plans for the building
of a new seven hundred seat house
in
vicinityStreets.
of Thirty-Second
and the
Williams
Frank Milton, operator of the
Rivoli Theatre announces that the
music of his theatre will be broadcast through the K. L. Z. s:ation
of Denver. The Rialto Theatre, a
first run house, has been broadcasting for some time past with
excellent results.
Charles R. Gilmour manager of
Vitagraph Inc. is preparin-s; to
leave for Chicago where a convention will be held by Warner Bros.,
the new owners.
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CHARLIE GOLDREYER who
has the Concourse, Plaza, and
Lyric in his circuit is building a
big house in Yonkers which will
have a seating capacity of 1500.
He plans to open the new theatre
the latter part of August.
Henry Suchman, of Suchman
Bros. Enterprises left town this
week to attend the Milwaukee convention and -on his return will go
to Miami on his honeymoon.
Henry plans to buy a fruit farm
while down there and will also
see about taking on a few alligators so that Joe Hornstein will
have something to .wrestle with
when he visits him in Florida
next winter.
In addition to the new house announced last week, Harry Harris
will build another at 151st street
and Broadway. This will bring
the circuit up to seven. Harry
has recently invested in a new
Nash sedan.
Joe Hornstein joined the crowd
that left for the convention this
week. It is said that Joe intends
having a big surprise for the exhibitors aboard the train. Billy
Gluck will take charge of Howells'
while Joe
is away.
Amongby
the theatres
recently
equipped
Howells are the Embassy at 47th
street and Broadway which was
recently taken over b\- Loew, Inc.,
the Yost theatres, the new Goldrever house in Yonkers, and the
Park in Caldwell. X. I. The lat-

ter named will have its opening
on Decoration Daj-.
Small-Strassberg will erect an
open air theatre at a cost of §25,000 on Corona Ave, and Hempton
St., Corona.
In addition to the Channin which
will open at Coney about Decoration Day, under lease to Loew,
Inc. another theatre is being constructed at Surf Ave. and West
17th St. at a cost of 8600,000.
The Crown theatre. Ditmas Ave.
Brookh-n, operated by the Johnson Operating Co., has been sold
to the \^'einsof^ Amusement Corp.
The FerT\' Movie Co. have disposed of the Model theatre at 161st
St. and 3rd Ave. The Art Theatre Co., 1007 So. Boulevard, are
the new owners.
Jos. Steinkritz of the Bronx
Cameo, Regent, and Lyceum, has
bought the Rex on Prospect Ave.
and is effecting a temporary closing in order to remodel and renovate the house.
^layor
John was
Kiggens
of caller
Vaucouver. Wash,
a recent
at the office of his friend, Dave
Brill, sales manager of the X. Y.
zone for the big U.
W. E. Raynor, Pathe sales manager is back at his desk this week
after spending a most enjoyable
trip to Bermuda.
At the conclusion of the show
on Sunday. May 10th, Wm.
Brandt's Carleton theatre, Brooklyn, r'osed to allow the erection of
the Xew Carleto:i. Mr. Brandt

states that the new house will seat
1800 in the auditorium and will
have 1300 seats on the roof garden
and that it is his expectation to
have it completed by October of
this year.
Brownsville, Brooklyn, is to
have two new theatres. One of
the Kerman Bros, is constructing
a 600 seat house and close by, another of a seating capacity of 2000
is being built by Rachmiel.
Al Moley and Miss Goodwin are
looking after things at Joe Seiders
office while the latter is attending
the convention at Milwaukee.
The West End theatre at Long
Beach, operated by Sam Sonin, will
open Decoration Day.
Calderone of Hempstead is constructing another
theatre at \'alley
Stream, Long
Island.
Chas. Streimer. who formerly
covered Long Island for F.B.O.
has joined the Kerman E.xchange
and will travel the same territory
for the latter.
Rudolph A. Kuehn has recently
become manager of the Commodore in Brooklyn. Congratulations
are also in order for Mr. Kuehn
for he is the proud father of a
baby boy, born last Friday.
Kerman Films, Inc.. controlled
by the three Kerman Bros., Moe,
Al, and Herbert, announce that
they will release eighty feature
productions, twenty-four two reel
comedies, six two reel romantic
dramas and three stunt serials.
Thev have bought the entire out-

BAXFORD. manager
WE.
. of the Metro-Goldwyn
branch, was elected president of
the Des Moines Film Board of
Trade atof the meeting forrs the election the new office for the
year last week. Elmer Tilton,
branch manager for First
Xational, was elected vice-president while Mary Benjamin was
again selected as recording secretary for the organization. The
election of the executive secretary
to succeed to the office held last
year by Mr. Ballentyne, manager
of the Pathe office, was held over
until the next meeting. The retiring officers of the Film Board
of Trade are Frank Crawford,
manager of Famous Players, and
Mr. Young, executive of the F.
B. O. Exchange. The Des Moines
Film Board of Trade recently
moved into new offices at .^19 Iowa
Building.
C. L. X'iles, owner of the Grand
Opera House at Anamosa, suffered big loss from fire when the
whole inside of his theatre was
gutted with flame starting frrni
some unknown source. The fire
occurred when the building was
empty and did not spread to any
other buildings. The inside of the
theatre was completely ruined and
it will be some time before repairs
can be made so that performances
can continue at the .Anamosa
theatre.

Les Phillips, head salesman ol
the Exhibitors Supply Company in
Iowa, suffered considerably injury
in an automobile accident fi\t
miles south of Winterset lasl
week. The car in which he was
driving with Mr. Benson of Cres
ton turned over three times as
Benson was trying to make a
corner on high speed. Mr.
Phillips was badly bruised and cut
with glass, one piece going clear
through his right hand. The cai
was also badly wrecked and Benson escaped with a few bruises
The car was approaching a speed
of fifty miles when it came to the
corner. Mr. Philips and Mr. Benson were returning from inspecting a theatre building which Mr.
Benson plans to rent for the opening up of another theatre. Mr.
Phillips was in the hospital the
early part of the week and is not
yet able to get back to work.
Chapman, booker for First
Xational, has accepted the challenge issued by the baseball team
made up of exchange staffs outside the Film Exchange Building,
for the exchanges inside the building and leaves it up to Park
Agnew, chief booster of the challenging team to set the place and
time for the first battle. Mr.

all he needs is six men on his side
to beat sible.
anySo itother
lookscombination
like it willposbe

Agnew
says Chapman's
can
have sixteen
men, just team
to make
things even, while Chapman says

Picture

a big battle
with both teams\ ictory.
confident of overwhelming
Baker, booker for Universal, has
been suggested as pitcher for the
team made up of exchanges in the
Film Exchange Building while
Johnson of F. B. O. will heave for
the other team.
And Rube Wagle is wed. He
sure is. Was married on Saturday to Miss Opal Hiatt, who made
a lovely blushing bride. Rube
Wagle is the cashier of the Des
Moines F. B. O. office. On Monday he passed around the cigars
and candy.
The new Opera House at Belmond was equipped with two new
Simplex machines last week by
Esco. Mrs. Oeveland is the
owner of the Belmond house.
E. J. Lipton, assistant manager
of the Pathe exchange, will attend
the Xational Exhibitors convention in Milwaukee.
Xate Chapman, exhibitor at
Iowa City, was in Des Moines and
looking much better in health after
two weeks at French Lick Springs,
doing nothing but eat and s!ecp,
drink water and sleep again.
The Metro-Goldwyn sales staff
returned from the Convention all
pepped up by the talk on pictures

of theterritory.
Davis Distributing Co.
for puttheir
Imrnediately after the return of
the Universal officials from the
Milwaukee convention, sales activities will start on the new product. In the X. Y. zone the drive
will be made by W. C. Herman,
Gen. Mgr. of the Big U, and Dave
X.
J. Sales Mgr. Louis Kutinsky
Brill,
will be in charge of X'orthern
Sam S. Liggett has recently
been appointed short subject sales
manager
for Universal in X^ew
York.
Ben Blumenthal, president of
Export and Import, lost his private
secretary temporarily when Mildred Daum, who occupied that position for the past five or six years,
became the wife of Samuel Kraft
on Tuesday morning. May 12. The
wedding ceremony was performed
at Carlton Terrace on upper
Broadway, X'ew York City.
"When the honeymoon is over," to
misquote the words of a popular
song, Mrs. Kraft will return to
her
"secretarying"
Mr. job
Kraftof resumes
his workwhileas
certified public accountant.
R. B. Staub, who makes Cinema Stars, a noveltj^ reel, is in
Xew York from the Coast, on
business pertaining to distribution
of his product of which he has
sixteen reels ready for distribution.

and the banquet tendered them by
district manager Flj-nn.
Manager Young of F. B. O. is
in Chicago
the national
vention at theforDrake
Hotel. conU. C. McKee, owner of the
Weiting Theatre at Toledo, purchased a new Simplex from Esco.
And the Mt. Sterling Gem, owned
by L. W. Shriver, was furnished
with similar new equipment.
The Legion Theatre at Ladora
which has been constructed by the
American Legion there at a cost
of between $3,300 and HOOO was
equippedand with
a new
machine,
chairs
screen.
Performances
are being given at the theatre although the building is not yet complete. The opening of the Ledore
weeks Legion
ago. theatre was made two
Marie Perkins, contract clerk of
the F. B. O. office, has been quite
ill suffering complications caused
by an unruly appendix.
' O. H. Dutton, head of the
Omaha office of the Exhibitors
Supply Company
called at the Des
Moines
office.
Mr. Carroll of the Star Theatre
at Clofax called on Manager
Swarz of the Premier office and
signed up a lot of pictures as did
also A. M. Leitch of the Royal
Theatre at Milford. Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Gilbert of the
Princess Theatre at Stuart visited
all the exchanges.
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AFTER serving for several
months as temporary manta
Atlann,
Metro
, -Gold
VV. Hanlo
Jameswyn's
branchager ofoffice
known to everybody in the film
fraternity as Jimmy, has been appointed permanent manager. After
the sudden death of Jim Burke
last December, Mr. Hanlon, then
an up-and-coming booker for the
Metro exchange, was advanced to
the managerial desk ; but his appointment was only tentative, subject to confirmation by New York
executives. This confirmation
came last week during the sales
conference held in the company's
executive offices at 1540 Broadway.
The summer proaram for Producers Distributing Corporation
salesmen was outlined this week at
a lively and enthusiastic gathering
of salesmen, called by Mrs. A. H.
Sessions, district manager for
Producers. Pictures were
screened and advance information
supplied for the salesmen present, priming the Producer representatives for the coming campaign. Present at this meeting
were L. J. Duncan, salesman for
Alabama; L. C. Lowe, North Carolina; J.\V. Wilbanks, South Carolina ;Herman Cohen, Georeia.
The many friends of Rufus
Davis, star salesman for Southern States, will be glad to learn
that he is resting easily at a local
sanatorium, after undergoing, on
Tuesday, an operation for appendicitis. Mr. Davis is one of the
most popular salesmen on Film
Row as well as being one of the
most capable in his territory. His
wife, a Charlotte girl who only
recently became Mrs. Davis, is in
Atlanta at his bedside.
Milton Jones, assistant manager
of the Southern States office, is to
be married on June 6th, to Miss
Laura Brown, daughter of Mr.
Lorraine Brown of this city. The
couple will leave immediately after the ceremony for New York,
to be gone for two weeks. They
will make their home in Atlanta.
Mr. Jones is a valued member of
the Southern States force, having
been with the office for six years.
Alpha Fowler, manager of the
Palace theatre in Inman Park, is
sick with a terrible cold this week,
and while he is still on the job at
the theatre, is by no means in the
pink of condition.
Adolph Samuels, sojourning in
Germany, writes that the weather
is wonderful on the continent, that
his trip over was most pleasant
and that he is greatly enjoying his
visit with friends and relatives in
the Old Countn.'. Mr. Samuels
will return in June.
R. B. Wilby, part owner of the
Cameo theatre which will have its
opening Monday, came in to Atlanta from Birmingham Thursday
and left again Friday.
C. R. Beacham, branch manager
for First National, returned Wednesday from New Orleans, where
he has been attending a two day
conference called by C. C. Callaway, district manager.

Thomas A. Curran, western
sales representative for Rayart
Pictures came in to Atlanta this
week and visited all the independent exchanges. It is understood
that he will remain over the weekend.
J. R. Edenfield, of the Dreamland theatre, Augusta, Ga., spent
the week-end in town, calling upon
the various exchanges.
L. V. Seicshnaydre. newly appointed manager for the New Orleans branch of Progress Pictures,
w^as in Atlanta this week, conferring with Arthur C. Bromberg,
president.
Ray Beall, exploitation man for
Southern States Film Company
returned Thursday from Savannah.
W. E. Truog, of the New York
office of Universal Pictures, was
in the local exchange this week
and held a sales conference. All
four of the salesmen w'orking out
of Atlanta w^ere present. B. Fulton, C. T. Jordan, R. S. Campbell,
and H. M. Williams. Mr. Truog
is making a round of all the exchanges throughout this territory
for the purpose of holding sales
meetings.
Charlie Crute, of the Lyric theatre, Huntsville, Ala., spent Thursday in Atlanta.
R. A. Herring, of the Rylander
theatre, Americus, Ga., spent a
short w-hile in Atlanta this week
in the interest of his theatre.
Walter F. ^McDonald, former
football star at G. M. A., and sonin-law of Mrs. Anna H. Sessions,
district manager for Producers
Distributing corporation, came in
to Atlanta Monday to spend a few
days visiting friends. He will return to Monroe the latter part of
the week.
C. W. Maxey, who operates the
Royal theatre in Summerville, Ga.,
was in town for a few days last
week.
J. J. Durfield, Florida representative for ^letro-Goldwyn. was
in town Monday. He left Tuesday for his territory.
Lewis Ingrahm, Georgia representative for Metro - Goldwyn.
came in Monday for a brief
stay. Mr. Ingrahm left immediately for his territory.
Ira P. Stone, branch manager
for Vitagraph, left town this week
for Los Angeles, in order to attend the
Warner-Vitagraph
convention
which will be held from
the 12th to the 16th.
F. L. Davie, who looks after
the interests of Film Booking offices in this territory, is spending
the week-end in Chicago, attending the F. B. O. convention, which
takes place today and Sunday. He
is expected back the first of next
w-eek.
Mrs. Anna H. Sessions is preparing for a trip the week of the
2.Sth. to one of three points — New
York, Chicago, or San Francisco.
At these three points will be held
regional conventions of Producers
Distributing Corporation, and Mrs.
Sessions has not yet been informed
to which she will be summoned.
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MRS. BERTHA B. EMMETT, for four years
house manager of the Colonial motion picture theatre, Harrisburg, a
leading Wilmer & \"incent theatre
of that citj', has resigned her post
and has been temporarily succeeded by Samuel A. Keubler, manager of the Orpheum, a "legitimate" theatre, which is about to
be demolished to make way for
a million-dollar theatre with 2,500
seating capacity. The new theatre
when completed about the first of
next year will be a vaudeville and
picture house.
When the Orpheum is rebuilt
Mr. Keubler will become manager
of the Majestic, at present a
vaudeville and picture theatre
which will become the Wilmer &
Vincent legitimate theatre in Harrisburg. Mr. Gibble, manager of
the Majestic, will at that time be
transferred to manage the new
Orpheum.
The employes of the Colonial,
on the occasion of Mrs. Emmett's
retirement as manager, about May
1, presented her with a string of
pearl beads and a vanity case. Before she came to Harrisburg in
1921. Mrs. Emmett was associated
with the management of a theatre
in Allentown.
By odd coincidence, Peter Magarp, veteran Harrisburg motion
picture exhibitor, who has just
sold his Regent theatre to Marcus
Loew's Inc., and will retire from

the theatre field, was virtually a
business associate of Mr. Loew
when both were struggling along
at the start of their careers many
years ago. Mr. Magaro met Mr.
Loew when both were having their
troubles at a time when pictures
were a "baby" industry. They
used to exchange films, Loew using them in his New York theatres and Mr. Magaro bringing
them to Harrisburg for a later
showing in the small theatre he
then operated. Those were the
days of
shows when
the
home
of "store"
an unsuccessful
business
venture was quickly transformed
into a "picture theatre," where
twenty shows a day were given for
five cents. Mr. Magaro is planning a vacation trip to his old
home in Italy, to be accompanied
by his daughter. He will return
to Harrisburg to reside, having
big real estate and other business
interests there.
Never in the history of Harrisburg and vicinity has there been
such an epidemic of Spring circuses to detract from the business
of the picture theatres. The Sheesley shows
filled a week's
ment in Harrisburg
late inengageApril
and from there went to Steelton,
which immediately adjoins Harrisburg, for a stay of another week.
The Hagenback-Wallace circus
gave two performances in Harrisburg on May 4, and Ringling
Brothers were booked to appear
there on Mav 21.
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The Theatorium, the first theatre operated in Mt. Carmel by L.
J. Chamberlain, of Shamokin, now
head of the big Chamberlain chain
of theatres, has passed out of existence as a picture house. It was
acquired for a theatre by Mr.
Chamberlain in 1907. The building
had just been transferred by the
Guarantee Trust & Safe Deposit
Company, of Mt. Carmel, to J.
Grant Kehler, of that city, who
will replace it with a store and
apartment house.
Two concerts by a juvenile
chorus, ranging from 3 to 6 years
old, trained by Mrs. Florence Ackley Ley, head of the Community
Service Bureau maintained in Harrisburg by the Wilmer & Vincent
theatre interests, were a feature
of the Music Week celebration in
that city. May 3 to 10. Many of
the theatres of Central Pennsylvania had special musical programs
during Music Week. Organ recital music was broadcast on several evenings from the Victoria
and Regent theatres, Harrisburg.
W'hh the presentation of the
operetta "Blossom Time," on the
night of May 11. the present Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, witnessed its last performance. This
\\'ilmer & \'incent legitimate theatre is to be torn down at once to
make way for a vaudeville house
that will seat 2,500.
The new Victoria motion picture
theatre that has just been opened

in Mahanoy City, by the Chamberlain Amusement Company, is being managed by W. D. Ascough.
A §10,000 organ is to be installed
in the theatre conducted by Gene
McAtee, located in the Elks BuildCit>'. Ley, head
Mrs.ing, in Mahanoy
Florence Ackley
of the Wilmer & Vincent Community Service Bureau, of Harrisburg, conducted community singing for the inmates of the Dauphin County Almshouse, Harrisburg, on the evening of May 6.
Through the courtesy of Wilmer & Vincent, the management
of the Majestic vaudeville and picture theatre, Harrisburg, gave a
special performance on Saturday
afternoon, May 9, as a forerunner
to Mothers'
Sunday
following. All Day,
mothersthe over
60 years
or older were admitted as guests
of the house, and a special program in their honor was arranged.
A souvenir was presented to each
mother, and an address was made
by Daniel L. Casey, secretary of
the Harrisburg Chamber of Commerce.
Announcement has been made
that Loew's Regent theatre, just
acquired in Harrisburg by the
Marcus Loew interests of New
York, will introduce at once a
policy of two changes of bill weekly— one Mondays and Thursdays.
Heretofore the Regent, under the
old management, has usuallv given
bills of a continuous week's run.

Detroit

ER has been apCARRI
JS.
. pointed
to succeed Manager
Ansley of the Broadway-Strand
theatre, controlled by Universal
Productions. He assumes his new
duties this week. Mr. Carrier
is well known in the show business having been manager for a
long period of a string of theaters in West Virginia, and recently having headquarters in
, r \'a.
ngton
Hunti
he was manage
of aBefore
group that
of
twenty- four St. Louis houses for
two years. Mr. Carrier plans no
radical changes in the policy of
the house and has already announced a series of important
bookings for the immediate future.
Jack Young, local manager for
Vitagraph, whose connections
with that company are unaffected
by the merger with Warner
Brothers is now in California, attending the sales conference of
SV'itagraph managers and officials.
The Kunsky theaters were visited last week by the deputation
of theater owners from the British Isles, who are in this country
upon a tour of inspection of
American theaters. The party
made a thorough tour of the Capitol theater as well as other local
houses. Elaborate plans were
made for the entertainment of
the visitors by the Motion Picture
Theater Owners
of Michigan.

Under the guidance of H. M.
Richey, they visited the Ford
plant, various points of interest
in the city and, before leaving for
the Milwaukee convention, were
guests at a large banquet, attended
by the most prominent exhibitors
of the state. Among the vTsitors were William Gavazzi King,
General secretary of the Cinematograph Exhibitors association
of Great Britain and Ireland,
Major A. J. Gale, member of the
Most Excellent Order of the
British Empire and member
the General counsel of that organization G.
; F. McDonald, ex-president of the association ; Captain
J. W. Barber, commander of the
^lost Excellent Order of the
British Empire ; A. Cunningham,
ex-councillor of Leeds and F. H.
Cooper, member of the General
Counsel of the association. Detroit is the second stopping place
for the Britishers, they having entered the country at Buffalo, coming direct from the steamship
docks at Montreal.
The new State theater, now under construction, has progressed
to the eighth floor in steel construction. Steel work is also almost complete for the auditorium
structure itself. The new theater will follow a decorative scheme
along Oriental lines. It will open
its door to the public this coming
October.

Tom Mix. now returning from
his European
tour, will
in Detroit on Saturday.
(May be16)
and
the following day, to visit the various industrial plants and to give the
city in general his respects. With
him will be his wife, daughter and
chief
The
westernunderstudy.
star will be"Tony."
widely feted
during his local stay. A banquet
is already planned for the BookCadillac Hotel, where he will stay,
and which will be attended by
newspapermen and exhibitors.
This
be Tomin several
Mix's first
in thiswilldistrict
years.visit
Barney Balaban. senior member
of the firm of Balaban and Katz,
was in Detroit last week in consultation with George W. Trendle, general manager of the Kunsky interests, regarding the new
Kunsky-Balaban and Katz iMichigan theater. iMr. Balaban was accompanied by his advertising
manager,
\\'iriiam
K. excavation
Hollander.
The extremely large
for this newest and largest of Detroit theaters is now almost in a
completed stage. Barricades about
the excavation announcing the new
theater and its policy are already
up. The new iMichigan will be
the first unit of a wide-spread and
ambitious building plan totalling
away into the millions and promoted by the
Stormfeltz-Lovely
Real Estate
interests,
for Bagley
avenue, upon which thoroughfare
the new Michigan will face. The

building will be thirteen stories in
height, a new story having been
added to the plans during the past
week. The promotion corporation
intends the construction of two
legitimate theaters. There will
also be constructed several other
units consisting of large office
buildings, while the street will be
boulevarded and lighted in the
most brilliant manner. Bagley
avenue is already the widest street
in Detroit, measuring some two
hundred feet and with plenty of
opportunity for parking facilities.
The new iMichigan will embrace
an entire city lot. It will be under
the direct management of John H.
Kunsky
in conjunction withandhisoperated
other local
houses.
It is expected that the Michigan
will open its doors to the public
in about 16 months time.
Edgar O. Brooks, serial sales
manager for Pathe. who was in
Detroit last week conferring with
Oscar Hanson, local manager, declared that Michigan is one of the
best serial states in the country
for Pathe.
Publication has been resumed of
the "Photoplay News", the Kunsky magazine. This rather bright
little publication has gained great
favor with the screen followers in
this district.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Butterfield,
have
returned European
to 'Detroittrip.from
their extensive
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vision Manager for MetroGoldwyn arrived in this city
Saturday, on his way back to his
Los Angeles headquarters after
attending the national convention
at New York City last week. He
conducted a sales conference at the
local exchange Saturday afternoon
and Sunday, at which subjects and
policies relative to the distribution plan for the new product
were thoroughly gone into and the
boys of the local office returned
to their territories imbued with intense enthusiasm over the lineup
of productions that they have to
sell. The men who attended the
conference were George L. Cloward, manager of the exchange,
Joseph F. Samuels, E. E. Harris,
George Lustig, salesmen ; and
Charles Dillerd, exchange office
manager. Harry Lustig left immediately following the meeting
for Los Angeles.
Manager Cloward leaves this
week to make a swing over the
twenty key centers of this territory, in the interest of the productions on the 1925-26 schedule
of releases. He is determined to
close in every point.
Edward C. Mix, newly appointed manager of the Associated
Exhibitors exchange here, after a
week spent in studying the new
product from the selling angle, is
all pepped up over the productions,
and will leave this week for his
initial trip into the territory. He
says that it seems like old times
to be toting a brief case, having
held the managerial duties of the
Select exchange in this city until
the closing of that office. Since
that time he has been manager of
the Kinema Theatre here.
L. Lanning has been appointed
manager of the Kinema to succeed
Mix. He arrived in this city to
take over his new duties this week,
coming in from Kansas City,
where he was manager of a theatre. He is a new recruit to the
staff of Universal theatre managers, this being his first house
under the tutelage of big U.
The policy adopted some months
ago at the Kinema Theatre, of

running for the first part of the
week a big first run feature production, with a good Western and
serial during the latter part at
lower prices than are charged for
the feature, is proving to be a
splendid move by way of drawing
the crowds to this house during
the entire week. The east side
of the city is, exploited for the
first period while the advertising
for the last three days is confined largely to the west side.
W. R. Walsh, traveling auditor
for Associated First National, is
here doing his stuff over the books
and records of the local exchange.
Harry T. Nolan, Mountain
Division Manager for Associated
First National, is at present in
New York City, sitting as a member of the rotating committee. At
the conclusion of the business before this body, he is expected to
return
to his headquarters in Denver.
Clayton D. Parker, who has
been selling out of the Associated
First National exchange here for
the past several months, left today
for Denver to report to the comferred tooffice,
the having
territory been
out oftransthat
city. pany
George Mayne, owner of the
Preferred Pictures and Super
Feature Independent exchange, is
making good his promise at last.
He leaves to-night for his long
expected trip into the Idaho section selling the entire block of new
productions which he controls in
this part of the country. His
perigrinations will consume about
thirty days, with every theatre
town in the Gem state serving as
his host.
L. A. Davis, manager in this
city for F. B. O., left yesterday
for Chicago, where he will sit in
at the general convention which
convenes Saturday May 9 at the
Drake Hotel. He will pay a vacation visit to his folks at Philadelphia before returning to his headquarters in this city. During his
absence the local office is in charge
of E. M. Gibson, manager.
The Universal bunch pulled out
today,tendenroute
Chicago, toMay
atthe nationalto convention

9. The boys from Seattle, Portland, and Butte offices stopped here
to pick up Samuel Henley, local
exchange manager. They included
Jack Schlaifer, manager at Seattle,
S. E. Jackson, Portland chief,
publicity manager Babcock, Portland ;and Ray C. Hudson, Butte
office manager. At Ogden, Utah,
Don Mitchell, manager at Los
Angeles, and C. A. Nathan, San
Francisco, manager, will join the
party. Other managers and representatives along the line will entrain with the above. C. W. Peck,
Jr., is in charge of the office.
Two high powered salesmen
have been transferred to the local
Universal exchange to work this
territory
"White
They are on
Lew the
Herns,
who List."
hails
from Portland, and G. A. Margetts, who made a long jump from
Ontario, Canada. They will start
Richard Ajlen in the recently com- work immediately, in conjunction
pleted Paramount picture "In the with Milt Cohn who is hitting the
Name of Love."

Lake

City

trail into Idaho this week, and Joe
McElhinney, who is working
southern Utah.
Mrs. Velma Timpson, inspector
at the Universal exchange in this
city was operated upon for appendicitis yesterday. She is making
good
L. progress.
E. Metzger, special sales
representative for Carl Laemmle,
was here this week conferring with
Manager Henley of the Universal
branch. He left for Denver after
the completion of his business here.
Art Schayer, Fox resident manager, returned this afternoon from
New York City where he attended
the national convention. He reports that the convention was a
huge success, and declares himself
to be highly enthused over the
productions listed on the new
season program of releases.
A. J. Shubert, exhibitor at
Gooding, Idaho, has taken over
the Shubert Theatre again, after
leasing it out for some time, and
will run it for himself. He was
in this city this week visiting local
exchanges checking up on the
bookings for the theatre.
Carl Stern, United Artists exchange manager here, is making
a short trip up Heber City way.
Vete Stewart, selling out of the
local United Artists exchange, was
in day before yesterday after a
mighty successful trip into the
Idaho territory, having booked the
United productions heavily. He

left yesterday for the coal camp
district of southern and central
Utah.
Jackman Connors,
sales-in
for United Montana
Artists, is
Butte at his headquarters this
w e e k, preparatory to another
swing around that state.
Alan Burke, manager of the
DuLux Features exchange returned from his first trip into the
territory this week, and is devoting
his attention at the present time
to details around the city.
C. F. Parr, resident manager
for Producers Distributing Corporation, isgreasing up the wheels
of the newly acquired Buick
chariot preparatory to a lightning
swing around the territory for
contracts
in the
sional to
contestfinish
whichup will
closedivi-in
a week or so.
Out of town exhibitors who
were visiting local exchanges this
week included, Utah : L. B. Ashton, Princess
Columbia
Theatres, Provo ;andGeorge
Lindsay,
Star Theatre, Eureka; T. S.
Chessler, Princess Theatre, Bingham Canyon ; J. J. Gillette, Strand
Theatre, Tooele; Ed. Ryan, Liberty and Alberta Theatres, Brigham City ; Gordon Thornberg,
Bluebird Theatre, Garfield ; Idaho :
J. H. Christensen, Orpheum Theatre, Driggs, and W. H. Burt,
owner of the Rialto Theatre at
Twin Falls.
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ANNOUNCEMENT has been
made in Columbus that James
O. Mills, restaurateur, has purchased the old La Salle theatre
property at 108 West Madison St.,
Chicago, from S. W. Strauss and
Company. The property was purchased on a valuation of §1,500,000,
according to report.
The Brown Theatrical Company
of Zanesville, has been incorporated in Columbus for §350,000.
This company has been formed to
erect a new building on the present
site of the Zanesville Publishing
Company's
on South
Fifth St. It building
will also operate
the
Liberty
and \\'eller
both
in
Zanesville.
Officerstheatres,
of the company are president: W. M. Bateman, president of the First National Bank of Zanesville; 1st vicepresident : Frank ^L Ransbottom,
prominent pottery manufacturer ;
2nd vice-president : \N'. O. Littick,
president of the Zanesville Publishing Company ; secretary-treasurer : George Brown, cashier of
the First Trust and Savings Bank.
Caldwell H. Brown, who has been
manager of the Liberty and Weller
theatres, has been elected general
manager of the theatres to be operated by the Brown Theatrical
Company. These officers, together with P. R. Gobel, constitute the
board of directors of the new company. It has been announced that
the present policies in operation at
the Liberty and Weller theatres,
will be continued.
The Pantheon theatre, Lorain,
closed for a week during which
time new cushioned seats were installed, and a new ventilating system put in, opened last Sunday.
A special ten-piece orchestra was
the added attraction for the grand
opening.
Meyer Fisher of the Fisher
Film Exchange, and Ohio distributor of the Felix Cat Cartoons, in

Motion

co-operation with The Cleveland
Plain Dealer is now in the second
week of a six-week drawing contest, which is proving so successful that distributors of the cartoon
comedies are writing to Fisher for
details of the tie-up so as to duplicate it in other territories.
Caroll Slavin Hamberg, who is
in line for a service medal, having
been connected with picture distribution in Cleveland for more
than six years, and who is in
charge of the bookings department
of the Progress Pictures Company, is spending a few weeks in
Chicago, where she can at least get
the smoke from the Convention.
Percy Essick of the firm of Scoville, Essick and ReifT, represented the company in Milwaukee.
John Kessler of the Alhambra
theatre. Canton, made a special trip
to Cleveland the other day. Mr.
Kessler has started a new summer
policy of split weeks.
L. B. Cool, in the city one day
last week, said that this is the last
week of vaudeville at the Colonial
theatre, Akron. Mr. Cool is putting in stock for the summer.
Lemotto Smith, who owns and
operates motion picture theatres in
Alliance and Warren, stopped off
between vacation trips, to call on
the local exchanges in person.
Smith, just back from a winter in
Florida, is sailing from Montreal
on May 23rd, for four months on
the other side of the pond. And
Mrs. Smith, of course.
C. P. Stalder, former proprietor
of the Nixon theatre, Akron, has
recently taken over the Standard
theatre, Cuyahoga Falls. The
house previously belonged to J.
Jones.
George Waggoner, of the firm
of Hoffman and Waggoner, operating the Star theatre. Alliance;
Star theatre, Amsterdam and the

Windsor theatre, Canton, made his
first personal appearance around
the exchanges the other day.
Mr. Hoffman usually does the
traveling for the firm while Mr.
Waggoner stays on the job.
Interstate Film News, edited by
George Cole, and generally confined to Ohio distribution, will
make its appearance at the Milwaukee Convention as a daily.
Cole is getting out an eight-page
tabloid pocket edition every day of
the show. So far as is known, the
Interstate Film News is the only
regional paper to come to the front
in this manner.
Edward E. Keen, proprietor of
the Oxford theatre, Hamilton, O.,
looking forward to the comfort of
his patrons during the summer, is
installing a new ventilating system.
This system includes an electric
blower w h i c h automatically
changes the air at regular intervals.
Morris Kaplan, owner of the
Cameo theatre, Payne Ave. and
East 33rd street, has taken unto
himself the added duties of manager of the Grand Central theatre,
Central Ave. and East 33rd street
and the Park National theatre,
West 14th St.
A fire in the asbestos lined
booth of the Grand Opera House,
Cincinnati, one day last week, destroyed practically half of a film.
The origin termined.
o£ Nothe
one fire
was was
hurt.undeBob Shaw, manager of the New
Orpheum theatre, Lima, is closing
his house over the summer months,
during which time he will completely renovate and redecorate the
house. A new SIO.OOO pipe organ
is to be installed, as well as a new
ventilating
system.
New scenery,
projection machines,
new stage
new interior decorations and a
completely remodelled lobby are a
few of things that will greet the
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fans when the house opens again.
J. E. change
Beck,manager,
localis\'itagraph
speeding exhis
way to California, where a Vitabeing.
graph convention is in the act of
J. J. Mooney has resigned as
manager of the Cleveland office of
Producers Distributing Corporation. Robert Cotton, central division manager w^ill have charge of
the office temporarily. Jim Mooney
continues in the booking department. Both J. J. and Jim are
brothers of Paul Mooney, late general manager of P.D.C.
Ward Scott, local Fox exchange
manager, is busy these days, arranging asocial schedule for Tom
Mix, who will spend the day of
Monday May 18th in Cleveland.
Arriving in Cleveland Monday
morning from Detroit, he will be
met by a delegation representing
the Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions Clubs
and the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association. Under
the auspices of the Kiwanis Club,
he will be the guest of honor at a
luncheon at the Winton Hotel.
Following which he will attend the
ball game, where he will share the
limelight with Nick Altrock and
the other players on the Washington-Cleveland teams. He w-ill leane
that same evening for Buffalo, and
will make no personal appearances
at any theatre while in Cleveland.
A special entertainment program
is being marked out for Mrs. Mix
who is accompanying her famous
husband on his trip through the
east.
Robert Cotton, central division
manager. for Producers Distributing Corporation, returned from
New York on Saturday and left
on Monday
to attendThethe following
Convention in Milwaukee.
week Cotton will hold a central
sales convention in Cleveland.

Cincinnati

e manager
RJ.
ard, offic
. forBURN
StandS,
has been laid
tap for over a week, and his work
carried on by Johnny Eifert. the
popular booker of the exchange
who always doubles in brass whenever anyone is absent. Besides his
that of Burns'
own ywork
Johnn
is at and
present teaching the
film business to Harold Kelso, a
very apt pupil who was formerly
with Pathe.
George Law, of the Eastland
theatre, Portsmouth, O., made the
rounds of the exchanges last week.
E. L. Katzenbach, of the Pastime theatre, Nelsonville, O., was
in the city making arrangements
to operate his theatre daily. In
the past the theatre operated only
on alternate weeks, with the Majestic theatre taking up every other
Week. With the increase in business the two owners have decided
that both theatres could exist runnine continuously.
The Harris Film Co. have
opened offices on the third floor

of the Broadway Film Building.
Dal. Howland of the Delmar
theatre, Portsmouth, O., spent several days in the city, setting in all
the dates for the summer, preparatory to his trip to Alaska. He will
be gone for several months.
Ned Beetz, owner of the Liberty theatre, Dayton, Ky., has purchased the Dolly Varden theatre
on Central Ave., Cincinnati, from
Henry Simkins.
Elmer Shard and Lou Snitzer,
have purchased the Washington
theatre, on Colerain Ave., Cincinnati, from J. Lackman.
Ralph Kinsler, office manager
and city salesman for F. B. O. has
won three sales prizes in succession, namely the February, March
and April prizes. He should have
received double the amount offered
for he almost sold L. B. Wilson,
the energetic but shrewd manager
of the Liberty theatre, Covington,
Kv.

Mrs. W. F. Warnerford, owner of the Gem theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind., was in the F. B. O.
offices for some time last week arranging her summer bookings for
the theatre with Ralph Kinsler.
Chas. Weigel, manager of the
Madison theatre, Madisonville and
Park theatre. Hyde Park, both
suburbs of Cincinnati, is making
arrangements
to attend
the Na-at
tional Exhibitors
Convention
Milwaukee. Incidentally it might
be said that Mr. Weigel is one of
city.
the most popular exhibitors in the
Ned Hastings, manager of
Keith's theatre, announces that his
theatre will be turned over to the
running of pictures during the
summer months.
B. Meade of the Arcade theatre,
Painstville, Ky., spent several days
along film row last week.
Ed. Booth, manager for F. B. O.
is in Chicago attending the convention. Before leaving Ed. gave
a party tn his most intimate friends

in celebration of his daughter Betty Jane's first birthday. The party
was put on in first class style with
a caterer and everything.
The Sigma theatre. Dayton. O..
has changed hands from Bob to
August Hirsch.
Mannymount, isNagle,
for onParaagain tobooker
be seen
the
golf courses of the city. But one
thing Manny will not do and that
is wear knickers.
L. D. Moore, of the Strand.
Marysville, O., and J. Dubbs of
the Opera House, Richwood, O.,
were visitors at the various film
buildings the past week.
Max Greenwald, manager for
Paramount, made a trip to Lima.
Ohio, last week and closed the
Quilna theatre practically solid for
Paramount.
Lou Foster, city salesman for
Paramount, is back on the job after a brief illness following the
conventioji
weeks
ago. in New York several
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four unsuccessful
ER
AFT
weeks under a new combined
motion picture and vaudeville policy, the Heilig Theatre in this city
last week reverted to its original
strictly motion picture policy with
admission prices at 25c at all times.
The Heilig was opened a number
£)f seasons ago under the direction
of Charles W . McKee at the 25c
admission, and built up a very
strong following. A number of
months ago admission prices were
raised to the 25c and 35c level with
the same success, but when the
Western Vaudeville Managers'
five-act vaudeville program was
put on late in March in addition
to the pictures at 20c and 40c, atjtendance gradually fell off, in
comparison to the added cost of
the shows. First run film programs, with specialties, now constitute the new 25c programs.
Jack Sullivan, manager of the
Fox Film Exchange, was expected
back in this city within the next
week, after having been away for
the last several weeks on a trip
lo the Fox convention in New
York City.
Information received in this city
last week indicated that the ParaTheatre, one
of Tacoma's
leading mount
suburban
houses,
had just
reduced its admission prices to 10c
at all times. Manager McKennall's move was expected to be
followed soon by similar reductions in other suburban houses.
L. W. Weir, Western division
-manager of the Producers Distributing Corporation, arrived in
Seattle last week on his first trip
of the spring season to this territory. Mr. Weir spent a number
•of days with Manager Chailes E.
Feldman, and then made a short
trip around the key points of the
local territory. From heie he
planned to return to Southern
California.
Ray E. Grombacher, owner and
manager of the Liberty Theatre
in Spokane, spent a short time in
this
city Picture
recently, Theatre
en route Owners
"io the
Motion
of America convention in Milwaukee. Mr. Grombacher. a trustee
of the M. P. T. O. W., went as

Alice Calhoun, whose contract with
Vitagraph has been taken over by
Warner Brothers.

official delegate of the state organization, elected at a recent
meeting in this city. During his
visit here he spent a large part of
the time in conference with J. M.
Hone, executive secretary of the
Washington state group, and John
Harnrick, president of the local
organization.
Fred G. Sliter, manager of the
First National exchange, left the
city last week to attend the First
National branch managers convention in Los Angeles. He expected to be p'one for about two
weeks, during which time he
would also visit the First National
offices
land. in San Francisco and PortGeorge B. Purvis, manager of
the new Columbia Theatre in
Longview, owned by the Columbia
Amusement Company, spent a
short time on Film Row here reexannounced
Purvis
cently. Mr.business
cellent
at his
house for
the first few opening weeks, and
spent part of his time booking
pictures that he expected would
keep that business up to its high
level.
film
well-kn
Moran,
Jimmy and
manownof the
theatre
salesman
Pacific Northwest, spent a few
days in this city last week, prior
to announcement of his plans for
the future. Mr. Moran was forme-.-ly associated with the LannonSheffield Greater Features company in the Portland office, having
left that position within the last
s-everal weeks.
Al Rosenberg, manager of the
DcLuxe Feature Film Exchange,
returned to his office last week
after a "flying" trip to San Francisco. During his stay there he
arranged for the Northwest distribution of a number of newThe Defeatures.
State Right
Luxe
Exchange
at the present
time is in the process of moving
from its present office at 2014
Third Avenue to the more spacious quarters across the street at
2015'/2, the quarters formerly occupied by the Selznick DistributMoving operaingtionsCorporation.
are being conducted under
the able direction of "Brother
Manager Albert Finkelstein of
the Strand Theatre has recently
completed the installation of an
emergency
Jack." screen at the very front
of the house's stage, b}' which he
is able to present Salvatore Santaella and the brilliant Strand Orchestra on the stage during the
regular concert number of each
performance. Following the
screening of the feature picture,
the traveler curtain is closed and
the emergency screen dropped for
the screening of the short subject.
Following this the concert is presented, the orchestra having had
time to take their positions on the
stage behind the screen. The
same procedure is followed after
allowing the orchesthe traconcert,
to return to the pit for the
showing of the feature picture on
the regular screen at the rear of
the stage.

houses are under the direction of
O. T, Taylor, who was recently
appointed house manager for the
Aberdeen theatres owned by Mr.
Dolan.

Excitement along Film Row, at
least among the golfing element,
has been tense for the last several
days, as a result of the ending of
the first half of the Seattle vs.
Portland Board of Trade tournament. At the end of this spasm,
the score favored the Portland
film men by two points, a lead
which they openly declared, would
,iot be taken from them. Charles
W. Hardin, manager of the United
Artists exchange and leading
golfer
along Seattle's
Row,to was
being greatly
relied upon
put
Seattle in the lead. A handsome
trophy was donated for the tournament by Ben F. Shearer, head
of the B. F. Shearer Theatre
Equipment Company of this city.
Vic Gauntlett, advertising and
publicity director for the Blue
Mouse circuit of theatres, returned
to work last week after a number
"of days,finedsevere
which conhim to illness
his home.
Mr.
Gauntlett suffered from an attack
of flu, but insisted upon returning
to his office before he was completely recovered.
Ed Dolan, owner and managing
director of a string of motion picture houses in Aberdeen and Hoquiam,ished D.including
the inrecently-fin& R. Theatre
Aberdeen,

Hal ciatedVaughn,
formerly
with the Pathe
office inassothis
city, and now connected with the
same organization in Montana, recently announced that he plans to
return to the Washington territory within the near future, preferring the local district to any
inland country.
Rodney Pantages, eldest son of
Alexander Pantages, theatre magnate, agement
recently
over the
manof thetook
Pantages
Theatres
in the Pacific Northwest during
the temporary absence of E. C.
Bostick,tative in this
Mr. territory.
Pantages' The
represenlatter
left for a tour of the Middle West
and East, planning to install the
combined motion picture-vaudeville policy in a majority of the
Pantages Theatres, following its
unqualified success in Seattle, Tacoma, Vancouver, B. C, and Spokane.
John Danz's Capitol Theatre in
this city has now entered upon a
program of first run features with
changes twice each week, at the
regular admission prices of 10c for
Sundays. and I5c at night and on
matinees

left recently for an extended vacation trip to Southern California.
During his absence affairs at his
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J. H. Maclntyre, manager for
ant changes ocimport
Famous Players here, was the
curred during the past week
of honor, at a dinner at the
along Film Row, when H. C.anBis-in guest
Hotel Hampton, the other night,
sell. who has been a salesm
the Universal exchange, \yas given by the Albany Film Board
named as manager, succeeding
of Trade, of which Mr. Maclntyre has been president for
Sigbert W ittman, who has re- several months
past. During the
Mr. Bisturned to Philadelphia. hout
the evening, Mr. Maclntyre was presell is well known throug
sented with a handsome traveling
entire territory. At the local
set, with Herman Stearn, local
Pathe exchange. Leon Medem,
manager for F. B. O., making
who came here from Minneapolis
the remarks.
salesa
as
ago,
s
month
l
severa
man, was promoted to manager,
Patrick Quinlan, who runs the
Ideal theatre in Chateaugay, has
succeeding Charles Stombaugh,
named his granddaughter after
who has been handling the exColleen Moore, and upon writing
change for the past year, and who
the well-known star to that effect,
has been transferred to the home
office. Mr. Stombaugh leaves
has received a letter from Mjss
hosts of friends in Albany, who
Moore, as well as a fine photowill regret his departure.
There were many visitors, and graph.
Mrs. Carpenter will open her
theatre in Lake George village on
incidentally buyers along Film
Row during the past week. These
May 16, and' later will be joined
included A. \V. Goodman, of the by
her son-in-law, who is in
Orpheum, in Utica ; F. C. Chase,
vaudeville, and who will assist
of Pine Plains, and Fred Shelley,
her during the remainder of the
summer.
of Amsterdam, as well as Mrs.
L. L. Connors, of the Victory, in
The Board of Trade of SchoCambridge. John Augello, of the
harie has decided to run open air
Family, in Utica, was also in pictures one night a week during
town. John Mattice, who runs
the Novelty, in Middleburg, also the coming summer, as a means
of attracting attention to the vildropped in and was accompanied
lage and incidentally bolstering
by his brother, who has been in a up business with the merchants.
local hospital for some little time.
The Rialto, in Frankfort,
Walter Roberts, manager of which
was taken over some time
the Troy theatre, in Troy, de- ago by Tom Dooley, has closed
clares that the most honest perto a _ report current
son in all Troy, was found last according
along Film Row.
week in a woman who had picked
Mrs. Benjamin Stern, wife of
up a ladys ring at the theatre
and forgetting to turn it in as she the assistant manager of the
left, wrote in later saying that the Troy theatre, and son, will leave
shortly for Atlantic City, where
owner could have the ring upon
she will spend the summer with
the property. Mrs.
proving
her parents.
Roberts, who had been in New
There is a prospect that there
York City for some time past,
visiting her parents, is once more
will be a joint meeting of the Alback in Troy, and presiding over
bany and Buffalo zone comthe box office.
mittees the latter part of this
month at some point convenient
The dance contest, which Jake
Golden has been featuring at to both. At this meeting a set of
Harmanus Bleecker Hall, in Al- by-laws will be adopted that will
the two committees to
bany, proved so successful that permit
work in unison and to the best
Joe Saperstein is now putting
them on two nights a week at the possible advantage of exhibitors.
Griswold, in Troy, along with
Meyer Schine, of Gloversville.
head of the Schine circuit and
pictures.
likewise president of the Albany
Zone Committee, is the only exhibitor from this part of the
state, attending the Milwaukee
convention.
According to Lew Fischer, of
Fort Exiward, who has five
theatres, three of which are located in towns having daylight
saving, there came a 25 per cent
slump in receipts at these three
theatres the moment daylieht
saving became effective. Mr.
Fisher's house in Ticonderoga,
however, is doing exceptionally
well. In facr so much so that
Mr. Fisher expressed himself as
surprised the other day but said
that it was most pleasant. He is
using serials one night a week in
all of his theatres.
Ben Young, of the firm of
Jay Means,
MisWhitney and Young, erecting a
souri unit ofnew
the chairman
M. P. T. ofO.theKansas
and Missouri.
new house in Ilion, intends that
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his patrons shall ha\e all sorts of
amusement. There will be pictures, while in another section of
the block in course of erection,
and which will be open in the fall,
there will be a dance hall, billiard
rooms and bowling alleys.
S. N. Burns, Jack Krause, and
Robert Mochrie, together with
the president, will constitute the
Board of Directors of the Albany
Film Board of Trade.
Julius J. Byck, who has been
running the Rudolph theatre, in
Tannersville for the past ten
years, has arranged an elaborate
anniversary program, celebrating
the fifteenth year of the theatre,
the program running from May 2
until June 6. Mr. Byck has
put out an attractive booklet
of many pages, giving the
pictures that will be presented each
day during the month. Mr. Byck
is deaf and dumb, but despite the
fact is one of the ablest theatre
managers in this part of New
York state.
Ben Apple, of the King, in Troy,
is doing no bowling whatever this
spring, and will probably not be
seen upon the alleys much before
next fall or until such time as he
recovers fully from injuries to his
leg, sustained last fall.
Mrs. Tony Veiller, wife of the
manager of the Lincoln theatre
in Troy, is recovering from the
effects of a recent operation and
will probably be able to leave the
Samaritan hospital in Troy within
another week.
On account of daylight saving,
split weeks are now- prevailing at
both the Troy and Lincoln theatres,
although with cool weather during
the past week, there was some pick
up in business.
Leland F. Benger is the new
organist at the Empire in Glens
Falls. According to Oscar Perrin,
manager of the house, the organ
is scoring a great hit and many
people
him that they prefer it tohave
the told
orchestra.
W. W. Mase, of Prattsville.
who operates a theatre there is
planning to open shortly the
Hippodrome in Gilboa, and run
that theatre until such time as the
village is wiped out of existence
through the construction of a
huge reservoir there.
Langdon Burks, exploitation
manager for Universal, accompanied H. C. Bissell, local manager, to Chicago this past week,
where they are quartered at the
Hotel Blackstone and attending the
convention there. Herman Stearn,
local manager for F.B.O., is also
in Chicago, attending the convention.
There were a large number of
employees of local exchanges at the
Arbor Hill theatre in Albany, the
other night, when a representative
of the Eastman Kodak company
gave a most instructive talk on
the care that should be exercised
in the shipment of film and likewise that can come througJi careless operation in the projection
room.

=^?,

Alex Sayles, manager of the
Clinton Square theatre in Albany,,
is making a name for himself these
days in the clever way he is handling the preparation of newspaper
copy for all three theatres operated
by C. H. Buckley. Mr. Sayles was
formerly connected with one of the
Albany newspapers.
The Mark Strand, in Albany,
where broadcasting is done two
nights a week, from seven until
seven-thirty through WGY, has
installed an illuminated sign used
in front of the orchestra while
the broadcasting is going on and
announcing the fact to the patrons.
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiuiHiiiNiHiiiiniuiuiimuiUHiiiiii:''.
M mnesota
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'Jiiniiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.^^
CROCKETT
of the Grand BROWN,
theatre at owner
Nashwauk, Minnesota, loaned his theatre Easter Sunday to the Methodist church for the Easter services.
The Methodist church ordinarily
has a moderate crowd in attendance upon its services, but on Easter Sunday, when the services were
conducted in the Grand, the house
was packed.
The Gem theatre at Hill City,
Minnesota, was re-opened recently,
having been closed for several
weeks, since the death of A. L.
Abrahamson, owner of the property. R. L. Abrahamson, brother of
A. L., is in charge of the property
for Mrs. .\brahamson and has
leased the building and fixtures to
George Keenan, Jr., son of the
Hill City superintendent of schools.
Young Keenan is a hustling business man, just home from the university where he has been taking
dental work, and should prove a
good manager for the Gem. Keenan has taken the place on a monthly rental basis with the privilege
to buy at any time he feels disposed to do so.

Syd
to hisappear
"The
Man Chaplin,
onhis thenew soon
Box."
firstinWarner
picture
under
contract
with
Brothers.
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Vincent R. McPaul, managing director
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.

boy to vice-presiFROM office
dent. That is the romantic career of Vincent R. McFaul, managing director
of Sliea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, who after a quarter century of faithful service has
just been elected vice-president of
the Shea Amusement company of
the Queen City of the Lakes, succeeding the late Henry Carr. Mr.
McFaul started in 25 years ago as
office boy for Mr. Shea in his old
Garden vaudeville theatre. Later
he became treasurer of the house.
Then when Mr. Shea took over
the big Park theatre in Court street
and named it Shea's Court Street
theatre, Mr. McFaul was appointed treasurer there. He remain
at this post many years. His next
step upward was his appointment
to the management of the Criterion theatre which Mr. Shea and
Paramount operated for a few
years before it was razed to make
way for a business structure soon
to be built. When Harold B.
Franklin was called from the
management
of the
Shea's
Hipporship
drome to assume
directo

STRAW, manaCHARLES
ger of theJ. Starland theatre,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, for years, became manager of the Strand theatre at Brandon, Manitoba, on
May 4, the Strand being one of the
largest house in Manitoba. Mr.
Straw took with him from Winnipeg Walter Dolman, for the past
two years the organist of the Winnipeg Starland. Incidentally, Mr.
Dolman has been famous for years
in Winnipeg as an organist. Going to Winnipeg from Detroit
about 10 years ago, Mr. Dolman
first played at the Province Theatre. Three years ago he went to
the College Theatre when that
house was opened and for the past
two years he has presided at the
console of the Starland.
Manager Tom Logan had a mob
around the lobby of the Capitol

of the Famous Players-Lasky
theatre department, Mr. McFaul
was named managing director of
the big Buffalo picture palace and
he has made a wonderful success
of the institution since taking over
the reins. As a reward for his
long and faithful service the company has now named him a vice
president and it is understood that
when Mr. Shea's mammoth new
Buffalo theatre opens early in
1926, Mr. McFaul will be seen in
the manager's office. A squareshooter, quiet in manner, unostentatious and above all, a hard
worker, Mr. McFaul is one of the
most popular exhibitors in the
state. He is treasurer of Buffalo
Zone, M. P. T. O. of N. Y., Inc.
Gerald K. Rudulph, former
manager of the Buffalo Fox exchange, has arrived in the city to
lay a barrage of publicity for the
coming of Tom Mix on Tuesday,
May 19, accompanied by Tony,
the wonder horse. Tom will also
visit Niagara Falls. Plans are
being made by Branch Manager
Bill Rowell for a dinner in his
honor, probably at the new Hotel
Statler. Mrs. Mix and daughter
Thomasina will also be in the
party.
As ordered by Justice Hinkley,
a permit has been issued to Simon
Wertheimer to build a motion
picture theatre at 1386 Hertel avenue at a cost of $100,000. Mr.
Wertheimer plans to begin work
on the structure at once.
At a meeting of Kenmore folks
the other night, plans for the new
theatre being built in the town
were O. Ked and the selling of
stock for the community picture
house was declared to be a worthwhile proposition.
The Palace theatre in Olean
has been re-opened by the Bordonaro brothers. This house was
damaged by fire several months
ago. It has been remodeled and
redecorated. Pictures and vaudenew in
policy.
Palacevilleisisathe link
the The
Affiliated
Theatres corporation chain.
A film to aid the Rochester

Theatre, London, Ontario, all during the week of May 4 because
of a special lobby exhibit consisting of one of the first Ford models
ever to be built. This was a Model
A machine of two-cylinder type
and it was built in 1902, 23 years
ago. This Ford was driven to the
theatre under its own power for
the display and Manager Logan securedof the
plenty stunt.
newspaper space because
The Moulin Rouge, one of the
oldest of moving picture theatres
in Canada, situated at St. Catherine
and Amherst Streets, Montreal, is
to be replaced by a large new office building, according to an announcement at Montreal on May
7. The Moulin Rouge had been
operated by Independent Amusements, Limited, Montreal, along
with various modern cinemas and

Charity Chest campaign is being
shown in 27 motion picture theatres in Kodak Town this week.
The showing is made possible
through the co-operation of
the Rochester exhibitors. Jules
Greenstone, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
has arranged the following schedule : Eastman week, beginning
May 10; Regent,
Fay's,
Victoria,
Strand, Piccadilly,
Grand, Empire,
Temple, May 10, 11, 12 and 13;
Astor, Clinton, Empress, Hudson,
Jefferson, Lynhurst, Lyric, Lincoln, May 14, 15, 16; Murray,
Palace, Park, Plaza, Family,
Plymouth, Princess, Pullman,
Rose Garden, May 17, 18, 19.
The Howell Trucking company
delivered the film to the various
houses without charge.
Mike street
Dillon,theatre
operator
Court
for at20 Shea's
years
or so, dropped dead the other
night on his way home from the
theatre. Mr. Dillon was a charter member
Union,
233. of Buffalo Operators'
Sydney Samson, manager of
the Bond Photoplays exchange
and former president of the Film
Board of Trade of Buffalo is
sporting a beautiful Gruen platinum wrist watch presented to him
on the occasion of his retiring
from the executive office of the
board after serving three years.
Eugene A. Pfeil, manager of
the Circle theatre, has taken to
emulating the Prince of Wales.
Gene goes over to the Delaware
Park meadows all dressed up by
Hoot Gibson and rides a mean
broncho around the field. To date
Gene has put over some great
stunts, most of them consisting of
sliding off the horse to the greensward far below. Gene is considering seriously of sticking to
his flivver which is a trifle less
strenuous.
William A. C'alihan, general
manager of the Regorson corporation is the new president of the
Rochester Theatrical
association.
Other newManagers'
officers
are : Floyd J. Meneiley, vice-presi-

dent, Howard Shannon, secretary
and Herbert C. Kelley, treasurer.
Colonel Howard F. Brink, manager of the Buffalo Educational
office, is now driving a new
Willys-Knight Six sedan. He
looks like J. P. Morgan when he
gets behind the wheel. The
colonel has equipped the car with
everything but the kitchen sink
and he is thinking of putting in
an ice box. The colonel must be
gathering in the business in trunk
loads.
Manager Bill Rowell of Fox
journeyed to the Milwaukee convention. The story is out that
both Bill and J. Emerson Dickman, the latter the Fox salesman
de luxe, were both pinched in New
York recently while attending the
Fox pow wow. The charge was
parking cars in prohibited spaces.
Tlirough the influence of Bill Mahoney it is said that both got off
easy, but the laugh comes here.
Bill was soaked only one dollar
while the judge drew eight iron
menH. from
Emmy'sof wad.
E. Hughes
the F. B. O.
sales staff won the grand prize
in the recent F. B. O. three
months sales drive. Harry Dixon,
branch manager, journeyed to
Chicago last week-end for the
company's
Manager convention.
F. J. A. McCarthy is
feeling pretty good these days.
The Buffalo First National exchange is in tion-wide
third campaign
place for
in the play
nadates — which is going some.
Harold Lloyd Beecroft has resigned from the F. N. sales staff
to accept a position as Syracuse
representative for Metro-GoldHerman Lorence, manager of
the Bellevue theatre, Niagara
wyn.
Falls, his
is jamming
'em thesepolicy.
days
with
picture-vaudeville
The house is crowded every night,
with much of the business coming
from across the border. The
Canadians appreciate the liberal
policy at the Bellevue.

L. E. Quimet was identified with
the theatre in early days, Mr.
Quimet becoming a film distributor
later, holding the Pathe franchise
for Canada. The Moulin Rouge
was one of the landmarks of moving picture
activities in
Dominion but demolition
has the
already
started and the new office strucary.
ture will be finished by next Janu-

representing the first mortgagee.
The Wychwood has enjoyed a historical career for more than a decade.
"Music Week" was observed at
the Centre theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, during the week of May 4
when special emphasis was laid upon the subject of music, with and
without pictures, through the presentation of a musical program by
the combined orchestras of the
Centre theatre and Orville Johnson's Band, a local musical organization. References were also
made to the appropriate musical
accompaniment for the feature picture. The music stunt was arranged by Manager Don Stapleton.

The Wychwood Theatre, 1354
Bathurst Street, Toronto, a neighborhood house of prominence in
Toronto for years, was sold under
the auctioneer's hammer on May 6
to a Mr. Magee for |1 1.800. It
is the intention of Mr. Magee to
make various improvements in the
building which occupies a frontage
of 28 feet six inches with a depth
of 130 feet. The sale was made
by Henry J. Martin, solicitor,
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THE Opera House, Irving, 111.,
conducted by Charles Carriker has been closed for the
Summer. Other houses reported
closed include the Isis Theatre,
Brunswick, Mo. ; Baxter Theatre,
Xovinger, Mo. ; Lannae Theatre.
Worden. 111. ; Opera House, St.
David. 111., and the theatre at
Lx)gan, 111. The Community
Theatre, Hunter, Mo., will close
May 9.
J. M. Masterson has taken over
the Foley Hall, Foley, Mo.
Peter Lehoyan has sold the
Wilson Theatre, Madison. 111., to
Pete Parizian. The new owner
will take charge May 27th.
K. K. Stephens has purchased
the Star Theatre, Paris, Mo.,
from C. C. Crow.
J. C. Bowman is the new
owner of the Packwood Theatre
at XN^aconda, Mo.
Dr. W. Bolt is again in charge
of the Gem Theatre at Herrick,
III.
Dr. J. H. \'adakin owner of the
\'adakin
died
AprilTheatre
27th. at Bethany, 111.,
A bond issue of $800,000 on the
St. Louis Theatre, Grand boulevard at Morgan street, St. Louis,
Mo., now under construction is
being offered to the public. The
theatre has been leased to the Orpheum circuit and will open in
September as a combination
vaudeville and picture house.
The Western Union Telegraph
company is opening a branch office
in the Plaza Hotel Building for
the accommodation of the motion
picture exchanges and automobile
"mpanies in that district.
Herman Hunt of Ozark, Ark..

Picture

News

L OUIS

has sold his theatre to Mrs. William H. Argus of Little Rock.
Mrs. Argus will move to Ozark
to conduct the business.
Austin Barker, a former operator at the Lyric theatre in Harrison, Ark., and later a printer and
linotype man, is now the manager
of the Lyric. He will also figure
in the supervision of the D. C.
Fitton chain of theatres and has
moved his office to the front room
over the Farmers and Merchants
Bank.
|
The Theatre Radiocast Review
is now a regular nightly feature
of the international range radio
station KFVE. the Film Corporation of America, studios University City, Mo.
Between 6 and 7 p.m., when
theatre-goers are at dinner Romaine Fielding, director general of
the
pan)',allgets
on the
the air
and
tells comthem
about
current
bills of St. Louis motion picture
house, dramatic, vaudeville and
burlesque houses.
The regular music programs of
the station are broadcast after 10
p.m., so as not to interfere with
the patronage of any theatres.
Under the plan of the station people are encouraged to visit amusement houses rather than kept
from them.
Sidney Gates, house manager
for Loew's State Theatre, St.
Louis, has been promoted to managing director of the Regent theatre, Harrisburg, Pa. The Regent
was purchased recently by Marcus
Loew and is being remodeled and
refurnished. Mr. Gates has been
with the local house since it opened August 21, 1924.

cost $50,000. The building will be
two stories, 125 by 149 feet. The
owners are K. Davis and A. Dezinio, 5444 Botanical avenue. The
architect is J. B. Catanzaro and
F. Davis, contractor.
The ball"Paramount
and Foxto "baseteams are scheduled
cross
bats in a 9-inning travesty entitled
"The National Game ; How it
Should Saturday,
Not be Played"
at Forest
Park
May 16.
The
Paramount bunch, back from their
. jaunt to the Coast are all pepped
i up, but the Fox aggregation prom; ise to take some of that stuff out
of them.
Louis Lang is again in charge
of the Family Theatre on Shaw
avenue. St. Louis.
Jack Storey, general manager
for Pathe was a visitor to the
local excl-.ange on Thursday and
Harry Rathner. president
tributing Corp. Astor Dis- Fridav of the past week. From
here he dropped down to Joplin
for a visit with the old folks.
Jack Flannery, formerly at- Joplin was formerly his stamping
tached to the local Universal office was one of the delegates to
Floyd Lewis, district manager
ground.
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer confor Associated Exhibitors has
vention held at the Coronado Hogone to the Milwaukee convention.
tel, St. Louis, Monday and TuesWilliam De Frenne. manager of
day, May 4 and 5. He is with
the Louisx ille, Ky.. Paramount ofM.-G. M. at Kansas City.
fice, who has been in St. Louis reEd Fellis of the Orpheum,
cuperating from illness is about
Hillsboro, 111., was recently elected
an assistant supervisor for his ready to get back into harness.
Prior to being promoted to the
township, being one of three ReLouisville managership he was atpublicans who stopped the Demotached to the local Paramount
cratic landslide in a normally
office.
Democratic bailiwick. Ed came
Visitors of the week were : Pete
in to tell the boys along the Row
all about his victory.
Sikes. Highland, 111. ; Tom Reed,
Contracts have been let for a Duquoin, 111. ; Jimmy Clayton,
wife and babv. West Frankfort.
motion picture tueatre and store
111.; C. Bradley. Red Bud, 111.;
building at 5,500-08 Landsdowne
avenue. St. Louis. The house will and Jim Reilly, Alton, 111.
City

K ansas

WHEN
the task of exploiting
something is left to Gus
Eyssell, treasurer of the Newman
theatre, Kansas Citj', he usually
does a good job of it. Last week
the Kansas Cit\- American Association baseball club opened the
season on the home lot. Mr. Eyssell lost no lime in sending out his
cameraman for pictures and issuing invitations to lK)th the Kansas
City and Toledo teams to be higuests at the theatre that night.
It was worth fair space in all
newspapers, drawing many baseball fans.
"Just tell the world that I'm going to do some loafing, that I was
'not born in France, but Pittsburgh," saidinAdolphe
Mcnjou.
movie villain,
Kansas City
last
week.
Accompanying Mr. Menjou,
who was on his way to Washington and New York, were Mrs.
Menjou and Alice Joyce.
The deal, whereby Universal
takes over the Hostettler chain of
theatres in the Kansas City terri-

tory, has been definitely closed,
according to W. E. Truog. Uni\ersal district manager. It has
not been definitelx' determined
when the transfer will be made, it
was said.
An office in Kansas City has
been opened by the International
Booking Office at 315 Shubert
theatre building. W. T. Price,
formerly with Selznick, has been
made business manager of the
organization, which will specialize
in prologues for motion picture
theatres. C. F. Foye is general
ri.inager.
A deed recorded in Kansas City
Friday revealed the purchaser of
the fee title to the Pantages theatre lobby to be the Gary Realty
Company of Kansas City. The
theatre tower and parts of the
theatre on the narrow strip comprising the lobby were estimated
to represent a building cost of
$200,000.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market last
week were : C. M. Pattee, Pattee

theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; F. G.
Weary. Farris theatre. Richmond.
Mo. ; Charles Sears. Sears Circuit,
Nevada, Mo.; S. E. Wilhoit. Jefferson, Springfield, Mo. ; L. M.
Miller, Miller theatres, Wichita.
Kas. ; C. C. Christian, Beyer theatre. Excelsior Springs, Mo.
A drive to reinstate every member who is behind in dues will be
begun
by the
M. P. to
T. C.O. E.KansasMissouri,
according
Cook,
business manager, who is contemterritory. plating another trip through the
"We will give each exhibitor a
fair chance to come in, in accordance to the resolution adopted at
the recent convention, before we
dron him,"aresaidto beMr.asked
Cook.
exhibitors
only "But
once
to come into the organization —
andKansas
that means
City once."
exchanges were
doing a brisk business, as usual,
last week. Louis Reichert, P. D.
C. branch manager, returned from
the territory with an optimistic

outlook on life in general, as did
C. E. Gregory, Metro-Goldwyn
branch manager, only the latter
returned from a convention of his
company in New York. A large
Kansas City delegation is planning
to attend the Universal convention
in Chicago. C. E. Alayberry, P.
D. C. district manager, was a business visitor in Kansas Cit>', as was
Paul Kohner, representative for
Carl Laemmle. H. J. Chapman
has been promoted from Universal
city salesman in Kansas City to
branch manager of the Sioux
Falls, S. D., office.
During the past two weeks the
Majestic Theatre, Inc., of Madill.
Okla., has been thoroughly renovated and remodeled. Messrs.
Lawrence have made their house
one of the most beautiful in
Southern Oklahoma. French
doors, mirrors, and other additions
have been made and the floors recarpeted. The Alajestic is advertised as the coolest place in town
during the summer months.

May
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Necessary to Determine Investment
for Given Project

Building

Justified

By H. Robins Burroughs, Theatre Engineer

NG a theatre is a problem which
BUILDI
may be thoroughly analyzed from
every point of view before operations
are begun but, in the majority of cases,
this fact is not recognized nor advantage
of it taken. The usual prospective builder
formulates an idea that he would like to
construct and perhaps operate a theatre in
a certain general locality, and, with this as
a starting point, begins to unravel the various ramifieations through Mhicli he is likely
to be led by the usual line of thought. The
first thing, of course, to be considered is the
feasibility of the proposition, whether or
not there is evidence of a demand for a theatre in any given location. Vei-y frequently
even this may not be considered. It may be
in the mind of the prospective builder that,
should a certain theatre be constructed, the
people will come to it from somewhere and
somehow ; he does not give sufficient thought
as to whether or not there are suflReient
people in the surrounding community to
support the theatre. He may also fail to
take into account the amount of expenditure that anj- given community will justify.
As a result, the entire operation is conceived, executed and built Mathout any particular attention being given to an analysis
of the subject from any particular point of
v;tw.
Proper Procedure for Developing
Project
There are many different Mays in which
an idea to build any given operation may be
i-riginated, depending on the type or experience of the owner or promoter. In any
event, there is only one proper way to proceed in the development of any sort of construction which may be prompted in tbe
mind of the owner or builder. In the first
j)lace, seek a location which has a jjotential
demand for an operation of this characfer
rather than to construct a theatre in the
hope of creating a demand. Too frequently
the latter method is adopted and the results
are usually not satisfactory. The demand
will usually be self-supporting and whether
or not a theatre is built has little influence
on the actual requirements as they may exist. The difficulty usually is that the demand has usually been satisfied by other
theatres having been previously built in or
near the same community, and this fact
should be taken carefully into consideration,
for one serious source of error is to over-

build any given locality. This is particularly bad, not only for the prospective
))uilder but it also has a far-reaching cfCect
on all activities along the same line. It has
been said that, where a new theatre is introduced in a community which is already being well-supplied, the new theatre will ilraw
the business away from the other theatres
and take the leading place in that location.
This may or may not be tnie; it v/ill be true
if the new place is built on a more elaborate
and extensive scale than the preceding
ones. This element has a tendency to create an atti-action which out-balances the
others to the extent that it remains a positive drawing card. On the other hand,
such a proposition is likely not to reach its
fullest suc^iess for the reason that there will
always be a certain amount of loyalty and
prestige retained by the original installations.

Investor Can Only Afford to Spend
Given Sum

finance then arises and very frequently it
it found that the necessary amount is not
forthcoming from the prospective builder.
It is, therefore, necessary to enlist other
interests for the pui-pose of finance and the
greatest difficulty usually encountered is this
problem of finance. The writer constantly
receives numerous inquiries from prospective builders throughout the country regarding ways and means of financing these
different operations. A majority lose sight
of the fact that outside interests are not
likely to become fascinated with the building or owning of a small theatre in a small
community, even though the proposition
may show up well from an investment point
of view; particularly where the investor
becomes the owner. This is not sufficient
to justify outside money being placed in
/solated places. The success of a theatre
depends very largely on the ability of the
management with a few exceptions and
consequently financial interests are not inclined to risk their money even with a
possibility of large returns where the returns are dependent largely upon a personal

After all, so far as this phase of the
proposition is concerned, the investor can
only afford to spend a certain amount, and
if he overruns that amount he is making a ' equation.
serious mistake. It, therefore, behooves the Financial Risk Dependent on Sucl)rospective builder to study carefully any
cessful Operation
move he makes in this direction and to rely
more particularly on his own resources than
It can readily be conceived that, should
on others which have already been estaba loan be made by any financial instilished. This is one of the features of comtution, either in the shape of a first
l)etition which the theatre owner should acmortgage or in a bond issue, the element
tually guard against. Too frequently this of risk there is entirely dependent upon
the success of the theatre for the reason
error has been made in the past but fortunately the tendency appears now to be to that the building is so constructed that it
endeavor to keep clear of any such intercan not be used to advantage for any other
ferences. Consequently, after a preliminpurpose. This is a very important point
ary analysis has been given, a decision
that should be carefully considered by the
should be reached which will lead the prosprospective builder or owner. He should
pective builder along the line of least rethoroughly realize that, whereas the proposistance and into space whei'e he will have
sition may be perfectly sound from an ina more or less free line of action.
vestment point of view, yet there is absolutely no good reason why money, other
Ways
and
Means
of Financing
than that contributed by the owners, should
Theatre Projects
be invested in isolated communities. This,
of
course, does not apply to the large
The theatre investor is usually constantly
looking around for something along the line operations in large cities but it does apply
to numerous operations which are conin which he is interested, which usually
means new locations for theatres. When
stantly going on throughout the country.
It should be noted that where a prospective
this has been found and preliminary analyowner has not sufficient equity to finance
sis been made, which shows that it will
pass the usual requirements, the question of the entire operation, the best plan for him
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Notes

on Program of Society M. P. Elngineers'
Spring Convention
Hotel Van Curler, Schenectady, N. Y., May 18 to 21, 1925
Monday,
May 18th.
8:30 to Address
10 Registration;
President's
Address of Welcome
by Morning:
Mayor Campbell;
by General
Electric Address;
Official;
Reading of Minutes of Previous Meeting; Unfinished Business; New Business;
Report of Arrangements Committee; 10 minute session from one of these broadcasted by WGY.
Luncheon:
12:30 to 2:00.
Afternoon 2:00 to 5:00 1. Early History of Motion Picture Projectors —
F. H. Richardson. 2. An Improved Sensitometer Sector Wheel — M. Briefer.
3. Control of Series Arc Generator Sets — J. H. Hertner. 4. Manufacture of
Projection Lamps — R. S. Burmap. 5. Infra-Red Photography in Motion Picture
Work — J. A. Ball. 6. Report of Publicity Committee. 7. Report of Advertising Committee. 8. Report of Progress Committee.
Evening: Theatre Party.
Tuesdav, May 19th. Morning: 9:00 to 11:30. 8. A Museum of Motion Picture
Industry — T. K. Peters. 9. The Machine Development of Negative and positive Motion Picture Films — A. S. Hitchins. 10. A New Reflectometer —
Frank Bentord. 11. Colored Lighting Effects for use in Connection With the
Exhibition of Motion Pictures — L. A. Jones and Lewis Townsend. 12.
Student Psychology and Educational Motion Pictures — M. Briefer. Visit to
Illuminating
Laboratory.
Lvmcheon:Engineering
1:30 to 2:30
at General Address
Electric by
Co. W. D'A. Ryan.

Afternoon: 2:30 to 5:00. Visit to Research Laboratory.
Evening: Banquet at the Van Curler.
Wednesday, May 20th. Morning: 9:00 to 12:00. 14. Standardization of
Screen Illumination — R. M. Hill. 15. Static Markings on Motion Picture Flm —
J. I. Crabtree. 16. Paper Describing Installation of Timgsten Lamps for Color
Motion Picture Work — L. A. Jones. 17. Report of Papers Committee. 18. Report
of Publications Committee. 19. Artistic Utilization of Light in the Photography
of Motion Pictures — D. W. Atwater and W. B. Ihnen.
Luncheon:
12:30 to 2:30.
Afternoon: 2:00 to 5:00. This afternoon is left open for informal affairs such
as conferences and further inspection trips to the General Electric Works, Golf,
Motor trips to Lake George, or visits to points of historical interest around Schenectady.
Thursday, May 21st
Morning: 9:00 to 12:00. 20. Use of Desensitizers in the Development of Motion
Picture Film — J. I. Crabtree and M. L. Dundon. 21. Report of Committee
on Standard and Nomenclature. 22. Report of Membership Committee. 23. How
Theatres Should be Ventilated— F. R. Still. 24. A Paper on Special Color
Work — W. V. D. Kelley. 25. An Account of Recent Developments in Radio Vision
— C. F. Jenkins.
Luncheon:
12:30 to 2:00.
Afternoon: Unfinished Business.

Limitations

of Costs

(Continued from preceding page)
to adopt is to endeavor to interest one or
more other individuals in the same community to whom he could portray the same
picture which he sees in his own mind as
to the outcome of such an operation. It
is too much to expect for any one person
to build, own and control an operation involving asubstantial amount of money with
only a small investment on his part. It is
only fair and proper that, if others are
brought into the proposition and thereby
assist him to put over the proposition, which
he otherwise would be unable to do, they
participate on an equitable basis. The usual tendency of the originator is along the
desire to control and this may even be
done with certain arrangements with the
other participating parties and to the effect
that he may be given an option to buy out
their shares with a payment of a proper
return for the use of their money. This
arrangement of course depends upon the
abilities of the proposition to make sufficient returns to permit of an amortization
of this character.

of Theatre
Payments

Building

on Mortgages Should Be
Heavy at First

The usual proposition will stand a reasonable reduction each year on outstanding
mortgages and it is frequently advisable
to make the payments comparatively heavy
for the first few years until the indebtedness is reduced to a safe percentage of investment.
The writer has had occasion to analyze
propositions of this sort for various localities and has attempted to finance these
propositions from various angles. Large
operations can usually be handled from a
financial point of view to a good advantage,
particularly when they are located in the
center of activity or theatrical districts of
large cities. In this case, it is possible to
obtain substantial mortgage money, especially where the theatre is combined with
a fair percentage of commercial property.
On the other hand, where the theatre is in
a small town, the problem, as stated above,
becomes practically one of community
finance.

Picture

News

Particular Attention for Expenditures of Production Costs
After the proposition has been financed,
particular attention should be given to the
amount of expenditure of cost of production on any given operation. This is
vitally important and should be thoroughly
auah'zed and carefully considered in the
beginning. The usual mistake made in this
connection is that the average project is
overbuilt and this applies to the large ones
as well as the smaller ones. The only safeguard against this is a thorough and competent analysis, based on reliable data and
set up on paper, comprising all items of
income and expenditure, down to and including the probable net income. This
statement should show accurately the actual
amount of money that can safely be
spent on the operation; in other words,
it should show what the traffic will bear.
When this has been properly done and
the amount of expenditure determined, it
should form a basis for operation and in
the execution these figures should be closely
followed and not exceeded unless for some
good reason, which has been previously
studied and decided upon. If this is done,
there will be no chance for the proposition
to become overbuilt or, in other words, to
spend more than should be spent.
Estimated Cost of Construction Generally Overrun 25%-lOO^c
There are several avenues of action which
contribute to this all-important point of
consideration. It should here be noted that,
in a great majority of cases, the estimated
cost is overrun in the actual completion in
percentages varying from twenty-five to
one hundred per cent. There may be several reasons for this. It may be due to
lack of knowledge on the part of the architect or engineer or even the owner, who
prepares the preliminary estimate. Assuming that the required amount is determined
by actual bids fx"om contractors and that
the cost of the amount of equipment required is obtainable within close limits,
it would seem that the final expenditures
were definitely determined. Such is by no
means the case. It may be found during
the construction that the plans and specifications are incomplete, or the contractor
may have sufficient persuasive powers to
induce the owners to make innumerable
changes, which always involve additional
expenditures and cost. This is a common
source of error which usually leads to a
profitable termination on the part of the
contractor. On the other hand, it leads to
a very uncomfortable position on the part
of the owner, due to the fact that this additional amount has not been provided for
and probably is not readily available. In
order to eliminate all possibility of complications of this character, it is necessary
that full and accurate consideration be
given to the entire problem at the beginning; that is before the contracts are let.
The statement of investment which has
jireviously been made should accurately
show all the factors contained in the operation and no appreciable divergences should
be necessaiy or be allowed. The statements
should show the amount which has been
set aside for construction and which should
(Continued on page 2578)
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The entrances will be on both Main and
Pearl streets, a grand foyer lunning from
the entrance to the auditorium across the
rear of the house to Pearl street. The front
of the theatre \rill be elaborate in design,
rising almost 100 feet. There will be a
large marquise on the sides of which wUl
l)e the interchangeable attraction signs. A
large electric sign with the name "Shea's
Buffalo" will be placed at the side of the
front elevation, rising 66 feet and having
a \ridth of eight feet. Directly above the
marquise will open a mammoth plate glass
and ornamental iron window, surmounted
a 40 foot parapet in Gothic design and
constructed of terra cotta. There will be
elaborate designs on the entire front which
will be of white terra cotta.

Architects drawing of the front elevation
of 4,000
Shea's andproposed
new$2,000,000.
Buffalo Theatre which will have a seating
capacity of
will cost
M.

Shea

Building

Seating

$2,000,000

4,000,

\/fICHAEL
SHEA'S
Christmas
to the c-ity
of Buffalo
is goingpresent
to be
a $2,000,000 motion picture theatre with a
seating capacity of 4,000, a magnificent
temple of amusement comparing with the
finest theatres in the world and in which will
be incorporated innovations, novelties, comforts and conveniences that will set a new
standard in the entertainment world.
The tlieatre will be known as Shea's
Buffalo theatre. It will be Mr. Shea's
contribution to Greater Buffalo and it is
this veteran showman's desire to build a
house that will never be outgrown by the
Queen City of the Lakes. Mr. Shea's name
has been sj-nonymous with high class en-

Theatre

at Buffalo

tertainment for over half a century and it
has been his life dream to build a theatre
of magnificent proportions, representing
the last word in modem convenience and
luxury — and artistic triumph in which the
motion picture will be presented in the acme
of perfection. This dream is about to come
true, three shifts of workmen are endeavoring to carry out the promise of the contractors to deliver the house to Mr. Shea
readv for the reception of the public December 25, 1925.
C. W. and George L. Rapp of Chicago,
nationally known, are the architects, John
Gills & Sons of Cleveland are the general
contractors.

Entering
vestibule,five
22'double
x 30',bronze
from
ilain
streeta through
doors one will come to a ticket office placed
in the center of the vestibule, which will be
of marble, six feet by five feet by seven feet
high. Large frames will be placed in the
marble walls of the vestibule. Five more
bronze and leaded glass doors will lead
from the vestibule into the lobby which will
be 80 feet long and about 30 feet wide.
Large arches will extend up each side of
the lobby and the walls will be large mirrowed windows. The grand marble staircase will lead to the first balcony floor
from the rear of the lobby to the right,
going in from Main street. Under this staircase will be the manager's office.
From the lobby one will enter the foyer
which will extend along the entire length
of the auditorium to Pearl street where
there will be another elaborate entrance,
inarfjuise, ticket offices, etc. This foyer
will 'be 22 feet wide by 90 feet long. The
foyer will be separated from the auditorium
l)ioper by large glass and bronze doors.
An arcade will nm down each side of the
auditorium and one will entrance the seats
from this arcade through mammoth arches
of gi'eat architectural beauty. At each end
of this arcade will be two beautiful boxes,
two stories high containing sixteen seats
each and being unusually original in design
and pleasing to the eye.
The stage will be 32 feet deep with a
66 foot opening and a proscenium height
of 50 feet. Thei-e will be a lift for an
orchestra of fifty. By means of this lift
the musicians will be able to enter and take
their places without noise or disturbing tlie
audience, being raised into concert position
the same as the organ console will rai.se the
organist when he plays on the organ which
will be one of the features of the house.
The lighting throughout will be indirect
with some 10,000 incandescent bulbs being
used in the troughs. There will be 2,000
lights in the sign in front of the house
alone, 1,000 on each side. The marquise on
Main street and the one on Pearl street will
be flooded with lights.
There will be a main dome 62 feet long
and 48 feet wide and a smaller dome near
feet
long.
the proscenium
arch 14 feet wide and 47
The projection department will be one
of the finest as well as the most up-to-date
in the country. It will be located at the
top of the rear of the balcony. It vdW
be 34 feet long and 12 feet wide and will
be equii)i)ed with the latest type projection
machines. spotlights, stereopticons, etc.
There will be a rheostat room, store room,
fan room
and has
laboratory
the with
projection
room,
which
been laidoft"out
great
134 feet.
be
will
throw
caro. The length of
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Save

Money

with

Incandescent

Projection

Many small and medium- sized motion picture
theatres are using a costly arc for projection
when

they could

the lower

The development of the
Mazda lamp for motion picture projection has not only
saved money for exhibitors
but has greatly improved
working conditions for the
projectionist and enabled him
to secure better screen results.
There are no fumes, dust or
excessive heat from a MAZDA
lamp and operation is simplified, no adjustments being
necessary after the machine
is started.

achieve

as good

priced incandescent

results

with

projector.

In the majority of theatres, G-E Incandescent
Lamp Projectors will give good light on the
screen at half the current cost and with added
ease of operation. G-E engineers can give
unprejudiced advice to exhibitors since the
General

Electric

incandescent
experience
nearest

G-E

Company

equipment

in

applying

builds both
and

has

both.

arc and

had

broad

Address

the

Office.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES
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Current Flicker, of A. C. Arcs
D DOUBT many a projectionist
of to-day, on a summer's evening during his boyhood days,
whena playing
with "the
gang"
on
street corner
illiuninated
by an arc lamp, must have noticed the curious "cartwheel" effect produced by rapidly
whirling a stick around in a circle.
He may have observed, without knowing its cause, a similar effect when, going
to the "nickelodeon" of former days, he
waved his arm to a pal on the opposit* side
of the house, whom he recognized when the
back glare from the "silver sheet" momentarily lighted up the theatre after the "End
of
the Reel
screen.I" had flashed its message from
This later day projectionist would have
"been
considerably
interested
that time
in knowing
that the
curious ateffects
then
observed are closely related to the projection of motion pictures and where alternating current arcs are used as the light
•source, this phenomenon is the cause of
much annoyance in that it often produces
ascreen.
noticeable "waning Illumination" on the
This waxing and waning of illumination,
so to speak, is seldom the same in any two
theatres, and this fact tends to make the
reason for it still more obscure.
It is not at all surprising that this is so,
when it is learned that the type and condition of screen surface, the intensity of illumination on the screen, the size of carbons and amperage used, the projector and
speed, type of shutter, all help to determine the degree of this flickering on the
screen.
It was shown in the preceding articles,
on flicker, how the screen surface and intensity of illumination on the screen govern
the shutter frequency at which flicker on
the screen vanishes. It wa.s also shown that
where the flicker range is less than 100 per
cent, the vanishing-flicker frequency is
lower than for 100 per cent flicker range.
In an A. C. arc, in spite of the fact that
the current in the electrode is zero 120 times
each second, the craters are never entirely
dark, since the craters never have the time
to cool off. This represents quite an advantage in the wa}* of flicker reduction,
since if the craters cooled off entirely each
time when the current passed through the
zero point the resultant flicker on the
screen would be considerably more noticeable.
Double Frequency Flicker
In analyzing the flicker from an A. C.

Ideas

rthen used for motion picture projection,
it is necessary to bear in mind the fact
that there are in reality two, and sometimes
even three, separate and distinct flickers
present on the screen at the same time.
Different conditions of "focusing" the arc
result in different flicker conditions.
Two Flickers on Screen
At least two flickers are present at all
times with an A. C. are, and sometimes
three (due to faulty work on the part of
the projectionist, ordinarily). One of
these results from the periodic inteiTuptions
of the projector Ijeam, caused by the shutter, and the other is the result of the
flickering illumination provided by all A.
C. arcs.
The shutter flicker, taken by itself, may
or may not be noticeable on the screen.
This depends primarily upon the screen
surface and the intensity of illumination.
The current flicker, taken by itself, would
not be noticeable on the screen (where 60
cycle A. C. is used) under ordinary conditions.
These two combined, however, may result
and, in fact, frequently do result, in a
screen flicker which is not only noticeable
but is often annoying and injurious to the
eye.
Combining Flicker Frequencies
These two flickers are combined in much
the same manner that radio waves are combined in the heterodyne system of receiving radio waves.
Suppose we take an example; a transmitting set is sending out radio signals at
the rate of 50,000 waves per second. These
waves are undamjyed. That is, the height
(a measure of their intensity) remains the
same and does not diminish in accordance
with some predetermined law A crude illustration of a series of undamped waves
is the alternating current wave form given
off by an A. C. generator.
These radio waves are, in due time, picked
up by a receiving set, but they ai-e of such
a liigh frequency (50,000) that they are not
audible and so can not be used for signals.
The receiving set then generates a separate series of waves having a frequency
either a trifle greater or a trifle less than the
incoming waves. Suppose the receiving set
generates waves having a frequemcy of
51,000 cycles per second.
These two sets of waves ai^e then combined by the set with the result that certain parts of these two wave series act
opposite to each other and henoe wipe each
other out, while otlier parts of the two
wave
series act together and build each
other up.
The net result is that the final wave
formed by these two sets of high frequency
waves is of low frequency and is stronger
than either of the individual waves. The

^ advice

resultant wave in this case would have a
frequency of
51,000—50,000=1,000 cycles
a wave of 1,000 cycles per second
perNow
second.
is audible to the ear and thus the telephone
receivers would be acted on and reproduce
the message.
Two A. C. Arc Flickers
Before considering the final result obtained by combining the shutter flicker with
the arc current flicker, it is necessary to
understand that in all the common forms of
A. C. arcs there are two distinct flickers.
One is formed by the flame passing between
the electrodes and has a frequency of 120
cycles per second, and the other is formed
by the incandescent electrodes (the craters)
and has a frequency of 60 cycles per second.
The fact whether the flanel or top crater
is focussed on the aperture makes a considerable difference in the way of flicker on
the screen, as will be shown in succeeding
articles.
No matter which is focussed the procedure is the same. The shutter frequency is
combined with arc frequency (whether
flame or crater) and the result is a new
flicker wave having a lower frequency.
Thus, if the shutter frequencj' is 54 (a
three blade shutter making 18 revolutions
per second) and the flame is focussed (60
cycle
the resultant flicker wave
would current)
be
120 — 54=66 cycles per second.
Now a flicker wave of 66 cycles per second would not, under ordinary conditions,
be visible on the screen, but the unfortunate part of it is the fact that the actual
frequency of the flicker wave is not 66 but
12 cycles per second, and this easily visible.
Why this is so will be explained in the
following article.
{To be continued)
Prominent Organist Playing
New Marr ^ Colton
Paul Forster, formerly associate organist
at the Piccadilly theatre, New York City,
has been engaged hy Messrs. Harrison &
Fitzer to play the new Marr & Colton organ at the Emjsire theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Forster at the Marr & Colton organ
is featured at each De Luxe performance.
The console of this organ is built on a
platform which is automatically raised and
lowered by push button control.
New

Theatre Being Built at
Rio Vista, Cal.
A new theatre is being built at Rio Vista,
Cal.. by Paul Weiss, owner of the Netherlands theatre, completion of which is expected at an early date. A Robert Morton
organ has been installed hy Sherman Clay
& Co.
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(Continued from page 2572 1
be sufficient to do the work in the manner
specified and to obtain a satisfactory result. The preparation of the statement of
investment contemplates that the personnel
compiling it has the necessary experience
and knowledge to definitely determine
within a small radius what the actual requirements will be and the cost thereof.
This is not as simple a matter as it may
seem and the usual difficulty is that an
attempt is made by inexperienced architects,
engineers and owners to analyze a subject,
which is beyond their reach. This always
leads to the inevitable result that the
proptbsition costs more than was anticipated
and as a residt the actual expenditures
"Best by Test'
Approved by
greatly exceed the estimated. Again it
Underwriters Laboratoriei
should be noted that experience and knowledge of the subject Ls the only safeguard
nation
Illumi
n
Scree
25% Better
against unsatisfactory results. The neces50-75% Current Saving
sar>- and proper experience cannot be
gained by observation, hearsay or imaginaWARREN PRODUCTS COMPANY
tion; it comes only from actual experience,
265 Canal St.
York
study and the ability to analyze a proposition from every point of ^^ew. The writer
would therefore offer a word of caution to
owners along this line: do not assume or
take too much for granted, obtain the serUse
Motion
vices of one who knows and consult with
him on the subject before making a final
decision. This line of thought cannot be
inYour\
overemphasized and is one that should be
given the fullest consideration. It is a
rather difficult problem for the reason that
Sign
\
: w»it'emforlook.folks lo see
— ~it«
theatre construction involves a great nmnber of different items, many of which are
FLASHERS
comparatively small but in the aggregate
z---'. cost a great deil —
amoimt to considerable. It i.s. therefore, an
■,u.cjdj
for Used
selves —on
double signpayTilue.
easy matter to overlook certain features
S5^- Write
of country's
signs.
for circular
which should be included. If an attempt is
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
made to compensate for omissions by mak2628 W. CongreiS St. Chicaon
ing a certain allowance, the analysis l)ecomes only approximate and unscientific.
The prospective owner or builder has
only one real line of proce<lure. Unless
he has had sufficient training and experience to qualify as an expert, he should
f)btain the services of one or more who
Color Hoods.
llc:c.-s, Mlier?
have had the necessary training and experience. It will be found much cheaper in
the end to do this, not only in the actual
>aving of cost but in the actual saving of
time. The first thing then to do is to find
and analyze the location, then prepare the
statement of investment based on reliable
data from which establish a budget, draw
TICKETS
the plans and specifications so as to keep
within thLs budget, and supervise the construction on the basis of the plans and
-pecifications so as to allow no appreciable
amount of extras. If this is done, the
])roposition should materialize as originally
planned on paper and the net income should
even closely parallel that determined by the
original analysis.
PORT SMITH, AkK.
The prima facia object in the majority
of cases is the net return on investment
and unless this is sufficient to justify the
expenditure, the entire problem becomes a
''You Want Phelcor
failure from an investment point of view.
Too
much stress can not be placed on thl^
Charles W. Phellis & Co.
point; it is the ever-increasing eiTor made
Incorporated
in theatre construction and will continue to
130 West 42nd Street
obtain where inexperience is the domuiatin^
New York
factor.
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Building a theatre is nothing more or
less than a business proposition and can
readily be analyzed as such if undertaken
and handled along the proper lines by
proper authority. The writer desires in
conclusion to sormd a warning in this respect
and particularly recommends that this
so-called budget system be adopted in any
case where an appreciable amount of
money is to be expended.
S. W. Taylor, Edenton. N. C.
Will Open House in July
S. W. Taylor, of Edenton, N. C, who
operates the Gem theatre, is planning to
open his new house in July. The new theatre, which will cost approximately $55,000 Ls to be completely equipped in the
most modem fashion from projection room
to orchestra pit. It will be. when completed,
one of the prettiest theatres in eastern
North Carolina.

Theatre

Construction

We are in a position to
thoroughly analyse any
theatre proposition from every
point of view. We will prepare you a statement showing
the probable net returns on
investment, cost of construction and equipment and
methods of finance. We also
prepare plans and specifications and supervise the construction from inception to
completion, turning the
theatre over to you complete
in every detail, ready to
operate. Send us your proposition for analysis.
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Werner

Remodel

Spending

Warwick

ONE of Kansas City's largest suburban
theatr<,'s, the Warwick, will undergo
complete refonstniftion. Day and night
forces will be employed to complete the
task in five months. More than $150,000
will be spent in making the theatre one of
the best surhurban houses in the Middle
West, containing a seating capacity of
2,200, according to E. W. Wenier, manager.
This announcement comes on the heels of
Mr. Werner's i)reviously announced plans to
<?onstruct the largest surl)url)an house in the
city, a $1,000,000 combination theatre and
office building, at Broadway and Valentine
road. The Warwick is located at 3927
Main St., six blocks from the site of the
proposed new theatre, which will be known
as the Werner.
Plans for rebuilding the Warwick followed the signing of a 95-year lease Saturday by Mr. Werner. Reconstruction of the
theatre will begin not later than June 15,
the theatre to be "dark" for five months.
Only the side walls of the present structure,
which is elaborate compared to many theatres, will be retained. The new building
will be supported by a steel and concrete
frame and will be 72 feet deeper than the
present structure which is 235 feet in dejith.
The lease acquired by Mr. Wenier includes
a 60-foot strip of ground extending from
Main to Walnut streets.
The main floor of the new building will
contain 1,500 seats, an orchestra pit large
enough for forty musicians and a stage
ample for large prologues. A balcony will
provides loge seats for 300 persons and
Eentia
No.
7769/9
7769/11...
.7769/15...
7769/26...

Plant

$150,000

Theatre,

St. Louis

400 chairs, such as will be on the main
floor, increasing the seating capacity to a
total of 2,200. The seats will be of the
usual width, being more than 20 inches
broad.
A large entrance foyer will be finished in
travertine stone and marble and there will

The annual rental to be paid by Mr.
Werner will be $8,000 net for the next
ten years and $8,500 net for the remainder
of the lease. Besides all carrying costs
on the property, Mr. Werner also must pay
income tax on the rent, according to the
terms of the lease.

be' a separate exit lobby. An innovation
here will be the "cry room" just off the
main lobby and inside the theatre, where its
occupants may witness the picture through
the double plate glass partitions which will
comprisewillthe
Thechildren
"cry room,"
of
course,
be walls.
for fretful
and their

Standard

NETSCHERT,
INC.
New York. N. Y.

How
your

Orgologues

Orgologues comprise a set of from fifteen
to thirty slides of a serious and comic nature, on different subjects, and tell a complete story. The following six releases are
now ready: War is Hell, International
Table D'Hote, Songs of the Species, A
Little Tune and the Adverbs, Tunes for the
Trades, Girls of Yesterday and Today.
The organists are very enthusiastic in
their praise of these Orgologue novleties
put out by the Standard Slide Corj)., and
many of the theatres are making them a
real feature, about twice monthly at their
individual theatres.
Orgologues give the organist an opportunity of displaying his trick stuflf, and
the better the organist, the bigger the Orgologues go over with the audience.

Interior view of the Aztec Theatre, which was recently opened in San Francisco.

and Pot, natural
prepared
With Pot
Per
Each
Dozen
Height
42 incbea
40.00
60 inches J3.5e
4.00
8.50 t36.00
7 feet
S5.00
I feet is.eo 100.00

Slide

Popular With Organists
Organists thruout the country who are
using the new organ novelties entitled orgologues, report, it is claimed, that they go
very old.
big with the movie patrons, both young
and

parents.
The principal lobby, 25 feet deep and the
width of the building, which will be dis-

Get our SPRING CATALOGUE No. 7
Illustrated in colors, mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING. Make a selection of Flowers, Plants, etc., decorate
your theatre or home ; create
Easter Air and Business ahead of
your slow competitor.
N*. 77M
FRANK
ii\ Barclay Street

tinguished from the entrance foyer, will be
heavily carpeted and finished in dark walnut. From this room stairways will lead
to a promenade, which will be an intermediate level between the main floor and
the balcony.

to
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summer

Haven't you
some SURE

boost

business

often wished for
way of boosting

receipts in hot weather?
You

can be SURE

that Typhoons

will do it for you because they are
doing just that in more
other theatres.

than 2,000

Anyway, you ought to know
thing about it.

some-

Get our Booklet .V-1 1

Typhoon

Fan

345 West 39th Street
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erOpinionsonNewPicti
"Friendly Enemies" — Prod. Dist.
Corp. Colony, New York
Times: "Fashions may change
and people may age and pass on,
but Joe Weber and Lew Fields are
still holding their own. Their
names in electric lights are once
again adding to the brightness of
the Great White Way. Mr.
Fields as the old native German
delivers a memorable performance
in this picture. It is pleasant to see Weber and Fields transferring their famous antics from
stage to screen. The picture deserves credit for being a sympathetic presentation of an emotional crisis."
Mirror : " 'Friendly Enemies'
impersonated by those rare artists
Wel>er and Fields merges from
hilarious comedy to tearful comedy with an ease that starts you
laughing while you wipe away a
tear. It is corking entertainment."
Journal: '■^^'eber and Fields
are just as poignantly appealing
on the screen as they have been
for many years on the stage. All
day long they swayed crowded
houses through the whole gamut
of emotions from profound pathos
to hilarious comedy."
"Weber
and Fields
on Telegraph:
the screen are
a success.
It is
the kind of entertainment that
makes you feel that you have seen
something important. The supporting cast is exceptionally
good."
Telegram-^Iail : "The performance of this pair will come with
all the force of a revelation to
the younger set. Weber and
Fields couldn't help l>eing funny
if they were dressed as angels."
American: "'Friendly Enemies'
is a credit to the producers who
made it and a reason why the
Colony should make money this
week."
Daily
Newsembrace
: "Hereenthusiasticis a picture we can
ally. Weljer and Fields are wonderful movie actors.'"
Graphic: "Seldom have we such
good advice to give as visit the
Colony and see 'Friendly Enemies.' It will make you feel so
good that you"ll be apt to make
friends of your enemies."'
"Zander The Great"— Metro-Goldwyn. Capitol, New York
Daily Xews: "If Marion Davies doesn't elalxirate on her gift
of comedy, then she doesn't know
her
cleverstuff,
for that's
words.all.SheShehasis too
the
comedienne field all to herself
right now. ;Miss Davies is a
sheer delight. The picture itself
is strongly flavored with sentiment, romance, intrigue and
comedy."
Evening World: "She (Marion
Davies) gives a portrayal which
is one of the best seen hereabouts
in weeks. And tliis portrayal is
all the more commendable in that
it calls for comedy, pathos and
melodrama, each of which she does
remarkably well."'
Graphic: "As a comedienne
the lovely Miss Davies has few
equals. In the present instance
her talents have full opportunity.

John W. Krafft, who wrote the titles
for "The Crackerjack,
is now
laborating on story andandgags
for colthe
next Johny Hines
production
for
First
National.
The story runs from light comedy to tensely dramatic situations. . . . We can't give any
higher praise than to say that in
'Zander the Great' Marion Davies
repeats the triumph she achieved
in 'Little Old New York.' "
Herald-T r i b u n e : " Marion
Davies is an inimitable comedienne. She is a female Charlie
Chaplin. We lielieve that the picture will please most people, because it is filled with comedy, action,
intrigue and
The World:
"Misslove."
Davies does
some excellent acting. Master
.John HufT seemed an exceptionally appealing and accomplished
child in tlie im])ortant role of
Times: "'Zander the Great"
begins
witli touelies of pathos and
Zander."'
sunshine in a small jjlace in Xew
•Tersey and winds up with an exciting hail of Imllets in a Mexican
liacienda.
^lorniiig
lishes ClarionTi'lcgraph:
Davies as a "'Estabcomedienne of decided aliility. The orl)lianage seipiences of this picturization of the stage play are by
far tlie best thing she has ever
done and constitute tlie mcst interesting moments in the new picPost: "Miss Davies succeeds in
being very amusing, especially
ture." the first part of the picduring
ture. The story has many Western scenes to hel]) along in interest, and there is an element of
suspense certain to keep a large
numlier of any audience on ])ins
and nee<lles. Splendid light entertainment."
"The
Crackerjack" — East Coast
Films, Chicago
Tribune: "Good moiiiing. There's
a rollicking, hilarious, irresponsible, mirth provoking piece
kicking up its heels at the iieitrhborhood theatres. It is called 'The
Crackerjack,' and .Johnny Hines is
Chief High Lively ^Minister of its
ceremonies. Tlic picture starts
funny, continues funny, and ends
funny. Even the announcement
trailer — if an announcement preceding the film can be called a
trailer — gets a laugh The entire
production reminds you of some

people
you have
whosea
mere entrance
can known
transform
dead party into a riot.
"When I tell you the plot concerns one of those Mexican revolutions comedy makers are so
keen
about,
you'll you
probably
wise and think
know look
all
about 'The Crackerjack.' Well,
you're wrong, old dears — there's
new stuff in this one."
"The Last Laugh" — Universal,
Orpheum, Chicago
Tribune : '"You must see the
picture. It has no subtitles and is
produced with such artistry that
it needs none. There has never
been greater acting in any picture,
and I will almost say there has
never been any as great. 'The Last
Laugh' is one of the finest pictures
I have ever seen. I wouldn't be
surprised if I never again saw so
perfect a production from every
Evening
American
" Perfect
Picture
— it is
a proud : boast.
But
possibly,
why
not?
Surely,
'The
angle."
Last
Laugh'
screenenthusiastic
jewel, entitled to theis amost
praise. It is brilliantly conceivetl
and executed. If you wish to see
movies at just about their best,
vou will hasten to the Orpheum
Journal: "Have I intimated
Theatre."
what
think 'The
Last Laugh'
is"^
Well, Ibeyond
a doubt,
it is the
greatest motion picture ever made.
The Orpheum presents this
Post : "I believe it is the nearmiracle."
est to perfection of all the photoplays itNews
represents."
: '• 'The
Last Laugh'
hasDaily
arrived
and
is showing.
Xo
picture of the last year seemed to
have so many people so interested
that they wrote letters asking us,
'Is "The Last Laugh" coming or
has
it beentheandaudiences
gone?' This
hummer;
enjoyis ita
"with
The chuckles."
Lady " — First National,
Stanley, Philadelphia
Inquirer:
'"In 'The atLadv'
we
have
Norma Talmadge
her very
finest. She puts her whole heart
and soul in her work. She is
humorous as a chorus girl, tragic
as the sacrificing mother, and apas the produced
cafe latl.v.
'The
Lady' haspealingbeen
skilfullyand intelligently."
Record: "A photo-drama of extraordinary interest. Norma Talmadge was in a role that made
severe exactions upon the emotions, but she was more than equal
to all the demands. She made of
Polly Pearl a woman of extraordinary character. Graphic portrayal and dramatic power mark
thisPublic
production."
Ledger: "Norma Talmadge's new picture, 'The Lady'
surpasses without a doubt, anything that she has done since the
days of 'Smilin" Through.' 'The
Lad.v,' is a ascharacterization
tender, artisticas and
beautiful
has
ever come to the screen."
American
: " 'The
Lady'to
is North
a picture
of particular
appeal
women. Norma Talmadge in the
title role, wins new laurels as an
emotional actress. It is indeed, the

most moving piece of acting yet
done by her. WTiat gives it power
Eind appeal is the unmistakable
stamp of sincerity'. Her performance goes far beyond conscious
acting; it has the spark of spontaneous feeling."
"Hats
to
'TheEvening
Lady.' Ledger:
It has been
madeoffinto
a first class picture. No small part
of the credit for the success of the
production is due to the acting of
Norma Talmadge, in her Ijest role
since 'Secrets,' but one cannot overlook the good taste and common
sense displayed by the director
and scenarist. All the power and
feeling' of the play has been retained and even heightened on the
screen. Miss Talmadge gives one
the most convincing screen portrayals we have seen."
Evening Bulletin: "Audience
wept at the Stanley Theatre yesterday, at the pathetic efforts of
Norma Talmadge as Polly Pearl
to bestar
'Theportrays
Lady.' a Asrolein in'Secrets'
the
which
she passes from sprightly girlhood
to gray-haired motherhood, but
does a much finer piece of emotional acting. Must be seen to l)e

"Sally"— First National, Aldine,
Philadelphia
appreciated."
Inquirer: "A movie full of joy
and
is 'Sally.'
Colleen
Mooregladness
is a delightful
Sally.
She
does some excellent comedy work.
Her antics with her dog, Custard,
are extremely funny."
North American : "As made inis even
moreto a motion
opulentpicture,
than in'Sally'
the Ziegfeld
musical comedy production. Colleen Moore has all the grace that
Miss Miller possessed, with a
great deal more humor .and vivacity. There is an irresistible
sympathetic appeal in this
story. The star gives plenty of
variety to her characterization.
The scenes are given with ample
color and realism. Leon Errol is
hilariously amusing."
Record: "'Sally proved a surprise even to those who had expected a performance Ijetter than
the usual. Tliere was a new derare ability asmonstrationanof Colleen
actress, Moore"s
a new
showing of a gracious personality
that lent itself to both emotional
and humorous tasks in a most engaging way. that
She made
Sally a bit
of humanity
was irresistible
in everything she did. Scenically
'Sally' provides another surprise."'
Public turned.
Ledger:
"'Sally'
has reAfter laying
triumphant
siege and winning a host of admirers afew years ago. she has set
forth upon a new crusade — that of
capturing the heart of the mo^•ie
fan. A perfect incarnation of
Sally. Leon Errol not only shares
honors with Miss Moore, but gains
some distinct personal ones."
Evening
Ledger:
'This 'Sally'
is
good picture
In-cause
an a irres|)onsible
comedy itkeystrikes
and
lueon Erroll
and of
the the"
other
half is
keeps
it. Half
picture
Colleen !Moore. juggling the story
between them with a burlesque
comedy accent on his part and a
human comedy gesture on hers."'
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FEATURE
RELEASE
CHART)
Productions are Listed Alpliabetically and by Months in zvhich Released in order that the Exhibitor may
m
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
■
information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. {S. R. indicates State Right
1
release.)
1
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March I
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:9iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Silent Sanderson Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
MARCH
Sporting Venus
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Sky Raider, The
Capt. Charles Nun- Assoc. Exhib
7 reels . . .April 4
Adventurous Sex, The Special Cast
Asso. Ezhib
6 reels. . .Mar. 21 Straight Through Wm.lesser
Desmond Universal 4867 feet
Air Mail, The
Special Cast
Paramount 6976 feet . . Mar. 28 Tale of a Thousand and
Beauty and the Bad Man. Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis
Dist. Div.
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
April 25
(S. R.)
6800 feet. .Feb. 14
Billy, The Kid
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp.
Tearing
Thru
Richard
Talmadge.
.
.
.F.
B.
O
(S. R.)
4800 feet
That Devil Ouemado Fred Thomson F. B. 0
4720 feet April 4
Blood and Steel Desmond Holmes Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5300 feet
Two-Fisted Sheriff, A . . . Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4149 feet. .Dec. 6
Border Justice Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp.
Way
of
a
Girl,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
(S. R.)
.5432 feet. .Nov. 8 Western Engagement. A . . Dick Hatton Arrow April 18
Coast Patrol, The
Kenneth McDonald. . Barsky (S. R.) 5000 feet
of Youth . .
Fox
Confessions
of a Queen.
. Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
6 reels . . . April 4 Wings
Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet. .
Crimson
Runner,
The. . .. .Priscilla
Dean
Prod.
Dist. Corp
.Mar.
7
MAY
Daddy Goes A Hunting. . Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet
Double Action Daniels . Buffalo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4650 feet
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Dressmaker from Paris,
Feature
Star
.F. B. O
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount 7080 feet . Mar. 28 Alias Mary Flyim Evelyn Brent
Denial,
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
4791 feet .Mar. 21 Bandit's Baby, The Fred Thomson. . . . F. B. O
Ermine The
and Rhinestone
H. F. Jans (S. R.)
Barriers of the Law Holmes -Desmond . . Indep. Prod. (S. R.) . 5400 feet
Fighting Romeo, A
Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Charmer, The
Pola Negri
Paramount 6076 feet. .April 18
Fighting the Flames Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.) 5800 feet
Crhickie
Mackaill-Bowers First National
Friendly Enemies Weber and Fields. . . .Prod. Dist. Corp
Golden Trails
Sanford Prod. (S.R.) . 5 reels
The
Johnny
Hines Paramount
C. C. Burr (S. R.) . . .6500
Crowdedjack,
Hour,
The n
Bebe Daniels
6558 feet
feet May .'.9
Great Divide, The
Terry-Ttarle Metro-Goldwyn 7811 feet, .Feb. 21 Cracker
o
't
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer F. B. 0
5095 feet. .April H D
Every
Man's
Wife
Fox
Goose Hangs High, The. . Special Cast
Paramount 6186 feet. Feb. 14
Head Winds
House Peters Universal 5309 feet. .Mar. 28 Eve's
Secret
Betty
on
Paramount
May 9
Faint Perfume
SpecialComos
Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Hunted Woman, The
Fox
Fear Fighter, The
Billy Sulhvan Rayart (S. R.)
Hunting Wild Animals in
Fine Clothes
L. Stone-A. Rubens.. .First National
llollywood Special Cast
Fox
The
Ben Wilson
Arrow
4892 feet
I Want My Man
Sills-Kenyon First National
April 18 Fugitive,
Hearts
and
Spurs
Buck
Jones
Fox
Jimmie's
Millions Richard
Tahnadge F.Sierra
B. 0
5167 feet
feet. .Feb. 28 His Supreme Moment. . . B. Sweet-R.
Colman. First National 6600 feet. .Anril 25
Just
Traveling
Bob Burns
Pict. (S. R.) . . 4400
'er Buck
Hoot Gibson Universal 5547 feet . . Jan. 3
Mad Whirl, The
May McAvoy Universal 6184 feet. .Dec. 26 Let
Streets J.Walker-V. L. Corbin Barsky
F. B. O
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fo)c Film
4800 feet. .April 11 Lilies
Makersof oftheMen
Prod. (S. R.i April 25
Monster, The
L. Chaney-J. Arthur. Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet. .Feb. 28 Lunatic
at Large, A
Henry Edwards Cranfield
& Clarke 6000 feet
My Wife and I
Special Cast
Warner Bros 6700 feet
(S. R.)
New Lives for Old
Betty Compson Paramount 6796 feet Mar. 7
Evil, The Dana-Lyon First National
New Toys
Richard Barthelmess . First National 7250 feet . .Feb. 21 Necessary
R. Griffith - V. Rey- nolds Paramount 5732 feet
One Year to Live
Special Cast
First National 6064 feet Feb. 28 Night Club, The
Parisian Nights
F. B. 0
6278 feet
Old Home Week
Thomas Meighan Paramount
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib
6 reels . . . Feb. 28 Phantom
Rider, The Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet
Playing With Souls Special Cast
First National 5831 feet. Mar. 14 Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Price of Pleasure, The ValU-Kerry Universal 6618 feet
Raffles,
The Amateur
Recompense
M. Prevost-M. Blue. Warner Bros 7480 feet
Cracksman
House Peters Universal 5557 feet.
Renegade Holmes, M.D. Ben Wilson
Arrow (S. R.) 4947 feet
Trail, The Tom Mix
Fox
Riders of the Purple Sage . Tom Mix
Fox
5578 feet . . Mar. 28 Rainbow
of a Soldier Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Romance and Rustlers. . .Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4994 feet. Nov. 15 Return
Hawk, The
Hoot Gibson Universal 5468 feet. . Mar. 7
Sackcloth and Scarlet .... Alice Terry
Paramount 6732 feet . . Mar. 7 Saddle
Proof
Shirley Mason Fox
Sally
Colleen Moore First National 8 reels . . . Mar. 28 Scandal
Buster, The
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Scar Hanan
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4684 feet. April 4 Snob
Fire
Barthelmess-B. Love. . First National
Scarlet Honeymoon, The. .Shirley Mason Fox
5080 feet. Mar. 21 Soul
Sporting
Grit
Richard
Tahnadge
F.
B. O
Seven Chances Buster Keaton Metro-Goldw3m 5113 feet. . Mar. 28
Should a Husband Tell?
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Speed Wild
Maurice
B. "Lefty" F. B. O
Flynn
Sign of the Cactus, The. . .Jack Hoxie
Universal 4938 feet. .Jan. 10 Texas Bearcat, The Bob Custer F. B. O
Speed
Betty Blythe Banner Prod. (S. R.) 6000 feet
Up
Ladder
Virginia
Valli
Stop Flirting Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Whitethe Fang
Strongheart
(dog) Universal
F. B. O -.6023 feet. .Jan. 31
Tainted Souls
Special Cast
Fox
White Desert,
The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Too Many Kisses Richard Diz
Paramount
6 reels . . . Mar. 14 White
Thunder
Yakima
Canutt
F.
B. O
Waking Up the Town Jack Pickf ord
United Artis fs
4802 feet
4375 feet
Where Romance Rides. . .Dick Hatton Arrow
4301 feet. .Feb. 12 Wolves of the Road Yakima Canutt Arrow
Woman's
Faith, A
Reubens-Marmont
Universal
7 reels . . .April 4
Wrath
Ernest Torrence . . . Paramount
Zander the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn
APRIL
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moore. . Paramount 6602 feet. .April 25
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
After Busijness Hours Hammerstein-Tellegen C. B. C. (S. R.) 5800 feet
Any Woman
Alice Terry
Paramount 5963 feet
Beggar
on
Horseback,
A
.
.
Ralston-Nissen
Paramount
JUNE
Dangerous Odds
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4800 feet
Bandit Tamer, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5000 feet
Desert Flower, The Colleen Moore First National
Border Vengeance Jack Perrin Madoc Sales (S. R.) . 4500 feet
Double Fisted
Jack Perrin Rayart (S. R.)
Clash. The
Marmont-Reubens . . .Universal
Down the Border Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S.R.) . . 4750 feet
Coast of Folly
Gloria Swanson Paramount
I'll
Show You
the Town. . . Douglas
Reginald McLean
Denny Assoc.
Universal
7 reels
Code
of
the
West
O.
Moore-C.
Bennett.
Paramount
6777
feet.
.April
25
Introduce
Me
Exhib 5980
fe«t. .Mar. 21
Courageous Fool, The. . . .Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Making
of
O'Malley,
The.
Milton
Sills
First
National
Dangerous
Innocence.
.
.
.LaPlante-E.
O'Brien.
.Universal
6759
feet.
.Mar.
21
Lone MountDeclasse
Coriime Griffith First National 6 reels . . .April 4 Man From
ain, The Ben Wilson Arrow
Eyes of the Desert Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) . 4500 feet
She Bought, The .... Constance Talmage . . . First National
Fifth Avenue Models .... Philbin-Kerry Universal 6581 feet. .Jan. 24 Man
Mist in the Valley Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
Fighting Parson, The Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S.R.)... 4500 feet
(S. R.)
5500 feet
Modern Babylon
Paramount
Gettingand'Emthe Right
GeorgeJones
Larkin Rayart
(S. R.) 4512
4669 feet.
feet
Gold
Girl Buck
Fox
.April 4 My Lady's Lips
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Go Straight
Gladys Hulette B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Heart of a Siren, The. . . .Barbara La Marr First National 6700 feet. .Mar. 21 Ridin' Easy
Dick Hatton Arrow
4483 feet
If Marriage Fails Jacqueline Logan F. B. O
Ridin' Thunder Jack Hoxie
Universal
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke.
Spaniard, The
Cortez-Goudal Paramount 6676 feet. .April 18
(S. R.)
6000 feet
Talkers, The
A. Nilssen-L. Stone . . .First National
The
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount 5767 feet. .April 18 Texas
When Trail,
a Woman
Reaches Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Little French Girl, The. . .Betty Bronson Paramount 5628 feet
Forty
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Love's
Bargain Special
M. Daw-C.
Brook. . . F.Metro-Goldwyn
B. 0
5641 feet. .April
Rayart (S. R.)
Man
Cast
April 282518 Youth's Gamble Reed Howes
Men and
and Maid
Women
Special Cast
Paramount
7 reels . . . Mar.
My Son
Nazimova-J. Pickford First National 6500 feet. .April 25
One Way Street Special Cast
First National 5596 feet. .April 11
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Pioneers of the West
Sanford Prod. (S. R.) 5 reels
Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
JULY
Cold
Nerve
Bill
Cody
Inde.
Pict. (S. R.) . .5000 feet
F>roud
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
April 25
RoaringFlesh
Adventure, The. Special
Jack Hoxie
Universal
4657 feet. .Feb.
14 Drug Store Cowboy, The , Franklyn Farnum Ind. Pict. Corp. (S.R.)5100 feet. .Feb. 7
Duped
Holmes-Desmond Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5400 feet
Ridin'
The
Yakima
B. O
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
Rough Comet,
Going
Franklyn Canutt
Farnum F.Indep.
Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Rough Stuff
George Larkin Rayart (S. R . )
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Secret
of
Black
Canyon,
Shackled Lightning Frank Merrial Hercules Prod.(S. R.)
She Wolves
Special Cast
Fox
The
Dick Hatton Arrow

2582
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Stranse Rider, The Yakima Canutt Arrow
Trailed
Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Camilla of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore Assoc. Exhib
Children of the Whirlwind Lionel Barrymore . . .Assoc. Exhib.
Manhattan Madness Dempsey-Taylor 4.ssoc. Exhib.
My
Wife Glenn
Hunter Assoc.
Exhib
My Buddy's
Pal
Dick Hatton
Arrow
Range Justice Dick Hatton A^row
■:riiiKijiiir iJiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiM
Comedy
Releases
^iiniiiiiimiiiiLiinniiniiiimniiiiiiliilKllliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Across the Hall
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Adventures
of Adenoid. . Aesop's
Fables Universal
Pathe
. . .April 25
After
a Reputation
Edna Marian
21 reel.
reels
Alfalfa D oolittle Will Rogers Pathe
2 reels
Alice's Egg Plant " Cartoon "
M.J. Winkler (S. R.)
Alice
SolvesontheDeck
Puzzles. . "Cartoon"
M. J. Winkler (S. R.)l2 reel.
. . April 11
All Hands
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
reels
Almost a Husband Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Amateur Detective Earle Foxe
Fox
Apache, The
Earle Foxe
Fox Film
2 reels
Apollo's
Pretty Sister
Fox
2 reels
Araby Bound
Jack Earle
Universal
Are Husbands Human . . .James Finlayson Pathe
1 reel. . . April 11
Artists' Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
2 reels
Ask
" Our Gang "
Pathe
22 reels
At theGrandma
Seashore Monkey
Fox
reels
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Bad Bill Brodie Charles Chase Pathe
Bad Boy
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Balboa Discovers Hollywo d "Red Langdon
Head "
Sering D. Wilson (S.R.)2 1reels
reel
Bark is the Woods Harry
Pathe
Bashful Jun
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Be Careful
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Big Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
the Inkwell) " Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Black Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards Universal
1 reel
Black
Blues Buddy
" Spat Messinger.
Family " . . .Universal
Pathe
reels .April 18
BoyhoodHandRivals
22 reels
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . , April 1 1
Bride Tamer, The
Milburn Moranti Sierra Pict. (S.R.) ... 2 reels
Bus Boy, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Butterfly Man, The
Fox
2 reels
Campin Out
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Cat's Shimmy,
The Century
" Kid Noah
"
Sering D.Wilson (S.R.) 21 reels
reel
Chicken
a la Carte
Girls
Universal
City Bound
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Clear the Way
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Clean-Up
1 reel. .. .Mar. 7
Cleopatra Week
and Her Easy " Aesop's Fables " Pathe
Mark
"
Cartoon
"
Sering
D.
Wilson
(S.R.)
Cotton King
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Crime Crashers Lige Conley Educational 2 reels
Cure, The (Out of the Inkwel ) "CartoonWiley
"
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Cute Little Devil, The Wanda
Universal
2 reels
Darkest Africa
" Aesop's Fables "... Pathe
1 reel
Day's Outiog A
" The Gimips "
Universal
2 reels
Dinky Doodle and Cinderel a "Dinky Doodle " . . . . F. B. 0
1 reel
Dog Days
" Our Gang "
Pathe
Mar. I4
Dog
'On
It
Bobby
Dunn
Arrow
2
Dome Doctor, The
Larry Semon
Educational 2 reels
reels
Don't Pinch
Bobby Vernon Educational
April 25
Don't
Wanda Wiley Educational
Universal
. .Mar. 21
Dragon Worry
Alley
22 reels.
reels
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Fox
2 reels
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Ezcusa Please
My Glove "Al.Spat
"
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Faxes
St. Family
John
Educational
Firtt Love
"OurGang" Pathe
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon
Fables "... .Pathe
1 reel
For EUre
Universal
Full ef Pep
Special Cast
Universal
Getting Trimmed Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels . . .April 18
Glddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Girlies and Girlies Century Girls Universal
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Educational
Goldfish's
Pajamas Bobby
" Kid Noah
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) 21 reels.
reel
Great Guns
Vernon". .
Educational
. Feb. 21
Guilty Conscience, A
Eddie Gordon Universal
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 1 reel .... Mar. 7
Ham and Eggers Benny Leonard Ginsberg (S. R.)
Handle
'Em Rough Animal
Hard Boiled
Charley Cast
Chase Pathe
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Hard Working Loafer,
The
Arthur Stone Pathe
Haunted Honeymoon Tryon-MehaCfey Pathe
2 reels . . . Feb. 28
Hello, Goodby
Educational 2 reels
Hello, Hollywood Lige Conley Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Helping Hand
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O
Here'sLncky
Your Leap
Hat
Arthur
Universal
1 reel
Her
Wanda Lake
Wiley Universal
He Who Gets Crowned. . .Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
High Hopes
Educational 1 reel.. . .Feb. 14
His Marriace
Friend's Wife
Special Langdon
Cast
Universal
His
Wow
Henry
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 7
Hold My Baby
Pathe
2 reels . . . April 25
Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Hot Dog
Animal
C B C (S R)
2 reels
House That Dinky Built. . (Cartoon) F. B. O
Housing Shortage,
. ."Aesop Fable "
Pathe
Hysterical
History The.
(Series)
Universal
Ice Boy, An
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) 1 reel
In
Dtitch
Aesop's
Fables Pathe
buida
Out
Bowes-Vance
Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Iron Mule
Educational
April 18
Is Marriage the Bunk .... Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel .... April 4
Itching for Revenge Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels . . . Mar. 7
It's All Wrong
Karr-Enele Universal
Jockey, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal

Motion

Picture

News

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Jungle
Bike
Riders
Aesop's
Fables
Pathe
1 reel .. Mar. 14
Kid Brother
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
Kidding
Captain
Kid
"
Cartoon
"
Sering
Wilson
(S
R.)
King Cotton
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
King Dumb
2 reels
Ko-Ko
the Barber (Out of Jimmy Aubrey Selznick
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Ko-Ko
in Toyland (Out of " Cartoon "
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Ko-Ko
Trains Animals " Cartoon "
(Out of the Inkwell). . ." Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Lady
Barber,Cmch,
The
Langdon Universal
Pathe
2 reels
Lead Pipe
A
AlHarry
Alt
Lion Love
Fox
2 reels . . . Feb. 2»
Lion's Whiskers
Pathe
2 reels. . April 18Little
RidingMovement,
Hood . . ." Dinky Doodle " F. B. O
Little Red
Theatre
The
Will Rogers Pathe
2 reels
Locked Out
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Looking for Sally Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .. Feb. 21
Love
The
"Jimmie
Our Gang
"
Pathe
reels .. .. .. April
Love Bug,
Goofy
Adams
Educational
22 reels
Mar. *7
Love Sick
jBeth Darlington Universal
2 reels
Lucky Leap, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
Makmg A Career Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
Man's Best Friend Rex (horse) Pathe
Marriage Circus, The. . . .Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .April 11
Meet the Ambassador.. . .Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O
Mellow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville.Educational 1 reel .... April 4
Merrymakers Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . . Mar. 2*
Merton of the Goofies. . . ."Pacemaker" F. B. 0
2 reels
Met by Accident Wanda Wiley Universal
Mis s Pixit
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Monkey Business " Pen & Ink Vaude." . Educational 1 reel
Moonlight Nights Gloria Joy
Rayart (S. R.)
2 reels
Nearly Rich
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Never on Time
Lee-Bradford
2 reels
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel
Night Hawks
Lige Conley Educational
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
North of 57
Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels
Now or Never (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd Assoc. Exhib
3 reels
Oh,
What a Gump
"Wanda
The Gumps
"
Universal
2 reels
On Duty
Wiley
Universal
Orphan, The
Al Joy
Ricardo Films, Inc. (S.R.)
Other Husband, The Eddie Lyons Arrow
Over the Bottom Stan Laurel Selznick
Over Hese
Harry Langdon Pathe
Pal's Clever
Pal (dog)
Universal
Papa's
" Bull's Eye Comedy "Universal
1 reel. . . .April 111
Past andPet
Present
Universal
Pegg's
Love
Affair
Screen
Art
Dist
Peggy the Vamp
Davis Distr
2 reels . . . Oct. 1 1
Permanent
Waves "Stan
Aesop's
Fables "... Pathe
1 reel
Pie-Eyed
Laurel
F. B. O
Pie
Man,
The
"
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel. . . Mar.
Mar. 28
21
Plain Clothes Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Plain and Fancy Girls. . . .Charles Chase Pathe
Mar. 14
Plain Luck
Edna Marian Universal
Poor Sap, The
Fox
2 reels
Powdered Chickens Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 28^
Putting on Airs
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .April 11
Puzzled by Crosswords. . .Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels. . .Mar.
Qneen of Aces
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Raisin'
Cain
Special
Cast
Universal
2 reels. . April 4
Raind Transit
Al. St. John
Educational
Rarin* Romeo
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Raspberry Romance Ben Ttirpin Pathe
2 reels . . .Feb. 28
Red Pepper
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 4
Regular Girl, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Remember When
Harry Langdon Pathe
April 25
RiD Without a Wink
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Rivals
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
Robinson Crusoe Returns
on Friday
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Rock Bottom
Bowes-Vance Educational
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Royal Four-Flush " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels
Runt
" Aesop's Fables " Pathe
1 reel
Sailor
Papa,
A
Glenn
Tryon
Pathe
2
reels . . . April 4
Sherlock Sleuth Arthur Stone Pathe
Ship Shape
Vance-Bowes Educational
April 18
Shootin a Injuns
" Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels
Should
Husband Tell?
Red
Ssal Pict. (S.R.)
Ship Shape
April 1»
Should
Husbands Be Vance-Bowes Educational
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel Mar. 14
Sit Tight
Educational 2 reels
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Sleeping
Sickness Lake
Edwards-Roach
Universal
reel
Smoked Out
Hasbrouch Universal
11 reel
Snow-Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. O
April IS
S. O. S
"Aesop's Fables " Pathe
Spanish Romeo, A (Van Bibber)
Fox
2 reels
Stilts Man, The
Earl McCoy
Universal
Stop,
Look
and
Whistle
Fox
2
reels
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
"
Cartoon
"
Red
Seal
Pict.
(S.
R.)
Tender Feet
Walter Hiers Educational
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel Mar.2»
This Week-Eo4
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Through the Rough Benny Leonard Ginsberg (S. R.)
Through Three Reigns (Novelty) Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Thundering Landlords .... Glenn Tryon Pathe
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
Type, A
Tin
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Feb. T
Educational 21 reel
" Hodge Podge " Universal
Travel
Topsey Turvey
Tourists
De Luxe
Hayes-Kaw
reels
e
Path
Fables" F. B. 0
Flight, A "Aesop's
Transatlantic
Twins
Stan Laurel
2 reels
Two
Cats and a Bird
.
1 reel
Educational
"
Two(Novelty)
Weeks-and-a-half . . . "BenCartoon
Turpin
Pathe
2 reels
Uncle Tom's Girl Edna Marian Universal
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Waiting
2 reels . . . Feb. 21
Pathe
Special Cast
Water Wagons
1 reel Feb. 2»
Educational
Bowes-Vance
Welcome Danger
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Educational
Why Hesitate Neal Burns
reels
2
Pathe
Wild Bill Hicough Stan Laurel
e
Path
"
Family
Spat
"
Papa
Wild
Bowes-Vance Educational
Wild Waves
Buddy Messinger Universal
Wooly West, The
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Feature
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Animated Hair Cartoon
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . 1 reel
Balto's
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara Race
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series) Educational
F. B. O
Bashhil Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb) Universal
2 reels
Beauty Spots (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel April 18
Bill (Character Study)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Broken Trails
Denver Dixon (S.R.) 2 reels
Cabaret of Old Japan
M.J. Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel
Color Work!
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Close Call, The (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Columbus (Chr. of America)
Pathe
Cocoon to Kimona
M. J.Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series) F. B. 0
2 reels
Cowpuncher's
Comeback,
The
(Art
Acord)
Universal
Cross Word Puzzle Film (Comedy- Novelty) Schwartz Enterprises 2 reels
(S. R.)
1 reel
Day With the Gypsies
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Desert Hawk, The
Arrow
Detective, The (Van Bibber)
Fox
Divertisement
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Do You RememberRed Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Dude Ranch Days (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
East Side, West Side
DeForrest (S. R.)
Einstein Theory of Relativity (Novelty) Red Seal Pict. (S.R.) 2 reels
Fighting Cowboy (Series)
Universal
Fighting Ranger (Serial)
Universal Serial Feb. 7
Film Facts
Red Seal (S. R.) 1 reel
Fire Trader, The (Serial)
Universal 15 episodes
Floral Feast, A
From Mars to Mtmich (Varieties) Fox
1 reel. . . .April 4
Fugitive Futtu^ist
Cranfleld
& Clarke
(S.R.)
Gems of the Screen
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Universal 15 episodes
Golden Panther, The (Serial)
Pathe
Great Circus Mystery, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Hittin' (Serial)
the Trail (Fred Hank)
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . . Serial
2 reels
Idaho
Pathe
Feb. 28
If a Picture Tell's a Story
Cranfleld
&
Clarke
(S. R.)
In the Spider's Grip (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel. . . .April 11
Judge'sof the
CrossNavajo
Word (Educational)
Puzzle (Novelty) Fox
Educational 11 reel
reel. . . .Jan.
31
Land
Feb. 28
Leopard's Lair
Universal Serial
Let's Paint
Cranfleld
& Clarke
(S. R.)
Line Runners, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) . . . .Educational 1 reel
Little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel Feb. 28
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfleld,
& Clarke
(S.R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels. . .April 4
Loser Wins, The (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels . . . Mar. 7
Lots of Knots (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 21
Mad Miner, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Magic Hour, The
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Miss in the Dark, The (Go-Getters) F. B. 0
2 reels
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel. . . .April 4
Movie Pioneer, A (Hodge Podge)
Educational I reel
Nepttme's
(Sportlight) Pathe
New Sheriff,Nieces
A (Western)
Hunt MiUer (S. R.) . . 21 reel
reels
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
One Glorious Scrap (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Only a Country Lass (Novelty)
Educational
Our
Six-legged
Friends
(Secrets
ot
Life)
Educational
reel
Paris Creations (Novelty)
Educational 11 reel.
. . .Feb. 7
Paris Creations in Color (Novelty) Educational 1 reel. .. .Feb. 28
Paul Jones, Jr. (Earle Foxe)
Fox
Peeps Into Puzzleland
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Plastigrams (Novelty)
Educational
Playing With Fire (Go-Getters) F. B. 0
2 reels
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist.Div. (S.R.)
Race, The (Van Bibber)
Fox
Race for a Ranch, A (Billy Sullivan) Universiil
2 reels
Rambles of a Raindrop
Fox
1 reel
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Red Sage, The (Billy Sullivan)
Universal
2 reels
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Roaring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany (Educational) Fox
1 reel
Rough and Tumbling (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
R. Valentino and Eighty-eight Prize-winning
American Beauties
Chesterfield (M. P.
Corp.) (S. R.)
Secrets of Life (Educational)? Principal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel Feb. 21
Seeing Red (BUly SuUivan)
Universal
2 reels. . .Feb. 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick) Universal
2 reels
Show Down, The (Art Acord)
Universal
2 reels
Smoke
of a Forty-Five,
The (Western) Hunt
Miller(S. (S.
Soft Muscles
(Benny Leonard)
Ginsberg
R.) R.)
.... 2 reels
Song Cartoons (Novelty)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Spikes and Bloomers (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
Sporting Armor (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel
Sporting Judgment (SportUght)
Pathe
1 reel
Sterescopiks (Novelty)
Pathe
1 reel (Series) . . .
Storm King (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straight
(Harry Carey)
Universal
Stratford Shootin'
on Avon
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
Studio Secrets (Screen Almanac)
F. B. O
Sunken Silver (Serial)
Pathe
Thundering Waters (Novelty)
Sering D. Wilson
(S. R.)
1 reel April 25
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
Pathe
Traps and Troubles (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel Mar. 21
Turf Mystery (Serial)
Chesterfield Pict. Corp.
(S. R.)
Valley of Rogues (Western)
Universal
2 reels
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe) Fox
2 reels
Voice of the Nightingale, The (Novelty) Educational 1 reel Mar. 28
Waiting For You (Music Film)
Hegerman
Novelties (S.Music
R.)
White Paper (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel. .
WUd West WaUop, The (Western) Universal
2 reels
Wonder Book, The (Series)
Sering D. Wilson. , .500 feet

Coming
Attractions
ininuTiNniuiLuiHiiiiniiiuuriiiiiuuiiiiiiinimiiiniiiiiniiiniioiitiiimniiittiiiiiiiini»rnuiiu^
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed.
^1
Ace of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister. . Universal
Amazing
The Henry
Clarke.
. . S500 feet
American Quest,
Pluck
George Edwards
Walsh Cranfleld
Chadwick &Pict.
(S. R.)
An Old Man's Darling Laura La Plante Universal
Another
Woman's
Life. . .Mary
Philbin Paramount
Universal
Are Parents
People?
Bronson-Vidor
Aristocrat, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
2583-'
As No Man Has Loved Edward
Fox
. 10000 feet . Feb. 28 Ashes
Corinne Hearn
Griffith First
National
Atlantis
First National
Awful Truth, The
Agnes Ayres Prod. Dist Corp
Back Wash
Mary Pickford United Artists
Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Pawn, The Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) . . . .Warner Bros
•.
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Beyond the Law
Tack Hoxie
Universal
Bird of Paradise, The Special Cast
First National
Black Cyclone Rex (horse) Pathe
Blackmail
Special Cast
Universal
Blind Virtue
Special Cast
Atlas Educ. Co. (S. R)
Blood
Gold
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwjrn
BobbedandHair
Warner
Bros
Boden's
Hepworth &,Dist.
(S. R.)
feet
BohemianBoy
Girl, The Special
Gladvs Cast
Cooper Cranfleld
Clarke
(S. 5300
R.)
Border Women
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
Brown of Harvard
Metro-Goldwyn
California Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny Universal
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Paramount
Captain Fearless Reginald Deimy Universal
Charity
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Chicken Ball,
Feed
Special Cast
Fox
Circle,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Claim No. 1
Special Cast
Universal
Clean-Up,The Richard Talmadge F. B. O
Clinging Fingers Special Cast
Universal
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Crashing Through Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (8. R.) SOOO feet
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist
Diaredevil, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal ;
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
DeersUyer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Detour
Prod. Dist. Corp
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Dollar Down
Ruth Rolland Parthenon Pict. (S.R.)
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Fraser P. B. O
Don Daredevil Jack Hoxie
Universal
Don
Q
DouglasLa Fairbanks
Artists
DoubUng
for Cupid Laura
Plante United
Universal
Drucilla With a Million . . . Special Cast
F. B. O
Dost of Desire
Special Cast
First National
Kast of the Setting Sun . . . Constance Talmadge . First National
Bscape
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
■very Woman's Desire
First National
Brer's
Lover
Special
Cast
Warner Bros
Bxtra Man, The
Universal
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Fair Play
Special Cast
Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .6800 feet
Fast
Life
in
New
York
Metro-Geldwyn
Fast Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Flfty-Fifty Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Fighter's
Paradise,
The. .Rex
Baker
Phil
Fighting Smile,
The
Bill Cody
Inde. Goldstone
Pict. Corp. (S. R.)50004630feet
feet
Fighting Chance, A
Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Dir. (S. R.)
First Tear, The
Special Cast
Fox
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Flaming Wives
First National
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
Forest of Destiny, The. . .Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Free to Love
C. Bow-R. McKee B. P. Scholberg (S. R.)
Friends
Special Cast
ViUgrapb
Frivolity
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.) 4700 feet
Going the Limit Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Gold Rush, The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Good Deed O'Day Wm. Desmond Universal
Goose Woman, The
Universal
Grass
Paramount
10 reels . . . Mar. 7"
Oraustark
Norma Talmadge Fhst
National
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vidor Paramount
Gulliver's
Travels
SpecialKenyon
Cast
Universal
Halfway Girl,
The
Doris
First
National
Happy Warrior, The
Vitagraph
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Headlines
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Spangles
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Hell Bent for Heaven
Warner Bros
Heir's Apparent Special Cast
First National
Her Father's Daughter
F. B. O
High and Handsome " Lefty " Flynn F. B. O
His
Master's
Voice
Thunder
(dog)
Gotham
(S. ...
R.)
His Woman
Special Cast
Whitman Prod.
Bennett
7 reels
Home
Maker,
The
Alice
Joyce
Universal
How Baxter Butted In
Warner Bros
Human
The
Special
Metro-Goldwyn
I'll Tell Mill,
The World
Richard Cast
Dix
Paramount
In the Name of Love Cortez-Nissen Paramount
Iron Horse, The
Fox Fihn Corp 11335 feet. .Sept. 1'
John Forrest
Henry Edwards Cranfleld
& Clarke 5000 feet
(R.)S
Jungle Law, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.) 5500 feet
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.)
Just a Woman
First National
Keep Smiling
Monte Banks Asso. Exhib
Kings of the Turf
Fox
Kiss Me Again
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Knockout Kid, The Jack Perrin Rayart Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Lady Who Lied, The
First National
Lariat, The
William Desmond. . . .Universal

2584
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length ItevMwe4
Last Frontier, The
Special Cast
First National
Law and the Lady Special Cast
Ajrwon (S. R.)
6 reeU . . . Jan. 10
Lazybones
Fox Film
Lena Rivers
Special Cast
Arrow
C reels
Lew
B. P. National
Schulberg (S. R.)
Life ofTyler's
Christ,Wives
The
First
Lightnin'
Jay
Hunt
Fox
Lightning Jack
J'"''^ Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) S9M fe«t
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Denny Universal
Lightning Passes, The. . . .Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.)
Light of Western Stars
Paramount
Limehouse Alley
First National
Limited Mail, The
Warner Bros
Little Annie Rooney Mary Pickford United Artists
Little Girl in a Big City, A
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Lorraine of the Lions
Universal
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National 12 reels. . .Feb. 21
Love Cargo, The
House Peters Universal
Loyalties
Special Cast
Fox
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Ivan Abramson (S. R.) 7 reels . . . May 2
Madame Sans Gene Gloria Swans on
9994 feet May 2
Mad Marriage, The Special Cast
Rosemary Films
(S.R.)
6 reels . . . Jan. 10
Man and the LaW, The. Thomas Meighan Paramount
Man
and
the
Moment
Metro-Goldwyn
Man in Blue
Herbert Rawlinson. . .Universal 5634 feet. .Feb. 21
Manicure Girl, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Man on the Box, The ... . Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
Man Without a ConscienceLouis-Rich Warner Bros 6850 feet
Mare Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Married Hypocrites Fredericks-La Plante . Universal
Marrv Me
Special Cast
Paramount
Men of Steel
First National
Meddler, The
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
Message to Garcia, A
Metro-Goldwyn
Miracle of the Wolves, The
Mai. 7
Miss Vanity
Mary Philbin Universal
Million Dollar Doll
Asso. Exhib
Modern Madness Corrine Griffith First National
Moonlight Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
My Pal
Dick Hatton Arrow
New York Life
Special Cast
Paramount
None But the Brave Richard Dix
Paramount
Napoleon the Great
Universal
Nothing to Wear
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Oats for the Woman Special Cast
Universal
Once
to
Every
Man
O'Brien-Dove
Fox
Corp
On the Go
Buffalo Bill, Jr
WeissFilmBros.
(S. R.) . . 6 reels. . .Arpil 4
Out of the Dark
Special Cast
Metro Goldwyn
Outlaw Tamer, The Clayton-F. Famum. . .Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Overland Limited, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pace That Thnlls, The. . .Ben Lyon
First National
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod. Dist. Corp
Part Time Wife, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Patsy
Metro-Goldwyn
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramount
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Perils of Paris
Pearl White
F. B. C^.
6 reels. . .Dec. 13
Phantom of the Opera. . . .Lon Chaney Universal
Police Patrol, The
Gotham Prod. (S.R.)
Pony Express, The
Special Cast
Universal
Poor Mama
Prod. Dist. Corp
Poppy
Fields-Dempster United Artists
Prkice, The
Philtin-Kerry Universal
Purchased Youth Anna Q. Nilsson F. B. O
Quality Street
Metro-Goldwyn
Quo Vadis
First National 12 reels . . . Feb. 2S
Racing Blood
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Rebellious Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Reckless Sex, The
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.)
6 reels . . . Feb. 14
Red Clay
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Red Wolf, The
Lowell-RusseU Lowell Fihn Prod. (S. R.)
Resurrection
Principal Pict. (S. R.)
Road That Led Home, The
ViUgraph
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick (S. R.)
Romeo and JuUet
First National
Romola
Gish Sisters Metro-Goldwyn About
reals.12. . .Dec. 13
Ropin'ofVenus,
The
Josie
Universal
Rose
the World
SpecialSedgwick
Cast
Warner Bros
Satan's
Son
Special
Cast
Inde.
(S. R.)
Satan in Sables Lowell Sherman WarnerPict.Bros

Three vietvs of the "Madame
box; centre,
Williams Press
albanv
new

Motion

Picture

News

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Savages of the Sc« Frank Merrill Hercules (S. R.) 4350 feet . . Mu. T
Scandal, The
Ramon Navarro Metro-Goldwyn
School
Wives Tearle-Holmquist
6 reels. . .April 11
Seventh forHeaven
Special Cast . . . .Vitagiaph
Fox
Shadow on the Wall
Gotham Prod. (S. R.i
Shadow of the Mosque ... Odette Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Shenandoah
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shootia' Square Virginia
Jack Perrin
Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet '..
Siege
Valli Ambassador
Universal
Sign of the Cross
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Sorrows of Satan Special Cast
Paramoimt
Souls
Souls Adrift
That Pass in the Rosemary Davies Assoc. Exhib
Night
Special Cast
Universal
Span ef Life
Betty Blythe Banner Prod
Speed Limit, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Spook
Steele Ranch
of the Royal Hoot Gibson Universal
Mounted
Vitagraph
SteUa Dallas
Metro-Goldwyn
Strange Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Stranger of the North. . . .Richard Travers Assoc. Exhib
6 reels . . . July S
Street of Forgotten Men.. Special Cast
Paramount
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict. (S.R.)
Sun Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Super Special Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Taming the West
Hoot Gibson Universal 5304 feet. .Feb. 2S
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
Temptress
;
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount 12 reels . . . Jan. 5
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona. . . D.Revier-W.FairbanksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Throwback, The
Special Cast
Universal
Tides of Passion Mae Marsh
Vitagraph
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Titans, The
House Peters Universal
Too Much Youth Richard Holt
Gerson Pict 4800 feet. .Feb. 28
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trapped in the Snow
Country
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Travelin' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S. 5000 feet
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge.. First National
Unholy Three
Lon Chaney Metro-Goldwyn
United States Flavor
First National
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Ferguson Vitagraph
Up and At 'Em
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.) Pict. (S.5000 feet
Viennese Medley Special Cast
First National
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramount
Weavers,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Welcome Home
Paramount
What Will People Say
Metro-Gold?vyn
Wheel, The
Special Cast
Fox
When Honor Ends Richard Dix
Paramount
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan Sering D. Wilson & Co
White Monkey, The Barbara La Marr First National
White Outlaw, The Jack Hoxie
Universal
Why Girls Go Back Home
Warner Bros
Wildfire
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. Nilsson-B. Lyon . . .First National
Winning of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise Guy, The
Lefty Flytm
F. B. O
Wise
Son,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 7 reels . . . June 23
With Kit Carson Over the
Great Divide
Special Cast
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Wizard of Oz
Larry Semon
Chadwick (S. R.)
Woman Handled
First National
Woman Hater
Chadwick-Brooks Warner Bros
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
Women
Baimer Prod. (S. R.)
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World'sWoman,
Illusion,The
The
Worst
Special Cast
B.Metro-Goldwyn
P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love . . . Reginald Dermy Universal

Sans-Gene" (Paramount) campaign at the Rivoli theatre, New York City; left, one of the sentries at his sentry
sign and streamers on front of Rivoli; and right, one of Claude Millard^s shadow-box posters.
Inc.
york

Over 90% of all
Simplex Machines
Sold are still in Use

Point

for

Point

You

-

cannot

buy

a

better

Projector

There are thousands of Simplex projectors in use today — veterans of
years of faithful service — that perform as smoothly as they did after
their first year of operation.
It is that in-built quality — that characteristic of sturdiness — along with
up-to-the-minute mechanical design that inevitably wins preference for
the Simplex when maximum value is demanded.
Simplex quality is evidenced in many
The name
SIMPLEX
on a Projector
is your safe-guard
and our pledge
of efficient, enduring
performance

MADC AND OUARAKTTED BY
TiSPREasioN Machini (siW.
317 East 34 th St- NewYork

ways.

You see it in the figures of

operating costs — long life, unfaltering performance, minimum
costs — and in the perfect manner in which pictures are projected.

repair

Simplex projectors are smooth running, quiet and steady. They are
simple to operate; adjustments can be made in a jiffy and replacement
parts quickly and easily installed. It is rarely necessary to send a Simplex
to a repair shop.
Many operators say the Simplex will outlive and outwork any other
machine.
Point for point, we know you cannot buy a better projector.
For catalogue and prices write The
317 East 34th St., New York.

Precision Vlachine Company,

Inc.,

RuthackcT-Aller LuboTatories. Hollywood. Calit.

Sam

E.

Rork,

Inc.

presents

"The Talker" from the stage play
By Marion Fairfax — with a great
Cast: — Lewis S. Stone, Anna Q, Nilsson,
Shirley Mason, Lydia Yeamans Titus,
Tully Marshall, Gertrude Short,
Ian Keith, Barbara Bedford, Harold
Goodwin, Cecille Evans, E. H. Calvert
And Lloyd Whitlock. Settings by
Jack Okey. Jack Boland, asst. director.
Film editing by LeRoy Stone. The
Photography by Mr. Arthur Edeson.
Everything directed by Alfred E. Green.
An Aljr ed E . Green Production.
A First National
Picture.
Rothacker
Prints
and Service.
Lewis S. Stone
and
in
Anna Q. Nilsson
"The

Talker"

by

Look
Wear

Better —
Longer

Founded 1910
Watterion R. Rothacker

MAY

30,

1925

Picture

Motion

N
Ri-U. U. S. Patent Office

More

in

Stars

Heaven

than

are

there

in

Lillian Gish, Norma

▲

Shearer, John Gilbert, Buster Keaton,
Marion D a v i e s ,
Ramon Novarro,
Lon Chaney, Mae
Murray, Eleanor
Boardman, Aileen
Pringle, Paulin e
Starke, Conway
Tearle Claire Windsor, Conrad Nagel,
Mae Busch, Lew
Cody, Carmel
Myers, Zasu Pitts,
Renee Adoree, And
Many

J

More,

The
of

the

TaW
Industry

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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PRICE,

20 CENTS

Both

Large

and

Small

Theatres

^Endorse

and

eafu

Shea's Hippodrome --Buffalo
jIze]
REG U.S PATIZ
OPF
UHLI
EH

Music

As

a money-maker for exhibitors, the Mighty Wurhtzer
Unit Organ sets the pace from coast to coast. In big

and

small

standard.

theatres Wurlitzer

Music

holds

the same

It gives to pictures the final punch

theatre-goers

look forward

The

l^lssouri Theaire -St Louis

installations are planned

small

means

is yours.

Our

of every exhibitor.

prices and
Write

feature

for individual theatres.

saving offered by the efficiency and experience

engineers

makes

to the next program.

That's why Wurlitzer owners large and
Wurlitzer Music in their advertising.
Wurlitzer

which

high

terms

of our

are within

the

today for our beautiful new

catalog - - just off the press.

PIANOS

' ORGANS

* HARPS

- MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

Ellen Theaire -Bozeman.Mont

The fine tone and great volume of the
Wurlitzer Grand Piano makes it particularly adapted to the needs of the theatre
orchestra. Special catalog on request.

WURLITZER ISSUES SPECIAL CATALOGS OF UNIT ORGANS
- - PIANOS - - HARPS - - GENERAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

mm
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11 EXPLOITATION

SERIES

STAR

3

GLORIA

SWANSON

2

THOMAS

MEIGHAN

2
2

POLA
NEGRI
RICHARD
DIX

2

BEBE

2
1

RAYMOND
RUDOLPH

GRIFFITH
VALENTINO

1
1

DOUGLAS
adolphe

Maclean
menjou

1

BETTY

"NOT

'POLLY
OF
THE
BALLET,
"STREET OF FORGOTTEN
MEN

DANIELS

'THE
MN

THE

TEN

"THE

THE

WITH

WIVES"

OF

LOVE"

NAME

BEST

SELLING

BOOKS

SPECIALS
"A

COMMANDMENTS

D.w.GriJms'^H^J royle
"THE
WANDERER"
"THE

TROUBLE

NIGHT
LIFE OF NEW
YORK'
^NEW
BROOMS'
"BEGGAR
ON
HORSEBACK

BRONSON

SUPER

LONG

AGO
"THE AMERICAN
VENUS
LIBERTY MAGAZINE
SPECIAL
"THE BEST
PEOPLE

6
5

SO

SENSATIONS

VANISHING
PONY

Harold Bell Wright's
SON OF HIS FATHER"

Zane Grey's "WILD HORSE MESA"
James Oliver Curwood's
"THE ANCIENT
HIGHWAY"

girl

Peter B.Kyne's "THE ENCHANTED

AMERICAN

Joseph C. Lincoln's "RUGGED

EXPRESS"

Joseph

1 SPECIAL
James^-Barries

(FIRST

HALF

FOR

"LORD

CHRISTMAS

'A KISS

OF

Conrad's

FOR

CINDERELLA

1925-26

SEASON)

"
m
Member Motion Picture Producers m
& Distributors
of America, Inc. Will H, Hays, President.
fc
mF

HILL"
WATER"
JIM"

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

and JESSE L. LASKY present

rc

bsT-AW/

deMiile's
William
spathling
comedy
production
njuithj
ADOLPHE
GRETA

menjou
INISSEN

ROBERT
A

AGNEW

LUXURIOUS
of Alfred

production

Savoir's famous

frisky French farce "Banco",
which delighted New York as
a stage play for a year. The
story of a lovely lady of Paris
and her two husbands. From
Clare Kummer's adaptation.
Screen
ANGER.play by CLARA BER-

A
JUNE

I

Q>aramount

Qidure

GONE/r

OPENS

KT

THE

B.

and

O.'s

First

Associated

Gold

Arts

24"

MAY

SUNDAY,
F.

SI^ST

BWAYat

-

THEATRE

i!

World's Largest
and Finest
Motion Picture Palace—THE

Bond

Special

Finest

Production

wm
JL

i

From

the Famous

To

be

Advertised

EVENING
anything
the
'

Book by Elizabeth Cooper — Directed by F. Harmon

POST
ever

entire

in

a

attempted

history

being sold through
U. S. A. and Canada.

FILM

Nationally

of the

in the

campaign
on

any

Motion

Weight

SATURDAY
that

one

surpasses
picture

Picture

in

Industry

34 F. B. O. Exchanges in the 34 principal cities of the
National Screening Day May 25 in all F. B. O. Exchanges

BOOKING

OFFICES

Home Offices— 723 7th Avenue, New York City
Thematic music cue sheets available on all our features.

What

me

^

New

critics

^rk

think
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"Weber and Fields, that age-old team, are just as poignantly appealing on the screen as on the
stage. In their first feature length photoplay they swayed crowded houses through the whole
gamut of emotions, from profound pathos to hilarious comedy. In their every scene they
warm the cockles of your heart."
EVENING WORLD
"The picture deserves credit for being a sympathetic presentation of an emotional crisis. It is
pleasant to see Weber and Fields transferring their famous antics from stage to screen."
— HERALD-TRIBUNE
"Weber and Fields in all their glory have transferred their famous arguments to the screen in
a picturization of 'Friendly Enemies.' "
MORNING TELEGRAPH
"Weber and Fields are intent on running a pipe line into your heart. They couldn't help being
funny if they were dressed as angels."
TELEGRAM-MAIL
"Audiences roar throughout 'Friendly Enemies.' It is an hilarious film. Both the famous
comedians are excellent."
EVENING JOURNAL
"They (Weber and Fields) do it in their own inimitable style, merging from hilarious comedy
to tearful drama with an ease that leaves you laughing even while you wipe away a tear.
'Friendly Enemies' is corking good entertainment,"

THE

MIRROR

"Weber and Fields are delightful. 'Friendly Enemies' is one of the pictures you will want to
include in your shopping list of desirable entertainment."
]\. Y. AMERICAN

Presented
EDWARD

by A.H.SEBASTIAN
Produced by
BELASCO
PRODUCTIONS

INCORPORATED
Member Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President.

NOW

AT

B.

S.

MOSS'

BROADWAY

"It is an enjoyable movie.
The continuity writers have exercised great skill in transferring
it to the screen and Weber and Fields are excellent."
THE SUN
*'Here is a picture we can embrace enthusiastically. Weber and Fields are wonderful movie
actors. The show fairly reeks with good old-fashioned hokum, but it's the sort of hokum you
and I adore."
DAILY NEWS
" 'Friendly Enemies' was a stage hit, and it should be a screen hit. So much may be said of
Weber and Fields in any connection that it seems only a matter of proper publicity to put this
picture over for the limit, with the picture itself backing up all claims made."— VARIETY
*'A cinematic treat. There is plenty of good comedy, a little intrigue and a gentle love theme.
Seldom have we such good advice to give as, 'Visit the Colony Theatre and see "Friendly
Enemies."
It will make you feel so good that you'll be apt to make friends of your enemies.' "
— THE GRAPHIC
"There is a wealth of appealing incident, human interest moments that reach for your heart
strings, and many situations which are sure to make the most jaded fan laugh. The team is
fortunate in having an excellent supporting cast. The picture is clean, wholesome entertainment
and should find a welcome reception in most theatres in the land."
— MOTION

.

PICTURE

NEWS

"From a showmanship angle alone, it should be an easy task for the exhibitor to fill his
theatre.
'Weber and Fields' and 'Friendly Enemies' will get them in; this combination should
prove a box-office bonanza."
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

FieLeased

by

PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
F.C.MUNROEPre.,«r„ RAYMOND PAWLEY i..v,ccp,«
JOHN C. FLINN v.«p,„oo,„.Mgr.
Foreign Distributor \VM. VOGEL Distributing Ccrporation
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is now
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actual

INC,

process

its unparalleled

of successful

based

writers,

PRODUCTIONS,
in

extend-

directors,

authors,

standing casts and

organ-

soundly

box-office

world-famous
and

Strongest

industry —

ing to strongly
finances,

the

Now

independent

of

record
screen

^

d^ivered
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Goods/

IS'^SPECIA

LS

" Shenandoah"
The immortal American
stage classic

"The

Plastic Age"
By
The biggestPercy
fiction Marks
seller of 1924

"Shameful Behavior?"
By Mrs. Belloc Lowndes
The truth about the children of today
who live by a new moral standard

"Horses and Women"
A production you can bet on
as a box-office winner

Tyler's Wives"
By Wallace Irwin
The most important work of America's
leading novelist, author of
" The Golden Bed "

"Eden's

Worst Woman"
By Larry Evans
A masterpiece of drama by a
great box - office author

Shopworn
By Patricia Wetherill
A tale ofcleansing
tarnish and moral

"Studies in Wives"
By Mrs. Belloc Lowndes
A dramatic treatise on the
modern woman

"Dancing Days"
By J. J. Bell
A storymadof quest
the present
generation's
for pleasure

"The

Other

a Woman

Reaches Forty"
By Royal A. Baker
A woman's battle against Time, the
robber ot beauty and youth

Woman's Story"
By Peggy Gaddis
The co-respondent's
sidecaseof a sensational divorce

The First Releases Now

Fruit"

The story of a 1925 Adam and Eve
The

"The

"When

'Tew

Aristocrat J)

Larry Evans
A HearstByMagazine
story of bright
American dollars that purchased a
worn-out family crest

"Exclusive Rights"
By Evelyn Campbell
Does the marriage ring carry a property
deed along with it?
"The

Romance

of a

Mil
lars"
n Dol
Bylio
Elizabeth
Dejeans
A current fiction
hit of startling
originality

In Production

"The

Girl Who Wouldn't Work"
By Gertie D. Wentworth James
The book that set all England talking — soon to be published here
"With

" Parisian Love"
By F. Oakley Crawford
city
A colorful melodrama
laid in
the world's most romantic

This

Ring

By Fanny Heaslip Lea
A Saturday Evening Post novel — • now
in book mad
formmarriage
— dealing with
J.G.Bachmann.Vice-Pnes

g^is
Everythin
onthe
squate

MARY
DUTI DTXT
PHILBIN
starring in
"Stella Maris,"
"Sally in Our Alley,"

HOOT

GIBSON
starring in
'Spook Ranch." "The Arizona Sweepttaket,"
•The Man in the Saddle." "Kings Up."
•Chip of the Flying U." ''The Calgary Staiti.

pede"

NORMAN
KERRY
starring in

st

Xi

^^^^^^^^^^

"'■■11^^

ALICE

GEORGE

JOYCE
fcatvrcd III

SIDNEY

"The Home

Many
big

"Beauty
and Frontier,"
the Brute,**
"On the
*'tJnder Western Skies,"

Maker,"

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
Teaf:ircd in
"The Goose Woman,"

'Two Blocks Away,"

LOUISE
DRESSER
featured in
'The Goose Woman,"

JACK
HOXIE
starring in
"Blue Streak" Westerns.
"Two
Fisted
Jones." "Lightning
Jack.'*
"Bustrn'
Through."
for Trouble,"
•The Demon."
"The "Looking
Border Sheriff."
"Peace
Medicine." "The White Outlaw"

other

box

office

names,
numerous

too
to

portray here,
are included
in Universal's
Second White
List.

JACK
PICKFORD
featured in
"The Goose Woman,"

ALEXANDER
CARR
featured
in
"His
People,"
'The Beautiful Cheat,

CLIVE
BROOK
"The Home

Maker,"

VIRGINIA
VALLI
starring in
"Siege,"
'Sporting Life,

GLENN
HUNTER
starrinij in

PAT
O'MALLEY
featured in
"The Teaser,"
"My Old Dutch,"

PATSY

RUTH

MILLER
featured in

"The Little Giant,

"Beauty and the Brute,"

JAQUELINE
LOGAN
fcatiircii III

CULLEN
LANDIS
in "
••Myfeatured
Old Dutch
'Peacock Feathers,"
■The Beautiful Cheat'

"Peacock Feathers,"

ART
ACORD
starring in
"Blue
Streak"
"Sky High Corral," "Out ofWesterns,
the Flood." "The
Circus Cyclone." "Triple Action." "Rustlers'
Ranch. ' 'The "Western
Scrappin' Pluck"
Kid." "The Terror,"

JEAN
HERSHOLT
featured in
"My Old Dutch,"

LAURA
LA

PLANTE
starring in
"The
Teaser''Cheat,"
"The Beautiful
"The Love Thrill,"

HOUSE
PETERS
starring in
"The Storm Breaker,"
"The Man from Outside,"

REGINALD
DENNY
starring in
"California
Straight
Was
I?"
"The Whole
Town'sAhead."
Talking,""Where
"This Way
Out." "The Love Thrill"

MAY
McAVOY
"My

featured in
Old Dutch,"

JOSIE

O'
BRIEN
EUGENE

SEDGWICK
featured in
'Bhic Streak" Westerns,

starring in
"Siege,"
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Pollard

thank

breaking

you
week

GORING

Forum

Theatre

dioimijirtk

UNIVERSAL

csmpimmm

Get
Your

in Touch

Universal
Here

This is the cover of the only,
original, genuine

Universal

plete Service Contract.

Com-

With
Exchange

they are

Manager
Exchanges Address
Albany, N. Y.. 676 Broadway, H. C. Bitsel.
Buffalo. N. Y., 257 Franklin St., E. W. Kramer.
New Haven. Conn., 126 Meadow St., M. Joseph.
Philadelphia. Pa.. I3(M Vine St.. S. Wittman.
Washington, D. C. N. J. Ave. & K Sts., N. Epstein.
Cleveland. Ohio. 21st & Payne. J. 0. Brooks.
Detroit. Mich., 139 E. Elizabeth, Joe Friedman.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 1018 Forbes St., C. W. Dickinson.
Toronto. Can.. 277 Victoria. C. Haigue.
Montreal. Can.. 12 Mayor St.. D. Leduc.
Calgary. Can.. 408 E. 8th Ave.. C. R. Dinnie.
Vancouver. B. C. Can.. 552 Granville. R. Scott.
Winnipeg. Man. Can.. 502_Film Ex. BIdg., G. F._Law.
St." Job n'^N~'BT'CanT'l 58-62 "^Uniol^St.T^J.^Liberman
Boston. Mass.. 137 Piedmont St.. Harry Asher.
Chicago. III.. 831 S. Wabash. L. W. Alexander.
Milwaukee. Wis.. 717 Wells St., Geo. Levine.
Minneapolis. Minn.. Loeb Arcade BIdg., P. Dunat.
Des Moines, la., lOth & High Sts., M. Gottlieb,
Sioux Falls, S. Oak.. 221 S. Main Ave., H, J. Chapman.
Omaha. Ncbr., 313 S. 14th St., H. F. Lefhoitz.
Denver. Colo., 80l-2lst St.. E. Gcrbase.
Salt Lake. Utah, 56 Exchange PI.. S. Henley.
Butte. Mont.. 23 S. Montana. R. C. Hudson.
Seattle. Wash.. 1935 Third Ave.. L. J. Schlaifer.
Portland. Ore.. 405 Davis St., G. E. Jackson.
San Francisco, Calif.. 221 Golden Gate Ave.. C. A. Nathan.
Los Angeles. Calif., 822 S. Olive. D. S. Mitchell.
Dallas, Texas. 308 S. Harwood. R. Mcllheran.
El Paso. Texas, 608 N. Oregon, G. L. Woods.
New Orleans, La.. 1307 Tulane.. W. Richardson.
Atlanta. Ga., Ill Walton. R. B. Williams.
Jacksonville. Fla., 1015 W. Bay St.. J. R. Barton.
Memphis, Tenn.. 226 Union Ave., W. E. Sipe.
Charlotte, N. C. 307 W. Trade St., E. F. Dardine.
Oklahoma City, Okla.. 310 W. California. W. P. Moran.
Kansas City. Mo., 1710 Wyandotte, Harry Taylor.
St. Louis. Mo.. 3320 Olive St.. L. Hess.
Indianapolis. Ind., 113 W. Georgia, Wm. Esch.
Charleston. W. Va., 325 Hale St., J. E. Daly.
Cintinnati, Ohio, Pioneer & B'way, Frederic Strief.
New York, N. Y., 1660 Broadway, W. C. Herrmanii.

/J^HE greatest plan ever devised to help the smaller exhibitor
— every mail brings scores of signed contracts — Universal
Exchanges report exhibitors clamoring to sign the dotted line
on this life-saving contract — Carl Laemmle

again proves by

action and deed that he is the real friend of the exhibitor —
that Universal is the true bulwark

for the independent

theatre

to tie to — get in touch with your nearest Universal Exchange
at once — don't delay — beat your competitor to Universal's
Complete Service Contract for real — and, — better pictures.
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"All you need

Picture

in

LEGS
do is watch

to get your day's quota
JIMMIE

his facial expressions
of Iaughsr/}//7z Daili/.

ADAMS

in

"LOVE
GOOFY"
'There is a new twist to this one » ♦ • a pleasingf
addition

to any

program"

NEAL

WHY

M.PNeuJs.

BURNS

H

in

ESITATE?

" Its two reels, as far as the speed and laughs are
concerned, are best likened to a hundred-yard dash
with professional sprinters as the competitorsr M.PWorld.
JIMMIE

ADAMS

in

'SIT
TIGH
With fast action and laughs built around T
a complete
•THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

funny story,"SitTi^ht""'is
comedy
Such are ideal
all the
new entertainment.
Christie

Member,
Motion Piciure
Producer*
and
Distribuiors
of America.
Inc.
Will H. Hays, President

Comedtiea

It

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President

May

30.

19 2 5

26(J.>
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well

Short

to
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sustain
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in

and

types, the news

reel

complete
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carefully

comedy
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example

your

programs

popular

and

Highest

HOUSES

great feature

Subjects of other

chosen

this

balanced

up of one

combination

Follow

RUN

Is

the

high

entertainment

is

KINOGRAMS

rely

—

on

It

Kinograms

costs

no

more

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,

"THE SPrCE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

FIRST — Gossip Out of Hollywood

"Lubitsch
again

has turned

over

Watch

on

the

the trick
lot.

Warner

this 'Kiss Me Again.' How

that cast does act!

And

Kraely's

story is a gem."
THEN— The Trade Starts to Talk

"That
'Kiss

new

me

clean-up.
way

Lubitsch

picture,

looks

like a

Pep and laughs

all the

Again,'

stuff —

Audience

through.

all of it."
THEN — The Critics Join the Chorus
Calling this the perfect comedy.
"A sensation," writes Florence
Lawrence in the Los Angeles
Examiner.

"Lubitsch

of Hollywood.
high

He

is the hero
has

spot of screen

hit the

comedy."

THEN — The Public Makes it Unanimous
By

shouting

this joyous

and

entertainment
ANOTHER
THE

BOX

their
gay

and

SURE

delight
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making
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underworld love

"Breaking— Dreamland
all house records"
Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio

Edward Cline

A heart-warming comedy romance of a girl

''Excellent comedy-drama"
— Strand Theatre, Irving, Ky.

Donald Crisp

go-getter
A lie
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tures of a lover at sea

"Business capacity"
— State Theatre, Pittsburgh
Broke many records

Robert G. Vignola
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''Standing room" — East
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The Silent Accuser
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Raymond McKee

Chester M.
Franklin

A gripping drama of a
dog loyal to its mistress

"Shout from housetops about
— Electric Theatre, Brady, Neb.
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Eleanor Boardman
Conrad Nagel
Lew Cody
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_| i. u
I
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The modem classic with
a startling episode in
colors

this one"
"A 100
per Theatre,
cent picture"
—Elite
lola, Kansas

Ivife of
the Centaur

John Gilbert
Eleanor Boardman
Aileen Pringle

King Vidor

A frank novel made into a fast-stepping film

"Recommend it to all exhibitors"
—Strand, Albany, N. Y.

^hu

Betty Blythe

Herbert Wilcox

"A financial sensation"
— Quinn Martin in N.Y. World

The Arab

ixamoii i^uvarro
Alice Terry

Rex Ingram

The
"Queen
of Sheba"
girl in
a thrilling
love
spectacle
A romance of the desert with Novarro a great
lover

L he Bandolero

Renee Adoree
Pedro de Cordoba

Tom Terriss

The
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heart fight
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is a sensation
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Theatre" — West Coast Theatres,
San Francisco
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"Went over with
a bang"Theatre,
— Carolina
Pinehurst, N. C.
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"100 per cent entertainment"
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History's most romantic
age brought to vivid
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of Paris in a great film
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"Very satisfactory
business"
St. Paul, Minn.
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Norma Shearer, John
Gilbert, Conrad Nagel,
Phvllis Haver

Monta Bell

Alife story taken out of

"First class
picture"
— Strand,
Grinnell, Iowa

Little Robinson
Crusoe

Jackie Coogan

Produced under
supervision of
Jack Coogan, Sr.

The thrilling and comic
adventures of a kid
among cannibals

"They piled in. Drew good business"—Orpheum, Harrisburg.IIl.

The

Dorothy Devore
Herbert Rawlinson
Gibson Gowland

Hugo Ballin

A society beauty faces
the trials of frontier life

"Thrills that mean money at the
gate" — Box Office Record

D'Urbervilles

Prairie

Wife
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Princess
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Loves that flower amidst
the bright lights

Sayre, Oklahoma
"No one should miss it"
Louella Parsons in
N.Y. American

A waif of the city streets
brings sobs and sunshine

"Biggest business
months"
— Apollo,in Indianapolis

America's classic drama
of the West's golden age

"Breaking— Marion
all houseTheatre,
records"
Marion, Ind.
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Tearle, Wallace Beery
Huntly Gordon
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Conrad Nagel
Lewis Stone
Marguerite De La Motte

Robert Z.
Leonard

The
spotlight of thrilmarriage
ling truth on modern

"Excellent business" — East
**Verygood picture"
— Rex, Montezuma, Ind.

ocVcri

Buster ICeaton

Buster l^eaton

The convulsing story of
a man who had to marry

"Best from— James
box-office
angle"
Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio

1 lie w ay or a vjiri

Eleanor Boardman
X'fatt Moore
William Ru.ssell

Robert G.
Vignola

The screen's cleverest
comedy-di ama

"Gem of a —Allen
picture" Theatre, Ohio

1 ne oeaiity

Viola Dana
1. ai ivitiiiey
Edward Connelly

Lloyd Ingraham

Beautiful girls in an action st<try of a thrilling
beauty contest

"Splendid, will please any audience. — Temple Theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss.

I rouci rlesn

Eleanor Boardman
Pat O'Mnllpv
Harrison Ford

ICing "Vidor

The popular novel of a
girl taught how to love

"Crackerjack
entertainment"
-Daily
Mirror, N. Y.

Broken

Norma Shearer, James
I^irlcwood , \^ae Busch,
Adolphe Menjou

Reginald Barlcer

Powerful drama in the
gilded paths of society

"They ate— -Iving's
ir up!" Theatre,
Oak Hill. W.Va.

Greed

Zasu Pitts
Cribson Cjowland
Jean Hersholt

Erich von
Stroheim

A magnificent contriindustry bution to the picture

Broke records New York, Seattle,
Salt
walk,Lake,
etc. San Francisco, So. Nor-

Don^t!
{Successor to Excuse Me.')

Sally Roach
O'Neill
Bert

Alf Gniilrlina

Rupert Hughes' comedy
of flapper adventure

Zander

Marion Davies
and All Star Cast

George
William Hill

The new screen find in a more
hilarious comedv than even
"Excuse Me ! "

A great modern comedy
of thrilling Arizona days

"Tremendous business Criterion"
— West Coast Theatre, s. Inc.
Los Angeles

Lew Cody
Renee ^^doree
Harriet Hammond

Victor
Schertzinger

The romance i>f a millionaire and his beautiful secretary

"Line forms as soon as door
opens"
—N.Y.American

Blanche Sweet
rvcmaici
Lew
Codyv^oiiiictii

A4arshall ^^eilan

A beauty of the night
clubs finds true love

Three big drawing names in a
top notch entertainment

Claire Windsor
1 aLO'Mallpv
iVldliCy
Pat
Robert Frazer

.Reginald Barker

Drama of the snow
country — thrills and romance

The avalanche is one of the best
thrills ever pictured

Alice Terry
Lewis Stone

Victor Seastroni

The story
of a love behind a throne

Mae Busch,
Pat O'Malley,
Wanda
Hawley
Hobart Bosworth

Victor
Schertzinger

The fabrics of which
life's drama is made

.Alice Joyce
Percv Marmont

Frank Borzage

The pitfalls of Art study
in Paris

"One of best of season"
—Evening Sun, New York

Claire Windsor
Bert Roach

Hobart Henley

The story of a love that
could never be

"Unquestionablv satisfying
drama"
-Brooklyn Daily Eagle

Lon Chaney

Roland West

Thrills! Chills! A mystery ot tun and action;

"Something for everyone —
—N.Y.hit"Evening Graphic
A box-office
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"Holds interest of audience
— Morning Telegraph, N.Y.
t ri mil t'
"Mighty fine picture that took
well"
— Grand Theatre,
Princeton, Mo.
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PEOPLE want comedies as much as they do feature pictures. You boost your features strongly.
Why not play up your comedy attractions just
as strongly? F. B. O. backs up every JIMMY
AUBREY comedy with ticket selling posters, crowd
pulling lobby photos, and other high pressure accesTELL your patsories. MAKE USE OF THEM.
rons in advance when you have a JIMMY AUBREY
Produced by
JOE ROCK

comedy coming. TELL 'em on the day you are
showing it. Have you played JIMMY AUBREY in
"OH WHAT A FLIRT"— "A HELPING HAND"—
GETS CROWNED"— and his latest—
"HE WHO
"MEET THE AMBASSADOR?"— Watch for the
new laff getters coming. AUBREYS BUILD BUSIBOOST 'EM.
NESS. BOOK 'EM.
FILM

BOOKING

OFFICES

723 Seventh Ave., New York. Exchanges Everywhere
Thcitmtir Music Cue Sheets (ivtiHahle ou all our features

standard Cinema
Produclious

May

A

30.

1925

good

mighty

Assures

Entitles

Saves

you

you

you

of a year's supply
quality lamps
to

over

expert

ee
15%fron

of highest

lighting

service
!EDISON MAZDA

your

you

for

contract

lamp

LAMPS

costs.

IF THERE were nothing more to this contract than the guarantee
that every lamp you buy on it will be of the highest quality,
it would be a profitable one for you to have.
For the cost of
lighting depends not only on the cost of current, but on the amount
of light you get from the current you buy.
And the amount of
light a lamp gives during its life depends on its quality.

CONTPACT

Edison MAZDA
Lamps are designed to give maximum light over
a long period of service. They do not fall off in efficiency after they
have burned a few hours, as many lamps do. They embody the
most advanced engineering practice. Every lamp is tested before
it leaves the factory. Edison MAZDA
Lamps give maximum light
at minimum cost.
Free

Lighting

Service

The first step toward good lighting is to have good lamps. Th«
next is to know how to use them. This contract covers expert
lighting service.
Specialists from our Lighting Service Department will advise you
what type and style of lamps to use in each department of your
theatre. They will show you how to use lighting to attract, to
beautify your theatre, and to add to the comfort of your patrons.
And their service to you is free.
A

Saving

of

Don't you agree with us that this is a mighty good
contract for you to have?

EDISON
A GENERAL

Just tear off and

MAZDA
ELECTRIC

We

have free booklets on

theatre lighting that are the
most up to date, and most
complete treatise on the
subject ever published.
We'll gladly send you these
on request. Use the cou-

15%

You save money by using Edison MAZDA
Lamps. Our lighting
experts tell you how to make lighting pay you a return on your
investment. And on top of that this contract entitles you to a discount of over 15% on all the lamps you buy.

Then send for details right now.
mail the attached coupon.

Important

pon.
Publicity Department.
Edison Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,
Harrison, N. J.
Please send me
(check
□ Your free booklets ove
theatrehere)
lighting

LAMPS
PRODUCT

(check here) □ Details of j'our $75
lamp contract.
Name
Theatre
Address

The

Greatest

FOX

News

Reel

NEWS

With

a

comolete

pictorial

KENTUCKY

FIRST

ON

FTrST

FIRST

FIRST

FIRST

BROADWAY!

in

IN

CHICAGO!

THE

t°h1

SOUTH!

PACIFIC!

ALL

OVER

the

the

of

Scoop

IS

Year!

FIRST

account

of

the

Great

DERBY!!
From

FOX

NEWS

the N. Y. Telegraph, May

SCORES

19th

REMARKABLE

BEAT

Although the Kentucky Derby was run Saturday afternoon at Louisville, it miraculously appeared in the Fox News Sunday night at all the Broadway houses, or within twenty-four hours
of the actual finish of the great classic.
This "beat" was recorded
matinee performances.

even earlier in Chicago, where the pictures were seen at the Sunday

So far as can be ascertained, none
its great appeal.

of the other news reels has yet included this event despite

As a matter of fact, even regular photographs had not, at the time we went to press, been
received by the newspapers. It has been necessary for sporting departments of the dailies to
obtain cut outs of the Fox News and thus have photographs made of the horses.

UNITED

STATES!

Motion
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Thematic music cue sheets available on all our features.
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NEW

YORK,

Back

at

"The tumult and the
it's over.
WELL,
shouting dies; the Captains and the
Kings depart."
The Convention is in
retrospect.
And we are asking each other:
what has come out of it?
It seems
exhibitor

to us that the outstanding accomplishment was the getting together of the
organizations.

Without

that basis of strength other accomplishments ofthe Convention could not materialize. The mobilization of play dates, the
arbitration plan, the revision of the uniform
contract — all the remedial measures offered
for relief would have lacked the solid backing
of several thousand exhibitor members of a
now

united national

That's the
powerful and
demands may
to, and acted

organization.

supreme thing — a national and
harmonious organization whose
be listened to and will be listened
upon.
*
*
*

It could not well have been otherwise.
broad

issue of thousands

The

breaches, and we sincerely congratulate Sydney Cohen, Al Steffes, J. C. Ritter, Charles
O'Reilly, M. E. Comerford, Joseph Seider —
all those leaders whose wisdom finally carried
the day.
also congratulate

the Convention

for

its substantial, sane, business-like and dignified
conduct throughout. There was oratory, but
not too much. There were no sensational
attacks for sensationalism
serious business done.
*
*
And
bread

now
and

the average
butter job.

No. 22

30, 1925

the

Job

one thing; running a competitive business is
another. We
are back in the economic
machine — each man his own cog, each a master, fundamentally, of his own success.
The immediate issue is the producer owned
or affiliated circuits and their effect upon the
independent producer and distributor and the
independent exhibitor.
These circuits are going to grow. No question about that. Curiously enough, the Convention opened up with the coalition of Balaban and Katz and the Lubliner & Trinz circuit, and closed with the purchase by Famous
of the Gordon circuit. These two are among
the greatest circuits in the country. Also, it
is to be noted that the stock of each absorbing
company immediately went up several points.
The independent exhibitor wants to know
if he is going to be squeezed dry of product.
The independent producer and distributor
want to know if they will be squeezed dry of
outlets.
*
*
*

of theatres and mil-

lions ininvestment is far greater than any individual or sectional interest involved; just the
same it is far from easy to close organization

We

MAY

only.

There

was

*
man

is back

Convention

at his

spirit is

The Convention
of relief:

offered two principal plans

(i) a Bureau,

to be composed

of

independent exhibitors, producers and distributors, which will secure data upon play dates
and appraise and classify the independent
product; and (2) an arbitration plan which
will function in the film centres and investigate and act upon charges of unfair competition in the booking of pictures.
Both plans are as yet too indefinite for comment; but at the Convention and since then
the arbitration plan strikes us as a feasible
step. It goes straight to the issue and to the
help of the exhibitor who is menaced, if such
menace does exist, by booking combines. If
this species of arbitration is to be added to
the rental arbitration duties of the Film Boards
{Continued

on Next Page)
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Stereoscopiks, and, of course, the world-famous
Pathe News.
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{Continued
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from Preceding Page)

of Trade, then the latter will have to be made
more equitable in operation as to the uniform
contract and also as to their scheme of operation. In fact, this improvement must come
about anyway. That is all too evident.
So we have these proposed measures of general relief. But in their consideration we must
not lose sight of two broad facts.
First, the fact that whatever we do in a trade
way

must be based upon

serving the public, to

the public's satisfaction. Second, that the survival of the fittest will and must work in this
business as in all others. Comm.ercial measures cannot be made to take care of the man
who isn't on his job. The best pictures and
the best theatres will continue to win out.

The

Pathe

Announcement

WE

present this week another in the important
series of product announcements — vital market
information for the exhibitor.

The announcement in this issue is from Pathe —
and it deserves and should have the careful study
of the reader. An analysis of the insert shows that
the Pathe schedule for the new season offers great
variety in the short subjects field, particularly in
comedies of which 104 are offered, and two important features.
The highlights as we view them are the Harold
Lloyd comedy to be released in the Fall, of which
we have heard extremely favorable reports; and Hal
Roach's "Black Cyclone," already a success at the
box-office on the basis of pre-release showings, and
the successes.
"Our Gang'' Comedies,
of

an established series

Then there's the Harry Langdon comedies — much
will be heard from this star in the very near future;
the Alice Day Comedies; those starring Ralph
Graves; the serials; and the pictures with Charley
Chase, Glenn Tryon, Clyde Cook, Ben Turpin and
others from the various studios — Mack Sennett and
Hal Roach. To these are added the Sportlights,
Film Fables, Topics of the Day, Pathe Review,

This is an exceedingly interesting array of product. The insert itself is attractive and attentionarresting and reflects credit on the organization.
Our congratulations to Elmer Pearson and his associates, and to the workmanlike efforts of P. A.
Parsons.
The

Foreign

Market

BIG

increase in the export of American pictures to foreign countries, Europe particularly,
is shown in a report just issued by the Department of
Commerce. There was a jump of 24,000,000 feet in
shipments to the Continent alone, out of a total
export increase of 32,000,000 feet.

A

The outstanding feature of the Government analysis is the increase in export of American positives to
Europe— from 29,000,000 feet in 1923 to 53,000,000
feet in 1924. This is a clear barometer of the growing importance of the foreign market — a subject
upon which we have touched several times within
recent weeks.
There can be no question that the foreign situation
is one of the most vital of all factors in its effect on
our situation here at home. The astonishing expansion in export trade shows that; and recent acquisitions both of theatres and distribution outlets abroad
by American concerns prove the point no less.
Carl Laemmle told the Milwaukee Convention
that last year his company sold more films abroad
than it had sold in any other previous year — a highly
significant statement, and another indication that
Europe is the coming great market of the industry.
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Louise Fazenda, once the queen
of slapstick comediennes, is a
fascinating figure as "Marianne"
in "Grounds mount).
for Divorce" (Para-

SIXTY FOR TOM
D URING the nine years in which Tom Mix has appeared in
pictures flying the Fox banner he has appeared in sixty photoplays —
the majority of which were of the red-blooded western style. Which
IS some record, as it is doubtful whether any other male star in the
industry working under one banner can equal it.
The cowboy actor has topped Vitagraph's record as a maker of
stars. If you don't believe it take notice of the grand array of
talented pulchritude that has appeared opposite him. The list
includes twenty-nine of the leading women of picturedom.
Colleen Moore, Wanda Hawley, Pauline Starke, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Lillian Rich, Barbara Bedford, Billie Dove, Doris May,
Mabel Ballin are some of them and they are only a starter!
Jane Novak, Eva Novak, Alma Bennett, Ora Carew, Alice Calhoun, Anne Cornwall and Lucy Fox constitute another group of
h.s past co-players.
Victoria Forde (now Mrs. Mix), Enid Markey, Kathleen

Director Rex Ingram inspects a
captured German U-boat, one of
several furnished for scenes in
"Mare Nostrum" (Metro-Goldwyn) ,
noiv being filmed abroad.

O'Connor, Teddy Sampson, Gloria Hope and Pauline Curley are
among other first-raters who have played heroines in the Mix pictures.
The others, none of whom are anything like also-rans, are:
Claire Anderson, Rhea Mitchell, Claire Adams, Betty Jewel, Gertrude Olmstead, Marion Nixon and Kathleen Key.
INGRAM'S JESTER
R EX INGRAM has added a court jester to his personnel in
the personality of "Shorty" Ben Mairech, who formerly clowned
for the pleasure (or possibly the censure) of the Bay of Tunis.
He is described as an extraordinary pantomimist who was discovered
by the director while producing "The Arab" in Tunis. "Shorty" —
Gene Stratton, 11-year-old grand- who is as well known along the Riviera as Tammany Young and
daughter of Gene Stratton-Porter, Kelsey Allen are along Broadway — cannot speak French or Engwhothat
willauthor
play san Keeper
importantof role
^ ^
^ rij^jj^^^lf understood
pantomime.
in
the
ii
i through
i
r
r
iBeing
i
Bees" (F. B. OJ.
^ P^^^ master or this art, and being less than tour reet m height,
certainly qualifies him to play the buffoon before any bey, omir
sheik, king, kaiser, czar, emperor and motion picture director.

Betty Bronson examines with awe
and wonder one of the mammoth
lights at the Paramount West Coast
studios during the filming of "Are
Parents People?" (Paramount).

Robert Lieber and Richard A. Rowland, First National executives, bid
bon voyage to Colleen Moore and John McCormick, leaving for Europe.

Leatrice Joy,
starring Dist.
in "Hell's
Highroad"
(Producers
Corp.)
at the DeMille studios, examines
the rushes of the first jew scenes.

Lige Conley, appearing
Educa-in
tional-Mermaid comedies,inshows,
a current release, just what a
Sheik of the Pampas
like. should look
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T
STILL WEARING
'EM
It will be something of a departure for Julian Eltinge, the female
impersonator, to get away from straight "feminme" parts and disguise himself in the exaggerated styles of Sydney Chaplin in "Charley's Aunt." Eltinge, to our knowledge, has never stepped out of
modern fashions, but the Christies have faith in him that he can put
over the comedy. As a result they have instructed their gag writer
to get busy writing a story and part for him. As things look now
two plays are being considered by Al Christie for the vehicle in
which Eltinge will be starred — and the decision on one of these
will be made within a few days.

The theatre scene which Monta Bell is here directing for "Pretty
Ladies"
(Metro-Goldivyn)
is an
reproduction
of as
the every
l\etv garment
Amsterdam theatre.
New York City,
and exact
the Ziegfeld
Follies,
buyer will readily recognize.

Director Frank Tutllf. Richdid Dix and Esther Ralston, on loction
at Lakeuood, IS. J., for the filming of ''Calif ornia — or Dust" (Paramount), indulge in a little game of mumbledy-peg during n wail
bettveen scenes.

ASTER THIS UP
T HE HollywoodPLstudios have gone in for plaster. Henceforth
it may be a cry for "Mort," more mort'." Or it may mean that
the players have lame backs, sore chests and corns on their toes. As
plaster has always been known to stick — whether it goes under the
name of porous, red pepper or just plain corn, the new plaster department will become a permanent fixture at the Hollywood studios.
Any day the extras are not needed to register atmosphere, William
Sistrom, the general manager, will put them to work mixing mortar
and piecing the ornamental designs together. This will entitle them
to become members of the Plasterers' Union. In Union there is
strength. And the Hollywood studios are Strong for all the technical details which make perfect productions.

rge
glas Ramsay of
ATHER than disappoint Mrs. Geo
CALLDou
burg, Pa., who PE
e toAL
risA
Har
is RS
closON
90 years old, and who made a
R
special trip to Loew's Regent theatre in that city on May 1 I , to
see Jackie Coogan, but missed him there, the boy wonder the next
day, took time from a sight-seeing tour of the Pennsylania Capital
to make a personal call on the old lady. She had sat several hours
in the theatre, watching the performance staged by several film and
stage
stars in honor of Loew's acquisition of the theatre, but as
Jackie did not appear until quite late Mrs. Ramsay became fatigued
and went home.
Arthur L. Bernstein,
Jackie's
manager,
heard
Ramsay's
disappointment
and arranged
for the
youthful
star ofto Mrs.
visit her
at her
residence the following day. The old lady, who is the widow of
a Civil War hero — and a member of one of Harrisburg's most
aristocratic families — was delighted with Jackie.
"I have seen all your pictures," she told him.
"I'm glad you have and I hope you will see more of them,"
he replied.
This is not only a magnificent tribute by the young star, but it
also shows the hold he has on his public. Mrs. Ramsay's age cannot
keep her away from the theatre when the youngster s pictures appear
on the screen.

FOR WALES
STRUTTING
s
y
s
HE dusk belle and bozo of West Africa have been strutting
their stuff for the Prince of Wales. He has learned during his
African jaunt that modern jazz is not an American institution, but
has come down from the jungle haunts of the original mammy and
pappy.
T

It's quite possible that he asked the International Newsreal cameraman— "Am I back in Harlem?" — when he looked at this Black and
Tan show, They did the 'Chicago' — and they did the 'Charleston'
with Congo variations. As there was no cover charge the duskies
refrained from singing a Mammy song.
E
PILGRIMAG
A
s
T
HE "Ben Hur" player are busy making preparations for a
pilgrimage to Santa Fe, the home of General Lew Wallace, the
author of the biblical novel. Just as soon as the final shots are completed the principal players, Ramon Novarro, May McAvoy, Carmel
Myers, Frank Currier, Francis X. Bushman, Kathleen Key, Claire
McDowell, Nigel de Brulier, Mitchell Lewis, Leo White, Jack
Richardson, Winter Hall, Orma Whitehead, Charles Newton, Bernard Seigal and Fred Niblo, will catch the Santa Fe for Santa Fe.

For the first time in tuenty-live years, the three Slmuer brothers ivere
reunited during the Paramount convention in Los Angeles: left to right,
they are: Emil E. Slmuer, asst. treasurer and director of the foreign
department of Famous players: Louis Shauer, a resident of Los Angeles:
and G. G, Shauer, proprietor of the Premier theatre and the Opera House
at Valparaiso, Ind.
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their niblick explosion shots out of the sand. Some of the boys
working for them get away, too, by telling of their engagements with
the dentist.
With the trees coming out in leafy attire — with the flowers budding in the deep-tangled wildwood — with the call of the partridge
and the pheasant — you can't blame anyone for wanting to enjoy
a brief bit of open air in the open country. It's every man to his
calling. Some like stepping down the fairway, some like trout and
deep-sea fishing, some like the races and the ball games, some like
trap-shooting and crap-shooting. And some like buggy riding or a
hike through the woods.

When Director Edwin Carcwe found he was two days behind on the
script for "The Lady W ho Lied ' (First National), he enlisted the
services of Birdie Reeve, world champion speed typist. Lewis Stone
and Virginia Valli are interested spectators.

Y VACATIONS
EA
A S an indicatio
n RL
that summer is upon us, the vacation sHps are
being handed out. The other day Tom Meighan and Tom Geraghty, the star's scenario writer, shpped away and caught a train for
White Sulphur Springs — the former to take a rest after supervising
the Lambs' Gambol, the latter to take the baths as a sort of spring
tonic and to tone up the Booth Tarkington story, "Whispering Men."
Wanda Wiley slipped away from Los Angeles to spend a month's
vacation in her home town, San Antonio — it being the first trip
she has made to her native heath since she found her name m electric
lights. The star was a dental student before she turned from molars
to makeup — which probably accounts for her pretty dental smile.
William K. Howard, who has been busy the past few years
directing one picture after another, including "The Thundering
Herd," has also heard the call of Home Sweet Home. He has
struck out for St. Mary's, Ohio, his first visit to the old homestead
in a long, long time.
As for the New York publicity and advertising men, they are
slipp ng away from the office on the oif days m order to brush up

Claire Windsor, Metro-Goldwyn ptnyer, and Mrs. R. B. Grunauer,
break ground
South Side
the Manchester in LosforAngeles.
MikeTheatre
Gore, company's
Sol Lesser first
and house,
Mr. Grunauer,
secretary, treasurer mid general manager of the firm may also be seen.

Norman J. McLeod, Christie gag man and artist, who draws the funny
little skeleton cartoon figures on the subtitles of Educational-Christie
comedies, has his right arm insured against injury which would interrupt his work.

OPERA
HOR
L novel
S film
tySE
HA
— a sort of eternal triangle of
AL ROACH'REA
e
ified
as a genuine horse opera.
the equin world — may be class
The filmgoer hasn't forgotten his previous picture which introduced
Rex. Indeed, "The King of the Wild Horses," ushered in a
happy departure from the usual run of westerns. We have had a
plentiful supply of dog pictures — and occasionally Tom Mix comes
forward with an opus written around his famous steed, Tony. But
Mr. Roach in cataloguing his star as a wild stepper stimulates the
imagination. One anticipates a healthy line of thrills in wondering
over the skillful and patient direction in training Rex and his fourlegged companions to execute their stunts. They are remarkably
well trained — and yet they carry out the impression of being perfectly wild. Certainly no small feat to accomplish.
Fred Jackman, who directed the feature, is not only a director
who knows how to construct sequences and piece them together,
who knows how to collect marvelous vistas — and place his action
against them so that the plot and scenery seem to blend, but he also
qualifies as an expert animal trainer. He has guided Rex, the Lady
and the Killer — the latter two being the heroine and villain respectively, inthis equine melodrama — so that they express the necessary
emotions with as much fervor — and as much naturalness, too —
when the occasion calls for it — as the best of the human actors.
It might profit some of the humans to imitate their naturalness.
And so "Black Cyclone " comes to the screen. It is a picture
carrying intense action, thrills and romance. For the sake of adding
human interest Rex rescues a young fugitive from a mountain lion —
and to show his gratitude, the fugitive in turn rescues Rex from
quicksands. This naturally cements a strong friendship as man and
horse co-operate together in overpowering their enemies. Rex, with
the youth on his back, speeds after the human villain. When he
is out of the way, the horse turns his attention to the Killer who
can be as devilish in a horsey way as Wally Beery can be when cast
as a villain.
It's a picture which we recommend heartily to all picturegoers.
Anyone with a fondness for thrills, anyone with a friendly feeling
for horses, will respond to it and call it a wonderful treat.
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VOTES FOR LOIS
T2
HE 6
famous Alabama slogan — "Twenty-six votes for Underwood"— which set the whole nation rocking with mirth as well as
admiring they "stick-to-it-iveness" of its Governor in keeping alive
the candidac of the Senator for one hundred ballots during the
Democratic Convention at Madison Square Garden — may now be
changed to read — "Twenty-six votes for Lois Wilson."
She has just been awarded the title of Alabama's greatest living
actress on stage or screen during a contest in which she received
an overwhelming vote. As a result of this award the star — who is
in New York on a vacation — will be a guest of honor at the
Alabama Day Banquet at the Hotel Astor next Tuesday night.
It will be in charge of the Junior Chamber of Commerce of Birmingham and is bemg given in connection with the Southeastern
Exposition now at the Grand Central Palace. The Governor of
Alabama, Senator Underwood and many other famous people of

that state will attend the banquet. There will be no "Mammy"
songs.

Patsy Ruth Miller, popular W arner
Bros, player, keeps in form between pictures by playing on the
sands at Santa Monica — very good
form, we should say.

A BANK PRESIDENT
E
IK
LL
IKE
a bank president who has his fingers in several pies just
for the sake of keeping the wolf very, very far from the door, Cecil
B. De Mille registers Big Business. He can qualify to wear the
usual "get up" which is affected by the Big Moguls who talk in terms
of "Home, James!" or "Take a Note" to their chauffeurs and secretaries. Which means the frock coat, the white spats, the two-pmt
topper et al.
Mr. De Mille, who is president of one bank, director in several
others, and who has interests in a clothing factory, a hotel, gold
mines in Alaska, a bottle factory and a cannery (is it possible that
the last enterprise is a storehouse for the canned drama?), denies
as a gross exaggeration that he is president of a Mexican oil company.

Barbara La Marr, First National
star, photographed for the News
at the recent new theatre opening
in Harrisburg, Pa. (Browning
photo).

THESE CHINESE
JUST to show CLE
you VER
how doggone clever these Chinese are, Sidney
Olcott has a cameraman of that race — one James Howe (the one
is used here to add a racial tint) — who is doing the "shooting"
on "Not So Long Ago." The Chinaman is an old-timer at the
game, having photographed any number of features, including
"Peter Pan," "The Spanish Dancer," and "The Charmer."

Jackie Coogan, newly signed to
a contract by Metro-Goldtvyn,
snapped at the opening of the
new Loew theatre at Harrisburg,
Pa., last tveek. (Browning photo).

Louis B. Mayer, Metro-GoldwynMayer chief, visits Washington,
D. C, and calls on G. Logan
Bayne, publisher of the Washington Times.

Review has been holding back its
HE National Board of
LDING BACK
erisks the past two HO
weeks, having donated but two stars. They
ast
T
go to Paramount's "The Little French Girl" and F. B. O.'s
"Drusilla with a Million," among a group of fifteen features which
have been recommended as deserving of high praise.

Film Booking Offices Annual Sales Convention in Chicago, recently:
those in front row are: P. C. Taylor, Toronto branch manager:
E. J. Smith, Bufjalo division manager: C. E. Penrod, Indianapolis
division manager: Lee Marcus, sales promotion dept., home office;
J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president and general manager: Harry M. Berman,
sales numager; Nat G. Rothstein, publicity, advertising and exploitation director; Cleve Adms, Chicago division manager; M. J. Weisfeldt, Minneapolis division manager; Al Boasberg, home office sales
department.

The latest
luminaries
Hollywood
above, an

addition to the stellar
on the F. B. O. lot in
is Larry Kent, pictured
athletic and likeable
young chap.

Lloyd Hamilton, Educational
comedy star, with Balto, dog hero
of "Balto'scationalRace
to Nome" studios.
(Edu), atthe Principal
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Arbitration

Changes

Systemi

tiibutor during theilwauke
next succeeding season,
BurkanP
ortAdop
0 subject lan
brought upandSeid
at the recent er'sRep
Milwaukee Convention
of the tedatjM
e
the Distributor shall be obliged to deliver
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America attracted more
and the Exhibitor shall accept, pay for and
interest than arbitration and revision of the uniform contract.
exhibit them at such later period.
When Joseph M. Seider, President of the Jersey organization and
"This is obviously unfair. The Exhibitor
member of the National Board of Directors, presented the report on
jmrchases a picture or pictures expecting
these two problems, a heated discussion followed, which showed the them to be released within a specified period,
lie relies upon having them available. If
vital interest of exhibitors.
the film is not released, he is put to hardThe Convention instructed the Board to appoint a committee of siiip and perhaps expense. We contend
that in the event the photoplay is released
five to negotiate a new contract with the Hays organization and a separtluring the succeeding season the Exhibitor
ate contract with the I. M. P. P. D. A. If the contracts are successfully
shall have the option of accepting the picnegotiated, the M. P. T. 0. A. proposes that its Arbitration Committee,
ture at such later period. And we contend
with a committee of distributors, shall constitute a national board of apthat the Distributor shall be bound to depeals to hear disputes referred to it by local arbitration boards.
liver such picture or pictures during the
next succeeding period and not leave the
Negotiations between the Hays organization and the exhibitors have
option with the Distributor as now provided.
been in progress for some time, and have not yet been concluded.
IIow simple it is for a Distributor, upon
An additional phase of arbitration, and one which the M. P. T. 0.
finding a production above the average to
A. leaders believe would be the solution of many difficulties, was brought
withhold release and then re-sell this production, perhaps under a different title for
forward on the final day of the convention by the adoption of a resoluany multiple of the original jsrice.
tion. This is known as the Burkan Plan, the author being Nathan Bur"Clause Third will be changed to provide
kan, counsel for the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce.
that in the event of loss or destruction of
It proposes arbitration when an exhibitor feels he is being threatfilm, the Exhibitor shall pay at the rate of
ened by the entry of a producer-controlled or affiliated circuit or an
4 cents per foot for the first reel and the
individual exhibitor into his town; and, if put into effect, would insure
actual laboratory cost for the balance, instead of 6 cents per foot as now provided.
the allocation of product between the two. It is understood that Mr.
The Distributor wants to add that the LabBurkan, previous to the convention, obtained the consent of several bigoratory Bill shall be accepted as the cost.
distributors to this plan. It will be taken up officially with the Hays
This is purely a question of fact and should
organization by the M. P. T. 0. A. Committee of Five.
be decided by the Arbitration Board.
The report presented to the convention by Mr. Seider of New Jersey
"In Clause Fifth the failure of the Producer to make or deliver to the Distributor
outlines in detail changes in many clauses of the present contract as
(in most cases himself) should not relieve
sought by the M. P. T. 0. A. For that reason, among others, it is an
the Distributor from delivering the conimportant document, and Motion Picture News prints it herewith practracted picture to the Exhibitor.
tically in full :
"It is our contention, but the Distributors
cific date as heretofore. A sentence has been
do not coincide, that the word "intentional"
"The title of the proposed contract to be
shall be eliminated in both places in Clause
approved standard exhibition contract.
added to specify the season by 3'ear.
Seventh where it appears. Where the Dis"On the balance of this Clause there has
"It has been agreed that Clause First
tributor isentitled to relief he has the right
shall be changed to provide for the year been no agreement.
to
it
forthwith,
but the provision is made in
commencing with the playing of the first
"The contract now provides that in the
picture under the contract instead of a spe- event any pictures are released by the Dis- this Clause that the Exhibitor must first

^^News"
Scores
''Beat"
on Final Results
at Milwaukee
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
Convention
MOTION PICTURE NEWS was the first of the national weekly trade papers to carry the complete
results of the M. P. T. O. A. Convention to the industry.
Through special arrangements with the Postal Telegraph Company at Milwaukee, the news of
the final sessions of the convention on Friday was rushed through to Albany, N. Y., where MOTION
PICTURE NEWS is printed and presses were being held for this story. On Saturday morning copies
of the publication were on their way to exhibitors throughout the country.
This issue of The News contained the name of the new President of the M. P. T. O. A., the new
Chairman and personnel of the Board of Directors and an accurate report of the proceedings on the final
day, when the Allied and the M. P. T. O. A. joined forces. Friday was by far the most important of all
the convention sessions, but no othei- weekly trade paper printed the news the same week in which it
happened.
When the special train bearing the ]\ew York delegation en route home from Milwaukee reached
Albany Saturday afternoon, copies of The News containing the complete convention story were distributed
to the returning delegates.
It was the first paper to reach them with the full story.
It was a clean "beat" for MOTION PICTURE NEWS over its weekly competitors.
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prove foreintent
Distributor's
part behe can upon
receivethe relief.
We also
requested the Exhibitor be i*elieved of giving
immediate notice in writing of his exercising
his option to terminate the contract during
the continuation of the Distributor's defaults specified as provided in this Clause.
The Distributor has no such obligation.
"Clause Eighth is the all important one
of the contract. It provides for selection
and designation of play dates.
"The proposed changes that have not
been disputed in this Clause are : Notice of
Availability has been changed from three
weeks to two weeks. The giving of a new
notice of availability in cases where the
picture is not available on the dates asked
for by the Exhibitor, has been eliminated
and in its place substituted^ the provision
that the picture must be open to the Exhibitor at the first available dates, not
earlier than two weeks or later tlian six
weeks after the exhibition dates first selected
by the Exhibitor.
"Here is the rub. Experience has shown
that the majority of claims for the Arbitration Boards to decide, arise from the
Exhibitor's failure to book the pictures he
purchases. This is not the Exhibitor's
fault. The fault can truly be charged to
this Clause Eighth of the contract.
"A second or subsequent run theatre invariably must buy his pictures in groups.
When he calls for play dates they are not
available because of the failure of the first
run theatre to book his dates or because the
first run has not been sold or the Distributor withholding release in the particular
territorj-. The Exhibitor is forced to
scramble for pictures immediately available
and he has to buy more blocks. He has
been forced into an overbought condition.
Before he could play off the pictures he had
been compelled to add, the tirst groups become available and the Distributor clamors
for play dates which the Exhibtor has not
to give. The result is heartaches, overbuying and arbitration cases.
"We forcefully urged that in such cases,
where the theatre is forced in order to remain open to buy these additonal pictures
because the product he had first contracted
for is not available, that he be relieved at
his option from the first contract.
"Upon our request it has been agreed to
add a clause, pronding that the photoplays
shall not contain any advertisng that the
Producer thereof is compensated for direct!}'
or indirectly.
•'We object to Clause Twelfth which provides that we must advertise each photoplay
as a Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn or whoever the Producer may be and that we must
adhere to the form of announcement contained in the Producer's advertising.
"Also Clause Thirteenth, which provides
for our pa\'ing a government tax which may
sometime be imposed. And Clause Fifteenth, which tells us the minimum we are
permitted to charge even though we do not
play percentage. Also the Sixteenth Clause,
which says we must lease all advertising
matter from them.
" It has been agreed that the Percentage
Clause Fourteenth be written so that it providefl that pajTuent shall be made the day
following the close of the engagement and
that in the event it is for more than seven
day.s, week
paj-ment
shall bethereof.
made at the end of
each
or fraction
" Clause
is itthe
Clause.
Of Seventeenth
course, we want
out.Deposit
As a
compromi.se we offered that a receipt be

Motion
given upon the payment of a deposit, that
6 per cent interest be paid thereon and that
such payment be subject to the laws in the
respective States wherein the deposits or
advance payments are paid, which provide
for the segi'egating and trusteeing for
safet}'. The payment should apply to the
last picture played. The Distributor consents to issuing the receipt but not the
other conditions.
" Clause Eighteenth — The procedure, under this Clause at present, is that an application for a contract becomes a contract
onlj- after it has been accepted by the home
office of the Distributor within a specified
period. We suggested that this be reversed;
that a contract be a contract subject to disaffirmance by the home office of the Distributor within the specified period. This
the Distributors' attorneys at first consented
to, but later qualified their acceptance by
providing that the contract be considered
a contract if signed by the branch manager
and in addition be subject to disaffinnance
by the home office within the specified
period. We are better off, in preference to
this addition, with the present procedure.
We now have the right to recall or withdraw
our application any time before its acceptance.
" The proposed schedule of Distributors
is as follows: Albany, 10 days; Atlanta, 15
days; Boston, 10 days: Buffalo, 10 days;
Charleston, 15 days; Charlotte, 15 days;
Chicago, 15 days; Cincinnati, 15 days;
Cleveland, 15 days; Dallas, "20 days; Denver, 20 days; Des Moines, 15 days; Detroit,
15 days; El Paso, 25 days; Indianapolis,
15 days; Kansas City, 15 days; Louisville,
15 days; Los Angeles, 25 days; Milwaukee,
15 davs ; New Jersev. 7 davs : Minneapolis,
20
days:
30 'days:
New Xew
Haven,York
10
davs;
XewButte,
Orleans.
15 davs;
City, 7 daj-s; Oklahoma City, 20 days;
Omaha, 15 days; Peoria, 15 days; Philadelphia. 10 days; Pittsburg. 10 days; Portland, 30 days; St. Louis, 15 days; Salt
Lake City, 20 days; San Francisco, 20 days;
Seattle, 20 days; Washington, 10 days;
Little Rock, 20 days; Jacksonville, 15 days;
Memphis, 15 days.
" We urge that the number of days in
the schedule just read be reduced.
" Clause Xineteenth. the Arbitration
Clause, has virtually not been touched. The
only changes are that both parties may
mutually agree to have their dispute heard
hi another city, and the very important
change; that of eliminating the minimum
amount the Board can assess against an
exhibitor in the event of his failure to submit to arbitration or comply with the decision of the Board of Arbitration. This
means the Board of Arbitration and not the
Film Club or Board of Trade must fix the
maximum amount that the Distributor may
request as a deposit and it gives the Board
of Arbitration the power to waive any additional deposit if the case, in their judgment,
warrants such exemption.
" In addition, there are a number of
ethical provisions which will be printed on
the contract which your committee has approved and which it urges you to respect.
" The rules, referred to in the Arbitration
Clause of the Contract, pro\-ide for the appointment of the arbitrators and the mles
and procedure of the Arbitration Boards.
" These rules make of arbitration a purely
collection medium for the Distributors and
the Arbitration Board a collection agency.
" The arbitrators should not assume the
functions of a Court of Law.
They are
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neither qualified nor empowere<l to so function.
" The pui'pose of arbitration is to avoid
litigation and the theatre owner involved in.
a dispute should have the right of definitely
and in fact choosing fifty per cent of the
members of the Arbitration Board who will
arbitrate his particular case.
" Evidence should not be limited by rules,
All matters, pertaining to the dispute involved, should be allowed to be brought.
out; as for instance, a pamphlet or press
book in which the Producer makes representation as to the qualit}- of his pictures,
which in our opinion is verj' important evidence, should be considered by Arbitratioa
Boards.
" Provision should be made for the refunding of expenses incurred to me theatre
owner who receives a verdict m his lavor
in a matter of arbitration. Very often the
theatre owner is compelled to travel ujag
distances and incur much expense in order
to defend himself in a matter that has no
merit. The present contract is unfair, onesided, and the method of carrying out theBoard's verdict is confiscatory. I know that
$10,000 was paid to a reputed finn of attorneys to draw the arbitration clause, but it
appears it was paid so that the illegal procedure should have the semblance of legality.
No fii-m of lawyers can make an arbitration
Board both the judge and the sheriff. It
is vicious to have the jxjwer to close a person's theatre for failure to comply with the
award of a Board of Arbitration, any part
of which he may not have had the right to
appoint and the arbitration proceedings having been based on a contract which he had
had to sign against his better judgment and
wishes through not having the choice of
any other coui-se.
" The independent producers should compete with the present S3'steni by setting upin addition, their own arbitration system
and tribunal, founded on sen-ice and a
square deal.
" If a contract is agreed upon ana approved by this organization, it should b»
retroactive so that our members in purchasing their new
shall the
haveterms
the
assurance
that year's
it willproduct
be under
and conditions that are finally agreed upon.
" Your committee recommends that a
Committee of five members be appointed by
the Board of Directors to sei-ve for theensuing year. This Committee be empowered
to consummate a mutual and equitable approved standard exhibition contract.
" If this is accomplished, this committeeshall form with the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors and the Independent
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors
of America, an Arbitration Committee.
" This Arbitration Committee shall with,
a like number of Distributors constitute a
Court of Appeals with power to re\iew such
disputes that are refeiTed to it by local
Arbitration Boards to prevent any injustice
being done to either side in any local or
exchange centre.
" We further recommend with the provision that if an equitable contract is arranged that this organization assumes the
supei'vision System.
of the Exhibitor's side of the
Arbitration
" That this organization establish and
maintain an Arbitration Bureau which shall
tabulate records and decisions and shall
keep every Arbitration Board, each local
and subdivisional unit and their counsel
fully advised of decisions in every matter
and in every territory'."
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AVhen the Board assembles it will, of course, include the ten directors elected from the Allied States Organizations, now part of the M.
P. T. 0. A.
;
The program to be made effective by the Board covers several very
These will include:
important items.
1 Development of the Trade and Commerce and Playdate Bureaus,
toward the support of which the I. M. P. P. D. A. has contributed $50,000 cash and pledged $150,000 more and Universal gave $50,000.
2. Appointment of 26 or more field men to represent the Trade and
■Commerce and Playdate Bureaus throughout the country to continue the
work of playdate mobilization for independent pictures begun at the
convention by the distribution of playdate pledge cards. These will be
paid business managers, and they will have other important duties as
contact men.
., i
3 Negotiation of new standard exhibition contracts with the Hays
organization and the I. M. P. P. D. A. The M. P. T. 0. A. will urge the
establishment of a Court of Appeals in arbitration cases to consist of five
members — two exhibitors, two exchange representatives and one neutral.
4. Extension of arbitration to include cases where the independent^
exhiliitor is threatened by the encroachments of producer-circuits or
combines not affiliated with producers or distributors.
5. Further meetings with the I. M. P. P. D. A. and national inde-pendents to put into effect the coalition formed at Milwaukee. Companies other than those which have contributed will probably announce contributions.
On behalf of the M. P. T. 0. A., Sydney Cohen this week issued a

THE

statement, headed ''The Significance of Milwaukee,"
results achieved at the convention.
It follows:
"The most significant result achieved at
the convention of accomplishment just
ended at Milwaukee was unity. Unity of
theatre owners to a degree never before
dreamed of. Unity of purpose of an e tent

Soon

and reviewing the

that augurs well for the future of the entire industry.
"This convention was a convention of
principles rather than of personalities as
so many previous gatherings have been.

at

Convention

Business principles of the soundest sort
brought this truly representative body of
theatre owners together, and they checked
personalities at the door, so tliat no discordceedings.
ant note could mar the harmon-- of the pro"The M. P. T. 0. A. has always been a
united body
at heart
andthein final
purpose
— Milwaukee was the
scene of
cementing
of the 'ties which bind.' Now, as never before, we present a united and impregnable
front, and stand equipped and ready to bear
our full
share
of responsibility in the burdens of the
industry.
"Theatre owners were given the realization that it was in nowise necessary to either
give away their theatres for fear that they
would be ruined otherwise, or to sell an ineffort. terest in businesses built by their time and
"Milwaukee put a stojD to the usual stampede of theatre ownei-s 'to get in out of the
wet' by rushing sheeplike, to buy film in
vast quantities before it is made — from the
\ery companies who are using their (the
theatre owners') money for their destruction. Our slogan was 'Save Your Play
Dates' and we have done just that. The unbusinesslike and ]jernicious practice of selling
eai'ly
in
Mayat product
not available
until late August
the earliest
and at least
half of the number not available until January, February and March of the following
year — product concerning which the seller
knows nothing, in most instances, save tentative titles — has been halted for the immediate present at least, and this year there
will be no repetition of the practice of securing written options on the bulk of a
theatre owner's play dates on the part of
one or two companies to such an extent
that many meritorious independent pictures
are kept from his screen by reason of the
fact that he is tied up for months to come
with no alternative save to play off those
pictures which he has bought blindly, thus
denying producers and distributors of qual-

^^News" Convention
Story Made Official Report by Illinois M.P.T.O.
IHE Illinois Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Convention, which was scheduled for May 18th at the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, adjourned subject to the call of President Nathan without transacting
any business.
The adjournment came on a resolution presented by Ludwig Siegel, who explained that important
matters growing out of the National Convention at Milwaukee last week, were pending, and that it would
serve the interests of the Illinois exhibitors much better to wait until further report on these mktters
could be made. In this he was supported by President Nathan and othecs and the vote was unanimous
to postpone the convention.
A unique feature of the brief session was a report on the Milwaukee Convention by Secretary Louis
H. Frank, who stated it was unnecessary to go through his notes as the account published in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS of May 23rd covered "the transactions correctly, and that he would read the MOTION
PICTURE NEWS' account of the convention as his report on the work done there.
As far as it is known this is the first time that a trade paper's account of a convention has been
utilized in this wav and is regarded as a striking mark of the confidence the exhibitors have in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS.
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ity pictures an opportunity to secure an
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^^"E?er\' move made at Milwaukee was made
with the avowed purpose of advancement,
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and we feel that the purpose has
is
unity
and
unity—
soua-ht
achieved. We
tornendeavored
We
fact.
an accomplished
indestill our own abiding confidence mowners
pendence into our fellow theatre
and we have succeeded beyond our wildest
dreams. We tried to put on a firm business
and our sterbasis our entire proceedings,
ling associates justified our faith in them
God gave them— those
by using the brains they
have successfully
same brains which
personal business
their
used in developing
and giving us the benefit of
enterprises—
their counsel and support.
"So, united, confident and businesslike,
nting us
we approach the problems confroukee
will
with the firm hope that [Milwa
the
of
point
g
turain
the
been
prove to have
industry, from which, hand in hand, the
theatre owner and producer will go forward,
with a better understanding— with more assurance of dividends for them both— to
heio-hts of success which neither could scale
without the other. And being thus united
to be freed forever from the fear and dread
of domination or destruction at the hands
of anv one or two all powerful producing,
distributing and exhibiting companies."

Fire Under
Dodge
Investigation
The findine of oil soaked rags in the
premises has led to an investigation into the
fire in the LjTic Theatre at Fort Dodge, la.
Fort
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Quebec

Telegram From Gov. Smith
Read at Convention

Mil-a
t inread
the conven
Sydney S.banque
waukeetion
Cohen
telegram from Gov. Alfred E.
Smith, of New York, which brought a
great response from the crowd. The
message was addressed to Mr. Cohen and
read as follows:
"Best wishes for successful outcome of
convention. Congratulations and greetings to picture exhibitors. You know
how I value their co-operation and that
I have their best interests at heart.
(Signed) Alfred E. Smith,
Governor of New York."
AT

North Carolina M. P. T. O.
to Convene June 22nd
The regular annual convention of the
North Carolina M. P. T. 0. will be held at
Wrightsville Beach, X. C, June 'SZnd and
23rd, according to action of tlie Hoara ot
Directors at a recent meeting held in Charlotte.
More than usual significance attaches to
this annual convention owmg^ lo tne death
of Colonel Henry B. Varuer, who since the
inception of the State exhibitor organization eleven years ago has Ijeen its prime
leader. General despondency over the possibility of finding another leader of such
power and weight as Colonel Varner, to lead
the exhibitors through their many battles is
expressed on every hand.
F. Alton Abbott, of Cbarwrte, wno was
appointed temporary secretary succeeding
Jas. A. Estridge, resigned, has been handling
the
affairs of Colonel Varn^'-r's office since
his death.
Gov.

Pincbot Vetoes Two
Amusement Bills
Two bills affecting amusements in the state
of Pennsylvania and passed by the 1025
session of the State Legislature have been
vetoed by Governor Pinehot.
The measure which would exempt fir-t
class cities — Pittsburgh and Philadelphia —
from the existing theatre construction lawswhich provide that no license to operate
any form of show in buildings not specifically constructed or maintained as places
of amusement will be issued, was vetoed on
the around that it would amend two sections
of the Act of May 20, 1913. The bill was
introduced by Representative Millar of
Philadelphia.
The other bill vetoed by the Governor
would have appropriated $125,000 of state
funds for distribution among the county fair
associations of the state. This latter action
was hailed as somewhat of a victory by
theatre men, who have always opposed the
carnivals and midway shows.
Davis

Will Open Office in
Hollywood

J. Charles Davis, 2nd, president of Da-\-is
Distributing Division, left for the coast
Wednesday of this week to open an office
for his organization in Holl.Anvood. This
move was necessitated because of the rapid
growth of the new company. The office will
have charge of details in connection with
the production activities of companies contributing tothe Davis Distributing Division
schedule for the season.

Censors Report on
Work for Year
The Quebec Board of Moving Picture
Censors, Montreal, conducted a big year's
work, according to the annual report of the
activities of the Board for the 12 months'
period ending April 30 last.
The official statement showed that the
Quebec censors had viewed 2,171 film subjects all told during the fiscal year, this total
comprising 6,639 reels of the approximate
standard length of 1,000 feet. The report
shows that the Quebec board examined and
approved 1,414 film subjects, consisting of
2.685 reels, without any modification. Thus
the Provincial board for Quebec passed almost exactly two thirds of the distinct subjects without a change of anj' kind.
Announcement is made that the Quebec
board rejected 234 film subjects on the
first showing but it is pointed out that the
Quebecjects oncensors
ultimately passed
218' subsecond examination
after they
had
been reconstnicted by exchanges or owners
as suggested by the board. The exact number of pictures that were finally condemned
is not dehnitely stated in the published report but, from these figures, it is apparent
that 16 releases were banned altogether. Incidentally, the censors required more or less
extensive changes in 523 releases all told during the year, modifications being required in
24 per cent of the total subjects examined.

New

Companies Cbartered in
New York State
Motion picture companies incorporating
in Xew York state during the past week
showed the following directors and capitalization according to charters granted by the
secretai-v- of state:
Shilling Motion Picture Productions, Inc.,
$150,000, C. B. -James, H. Shopson. William
Shilling, New York city; John C. Terry,
Inc., capitalization not stated, H. Cohn,
Edward M. James, Celia Shakin, New York
city; Anita Stewart Pictures, Inc., $20,000,.
Andrew Bellanea, D. 0. Decker, S. S.
Braunberg, New York city; Advance Trailer
Senice Corporation, capitalization not
stated, L. Jofte, L. A. Naftalison, J. A.
Sarafite, New York city.
Acme Booking Offices, Inc., capitalization
not stated, 0. S. Moran, Agnes McNamara,
J. J. Hahn, New York; The Song of the
Suds, Inc.. $20,000. George Pfeil, Herman
Ellison, Brooklyn; Saul Sigelschaffer, New
York city; Kevel-Art Productions, Inc.,
$10,000, R. Alexander, Roy Gould, F. Perrone. New York city.
Rotbcbild Takes Over Strand
in San Francisco
Promise of another first-run high class
motion picture theatre on Market street was
realized the second week in May when the
Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainment, Inc.,
made knouTi the acquisition of the real estateand property at 965 Market street, the
present location of the Strand Theatre,
which is under the management of Morris
Markowitz. The house will be improved
and approximately .$150,000 will be spent
on it by the owners of the California. Imperial and Granada theatres. The same
policy of highclass entertainment will be
carried out in it as in these. It is thought
the new owners will take over the Strand!
July 1st.
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P. -L.
Acquires
Gordon
38 Houses Involved and Fifty Per cent Interest in Maine and
Theatres,

Inc. — First National

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY this week
olticially confirmed tlie report tiiat it
liad at-quired the holding ot Nathan
H. Gordon and Max Shoolman in Olympia
Tlieatres, Inc., which operates 38 theatres
in the New England States. Althons'h no
tigure was mentioned in the Paramount announcement, itis understood the deal involved about $12,000,000. Famous also
acquires a fifty per cent interest in Maine
and New Hampshire Theatres, Inc., wliich
control about 40 houses.

Franchise

Not

■'Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
tlirough its subsidiary. New England Theatres, Inc., have been associated in the operation of some of the theatres involved in the
Olympia Theatres, Inc." The theatres and
properties involved in the transaction are :
Scollay Square, Washington Street, Central Square, Allston, Fields Corner, Codman Square, Province Building, and Uphams
Corner Strand of Boston ; Lynn Olymjiia ;
Gloucester Oh'mpia; Chelsea Olympia; New

Haven Olympia; New Bedford Olympia;
HaiTard, North Cambridge; fifty per cent
of the Maine and New Hampshire Theatres
Company; Emi)ire, New Bedford; Olympia,
Brockton ; Capitol, Allston ; City Theatre
Building-, Brockton; Colonial, Haverhill;
and the following properties in Salem :
Maynes property, Pingree property. Federal
Theatre, Salem Theatre, Empire Theatre,
Newton Theatre and Union Square Theatre.
The Province Building, referred to above,
is a twenty-story stiTjcture in Boston, which
does not contain any theatre.
It is understood that the First National
franchise for New England, held by Mr.
Gordon and his associates, will revert to the
parent company and will ultimately be absorbed by the First National original franchise holders. It was not included in the
Gordon-Paramount deal.
While no announcement has been made,
it appears probable that William P. Gray
will be in charge of the new!y-acquired eircuit for Paramount when operation is oe^tn
July 15.
Famous Players, it is reported, will build
a large theatre in Fort Worth, Texas, in
addition to the houses it aireaay operates
thei'e — the Palace and Hippodrome. Annouiicement has already been made that the

Activity

Theatre

"Under the provision of the contract,
Famous Players has agreed to purchase the
interest of Messrs. Gordon and Shoolman's
associates upon the same terms and conditions as those under which they acquired
the minority
stock," the Paramount statement said.

in

Circuits and

Holdings
New Hampshire

Included

company would build a $1,000,000 theatre
in San Antonio and that it would lease a
house of similar size in Houston to by built
by Paramount
Jesse H. Jones.
officials this week denied that
there was any deal under way by which the
Saeng-er Amusement Company, New Orleans, would take over the Southern Enterprises holdings in Texas.
The 1493 Broadway Corporation, a 100%
owned subsidiary of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, has awarded the contract for the erection of the new 30-storv
office building on the site of the present
Putnam Building on the west side of Times
Square, New York City, running from 43rd
to 44th Street, to contain a 4000-seat theatre which will be known as the- Paramount
Theatre, to the Thompson-Starrett Com])any of 250 Park Avenue. Contracts were
signed on Thursday by Louis Horowitz, the
president of the Thomjjson-Stan-ett Com])any and Adoljjh Zukor, the president of
the 1493 Broadway Corporation.
Work of demolition on Westover Court,
the structures in the rear of the PutnamBuilding, begins June 1st, while the office
budding in front will be demolished October
1st. The theatre is to be completed by
August 1st, 1926, and the office buildino- in
the Fall of that year.

Field

Continues

Individuals Extending Their Holdings — Thirteen
New Houses for Milwaukee

EXTENSIONS of theatre holdings by
circuits and indviduals were reported
in considerable numbers this week.
The Loew Circuit has completed negotiations for the purchase of a large plot of
ground in Norfolk, Va., on which it is planned to build a 3,000-seat house at a cost of
ai)pn)ximately .$800,000.
A. H. Blank, associated with Balaban &
Katz, has added another to his string of
liouses in Iowa in the acquisition of the Rialto at Sioux City. The other house already
owned by the Blank-Balaban & Katz interests there is the Princess. The Kialto is being redecorated and will be reopened on
July 1.
Ascher Brothers have completed plans for
the addition of another big theatre in Chicago. The site for the new million dollar
theater and store building is on the west
side of Sheridan Road, just north of Irving
Boulevard. The house will seat 2,880. The
site was recently purchased for $128,000
from the Frank J. Kelly Estate.
Ground has been broken for the new Capitol Theatre, which is to be erected in Hazleton. Pa., by the Comerford Amusement Com)iany and A. J. Feeley. The cost will be in
the neighborhood of $500,000.
Finkelstein & Ruben have pui'chased the
Strand Theatre at Eveleth, Minn., and are
reported to be negotiating for the Regent
in that town.
A deal is reported pending by which W.
W. Farley, head of the Farash Theatres,
Inc., of Schenectady, N. Y., may take over

the Community Theatre, in Catskill; the
Gateway in Little Falls, and the Liberty in
Herkimer. Mr. Farley recently bought the
AVarburton Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y., where
he already had six threatres.
The Schine Circuit, in which Universal
has an interest, will lease a 1,000-seat house
in Mechanicville, N. Y., which will be built
by a group of fourteen business men of the
town at a cost of $150,000. The lease will
run for 15 years.
Another theatre deal in Mechanicville was
announced this week, Louis Buettner, of
Cohoes, prominent in exhibitor organization
circles in the State, sold the Star Theatre
there to W. D. Tweedy. Mr. Buettner has
theatres in Cohoes and Hudson Falls.
Harry E. Huffman, President of the
M.P.T.O. of Colorado and the Intermountain States, will build a new 1,700-seat
theatre in Denver at a cost of about
$300,000. The house will be named the
Aladdin, and Avill be primarily first-run.
The latest acquisition of the ClintonMeyers, Duhith, chain of theatres is an auditorium at Hibbing, Minn., with a seating
capacity of 1800. Finkelstein & Ruben
operate the Homer and State Theatres in
the town.
Deeds have been recorded at New Haven,
Conn., for the conveyance to the 70 College
Street Corporation, of which Arthur S.
Friend is President, of the large plot on
College Street, a portion of which was
formerly occupied by the Rialto theatre.
Mr. Friend plans the erection of a five-

story store and office building, and the buildtures.of a 3,000 seat theatre for motion picmg
The bond issue of $660,000 was underwj-itten by New Haven bankers, and is said
to be theute.
largest issue ever underwritten in
Connectie
Thirteen new theatres are planned or
l)eing built in Milwaukee. They are
reported to represent over 20,000 seats and
$3,500,000 in investment. Four of the new
houses will cost $500,000 apiece. Among
those concerned in the projects are the Saxe
Circuit, which plans a .$500,000 house to seat
3,000, with ballroom and several stores and
offices, and the J. H. Silliman interests,
which plans a 1,200-seat house. Almost
without exception the new theatres will be
located in the neighborhoods, and so far as
can be learned all are being built by independent theatre interests.
West Coast Theatres, Inc., is extending
its operations to the South Side District, a
fast growing section of Los Angeles.
Ground was broken recently for The Manchester, atMoneta and Manchester avenues,
to seat 1,700 and embody six stores with
fiften apartments above. The total invest-,
ment will be in excess of $375,000.
Wes.t Coast has also bought a large plot
at 87th and Vermont avenue and will start
the erection of a second theatre in the South
Side chain in about three weeks. The Vermont Avenue theatre, will seat 1,500 and will
include 450 loges. Four stores will flank
the Vermont avenue frontage. The investment will be over $300,000.
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Warner

Denies

Company

is Tied

Up

With Any Other Concern
REPORTS circulated in Milwaukee during the M. P. T. O. A. convention last
week that Warner Brothers were about to become affiliated with MetroGoldwyn were denied by Harry M. Warner in a telegram to the New
York office of his company and sent last Sunday before Mr. Warner left Los
Angeles for the east.
In the telegram Mr. Warner said:
"1
cannotin understand
why from
unreliable
about Warner
and
activities
which we are
time torumors
time reported
tied upBros,
with product
some other
concern, are given the slightest credence. Surely we have given to the public
enough information about our future plans to assure the fact that we intend to
travel along as we always have done — alone. Furthermore our recent purchase
of the Vitagraph Co., which gives us a distribution outlet — the only thing we
lacked — ought to be sufficient evidence that we need no affiliation with any other
company.
"Let me say once more — Warner Bros, are tied up with no other concern either
directly or indirectly and neitner ao we intend to be as long as we are in business."

Endorse

Greater

Movie

Season

Secretary of Labor and Governors Give
Their Approval to Celebration in August
LL^^^
on me
to encourage
sucf (JL'XT
cess of
Greater
Movie the
Season!
^^-^ I hope the celebration will be all
that you anticipate for it."
Secretary of the Department of Labor,
James J. Davis, has gone on record, as an
enthusiastic supporter of Greater Movie
Season which Will H. Hays, jiresident of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., is inaugurating;
and capping the offers of assistance the project lias evoked from national associations,
the Governors of Massachusetts, Ehode
Island and Maine have forwarded hearty
official endorsements.
"Ten years ago we thought that the moving pictures of that day were just about as
near i)erfection as it was jiossible to make
them," stated Secretary Davis. ''But I happened to be in the theatre the other night
when a news reel was shown, a part of
which was an Kaster parade in Washington
a number of years ago. Sandwiched in with
the ]nctures produced in the last month or
so the effect was almost startling."
'"The Greater Movie Season ought to be
an inspiration," he continued. "The pictures-are unquestionably getting finer every
season, not only in the i^hysical and mechanical details but in the quality of entertainment they provide. The theatres which are
best patronized are those which are showing
only the very highest type of plays educationally, insiiirationally and morally a.s well
as meciianically."
Governor Alvan F. Fuller, of MassachuBoston setts,
: wrote from tlie P^.xecutive Chamber in
"The Greater Movie Season, with its
promise of finer and better pictures should
interest the millions of motion picture patrons throughout our country. Every advance in this wonderful field of entertainment with its wide scojie for public influence and good, should l)e endorccd and encouraged so that we may have i)ie.tures that
appeal to the best in the hearts and minds
of those who do the world's work and to
those who are soon to step into the ranks
and continue the work. The best mo\'ies are
those furnishing a pleasant memory which
can be recalled in moments of leisure."
Governor A. J. Potliier, of Rhode Island,
wrote :
"T am glad to say tliat T can heartily en-

dorse the campaign for a Greater Movie Season, to be inaugurated next August. Motion
pictures if properly produced and exliibited
have a great educational feature, especially
to the young of our country. This campaign to produce better pictures, I am sure,
willGovernor
be a great
success."
Ralph
0. Brewster of Maine:
'"Every good citizen viewing the increasing uiisettlement that is abroad in our land
must be deeply concerned with any movement that will make for cleaner and better
motion i^ietures, because of the profound influence the moving picture theatre is today
exerting upon the development of our youth.
To the extent that your organization and
your efforts contribute to this improvement
you are entitled to the commendation of
every official and every citizen concerned
with the things that are of good report."
Under those auspices. Greater Movie Season should command immense jiublic interest throughout New England, and when the
national field campaign gets under way
gubernatorial endorsements in every state
co-operating with the Hays organization are
confidently expected.
The Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World, in convention at Houston, Texas,
heard Greater Movie Season cited as a stimulant to all businesses appealing to popular
taste, in the course of an address by J.
Homer Flatten, treasurer of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc.
An active membership of several millions
is represented by the organizations that already stand pledo'ed to supi)ort and partici]iati' in Greater Movie Season.
Pathe

News

Shows

Subway

Mishap Scenes
Patrons of Broadway, New York, ]"»icture
houses saw scenes of the Eastside subway
accident of last Tuesday four hour's after it
happened, according to the Pathe office.
Pathe News was on the job with the first
flash of the mishap and Editor Emanuel
Cohen detailed three cameramen to the Lexington Avenue subway. They were grinding camei-as eight minutes following the disaster, in which one hundred persons were
injured.

Picture

Federation Plans
ture Campaign

News
Pic-

Moving pictures are to be extensively used
by the American Federation of Labor in an
elaborate campaign which is to be undertaken for the unionization of all workers in
all industries. The films will demonstrate
the value of trade unionism and at the same
time encourage the purchase of union labeled
Plans for the campaign were laid at a
meeting
goods. of high officials of the Federation
in Washington on May 6, when it was decided that the time was ripe for an attempt
to swell the ranks of union labor, which have
steadily been dwindling since the end of the
war. The undertaking of this campaign is
considered to mean that lalwr offieiels see an
era of continued prosperity for the United
States, since it is an axiom that men can be
organized only when fully employed, the idle
worker thinking more of his family than of
unionizing.
A three-year campaign through moving
pictures has been recently concluded with
excellent success, officials were told by Collis
Lovely, i^resident of the Boot and Shoe
Workers' International Union, in bringing
before the Federation the benefits to be derived from this form of proselyting.
First

National
to Have
Havana Exchange

B. Lichtig has departed for Havana,
Cuba, where he is to open a new First
National exchange. The assignment "was
given him by E. B. Johnson, manager of
the foreign department of First National,
who plans to open twentj'-one similar foreign exchanges.
Lichtig has been identified with the industry for the past nine j'ears. Most of that
time he has been a representative for Universal in Spanish speaking countries. Since
1922 he has held forth in Barcelona, Spain,
where he established the L^niversal exchange
and ten distributing offices in the key
centers.
Resolution on Probe of
Film Boards of Trade

tion adopt
ously
resoluING
the
text of
the unanim
is ed
FOLLOW
by the M. P. T. O. A. Convention
at Milwaukee regarding the reported investigation ofthe Film Boards of Trade
by the Department of Justice:
"INASMUCH as rumors have come
to our attention that the Department of
Justice is investigating the various Film
Boards of Trade and inasmuch as the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America have never approved or subscribed to the form? of this socalled
'Uniform Contract' for the purchase of
"BE IT THEREFORE
REpictures.
SOLVED, that if there is any foundation to these rumors, that this Convention assembled in Milwaukee, May 15th,
1925, hereby goes on record to render
all assistance and cooperation within our
power to the Department of Justice in
its endeavors.
"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that a certified copy of this Resolution
be forwarded to the Attorney General
of the United States."
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Warners'
Production
Plans
Outlined
Complete Details of Product for Next Season Presented
at Sales Convention Held in Los Angeles

of the production
details Warner
PLETK which
C~>^()M
Brothers
schedule
will operate on next season were outlined at the sales convention of Warner and
Vitagraph executives and sales heads held in
Los Angeles last week.
The Warners' Forty will include two
Ernst Lubitsch productions; 2 with John
Barrymore; 2 with "Syd" Chaplin; 4 with
Marie Prevost ; 4 with Monte Blue; 4 with
Irene Rich; 2 with Lowell Sherman; 4 with
Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore; 4 with
Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller; 4
with Rin-Tin-Tin; 8 with All Star Casts.
Announcement of the production schedule
was made in New York this week, upon the
return from the convention, which was the
first get-together of the Warner Executives
and the Vitagraph sales managers since the
recent purchase of the Vitagraph company,
of Harry M. Warner, Abe AVarner, Sam E.
Morris, Meyer Lesser and Herman Starr, of
Warner Brothers.
The titles of the stories, principal players,
directors and scenarists of all the forty with
the exception of the all-star cast pictures,
which will be selected within a few days,
follow :
John Barrvniore in "Captain Alvarez," bv
H. F. Sheldon, directed by Millard Webb,
scenario by Bess Meredith. A romantic story
of the life of Maximillian, Emperor of Mexico, during the reign of Napoleon IIL
Catherine Brody's "Why Girls Cxo Back
Home," a sequel to "Why Girls Leave
Home," with Marie Prevost. The cast includes: Willard Louis, John Roche, Gayne
Whitman, Clyde Brook. Directed by Harry
Beaumont.
"His Majesty, Bunker Bean," by Harry
Leon Wilson, with Matt Moore and Dorotliy
Devore. The cast includes : Willard Louis,
Louise Fazenda, John Patrick. Directed by
Roy Del Ruth.
An Ernst Lubitsch production, "The Third
Degree," from the story by Charles Klein.
"The Limited Mail," E. E. Vance's great
railroad thriller, with Monte Blue. The cast
includes : Willard Louis, Vera Reynolds,
Tom Gallerj', Eddie Gribbon, Jackie Huff,
John Roche, Otis Harlan. Directed by
George Hill.
"The Pleasure Buyers," a mystery novel
by Arthur Somers Roche, with Irene Rich.
The cast includes : Clyde Brook, Gayne
Whitman, Don Alverado, Charles Conklin,
Wanta Hall, June Marlowe, Frank Campeau, Frank Leigh. Directed by Chester
Withey.
"Bobbed Hair," by twenty celebrated authors, starring Marie Prevost. The cast includes: Louise Fazenda, Kenneth Harlan,
John Roche, Walter Long, Emily Fitzroy,
Pat Hartigan. Directed by Alan Crosland.
Rin-Tin-Tin in "Below the Line," by
Charles Logue. The cast includes: John
Harron, .June Marlowe, Pat Hartigan, Charles Conklin, Victor Potel. Directed by Herman Raymaker.
"The Love Toy," with Lowell Sherman
and a tremendous all-star supporting cast.
Directed by Alan Crosland.
"The Man on the Box," by Harold McGrath, starring Syd Chaplin. The cast in-

Australasian
Merger,

Films, Ltd., in
is Report
h from
despatc
Press a,
ted Australi
Associa
AN Melbour
ne,
May
dated
19th, reports the merger of big
motion picture interests in Australasia
and New Zealand. The report states that
the organization is capitalized at
$15,500,000 and will control 130 theatres
and will produce as well as import
. Robbins of the Australasian
pictures
W. A.
Films, Ltd. offices in New York stated
that he had received a cable from Sydney this week which declared that the
operations of the Company would be
extended into New Zealand. The films
which Australasian controlls in the
Antipodes were formerly sold for another company for distribution in New
Zealand.
Mr. Robbins added that the Company
recently acquired a large property and
was equipping it to enlarge its produc- . .
tion activities to make pictures for export.
Previouslydesigjned
Australasian's
productions
had been
for home
consumption. The Company owns about
100 theatres in Australia. There are
about 200 houses in New Zealand, 130
of which, if the report be correct, have
been acquired by Australiasian.

eludes : Alice Calhoun, Charles Reisner,
David Butler, Charles Gerard, Kathleen Calhoun, Charles Coidclin. Directed by Fred
Newmeyer.
"The Golden Cocoon," by Ruth Cross,
with Helen Chadwick, Huntly Gordon, Richard Tucker, Margaret Seddon, Frank Campbell. Directed by Millard Webb.
"The Climbers," by Clyde Fitch, with
Irene Rich, Huntly Gordon.
A second Ernst Lubitsch production of a
famous stage success.
"Three Weeks in Paris," by Gregory
Rogers, with Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore. The cast includes: Louise Fazenda,
Willard Louis, Helen Lynch, John Patrick,
Gayne Whitman, Frank Bond. Directed bv
Roy Del Ruth.
Rin-Tin-Tin in "Clash of the Wolves," by
Charles Logue. The cast includes : Dolores
Costello, Don Alvarado, June Marlowe. Directed by Herman Raymaker.
John Barrymore in "The Social Highwayman," by Elizabeth Phipps Train. Directed by Harry Beaumont, scenario by Bess
Meredith.
"Red Hot Tires," by Gregory Rogers,
with Monte Blue, Patsy Ruth Miller, Lincoln Stedman, William Lowry. Charles
Conklin, Fred E. Smelton. Directed by
Earle Kenton.
"Hell Bent For Heaven," by Thatcher
Hughes, with Monte Blue. The cast includes :
June Marlowe,
Gayne
W'hitman,
John Harron. Directed by
William
Beaudine.
"The Passionate Quest," E. Phillip Op])enheim's novel, with Marie Prevost, Huntly
Gordon, John Roche. Directed bv James
Flood.
"Satan in Sables," by Bradley King, with

Lowell Siierman, John Han-on, June Marlowe. Directed by James Flood.
"The Fighting Edge," by William McLeod
Haine, with Kenneth Ilarlan and Patsy Ruth
Miller.
"The College Widow," George Ade's
stage success, starring Syd Chaplin. Directed by Charles Reisner.
Rin-Tin-Tin in "A Flower of the North,"
by James Oliver Curwood. The cast includes :
John Harron, Gayne Whitman, Helen Costello. Directed by Herman Raymaker.
"Compromise," by Jay Gclzer, with Irene
Rich. The cast includes: Huntly Gordon,
John Patrick, John Harron, Alice Calhoun.
Directed by Chester Withey.
"The Vengeance of Durand," by Rex
Beach, with Irene Rich and Clyde Brook and
a sterling suj^porting cast.
"Wild Youth," by Sir Gilbert Parker, with
Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller.
"The Wife Who Wasn't Wanted," by Gertrude James, with Irene Rich. The cast includes :Huntly Gordon, John Harron, June
.Marlowe, Ed. Piel, Gayne hitman, Wilfred
Lucas, Don Alvarado, Eleanor Faire, Gertrude Astor. Directed by James Flood.
"The Honeymoon Express," with Matt
Moore and Dorothy Devore. The cast includes: Willard Louis, Louise Fazenda,
John Patrick. Directed by Rov Del Ruth.
"The Gay Ones," by Charles Hanson
Towne, with Marie Prevost, Clyde Brook,
John Roche. Directed by Millard Webb.
Rin-Tin-Tin in "The Fighting Chance,"
by James Oliver Curwood. Directed by Herman Raymaker.
"The Priceless Pearl," by Alice Duer Miller, with Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth
-Miller.
"Rose of the World," by Kathleen Norris,
with Patsy Ruth Miller, Alan Forrest, Rockliffe Fellows, Pauline Garon, Alec Francis,
Helen Dunbar. Directed by Harry Beaumont.
"The Inevitable Millionaires," by E. Phillips Oppenheim, with Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore. The cast includes: John Patrick, Willard Louis, Louise Fazenda. Directed by William Beaudine.
"The Cave Man," by Gellet Burgess, with
Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller.
Allison

Heads Atlanta
of Coins

Sale

George R. Allison, of Fox Film Corporation, has been appointed captain of the Film
Industry Division in Atlanta for the sale of
the Confederate Memorial Coins, the net
proceeds from the sale of these coins to go
to the Stone Mountain Confederate Monumental Association for the development of
the gigantic
project
carving
Confederate memorial
on theof side
of thethemountain.
The coins which have been placed at the
disposal of the Stone Mountain Association
are the half-dollars minted by thj Federal
government as a tribute to the valor of the
heroes of the South. They will sell for one
dollar. Allison, who is one of the pioneers
in the film fraternity of Atlanta, has a host
of friends in business and social circles of
the city and is an excellent choice for this
impoi-tant commission.
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of Town

Effort to Drop Kunsky as Co-Defendant
Denied by Judge in Suit Against F. P.-L.
MAJOR
managing
directorH. ofC.F.S.B.THOMSON,
O. left for Hollywood
this week.
EFFORTS to diseoutmiie the John H. Gleichman said, "promising the corporation
Kuuskv theatrical interests as co- would back me financially. When 1 learned
defendants in the suit brought by that the initial cash payment for purchase
A. ADAMS of the U. S. theatre in
Phil Gleichman, former manager of the would be $12,500, I wired the Lasky people ADAM
Paterson and the Newark in Newark,
in New York the amount demanded. I reBroadway-Strand theatre, against Famous
X. J. will sail for Athens, Greece on the
ceived acheck from them for that amount
Berengaria, May 27h.
Players for breach of contract, met with
diflBculty before Judge Fred S. Lamb of the following day by special delivery. Then
1 made a contract with the coriJoration to
Cadillac, Michigan, now sitting in the Wayne
JRTHUR
LEE. President
of the
Lee■^JBradford A.Corporation,
returned
Monday,
county circuit court.
use its feature films."
May IStli,
the S. S. Adriatic from a six
Efforts were made by the Gleichman
The defendant is demanding a generous
-weeks'
trip onabroad.
counsel to have Kunsky dropped from the share of the earnings of Famous Playerssuit, and the case adjourned to the United
Lasky in the two years that the contract
States district court. However the retenwas alleged to be violated. Lichtman has
General
HATRICK
EE.
nal, News
• Internatio
and Vice-of
ReelManager
tion of the Kunsky interests may only be been present during the first sessions as a
tan
President of Cosmopoli
Productions will
witness for Gleichman. Sidney R. Kent,
for the time being according to an intimasail on the Leviathan, Saturday, May 23d for
tion by Judge Lamb, thus keeping the case
general manager of Famous Plaj'ers, is also a six weeks' trip abroad in the interest of
within the jurisdiction of the circuit court.
in Detroit, ready to testify in behalf of both organizations.
Testimony during the first sessions of the Famous.
SCHULBERG will return to the Coast
trial indicated that the gross earnings ot
B • P.this
week to supervise production.
the Strand, which had a five year contract
for Paramount products, .vere $994,338 in Million Dollar Building Pro6 ( riUNSHINE SAMMY" MORRISON, of
the three years that the contract was cargram in California
O Pathe Comedies zvill arrive in New York
ried out. From this amount the r'amous
A $1,000,000 theatre building program
on
Sunday after making personal appearances
was begun in Northern California May 8th
Players-LSsky corp., receivea .'f279,227 anU
in
principal
middle west cities.
Gleichman, $118,533, net, according to counaccording to an official announcement by
sel for Gleichman. The first year the corRobert A. McNeil, president of the Golden
eas. ofofFirst
l and
Sec'y-Tr
poration received $105,508, net, and QleiehnewBruce
the
Johnson
Nationa
, E.
SPRING
State Theatre and Realty Corporation, with
SAM
man. $64,654. At the end of the third year
the commencement of construction of six foreign department left New York Saturday
there was a marked decrease in pronts, the theatres, five of which are in San Francisco
to look over production on the West Coast.
and Oakland,
corporation receiving $75,165 and Gleichman, $16,385.
Para-a
The Excelsior Amusement Company, a
Mat,after
Leors,
and nWalter
YORK
CARL P. mount
Scandinavia
distribut
When it came time to enter into a consubsidiary of the Golden State Corporation,
tract for the fourth year Gleichman told signed a lease for a new theatre to be built month's visit in the U. S., sailed for Stockholm
the corporation that he would demand all by George Lagomarsino on Mission street on the Paris, May 16th.
first-run films and would not pay a rental
T CHARLES DAVIS II, President of the
at Olive, near the county line. It will seat
for one picture of more than $1,500.
J » Davis Distributing Co. left New York
1,200 persons and cos t$150,000. Locations
After Mr. Gleichman's demands were re- of theatres in the million dollar program
a four weeks' trip to the
last Wednesday
fused, the Paramount product was given to are the $250,000 Sunset Theatre, Irving
coast
to arrange onproduction.
the Kunsky interests. When called to the street between 14th and 15th avenues; three
stand, Gleichman testified that he entered
Ralph
tingcoast
, represen
M. THOMAS
DAVID
Oakland houses, San Pablo avenue and
to
from the
has arrived
W. Ince
into tlie contract only after the most earnest
Standford, Park Boulevard and East 18th
ion.
distribut
arrange
solicitat'on
by representatives of the dis- street. East 14th street and 32nd avenue;
tributor.
one at Pacific Grove and the Mission and
General European
BLUMEN
IKERepresent
"Mr. Al Lichtman, who was then dis- Olive street theatre, which will serve the
ative THAL,
for Paramount, sailed for
tribution manager for the corporation, ad,
Europe
on
the
Aquitania
Tuesday
night.
Crocker-Amazon and Ocean View tracts of
vised me to purchase the entire theatre,"
tlie outer Mission district. W. H. Moore,
nting the
represearrived
GOLDS
manager of the Excelsior Theatre will also
HEMR
neTONE,
in
Productions,
PhilY Goldsto
have cliarge of the new house.
Resolution on Extension
New York this week after a tour of the prinpal exchange centers of the United States.
of Arbitration
Intermountain
Film Board
is the text of the
FOLLOWING
Business Men Finance Daly
Names New Chief
resolution unanimously adopted by
tion
the M. P. T. O. A. Conven
at
William F. Gordon, manager of the Assoe
City, CaL, Theatr
Milwaukee, on the extension of Arbitraciated First National exchange in Salt Lake
to finance the erection of a
company
A
tion to cover cases of independent exCity was elected president of the Intermountheatre costing $100,000 is being organized
hibitors vs. producer-chains and other
tain P^ilm Board of Trade, at a recent meetliy business men of Daly City, near San
chains not ownedutors.
or controlled by proFrancisco. The structure will be erected at
ing to fill tlie place of C. E. "Doc" Holah,
ducers or distrib
YA Camino Real and Flournoy streets. It
resigned, Gordon was foi-merly vice-pres"RESOLVED, That this Convention
ident. C. F. Parr, Producers Distributing
will be of reinforced concrete construction,
approve, endorse and support most
Corporation
local
manager,
was
elected
vicevigorously a plan to extend the prinmission tvpe of architecture and Avill seat
about 1,000.
ciples of Arbitration to grievances of expresident. "Doc" Holah was here as repre.sentative of the Fox Film corporation, and
hibitors against producers and distributors arising out of their inability to
resigned to take ciiarge of the Universal Moof
Head
secure service of film because of the unAgain
Barbian
l)ile cross country unit which left Hollyfair competitive methods of circuits and
wood this week.
Akron Enterprise
chains of theatres owned by these proCharles Barbian, former prominent moducers and distributors, and also because
tion i)icture exhibitor of Akron, returns to
of the inability of theatre owners to seSyracuse
Council Adopts
cure film for the operation of their
tile limelight again after an absence of sevtheatres, because of the unfair competieral years as president of the Akron En\'rDaylight Saving
tive methods of circuits and chains of
prise Company. This company has taken a
The
conimon
council
in
Syracuse
last
f)9-vear lease on the site of the new B. F.
theatre oi>erators, and to that end the
Board of Directors meet in conference in
week voted to adopt daylight saving in that
Keith Theatre Bldg., S. Hight Street.
New York City with the representatives
city from June 15 to September 15. The
Keith Vaudeville Exchange will liook tiie atdecision came as a rather hard blow to the
of the producers and distributors for the
tractions. The house has a seating capacity
purpose of drafting an agreement emtheatres of that city, the owners of which
of 2,000. Barbian owned and operated the
were in hopes that Syracuse might stay on
Waldorf theatre in Akron prior to its sale
bodying such plan."
old time this vear.
to Messrs Friedman and Bverlv.
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Prod.

Lists
Corp.
Dist.
Sam Rork and Marshall Neilan Productions
in Preliminary

N C. FLINN, general manager of
JOH
Producers Distributing Corporation, has
announced twenty-six of the forty-odd
productions that will be released by the
company during the 1925-1926 program.
Included in the list of producers who will
contribute to this extensive program are
such influential names as Marshall Neilan,
Sam Rork, Cecil B. De Mille, Al Christie,
Charles Christie, Hunt Stromberg, Frances
Marion, Renaud Hoffman and A. H. Sebastian.
While this preliminary announcement
lists only twenty-six pictures, among them
are included the titles of six exceptionally
successful stage plays, including "Eve's
Leaves," "Seven Davs," "Three Faces
East," "The Road to Yesterday," "Silence"'
and "Strongheart," which will be produced
under the title of "Brave Heart."
In addition to these plays fifteen popular
works of fiction are listed for screen adaptation including "The Last Frontier," by
Courtney Riley Cooper; "Simon the Jester,"
by William J. Locke; "The New Magdalen,"
by Wilkie Collins; "Hell's Highroad," by
Ernest Pascal; "The People vs. Nancy
Preston," by John Morosco; "The Wedding
Song," by Ethel Watts Mumford; "The
Open Switch," by Frank H. Spearman;
"Her Two Men," by Richard Washburn
Child; "The Volga Boatman," by Konrad
Bercovici; "The Million Dollar Handicap,"
adapted from "Thoroughbreds," by W. A.
Frazer; "Red Dice," adapted from "The
Iron Chalice," by Octavius Roy Cohen;
"Made for Love," adapted from "The Valiant Gentleman," bv M. J. Stuart; "Steel
Preferred," bv Herschell Hall ; "The Vallev
of Fear," by W. G. Tuttle, and "The Man
From Red Gulch," by Bret Harte.
This imposing collection of material from
the pens of great dramatists and writers,
is rounded out with three especially written
original stories. These include "The Flame
of the Yukon," "The Unknown Soldier,"
and "Fifth Avenue." The first title will be
a Hunt Stromberg production; Renaud
Hoffman will produce "The Unknown Soldier," and "Fifth Avenue" will be a Sam
Rork feature.
Two personally directed Cecil B. De Mille
super productions are announced in "The
Road to Yesterday" and "The Volga Boatman." The first of these will be an adaptation by Jeanie Macpherson and Beulah
Marie Dix from the famous stage play
"The Road to Yesterday." by E. J. Sutherland and Miss Dix. Joseph Schildkraut,
stage star, will be featured with Vera Reynolds and Jetta Goudal. De Mille's second
personally directed production, "The Volga
Boatman," will be adapted from Konrad
Bercovici's story.
In addition to the two personally directed
specials, nine productions are listed to be
supervised by De Mille. These include
"Silence," Max Marcin's current dramatic
success that will go on tour next season
with four road companies in addition to
opening for a run in Chicago with the
original cast. The screen adaptation of
this play will be directed by Rupert Julian.
"Eve's Leaves," another dramatic hit on
Broadway by Harry Chapman Ford, will
be interpreted on the screen with Leatriee

Announcement

of Coming

Enjoined From Using Bill
Mix Name in Pictures
Distric
States
United
THEfor the
rn Distric
t tof Court
Southe
Calihas
fornia issued a permanent injunction restraining the William (Bill)
Mix Productions of Los Angeles, from
issuing any advertising material that
might tend to confuse their pictures with
those starring Tom Mix, Fox Film
Corporation star.
The action of the court "forever ennamed
the Mix,
injunctionjoins"
fromthe parties
using the
namesin of
or
William Mix, or Bill Mix, or William
(Bill) Mix in any way in connection
with the sale, advertisement, exploitation, leasing, releasing and or exhibition
of pictures.
The injunction was granted against
"William (Bill) Mix Productions," a
corporation, Frank M. Sanford, doing
business under the firm name of "Sanford Productions," Dick Carter, William
R. Mix, F. M. Sanford, Genevieve Sanford, John Doe, and Richard Doe,
Joy as the star under the direction of Paul
Sloane. "Three Faces East," adapted from
the stage play by Anthony Paul Kelly, will
be directed by Frank Urson and Paul Iribe
with a cast headed by Agues AjTes and
Robert Ames. "Hell's Highroad," adapted
by Eve Unsell from Ernest Pascal's novel,
will star Leatriee Joy, supported by Edmund Burns, Robert Edeson and Julia Faye
under the direction of Rupert Julian.
"The Coming of Amos," starring Rod La
Rocque, with Jetta Goudal, Trixie Friganza
and Noah Beery in featured roles, adapted
from William J. Locke's novel, will be directed by Paul Sloane. Sloane will also
direct "The Wedding Song," adapted from
the novel by Ethel Watts Mumford, and
"Made for Love," adapted from M. J.
Stuart's novel "The Valiant Gentleman."
Leatriee Joy will be starred in both these
productions, supported by Edmund Burns.
Rupert Julian will direct Rod La Rocque
in "Red Dice," adapted from the Octavius
Roy Cohen story "The Iron Chalice," and
"Brave Heart," adapted from the dramatic
success "Strongheart," bv William C. De
Mille.
The stage farce "Seven Days," by Avery
Hopwood and Mary Roberts Rinehart and
founded on Mrs. Rinehart's book "When a
Man Marries," will be produced as an
Al. Christie special feature comedy under
the direction of Scott Sidney, director of
"Charley's Aunt." This production will
have a east featuring Lillian Rich, Creighton Hale, Lilyan Tashman, Mabel Julienne
Scott, Hallam Cooley, William Austin, Tom
Wilson, Rosa Gore, Eddie Gribbon and
Charles Clary.
Six Hunt Stromberg productions are
listed. Two of these will be Priscilla Dean
pictures, two Harry Carey pictures and two
personally directed Stromberg Specials. The
western story, "The Last Frontier," by
Courtney Riley Cooper, originally started
by the late Thos. H. Ince, will be completed
by Stromberg as his first special during the
coming year. This will be followed by "The

Twenty-Six
Are

Included

Season
Open Switch," adapted from Frank Spearman's railroad
Smith."
Priscilla
Dean story
will be"Whispering
starred under
Tom
Forman's direction, in "The People vs.
Nancy Preston," adapted from the successful novel by John Morosco, and in "The
Flame of the Yukon," an original story of
the Alaskan gold rush especially written
for Priscilla Dean.
HaiTy Carey will be staiTed under Tom
Forman's direction in "The Valley of Fear"
from the Liberty Magazine story hy W. G.
Tuttle, and in "The Man from Red Gulch,"
from Bret Harte's western story "The Idyll
of Red Gulch."
,
The newly organized Metropolitan Productions will release four George Melford
Productions, including "Without Mercy,"
adajjted from John Goodwin's novel, featuring Vera Reynolds, Dorothy Phillips, Robert Ames, Rockliffe Fellowes, Patricia Palmer, Lionel Belmore, Fred Malatesta, Sidney D'Albrook and Gene Pallette; "Steel
Preferred,'' ada])ted f rora ' Herscluill Hall's
series of Saturday Evening Post stories;
"Her Two Men," by Richard Washburn
Child, another popular Saturday Evening
Post story, and "The Million Dollar Handicap," adapted from the famous novel of
theFrances
race track
by W.
A. Fi-azer.to contribute
Maiion
is scheduled
her first two pictures as an independent
producer in "The New Magdalen," adapted
from Wilkie Collins's novel, and "Simon
the Jester," adapted from William J.
Locke's story of the same title. Both of
these adaptations will be made personally
by Miss Marion and the picture produced
under her personal supervision.
Sam Rork is listed for four productions
including "Fifth Avenue," a story of a
thousand emotions, in which Lewis Stone
will be starred under the direction of Alfred
E. Green.
Renaud Hoffman will contribute "The
Unknown Soldier" from the story by Dorothy Farnum. attractions bringing the total
Additional
for the year to between forty and fifty
will be announced later when the details of
their production with casts and directors
have been set.
Four

Theatres

Destroyed

in

Fire
No less thanQuebec
three moving
picture theatres
of St. Joseph d'Alma, Quebec, a small centre 125 miles North of Quebec City, were
destroyed by fire in a conflagration which
swept the town on Friday evening. May 8.
Thirty places of business and residences were
wiped out and the fire was stopped only
with the use of dynamite, the loss being
placed at $1,000,000.
The fire started in the Victoria Theatre
just before the start of the evening performances and no one was injured there. In the
spread of flames, the two other local theatres, the National and the Alma, were devoured by the fire with considerable loss.
St. Joseph d'Alma is the centre of a large
agricultural district in a remote section of
the Province of Quebec and the theatres drew
patronage from miles around.
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Film

Exports

Are

Doubled

Shipments to European Countries for
1924 Show Nearly 100 Percent Increase

S of American motion picSHIP.AIENT
ture tilms to Europe in 1924 were
nearly double those of the preceding
year, it is shown in an analysis of our
foreign trade in films just made by the
Department of Commerce. The increase in
exports to Europe, it is shown, accounted
for most of the 32,000,000-foot increase in
total shipments in 1924 as compared with
the preceding year.
According to figures just issued by the
Department of Commerce 170,347,342 linear
feet of positives and 8,100,204 linear feet
of negatives at a declared value of
$6,081,917 and $1,319,859, respectively, were
sent abroad in 1924 as against 1923 figures
of 138,656,880 linear feet of positives at a
declared value of $5,417,745 and 8,268,590
linear feet of negatives at a declared value
of $996.3;!6.
Each grand division of the world showed
a gain in its imports of positives from the
United States. The outstanding feature here
is that American exports of positives to
Europe rose from about 29,000,000 feet in
1923 to over 53,000,000 feet in 1924— a rise
of nearly 100 per cent.
Eleven out of 26 European countries — •
among these England, France, Germany,
Austria, Belgium and Sweden — more than
doubled their imports of positives from the
United States. The United Kingdom alone
as our largest market for these took over
22,500,000 feet in 1924 as against 11,066,000
feet the j'ear before, this 1924 figure representing over 80 per cent of the amount
which was imported by the whole of Europe
in 1923. France as our second largest European market took a little over 8,000,000
feet of positives as against about 4,000,000
feet in 1923, and Sweden crowded out Germany for third place with 4,100,000 feet
in 1924 as against a little over 2,000,000
feet in 1923. Germany incidentally just
about doubled her imports of positives with
3,693,000 feet in 1924 as against a 1923
total of 1,354,000 feet.
Exports of positives to Latin America
climbed from about 45,000,000 linear feet in
1923 to somewhat over 47,000,000 linear feet
in 1924. The gains here were fairly M-ell
distributed. Argentina continued as our
largest Latin American market for these —
her total of nearly 14,000,000 feet for 1924
as compared with 1923 figures of just over
Irwin

Plan

Will Be Given

Try-Out
A MEETING was held Wednesday
afternoon, May 19, at the offices of
the Hays association between the
principals of a number of prominent
distributing companies and those of the
Railway Express Film Transport Company, the subsidiary of the American
Railway Express Company.
As a result of a thorough discussion,
the Railway Express Film Transport
Company was asked to submit terms for
a try-out, in an exchange territory of
the Irwin Plan of Consolidated Physical
Distribution, the winning plan in the
Motion Picture News Contest.
In event of the try-out being made, all
distributing concerns will be invited to
join in the operation under a uniform
contract.

11,000,000 feet giving her fourth position
among the markets of the world. Of other
Latin American countries Brazil came second with 8,380,000 feet— a slight decline
from 1923, while Mexico and Cuba stood
third and fourth. These with about 5,500,000
feet and 4,500,000 feet showed consistent
gains over last year.
Considerable gains were recorded in exports of positives to the Far East, the 1924
figures showing slightly over 45,000,000
linear
feet Over
as against
linearrisefeetis
in
1928.
60 per40*,734,000
cent of this
due to greatly increased imports of these
by Japan— about 9,500,000 feet for 1924 in
comparison with 6,300,000 feet for the previous year. This incidentally gives Japan the
position of fifth in the export markets for
positives from the United States. Australia,
of course, remains as our largest Far Eastern market and third of all our export markets for these with over 18,500,000 feet in
1924, this figure, however, being a decline
of about 200,000 feet from 1923. Other
Far Eastern markets which showed up Avell
were Xew Zealand, China and British India
in the order named. These all had totals of
over 3,000,000 feet— slight gains over 1923.
Of the other markets of the world Canada
remains second — next to the United Kingdom—with 19,620,000 linear feet of positives
as against 19,071,914 linear feet in 1923.
British South Africa for the first time
passed the 4,000,000 footage mark in 1924,
a gain of nearlv a million feet over 1923.
Out of slightly over 8,000,000 feet of
negatives exported in 1924, Europe took
nearly 7,000,000 feet. About 5,000,000 feet
of these were divided between the United
Kingdom and France — about 3,500,000 to
the former and neariy 1,500,000 to the latter,
as against about the same figure for 1923
in the case of the United Kingdom and a
gain of about 500,000 feet for France. Germanv came third. Ilalv foui-th and Sweden
fifth' with totals of 783' 000 feet, 657.000 feet
and 385,000 feet — these being gains of about
75 per cent, 110 per cent, and 600 per cent
respectively over 1923.
For Latin America a decline from over
2,000,000 feet tn 540.000 feet in imports of
negatives from the United States took place,
due almost entirely to a large decline in
imports of these into Mexico and Argentina,
this decline being 1.400,000 feet to 25.000
feet for the former and 628.000 feet to
150,000 feet for the latter. In the Far
East a gain of from 338,000 feet to 558,000
feet was shown. Here Japan boosted her
imi^orts
of negatives
from thefeet—
T''nited
from 62,000
feet to 336.000
this States
being
sufficient to account for the entire gain.
Sparks

Enterprises Buy Sites
in Haines City
The E. J. Sparks Enterprises of Jacksonville have increased their holdings in
Haines City, Florida, by two pieces of business property valued at $120,000. One site
includes 100 feet on Ingraham avenue,
across the street from the Van Buren hotel,
while the other covers an entire block,
fronting on Ingi'aham avenue between Seventh and Eighth streets. An 80-foot boulevard is now being cut through on the rear
side of the propertj'.

Picture

News

Famous Players Stock
New High Mark

at

-Laskyed reached
Famous
stock ofa
and preferr
OW Players
COMM
new high point on the New York
market during the week, when common
touched 106^ and preferred 111. Over
18,000 shares of common changed hands
at 2^4 points over the previous peak.
Preferred at 111 was one point higher
than the previous high mark for 1925.
New York financial editors commenting on the rise attributed it to advance
information on the report for the first
quarter of the year, but the film industry
is more inclined to attribute it to the
purchase by Famous of the Gordon
chain in New England.
The common stock reached 106^4. with
a low of 102J4 and closing of 105. Preferred reached 111, low 109 and closed
at 111.

Atlanta's New
Auspicious

Cameo
Opening

Has

The Cameo,
Atlanta's
motion
picture newest
houses,addition
had a to
particularly
auspicious opening Monday of this week.
The lobbj' was filled with beautiful baskets
of flowers, sent by various members of the
local film fraternity, and Manager Thomas
G. Coleman, who is also part owner of the
theatre, expressed himself as well pleased
M'ith the attendance on the opening day.
The theatre began its career with a very
generous civic act. Every penny of Monday's proceeds was turned over to the Firemen's Relief Fund, which is being raised to
care for those left desolate and unprovided
for by the death of seven firemen in a recent disaster. A generous sum was contributed bythe Cameo, and Matt Whitham,
manager of the Alamo No. 2 put in the first
dollar taken in at the box office as admission and contribution to the worthy cause.
The Cameo, which is owned jointly by
R. B. Wilby, Mr. Coleman, H. F. Kincey,
and Messers Hill and Baum, is a very
prettj' addition to local theatres. It seats
over 400. and all day Monday the house was
pi-actically full, in spite of inclement
weather. Its policy is to bring back the
big pictures.
Paramount Makes Changes
in House Managers
A number of new appointments have
been made
to the
management
mount theatres.
Edward
A. Zorn of
has Parabeen
made city manager of the Bardavon, Stratford, and Liberty at Poughkeepsie and
Charles H. Hammerslogh has been made
manager of the Academy of Music and
Broadway in Newburgh, New York.
In the south, the Stanley Kettler and
Rialto of West Palm Beach are operated in
conjunction with the Beaux Arts of Palm
Beach under the management of Stanley C.
Warrick.
Milwaukee Will Have New
Exchange Building
A new exchange building will be erected
shortly on Seventh street between Grand
and Sycamore, Milwaukee, and it is already
announced that Midwest Film, F. B. 0. and
Ray Smith Theatrical Supjily House will
take up their quarters in the building.
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Metro

- Goldwyn
Southern
Division Convenes
The Southern division of the Metro-Golcltwowyn Distributing Coiporatiou met in a week
day convention at New Orleans last
and discussed the various phases of the distributing end of the game. Representatives
were present from Atlanta, Oklahoma City,
Dallas and New Orleans.
Charles E. Kessnich, district manager,
presided at the sessions and the following
were among the speakers: C. J. Briant,
manager of the New Orleans exchange;
Manager Hanlon of the Atlanta branch;
Mark Holstein, manager of the Oklahoma
City branch; George Jones, Atlanta booker;
J. F. Willingham, Dallas booker; Leroy
Biekel, manager of the Dallas exchange;
Jack Elwell, Atlanta salesman; Lewis Ingrahm, Atlanta salesman; C. D. Haug, exploitation man, and E. V. Richards, general
manager of the Saenger Amusement Company.
Others in attendance were : Clarence
Deihl, P. W. Durfield, G. W. Briant, Joe
Farbacher, J. H. Grainger, W. R. Paara,
Ed Oldsmith, Claude Fulgham, J. C. Shannon, G. P. Albright and J. B. Pennington.
Large Trust Deeds Recorded
for St. Louis Houses
Two of the lax'gest deeds of trusts involving theatre property ever recorded in St.
Louis, Mo., were filed with Recorder of
Deeds William Tamme on Tuesda}', May 12.
One deed is for $4,500,000 and is given as
security for an issue of serial bonds on the
proposed Ambassador Theatre and office
building which Skouras Brothers Enterprises will build at Seventh and Locust
streets.
The other deed for $800,000, protects the
bonds of the Metropolitan Theatres Corporation on the new St. Louis Theatre, Grand
boulevard and Morgan street, which is
scheduled to open in September.
Skouras Brothers have awarded the general contract for their theatre and office
building to the Boaz-Kiel Construction Company and the work of clearing the site is now
under way.
Famous

Declares

Regular

Quarterly Dividend
At the last meeting of the Board of Directors of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation the regular quarterly dividend was declared of $2.00 p€r share on the common
stock, payable July 1st, 1925. to stockholders of record at the close of business on
June 15th, 1925.
Grand

Theatre

in

Salem

Changes Hands
The Grand theatre at Salem, Ore., has
been purchased by Calvin Heilig, who will
take over control of the house on September
1st. A. B. Holt, who has been with the
Grand for several years, will be manager.
Arbitration

Board
Cases
Decrease
Jack Greenburg, secretary of the Film
Board of Trade in Philadelphia, reports a
decrease of fifty percent in the number of
eases brought before the board this year.

Court Acts on Commission
Order to Eastman Co.
Appeals has
of Trade
t Court
Circui
THEaffirm
ed the
ComFederal
mission order directing the Eastman Kodak Company to cease acting on
the agreement under which the Allied
Laboratories Association and its members were required to buy only American
raw stock and the Eastman Company
was restrained from entering the motion
e field.
pictur
The court
reversed the part of the
Commission order directing the EastCompany to and
dispose
the Burlatour man
laboratories
to ofrefrain
from
making pictures while foreign stock was
not purchased by the defendants.
Metro

- Goldwyn

Declares

Quarterly Dividend
The Board of Directors of Metro-Goldwyn
Pictures Corp., has declared a quarterly
dividend of 1%% on the Preferred Stock
of the company, payable June 15th, 1925,
to stock-holders of record at the close of
business May 29th, 1925.
Washington
Better
Enlarging

Films

is

The Washington State Better Films Association is enlai'ging its organizatioii. An
Eastern Washington branch was organized
recently under the direction of Mrs. A.
Smith of the Federated Women's Clubs, and
Mrs.
C. Smith of the Parent Teachers'
Association.
Schine
Company
Adds to
New
York Holdings
The Schine Theatrical Companj^, of
Gloversville, N. Y., continues to extend it-s
chain of houses in New York state. The
Regent Theatre in Corning has now been
jnirchased by the Schine interests which also
city.
control the Princess and State in the same
The house was owned by John Maloney
and the purchase price is said to have been
around $40,000. The Regent formerly was
leased by G. H. Tobias, owner of the Princess. The Regent has been dark for the
last two years.
George
Perkins
Freed on
Charges in Canada
George F. Perkins, president of Perkins
Electric Company, 1481 Bleury Street, Montreal, adistributor in Canada for Simplex
and Powers projectors and many other theatre lines, was freed of all charges on May
11 when Judge Cusson of the Montreal
Court of Sessions acquitted him of abetting,
inciting and procuring other people to set
fire to the Perkins Company warehouse at
150 St. Urbain Street, Montreal, in August
last.
There were originally seven charges in all
against Perkins but His Lordship reduced
them to two counts to save time in the court.
The accused was acquitted on the first charge
of causing a fire in his store premises when
it was heard in court during the previous
week and the second acquittal on May 11
puts an end to the whole case.

Rio Vista, Cal., Theatre Has
Elaborate Opening
The new Vista Theatre, of Rio Vista,
which Paul AVeiss has just completed, opened
on April 23rd with a pi-etentious program,
and a large attendance of local patrons, and
many well-wishing friends from San Francisco. The new theatre, seating approximately five hundred, is built with main
floor and balcony, with a loge section.
Seating throughout was furnished by the
Heywood-Wakefield concern. An elaborate
entertainment was planned by Mr. Weiss,
which opened with an organ solo by Mel
Llertz on the new Robert Morton Pit Pipe
Organ, installed by Sherman Clay & Co.
Further music was furnished by a Jazz
orchestra. The Mayor's dedication address
was followed by vaudeville acts, and the
personal appeai'ance of movie stars, after
which the film presentation was made. Immediately following the opening performance, a sumptous banquet was enjoyed by
the many guests.
Thall
Wins
Promotion in
West Coast Theatres
Charles M. Thall has been appointed to
the important post of assistant general
manager of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
by A. M. Bowles, general manager. Thall
in the past has held the position of booking manager. He will continue his new
duties at the headquarters of the company
in San Francisco and will have supervision
of all bookings together with the management of the nineteen theatres on the northern division. He will also be in direct
charge
cisco. of the general offices in San Fran-

Contract Awarded for New
West Coast House
West Coast Theatres has awarded the
contract for the building of the $350,000
Manchester Theatre building to be erected
in Los Angeles and work on the building
will be started immediately. It is expected
it will be finished within six months. The
theatre will be class A with a stage to
handle acts and will have a seating capacity
of 2,000.
Buffalo and Albany Zones
to Hold Joint Meeting

ees
committ
Zone of
Albanymeeting
falo and joint
the BufIAL
SPEC
at the Hotel Onondaga
be held
will
in Syracuse on Tuesday, June 2, starting at 11:30 o'clock daylight saving
time. Arrangements for the coming
meeting were completed late Tuesday
afternoon. The executive committees of
both Zones will hold a meeting at the
Hotel Onondaga on Monday night, June
1, at which officials and boards of directors of both Zones will be expected to be
The joint meeting is the first of its
present.
kind
to be held and as a direct result
it is expected that there wil' be adopted
a set of by-laws that will bring about
greater co-operation between the two
Zones and which will work to the advantage of exhibitors generally.
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Motion
Gladys

Hulette

Picture
Has

News

Big Role

Director Tod
has cast Gladys
in Browning
^'Mystic''
Hulette for an important role in "The Mystic," his own story, which
is making for
Metro-Goldwj'n-Mayer, withhe Aileen
Pringle
and Conway Tearle in the leading roles.
Miss Hulette made her debut in motion
pictures as a child in arms, and us a little
girl was starred in the first trick photography film ever made, a J. Stewart Blackton production for VitagTaph.
"The Mystic" is said to expose the methods of crook spiritualists and fake mediiun.s.
Mitchell Lewis, Robert Ober and Stanton
Heck are in the supporting cast.
Ingram''Mare
Signs Boy Actor
Nostrum"

Scenes from Vitagraph's "The Happy Warrior," based on the novel by A. S. M. Hutchinson.

Laemmle's

New

Service

Plan

Universal Adopts Revolutionary Sales
Policy to Help the Small Exhibitors

A REVOLUTIONARY sales plan, inaugurated by Carl Laemmle, presiilent of the Universal Pictures Corporation, as a means primarily of helping
the small, one, two and three-night a week
exhibitor is announced by Universal. It is
a complete Service Plan, by which complete
Universal service will be supplied to any
exhibitor at a rate commensurate with what
he can afford. The weekly service is offered as low as $1 a reel, actually less than
the accepted figures for distribution costs
$1.05 a reel. The plan has been gradually
put into effect in various exchange territdries during the past eig'ht weeks and
according to Universal almost 1,000 exhibitors have applied for the service, to
date.
The Universal statement concei-ning the
new plan is as follows:
"Carl Laemmle has taken another farreaching step in the interests of the small
exhibitor. It is the inauguration of a Complete Service Plan, by which any exhibitor
may get complete film service at a heretofor unprecedented service fee. In the case
of the small, one, two and threo-nights-aweek hou.ses, the service may run as low
as $1 a reel if nece.ssary. This cost actually
is less than the accepted distribution cost
of $1.05 a reel.
"The Complete Service Plan is Laemmle's
latest step in the continuation of his 'live
and he
let islive'
policy.
It isthe proof
positive
that
on the
level with
exhibitor
and
that he means to take every possible step
necessarv' to keep the small theatre open
and the small exhibitor independent.
"The Universal Chief recently proved his
assertion that Universal's theatre purchases
were for outlet only, by offering to sell
Universal product over the head of any
Universal house, and even to sell any Uni-

versal theatre itself, providing he were assured an outlet for Universal pictures in the
community involved. Another recent development of the Laemmle 'white treatment'
policy was the inauguration of a Cost Plus
Ten Percent basis for selling Universal pictures. The new Complete Service Plan
marks a new phase of Laemmle's willingness
to make extraordinary concessions for the
welfare of the exhibitors whose good will
and success have })een close to his heart during his entire picture career.
"The Universal service under the new plan
includes the Universal Jewels of 'The Signal
Tower' group and the first White List, now
being i-eleased. It includes the Western features in the 1924-1925 productions made
with Hoot Gibson. Jack Hoxie and William
Desmond. It includes the six serials released during the past season, down to 'The
Fighting Ranger' now being released. There
also are 52 Century Comedies, among them
Wanda Wiley comedies, Edna Marian comedies and two-reelers with other stars. The
one-reel comedies in the seiwice number 52
in
all, including
comedies.
There the
also'Hysterical
are 52 Histoi->-'
two-reel
Western featurettes, the five Baby Peggy
Specials, six 'Fast Stepper' two-reelers and
the last two series, including twelve pictures, of 'The Leather Pushers.'
"The first public announcement of the
jjlan, which has been under way eignr weevrs,
was made by Mr. Laemmle in his talk before the M. P. T. 0. A. members in convention atMilwaukee last week. His speech
dealt with Independence and he alluded to
the Complete Senice Plan as another evidence of his own independence, of his desire to keep exhibitors independent and as
an assurance that the theatres he had been
forced to buy would never be used as a
weapon against his own customers."

for

Re • Ingram has engaged Michael Brantford, leading boy actor of England, to enact
the role of young Esteban in the screen version of "Mare Nostrum," which he is producing in Europe for Metro-Goldwyn.
"Mickey," as the youth is knowi), is thirteen
years old and made his debut before the
camera at the age of five. Among recent
pictures he appeared in are "This Freedom,"
"Not for Sale" and
with Betty Compson. "Woman to Woman"
Alice Terry and Antonio Moreno have the
leading roles in "Mare Nostrum," which was
adapted by Willis Goldbeck from the story
by Blasco Ibanez.

Ann

Pennington

Signs

to

Play in Christie Feature
Ann Pennington, musical comedy favorite
and one of the stars of a recent Ziegfeld
"Follies" show, has signed with Al. Christie,
to appear with Julian Ejtinge in a feature
comedy to be made following the completion
of "Seven Days," now being filmed in Hollywood. The picture in which Miss Pennington and Mr. Eltinge are to appear is schedu'ed for release by Producers Distributing
Corporation next season.

Name

Winner of *Phantom'
Slogan Contest
has been
declared the
winner
of the
o
Francisc
of San
W. STOCK
JOHN
nationally conducted contest to find
the most fitting line to advertise "The
Phantom
of the
. Opera," Universal's new
film
spectacle
"Get the spirit, see 'The Phantom of
the Opera" is the slogan which Universal
has selected as the best of the 6,351 submitted since the contest opened.
The first prize is an award of $250.
Second prize of $100 went to S. M. Levy
of Henderson, Ky., for the suggestion
"A
thrill
whilemillion
the thirdthrills
prize toof $50
wasmillions,"
won by
Claude M. Smith of Modesta, Calif., for
the line "Millions agree it's the play

The next ten best slogans, for which
you
there should
was ansee."
award of $10.00 each, were
submitted by the following: Harold J.
Dangler. Rochester, N. Y.; Kenneth D.
Stem, Cincinnati, Ohio; A. P. Sitton,
Tularosa, N. Mex.; J. H. Talbot, Norwich, Kas.; Robert G. Griffin, New York
City; H. E. Babcock, Detroit, Mich.;
Mrs. Neva B. Vivian, Tallahassee, Fla.;
C. I. Winograd, Los Angeles, Calif.; S.
Maltz, New York City; Mrs. Joe Gilbert,
Austin, Texas.

May
Neil

30,

1925
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Hamilton Signs Long
Paramount Contract

Jesse L. Laskj-, first vice-president in
charge of Production of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation has signed Neil Hamilton to a long term contract to be featured
in Paramount pictures. Hamilton, heretofor under contract to D. W. Griffith has
apeared recently in Paramount pictures by
arrangement with the director.
His first picture under the new contract
will be "'The Golden Princess," in which
Betty Bronson will have the feature role.
It is an original storv by Eleanor Gates,
author of "The Poor Little Rich Girl."
Hamilton will leave shortly for the coast,
where the production is to be made.
Loew-Metro-Goldwyn
Elects Officers

Club

The Loew-Metro-Goldwyn Club, composed
of executives and employees of Loews, Inc.,
held the annual election of officers at the
last meeting of the organization. Charles
J. Sonin, purchasing agent of the company,
was named to the office of president, while
the other elected officers were Prank J.
Roehrenbeck, vice-president; Harry C.
Kleindeinst, treasurer; Alice Goodman, recording secretary, and William Cameron,
financial secretary. The Board of Governors for the ensuing year will be Fred
Mitchell, Harry 0. Worden, Max Wolff,
Charles Quick, Joe Vogel, Frank Roehrenbeck and Florence Roehrer.
Bruce

Off to Film Scenes
South Seas

in

Robert C. Bruce, producer of motion picture scenics and short length novelty reels,
left Los Angeles this week for the Hawaiian
Islands, where he plans to spend several
months in making novelty pictures. Mi'.
Bruce, who was accompanied by his wife,
sailed on the Calawii.
The pictures he will make are to be added
to the Overture Scenics, Screen Paintings
and other film innovations introduced bv Mr.
Bruce. He has established an office at the
Christie Studio'^. Hollywood.
Prophecy
of Rowland
Comes True
ECY made some time ago
A PROPH
by Richard A. Rowland, general
manager of First National has
come true. He predicted that eventually authors would prepare their stories
for the screen before their publication
in book form.
Now comes the announcement from
Rowland of the purchase of four stories
from well known authors for production
first in pictures. The authors are
Clarence Buddington Kelland, Margaretta Tuttle, Ernest Pascal and Lenore J.
Coffee.
The Pascal work is "The Savage,"
while that of Margaretta Tuttle is "The
Unguarded
The serial
lattersince
has appeared as aHour."
magazine
the
purchase of the film rights.
"Nazareth" is the contribution from
Clarence Buddington Kelland. Its filming will be supervised by June Mathis.
"Bed and Board" is the title of the
Lenore Coffee script, which later will
appear in a short story magazine.

Percy Marmont
and Alice
are co-featured
in the
version of Zoe Akins'
"Daddy's
Gone Joyce
a-Hunting."
The stills
shownMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
above are taken fromscreen
the production.
Rockett

Answers

Trust

Charges

First National Executive Declares Quality
of the Product is a Determining Factor
covering the entire life of the fihu industry,
a film
ions that sfully
assert
to the
a reply
had been })roduced by independent people
IN"trus
y but
t" has
succes
slowl
who had an idea and carried it out.
merged to the extent of monopoly in the
"P^irst National stands entirely on the
motion picture industry, and that a cammerits of its pictures and in the class of its
paign is in progress to battle the alleged
"trust" by the independent film producers,
productions.
"Simmered down to the final point of disAl Rockett, executive of First National Piccussion, the film industry can be likened to
tures, now on the West Coast, issued a
ent
r
ion
insofa as the the steel, the cotton, the budding — any
on the situat
statem
l^irst National Productions Corporation is other business! It' is the survival of the fittest. It is the quality of production first,
concerned.
"We are naturally opposed to any and all last and always, that will detennine the
manner of which a picture is distributed
'so-called' monopoly," begins Rockett. "That
and the theatres in which it will be exthere should exist a mono])oly in which
First National is involved, is indeed news to
me.
•'The independent producer need never
fear of getting his product into the big theatres providing the pictures are worthy of
being shown in the high class houses
throughout the country.
"First National is not discouraging the
independents. As a matter of fact. First
Natiomil is encouragiMg independent pro"The producer, the distributor, and everyducers."
one else concerned," continues Rockett,
"mean nothing if the product is unworthy.
In the final consensus, it is the picture that
tells the story. Poverty row in Hollywood
might produce a film that would take the
land by storm. Who cares about the producer or director or distributor or the exchange system that handles this film if it
will be a sticcess and a box office attactionf
"Naturally when pictures do not measure
up to the standards necessary for the big
theatres, they are not booked or shown in
the"In
big atheatres."
recent discussion between film executives in New York," continues Rockett,
"It was conceded that the gi'eatest pictures

Universal
Announces
hibited."
Title Changes

Two

Two changes in titles are announced by
Universal. The Nina Wilcox Putnam story,
"Doubling for Cupid," which Edward Sloman is directing with Laui'a La Plante as
the star, has been changed to "The Beautiful
Hoot Gibson's latest starring production,
"Daughter of the Dons," will be released
asCheat."
"A Hero on Horseback." It was adapted
from the novel by William McLeod Raine.
George
Walsh
in Leading
Role With Theda Bara
As soon as George Walsh has completed
work in " Blue Blood," his cun'ent production, he will start work with Theda Bara
in " The Unchastened Woman " for Chadwick Pictures Corporation. Walsh was
selected for the leading male role by Director James Young who is producing the
Louis K. Anspaeher play for Chadwick.

Motion
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Picture

News

Feld Named

Paramount Production Manager
Milton Feld, managing director of the
Newman and Royal theatres, Kansas City,
will go to Los Angeles with Frank L. Newman, owner of the theatres, to become manager of productions for Paramount, Harold
cently.
B. Franklin, managing director of Paramount theatres, said in Kansas City reFranklin again confii-med the report that
the Newman and Royal theatres were to be
|)urchased by Paramount and that Mr. Newman would manage three Paramount houses
in Los Angeles.
Associated Changes Title of
Terris Feature
•■ His Buddy's Wife " has been definitely
decided upon as the title of the Tom Terris
feature production for Associated Exhibitors, which was made under the working title
of •' My Buddy's Wife." This is a pleturization of the story by T. Howard Kelly,
whicli was published in the Smart Set
Magazine.
Glenn Hunter and Edna Murphy are the
featured players in the production while
the cast also includes Douglas Gilmore,
Flora Finch and Marcia Harris.
Artclass
Scenes from Paramount's "Welcome Home," James Cruze production based on Edna Ferber's "Minick."

to
Rushed
Films
Derby
Pictures of Turf Classic in New
Sunday

Night — On

ay of organing rkdispl
amazteam-wo
an ization
WITH
and efficiency in
rushing pictures of big news events
to the screens of photoplay theatres, Fox
News last week set new time records, when
complete pictures of the running of the
Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs were
delivered to theatres in Chicago Sunday
morning, New York City, Sunday evening,
and San Francisco on Monday evening, just
two days
afterclassi
thec. running of the gi'eat
can turf
Ameri
Intel-mediate points between the three
big metropolises received the pictures at
times varying with their distance from Chicago, which Fox News used as the basis of
its
operations
in handling the Derby pictures.
While Fox News has to its credit many
remarkable feats of "newspaper enterl)rise," officials of the organization made
the Derby an event with which to display
again the high efficiency and ingenuity of
the force in showing pictures of news events
w'hile they are still "news."
The feat was the result of long planning
and careful arrangement of the most minute details which enter into the making and
shipping of pictures covering important
happenings. The operating base was shifted
from New York to Chicago, wnere tne negative was developed, printed, edited and
titled.
Immediately Flying Ebony, winner of the
Derby, had posed with Earl Sande up before the judges' stand at the conclusion of
the race, films were taken by automobile
to the aeroplane which the Fox News had
waiting at a nearby field. The plane took
the air instantlv it received the films and

Screens
York

Pacific Coast Monciay
w inged its way to Chicago. A heavy storm,
which forced other ])lanes down before they
could reach their destination at Chicago,
was successfully navigated by the Fox
plane, and the films were turned over to
hiboratory workers there in record time.
When the prints were ready they were
rushed to U. S. Air Mail bases and were |
soon on their way to exchange centres in
the east and the west. The first pictures
to reach the screens of the Sroadway thea-,
tres in New York were delivered at the
Kialto at 8:03 o'clock. Daylight Saving
Time, Sunday evening, and within a veryj
short time thereafter, the Fox News automobile wliieh carried the prints from the
landing field at New Brunswick, N. J.,
handed jDrints to projectionists at all of the
principal houses in the New York district.
Chicago theatres had the prints Sunday
moniing, 17 houi-s after the race. St. Louis,
Indianapolis and Milwaukee theatres also
had the Fox News prints of the Derby on
Sunday evening, and by ^Monday evening
thev were delivered on the Pacific Coast.
Faultless to Film Drury
Melodrama

Announces

24

Fea-

tures for 1925-26
AVeiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation announced tAventy-four features for
release next season.
The i^rogram will include two series of
eight each starring Buddy Roosevelt; two
series of eight each starring Buffalo BUI,
-Tr., and a series of eight staiTing Wally
AYallace. All will be Western melodramas,
]iroduced by Action Pictures Corporation in
Los Angeles.

Lane

Screen rights to "Good Luck," the Drury
Lane melodrama, have been purchased by
E. M, Asher of Faultless Pictures Corporation and Sol Lesser. The play Avill be
filmed by the Faultless company in association with Lesser.
Al Santell will probabh^ be named to
direct the production. Asher is in New
York to arrange for distribution of the picture.

1\

Production stills from "The Manicure Gi
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Elinor

Glyn's "Only Thing"
in Production
The cast has practically been completed
and work is now under way on Elinor Crlyn's
n e w Metro-Goldwvn-Maver production,
'*rhe
OnlyherThinj;:."
' Mrs/is also
Glyn,supervising;
who continuitized
own story,
the production, which is under thu direction
of Jack Conwaj-.
Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Xasel
have the leading roles in the picture, wiiilc
in the cast so far selected are Edward Connelly, Louis Payne, Arthur Edmund Carewe,
Vera Lewis, Carrie Clark, Mrs. C. E. Wylie,
Dale Fuller, Ned Si)arks, Mario Carillo,
David Mir and Michael Pleschkoff.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer to
Make Swedish Story
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are to ])resent on
the screen Selma Lagerlof's Swedish novel,
"The Emperor of Portugallia." Agnes
Christine Jolmston has just completed tlic
continuity for the production, which will he
directed by Victor Seastrom under the title
of
"The Shearer
Tower will
of Lies."
Chaney roles.
and
Norma
have theLonfeatured
The novel created a sensation when it was
published in Sweden. It has recently been
translated into English and has since btn-n
popular here.

''Keeper of Bees" Cast Being
Selected
James Leo Median has started casting for
the Gene Stratton Porter novel, "The Keeper of the Bees," which has been chosen for
production ahead of "Her Father's Daughter" by F. B. 0. Actual work on the lecture will be started within a few days. The
story
is now
in MeCall's
Magazine
and running
will be serially
published
in book
form bv Doublcdav-Paire

in which

Bebe Daniels stars for Paramount.

Action stills from "The Light of Western Stars," a new Paramount feature recently completed.
F. B.

O .AtWorkonNewProgram
Two Gold Bond Specials and Other
Features for New Season Started

TION work on the F. B. 0.
PKODVC
l!)25-li)2G schedule, which will com]irise 64 features ana vb short subjects, has been started at the studios of the
company in Hollywood. Among the first
l)ictures to be put into })roduction are The
tveeper of the Bee.s," an adaj^tation of Gene
Stratton-Porter's story, and " The Last Edition," an Emory Johnson feature, both of
wliich are to be offered in the group of
F. B. O.'s "Gold Bond Specials."
James Leo Median, who directed " The
(!irl of the Limberlost," is filming "The
Keeper of the Bees." Those selected for
the principal roles cast up to the present
iiclude Robert Frazer. well known leading
nan who has appeared opposite Pola Negri,
(■loria Swanson and other celebrated screen
actresses; Gene Stratton, granddaughter of
the novelist; Josef Swickard, aiid Martha
Maddox. Mr. Frazer will play the role of
hero, a world war veteran, and Miss Stratton will be seen as the Little Scout, a carefree, tom-boy sort of girl.
Emory Johnson and his mother, Mrs.
Emilie Johnson, are whijipiiig the continuity
of " Tlie Last Edition" into shape. The
;)i()ducer plans to coinj^lete his picture,
which will have as its leading character an
assistant foreman in tiie press of a metropolitan daily, in about six weeks. Upon
■oinpleting the film he will sail for the
Scandinavian countries where he will make
mother "Gold Bond Spedal" for F. B. 0.
Fred Thomson has completed "The Bandit's Baby," the first of the new series of
-uper-western productions in which he will
)(' presented by F. B. 0. next season.
Thomson
is supported by his famous Iiorse,
Silver King.
Among the productions which are in work
at the Hollywood studios of this company
are " Smooth As Satin," an Evelvn Brent

starring vehicle based on Bayard Veiller's
stage play, " The Chatterbox." Ralph Ince
is directing the picture. The star will follow this with an original stoi'y written by
Cliiford Howard and Burke Jenkins and
temporarily titled " Tizonia — The FireHany Gai"son is preparing to start filming "High and Handsome " with Lefty
Flynn in the starred role. The story is by
brand."
Gerald Beaumont and was published in a
magazine. Kathlyn Myers has been cast to
jilay the role opposite the star, and others
in the cast are Lydia Knott, Tom Kennedy,
Gt'ne Perr\' and Marjorie Bonner. George
Marion, Jr., has Avritten several comedy se(juences to be included in " High and HandRichard Talmadge is filming " Twenty
After," in which he is being directed by
Jack Nelson. Carmelita (ieraghty aud
Dnaiie
some." Thompson, both well known as screen
beauties, appear jirominently in the cast.
Bob Custer has completely recovered from
an attack of Kleig eves, and has started
work on " The Bloodhound." by H. H. Van
Loan. The players include Mary Beth Milford, Ral]ih
MeCullough,
and
David
Dunbar.
William Emily"
James Barry
Craft will
direct.
Wesley Ruggles, who is directing the new
11. C. Witwer two-reel series, " The Pacemakers," isat work on Chapter Ten, called
" What Price Gloria? "
Paramount Renews Contract
With Ernest Torrence
Famous Players-Lasky have renewed
their contract with Ernest Torrence, who
won fame as a screen character in "The
Covered Wagon." The new agreement is
for a number of years. Torrence's latest
role is that of "Tola" in "The Wanderer."
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Lumas
Film Corporation
Signs Lon Young
Lon Young, widely known as a publicity,
advertising and exploitation expert has been
engaged to supervise those activities for
Lumas Film Corporation. Young has been
connected with the industry for the past
fifteen years, and for the past five years
was in charge of Warner Brothers publicity
and advertising dejiartments.
In addition to supervising advertising and
]iublicity, Young will also act in a supervisory capacity on the production end. He
will prepare treatments of all stories purchased, edit scenarios and take an active
part in the actual production work of the
new series of twelve Gotham productions.
His first activities in his new connection
started this week at the Tec-Art studios
where he is engaged in work on a new production titled "The Fire Patrol."
Laemmle

Action stills showing production highlights in the F. B. O. picture, '-The Bandit's Baby."

Independent
Chadwick

Product

Exchanges
Taken

by Two

ner Franchise Holders — Brandt

Buying

Former

War-

Reports Optimism

RECEINT important trade developments
self and watch his play dates,'' he says,
have stimulated buying in the inde"they look forward to more business than
pendent markets and are reflected in
ever before."
the note of optimism which features the
Lumas Film Corporation this Aveek represent temper of leading distributors of
ported the sale of the twelve Gotham prostate rights productions. Sales reported
ductions for next sea.son to 20th Century
Film Co.. of Philadelphia.
during the week are reported by several
B. Berger, general manager for Gerson
companies, manv^ of whose officials are now
on tours of the exchange centres.
- Pictures, now touring the exchange cities,
closed deals with the following:
The removal of the Warner Brothers' pic- hasCelebrated
Film Exchange. Minneapolis,
tures to a national distribution agency has
for the North and South Dakota territories
made room for much of the increased prodon the series of ten Richard Holt producuct which the state rights distributors are
tions: Mid- West Film Exchanse. Milwauoffering for next season. Among the earliest sales made to former Warner franchise
kee, for the state of Wisconsin and the penholders are those which Chadwick Pictures
insular of Michigan, on the Richard Holt
series; H. Lieber & Co., Indianapolis, for
Corporation has concluded with Specialty
the state of Indiana, on the Holt series, and
Film Company of Texas, and Independent
Renown Pictures, Chicago, for the Northern
Film Corporation of Philadelphia. SpecialIllinois territory, on the Holt series.
ty, which distributes throughout Texas,
Daris Distributing Division, Inc., conOklahoma and Arkansas, has taken the encluded asale with Standard Film Exchange,
tire Chadwick line-up for next season. InPittsbursrh, Pa., covering the two Ben Wildependent, which covers the Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Southern New Jersey,
son serials, "The Mystery Box" and "The
Power of God," and the 8 J. J. Fleming
Maryland, Virginia and District of Coliunproductions
featuring Al Fersruson. for the
bia, ha-s also contracted for all of ChadWestern
Pennsylvania
and West Virginia
wick's pictures for next season.
territories.
Joe Brandt, completing a two-months'
Contracts for the entire output of Ginstrip around the country, reports sales of
berg, which consists of six Banners and six
the Columbia Pictures product to Greater
Rovals have been closed with the following:
Features, Inc., of Seattle, and All Star FeaA. Luchese of Philadelphia has the extiu'es of San Francisco. Greater Features
clusive rights for Eastera Pennsylvania and
distribute throughout Ala-ska, Washington,
Southern
New Jersey. Edward Goldman,
Oregon and Idaho, while All Star Features
ereneral manager of the Go'den Distributcover the California territory. There are
ing Corporation, has the output for all of
now twentv-four exchanges handling Columthe New Endand States; Joseph L. Friedbia's 192.5-1926 schedule of 18 features.
man of the Celebrated Plavers Film CorpoIn a communication to the home office,
ration has Illinois and Indiana: Lee GoldMr. Brandt states that he has found evberg of the Big Feature Rights Corporachange men more optimistic this sea.son than
tion has Kentucky and Tennessee with
headquarters at Louisville while Jack Grauthey were a year ago. "With the tendency
of the independent exhibitor to as.sert himman of the Celebrated Plavers Film Corpo-

Signs

Younger

to

Write Super-Jewels
Carl Laemmle has signed A. P. Younger
to write and supervise aU super-Jewel productions for Universal during the coming
year. Younger started his career in the industry about ten years ago with Universal
and eventuallv rose among the leading script
writers. For Universal he did the script for
"The Flirt" and "The Abysmal Brute," and
for John Stahl he did "Why Men Leave
Home" and "Husbands and Lovers!" For
Lasky he wrote "The Devil's Cargo" and
"Adventure."
Tom

Terriss Made Head of
Paramount School
Tom Terriss has been appointed head of
the Paramount Picture School, Inc., which
will train young men and women to act in
pictures. The headquarters of the school
are at the Paramount Long Island studio.
The selection of Terriss was made because of his success with others who have
started under his guidance. Among those
Avhom he picked out of the ranks and gave
earlj- instruction are Agnes A>Tes, Ben
Lyon, Percy Marmont, William Collier, Jr.,
Conrad Nagel and Alice Calhoun.
Two

Added

to

Cast

for

"Rugged
Irvin Willat
has addedWater"
Phyllis Haver and
Dot Farley to the cast of "Rugged Water,"
the Joseph C. Lincoln storj- of the life saving service on Cape Cod, which he is directing for Paramount. Others featured in the
production are Lois Wilson, Warner Baxter
and Wallace Beery.
ration of Milwaukee, has the rights for the
state of Wisconsin.
With the exception of the southern territory covered by Lee Goldberg, the entire
South has been contracted for by the Creole
Enterprises Corporation with branches at
New Orleans, Dallas and Atlanta.
M. H. Hoffman, vice president of Tiffany
Productions, Inc., and Truart Film Corporation, announces that he has sold franchises
for his Tiffany Big Twelve and Truart Blue
Ribbon, Noveltv and Cinemelodrama series
for 1925-1926 to L. Berman of the Independ Film Exchange of Philadelphia and
L. HjTnan of All Star Features of California.
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Screen

Version

of

''Havoc'' Completed
Kowland V. Lee has completed the camera
work on the Fox sci"een version of "Havoc,"
the English play dealing with events immediately following the World War and
produced on the English and American
stages.
A series of spectacular night battle scenes
ai'e among the leading features of the production, in which George O'Bi-ien, Madge
Bellamy, Walter McGrail, Eulalie Jensen,
Margaret Livingston, Leslie Fenton, David
Butler, Harvey Clark, Wade Boteler and
Captain Calvert will appear in principal
roles.
Vitagraph

Fills

Cast

for

"Happy Warrior"
Vitagraph has completed the cast for "The
Happy Warrior", second of its A. S. M.
Hutchinson stories, and J. Stuart Blackton
has started work on the production. The
complete cast includes, Malcolm MacGregor,
Alice Calhoun, Mary Alden, Eulalie Jensen,
Wilfrid North, Otto Matiesen, Anders Randolf. Gardener James, Fhillippe de Lacy,
Jack Herrick, Olive Borden, Andre Tournier
and Bobby Gordon.
Wyndham Standing Cast for
Chadwick Picture
I. E. Chadwick has engaged Wyndham
Standing for an important ix)Ie in "The
Unchastened Woman," the Louis K. Anspacher plaj* in wliich Theda Bara will return to the screen. The picture was started
this week under the direction of James
Young.

Action stills from "The Fighting Demon," Richard T
Metro,

Sichardhis Dix
scenes vehicle
from "The
Shock Punch,"
new instarring
for Paramount.

Gaumont

almadge's latest starling picture for F. B. O.
Amalgamate

Negotiations Completed by Which
Two Companies Join Forces Abroad
tract wiiicii has just been entered into,
IN LINE with their expressed policy of
ing
thereby
bringing together Mai'cus Loew and
disnative
with
abroad
cooperat
tributors and exhibitors wherever pos- Leon Gaumont, two of the industry's biggest
sible, Metro-Goldwyn has completed negofigures.
" I l)elieve tliat this contract has united
tiations for the amalgamation of Metrothe largest motion picture interests in
Belgium,
in J'rance,
(iaumontAfrica,
and North
Goldwyn
France and America and 1 am confident that
Syria
Egypt,
Switzerland,
and Palestine. The deal was arranged by it will prove a benefit to the industry generally. International combinations such as
Arthur Loew, manager of the foreign department, and Edgar Costil, managing di- tliis must create a better understanding berector of the French Gaumont Company.
tween nations themselves."
Leon Gaumont was a pioneer producer in
the motion picture field. His company was
the first to produce motion pictures on a C. B. De Mille Buys Screen
commercial basis. The Gaumont Company
is among the leaders in the j^roducing, distributing and exhibiting field in France and
Cecil B. De Mille has acquired the screen
other countries.
''Silence''
rights
toRights
"Silence," to
written
by Max Marcin
Witli regard to the amalgamation Managand produced at the National Theatre, New
ing Director Costil of the Gaumont ComYork, with H. B. Warner in the leading role,
this season.
pany said:
The iday will be filmed under the direction
" Up to the present time we have distributed the Metro-Goldwyn pictures under
of Rujiert Julian and will be released next
contract. In the course of these contracts
season by Producers Distributing Corj^oration.
we recognized the high quality of the MetroGoldwyn jjictures and the directors of the
The story concerns a notorious criminal
two comjianies grew to understand and apwho betrays a girl and later in life, while
preciate their respective methods and from
a big blackmail, finds himself inthe close cooperation between us arose the attempting
volved in a plot directed against his own
idea of associating our interests for a longer
daughter, who kills the pal cf the criminal.
Tlie latter takes the blame for the killing.
period.
The play is scheduled for production on the
" During Mr. Arthur Loew's recent trip
to France and mine to America, this idea
stage in Chicago next season and will also be
took definite form in the shape of the conpresented by four road companies.
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Fox

Enlarges
West Coast
Publicity Staff
Fox has reorganized and enlarged its
west coast j^ublicity staff in preparation for
the handling of the national campaigns on
the jjroduct for the 1925-1926 season. Jack
Hill will continue as western director and
will have as his assistant Erie Hampton,
who was sent to the coast from the home
office.
Frank Murray, who was engaged to write
special production publicity on "The Iron
Horse" from location in Nevada, will have
a permanent place on the reorganized staff.
Otliers added to the department ai'e Mere<litli Davis, former Sunday editor of the
Los Angeles Times, and William Walling,
Ji'., sou of the actor.
Hunt

Stromberg Purchases
''Shipwrecked"
Hunt Stromberg has purchased picture
rights to "Shipwrecked," a melodramatic success of the speaking stage, and will produce it as a special for release hy Producers
Distributing Corporation some time during
the coming year. The play was written
by Langdon McCormick and first produced
a few years ago at the Frazee Theatre, where
it enjoyed a successful run.
Elsie Ferguson in scenes from Victor Hugo Halperin production for Vitagraph. "The Unknown Lover."

Lesser
Asks
Bankers'
Support
Warns Coast Financiers That Production is Likely to Center in New York

IF Los Angeles is to continue to be the
production center of the world for motion pictures, Los Angeles bankers will
have to give more attention to the financing
of the producers, according to Sol Lesser,
who just returned to the co;ist from New
York.
In a statement made upon his return to
the coast Lesser said : "I have been asked
many times recently as to the possibility
of many of the larger producing comj^anies
centering the major part of their producing
activities in and around New York city, and
I am an ious to sound a warning to Southern Californians at this time that such moves
are being seriously considered largely bc-

Thriller

For

Warners

Pick

Three Added
to
''Not So Long

Cast for
Ago"
Julia Swayne Gordon, Jacqueline Gadson
and Don Crimmons have been added to the
Paramount cast for "Not So Long Ago,"
which features Betty Bronson and Ricardo
Cortez. It is a Sidney Olcott production.

cause the big companies want to produce
near the financial centers.
"I see an urgent need for Southern California bankers to enter into tlie financing of
motion picture production on a gTeater scale,
thus making Los Angeles a great financial,
as well as liroducing center, which will auto
matically keep these units and their producing activities
While
in thehere."
East Lesser, who is the secretary of West Coast Theatres, Inc., attended
the semi-annual meeting of First National
Pictures, Inc., and was re-elected vice-president and director and named a member of
the executive committee of that oi-ganization.

John
"Captain

Barrymore
Alverez

for

Star; "College Widow" for Syd Chaplin
arrive on the west coast. The selection of
ORE in an outdoor
RYM
JOHX BAR
anounced.
leading woman has not yet been anthrill picture is the latest . announcement from Warner Brothers The star
expressed a desire to do this type picture
Another starring veiiicle selected by Warand \\'arners i)romptly selected for him
ners during the week is " The College
" Captain Alverez," a well known stage play
Widow" for Syd Chaplin. This George
presented by Sanger and Joidan in 1914.
Ade stage success will be Chai)lin's second
starring picture for Warners. It will follow
rns
ican
Amer
a
South
of
hero
"tlie
conce
It
revolution and will be recalled a.s being re" The Man on the Box," in which Chaplin
is now working.
plete with action.
" Captaiii Alverez " was the work of
'• The College Widow " had a tremendous
Harry S. Sheldon, who has since added to vogue as a stage play. Long before he
started his screen career Thomas Meighan
it "The Havoc" and other stage successes.
scored a hit in this stage ])ros('iitation as
It is likely that Harry Beaumont will direct
the production, work on which will be leading man with Frances Ring, who is now
started June 1st, when Barrymore is due to Mrs. Meiglian.

ScenesLa from
Monkey,"
in which
Barbara
Marr "The
will White
be starred
by First
National.

May

30,
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Warners Signing
Casts for
Many Pictures
Warner Brotlicr.s liuvc signed anotlior director and made announcement of a number
of assignments to casts for coming- product.
Earle C". Kenton will make liis debut as a
Warner director in one of tlie big- outdoor
stories of the company's enlarged program.
Charles (Heinie) Conklin has also been
signed to a long term contract and has been
assig-ned a role with Irene Rich in "The
Pleasure Buyers." Others in the cast are
Clive Brook, Gayne Whitman, June Marlowe, Frank Campeau, Edward Peil, Don
Alvarado,
W^interhasHall
and Frank
Leigh. of
James Flood
started
the direction
"The Wife Who Wasn't Wanted," with a
cast that includes Irene Rich, Hnntly Gordon, John Harron, June Marlowe, George
Pearce, Edward Peil, Gayne Whitman,
George Kuwa, Wilfred Lucas, Gertrude
Astor, Elinor Fair aiul Don Alvarado.
The cast being assembled for " Bobbed
Hair " includes the following : Otto Hoffman, Francis J. McDonald and Pat Hartigan. Otis Harlan has been assigned the
role
Mr. Joffrey
in " E.
TheJ.Limited
with ofMonte
Blue, and
RatcliffeMail,"
will
play Colonel Anneslv in " The Man on the
Boi."

to ^'Half-Wav
Girl" Cast
First National made several additions this
week to the cast of "The Half-Way Girl,"
which features Doris Kenyon. Among those
signed within the past few days were Teddy
Sampson, Martha Madison, Harriet Sterling
and Charles Wellesley.
Others in the company are Lloyd Hughes,
leading man ; Hobart Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Sam Hardy and Sally Crute. Director
John Francis Dillon has been working on
this production for two weeks and the studio
reports excellent progress. Lloyd Sheldon
wrote the story.

Additions

Al

Lichtman is Recovering
From Serious Illness
Al Lichtman, who has *r:en seriously ill
at the Hotel Alamac for several months, has
fought his way back to recovery and is
leaving for the Adirondacks to spend the
Summer. Mr. Lichtman will return early in
the Fall to complete arrangements for important production activities which he will
direct.

"Iron

Horse" Canadian
Premiere Set
THE Canadian premiere of the Fox
picture,uled for
"The
Horse"Theatre
is sched-in
the Iron
Princess
Montreal, Quebec, May 30th. This will
be the first picture ever to be shown in
the Princess, which ordinarily, is a Keith
vaudeville house. The Keith management has passed up the usual form of
entertainment in order to show "The
Iron Horse" for at least four weeks and
probably longer.
The Canadian Pacific Railroad is lending its backing to the picture and will
help in its exploitation in every way.
The elaborate plans for exploitation are
in the hands of W. W. Decker, veteran
advance man, who is familiar with
Montreal and the surrounding country.

Betty Compson, Jack Holt and William Collier, Jr., in scenes from "Eve's Secret," a Paramount production.
Lasky

Completes
Coast
Work
Leaves for New York After Finishing
the
Paramount
Production Details

in conall detail
sive s jDrod
ucwith thed exten
nection )lete
HAVING conij
tion jjrogram mapped by Paramount, Jesse L. Lasky has departed Hollywood for New York. Just before his departure, Lasky held his last conference with
directors, stars and writers and then made
known the comjiany's latest production
Among
the Lasky announcements was one
.
plans
that Betty Bronson will be starred in "The
Golden Princess," ba.sed on Bret Harte's
"Tennessee's Partner." Neil Hamilton will
play opposite Miss Bronson and the production will be directed by Clarence Badger.
Zane Grev, author, and Lucien Hubbard,
one of Paramount's production editors,
rushed to Hollywood from Red Lake, Arizona, where "Wild Horse Mesa" is being
produced, for a final conference with Lasky
on the details of i)roduction for "The Vanishing American," which will be made as a
big Paramount special.
Lasky also conferred with Pola Negri on
her next production, "Flower of the Nig-ht,"
which will lie made in Hollywood upon completion of "The Crossroads of the World."
The story is by Joseph Hergesheimer and
was written especially for Miss Negri.
Several pictures in the editing- stage occupied Mr. Lasky's attention. Among them
are "Light of the Western Stars," produced
by William K. Howard; the James Cruze
jiroduction, "Marry Me," and "Paths to
Paradise," co-featuring Betty Compson and
Raymond Griffith, which was dii-ected by
Clarence Badger. Upon Mr. Lasky's return
to New York he will view "Lost — A Wife,"
which William de Mille brought to New
York for final cutting and editing.
Mr. Lasky also found time to supervise
filming scenes of several photoplays, including Raoul Walsh's lavish production, "The

Wanderer," the screen version of famous
Biblical story of "The Prodigal Son," Zane
Grey's "Wild Horse Mesa," directed by
George B. Seitz and co-featuring Jack Holt,
Noah Beery, Billie Dove and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; "Not So Long Ago," a Sidney
Olcott ])roduction with Betty Bronson and
Ricardo Cortez in leads; "A Son of His Father," Victor Fleming's production of Hai'old Bell Wright's novel, featuring Warner
Baxter, Bessie Love and Raymond Hatton;
Gloria Swanson's "The Coast of Folly,"
which Allan Dwan is producing and "Rugged Water," Irvin Willet's production of
Joseph Lincoln's story, with Lois Wilson,
Warner Baxter and Wallace Beery in featured roles.
Buxbaum and Meighan Are
A. M. P. A. Guests
H. H. Buxbaum, manager of the eastern
division for First National Pictures, and
Thomas Meighan were the g:uests of honor
at the weekly luncheon on the A. M. P. A.
in New York last week. Meighan in a brief
address stressed the advantages of proper
publicity over notoriety. Buxbaum talked
on the selling- end of the motion picture industry. President A. M. Botsford presided
at the meeting.
J.

B.
Blystone
to Direct
Series of Urner Stories
J. C. Blystone has ben chosen to direct the
series of eight two-reel pictures based on
Mabel Hurber Umer's "The Married Life of
Helen and Warren," to be released by Fox
next season.
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Carroll of the Victory theatre, Tampa, devised a sp lendid selling lobby on "Excuse Me" (Metro-GoldwynJ uith relatively
Manager John B.
simple and inexpensive means, as illustrated here. The railroad atmosphere of the picture urns tvell established.

Advisory Board
G—Tgu
J. Scb»de, Schad* theatri-.
Sandoakj.
Bdward L. Hyman, Mark Strand
tb«atre, Brooklyn.
The*.
Mrr., Flnkleit^in L.ft Haj*.
RoWin, Gen.
MinncApoli*.
X*o A. Landau, Lyceum theatre,
Minneapolis.
B. Koccrii, Southrrn District
Sapervisor.Chattauooiira,
Fanioiii.Tenn.Player*■taaley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wichita. Kan.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.
m. T. Blcharde, Jr., Gen. Mer.,
Saeaeer Ansuiement Co., New
Orlaue.
r. L. 3«owB»an, Newman, Keyal
and Recent theatrei, Kaaeaa
Citr, Ma.
Arthur G. Stolte, Dee Maine*, theatre. Dee Moines, Iowa.
Manaeinc Director,
C. Quimby,
W.Straad
Palace and Jefferson
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
J, A. Partineton, Imperial theatre,
Saa I'raacisco.
ParamountCarpenter.
O—Tce
* theatre,
^npresE.
Salt L,ake.

n's tbean, Grauma
Grauma
MAney
.
tree, Los
Anceles

and

Contributing
:

THE

Exhibitors'

Editors,
CHECK-UP

:

:

Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Rqx)rts
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature _represents the
that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
of managers
number
column gives
the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who
considered
it "Good";
the fourth giving
column, thethoseaverage
who considered
The fifth
column isanda percentage
rating on it
that"Big."
feature,
obtained
by
the
following
method:
A
report
of
"Poor"
is
rated
at
; oneof
of "Fair." Wr ; "Good." 70'7; and "Big." lOCc- The percentage 20^c
rating
all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the
the
which represents
a figtu-e
the average
number
cases, reports
exceptional
In this —way
picture.percentage
on that
opiniongiving
consensusof ofreports,
opinion
of
differences
individual
such
and
alone,
taken
misleading
be
might up and eliminated.
whichaveraged
are
TITLE
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Dressmaker from Paris, The
New Lives for Old
Swan. The
FIRST NATIONAL.
Enticement
FO X
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Cheaper to Marry

Poor

Fair

Good

Big

—
—
1

3
1
5

3
5
3

5
3
1

1

1

9

1 —

7

—

2

Value Length

75
77
53

6,186 ft.
6,796 ft.
5.889 ft.

63

6,407 ft.

71

6.50D ft.

Service Bureau
Georse E. Brewn, Imv«rial thi
tra, Charlotte, N. C.
Lanis K. Sidney, DlTisian Mmmaeer,
the*tree, Pittabur^h. Lowe's
Pa.
Geo. Rotsky, Manaflnc: Uire«t«r>
Palace theatre, Montreal, Caa.
Eddie Zom, ManaclBC Directar
Broadway-Strand
theatre. Datroit.
Fred S. Myer, M&naclBC Direeta*.
Palace theatre, UamiltAn, Ohla.
Joseph Plunkett,
Maaaeinc DiYork. rector, Mark Strand theatre, New
Ray Grombacher,
Manajrer
Director, Liberty theatre,
Spokaaa,
Wash.
Ross A. McYoy, Manacer, TeMpW
theatre, Geneva, T.
Vr. S. McLaren, Manaeinc Director, Capitol theatre, Jaok~
son, Mich.
Harold B. FrankUn. Director a<
Theatres, Famous Playere-Lasky.
William J. SulUvaB, Maaater.
Kialto theatre, Butte. Mant.
H. A. .4Ibrieht. Manacer. T. D. *
L. theatre, Glendale. Calif.
Thomas
Corp. D. Soriere, Snperriser af
theatres.
Universal Plc4orek
ClAlre
MeMhinse,
Westfleld,
N. Y. Grand theatre,
.Ace Berry, Manarlar Pireatar,
Circle theatre. ladianapolia.

May

30,

Puzzle
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Contest

is Aid

to

Run of "Monster"
Free passes to see "The Monster" at the
Strand theatre in Evansville, Ind., each
good for two tickets, were recently awarded
for coi-reet solutions of a cross word puzzle
contest run by Charles Glickauf, MetroGoldwyn exploiteer. This competition ran
for three days in advance of the opening and
attracted attention to the showing.
Announcements of the run were printed
on the pay envelopes of all the leading
Evansville factories, thereby popularizing
the picture with thousands of employees and
creating much word of mouth exploitation.
Window displays helped exploit the engagement also, a leading jeweler contributing an
exhibit of pearls and jewelry and a clothing
store donating a display of smoking jackets.
Art cards were featured in both these
windows. In addition, 1,000 heralds wer^
distributed, three slides and a trailer were
used and there was a special lobby display.
The town was lavishly posted as well, and
the entire campaign was supported by a
vigorous newspaper drive.
Varied

Campaign

Put Over

for "Greed" Showing
"Greed" at the State theatre in Washington, Pa., recently was given a thorough
going campaign waged by Norman W.
Pjde, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer. All street
cars carried a half sheet card on the front
and rear ends for a week in advance of the
showing, and every taxi cab in the city
bore a banner on the spare tire for three
days in advance reading "Use This Cab to
State Theatre to see 'Greed'
A street float canning two 24-sheet cutouts and two 2 by 12 banners on the sides,
with a 3 by 7 banner on the rear paraded
the streets for two days before the premiere,
and 8,000 heralds were distributed both in
Washington and in surrounding towns. A
trailer was used in the theatre three days
before the opening.

Stages

"Mad Whirl" Program With Film
A typical "Mad Whirl" ijrogram of
film, music and exploitation was used recently in Seattle by Manager Robert W.
Bonder of the Columbia theatre to put over
Ills cnaragement of "The Mad Whirl. " As
tb" future of the week. Bender prosented
what he chose to call his "Triple Feature
Bill." This was a program in which the
feature, comedy and music were all equally
billed.

Highly ingenious lobby display piece on "Husbands and Lovers" (First Nat'l) by Manager
F. J. Miller at the Modjeska theatre,
Augusta, Ga.
A card with mounted stills in a bank
window exploited the difference between
"Thrift" and "Greed," and musical instruments were featured in the window of a
pi'ominent music store with the caption :
"Musical Instruments Play a Big Part in
'Greed' at the State Theatre. We can supply yourpapers
needs.
us a trial."
NewscooperatedGive
effectively
by donating
plentiful space to special stories and cuts,
a total of 2G2. inches of space being used.
In addition the picture was advertised in
(he press for two weeks in advance of the
opening. The billing consisted of ten
3-sheets, eleven 24-sheets, twelve 6-sheets
and twenty 1-sheets. A 24-sheet cut-out
w as placed on the marquee and a 6-sheet
( ut-out in front of the box-office. Green
lights were used on the marquee and stuffed
money bags were hung from it. A varied
display of photograjihs in frames were
ixhibited before the theatre.

Bender used "Now or Never" as his
comedy, and for the musical attraction,
arranged for the Columl)ia orchetsra to
stage a special Jazz week. A feature of
this was the appearance of "the world's
largest saxophone/" — an eight-foot instrument played by a five foot man, much to
the merriment of the audiences. The entire
program,of asentertainment.
is quite evident, was one "mad
whirl"
For his lobby display. Manager Bender
arranged a circular display box in front of
the box office with each feature of the program lettered on transparent paper. Behind this, electric lights were installed and
by means of a revolving flasher system
there was a constant "whirl" of different
colors appearing behind the program. All
cashiers, ushers and attendants of the
theatre wore glassless horn rimmed spectacles "in honoi-" of the Lloyd film.
Bender's newspaper advertising carried
out the spirt of the program. All ads were
specially designed in a round shape to attract attention, and the entire program
was featured as a "Mad Whirl" of continuous entertainment. Special window
cards and billboards featured the same
copy, and the exploitation for the week was
further aided by tieups with Seattle radio
broadcasting stations.

is SPECIALS'

■ - ' i'

Effective miniature Goldwyn)
railroad display
usedtrain,
in thea lobby
theatre,
Nashville, curve
Tenn.,were
to herald
the in
coming
of "Excuse Me" CMetro. A tiny
tunnel,of aLoeiv's
railwayVendome
station and
a mountain
all built
miniature.
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YORK

-Musical tions
Program
(Overture).— "Faust" selecEarle TheatreFilm Xumbers — Girl of Gold
(Prod. (Educational).
Dist. Corp.), Current
Events

Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Craekerjack
(S. R.), Mark Strand Topical
Review
Balto"s Race
to Xome (Selected),
(Educational).

f/obarf //ciUey's
^lirr/ng 'l>rodi'ldm

Palace
Film Theatre
Xumbers— — The Sporting
\'enu8 (Metro-Goldwyn), Current Events (Pathe). Topics of
the Day (Pathe), AVide Awake
(Educational) .
]\Iusical
Program
— "Echoes From
Scotland"'
(0\erture).
Columbia Theatre —
Film Xumbers — A Kiss in the
Dark (Paramount), Current
Eventsword Puzzle.
(International), Cross^Musical
— "A Kiss in the
Dark" Program
(Overture).

Thrce-coliini ih opening ad. lianil Oiaiiii.
the rngngemcnt at the Lihertij iheatr
(Warner
Egg Plant (S. R.).
Musical Program — "Thirteentli
Hungarian Rhapsody" (Overture), Reisenfeld's Classical
.Tazz (Specialty), Katherina
Everywhere
(Specialty with Ensemble.)
Capitol Theatre —
Film Xumliers — Black Cyclone
(Pathe). Capitol :Magazine ( Selecte<l), Hold My Bal)y (Pathe).
Musical Program — " Pyramids "
(Overture), ''^loment Mozartcs<|ue" (Instrumental, vocal and
dancing specialty). Potpourri of
Canadian Folk Songs (Vocal
mini hers ) .
Central Theatre
Film Xumbers — The Fool (Fox).
Musical
Program — iSpecial score
for feature.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Xunil)ers
— Grass (Paramount.)
Musical
Program — Special score
for featiire.
BROOKLYN

CWIUIAM
LAI RE
HAjNES. WINDSOR
EDWARD CONNBUY.
BERT ROACH
ROBERTLUCILLE
AONEWRICKSEN and
-OU 101 BEMCMBERT- Adapted from \jt*a B«ach i
*Wt
Ptf."
II brin(ipU).■ The
nto andSquaredriithlful
HAl ROACH COMEDY
FOX .NEWS W EEKLY
DOLLY t.RAl ,SI.NGINO
•M> Itid- SOLO.
XYUIPHONE
-NOL.\EARL CORDON,
ORGAN SPE( \\Vr\
EHILieiSCLMlliiORCHUTM

Opolia
Ketcgpaper ad with special artwork
on "The Denial" ( Mi tio-dolihriiii )
hy the Apollo theatre. IndinnnpoIiK.

News

tional).
(Patlie), Fares Please (Educa-

CITY

Musical Program — "The Chocolate
Soldier" (Overture), "My Hero"
(Soprano solo), "Gypsy Love"
(Soloist and Ensemble), "Your'e
In Love" (Soloist and en"Gypsy Dance" (Dance
number bvsemble),
ensemble).
Rialto Theatre —
Film Xuml)ers — Baree, Son of
Kazan (\"itagi'aph)
, Rialto
Magazine
(Selected),
Sure
Mike (Pa the).
Musical Program — '' Zampa "
(Overture). Reisenfeld's Classical Jazz, "You Are Free" from
"Appleblossoms" (Mezzo Soprano solo). Dance solo.
Cameo Theatre —
Film Xumbers — William Tell (S.
R.(Pathe).
) , Pathe Xews, Aesop"s Fables
Musical Program— "William Tell"
(Overture), Organ solo.
Piccadilly Theatre —
Film Xumbers — My Wife and 1
(Warner Bros.). Piccadilly Pictorial (Selected), Piccadilly Tabloid presentations (Specialty).
Musical Program — "Valse des
Fleurs" (from the "Xut Clacker
Suite"), "Woodland Sketches"
( Organ ) "Yearning" (Organ ) ,
Fiscerpts from "Faust" (Orchestra interlude), "La Donna e
Mobile" (Lyric Tenor ) , "Xut
Cracker .Suite" selection (Organ
postlude ) .
Rivoli TheatreFilm Xuml)ers — Welcome Home
(Paramount), Only a Country
Lass (Educational), Rivoli Pictorial (Educational). Alice's

Picture

Mark Strand TheatreFilm Xumbers — Soul Fire (First
National),River,"
Song Mark
"Car-Tune,"
"Swanee
Strand
Topical Review (selected).
^Musical Program — "Rienzi" (overture), "Swear In This Hour"
from "La Forza del Destino"
(tenor and baritone duet), Xea])()litan songs (tenor solo).
"Light Opera Hits," "My Dream
'■irl" (baritone solo), "Waltz"
(premiere danseuse), "Kiss !Me
Again" "Grand
(soprano
.solo).
Gnilmont's
Chorus
in ^March
Form" (organ recessional).
LOSANGELES
Cameo Theatre —
l-'ilni Numbers — Tracked in the
Snow Country (Warner Bros.).
Fighting national
Ginger
Xcws. (Pathe), Inter^Insieal Program — "Xo Wonder
Tliat I Love You" (Organ).

used in l\(ins(i.<i Citi/ )ieirspapcrs for
Bros.).
e in that city o] -On Thin lie"
Criterion Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Heart of a Siren
(First Xational), The Amateur
(Fox).
Musical
Program — "Blossom
Time" (Overture).
Forum Theatre —
l-'ilm Xumbers — I'll Show You the
Town (Universal), Scenic, International Xews and Kino^Musical Program — Orchestra.
grams.
Hill
Street TheatreFilm Xumbers — Those Who
Judge (S. R.), Pathe Xews.
^lusical Program — Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Proud Flesh
(IMetro-Goldwyn), King Cotton
(Educational),
Pictorial
Xews. Loew's State
Metropolitan Theatre
Film Xumbers — Adventure (Paramount). Sure Mike (Comedy).
Musical Program — Classical Jazz
and thirty girls in bathing
beauty pageant.
Pantages
Theatre —— Alias INIarv
Film Xumbers
Flynn (F. B. 0.), Pathe Xews.
ilusical Program — Vaudeville.
Rialto Theatre —
Film Xumbers— The Xight Club
(Paramount),
The Lion's
kers (Pathe), Pathe
Xe-ws. "Whis^Musical Program — Orchestra.
Million Dollar Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramoiuit), Pathe Xews
Scenic.
^lusical
Program
— "Raymond"
(t)verture)
.

Rialto Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Friendly Enemies
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Current
Events
Limited (L'niversal
(Pathe). ) , Sundown
Musicalror"'Program
"Opera
(Overture).— Ted
SnyderMir-in
person in repertoire.
INDIANAPOLIS
Circle Theatre —
Film Xumbers — DeC'lasse (First
Xational), Comedy (Educational), Xewspaper
(F. B. (>. ).
Animated
Xews Fun
(International).
Musical Program — Illustrated
Overture, "Prelude C Sharp
Colonial
Theatre— —The Mad
Film Xumbers
(Universal), Xearly Rich Whirl
versal), Pathe Xews
Aesop's Fables (Pathe). Reel.
Musical Program
American
Harmonists, Frank— Owens
(soloist).
Virgil
Monks
(pianist),
BobMinor.""
Jones (comedy songs). and
Film Xumbers
of a
Apollo
—— The WayComedy
Girl Theatre
(Metro-Goldwyn),
(Pathe), Xews Reel Weeklv(Uni(Fox).
ist. Program — Emil Seidel orMusical
chestra and Earl Gordon, organCall Laemmle

UMOiiANEV

Opera

Egyptian
Theatre
— Iron Horse
Film Xumbers
— Tlie
(Fox).
Musical Program — Medley of oldtime favorites and prologue to
feature.
WASHINGTON
Metropolitan
—•
Film XmnlKMsTheatre
— Declasse
(First
Xational).
Current Events

Three-eoJiimii ad on tlie nremiere. of
•'•'nn FnineiiKO.
"The
Phantom
the theatre,
Opera"
{Universal)
at theof Ciirran

May

30,
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ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
Film Xximbers — Madam SansG-ene (Paramount), Eastman
Theatre Current Events (Selected), Ko-Ko the Barber
(S. R.).
^lusical Program — "Robespierre '
(Overture), "Monsieur Beaueaire" (Organ recital).
BOSTON
Fenway Theatre —
Film Numbers — Kiss ^Nle Again
(Warner Bros.), Fenway News
(Selected),
(Educational) A. Rarin' Romeo
Musical Program — "Poet and
Peasant" (Overture), "Anvil
Chorus" from "II Trovatore"
(Organ solo), "A Day With the
Gypsies" (Specialty), "Kiss Me
Again" (Soprano solo).
SEATTLE
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film Numbers — Confessions of a
Queen (Metro-Goldwyn) , ITlie
Fast Worker (Comedy), Welcome Dangerternational
(Educational
) , InNews.
Musical Program — "Sunrise and
You" (Overture), "Sob Sister
Sadie" and "Don't Bring Lulu"
(Jazz), "I Don't Want to Get
Married" (Organ specialty).
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^Man and Maid
(Metro-Goldwyn), The Cannon
Ball
ExpressPuzzle
(Pathe),
Judge's
Crossword
(Educational). Kinograms and Pathe
News.
Musical Program — " Morning,
Noon and Night" (Overture),
"When My Sweetie Walks Down
the Street," "Ukulele Lady"
(Jazz Band), Saxaphone solo,
"Take Them To the Door" (Vocal novelty) .
Columbia Theatre —
Film Numbers — Men and Women
(S. R.), Isle of Vanishing Men
(S. R.), City Bound (Comedy),
International News.

Musical
Program
— " Raymond
(Overture),
Selection
of popu-''
lar refrains (Orchestra).
Heilig
Film TheatreNumbers — ■ The Rainbow
Trail (Fox), continued.
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numliers — Sally (First National), Pathe Review, International and Liberty News.
Musical Program — Selections
from "Sally" (Overture),
"Look for the Silver Lining,"
"Little Church Around the
Corner," "Sally In Our Alley"
(\'ocal duet as prelude).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Virgin (S.
R.), The Fast Worker (Comedy ), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
( Paramount ) . Wild Goose
Chase (Pathe), Pathe Review,
Kinograms.
Musical Pi-ogi'am — " Raymond "
(Overture),(Vocal
"Lament''
"Pagliacei"
solo). from
Winter Garden Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^Jimmie's !N[illions
(F. B. O. ), Screen Almanac (F.
B. O. ) , Fox News.
Musical
cialties.Program — Orchestral spePITTSBURGH
Loew's Aldine Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
( Metro-Goldwyn ) , Felix Pinches
the Pole (S. R. ) . Studio Secrets (F. B. 0.), Scenic Tours

Momerit
SEE!

The loves of all nations — a sequence fo natural
cithie—
,of .everycolors
, raceshowmg beauties
and
Gowns
—
the
latest
Paris
creacion* worn by ■ two of the
screen's most beautiful girls —
And then — see "Bis SuSTARTS
preme Moment^ —
SATURDAY

Blanche
Sweet
and
Ronald
Colman

The Pantheon's ad in Toledo on "His
Stiprcnm Mommt" (First Nat'l).

"Chiclie"
(Firstrun Xat'l)
ad, papers
three
columns wide,
in Toledo
on opening day hy the Pantheon
theatre.

lOToTUT

Musical
Program — Orchestra,
erra's Hawaiians
(Specialty). \'iRitz
TheatreFilm Numbers — The Chorus Ladv
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), He Who
Gets Rapped (F. 0. B.), Pathe
News.
State
Film TheaterNumbers — Idle Tongues
( First National ) , Every Man for
Himself (Pathe), Kinograms.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Blackstone Theatre —
Film Numbers — Riders of the Purple Sage (Fox), High Jinks
(Fox),
Aesop's Fables (Pathe)
Fox
News.
Musical Program — Jazz Orchestra.
DES MOINES

BARBARA LAMARR
TEARLE
and
CONWAY

Capitol
Theatre —— Chickie
Film
Numbers
(First
STARTS
ConUnuoua,
11 t» 11— De Lqi Showi, 5 7-9 TOMY
RIALTO
iOiKE

Beautiful Barbara
8h« toyed with
in«i— *conqoeit
broktn
h«*rt
lioiUeTartla.
Id tbe aiMAt
life ofJnttth/aanother
bntterfly of tlio
U7(f» "77ic
t o) aat Hircn"
\,Fir.><t
X'lt'l)
was Ilcai
shoun
street
theatre,
Kansas this
City, Main
this
opening ad teas used.
(Pathe), International News.
Kinema Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Last Laugh
(Universal),
Tenting News.
Out (Universal, International
Orpheum
Theatre——Another [Man's
Film
Wife Numbers
(Prod. Dist.
Corp.).

O
All Toledo Should See "Chkkie"!

Olympic Theatre —
Film(Paramount),
Numbers —All Any
\^'()man
Under
One
Flag
(Pathe), Line's
R.
) , International
News.Busy ( S.

( Educational ), Crossword
Puzzle (Educational), Pathe
News.
^Musical Program — Selections from
"The Student Prince" (Overture), Special jazz orchestra,
"Dear Old Backyard Days" (Organalogue) .
Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^K — the Unknown
(Universal), A Spanish Romeo
(Fox), Topics of the Day
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Symphony orchestra, Vanity Fair orchestra.

'The Isle of Vanishing Men'
by WflllimBIaH*F. Coaoert
Alder OfrbMtr*
On th«VIoUaPhot«cr«phed
BU|«
■TBA-NZQUTERtON
TROVATO
MiSCHt
loOenlu*
• of U)«
Eoceatrio
Will
Offer ForVictor
Mu*!" ^•■k
-8trea»4^"'
MIITH0(UKE_i|_MELOOY
Overtar* H»Tfc«rt
BADLET AND CATLETT
A DMtca CTMlton
Aa4
SPECIAL MUSIC WEEK PROfiR*W
Two-column
"Head
In newspaperforadtheon cnf/ageWinds"
(Universal)
ment at the Rialto theatre. Washington, D. C, recently.
National), Fox News; West of
the Great Divide (Educational),
Don't Pinch (Educational).
Musical
Program —River"
"Co Letta"
and
"Jassmania
(special
dance and musical numbers).
DesMoines Theatre —
Film Numbers — Recompense
(Warner Brothers), Universal
Weeklv, Raspberrv Romance
(Pathe).
Strand
Theatre—
Filrii Numbers
— The Way of A
Girl (Metro-Goldwyn), Kinograms, Merton of the Goofies
(F. B. O).
Rialto
Theatre-— The Lost Lady
Film Numbers
(Warner Bros).
Palace
Theatre —— Riders of the
Film Numbers
Purple Sage (Fox).
SALT LAKE CITY
American Theatre —
Film Numbers — I Want My Man
(First National), Now or Never

Film
Numbers
— Zander
the Great
Pantages
Theatre
—([Metro-Goldwyn ).
Paramount-Empress Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
(Paramount), Poor Butterfly
(Educational), Pathe News.
Victory
Theatre —— Eve's Secret
Film Numbers
(Paramount). The Cat's Meow
(Pathe), Pathe News.
CINCINNATI
Capitol
Theatre-— Welcome Home
Film Numbers
(Paramount),
Balto's Race
to
Nome
(Educational),
Capitol
News (Selected).
[Musical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut
TheatreFilm Numbers
— My Son (First
National),
The Goat Getter
(Comedy),
Pathe Topics
News. Aesop's
Fables
"(Pathe),
of the
Day (Pathe).
[Musical Program — Orchestra.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Charley's Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Felix the
Cat (S. R.), Pathe News.
Lyric
Theatre — The Night Club
Film Numbers
(Paramount), All Night Long
(Comedy).
[Musical Program — Orchestra.
Gifts
Film TheatreNumbers — Chu Chin Chow
(Metro-Goldwyn), Slick Artists
(Universal) .
Family
Theatre —— The Tornado
Film Numbers
(Universal), Sure Mike (Comedy), Fox News.
Keith
Film Theatre
Numbers— — Hearts of Oak
(Fox), Pathe News.
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Romance!

Action! Beauty
Time big anitj
mrp&uable
esterof talo-nnAdof unusual
intngumgtheme,
love rtory
with
two gntt ataji.
A seiiB&tioQ&l
ihowing
the lut offilm,K taighij
race.

line and Dancing Numbers com liinedl. "Tra\iala" (Specialty).
Capitol
TheatreFilm Numbers
— The Crimson RunnerProd.
(
Dist. Corp. ) . News
and Views (Pathe and Universal), The Marriage Vow
(Pathe).
Musical Program — "The Fortune
Teller" (Overture), "Carmen"
(Specialty), "Revue In Comics" (Stage Specialty), "BaseI)air' (Organ 'Solo)!^ Priscilla
Dean in person.
Stratford TheatreFilm Numbers — The Dressmaker
from Paris (Paramount) , Stratford News, Scenic, ■Cartoon
(S. R.).
Musical Program — " Yearning "
(Overture), "Blue Bird Land"
(Specialty), Triple Saxaphone
Quartette (Specialty), "WeathSolo er,
) . Whether Or Not" (Organ
1

The American theatre, Denver, cmployed this ad recently for the run
of '^Head Winds"
(Universal) at
that house.
ST. PAUL
Capitol TheatreFilm Numbers — CharleyV Aunt
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Capitol Dinrest (Selected), Peeps Into
Puzzle Land (Novelty reel),
Hodffe Podge (Educational), In
Old Japan (Scenic).
Musical Program — Selections from
"Kid Boots" (Overture), Organ
Novelty (Specialty), bssman
and Schepp (Banjoists), "Will
Yon Remember
^le" (Organ).
CHICAGO
Chicago Theatre —
Film Numbers — Lady of the
Night (Metro-Goldwyn) , International News (L'niversal ) .
Musical Piogram — Overture (Select ed), "The Butterfly" (Specialty), Louise Loring in a selection from "Aida" (Specialty). Rudy Wiedoft (Saxaphone
SyiK-npation ) .
Tivoli Theatre —
Film Numl)er.s — New Toys (First
National ) , International News
( I'niversal) .
Musical Program — "Toy Shop Revue" (Specialty), "Handel"
(Specialty), Popular Melodies
(Organ Solo). Morton Downey
(Tenor-Specialty) .
Riviera Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Son (First
National), News and Views,
Cartoon.
"Musical Program — " Martha "
(Overture). Popular Selections
(Organ Solo), "Cowboy Harmony" (Specialty), "The Glorias" from "Tlie Rise of Rosie
O'Reilly" (Stage Specialty).
McVickers Theatre —
Film Numbers — I'lie Little French
Girl (Paramount I. Comedy
(Educational), News (Pathe).
Musical Program — Patil Ash "In
Paris" (Stage Specialty, Over-

SAN

FRANCISCO

Loew's Warfield Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
( Metro-Goldwyn ) , The Dome
Doctor (Educational), Love
Story of Franz Schubert (S.
R. ) , Kinograms.
Musical Program^ — "Ideas in Marble" (Fanchon and Marco idea
with singing and dancing).
Imperial
Theatre
Film Numliers
— —Romola (MetroGoldwyn), Felix Gets His Fill
(S. R.") , Fox News.
Musical Program — " Mignon "
(Overture(Specialty).
) , "Moonlight and
Roses"
California Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Price of
Pleasure (Universal), The Lost
Tribe
News. (S. R. ), International
Musical Program — " Southern
Rliapsody" (Overture), "California March," "My Heart at
Thy Sweet Voice" (Violin soGranadalos"). Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Air Mail
(Paramount), Felix Grabs His
Grub ( S. R. ) , Locked Out (Universal), Pathe News.
Musical Program — "Black and
Tan Revue" (Company of fifty
in songs and dances ) .
Beatty's Casino Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Boomerang
(B. P. Schulberg-S. R.), Oh
Teacher (Educational), A Bit
of Heaven (Educational), Out
of the Inkwell (S. R.).
.•^
Jimria's finest''^
^

NOW— ■^-^^yPLAYING

Picture

News

(F. B. 0.), What a Night (Educational), Kinograms.
Musical Progam — Five singing and
dancing acts.
Curran
Theatre—— Phantom of the
Film Numbers
Opera (Universal), continued.
Wilkes
Theatre- The Lost World
Film Numbers—
(First National), continued.
OMAHA
Rialto TheatreFilm Numbers — Adventure (Paramount), Tender Feet (Educacational), Lyman Howe's Hodge
Podge (Educational), Kinograms, Hunting Kangaroos in
Australia (Paramount).
Musical Program — "Orpheus in
Hades" (Overture), "Sempre
Fidelis" (Exit March), Music
themes for feature picture,
"Sweetheart of All My Dreams,"
"Dramatic Lamento," and "Dramatic Allegro," "Listening" (OrStrand Numbers
Theatre —— The Night Qub
Film
(Paramount), The Goat Getter
gan).
(Educational), Newspaper Fun
(F. B. 0.), Fox News, Cross
Word Puzzles (Liberty).
Musical
Program
— "Yearning"
(Overture),
The Piano
Ensemble
(special feature on stage).
Goldwyn).
World
Theatre —— Yolanda (MetroFilm
Numbers
Musical Program — Organ novelty.
Six acts of vaudeville.
Empress
Theatre
—
Film
Numbers
— Laughing
at Dangercus
(F. B.
0.),
The
Great
CirMyster}', third episode
(Universal).
Musical
Program
— "Keep Smiling"
(musical
comedy).
Film
Numbers — Man and Maid
Sun Theatre—
(Metro-Goldwyn).
The Wild
News.
Goose Chaser (Pathe), Pathe

"Scat single column ad on "Introduce
Me"
Exlnbs.)at for
slioiring of{Afixoc.
that picture
the theGranada
theatre, San Francisco.
Senate Theatre —
Film Numbers — Kiss Me Again
( Warner Bross. ) , News Weekly,
Musical Program — ^Cantor Josef
Eosenbhitt (Specialty), Preston
Sellers (Organ Novelty), Helene
Heller and (ieorge Riley — "Abtionbott
.) Dancers" (Stage PresentaRoosevelt Theatre —
Film Numbers — Tlie Lost World
( First National ) .
Monroe Theatre —
Film Numbers — Gold and the (!irl
( Fox ) .
Orpheum
Theatre—— Introduce Me
Film Numbers
(Asso Exhil). ).
NEWARK
Branford Theatre —
Film Numliers Sackcloth and
Scarlet (Paramount), Branford
Review of Events (Selected),
Half a Hero (Educational).
Musical Program — " The Bat "
(Overture), Special selections
with Broadway star as banjo
soloist.

Film
Numbers— — On the Stroke
Moon Theatre
of Three (F. B. 0.).
Musical Program — Five acts of
vaudeville.
ANITA STEV1«1IIT
MRee,

JUST ONE LONG SCREAM

SON OFJAMES
OUVER
CURWOOD
II*
ZA
KA
PANTAGES VAUDEVILLE
SIX ANDERSON SISTERS
SANDY LANG * CO.

Ingenious single-column newspaper
ad on "The
Sight
Cluh" theatre,
( Paramount) at theChicago.
Randolph
Musical Program — Jazzaphonic
orchestra with stage presentations.
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Mad Dancer
(S. R. ), Andy in Hollywood
(ITnivcrsal) , Screen Snapshots
(S. R. ), International News.
Musical
Program — "When Yow
and I Were Seventeen" (Soprano solo ) .
strand TheatreFilm Numbers — Alias Marv Flvnn

RAYMOND GRIFFITH
VERA REYNOflDS,
Wallace beery ajio
louise fazenda
A PARAMOtTNT PICTI7RE
and a CO.>tEDY RIOl"
STATE « RANDOLPH
RANDOLPH

Tico-column newspaper ad for
"Baree, Son of Kazan" (Titagraph)
at Pantages theatre, Kansas City.

May

30,
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CLEVELAND
Stillman Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander tlie Great
( Metro-Goldwyii) — Fares Please
( Kducational) .
Musical Program — Selections from
"Tlie Firefly" (Cherture),
"\Mien a Maid Comes Knockingat Your Heart" (Voal solo).
Allen TheatreFilm Numbers — The Charmer
(Paramount), Dragon Alley
(Educational), Topics of the
Day (Pathc), Pathe News.
Musical Program — "The Fire
Bird" (Overture), Barcarolle
from "Tales of Hoffman"
(string orchestra).
State Theatre —
Film Numbers — Man and Maid
(Metro-Goldwyn) , High Jinx
(S. R.), Hot Water (Educational), Fun from the Press (P.
D. C), International News
(Universal ) .
Musical Program — Old Time
American Melodies (organ overture with slides), Vaudeville.
Park Theatre —
Film Numbers — Any Woman
(Paramount), Skinners iSilk
(Pathe), Feli.x has the Hippo
(S. R.), Topics of the D«y
( Pathe), Kinogra-ms (Educational. )
Musical Program — "II Guaranv"
(Overture), "The Onlv Oiilv
One." "Oh Susie," and "Alabaniy Bound" (Jazz).
Circle Theatre —
Film
Numl)ers
Charley's
Amit
(Prod.
Dist. —Corp.),
continued.
Honeymoon Hardships (Pathe).
Aesop's Fables
( Pathe ) , International News (Universal).
Musical Program — Selections from
Victor Herbert Hits (overture).
Reade's Hippodrome and
Kieth's East 105th St.—
Film Number.s — Riders of the Purple Sage (Fox). Universal comedy, International News (Universal. )
Musical
— "Rose Marie""
(overtureProgram
) , vaudeville.

^
NSAS— CITY^
NewmanKATheatre
Film Numbers — The Spaniard
(Paramount), Newman News
and Views (Pathe and Kinograms), Comedy (Educational).
Newman Current Events (Local
Photography) .
Musical Program — " Espana "
(Overture),(Novelty),
Waring's Pennsylvanians
Charles
Bennett Gash in Atmospheric
Prologue, Recessional (Organ
solos ) .
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — Head Winds
(Universal), The Isle of Vanishing
(S. R.),International
Aesop's FablesMen(Pathe).
News, Pictorial.
Musical Program — .atmospheric
Selections (Overture), Recessional (Organ solos).
Royal Theatre —
Film Nuniliers — The ^Monstei(Metro-Goldwyn), The Iron
Mule (Eiducational ) . Royal
Screen Magazine (Patlie and
Kinograms), Royal Current
Events (I^ocal Pliotography ) .
Musical Program — Royal Syncopators on Stage (Overture), Recessional (Organ solos).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numl>ers — The Hunted Woman (Fox). Fox News and Fox
8hort Subjects.

iLiBEirrY

^ARLLMMMLB

presents '^C'FFi^l^
VIRGINIA
VALLl

FRRY

UNIVERSAL
JEWEL
"il PICTURE
TEA «»
MATINEE
BAtLV-ONE
■■TM£
CHEAT Ontuj nflTEBT 3l«vttf
*

LOUISE FA2ENDA
J^*^ T.ROV
CEOSae BABNES
FAWCETT
JIdiid (Irmvn neicspapcr ad over three columns annoiniciitf/ tlic slioiring at
the Lihcrtii theatre in Kansas City of "The Price of Pleasure" (Unirersal , .
Musical Program — Selections
(Overture),
Recessional (Organ
solos
).
Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — (^)ao \'adis (First
National), Pathe News and Educational Short Subjects.
^Musical Program — Popular Selections (Overture). Recession.il
( Organ solos | .
ST7 LOUIS
D^lmonte Theatre —
Film Numljers — Gold Heels
(Fox), The Scout (comedy),
Delmonte News and Views.
^lusical Program — ^Overture and
popular numbers by orchestra.
On stage
song recital and musical novelties.
Lyric Skydome —
I'ilm Numbers — ^Declasse (First
National). Kinogram News and
sliort subjects (Educational).
^lusical
Program — Band concert.
\'ocal selections.
Grand Central, Capitol and
West End Lyric Theatres —
I'ilm Numljers — Declasse (First
National), Kinogram News and
'N'iews (Eiducational), At Capitol Comedv and Aesop Fable
(P'athe).
Musical Program — Orchestral
oveiture. Organ selections. At
Grand Central onlv on stage.
Ten English Rockets (Tiller
girls). At Capitol only Hciny
Klotz (Tenor).
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — Adventure (Paramount). Sea Leos (Educational), News Views and Tours
(Selected ) .
^lusical Program — Oxorture and
popular number (orchestral,
organ solo. On stage. Pastelle
Ballet, Brooks & Ross (Novelty
singers ) .
Missouri Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crowded
Hour ( P'aramount ) , Skinners in
Silk (Pathe), Missouri Magazine.
Musical Program — "Hungarian
Fantasy" (orchestra), "Sextette from Lucia"' (organ). On
the
stage,
"Dreamy
(Spanish
musical
revue).Spain"'
The
Clavilux (Scientific novelty).
William Goldman's King and
Rivoli Theatres —
Film Numbers — Idle Tongues
(First National). Looking for

Sally (Pathe), William Goldman's Magazine, Aesop Fable
(Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestral
overture and popular numljers.
At Kings only Baby Dorothy
Johnson (saxaphone artiste).
DETROIT
Capitol
Theatre—— Men and Women
l-"ilm Numbers
(P'aramount), Life of Frederic
Chopin
Pictorial. (S. R.), Detroit News
Musical Program — "Foxtrotting
Around the World" (novelty orchestral overture), "Way Down
Upon the Swaunee River" (orchestra and scenic film) , "Jubilee
Singers" (Songs of the South
and
Negro spirituals), organ recessional.
Madison Theatre —
i'ilm Numbers — Seven Chances
(Metro-Goldwyn). Aesop Fable
(Pathe), Detroit News Pictorial.
Musical Program — "The Biugville
Concert" (novelty orchestral
overture). Highland Park Fireman's Trio (vocal selections),
organ recessional.
Fox-Washington Theatre —
Film Numbers — She Wolves
(Fox), Plain Clothes (Pathe),
Felix the Cat ( S. R. ) , travelogue (S. R.). news pictorial
( Fox 1 , Program — Orchestral
Musical
overture, vocal selections (tenor), organ recessional.
Adams Theatre —
l''ilm Numbers — Zander the Great
( Metro-Goldwvn ) , The Iron
-Mule
R. ) ,'Newsreel
(Pathe ) .
^Musical(S. Program
— Orchestral
overture, vocal selections (soprano), organ reccs>ional.
Broadway-Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Tlie Age of Innocence (Universal), travelogue
(S. R.).
Newsreel (International. )
^Musical Program — Orcliestrai
overture, vocal selections (tenor), organ solo and recessional.
ATLANTA
Howard Theatre —
Film Numbers — Welcome Home
( Paramount ) , Voice of the
Nightingale ( Educational ) ,

My Boy Friend (Vitagraph),
International News reel.
Musical Program — Novelty slide
of "O Katliarina," from Chauver
iSouris, overture
"PoetAnita
and
Peasant"
(overture),
Rosa, soprana, singing several
s('l(!ctions, pianist accompanying. Fia/.(>r (pianist), solo.
Metropolitan
—
Film Numbers Theatre
— Learning
to Love
(First National), Good Morning. Nurse (Pathe), Fox News.
^Musical Program — E.vcerpts from
"The
Mikado
(Overture),
"Just
a Little
Drink
(Song slide),
"Listening"
(musical theme for
feature
).
Rialto
Theatre — — The Crowded
Film Numbers
Hour (Paramount), Love Goofy
( E<lucational ) .
Loew's Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
( Metro-Goldwyn ) , Pathe New*
reel. Timely Topics (Pathe),
Aesop's Fables (Pathe), EducaNews.
tional comedyPuzzles,
and Judge's
Cross Word
Pathe
Musical
Program
— Special Niunlier-i, five
acts Vaudeville.
Tudor TheatreFilm Numbers — Up the Ladder
( Universal), Shadows of the
East (Fox), B-Eye, and Baby
Peggy comedies (Universal).
Alamo No, 2 Theatre —
Film Numliers — Pampered Youth
( \'itagrapli
the
Yukon
(S. R.) , )The
, The Lure
SpeedofKing
(S. R.).
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Film Numbers — The Lady (First
ers
(Pathe),
Events
National),
The Current
Lion's" WliiskNews
).
( Pathe
and International
Musical Program — "The Poet and
the Peasant"' (Orchestra), Selections by Viennese pianist and
tenor.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Riders of the
Purple iSage ( Fox ) , Mysterious
^lysteries (Pathe), Current
Events (Pathe News).
Musical Program — Selections from
"The tra).
Fortune
(orchesFive acts Teller"'
of vaudeville,
Lafayette Square Theatre —
Film
Numbers
Lady
(Fox —) ,Gerald
PatheCranston's
comedy,
Current Events (Fox News).
Musical Program — Gems from the
Metropolitan Opera (orchestra .) organ selections, Five acts
of vatuleville.
Film
s — —Soiled ( S. R. ),
OlympicNumbei
Theatre
Silent Sanderson (Prod. Dist.
Corp.), Amly in Hollywood
(Lfniversal) , Current Events
(International News).
Musical Program — Medley of
Popular Airs (Organ).
Shea's North Park Theatre —
Film Numbers
— National),
Her Night Giddap
of Romance (First
News
( Pathe) . ) , Current E-vents
(Pathe and International
Musical Program — Selection from
"Madame
Butterflv" (Orchestra .)
Palace Theatre —
Film Numbers — Breed of the Border (F. B. 0.), She Who Gets
Crowned (comedy ) , Current
Events (International News).
Musical Program — Vocal selections by )Dan
Engel (radio
broadcaster
.

Motion
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Col. Levy's Teaser Stunts
on "If I Marry Again''
An unusually attractive teaser campaign
■vvas used by Col. Fred Levy in calling attention of residents of Lexington, Ky., to
the showing of "If I Marry Again,'' at the
Kentucky theatre.
The town was blanketed on the Friday
and Satiu'day preceding the opening witli
10,000 cards, printed in black carrying the
title of the picture on both sides, with a
question mark after, above and below the
title.
This was followed by newspaper advertising teasers, one column wide and four
inches deep : "There's a lot of them to pick
from If I Marry Again," "I'll sure watch
mv step next time If I Marry Again," "It
will be a blue-eyed, sweet child If I Marry
Again." "I'll keep all the cash in the bank
If I Marry Again." In each case the title
was in large type in the centre of the adv.
•with white space below and between the
title and the catchline.
"Wliite cards, with a lock of woman's'
hair inserted in a slit and bearing the wording, "I am looking for a woman with this
color hairtributedIf
I Marry
over the
town. Again," were disThree thousand imitation marriage licenses, advertising the picture on the inside, were distributed, as were fourteen
gross of tags to which small imitationgold wedding rings were attached. The
wording on the tags was, "Wear this
lucky ring and you'll never be confronted
with the problem — what will I do If I
3Iarry Again."
6u£Falo

Hunters

Invited

to

"Thundering Herd"
Coincident with the showing of "The
Thundering Herd'' at the Majestic theatre,
the Statesman published an invitation sponsored by Manager E. B. Roberts, inviting all
the old buffalo hunters of Austin to be the
playhouse's guests at a banquet. In addition each would receive a pass to see the
photoplay at the Austin, Texas, playhouse.
Besides the five old hunters who were
guests of honor, the press was well repre-

Novelty

Picture

Ballyhoo

News

Devised

to Aid
Manager
Chris"Oh,
BehrensDoctor"
of the Family
theatre , Davenort, la., and Jack Edwards.
Universal exploiter, conceived an unusual

W hut the rrilics said about ''Smouldering
Fires" (Lniversal), when it ivas shotvn at the
Piccadilly basis
theatre,
A'ca-lobby
York,display.
provided the
for this
sented at the banquet. A picture of the
banquet with special stories about the feast
and write-ups on the vai-ious experiences
of the hunters, appeared in all newsjjaA striking feature of Manager Robert's
campaign was the use of a 24-sheet on top
pers.
of the marquee with a concealed thunder
machine. The machine was operated by
special motor and gave a vivid impression
of thundering hoofs. Another sti'ong unit
was the advance lobby display consisting of
a miniature desert scene with several cutouts.
The standard campaign started a week in
advance, was augmented by a private
screening for 250 Boy Scouts, who later
distriljuted rotos on the attraction throughout the city free of charge.
Ten days prior to opening a feature
story on "The Thundering Herd" was run
in the newspapers. Two special slides and
a trailer carried the personal endorsement
of the management, as well as all other advertising. All ads stressed the fact that
this picture was in a class with "The Covvvr(] Waoon" and "North of 36".

ballyhoo
the Cadillac
engagement
Doctor!" for
A 1906
roadsterofwas ''Oh
secured from the local automobile agency and
decorated with a beaverboard stork carrying a new arrival, a small baby carriage,
and numerous signs. An ex-performer was
engaged to make up as an old-time
physician with a Prince Albert coat, high
silk hat, striped trousers and canning a
dactor's bag.
The car drove through Davenport, Moline
and Rock Island, which are just across the
river, paying visits to newly marrietl
couples. A list of these was procured from
the marriage license bureau. Instead of
going directly to the young couple's house,
however, he would stop a few doors away
and inquire for them. Then after securing
the desired information, he would depart
leaving a prescription calling for a visit to
the Family theatre.
Five thousand prescriptions reading "An
Apple a Day Keeps the Doctor Away, But
a Pretty Xurse, Oh, Doctor. Family
Theatre, etc.," signed Reginald Denny,
were distributed three days iu advance.
Five hundred post cards were mailed to
physicians and chiropracters in Davenport,
Rock Island, and Moline calling their attention to engagement and suggesting they
might
prescribe "Oh, Doctor" to
sDHU' ofwant
theirtopatients.
Reward

Heralds

Advertise

"A Thief in Paradise"
Two thousand heralds, offering a reward for the capture of Ronald Colman, the
"Thief In Paradise," were distributed by
Manager E. D. Turner of the Imperial,
Ashville.
The splendid herald can'ied two pictures
of the star, together with special copy, title;
cast and play dates. This was followed
up in the newspaper by an ad campaign
along similar lines with daily change of
copy during the three d.iys run.

To carry out the idea of the title, in building his lobby display on "Contraband" (Paramount), Manager H. C. Farley of the Strand theatre,
Montgomery, Ala., borrowed a quantity of miscellaneous boxes, barre Is and crates and pasted "Contraband^' strips on them all. Piled up
boxes framed the three-sheets at each side.

PATHE

We are positive that comedy and variety entertainment has a much stronger
appeal to the picture loving public than has drama or tragedy, as evidenced
by the program we have arranged for your approval.
When you share this opinion and evidence that fact by properly featuring
your short subject selections in all your advertising, your weekly and monthly
box-office statements will show a tremendous increase.
Our 1925-1926 output is costing about 30%
— the improvement is delightful.
We

more than last year's program,

believe you will cheerfully pay more for a better product.

We know you can get more for it no matter how you present it, but if
you refrain from booking inferior short subjects and really advertise well,
people will very shortly be attending your theatre regularly regardless of
their like or dislike of any particular dramatic ofYering.
Resolution ; Pathe shall not release anything that is not the best of its kind
on the market.
Elmer

R. Pearson,

F ice-President and General Manager
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
35 West 45th Street, New York
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Hal

Roach
t\Q||£n

presents
presents

r

Two

Reels

Comedies
*

p

Mickey,
What
More
loved

Farina,

family

Mary,

doesn't

familiar,
for their

know

more

antics,

n

Jackie, —
a
G
them, — look

popular,
their

than

for them
princes

on

and

the screen?
presidents;

naturalness.

Shown

to. more

audiences

any two reel comedies
praised

by more

reported on more
trade papers.
Their
box

Pathe

comedy

known;

exhibitors,
times in the

quality is proven,

their

office value is no experiment but a certainty.

ONE
FOUR

Hal Roach says: "On many an
exhibitors' program the two-ree
comedy is one-fifth the entire showin length, one-half the show in entertainment value, yet gets onetenth of nothing in the advertising.
Tell 'em about it!"

than

EVERY
WEEKS

Hal

Roach
PRESENTS

Charley

Chase

Comedies

Two

Reels

0

Before Chase was put into two reel comedies, he
won his spurs in the one
Comedies.

reel Hal

Roach

Exhibitors told us he was the best star those
comedies had presented since the old days of
Harold Lloyd.

"If
jElmer Pearson says; one
you advertise only
Ifeature of your entertainment, do not blame the
public for coming or staying away in the ratio they
happen to care for that one

feature."

You only have to see him to know why one reel
comedies were too short for him.
ONE

EVERY

FOUR

WEEKS

Roach

With

Hal

comedies
In them

Roach's

own

Reel

name

on

these

they've got to be good*
will appear

of comedians

a very strong company

with

familiar — James

all of whom

Finlayson,

you

Frank

are

Butler

of "The Spats Comedies," Noah Young,
Martha Sleeper, Marjorie Whiteis, Lucien
Littlefield and Blanche
Roach

promises

comedy

lavish

production,

stories, lots of laughs.

promise
money's

Mehaffey.

your

patrons

more

You

than

worth on the comedy alone.
ONE EVERY FOUR WEEKS

WiLLARD C. Howe of the "Trade
Review" says; "A lively two reel
comedy is more of a feature than a
lot of the "Features" on which we
build our box office hopes. Advertise the comedies. The box-office
will pay you back in cash."

rathetomedy

real
can
their

Comedies

ents

Those

of you

comedies

"A

who

saw

Haunted

and

played

Honeymoon"

the Tryon
and

"Hold

My Baby" know and appreciate what this young
laugh-maker is capable of with the Hal Roach
organization behind him.
He

gets better and better.

In this new

series he

will be supported by such players as Martha
Sleeper, Fay Wray, Katherine Grant, Marjorie
Whiteis, Blanche Mehaffey and the marvelous
baby, "Husky"

Hanes.
ONE
FOUR

Hal Roach says If I had tlie agency for thvee or four •
Fir\e cars and only advertised one. I wouldn't be ■ •
surpivsecl if
only soia
sold one ana
and missea
missed tne
the proii^
profits
^virpnsea
ir Iloniy
on
thi
others.
Advertise
comedies
and
cet
all •
on the others. Advertise comedies and get all*
that's coming to you "

i

EVERY
WEEKS

end to end they would reach around the
world several times.
When it is possible to get prettier girls.
Mack Sennett will have them; when it
is possible to think up more gags, the
Sennetts will have them; when it is possible to make funnier comedies, Sennett
will do it.
In the meantime, for beauty and mirth,
Mack Sennetts every time and all the
time.
ONE

Pathecpmedy

®

EVERY

FOUR

WEEKS

Mack Sennett says; "There is no question but
what the brightest spot on the program is frequently
a two reel comedy. It's sound business to advertise
a picture so important. It will make business

'We believe the greatest comedian on the screen toda}' is Harry
Langdon." — The Film Mercury.
'Harry Langdon is about right for big feature comedy
successes." — IVid's Weekly.
'He gives every evidence of being the finest comedian that
has Hashed on the screen since Chaplin." — Motion Picture
Magazine.
'He can get over more comedy with one small motion of an
eyebrow than some comedians can with a whole outfit of
gags." — Los Angeles Times.
'Harry Langdon is a howl." — AI. P. IV orld.
'We can recall no other comedian who does so little to express
so much." — /";///( Daily.
THE MAN WHO'S MADE A SENSATION
IN A FEW SHORT MONTHS

Robert E. Welsh of the M. P. World says; "A picture worth shoxvirg is worth advertising.

Mack

Sennett

prc^sents
Alice

Day

omedies

Two

Alice Day, the sweet-faced charmer who has appeared in so many
Sennett Comedies during the past year, now a comedy star in her
own right.
When Sennett picks a star he picks one who has earned the name.
Alice Day has.
As delightful a little lady as ever stepped before a camera, in real
comedy stories, with first class casts, and oodles of gags.
You're picking peaches when you book the Alice Day Comedies.
ONE EVERY FOUR WEEKS
Elmer Pearson says: "Vaudeville's headliner is rarely
the longest feature. Why shouldn't we be just as
truthful regarding pictures?"

Pathecomedy

W —

Reeli

Mack

Senn

re

J^

Graves
Last year Mr. Sennett announced a new star for two-reel comedies — Ralph Graves.
The mere fact that Graves had been selected for the big part in a new series was significant. Mr. Sennett knoics comedy.
The past year has justified the choice. The Graves comedies have definitely made
good. The big, broad-shouldered, good-looking young star is no longer an experiment. He is a success. As such he is to be continued in a new series which is certain to be even better than the old.
ONE
EVERY

Elmer PearsOn says; "Many patrons
want to see all of some comedian's pictures.
How can they do so without knowing when
and where?"

FOUR

WEEKS

Pathecomedy

Mack

Be

n

Sennett

Turpin

PRESENTS

Mack

Star

Sennett

Comedies

"Baby Stars" selected by Sennett
himself, out of his vast experience, as
sure to climb high.
Gathered together in all their youth,
talent and beauty, under Sennett's
own supervision, in comedies that
sparkle and delight..
Robert E. Welsh says: "Short
subjects are necessary as proper
balance to a show. They offer
insurance of 'satisfactory entertainment,' even when the feature falls down. I can't see why
it should be necessary to argue
the point of advertising them."

rafoecofiiecw

ONE

EVERY

FOUR

WEEKS

Elmer Pearson s a y s ;
"Attendance records at
New York theatres show
that the public- rates
corned}- far above everything else. 'For Cash's
Sake' tell 'em about the
thing they like best."

Eleven years of uninterrupted success in producing one reel comedies! What
producer can show a record like that of Hal Roach?
Despite longer features, despite more two reel comedies, the one reel
comedies of the Hal Roach Studios are doing today a wider business than
at any time during the past four years.
That's proof of sustained high quality, of a need fulfilled, of a demand for
real laughter-getters in short length.
They're short in length but long in fun.
ONE EVERY OTHER

WEEK

mmm

One Reel
Thrill, action, beauty, absorbing
You

demand

features.

those

You

qualities

find them

No
what

matter

what

your

in the finest

all in these

markable one reel pictures
country's most famous
Grantland Rice.

interest.

edited

Sporting
program,

by the

Editor —
no matter

is the class of your audience,

you will

find the Sportlights one of the most
lar releases you can show.
Produced

by J. L. HAWKINSON

EVERY

OTHER

re-

WEEK

Patheoicture

popu-

Pathe
The bigger and better Patheserial is playing the
bigger and better houses.

When

theatres like

the Missouri of St. Louis, Newman

of Kansas

City, Mo., Orpheum of Detroit, Crandall's Circuit of Washington, Loew's Circuit, and scores
of others like thern, play Patheserials, it shows
that the Pathe policy of stories by well known
authors, casts with names, and true feature production, ismeeting with just appreciation.

i

p Hi H

serials
Current

and

Coming

Patheserials

>> with Mahlon Hamilton and
"IDAHO!
Vivian Rich; from the novel by
Theodore Burrell; produced by C. W. Patton ;
acclaimed by exhibitors, reviewers and public as one
of the strongest Western dramas ever released; now
showing
with Jack Mulhall,
Helen Ferguson, PMdie
"
WEST
"WILD
Phillips and Virginia Warwick; now in production
at the famous Miller Bros. 101 Ranch in Oklahoma

"The Green Archer" from
the exciting mystery novel by
Edgar Wallace^
duction

for early pro-

'Janie and the Waning
Glories"
'\titli subject to chnuge) ;
from the novel by Raymond S.
Spears

;

"SUNKEN
SILVER"
Miller and Frank Lackteen; from the novel "Black
Caesar's Clan'' by Albert Payson Terhune; a drama
of
nowFlorida;
ready produced and directed by Geo. B. Seitz;

PLAY

BALL!

story by John J. McGraw, manager of the
N. Y. Giants; with Allene Ray, Walter Miller, J.
Barney Sherry and Harry H}c;^]iels; in production

Fables

Pictures

Inc

Aesop'S
Film
Fables
Cartoxmiyt
Poui
TblT^

S. L. ROTHAFEL,

Managing

Director

of the

Capitol Theatre, New York, says: "The humor
and cleverness of Mr. Terry are perhaps the best
we have in animated cartoons. I always welcome an opportunity to put them on my
Joseph

PlUNKETT,

Managing

Director of the

Mark
Strand Theatre, New York, says : "Aesop's
program."
Film
Fables have been very successful on our
program. The audience enjoys them immensely,
and I want to congratulate you on the splendid
animation and humor that is put into these
ONE

EVERY

WEEK

pictures."

sJi/ Distributors VjL-/

Martin J. Quigley of Exhibitors Herald says ; "Short subjects are truly
great factors in affording the type of satisfaction to patrons that insures
the success of a theatre. No exhibitor should jeopardize this success by
failure to make known to his patrons, in an adequate way, just what
short subjects he has in store for them."

A

short reel that '''Saves the Show'^^
"Despite a long stage wait Monday night, caused by
the lateness of the girl in James Barton's act, the
Keith's Riverside bill (New York) played smoothly
and to a healthy turn-out. The bill was considerably
switched around after the matinee, the switches being
responsible for the stage wait and also indirectly in
giving the laughing hit of the evening to 'Topics of
the Day'" — VARIETY.
•Topics of the Day'' is a bright spot on any bill.
It's a headline act in pictures.
ONE EVERY WEEK

"Danny" says; "The exhibitor vVho doesn't
advertise short subjects and tell the world the story
of his well balanced program, week in ind week
out, hasn't any more right to be in this business than
the railroad president who has Pullman equipment
and keeps his mouth shut tight as a clam."

<.

It rivals the newspapers in its swift
presentation of the news.
For many years the standard of
film quality. Undoubtedly the best
known motion picture in the world.
With it yon buy prestige that means
better business and more profits ; and
a service that is truly incomparable.
ONE REEL TWICE A WEEK

Pathe

The

Review

Magazine

of

the

Screen

Three, or more, real "feature stories" in every issue.
Pictures such as you can get nowhere
installment complete in itself.

else, each "feature" presented in installments, each

For instance; "The Prettiest Girl I Know," presenting the beauty nominations of
celebrated artists, theatrical producers, etc.; "Brides of all Lands"; sport and science
in Mongolia, India, etc. with the American Museum of Natural History; with Count
Byron de Prorok in ancient Carthage; the incomparable Pathccolor, etc. etc.
ONE

REEL

EVERY

WEEK

Ives-Leventhal

tereoscopiks

A super-novelty, an unexcelled attention-getter.
Positively startling effects, with the figures and objects on the screen fairly
jumping out at the observer.
So novel, so unusual, that on any program they will vie with the best feature in
point of interest. See one and you'll understand why.
A series of four short reels, released one every eight weeks.

May

dU,

Give

1925
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By Elmer R. Pearson
Vice- President and General Manager of
Pailie Kxrhnngc, Inc.

and custom are the iinTRADITION
writton laws born of experience.
While they never, in themselves, get
into the written record, yet they possess a
dcfjree of permanency far beyond that of the
duly recoi'ded fjovernment statute. Laws
have been made and abrogated overnight
without even jarring the observance of customs against which tlie laws were designed.
The impetus to change or discard custom
or tradition must come from within the
group ; from their recurrent experiences and
the realization that past methods and timeiionored ideas have outlived their time.
The motion picture industry is not so
young that it has not acquired its own body
of customs and traditions. Some have come
to us as a heritage from the stage. Of these
there can be no criticism ; their survival
is sufficient proof of their usefulness. A
certain portion of our trade customs, however, came into being with the rise of the
motion picture itself.
Program Tradition
There is the custom, for example, of regarding dramatic fare as necessarily tlie
principal ingredient of any successful theatre program. This is due no doubt to the
fact, that the motion picture producer from
tlu' beg-inniug has stressed the dramatic rather
than the comedy theme. There are very
definite reasons for this. In the first place,
a comedy is harder to produce, foot for foot,
than a dramatic su]).iect. The comedy demands greater feiliiity of imagination,
more painstaking -takes and retakes of
many details. The dramatic feature often
gets over by reason of its elaborate properties, gorgeous backgrouiuls or costumes, or
spectacular effects. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the pi-odncer should have
more fre(|uently goiu" in for dramatic rather
Hum comedy i)ictures. Nor is it sui'prising
that bigger first-run theatres affiliated w'th
producers of feature-length dramas should
have nourished and sustained this standard
by throwing the emphasis on the drama in
their advertising and jjresentation.
The indepeiulent exhibitor has succumbed
to the sulitle example of the altiliateil houses,
and to his own disadvantage. Hy throwing
the force of his advertising on the feature
he has increased the rental prices of tiie
feature production while reducing the prices
on the short-subjects. Good short-subject
stars and directors have been attracted into
feature-length production in order that they
may secure advertising recognition and
financial returns denied them because so
many theatres' advertising ignores them until they show up in a five-reeler.
Public s Preferences
But, now, let us look at the other side of
this picture— at the public's side. The whole
history of human kind ])roves that men are
more disposed to laugh than to cry. The

Short-Sutject
Its
Due
and the results obtained by those who have
already made a partial correction.
Tracing this pernicious tradition to its
source may help us realize the unfairness of
its continuance. Most of us can I'einember
the days when the five-reeler came into being as a complete program and comi)eted
with the short-subject program; we can also
remember that the short-subject of that day,
foot for foot, could not compete with the excellence of the feature-length i)icture. In
fact, uj) until about four years ago the average short-subject had not imi)rove(l to any
gTeat e lent, whereas the better featurelength pictures had improved manyfold in
excellence. It is not be wondered that exhibitors acquired the habit of depending
upon
the feature-length
dramatic pictui'e for
their drawing
power.

Elmer R. Pearson, vice-president and general nianager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
greatest authors and playwrights of all time
knew well this propensity of humankind to
relish laughter above all else. Shakespeare,
for instance, realized that both the gentry
in the gallei'V and the fans in the pit deiHiuided comedy in huge gobs, and he gave
it to them not only in whole doses as in "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" and "As You
Like It," but also saw to it that both his
straight dramas and even his tragedies were
lil)ei'ally sprinkled with the spice of comedy.
What the Stage Teaches
Showmen of the pr(>sent day might well
take and
a ])age
this nuister-showman's
book
give from
the comedy
the consideration
it deserves wlieii i)lanning their programs.
Look over the list of New York stage offerings for the ])ast several years. Tliere have
been ten dranuitic flops to every comedy failure; and while tlie dramatic offerings outnumber the comedies two to one the list of
l)ig successes contains two comedies for
e\ ('ry one drama.
Every normal person wants to laugh. Let
your advertising guarantee him a lot of
laughs, and he will l)e tliere even though he
caies not much for the rest of your bill.
Very many of the smaller theatres have already established "Comedy Nights," "Pathe
Nights," "Short-Subject Nights," etc., with
surprising increases in their box-office receipts.
Custom Impeding Progress
As we said at the beginning ciisloin and
tradition possess a permanence never enjoyed by written law. Here we face in an
advanced stage of development a trade custom of centering nearly all our theatre
advertising on only one unit of our program ;
even though most of us must realize upon
deliberation that this pi'ocedure is dead
wrong in the light of present short-subjects

Short Comedies Improved
Progress, however, will not be denied, and
patron demand for better and better entertainment led to the necessity for more variety than the dramatic picture offered. Thus,
exhibitors began adding an average of about
four r€els of short-subjects, which a few
years ago were of such quality that the less
said about them the better. But as shortsubject producers and distributors saw a
better market they set about to improve the
quality of their product until today the
iictual average of all short-subjects is the
equal of all feature-length subjects.
However, there are quite a number of
feature-length pictures that cost upwards of
$50,000. per reel, whereas the average cost
of the best short-subjects is probably
slightly under .$2.5,000. per reel. Not that
cost in dollars is a fair comparison of excellence becau.se in comedy at least excellence is measured in ingenuity rather than
by dollar-bought elaborateness.
Need Advertising Support
Film rentals for good short -subjects are
slowly but gradually increasing, but in every
instance only (piite awhile after the producer
and distributor have increased their cost.
Short-subject rentals have not increased as
rapidly as it has been necessary to increase
the production cost. Thus, in the case of
comedies. Mack Sennett, Hal Roacli and
Pathe have at tliis moment hundreds of thousands of dollars invested in the last two
years' product that can never be gotten back
from those particular pictures. We can
only hope that the missionary and introductory work of those pictures together with
the further increased cost and excellence of
this year's product will result in the exhibitor according us more time on his screen
and liighei- rentals; and above all else that
he will tell the public about our excellent
pictures in his advertising.
We stress this last point because,' we are
certain the j)ub'ic will assert very j)ositively
its preference for comedy entertainment and
for our comedy offerings once we break
down this foolish tradition whicli threatens
the exhibitors' independence as well as the
biggest forward improxement ever made to
place short-subjects out front where they can
do this industry so much good.
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Use

oi All-Skort-S
By J. E. Storey
General Sales ^lanager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
THEinto Short-Su
its own. bject is rapidly coming

The season just closing has seen
the Short-Subject in the ascendancy, and
we contldeutly predict that the 1925-1926
term will witness even greater advances by
the Short-Subject in popular prestige and
usage by the exhibitor.
iiore than ever before the public is
throwing its patronag'e to the Variety brand
of entertainment. The increasing popularity of the vaudeville bill is one proof of
this; the rejjort by libraries of the tremendims demand for short stories, or for books
embodying series of short stories, is another.
.Many showmen have already heeded thi>
demand and have increased their use of
Short-Subjects witliin the past year to a
notable extent. With each succeeding
mouth we find increasing instances of this
practice among first-run exhibitors. St.
Louis recently witnessed daj-and-date showings in everv one of its lirst-run houses, except one, of thirty-three Pathe shortsubject releases. Boston is another big city
that has given the Pathe short-subject product one hundred per cent representation
simultaneously in its first-run theatres.
New York is also on the roster of the big
towns gi"ving increased progi'am space to
the Short-Subject. Within the past year
Broadway's first-run theatres have repeatedly shown four and five Pathe short-subject releases daj'-and-date. The Grand Opera
House in New York Citj' ran, with highlj
profitable box-office receipts, a Pathe tworeel comedy for ijraetically every day of the
month. Another remarkable instance of
short-subject popularity is the booking arrangement made bv' the Stone theatre of
Brooklyn whereby Pathe's short-subject
product was signed for showing on forty
days out of a period of fifty consecutive
days.
Los Angeles recently put on a Pathe banner week during which four two-reel
comedies appeared day-and-date at four
prominent first-run theatres. Five of San
Francisco's first-run houses presented during the same week four different Pathe

A group of Pathe stars.

utject

Picture

News

Program
Increasing
are just as enthusiastic. In fact, the
Dreamland Theatre at Bandon, Ore., went
the Atlantic City Exhibitor one better and
e tended the All-Comedy Program from
one day to an entire week.
\Mthin the past few weeks the West has
added still further to the record of the AllComedy Program's success. The Egy^Jtian
and tlie Aztec, two of San Francisco's
prominent first-run houses, recenth' staged
programs made up largely from comedy
product appearing on the Pathe schedule.
Max Graf, managing director of both
houses, was so favorably impi-essed by the
box-office returns that he declared his intention of repeating the plan in ine near
future.

''Chronicles"

J. E. Storey, general salesInc.manager, Pathe Exchange,
comedy otierings, the New Fillmore and
New Mission theatres doubling on one of
the subjects day-and-date.
Perhaps the most important feature of
this increasing prominence being given the
Short-Subject is the ever-widening use of
the All-Short-Subject Program.
Edward J. O'Keefe, operating the Criterion theatre in Atlantic City, N. J., has
given his Short-Subject Programs an allcomedy cast. His report on the box-office
reaction is typical.
"I am very glad to tell j'ou that All
Comedy' Day never fails to do capacity
business. When I first introduced this
unique idea of a program consisting of
nothing but comedies the general opinion of
picturesmen whom I discussed the idea
which was that it would never go over.
However, I am very glad to say that with
every recurring year if anything it grows
even mor-e popular."
That has been O'Keefe's experience on
the East Coast, but tlie Western report?

Offer

Many
Box-Office Tie-Ups
By Harry L. Knappen,
Sales Manager of ment,
"Chronicles
of America"
DepartPathe Exchange,
Inc.
The great headway made during the year
by the "Chronicles of America" photoplays
in establishing theraselves as permanent
screen fixtures in hundreds of theatres
throughout the country marks a very definite
and significant trend in the history of motion pictures.
The outstanding success of the "Chronicles" has been due in no small measure to
the fact that both Pathe and the Yale University Press united in furnishing impressive
publicity and exploitation aids.
In addition to the ordinary facilities of its
branch offices, Pathe put specialty men in the
field whose sole mission is to keep the daily
papers and other public prints liberally supplied with reading matter and to effect social
group organization, thus insuring liberal
attendance. In man\- cities Better Film
Committees have been interested to the
point of gi\'ing the pictur'es the kind of boxoffice
to run support
the entirewhich
series.encourag-ed exhibitoi's
By getting the cooperation of these organizations and indi^-iduals and aiming whenever practicable to show appropriate
'"Chronicles" on national and state holidays,
exhibitors with the vision to book this product have been well rewarded for their
efforts.

Silver" and "Play Ball," Pathe serials
star of by"Sunken
Allene Ray,
in Hal
seen star
Glen Tryon, who will■ beChase,
of aRoach
series productions;
of two-reel comedies
produced
Hal Roach.

and Charley

2f>7i
May

30,

1925

1925-26
Patke's
By H arry dcott
Feature Sales Alanager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
writing this announceAT THE menttime
Pathe ofhas definitely scheduled
two feature productions for release
part of the J925-I92(j seaearly
g
durin son.theAdditio
n;^ will
be made to the feature
program and plans to this end are already
's plan, however, to
under way. It is
ulePathe
ses that
build up a sched
of feature relea
will be notable ior their quality entertainment rather than their mere numbers.
The two feature productions already assigned to the Pathe program for the new
season are the Harold Lloyd feature comedy, as yet untitled, wliich is based on a
highly diverting story of college life; and
the rial Roach feature, " Black Cyclone,"
in which
title
role. " Rex," the Wild Horse, plays the

ScKedule

oi

Releases
Feature
on the widesi^read interest in the gridiron
sport
with which the comedy directly ties
up.

Harold Lloyd's new comedy is a distinct
departure from liis more recent rypes of
roles. The story deals with college life and
presents Harold as an undergrauuate with
particular
ball star. aspirations of becoming a footThe comedy is largely' in the nature of
a character study. A youngster sets out
on a college career with the ambition of
becoming the most popular man in the
school. To achieve his purpose he resorts
to all manners of ludicrous devices and
situations with, the result that he becomes
the laughing stock of his associates. The
ciTicial test comes in the football game when
Harold is called into the contest by accident. Disillusioned at last and aware ot
liis companion's real feelings towards him,
the boy throws all artifices aside, becomes
his real self, and by sheer grit wins his
way to the popularity that he has so fong
sought for in vain.
In the matter of time consumed and money
spent this production promises to be the
most ambitious one ever undertaken by
Lloyd. Some marvelous shots were obtained
at the annual gridiron classic between the
University of California and the Stanford
University at Berkeley, while other football
scenes were filmed at the Los Angeles Coliseum.

Paul Fuller, president of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
A high light of the action is a ninetyfive yard run hy Harold, said to be the funniest if not the most spectacular gridiron
dash ever seen on or off the screen. While
concerned with the football sport the picture has been so constructed that those not
acquainted with the technique of the game
will be able to follow the action with a maxi
mum of interest.
Sam Taylor and Fred Newmyer are once
more teamed in the direction of the production, while the east includes Jobyna Ralston
as Lloyd's leading woman, Brooks Benedict
as the heavy, Hazel Keener, James Anderson, and Joe Harrington.
A number of preview showings have
already been held on the West Coast. These
sliowings have convinced the Harold Lloyo
coni])any that they have in the new feature
jiroduction the funniest comedy that Harold
Lloyd has yet been identified with. It is
Pathe's plan to release the new picture in
tlic fall so that the exhi})itor may capitalize

" Black Cyclone is the successor to
" Rex, King of Wild Horses," which proved
one of the screen's sensations uuring the
past season. The new Hal Roach feature,
starring Rex, is hailed by all those who
have seen it as decidedly suj^erior to the
fii-st " Rex " picture in point of story
values, thrillin<; action, and the individual
performance of the equine star. The story
of '■ Black Cyclone " is a romance of the
plains in which the major roles are carried
Ijy animal actors, the human characters being relegated for the most part to subordinate parts in the action. Between the
great
Morgan
thoroughbred
" Rex known
" and an
equally powerful
Pinto stallion,
as
" The Killer," is waged one of the most
thrilling contests ever seen on the screen.
Tlie picture was staged in the Nevada desert
under the direction of Fred Jackman.
Preceding the national release of the picture, "Black Cj'clone " will be given a
series of kej'-city exploitation runs, the first
of these to be staged was at the Capitol
Theatre, New York, where the world
jiremicre was held, opening Sunday, May
17th. Following the Capitol engagement,
" Black Cyclone " will be shown over the
Loew Circuit, having been engaged for the
maximum, or 120 days.
S. L. Rothafel, in speaking on Sunday
evening. May 10th, through Station WEAF
and six allied radio stations throughout the
country,
was the announced
best picturethat
that" Black
he had Cyclone
seen in"
five
years
and
urged
all
his
listeners
to view
tunity.
" Black Cyclone " at their earliest opporAnother striking evidence of the unusual
merit of " Black Cyclone " is seen in the
remarkable report just handed down by the
General Committee of the National Board
of Review who viewed the production.
" This is a remarkably interesting photoj)lay, with horses in a wild state on the
range for its principal actors. It has thi'ill,
love, adventux'e — all the qualities of intense
dramatic action. Pictorially, it is often

superb."

Stars of Pathe releases.

Harold Lloyd, whose new feature will be issued in the fall; Clyde Cook, to be starred in a series of Hal Roach comedies; and Harry
Langdon, who will be seen in Mack Sennett productions.
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Patke's
Two
By Stanley B. Waite

Motion

Reel

Sales Manager of Tvvo-Roel Comedies Department. Patlie Exchange, Inc.
SENNETT and Hal Roach
MACK
Studios liavo ontliiiod a program
of eoinedy production for the sea.son of 1925-26, to be di,stril)uted by Pathe
Exchang:e, Inc., that will outdo anything
these two leading comedy producers liave
ever attempted in the past.
The 1925-26 season finds this policy continued on an even more elaborate scale.
The schedules laid down for the Hal Roach
and Mack Sennett organization call for the
delivery of 104 two-reel comedies for the
coming season.
On the making of these comedies both
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett will employ
five units each. Four of the companies
from each studio will be headed by individual stars, while one company from each of
the producers will make comedies in which
various members of both stock companies
will be featured.
Three of the Mack Sennett companies will
be headed by Harry Langdon, Alice Day,
and Ralph Graves respectively. In addition, there will be a Mack Sennett Comedies
series in which various members of the Mack
Sennett stock company will be featured,
including such prominent comedy players as
Madeline Hurlock, Raymond McKee, Natalie Kingston, Billy Bevan, Thelma Parr,
Sid Smith, Vernon Dent, Jack Richardson,
Kewpie Morgan, and Andy Clyde.
In addition to the above named stars
Mack Sennett's organization has added many
new names and faces to its producing staff.
Six leaders in their field are represented in
the Mack Sennett directorial lineup. These
include Eddie Cline, HaiTV Edwards, Del
Lord, Ralph Ceder, Reggie Morris and
Lloyd Bacon. HaiTv' Edwards, who is responsible for the direction of Langdon's past
screen hits, will continue to wield the megaphone for this Mack Sennett star. Lloyd
Bacon handled the direction of Lloyd Hamilton prior to his coming to the Mack Sennett
lot, Del Lord is one of the tried and proven
directors on the pioneer lot, comedy-producer's lot, having made twenty-five pictures for

Stars and featured players in Pathe pictures:

Picture

News

Comedy

Hits
for
1925-26
comedy product ever planned for the shortsubject market, the production costs alone
on the comedies for one season aggregating
over .$4,000,000.
To take cai-e of this huge production program, Hal Roach has added extensiely t«
his studio personnel. The staff of directors
works under the supervision of F. Richard
Jones, who has been identified with the direction of comedies since the days of the
Keystone Comedies.
"Bob'' McGowan, the "Our Gang" director, is the dean of the Hal Roach directorial
staff. The marvelous success of thLs series
of comedies is due in large measure to the
skilled and sympathetic handling of the
troupe of youngsters by McGowan. James
W. Horne, known for a long time as a
successful director of feature-length productions, is handling the megaphone for the
Glenn Tryon two-reel comedies. The tworeel series of comedies featuring Charley
Chase will be made under the direction of
Leo McCarcy. This director is accredited
to a large degree with the development of
Chase during the past season.
Clyde Cook, the newly signed Hal RoaehPafhe star will be directed by Lloyd BuckMack Sennett. Pathe Comedy producer.
ingham. Buckingham has established an international reputation as a comedy director.
Mack Sennett. Eddie Cline will direct Ralpk
^Ir. Buckingham has directed the majority
Graves in his new series of comedies.
of productions made by Clyde Cook since
his entrance into the motion picture comedy
For the coming season John Waldron,
field. Fred Guiol will direct the Hal Roach
General Production ilanager of the Mack
Two-Reel Comedies Series.
Sennett Studios, has enlai'ged his scenario
staff to nine people who will work under
Among those to be co-featured in this
the supervision of Arthur Ripley while a
ieries are several names that have ali'eady
made their mark as stars of wellknown comlarge
of "gag''
men have been recruited
to workstaffAvith
Felix Adler.
edy brands. Reference is made especially
to Al St. John. Lige Conley, Dot Farley,
In addition to the regular lineup of the
and Lucien Littlefield. Among the other
far famed Bathing Beauties the stock company at the Mack Sennett Studios includes
prominent members of the Hal Roach comSid Smith, Vernon Dent, Madeline Hurlock.
pany are Katherine Grant, Jimmy Finlay.^on,
Martha Sleeper, Blanche Mehaffey, Fay
Natalie Kingston, Thelma Parr, Virginia
"Wray, and Kathleen Collins.
Gilbert, Billy Bevan, Jack Richardson, Kewpie Morgan and Andy Clyde.
Other departments of the Hal Roach organization have also l^een added to. Many
Early this Spi-ing Pathe and the Hal
new title writers and film editors are now at
Roach Studios signed a new contract which
work under the direction of H. M. Walker,
calls for the delivery during the coming seawhile F. Richard Jones has increased his
son of a minimum of 48 and a maximum of
52 two-reel comedies. This represents by "gag men" staff to six headed by the wellknown author Rob Wagner.
far the most formidable lineup of two-reel

Alice Day, Mack Sennett's new star; Jobyna Ralston, leading lady for Harold Lloyd in his new feature for Pathe;
and Ralph Graves, featured in Mack Sennett's comedies.
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Fortkcommg
Patkeserials,
Season
1925-26
By E. Oswald Brooks
Pathe serials of high (nuility, big box office
attractiveness and infinite variety.
Sales Manager of Senal Dept., of Palhe
Exchange, Inc.
The "greater and better" Pat Ik; serial
has already, by sheer merit, forced itself
of
HS
sucee
{^reat
tlie
EMBOLDENED l).v
upcni the attention of literally thousands
tlu! "greater and better" Pathcserial
of the higher class theatres which heretofore
plan, our lineup for serials during
have not looked upon serials as being suitthe forthcoining- season of 1925-1926 is
able attractions for their tyi)e of audiences.
y
ious
saril
than any ineven more ambit
neces
It would be tedious to enumerate a long list
.
y
since
troduced this polic was put into effect
of such houses which now regularly play
On May 10th we released an Albert PayPatheserials, l)ut as an indication of their
son Terhune story of the Florida Everglades
calibre we might mention such theatres as
under the title of "Sunken Silver." This is
the Newman, Kansas City, the Missouri, St.
a direct picturization in Patheserial form of
Louis, the Hoblitzel houses in Dallas, San
Mr. Terhune's very successful novel "Black
Antonio, Fort Worth and Houston, the
Caesar's Clan." The featured players in
Southern p]nterprises Circuit, the West
"Sunken Silver" are Allene Ray and
Coast Theatres Circuit, the Pacific TheaWalter Miller. By this time Miss Ray has
tres Circuit, the T. & D. Jr. Circuit, the
gained a very favorable reputation as a
Saenger (Ui'cnit, the Stanley Circuit, the
Pathe serial heroine. Her work in "The
Comerford (lircuit, the Gordon Circuit, etc.,
ad infinitum.
Way Of a Man," "The Fortieth Door" and
"Galloping Hoofs" has endeared her to
The serial"greater
type of amount
Pathemillions of serial fans throughout the
has infusedand
suchbetter'"
a tremendous
country, who now look forward with keen
of new life into the serial i)roposition that
anticipation to her next starring vehicle.
we confidently look forward to the day, in
Walter Miller is a new recruit to the Pathethe not far distant future, when a Pathe
serial fold. In the o{)inion of many he is
serial will form a regular part of the proabout the best leading man we have ever had.
Hal E. Roach, Pathe comedy producer.
gram in at least 507c of American theatres
Following "Sunken Silver" we shall re— and in this 50% we include theatres of
lease a tremendously interesting serial or The leads will be j)layed by Allene Ray and
every class, from the biggest first run houses
Walter Miller, with magnificent support
Western import, entitled "Wild West." This
to the small one night a week shows.
is being produced by C. W. Patton at the
t'l'om such well known artists as J. Barney
Miller Bros. 101 ranch in Oklahoma. It Sherry, Harry Semels and others of equal
will carry all of the allure of a Wild West
jirominence.
In order to give our exhibitors and public
To Continue Roach Single
show, the circus atmosphere, and in retrothe necessary variety which is essential in
spect the great Oklahoma land rush of 1889.
Reel Comedies
"Wild West" is not a period story. It is an ;i succession of Patheserials, the production
excellent, up to date, thrilling and romantic
to follow "Play Ball" will be of a Western
The Hal Roach braiul of single-reel comnarrative of life "on the show." For this nature. The story for this originally apedies will continue to be an important feapeared in the All Story Magazine tmder the
production Helen Ferguson has been selected
tui-e
of
Pathe's program of short subject
as the leading woman and Jack Mulhall as title of "Janie and the Waning Glories."
releases during 1925-1926 season.
It
is
a
splendidly
written
narrative
of
the
the hero. Mr. Mulhall's work in "Into The
As hcretofoi'e, the Hal Roach single-reelmodern West with ample excitement and acNet" was to a large extent responsible for
ers will comprise featured players selected
tion from the start to the finish.
from the Roach stock company at the Culver
the enormous success of Mr. Enright's story.
As a successor to that Western serial, we
To follow "Wild West," none other than have already selected a story written by the City Studios. The comedies in this series
John J. McGraw himself has written for us
will be released at the rate of one every two
a very thrilling story which has the great famous English author, lidgar Wallace, enweeks. One of the players who will appear
titled "The Green Archer." This is a mysin tJie featured roles in this series will be
national game of baseball as its atmospheric
tery story with its locale in and around New
background. John J. McGraw and most of York and the eastern United States.
Martha Sleeper, whose work as an eccentric
comedian in the Hal Roach conunlies has
the stars of the Giants team will appear perThat schedule carries us u|) to the Sumcommanded nuich favorable conmient during
mer of 1926. From then onward plans
soiudly in various sequences of "Play Ball"
— the title of the John J. McGraw serial. have alread^• been htid for a continuance of the past season.

". Richard Jones, supervisor of productions for Hal Roach; Martha
a Mack
Sennett
player. who will be featured in Hal Roach comedies, and Eugenia Gilbert,
Sleeper
and featured
Frank Butler,
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HE ionRE\'I
PAT
the 1925-1926
program
product
season assures its continued leadership in the screen magazine " field. An
the !new season's
outstanding feature of ance
of the feature
plans will be the continu
series recently inaugurated by Editor Emmanuel Cohen.
In line with the very successful Pathe
Review release of the Andrews- American
Museum Expedition into Mongolia, under
the title, " The Origin of Man,'' there will
be re!ease<l shortly the film story of Count
de Prorok's Expeditions in Northern Africa.
Another feature series now in production
for fall and winter release is a series of
new-type microscopic films, made by Louis
H. Tolhurst. Mr. Tolhurst's Avork on short

s

F

eatures

Will

length sut)jects will appear exclusively in
Pathe Review.
Color novelties in production include a
brand-new series by Arthur C. Pillsbury, of
Yosemite National Park. Mr. Pillsbury has
taken the " Life of American Wild
Flowei-s " as his subject, and by " timelapse " photography ha.s produced a
startlingly beautiful series in which the life
of each flower is shown.
The new " multiple-image " camera invented by Staff Cameraman Alvin C.
Knechtel — the sensation of the past few
months in technical circles — has been iml)roved,
and beadditional
will shortly
available. " mystery-pictures "
Willard Vander Veer, whose " Prettiest
Girl I Know " series proved one of the
most successful features of the past sea-

c

Picture

News

ontmue

son's program, is preparing a schedule of
subjects designed to appeal especially to
the feminine portion of motion picture audiences. "The Brides of All Lands," just
finishing in production, will be released
through the summer to fall; and another
" girl " series, featuring the beauties of
Broadway, will follow.
The helpful side of short-subjects — the
sort of picture that gives you something
more than entertainment — will be represented by a s-.eries now in production by
Staff Cameraman Charles Charlton. It will
be The
calledPathecolor
" Everyman's
Home."
section
of the reel, a
never-failing standard since Pathe Review
was begun five j'ears ago, will be continued
during the 1925-1926 season.

''Aesop
Film theFatles
grounds
are drawn,
both exterior and
ESOP'S FILMs FABLES,"
' Made
punched and placed upon pegs, like loosetyin- Latest
terior.
leaf ledger sheets.Metkods
Thereby, they are kept
popular animated cartoon subwithin register of proper alignment.
ject produced by Fables PicWorking drawings are made upon trans"Inc., which has now passed its two
lucent tissue paper. On a new tissue, he
Following the completion of the actual
"Atures,
hundredth release by Pathe, is made with creates just those portions of the character's
cartooning, or animating, the drawings are
handed to the cameraman who follows the
even greater care than the average film l)()(ly Avhich must "move." So, each time
comedy enacted hx human actors.
a body-member is drawn in a slightly dif- instinctions on the exposure sheet.
Such is the story of the making of the
position. This system reduces the
Cartoonist Paul Terry is assisted bj' a work to ferent
a minimum.
"Fables." Newspaper reviewers single out
staff of eighteen artists who are daily enThe tracers use the drawings on tissue these animated cartoons repeatedly for
gaged in making little drawings of Fanner
Al Falfa, cats, dogs, dinosaurs, elephants,
paper as blueprints. Each tissue sketch is special comment in their photoplay departand scores of other animals.
traced or transferred to a sheet of clear
ments, and cjuite a number have compared
them favorably with the feature-length subAfter preparing a regular 'script with all celluloid of corresponding size.
All the sheets of paper and celluloid are
jects on the programs.

''Topics
of tke
DAY," the
OF THE
^^rX^O
I ^ICS
weekly humor
film produced by
Timely Films, Inc., for release
through Pathe Exchanges, qualifies for the
tried and proved class of screen entertainment. Each issue of the film is comprised
of jokes and witticisms which have already
been tried out upon the readers of the
respective publications from which the edidates. torial staff of " Topics " select their candiIt requires the combined efforts of an
editorial staff of twenty-one people to carefully peruse the several • thousand maga-

cule toward Attractio
race, color or creed; alsonany
zines and newspapers
in the
Day
Iswhich
a arrive
Popular
daily mail.
political reference must be absolutely impartial. This care is taken with the object
The selection
of humor
Topics " in-to
volves considerable
work for
not " apparent
of not only satisfying one hundred per cent
of an audience but also not to offend even
the lav'man. Not only must the candidate
qualify from a timely and humorous standone-half of one per cent of that same audipoint but there is a limit to the number of ence.
words in each one. Oftentimes, it is necessary to cut down the story. This means
Not only are " Topics of the Day " a
that the general atmosphere surrounding
standby with thousands of motion pictui-e
theatres but they register equally as well
the original story must either be changed,
eliminated or boiled down to its very meat.
in vaudeville houses, " including the theatres
Particular care is taken that no joke of
the Keith- Albee, Orpheum. and other t»ig
time ciix-uits.
bears even the slightest suggestion of ridi-

Players to be featured in forthcoming Pathe releases: Madeline Hurlock, Ruth Taylor, who will be seen ininMack
Walter Miller, appearing opposite
"WildSennett
West. c omedies,
AUene Ray in Pathe Serials, and Helen Ferguson and Jack Mulhall, co-featured
a new serial.
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ng: of the 1925-1936 season
THEwill upeiii
News more firmly enlind I'nthe
trenched tlian ever before as a leader
in the field of screen journalism. This
place of honor has been securely maintaineil
by Pathe News throughout the season just
closing both by reason of its marvelous
record in the covering of news events at
home and abroad and by virtue of its consistent service to its exhibitor patrons
throughout the country. A partial list ol'
the special featiu-es in Pathe News during
the 1921-1925 season follows :
Pathe News secured a feature in being the
first to bring to Amei-ica views of the
Funeral of Lenin, the late Russian dictatoi'.
Running the Rum Blockade, an exclusive
and impartial camera investigation released
in May of 1924, provided a seiies of sensational scenes, including closeup views of
operations taken from specially chartered
ships.
The Nomination of Calvin Coolidge as

Brilli

Presidential candidate was not onh' completely covered but Pathe is credited with
lia\ing the first pictui'es of this notable occasion shown in New York and Chicago
theatres.
The pictures secured of the Round the
World t'liers were of particular interest, exclusive pictures being taken at Port Moller,
Alaska, at the Aleutian Islands, and at
Shanghai, China,
Striking pictures were presented of the
^Middle West Tornado Disaster, in less than
twenty-four hours following the catastrophe.
Films of the Inaugui*ation of President
Coolidge were secured in record time. For
the very first time in history people living
in New York and other Eastern Cities were
able to see pictures of the Presidential Inauguration the same day it happened.
Another outstanding Pathe News special
was the exclusive pictures of the Funeral
of Sun-Yat-Sen. Sensationally dramatic
views of the new Bulgarian Revolution,

sucadopted by Films
Messrs. Rice and Hawkinson
Plan
notable box-office gkt
''Sportli
Forfor
ONE of the most
the season of 1925-1926. Among the highcesses on the Pathe progi'am during
the past season has been the series
lights of this program will be the filming of
of single-reel sport pictures, known as
a series of reels, each devoted to some special sport.
Grantland Rice "Sportlights." These pictures are produced by J. H. Hawkinson
Other interesting highlights of the profrom stories written by Grantland Rice.
gram follow :
pictures
were fii'st
placed
A reel devoted to the "pro and con" pretheThese
Pathe sport
schedule
of releases
in the
fall on
of
sentation of similar sports. For example,
1923 and have been released since at the
who has a better chance of winning in a
rate of one every two weeks. Their success
rough-and-tumble match — the boxer or the
was remarkable from the first and the close wrestler
?
of the 1924-25 season finds them a permaA "Sportlight" devoted to "Nervous Monent feature of hundreds of progi'ams
throughout the country.
ments" in sport — the baseball thriller of
tliree men on base in the ninth inning with
A production schedule commensurate with
two men out and two strikes and three balls
this tremendous interest in sport has been
-S

t

ereoscop

iks

SERIES of remarkable novelty reels
that were added just recently to the
Pathe program and will continue as
one of the features of Pathe's lineup of
short-subject releases for 1925-1926, is the
group of third-dimension pictures known as
"Stereoscopiks." There are four subjects
oscopiks" series, which will be
the availab
"Sterele
in
at the rate of one release
made
every eight weeks.
Among the prominent first-run theatres
that have already introduced "Stereosco|)iks" on their screens arc tlic Ria to.
A

Feature

out

\'uv particular cDiiuiicnt.

Re

cora

were a feature of recent Pathe News
In addition to j)ictures of news
Pathe News has shown a striking
spectacular
scenes of iiiteresting
events.

issues.
nature,
list of
current

Among these
areAircraft
views of
the aei'ialat
maneuvers
of the
Squadrons
San Diego; Kilauea in eruption was filmed
in both day and night scenes; colorful sea
views of the Japanese Naval Ship "Kwanto"
Pounding To Pieces on a Reef.
Death-defying Air Stunts undertaken InAviator E. S. Daughterty furnished spectacular thrills in several issues of Pathe
News; while nuirvelous underground scenes
were revealed in the Torchlight Exploration
of the Hans-sur-Lesse Grottoes.
Exceedingly entertaining thrills were j)rovided in such scenes as those included in
Painting the Eifel Tower, Cameraman
Speeds Down A Chute On Lumber, and A
(Hrl Looping the Loop Atop a Plane.

on the batter; theProgram
final putt in the golf
New
championship match, and similar situations.
A reel devoted to various kinds of recreation— the family type of picnic; the holiday
at the amusement pai'k, with all its tlu'ills;
the vacation in the mountains; the seaside
resort with its attendant water siJorts and
sunburns; and the "wonderbus'' version of
vacationing, the "wonderbus" being a sort
of liouse-on-wheels peculiar to Arizona and
having a cruising radius of about 1,200
miles.
Another "sjjortlight" devoted to the "Rising Generation" and showing how the idea
of sport has taken universal hold at the .
present day extending almost to the cradle.

New

New York; the Fenway, Boston; the Missouri, St. Louis; the Rialto, Denver; McVickers, Chicago; the Howard, Atlanta; the
Metropolitan, Los Angeles; the Palace, Ft.
Worth ; and the Palace at Dallas. Some of
the first-run engagements have been marked
by special presentation effects built around
the "Stereoscojjik" shown. When the
"Runaway Taxi" showed recently at the
Rivoli theatre. New York, it was preceded
by a ofsi)ecially
staged pro'ogue.
"Variety,"
one
the theatrical
weeklies, singled
the
])r('s('iitatioii

ant

SckeJul

The thesecond
subject
takes
audience
on a titled
highly "Luna-cy"
enjoyable
tour of the famous Luna Park at Coney Island. Due to file stereoscojjic effect of the
picture the audience experiences all the
thrills of the scenic railway and toboggan
slide as if actually riding on these devices
of the amusement park.
One of the breath-taking incidents of
"Ouch," the third of the series, takes place
when a fierce looking pirate slowly points
his pistol at the heads of the audience and
l)ulls the trigger.

Three highly important elements of the Roach
Pathe comedy
Roach "Our
Center, The beauty sextette appearing in Hal
pictures. program.
Right, a Left,
group theof Hal
the famous
Mack Gang"
Sennett comedians.
Bathing Beauties.
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MOTHER
S DAY
I
N celebration of Mother's Day, the Howard theatre, Atlanta, co-operating with the
Atlanta Constitution in whose columns all
publicity was conducted, arranged a special

YOUR

Picture

News

IDEA

showing of the week's program on Monday mornmg at I 0 o'clock,
to which were invited free of charge all mothers over forty years old.
When the doors of the theatre opened Monday morning over three
thousand women poured m and packed the house.
The program was beautifully appropriate. As a special feature,
Alex Keese, director of the Howard orchestra, and Howard Price

TRUCK
SPEEDS AD SALES
T HE service of the Paramount Ad-Sales department in San
Francisco has been remarkably accelerated by the use of a two ton
truck with a special body equipped to carry a complete line of paper
and ad-sales material on fifty pictures.
Credit for the idea goes to Herman Wobber, Paramount district

Kingsmore, manager, presented a living portrait of Whistler's mother,
with the addition of the son, in the person of Charles Winn, tenor,
who sang "Mother O'Mine." The feature picture delighted the
audience, and the Home Town String Band of Georgia, featuring
Clayton McMichen. brought forth tremendous applause.

manager, and his so-called "gang." Six months of experimenting to
perfect the right type of "sales-wagon" resulted in the model shown
here which has earned the praise of exhibitors in northern California.
1 he Paramount Ad-Sales car is not designed simply for the delivery
of ad-sales. The actual purpose is to bring a complete line of adsales to the exhibitor's door and to permit the ad-sales manager to
survey the theatre requirements and assist, if desired, in the ordering
of paper, heralds and novelties.
If an emergency requires an ex-

The orchestra offered as the Overture "When Mother Was A
Girl." a medley of popular hits of forty or fifty years ago. The
regular news reel and a beautiful scenic completed the program.
Special guests of honor at the Monday morning matinee were the
members of the Old Ladies home, who were brought to the theatre
in Yellow Cabs, and taken home after the performance, with every
thought of their comfort and every attention paid them that would
increase their enjoyment.

T

EFFECTIVE

MUSICAL

PROLOGUE

HE presentation given "Sally " by the Saenger Amusement
Company at the Strand, New Orleans, was a tabloid musical comedy,
featuring every song that Sally was ever associated with from the
time she lived down in our alley until she reached the rose tinted
clouds with the silver lining.

CRYSTAL

^Sea

PAMCE

Hawk

^ u A FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTION
ION

The overture was styled "A Sally of Sally Songs" beginning with
"My Gal Sal" "She Lived Down in Our Alley," "I Wonder What's

It's some
time since
any Australian
but
here
is a typical
exampletee ofreproduced
the iiash drawings
used thereadvertising,
in preference
to line draivings or half-tone photos — a two-page spread in the Sun by
the Crystal Palace, Sydney, yfn "The Sea Hawk" (First Nat'l).

Prologue to "'Sally" (First ISnlional) at Saenpiers Strand theatre, New
Orleans, with a setting which would not be difficult to duplicate
elsehere.
Become of Sally," "Sally's In The Movies Now," and the best
remembered hits from the Ziegfeld-Kearn musical show. A dancing team came on as the first curtains parted in a waltz tempo, making
an exit at one crossing of the stage. The house blackened out and a
transparent dro[), done in a monster fan design, ornated With two
symbolic floral urns at each side of stage, showed a man and girl at
the left of stage. Rappaport, the tenor, then sang "Sally, Won't
You Come Back Home" from the Ziegfeld Follies 1921 as an
encore; leaving the stage to the girl dancers for a whirlwind clog
finale, finishing on their toes — back to back — in a posed position for
the final curtain. Tumultuous applause greeted every presentation
and Maurice F. Barr who staged this prologue has been the recipient of much congratulation upon its effectiveness.

hibitor being supplied immediately with ad-sales material the automobile carries sufficient stock to make a spot transaction possible
without breaking up the complete line carried for display purposes.
Oscar Kantner, exploitation representative, Jimmy Myers, adsales manager, and Myron Shellman, assistant ad-sales manager are
the men who have "stepped on the gas," and are continuing to do
so in piloting the truck to exhibitors in California.
The interior of the truck is fitted with specially designed bins so
that each ad-sales item fits snugly into its own compartment. Leather
straps from the tops of the bins to the floor of the car hold the stock
tightly in i^lace and prevent any posrible injury from the movement
or vibration of the mach ne.
Results have been so sat sfactory that during the recent Paramount
International convention held in Los Angeles, where the truck was
on display, J. B. Dugger, Paramount Dallas branch manager, requested and received an exact duplicate of the truck for the use of
M. J. Helms, the ad-sales manager in that city.
SEEING 'EM FIRST
M [ANAGER T. F. McCOY of the Florence theatre at Pasadena, Calif., send^ us a description of the pre-views held at that
theatre by Los Angeles producers, and while it isn't exploitation,
strictly speaking, we are running it here became we believe other
exhibitors will find it interesting reading. Manager McCoy says:
"Out on east Colorado street in The Rose City of California,'
otherwise known ;is Pasadena, West Coast-Langley's Florence theatre islocated. The Florence theatre is a neighborhood house and
the decorations and lighting are about the same as in any other
high class family theatre, but, there the sameness ends, for in this
cozy
little introduction
theatre someto ofthethepublic
world's
greatest
picturesinhave
had
their first
in what
is known
southern
California as a pre-view showing, or in other words, after the director of a picture has completed his production, his staff, his cast.
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DOING IT RIGHT
A N excellent example of how to do a

AND

fashiondousshow
"upfurnished
brown "bywithout
tremenexpense is
that put
over
by Manager John J. Friedl of the Palace
theatre, Dallas, under the title " 1 he Seven
Ages of Fashion." With the cooperation of Neiman-Marcus, the
South's most exclusive dealers, the offering proved a most elaborate
affair with 42 people in the show displaying 68 garments and wraps
and settings of huge dimensions.
The style Show opened in film, the idea being based on Shakespear's "The Seven Ages of Man," from the babe in her nurse's
arms to the bride just before the ceremony. 1 he film ended with
the title — "Thus ends — yet begins this strange eventful history."
Here the film faded out — the curtain closed- — screen taken up and
curtain opened on an elaborate nursery scene. A colored mammy
was in attendance at the crib. The orchestra accompaniment
opened with "Rock-a-Bye Baby." Six poseurs came on — admired
the baby and to the accompaniment of a fox trot modeled down
the runway. After the sixth girl had cleared the curtain line the
curtain closed for Scene 2.

OURS

Emil E. Shaiier, manager of Paramount foreign department, and his
of ad sales denarlme^'l, with the ad sales
son, Mel Shaiier, manager
nutomobile in the background.
and himself drive over to Pasadena, and sit with the audience, which
is judge and jury. If a picture goes over with the audience at the
Florence, it's a hundred to one shot it will go over when it's released.
"Many a director gets his dreams smashed in this little theatie
when the audience sits in silence or begins to walk out on his picture.
Also many a director and star is made happy when they see the
audience at the Florence break into cheers and applause.
"One director, Mai St. Clair, pre-viewed his latest picture 'Are
Parents People?' at the Florence a few nights ago. Mai St. Clair
remarked to the writer after the pre-view was over, 'Boy, my picture
is clean.' It gave me a thrill when Mai St. Clair stressed the fact
that 'Are Parents People?' was a clean picture and the time is coming when directors will turn out clean entertainment or they will be
lost in the dust kicked up by the directors who's motto is 'If it's not
a clean picture I didn't direct it.' The day of the filth and sex
pictures is gone forever and from the number of clean pictures I
have pre-viewed lately, I believe the industry is entering a new era.
"Among the pictures that have been pre-viewed in Pasadena in
the last few weeks are 'The Phantom Of The Opera,' 'Are Parents
People?,' 'Rah, Rah, Rah,' 'I'll Show You The Town,' 'The
Teaser,' 'Zander The Great,' 'Spook Ranch' and 'How Baxter
Butted In.'
"The Florence has a big battleship searchlight mounted on top
of the theatre and it is used only on pre-view nights, therefore when
the people of Pasadena see the monster beam of light sweeping
the sky they know there's a big pre-view at the Florence and they
begin to flock to the theatre like moths to a light. When the searchlight isturned on we get out the S. R. O. sign for the people are
always waiting for the sign in the sky and if there is no pre-view
showing for three or four days they begin to call up the theatre and
inquire as to when we are going to have a pre-view. They like to
have the honor of being among the first audience in the world to
see the picture; also they enjoy seeing the stars and directors.
"Some weeks we only have one pre-view and others we have as
many as five.
"The word pre-view to most exhibitors means little, but to the
manager of the Florence and the people of Pasadena it means
one glorious night, also to the director and the cast it means
either happiness or it means the picture has flopped, for the great
American theatre going public never bothers about the feelings of
any one man or group of men. If they like the picture they let it
be known and if they don't like it they walk out on it, or they sit
in silence, as I said when I started this; the Florence theatre, is just
like any other high class theatre, except on pre-view nights, then it
is in a class by itself."

The curtain opened for the second scene on "A Parasian Flower
Market in Springtime," the opening in this scene being thirty-eight
feet wide by raising the two tab drops on either side of the screen.
This scene was a reproduction of the Famed Fashion Promenade
along the Champs de Elyees in Pans. The poseurs in the scene
represented in following order — The School Girl, College Girl, SubDeb, Debutant and The Age of Travel. After the College Girls
had modeled, lights came down and a Polka-Dot effect in film
was run off on the set introducing the Polka-Dot Girls. This
scene closed with the entrance of six girls dressed as school girls
who offered a novelty dance on the runway.
After the six dancing girls had made their exit the overhead
lights on the orchestra were dimed to a deep blue and the orchestra
bathed in pink from overhead spots began playing "Lady Of The
Evening " from the "Music Box Revue," and as poseurs modeled the
evening gowns and wraps the stage was set for the final episode.
As the last evening wrap was shown and the model made her
exit, the curtain opened on a film episode showing the bride leaving
her home and entering the church. Just as she entered the church
a spot from the balcony picked up the ring bearer coming in from
the entrance on the right of the screen. He started up the runway
and was followed by flower girls, maids of honor and finally the
bride and train bearers. These all modeled to the organ accompaniment of "Lohengrin's Wedding March," until the bride entered.
At this point the ring bearer was just returning from the runway
and going up to the stage — the orchestra picking up the chorus
from "The Rose Maid " and the curtain opening on the church
scene — full big opening — dim lights with catherdral glass windows
predominating. Choir on stage — groom and best man entering from
side, crossing stage and joining bride after she and train bearers
had completed runway. As she reached stage full lights came on,
minister raised his hands in blessing — and as choir and orchestra
finished full — the grand drapery slowly closed on finale.

These art panels on "Quo Vadis" (First National) were designed and
executed by Batiste Madalena, chief of the art staff of the "Eastmantheatre, Rochester, iV. Y. They ivere done in brilliant colors, including yellow, orange and red, and in some, various tones of purple.
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Motion

H^rs
FIRST NATIONAL
Declasse —
Drew packed houses for the
week.
Star well thought of in
this town. (Middle West.)
SallyOne of Colleen Moore's best to
date. It drew them in. (West.)
Continues
in on
the
second
wheel toofpull
the 'em
run.
Think
Moore is great. (Middle West.)
Heart of a Siren —
While not as good as some of
this star's previous efforts still it
did well owing to her popularity
here. (West.)
Chickie —
Cashed in on extra publicity
obtained through publication of
story in local newspaper. Pleased
generally. (Middle West.)
Son —
MyAttendance
for the week good.
Title drew them. (Middle West.)
A good picture with a crackerjack vaudeville bill with it but
the gross was not more than average. The public was asking a lot
for their money on this week and
slow to come in anywav. (Middle West.)
This one is quite entertaining.
Xazimova has cut out her extreme
mannerisms and does splendid
character work. Business was
good in the evenings, but rather
weak during matinees. (Middle
West.)
Did not draw big crowds. All
who saw it were pleased. (Middle West.)
Learning to Love —
A charming picture that is like
a refreshing breath. (East.)
F. B. O.
Jimmie's Millions —
An entertaining production that
did well at the box oflSce. (West.)
FOX FILM CORP.
The Hunted Wfcian —
Curwood's pictures always pull.
(East.)
She Wolves —
Not overly interesting production. Depends upon scenes of
Paris night life for its appeal.
(Middle West.)
Frank L Ne^^man s ,702?
nheQuDttJest Manin

Fa> wir l*nr (.ii.w
^
f\m I'

Frank
Newm-on's
tat City,
Mo., Royal
used theatre,
this adKan-on
"Charley's Aunt" (Prod. Ditt. Corp.)

Box-Offi€e

Picture

News

Repi

weeks' down- town run, and it
West.) to very big business.
played
Holding it another week. (Middle
WARNER

BROS.

On Drew
Thin big
Ice — all week, pleasing
most of patrons. (Middle West.)
Just a program picture that did
a poor tobusiness.
There's nothing
much
it. (West.)
Eve's Lover —
A good story but the title is
misleading.
Business gooa.
(Middle West.)
A Kiss in the Dark —
Didn't do as well as was expected of it. Business was off
for the week. (West.)

Using stock material, the Garden theatre, Baltimore, arranged this neut
newspaper ad in connection withrecent
its engagement
of "Gold Heels" (Fox)
ly.
The Man From Beyond —
Did fairly well for the week.
Not
West.)much of a story. (Middle
UNIVERSAL
The Price of Pleasure —
Stereotyped story which nevertheless pleased the public. Good
business.
(Middle West )
UpVirginia
the Ladder
Valli— a favorite with
audiences at this house. An entertaining feature. Well acted.
Business good. (East.)
A delightful Virginia VnWi offering that was a business getter.
(East.)
ASSOC. EXHIB.
School for Wives —
An average production of its
tvpe.
Business
averaged up.
(Middle West).
Introduce Me —
Real fun picture. Great stuff
Fair business.
(Middle West.)
STATE RIGHTS
TheThisVirgin
one —did well with a strong
vaudeville bill. (West.)
Secrets of the Night —
A bad picture and business was
the same. (Middle West.)
PARAMOUNT
Men and Women —
A swift moving picture that
takes. (East.)
An ordinary picture with an
overworked plot. Business fair.
(Middle West.)
William De Mille handled a
hackneyed plot in a courageous
manner. Competent cast contribgreatlv to film's success.
(Middleutes West.)
This one did a fair business for
the week. (West.)
The Charmer —
Pola Negri gives a good per-

formance as the charmer. Patrons
were pleased. (West.)
Eve's Secret —
A fair story with good acting
and settings.isfactory.Business
(Middle West.)was satSackcloth and Scarlet —
This is one for sophisticated
audiences. An elaborate production
some(East.)
good acting. Businessandfair.
A film with a scarlet thread
woven through it that is unpleasant to many. (Bast.)
work Cargo
of a —fine cast is the
TheTheDevil's'
highlight of this offering which
also possesses a red blooded story
packed with
Business excellent. action.
(East.)
Adventure
—
Good entertainment.
Drew fair
crowds.
(Middle West.)
The Little French Girl—
This picture suffers from an
overdose
of censorship.
bear
much
resemblance Doesn't
to the
original story, and is disappointing to those who have read the
book. Alice Joyce and Neil Hamilton save it. Business good.
(Middle West.)
Code of the WestFell a bit under the usual average. NotWest.)
strong on westerns here.
(Middle
UNITED ARTISTS
Isn't Life Wonderful—
An exalting picture that gains
impressiveness through its extreme simplicity. It had only a
moderate appeal, and business
was fair. (Middle West.)
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Friendly Enemies
Did good business but the war
episodes(West.)
in it weren't taken so
well.
Charley's Aunt —
This was the first up-town run
of this picture following a four-

VITAGRAPH
Greater Than Marriage —
Not much of a story but production is good. Business was
poor. (West.)
A one.
good week's
this
(Middle business
West.) with
METRO-GOLDWYN
ManA and
Maid —
well -produced
picture with
some
thrilling
business. (West.)moments. Good
Confessions of a Queen —
A good story and cast make
this an interesting picture. It
drew well. (West.)
Zander the Great —
A fair picture which failed to
hold up,of so
was (East.)
pulled off in
middle
week.
Generally regarded as Marion
Davies' best vehicle. Backed by
publicity campaign in local Hearst
paper, it did a better than average
business, playing for two weeks
in a run house. (Middle West.)
Seven
Chances
—
Buster
Keaton
improves upon
stage
version
by use of many
West.)
funny gags. Excellent patronage
throuffhout engagement. (Middle
The Way of a Girl —
An excellent picttrre.
entertainment. Fine Good
business.
(Middle West.)
Cheaper to Marry —
Just another picture. Patrons
failed to show much interest.
Good cast and fair acting. (East.)
TheIn Sporting
Venusof— the manager
the opinion
this was a good feature and a
picture which should have played
up a nice week. It averaged just
fair with no theatres in town doWest.)
ing any big business. (Middle
Lady
of the Night
Attendance
with —this one about
up to the usual standard.
(Middle West.)
This is the best picture that
Norma Shearer has done. A good
film. It did not average high
here on a week when no houses
did much. (Middle West.)
A pretty
gooditpicture
a program run but
did notforaverage
high
for
the
week.
The
picture
Greed—
public
(Middleseems
West.)to be turning fickle.

May
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and

Roach

Forces Busy on Films
for New Season
The Hal Roach comedy forces are engaged on productions which Pathe will ofEer
on the release schedule for next year. Four
of the Roach units are now doing camera
work for the new program.
The Clyde Cook company is being directed by Jess Robbins in a two-reeler in
which the star will be supported by Martha
Sleeper, Noah Young and Fay Holderness.
Charlie Chase is being directed by Leo McCarey in a comedy entitled "Isn't Life Terrible," in which Katherine Grant wiU appear as leading lady. Robert McGowan is
making an "Our Gang" comedy with the
famous juvenile troupers appearing in a
back yard "Coney Island" of their own design; and Jay Howe is directing a Hal
Roach all-star two-reoler with Martha
Sleeper, Al St. John, Lucien Littlefield,
Jimmy Finlayson, Lige Conley, Dot Farley,
Marjorie Whities and other well known
comedians.
New

Dinky Doodle Cartoon
is Completed
The Bray Dinky Doodle Cartoon No. 10
has been completed by Walter Lanz, cartoonist, for Standard Cinema Corporation
and released through F. B. 0. It is titled
"will
Dinky
Doodle and
Robinson
be released
on June
21st. Crusoe." It

Larry Semon in a scene from "The Cloudhopper,"
his latestInc.Special Comedy distributed by Educational
Film Exchanges,

Educational
Five

Two-Reel

Single Reelers

A. trio of comedy moments from "Skinners In
Silk," a Mack Sennett
cast forproduction
Pathe. with an all-star

to

Release

Comedies
in Schedule

four singleand schedule
FIVE
for
the release
are oncomedies
reelerstwo-reel
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., durthe
will start
June.
ing the month
for this
a bang
withThese'
seasonof off
Summer
organization. The five two-reelers will introduce two new faces to comedy loving fans.
Eddie Nelson, formerly in vaudeville on
the Orpheum circuit, in the west, will make
his first appearance in Mermaid comedies in
"Going Great". Juvenile Comedies will introduce young Mickey Bennett in the first
of his starring series during the month of
June.
Larry Semon will be seen in the third
of the two-reel releases. It is titled "The
Cloudhopper", and is said to be a thriller in
which Larry does some hazardous stunts in
aeroplanes.
Bobby Vernon will be seen in the last of
his present series of Bobby Vernon Comedies under the title of "Air Tight". It is
said to be replete with the usual number of
humorous incidents.
The Mickey Bennett vehicle of the Juvenile Comedy series will be "Baby Blues".
The other of the two-reelers will be the
Christie comedy, "Call a Cop", with Neal
Burns in the leading role.

and

Eight

Four

for June

The single-reel releases will consist of
"Fun's Fun", a Cameo comedy with Cliff
Bowes and Virginia Vance ; "Wake Up",
with the same pair in the leading roles; a
release of the Lyman H. Howe "Hodge
Podge" series, as yet untitled; and "Prop's
Dash for Cash", from the Earl Hurd Pen
and Ink Vaudeville series.
International to Shoot Milk
Fund Bouts
International Newsreel will make exclusive pictures of the New York Milk Fund
boxing bouts to be held at the Yankee
stadium Friday evening, May 29th, and they
will be distributed by Universal, according
to an agreement signed between E. B. Hatrick, general manager of International, and
Carl Laemmle.
The Milk Fund is one of the biggest of
New York's annual sporting events. They
are staged by the Free Milk Fund for
Babies, of which Mrs. William Randolph
Hearst is chairman. As soon as the bouts
are over prints of the pictures will be rushed
to all parts of New York state by aeroplane
and fast mail. The proceeds derived from
the motion and still pictures will be devoted
entirely to the Free Milk Fund.
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News
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I
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KIN(>(;KA.\IS XO. ."(OSa. (ilasgow. Stoti.aiil — I'riinc lioiii.v, ivinu s iimtl m^ii.
\ isits Empire s st'coiid city ; \\ I'fxiuuu. Wiilcs
— Isabel .McUoiuild. former premier's (laushter.
atteiiils Labor Day rally: VV'ellesIey — Wellesley college girls hold regatta; .New York —
TliousaiKis gather tor weddiug of Abby Uorkefeller to l)avid Milton; Jefferson IJarracks,
yio. — War veterans observe national lios))ital
day;
— Copper
taken
fromtime
world's
largestKnth,
openXev.
mine
; Xew isYork
— Old
ball
players join (Jiants in observing Golden anniversary of Xatioual
; I'ariscapital
— !Mohainmedaiis build
mos(iue League
in French
and
allow Christians to visit it; San Jose. Ill —
Their seventeen children help them observe
twenty-sixth wedding anniversary ; Brooklyn —
Mounted policemen learn how to have lives.
KIX()(;KAMS Xt). 5084. Berlin— Ilindenburg is inaugurated head of German Kepul)lic
as thousands
liok up,
on; wins
Louisville
— Flyins Kbony,
with Sande
Kentuck.v
Derby and is cheered by crowd of 80 (KM); Orleans, France — French pay homage to Joan of
Arc on thi> 4!Hith anni\ersary of her delivei-ance offeller the
York their
— Johndaughter
D. RockeJr. andcityhis; Xew
wife see
and
her husband. David Milton, off on honeymoon ;Salina, Kan. — (i. A. R. veterans march
again to end their encampment; Derb,\ . Conn.
■— Y'ale oarsmen defeat I'rinceton and Cornell;
Ivondon — King (ieorge goes in state with
(^ueen Mary to oi)en new Wembley; Lakehurst.
X. J. — I>os Angeles carries millionaires on
seven-hour flight (except Chicago. .Vlb:iny,
Boston, Buffalo. Xew Haven. Philadel])hia
and Washington I I><)s Angeles — Xew skyscraper gas tank is erected ( cxceiit Albany.
Boton, Buffalo. Xew Haven. Philadelphia and
Washington)
A\';nnewood.
Pa. —( Philadelphia
Dogs and
ponies
seek prize
for ( hildreu
only); Chicago — High School cadets hold drill
(Chicago only).
1XTERXATIOXAL XEWS XO. 42; Berkeley, Cal. — experiii
Fnivers'ty
California
in amazing
cuts ofwith
deadly studoits
million-

volt ■'lightning'" Hashes; liellingliani. Wash. —
Children's re\ els ih Iio springtime .ioys ; Towson, Md. (Baltimore only) — Future tea( hers
stage gorgeous May fete; Bellingliam. Wash.
( Portland & Seattle only — (Jorgeous tulip i)arade cheei-ed by thousands; Berlin, (iermany —
Conununists stage anti-royalist demonstration;
Y'ellowtone Park, Wyoming — Yellowstone buffaloes trek to n(>w grazing grounds; Los Angeles, Cal, — Little Norma Duiitou, IT months
old, claims baby championship of U. S. ; CharX. C. —; Porto
lluge Rico
crowdsto thrilled
as X.
speedJ.
demons lotte,race
Lakehurst,
— \'iews taken from aboard th(! Los Angeles
on
lecord
battle
for flight;
Indian Alwar.
rovaltv.India — Giant elepliants
PATIIE
XO 4\: auto
Charlotte.
C—
Cooper XEWS
wins Memorial
race onX. Charlotte Speedway ; X. Y. City — School children
Welcome merry month of Ma.v ; Milan, Italy —
Milan honors Italian monarch in 2~>th year of
his reign
X. Y'.atCit.v
— Heavyweight
clash
foi' ;chance
Dempsey
; Wakamba,starsBrit-to
ish
E.
Africa
—
Africa
has
its own
marathon dances ; ^loscow,
Russiastyle"
— Leonof
Trotsky
againgolda leader
in Sovietwillaffairs;
N. Y'.
City — Fifty
star mothers
visit battlefields; Fairlee. Vermont — Seek famous bird of
])rey in annual hunt; I'lymouth, Vt. (Boston
only) — Kiwanians visit Col. Coolidge ; Kirkwood, Mo. (St. I..ouis only) — Kirkwood High
School girls stage fashion show ; Pittsbui-gh.
Pa. (Pittsburgh only) — Dedicate new Sal\ation Army headquarters building; Indianapolis.
Ind. (Indianapolis onl\' l — Knights Temi)lar
stage grand parade.
FOXNative
XEWS
VOL. i)olice
Ci XO.are(;.">:
Cairo.in Egypt
mounted
expert
sijeariiig
tent
pegs
while
riding
at
top
speed
;
Y".
City — Fi-ederic Fradkin. noted musician, X.uses
.S25.()0:) Stradivarius ; Bostcui, Mass. — Tom
Mix acclaim* d on his jirrival in Boston ; Tallaliassee. Fl;i. — Floiida College women hold Maytime celebration; Brooklyn. X. Y. — Coast
<-uard cai)tures .'i51l!.").0()() worth of li(iuor ;
Figures in the Xews Of The Day — King (Jecuge
returns home after health tri]) ; ^"ollendam.

Scenes from
Mike,"and a Hal
comedy arein
which
Martha "Sure
Sleeper
JamesRoach
Finlayson
featured. A Pathe release.
Holland — Famed tulip fields in full bloom ; N.
Y. City — Moss :inil Fontana Broadway favorites pose on France before sailing for Continent; In The Pacific — llaw.iii is "captured" in
war games ; X. Y". Cit.v — Champion police dog
plays nurse to infant ; I'imlico. Md. — .S5.(X)0 enthusiasts see Coventi'.v. a to 1 shot, win Lis
first big race, the .f;.")0.(WlO Preakness.
FOX XEWS VOL. C. XO. (Ki: New York
— Missweds
AbbyDavid
Rockefeller,
heiress
to a
vast Cit.v
fortune,
M. Milton
; Mexico
City — Vastfestival
throng witnesses
school children's
)iational
Pict\irescnie
as well asday;
useful Dalonlia,ga.
iire the fallsGa.in — Cano
Creek: A Glimpse into Life of a Famous
.Vrtist — Henry Clive, at work in his N. Y.
St)idi(> ; Osaka. Japan — The cherry trees of
Xip!)()n
are in half
bloombillion
: Rome,
— Governnieiit consigns
lires inItaly
pai)er
money
to flames; B(>rlin — Co)iimunists stase protest
against election of llindenburg: Here's the
I^atest F^adbroideredinsigns and
Stocking
— Little
emfiguresDesigns
will soon
be worn
just below knees ; Annnapolis, Md. — Spike
Webb. Academy coach, has a jjromising boxi)ig cl.-iss. made up of sons of naval officers:
Boston Mass. — Having no nuither but an in<ulialor, IS chicks are out of luck until Puff
the Poodle adopts them.

ninth scenes
episodeareof taken
"The from
Pacemakers"
series of two-reel offerings from
"The Merry Kiddo' is the F.titleB. ofO. theThese
the production.

P.\T1TR
Fl\iiig XEWS
Ebony, XO.
Sande42:up,Louisville.
wins the Ky.—
Kentucky Derby, America's greatest turf classic:
London. Eugl.-ind — Kinir (ie(n'g(> opens Wemblev Exhibition ; N. Y^ Cit.v— David M. Milton
.Mid bride, former Abby R(Mkefeller. sail for
hnn(>ymoon abroad ; Pawliuska. Okla. — Cardinal
Il.iyes guest of Osage Indians; Accra. West
.Vfjica — .Vfrican natives honor Pi-inoe of
Wales; Off the Atlanta (\)ast — T{um fleet shattei-ed b.v new di y bl(K-kade ; Berlin Germany —
llindenberg accl.-iimed the new President of
Germany:
Omaha.post
Xeb.
.\merican T/Cgion
holds(Omaha
annual only1
rodeo— :
Monterev. Mexico (Dall.is *V: M(>xican conies
only) — Pres. Calles' .son marries sister of For-
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eigii Minister Saenz; Detroit. .Mich. (,Detroit
«!c Buftalo only) — Worlds largest side-wheel
passenger steamer on niaiilen irip ' Atlanta,
Ua. (Atlanta only) — Society girls dance at
school benefit: Jetl'erson Barracks, Mo. — War
heroes stage wheel-eliair parade; Derby, Couii.
(>>ew race.
llaveu only) — Yale scores victory in
crew
IXTEUXATIOXAL XKWS XO. 43: Otf New
London, Conn. — Coast Cuard Insisector fintls
nini row deserted : I'aris. France — Moroccan
horsemen thrill I'aris soc.ety : Spokane, Wash.
( Seattle & I'ortland only ) — Unique ceremonies
honor ■mother:"
— Yale crews
umph in l owingl>erby.
i hissicConn.
: Lakehurst,
N. triY.
(I'hila. only I — Xated I'hiladelphians fiy aboard
Los her
Angeles:
X. Y.
City ;\L
— Abby
Rockefellciand
husband.
David
Milton,
sail on
honeymoon trip : Los .Angeles, Cal. — Army of
men needed to ))lace Hooiiiig for biggest gas
tank: Orleans. Fi-ance — Thousands pay tribute
to Joan of Arc: Summit. X. Y. ( Xew York
only) — Mike ^McTigne trains tor bout with Keilenbac'h : Chicago. 111. (Chicago only) — Chireserve —officers
in i-evie\v
(Dallascago'sonly)
.Vdvertising
clubs: Houston.
of world T(\\,
hold
convention: Charleston .Xavy Y'ard. Mass.
( Hoton only) — Military mi moi-ial mass honors
departed of army, n, vy and marine corps:
Wash., D. C. — Pj-es. Cooli('ge presents Koosevelt medals for civic sei-vice : Wembley. England— King (ieorge opens IOnii)ii-e E.xpositiou ;
X. Haven. Conn. — (iovo-nor's foot guard celebrat"S ir)()th bii-tliday : Chui-chill Downs. Ky. —
Huge crowds see Flying Ebony. Sande up, win
great .\meiican tuvf classic.
Frank

Adams

to Write

for

Douglas MacLean
Dougla.s MacLeaii lias sif>ne(l Frank \\.
AjJams as a nu'inber of the scenario dei)ai tment which will he i(>si)oiisil)le for tlie
story material for the fovtlieoinino Douolas
MacLean conu'dies to he veleased by Paramount.

Release Stills from "Tell It To AMeiiatfey.
Policeman,"It isa Pathe
comedy presenting Glenn Tryon and Blanche
a rial two-reel
Roach production.

Pathe

Program

" Dude Ranch Days." the 'atest (Jrantland
Hice " Sportlight," shows the modern-dav
treatment of tlie tenderfoot who goes West.
Tliis " Sportliglit " which was secured by
.). L. Hawkinson on his recent tri]) West
shows activities u})on a ranch that is run
to accommodate tourists trdin tlie
largely
East.

from comedy
"Sit Tight."
an Educational-Christie
with Jimmy
Adams.

Balanced

Comedies and Serial Chapter Feature
Releases for the Week ot May 31st

together
of comedies
ANl'aMBEK
serial chapter
and , the
usual witli
features will make a diversified program
(if re'eases for the Pathe program during
tlie week of May 31.st. The comedies include
lialph Graves in a Sennett Star Comedy
and " Our Gang " in a lial Roach production. "Fanos " is the fourth cha])ter serial
title in " Sunken Silver."
Ralph Graves is featured in " Good IMorning, :Nurse." Jefferson Moftitt and Frank
('()|)ra are responsible for tlie story and
IJoyd Bacon for the direction. Olive Hor(len and Marvin Lobnch are in the sup])orting cast.
The "Our Gang" comedy is tit'ed "Ask
Grandma," and all of the youngsters coiitritmte to the fun. The ])icture was directed
by Robert McGowan.
.V number of thrills are said to be offered
in " Fangs,"' fourth chapter of the '' Sunken
Silver " serial, in which Alene Kay and Walter MiMer are the featured ])layers. A'so in
this chapter are Albe-t Roccardi, Frank
Wunderlee, Frank Lackteen, Ivan Liiiow
and Gordon Bennett.

Scenes

Well

Pathe Review No. 22 c(mtinues the series
"American Cities in Patheeolor." showiiiu'
views of Richmond, Viro-inia, the Pride of
the Dominion. The other features of this
Review are " The Sweetlieai t of Hawaii."
glimn-es of America's colonial su<'a"
industry, and " The House of Mercy/' re-

the Hospice of St. Bernard in tiie
Pennine vealing
Alps.
"Hot Times in Iceland" is the title of
tile latestmatedofunder
thetlie
"Aesop's
Film ofFables,"
direction
Cartot aninist
Paul Terry. " Topics of the Day," the reel
Of newspaper humor, and Pathe News Nos.
4() and 4^ complete tlie Pathe program a\Milabic on Mav ;51st.

Harry

Langdon Completes
Feature Comedy

Harry Langdon has comiiieted work in his
first feature length comedy for Pathe
titled "His I^irst Flame." Langdon, with
Director Harry Edwards and Scenarist Arthur Kii)ley is now cutting and editing the
picture,
in
about wli'ich
three will
weeks.be ready for distribution
The iiictnre was jiroduced under the .Mack
Scniictt banner and tlie ctmiedian has in the
-ujiporting ca.st Natalie Kingston and Ruth
\Hiat!.
('I'll 111who
Dent.dixide the feminine hon(n's, and

Trio

of Leading Ladies
Glenn Tryon

for

(ilcnn Tr\(iii \\ill liaxc tliree leading
ladie^ snpiKirting him in the latest of his
twd-rce cometlies for Pathe release \,-hich are
now in the course of ]n-oduction. They are
Blanche Mehaff'ey, Katherine Grant and
■lane Sherman, all of wh'ini has apiieared
to adx aiitage in Hal Roach comedies. Chester Conk'in and James Fina'yson will have
the "lieax v" roles.
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Motion

Current

Good Morning, Nurse!
(Pathe — Two Reels)
RALPH GR.\VES is featured here as a
hypochondriac, fearing germs and scared
to death of injury to his precious person. A
camping trip, on which he is accompanied hy
his nurse and her mother and father proves
the means of curing our hero of his timidity
and supplying as well the material for the
comedy gags.
"Good Morning, Nurse !" is not much, so far
as story goes, but there are several highly
effective laugh situations which the confirmed
picture patrons will find greatly to their
liking. There are, in fact, enough of these
"gags" topronounce
make thethe majority
any given
audience
picture ainpleasing
and
satisfactory one.
Olive Borden supplies a good deal of the
good-looks to be found in the film. She appears as the nurse, with whom the hero is in
love. Marvin Lobach, is also prominent, as
one of his ample proportions and acting skill
is bound to be. The direction is by Lloyd
Bacon, who has evolved some fast action to
bring a speedy finish and whose handling of
the gags appears to be thoroughlv efficient. —
T. C. KENNEDY.
Hello Goodby
(Educational-Mermaid — Two Reels)
THERE is rather a good story in this one,
in which Lige Conley is featured. By a
series of double exposure shots Lige is the
customs inspector and the Alphine Prince,
whom the Wellingtons would lionize on his
arrival. The real Prince is informed just
before his arrival that if he lands he would
be assasinated by three mysterious envoys
from his native land.
Lige is induced to impersonate the Prince
and is invited to the grand reception at the
Wellingtons. The three mysterious envoys are
also there. The unmasking comes and the chase
begins. It is the typical chase that continues
all too long, but it has its humorous incidents
and will be amusing in some houses. — CHESTER J. SMITH.
Pathe Review No. 22
(One Reel)
SCENES of the Hospice of St. Bernard in
the Pennine Alps, with due recognition to
those remarkable animals, the St. Bernard
dogs, appear to win the leading place in this
interesting number of Pathe Review. With
much beautiful Alpine scenery, and a little
"scenario" to make realistic the relation of
how the St. Bernard dogs effect rescues of
people lost in the big snows, the pictures
afford considerable entertainment. There are
some especially well-done color views of Richmond, Va., and scenes of the sugar plantations of Hawaii included in this issue. — T. C.
KENNEDY.
Locked Out
(Universal — One Reel)
MORE of the trials and tribulations of an
ardent young suitor of the sweet sixteen
Variety are revealed in this one reeler which
features Arthur Lake and Olive Hasbrouck.
The story is an improvement over recent ones
of the series and the picture a fairly pleasing
one.
Arthur and Olive contrive to keep an engagement at Olive's house against parental objections and Arthur accomplishes his purpose even
though he has to steal his father's clothing to
make his getaway. In climbing to Olive's
window Arthur tears father's best suit and
at the same time is taken for a burglar. The
torn portion of the garment is revealed as a

Short

clue to the burglary and Arthur's father is
unceremoniously jailed as the offender. Olive's
father with Olive and Arthur go to identify
the suspect and matters are terminated with
the young couple sprawled over the knees of
their respective parents. This series is a
mighty attractive one and should go well in
aluK^st any house.— CHESTER J. SMITH
Ask Grandma
(Pathe— Two Reels)
WHILE
"OurnewGang"
are the
stars ofthe this
Hal troupers
Roach comedy,
It is a "fighting" grandma who makes the
greatest irnpression. Bob McGowan, director
of these pictures, has invented a rather novel
idea to build his action upon. This shows
Mickey Daniels being surrepticiously trained
in the manly arts, including boxing, by a grandmother who is opposed to the rather effeminate style of education advocated and practiced
upon him by his mother.
Mickey rebels at dancing school and suchlike "sissy" doings. He carries a list of
"Don'ts" written for him by his mother,
so
when another boy whacks him, Mickey fails
to return the blow, until his grandma urges
him on, and there is a battle royal.
The "Gang" aids Mickey admirably in making this offering one which will receive a warm
reception in the picture houses of the land —
T. C. KENNEDY.
Rolling Stones
(Universal — One Reel)
"T^HIS is Charles Puffy, the rotund comedian's first effort for Universal and he gives
indications that he will provide many laughs on
the short subject output of the company. A
better vehicle could be had for him than this,
but lie gets as much as possible out of the
comed}' situations.
Puffy has the role of a hobo. In the park
he rescues the pet dog of a wealthy dowager
which is in the keeping of the maid. The maid
assumes the role of mistress and invites Charley to dinner. He accepts, gets a job with a
tailor as sandwich man; dolls himself in the
new suit from which he tears the advertising
sign and Charley and the maid proceed to carry
out the deceptions, which are revealed with the
return of the mistress. There are quite a few
comedy touches in the reel, but better things
may be expected of Puffv in the future. —
CHESTER J. SMITH
Two Poor Fish
(Educational — One Reel)
THIS is an Earl Hurd comedy of the Pen
and Ink Vaudeville series, in which Props
i> delegated to take the trained seal out and
catch it some fish. Props has all sorts of difficulties and finally lands with his charge on a
bombing target which is blown up and the pair
are literally deluged with fish. The cartooning
is good, the situation humorous and the film
should be good for a number of laughs. —
CHESTER J. SMITH.
Dude Ranch Days
(Pathe— One Reel)
THE exhibition of horsemanship, broncho
busting and roping which are offered for
the entertainment and recreation of the guests
at the well-known "Seven Dash" ranch in
Arizona, feature this Grantland Rice "Sportlight'' Film, produced under the direction of
J. L. Hawkinson. There are some lively moments and the reel is interesting, though it
lacks the dash and varietv of the majoritv
of the "Sportlight" films.— T. C. KENNEDY.
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Sleeping Sickness
(Universal — One Reel)
AN all night poker session rather than a
prevalent malady brings all the troubles in
this picture upon Neely Edwards, who with
Berg Koaeh is featured. Wifie reads of the
sleeping sickness epidemic brought on by flies
and becomes alarmed when hubby falls asleep
at the breakfast table.
Neely is rushed off to the doctors and upon
arrival there falls asleep in a baby carriage
which promptly runs away down hill. He
successfully evades the heavy traffic only to
finally roll off the edge of a high cliff. He
crashes through a tent into a soft bed and is
found asleep there by the butler and his wife.
The doctor is again called and the real cause
of his drowsiness is revealed when the M.D.
tells of the poker session of the previous night.
Wifie then administers a real sleeping pMjtion.
There is all the usual gag stuff that abounds
in these Neely Edwards and Bert Roach comedies w^ith a few more real laughs in this one
than in the usual run. — CHESTER J. SMITH
Sit Tight
(Educational-Christie — Two Reels)
JIMMY ADAMS is featured in this story,
which has been told many times on the
screen. Kathleen Mj'ers plays opposite him.
Jimmy gets a wire from his uncle that the latter is about to present him with a new aunt
and will also donate to him $10,000 if Jimmy
will bring Ithisis stipulated
fiancee andhowever,
'make itthata Jimmy
double
wedding.
must have the girl on hand within a half hour.
Jimmy,
the girl
the girl's
parents
into
an auto
and and
proceed
to break
all hustle
speed
records until they are humbled by a trio of
motorcycle cops. By a ruse they get possession of the motor cycles and the chase starts
all over again. Twice they step into the wron-j
wedding ceremony, but eventually land right,
only to run into a melee from which they are
all sentenced to do thirty days, with the double
wedding scheduled to follow. There is nothing new in either story or comedy situations.
—CHESTER J. SMITH.
Slick Articles
(Universal-Century — Two Reels)
THIS
a hodge
of slapstick
comedy
and ishokum
withpodge
a brand
of comedy
that
might be good for a few laughs in certain
classes of houses. Hillard Karr and Billy
Engle are the featured players.
This pair of comedians have the roles of
destitute artists, in arrears in their rent and
bound by necessity to get themselves out of
hock. They endeavor to accomplish this indirectly through the rescue of a maiden from
aposes
bunchforof them
villains
her father's
She
andonfather
becomesyacht.
interested
"borrowed."'
pictures
number of
in a rightful
The
owner
puts they
in anhave
appearence
just
at the wrong time and the pair are captured
after the characteristic chase of the short comedy. This one cannot be very highly recommended.— CHESTER J. SMITH.
'^Balto's Race to Nome"
New York Strand

at

"Balto's Race to Nome", the Educational
Pictures Special, w-ith Gunnar Kasson and
Balto is having its premiere in New York
showing at the Mark Strand Theatre, this
week. This will be followed by a week at
(lie Brooklvn Strand.
1
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Sheriff

(Independent Pictures — Five Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
YOU can put tliis down as the regulation western — one which
concerns a favorite formula — the "framing" of the hero by
the villain — and his winning of the girl in a last-minute
punch scene after the culprit is captured. It's what is generally
catalogued as an "average western" and should attract its clientele
in the small downtown and neighborhood houses which play this
type of picture. The spectator will see nothing out of the ordinary. Every incident, every character, every detail — these are in
their familiar places running true to form. And the form follows
the customary plan of making the hero carry a shady reputation
for the better part of the action while the bad man is riding high
and handsome.
Even though the continuity may be packed with too much hurryskurry incident so that it appears sacrificed for the sake of action,
it won't be hard to discover what it is all about. The formula
takes care of that. But it would have been a better western had
the director not strained so hard to keep it moving. There are
several scenes which are so choppy that the characterization is
spoiled — and the suspense becomes obvious..
The action lovers will enjoy it if they don't care particularly
about the plot — so long aS it moves at high tension. The speed
even affects the work of the players as they are unable to appear
natural through being rushed in their activities.
The plot reveals the hero as a sheriff who is framed by the
arch-villain for interfering with his plot to win the girl and steal
the platinum from the mine. The framing is logical, enough for
when the man of the badge fails to return with the posse he is
naturally suspected of the crime. He has been beaten by one of
the bad men and suffers loss of memory. His mind returns when
he is brought back to camp — and after a series of hectic chases
and fights the villains are routed and the romance triumphs. The
star plays his role adequately enough without giving a colorful
performance. The photography is not very good. Aside from its
speed it does not register as one of the better westerns.
THEME. Western melodrama revolving around the
theft of ore from a mine and framing the sheriff so that he
will fail to win the heroine.
The villain is foiled.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The action. The
fights between hero and villain. The performance by Bill
Cody.
The first rate incident and atmosphere.
DIRECTION. Sacrifices continuity to put over the
action. Fails to tie the threads together in his ambition to
keep story moving. Obvious plot — with nothing new in
treatment.
Adequate enough for average western.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. If your crowd happens
to enjoy Bill Cody, here is your chance to exploit him in a
western which certainly keeps on the move all the way.
There are no other names in the cast to attract the patrons.
Bill it along the usual lines, featuring trailers
DRAWING POWER. For small downtown, neighborhood and community theatres. Strictly a western which
will doubtless attract its clientele.
SUMMARY. Just a regulation western which presents
nothing out of the ordinary. Plot is obvious and concerns
the old quarrel between hero and villain — the robbing of
a mine, the framing of the hero, etc. The continuity is
jumpy and none of the scenes are well tied togetherTHE CAST
Madge Blair
Hazel Holt
Jeff Bains
Frank Ellis
G. Smiley
Walter Shumway
Larry O'Donnell
Bill Cody
By George W. Pyper. Directed by J. P. McGowan. Photographed
by Al Zeigler.
SYNOPSIS. Young sheriff loves pretty postmistress. He has
rival in leader of bandit gang. When word reaches sheriff that the
platinum mine has been robbed of its ore he organizes a posse and
pursues the gang. In a fight with one of the bandits the sheriff loses
his memory and wanders to a hut where he is cared for by an old
hermit. The latter brings him to town and his memory returns after
a vicious fight with one of the gang. Eventually he captures the
ringleader and wins the girl.

of FeatMi

Alias

Mary

Flynn

(F. B. O.— Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)

make
pi'ogram
ORS inlooking
EXHIBIT
no mistake
bookingforthegood
Evelyn
Brent pictures
series, will
of which
"Alias Mary Flynn," is the latest. This picture comes in the
class of crook stories and here we have a female Raffles being regenerated and finding her way up out of the dark into the light
through a series of quick-moving episodes culminating in a climax
of real power.
Miss Brent has an appealing role — that of a girl crook who
has never had a chance or a friend — until she is saved from capture by the police when John Reagan, citizen of prominence and
warm of heart, allows her to ride away from the cordon of officers
in his limousine and enter his home, where she is permited to
remain as an "adopted daughter." The picture starts off with
action and there is a "punch" in each reel.
There is an exciting chase between the girl in a fast auto and
three
in the opening
reel in
whichis Mary's
cartheis
wreckedmotorcycle
and she cops
is wounded
in the arm.
There
appeal in
following sequences in which John Reagan's kindness breaks down
the girl's "hard boiled" manner. There is drama in the scene in
which the reformed young lady pulls one of her old tricks and
"lays low" her benefactor to keep him from going into a dangerous
district and then goes herself, meeting with adventures galore.
Miss Brent's quick work in donning the makeup of an aged underworld habitue and making her getaway through lines of 3X)lice, will
arouse the fans to enthusiasm.
The production is attractively mounted, while the supporting
east is one of the best seen to date in this series. Malcolm MacGregor as Reagon's son is convincing and a good selection for the
lover of Mary. William V. Mong does exceptionally well as
Reagan, Sr. Gladden James look the part of the yegg and John
Gough injects some good comedy moments.
THEME. Crook melodrama showing how a feminine
second story worker gets her chance to reform and then
repays the man who aided her by saving him from the
electric chair when she runs down the real murderer of
a wealthy jewel collector.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The auto-motorcycle
chase, the wrecking of the car and the wounding of Mary.
The murder of Forbes and the arrest of Reagan Sr., for
direction; Ralph Ince has turned out a very good
the "job."
little
picture here in which the star gives a fine account
of
herself. There is action right through and an adequate
mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tie-ups with jewelry
stores. Tie-up with police, etc. Play up Evelyn Brent's
name and promise your audience lots of action.
DRAWING POWER. A safe bet for the average houses
and one which should do business with a little exploitation support.
SUMMARY. An entertaining feature showing Evelyn
Brent, at her best in a story that boasts much action. Well
mounted, acceptably directed and interpreted by a personnel of talented players.
THE CAST
Mary Flynn
Evelyn Brent
Tim Reagan
Malcolm MacGregor
John Reagan
William V. Mong
Picadilly Charlie
Gladden James
Jason Forbes
Lou Payne
Maurice Dupre
Wilson Benge
Mickey
John Gough
Chief of Crooks
Jacques D'Auray
By Frederick Kennedy Myton. Directed by Ralph Ince. Scenario
by Mr. Myton. Photographed by Silvano Balboni.
SYNOPSIS. Mary Flynn, girl crook, after having been saved
from capture following a "job" is "adopted" by John Reagan, who
reforms her and starts her on the "straight and narrow." Forbes, a
jeweldoescollector,
expose an
episode
Reagan's
pasttheif
he
not aid threatens
him get ato valuable
gem.
Mary in steps
in, gets
murdered
who
culprit
jewel herself, and helps capture the real
was held. Mary then weds Reagan's
Reagan
for which
Forbesan and
son,
assistant
district
attorney.
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M 0 t i 0 II Picture
Dnisilla

With

a Million

Welcome

N e

Home

(Associated Arts Corp.-F. B. O. — Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)

(Paramount — 5909 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

IT looks to us as tliouo:li another "Over the Hill"' has hit the
screen. And "Dnisilla With a Million"' is the picture wliicli
has all tlie heait a])i)eal, luunan interest and wonderful acting
of the former success. Aiul this later offering is more artistic and
just as well acted hy a sui)erfine dramatic personel. You hear of
j)ictures with souls, hut seldom see tliem. Well, here is one and it
is a photoplay tliat is going to reach for the hearts of the nation
with its human, colorful, clean, dramatic story. And we'll wager
the women everywhere will he aroused to heights of enthusiasm
over this one.
Mary Carr, who won fame over night through her work in "Over
tlie_Hill,'"
again onleads
cast and Miss
in a Carr
role that
has just an
as nmch
l)ulling ]iower
tlie the
emotions.
as Drusilla,
aged
inmate of a charity institution, who suddenly finds hei;self witli one
million dollars and who fortliwith dedicates her fortune to caring for babies abandoned on tlie doorstep of her palatial residence,
contributes to screen literature one of the finest character ])aintings
of many years and one whicii is going to be remembered. And
right here we want to tell tlie world that Priscilla Bonner reaches
tlie heights with a niagu'ficent ])erformance.
Folks will not soon forget the entrance of Drusilla into her now
mansion, the antics of lier baby charges, the scene in which Collin
wrecks his car to save the life of Sally May, whom he soon marries;
the ejusode in which Daphne persuades Sally to leave Collin so that
he may have his chance in life, the birth of Sally's baby and so on
and so forth througli a long sries of wonderful moments that lead
up to the powerful court room sec|uence which is going to raise
patrons out of their seats as if they had a iioisting machine i)ulling
them up. Everyone is going to like Drusilla. We recommend it to
exhibitors eveiywhere.
THEME. A society drama in which a charming old
lady, inheriting a million, devotes her fortune to caring
for abandoned tots and is hailed into court when she takes
in the baby of the wife of the son whose father disinherited
him.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The scene in which
Collin wrecks his car and injures himself in order to avoid
hitting Sally May. The sequence in which Drusilla is
informed of her million doUar inheritance. The scenes
showing Drusilla and her baby charges. The court room
scene. The leave-taking of Sally from her husband's home.
DIRECTION. F. Harmon Weight may well be proud
of his accomplishment. He has brought out the highlights
of the story in an understanding way. He has packed the
tale with heart appeal.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Displays of the book.
The names of the cast, playing up Mary Carr in another
"Over the Hill," kind of role. Put on a show for the orphans of the town in co-operation with your newspaper.
DRAWING POWER. The finest houses in the land
should be proud to show entertainment of this type. For
any type of house.
SUMMARY. A distinct relief from the usual run of
screen offerings. A different kind of story, a cast of real
brilliance in which Mary Carr again triumphs and in which
a new star is made in the person of Priscilla Bonner. A
picture with which to win new patrons for your house. A
self-made box office success.
THE CAST
Drusilla Doane
Mary Carr
Collin Arnold
Kenneth Harlan
Elias Arnold
Henry Barrows
John Thornton
William Humphreys
Daphne Thornton
Claire Du Brey
Sally May Ferris
Priscilla Bonner
Adapted from Elizabeth Cooper's book. Scenario by Lois Zellner.
Directed by F. Harmon Weight. Photographed by Lyman Broening.
SYNOPSIS. Drusilla Doane, the only charity patient at the
Cliftondale Home for Old Ladies, is left 51,000,000 by Elias Arnold,
who disinherited his son, following a quarrel. Drusilla's mansion
becomes the "dropping off place" for abandoned babies, one of whom
belongs to Sally May Ferris, a former inmate of an orphan home,
who weds Collin Arnold, Elias' son. The neighbors protest
Drusilla's act in making a home for the castoff babes and she is
haled into court when she takes in the baby of Sally May, who is
also arrested. Sally has left Collin because his former fiancee has
influenced her to do so. However the court rules in favor of
Drusilla and Sally May and Collin are reunited.

WITH
the opportunity here to extract sympathy and pathos
for the central figure — a lovable old man who wishes himself upon his son and daugiiter-in-law as their guest, it
would seem that James Cruze could not fail to take advantage of
these precious elements. Let it lie understood that he ha> concocted a fairly human — a fairly humorous slice of life — which
would have been far more interesting had he not sketched it at
such a halting pace. The piece lacks six)ntaneity and instead
of developing it to show the old man's humiliation and the halfsincere toleration by the young peoi)Ie, the director and adaptor
have capitalized ui)on the comedy values. Thus, they have worked
it out according to a series of gags and incidents.
It's a slight plot at best — one that calls for the best kind of
character acting. But Luke Cosgrave, who flashed a real comedy
chaiacterization in "Hollywood" seems to be lost here. It is as
if he was obeying orders instead of enacting the part of his own
insjiiration. No attention is ])aid to build the pathos — and the
piece fairly cried for it. The old man comes into the house and
l^roceeds to ujiset the orderly aiTangenient of things. He will argue
with the young folks and the servants when they refuse to entertain his ideas. He never seems to a])i>reciate that he is a meddler.
Of cor.rse there are several moments which are amusing. But.
it would have hit the bulls-eye had the old fellow realized that he
was only in the way. It isn't until he joins some cronies at an
Old Men's Home that he decides to live his own life without being
re])rimanded or ordered about.
Cosgrave makes a faii"ly picturesque figure and scores som
points with his comedy — but had he balanced the humor with
flashes of pathos in appreciating the disparity between youth and
old age the picture would ha.ve come closer to the truth. There is
notiiing to keep it going except the incident and the atmosphere. As
a result the action sags and the interest wanders. It is adequately
played by tlie other members of the cast.
THEME. Character study of conflict of age and youth,
showing how a meddlesome old man nearly destroys the
happiness of his son and daughter-in-law. He leaves them
to PRODUCTION
join the Old Men's
Home.
HIGHLIGHTS.
The subtitles. The
sets and atmosphere. The incident. The scene when the
old man upsets the young couple's home. The moment
when he realizes he belongs in the Old Men's Home. The
comedy moments.
DIRECTION. Fails to extract the pathos and make
the central figure real. Relies too much upon comedy
incident. Shows good reaction of young folks toward the
old man, but misses with the latter. Good staging and
atmosphere.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up as a conflict
between youth and old age. Feature title and use it for
teaser campaign. If there are any festivities occurring in
your town tie up with them, through the title. Place sign
featuring title in lobby. Play up director.
DRAWING POWER. For better class neighborhoods
and small towns. Title should attract — as well as exploitation of director.
SUMMARY.
Does not come up to expectations
through failure to capitalize the pathos. Too much dependence upon gags and incident Great opportunity to build
a heart interest story, but humor is too dominant. Leading role miscast.
O. K. with atmosphere and settings.
THE CAST
Old Man Prouty
Luke Cosgrave
Fred Prouty
Warner Baxter
Nettie Prouty
Lois Wilson
Ben Hendricks
Jim Corey
Lil Corey
Margaret Morrie
Miss Pringle
Josephine Crowell
Annie
Adele Watson
From "Minick" by George S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber. Scenario
by Walter Woods.
Directed by James Cruze.
SYNOPSIS. Old man wishes himself upon his son and daughterin-law. Visits them and makes himself at home, thus upsetting their
carefully arranged plans. Embarrasses the young wife and quarrels
with the servants. Becomes friendly with some old men who urge
him to join Old Men's Home. In the end he leaves the young
people upon discovering that he is in the way.
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Raffles

(Universal — 5557 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
liliii version lias t)eeii built around E. W. IToniung's
ANEW
celebrated character, Raffles — a duiracter that bet-ame immensely ))opular with fiction readers and playgoers over a
ilecade ago. The pt)Iisiied crook's adventures are a trifle oldfashioned as visualizetl now and the director found no opi)ortunity
to enliven the story with crackling iticident. Consequently it
makes a listless x^'cture — one which builds in a laboriously slow
fashion without offering- any compensating highlights of surprise
-and suspense.
The film becomes interesting only in spots. For one thing House
Peters is miscast in the title role. He doesn't make the famous
thief the suave, resourceful, polished figure of the stoiy, nor does
he even approach Kryle Bellew's memorable performance on the
stiige. He strives hard enough — too hard in fact tu. a role which
is more suitable for a Barrymore or a Menjou. Had the director
-shot his action to indicate something of careless abandon the film
would have been more in atmosphere. In other words he has failed
to appreciate its possibilities for reckless adventure and a conflict
of wits.
The i)icture has been given an elaborate production. Technically, there is nothing the matter with it. The cracksman gets in
and out of a few scrai)es, but his escapades lack sparkle. It is as
if such a tyi)e of story had been filmed too often to register any
.sus])ense at this late day. As the plot is sketchy and repetitious
naturally very little could be made from it. Raffles has two conspicuous escai)ades — one aboard ship where a necklace is stolen
and the other at a country home where he steals a string of pearls
niulei' the v(^ry eyes of a detective and wins the love of the owner's
(laughter. The play of wit.s is mostly carried on in the subtitles — •
wliich are more in character than the situations.
The ])icture lacks punch — which will disappoint those who were
charmed by the book. As a result it fails to come up to expectations. The supjiorting cast is adequate.
THEME. Crook melodrama revolving around escapades
of polished cracksman who evades the law at every turn.
Reforms by meeting the right girl.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Settings and atmosphere. The subtitles. The scene aboard ship when a necklace is stolen. The situation in the country home where
the crook steals a string of pearls and wins the love of the
heroine.
DIRECTION. Has slight, sketchy scenario and naturally fails to make much out of it. Fails to inject any punch
and incident lacks action. Points the interest too much
on conflict of wits.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You have the famous
novel by E. W. Hornung — and the fact that nearly everybody has either read it or seen the play in stock or otherwise. Play up House Peters
DRAWING POWER. The title has pulling power—
and so has House Peters. Should do business in average
houses. Suitable for downtown, community and small
town houses.
SUMMARY. Fails to come up to expectations as plot
is slight and sketchy and lacks incident and action. More
might have been made from the melodrama which could
have been treated with a splash of humor. House Peters
not the type for title role. Acting is adequate without
being inspired.
THE CAST
Raffles
House Peters
Gwendelyn Amersteth
Miss Du Pont
Mrs. Clarice Vidal
Hedda Hopper
Capt. Bedford
Frederick Esmelton
Crawshay
Walter Long
Lord Amersteth
Winter Hall
Lady Amersteth
Kate Lester
Bunny Manners
Freeman Wood
Lord Crowley
Roland Bottomley
Adopted
to
the
screen
by
Harvey
Thew
from
E. W.
Hornung's
novel and play by E. W. Presbrey. Directed by King
Baggot.
SYNOPSIS. Excitement is created aboard a ship bound from
India to London that the famous cracksman, Raffles, is aboard. He
warns one of the passengers to look after her necklace, but it is
eventually stolen. The necklace is returned in a box of cigarettes.
Raffles bobs up at a country home and encounters a criminologist
who guarantees a string of pearls cannot be stolen. But the pearls
disappear. The cracksman is cornered, but makes his escape with
the daughter of the house — with whom he has fallen in love. The
pearls are returned and Raffles reforms.

Black

Cyclone

(Hal Roach-Pathe— Six Reels)
(Revieweil by Frank LItiott)
WE
doll' our soinbreio to Hal Roach, lie has come out with
"something new under the sun." And what a relief it is.
We believe "Black Cyclone," to l)e one of the finest bits
of scieen entertainment released in many moons. It is ditierent
and one need not hesitate in reconunending it for the finest houses
in the land. Here is a picture that is nothing short of a directorial
achievement. While there are a few humans in the story, most of
the "characters" are "portrayed" by animals, principally horses.
Fred Jackson who presided at the small end of the megaphone is
to be congratulated on his work which evidently must have exercised one's patience to the Nth degree.
"Black Cyclone," is 50 percent, better than "King of the Wild
Horses," Mr. Roach's former release. There is more "class" to
this production, more of a stoiy, more novelties, more selling
points and more beautiful backgrounds. In fact the outdoor mountain exteriors at times approach reseinblance to paintings by the
masters. Rex, the horse, is again the star and he is ".supported"
by Lady, a beautiful white thoroughbred and The Killer, a handsome piece of horseflesh that is just about as wicked a fourfooted battler as we've ever come across. Then there are mountain lions and wolves and a donkey that is sure to arouse the
risibilities of the fans.
The plot
do his
witheffort
Rex'sto efforts
to protect
Ladyremarkable
from tlie
vicious
Killerhasandto in
do so puts
over some
l)attles with the equine Dempsey. There are also some fights between Rex and a puma as well as with a pack of wolves. We are
sure any audience will be aroused to enthusisam when Guinn Williams, praying for the fastest horse in the world to ride to the
rescue of his sweetheart, finds Rex at his side and jumps upon the
animal using neither bridle or saddle and stages one of the most
exciting rides ever screened. There are also some great shots showing Guinn helping Rex out of quicksatuls and moi"e views of the
aninnd trying to tell his nuui-friend that Lady is in need of aid.
"Black Cyl'lone," is a picture that every exhibitcu' should show his
l)atrons.
THEME. Animal picture in which Rex, the horse, being saved by a man, aids the latter in saving his sweetheart. He triumphs over The Killer, villain of the horse
world, and rescues Lady, his mate.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The battles between
Rex and The Killer as well as with the mountain lion and
the wolves. The rescue of Rex from the quicksands. The
wild ride of Quinn Williams on Rex. The climax in which
Rex wins a great fight with The Killer.
DIRECTION. A very skillful and patient bit of direction. Has made animals put forth almost human efforts.
Has injected some whirlwind riding and a goodly quota
of dynamic episodes. Has given the picture a setting of
pictorial grandeur.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Have a man in cowboy
attire lead a black horse about the streets with suitable
advertising. Get co-operation of local riding clubs. Play
up the fact that the principal characters are horses in the
wild state on the range. Promise patrons one of the treats
of the year.
DRAWING POWER. Should be shown by the best
houses because of its novelty. Everyone should enjoy it
and it should do business if you get behind it.
SUMMARY. Intense action, thrills, romance, in fact
all the qualities of good screencraft are possessed by this
unusual filmplay which we believe has real entertainment
value. There is some wonderful work offered by horse
players and a climax that will pull 'em out of the seats.
The mounting is immense.
THE CAST
The Horses
Rex, Lady and the Killer
The Players .... Guinn Williams, Kathleen Collins, Christian Frank
Unidentified
The Pest
By Hal Roach. Directed by Fred Jackman. Photographed by
Floyd Jackman and George Stevens.
SYNOPSIS. Having led Lady out of a trap in which they were
driven by their
enemies, a Rex
the line
into off
The Rex
Killer's
territory.
There,menfollowing
fightcrosses
The Killer
drives
and
keeps Lady. Jim Lawson, forced to flee to escape a charge of
murder, is discovered by Rex. Man and horse make friends. Rex
saves Jim from a mountain lion and then Jim saves Rsx from quickLady. sands. Then Rex carries Jim after the villain who has Jim's sweetheart and incidentally "beats up," The Killer and is reunited with
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Teaser

(Universal-Jewel — 6800 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
A COMEDY-DRAMA of good and bad manners is on display
here — with enough romance, divorce complications and conflict of wits to make it a well-balanced picture — one which
is thoroughly diverting even if it is a reel too long. What transpires could reasonably happen if you care to stretch a situation
or two. At times it develops a farcical flavor ill the way the feminine characters iry to fool one another; but it never gets out of its
element in order to depend upon farcical speed — with the usual
farcical trimmings.
William A. Seiter, the director, has handled his scenes in the
correct tempo and he has uncovered some delightfully amusing
episodes and bits of business which punctuate the romance and
make it breezy. His characters act as if they belong to the social
circles they represent. His settings are in good taste — unmarred
by any bizarre atmosphere.
The story gets off to a good start and is more amusing in its
early scenes than when it develops the complications. We have
the fair scion of a wealthy family who gives up a cigar-counter in
a commercial hotel to become the ward of her society aunt in Xew
York. She is beti'othed to a flashy cigar salesman whose manners
are too boorish to be accepted by the girl's guardian. Even the
girl is sent away to a finishing school to learn etiquette. It is the
comedy flourish of contrasts that keep it sustained with humor
here. The highlight of mirth comes when the salesman attends
his sweetheart's coming-out party — in a hired dress suit.
Meanwhile the girl, deprived of her boy friend, proceeds to
flirt with all of the men — married and unmarried — in her new
social set in order to get even with her aunt. Of course it is innocent play whicli is taken too seriously to ring true. The climax
shows all the misunderstandings swept away and the romantic
triumph of the young people. It is smartly played by Pat
O'Malley. Laura La PI ante, Hedda Hopper, Walter McGrail and
Frank Finch Smiles — who makes a rich sketch of the butler whose
dijilomacy runs amuck iti his effort to be loyal to his master.
THEME. Comedy-drama of girl who becomes ward of
society woman — the latter depriving her of her uncouth
fiance. The girl gets even by compromising herself and
her aunt. In the end she has her way.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The many deft
comedy touches. The scene when boorish salesman is
introduced to Park Avenue. The debut of the girl — and
the uncouth antics of hero.
DIRECTION. Keeps it at fine tempo and never gets
out of touch with his story and characters. Develops a
neat thread of comedy and refrains from spoiling it with
melodrama and farcial trimmings. Handles players and
situations to make them real.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You can spread the campaign on this one and feature it as an exceptionally bright
and amusing comedy-romance. Play up the society angle
and put on prologue featuring society dances, etc. Tease
the title.
DRAWING POWER. O. K. for first run and houses
catering to select clientele.
SUMMARY. A bright and entertaining comedy-drama
is flashed here — one in harmony with its story, sets and
characters. The tempo is keyed at the correct pitch — the
action is punctuated with deft humor — and it is played
with good sparkle.
THE CAST
Ann Barton
Laura La Plante
James
McDonald
Pat O'Malley
Margaret Wyndham
Hedda
Hopper
Roderick Caswell
Walter McGrail
Perry Grayle
Byron Munson
Lois Caswell
Vivian Oakland
Jeffry Loring
Wyndham Standing
Janet Comstock
Margaret Quimby
Jenkins
Frank Finch Smiles
By Adelaide Matthews and Martha Stanley. Scenario by Edward
T. Lowe, Jr., and Lewis Milestone. Directed by William A. Seiter.
SYNOPSIS. Wealthy society woman adopts her niece who has
been clerking at cigar-counter of small city hotel. The girl comes to
New York, but embarrasses her aunt and her social set with her bad
manners and the fact that she is engaged to flashy salesman. The
aunt embarrasses the salesman who gives up the girl to learn
etiquette. The girl gets even by compromising herself and her aunt.
In the end she has her way in romance.

Speed
(Ben Verschleiser Production-Banner
— Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
HERE
another
"jazz"
that
cater isto still
patrons
desiring
this picture
type of for
film. those
It ishouses
an adaptation of Grace Sartwell Mason's Saturdaij Evening Post
story and is decidedly modern in theme.
Sam and Mary Whipple are quiet, easy-going town folk who
are perfectly satisfied with their old fashioned way of living until
their children tell them they are out of date. Then pa and ma
determine to show the yoixng folks some "speed." They go to the
city, buy a big motor car and lots of "glad rags." Their return
is cjuite a surprise and more so when they announce plans for a
cross country tour. This trip gets the personnel into the mountainous part of the west where an attempt is made to swindle the
Whipjiles in a gold mine scheme which fails, but the climax shows a
hold-up and a mad dash down a treacherous road by two autos, one
without brakes. The car containing the bandits go over the cliff,
but not until the hero has climbed from one machine to the other
to grab the heroine therefrom. Then the brakeless car ends up
safely in a hay mow. These sequences are packed with pep and
will kee]) most audiences on edge.
Betty Blythe, Pauline Garon and the Duchess Stella di Lanti havethe jiriiicipal fcm'nine roles. Miss Blythe, of course, has an opportunity to display some elaborate gowns and Miss Garon again
flaps her flai)iierest. William V. Mong, Arthur Rankin, Robert
Ellis and Eddie Phillips are seen in the leading male parts. The
remainder of the cast is good. The picture is attractively mounted
and affords opportunity for some snappy musical settings. It is
good, light, airy stuff for summer consumption because it won't call
for much work on the part of the gTey matter.
THEME. A modern society drama of the well known
"jazz" type in which the parents of two products of the
"saxophone age," decide to show their offspring some fast
stepping themselves.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The return of Mr.
and Mrs. Whipple outfitted for their "jazz" adventure.
The dancing parties. The holdup at the mountain lodge.
The dash of the two autos down the mountain road.
DIRECTION. Edward LeSaint has accomplished what
he started out to make — a fast moving picture. He has
tacked on a climax that carries a punch and has given the
production a satisfactory mounting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Arrange to have a
wrecked auto towed about town with sign on it "This is
one result of 'Speed,' see the others at the Strand." Promote a cross country run with your local Y. M. C. A or
other athletic organization, offering prizes.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for houses catering to
the folks that like the flapper stuff. Has some popular
stars in the cast which should help greatly in selling it to
the public.
SUMMARY. There seems to be some demand even at
this
that
also
for

late date for the tales of flapper doings and here's one
is a bit ofi the beaten path in that it shows the parents
deciding to try the jazz life themselves as an example
their children.
THE CAST
Mary Whipple
Betty Blythe
Wiletta Whipple
Pauline Garon
Sam Whipple
William V. Mong
Dick Whipple
Arthur Rankin
Nat Armstrong
Alfred Allan
Nat Armstrong, Jr
Robert Ellis
Jack Cartwright
Eddie Phillips
Senor Querino
Fred Becker
Senorita Querino
Duchess Stella di Lanti
By Grace Sartwell Mason. Directed by Edward Le Saint.
Scenario by Lois Zellner. Photographed by King Glenn and Ora
SYNOPSIS. Called old fashioned by their children, Sam and
Jackson.
Mary
Whipple, parents,
to "step
and jazz
things
bit themselves.
They go decide
to town,
buy a out"
car, sport
clothes
and upan-a
nounce a motor
trip when
'cross they
country.
daughter
leaves her
sheik behind,
so that
arrive Wiletta,
in the west
Nat Armstrong.
Jr., another suitor, has the field to himself. Nat, aided by the children, save the old folks from 'oeing swindled in a gold mine deal.
Then there is a hold-up and a mad chase down the mountain side
to save Wiletta who has been kidnaped. All decide to give up
"speed" and "jazz."
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IS LOVE BLIND?

RATES : lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

BUSTER
ill say it it'
KEATON

CLASSIFIED

SERVICE

A classified ad in MoTION PICTURE News ofers th«
full resources and circulation of the News to rfie advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.
Whether you want to reach executives, branch manafers.
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can acconiplish this
quickly and economically through the News Qassifi«<l
Columns.
Wanted
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
available about June 1st, desires to negotiate with a theatre owner requiring the services of a capable manager
thoroughly versed in the
technique of modern theatre
management ; have had 17
years' experience in Chicago
and Illinois ; am 37 years old
and married ; prefer to locate
in Indiana, Ohio, or Western
Pennsylvania ; write or wire
full particulars. Address,
Box 260, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
WANTED. — Good used
features, 5-7 reel dramas for
Japan ; reasonable prices.
Give full details in letter.
Kamoi, 49 Prospect Place,
New York City.
MUSIC

ROLLS EXCHANGED.— Exhibitors in
any part of this country who
operate Wurlitzer Electric
Pianos or Motion Picture
Orchestras by music rolls can
exchange rolls wii\\ us regularly at either 75 cents or $1
per roll and postage. Write
us for full details, stating
what style you have. D. L.
Whittle Music Co., Dallas,
Texas.
MOTION

PICTURE OPERATOR.— Fifteen years'
experience; would like to locate where real projection is
appreciated. Mv reference:
"Birth of a Naton," "Way
Down East" and other
Broadway productions. A.
Barney, Fulton Hotel, 46
Eighth Ave., New York.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high class scenic prologues.
Will go anywhere. Milo B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.

PRINTS
Bids for prints for Department
films will be opened June 8.
Proposals may be secured from
Division Purchases and Sales,
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
EXPERIENCED
ORGANIST and piano orchestra leader wishes engagement. Has large modern
library and ten years' picture experience. Can coach
singers and choruses. Has
business ability. Box 990,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
Personal
ED A. WESTCOTT — get
in touch with me at once.
Big opportunity. AY. A.
Humphrey. 507 Glenn Bldg.,
Atlanta. Ga.
For

Sale

FOR SALE. — Modern
movie; priced for quick sale
account of illness; wonderful
bargain ; countv seat of 10.000. Box 240, Motion Picture News, New York.
FOR

SALE.— Poster Exchange and Theatre Supplies ;
in midwestern city; good
location and now on a paying basis. Write C. A. B.,
Motion Picture News, Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE OR LEASE.—
Washburn Theatre, Chester,
Pa.; seating capacity, 1.500;
bjg stage; plenty scenery;
Kimball Organ; two picture
machines. For particulars,
address Leon Washburn. 131
Newbury Street, Boston,
Mass.

FOR SALE.— Two Fulco
arc controllers, used 1 month ;
$175 for the two. W. IJ
Hefifley, Duncannon, Pa.

Though all but two of these eleven ads on ''Seven
Chances" (Metro-Goldwyn) employ stock material in
some measure, htey represent a wide variety and treatment and style. The theatres included in the lay-out,
which may be easily identified, are: McVickers theatre,
Chicago; Loew's Dayton theatre, Dayton; Palace theatre.
New Haven; Loew's Palace theatre, Washington, D. C;
Stanley theatre, Philadelphia; James' Broadway, Columbus, Ohio; Strand theatre, Cincinnati; Alhambra, Miltvauhee; Main Street theatre. Kansas City; New,
Baltimore; Madison, Detroit.
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THE Duchess Theatre, Queen
Street. Sault Ste., !Marie. Ontario, has been purchased by the
Algoma Steel Corporation, whose
property the theatre adjoins, the
. The theprice paid being $10,()(X)
atre is to be rejuvenated and the
building used for the many employes.
Manager H. X. lernberg of the
Province Theatre. Winnipeg, one
of the big downtown theatres in
the Manitoba
Capital, reduced

a west side motion picTHAT ture
house is to bt- built in
Rochester, is a rumor strongly current in Kodak Town. Financial
backing has been obtained, according to the report, and negotiations
started for a site in Main street
west, beyond the Buffalo. Rochester and Pittsburgh office building
at South Washington street. Although the names of Chester and
Paul Fcnyvessy, owners of the
Strand theatre, and William A.
Caliban, manager of the Regent,
have been linked with the plan,
these men have denied any connection with it. The proposed theatre will have a seating capacity
of 3000. Several weeks ago the
a
F'enyvessy interests announced
plan to erect a large theatre in
William street. Rochester.
.\1 Teschemacher, former booker
at the Buffalo Pathe exchange, and
now owner of the Casino theatre
in the same city, has been appointed keeper of the exchequer at
Crystal Beach this summer. Now
how's that for a soft life? Al's
brother will operate the Casino
during his absence at the Canadian
shore resort.

News

from

News

Correspondent^

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!>iiiiiiiii^^^
Canad
prices of admission for the summer months, starting May 1 1 but
made it plain that the reduction
was only for the hot weather. Incidentally, Mr. Jernberg put an
idea into effect whereby a special

added feature is presented at the
matinee performances only as an
extra inducement for matinee patronage. Top price is now 25
ceiUs.
For some time the Hillcrest

Sid Horcn lias been assigned to
the Rochester territory as Fox representative. Manager Bill Rowell reports much interest among
e.xhibitors in the new product announced by the company. He anticipates abusy season at the Fox
office.
Earl Kramer, Universal branch
manager, has returned from the
company's convention, all pepped
up over the new White List. The
Buffalo "U" office is going "on

The new house which .Simon
Wertheinier will build in Hertel
avenue, Buffalo, will be called the
Parkview theatre. A large sign
has been placed in front of the
property declaring the theatre will
be one of the most magnificent
communitv houses in the countrv.
Harry 'Dixon.
Buffalo
F.B!0.
manager,
as usual,
opened
the
straw hat season along film row.
when he came forth on May 15
resplendent in latest style panama
kelly. Harry is soon to introduce
also some new shirts that are sure
to knock his colleagues for a row
of film cases.
Members of the Rochester Exhibitors League staged a big
Movie Ball last Wednesday evening in the Kodak Town convention
hall. George Caffery of the Clinton theatre. Frank J. Koch of the
Lyndhurst and Jules Greenstone,
president of the Rochester league,
attended the convention in Milwaukee.
Stockholders of the Border
.Amusement company held a meeting in the Hotel Statler, Buffalo,
the other evening and authorized
the directors to accept a deposit
of S5000 from an unknown client

.■\ special committee of the Rochester Parent-Teacher association
is acting as an advisory committee in reviewing the picture prohigh!"
the Eastman for
Saturdax'
morninggrams forperformances
boys
and girls. Although these programs are first scrutinized carefully in New York by representatives, they are gone over once more
before being presented in Rt)chester.
It is reported that the Schine
interests ha\e taken over the Dellinger Opera House in Batavia
from Houghton & Crosby of Buffalo and will run it as a daily picture house. The house has been
offering legitimate attractions.

Picture

Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, had
been bothered by rowdies and
Manager Many Bergman tried
various methods to deal with the
problem without resorting to the
assistance of the Toronto Police.
All is now rosy at the theatre,
however, because Manager Bergman had two roughnecks hauled up
with the result that one was fined
S50 and costs and the other was
sentenced to pav S25 and costs.
Disorderly conduct was the charge.

who is seeking the Star. Ellen Terry and Marlowe, the three houses
in the chain.
Joseph A. Schuchert, owner of
the Columbia and Colonial and interested in several other Buffalo
houses, is now mingling with the
joys of "that so beautiful Paree."
Joe. larJr.,
is hoping
to make
a simitour to
the French
capital
this
summer. When Joe, Jr.. arrives
those French flappers are going to
have a lot of heavy dates.
George Eastman of Rochester
has announced that as a result of
letters received from Martin Johnson, noted explorer, he will visit
British East Africa in the fall of
1926. his objective being the camp
which Mr. and Mrs. Johnson have
established in the wilds of North
Kenya on Paradise Lake.
E. G. Dodds. former manager
of the State theatre in Corning.
N. Y.. has gone to East Rochester
where he has taken charge of the
Rialto. He has been succeeded in
Corning by Walter H. Smith of
Hornell. Charles J. Rose, manager of the Princess. Corning, has
been made district manager of the
Schine theatre corporation.

Cincinnati

Metro-Goldwyn exchange
THE
has moved to the new offices
on the sixth floor of the Broadway
Film Building. The entire suite
has been newly refurnished and
looks si)ick and span. The office
force is much elated with their new
([uarters and declare them to be
far superior to the ones they had
on the third floor.
Bob Burns, office manager foi
Standard, who has been ill at home
for a week has taken a turn fo
the worse and had to be taken to
the Good Samaritan Hospital. It
'
ever that
hon soon
is hoped
care
he will
returnwithto prope
health
and his desk in the fil-n building.
.-Xr'hur Kaspa--. forn-e-'ly with
the I'niversal Offi'-e at Charleston
W. \'a. has 'oined the .forces of
the I' cal St:'"''a'd oft'ce as booker, lohnny Eifert >• ho has been
filling in this cap;"Mty fo*- som-^
time will assume the position ot

si)ecial representati\e for the firm.
R. M. Lauer. is a newcomer tn
the Universal offices in the capacity of salesman.
Fred Strief and Charles Lowenburg. Universal Manager and Exploiteer respectively have returned
from a three days stay at Chicago
and a similar length of time at
Milwaukee. They were both much
elated with their soiourn and
think that there is nothing on the
market like the big U product.
Ed. Booth, manager for F.B.O.,
returned from the managers convention at Chicago all enthused
over
the
product.
E. D. firm's
B>ron, new
of the
Columbia
Theatre. Athens. O.. speiU several
days in the city last week.
.Andy Hettesheimer, manager of
the Orpheum Theatre and one of
the most ponular exhibitors in the
territorv, who has been ill for
some t-nie has had a relapse and

was forced to go back to the hospital for further treatment. It is
hoped cover
byat aallrapid
that rate
Andyforwillhe re-is
more than missed from film row.
C. H. Groves of the Palace Theater. Columbus, O., is ill in the
hosnital with pneumonia.
Mark Horwitz. manager for the
local Lande Film Office, returned
from a week end trip to the home
office at Pittsburgh, where he
si)ent some time renewing old acquaintances.
Max Greenwald has been transferred to Pittsburgh to assume the
branch managership of the Famous Players Exchange in that city.
He was formerly in the same
capacity in this town. His place
here will be taken by C. E. Peppiatt. former branch manager for
Paramount at Memphis.
manbranch
former
Billyager forBein,
and Lou
.Artists,
United

Perlman. also a film man. have
opened the Cincinnati Theatre
Poster selvesCompany
and Kings.
bill themas The Poster
Ben Strasser. of The Ben Strasser Productions Company returned from New ^'ork much elated
with the success he attained placing his new comedies.
Ben. Wheeler, of the Ideal Theater. Dayton, O.. spent several
days in the city visiting various
exchanges.
Jules Frankel. returned from his
vacation in Quebec and New York
looking much better and feeling
the.A same
rare wa.\-.
visitor in the citv was
Dick .Anderson, owner of the
Edale Theatre. Edale, W. Va. _
Wm. Combs, of Sassifras, Ky.,
has taken over the Gay Theatre at
Kv.. froTil
leff,owned
has
it for Troy
some ("ombs,
time. who
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Leon Mcdeni entered
WHEX
nis omce the otner morning, upon bcnig ai)i)onned manager ot the Jr'athe exchange in
tnis city, he first thought he had
made a mistake and entered a
florist shop. Upon his desk reposed a huge basket oi flowers
irom the lilm salesmen oi Albany
while on a nearby table was another bouquet irom the ofUce employees. Charles Stombaugh, who
had been handlmg the ottice lor
the past year and who has just
been transferred to the management of the Newark, X. J. branch,
was the guest of honor at a dinner given by the ofUce at the
Hotel Kenmore, one night last
week. At the conclusion of the
dinner, Mr. Stombaugh, was presented W'ilh a traveling bag,
Frank Harris making the presentation speech.
Sam Burns, local manager lor
Vitagraph, is now on the West
Coast, having left on the "Wolverine" last week, for Frisco,
where he will attend a convention.
Judging from the expressions
heard from several of the exhibitors who attended the Milwaukee
gathering, "a good time was had
by all." This section of the state
sent five exhibitors including William Benton, of Saratoga Springs ;
Meyer and Louis Schine, of Gloversville ; William Shirley. of
Schenectady, and William Smalley. of Cooperstown.
O. R. Rciffel. manager of the
Fox exchange in this city, is now
enjoying
a threerecuperating
weeks' vacation,
and incidentally
from
the ef?ccts of a recent ojieration.
Things are running so smoothly
these days Ijetvveen the exhibitors
and the exchange managers, that
the meetings ol the Arbitration
Board are becoming shorter and
shorter. The one last week lasted
only about thirty minutes. The
exhibitors were represented bv
Uly S. Hill, of Troy ; Abe Stone,
of Albany, and Louis Buettner, of
Cohoes.
William C. Allen, who runs the
Casino, in Antwerp, and likewise
runs it well, was in Albany for
several days last week, handling a
crew of salesmen in connection
with a selling drive on cheese.
Along with running a theatre, Mr.
.Allen sells cheese which is quite
natural in view of the fact that
his home section is one of the
greatest cheese-producing areas in
the country.
The film salesmen of Albany
are getting all spruced up these
days in anticipation of the dance
which they will hold at the Hotel
Ten Eyck, Monday night. May 2.^.
Exhibitors throughout the entire
section are in\ited to the affair.
A new^ publicity committee for
the Albany Film Board of Trade
is to be named at once. It will
he rather a hard matter to find
one who can fill the place of
Charles Stombaugh. who has been
chairman of the committee, hut
who has been transferred to Newark. Mr. Stombaugh has a natural bent for news and has been
keeping the Board before the
people in an excellent way.

Harry Buxbaum, district rnanager for First Xational, was in
Aii)any one da.\ last week, meeting
Al Herman, and then journeying
on for the purpose of meeting
some of the larger chain exhibitors in this territory.
John Mattice, who runs the
Xovelty, in Middleburg, but picks
up many a stray dollar on the
side with his "hot dog" stands at
county fairs and other gatherings, was in town the other day
and declared that he ne\er knew
a spring to drag so as the present one. He can hardly wait until the people begin to demand
hisThere
"hot dogs."
were few exhibitors
along F"ilm Row during the past
week the majority apparently deciding towaukee
wait convention
until after
and the
to Milsee
what action might be taken relative to block booking.
Jacob Golden, manager
Harmanus-Bleecker
Hall in ofAlbany,
set a new house record the past
week, when he was obliged to
turn hundreds aw'ay that could
not he accommodated e\en though
the house seats 2,000, or more.
Along with double features. Mr.
Golden put on an excellent program of home talent entitled "Albany
RobertVanities."
Mochrie. manager of
the Producers' Distributing Corporation, inAlbany, was called to
Xew York city on a sad mission
last week, through the death of
his father.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hellman,
of
theatrea in
Alban>-.
werethein Royal
Xew York
portion
of
last week. Mr. Hellman keeps
his theatre spick and span and the
house has long proved a veritable
mint for the owner.
In order to brace up his matinees on Tuesday and Thursday.
Walter Suckno, handling the Regent theatre in Albany, is presenting souvenirs to patrons. ^Ir.
Suckno is a great believer in exploitation and his lobbies, for he
has the Albany theatre as well, attract a great deal of attention and
also patronage.
Oscar Perrin is further impro\ing both the Leland and the
Clinton Square theatres in Albany, by carpeting the same.
The carpets at the Leland have
long been threadbare, but apIiarently the patrons cared nothing
about this, for the house has been
playing to capacity business for so
many months that a dull night is
practically unknown.
The Mark Strand theatre, in
Alliany. through the use of a
handsome lobby frame placed
near the sidewalk, is attracting
attention these days to coming
attractions.
The combined orchestras of the
Olympic and .\von theatres in
Watertown. both owned by Nate
Robhins of Utica, gave a morning concert last Friday that attracted a large audience. It is
the intention to run these concerts
(juite frequently during the coming summer.
Vic Bendell, who has been a
film salesman in Albany for the

Harry Berinstein. of Elmira,
was in town during the week.
\\ hile here he stated that the
work of remodeling the Regent,
in Elmira, would get under way
at once in order that the theatre
which is the only one on Alain
street, might be in a position to
accommodate the crowds in the
early fall.
The motion picture theatre in
Lake (jeorge, belonging to Mrs.
William Carpenter, opened for the
season last Saturday evening with
Mr. Wills, of Warrensburg handling the projection machine.
(.ieorge Roberts, of the Colonial
in .Albany, but who also handles
the entire Berinstein circuit,
motored last week to Elmira, and
then on to New York. In connection with the Colonial theatre,
Mr. Roberts stated that along with
the recent decision of the Film
Board of Trade to the effect that
the theatre would be obliged to
pay for film stolen, some months
ago. that he was wondering if the
Film Board of Trade was to become a collecting agency for the
exchanges.
Stock at the Capitol, in Albany,
is apparently
season and there doing
will bewellno this
attempt

past twelve years or so, is now engaged in selling advertising, and
"doing quite well," thank you.
Ray Smith and L. A. Herman
have joined the sales force of
the local Uni\ersal exchange. Mr.
Herman is a brother of Alec
Herman, local manager for First
Xational.
E. J. WOlfe, owner of the
Bijou theatre in Lowville, added
another plume to his cap last
week when one of his Great Dane
dogs carried off all the honors at
a Buffalo dog show. The same
animal duplicated the feat at the
Pittsburg show the week before.
Mr. Wolfe was at the Buffalo
show and ui)on returning home
was as pleased with the blue ribbbons as a child with a new toy.
The Strand theatre in Carthage
has a new orchestra leader in the
l)erson of Joseph LaFara, who
succeeds Wilbur Bardo. leader for
the past ten months, who will de\()te
time to study in New
^'ork his
and Europe.
There is some speculation in
-Klbany these days as to whether
or not the city is to have a new
motion picture theatre in the near
future. A report to that effect
spread about town last week following the securing of options on
the Bclvidere Hotel and adjoining property
by persons
refused to divulge
theirwhofuture

to inaugurate it at any of the theatres now given over to motion
pictures. It is said that the stock
company
in Albany
is faring better than the
one in Syracuse.

plans.
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CHARLIE THALL, wellknown in San Francisco theatricals, has been promoted by
A. M. Bowles, general manager
of West Coast Theatres, Inc., to
the position of assistant general
manager. Charlie Thall, has spent
his entire life in the theatrical
business and comes from a family
long associated with theatres. His
father, Mark Thall, was a partner of the Belascos. Thall will
continue as head of the booking
department and will have the supervision of 19 theatres in this
section of the State.
Foster and Kleiser, billboard
advertisers, have erected two display panels, one 24 sheet and one
3 sheet, in the local office of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
This policy of sample display
panels will be erected in all Paramount offices through the courtesy
of Foster and Kleiser who are cooperating with Paramount. This
idea was originated in San Francisco by H. R. Reimer, theatrical
representative of Foster & Kleiser
in this district and M. Clark of
the local Paramount office.
Manager Charlie Pincus of the
Imperial has announced that Dorothy Dooley has been appointed
organist for that house. Miss
Dooley, who is but 19 years of
age and the youngest theatrical organist on the Pacific Coast, has
shown great ability and has been
assistant organist at the Imperial
for some time.
M. E. Cory, San Francisco 'District manager for Producers Distributing Corporation has returned from a two weeks trip on
the road where he was visiting
the different houses. Mr. Cory
had a very successful trip.
L. W. Weir, Division Manager
for Producers Distributing Corporation, isvisiting the Seattle office
and contemplating opening a
branch at Portland, Oregon.
Mel Wilson, formerly manager

for Paramount in Denver, has
been appointed special representative for Producers Distributing
Corporation in the Inter-Mountain
territory and his offices will be
at Denver, Salt Lake and Butte.
The West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
formerly located at 134 Leavenworth street,
moved on
to theMay
Loew's
Warfield
Building
15,
where they occupy the entire
eighth floor.
On the completion of the
second year under management of
the West Coast Theatres, Inc., a
special musical and general program was givenMay
at Loew's
Wartield Theatre,
16th.
The National Theatres offices
have moved from the Loew's
Warfield building to the Golden
Gate Theatre building.
Although the West Coast Theatre, Inc., has made arrangements
with the Orpheum to take over
some of its vaudeville, this will
not effect the local Loew's Warfield Theatre which this corporation manages because this theatre
does not use vaudeville. The
State Theatre at Oakland will use
the new service.
Herman Wobber, who for many
years past has been district manager of the West Coast offices of
Famous Players-Lasky, has received an appointment which will
take him on a tour throughout
the foreign field. The tour is
to be made with the Paramount
idea of better theatres, better
music, more intensified advertising
and exploitation — in fact, better
conditions throughout the amusement field on the Continent.
The Robert E. Power Studios
have commenced the interior decon Arkush's
Stanford
Theatreorating at
Palo new
Alto.
The
opening date
has
not
been
announced as yet.
When the roll was called on
the opening morning of the Paramount Convention, at Los Angeles

XTOX FILM CORPORATION
" will open a Milwaukee exchange on July 1st and Jack Lorentz, who has been Milwaukee
representative for Fox, will be
manager in charge. Practically
the entire state of Wisconsin will
be handled out of the new Milwaukee branch.
Z. M. Harris is now in charge
at the Randolph Theatre, having
come on from New York to fill
the position made vacant by the
resignation of J. L. McCurdy. Mr.
McCurdy has a connection in view
which may take him away from
Chicago.
Louis Marks is now vacationing
at French Lick, following the return of his brother, Meyer, from
that resort. Meyer was accompanied on his sojourn there _ by
Mrs. Marks and his son Julian,
who has developed into an A-1
golfer and gives his father a hard
battle on the links.

The opening of Lynch Theatres,
Inc., beautiful new Manor Theatre
at 5609 W. North Avenue, was a
gala event of May 16th. President Vincent T. Lynch was on
hand to welcome his many friends
from among exhibitors and exchange men who attended, and
was the recipient of many congratulations on the beauty and magnificence of the new playhouse.
The theatre has a seating capacity
of two thousand seats and one of
the finest Kimball Organs in Chicago has been installed; a symphony orchestra also adding to the
pleasure of the patrons. Jack
Ly-nch, a brother of V. T., has
been appointed manager, and the
policy of the house will be high
class first run pictures and specialties.Tom Mix and Tony broke into
Chicago society last week when
the popular western star did some
equestrian stunts at a Gold Coast

recently, the San Francisco boys
responded with a song, written by
Jack Bettencourt, salesman from
the San Francisco office.
S. Loevine of the Continental
Screen Service of New York has
returned to San Francisco after
spending
Northwest. several weeks in the
D. Bush, the night watchman
employed by practically all the exchanges, was a hero at the fire
at Golden Gate and Van Ness
Avenues
Harry recenth'.
C. Greening, formerly
with the New York Herald, has
been appointed publicity man for
the Aztec and Egyptian Theatres.
Miss Quale, assistant cashier
at Metro-Goldwyn, has left to become affiliated with the National
Theatre Syndicate.
Wm. Lockhoff is opening an
Air-Dome Theatre at Stockton.
Mr. T. P. Hall's new theatre
at Martinez will be entirely
equipped with W. G. Preddey's
equipment.
W. G. Preddy Reflector Lamps
have been installed in Morris
Markowitz's Strand Theatre.
Harry Speipel of Visalia has
been seriously ill with scarlet
fever, but is recovering nicely.
Walter W. Kofeldt, San Francisco manager for Pathe, is publishing a trade periodical under
the name of "Show Shop" "for
Movie Fan
and that
Picture
Man"devote
Mr.
Kofeldt
states
he will
the pages of this publication exclusively to the product released
through Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
and exhibitor news. First edition
May 1st.
Mischa Gluskin has renamed
the
old Class A — the Temple
Theatre.
Stanley P. Griffin, head of the
First National shipping department for the last two years, has
resigned to take a position as
house
Theatre. manager of the Haigh

riding academy. Tom also appeared at other points in the city
and received his usual ovations. It
was necessary
callcrowd
out police
serves to hold tothe
back.reH. E. Armstrong, formerly Paramount salesman, is now a member of Universal's sales staff and
will work country territory under
Manager William Brumberg.
Divisional Manager Oeve Adams of F. B. O., left Saturday
night for New York City and a
swing around his district.
Jack of
Daughtery,
trayer
western popular
roles, porwas
placed under Universal contract by
President Carl Laemmle, when
both gentlemen were in Chicago
last week. Mr. Daughtery left for
Universal City to start work on
his first picture.
G. G. Gregory, formerly of Producers Distributing Corporation,
has joined F. B. O.s sales staff
and Manager Jack Sampson has

Picture

News

H. G. Rosebaum, formerly
manager of the San Francisco
office for Paramount, and who a.
comparatively short time ago was
made southern division manager
for this organization, has again
been promoted. He has been
placed in complete charge of the
Fall Sales Campaign for Paramount.
Local manager Charles Muehlman of First National has returned from the Sales Convention
of
in that
May. film corporation which was
held in Los Angeles the first week
G. C. Parsons of the National
Theatres, was on April 19th, presented with a nine pound baby
daughter and since then no one
has been able to talk to him.
He isn't blamed, but congratulated.
Mr. and Mrs. San Gordon and
their niece, were recent visitors
on the exchange recently.
Mrs. Bert Hall, wife of Bert
Hall of the Hall Film Exchange
has recuperated from an attack
of the mumps.
Bennie ^luller has been appointed assistant to J. J. Cluxton,
manager of the Pantages Theatre.
Louis Reichart, formerly in
charge of the San Francisco office
of Selznick, is now manager of
the
Salt Lake Corp.
office of Producers
Distributing
W. J. Clark of Vacaville, Gus
Johnson of Newman and L.
Killingsworth of Willows, were
all film row shoppers recently.
Joseph Dietz, special representative for Tri-Stone was here recently from New York.
John Peters has purchased the
Spot and Strand Theatres at
Stockton.
Julius Cantwell is now sellinj^
for Hall Film Exchange, after
long service with Progress.

assigned him to Illinois territory.
Frank Schaefer of the Crystal
Theatre, headed a party of film
men who attended the Derby at
Churchill Downs last week, stopping en route, at French Lick for
a game of golf.
Harry Berman and Mrs. Berman, who were both confined to
their rooms at the Drake Hotel,
with severe colds, were sufficiently
recovered to leave for New York,
Saturday morning.
Mannie Goldstein of Universal,
returned to Chicago from Louisville, where he attended the Derby
and after a conference with Branch
Manager Roy Alexander, left for
New York City. President Carl
Laemmle also went from Milwaukee to the Derby and is returning
to Chicago by way of French Lick.
He expects to spend two or three
days in this city before leaving
for New York.
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d here yesWORD was terdayreceive
of the death of
Howard Archibald, at Pocatello,
Idaho, day before yesterday.
Young Archibald, who is the son
s in the Carof one of the partner
ruthers and Archibald Amusement
ny
Compa
of that city operating
theatres, was killed as he was returning to his home after spending the evening dancing at Inkom,
a dancing resort near Pocatello.
As he negotiated a curve in the
road, his car turned turtle, killing
Jiim almost instantly, and rendering his wife in such a precarious
condition that she is not expected
to live.
One of the most unique theatres
in all of the United States is tfie
Venice located at Nephi, Utah. It
is built directly over a pure running mountain trout stream, and
say boy, there are real trout in the
waters too. Vic Foote, owner of
the theatre has built a trap door
in the floor of his office in the
theatre, and often he drops a hook
■and line into the stream and catches
a mess of speckled beauties for
dinner. In the summer time he
keeps a continuous ventilation in
his theatre of the icy temperature
•of the stream. He installed a five
horsepower motor over the stream
which fans the cool air into the
theatre. Ed. C. Mix, local manager of the Associated Exhibitors
exchange was down there the other
day and while he was selling
Foote film productions, he dropped
a line through the trap door and
succeeded in pulling out a large
trout.
Mr. Mix is getting things started
in a lively manner in this territory
for Associated Exhibitors since
taking over the local office as manager two weeks ago, returning
from his first trip this week.
W. S. Wessling, Western Division Manager for Pathe, is here
conducting a sales conference of
both Pathe and Associated Exhibitors staffs. He arrived from

Lake

the Butte office, and leaves tomorrow for Portland, Oregon, where
he will conduct a similar conference.
C. M. Van Horn, Pathe manager
in Denver, came over to sit in at
the local sales conference.
R. D. Boomer, short subject
salesman out of the Pathe branch
office, is heading for his Nevada
section tomorrow.
Charles Hamel, selling in this
territory
for death
Pathe,this
hadweek
a narrowescape from
while
driving in the northern Utah territory. He was driving his Ford
along the edge of the Weston canyon, when it slipped of? the road
into the stream sixty feet below
— and Charley was in the car during the entire drop. Luckily the
car stayed right side up until it
was within a few feet of the
stream, then it struck a protruding
rock and turned over. All Charley got was an icy bath and a
bruised shoulder. The car was
very badly damaged, losing the
hood, banging up the engine and
fenders, but — here is one for Henry Ford — after Charley had
pulled it out with equine aid, he
drove the danged thing into town
under its own power.
R. S. Stackhouse, manager in
this city for Vitagraph, is in Los
Angeles where he is attending the
national convention. He is expected home in a few days.
David T. McElhinney, special
representative in the territory for
Vitagraph is burning up contracts
in Nevada, while George Jensen is
doing his stuff in Montana.
Joe Solomon, who joined the local selling force for F.B.O. last
week is m.aking his initial trip into
the Idaho section this week.
The affairs at the branch office
of F.B.O. are being presided over
by E. M. Gibson, assistant manager, during the absence of his
chief, L. A. Davis, who is attending the Chicago convention.
A wire received at the local Uni-

City

versal office yesterday indicates
that Samuel Henley, branch manager, will arrive home Sunday, after sitting in at the convention in
Chicago. He took a jaunt over
to Milwaukee to witness round
two of the doings there.
Lew Herns, who came here from
Portland, last week, and G. A.
Margetts, who was transferred
from Ontario, Canada, are both
out in the territory for Universal.
Herns was assigned to the southern Utah section, while Margetts
is in Idaho.
Harmon and Lou Perry, exhibitors at Ogden, Utah, announce
that they have closed the Cozy
theatre in that city. A store building will be erected on the site. Several weeks ago they sold the site
of the Utah theatre for a hotel
building, which leaves them with
two theatres, the Ogden and Egyptian. The Cozy will close May 18.
They were both in town today
lining up new business.
Art Schayer, Fox exchange
manager, left for Butte, Montana,
after his return to this city from
New York City where he attended
the general convention. He will
return the first part of next week.
James R. Keitz, Greater Features
exchange manager is making a
short selling trip into the northern
Utah and southern Idaho territory
this week, in the interest of the
dandy new release schedule of C.
B. C. productions.
Alan Burke, manager of the DeLuxe feature independent exchange
here, says that business has started out in dandy fashion since opening the exchange several weeks
ago. He just returned from his
first trip into the territory going
as far as Yellowstone Park in Idaho and Wyoming, where he enjoyed good business. Burke is well
known in this section, having been
manager of the old Shooker exchange which operated here on Regent street for several years.

C. F. Parr, manager of the local
Producers Distributing Corporation exchange, is making a trip into the Montpelier district of Idaho
this week.
S. Z. Williams, traveling auditor for Producers Distributing
Corporation is here going over the
books and records of the local office. He came in from Denver.
Idaho exhibitors who visited the
local mart this week include: M.
C. Maddison, owner of the Rex
and Elk theatres at Rexburg; W.
H. Burt, operating the Rialto theatre at Twin Falls ; Dr. Klein,
owner and Ott Schmidt, manager
of the Colonial theatre, Idaho
Falls ; and I. H. Harris, manager
of the Burley theatre, Burley.
Wyoming had a representation this
week in E. R. Ashton, owner of
the Isis theatre. Green River, and
M. F. Harris, operating the Strand
theatre, Evanston. The Utah boys
consisted of John Rugar, managing the Orpheum theatre, Park
City ; J. J. Gillette, Strand theatre,
Toeele, and Mel Stringham, owner
of the Rains theatre, at Rains.
George Mayne, owner of the
Preferred Picture and Super Feature Independent exchange in this
city is in Idaho for several weeks.
Elwin Peck has charge of the office during his absence.
George L. Cloward, Metro-Goldritory.
wyn exchange manager, is back
after a swing into the northern ter-

Grossmont Studios, have been
making a tour of the back country to select locations available for
their screen work. Both of these
stars were given warm welcomes
by the chamber of commerce
committees and others.
Helen Holmes and members of
her company have been at work at
the Grossmont Studios, following
preparatory arrangements by J. P.
McGowan as director and producer. Al Hoxie heads another
unit which will do work at the
same studios.
The Colonial Theatre, which has
been operating at various times as
a vaudeville house, motion picture
and stock theatre, has closed.

Among the California theatres
who have recently improved their
musical
the installation of programs
Wurlitzer by
organs
are the
Bard Theatre Co. of Los Angeles, who have installed new units
in their Los Angeles Adams St.
Theatre and Bards Pasedena, the
New Glendale, operated by West
Coast Langley, the Egyptian at
Maywood, owned by J. W. Dodge,
the Aztec and Egyptian of San
Francisco, under the Marion Realty Co., the Hayward, at Haywards,
Cal., belonging to Pacific State
Theatres, Inc., the Mission at
Monterey Park, one of the West
Coast chain, and P. Lashers Wabash theatre in Los Angeles.

Harold Pickering, exploitation
manager in this territory for
Famous Players-Lasky, who has
charge of the entries for the school
to teach motion picture acting that
will be inaugurated by Famous in
the fall, is receiving some photographs and data on aspirants that
are to be proud of, and he says he
would not be at all surprised to
see some winners of places from
this neck of the woods.

an
T AMIE EEICKSON, who has
been known for 9»«Leral years
as one of the most accomplished
of youthful organists, and who
has been at the console of several
of the local motion picture houses,
has begun an engagement as organist at the Savoy Theatre, which
has recently reopened in stock.
For many years the Savoy was the
chief vaudeville house of the city.
The Balboa management has
made a decided change in policy
by bringing to this high class motion picture house a 3-day-a-week
vaudeville program from the Orpheum circuit. The theatre will
continue its screen attractions the
other four days of the week, and

COSTUMES

a feature picture and news reel
are being given with the vaudeville programs. Owing to the
manner in which the Balboa stage
was constructed no changes were
necessary to accommodate the
vaudeville acts.
J. E. Carroll recently opened at
Jacumba Hot Springs, a back
country mountain resort, a motion
picture theatre in a new building
specially constructed for it, with
modern equipment in every way.
Mrs. Wallace Reid has come to
San Diego to make her next great
film production at the Grossmont
Studios, near La Mesa. Mrs.
Reid and Mrs. Sydney Drew, who
is also to make pictures at the
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THE Arcade theatre property,
in Shenandoah, has been sold
by P. G. Seiwell, to Oppenheimer
& Sweet, at a price said to ha\e
been $1U0.U(X). The new owners
have not yet disclosed what use
they will make of the property.
Purchase of a valuable plot of
ground at Lackawanna and Hull
avenues, in Olyphant, Lackawanna
county, six miles from Scranton,
by the Sterling Amusement Company, has given rise to a report
that the company ultimately will
erect a motion picture theatre
there. The property was bought
from Davis and Louis Raker, at a
price said to have been $30,000.
The plot is "'L" shaped with a
frontage of 47 feet on Lackawanna avenue and 287 feet on
Hull avenue. The identity of the
members of the Sterling Amusement Company has not at this
writing been disclosed.
Announcement is made that the
new theatre recently opened in
Nesquehoning, by Benny Freed,
Samuel Weiss and Silas Henry,
will be managed by Mr. Freed. T.
Howard Wiley has been employed as organist.
A protest has been filed with
the town council of Minersville

against its recent action in increasing the local taxes on motion
picture shows to the extent of
-RX) per cent. The protest was
made jointly by C. F. Kear, owner
of the Alinersville Opera House
and Marton J. Falger, owner
of the Lyric theatre. The theatre men claiqi the new levy would
add an expense of $25 a month
to the operation of each theatre.
Only a spirit of good fellowship
was exhibited between the Wilmer
& Vincent Theatre Company,
which controls . six theatres in
Harrisburg,
' and
l-oew
interests
whichthetookMarcus
over
the Regent theatre in that city on
May 11, notwithstanding the entrance of Loew to Harrisburg
means keen business rivalry between the two concerns. As e\idence of the lack of any feeling
of ill will on the part of the Wilmer & Vincent interests, C. Floyd
Hopkins, their representati\ e in
Harrisburg, inserted in his newspapers advertisements on the day
that Loew opened his theatre, a
four-column "streamer" which
stated : "The Wilmer & Vincent
Harrisburg Theatres Extend
Greetings to MARCUS LOEW
and the Distinguished Guests He

Has \\ ith Him Today. Moreover
it was noted that A. L. Bernstein,
manager of Jackie Coogan, who
was present as a guest of Mr.
Loew at the opening of the Regent, called attention in an inter\iew in one of the Harrisburg
papers to the fact that a Jackie
Coogan film play, was to be
shown the latter part of the week
in the Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, one of the Wilmer &
Vincent theatres, and rival to the
Loew theatre.
Building wreckers are making
rapid progress in the demolition
of the Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, for some years seat of the
legitimate drama under Wilmer
& Vincent management in that
city, which is being torn down to
be replaced by a combined vaude\ ille and picture house that will
seat 2,.S00. The house was built
in 1903 when it was opened under
the name of the Lyceum.
The management of the Hippodrome theatre, Reading, a Wilmer
& Vincent picture house, recently
gave the free use of the theatre
to the Reading Lodge of Moose
for the holding of the fifteenth
annual Lodge of Sorrow for departed members of the order.

Scranton newspaper recently
printed a report that a big new
motion picture theatre is to be
erected in .the populous suburb,
West Scranton. Gossip connected
the name of the Comerford
."Vmusement Company, which operates a big chain of jiicture and
\audeville houses in Scranton and
vicinity, with the project, but the
Comerford offices declined to
makethe any
definite announcement
on
subject.
The Pottsville Rotary Club has
elected Charles Hausman, manager of the Hippodrome motion
picture theatre in that city, as a
member of its board of directors.
Elmer B. Carpenter, for a
number of years leader of the
orchestra in the Orpheum Theatre, a Wilmer & Vincent legitimate house in Harrisburg, has accepted the position of director of
the
orchestra
Loew's
motion picture in
theatre,
just Regent
opened
in Harrisburg by the Marcus
Loew interests. Mr. Carpenter
has organized the orchestra,
which incidentally is the first ever
to be maintained permanently by a
Harrisburg picture theatre, entirely from Harrisburg musicians
of established abilitv.

EC. CLAY, salesman for F. B.
• O. from the Des Moines office, was badly injured in an unusual auto accident. While cranking his Ford in a garage at Waterloo, Iowa, the car started forward
upon him and crushed him against
a cement wall. He's been in the
hospital at Waterloo, much the
worse for wear. However, none of
his injuries seem to be permanent.
Jack Edwards, the genial exploitation man for Universal, returned from convention in Milwaukee.
Irene Hank, billing clerk for
Universal, is 'leaving the firm to
devote all her time to house keep-

ing. The office is mourning her as
the best stenographer in town.
Charlie Clants, calling from the
Esco office, wanted to report that
lie has just bought a $4,500 airplane and that free rides will be
given on his half day off on Saturday. He said that he also invested
S12 in a Maryland car, the only
one of its kind in Des Moines. His
only purpose, it seems, in buying
is to be able to give his friends
treats both on earth and above.
R. S. Ballentyne, manager of
the Pathe office, has purchased a
splendid new Essex coach.
A. W. Nichols, district manager
for Des Moines at the Famous

Players headquarters, found the
bookers up to their cars in work
here. Bill Barker formerly head
booker, has just returned to the
road, in the north central zone,
making six on the sales staff of
Famous, and Lyle Uteser has been
added to the booking staff. George
Stephenson, who used to be employed in the shipping staff of
b'amous-Players, returned to that
department to take the vacancy
left by Mr. Uteser on his promotion.
Manager Banford of the Metro(Joldwyn office and his sales staff,
returned to Des Moines from the
sales convention in St. Louis.

Lee Phillips, head salesman for
Esco from the Des Moines office,
is out of the hospital after his bad
accident on the road last week.
Mr. Peterson of the Gem Theatre at Armstrong called at the Des
Moines exchanges to transact a
lot of business. A. C. Shuneman
of the Isis at Webster City, spoke
up for Paramount Week. And Mr.
Eddy of Indianola called at the
Metro-Goldwyn office.
W. ation
H.man Bishop,
for Metrospecial
is nowexploitat the
Des Moines exchange.
N. C. Rice, salesman for F.B.O.
is intion^[ilwaukee
for the conventhere.
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WALKER, owner of the
CM.
• Irving theatre, Irvington,
Ind., is planning extensive improvements to his house and will also
double the seating capacity.
The New Princess theatre at
West 10th St., and Holmes Ave..
Indianapolis, is opening under the
direction of Frank Donas. The
Princess will be one of the best
equipped neighborhood houses in
the city. Chas. Koch will assist
with the management.
operates the InJ. J.dianaRyan
theatre who
at Anderson, Ind., is
back attending to his business des-

pite a severe accident from a fall
on the ice last November. During
his absence the management of the
house was ablv taken care of bv
Nell Riker.
The New Miami at Union City.
Ind., will open June 10th under
R. S. Wenger. The seating capacity will be 380 and the house will
have new and modern equipment
throughout. Mr. Wenger will continue to operate the Victory, also
at Union City, on week ends and
will show westerns at the latter.
S. W. Neal is the new manager
of the Isis theatre at Kokomo, Ind.

The former manager, Mr. Spellman having
to take a position in Newresigned
York City.
The Grand Amusement Co., operating theatres in Kokomo and
Anderson, Ind., will open two new
houses during July and August.
Peru and Tipton. Ind., will be
the location of the new theatres
and will bring the circuit up to
four.
F. D. Walters and Mrs. Walters
who own the Orpheum at Hartford
City, Ind.,
will city,
open about
the New
ferson at that
June Jef1st.
Thev will remodel the Orpheum

and in tiie future will show only
big features and road shows at
that house.
A. E. Bennett, owner of the
Liberty at Muncic. Ind., will leave
Afay 12th for an extended visit to
Florida.
The Pendleton theatre, Pendleton, Ind., has been taken over by
B. E. Beiuiett. Bas.sett, the former owner is now looking around
for a new location.
R. G. Gillis is the new manager
of the Colonial theatre, Elwood.
Ind., which is owmed by Carey &
Alexander of Lebanon.
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CR. WILSON, owner of the
• Liberty theatre, Liberty, Mo.,
who has been acting as official
membership solicitor in the Missouri territory for the M.P.T.O.,
Kansas and Missouri, will be recalled next week, in accordance
with a plan of the association to
send C. E. Cook, business manager of the organization, on a tuor
of the territory. Mr. Cook, who
will cover all of Kansas and
Western Missouri, will devote one
week to the territory and then
back to the office for a week,
maintaining such a schedule until
the task is completed.
Hardly had the new Central
theatre, a suburban house of Kansas City, opened its doors the
other day until the sale of the
house was announced. Tlie theatre was purchased by Gregg &
Crandall from Jack Tiller of McCook, Neb., for $12,000.
Although managers for the
Newman and Royal theatres of
Kansas City have not yet been
selected, the deal, whereby the
two theatres will be sold to Paramount, will be completed in a
few days, Frank L. Newman,
owner, who returned last week
from the Paramount convention in
Los Angeles, said. Mr. Newman
will become manager of three
Paramount houses on the West
Coast, while Milton Feld, managing director of the Newman and
Royal, will become manager of
productions on the West Coast for
Paramount.
Charles F. Terry, a 22-year-old
youth of Kansas City was sentenced to ten years in the peniten-

tiary this week, after pleading
guilty to participating in the $2,400
iiold-up of the Orpheum theatre,
Kansas City, the otlier day. Terry
denied firing the shot which
wounded Sam Rayburn, theatre
doorman, who was assisting in
taking the money, which was bo.x
office receipts, to a down town
bank. The other two bandits have
not yet been arrested.
The announcement of Al Kahn,
president of Film Classics, Kansas
City, that he had disposed of his
entire interest to Warner Brothers, the product to be distributed
through Vitagraph, was followed
this week by the announcement
that he and his brother, M. A.
Kahn. would continue in the distribution business, handling Preferred Pictures, the franchise for
which they have held since last

ED. GAGE, western division
manager for Universal Film
Exchanges, arrived in Denver th'S
morning from Milwaukee convention. Mr. Gage also attended
the General sales convention of
Universal held in Chicago last
week. The entire Universal sales
force proceeded from Chicago to
Milwaukee to attend the convention. Mr. Gage was accompanied
by Eugene Gerbase, local manager of Universal Film Exchange.
J. J. Goodstein of Philadelphia
arrived in Denver for a short
visit. Joe Goodstein is the owner
of the Palm Theatre, Pueblo, and
the New Longmont Theatre,
Longmont, Colorado. Although
now a resident of Philadelphia,
Mr. Goodstein is one of the veteran exhibitors of the Denver
territory. Mr. Goodstein announces plans for a new $1,-0,000
theatre in Pueblo. Definite arrangements and details will be announced in the near future. However, it is safe to say ttiat if Joe
builds a theatre it will be high
class in every respect.
Sid Wcisbaum, popular manager of the Film Booking Office

Kxchange of Denver, arrived
back last Wednesday from Chicago where he attended the annual
sales convention of the Film
Booking
Organization.
Soon
afterOffices'
his arrival
back to

The continued steady patronage
year.
at the Tackett theatre, just over
the state line in Oklahoma from
Cofifeyville, Kansas, has convinced
J. B. Tackett, owner, that he made
no mistake in building outside his
state on virtually a prairie to
thwart reformers, who opposed
Sunday shows.
The following openings, closings
and changes in management of
theatres in the Kansas City territory have been annouced :
Bogue theatre, Bogue, Kansas,
closed, following a fire which
partly destroyed the house ;
Crooks theatre, Howard, Kansas,
purchased by F. P. Osborn ; Star
theatre, Holten, Kansas, purchased by H. Haganmaier from
H. Koch ; Royal Play House,

Denver,
s'uddenly
ill
and forhe a was
time taken
was threatened
with pneumonia. Reports today
are that he is somewhat better although still confined to his bed.
R. J. Garland, Metro manager,
and C. E. Pace, his star salesman,
made a hurried trip to Pueblo and
Colorado Springs. It is safe to
say that the new production lineup of Metro was given a very
thorough and effective presentation to exhibitors in those cities.
Harry Cassidy, manager of
Fox, and Joe Ashby, manager of
Associated First National, were
also visitors in Pueblo and Colorado Springs.
The local Paramount office was
a very busy place during the past
week. Lou Marcus, new manager, John B. Clark, division sales
manager, and C. E. McCarthy,
general manager of publicity for
Paramount, were all in conference at this office a few days ago.

drain \ alley. Mo., re-opened after
having been remodeled, now under
the management of T. B. Peal.
A. E. Jarboe, owner of the
Royal theatre, Cameron, Mo., contends that it always pays to have
a staunch friend in the editor of
your home town daily newspaper.
The other day scores of students
paraded up and down the streets
of Cameron in effort to attract attention to a school show in opposition to the Royal, even bally
booing directly in front of the
Royal.
The following excerpts of a
front page editorial in the Cameron Progress not only turned the
tide in ever
Mr.banned
Jarboe's
favor, but forthe ballyhooing
of
school shows on the streets :
"The Royal theatre is" owned
by a local man and owned by a
local citizen. To injure their interests is an injustice to Cameron's people. The Royal theatre for
years eron
hasand brought
crowdsallied
to Camis distinctly
with
the business interests of the city.
Certainly we should not injure our
ownAmong
interests."
out-of-town
exhibitors in thetheKansas
City territory
last week were : F. G. Weary,
Farris theatre, Richmond, Mo. ;
Laurence Brenninger, Topeka,
Kansas ; S. A. Andrews, Gem,
O lathe, Kas. ; Tom McGruder,
Elite, lola, Kas. ; G. L. Rugg.
City Hall theatre, Robinson, Kas. ;
C. M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Christian, Beyer theatre, Excelsior
Springs, Mo. ; S. E. Wilhoit, Jefferson, Springfield, Mo.

Exhibitors of the territorj' will
soon know what it was all about.
Jack Krum of United Artists is
making an extended visit to the
key cities of the New Mexico territory. When last heard from, he
was in , Albuquerque and will be
back the early part of next week.
B. B. Hinman announces that
he has sold the Gem Theatre, Durango, Colorado, to Mrs. J. O.
Taylor. Mrs. Taylor is a newCf)mer in the picture business although well-known in the vicinity of Durango.
Harry
Nolan, district
supervisor of Associated
First National
Pictures, is back from an extended eastern trip. He visited
Chicago, French Lick Springs,
Ind., New York City and Milwaukee. It is needless to say that
Harry will be an extremely busy
man for some days to come.
Harry has lots of interesting news
and reports concerning his visits
to the various points.
Otto Baccheci, one of the owners
of the Pastime Theatre, Albuquerque, New Mexico, is a visitor in the city on busmess. While

The fact that Branch Manager
AL
A. Levy
New Yorkattending
the was
Fox in
convention
did
not keep the Kansas City branch
from doing a near record business
last week. J. H. Zimmer, Xew
York auditor for Metro-Gol<lwyn,
was busy on the Kansas City office
books last week. J. M. Duncan,
personal representative for Sam
E. Morris, general manager of
Warner-Vitagraph, was in KansasCity for a brief visit, after which
he left with C. A. Schultz, Kansas City branch manager, for the
Warner sales convention on the
West Coast. The completion of
the transfer of the records from
Film Classics, Warner Brothers
distributors, complished
to in X'itagraph
was last
acKansas City
week by Sam Chapin, auditor.
C. E. (Gregory, Metro-Goldwyn
branch managier, left behind a
ol'iice sales
long convention
enough to in
attend
abusy
district
St.
Louis. Earl Bell, former Film
Classics sales manager in Kansas
City will leave for California,
next week to visit his parents
about six weeks. Tom Byerle,
First National branch manager,
and Bob Withers, Enterprise
branch manager, returned from
the territory last week and announced they were more than satisfied with business. Leon Silverman, new salesman for the Independent Film Company, started
out this week to make his debut
to exhibitors. Miss Sarah Jane
Brooks of the Metro-Goldwyn
branc, is resigning for no other
reason than to become a housewife, it is rumored.

here, he left his family in Manitou, Colorado, where they will
i^nend a few davs seeing interestnig sights in and around Pikes
Peak. Mr. Baccheci will join
return to Albuquerque with a
them within a few days and then
complete new imeup for his
Another well-known exhibitor
patrons.
v isiting film row during the past
week was N. F. Kastner of the
Rialto Theatre, Walsenberg, Colorado. Mr. Kastner reports a very
encouraging outlook for a prosperous season in his community.
W. A. Seaman who will be remembered as former owner and
manager of the Star Theatre, Ft.
Lupton has just opened a new
,^00 seat theatre in Brighton Colorado. It will be known as the
two theatres operating in Brighton
but owing to the recent rains in
this beet sugar country both
houses are due for a very profitable season.
The Isis Theatre at Boulder.
Colo., owned by Hickox & Diez
has
opened
a large new WurlitzerjustLTnit
Organ.
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r theatre in SpoTHE Clemme
kane, formerly owned by Dr.
r
H. S. Clemme and Dr. H. C. Lambach, reopened last week under the
•ownership of the Universal Film
Company, after having been closed
for repairs and remodeling for the
last several days. Roy Boomer,
formerly associated with Universal
in the capacity of film exchange
manager, has been awarded the
management of the house. Upon
reopening the Clemmer, Mr.
Boomer announced that all existing contracts for film with any and
all distributing companies would
be retained, and the theatre would
play every picture contracted for
or booked by the former owners,
regardless of company or dating.
Manager George P. Endert of
the Famous Players-Lasky exchange, returned last week with
his staff of salesmen and office assistants from the recent international convention in Los Angeles.
Reports indicated that "a good time
was had by all." Mr. Endert was
accompanied by a number of the
Vancouver exchange representatives on the return voyage, in addition to the employees of the local
office.
F. W. Graham's Lyric theatre
in Shelton, Wash., was scheduled
to be opened the latter part of
May, according to reports reaching Film Row this week, and was
to be the scene of an enthusiastic
community celebration. The house
has a seating capacity of approximately 750, and was built at a total
cost in excess of $50,000. It will
be the newest and largest house in
that territory, and will be a fitting
addition
to Mr. Graham's theatrical interests.
L. K. Brin, Warner Brothers
franchise holder in the Pacific
Northwest territory, left the city
last week for Los Angeles, to con-

Motion

Miss Evangeline Russell, whose work
in "Red Love" has won her a leading
role in the Jans picture, "Married."
fer with Warner Brothers prior
to the national convention scheduled to be held by that company
this month. H. A. Black, manager of the Vitagraph exchange
here, took his departure two days
later, bound for the same place.
It was expected that both managers would return to this city
about the same time, following the
settling of the new distribution and
exchange policy to be carried on
by the coaibined Warner and Vitagraph interests. Mr. W. K. Beckwith remains in charge of the Vitagraph exchange during Mr. Black's
absence,
while
Mr. atErin's
brother
remains in
charge
that office.
Seth D. Perkins, manager of the
Metro-Goldwyn exchange, returned last week from the recent national convention of that organization in New York City, and re-

ork
ALL hands are back from the
convention and those reporting a particnlarly pleasant trip are
Hy Gainsboro, Bill Brandt, Louis
Blumenthal, Louis Geller and
Chas. Goldreyer. Sam Sonin was
also along with these prominent
film men and it is said that Sam
has developed a bad headache
from the trip.
Moe Streimer is still complaining of soreness in his neck and
back as a result of his dive at the
Luxor baths but not enough to
quench his enthusiasm for United
Artists line up for the coming
season.
Salvatore Calderone signed a
contract Tuesday for the construction of a $400,000 theatre at
Hempstead. In addition to the
properties at Hempstead, Mr. Calderone operates theatres at Valley
Stream, Lynbrook, Glen Cove
and Westbury. The new house
will bring the circuit up to seven.
Harry Buxbaum recently returned from a trip to Gloversville

ported an exceptionally pleasant
business and pleasure trip. Mr.
Perkins is now making plans for
a concerted drive over the Washington and Oregon territory on the
new Metro-Goldwyn product.
Seattle's Educational Film Exchange recently entered into the
national sales contest of that company with all four feet, according
to J. A. Gage, manager.
The golf experts of the Washington territory lined up for a last
desperate effort this week to regain their lost lead in the Portland-Seattle tournament. The
event was the second half of the
competition, being played on the
Rainier Golf Club Course in this
city. Hugh McCredie, Jr., of the
Venetian theatre in Portland, captained the visiting squad, while the
local players were under the leadership of Charles W. Hardin,
manager
of the local United Artists exchange.
Fred G. Sliter, manager of the
First National office, was expected
back in this city early next week
from the convention recently held
by his organization in Los Angeles.
A. C. Raleigh, advertising and exploitation manager of the local exchange, has been spending a number of days among Washington exhibitors recently, aiding them in
presentation of their pictures, and
incidentally preparing them for the
arrival of Mr. Sliter with First
National's new season's product.
Members of the crew and staff
of the U. S. S. Colorado, stationed
at Seattle, were the guests of Manager Al Finkelstein of the Strand
theatre recently on the event of
"Mothers' Day." He extended the
courtesies of the house to the enlisted men, a majority of whom
were away from their home cities
on that day.

and

where he made a call on the
Schine Bros. It goes without saying that Harry made the visit a
successful one for First National.
Max Pear who owns the 16th
St., Garfield, and Avon theatres
in Brooklyn will close the Avon
in order to remodel the house.
He is planning extensive improvements.
L. M. Morris who was formerly with Small & Strassberg at
the Boro Hall theatre is back
again at his old position.
The Betsy Ross theatre at 112
Cannon St. has been purchased
by M. Brodie who also operates
the Progress on 3d Ave., New
York City.
The Ritz at 2085 Fulton St.,
Brooklyn has closed. This house
was operated by H. Savage. The
Empire at 517 9th Ave. and the
Westchester at Westchester of
the same circuit will remain open.
Sydney Rothchild has definitely
closed the Tip Top theatre, Wilson Ave., Brooklyn.

New

Picture

News

Two Seattle exchange nianagers
took their departure for Chicago
last week, both destined to attend
national conventions of their respective companies in that city.
The two were L. J. Schlaifer,
manager of the Universal exchange
and A. H. Huot, branch manager
for the Film Booking Offices. Mr.
Huot left A. E. Lamb in charge
of the F.B.O. branch, while the
Universal office was to be handled
by Mr. A. Bloom.
C. H. Bessenger's
Madrona
Gardens
theatre in new
the Madrona
Park district of this city was rapidly taking on a finished appearance recently, and it was expected
that the house would be ready to
open the latter part of May. It
is the first suburban house in that
district, and has a seating capacity
of
approximately
650.among
Mr. local
Bessenger
is well known
exhibitors, having been interested
in a number of theatrical ventures
in and around Seattle.
Exhibitors and film men of
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana were expected to take
part in the First Annual Northwest
"Filmheld
Journal"
Tournament to be
at the Golf
Rainier
Golf
Club in Seattle on June 15, 16 and
17, according to announcements
made last week. The tournament
is being held under the auspices of
Clyde A. Walker, editor of the
Journal, and is open to exhibitors,
house managers, publicity men, exchange managers, salesmen and
bookers. It is expected that more
tlian one hundred will tee off on
the opening day for the medal
round, after which the golfers will
be divided into flights according
to handicaps, for match play.
F. W. Graham has just installed
a new Wurlitzer Unit Organ ia
his Granada theatre at Shelton,
Washington.

Jersey

Bobbie Binkoff has temporarily
closed the doors of the Oriole at
Henry and DeGraw Sts., Brooklyn in order to make alterations.
Sam Baker of Floral Park and
Mineola will open his new house
in Jamaica on Monday, June 15.
Joe Hornstein is back at his
office again after attending the
convention at Milwaukee. Joe is
vice-president of the Supply Dealers Association and reports a
very successful meeting.
The opening
dayConey
of Loew's
Channin
theatre at
Island
has been set for Saturday June
13th.
Sherman and Kin who operate
the Stadium, Cosmo, and Harlem
Grand have taken over the Mt.
Morris theatre at 116th St. and
Sth Ave. The new management
will take possession June 1st.
They will spend $35,000 on improvements and will endeavor to
make the Mt. Morris the Show
Palace of Harlem.

Morris Bender who was formerly with Small and Strassberg
will open his new house at 108t£
St. and 2nd Ave. July 1st.
Roth and Christmas of Yonkers, N. Y., have sold their interest in the Strand and Hamilton
theatres to George Walsh. They
are now the sole owners of the
Orpheum, Broadway, Yonkers.
Brooklyn is to have two more
new theatres to be opened early
tfus fall. They are being built by
Rosenweig and Katz who have a
circuit of eight nouses.
Among the local theatres furnished new equipment by Howells
are the Palace at East Orange,
Bergen Theatre, Newark, booth
equipment at Lews Channin, the
West Hampton Country Qub, Mt
Morris in Harlem, and the entire
new
new
and

equipment of Sam Baker's
Jamaica
house by
and Rosenweig
those under construction
Katz.
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PLANS for a new house were
prepared by Edwin G. Kratz,
3504 Troost avenue, Kansas City,
Mo. The building will be of
brick and concrete construction,
one story and basement, 50 by 134
feet. It will cost about $25,000.
Mrs. Mable McCreery a vaudeville actress playing at the Elks
Theatre, Taylorville, 111., died just
after her performance on Saturday night. May 9. Acute heart
disease caused death.
Miss Eleanor Speer, motion picture editor for the St. Louis
Times, has become the bride of
Jerry Flanders. She plans to
continue in newspaper work.
Lou Hess, manager for the
local Universal office accompanied
by Maurice Davis, publicity director, attended the U Sales gathering in Chicago the past week.
Tom McKean ot F. B. O. returned from the F. B. O. meeting
in Chicago, all pepped and raring
to go. He called his boys into
special meeting and told them the
wonderful things for F. B. O. he
learned while in the Windy City.
The People's Theatre, Wentz-

L OUIS

ville, Mo., will be supplanted during the Summer season by the
airdome now nearing completion.
The Metro is the new name for
the Fine Arts Theatre in Brownville, Tenn. . It is under the same
management.
Houses in this territory reported
closed include : Vadakin Theatre,
Bethany, 111. ; New Palace, Royalton, 111. ; Opera House, Irving, 111. ;
Palace Theatre, Creak Springs,
111. ; and Amuse U Theatre, England, Ark.
J. L. Dorris is again in charge
of the Empress at Haiti, Mo.
H. H. Hunt has sold the New
Theatre, Ozark, Mo.
The Lyric Theatre, Petersburg,
Ind., is under new management.
Neil Kingsley home office representative for Producers Distributing Corporation was stricken with
an attack of paralysis while in St.
Louis and is a patient at the Missouri Baptist Sanitarium. The
stroke occurred Thursday, May 14,
while Mr. Kingsley was riding in
the automobile of C. D. Hill, manager of the local office for Producers Distributing Corporation.

C. E. Mayberry, district manager for Producers Distributing
Corporation, was a visitor of the
of the St. Louis exhibitors
pastAllweek.
and film men who attended the big
convention in Milwaukee, Wise,
have returned to town. Some big
things are expected to result from
the gathering.
Tom Mix the popular Fox star
will visit St. Louis with his famed
horse on May 27th. Max Roth
and Joseph Shea special representatives are in town arranging the
details. The program for the day
will include an exhibition by the
famed pair at Forest Park for the
benefit of the school children.
C. W. McCutcheon has added
the Midway, Fornfelt, Mo-, and
the Home, Blytheville, Ark., to his
string of houses. He operates in
Mo.
Illmo, Sikeston and Charleston,
Mrs. Catherine Young has been
forced to close her Easton Taylor
Theatre because the owners of the
property declined to renew the
lease. They claim to have plans
for remodeling the structure into

a commercial garage building.
The action of the building owners has been a hard blow to Mrs.
Young as she previously has closed
her Euclid Theatre on Easton avenue at Euclid and was devoting
her entire time to the Easton-Taylor. Under her management the
house had prospered and she thus
loses the fruits of much work by
the refusal
to permit her to continue her lease.
G. R. Rentier has purchased the
Palace Theatre at Lawrenceville,
111., from J. C. Borden. Mrs.
Curley B. Gould has also announced plans for the re-opening
of the Phoenix in Lawrenceville
in August. The house is now being remodeled and redecorated.
Charley
Werner,
wyn manager,
visited Metro-GoldQuincy, 111.,
Jacksonville, 111., and vicinity during the week.
Out of town callers seen along
the Row during the week included:
Dr. C. A. Tetley of Elvins, Mo.;
C. H. Tuttle of DesLoge, Mo. ; J.
C. Cotter and wife of Moberly,
Mo., and C. W. McCutcheon of
Sikeston, Mo.

Detroit
IT'S
I wanted,"
wasjustthewhattactful
reply that
of
Municipal judge Christopher Stein
when Tom Mix presented him
with one of those white sombreros at a luncheon for exhibitors
and photoplay editors in the Crystal ballroom of the Book-Cadillac
hotel last Saturday.
The luncheon was but one of
the events arranged in honor of
the western star during his local
stay of two days.
Brightmoor, a real estate development out Grand River avenue, has grown so quickly that a
second cinema house is to be
built in that community. The present owner of the Virginia theatre is erecting the house which

will cost in the neighborhood of
$150,000 and will seat 1,500 people. Construction will be started
immediately.
Elwyn Simons is now associated with the Caldwell theatre in
St. Joseph, a unit of the Fitzpatrick and McElroy chain. Simons
has disposed
of his theatrical iqterests
in Adrian.
Auction of the equipment of
the Orpheum theatre by agents
of the internal revenue department, has been postponed until
the end of May. Failure to pay
delinquent income taxes resulted
in the seizure of the theatre by
federal officials. The Orpheum is
one of the largest houses in Detroit.

Quickly following the purchase
of the Capitol theatre in Lansing
by the Butterfield interests, comes
the announcement that E. C. Jarvis, proprietor of the Orpheum
and Garden theatres in that city
is willing to dispose of his holdings. Jarvis holds a 20 year lease
on the Orpheum theatre which
has a seating capacity of 433 persons and a 30 year lease on the
Garden theatre which houses 351
people. Ill health is given as the
reason
for Jarvis's
He
has
operated
the two action.
houses for
11 years.
After spending more than a
month in Florida, Jacob Schreiber of the Blackstone theatre has

returned to this city and again
gone South. He is expected to
finish his vacationmg by the end
of the month.
Yellowstone Park, the Grand
Canyon, Denver and California
are some of the places to be visited by George Sampson, general
manageratrical
of enterprises,
the Robertson
operating thethe
Cinderella, De Luxe and the New
Roosevelt theatres, when he leaves
with his family on Decoration day
for an extended vacation.
Jack Mason is now enjoying his
new connection with the Paramount office in Detroit. He recently came here from the MetroGoldwyn agency in Chicago.

exas

TZ, Jr., manWM.
• agerHORWI
and owner of the Iris
and New Texan was in Dallas,
Texas, last week attending the annual Texas Motion Picture Association meeting.
Aaron Laskin former owner of
Cozy theatre, with his brother
Babe, arrived in Houston last week
for a short visit. Mr. Laskin is
now manager of the Lyceum theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Abe Silverman has returned
from Dallas where he attended the
annual T. M. P. A. for three days.
Mr. Silverman reported a good
social and business success of the
meeting.
W. L. Roe manager of the Galveston Beach Association is in
town putting the final rush work
on his annual Bathing Girl Revue.

Mr. Roe reports the entry list is
far in excess of previous years.
Several state and national theatre men attended the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World
convention which has been in session the past week. A special representative ofWill Hays, J. Hoors. mer Platton was among the visitJack Burke, San Antonio theatre
man was in town on a combination
business and pleasure trip. Mr.
Burke has an interest in the Prince
theatre. Aside from his business
trip he attended the A.A.C. of W.
convention.
J. O. Brauer special Universal
south Texas representative is in
town this week. Mr. Brauer
makes Houston his headquarters

rison with A. A. Turner for a
and makes only occasional trips to
partner.
There is one other theaDallas the general office.
tre in Jasper.
Frank Starzz who, for the past
year has been advertising manager for the Houston Interstate
nuRATizc
^
Amusement Co., has been trans- r
ferred to Dallas and will take over
the entire advertising and publicity
work for the entire circuit. Mr.
Starzz has been with Interstate for
about two years.
The Adams Theatre Corp., of ftiURArn
Palestine, made up of local capital
are building a new house in that
city. Palestine also has three Robb
iHPliqiECTORlll
& Bowley theatres.
M. K. Moore who operates in
raEW YORK
WEST42^°ST'?EET
San Augustine, Hemphill and 220
PHONE
(
Pineland will open up a new theatre in Jasper in partnership with
Chubby Watson. Mr. Moore is CHICKEPINC ^ ALLAN A.LOWNES
also building a new house in Gar- ^2037
PRES. ^
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RIGGIXS opened his
WP.
• new theatre in Jcssup,
Georgia, last week on Thursdaxevening, with a large and representative audience ui attendance.
Air. Riggins formerly owned and
operated the old Strand, which on
the completion of his new theatre
in another and more favorable location, was torn down.
The New Strand is one of the
prettiest little theaters in South
Georgia, and books the best product on the market. It is the only
theater in Jessup, and the occasion of its opening was one of
immense local importance. Thi
house seats 300, and was crowded
to the doors Thursda.\' evening.
It is completely equipped with the
most modern e(iuipment and is at
lracti\ely decorated both within
and without.
C. S. Smith, manager of the
Alamo Theater, Newnan, Ga., will
leave for an extended trip on June
6th, visiting Xcw York City, Albany, BufTalo, Niagara Falls, and
stopping also at Cleveland, where
lie will represent Newnan as delegate to the International
Rotar>Convention.
From there he
will
.go to Chicago, Milwaukee, and
St. Louis, before returning to
Newnan. Tom
During
Air. assistant
Smith's
absence.
Harper,
manager, will manage the Alamo.
James Tune, of Shclbyville,
Tennessee, is closing the Dixie
theater there for the purpose of

under the management of A.
Pearlman. The house has been
in construction for the past several months, and promises to be
a \er>- pretty and well equipped
tiiealer. In addition to the product which Mr. I'earlman has
1looked, the .Kirduine theater will
nui tab shows, obtained by means
of a franchise which Mr. Pearlman
with The
the \'irginia-Caroiuia holds
circuit.
tabs will be
run throughout the summer.
.Mrs. .\nna H. Sessions, district
manager of Producers Distributing Corporation spent the early
part of the week in h'lorida, stopping before
at St. Petersburg
F"t.
M\ers,
returning toand
Atlanta Thursday.
Theda Bara. who has started work in
"The Unchastened
first
starring
vehicle for Woman."
Chadwick her
Pictures
Corporation.
ha\ing it re-modeled and imprc)\ed. The Dixie theater wa.>
formerly the Shelbyxille opera
house, and is now a very commodious motion picture house. With
its added improx ements the Dixie
will rank with some of the prettiest theaters in Tennessee, .\fter
its re-opening, which will be sometime in the near future, the house
will run legitimate shows as well
as motion pictures.
The Airdome theater in Saravota, Florida, will open Ma\' 18tli
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Exhibitors Supply Co.,
Boston, Mass.
Minneapolis, Minn.
N. C. Haefele & Co.,
The Dwyer Eros. & Co.,
Baltimore, Md.
Cincinnati, O.
Becker Theatre Supply Co.,
Ray Smith Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Erker Bros. Optical Co
St. Louis, Mo.
Not connected with any other firm

JohnofW.theMaugham,
branch man'of
ager
Atlanta exchange
Enterprise Distributing corporation, is in Florida, and will return
sometime next week.
Earl Collins and E. M. Holder
are two new additions to the sales
force of Enterprise Distributing
Corporation. Mr. Collins will
tra\el Tennessee, working out of
the
.\tlanta
Holder's
territory
has Office,
not beenMr.
assigned.
D. A. Stew-art, of the Airdome
theater Tampa, Florida, who formerly operated with great success
the .\irdome in Fort Myers, was
in town for a short stay this week.
A. E. Vancroix, of the Vancroix tiieater, Melbourne, Florida,
\isit
row en route
New
stopped
in Atlanta
for ato da\'s
York. on him
Robert T. Hill, president of the
]51ue Ridge Circuit which controls
about seven theaters in Tennessee,
has gone
Florida
with
severalto ofT'ullahoma.
his managers
for
a short visit.
Joe Burton, formerly salesman
for I'athe, is now managing the
Palace theater, a Universal house
in Bradenton, Florida. Mr. Burton
left .\tlanta last week to go
straight to Bradentown. He has
been in the exhibition game before, but of recent years has been.
tra\elling the Tennessee and .Alabama territory for Pathe, working
out of the Atlanta office.
J. Vance, of the local Progress
Pictures force was hurt in a collision last Sunday, when his car
and another smashed up on the
corner of Spring and Mill streets.
Mr. Vance's car turned completely over, foot
flingin.g
him Hedown
into
a fifteen
ditch.
suffered
lacerations about the head and
face, an injured hand, and body
bruises. In spite of his wounds,
he crawled out from under the
wreckage and was taken to the
(leorgia Baptist hospital. The
driver of the other car was reby the daily
missing, ported
but Mr.
Vancepapers
says asthat
he
was taken to Grady. Mr. Vance
groans with pain when he recounts
the accident, and the unfortunate
fact that he carries every kind of
insurance on earth except collision.
Thomas A. Curran, Southwestern representative for Rayart, is
still in Atlanta paying calls on
film row. He will go from here
to New Orleans, leaving sometime
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next week, and from New Orleans
to St. Louis, Kansas City. Omaha.
Deiner, Seattle, San Francisco,^
Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, and
other points. About the tirst of
.September Mr. Curran will leave
the States and go to Australia
l)y way of Honolulu.
J. T. Freeman, manager of the
Alamo Theater, Ciriffin, Ga., ran
in on Stuiday and out again on
Monday, after a short visit witli
relatives and business friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Sparks sailed from New York Friday of
this week for a six months tour
of Europe. They will go to England first and then to the continent
returning home November 1st.
C. R. ijeacham, branch manager
of First National, called in all his
salesmen last Sunday for a special
sales conference concerning the
new product. They all left again
Monday for tlieir respective territories. The salesmen are J. M.
\'oung, who travels North Georgia ;George Almon, South Georrida. gia represcntati\ e : P. \. Strachen
Alabama ; and L. W . Carter. FloIn the recent sales drive staged
by Enterprise Distributing corporation John W. Alangham. mana.ger of the Atlatita branch, came
out winner, with a big cash prize
of $350. Coming in second and
third respectively were Wallace
1!. Walthall, of Oklahoma Gty,
and George Chester, of Charlotte.
Not content with the excellent results of this sales drive Enterprise
is planning another, to be put on
in the near future and designated
Enterprise Month.
Jack Connolly,
W ashington
resentative of \\ ill
Hays, spentrep-a
few hours in .\tlanta on W ednesday en route t<i Washington. Mr.
Connolly who was on his way back
from Dallas, Texas, where he ha>
been attending the exhibitors convention, stopped over between
trains for a brief \isit with his
friends antl one-time associates on
Film Row.

Frederica Sagor, who has adapted
Percy Age"
Marks'for B.novel
"The Plastic
P. Schulberg.

M
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Mystic

Theatres
P.
M.
For
Effects
Lighting
Light solos, projected scenery, color accompaniments
made possible by Clavilux
By George Vail

Projccti)i(j gceiicvii, paintinfj with Uijlit, a
>ioU> ill light; tlieae arc some of the ucconiplish nieiits of a new art that is lo take its
place ill the motion picture theatre. Li(jht
will be plai/ed in all colors during tlic prologue or musical numbers just as the organ
is note; the stage electrician trill uttirc in
a tu.veclo ami vie witli the organists for solo
honors as the result of the almost ancanng
control of light noir made possible throngli
the Clarilu.r. Mr. Vail, tvlio is giving performances ofthis remarkable apparatus in
leading motion picture houses, describes the
Cluciiu.r in a most interesting »•«// in his
iirticit as follows. — Editor's Notk.
Patrons of till' ])riiicip!il easttTii photoplay houses have by this time hecoine acciist/^aiied to the almost eerie thrill of a
Clavilux ix'i'formance — tliat weird sense of
soineihiiig- unearthly, yet somehow straniicly
familiar, as the forms ei'eep silently over
the >creeii, ehanijinjj in shape and eolor,
dissolving in misty radiance, magically reborn in new and enchanting surroundings —
all at the will or whim of the j)erformer at
the keyboard.
Jt is useless to speak of this fascimition
to lluxe wiio iuive never ex))eri('need it, as
usele^> as would be the effort to describe
l)ure abstract music to one whose (-(jncc])tion of the art was limited to purely descr'ptive effects of the type dispensed by the
trajKli-iimmer in those good old niclcelodeon
days. For the Clavilux — one of tiie most
marvelous iu\entions of an age of wondeis
— makes
])ossible
the first
in history a visual
arl I'oias |nire
ami time
abstract
as
music ilself. lis figures and patterns, its

>

George Vail, playing a Clavilux instrument which
is described in the accompanying article.
rhylhms and progressions, have no imitali\c
object whatever; they are not intended to
suggest or represent anything outside themselves, their sole justitication, like that of
the
sonata
or symphony, being merel>' their
intrinsic beauty.
True, many s]>ectators imag'iu' they detect lanciful resemblaiu-es to opening
lloweis, esoteric symbols, jjoetic landsca] cs
oi- cloud formations, but these pai'a lel> exist pur(!ly in the mind of tlie onlooker, in
a very real sense it may l)e asserted that
any such ()b,jecti\e descrijjtion of a {'la\iiii\
])('i'l'(jrmance is far more revelatory of the
nature of the miri'ator than it is ol' the
\isual composition on the screen.
lOiiough has been said to explain, therefoi'c, the absence from this ariic.e of an\'

attempt at detailed description. The accom|)anying photographs of a few of the
various models of the Clavihix will serve
10 impart .some idea of the keyboard by
which optical ett'eet-s (jf well-nigli infinite
variety can be secured at will — improvised
Ol- i)la>('d fi'om notation analogous to that
of music but having no organic connection
with the latter art. The photographs of
>(Tcen iiuages — taken at various points in
the development of moving compositions — ■
will sei-\(' to suggest the bare static structui'e of certain ei)isodes but can convey no
leal ct)nception of the marvelous sense of
depth
— "a
w'lidowinterplay
opening of
intocontrasting
space" — of the
complex
rhythms, of the glorious harmonies of color
11 nsity.
l)rismatically
pure and of any desired inTo the exhibitor, concerned as a rule
more with practical matters than with
esthetic considerations, the Clavilux, howe\fr interesting and profitable as a solo
act, is i)erhaps even more attractive by reason of the promise it holds forth of ultimate keyboard control of all lighting effects
in the photoplay theatre. It is only a question of time until all light affecting- the
\ision of the spectator is played from
wi'itten notation by a performer in the pit.
Then we shall see no moi'e herculean
stiuggles with vast and unwieldy switchboards in the vain attempt to make the
lighting follow the music in color overtitres.
I''t)r it assuredly is vain to expect any deli(■ac\' or subtlety of graduation from great
slow -moving- dimmers which re(|uire considerable iiuiscidai- exertion to operate and
with which any \isual e(|u \alent of the

The left and center figures are screen images projected by the Clavilux instrument while on the extreme right is seen a fantastic stage setting produced by this
same appaiatus. These images are in all sorts of color combinations.
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Motion
Proper

Thomas Wilfred, inventor of the Clavilux, preparing
a composition in light.

I Mystic Lighting Effect!
for M. P. Theatres
{Continued from preceding page)
liner musical phi'asings and nuances is
utt-erly out of the question. We shall not
have long: to wait for the appearance of a
player-mechanism, situated behind and controlling the main switchboard, and operated
from a lightconsole not so very different in
external appearance from that of the pipeorgan. The chief electrician may just as
well make up his mind that sooner or later
he'll have to peel off his overalls, crawl into
a tuxedo and take his rightfid place in the
public view.
Such subordinate lighting effects, synchronized with music and other action, will
never take the place of the solo Clavilux
act much of the exotic beauty of Avhich is
inseparable from its velvety backgi-ound of
perfect silence. But aside from this primary solo function many uses will be found
for this versatile instrument as its capacities are better realized. Experiment has already demonstrated its value in decorating
plain subtitles with beautifully appropriate
moving designs, either in monochrome or
delicately colored. And its fanciful patterns will be found an ideal backgroimd for
poems and lyrics of which the significance
is abstract rather than literal.
A minor duty of the Clavilux player of
the future — but one of no mean importance
— will be the harmonization of the houselights with the changing tints of the film,
a feat which is difficult if not impossible
under present conditions. But any producer who has trie<l the experiment will
testify to the tremendous dramatic enhancement produced by this simple device
whereby the crimson glow of the conflagration or the steely blue of the moonlight idyl
are instantly reflected in the subdued illumination of the theatre.
And last, but by no means least, must be
mentioned the enoi-mous value of the Clavilux for projecting mobile or static settings
for dramas, dances, pantomimes; and ballets.
Only a few weeks ago the entire scenic background for the last act of an elaborate
prfjduction presented at the ^Neighborhood
Playhouse in Xew York City was projected
by a specially constructed stage Clavilux
which also controlled all the lighting for the
act.* This will be good news, indeed, to the
exhibitor whose storeroom is cluttered up
with expensive sets built especially for some
five-minute prologue or overttire and used
but once.
• See Theatre Arts Magazine of May 1925. For
the U5»-1925.' f the Clavilux in the ballet see Vanitv Fair,
May

Picture

Planning
of Lobby
Frames
Reduces
Costs

A VERY important point in the planning
and execution of the lobby display
frames for a theatre has been brought to
attention in a short article prepared by
Samuel Weinstein, president of the firm of
Menger. Ring and Weinstein. Mr. Weinstein's article follows :
In the planning of a theati-e, the lobby
frame is not given sufficient consideration.
As a consequence, many theatre builders
allow the work to reach a stage of completion that makes the installation of lobby
frames very costly, and often not suited to
the real needs of the exhibitor. It is invariably a compromise to meet the conditions
in the lobby or on the outside piers. The
plan is usually laid out by the architect,
who looks at the project from a point of
architectural design and proper construction, but rarely from the show-man's standpoint. By this, the writer does not mean
to imply that all architects are ignorant of
the show-man's needs; on the contrary, some
of them, who have made a specialty of
building theatres, are well vei-sed in the
needs of the theatrical man, and could be
considered authorities on the subject. We
are referring to the average architect, who
only occa-sionally builds a theatre, and to
whom the lobby frame is merely an incident
under the heading of theatrical equipment.
A\nien working under such conditions, it
would be well for the builder to consult a
reliable lobby display frame manufacturer,
and get a layout as to what t^^^es of display
cases are necessary for his pai'ticular theatre, which will depend on the nature of
shows that will be run in his house; the
type theatre he is building: and tlie class of
people he intends to cater to. If it is vaudeville, one type frames would be necessary;
if it's moving pictures, another, and if it's a
legitimate house, still another.
For instance, if the house is going to
play to the working classes, and is situated
on a busy thoroughfare, it will no doubt require a good display of three-sheets, some
one-sheets, a banner frame, and possibly a
six-sheet; on the other hand, if catering to
the so-called high-brows, in a residential section, its needs would be mainly for photographs, and possibly one or two one-sheets
for comedies. In addition, some space should
be provided for hand-made cards. The
vaudeville house, with its constantly changing road shows, each one bringing their own
photographs, in a variety of sizes and
shapes, needs a special type of display case
that will permit flexibility and ease of display. On the contrary, the legitimate house
has needs all its own, that would apply to
neither of the above classes.
The writer could mention some of the biggest theatrical owners who have spent considerable money on removing stone pilasters,
expensive plaster work, mirrors or marble,
after paying a small fortune to the general
conti-actors to have it installed. This is no
reflection on the architects' efficiency. It
simply shows that the lobby display frame
is not taken seriously enough when the
building is planned. It is generally classed
ns part of the equipment, snch as the pro-

News

Display

jection machine, the screen, or brass railings, which is a great mistake.
Few realize what an important effect it
has on the appearance of the house, and
the box office, also what economies could be
effected on the marble and decorations, providing it were taken in consideration at an
earlier stage of the game.
Atlanta

Tudor

Undergoes

Many Changes
Manager James Jackson has done a record piece of work in having the Tudor
theater, Atlanta, redecorated. Within two
days almost everything was completed — and
the plan of redecoration included exterior,
lobby, box office, interior, with new drapes,
floor coverings, and other decorative fixtures.
Work began Saturday morning, and by
Monday night everything was in readiness.
The box office of the theater has been remodeled and the lobby done over in dull blue
and gold. The lights have been replenished,
cleaned, and the arrangement changed a
bit.Inside, new draperies, floor covering, and
fresh ])aint make the theater very attraetive.
Everything was done with practically no
confusion, and the public became aware of
the changed appearance of the house only
after the changes had taken place.
Eastman

Office

Force

Now

Has Own Private Theatre
The office force of the Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, numbering about 1200, now
can boast a theatre of its own. In the new
five story building recently added to the
State street group in Rochester an entire
floor has been set aside for use of the
workers.
The theatre is 80 feet wide, 150 feet long
and 20 feet high and has a seating capacity
of 1200. The entire stage is 64 feet wide
and 3i feet deep with a prosceniiun opening of 36 feet. A thoroughly up-to-date
stage lighting system provides for three sets
of border lights and a set of footUghts,
grouped in reds, whites and blues, so controlled that any single color or combination
of colors may be used. A rheostat is installed for controlling light intensity. A
fully equipped motion picture booth has been
buUt at the rear of the theatre with two
projection machines and two spot lights installed.

Thomas Wilfred at the key board of the Clavilux
instrument during an engagement at one of the leading picture houses.
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Practical

Theatre

Seating

THE seating of the Capitol Theatre at T^ogan, Utah, is a fine example of how
Heywood- Wakefield Opera Chairs may be adapted to a decorative scheme.
No matter what your plans, there is a Heywood- Wakefield chair-design to exactly meet your particular seating requirements. They are designed to secure
the limit of comfort, appearance and seating capacity. It is just such engineering problems as yours which are being solved for Theatre owners by HeywoodWakefield seating experts. This service, backed by our 99 years of seat-building
experience, is furnished without charge or obligation, through

dig'' i

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES
BALTIMORE, MD.
1 1 3 W. Conway St.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
BOSTON 45, MASS.
Winter Hill
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Display VXoor, 1 74 VortXar^d St.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Wells and Carroll Sts.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO, ILL.
2653 Arthington St.
PORTLAND, ORE.
Display Floor, American Furniture Mart
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. LOUIS, MO., Sixth and O'Fallon Sts.
s^,,,,!'"'^

^

*^

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. ^

1310 W. Eighth
215 East 6th
516 W. 34th
244 So. 5th
148 No. Tenth
737 Howard
^^„,gn..

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

3
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Motion

Picture

N ewi-

Projectior)

Inquiries

and

Comments
A.

C.

Arc

and Shutter Flickers
Combined

HVjK using an alttriiatin<j
currpiit arc for projection
l)nrpoes the projectionist has
the dioice of one of two lig-ht
sources. He can either focus
the Jlaiiu' of the arc on the aperture, adjusting tile angle of his carbons to favor this
method, or he can use still another carbon
setting and use the crater on the top
electrode.
From the standpoint of maximum brilliaiu-y and greater steadiness of the screen
illumination the use of the top crater is
desirable. From the standpoint of even
screen illumination the use of the flame
jxtssesses advantage.
As regards visible flicker on the screen
which results from tlie use of one or the
other of these two sources, suffice it to say
at this moment that it is a case of "six
of one and half a dozen of the other."
They are both bad and leave much to be
imped for.
Stroboscopic Effect
It is interesting, however, to analyze the
resultant sci'een flicker for both conditions
iis some rather peculiar conditions arc
exposed.
When considering eitlier the shutter flicker
or arc light flicker alone the condition is
fairly simple and the vanishing-flicker fre<]uency for each case can l)e easily found
from the curves shown in preceding articles.
I.
Vc
$
Q
5:
J)(05b
o

Use of Arc Flame
111 an altei-natiiig (uirrent arc, as is well
known, the current repeatedly reverses its
direction through the lamp with the result
that first one electrode is positive, then the
other, etc. As a consequence a crater is
formed on each electrode and for any given
amperage, the craters so formed are dmaller
than that which would be formed on the
])ositive electrode of a D. C. arc of the
same amperage.
Hence, there are three sources of light
with such an arc. The two craters and
the arc flame.
Since the flame is always present no matter which electrode is positive, it will have
the same frequency as that of the current,
viz: 120 cycles (for 60 cycle current). The
both craters, however, which also fluctuate
in l)rilliancy in synchronism with the current, will have a frequency of only 60
cycles per second (for 60 cycle current)
since half the time they are positive and
half the time negative. When they are
negative their brilliancy is not- nas great as
cy are ])ositive, which fact gives
when thex'
use ot their lower fre(iuency.
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Combining Both Flickers
In determining the resultant frequency
when both flicker waves are combined the
following formula is used.
Fr = F„ — F.
Wliere F^ = Screen Flicker (resultant)
Fa = Arc lamp flicker.
F, = Shutter flicker.
These flickers are all expressed in cycles
|>erTosecond.
find the frecjuency of the shutter
nmltipli) the number of tjJades by the revolip//o«.s per second. Thus, a two-blade shutter
i iinning at the standard speed of 16 revolutions per second
have a frequency(60of feet per minute) would
2x16 = 32 cycles per second.
A three-blade shutter running at the same
speed would have a frequency of
3 X 16 = 48 cycles per second.
Now the frequency of the arc lamp flame
flicker is constant for all practical purposes
since, any .slight variations in the frequencv
of the generators can be neglected. The
Projector speed on the other hand, is anything but constant and usually wanders all
over the lot, since the speed requirements
of different theatres widely var_v.
This condition naturally gives rise to a
variety of resultant flicker waves on the
zy of which, due to their low
screen, some
frequency, are visible and the others having
a high frequency, are invisible, even though

jiresent.
A. C. Arc Flame Flicker-Curve
It is possible to show the resulting screen
flicker waves for various shutter speeds in
curve form and this has been done in Fig. 4.
A glance at this curve, in the light of the
preceding articles, is all that is required
to see that if the screen illumination is high
eiioui/h it is practically impossible to avoid
ri.iible flicticr, when using the flame of an
.\. C. arc.
Fortunately, it is extremely difficult to
obtain high screen illuminations (6 to 10
foot-candles) when focusing the flame of an
A. C. arc. It is, therefore, possible to avoid
bad screen flicker by choosing the proper
projector speed.
The curve (Fig. 4) is analyzed as follows:
Witli the arc flame flicker constant at 120
"f, = and
F„
cycles
F».
second
the flicker
given — using
already
formula per
At zero shutter speed (no shutter
would be no flicker visible on
since the 120 cycles obtained by
foiniiila would ]ye too fast to
Thu
s:

I-

C
0

Hut when both the shutter and arc light
flickers are combined the condition becomes
somewhat complicated to say the least.
subjectas ofthisthecombination
stroboscopicofefl:'ect
on
theThescreen,
shutter
and arc light flickers is commonly called, is
by no means new and has already been
extensively investigated (Stroboscopic 01)servations on the Alternating Cuii-ent ArcLombardi and Melazzo-1904).
The particular study of stroboscopic
effects as found in motion pictui-e projection, however, has api)arently sufferecl a
lack of publicity, since little has been said
concerning it.
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5hutber Frequency — Cycles per Second
Figure 4
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used) there
the screen
use of the
be visible.

F, = 120 — 0 = 120 cycles.
As the .shutter started rotating and increased in speed, there would result tiro
/ZO flicker waves on the screen, one of high
fre(]uency (invisible) and one of low frc(piency (visible). All that is necessary is
to wipe out the low frequency wave and no
fl cker wou'd be visible so jiart (D) of the
curve j-epre-sents the increase of frequency
{('(Ditiiiiicfl Oil paije 2705)
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Report of a 6,000 Seat
Theatre for Broadway
HE following item appeared reT Tribune:cently in the New York Herald
A 6,000-seat picture house in the
Broadway district was built by substantial rumor yesterday. The report
came via Max Bischoff, chief architect
of the Ufa Theatres in Central Europe.
Mr. Bischoff is now in this country
studying film theatre architecture.
From an architect he learned that
this projected house, the largest in the
world, would be built by an independent
film company, Universal, Fox, or Warner
Brothers. While definite information
could not be gleaned from these companies it was verified that the architect
had such an order.
It was further learned that E. F. Albee
will build a 5,000-seat vaudeville-picture
house, probably at 50th Street and
Broadway. Although both the architect
and the Albee offices protested the report, it was discovered from other
sources that it was founded on fact.
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Allone
Corporation Will
Build Two
in N. Y.
The Allone Corporation which already
has fourteen houses in its circuit will add
'two more on the east side in New York.
They have purchased property at 279 Houston street runniiifj; thi'ough to 180-86 Suffolk street and will build a 1,600-seat house
there costing $300,000. They also purchase<l
the five buikliufjs at 107-9 Rivington street
and will erect an oHice building and 600-seat
house costing $250,000.
The Allone Corporation is a combination
of interests headed by Charles Steincr,
Harry Blinderman, Sam Weiss and Dave
Rosenzweig.
Des

Moines

InstallPlant
ing Refrigeration
A refrigerating ph.nt of 125-ton capacity
is being installed in the Capitol theatre, Des
Moines.
Fans force I he air from outside through
ice water and iced coils, under the theatre
system in the lloor releases the air into the
auditorium, keeping the temperatui'e at 70
degrees.
The system will be in operation by Memorial Dav it is estimated.
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rupting your shows.
And then you're ready for a good,
profitable business in the hottest weather
— this summer
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Theatre

Bratter "(6 Pollak To Build
1,700 Seat House in N. J.
On May 5th the Supreme Court of New
Jersey issued an order directing the Conunon
Council of the City of Englewood, N. J., to
grant and issue to Bratter & Pollak a license to operate a theatre in that city. Tlie
building that these men will erect will he directly opposite the city hall and will contniii
aside from an auditorium that will seat 1,7011
people, 5 stores and 15 offices. The plans
have been drawn by William E. Lehman of
J^ewark and it is expected that figures will
be in and work started not later than May
15th. The building will he constructed of
limestone, concrete and steel.
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Motion

Before and After.
Colonel
House

Picture

News

Two views of the same theatre, (stage setting changed) ; on left is shown the auditorium before installing chair covers while on the right is seea
the house cheerfully arrayed for the summer season.

Varner Opens New
in North Carolina

COLONEL VARNER'S new Concord theatre in Concord, N. C, was opened May
4th, according to an announcement made by
the manager, MOler Meriwether. The new
Concord theatre is modem in every respect,
being built entirely of concrete and steel and
having a seating capacity of 700 downstairs
and balcony.
There are five different color lighting circuits in the theatre which will add greatly
to obtaining the desired effect with the picBOOKLET

No.

tures on the screen. These five color circuits
are controlled l)y the projectionist from the

The color schemes of old ivory and gold
were carried out through the entire auditorium, making this one of the most attractive theatres in the State. The theatre was
built by J. A. Cannon of Concord, N. C,
and has been leased by Colonel H. B. Varner
of Lexington, N. C.
M. Meriwether, who manages The Concord,
has had experience in managing theatres in
North Carolina, having been with R. D.
Graver of Charlotte for a number of years
and who was of late manager of the Ideal
theatre, Winston-Salem.

projection
i-oom. Organ has been installed,
A Hope-Jones
also two Motiograph de Luxe Projectors and
a Typhoon ventilating system consisting of
two six-foot fans on the roof.
The stage equipment was built especially
for this house, and everything possible has
been installed in the theatre to assure the
patrons of all the comforts possible in a
modern theatre.
Jack F. Lewis of Kansas City has been
employed to handle the big organ.
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GUNDLACH

^

To theatres still using
No. I lenses in focal
lengths

Projection

of ^Yz"

Lens
over

GuNDLACH- Manhattan
Optical Co.
853 Clinton Ave. So.
Rochester, N. Y.
Write for New Price List
The new No. 2 Gundl«ch Radiant Projection
Lens offers better illumination and a savins
in current.

No. 2 Size
Lenses are made only by
Gundlach in the shorter focal
lengths

If you are in the market
£ numerating principles, methods,
ideas, effects, illustrations

motion

that stimulate audience interest,
achieve favorable theatre prestige,
build patronage and encourage profits.
Did yon

get your CopyP

NOVELTY
SCENIC
STUDIOS
Sales and Executive Offices
226 West

47th Street, Greenwich
New York Citv

Bank

Bldg.

from

4I/2"

to 5^'

for any kind of

picture

apparatus
Consult us — and save money
Send for our price list
r
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
110 West 32d St., New York
Phone Penn. 6564
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie Apparatus

2705
30,
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MARQUISE
Boost Attendance

Your theatre equipped with
a ProBert Marquise will be
more attractive to the showshopper. The advertising
value of a ProBert Marquise will help you get an
extra share of these admissions.
Get our illustrated catalog.
PROBERT
SHEET METAL CO.
Covington, Ky.

Color
^

lighting

lade

^

With ap
Che

COLOR HOODS
Small first cost — 40%
to 60% cheaper than
dipping. Choice
of ruby, green,
opal, blue,
amber.
Write for
circular
^

CLECTRtC COMPANV
Mfft. of Reco Flashers,
Motors. Mixers
2628 W.CHICAGO
Congresi St.,

RadiO:V.,^;-Mat
TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES.

i
>
0

Projection, Optics, Electricity, Ideas and Advice
{Continued from page 2702)
of the visible wave with increase of shutter
frequency. This reaches a maximum at a
.shutter frequency of 40 cycles per second.
Between flicker frequencies of 25 to 40
cycles per second, the flicker wave, under
ordinary conditions is not visible or bad.
As the shutter speed still increases, the
frequency of the flicker wave drops ot¥
(Part C)60andthewhen
the shutter
reaches
minimum
flickerfrequencjwave is
zero. Between shutter frequencies of 40
and 60 the flicker wave changes rapidly.
With further increase of shutter speed
tlie flicker wave again rises rapidly and
again reaches a maximum of 40 cycles per
second.
Rising still further the flicker wave again
slowly descends to zero at a shutter speed
of 120 cycles per second.
This shows the flicker cycle for the condition of focusing the arc flame. When
using one of the craters, the conditions are
very much different as will be shown next
week.
(To be continued)
House Being Remodeled and
One Built in 2 Pa. Towns
A new corporation is being formed to
erect a vaudeville theatre in Shamokin, Pa.,
to have a seating capacity of 1,200, on the
site at present occupied by the P. 0. S.
of A. Building, on Independence street. The
corporation will be known as the Shamokin
Amusement company, and the incorporators
will include the following Shamokin men:
Casper A. Tharp, Galen H. Clark, George
Clark, Jr., Raymond Leitzel, C. K. Morganroth and Chester Tharp. Efforts will be
made to 'have the hou.se open for business
about November 1. William H. Lee, of
Philadelphia, is the architect.
Plans have been perfected by Edgar
Brown, proprietor of the Garden Theatre,
Pittsville, Pa., to enlarge it from a house
with a seating capacity of 600 to one capable of seating 1,000. To effect the improvements Mr. Brown has purchased the building outright from Gottlieb Schall, for .$110,000, according to the bill of sale filed in
the Schuylkill County court house. The improvements will include the installation of
a new Marr & Colton organ and refurnishing the theatre with air-cushion seats. A
large electric sign will be placed on the
front of the theatre.
Ground

WHITE, AUBER or GREEN.
"«t
0
L

Accept no substitute.

IS THE Stationery OF the Screen
REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU Olfll
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Dnder 250 seats. 30%: under 509. 70%; under 80«.
W%; over 800. 15%.
The niosr economical method of reactiing theatm !■
•ur ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4. OS PEE M FP. Uati
If desired. 30 to 50% saved in postaie, etc., tkiauk
•JlminatioD of dead and duplicate theatres asuallj listed.
LUts of Producers. Distributors and Supply DeaUra.
VIITLTIORAPHING— MTMEOGRAPHINO—
FOLDING—
ENCIX)SINO—MArLING
MOTION PICTOM
DIRECTORY CO.
tM Sixtk Ave., at 41«t St
New Tork CItj
Pkeae. Peamj T484-74)«r

Broken

for 2500

York

May

Seat

House, Orange. N. J.
Ground has been broken for the erection of the largest theatre to date in the
Oranges, N. J. This theatre will be located
at the corner of Essex Avenue and Main
Sts., in the heart of Orange, it will be
equipped for both vaudeville and pictures
and will scat not less than twenty five hundred. No expense is being spared on this
building, the stair-case leading to the balcony from the lobby alone, costing twentyfive thousand dollars. It is expected that
the theatre will Ije ready to open by October
first of this year. In addition to the auditorium there will be 8 large stoi'es and 30
offices arranged in suites of three each.
The building will be constructed by the
Clifford MacAvoy Corporation of Newai-k.
It was designed and is being supervised by
William E, Lehman.

Does

Cold

Cause
To

Your

Weather
Organ

be off Pitch?

EVENHEETERS
Automatic Electric Heat will eliminate
the trouble by MAINTAINING EVEN
TEMPERATURES IN EXPRESSION
CHAMBERS.
EVENHEETERS
are entirely automatic and electric.
Reasonably priced
Simple in construction
Require no maintenance
Approved
by fire
underwriters
Recommended
by leadins
organ builders
Can be easily installed by your electrician
Absolutely noiseless
No relays or complicated wirins
Entire installation inside orcan chamber
Write us at once, mtating voltage, kind
of current, size of chambert, and if any
exposed walls,

Cramblet Engineering Corp.
Successors to Evenheeter Mfrs.
Factory
Milwaukee, Wise.
Office
179 Fourth St.
177 Fifth St.

Write
Kinds
OF
Sill

samples
I for

miDON.WIlLIANS&LICK
PORT SMITH, ARK.

" You Want Phelcor
Charles W. PhelHs & Co.
Incorporated
130 West 42nd Street
New York

SOLIDHED THUMB
TACKS
Handy tacks for tacking up posters, stills, photographs and other things
Half inch lops pet 100 2k
Five eighlhs lop per 100 33c
SOLIDHED TACK CO.
39 Murray St., N. Y,.
WELDED

WIRE

REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lh Ave . New York
PRINTING

AND DEVELOPING
100 FT. FREE
As trial to new customers.
We do high grade work. Send us your film.
Baker Motion
Picture Studio and
Laboratory
Plymouth Bldg., Cleveland. O,

'
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erOpinionsonNewPict
"The Sporting Venus" — MetroGoldwyn, Capitol, New York
Evening World: "Miss Sweet
particularly puts over a splendid
performance as the reckless
daughter of a reckless Scotch
nobleman. and is convincing
throughout. Ronald Colman is
perfectly cast as the u])per-class
■commi>ner," his natural <lignity
making him apjiear really true to
type. And I^'w t ody added considerable merriment to the endeavor. A big appeal of this picture will be the clothes worn by
Miss Sweet."
Herald-Tribune: "In "The
Sporting Venus" Miss Sweet has
suddenly l)ecome one of the handsomest, most alluring and sophisticated actresses on the screen.
The titles are startling, they are
so good. Whoever wrote them
has made his peo]de talk exactly
as
peo])le
talk. the
Then.
'Sir.
Xeilan
has dodirected
]>icture
with such humor an<l understanding that, if there ever was any
doubt in our mind as to his ability
to make jjietures real, it has vanished forever. We reveled in 'The
Sporting Venus," with its sophisticated people and its t)eautiful,
appropriate wearing apparel."
Mirror: "A delectable. o])tical
sight is Blanche Sweet with her
complicated bob. lier willowy figure, her wistful mien. The Latin
handsomeness of Ronald Colman
fires the love scenes, while Lew
Cody, subtle and meaning, saunters efl"ectively through his scenes.
'The Sporting \'enus' is good entertainment."
Sun : "With Blanche Sweet.
Ronald Colman and Lew Cotly in
the cast it will come as no surprise to you to know that "The
Sportingyoung
Venus'lass,revolves
about a
lovely
her handsome
sweetheart and the "other man.'

The 'other man" is, of course,
jdayed anglebyis unwound
Mr. Cody.against
Their trithe
backgi-oiuid of four countries —
Scotland. Spain, England and
France — and we are treated to
l>eautiful
scenery,
as well asclothes.
beautiful women
and beautiful
Mr. Neilan has lavished miudi care
on this production and Miss
Sweet. Mr. Colman and Mr. Cody
prove that they are as accomplished a set of screen actors as
you will meet in many a day."
(Tra])hic: "This jiicture will be
liked by lovers of the ronuintic.
Xeed we say we liked it? Lew
('<Kly ascome bit
theofvillain
injects
welcomedy
and a ^liss
Sweet wears scmie l)eaMtiful
gowns. Von will find 'Tlie
Sj)orting \"e'nus' entertaining."
Brooklyn Eagle: "'The SportVenus'share
may oflaygood,
claimcinematic
to more
than ingit,-<
<|ualifications. The film is well
played. Blanche Sweet continues
the improvement in her screen
portrayals which was first marked
in Xeilan s recent revival of 'Tess
of the DTrberx illes.'
"Zander the Great"— Metro-Goldwyn, Capitol, New York
-Tournal: ""Marion Davies in
"Zander the Great' is a wonderful
actress in a wonderful picture.
She is an adorable comedienne,
and where there were flashes of
comedy in '.lanice Mere<lith" and
"Little Old New York' she permeates this production with a
sparkling skill that is a revelation. There is jiathos and drama
and comedy in this picture, which
has a delightful story, splendid
acting and direction, and unusually effective"'Marion
settings.''Davies scores
^lirror:
a ])ersonal triumph in the screen
versioTi of that comedy -drama
stage hit. "Zander the Great.' The

star is seen in the role Alice
Brady created on the stage.
Marion runs the emotional gamut
with rare finesse and artistry.
She amuses in the comedy situations and grips in the dramatic
scenes. In our opinion this ])icture shows iliss Davies to better
advantage than she has ever ap-

ation
s onresign
er
l divisi
WC.. as Bachm
manag
centraeyer'
for NIetro-Goldwyn caused a big
stir in the Film Exchange Bldg.
For ten consecutive years Bachmeyer has been Metro district
manager and everybody who is
now in the picture business or
who has been in the picture business any time during the past ten
years knows Backmeyer, and is
eagerly awaiting the announcements of his plans for the future.
Clifford E. ."Mmy has been
named central division manager
for Metro-Goldwyn to succeed
Bachmeyer. .\lmy has been with
Metro for the past seven years.
Six of them have been spent in
Oeveland as branch manager.
The first one of the seven was
spent in Chicago. Everybody
wishes Cliff success in his newundertaking.
A. A. Schmidt was halted in
Chicago en route to the Milwaukee convention by an unexpected

attack of illness. Latest reports
are that he is recovering and will
soon be on his way to the Coast.
The \\motion
est Park
is theatre.
Cleveland'sIt
newest
picture
was built by Messrs. Lefkowitz,
Polster and associates. It has
about a thousand scats, completely
equipped with the latest of everything and is located at Kamm s
Corners.
The Ivanhoe Theatre Company,
Cleveland, has leased the Ivanhoe
Theatre. Euclid .^ve. and Ivanhoe
Road, for a period of fifteen
years. Rental begins at $12,000
a year with a gradual increase to
a maximum of S17.500. The theatre, which iswill
nowhave
in p'-occss
of
construction,
1000 scats.
The Sigma Theatre Building.
Davton.
has of
beenthesoldHollcnkamp
to I""rank
Hollenkamp
Brewing Company. The property
is to be held as an investment,
the theatre has .^00 seats.
A. G. Moberly has purchased

the Forum theatre, Hillsboro,
from Ronald Stratton.
W. Lavon Boon is manager of
the new 800-seat Capitol Theatre,
Hicksville. The Capitol was formerly called the Opera House.
Cleveland Heights, fashionable
residence suburb of Cleveland will
have its second motion picture theatre when the new house, now in
process of construction at Lee
and Cedar Roads is completed.
The new house is being erected
by the Cedar-Lee Realty company,
in which .'Mva Bradley, Malcolm
\ ilas and many other prominent
busines men are interested. The
building, which will be a twostory structure, will house a 1000seat theatre on the ground floor
with office space on the second
floor. Recreation parlors will be
in the basement. Sunday movies
are taboo in Cleveland Heights.
M. B. Horwitz, president and

before." for"Marion
Xews:
Davies
is Daily
too peared
clever
words as
the
half-starved orphan with spindly
legs, freckled nose and and-Iho|)es-you-likes-me-grin. She has
the comedienne field all to herself right now. There is no one
to compare her with unless it is
Mabel Normand's past glory.
From the moment she steps into
c-amera focus as an abused orjihan to the idyllic and where
she finds lore in the great o])en
s|)aces Miss Davies is a sheer
Bulletin: ''It is seldom that
a successful play turns into
such
a splendid film as does
deliiiht."
'Zander the Great.' Clarion
Davies an<l the supporting cast
gave excellent performances,
and showed the result of intelligent direction. The scenes taken
in the ^lojave Desert are es])ecially
worthy World:
of mention.''
Evening
"In 'Zander
the Great' Clarion Davies gives
a ]iortrayal whicJi is one of the
best seen herealiouts in weeks.
And this portrayal is all the
more commendable in that it
calls for , comedy, pathos and
melodrama, each of which she
does remarkably well. Of course,
!Miss Davies has the expert assistance of a really all-star east,
but even so her work stands out
■ Post: ''Clarion Davies turns
cometlienne
at the Capitol this
proniinentlv."
week and the result is a more
than usually entertaining picture.

general manager of the \\"ashing-

'Zander the (Jreaf lends it^-elf well
to film treatment, ami an excellent cast has l)een gathered tofor the inpicture.
Davies gether
succeeds
being Miss
Very
Graphic: "'Zander the Gn^at' is
amusing."
this
tolweek's
Theatre feature
and takeat itthe
fromCapius
it's
a
great
pictvire.
It
prove*
what we have always said, that
ilarion Davies is one of the most
versatile stars in the film firmament. As a comedienne the
lovely Miss Davies has few
Herald is- Tribune:
''Marion
Davies
such an inimitable
comedienne that she actually
wins one's immediate sympathy.
It takes courage to ])lay twelve
years old. show your freckles
and let yourself look as ugly and
awkward
e<|uals.'' as Marion Davies looks
in the first part of the picture:
but, along
is great
acting. She with
is a it.female
Charlie
Chaplin, and so- firmly <lid she
hold one in her grasp that one —
this one at any rate — grew sick
with horror when Emily Fitzroy
the cruel matron of the orphanage, lasheddragged
Mamie's
hands toher
room andgether,locked
the into
door. a dark
America : " 'Zander
the Great"
demonstrated
again and
again
yesterday how perilously close lie
our tears and our laughter.
Those in the audience at the
Capitol Theatre took Marion
Davies to their hearts, anguishing over the troubles of her
^Nlamie one moment and laughing
at her antics the next. Here is
the finest work of her career. I
say finest because she uses so
etl'ectively her knowledge of pantomime in her understanding of
the thin dividing line between
s'a)>stick and straight comedy."

ton Circuit is home again after a
four week's vacation at Hot
Springs, Arkansas. Among other
things Moe brought back with
him a beautiful coat of summer
tan caught while chasing the elusive golf ball.
One by one they go. Ruth Gordon, the
secretary
Howardof Trade
Chistman of
Filmto Board
is wearing
a solitaire
and thing.
confesses it means
the usual
Some time next June when you
meet
Ruth Simon
you'll— be
her
Mrs Sam
thatcalling
is, if you
don't just keep on calling her
Ruth as everybody in the Film
Bldg.is Mr.
does.
So the
loss
Simon's
gain, ind'ustr>-'s
and we ll
have to publicly offer our congratulations, althoush we don t at
all approve of letting Ruth go.
F. H. Olds has taken over the
Opera House at Farmington, O..
Olds also operates the Opera
House at Middlefield.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in zvhich Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut tozvard such informatioti as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming will be found o)i succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release. )
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Silent Sanderson Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
MARCH
Sporting Venus .......... Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Sky Raider, The
Capt."pss"!
Charles Nun- Assoc. Exhib 672S feet April 4
Asso. Exhib
6 reels . . . Mar. 21 Straight Through Wm. Desmond Universal 4867 feet
Adventurous Sex, The. . . Special Cast
Air
Mail,and' he
Special Cast
Cast
Paramount
6!i7tt feet . May
Mar. 289 Tale of a Thousand and
Beauty
the Bad Man . Special
Prod.
Dist. Corp
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis
Dist. Div.
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
April 25
(S. R.)
6800 feet. .Feb. 14
Billy, The Kid
Franklyn Farnum Ind";.
Pict. Corp. 4800 feet
T-arirg
Thru
Rich-rd
Talmadge
.
.F.
B
O
(S. R.)
That
Devil
Quemado
Fred
Thomson
F.
B.
0
4720 feet . . April 4
Blood and Steel Uesmond Holmes. . . .Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5300 feet
Two-Fisted Sheriff, A. . . .Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4149 feet. .Dec 6
Border Justice Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp.
of a Engagement.
Girl, The A. .Dick
SpecialHatton
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
5025 feet. .April 18
(S. R.)
5432 feet. .Nov. 8 Way
Western
Arrow
Coast Patrol, The
Kenneth McDonald . . Barsky (S. R.l .lOOO feet
Confessions
of
a
Queen..
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
5820
feet
April
4
Wings
of
Yo'ith
Fox
'.
Winning a Woman Penin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet
Crimson Ranner, The
Priscilla Dean
Prod. Dist. Corp
DDouble
ddy GoAction
s A Daniels
Hunting. . Special
Metro-Goldwyn
.5851 feet.
. Mar. 7
Buffalo Cast
Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4650
feet
MAY
Dre-smaker from Paris,
Feature
Star
by Length Reviewed
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount 7080 feet . . Mar. 28
F. Distributed
B. O
Denial, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 4791 feet . Mar. 21 Alias Mary Flyim Evelyn Brent. .
F.
B.
O
Ermine and Rhinestone
H. F. Jans (S. R.l
Bandit's
Thomson.
Fighting Romeo, A
Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Indep. Prod. (S. R.) .5400 feet.
Barriers ofBaby,
the The
Law Fred
Holmes-Desmond
Fighting the Flames Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.) 5800 feet
Charmer,
The
Pola
Negri
Paramount 6076 feet. .April 18
Friendly Enemies Weber and Fields .... Prod. Dist. Corp.
May 9 Chickie
Mackaill-Bowers
May 9
Golden Trails
Sanford Prod. (S.R.) . 5 reels
Crackerjack, The
Johnny
Hines C.FirstC. National
Burr (S. R.) . . .6500 feet
Great Divide, The
Terry-Tearle Metro-Goldwyn 7811 feet. Feb. 21 Crowded Hour, The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6558 feet . . May 9
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer
F. B. 0
5095 feet. April 11
Note
Goose Hangs High, The. Special Cast
Paramount 6186 feet. Feb. 14 Don't
Man's Wife
Fox
Head Winds
House Peters Universal 5309 feet. Mar. 28 Every
Eve's
Secret
Betty
Paramount
Hunted Woman, The
Fox
4954 feet
Faint Perfume
SpecialComoson
Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)May 9
Hunting Wild Animals in
Fear Fighter, The
Billy Sullivan Rayart fS. R.)
Hollywood Special Cast
Fox
Fine Clothes
L. Stone-A. Rubens.. .First National
I Want My Man
Sills-Kenyon First National 6175 feet April 18 Fugitive,
The
Ben Wilson
Arrow
4892 feet
Hearts
and
Spurs
Buck
Jones
Fox
Jimmie's
Millions
Richard
lalmadge...
F.
B.
0
5167
feet
.Feb.
28
Just Traveling Bob Burns
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . . 4400 feet
His
Supreme
Moment
.
.
.
.
B.
Sweet-R.
Colman
.
.
First
National
6600
feet . . Anril 25
Mad Whirl, The
May McAvoy Universal 6184 feet. .Dec. 26 Let 'er Buck
Gibson Universal 5547 feet. .Jan.. . 3
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fox Fihn
4800 feet. .April 11 Lilies of the Streets Hoot
J.Walker-V.
L.
Corbin
F.
B.
0
6800
feet.
Monster, The
L. Chaney-J. Arthur. .Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet. .Feb. 28 Makers of Men
Bars ky Prod. (S. R.).April 25
My Wife and I
Special Cas t
Warner Bros 6700 feet
Lunatic
at
Large,
A
Henry
Edwards
Cranfield
& Clarke
New Lives for Old
Betty Compson Paramount 6796 feet . Mar. 7
(S. R.)
6000 feet
New Toys
Richard Barthelmess . First National 7250 feet . Feb. 21 Necessary Evil, The Dana-Lyon First National
One Year to Live
Special Cast
First National 6064 feet Feb. 28 Night Club, The
R.
Griffith
V.
ReyParisian Nights
F. B. 0
6278 feet
nolds Paramount 5732 feet
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib 5384 feet Feb. 28 Old Home Week
Meighan Paramount
Playing With Souls Special Cast
First National 5831 feet Mar. 14 Phantom Rider, The Thomas
Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet
Price of Pleasure, The Valli-Kerry Universal 6618 feet
Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Recompense
M. Prevost-M. Blue . . Warner Bros 7480 feet May 2 Raffles,
The Amateur
Renegade Holmes, M.D. Ben Wilson
Arrow (S.R.) 4947 feet
Cracksman House Peters Universal 5557 feet
Riders of the Purple Sage . Tom Mix
Fox
5578 feet . . Mar. 28
Trail, The Tom Mix
Fox
5251 feet
Romance and Rustlers . Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4994 feet. Nov. 15 Rainbow
ofHawk,
a Soldier
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwya
Sackcloth and Scarlet ... Alice Terry
Paramount 6732 feet . Mar. 7 Return
Saddle
The
Hoot
Gibson
Universal
5468 feet . . Mar. 7
Sally
Colleen Moore First National 8636 feet Mar. 28 Scandal Proof
Shirley Mason Fox
Scar Hanan
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4684 feet April 4 Snob Buster, The
Reed
Howes
Rayart
(S.
R.)
Scarlet Honeymoon, The. .Shirley Mason Fox
5080 feet. Mar. 21
Fire
Barthelmess-B. Love. . First National
Seven
Buster Keaton Metro-Goldwyn
. 51 13 feet . . Mar. 28 Soul
Sporting Grit
Richard Talmadge . . . . F. B. O
Should Chances
a Husband Tell?
Red Seal Pict. (S.. .R.)
Maurice
B. " Lefty " F. B. O
Sign of the Cactus, The. . .Jack Hoiie
Universal 4938 feet. .Jan. 10 Speed Wild
Flynn
Speed
Betty Blythe Banner Prod. (S. R.) 6000 feet
Talker, The
A. Nilssen-L. Stone . . First National
Stop Flirting Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Texas
Bearcat,
The
Bob
Custer
F. B. O
Tainted Souls
Special Cast
Fox
the Ladder
Virginia Valli Universal 6023 feet . . Jan. SI
Too Many Kisses Richard Dii
Paramount
6 reels. . .Mar. 14 Up
Fang
Strongheart (dog) F. B. O
5800 feet
Waking Up the Town Jack Pickford
United Artists 4802 feet .April 1 1 White
Desert, The
Special Cast
Where Romance Rides ... Dick Hatton Arrow
4301 feet . . Feb. 1 2 White
White Thunder
Yakima
Canutt F.Metro-Goldwyn
B. O
Wolves of the Road Yakima Canutt Arrow
4375 feet
Woman's
Faith, A
Reubens-Marmont.
. .Universal
7 reels . . . A|iril 4
Wrath
Ernest
Torrence
Paramount
APRIL
Zander the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moore . .Paramount 6602 feet. April 25
After Bus;mess Hours Hammerstein-Tellegen C. B. C. {S. R.) 5800 feet
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Beggar Tamer,
011 Horseback,
Ralston-Nissen
Paramount
Any Woman
Alice Terry
Paramoimt 5963 feet
Bandit
The A . . Franklyn
Farnum Inde.
Pict. (S. R.) . . .5000 feet
JUNE
Dangerous Odds
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4800 feet
Border Vengeance Jack Perrin Madoc Sales (S. R.).4500 feet
Desert Flower, The Colleen Moore First National
Clash, The
Marmont-Reubens . . Universal
Double Fisted
Jack Perrin Rayart (S.R.)
Coast of Folly
Gloria Swanson Paramount
Code of the West
O. Moore-C. Beimett. Paramount 6777 feet. .April 25 Down the Border Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S.R.) . . 4750 feet
Cotuageous Fool, The. . . .Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
I'll Show You
the Town. .. Douglas
Reginald McLean
Detmy Universal
7 reels
Introduce
Me
Assoc. Exhib 5980
feet. .Mar. 21
Dangerous
Iimocence. . . .LaPlante-E.
O'Brien. .Universal
6759 feet
feet. .Mar.
Declasse
Corinne Griffith
First National 7869
April 214 Just a Woman
Windsor-Tearlk First National
Eyes of the Desert Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4.500 feet
of O'Malley, The . Milton Sills First National
Fifth Avenue Models. .. .Philbin-Kerry Universal 6581 feet. .Jan. 24 Making
Man From
Mount- Ben Wilson Arrow
ain,LoneThe
Fighting Parson, The Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Man She Bought, The .... Constance Talmage . . . First National
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S.R.)... 4500 feet
Mist in the Valley Alma Taylor Crsmfield & Clarke
Getting
Larkin Rayart
(S. R.) 4669
Gold and'Emthe Right
Girl George
Buck Jones
Fox
4512 feet
feet . . April 4
(S. R.)
5500 feet
Modern Babylon
Paramount
Go Straight
Gladys Hulette B. P. Schulberg (S. R.t
Heart of a Siren, The. . . .Barbara La Marr First National 6700 feet. .Mar. 21 My Lady's Lips
Special
Cast
B.
P.
Schulberg
(8.
R.)
If Marriage Fa Is
Jacqueline Logan F. B. O
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke.
Ridin' Easy
Dick Hatton Arrow
4483 feet
(S. R.)
6000 feet
Ridin'
Thunder
Jack
Hoxie
Universal
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount 5767 feet. .April 18 Spaniard, The
Cortez-Goudal Paramount 6676 feet. .April IS
Texas Trail, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Little French Girl, The. . Betty Bronson Paramount 5628 feet
Love's Bargain
M. Daw-C. Brook. . . F. B. 0
5641 feet. .April 25 When a Woman Reaches
Man
Special Cast
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 6223
5307 feet
feet Mar.
April 28IS White
Monkey, The Special
La Marr-T.
Holding. .First
National
Forty
Cast
B. P. Schulberg
(S.R.)
Men and
and Maid
Women
Special
Paramount
My Son
Nazimova-J. Pickford First National 6500 feet April 25 Youth's Gamble
Reed
Howes
Rayart
(S.R.)
One Way Street
Special Cast
First National 5596 feet. .April 11
Pioneers of the West
Sanford Prod. (S. R.) 5 reels
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Proud Flesh
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5770 feet. .April 25
Feature
Star
Distributed by Lengtk Reviewed
Roaring Adventure, The . Jack Hoxie
Universal 4657 feet . . Feb. 14
Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Ridin'
Comet,
The
Yakima
Canutt
F.
B. O
JULY Inde.
Rough Going
Franklyn Farnum Indep.
Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Cold Nerve
Bill Cody
Pict. (S.R.)... 5000 feet
Rough Stuff
George Larkin Rayart (S. R . )
Drug Store Cowboy, The. .Franklyn Farnum Ind.Pict. Corp. (S.R.)5100 feet. .Fob. 7
Shackled Lightning Frank Merrial Hercules Prod.(S. R.)
Duped
Hohnes-Desmond
Inde.
Pict. (S. R.) . . .5400 feet
She Wolves
Special Cast
Fox
Lady Who Lied, The L. Stone-V. Valli First National ■

2708
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Maniage Whirl. The C. Griffith-H. Ford .CraniSeld
First National.
* Clarke
Pipe* of Pan
Alma Taylor. . .
(S. R.)
62Mf*et.
Secret of Black Canyoa,
The
Dick Hatton Arrow
Sbuxe Rider, Tke Takima Canutt Arrow
Traaed
Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet.
AUGUST
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore Assoc. Exhib
Children of the Whirlwind Lionel Barrymore . . Assoc. Exhib
Manhattan MadnesE Dempsey-Taylor Assoc. Exhib ,
My Pal
Buddy's Wife Dick
Glenn Hatton
Hunter Arrow
^soc. Exhib
My
Raiige Justice Dick Hatton Arrow
■inHMmiMiiiuniiiiiniMamntmimimtmminmiinamiMiiuinn^
Comedy
Releases
iwwimniiammHiiinHHNUuriiuiiiiiiiwiiniiiwiiiuHiiiniiiuiiiiiHiiiniuiiiiimniiuiijniim
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Re^^tewed
Across the.Hall Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Adventures
of Adenoid. . .Aesop's
Fables Universal
Pathe
. . .April 25
After
a Reputation
Edna Marian
21 reel.
reels
Alfalfa D oolittle Will Rogers Pathe
2 reels
Alice's
" CartoonMessinger.
"
J. Winkler (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
All HandsEgg onPlant
Deck Buddy
. . . M.
Universal
Almost a Husband Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Amateur D elective Earle Foxe
Fox
2 reels
Apache, The
Earle Foxe
Fox Film
2 reels
Apollo's
Pretty Sister
Fox
2 reels
Araby Boimd
Jack Earle
Universal
Are Husbands Human .. .James Finlayson Pathe
1 reel. . . .April 11
Artists' Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
2 reels
Ask
" Our Gang "
Pathe
22 reels
reels
At theGrandma
Seashore Monkey
Fox
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Bad Bill Brodie Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels
Bad Boy
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Balboa Discovers Hollyw
o
d
"
Red
Head
"
Sering
D.
Wilson
(S.R.)
reel
Bark is the Woods Harry Langdon Pathe
2 1reels
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Be Carefnl
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Big Chief Eo-Ko (Ont of
the
Inkwein
"
Cartoon
"
Red
Seal
Pict.
(S.
R.)
1
Black Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards Universal
1 reel
reel
Black Hand Blues " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels . . . April 18
Boyhood Rivals Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .April 11
Bride Tamer, The
Milbum Moranti Sierra Pict. (S.R.). . . 2 reels
Bus Bey, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Butterfly Man, The
Fox
2 reels
Campta' Out
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Cat* B Shimmy,
The Century
" Kid Noah
"
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) 21 reels
reel
Chicken
a la Carte
Girls
Universal
City Bound
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Clear the Way
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Clean-Up
1 reel Mar. 7
Cleopatra Week
and Her Easy " Aesop's Fables " Pathe
B4ark
"
Cartoon
"
Sering
D.
Wilson
(S.
R.)
1 reel
Cotton King
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Crime Crushers Lige Conley Educational 2 reels
Cure, The (Out of the Ink" CartoonWiley
"
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 12 reel
CuteweU)
Little Devil, The .... Wanda
Universal
reels
Darkest Africa " Aesop's Fables " Pathe
1 reel
Day's Outtag
" The Gumps "
Universal
reels
Detective,
The A
(Van Bibber)
Fox
22 reels
Dinky Doodle and Cinderel a "Dinky Doodle "... .F. B. 0
1 reel
Dog Days
" Our Gang
"
Pathe
2 reels
. . . Mar. 14
Dog
'On
It
Bobby
Dunn
Arrow
2
reels
Dome Doctor, The
Larry Semon
Educational 2 reels
Don't Pinch
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels . . . April 25
Don't Worry
Wanda Wiley Universal
. . . Mar. 21
Dragon
Alley
Educational 22 reels
reels
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Fox
2 reels
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 21
ExcusePlease
My Glove "Al.Spat
"
Pathe
reels . . . Mar. 14
Fares
St. Family
John
Educational 22 reels
First Love
" Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon
Fables " Pathe
1 reel
For Hire
Universal
Full of Pep
Special Cast
Universal
Getting Trimmed Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels. . April 18
Giddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Girlies and Girlies Century Girls Universal
2 reels
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Educational
Goldfish's
Pajamas Bobby
" Kid Noah
"
Sering D.Wil3on(S.R.) 21 reels.
reel
Great Guns
Vernon
Educational
. .Feb. 21
Guilty Conscience, A
Eddie Gordon Universal
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 7
Ham and Eggers Benny Leonard Ginsberg (S. R.) .... 2 reels
Handle
'Em Rough Animal
Hard Boiled
Charley Cast
Chase Pathe
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
HardThe
Working Loafer, Arthur Stone Pathe
Haimted Honeymoon Tryon-Mehaffey Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Hello, Goodby
Educational 2 reels
Helle, Hollywood LIge Conley Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Helpiag Hand
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
Here's Your Hat
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Her Lucky Leap
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
He Who Gets Crowned. ..Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
High Hopes
Educational
1 reel. .. .Feb. 14
His Priand's Wife Special Cast
Universal
His Marriage Wow
Henry Langdon Pathe
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Hold My Baby
Pathe
2 reels . . .April 25
Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Hot Dog
Animal
C B C (S R)
2 reels
House That Dinky Built . . (Cartoon) F. B. 0
1 reel
Housing
Shortage,
The.
.
."Aeaop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel
Hysterical History (Series)
Universal
1 reel
Ice Boy, An
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) 1 reel
n D atdi
Aesop's Fables Pathe
2 reels

Motion

Picture

New

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Inside Oat
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel Mar. 28
Iron Mule
Educational 2 reels. . .April 18
Is Marriage the Bunk Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel April 4
Itchlag lor Revenge Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels . . . Mar. 7
It's All Wrong
Karr-Engle
Univers
al
Jockey, The
Buddy Messinger .... Universal
2 reels
... .
Jungle
Bike
Riders
Aesop's
Fables
Pathe
l
reel
Kid Brethef
Buddy Messinger ... .Universal
2 reels Mar. 14
Kidding
Captain Kid Lloyd
"Cartoon"
Wilson (S R.) 21 reels
reel
King Cotton
Hamilton Sering
Educational
King Dmmb
2 reels
Ko-Ke
the Barber (Out of Jimmy Aubrey Selznick
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Ko-Ke
in Toyland (Out of " Cartoon "
the Inkwell)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Ko-Ko
Trains Animals " Cartoon "
(Out of the Inkwell) ..." Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Lady Barber, The
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Lead Pipe Cinch, A
Al Alt
Universal
Lion Love
Fox
2 reels ... Feb. 28
Lion's
Whiskers
21 reel
reels. . April 18
Little
RidingMovement,
Hood . . ." Dinky Doodle " F.Pathe
B. 0
Little Red
Theatre
Tfce
Will Roger* Pathe
2 reels ,
Locked Out
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Looking for Sally Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel Feb. 21
Love
The
"Our
"
Pathe
reels .. .. .. April
Love Bag.
Ooofy
Jimmie Gang
Adams
Educational 22 reels
Star. 74
Love Sick
Beth Darlington Universal
2 reels
Lucky Leap, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Makiac A Career Buddy Messmger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Maa'a
Best
Friend
Rex
(horse)
Pathe
Mantac* Circus, The Ben Turpin Pathe
22 reels
reels . . . April 1 1
Meet the Ambassador .... Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
MaOow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville.Educational 1 reel April 4
Merrymakers Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 38
Merton
of the Goofies Wanda
"Pacemaker"
F. B. 0
reels
Met hv Accident
Wiley Universal
22 reels
Miss Fixit
Wanda Wiley Universal ^
2 reels
Monkey Business " Pen & Ink Vaude." .Educational 1 reel
Moonlight Nights Gloria Joy
Rayart (S. R.)
2 reels
Nearly Rich
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Never on Time
Lee-Bradford 2 reels
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel
Night Hawks
Lige Conley Educational
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
North of 57
Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reel*
Now or Never (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd Assoc. Exhib
3 reels
Oh,
What a Gump
"The
"
Universal
reels
On Duty
Wanda Gumps
Wiley
Universal
22 reels
Orphan, The
Al Joy
Ricardo Films , Inc. (S. R.)
Other Husband, The Eddie Lyons Arrow
Over the Bottom Stan Laurel P. B. O
2 reels
Over Heie
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Pal's Clever
Pal (dog)
Universal
2 reels
Papa's
Pet
"
Bull's
Eye
Comedy
"Universal
1 reel April 11
Past and Present
Universal
Pegg's
Love
Affair
Screen
Art
Dist
Peggy the Vamp
Davis Distr
2 reels. . .Oct. 11
Permanent
Waves "Stan
Aesop's
Fables "... Pathe
reel
Pie-Eyed
Laurel
F.B.0
21 reels
Pie
Mas,
The
"
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel
ICar. 21
Plain Clothes
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar.
28
Plain and Fancy Girls. . . .Charles Chase Pathe
BSar. 14
Plain Luck
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Poor Sap, The
Fox
2 reels
Powdered Chickens Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Putting on Airs
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .April 11
Puzrled by Crosswords. . .Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 7
Qneea ef Ace«
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Rapd Traasit Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels
Rarin' Romeo
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Raspberry Romance Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Red Pepper
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 4
Regular Girl, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Remember When
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reel ... . April 25
Rh> Without a Wmk
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rivals
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
Robinson Crusoe Retiuns
on Friday
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rock Bottom
Bowes-Vance Educational
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Royal Four-Flush " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels
Runt
" Aesop's
Fables " Pathe
reel
Sailor
A
Gletm
Tryon
21 reels.
. .April 4
SherlockPapa,
Sleuth
Arthur
Stone Pathe
Pathe
Ship Shape
Vance-Bo wes
Educational
April 18
Shootin a Injuns
" Our Gang "
Pathe
reels
Should
Husband Tell?
Red
Ssal Pict. (S.R.). 12 reel
Ship
April 18
ShouldShape
Husbands Be Vance-Bowes Educational
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel Mar. 14
Sit Tight
Educational 2 reels
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Sleeping
Sickness
Edwards-Roach
Universal
reel
Smoked Out
Lake Hasbrouch Universal
11 reel.
. . .April 18
Snow-Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels . . . April 18
S. O. S
"Aesop's Fables " Pathe
2 reels
Spanish Romeo, A (Van Bibber)
Fox
1 reel
Stilts Man, The
Earl McCoy
Universal
2 reels
Stop, Look and Whistle
Fox
2 reels
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
" CartoonHiers
"
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
Tender
Feet
Walter
Educational
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel Mar.M
This Week-Eod
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Through the Rough Benny Leonard Ginsberg (S. R.) .... 2 reels
Through Three Reigns (Novelty) Red Seal Pict (S. R.)
Thundering Landlords Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels
Tin Type, A
Buddy Messinger .... Universal
2 reel
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Topsey
Travel. ..."Hayes-Kaw
Hodge Podge " Universal
Educational 21 reels
reel. . . .Feb. 7
Tourists Turvey
De Luxe
Transatlantic
Flight, A "Aesop's
Fables " Pathe
reel
Twins
Stan Laurel
F. B. 0
21 reels
Two Cats and a Bird
(Novelty) " Cartoon "
Educational
1 reel
Two Weeks-and-a-half . . . Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels
Uncle Tom's Girl Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Water Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 21
Welcome Danger Bowes-Vance Educational
1 reel Feb. 28
Why Hesitate Neal Bums
Educational
2 reels . . .April 1 1

May

30 , 19 2 5

Feature
Star
Wild Bill Hicough Stan Laurel
Wild
Papa
" Spat Family "
Wild Waree
Bowes-Vance
Wooly West. The
Buddy Messinger ....

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Pathe
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
Universal
2 reels
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Subjects
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Feature
Distributed by Length Keviewed
Action (SportUght)
Pathe
1 reel
All Under One Flag (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
Animated Hair Cartoon
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Balto's
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara Race
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series) F.Educational
B. 0
2 reels
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb) Universal
2 reels
Beauty emd the Bandit (Geo. Larldn) Universal
2 reels
Beauty Spots (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel. . . .April 18
Broken Trails
Denver Dizon (S.R.) 2 reels
Cabaret of Old Japan
M.J. Winkler (S.R.) . I reel
Color World
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Close Call, The (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Cocoon to Kimona
M. J.Winkler (S.R.) . I reel
Come-Back,
The
(Benny
Leonard)
Henry
Ginsberg-S.
R.
2
Concerning Cheese (Varieties) Fox
1 reels
reel
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series) F. B. 0
2 reels
Cowpancher's
Comeback,
The
(Art
Acord)
Universal
2
reels
Cross Word Puzzle Film (Comedy-Novelty) Schwartz Enterprises
(S.R.)
Ireel
Day With the Gypsies
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Divertisement
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Do You Remember?
Red Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Dude Ranch Days (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
East Side, West Side
DeForrest (S. R.)
Fighting Cowboy (Series)
Universal
Fighting Ranger (Serial)
Universal Serial Feb. 7
Film Facts
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Fire Trader, The (Serial)
Universal 15 episodes
Floral Feast, A
Sering Wilson (S.R.)l reel
Frederick Chopin (Music Masters)
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S.R.)
1 reel
From Mars to Munich (Varieties) Fox
1 reel. . . .April 4
Frontier Love (Billy Mack)
Denver Dizon
2 reels
Fugitive Futurist
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
George F. Handel (Music Masters)
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S..R.)
1 reel
Gems of the Screen
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Universal 15 episodes
Golden Panther, The (Serial)
Pathe
Great Circus Mystery, The (Serial) Universal 10 episodes
Hittin'
the
Trail
(Fred
Hank)
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . . Serial
2 reels
Idaho (Serial)
Pathe
Feb. 28
If a Picture Tells a Story
Cranfield & Clark*
(S. R.)
laJazztheFight,
Spider's
(Novelty)
Educational
The Grip
(Benny
Leonard)
Henry Ginsberg (S. 1 reel. . . TAprll 11
R.)
2 reels
Judge's Cross
Puzzle (Novelty) Fox
Educational 1Ireel
Jaa. 31
Klondike
TodayWord
(Varieties)
reel
Land of the Navajo (Educational) Fox
1 reel Feb. 28
Leopard's Lair
Universal Serial
Let's Paint
Cranfield
& Clarke
(S. R.)
Line Ruimers, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel
little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational
1 reel Feb. 28
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfield'
& Clarke
(S. R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmimd Cobb)
Universal
2 reels. . .April 4
Lots of Knots (Hodge Podge)
EdncaticMial 1 reel Mar 21
Lunzogyl (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
.
. Ireel
Mad Miner, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Magic Hour, The
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
MarveUons Manhattan
M. J. Winkler (S.R.) . Ireel
Mexican Oil Fields
M. J. Winkler (S.R.). 1 reel
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational. .%
1 reel. . . .April 4
Neptune's
(Sportlight) Pathe
Hew Sheriff,Nieces
A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.) . . 21 reel
reels
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
One Glorious Scrap (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Only a Co>mtry Lass (Novelty)
Educational
Our Six-legged Friends (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel
Outlaw, The (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Paris Creations (Novelty)
Educational Ireel Feb. 7
Paris Creations in Color (Novelty) Educational 1 reel. .. .Feb. 28
People You Know (Screen Almanac) Film Booking Offices 1 reel
Perfect View, The (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Plastigrams (Novelty)
Educational
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist.Div. (S.R.)
Pronto Kid, The (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Oueen of the Round-Up (J. Sedgwick) Universal
2 reels
Race, The (Van Bibber)
Fox
2 reels
Ratotn' Cain
Special Cast
Universal
2 reels . . .April 4
Record
Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Roaring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany (Edacatlooal) Fox
Ireel
R. Valentino and Eighty-eight Prize-winning
American Beauties
Chesterfield (M. P.
Corp.) (S. R.) 3 reels
Secrets of Life (Educational) Principal Pict. (S. R.) Ireel Feb. 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick) Universal
2 reels
Show Down, The (Art Acord)
Universal
2 reels . . .
Smoke of a Forty-Five, The (Western) Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Soft Muscles (Beany Leonard)
Ginsberg (S. R.) . . . . 2 reels
Song Cartnnes (Novelty)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sporting Judgment (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel May 9
Stereoscopiks (Novelty)
Pathe
1 reel (Series). . .
Steam Heated Islands (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
Storm King (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straight
Shootin'
(Harry
Carey)
Universal
2
reels
Stratford on Avon
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Soaken Silver (Serial)
Pathe
lOepisodesApril 18
Surprise Fight, The (Benny Leonard) Henry Ginsberg (S.
2 reels
R.)
„,
, , Waters
Thuodering
(Novelty)
Sering
D. Wilson
1.
(S.R.)
1 reel April 25

Feature
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
Traps and Troubles (Sportlight)
Turf Mystery (Serial)
Valley of Rogues (Western)
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe)
Village School, The (Hodge Podge)
Voice of the Nightingale, The (Novelty)
Waiting For You (Music Film)
Wheels of the Pioneers (Billy Mack)
Where the Waters Divide (Varieties)
White Paper (Varieties)
Wild West Wallop. The (Western)
Wonder Book, The (Series)
Zowie (Stereoscopik)
fimffliiiimiaaaaaaiBBmianiiniiiiiiwuMniiuiiHMniNi^^
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Distributed by Length Reviewed:
Pathe
Pathe
1 reel Mar. 21
Chesterfield Pict. Corp.
(S.
R.)
15
Universal
2 episodes
reels. . .April 18Fox
2 reels270'>
Educational Film. ... 1 reel
Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Hegerman
Novelties (S.Music
R.)
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Fox
1 reel
Fox
Ireel
Universal
2 reels May 9
Sering D. Wilson .. .500 feet
Pathe
1 reel

Coming
Attractions
|
nuiiwiinnnumraiuuamHmnmiBiBniBDaniBmm^
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Ace of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister. . Universal
Amazing Quest, The Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke. . . 5500 feet
American Pluck
George Walsh Chad wick Pict. (S. R.)
An Old Man's Darling Laura La Plante Universal
Another Woman's Life . . . Mary Philbin Universal
Are
Parents The
People? Bronson-Vidor
Paramount
Aristocrat,
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
As No Man Has Loved Edward Heam
Foz
1 0000 feet . Feb. 28.
Ashes
Corinne Griffith First National
Atlantis
First National
Awful Truth, The
Agnes Ayres Prod. Dist. Corp
Back Wash
Mary Pickford United Artists
Bad lands. The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Beloved Pawn, The Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Metro-Gold wyn
Beyond the Law
1^''^ Hoxie
Universal
Black Cyclone Rex (horse) Pathe
Blackmail
Special Cast
Universal
Blind Virtue
Special Cast
Atlas Educ. Co. (S. R)
Blood
and
Gold
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Bobbed Hair
Warner
Bros
Boden's Boy
Special Cast
Hepworth Dist. (S. R.) 5300 feet
Bohemian Girl, The Gladys Cooper Cranfield & Clarke (S. R.)
Border Women
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
Brown of Harvard
Metro-Goldwyn
California Straight Ahead .Re^nald Deimy Universal
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Paramount
Captain Fearless Reginald Denny Universal
Charity
The
Metro-Goldwyn »
Chicken Ball,
Feed
Special Cast
Fox
Circle, The
Metro-Goldwyn
,
Claim Ifo. 1
Special Cast
Universal
^
Clean-Up, The
Richard Talmadge F. B. O
Clinging
SpecialHowes
Cast
Universal
Orack of Fingers
Dawn
Reed
Rayart
(S. R.)
CrasUag Thronih Jack Parrin Ambassador Pict. (S. R.) 5000 feet
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist
Daredevil, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Deerslayer. The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Demon,
The
Jack
Hoxie
Universal
Detoor
Prod. Dist. Corp
Detective, The
(Van Bibber) Fox
1 reel
.,
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Dollar Down
Ruth Rolland Parthenon Pict. (S.R.)
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Fraser F. B. O
Don Daredevil Jack Hoxie
Universal
D(»
Q
Douglas
Artists
Doubtmg for Cupid Laura La Fairbanks
Plante United
Universal
DmcilU With a Million . . . SpecUl Cast
F. B. O
East of the Setting Sun ... Constance Talmadge. .First National
Kacape
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Svery Woman's Desire
First National
■ve's
Lover
Special
Cast
Warner Bros
Extra Man, The
Universal
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Fair PUy
Special Cast
Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .6800 feet
Fast
Life
in
New
York
Metro-Goldwyn
Fast Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Flfty-Fifty Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Fighter's
Paradise,
The .. Rex
Baker
Phil
Fighting Smile,
The
Bill Cody
Inde. Goldstone
Pict. Corp. (S. R.)50004630feet
feet
Fighting Chance, A
Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
firsl Tear, The
Special Cast
Fox
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
Forest of Destiny, The. . .Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Free to Love
C. Bow-R. McKae... .B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Friends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
FrivoUty
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Galloping Dude, The Pranklyn Famum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.) 4700 feet
Going the Lii«it Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Gold Sash, The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Good
O'Day
Wm. Desmond Universal
Goose Deed
Woman,
The
Universal
Grass
Paramount 10 reels . . . Mar. 7
Graastark
Norma Talmadge First National
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Grounds for Divorce . . . . .Florence Vidor Paramount
Gnlliver's
Travels
SpecialKenyon
Cast
Universal
Halfway Girl,
The
Doris
First
National
Happy Warrior, The
Vitagraph
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Headlines
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Spangles
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Hell Bent for Heaven
Warner Bros
Heir's Apparent Specistl Cast
First National
Her Father's Daughter
F. B. O
High and Handsome " Lefty " Flyim P. B. O
His
Master's
Voice
Thunder
(dog)
Gotham Prod.
(S. ...
R.)
His Woman
Special Cast
Whitman
Bennett
7 reels
Home
Maker,
The
Alice
Joyce
Universal
How Baxter Butted In
Warner Bros
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
^

Motion
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
I'll Tell The World Richard Dix
Paramount
In the Name of Love Cortez-Nissen Paramount
Iron Horse, The
Fox Film Corp 1 1335 feet . . Sept. 1
John Forrest
Henry Edwards Cranfield
& Clarke 5000 feet
(S.R.t
Paramount
Richard Dix
Jimgle Law, The
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.) 5500 feet
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.)
Monte Banks Asso. Exhib
Keep Smiling
Fox
Kings of the Turf
Warner Bros
Special Cast
Kiss Me Again
Knockout Kid, The Jack Perrin Rayart Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Lariat, The
Law arid the Lady Special Cast
Aywon (S. R.)
6 reels ... Jan. 10
Fox Film
s
bone
Lazv
6 reels
Arrow
Special Cast
Lena Rivers
Lew Tyler's Wives
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Fox
Jay Hunt
Lightnin'
Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5900 feet
Lightning Jack
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Denny Universal
(S.R.)
Lightning Passes, The Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. msun
t
Para
Light of Western Stars
Warner Bros
Limited Mail, The
ts
Little Annie Rooney Mary Pickford United Artis
Prod. (S. R.)
Gotham
A
Little Girl in a Big City,
Universal
Lorraine of the Lions
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National 9700 feet Feb. 21
rsal
Unive
House Peters
Love Cargo, The
Fox
Special Cast
Loyalties
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Ivan Abramson (S. R.) 7 reels . . . May 2
Madame Sans Gene Gloria Swanson
9994 feet . . May 2
Mad Marriage, The Special Cast
Rosemary Films ,
(S. R.)
6 reels. . . Jan. 10
Man and the Law, The . . Thomas Meighan Paramount
ldwyn
Metro-Go
the Moment
Man inandBlue
Man
Herbert Rawlinson. . .Universal 5634 feet. .Feb. 21
••
Girl, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Manicure
Man on the Box, The. . . .Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
Man Without a ConscienceLouis-Rich Warner Bros 6850 feet . May 2
Mare Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Plante . Universal
Married Hypocrites Fredericks-La
Paramount
Special Cast
Marry of Me
Men
Steel
First National
Meddler, The
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
Message to Garcia, A
Metro-Goldwyn
Miracle of the Wolves, The
10346 feet Mar. 7
Miss Vanity
Mary Philbin Universal
Million Dollar DoU
Asso. Exhib
Moonlight Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
My Pal
Dick Hatton Arrow
New York Life
Special Cast
Paramount
None But the Brave Richard Dix
Paramount
Napoleon the Great
Universal
Nothing to Wear
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Oats for the Woman Special Cast
Universal
Once to Every Man
O'Brien-Dove Fox Film Corp
On the Go
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 5 reels . . . Arpil 4
Out of the Dark
Special Cast
Metro Goldwyn
Outlaw Tamer, The Clayton-F. Farnum. . .Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Overland Limited, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pace That Thrills, The. . .Ben Lyon
First National
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod. Dist. Corp
Part Time Wife, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Patsy
Metro-Goldwyn
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramount
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Perils of Paris
Pearl White
F. B. 0
6 reels ... Dec. 13
Phantom of the Opera .... Lon Chaney Universal
Police Patrol, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pony Express, The
Special Cast
Universal
Poor Mama
Prod. Dist. Corp
Poppy
Fields-Dempster United Artists
Prince, The
Philbin-Kerry Universal
Purchased Youth Anna Q. Nilsson F. B. O
Quality Street
Metro-Goldwyn
Quo Vadis
Emil Jannings First National 8945.feet . Feb. 28
Racine Blood
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Rebellious Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Reckless Sex, The
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.)
6 reels ... Feb. 14
Red Clay
William Desmond. . . .Universal

Picture

News

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Red Wolf, The
Lowell-Russell Lowell Film Prod. fS. R.)
Resurrection
Priacipal Pict. (S. R.)
Road That Led Home, The
Vitagraph
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick CS. R.)
Romola
Gish Sisters Metro-Goldwyn About
reals12 Dec IS
Ropin'
Venus,
The
Josie
Sedgwick
Universal
Rose of the World Special Cast
Warner Bros
Satan's
Cist
Inde.
(S. R.)
Satan inSon
Sables Special
Lowell Sherman
WarnerPict.Bros
Savages of the Sea Frank Merrill Hercules fS. R.t . . . . 485» feet. . Mar. T
Scandal, The
Ramon Navarro Metro-Goldwyn
School
Wives Tearle-Holmquist
6750 feet. .April 11
Seventh forHeaven
Special Cast . . . .Vitagraph
Fox
Shadow
on
the
Wall
Gotham
Prod.
("S.
R.)
Shadow of the Mosque. . .Odette Taylor Cranfield
& Clarke 6200 feet
(S. R.I
Shenandoah
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shootin'
Square Jack
Perrin
Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet
Siege
Virginia
Valli Ambassador
Universal
Sign
of
the
Cross
Gotham'Prod.
(S. R.)
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Sorrows of Satan Special Cast
Paramount
Souls
Souls Adrift
That Pass in the Rosemary Davies Assoc. Exhib
Night
Special Cast
Universal
Span of Life
Betty Blythe Banner Prod
Speed Limit, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Spook
Steele Ranch
of the Royal Hoot Gibson Universal 5147 feet .May 2
Mounted
Vitagraph
Stella Dallas ,
Metro-Goldwyn
Strange Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Stranger of the North . . . .Richard Travers Assoc. Exhib
6 reels . . . July S
Street of Forgotten Men.. Special Cast
Paramount
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict. (S.R.)
Sun Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Super Special Reed Howes
Rayart i S. R.;
Taming the West
Hoot Gibson Universal 5304 feet. .Feb. 2S
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount 12 reels . . . Jan. 5
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona. . .D.Revier-W.FairbanksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Throwback, The
Special Cast
Universal
Tides of Passion Mae Marsh
Vitagraph 6279 feet . . May 9
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Titans, The
House Peters Universal
Too Much Youth Richard Holt
Gerson Pict 4800 feet. .Feb. 2S
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trapped in the Snow
Country
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Travelin' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S. 5000 feet
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge.. First National
Unholy States
Three
Lon Chaney First
Metro-Goldwyn
United
Flavor
National
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Ferguson Vitagraph
Up and At *Em
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.) Pict. (S.5000 feet
Viennese Medley Special Cast
First National
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramotmt
Weavers,
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Welcome Home
Paramount
What Will People Say
Metro-Goldwyn
Wheel, The
Special Cast
Fox
When Honor Ends Richard Dix
Paramount
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan Sering D. Wilson & Co
White Outlaw, The Jack Hoxie
Universal
Why Girls Go Back Home
Warner Bros
Wildfire
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Wild
Jones
Fox
Winds Ridin'
of Chance Buck
A. Nilsson-B.
Lyon . . .First
National
Winning of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise Guy, The
Lefty Flyim
F. B. O
Wise Kit
Son, Carson
The
Metro-Goldwyn 7 reels . . . June 23
With
Over the Special Cast
Great Divide
Special Cast
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Wizard of Oz
Larry Semon
Chadwick (S. R.)
April 25
Woman Handled
First National
Woman Hater
Chadwick-Brooks Warner Bros
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
Women
Banner Prod. fS. R.)
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's
Illusion,The
The
Worst Woman,
Special Cast
B.Metro-Goldwyn
P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love . . . Reginald Denny Universal

Scenes from "Lost — A Wife," a forthcoming Paramount feature with Adolphe M enjou in a leading role.
Williams Press, Inc.
albany
new york
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BulPs-eyes
releases

in
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first

series

"BRIGHT
LIGHTS"
"Made 'em whoop like Indians"— "Knockout picture;
almost fell out of their seats" — "A Scream." — from
exhibitor reports in M. P. World and Exh. Herald.

"HIGH
GEAR"
"Each scene increases in momentum until a record
speed is maintained" — Los Angeles Times (Pre-Vtciv).
"Screamingly funny" — Washington (D. C.) News.

"FRENCH
PASTRY"
"Bill and exploit this as you would a feature.
It's a knockout"— Ree/and Reviews.

"GREAT
"Laughs and thrills .
chase" — Film Daily.
"DON'T
"One

GUNS"
. a riot of fun in the

PINCH"

of the best farce comedies

we have seen

in a long time" — M. P. World.

"AIRTIGHT"
Watch for this new comedy of a pair of newlyweds on a camping trip. An ideal fun subject
for the Summer program.

EDUCATIONAL '
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

^

This

record

your

best box>office bets in the
Short Subject field is

Bobby

proves

that

one

Vernon

of

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

MKMBICR. MOTION PICTURK PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF AMERICA. Inc.. WILL H. HAYS. President

EVERY exhibitor knows that the name of RICHARD TALMADGE
means action — real action, — whirlwind action, — the kind that
draws fans and that guarantees crowded houses. This isn't mere "conversation." It's a fact. And that's why thouszmds of theatres rely on
TALMADGE for regular profits every week.
Create a RICHARD TALMADGE night weekly. Watch your crowds
and your profits grow.
Every release bigger and better thzm the last.
Have you played"Tearing Through"
"Jimmie's Millions"
"Youth and Adventure"

Film Booking
Offices
723 Seventh Ave., New York.

of America, Inc.
Exchanges Everywhere
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Real

Directors Who Will Make
Ernst Lubitsch
Harry Beaumont
William Beaudine
Millard Webb

To

All

Them

James Flood
Roy Del Ruth
Herman Raymaker
Alan Crosland
L»eorge Hill
Fred Newmeyer
Charles Reisner
Earle Kenton
Chester Withey

Independent

Exhibitors
Warner
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Bros, will offer their

Authors

to exproduct by franchises
hibitors on a two to ten year

Who

Will Write Them

plan.
This means that Warner
Bros, is underwriting your
independence, this year and
every future year.

James Oliver Curwood
Rex Beach
Harry Leon Wilson
Arthur Somers Roche
Charles LcJgue
Harold McGrath

that you are being
given the opportunity to
insure the independence you
treasure.

Clyde
FitchHughes
Thatcher
E. Phillips Oppenheim
Kathleen Norris
Gellet Burgess
Gregory Rogers
William
Rain
Bradley McLeod
King
H. F. Sheldon
Catherine Brody
Charles Klein
E. E. Vance
Ruth Cross
Elizabeth Phipps Train

It means

that nobody can
take from you your most
valuable asset: sufficient
High Class Product for

It means

all your playdates.
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Gertrude James
Charles Hanson Towne
Alice Duer Miller
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Gertrude Astor

Gayne Whitman
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Gallery

Huntly Gordon

Vera Reynolds

Charles Gereurd
Richard Tucker

John Patrick
Alan Forrest

Margaret Seddon

' Matt Moore

Eleanor Faire

Frank Campbell

Dorothy Devore

David Butler

Helen Lynch

Charles Conklin

Frank Bond

Otis Harlan

Dolores Costello

E^ldie Gribbon

Lincoln Stedman
William Lowry

Kenneth Harlan
Patsy Ruth Miller
Lowell Sherman
Alice Calhoun
Willard Louis
Clive Brook

Jackie Huff
Wanda Hall

Fred E. Smelton

Frank Campeau

Pauline Garon

John Roche

Frank Leigh

Alec Francis

June Marlowe
Louise Fazenda

Walter Long

John Harron
Don Alvarado

mRNERBR(K
' Classics of the Screen M
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Exc

Helen Dunbar
Ed. Piel
Rin-Tin-Tin,

Pat Heu-tigan
Victor Potel

the Wonder

Rockcliffe Fellowes
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Produced by Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin
Read

This

Telegram

—

GREATEST

STORIES

Directed by Laurence Trimble

It tells the

whole Story
Sioux Falls, SD May 23 1925

Harry M. Berman, Gen. Mgr. F. B. O. of Amer., 723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.
Just completed week's run on Strongheart White Fang which proved to be wonderful box office bet. Saturday
and Sunday crowds broke all records and week's business despite hot weather was more than satisfactory.
Wish you great success for coming season, your line up looks great. Regards.
J. O. SHOLSETS, Princess Theatre
Film Booking Offices of America, 723 Seventh Ave., New York City
T hematic music cue sheets available on all our features.
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novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez. Alice Terry
and Antonio Moreno play the leading parts. A powerful love story. By the author of "The
Four Horsemen," "Blood and Sand." Great panoramic sweep with tremendous battle
scenes, including a gigantic sea fight. A year in production, here and abroad. Ingram dedicates this stupendous production to the world as his successor to "The Four Horsemen."

Von Stroheim, Director. John Gilbert,
the Prince. Mae Murray, the Widow.
One of the greatest theatrical properties of history, Henry W. Savage's stage success by
Victor Leon, Leo Stein, Franz Lehar. Three years on Broadway. A triumph in every
capital of the world. A passionate love theme against a background of Viennese spice,
TUF
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m
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dash, sparkle. A duel that's a thriller. A production that could run a year as a road show.

Lillian Gish starring with Dorothy Gish featured. Others in cast:
Ronald Colman, William H. Powell. Henry King, Director.
From George Eliot's classic novel. Ran 16 weeks on Broadway, at $2 top. Four weeks at
same price ParkTheatre, Boston. Twelve weeks at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood, same price. First popularpriced engagement at Capitol, N. Y. a clean-up; held over
A
D^^im^^l
■^wlTlVl-M

for second week and could have run a third. Star of "The White Sister" in another big hit!

BARDELYS
King Vidor, Director.

THE
MAGNIFICENT
Starring John Gilbert. With Claire Windsor

fec^lnr'o.o^
and a great cast.

By Sabatini, author of "The Sea Hawk," "Scaramouche." This production likewise is on
a big scale, befitting Sabatini's vastly popular novel. The great lover, John Gilbert, in a
dashing, love-making role. One of the big scenes is a fight on a high balcony, a gripping episode.

John Gilbert in "Bardelys the Magnificent"

is a real picture event!

A bigspecial production with John Gilbert starred
'
/ki^F
I^AI^
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■
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as a special attraction. King Vidor,' Director.
Renee Adoree and a big cast. By Lawrence Stallings, author of * 'What Price Glory ?' ' Broadway's greatest current success and also the sensational best -selling novel "Plumes." A vivid
panorama of Doughboy adventures, loves, thrills — with powerful heart appeal. One of the
biggest and most important productions ever made at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.
greatest star has just signed
Big Productions.
aT'^o
long-term
contract withThis
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Her
always associated with box-office landmarks from "The Birth of a Nation," "Way
East," "Orphans of the Storm" down to "The White Sister" and "Romola"conto represent the surest star-draw in the business. Miss Gish will appear in two
pictures, which in story and production will do justice to her position as one of

tfvl^lU
I II 1 lAI^ '^■^
■"■■■■■
name
Down
tinues
great

Today's Biggest Stars.
^*|^

Robert Z. Leonard, Director. By Carey Wilson. With

Pauline Starke,

■ ^^%imlw^ Lew Cody. Erte, the world's foremost creator of feminine fashions, gives
your audiences the first Erte-gowned Fashion Special with striking Technicolor scenes.
For years he has been dictating the styles of Paris and the world. Now Metro-Goldwyn
has brought him,to America. "Paris" comes heralded by months of advance advertising
and publicity all over the country. What a showman marvel it's going to be!

Three Important Productions. The Great
A , QijP^npn
■y^niyi
Pi \J m\ IYl r\ on
■ HLImELlm Star, Norma Shearer, in three marvel-productions that will mean a fortune to exhibitors in 1925-26. One is already completed, hnal
title to be announced. It's by Samuel Shipman, wise Broadway playwright, and has Lew
Cody, too. The theme is women and clothes and smartly handled with not only luxuriousness and feminine appeal, but thrills— a breath-taking train wreck among others. And
Technicolor sequences. Miss Shearer's other two starring vehicles are equally Big!
Tpup
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Rex Beach, author. A big special in every meaning of
the word. With a big All Star Cast as additional

drawing attraction plus Rex Beach's fame and the box'office value of what is considered
the most thrilling of this famous writer's works. Public demand brings it to the screen
in a magnificent production, made into a great, new box-office sensation. Klondike days.
Men of iron.
Gold!
Gold! And beauties caught in the gilded web of the Yukon!

Victor Seastrom, Director. Starring
/\E' I I M—
■w^lj p T'/\UAfC'D
Norma Shearer and Lon Chaney. A
LlCid
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I nt
great special attraction with the combined names of Seastrom-Shearer-Chaney. These
three personalities went into the making of "He Who Gets Slapped." Now again they
appear in the Selma Lagerlof novel that won the Nobel Prize as the outstanding book of
all countries. The story of a girl who goes to the city, her disillusionments and adventures,
her great romance.

A prize novel that will be next season's prize box-office attraction.

Starring Lon
DCrC* Tod Browning, Director.
V
ITWMW^ I IlklUAl
I rlCiUnriwL.Y
I Hrfllt
Chaney. With Mae Busch, Matt Moore.
For absorbing entertainment it has never been equalled. The novel by C. A. Robbins
is one of the most amazing romances of the underworld ever unfolded to public gaze,
the story dealing with a ventriloquist, a dwarf and a giant of a side show who band
together in a career of crime.
Miracle Man."
SALLY,

IRENE

Those who have seen it declare it far greater than "The

AND

MARY

Adoree, William Haines. Hobart Henley, Director. Edward Dowling's famous Broadway stage success which has seven road companies working simultaneously today, at last
in pictures. Three featured women stars in one of the biggest titles that exists. Action,
fun, beauties, thrills, comedies. It can be banked on as one of the sure-fire standing
room attractions of the new season.

THE
FLESH
AND
THE money-winning
DEVIL combination.
SSe^S'T
as director, Gilbert as star make
a marvelous
Witha^±
Carmel
Myers. From the classic novel of Herman Sudermann. A drama of the struggles between
a man's passionate desires and the sins which weakness of the flesh may force him to commit. Thekindof story that Seastrom will make into a tremendous audience hit. It is the
successorto "He Who

Gets Slapped."

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer star, Lon
^UAWBrV'
I
Ib\^I^
\^^liF%I^E
■
Chaney exclusive
will appear in another smashing vehicle,
promised to be the most exciting of his successful career as a leading box-office draw.
As in his other big successes Lon Chaney will appear with an important woman star and
production will be in fitting bigness.' Title and details to be announced

soon.

Norma
Rex Beach's
f\f^i£ Shearer
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as powerful
an addednovel.
* attraction.
What a combination ! A great actress in a story of towering strength, dealing with the
sale of human lives on Society's Auction Block. Man-to-man struggle for possession of
silk-robed beauty! Metro-Gold wyn is producing it on a scale in keeping with the bigness of Rex Beach's name and the importance of this, his most dramatic masterpiece. A
great special attraction.

Tod Browning, Director. With Aileen Pringle, Conway
PJI^^^TI^
Tljp
■
"
■ ^ i
Tearle, Mitchell Lewis. A sensational exposure of fake
spirit mediums, spooks, spirits, table tapping; beauties w^ho bleed the rich; a tense love
theme. The first great showman production to dramatize one of the big newspaper topics
of Today! Made by the director of "The Unholy Three," it is a big audience draw in
every sense of the word and will be backed by extensive exploitation. A winner!

Erte-Fashion-Triumph ! Against a back^% Another
^AUI
■lyi^^l
•■^^■^^lTir
I t \^^%imL\^
ground of the notorious Gambling Paradise, amidst
thrilling action, beauties appear, gowned in the striking fashions designed by Erte, the
breath-taking creations of this fashion-genius— many in full Technicolor! Audiences
are awaiting Erte-designed pictures with keenest interest! They have been receiving and
will continue to receive nation-wide syndicated publicity campaigns. One of the greatest
showman stunts in years.

LIGHTS
YORK
MARION
DAVIES. OF
Directed OLD
by Monta NEW
Bell, a director
w-ho has had ij^i:^'^::':^^
one big success after
another. From the Broadway stage success by Lawrence Eyre, it gives Miss Davies a
role similar to that with which she swept to success in "Little Old New York." Uproarious comedy moments mingle with gripping drama to make this production a great
audience hit. Produced at the Metro-Gold\\yn-Mayer Studios with an All-Star supporting cast. It will be nationally serialized and advertised.

A Cosmopolitan Production, By Blasco Ibanez,
^W^fUiO^Otr^^
TIJP
■ rit
I dmi^
I
^^d Uke his other great works, "The Four
Horsemen," "Blood and Sand," "Enemies of Women," "Mare Nostrum" it will be a
gigantic, stirring drama. The prize vehicle of the screen year, it was sought after by
many producers. A story of Beauty's mad flirtation with wealth in South America and the
gilded cafe playgrounds of the Continent. Nationally serialized and advertised it will be
backed by a tremendous exploitation campaign.
■
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A Cosmopolitan Production. By Blasco Ibanez, whose
name is connected with the outstanding box-office hits

of film history. "The Four Horsemen," "Blood and Sand," "Enemies of Women,"
"Mare Nostrum." "The Torrent" is hailed as his greatest picture stor\^ and it will be
made into a powerful colossal epic of screen entertainment, featuring Aileen Pringle in
a cast of big names. It will receive the special exploitation — nationally serialized and
advertised — of Cosmopolitan Productions.

Cosmopolitan Production starring MARION DAVIES. From
RimmFQ
George Hobart's successful play, two years on Broadway and then
I b9
D \J V
toured the country with several road shows. Pathos, drama, humor in a man'elous
audience stor\\ A big supporting cast and a production that will be of unusual stature.
It will be given an unprecedented publicity and advertising campaign all over the country.
"Buddies"

gives Miss Davies the opportunity of her career for comedy

and pathos.

Production from the director of *'The Mark
^'^^
MIDI
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of Zorro," "Blood and Sand," "Ben Hur" and^other
outstanding triumphs. He will make one gigantic production this year that will be
worthy of his name and fame. You can depend on a truly great attraction from this
genius of directors whose reputation for high-quality, beautiful mounting and intelligent
handling of big stories is unexcelled. Watch for the important announcement.

Frank Borzage, Director. With Eleanor Boardman,
^|Rd_C
T|Jp
in"
wlimWfcBfc
Malcolm McGregor, George Fawcett, Creighton Hale,
Alec B. Frances. From the stage success that ran two years on Broadway and toured the
country. By Somerset Maugham, author of "Rain" and equally powerful. A big wellknown title. And a production of magnitude. A frank presentation of tangled romances
in Society's innermost places.

Monta Bell, Director. With Zasu Pitts, Tom
FQ
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Moore, Lilyan Tashman, Anne Pennington.
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By Adela Rogers St. Johns. Based on the exciting Cosmopolitan Magazine story of a
husband reclaimed from a life of wine, women and song. Anne Pennington in the
"Follies" sequence. More beautiful women
And they're shown in full Technicolor.

in this production than any ever made.

The stirring Broadway stage success of two-years. By Lula Vollmer.
I ID
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With Conrad Nagel, Pauline Starke, Lucille La Verne. Edmund
Goulding, Director. Great dramatic conflict. A passionate love. Mountain feuds. A
battle to death. It has the tremendous heart interest that lives among the simple mountaineers ofthe Blue Ridge, quick to fight, quick to love, ready to die. A masterful play
made into a virile screen romance!
NEVER

THE

TWAIN

SHALL

A Cosmopolitan Production. Directed by Maurice Tourner.
Lytell, Huntly Gordon, Justine Johnstone, George Seigmann,

MEET

With Anita Stewart, Bert
Lionel Belmorc and other

big
Peter B. Kyne's
million-copy
best-seller
California
and the
Seas
now names.
a vivid romance
of the screen,
made in
America ofand
in the South
Seas South
on a scale
befitting the importance of this popular novel. Backed by a big exploitation campaign.
It will be nationally serialized and advertised.
Starring Lon Chaney. With Pauline
Starke, William Haines. Director, Jack
Conway. The famous Sutton Vane stage play that had a remarkable stage history of
success in New York, on the road and in stock. It trails a dramatic course from America
to London to Africa, with thrills, throbs and powerful love motives. One scene shows a
human bridge spanning a gaping chasm, body clutching body across a hundred foot
expanse!
Watch this one!
THE

SPAN

OF

LIFE

THE
EXQUISITE
SINNER
Ti^Jef f^IKb^oXsensational novel "Escape." Josef Von Sternberg, Director. A son of wealth takes the
gypsy road to romance and finds beautiful adventures of love. Directed by the new screen
genius, it is handsomely produced, rich in beauty with a powerful romantic theme and
will prove the surprise picture of the new year.

Three Great A ttractions. The handsome star
A D
f[% A HH ^\ |k| |k|
HMIwl
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of "Ben Hur" will be seen in three big, surefire hits. Thrilling love-making stories that the public wants. His first is a romance of
the Annapolis Naval Academy, directed by the successful W. Christy Cabanne who is also
a graduate of Annapolis. Taken with cooperation of the government. Novarro's other
two big productions have equally big box-office drawing qualities. A star with a profitfollowing!

RobertZ. Leonard, Director. With
Mae Busch, Lew Cody, Gertrude
Olmsted. Kate Jordon's story of a home-breaker, revealing the love thief who knows
no law in his preying on Youth and Beauty. A great dramatic production made by the

TIMF
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creator of "Cheaper
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to Marry,"

and packed with unfailing box-office qualities.
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DiGoulding,
story. Alf Conrad
greatestBoardman,
Hughes'
Rupert With
rector.
Eleanor
Nagel.

Successor to "Excuse Me!" with the same author, director, stars. A combination that
means another clean-up. The theme is the Almighty Dollar and what it can buy of beauty,
brains, honor. It's packed with those irrepressible Hughes'
with a real dramatic kick. The title is an exploitation wow !

comedy

angles — and yet

AN
EXCHANGE
OF
WIVES
^It' ^od"; 'wifc
Haines, Renee Adoree. Hobert Henley, Director. Cosmo Hamilton's smashing Broadway comedy-drama. The story of a husband with young ideas. He thought he could
bend the wedding ring a bit without breaking it. And when his wife starts to campaign,
their adventures develop into the merriest and most exciting marriage mix-up a colony
of young couples ever got into.
A delight for all audiences.

THE
MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND
^:^:-''t:T.v:^
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea." It will be one of the most ambitious pictures ever
filmed; showing the fight with deep-sea monsters, secret passages through the crater of
a volcano, an eruption that carries away an island, attack by pirates. It is a masterpiece
of adventure with undersea scenes done by J, E. Williamson. And many sequences in
Technicolor.
A big, thrilling entertainment!

Mae Murray will appear in
Two Big Productions.
IWI 11 RRA^^
w ■mlmf^ I
t^yo big Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions in 19251926, in vehicles such as she has never before been seen. Coming after her great triumph
|U|Jkp

in "The Merry Widow," in which she gives one of the most beautiful performances ever
seen on the screen, the public will want to see this gorgeous star in her newest and greatest
film successes.

, the WonO'Neill
Sally and
With Rice
ation
imY ■
Directo
a continu
Alicer.Hegan
der
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Vidor, By
KingFind.
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of her famous "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." The book is a classic dear to the
hearts of all readers and is a story known in every corner of the country. The sunshine
kid of an orphanage engages her saucy and winning personality in as delightfully human
adventures as the screen has everseen. With the new great screen personality Sally O'Neill.

best-seller novel of Harvey FerUUII/FO
A ly r\
im
lAI/l
W VllTIBLni
MnlU
WIVC9
gusson. with Eleanor Boardman,
Conrad Nagel. The publisher Alfred A. Knopf reports it as one of his greatest bets. No
wonder it's a money-maker at book-stores because it's built of human stuff, the joys, the
tears, the drama that go to make great entertainment. That's why in its special screen
production, cast with selling box-office names, it's going to be a coin-getter.
A

LITTLE

el of a beauty among

BIT
OF
BROADWAY
^oZ^ir
the white lights, her folks back home, a reputation at stake, the boy

who waited and another who wanted. A heart of gold and the mud-slingers. It's got the
audience wallop, the heart appeal and human interest that makes a sure-fire audience
draw. Showmen picked this story and showmen are producing it for box-office profits.
It's announced.
the kind every showman
be

in the country will want.

Director and important cast to

^ wonderful Rupert Hughes comedy roVAIII
^AOC
■ 1 ^WJLt
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1 Wfl
mance. Remember "Excuse Me!" at the
box-office. "How Dare You!" is just like it — only more so! That title with the
Hughes audience angle insures pep, action, fun, and a whopping love story. A story
that's right up to the second in smartness — peopled with folk that just stepped out of the
pages of life and whose human story makes 100 per cent entertainment. The Director
and money-winning cast to be announced.
America's most famous college
m A P%# A Pl^
|y
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DilWw
r^
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classic, by Rida Johnson Young.
With Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Boardman. Not only has it especial appeal for the younger
generation to whom the romance of great college life is absorbing, but to every type of
picture-goer it offers clean, thrilling entertainment. A surprise sensation, pep, youth,
The story of Harvard's famous racing crew is just part of this great story.
heart-interest.

Two winning Jackie Coogan
Great Hits.
A M
I A ^ IC I P
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wW\aMI^
productions. By Willard Mack, who wrote
"The Rag Man." They give Jackie even greater opportunities for the heart appeal and
human touch. Again the lovable waif in tattered clothes. Watch for "Dirty Face,"
and "Old Clothes," two great titles and stories that will stir the emotions of all audiences,
because they've got the recipe for human happiness — the joy, the tears, the smiles, the
little troubles.
Jackie in rags steals their hearts away.

By S. J.
With Aileen Pringle, Lew Cody.
ESS
MADN
QAMCF
■•■^^■
^■^
Kaufman
, the famous nationally syndicated
author. A romantic love drama between a man of wealth and an obscure beauty whom
he trails from the gilded haunts of wealth to her shabby home. Aileen Pringle, as the

siren, more ravishing than in "Three Weeks. " She has what Elinor Glyn calls "it" — and
that's what accounts for her great popularity at the box-office. Here's an audience picture !
"TUET
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Elinor Glyn' s world-famous romantic novel,
her successor to "Three Weeks" and "His
Hour." Jack Conway, director. With the wonderful lovers Aileen Pringle of "Three
Weeks" fame and Conway Tearle, who was the romantic hero of "The Great Divide."
This is one of Elinor Glyn's best selling novels, a throbbing love story set in a jewelled
background of wealth and elegance, with a great cast. Look forward to a sumptuous
Glyn gold-getter.
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IN 1924-25 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer established a record for
consistent money-making at the box-office that has never
before been equalled by any company at any time. The season
1 925- 1926 finds this great organization more than prepared to continue to set the high pace which has made Metro-Goldwyn
the Talk of the Industry. The studio organization, headed by
Louis B. Mayer and his associates Irving Thalberg and Harry
Rapf, that has shown in the current year its keen knowledge of
what exhibitors want, remains intact, an assurance to showmen
of business-pictures. The productions listed in the preceding
pages are, picture for picture, great big attractions, destined to
reap a fortune for exhibitors in the new season. Well known players, big vehicles, directors who have made the industry's successes
— that^s the Quality Fifty-Two! Metro-Goldwyn delivered the
goods this year. You can depend on far greater clean-up attractions in 1925-1926 from the fastest-moving outfit of them all!

METRO-GOLDWYN
The

Talk

of the

Industry

June

6,

19 2 5

2741

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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ZANDER
From Salisbury Field's great Broadway success
Adapted by '
• Lillie Hayward
Editorial direction by • Frances Marion
Tyirected by
George William Hill
Settings by
•
•
Joseph Urban

The

Great

Ihe

GREAT

Summer

Picture

!

/^ROWD
your theatres during the hot months with
this smashing comedy hit. A great human picture
packed with laughs and thrills and tugs at the heartstrings.
Critics everywhere

agree on its enormous

Her

box-office appeal.

"Should do business in any type of house" — "bAotion Victurc Neifs.
"There need be no fear regarding the box-office success of 'Zander the
Great.* " — ^xVtihitors Trade Review.

Qreatest

"Thoroughly enjoyable entertainment for patrons of all classes."—
Moving Picture World.

A

(2!smopoIitan
JDistrtSutec/ bu

p^roduction

Role"

PATHOS

/

ROMANCE

/

COMEDY

/

tribute

to

Inspiration Pictures
RICHARD

a

?reat

Inc., presents

BARTHELMESS

"SOUL-FIRE"
mih Bessie Love
MtfUd from Hu pbui'CK.^KT MUSIC" *y MAA.TIN BROWN
Sctna.Tio hi/ JOSEPHINE LOVETT
^ John

S. Robertson
Production
PAetographtd bif Roy Overtaugh
Supported bif a iriUiant cast including
Helen
Ware.EfPie
-Walter
Long, Chailotti
Monterey,
R.ita Rossi
Shannon,
Lee Bailcer
and
other well known pla/eis

Members f Motion Rctute Producers «ui Distributors of America Inc.^WU Hays Pruuitnt
ato Madaoa Avwe New Tfarft /"^

box

Playing

office

Barthelmess

Akron, O
Strand
Albany, N. Y
Strand
Atlanta, Ga
Metropolitan
Auburn, N. Y
Jefferson
Baltimore, Md
Rivoli
Battle Creek, Mich
Regent
Bayonne, N. J
DeWitt
Birmingham, Ala
Trianon
Boston, Mass
Gordon's Olympia
Brooklyn, N. Y
Mark Strand
Buffalo, N. Y. . . .Shea's Hippodrome
Canton, O
Alhambra
Cincinnati, O
Capitol
Cleveland, O
Stillman
Clinton, la
Strand
Council Bluffs, la
Broadway
Davenport, la
Capitol
Dayton, O
Keith's Colonial
Des Moines, la
Des Moines
Detroit, Mich
Capitol
East Liberty, Pa
Liberty
Elmira, N. Y
Regent
El Paso, Tex
Palace
El Reno, Okla
Criterion
Emporia, Kans
Strand

attraction/
best,

week

Enid, Okla

Grand Rapids, Mich. Majestic-Gar.
Hartford, Conn
Strand
Haskell, Okla
Orpheum
Hoboken, N. J
U. S.
Indianapolis, Ind
Circle
Jamestown, N. Y. Shea's Op. House
Jersey City, N. Y
Central
Jersey City, N. J
State
Jersey City, N. J
Tivoli
Junction City, Kans
Columbia
Lawrence, Kans
Varsity
Lawton, Okla
Murray
Lima, O
Sigma
Los Angeles, Cal
State
Louisville, Ky
Mary Anderson
Manhattan, Kans
Marshall
Minneapolis, Minn
State
Muskegon Mich
Majestic
Muskogee, Okla
Broadway
New Haven, Conn
Olympia
Newport, R. I
Opera House
New York City
Mark Strand
Niagara Falls, N. Y
Strand
Norfolk, Va
Norva
Norman, Okla
University
Oklahoma City, Okla
Empress
Omaha, Nebr
Rialto
Palm Beach, Fla
Beaux Arts
Philadelphia, Pa
Stanley
Pittsburgh, Pa.. Grand Opera House
Ponca City, Okla
Murray

reai

starts

biggest

achievement

A

lirAt

Rialto

Rational

Picture

of

May

3ist

•

Portland, Me
Strand
Portland, Ore
Rivoli
Providence, R. I
Majestic
Richmond, Va
National
Rochester, N. Y
Eastman
St. Louis, Mo
Capitol
St. Louis, Mo.. .New Grand Central
St. Louis, Mo
West End Lyric
Salt Lake City, Utah
American
San Antonio, Tex
Palace
Sapulpa, Okla
Victorian
Sioux City, la
Princess
Springfield, Mass
Capitol
Stamford, Conn
Alhambra
Syracuse, N. Y
Eckel
Toledo, O
Pantheon
Troy, N. Y
Troy
Union Hill, N. J
Lincoln
Union Hill, N. J
Pastime
Waco, Tex
Strand
Washington, D. C
Metropolitan
Waterbury, Conn
Strand
Wichita Falls, Tex
Mission
Winston-Salem, N. C. . .Auditorium
Worcester, Mass
Olympia

IV s
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CHICKIE
iy ELENORE
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Dorothy
Myrtle

Mackaill,
Stedman,

jOirectcd
f reduced

<382 MmIiioo Awiuc New ^brk

by

Gladys
Olive

JOHN

under

Brockwell,

Tell

and

John.

FRANCIS

the supervision

^

Hobart

Bosworth,

Bowers

DILLON

EAR.L

HUDSON

Scenario bi/ MARION ORTH, photo^raphecf ii/ IC.Vkti TREES, a.s.c
Jrt Director MILTON MENASCO,
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Editorial Direction MARION FAIRFAX
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next year or so will see the sharpest
THE
competitive struggle this industry has
had in all its stormy career. The lines
are forming right now — along circuits, booking combines, first runs, subsequent runs, little
theatres, foreign markets, etc. The battle for
supremacy used to center around stars, then
directors; but no longer. The business is getting nearer bedrock. The big problem today
is— Marketing. How to sell the goods; how
to buy them. In other words — Merchandising.

There's nothing remarkable about this industrial situation.
In each business there are economic forces.
They may be likened to huge wheels, dormant
or partly idle; waiting for the right kind of
shoulders to put them in swift action. The
right kind
brains.
Nothing
two —

Now

of

shoulders

are — capital

else will avail much.

Capital and Brains.
*
*
if these wheels

and

Just these

*

get off the road and

attempt short cuts and mess things up generally— break the rules of the road, in other
words — there's justification for the howl that
goes up from the injured. And there's recourse
to the law or to those commissions created by
law to see that business people get fair play.
But if capital and brains are pushing ahead
in the grooves of economic law — which they
must do if they themselves are to escape
destruction — why, the fellow that gets pinched
and pushed aside hasn't anybody to blame but
himself. His plea for help won't get very far.
You cannot put a check rein on human
initiative. The Soviets have tried it and made
a debacle of progress.
So the situation is economic

and impersonal.

JUNE

FNl

NO. 23

6, 1925

Sense
What

we need is to stop calling names

and to

study merchandising.

First of all it's a matter of making goods
that will sell. I have just had a talk with an
exporter of film. He is an independent exporter— that is to say, he is apart from the
big American companies who have their own
selling offices abroad. He says that the foreign market for the American independent
producers is better now than ever; but its
future will depend wholly upon the quality of
their goods. That market alone is important
enough;

but the very same

gauge

will deter-

mine the independent company's future in this,
the home market — or the future of any American producer, big or little. You can talk till
Kingdom Come about outlets for goods; but
to what avail, if the goods are not up to the
mark?

'
*
*
*
Then come advertising and selling.
Every year finds these two factors of more moment
in this business — as with every business. Any firm
that doesn't exploit today for all it's worth is in
the shadow. And that, of course, takes capital and
brains. We say "as with every business," but advertising in this business, where the goods are so peculiarly elastic in value, is a greater factor than in any
other business in all business history.
*
*
*
These truths may sound trite. Our object in
emphasizing them is to suggest that we get away
from hysteria and down to common sense. Who's
got the goods this year? How will they be pushed?
What exhibitors are up-to-date with their theatres
and know the picture market and how to buy?
The struggle within the industry will be won by
business sagacity, nothing else.
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of the joys of a trade
OXE
paper editor's life is to
EDITOR
happen in, without preAN
vious warning, upon a picture
so excellent that it makes you
The Week in Review
hanker to spread the good
news. I had dropped in the Heckscher Building to well-run theatre and there are good roads leading to
discuss with R. H. and P. D. Cochrane the details of it. it is pretty safe to say that the picture houses in
the surrounding hamlets are out of business or temUniversal's new plan of complete service to the exporarily closed or shut down to a few shows a month.
hibitor, and found them on their way to the projection
room. So I had a preview with them of Reginald
Roads have a lot to do with it. In reply to a questionnaire on the situation which we recently sent to
Denny's "I'll Show You the Town," eight reels of
country newspapers, many replied in this vein: good
fast-tempo farce comedy, which, it is easy to predict,
roads spell the doom of the small town house.
will make the trade sit up and take notice even in
these favored days of feature comedies. It is of the
But good theatres in the main towns and good
Hoyt style with a good story unfolding in a mass of
roads don't prevail everywhere, by any means ; and
probably the pressure on the little town house has
complications that will make any theatre rock with
already gone as far as it ever will. And we are told
laughter — and almost continuously. Harry Pollard
does a remarkable piece of direction. To steer a story
that there are today in the country some eight thousmoothly though such lightning-like twists and turns
sand of these little theatre accounts. We won't call
is filmcraft of the best order. That former stage
them theatres; we'll call them accounts — from the
viewpoint of a distributing company. Some are
favorite, Cissy Fitzgerald, is at her best; so, in fact,
is the entire cast. Marian Nixon, it seems to us, will
closed, some running infrequently. They exist, many
of them potentially. That is to say, they are ready
make a name for herself in the light comedy field.
to run, given pictures and people to see them.
This picture is sure-fire entertainment — anywhere.

film service at a dollar a reel is
COMPLETE
revolutionary — so much so, in fact, that it revolves back to the early days of the industry,
when J. J. Kennedy of the General Film Company
told the writer that the secret of successful distributing was simply to keep a film ofif the shelves and
working as many days as the year provided. So that
is Universal's answer, probably, to all those who are
saying : how can they do it ? They expect to do it on
the well known basis of volume distribution. Already,
they tell me, small town exhibitors are writing in and
saying that this scheme is their salvation.
Universal includes in its ofifer all its released pictures excepting only "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," "The Phantom of the Opera," and the news
reel. This makes a list of 52 Jewels and westerns, 6
serials, 70 two-reel
series pictures, such as the
"Leather Pushers," *****
etc., and 109 comedies.

THIS problem of the small town theatre is to the
fore these days. Some people dismiss this
army of theatres with a wave of the hand, as
inconsequential or doomed to pass out as the bigger
and better theatre goes up; others say they will be
and must be perpetuated. Some film concerns today
make these small houses the backbone of their business.
Here's the situation as we visualize it. and as we
presented it editorially some time ago. Make a dot
on a sheet of paper— a large dot — and then surround
it with, say, six small dots. There's your theatre
situation today throughout the rural sections of the
country. The large dot represents the larger town
and the small ones the surrounding settlements,
each the center of a farming community. In these
little towns there is or at some time has been a picture
If the larger central town now has a modern
house.

It's quite a problem. The rural population of the
country, living on some 6,000,000 farms, exceeds
31,000,000 people. They comprise one-fourth of the
country's population. Are they to see pictures, the
best pictures, and where?
We publish this week the results of a questionnaire sent out by The Xcbraska Farmer, Ex-Governor Samuel R. AIcKelvie's paper, and a mighty good
paper, by the way. The results of the canvass are
most interesting. They indicate a weak distribution
of pictures in general. These people are not familiar
with the new stars. They tell of few pictures seen
and many more they want to see.

PARAMOUNT, as has been announced, is going
to this large rural population, with an advertising campaign in a country-wide list of farm
papers. It is a most interesting and important experiment. We daresay that a lot of distributors of
other kinds of merchandise, and the Government itself, will watch it with much interest. It is a farreaching problem — this one of the farms and the
small town dealer.
Paramount's advertising says to the farmer: Go
to the movies; go oftener, not merely Saturday night
but also Wednesday night ; take the family and' the
help — that's the way to hold them on the farm; take
the neighbors, if there's room in the car; support
your theatre, make it more prosperous and the theatre, in turn, will give you better service.
Copies of this advertising are also directed upon
the storekeepers of these small towns, and so is the
voice of the visiting salesman, urging them to get
back of their local theatre and help make it more
prosperous and attractive — pointing out to them the
fact that the oftener the farmer and his family come
to town to see the movies the more goods they will

buy at the stores.

June
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It has always seemed to us,
as the article in The Daily
Mail points out, that British
ON
BROADWAY
producers have overlooked
their vast storehouse of thrillBy William A. ]oh nston
ing and inspiring film stories.
We have often thought of such great epics as the
Then, too, the Paramount selhng force cooperates
story of India, and of Australia.
with the County agents and home demonstrators,
employed by the government, states, and 3000 counties of the states — the former to help the farmer on
the
farm and the latter to help the farmer's wife in the
home.
It all appears to be a very serious thorough-going
campaign, and it would seem that the light is going
to shine again for the small town theatre.
Universal's scheme is one to be reckoned with, too.
With the limited income of the small house, so limited
that express charges are even an important factor in
operating cost, complete service — feature, serial, comedy— at a dollar a reel is going to get a wide and willing response.

The Daily Mail article says, after reviewing the
commercial side of the subject: "Patriotic considerations are, however, much more important, since the
people, without adequate expression of their national
ideals on the screen, are without the most powerful
sociological influence on the present day." The writer
refers to such films as "Zeebrugge" and "Livingstone." "In these pictures there is something of the
greatness of our country which makes them magnificently inspiring entertainment. There are hundreds of other subjects .equally inspiring. It is, for
example, an amazing circumstance that our film trade
has not yet discovered the rousing China clipper histories by Basil Lubbock."

BRITAIN (and indeed the entire
GREAT
world) continues to be stirred up over the
Americanization of the film.
Recently in the House of Lords, Lord Newton
pointed out that American films are patronized to the
extent of 95% of insular attendance and fully 99%
of public attendance in other quarters of the British
Empire. He added: "If we are condemned to witness perpetual rubbish, for Heaven's sake let it be
English rubbish in preference to American. I gather
what the public wants is to see expensive and attractive females."
The New York newspapers have commented widely
on this utterance. The Nezv York Evening Telegram says that the argument from this side of the

NTHUSIASTIC

testimonials reach us on Har-

old Lloyd's last picture, to be called, we believe,
"Rah, Rah, Rah !" Lloyd himself called at the
office the other week and, with his usual conservatism,
said that he is pleased with it and that it is as good
E

as "Grandma's Boy."
We look forward, we confess, to these annual
visits of Harold Lloyd. It is refreshing to find one
of the greatest of picture stars traveling along modestly, sincerely, and with his feet solidly on the
ground. Now he is planning his next picture, which
will be the first for Paramount. He recently signed
Sam Taylor as his sole. director, and Taylor is supervising the Lloyd staff of gag and scenario men in
preparation of the story.

water
be summed
in aBritain
single would
sentence.
"Lord
Newtoncanseems
to thinkupthat
be wise
to

NOTHER

interesting caller was Adolph Men-

give the public what it doesn't want." And The Telegram further says: "Only if and when the British
motion picture industry gives the British public pictures that are superior to the American product and
better fitted to British taste can the ratios of popu-

A

larity be changed."
It is interesting in this connection to read a frank
article contributed to the editorial page of The Daily

facing his statement with "Already there are actors
who seem to know everything about the screen," he
says, "Adolph Menjou is the greatest. He is uncannily right. I believe it; why not say it? Others

Mail of London. Says the article : "The most serious
charge to be made against the British film productio'n
is that it has contributed practically nothing to the
moulding of national character. Until this omission
is made good, its claim for recognition as a key industry isa sheer impertinence."
Whatever American films may be, they are at least
developing a universal popular culture, and they have
also developed world-wide demand for American
clothing, American styles, and American eoo^s in
general. It strikes us, as we have stated before, that
the American film todav is Drettv nearlv directing the
progress of the world. Could anything be more
momentous ?

jou, che "actor of the lifted eyebrow," who
can, with George Arliss, tell a complete story
by the eloquence of his pantomime. John Barrymore,
we note, pays remarkable tribute to Menjou in a recent interview in The Nezv York Evening Post. Pre-

are Emil Jannings and Chaplin."
'HE Lost World" is a sensation in Chicago.
Opened at the Roosevelt a week ago and
very quickly was compelled to go to continubeginning at 9.15 a. m. to acous performances
commodate the crowds.
ARRY

NOLAN of Denver is going into the
H
circuiting business, lining up the important
houses in the Rockv Mountain division, and
has strong backing which he cannot divulge as yet
via the printed word.
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tion should give ofif anything other than the healthy,homely optimism that underlies American thought
and desire of today. Existing primarily in two of
the main elements of twentieth century cosmography, the screen is naturally antagonistic to other
day dalliance in inertia, morbidity, and satisfaction
with defeat. Victory, right action, and high courage are the keynotes of this youngest of the arts
pilgrimaging in our midst, no matter what particular sloughs of despond may be along the way.
There is a high destiny for the motion picture in

was an interesting and significant speech
THAT
made by Will H. Hays to the members of the
Inland Press Association at West Baden this
week. It covered a number of vital topics — vital to
the public as well as the industry.
One of the points discussed by Mr. Hays related

spreading its optimistic, happy-ending outlook over
a war-worn world. It is a radiance belonging
specially to the screen and to the people of

to the possible domination of the industry by a "limited group". This situation, he declared, could not
come about, because the market is always open to
to the really good picture, to which proper distribution and exhibition would always be given because

time ago S. R. Kent started a school for
SOME
salesmen. Then, Famous Players recently announced the establishment of a school for developing new screen talent. Now, Harold B. Franklin,
of the Paramount Theatre Department, announces
that a school for training theatre managers will be
started.

of the picture's very quality.
In view of the present situation within the industry, this pronouncement by Mr. Hays will be given
wide attention.
Another problem stressed by Mr. Hays was the
removal of unfair non-theatrical competition. He
again declared that entertainment pictures belong in
the theatres; they should not be shown in schools or
churches. The Hays organization is working steadily along the line of segregating pictures, to the end
that only strictly religious films shall be shown in
churches and pedagogic pictures in schools.
This is an important matter. There have been
many exhibitor complaints of unfair non-theatrical
competition, and it is gratifying to see that the situation is by way of being remedied.
On Happy Endings
editorial in The Christian Science
NT
A RECE
Monitor, under the heading "Motion Pictures
and Their Happy Endings," contains a novel
and gratifying tribute to the screen.
"Glancing down the long alleys of the past, the
particular form the fine arts have assumed in each
epoch and in each country appears but the particular
consciousness of that time and place made specially

America." A

School

for

Exhibitors

This is an interesting experiment. Showmanship
in this industry is highly developed in spots, but the
maximum amount of efiiciency in this respect has
by no means been reached.
The manager of a picture theatre is a complex
job, requiring specialized knowledge. Given real
aptitude on the part of the individual, practical
methods can be taught, and sho\vmen trained for the
difficult job of running a theatre.
A progressive step — and one which
will watch with interest.

the industry
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James V. Bryson, managing director of European Motion Pictures, Ltd., in London, with the
captain of the Leviathan on his
trip to America, for ''Phantom of
the Opera" (Universal),
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OF YOUTH
FOUNTAIN
TTHE
OM MEIGHAN has re-discovered the celebrated Fountain
of Youth. We all discovered it once while studying American History in school — and the vision of old Ponce de Leon trying to regain
his youth while drinking and bathing in its waters stirred all of our
sentiment and sympathy.
It was while the Paramount star was on location in Ocala, Florida,
that he came across a famous watering place called Silver Springs.
The water is as clear as crystal.
Meighan made several pilgrimages to the place and learned from
a guide that it was old Poncy's w. k. Fountain of Youth. The guide,
a talkative chap, said 'Tt is a well known fact that these waters
possess the remarkable properties sought by the famous Spanish

Wanda Wiley, Century Comedy
star, leaves Hollywood for Kerrville, Texas, on her first visit to
the old home town in two years,
as Julius Stern sees her off.

explorer.
Thousands
here and regain their youth."
Tom pondered
this factofforpeople
severalcome
minutes.
"Well," he said, "after I finish this picture I suppose I'll find
myself playing opposite Baby Peggy."

LS n "picture trade
L'S
HEL
G "well
n in BEL
GINoort,
the motio
know
RINGantv
H ERMAN
as Bill Holland, is ringing down the curtain on his theatrical production, "Hell's Bells." This comedy of two lovable old rogues who
come East to bunco, and remain to spread happiness will close this
Saturday night after five successful months on Broadway at the
George M. Cohan theatre. The producer, always a generous fellow, wants to give his actors a vacation before the play reopens in
Chicago next season.
Gantvoort was formerly connected with several motion picture
Dorothy Phillips has returned to
the screen, which ivill be good
news to her following, and will
be seen
in "Without
Mercy"
(Producers
Dist. Corp.).

Mrs. Jack London, wife of the
Uue author of "White Fang"
(F. B. O.) snapped with Strongheart, who plays the title role in
the film version of the story.

publications, and also promoted the "Teleview." When he started
his career as a theatrical producer he checked out his assumed monicker, Holland, and resumed his own name.
In addition to re-opening the New York company in Chicago for
a run, Gantvoort plans to send out four other "Hell's Bells," companies on the road next season. Although several offers have been
made he has not — at this writing — disposed of the picture rights.

The Iron Horse of Canada — the "Countess of Dufferin," first locomotive
to make the trip across the Dominion, which takes the place of "Jupiter"
in the Canadian version of "The Iron Horse" (Fox), opening there soon.

And this, as you may see by the
hat, is n brother of Buster
Keaton,
Keaton,of
who has Harry
begun "Jingles"
at the bottom
the ladder at the Metro-GoldwynMaver studios.

Edgar B. Hatrick, general manager of International Newsreel,
snapped as he tvas sailing for
Europe where he tvill remain
for six weeks on business.
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T
LINE FORMS TO THE RIGHT
XN anticipation of the opening of the new Paramount theatre on
Broadway sometime in September 1926, the Paramount officials
have already received application for a pair of duckets. Robert
D. Cogan, a real dyed-in-the-wool fan, made the application. He
does not intend to stand in line for a year or even for a night. None
of that World Series "stand-up-all-night stuff" for him. He has
been advised that he will have seats on the night that the Paramount
theatre is given its official opening. The work of breaking ground
for the theatre and the twenty-nine story office building is scheduled
to begin next week.

Banquet given by Famous Players Production department to the Paramount department of distribution during the First International convention, held at the Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles. Executives,
directors and stars, and delegates are grouped about the room.

Another plcyer is added to the First National ranks, as Joyce Compton
signs a five-year contract ivith that firm. Those in the photo are
June Mathis, Miss Compton, Dave Thompson, production executive, and
A. L. Rockett, acting W est Coast representative.

FOR DENNY
ANOTHER
HERE is no doubt about Reginald Denny being one of the
fortunate stars of the screen. Universal has given him one sparkling
story after another. The popularity stakes which he earned with
"Oh Doctor," are carried on with "I"ll Show You The Town."
It is a scintillating number — one right up to the minute in its frolicsome tid-bits of humor. There is a dash — a sparkle about it—
once it proceeds to weave its net of intrigue around a group of pleasure-seekers. There is also an honesty in its humor — as none of its
situations are forced for the sake of capitalizing farce and hokum.
Indeed, it is strong enough m its own idea and the execution of it to
travel on its own momentum.
It releases much fun — which starts with a smile and explodes in
a crescendo of laughs as the merry-makers are gathered together in a
restaurant. Here is Denny as a nimble professor trying to be obliging
to the ladies. He takes one to the supper club only to discover that
the others are parked there. So he jumps from table to table —
having the soup with one, the entree with another and the wine w th
the third. When he dances he places his card on the table. In
other words he is caught in his own trap. This situation is but one
of many in this bright comedy — which is sound of humor — sound in
characterization — and which unravels its plot with a fine spirit of
spontaneity.
Mr. Denny can certainly glorify the dashing youth of the day.
His expressions have a world of meaning — and he takes his hurdles
so easily that it all seems like so much fun — fun in which the spectator gladly enters. You seem to be watching a light fiction story
here. You seem to be a part of the action. Such a quality is hard
to capture in mirthful pieces. But Denny has a grace and charm
in his easy abandon — and his stories run so true. Which accounts
for the illusion of being a part of them.
Not a scene is out of key. The characters are well contrasted —
and exceptionally well played. The scenes are firmly knit with each
one dependent upon its forerunner. This makes for spontaneity. So
it dashes along — telling a story of an obliging youth who jumps
from the frying pan into the fire in his effort to avoid scandal. We
predict big things for Denny. He has set a pace for himself. We
believe he can keep it.
T

R. and Mrs. J. Irving Greene are registering gladness over
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monicker of Nancy. The father, who is the advertising exploitation
and publicity chief for "Chronicles of America," is now comytepown mon the 5's
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so much happiness in the bosom of his family. Both mother and
daughter are doing fine. Felicitations.

LOOKS IT OVER
HOR
E LIZABEAUT
TH COOPER, the author of "Drusilla with a Million" which opened at the Capitol theatre. New York, last Sundayj
was among those present to look over her brain child. She came
to Gotham from Miami where, with her husband, Clayton S. Cooper,
editor of the Miami Tribune, she has been making her home for
the last three years, for the express purpose of attending the opening
of her picture.
Among those comprising the Cooper party were Mr. and Mrs.
Reginald Owen (Mrs. CK\en is the daughter of William Jennings

Just as Priscilla Dean, making n personal appearance uith "A Cafe i
Cairo" (Producers Dist. Cor p. J strolled out of the Circle theatn
Indianapolis, uith Managing Director Ace Berry, she teas accoste
by that inveterate Stage Door Johnnie, Charlie Murray.
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chilla, with fur inlaid. And an evening on the Riviera with its penetrating chill would satisfy a full-blooded Eskimo."
Now
Montague
Glassthe isPacific
singing —Slope
"California
Here asI Come."
He
expects to
depart for
just as soon
he stretches
his sea-legs.

Few of the good old fashioned racing melodramas have had a finish
like this. It is t/ia conclusion of the United Hunts Meet at Belmont
Park, with Flying Ebony winning and Superlette finishing in place, as
photographed by International Neivsreel.
Bryan) , Fannie Hurst, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gimbel, Sophie
Irene Loeb and Miss Laura Wilck.
Mrs. Cooper registered satisfaction over the screen version of her
novel, and also over Mary Carr's interpretation of Drusilla.
CALIFORNIA, HERE I COME
^ONTAGUE GLASS, the humorist and playwright, and
creator of the celebrated partners. Potash and Perlmutter, will
doubtless be given the keys to the cities in Southern California in
telling the world that the climate out there is in a class by itself.
The man who drew up the partnership papers for Abe and Mawruss
has just returned to New York from the Riviera and he states there
isn't a Chinaman's chance to stake the climate of Nice against Pasadena, Santa Monica and Hollywood.
Take his word for it— "whoever exploited the balmy, summery
atmosphere of Nice was a high-pressure salesman and a press agent
extraordinaire. After I was in Nice one night I bought the heaviest
woolen suit and overcoat I had ever worn — a model four-ply chin-

FOR CORINNE
E
A TEA
A PPROX
LY three
IMATEDANC
hundred ed;tors, critics, columnists,
actors, actresses, press representatives, theatre managers, musicians, authors, men-about-town, women-about-the-stores, responded
to Richard A. Rowland's invitation to meet Corinne Griffith
and participate in a tea dance in her honor at Sherry's last
Friday afternoon. The doors to one of the private ball-rooms were
thrown open at four o'clock and for four hours the guests exchanged
greetings with the charming star, the host and his corps of assistants,
danced when the fancy moved them — and enjoyed the lobster salad,
the chicken salad, the cakes, the ices — and the ice tea.
Among those who shouted "Sherry's — Park Avenue! " — to their
chauffeurs — and who came and saw and were conquered by the
personal ty of the star and the host's refreshments were Edna Ferber,
author of "So Big," the story in which Colleen Moore starred, and
of "Classified" which will serve as Miss Griffith's next picture; Sir
Henry MacGowan, Mrs. A. M. Williamson, English novelist; Peter
B. Kyne, Rita Weiman, E. M. Asher, Charles R. Rogers, Alice
Joyce, Nathan Burkan, Johnny Hines, Sam Katz, Irving Lesser,
Spyros Skouras, Robert Kane, C. C. Burr, E. A. Eschmann, Lynde
Denig, Herman Bruenner, Dorothy Parker, Gabriel Hess, Courtland
Smith, W. J. Watt, Charles Belmont Davis, Walter Camp, Robert
Dexter, Mark Kellogg, Karl Kitchen, Warner Richmond, Sofus
Berg, First National's general manager in Scandinavia, Svein Aas,
manager for Norway, Ken Hall, director of publicity for F. N. in
Australia, and Sid Mercer.

Pathe's home office baseball team; standing, left lo right: Quin/i, c.f.;
Eckerson, lb: Christensen, 3b; Ronan, captain and r.f.: Moodnick,
Billi and London, utility outfielders; seated, left to right: Torpey, p.;
Cashman, 2b; R. S. Coyle, manager: Jordan, ss.; Hagetter, l.f.; kneeling,
Higgins, c.
JIMMY

Al Christie and Julian Ellinge, famous female impersonator, register
mutual satisfaction after signing the contract whereby Eltinge will
appear in the Christie feature Corp.).
to follow ''Seven Days" (Prod. Dist.

GLEASON

TELLS

ONE

J
AMES GLEASON, the author of two of Broadway's most
successful hits of the season, "Is Zat So?" and "The Fall Guy,"
tells a story quite m keeping with his waggish way of writing dialogue.
It seems there were two motion picture directors strolling down
Hollywood Boulevard — one being more famous than the other. As
they
alongwhich
talking
attention
was inattracted
by
a hugestepped
tarantula
was "shop"
struttingtheir
its stuff
directly
their path.
The lesser known director, registering cruelty, was just about
to crush the big bug, when his friend shouted :
"Stop! Don't do that! "
"Why not? " inquired the would-be assassin.
"It might be Lon Chaney," replied the other.
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HO is the man who has repeatedly urged new faces on the
NEW FACE
?
reen A
scW
This is easy. It's Sam Goldwyn.
Having urged for new faces Sam has found one. It belongs to
Lois Moran, a Pittsburg girl of sixteen summers. As she is small,
slim, blonde, blue-eyed and screens well, according to the tests, she
will be placed as Laural in the screen version of "Stella Dallas."
The producer found her in Paris, but the word "convent" does
not figure in her education (which earns a good mark for the press
agent) . Sam wanted a Juliet for Ronald Colman's Romeo, for
he intends putting out a new film version of the Bard's immortal love
tragedy. She wrote a letter which had such distinctive appeal that
his heart was touched. When she had an interview with him her
personality bowled him over. The screen test did the rest — and
little Loie came on to New York.
Her personality continued to register, for Marc Connolly signed

her for a part in his new play, "The Wisdom Tooth," on the
strength of it. The play was just a Spring try-out before being
fixed up for the Fall customers. Then Henry King came on from
the Coast and said to Sam — "You're a wonder — you certainly
Joe
maiw^ertheatres
of Saxe'sin
RialtoLevinson,
and Princess
Milivaxikee, greets Tom Mix, the
Fox star, during the recent convention.

Leatrice Joy, starring in "Hell's
Highroad" (Producers Dist.
Corp.), in a unique camera study
recently taken of her by Melbourne Spurr.

'em."the story of Sam Goldwyn's newest "discovery."
canSopick
that's
There's a "catch " in the contract, however. It is understood between
the producer and Mrs. Moran that Lois' contract will be in force
as long as the girl remains unmodernized and unsophisticated.
As we've seen the young actress from twenty to thirty paces as a
flat-footed waiter walks we hold the opinion that all the worldly
wisdom in the world could not change her wistful appeal. She is
the fragile, Dresden china type of feminine beauty.
T
MARY'S DAY
XT'S about time that John D. Rockefeller, Thomas A. Edison,
Calvin Coolidge and Henry Ford shared the monoply of their daily
schedules with someone who is equally famous. So here goes with
Mary Pickford.
7 a. m. — Arises bright and early; 7:45 a. m. — Breakfasts with
Doug; 8:15 a. m. — Leaves home for studio; 8:30 a. m. — Looks
over "rushes" of film taken day previous; 8:50 a. m. — On the
set conferring with director; 9:30 a. m. — Attends conference at
studio bungalow; 1 1 a. m. — Has the Pickford curls shampooed;
11:30 a. m. — Dons costume and make-up; 12 noon — Poses for
pictures; I p. m. — Lunches with Doug and her family; 1 :30 p. m.
— ^Starts picture work for day; 2 p. m. — Continues screen work;
3 p. m. — Still busy; 4 p. m. — Day's "shooting" over; 4:10 p. m.
— Refreshments; 4:30 p. m. — Receives guests and poses for more
pictures; 5 p. m. — Dresses for dinner; 7 p. m. — Dinner with Doug,
family and guests; 8 to 1 1 p. m. — Recreation and sleep.
busy day,
this. Mary
demonstrates
"the alife
of idle ease"
so Agenerally
associated
with screen
folks isthat
largely
myth.

GeorgeDuke
O'Brien,
the Fox (hope
star,
mitts
Kalianumoku
we've spelled that right), the
Hawaiian swimming champ, on
the Fox lot in Hollywood.

Dainty Carol Dempster, who plays
a role of an altogether new sort,
for
her, in
"Sally now
of thebeing
Sawdust"
(United
Artists)
completed.

Jacqueline l.o^'ui, ii iluirniing
featured player in "If Marriage
Fails—?" (F. B O.), the latest
C. Gardner Sullivan production,
for thai company.

Banquet in London to Colleen Moore, First National star. At the table
along the wall, next to Miss Moore, may be seen J. Ormiston, Ralph J.
Pugh, J. W ignall, M. P., Mrs. Pugh, Sir Charles Higlutm, Horace and
Mrs. Judge, Sir Harold and Lady de Courcy Moore.

Al Rockett,
productionFirst
executive,National
sees Mary
Astor and Hobart Bosiiorth off
for Neiv York, where they will
appear in featured roles.
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Pictures

are

Dominate

Hays
Bound

West Baden, Ind., May 25.
H. HAYS spoke tonight to the editors and piiblisliers assemWILL
bled here for the annual convention of the Inland Press Association.
The motion picture industry is in splendid condition, he said, with
sound business methods prevailing, complete harmony in the ranks of
his association, and ever-increasing artistry in the pictures themselves.
He- negatived the suggestion that any limited group of companies
sought to dominate the motion picture field by declaring that a really
good motion picture, no matter by whom it might have been made, was
bound to have proper distribution and exhibition.
Also he pointed out that the o^vnership of motion pictures did not
rest in any small group. He explained that one producing and distributing company has 316,000 shares of stock, held by 4,288 individuals in
45 different States and 12 foreign countries; while another similar company has 184,000 shares out among 1,521 individuals in 34 ditferent
States. Still other corporations soon will have stock on the market for
anyone, Mr. Hays said.
He invited the public to offer constructive advice and suggestions
about the movies through the ''Open Door" of his Public Relations
Department.
His address, in part, follows :
has a really first rate scenario or high class
"From the business standpoint, the motion picture industry has settled down and
motion picture. Because of severe competition, the market goes to the man with the
is operating along the sound, eonmaon-sense
good entertainment to sell — he does not have
lines which govern other American indus•to go to the market.
tries. Reckless extravagance is no more.
"For reasons not only of good morals but
"Waste of time and effort has been elimiof good business, the men who make motion
nated. It is no longer the 'motion picture
pictures decided more than a year ago that
game'; it is the motion picture business.
the more or less prevalent type of novel and
Producers Harmonious
stage-play must not make any serious advances toward becoming the prevalent type
"Our organization, the Motion Picture
of motion picture. And so the producing
Producers and Distributors of America, was
members of our Association set up a system
formed three jears ago with nine member
of their own to that end. Here is how that
companies. It has grown constantly since
system operates: When any member comthen until today it comprises the twentypany is offered the screen rights to a book
two most important companies which produce and distribute pictui-es. It has had a or play of a probably questionable nature,
representatives immediately inform the ofsound, healthy gi'owth. The companies
which form our ranks are just as keenly
fices of our Assoeiat'on, representing about
85% of the producing elements. If the
competitive as ever in their quest for matejudgment of the member company to the
rial from which to make their photoplays,
effect that the picturization of the subject
for actors and actresses to perform in them,
for the quality of their product, and in matter is inadvisable is confirmed, a notice
their efforts to sell that product when it is is sent to all the other member companies,
finished. But they are absolutely united in giving the name of the objectionable book
or play. Such company members thus havtheir efforts to carry out their declared puring their attention directed to the subject
to' the
makefabric
the motion
picture all it in question, have the opportunity of avoidshould poses
beand in
of society.
ing the picturization of the novel or plav.
"There is always a ready market for During
the year just passed, this plan has
really good motion pictures. The very
resulted in more than 100 books and plavs,
nature of the motion picture business — perincluding some of the best sellers and stage
haps the most highly competitive of all busisuccesses, being kept from the screen, not
nesses— puts a premium on worthy achievement. There are never too many good pic- onlv that aroup of books and dramas much
talked
tures, and producer, distributor and theatre
others. about but also a large number of
owner all welcome thought and productions
by whomsoever made that are up to the
Unscreenable Subjects
continually rising standards.
"There is one unfailing way to have a
"Just as the author of a worthy novel
has no difficulty in getting a publisher for continuing supply of vital and wholesome
pictures, and that is by patronizing the good
that novel; just as that publisher has no
pictures already in existence and thus endifficulty in getting book dealers to sell that
couraging the making of more and more
novel — for it means profit and prestige to
all of them — so with the man or woman who
good ones.

to

be

Shown

"Through the cooperation of our members, augmented by the interest and cooperation of a large number of theatre owners, there will be in operation this summer
in at least 32 'key cities' of the United
States, special performances on Saturday
mornings for boys and girls, admission to
which will be 10 cents.
"This is the "Saturday Morning Movie'
of which you will hear. The very best sort
of pictures will be available for the youngsters. Ever}' picture will have the endorsement of our Department of Public Relations. Parents and guardians may send
their children to these performances with
complete confidence that what they see will
be ■ altogether wholesome and beneficial.
These pictures come from the vaults of
treasury films of our members, from all the
great feature i^ictures of the past, together
with innumerable comedies, travel pictures
and other films which possess educational
as well as entertainment value. From among
3,300 selected reels, material enough was
chosen to complete 52 distinct and complete
programs, a }eai''s sujjply, each program
consisting of 8 reels, generally divided up
into a 5-reel feature, a 2-reel comedy and
a 1-reel scenic or educational subject.
"Before saying anything publicly aoout
this jilan, we conducted a series of experiments to learn if it was as good in actual
operation as it seemed to be in theory, with
the most amazingly satisfactory results.
Church Pictures
"There is another experiment going on
which may be of real good — this is the joint
effort with certain forward-looking religious
agencies to discover whether the motion picture may not be adapted to church use,
be made effective in stimulating church attendance and in arousing greater interest
in the church and in religious subjects.
"It must bo remembered, however, that
the pedagogic picture and only the pedagogic picture belongs in the schools. The
strictly religious picture and only the strictly
religious picture belongs in the church.
"What we call the entertainment picture (Jo?s
not belong, and in my opinion should not
be shown, in either church or school. To
show entertainment pictures — the sort we
see in the motion picture theatre — either
free or at a low price or at whatever price,
in school or church, is to set up an altogether unfair, unjust and uneconomic competition to the theatre owner whose livelihood comes from the sho^\-ing of pictures,
who has a larce investment in his property,
his building, his music and his film rentals,
and who pays extra-high taxes, insurance
rates and the like from all of which the
churches and schools are free. Remember
he is engaged in an essential business."

West

Penn.

Owners

Move

Headquarters
The headquarters of tlie M. P. T. 0. of
Western Pennsylvania at Pittsburgh have
been moved to the Hotel Henry.
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Over Alhambra, Milwaukee, on August 1 — Famous Players
Active in New York State and Elsewhere
one extensive remodeling task started in
ACTIVITIES in the theatre field this ville of the State and Superba theatres reKansas City last week, close upon the heels
cently acquired by Arthur Lucas, of Atlanta.
Meek included several important deof
the announced $300,000 improvement of
nced
that His \-isit was interpreted to mean that Mr.
velopments. Itwas annou
the Warwick theatre, the construction of a
Universal would take over the Alhambra,
Lucas in taking over control of these houses
one of the leading houses in Milwaukee, on
was acting for Famous Players, though this .$1,000,000 theatre and office building at
Broadway and Valentine road and the concould
not be oflScially confirmed.
t
Augus 1, on a long temi lease from the
Uihlein interests. The Alhambra is a 3,000
Mr. Lucas has also acquired the ideal in building struction of a $500,000 theatre and officeat Mill Creek boulevard and Fortye and is the second lai-gest in Milthird street.
Charlotte, N. C. and has opened his new
seat theatr
waukee.
Egyptian Theatre in Greenville, S. C.
The new theatres announced were the proThere were other important deals in the
The very few weeks that E. J. Sparks
posed construction of a new downtown house
held possession of his recently acquired
Middle * West. The Lubliner & Trinz
to replace the Old Victory theatre near
Theatrical Enterprises, a subsidiary of theatre holdings in Gainesville, Ocala, and
Twelfth street and Grand avenue, a suburban
Balaban & Katz, took over three theatres
Sanford, Florida, before turning over the house at Indiana and Howard avenues, and
in Elgin, 111. — the Rialto, Crocker and
entire lot to Famous Players, was intera theatre at Fifth street and Elizabeth aveGrove.
preted in Atlanta to mean that Mr. Sparks
nue, Kansas City, Kas. In the construction
Phil Ryan of the Capitol Theatrical
was acquiring the towns in question for of the theatre to replace the Victory, the
Famous, and furthermore, that he was
Enterprises, Kansas City, made a deal with
Wonderlan
one of
down
townd,second
the MeCliu-e interests in Emporia, Kas.,
run Kansas
houses, City's
will be "oldest
arranging the piu-chase of still other
razed
Florida theatres to be sold, in turn, to to make room for a modem building plan,
whereby Capitol will acquire the two McFamous.
Clure houses in Emporia. This acquisition
included in the erection of the new house.
Atlanta exchanges had hardly time to get
A 70-foot frontage was purchased last
brings the total numbers of theatres controlled by Capitol up to 24.
bookings set under the Sparks regime for week by James M. Kopulus from Sig Harzthe three towns above mentioned, it is said,
feld for a motion picture site at Howard and
In Bay City, Mich., Famous Players took
over five houses. It was also learned that
Indiana avenues, but detailed plans of the
before receiving notice to the effect that
Famous had taken them over from Mr.
theatre have not yet been announced. The
Famous is negotiating for a fifty per cent
new do\vn town building will cost about
Sparks. A proposition was recently made
interest in the Sti'and and Hamilton
Theatres, Yonkers, N. Y., which will be to C. E. Williamson for the purchase of his $300,000, probably being a smaller second
run house. The Kansas City, Kas., theatre,
theatres at Winter Haven and negotiations
operated as first-run theatres.
proceeded
to
such
an
extent
that
Mr.
to be constructed by a group of lodges and
In the South, it was reported that Famous
operated on a public basis, will consist of a
Williamson accompanied Mr. Sparks to New
Players was negotiating with the PrjwLeitch interests in Greensboro, N. C, to York last week with a view to getting the $20,000 improvement on a building which
now occupies the site. The theatre will have
Williamson holdings for Famous. Mr.
take over houses in Danville, Va., GreensWilliamson, returned early this week, howboro, Durham and Fayetterille, N. C.
an ample stage and be modern in every reever, with the word that all negotiations had
spect. E. Keyser is the architect. The arMontgomery Hill, Carolina supervisor
chitects for the other theatres have not yet
for Famous Players, was in Raleigh, N. C, been called off.
been
selected.
Three new theatres were announced and
the past week in conference with Jack Re-

Famous

School
Course

Will

Be

Rivoli

HAROLD B. FRAXKLLN, Director of
Theatres, Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, announced this week
the establishing of a training school for
theatre managers. This school will open
its first term August loth, and upon the
graduation of the first class, February 1,
1926, the second tenn will open. Tha
courses will be continuous thereafter and
will embody every phase of motion picture theatre management.
The school, the sessions of which will be
held at the Rivoli Theatre, Xew York City,
will be under the direct supervision of one
of the Famous Players-Lasky Theatre Department's experts and its administration
Avill be in charge of an Executive Council.
In addition to this Executive Council, Mr.
Franklin states, there will be a Board of
Directors consisting of some of the most
important figures in the motion picture industry.
There will be complete and thorough instruction in all practical details of theatre
management, in tiie course of which students
will learn the daily routine of the modem,
up-to-date theatre and will be given definite instruction by special experts in each
branch of theatre activity. In addition to
classroom instruction, students will he taken

for

Theatre

Continuous
Theatre

With

in New

Sessions

York

into intimate contact with everj- phase of
motion picture theatre operation and from
time to time will be assigned to tasks in
which they will be brought into contact
with the actual details of theatre management.
Among the subjects which will serve as
bases for courses in the school will be the
history of the development of the motion
picture theatre, the inter-relation of production, distribution and exhibition; the
selection of advantageous sites, the various
types of theatres, from the de luxe first
run house to the neighborhood theatre;
theatre architecture and equipment, house
service, the relation of the theatre to the
community, music, projection and lighting,
presentation and prorogues, exploitation,
advei'tising and publicity; good-will building, programs and theatre accounting.
Requirements for entrance to the school
will include good health, absence of deformity, and a clean-cut, pleasing personality.
No ap})lications will be received from men
under eighteen or over twenty-eight years
of age, and while it is prefen-ed that apl)licants be college graduates, exceptions
will be made for high school graduates
whose other qualifications are deemed favorable. Applications for admission to the

Managers
Held

at

City
first session of the school will be received
between July 1st and July 15th. On July
20th, or thereabouts, the tentatively successful candidates for admission will be
notified and they will be interviewed in New
York City by appointment between Augnst
1st and August 10th.
In connection with his annoimcement,
Mr. Franklin made the following statement :
"Although motion picture theatre management is a liighly technical field requiring
specially trained experts, there has hitherto
been no central training point for those
engaged in this important work. Through
their own sheer ability there are men, at
different points throughout the country,
who have developed through experience and
the progress of the theatre business a capability which measures up to requirements.
"The establishing of the Paramount
theatre
managers'
school
is the
first step
toward training
preparing
thoroughly
trained managers to carrj" on the work of
motion picture theatre management. This
school will not only prove of benefit to the
indiLstr^', but will offer an attractive vocation for young Americans and an opportunity for good financial return. Its purpose is essentially practical and it will lay
a solid foundation for the future."
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Readers
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Paper

Preferences

S.

R.

McKelvie

E. Mc.KELVIE, former Governor of Nebraska and publisher of The Nebraska Farmer for many years, has recently completed a survey among his readers on their preferences as to types
of motion pictures, popularity of stars and other interesting data.
The results were tabulated from ballots sent in by readers covering several ditferent questions. The total number of replies was 351,
of which 239 were from farm women, and 112 from farm men. The
summary shows :
In answer to the question "What motion pictures have you seen
lately that you like best?" 378 pictures were mentioned, divided into
first, second and third choices. "The Covered Wagon" was first on the
list by an overwhelming vote. The second question, "What pictures
would you like to see?" brought mention of 360 films divided into three
choices. In answer to the query "What type of picture do you prefer?"
the responses showed:
Melodrama, 138; Society Drama, 115; Short Comedies, 93; News
Pilms, 91; Farce Comedy, 81; Society Comedies, 77; Serials, 69.
SAMUEL

"Are you tiring of the so-called jazz-age pictures ?" brought these
answers :
Yes, 139; No, 108.
Readers were also asked to name their favorite star. Ninety stars
-were mentioned, the leaders being as follows, in the order named : Tom
Mix, Fred Thomson, Thomas Meighan, Colleen ]\Ioore, Norma Talmadge,
Mary Pickford, Rudolph Valentino, Gloria Swanson, Lois Wilson, Hoot
Gibson, Harold Lloyd, Betty Compson, Pola Negri, Jackie Coogan,
Jack Hoxie, Bebe Daniels, Silver King, Baby Peggy, Lillian Gish,
Buck Jones, Richard Barthelmess, Rin-Tin-Tin, Constance Talmadge,
Lila Lee, Richard Talmadge, May ^ilcAvoy, Ben Lyon, and Ronald
Colman.
Players in the next division of pupularity
were a« follows : Betty Bronson, Viola.
Pana, Eichard Dix, Johnny Walker, J.
"Warren Kerrigan, Shirley Mason, Douglas
Mac-Lean, Arthur Rankin, the late "Wallace
Reid, Strong-heart, Anita Stewart, Clarion
Davies, Robert Ellis, Julia Raye, ^Jaurir-e
Plynn, Harrison Ford, Corinne Griffith,
Dorothy G-ish, Jack Gilbert, Agnes Ayres,
Robeii Agnew, "Warner Baxter, Wesley
Baxi-y, Monte Blue, Harry Carey, Ricardo
Cortez, Alice Calhoun, Marguerite Clark,
William Desmond, Dorothv Devore, William S. Hart, Jack Holt, Wanda Hawley,
Hope Hampton, Alic^ Joyce, Leatrice Joy,
Doris Kenyon, Frank Keenan, Rod La
Rocqu(-, Cullen Landis, June Marlowe, Antonio Moreno, Jack Mulhall, Carmel Myers,
Katherine McDonald, Mae Murray, Mary
Miles Minter, Ramon Novarro, George
O'Brien,
Aileen
Ray,Marie
AlmaPrevost,
Rubens,Mary
VeraPhilbin,
Re^Tiolds,
Irene Rich, Milton Sills, Norma Shearer,
Lewis Stone, Conway Tearle and Claire
Windsor.
In preference for pictures "The Covered
Wagon" led by a big majority. Next in
oi'der among the leaders in this group
came: "North of 36," "The Sea Hawk,"
"Hot Water," "When a Man's a Man,"
'•'Abraham Lincoln," "The Mine with the
Iron Door," "The Thundering Herd," Tom
Mix Pictures, "America," "The White Sister," "Girl Shv," "Peter Pan," "Lone Star
Ranger," "Safety Last," "Call of the Can-

State

yon." "Comin' Thi-u," "Dr. Jack,'' "King
of Wild Horses,"' Harold Lloyd Comedies,
"Mask of Lopez," "North "of Nevada,"
:\rary Pickford Pictures, "The Ramblin'
KmI," "So Big" and "To the Last Man."
Three hundred and sixty pictures were
mentioned as those the readers of The Xchrnska Farmer want to see. Those receiving over t-ight votes were :
"Code of the West,'' "The Covered
Wagon,"' "The Thundering Herd,'' "North
of 36," "Hot Water," "The Rag Man," "T
Want Mv Man," "Too Manv Kisses,'"
"Peter Pan,"' "Thief of Bagdad," "The
Great Divide," "So Big," "Ben Hur,'" "The
Lady," "The Ten Commandments,"' "America,"' "Abraham Lincoln," "The Sea
Hawk," "The Deadwood Coach," "The Air
Mail," "When A Man"s A Man," "The Hurricane Kid," "Lone Star Ranger," "Sundown," and "To the Last Man."
In connection with the sui'vey, Mr. ,McKelvie pointed out to his readers that their
|)references would be made known to the
producers of })ietui-es. On the general su))ject ()f motion pictures, he wrote in part :
"Usually, we associate the movies with
comedy, drama, tragedy and adventure, but
there is an educational side tliat is of equal
miportance. The news films reproduce before our very eyes views from all parts of
the world that are of hourly and daily public interest. Also, the use of pictures as an
aid to scientific research and understanding
is of universal imjiortance.

Publication

"There was a time not so long ago when
these types of entertainment, information
and education came to us only in books,
upon the spoken stage and through the
press. Without interfering seriously with
the progress of any of these, the movies
have taken their place at the head of the
list. Thus, we have in every community
one or more theatres where pictures alone
are shown. So, also, have the movies become so important a part of community life
and social welfare that our interest in them
no longer is confined to our personal desires.
"This prompts us to ask, how the movies
may be directed into the channels of greatest service to the community? If this is a
question of public interest, it is no less a
subject of prime importance to producers.
They i-ealize full well the sti'ength of public
opinion. They know better than any one
else that an articulate, popular will can
force any just issue. So public demand
has encouraged producers greatly to improve the character and quality of pictures
in art, theatrical effect and wholesome entertainment value. And the end is not yet.
Indeed, the larger sphere of progress is only
entered upon. Producers are alert in an
elfort to secure further expressions from
patrons of the movies regarding the kind of
pictures they prefer. This is why we ask
our readers to answer the questions.".
Success of Morning Shows
Gratifying, Says Hays
Will H. Hays, president of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, is enthusiastic over the success of
the Saturday morning performances for children at the Eastman, Rochester. In a letter
to tlie management, Mr. Hays says:
" I have watched with great interest the
initiation of the Saturday morning
movie
in" Rochester.
at your totheatre
])roject
withis
your letter It
note from
very gratifying
the enclosures from the Rev. Clinton Wunder
anc! Superintendent of Schools Herbert S.
Weet that the.se special shows for children
have met with such signal success. The res.ilts at other theatres since the inauguration of the service at Rochester has further
demonstrated that our plan for these shows
is receiving the same enthusiastic welcome
that has been evidenced at Rochester."
C. G. Kingsley Funeral Held
in St. Louis
Funeral services for C. G. Kingsley,

special represe
tributingntative
Corporation,for
wereProduce
heldrs"in DisSt.
tery.
Louis May 24, under the auspices of the
Masons. Interment was in Valhalla CemeKingsley, who worked out of the New
York office, w-as in St. Louis in connection
with his duties and while riding in the automobile of C. D. Hill, manager of the local
office, was stricken with an attack of
apoplexy. He was taken to the Missouri
Baptist Hospital where he died.
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RORK

SIGNS

LEON

ERROL

To

Do "Clothes Make the Pirate"
great stage celebrity was added to
HER
ANOT
the galaxy of stars that will appear in the
pictures released through Producers Distributing Corporation during the coming season, in the signing of Leon
Errol, famous Ziegfeld Follies star who is now creating a furore in the
comedy "Louis XIV" at the Cosmopolitan Theatre in New York
musical
City.
Errol affixed his signature to a contract with Rork recently to
appear in a big production to be made from the current story success
"Clothes Make the Pirate" by Holman Day and published by Harper.
"Clothes Make the Pirate" is a delightful farce comedy and how well
it is suited to the talents of Leon Errol may be gained from the following summary taken from the book's review as published in the
New York Times :— Tidd, a mild-mannered, henpecked Boston tailor in
the colonial days is so fascinated by pirate stories that he makes a suit
of pirate clothes for himself and one night, for the sheer pleasure of
wearing the costume he dons the pirate togs and saunters off down
dark streets. Near the water front he comes in contact with a band of
real pirates who, mistaking him for an expected leader, carry him off to a
waiting pirate ship and off on a quest for plunder. — What follows in
the way of comedy may be imagined when the meek little tailor, finding himself the captain of a blood-thirsty crew, tries to bluff the thing
through by using terms and actions gleaned through reading pirate
yarns.
The production will be made in the east, to fit in with Mr. Errol's
stage work. Alfred Green will direct, and Producers Distributing
Corporation will release the picture some time during the coming
season.

Warners

Offer

Arrangement
Two to Ten

Will
Year

under which exISE
FRANCHhibitors
will be plan
offered an option of
from two to ten years on all product
of Warner Brothers is being worked out in
detail by executives of that company. The
Franchise policy, which was announced this
week by H. M. Warner, was evolved at the
recent convention of the Warner and Vitagi'aph organizations held in Los Angeles.
A detailed outline of the plan will be
made public within a short time, it was announced. In general aspect the plan is
described as an aiTangement under which
theatre men may secure to their theatres for
a term of years the Warner product on a
contract basis.
In announcing the plan H. M. Warner
said : "We have decided to franchise our
product to all exhibitors, whether big or
small, for any period from two to ten years.
"This franchise, which is virtually an option on Warner product for successive years,
gives the exhibitor the protection and security of knowing that he neetl no longer be
forced against the wall because he lacks the
product to keep his theatre open and doing
business profitably.
"Regardless of what other product an
exhibitor wishes to book for his house, he
is safe in the knowledge that through the
Warner franchise, that may extend from
two to ten years, according to the term decided upon, he has the opportunity to expand and keep right on growing.
"Now that we have purchased the Vitagraph company, and thus procured our

A

Franchise
Provide

Plan

Exhibitors

Option on Product
own distribution centers throughout the
world, we have gone a step further.
Through oiu* new franchise policy, we now
offer exhibitors renewed encouragement to
remain in business profitably and, at the
same time back that up with the high calibre of product we have scheduled for production and release this coming season."
Plans

Drawn

for Cincinnati

Theatre by Cino Co.
Plans have been drawn for a large motion
picture house which the Cino Theatre Company, of Cincinnati, proposes to build in
the downtown section of that city. The site
of the new theatre is the properties at Fifth
and Vine streets, of the old Stag and Honing hotels. The estimated cost of the theatre
is $1,000,000.
The Cino Theatre Company has been
incorporated by Ben Heidingsfeld and I.
Lisbon, owner of several downtown Cincinnati picture houses.
Jersey M. P. T. O. Names
New Counsel
The M. P. T. 0. of New Jersey, through
Joseph Seider has retained Joseph Varbalow, assistant prosecutor of Camden, New
Jersey, to represent the organization before
the Pliiladel])hia arbitration Ixiard. Norman Samuelson has been appointed counsel
for the city of New York.

Picture

News

Companies Chartered
New York State

in

Newly ineor^jorated motion picture companies receiving charters Irom tlie secretary
of state during the peat weeK and entering
the business in New )[ork state, included the
following: Dessey Corporation, capitalization not stated, ^l. L. Elkin, M. Salit, A,
EicJiel, New York city ; Checkers Photo Play
Corporation, $100,000, D. Hauser, Brooklyn, A. Mencher, Y. Messer, New York city;.
McLean Amusement Corporation, $10,000,
YorkC. city.
H.
Guttman, J. Frank, H. Bovis, New
Harlem Productions, Inc., .$10,000, F.
Johnson, P. Grainger, A. Porter, New York
city; Cunningham Studios Inc., Utica, capitalization not stated, A. Cunningham, M. H.
Gooding, A. H. Jennison, Utica; Hemisphere Pictures Corporation, capitalization
not stated, L. Bauni, H. E. Goldberg, New
York city, F. Freeman, Brooklvn; Ned
Jakobs, Inc., $10,000, L. V. Plate, J. T.
Abeles, F. Zavelo, New York citv.
Charles 0. Seesel, Inc., $10,000, C. 0,
Seesel, E. N. Bloomberg, I. Finkel, New
York city; Fred Clark Productions, $10,000,
F. Clark, B. Clark, New York city, H. H.
Roberts, Detroit, Mich.; Goodwill Comedies,
Inc., $50,000, I. M. Michelman, R. Liebhoff,
A. J. Johnson New York citv; Loucks and
Norling, Inc., $10,000, J. A. Norling, A. H.
Loucks, Larchmont, H. Bowsky, New York.

Democratic Majority in New
York Commission
The New York State Motion Picture Commission has now switched in its majority
from Republican to Democratic, through the
naming of Mrs. Elizabeth V. Colbert, of
Albany, to the Commission.
Last week, T. J. Donnelly, of New York
city, a Democrat, was appointed deputy at
$4,000 a year-, to succeed Fred Wightman.
Mrs. Sallie Minsterer, of Brooklyn, was alnamedplace
as a ofdeputy
at $4,000'a
year, to
takeso the
Mrs. Burton,
of Rochester
a Republican leader in Monroe county, who
was named to the Commission by Governor
Nathan L. Miller shortly after its organization in 1921. Mrs. Anna Connelly, of
Yonkers, has also been named in place of
Edna La Rose, as deputv at a salary of
$3,500 a year.
New

First Run House
Baltimore

for

Thomas D. Sorerio has promised Baltimore another fii-st run house that will be in
operation ^vithin the year. It will be one of
fifteen theatres under construction in different parts of the United States being built
by the Sorerio interests. The plans for the
new house call for a seating capacity of
3,500, with a large stage equipped with all
the latest production contrivances.
Rotchford Wins Promotion
With Vitagraph

statist
has been
long
who inforthea
D, ician
HFOR
J. ROTC
N time
JOH
tment
act
of Warner
depar
contr
Brothers, has been promoted to an executive position with Vitagraph. He
has been named assistant general manager and will serve as General Manager
Sam E. Morris's right hand man.
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Bureau

Pushes

of Trade
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of Dues
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ng- Motio
the meeti
to tors
PRELIM
n
new INA
Board RY
of Direc
of the
Picture Theatre Owniers of America
in New York the week of June 1, National
Headquarters this week started a drive for
the further mobilization of playdates begun
at the Milwaukee Convention.
Louis M. Sagal, National Treasurer, also
sent out appeals for the payment of dues to
the organization, the scale being' based on
the seating capacity of theatres. It follows :
500 seats or under — annually, $26; semiannually, $13; quarterly, $6.50.
500 'to
annually,
nually, $26;1000—
quarterly,
$13. $52; semi-an1000 to 1500— annually, $78; semi-anually, $39; quarterly, $19.50.
1500 to 2000— annually, $104; semi-annually, $52; quarterly, $26.
2000 to 2500— annually, $130; semi-annually, $65; quarterly, $32.50.
Over 2500 seats — annually, $156 ; semi-annually, $78; quarterly, $39.
In his letter to theatre owners, Mr. Sagal
points out that "the only income we have is
dues. The money the producers and distributors are contributing is for the Bureau of
Trade and Commerce alone, and no part of
it goes to the support of the Motion Picture
Theatre OAvners of America. That is up to
The Bureau of Trade and Commerce is
you."
functioning actively and is sending out adGleichman,

Commerce

Announced

Play
Active;
by

New

Schedule

number of play dates to tlie real Independents than y(m have ever done before. This
you can do with the full sasurance that there
will be an ample su[)i)ly of Quality pictures
for your needs. Our survey shows that.
"There will be ])lenty of Independent pictures of the higliest quality. You have hundreds of ])lay dates. See to it that a proper
proportion of these are given to these Quality Independent jiictures. Fill out the enclosed card and let your conscience be your
guide. Remember, tliat every play date given
to a producer-distributor-exhibitor is a brick
in a theatre in competition with you or a fellow exhibitor. Do not be short-sighted. Look
iihcad and encourage the independent producer and distributor to make better and
better jn-oduct by your active, personal support of jilay dates this year. Unless they
get this assurance from you, they cannot remain in business and without the independent producer and distributor what hope has
the independent theatre owner. Your interests are inseparable and by helping each
other you help yourself.
"Your play dates properly tilled mean life
to your theatre, in that your screen is adequately sn]iplied with product. Your play
dates equitably distributed among Independents mean money to those producing and
distributing forces who are doing most to
keep you in business, money which will enable tliem to continue to do so.'"

Hearing

Interesting Testimony Develops at Detroit as Details
Alleged Contract Breach Are Revealed

alleged breach of consuit
THE
brought by Phil Gleichman
tractfor
against Famous Players was continued in the circuit court at Detroit during
the week with a number of witnesses offering
some interesting testimony. Gleichman is
suing Famous for alleged violation of a fiveyear contract, which terminated after three
years, when the plaintiff charges Famous
made a deal with the Kunsky Theatres.
According to Gleichman the contract
called for the showing of Paramount pictures at his Broadway-Strand. S. R. Kent,
of Famous, denied any intention on the part
of his company to abrogate the contract with
Gleichman Until lie failed to pay his bills
and also refused to consent to rental
chai'ges for the fourth year commensurate
with the class of pictures he demanded for
his house.
It was the contention of Kent that
the five-year franchise with Gleichman
was contingent upon annual Ixioking contracts differing in rentals and other terms
and dependent upon costs and other conditions. In the course of his testimony Kent
said that Famous signed between 300,000
and 400,000 contracts a year. He denied
the contention of Gleichman that certain
theatres in Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Denver
and Atlanta with seating capacities similar
to that of the Broadway-Strand should be
compared with the Broadway-Strand.
Regarding the Gleichman contract, Kent
testified in part as follows:

Drive

Treasurer

ditional playdatc i>ledge cards, which exhil)itors are asked to sign and send to headquarters. It is stated that the Bureau will
soon make ])ublic a comi)lete list of all producei's and distributors affiliated with it.
The letter says in part :
"It is tlie ])urpose of this Bureau to give
to tiiese Independents — })roducers and distributors who are not building and operating theatres in competition with tlieir customers, tlie greatest possible number of play
dates.
For that purpose we drew n\) the enclosed
l)ledge card for the mobilization of play
dates for the Independents; and by the enthusiastic response in written pledges which
we received at the Convention, we know that
the independent theatre owners realize that
if they are to continue in business themselves
they must give a gi'eater percentage of
their play dates to the independent producers and distributors than ever before.
"We know you Mant to do your pa.vt in
preserving the Independence of the Industry
also, and would urge you to fill out the enclosed i)lay date card and return it signed
to this office at the earliest possible moment. We are enclosing' a return addressed
envelope for your greater convenience.
"We will not presume to attempt to tell
you how to run your own business, we only
urge that you carefully scan the market for
tlie coming year and assign a far greater

Famous

Date

"As the fourth year approached, Gleichman demanded the best pictures and refused
to pay tlie rentals we wanted from them.
We made a series of offers to him. He
turned evei'y one down. We never promised to extend him credit for rentals over
the summer season of 1922, the third year
of the contract. I merely told him I would
withhold pressing him for payment of unpaid bills until I held a conference with
other officials. He still owes us.
"As for us making different contracts
with exhibitors in different towns. We admit it. We have to do it for our protection
as well as protection of the exhibitor. Some
towns are good show towns. Others are not
so good. Some houses are larger and take
in more money and hicher rentals are
cliarged,
of course."
The contract
entered into between Kunsky
and Famous was introduced. It showed that
after Kunsky
took took
$2,500
from foreachrental
week's
business,
Famous
$2,500
of
s]iecial pictures. Overhead expenses ap])roximatina' $5,000 a week were then deducted by Kunsky and the remaining profits
were split on a 50-50 basis between the two.
Rentals for pictures not classified as specials were specified at $1,500 a week.
According to the testimony of George W.
Trendle of the Kimsky intei-esfs, that company paid Famous rentals and profits totaling
'.$300,0001st,
between
September
1924. August 1st, 1922, and
Trendle testified that between these dates

Still

On

of

the Adams theatre had paid $155,416.23 in
full settlement to Famous; the Madison had
paid $121,435.25, and the Capitol, which
had only been open since January, 1922, had
paid $92,372. This covered a. playing time
of 44 weeks at the Adams, 34 weeks at the
Capitol and 53 weeks at the Madison.
The plaintiff requested that the gi'oss receipts be submitted by the Kunsky interests
but this was objected to on the defense that
it would affect future Kunsky booking rates.
Trendle also testified that Gleichman had
sought to purchase either the Adams or
Madison.
Trendle testified that Gleichman and
Kunsky had always been good friends and
(hat on this account Kunsky had never
asked Famous for any other pictures than
the Wallace Reid, Thomas Meighan and
KIsie Ferguson productions, with which the
Kunsky houses previously had been supplied. Hearing, however, that Famous was
considering negotiations with C. H. Miles in
Detroit, Kunsky asked to have any others
available if Miles was to have Paramount.
George W. Weeks, of Famous, testified
that the films were rented to the Kunsky interests because Famous was losing money at
the Broadway-Strand.
He said that, although there was a fiveyear contract between the corporation and
Gleichman, there ncA'er had been any question but that the producers had a right to
supply pictures to the Kunsky houses.
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To

Join

MADE
Producers

SALES

MANAGER

Distributing

Corp.

AT the sales convention of Producers Distributing Corporation that opened Monday,
May 25th at the Commodore Hotel, John C.
Flinn, vice president and general manager announced that William J. Morgan has been appointed sales manager and vi^ill officially take up his duties with Producers Distributing Corporation in about two weeks, or as soon as he
can conveniently withdraw from First National.
Morgan is one of the best known executives in the industry and in
joining Producers Distributing Corporation he severs an association of
eight years with the First National personnel. He was associated with
J. D. Williams in Australia prior to the formation of First National
and when Mr. Williams organized that company Mr. Morgan joined
the organization and took charge of sales under general manager E. A.
Eschmann.

Plans

For

Jersey

Convention

Board of Directors Meets to Arrange
for the Sessions at Asbury Park

of
THE Motion Picture Theatre Owners
New Jersey held their monthly meeting on Wednesday, May 27, at the
New Monterey Hotel, Asbury Park, New
plans for the New Jersey conJersey, when
vention were discussed and committees for
the convention were appointed.
The committees are as follows : Entertainment committee — Henry P. Nelson, Morris
Kitinsky and Leon Kosenblatt. Committee
on attendance will be headed by Sidney Samuelson as chairman, with twenty-one membei-s still to be selected. Finance committee
— William Keegan, Jacob Unger and Wm.
H. Lamont. Reception committee — Fred
Mertens, Peter Adams and Pierson Hume.
Business committee — Harry Hecht, William
Hunt and Louis Rosenthal. Registration
committee — Benjamin Sehindler, Eugene
Steinhardt and Louis Castlebaum. Speakei-s
committee — I. M. Hirshblond, Charles Hildinger and George Jacobs.
The above-mentioned committees will
start upon an active campaign for entertainment at the coming convention which
will be held at the New Monterey on June
29, 30 and 31, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesdav.
R. F. WoodhuU. President of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, addressed the meeting and received a great
ovation, this being his first appearance before the New Jersey Board since his elevation as National President.
The reduction in power rates was taken
up and a letter sent out by President Joseph
M. Seider to all theatre-owner members.
Three engineers were engaged by the New
Jersey organization on a contingent basis
and if they are successful it will mean a
great saving to the theatre owners as well
as a rebate for overcharge since 1914.
The recent National Convention was reported and the Board approved of the report of the National Convention delegates.
New Jersey members were a.sked to sign
pledge cards allotting part of their play
dates to independent productions and await
further advice from the National organization whose Board of Directors meets on
June 3 and 4.
The organization of New Jersey theatre
owners was greatly gratified on the election

of K. F. 'Woodhull to the National Presidency and on the election of their president,
Joseph M. Seider, as a member of the National Board of Directors.
A full Board of Directors was present as
well as the officers of the organization.
Those present were:
President Joseph M. Seider, Vice-Presidents, Charles HUdinger and Peter Adams :
Secretary, Heni-y P. Nelson; Treasurer, William Keegan; Board membei's : Sidney Samuelson, R. F. Woodhull, Benjamin Sehindler.
Louis Rosenthal, I. M. Hirshblond, Leo Ju*kowitz, Leon Rosenblatt and W. C. Hunt.
President
rejjort
on the month's
activities
was Seider's
read and
approved.
$L700

Theatre Receipts Are
Taken by Yeggs

Albert J. McGinness, 25 years old, imhlicity manager for William Goldman's King->
theatre, St. Louis, and Miss Margaret Johnson, 21, an office employe of the theatre,
were held up on the east side of Forest
Park at 10.30 a. m, Monday. May 18, by
four armed men and robbed of $1,700, the
receipts of the theatre for Saturday and
Sunday. The monej^ was being conveyed to
the bank at the time.
McGinness and Miss Johnson were on
their way from the theatre, 820 North
Kingshighway, to the Chouteau Trust Companj', Vandeventer and Chouteau avenues.
This was the third i-ecent experience of the
Kings theatre with robbers.
Famous

Creates Special Music

Department
Frederick Arundel has been jilaced in
charge of a newly created department of
music as a part of the Famous Plaj-ers
theatre organization. He will make his
headquarters at the home office, but will take
a swing around the circuit in order to familiarize himself with the music problems
in each city.
Arundel, who has had considerable exl^ericnce as a conductor and composer will
arrange musical repertoires according to the
size of the individual orchestra.

Picture

News

Syracuse Meeting To Name
New State Officers
New state officers as well as new chairmen
and boards of directors for the Buffalo and
Albany zones will be elected at the meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New York, Inc., in the Hotel Onondaga,
Syi-acuse,
2 at 12willo'clock.
The
presentTuesday,
boards June
of directors
meet
Monday evening, June 1, in the same hotel
at 8 o'clock.
A large
exhibitors
attend from delegation
Buffalo andof western
NewwillYork
towns, many planning to motor to the Salt
City for the big pow-wow. Walter Hays,
president of the state organization; J. H.
Michael, chairman of Buffalo Zone and
Charley Hayman, state treasurer, Niagara
Falls, will head the western New York delegation. Much important business will come
before the meeting including the mapping
out of a uniform procedure in arbitration.
A committee representing the Film Board
of Trade of Buffalo as well as one representing the Albany board, ^vill attend.

Vitagraph Exchanges Take
Over Warner Product
Warner Brothers j^roduct, heretofore held
by franchise holders, is rapidly being taken
over by the Vitagraph exchanges. On May
11th the Denver and Salt Lake City offices
acquired the Warner product which had
been handled by KAvalitj^ Pictures. This
included all Warner releases to date.
On May 18th the San Francisco and Los
Angeles branches of Vitagi-aph replaced A.
Oppenhetmer as distributors of Warner
product in those fields. Morgan A. Walsh
is now to be representative of Warners with
headquarters
at Vitagraph's
Franciscoas
exchange. W.
C. ^MieelerSanremains
branch manager in that city.

Ground

Broken

for New

Los

Angeles Exchange Building
Ground was broken last week for the
erection of a new film exchange building to
be built by Gore Brothers in Los Angeles
at the corner of Washington and Vermont
sti-eets. The building will be devoted exclusively to the motion picture industry', being planned as offices of the various local
film exchanges and affiliated businesses. It
will be completed in August of this year.

Copyright Suit
Against Iowa

is Filed
House

Iowa nattorney
RAYfor B.
the McConlo
Societygue,
of America
Composers, Authors and Publishers
has filed suit at the instigation of Sherman-Clay Company of San Francisco
against the Hiland Theatre of Highland
Park, Iowa, for the alleged performing
of theout a license
musical from
composit
"Sleep," withthe ion
society.
The charge against the Hiland states
that the theatre played "Sleep," although
the stipulated royalty of the association
was not paid. McConlogue stated that
similar suits would be brought by him in
the near future in various Iowa towns to
force strict observance of the copyright
laws.
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Prepare

''Greater
Movie"
Campaign
Unprecedented Commercial Endorsement Given Movement as Field Operation is Lining Up

National Greater Movie Season
THE
Campaign inaugurated by the Motion
Picture Pi"oducers and Distributors
of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President,
is almost ready for field-operation. Accessories covering pretty well everything
from a balloon to a twenty-four sheet have
been prepared, the territories fixed, and
exploitation men are engaged to v/ork in
co-opei'ation with exhibitor committees
which will be formed in each center embraced in the Augiist drive.
"They're Better Thau Ever'' is the slogan
most in evidence with "Let's Go" or "Come
On which
In'' as the
variations
to theTliree
vise
for
accessoryaccording
is intended.
designs of l)lock posters — a twenty-four
sheet, a three-sheet and a one-sheet — are
available togetlier with a special pictorial
one-sheet, tack cards and banners, pennants, heralds, slides, trailers, cut-out letters,
window-signs and stickers give exhibitors
wide choice in outdoor advertising material ;
while novelties include metal badges, buttons, l)al]oons, paper hats, fans, metal puzzles, walking-dolls, cloth flowers, snajiperjacks, steel bells, etc. By arrangements
with the manufacturers all accessories will
be sold to exhibitors at cost. The twenty
four sheet, for instance, sells for 72 cents.
The complete plan and methods of organization are detailed in a twenty-four
page press sheet, Avherein advertising, publicity newspaper stories, talking points for
four-minute speakers, and exploitation
from a practical, common-sense and profitable angle, are all covered intensively.
Endorsement of the season has reached
a point where nearly all the great national
organizations have pledged their support.
Calling tlv; movement a commerdable
undertaking. Governor George S. Silzei- of
iSTew Jersey has written to Mr. Hays offering cooperation to aid as lies within his
power.

Tom

Mix
Fox

Governor A. G. Sorlie of North Dakota
says, "You may be assured of my interest,
and I am sure you may count upon Ihe
people of Noith Dakota to supporc this
movement and to cooperate in all ways possible to bring about interest in the better
quality of moving pictures. I believe the
exhibitors of moving pictures in this state
are almost unanimously back of such a
campaign as this and will lend their best
efforts
to promote
Governor
John theH.work."
Winant of New
Hampshire and Governor Franklin S. Billings of Vermont have also written Mr.
Hays endorsing the campaign. Similar
supporttional
is Federation
forthcoming
from Alumnae
the Internaof Catholic
and
the ]\Iaccabees; while Frank J. Ii-win, national commander of the Disabled American Veterans of the World War, acknowledging the ci)-operation of Producers and
Distrilnitors given in the interest of disabled veterans, i)romises the support of his
organization.
The princi])al exhibitors througbout
America look forward to big business
increases as a result of the campaign, according to letters Mr. Hays is receiving.
"Count on me 100 per cent. I hope the
season will be such a success this year that
vou will make it an annual event," declared
W. A. Steftes, member of the M. P. T. 0. A.
Board of Directors.
"The benefits of the first Greater Movie
Season have l>een made so very certain to
us as a result of our particijiation in its activity during August 1924 that we are taking advantage of this business getting op]>ortunity this year with renewed vigor and
enthusiasm." That from Sol Lesser ^of
West Coast Theatres, Inc., California, is a
striking'
ent value.testimony to the season's permanSamuel Carver of the Liberty Theatre,
Kansas Citv, Mo. has alreadv started in-

Thrills

result."Kunsky of Detroit, Harry M.
JohnsiredH.
Crandall of Washington, George H. McDermit of Oklahoma City, Frank Dowler,
Jr., of Atlanta, are other names found
among the list of exhibitors who have enthusiastically accepted the idea. A perusal
of these endorsements show not one State
that has not its quota of theatres anxious
to partici])ate.

National

Star All But Interrupts Traffic as
Hail Him in Washington. D.

D. C, fell just as
WASHIN
hardGTO
for N,
Tom Mix and his horse
Tony as all other cities have done
both here and in Europe. He created a
veritable sensation in the National capital
wherever he ai)]ieared and on a number of
occasions all but blocked traffic in the city
which houses America's greatest celebiities.
Mix and Tony are said to have stirred
up so much excitement that the news associations wired detailed reports to their
clients all over the country. In fact, Tom
shared honors with President Coolidge at
a White House garden party given to 1,00(1
wounded veterans. The boys who fought
"ovei' there" hailed the Fox star as one of
their own, as he has seen ser\'ice in any
number o fengagements and carries scars to
prove it.
At the National Horse Show, the high
water mark of Washington's social season,
Tom nsjain ])ut everything else in the background in <-(>mi)arison. In a reserved box,

teresting the Women's City Club and the
Parent Teachers Association. "I want this
city
to gotheover
withanda bang,"
he says.there
All
through
South
New England
has been a unanimous wave of approval,
while from Iowa, A. H. Blank expresses
that State's "tremendous need of something
as we face a new season and turn wearily
away from a depression that has spread in
a most devastating fashion over two years.
Only a great and national campaign of the
scope you have outlined can renew the public's interest, upon which the very foundation
the industry
The ofMontana
Filmrests."
Board of Trade has
received endorsements of the project from
the principal theatres of Butte. Colonel
Fred Levy of Louisville, Ka'., will swing
his theatres behind it, as will the Moore
and Greaves Amusement Company controlling houses in Denver, Pueblo, Colorado
Springs and Greeley, Colo. Twenty
Skouras theatres in St. Louis will celebrate
Greater Movie Season. John B. Carroll,
manager of Consolidated Amusements of
Tampa, Fla., assures the cooiieration of his
chain. The Capitol, Royal and Gem of
Little Rock, Ark., are enlisted, while A. L.
Block, president of the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, remarks, "We are full}' of the
belief that the new pictures for the coming
season are going to be better than any we
have been privileged to see before. This in
itself is of such tremendous importance that
it should help materially to obtain the de-

especially decorated, with Tony regally installed in the ring, the screen star was kept
busy meeting the social and political great
of th? world.
In the Washins'ton papers Tom was given
all sorts of publicity and every move he
made Avas rei)orted in detail. His visit to
the White House attracted innumerable si ill
and movie cameramen.
From Washington Tom went to Baltimore, which proceeded to emu'ate the actions
of cxery other city and feted and hailed flic
cowbov star from morn till night.
Perhaps no city wi'l exceed or snniass
the rece|)tion accorded Mix in Buffalo, N. Y.
The Lake City simply stopped everything to
honor the visiting star. The papers carried
banner lines and pictures eight columns
wide on the star's movements. The crowds
dogged his every step. It was reported by
one of the jjapers that there were one hundred thousand visitors in town on the dav
Tom arrived, and it attributed tins influx

Capital

Great Crowds
C
to curiosity regarding Tom and also Tony.
Tom went from Buffalo to Pittsburgh,
where all sorts of parties were arranged in
his honor. From the Smoky City he went
to Washington.
Before Tom starts West again he will
visit Phi'adelphia and Atlantic City. Then
he will junq) out to Cincinnati and from
there he will make a bee line for Hollywood
and "location," sto])ping off at Indianapolis,
St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.
These cities are all ])repared to receive the
Western star, and, according to reports
from the Fo-'- exchanses in the territories
he will visit, there is a famine in Mix prints.
The demand is so great that S. 0. S. cal's
for more have been sent to the Home Office.
For instance, in St. Louis there will be 40
Mix prints playing the day he arrives in
town. The same situation Avill exist in Kansas City, where 23 prints will be runninc:
through the projection machines of that
man''' theatre'^ fh- cbi\' Tom arrives.
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Skouras
Schiller

Will

Go

Abroad

Theatre

to Direct

Starting

Chain

Show

a

The board approved the contract with
the Boaz-Kiel Construction Comi^any for
the general work on the New Ambassador
tlieatre and office building which will cost
$5,500,000.
Gerson

Protests

Brothers

News

Healthy Profit
The net income of Skouras Brothers Enterprise, Inc., of St. Louis, for the first
quarter of 1925, ended March 31, before
deducting Federal income taxes, but after
deducting interest and depreciation and expenses, was $58,979.17.
The Board of Directors at their meeting
May 16, declared the regular quarterly dividend of 75 cents a share of the 25,000
shares of Class A no par value stock. It
is
August 1 to stockholders of rec750.payable
ord July 25. This dividend will total $18,-

of

for Loew
Atlanta, Ga., May 25
EA.
SCHILLER, general representative of Loew, Inc., while here last week
stated that he will have the direction of the extension of American theatre
• methods to Europe and Africa on behalf of the Loew interests. Leopold
Freidman, general counsel for Loew, accompanied Mr. Schiller on his visit here.
Mr. Schiller will sail from New York June 9 for Europe, where he will set to
work opening a chain of theatres in England, France, Sweden and Egypt, in which
the most modern and effective system of management will be employed.
Stating that this is the pioneer enterprise in this class of amusement started by
an American firm in foreign fields, Mr. Schiller discussed the details of the movement which will broaden considerably the scope of Loew, Inc. and the MetroGoldwyn organization.
"American pictures are rapidly forging to the front in European cities and have
reached a point of popularity where we feel justified in establishing a chain of
motion pcture theatres in association with the Gaumont enterprises in Europe and
Egypt which will be operated under the most modern and most efficient ideas of
management."

Canada

Picture

Copyrights

Strong Plea Against Music Royalties
Not Copyrighted in the Dominion
to be called upon to pay large sums of
dst the amen
again
A STRONGments toprote
dian
the stCana
Copyright
money annually to foreign holders of copyAct which are desigiied to permit the
rights, itis onlj' fair that they should have
ample warning, concluded Col. Cooper.
levying of royalties on all copyrighted
music in moving picture theatres of Canada
by the authors or composers holding the
copyrights, has been presented to W. E. Film Ownership Verdict for
Ea\-mond, M. P., chairman of the Copyright
Companies
Committee of the Canadian House of ComThe
ownerehip
of films, contracts and admons, Ottawa, by Col. John A. Cooper, Tovertising matter was the subject of discusre
Dison
Pictu
nt
Moti
the
ronto, preside ofbito
sion in the Second Divisional Court at Tors of Canada, which
tributors and Exhi
ronto. The appeal was taken by Film Bookis affiliated with the Hays association in
ing Offices and R. C. Pictures Corporation
New York.
of New York, from the order of Justice
In making the protest, Col. Cooper de- Fisher in bankruptcy setting aside an agreeclares investigations show that the move
ment with the United Exhibitors, which
made against Canadian exhibitors for the
named the U. S. firms as the owners of the
collection of the royalty fees has come from
property.
the American Society of Composers, Authors
The United Exhibitoi-s were the selling
and Publishers. He points out that, so far agents of the corporations in Canada, and
as can be noted, no demand has been made
when the United Exhibitors, went into liquidation the trustee claimed the films on hand
upon Canadian exhibitors by European
holders of copyrights.
(jn behalf of the creditors.
Col. Cooper declares that a new principle
The Appeal Court varied the order of
is being introduced into economic life in Justice Fisher to the effect that the conthat holders of copyrights or patents are to
tracts are the j^roperty of the corporations,
and ordered a list of these to be submitted to
be permitted to collect more than once from
the court.
the use of a copyrighted or patented article.
There are no court decisions which uphold
this principle, he states. The series of civil
Joseph Mogler Again Heads
damages and tines introduced in the bill for
imauthorized use of copyrighted music are
St. Louis League
unfair, Col. Cooper states, and there is no
Joseph
of theofMogler,
precedent for the jienalties.
cello
and Mogler,
Bremen owner
Theatres
North ExSt.
The difficulty of ascertaining the owner
Louis, was re-elected president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of St. Louis
of certain copyrights is also evident, he declares. Theatre owners might make ar- for the twelfth time, at the annual election
rangements with the American association,
of officers held May 19th.
The other officers elected were : Fred
pa>"ing a lump sum covering the compositions of all its members only to find perhaps
Wehrenberg, vice-president; Louis Hehl, rea inmdred different authors whose composicording secrefjiry; W. C. Reeves, financial
tions were not held by persons represented
secietary; Oscar Lehr, treasurer, and Chesby the American or any other association.
ter Kaiman, sergeant-at-arms.
Without registration of copyrights in
Canada, there is no knowledge of ownerFarley Adds Another House
ship.
to Farash Chain
had
notice
no
that
Col. Cooper complains
been given the theatre owners of Canada by
William Farley, head of Farasii TheatriParliamentary representatives of this procal Enterprise, has purchased the Community Theatre, in Catskill, N. Y. The
posed legislation and no representatives of
tady.
theatres had been invited or given the privi- company's
other intei-ests include seven
theatres in Yonkers and three in SchenecJese of apueai-ijig before the Coi)yright
Committee at Ottawa. If the exhibitors are
I

to Make 24 Features
Next Year

Gerson Pictures will produce twenty-four
features during the coming year, it has
been announced by B. Berger, general manager of the company, who states there will
be a series of ten starring Richard Holt,
six Superior All-Star Melodramas, and a
series of eight action outdoor stories.
The schedule will add two producing units
to
company's
forces.company.
Gerson
lasttheyear
had onlyproduction
one production
The company official states that an extensive exploitation campaign will be carried
on tile support of these productions, all of
which are to be released in the independent
market.
Graf Charges False Arrest;
Asks $50,000 Damages
Directors of the Graf Productions, Inc.,
were named defendants in a .suit for $.50,000 for false ari-est in San Francisco filed
in Superior Court by Max Graf, motion
picture director. Graf alleges that the directors caused his aiTest on July 28, 1924.
on a charge of embezzlement of company
funds and then on May 12th last, requested
that the complaint be dismissed. He alleges that his reputation was damaged to
the sum requested. Charges of embezzlement were dismissed by Police Judge Jacks.

Buckley Named Director
of United Artists
AT directors
a special of
meeting
the boardCor-of
Unitedof Artists
poration held last Monday Harry
D. Buckley, for the past two years acting general manager of the Douglas
Fairbanks Corporation, was elected a
member of the board of United Artists
to succeed Maurice G. Cleary, who recently resigned.
In addition to the place he will occupy
on the board, Buckley will act as personal business representative for Fairbanks and Mary Pickford. His headquarters will be at the home office of
United Artists in New York, but he will
divide his time between there and the
west coast.
At present Buckley is launching the
New York showing of "Don Q, Son of
Zorro," which opens at the Globe
Theatre on June 15th for an eight weeks
engagement.
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Mayer

Announces

Production

Plans

Metro-Goldwyn Will Distribute Fifty-Two Pictures, One
Each Week, Starting on August 1 6th
a
METRO-GOLDWYN will distribute
picture a week or fifty-two for the
ust 15th, accordyear,
mentingbyAuguncestart
Louis B. Mayer on
ing to anno
al
his arriv on the coast from the New York
conferences of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer otKcials. The production schedule has already
been launched and will be increased in the
immediate future;
players recently promoted to starFour
dom will be seen in many of these pictures.
They are Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, Ramon Novarro and Lon Chaney. Those already
established as stars are Lillian Gish, Buster
Keaton, Marion Davies, Mae Murray and
Jackie Coogan. Among the featured players will be Eleanor Boardman, Aiieen Pringle, Pauline Starke, Mae Busch, Lew Cody,
Carmel Myers, Claire Windsor, Conway
Tearle, Renee Adorce, George K. Arthur,
Paulette Duval, Harriet Hammond, Conrad
Nagel,
SallyandO'Neill,
Gertrude Olmstead,
Za Su Pitts
Bert Roach.

The dii'eetors who will contribute to the
progi-am are Monta Bell, Tod Browning,
Marcel de Sano, Alf Goulding, Edmund
•Goulding, Rupert Hughes, Hobart Henley,
Hex Ingram, Robert Leonard, Fred Niblo,
Al Raboch, Victor Seastrom, Mauritz Stiller,
King Vidor, Josef von Sternberg, Marshall
Neilan and William Wellman.
In discussing the production plans Mayer
said :
"Nationwide interest as to the initial screen
vehicle for Lillian Gish under the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer banner has been evidenced.
I take particular pleasure in announcing
the fact that we have found Miss Gish's own
suggestion the best. Her first starring,
vehicle for us will be an elaborate picturization of the famous classic 'La Boheme.' I
am sure everyone will immediately realize
-what a gTeat subject this offers Miss Gish.
For 1&25-26 she will star in two MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
productions.will*Lamark
Boheme,'
to
be started immediately,
Miss
Gish's first screen Mork in California in five
years.
"In Washington recently we closed a contract with the Government to produce at the
United States Naval Academy at Annapolis,

8 New Warner Exchanges
for U. S. and Canada

be
are to by
T newT
EIGH
and Canada
U. S. ges
in theexchan
opened
Warner Brothers, it was announced this week. The new branch
offices, all of which will be in operation
within a few days, it is announced, will
be located in Portland, Ore., Charlotte,
N. C, Butte, Mont., Jacksonville, Fla.,
Indianapolis, Ind., Portland, Me., Vancouver, B. C., and Calgary, Canada.
With the 29 exchanges of the Vitagraph company which Warners recently
purchased, these new branches will give
Warners 31 outlet offices for their product. The Vitagraph exchanges are
located in Albany. N. Y., Atlanta, Ga.,
Boston, Buffalo, N. Y., Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Tex., Denver,
Colo., Detroit, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New
Orleans, New York City, Oklahoma
City, Okla., Omaha, Neb., Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, Washington,
Montreal,
Winnipeg. St. Johns, N. B., Toronto, and

Md., an original stoi-y by Carey Wilson
with Ramon Novarro, temporarily known as
'Midshipmen Sterling.' This will mark the
first instance in which the Bureau of Navigation has utilized a popular form of universal entertainment to bring to the public
attention the life, benefits of and important
work perfonned in the .Naval Academy.
Christy Cabanne and his players have already started work on this production following the approval of the scenario by
Admiral Shoemaker.
"Among the stories I have just purchased
in New York are 'The Backslapper,' the
l>opular play by Paul Dicke.v and Mann
Page,Were
now Twenty-One,'
running on the
Broadway;
'"Wlien
We
stage success
by
Henry V. Esmond; 'White Pants Willie,' the
well known story by Elmer Davis and
several other noted stage and literary suc-

Trio of scenes which

cesses details which will be ready for announcement shortly.
"Marion Davies' initial vehicle for us will
be 'Lights of Old New York,' an adaptation of 'Merry Wives of Gotham.' This
picturization will be started at the Culver
City plant within the next few days and
will mark Miss Davies' initial work at our
studio.
"Rex Ingram's 'Mare Nostrum' with Alice
Terry and Tony Moreno, by Vineente Blasco
Ibanez, author of 'The Four Horsemen' is
now being finished in Paris and will receive
its public presentation in December.
" 'Ben Hur' will be presented on an elaborate scale in the leading cities throughout
the country in the fall. Arrangements for
these presentations are now underway.
The production will be handled as a gigantic
theatrical production and will be shown for
a year or more in the theatres in which the
I>icturization will have its tern tor al premieres.
"Other unusual productions which will be
seen during the coming months include 'The
Merry Widow,' to be released in September; 'The Big Parade,' by Lawrence Stallings with John Gilbert as an added attraction, in October; 'The Tower of Lies,' with
Norma Shearer and Lon Chaney, in November, and 'Paris,' with Pauline Starke and
tions. Codj', disclosing Erte's fashion creaLew
"During the coming season Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will increase its activities in the
establishing of new stars. During the past
year we have developed a number of
players into internationally popular stars.
The success of this policy has encouraged
us to increase our efforts in this connection
during 1925-26."
Loew's

Inc.

Votes

Regular

Quarterly Dividend
A regular quarterly dividend of fifty cents
per share
on payable
the capital
Loew's,
Inc.,
will be
Junestock
30th,of 1925,
to
stockholders of record at the close of business June 13th.

show some of the highlights of the Universal production, "Siege."
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Warners

Take

Over

Six

Theatres

in Caro-

lina; Four Are Craver Houses
INFORMATION reached Motion Picture News this week from an authoritive
quarter that Warner Brothers have acquired five houses in the South and have
taken over the management of another.
The theatres acquired are one in Concord and one in Lexington, N. C, from the
estate of the late Col. H. B. Varner and three theatres from R. D. Craver, First
National franchise holder in Carolina.
The Craver houses are the Broadway and Strand in Charlotte, N. C, and a
theatre in Columbia, S. C. The Warners will also operate the Craver house in
Winston-Salem, N. C.
It was reported in the South that Warner Brothers were negotiating for the
First National franchise in six Southern states. At the Warner offices in New York,
it was said that this report would neither be denied nor confirmed.
In connection with the acquisition of the Carolina theatres, it was pointed out
that the Warner policy of non-competition with independent exhibitors was being
followed, inasmuch as Paramount would be the only exhibitor competitor in the
towns mentioned.

Hold

New

York

First of Three
Distributing

Conferences

Corp.

Industry
James

V.

England,

Bryson,
Reports

CONDITIONS in the British film industry were never better, both for
exhibitors and for American pictures, according to James V. Bryson, mana^ng director of European Motion Pictures,
Ltd., the London office of Universal Pictures corporation, who is here on a brief
trip to the home office.
Despite hea\y taxes and many difficult
conditions, there are more than three thousand motion picture theatres in healthy,
active operation in the British Isles, according to Bry son, who is highly optimistic over
the present and future of American films
in that country.
"The competition today is almost entirely among the various American companies," he states. "British production is
at low ebb, and the only serious attempt
at competition in that market is from
Germany, who is making a strong effort to
break in through bringing English capital
into production in Germany, and through

Completed

The convention heard the full plans outlined for the budget system devised by H.
0. Duke as a guide in the allotment of
quotas. By means of this system the complete charges against each picture, including
production cost, prints, exploitation charges,
etc., are charted and the costs allotted on a
prorata basis to each exchange.
Mr. Munroe told the convention that the
organization has the material and is dedicated to the policy of taking a position of
leadership in the industry. "With the enthusiasm of our sales force and the confidence of the exhibitors, backed by the
quality product pledged by the reputable
producers now affiliated wnth us, there is
nothing that can stop us from taking the
highest
jjlace conference
under the will
sun,"beheheld
said.at the
The second
Congress Hotel in Chicago on May 28th
and 29th, and this will be followed by the
west coast convention held in San Francisco on June 3rd and 4th.

in

Good

Universal
Thriving

N ew

I In and Out of Town
•"""""*"""' ''''''''™"''*"''ftitti tiininiMWMt mil iiriHWww^— —————— —
T_r

L. GUMBINER, of the Gumbmer
Theatrical Enterprises, Los Angeles
and Chicago, accompanied by his family,
will leave New York, June 13th for a four
months' trip abroad.
HVL ROACH, Pathe producer, arrived in
visit.• New York, Tuesday, for a two weeks'

yOHN
W. HICKS,
managing
director
of Famous
PlayersJr.;
Films
Service,
Ltd.,
Sydney, Australia, accompanied by his family
and John E. Kennebeck, exploitation manager
for Australia, sailed from San Francisco on
May BFf/i after
the Paramount
International attending
Conventions in Kezv
York and Los
Angeles.

Meeting

for Producers

Sales Forces

eastern branch managers and
THE
bookers of Producers DistributingCorporation met this week in a twoday conference held at the Hotel Commodore in New York. The convention was the
first of three like sessions which are to be
conducted under the direction of F. C. Munroe, president, and John C. Flinn, vicepresident and general manager of Producers
Distributing Corporation.
In an opening address in which he announced that a neAv corporation was being
formed to handle foreign distribution and
summarized the program of production arranged for next season, Mr. Flinn announced that William J. Morgan, for eight years
associated vriih First National in charge of
sales, had been appointed to the post of
sales manager of Producers Distributing
Corporation. Mr. Morgan will join the organization as soon as he can conveniently
withdraw from First National, Mr. Flinn
said.

British

Sales

Picture

Chief

Shape
in

Condition

importing
British
actors, directors and producers to her
studios.
"Despite all the statements to the contrary, American pictures are popular with
the British public and exhibitors know they
Avill make monej' with them. Rentals compare very favorably with those obtained
in Another
America."point stressed by Bryson is the
progressiveness of the British exhibitor, who
is giving his colleagues a close race for
high standards of operation.
"It is a great mistake," he says, "to suppose that the British exhibitor is far behind the times in presentation, exploitation
and the other branches of showmanship. He
is conservative, yes, but never backward.
Good orchestras are the ride, and our cue
sheets are prepared by Jim Hastings,
Charles Cochrane's right hand man and one
of Frank
the bestS.arrangers
Ditehen anywhere."
is acting managing
director in Mr. Bryson's absence.

Nationals specials,
First
• salesmen
staff of
A. Eschman'
BUNN, onof E.
CW.
left for an extended tour of Canada last
week.
director of
managingCompany
V. BRYSON,
JAMES
of
Motion Picture
European
Great Britain is here on a hurried mission and
his first trip to America since he took over the
managerial reins of Universals English agents.
CiOFUS BERG, general manager for First
O National ni Scandinavia, and Svein Aas,
exchange manager in Oslo, Norway, arrived
in New York last Saturday on the Bergensfjord to confer with Foreign Manager E,
Bruce Johnson on the subject of a new program
of distribution for their territory.

CRAVER
RD.
, N., C,prominen
. Charlotte
arrived t inexhibitor
New Yorkof
last week.
star
Century
WAND
on her first
York Comedy
way to New
on herWILEY,
is A
trip East.

/OHN

dethe Foxon theatre
headforofEurope
ZANFT
June 6th.
partment will sail

SMITH, managing director of
SW.
) Napolean Films and representing
Anima Productions of London recently arrived in New York en route from Canada.
After looking over product Mr. Smith will
leave for England on the next sailing of the
Berengaria.
POLI Negri has returned to New York from
Coast.

S E. MASTBAUM and Jack Pick ford
/ULE
will sail for Europe this week on the White
Star nlier Majestic.

enting
GOLD
RYGoldst
HENPhil
d in
arrive
tions,repres
ProducE,
one STON
pal
princi
the
town this week after a tour of
exchange centers.
and Ben Wray
DE COSTA
CLAR
1,500 feet of film after a
in town with
are ENCE
two months' trip to Palestine. They will leave
again in a short time for about an eighteen
months' trip in the jungles of the Malay
peninsula.
TtERBERT BRENON iL'ill sail this week
Ij. on the Berengaria to confer with Sir
James Barrie on the lead for "A Kiss for

RS arrived from the
." R. ROGE
Cinderella
LES
CHAR
this week to arrange distribution
Coast
berg production.
Strom
for the latest Hunt
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Universal Augments Casts for
New Pictures
Universal has augmented a number of
casts of pictui'es now in ijroduction or about
to be stai-ted. Charles Newton has been
added to the cast of "Out of the Flood," in
which Art Acord is being starred and which
Travis Vale is directing at Universal City.
Jack Pratt is a recent addition to "The
Two-Fisted Fighter" cast, which William
Crinley is directing, with Edmund Cobb in
the starring role. Edgar Kennedy has been
signed to
in "My Old Dutch," with
May ingMcAvoy
and
Pat O'Malley
in the leadroles. Larry Trimble
is directing.
VV. H. Bainbridge and George Pearce are
recent additions to the cast of "Perils of
the Primitive," Universal's screen version of
"The Swiss Family Robinson," starring Joe
Bonomo and directed by Francis Ford.
Will Instruct Rod
La Rocque
Bert Shepherd, expert witii a boomerang
and a bull-whip has been signed by Cecil B.
De MUle to instruct Rod La Rocque in the
proper use of these implements. In the
De Mille production of " The Coming of
Amos," La Rocque, who is starred, has the
role of an Australian rancher, supposed to
be adept at the handling of the boomerang
and the bull-whip. Shepherd has been givvaudeville
for ing
some
time. exhibitions with these toys "

Two
Warners

Acquire

Rights

to Stage Successes
d RS
unce
k anno
three
that this
THE
BRO
ER
WARNwee
stage successes and a popular
novel would be put into production at
the studios in Hollywood. Screen rights
have been acquired to "The Sap," the
Raymond Hitchcock stage vehicle; "The
" in whic
Gaby;
Hon
icanh stage
ys oon
the Amer
oness,
starredExpr
Desleym
e,"
ted
lar
hit
a popu
the Polic
re when
uced some
it was prod
the theatby
in"Wan
years ago; and "Ranger of the Big
Pines," a popular novel. The two latter
works will be made by Warners but will
be released under the Vitagraph banner.
Kenneth Harlan will be featured in
"Wanted
and Huntly
Gordon isbyto the
have Police,"
the leading
role in

"Ranger of the Big Pines."

Shepherd

PTOduction on " The Coming of Amos "
starts within a few days at the De Mille
studio under the direction of Paul Sloane.
Lee Moran Returns to Play
Role in Universal Film
Lee Moran after an absence of two years
from Universal City, where for fourteen
years he was one of the chief comedy stars,
has returned to the Universal fold to enact a
prominent role in support of Reginald
Denny in "Where Was I?"
The picture is being directed by William
A. Seiter from an adaptation of Edgar
Franklin's story of the same title. Besides
Moran the supporting cast includes Chester
Conklin, Marion Nixon, Pauline Garon,
Tryon Power, Otis Harlan. William H.
Tui'ner, Arthur Lake and .Tames ("on-igan.

George
Rigas
Paramount

Signs Long
Contract

As a result of his portrayal of an important role in " The Wanderer," George
Rigas has been signed to a long-term contract by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Rigas, who was born in Greece and educated
at the University of Athens, has been in pictures little over a year, but had eleven years'
stage experience in Europe and America
before going into pictures.
De

Mille
Signs
Two
for
Studio Organization
The De Mille studio has signed William
House to head the men's wardrobe department and Walter Reed as location manager.
House for three years was head of the Shubert costume department in New York, and
Reed handled the location problems of some
of the largest Paramount productions.
Talented
Child Star
for
''East Lynne"
Fox has assigned Richard Headrick,
talented child star, to the role of Little Willie
in the Fox photoplay version of "East
Lynne," an adaptation from the successful
stage play by Mrs. Henry Wood.

Universal

Players

Are

Injured Making Scenes
Jose Sedgwick and Joe Bonorao, Universal players, are nursing injuries sustained
in mishaps during the hlming of scenes for
the pictures in whicli they are now appearing at Universal City. Miss Sedgwick is suffering from a dislocated knee, the result of
an accident in which a heavy table fell
against iier when she was struggling in a
realistic battle with " 'Slim " Cole in making
a scene for " The Mocassin Flower," a
western feature in which she is starring.
Bonomo, who is a cliampion strong man
and serial star, was severely bruised and
lacerated when a landslide from which lie
was supposed to escape, prematurely crashed
down upon him. Bonomo was buried beneath a pile of rocks and dirt. He was
enacting an episode which will be included
in
"The serial.
Swiss Family Robinson," a fortiicoming
Fox Launches
With Buck ' 'Lazybones*
Jones
The Owen Davis stage success of last
season,
Lazybones,''
Buck directing,
Jones in
tlie title " role
and FrankwithBorzage
has been put into i)roduction by Fox Film
Corporation from the scenario by Frances
^Larion.
Jones has been suri'ounded by a cast
which includes Madge Bellamy in the leading feminine role, Edythe Chai)man, Leslie
P"'enton, Jane Novak, Zasu Pitts, Emily
Fitzroy and William Norton Bailej'. Other
names are to be added as work on the picture progresses.
Murray

and
Sterling Sign
With Gotham
Charlie Murray has been signed to play
the title role of McFadden, and Ford
Sterling that of his neighbor and Teutonic
rival in " Mc^adden's Row of Flats," which
Sam Sax will release during the coming
season through Lumas Film Corporation.
Preliminary scenario and production work
is now under way for this Gotham comedy.
A decided novelty in scenic construction is
promised in the principal big set which will
show the famous " row of flats " both outside and inside at the same time.

Directors of productions for release through Producers Distributing Corporation, left to right, top row: Alfred Green, George Melford and Tom Forman ; bottom
row, Paul Sloane, Scott Sidney and Rupert Julian.
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Iribe and Urson Will Assist
Cecil De Mille
Frank Crson and Paul Iribe have been
appointed chief aides to Cecil B. De MiUe
in his production of " The Road to Yesterday,"' his first personally directed offering
through Producers Distributing Corporation.
Urson will turn his attention to the casting for the picture, while Iribe, creator of
the sets for "The Ten Commandments." will
start the designs of novel backgrounds for
the photoplay Jeanie Macpherson and
Beulah Marie Dix have evolved from the
successful stage play by Miss Dix and E. G.
Sutherland.
Joseph Schildkraut, famous stage star,
has been announced for the male lead in
•' The Road to Yesterday." He will be
supported by Jetta Goudal and Vera Reynolds.
Mary Astor to Play Lead in
First National Film
Mary Astor has been engaged to play the
leading feminine role in ' The Face That
Thrills." the First National fature to be
produced in the East with Ben Lyon in the
heroic role. Miss Astor came east recently

"Three in ExUe"

Corp. production,
FUm taien.
is the tide o£ this Truart
scenes were

Hoffman

Outlines

Head of Tiffany and
Details of Extensive
sident of
vice
ns,-preInc.
, and
lnnYFMA
ductio
MH. TiiHUF
ProN,
ion,
rt
orat
• Trua
Film Corp
has anDouneed the completetl plans for the production scheduk'j which have been inaugue two companies. The proratedof by thos
gram features constitutes one of the most
extensive of any of the organizations planning releases for state rights distribution.
Under the arrangement Tiffany will offer
twelve features, under the brand name of
"The Big Twelve." and under Tniart banner there will be fourteen protluctions for
the season of 192.5-26.
The Tiffany 2roup will comprise the following screen adaptations from the works
of writers of established reputation: "Lightning." a Zane Grey adventure romance of
the type which has made this author's writings so popular: "Souls for Sables." based
on "Garland & Co.," a David Graham Phillips novel: life
"The written
Sportingby Chance."
a drama
of racing
Jack Boyle
and
recently completed under the direction of
Oscar Apfel with Lou Tellegen, Dorothy
Phillips, Theodore Von Eltz. Sheldon
Lewis, George Fawcett and Andrew Clark
in the principal roles: "Morals For Men,"
by Gouvemeur Morris: "The Lodge in the
Wilderness," by Sir Gilbert Parker: "Morganson's Finish," by Jack London: "The
Travis Coup." by Arthur Stringer: "Tale
of a Vanishins People." bv Rex Beach:
"The Wrong Coat." by Harold McGrath:
''The Dumb Head." by Rupert Hughes:
'"The Life of a Woman," by De Maupassant; and one other to be announced soon.
In th" group of fourteen Truart pictures
there will be s^x Blre Ribbon features, including "Man-ying Monev," '"Dollar Down,"
''Salvage," "Age of Indiscretion." ''The

Big

from which these, highlight

Program

Truart Completes
Production Plans

Hurricane" and "Where the Worst Begins": the Four Novelty Series composed
of "Three in Exile." which has been completed with Loui>e Lorraine. Rex the wonfler dog, and Black Beauty, a trained horse,
featured. "Pals." "The Silent Witness" and
"The Wild Girl": and the Cinemelodrama
series of four features to be made on an
elaborate scale and based on plots of the
widely popular action-melodrama type.
Work is soon to be started on the Cinemelodrama series, all of which will be produced on the west coast.
The Tiffany and Truart pictures have
been acquired by Renown Pictures. Inc., for
distribution in Greater New York and
XortheiTi Xew Jersey, and have completed
details for the extensive advertising campaign which the company plans to launch
in connection with these productions.
In making public the details of the
W25-26 jiroduction plaas of Tiffany and
Truart, M. H. Hoffman declared that the
advance prejtarations give assurance that
the promise made by the independent producers at the- recent convention held at Milwaukee that the product to be offered the
exh'bitor will in eveiy way compare in quality and casts with those of the national producers and distributors would be affirmed
by the completed works which these two
organizations would issue from time to time
durinLT the comin? year.
Cullen Landis Engaged for
Waldorf Production
Cullen Landis has been engaged to play
the lead opposite Dorothy Revier in "The
Thrill Hunter." a Waldorf production which
will be offered on the Columbia program of
18 pictures for next season.

to play the
Saint." but
ule will hold
Face That

featured role in '' The Scarlet
a re-arrangement of the schedthat production over until " The
Thrills" has been completed.

"Lighter of Flames"
Hart's Second

to Be

William S. Hart's second starring vehicle
for United Artists release will be "A Lighter
of Flames," which is being prepared for
the screen by Sada Cowan and Howard
Higgin. His fii-st picture will be the C.
Gardner Sullivan adaptation of "Tumble-

Will Import New^ European
weeds."
Film Spectacle
"Wallenstein." a European photoplay
production based on the life of the famous general of the thirty years war, will be
brought to this country for general distribution. The picture met with popular success in the principal cities of Europe.
Brandt
for

Sees
Big Year
Independents

s Corpor
Picture
is back
in New
ia
of Columb
president
T, ation
BRAND
JOE
'
from
a
York
two
which
trip
months
d
covere the key cities and took him to
the coast in the interest of the eighteen
pictures his company will produce in the
1925-26 season.
Brandt expresses the belief that the
independents are in for a bigger and better season than ever before. He talked
with many exhibitors and said they were
really in earnest about signing with independents asthey expressed themselves
at the Milwaukee convention.
The Brandt statement in part reads:
"With such assurance independents can
see a bigger field for their product and
consequently the prices will be right.
From my own experience as the result
of many years I have spent in the field
I have come to the conclusion that the
independent exhibitors mean business
this time.

June

6,

19 2 5

*

to Pursue
Barry
Naval Career
Wesley Barry, according to his present
plans, will make his la^t screen appearance
with Kanioii .>ovarro in the latters new
^lelro-Cioitlwyn-Mayer picture provisionally
inan Sterling." Barr\as ••.M.tlslup
known
upon a career as a naval otticer
deciued
Jias
and upon completion of his work in this
picture will start his pi-eparatiou tor entrance to Annapolis.
Christy Cabanne is directing "Midshipman Sterling" at the U. S. Naval Academy
in Annapolis from an original scri])t by
Carey Wilson. Commander Jones and Captain Cook of the Academy have been assigned by the Bureau of Navigation To assist with the picturization.
Wesley

"'Man

Who Found Himself"
Meighan Title
'•The Man Who Found Himself" will be
the title of Thomas Meighan's next i*aramount picture which was tentatively titled
"Whispers." The story was written esiJecially for Meighan by Booth Tarkington.
Filming on the picture started this week
at the Long Island studio with Alfred E.
Green directing. Virginia Valli, Lynn Fontanne, Julia Hoyt and Frank and Ralph
Morgan are in the supporting cast.

Scenes from "Any Woman," a Paramount feature directed by Henry King.
F.

'Isle

of Hope"
Next for
Richard Talmadge
Richaixl Talmadge will start work within
the next few days on "The Isle of Hope,"
his next production for F. B. 0. The story
is by James Bell Smith, who has been responsible for a number of Talmadge's recent vehicles.
Edith Roberts to Play Lead
in Columbia Feature
Edith Roberts has
Pictures to play the
Fairbanks in "The
third of this star's
schedule of Columbia
Preparing

s'gned with Perfection
lead opposite William
Great Sensation." the
series for the 1925-26
i)ictures.

Globe

Theatre

for "Don Q" Premiere
IONS are under way
PREPatARAT
the Globe theatre, New York,
for the world premiere at that
playhouse on June 15th, of Douglas
Q" his newest pro"Don Artists.
Fairbanksduction in
for United
The complete cast and those who will
receive screen credits have been announced by the Fairbanks organization.
Those who will be seen in support of the
star are Mary Astor. leading lady,
Donald Crisp, who also directed the production. Countess Stella De Lanti,
Warner Gland, Jean Hersholt, Albert
MacQuarrie, Lottie Pickford Forrest,
Charles Stevens, Tote Du Crow, Martha
Franklin, Juliette Belanger, Roy Coulson
and Enrique Acosta.
The story was adaoted from the novel
"Don Q's Love Story," by K. and
Hesketh Prichard. Jack Cunningham
wrote the scenario and Henry Sharp was
chief cameraman with Theodore Reed as
manager of production; Lotta Woods,
scenario editor. Dr. Arthur Woods in
charge
of research,
and " score.
Mortimer
Wilson prepared
the musical

B.

O.

Sets

Three

Releases

For

July

Features and Five Short Subjects Are on the Schedule for Month

"Twenty Years After" is the tentative
title
brand.of" the ne t Richard Talmadge picture
and it is set for release on July 5th. In
the supporting cast will be Joseph Swickard, Carmelita Geraghty, Sheldon Lewis,
Duane Thompson, James Hill, Robert
Carleton and Bert Bradley. Jack Nelson
will direct.

July 12tli of this year.
i.velyn Brtiit will be starred in "Tizona,
the Firebrand," which will bj released July
2Gth. The story is by Clifford Howard and
Burke Jenkins. It is a melodrama with a
Spanish setting.
"What Price Gloria" heads the short subject releases on July 5th. It is No. 10 of
"The Pacemakers" series in which Alberta
Vaughn
are co-starred.
The seriesandis George
based onO'Hara
the stories
by H. C.
Witwer and directed by Wesley Ruggles.
Aubrey's
two reel and
comedy
for.Jimmy
Standard
Cinematenth
Corporation
F.

"The Bloodhound" will be Bob Custer's
sixth vehicle for Independent Pictures Corporation and F. B. O. release. The storv
is by H. H. Van Loan. Mary Beth Milford
will again be Custer's leading lady, with
David Dunbar, Ralph McCullough and
Emily Ban-y prominent in the supportingcast. "The Bloodhound" is set for release

B. distributed
0. release is
be
Julvtitled
15th."Etiquette" and will
"Don Coo Coo,"" No. 11 of "The Pacemakers," isset for July 19th release, as well
as "Dinky Doodle" No. 11, as yet untitled.
July 30th will see the release of "Dr. Pyckle
and
Pride," a two-reel comedy starring
Stan Mr.
Laurel.

feutuiets prothree subjec
led short
FB. O. has schedu
for
ductions and five
• releas;' during the month of July.
The features are "Twenty Years After,"
"The Bloodhound"' and "fizona, the Fire-

Announces
Associated
for

Guaranteed
Exhibitors

Screening

Films

Months

presiWoody,
to J. S.tion,
ACCORDING
d
Associate
dent of the organiza
Exhibitors next season will issue
■■ guaranteed pictures." The program of the
company calls for 24 features and four specials, to be released in gi-oups of not less
than eight pictures each. All of the pictures,
declares the announcement issued this week
by Mr. Woody, will be available for screening from two to three months in advance of
release dates.
"You can see the whole group, if you wisli,
in advance of buying." states the announcement, "and sufficiently in advance to enable
you to cancel dates which you now set aside

Feature

to Be Ready

Before

Release

for them up
i)rovided
productions don't
measure
to yourthe
requirements.
" If the ix)x office returns from any group
of eight or more pictures are not as great, in
proportion to the rental paid, as the returns
from any other brand of pictures which is
played in the same house, during the same
month and on corresponding days of the
week, then said rentals shall be adjusted,
upon application of the purchaser. Application for adjustment shall be made not
earlier than one day nor later than fifteen
days after the p^ayins' of tlie last iiicture in
the unsatisfactory group. The adjustment
of rental slia'l be made within thirty days
after the filing of applicat'on."
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Weiss

Motion
Brothers

Acquire

the

"Guess Who"
Series
Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Corporation lia^ acquired the rights to the "Guess
Who" series conceived and produced by R.
B. Staub in Hollywood. The series is a
novelty in single reel length and reveals the
leading stars of fildom. Patrons of the
theatre on their entrance are given a scorecard upon which to record their identification of reel.
the twentj'-five stars to be shown
on eacli
Charles Farrell Signs With
Warner Brothers
Charles Farrell. screen juvenile, has been
signed to a contract to appear in a number
of forthcoming Warner Bi'others jDroductions, it was announced this week.
Fan-ell is one of the younger generation
of picture actors who has recently come to
the fore in prominent roles. His most
recent appearance and one of his most successful was in "Tainted Souls," the Emmett
Flynn special production for Fox.
Ronald Colman Will Play
Stephen Dallas
Samuel Goldwyn has selected Ronald
Colman to play the role of Stephen Dallas
in his production of "Stella Maris," in which
Belle Bennett will have the title part. Colman will be seen as a romantic, aristocratic
youth in the early part of the picture and
as a man of about forty in the latter sequences.
Crinley Now
a Director at
Universal City
William Crinley, for three years associated
with Universal as an actor, assistant director and unit jjroduction manager, has
been promoted to the rank of director by
Carl Laemnile Crinleys first assignment is
the direction of Edmund Cobb in one of that
star's western dramas.

Another

for N. Y. Capitol
THEhas Capitol
bookedTheatre
anotherin New
F. B.York
O.
special to follow "Drusilla With a
Million," whch opened at that house last
Sunday. This Sunday night "Parisian
Nights"
will be on of
display
at the Capitol.
It
is a melodrama
the Parisian
underworld, with Elaine Hammerstein and
Lou Tellegen in the leading roles.
story ofby"Parisian
Nights"andis from
an Theoriginal
Emil Forst
was
adapted for the screen by Fred Kennedy
Myton. Al Santell directed. Renee
Adoree and Boris Karloff have the chief
supporting roles.
"If Marriage Fails," another F. B. O.
special goes into the Colony on Broadway simultaneously with the opening of
"Parisian Nights" at the Capitol on Sunday night.
Two

Pathe
Sales Veterans
Win Promotions

Charles St(jmbaugli and Leon Medem. veterans of the Pathe oi-ganization, have won
merited promotions with that company.
Stombaugh, formerly branch manager of the
Albany office, lias been placed in charge of
the company's Newark exchange. Medem
to the branch nianagei*ship of the Albany
office.

Vitagraph Furnishes
Free Music Score

Tax

When Yitagi-aph's "Baree, Son of
Kazan,"' starring Anita Stewart, was shown
at the Rialto Theatre in ^'ew York \a.<t
week, for the fii-st time in the history of
motion picture exhibitions on Broadway
the accompaniment was comjjosed exclusively of original music and played from a
tax free, piano-organ music score book supplied by Vitgrapli.
All-Star

Sutherland Signed to Long
Paramount Contract
Paramount announces the signing of
Edward Sutherland to a long term contract
and he has departed for Hollywood to direct
Raymond Griffith in his first starringi
vehicle, "Are You a Mason."

F. B. O. Picture

Cast

Chosen

for

"My Old Dutch"
May McAvoy and Pat O'Malley will head
an all-star cast in "My Old Dutch," which
Lawrence Trimble has scenarized and is directing for Universal. Other members of
the company are .Jean Hersholt, CuIIen
Landis. Agnes Steele, and Edgar Kennedy.

Another of the new tjniversal features is "Peacock

Picture

N e zv s

Whitman
Bennett Acquires
Glendale Studios
Whitman Bennett and his associates have
purchased the Glendale Studios in Brooklyn,,
where the futm-e producing activities of the
organization will be carried on. The plant
now occupied in Yonkers will be abandoned
by Bennett and the Brooklyn studios will
henceforth be known as the Whitman
Bennett Studios.
The producer will rent space not required
for his own producing activities to independent producers, supplying production
facilities and stage crews if desired. i>n a
contract basis.
Chadwick

Will

Film

"The

Count Pictures
of Luxembourg
Chadwick
Corporation have * acquired the screen rights to "The Count of
Luxembourg," the Franz Lehar operetta
which scored as a stage success in Europe
and America some years ago.
The production is scheduled to be started
soon on the west coast under the direction
of Arthur Gregor,
DeSano
Signed
to Direct
Series for Schulberg
B. P. Schulberg; has engaged umler a
long tei-m contract Marcel DeSano. whom
the producer regards as a rare directorial
"find." DeSano will make a series of special production.- for Schulbers. the first of
which will be "The Girt Who Wouldn't
Work."James.
from a story by Gertie D. Wentworth
Gloria

Filling Up
Swanson
Cast

is

Paramount is rapidly filling up the Gloria
Swanson to
castAnthony
for "TheJowitt.
Coast of
In
addition
whoFolly."
has been
announced for the leading male role, other
recent additions are Alec B. Francis,
Eugenie
Cumming. Besserer, Jed Prouty and Dorothy
Eleanor
Boardman Heroine
in Elinor Glyn Story
Eleanor Boardman is to appear as a
golden haired heroine in Elinor Glyn's production of "The Only Thing" for MetroGold wvn-^Iaver.

Feathers." from which these scenes were taken.
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Friganza in Two for
De Mille
Cecil De Mille has signed Trixie Friganza
for a second picture for release through
Producers Distributing Corporation. Last
Aveek it was announced she was to have a
featured role in Rod La Rocque's first starring vehicle, "The Coming of Amos." She
will also appear in "The Road to Yester■day," De Mille's first personally directed
picture for Pi'oducers Dist. Corp.

David

Trixie

Madge Kennedy to Star in
Whitman Bennett Feature
Whitman Bennett has started production
at his studios in Yonkers, N". Y., on "Scandal
Street," in which Madge Kennedy will be
staiTed with Niles Welsh playing the mas•culine lead.
Associated

Exhibitors

Sign

Hope Hampton for Series
Hope Hampton has been engaged to make
four more features for A.ssociated Exhibitors. The pictures are to be produced
Ijy Diamant Berger in the east. Miss Hampton recently completed the starring role in
"Lovers Island" for this organization.
Edward

Laemmle

Prepares to

Film "The Still Alarm"
Preparations for the production of "The
Still Alarm," an adaptation of the famous
old stage play written by Han-y Lacy, are
being made bv Edward Laemmle.

Associated Exhibitors Sign
Hollywood
N L. HOLLYWOOD, well
EDWI
known director has been signed by
Associated Exhibitors to supervise
the filming of a new series of four productions for that company. He is now
considering for adaptation four popular
stories by prominent authors.

Ellbee
Completes First
State Right Feature

y of
formerl
s and now
Picture
head
of Equity
Ellbee
S BAUM,
LOUI
Pictures Corporation, recently
formed to produce for independent release, announces that the first of the
series of melodramatic features his company will offer has been completed.
,"
The
picture
is titled
Defenseion
which was made
under "Self
the supervis
of W. T. Lackey with Dorothy Drew
starring at the head of a cast which includes Miss Dupont, Robert Ellis, and
Sheldon Lewis.
Ellbee has announced eight features for
release next year. These will all be
melodramas with Dorothy Drew, former
stage player, in the starring roles. Miss
Drew is to be exploited as "The Princess
of Personahty," by the Ellbee company,
which will produce in Hollywood.

Chadwick

Completes Cast for
Bara Vehicle
The cast which Avill support Theda Bara
in "The Unchastened Woman," her forthcoming Chadwick Pictures Corporation production, will include, in addition to George
Walsh, who has the leading male role,
Wyndham Standing, Eileen Percy, Gladys
Brockwell and HaiTy Northrup.

^^Birth of Wesf^ Set for July
Release
First National announces for release in
July, "The Birth of the West," an epic of
the American frontier and Indian-fighting
days following the Civil War. It was produced with the cooperation of the Government, which permitted some 2,000 Navajo
and Ute Indians to appear in the picture.
Gardner

Production Chief for
Fred Thomson

Milton Gardner has been named in-oduetion
manager of the new Fred Thomson unit ai
the F. B. 0. studios in Hollywood and will
start work immediately on the jjreparation
of Thomson's next F. B. 0. attraction.

Torrence Cast
Added
^'Mystic''

to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have added David
Torrence to the cast of "The Mystic," now
being produced under the direction of Tod
Browning, who wrote the story. Aileen
Pringle and Conway Tearle have the leading
roles, while others in the cast are, Mitchell
Lewis, Robert Ober, and Stanton Heck.
Milton

Sills

Cast

Nears

Completion
The cast is rapidly being completed for
"The Knockout," Milton Sills' second starring vehicle for First National, which is
to be made in the logging camps at Beauehene, Canada. The members of the cast
so far selected in addition to Sills are :
Tully Marshall, Loi-na Duveen, John Kolb,
Frank Evans and Harland Knight. Lambert Hillyer, who will direct, left with his
technical staff for the Canada location on
May 18th.
Meighan

Cast Completed
'Whispers '

for

The cast has been completed which will
support
Thomas for
Meighan
in " Whispers,"
his next picture
Paramount.
The story
is by Booth Tarkington and was adapted
for the screen hy Tom J. Geraghty, supervisor of Meighan pictures.
Virginia Valli will have the principal
feminine role in the production, while
others in the cast will be Julia Hoyt, Lynn
Fontanne, Frank Morgan, Ralph Morgan,
Hugh Cameron, Victor Moore, Charles Stevenson, Mildred Ryan and Russell Griffin.
Alfred E. Green Avill direct.
Famous
Zane

Purchases
Grey

Five

Stories

purchased
hasZane
LASKY
E L.
JESS
of
to five
rights
screen
ful
proto beGrey's
books
success
most
duced as Paramount pictures. The
stories are, "The U. P. Trail," "The Man
of the Forest," "Desert Gold," "The
Desert of Wheat" and "The Mysterious
Rider." The author will cooperate in
the writing of each script and the filming of the pictures.

Producers affiliated with Producers Distributing Corporation, left to right, top row: Cecil B. De Mille, Frances Marion and Marshal Neilan; bottom row: AJ Christie,
Sam Kork and Hunt Stromberg.
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Barrie

to Name Player for
New Picture
Sir James M. Bame will select the player
for the leading role in "A Kiss For Cinderella," Paramount's Christmas picture for
this year-, as he did for "Peter Pan," the
Christmas picture of last year, in which he
chose Betty Bronson. Herbert Brenon, who
will again direct the coming picture, sailed
last week for London with a number of
screen tests from which Sir Barrie will
make his selection.
Semon

is

Credited

With

Dangerous Stunts
Larrj- Semon in credited with a pair of
dangerous stunts in connection with his
latest comedy for Educational release, "The
Cloudhopper." He is first said to have
negotiated a leap from a speeding automobile to a flying plane, and later to have
climbed down a rope ladder suspended
from the undercarriage of one plane and
dropped to the top wing of another while in
midair.
Seattle Leads in First National
Contest
Thomas Meighan in scenes from "Old Home Week," his new starring vehicle for Paramount.

Exchanges
Independent

Sign

New

Distributors

Report

Product
Con-

tinued Demand for Next Season's Films
IXDEPEXDEXT distributors continue to acquired distribution rights to "The
make rapid strides toward the closing
Wizard of Oz" the first of 1925-26 series to
lie completed. F. & R. will distribute in
of all ten-itories for the new product
Xorth and South Dakota and Minnesota.
which they have announced for next season.
W. Ray Johnston, president of Rayart,
ded ofis
sales conclu
reports
The week's
number
ratherof unusual
for the
marked
who this week retiu-ned from a trip through
deals in which the entire product of certain
the central western territory, announced the
companies has been signed up on a 100%
closing of a franchise for the Xew York
basis by state right exchanges located in City territory for the new R«ed Howes
various narts of the countrj'. The usual
series, the Billy Sullivan Series and six
number of deals involving indi\'idual pic- Superior melodramas, a total of 26 pictures,
tures figures in the report, while the foreign
with Merit Film Corporation. Rayart has
sales include the booking in South African
also concluded deals with Rex Film Comterritory of the entire series of Douglas Macpany of Detroit for the Reed Howes and
Billy Sullivan pictures for the Michigan
Lean's Associated Exhibitors comedies, the territoiy.
first American bookings to be obtained, since
prohibitive conditions have kept these films
Ludwig Film Company of Milwaukee seout of South Africa for over two years.
Several important transactions were
cured "Eas}- Money'' and "For Another
brought to a close in Milwaukee, during the Woman" for the state of Wisconsin, while
S. & S. Film and Supply Company of
recent convention. Prominent among these
Pittsburg
secured the Billy Sullivan series
wa.s the deal l>etween Capital Film Exand
"Secret
Serrice Sanders" for Western
change of New York, for the entire line-up
of twelve Gotham Productions offered by Pennsylvania and West Virginia; Xat
Luma.s. The deal was closed by Messrs.
Magiier secured the new Rayart serial "Secret Sei-^'ice Sanders" for California.
Ghickman and Raden and Sam Sax, head of
Arizona and Nevada, and Eltraban Film
Lumas. The Gotham twelve were also
Company of Atlanta secured the same series
signed by Celebrated Players, Milwaukee,
for the six Southeastern states, also purfor the state of Wisconsin, and also Gene
chasing the Rayart Butterfly Comedies for
Marcus for Eastern Pennsylvania and
the
same
teiTitory. Indejiendent Film SerSouthern New Jei-sey; and Trio Producvice Company of Dallas, secured the Rayart
tions, AVashington, D. C. for Delaware and
serial "Secret Service Sanders" and the
Maryland.
Butterfly Comedies for Texas, Oklahoma
W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow,
and Arkansas.
announces that Samviel X. Gi-and, of GrandFirst Graphic Pictures of Buffalo secured
Arrow Films, Inc., Boston, has acquired the
Arrow franchise for the New England
"Winning A Woman" a Rayart release for
s-tates. This covers the 24 Arrow specials
the upper X'ew Yoi-k territory and Big
announced for next sea.son.
Feature Rrights Corporation of Louisville,
securefl the second series of eight Reed
Chadwick Pictures Corporation announces that the F. & R. Film Company has Howes pictures for the State of Kentuckj'.

The Seattle branch was first, with OklaCity second
Charlotte,
C,
third, athoma the
end of and
the fifth
week ofX'.First
National's Summer play date contest. These
teams have maintained these positions for
the past three weeks. The contest is to
obtain play dates for the months of June,
July and August.
Neilan

Signs

Owen

Moore

Owen for
Moore "Sky
has been Rocket"
signed by Marshall
X'eilan to appear opposite PeggA' Jovce in
-Sky Rocket" the first of the Neilan-P. A.
Powers productions for release through
Celebrity Pictures, Inc. Miss Joyce left
Xew York for the coast this week and will
start work in the production immediateh'
upon her arrival.
Ann

Pennington

is Added

to

''Pretty Ladies'' Cast
Monta Bell has added Ann Pennington
to the cast of "Pretty Ladies," which he is
producing for Metro-Goldwyn release. She
will play in scenes reproducing the Ziegfeld
Follies, for which Ziegfeld has selected the
screen chorus.

Valentino's Next Will Be
"The Untamed"

s
d Artist
starring vehicle for Unite
first
O'S
RUDOLPH VALENTIN
will be an adaptation of "The
ed," a novelette by Pushkin,
Untaman
author, it is announced by
Russi
Joseph M. Schenck. The production of
"The Bronze Collar," which had been
selected as the next vehicle for the star
will be postponed.
The story will be adapted by Rupert
Hughes and Hans Kraly will write the
scenario of "The Untamed," which is a
story of Russia during the reign of the
late Czar. Valentino will have the role
of an officer of the White Guards and as
a Tartar bandit. Clarence Brown has
been engaged to direct the production,
which is to be started early in June.
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Pathe

Home
Office Ball
Tossers Busy
The Home Office baseball team of Pathe
has started the baseball season with two
wins out of three games played and is looking for challenges from teams representing
other picture organizations.
In the opening game of the season the
Pathe crew defeated a team recruited from
the New York and Newark exchange
branches of Pathe located at 1600 Broadway. The second game brought a defeat at
the hands of the Royal Insurance Company,
while in the third Pathe defeated Fox.
Challengers will be accommodated by
communicating with Manager R. S. Coyle
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., 35 West 45th
street, New York City.

Aiding '*Wbite
Scribners
Monkey'' Exploitation
Charles Scribner's Sons will aid materially in the exploitation of "The White
Monkey," the third Sawyer-Lubin production featuring Barbara La Mar for release
through First National on June 7th. Whitney Darrow of the publishing firm is sending a personal letter to all dealers advising
them of the coming of the picture and the
possibilities for the exploitation of both
book and picture.
Pauline

Starke and Lew

Cody

Get 'Taris'' Leads
Pauline Starke and Lew Cody have been
assigned to the leading roles in "Paris," the
Carey Wilson story which will go into production shortly at the Metro-GoldwynMayer studios.
What is said will be an outstanding feature of this film will be a wealth of new
fashion creations by Erte, famous French
designer. Miss Starke and a bevy of screen
beauties will appear in a lavish display of
beautiful gowns, it is said.
New

Fred

Thomson
is Selected

Vehicle

FredhisThomson's
firstwith
starting
picture
under
new contract
F. B. 0.
will
be "The Wild Bull of Skull Mountain,"
from a story by Marion Jackson, who has
been responsible for a number of his other
successes. Silver King, Thomson's famous
horse, will have a prominent part in the
picture.
Lionel

Barrymore

Star of

"Wrongdoers"
<trp\HE
WRONGDOERS,"
the first
I True
Storyto Film
Company's
production
be offered
to independent exchanges by Astor Distributing Corporation, will have Lionel
Barrymore as its star. Barrymore was
selected by Harry Rathner, president of
Astor Distributing Corporation, and Nat
G. Pendleton, general manager of True
Story Film Company.
Aside from the starring role, two other
selections have been made for the cast.
They are Charles Mack, who gained
prominence
in Griffith's
"America,"
Ann Cornwall,
prominent
in Fox and
and
other productions. Hugh Dierker will
direct in
"The
be
made
the Wrongdoers,"
former Pathe which
studio wall
in the
Bronx. Initial scenes were shot this
week.

Barbara La Marr in scenes novel
from of"ThethatWhite
" Sawyer-Lubin
title, Monkey,
to be released
by First production
National. . based on John Galsworthy's

Prepare

to

First
on

Film

National

Adaptations

Scenarists
to Be

ion continu
g tions
are eworkin
SCENARIS
produc
17 featur
ties lorTS
scheduled to be put into work soon by First
National and producing units contributing
to the First National program for the new
season.
At the First National eastern studio the
following stories are being prepared for
filming : "The Unguarded Hour," being
adapted by Luther Reed from Margaretta
Tuttle's novel ; "The Scarlet Saint," which
Eugene Clifford and Jack Jungmeyer are
adapting from Gerald Beaumont's short
story, "The Lady Who Played Fidele ;" "The
Goldburg

Off

17

Features

Working

Started

Soon

Paee that Thrills," in which Ben Lyon will
have the featured role, is being scenarioized
by Raymond Harris from the Byron Morgan story, "Men of Steel," a forthcoming
Special, is being adapted by Marion Fairfax from "United States Flavor," a novel bv
R. G. Kirk, "The Beautiful City," Richard
Barthelmess' next vehicle is being put into
contiimity form by Josephine Lovett from
a scenario by Edmund Goulding.
The Sawyer Lubin staff' is putting the
finishing touches to its next Barbara La
Marr jjicture, adapted from Elsie Jean
Jerard's story, "Florrie Finds a Gentleman."

To

West

Coast

Goes to Supervise Production Program
of
Independent
Pictures Corporation
ies for Independent Pictures Corporation
nt of
preside
JESSE J. GOLDB
tion
Pictures Corpora
off and F. B. O. release, will take over the diis IndependentURG,
to the west coast again after a brief
rection of tile Big Timber stoi-ies.
The Big Timber series together with the
series of conferences Avith heads of departments in New York.
Bill Cody we-^teriis and the Texas Ranger
series, starrins: Bob Custer, will constitute
Just prior to his departure Goldburg announced a new series of eight Big Timber
the twenty-four feature releases produced
by Independent. In addition there will be
stories starring Lightnin', the dog. The
titles of these productions are as follows:
twenty-six single reel productions.
Independent announces the eight stunt
"Lightnin' Strikes," by Ralph Baum; "The
westerns stamng Bill Cody as follows :
Forrest King," by Selwyn; "His Master's
"Shooting Straight," by Robert Sterling;
Voice," by Adele Buffington ; "Flaming Timber," bv Adele Buffington; "The Danger
"A Man's Fight," bv " Robert Sterling;
"Tracked," by Arthur Sommers ; "The DeadCall," by Charles Pinkerton; "Pal 0' the
line," by Grace Hardins". "Bevond the RockRedwood," by George Wise; "Silent Hero,"
by Edith and Thomas Long, and "Crimson
ies," by Edgar Van Pelt; "Blue Steel McFansrs," by George Hayward.
Coy," by Edgar Haward; "The Code of the
William J. Craft, who is now directing
Desert," by Arthur Sommers; "The Sierra
the Bob Custer series of Texas Ranger storTrail,' by Thomas Lassen.

Motion

2111

Cast Completed for ''Son of
Father"
been completed for "A Son
The cast hasHis
of His Father." which Victor Fleming will
produce for Paramount. Warner ±}axter,
Bessie Love, Raymond Hatton and Walter
McGrail have the feature roles, while the
balance of the east will be made up of
Laska Winters, Billy Donovan, Charles
St«vens, Pewee Holmes, Carl Stockdale,
Bucko Jones and Richard Howard.

Adds to ''Tower of
Lies'' Cast
Victor Seastrom has added a number of
players to the cast of "The Tower of Lies,"
which he is producing for Metro-GoldwjTiMayer from the story based on Selma
Lagerlof's novel, "The Emperor of Portu?aiia." Among the recent additions are Ian
Keith, Claire McDowell, William Haines
and Bodil Rosing.
Seastrom

Pickford May Make
Next in Louisiana
Louisiana may be the locale of Mary

Mary

Pickford's next' picture. The story,^ an
original of the marsh country, is by Katli€rine Hennessey and was adapted by Winifred Dunn. Han-y Oliver, supervising art
director for Miss Pickford, will shortly make
a trip into some of the sections near New
Orleans in search of locations.

to Film "Parisian
Gasnier
Love'' for Schulberg
B. P. Schulberg announced this week that
"Parisian Love," based on the novel of that
title by F. Oakley Crawford, would be the
first Gasnier directed picture on the Schulberg schedule for 1925-1926.
Hal

Roach Here Looking
for Beauties
HAL ROACH is ins New York on a
quest for beautie that will fit in
with his company at the Culver
City studios. The candidates will be
given local screen tests and those accepted will stand an excellent chance of
being introduced into leading roles if
they can make good, according to the
producer.
Screen tests will be given only by appointment at the local offices of the
Pathe Building and applicants have been
asked to send photographs of themselves preliminary to appointments.

Fox

Features Booked
Rivoli and Rialto

for

of "The
Horse"
beentionbooked
for
produc
Film has
THEIron Fox
a two weeks' engagement beginning September 20th at the Rivoli Theatre in New York. The Rivoli engagement will be followed by a week or more
at the Rialto.
It was also announced this week that
the Tom Mix features, seven in number,
on
nextforseason's
program
had ofbeen
booked
the Rialto.
The first
the
forthcoming Mix features is "The Everlasting
which has states
been completed. TheWhisper,"
announcement
that
definite play dates have been assigned
for each picture, the first to be shown at
the Rialto being scheduled for August.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Buy
Additional Stories
Screen rights to the musical comedy,
" Sally, Irene and Mary," as well as to
three original stories have been purchased
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The musical
comedy by Edward Dowling enjoyed a successful Broadway run a few seasons ago and
has since been popular as a road attraction.
The original stories are " The Light
Eternal," Benjamin Christianson's first
under his new contract ; " I Can Do It,"
a comedy drama by Max Marcin, and
" Paris," by Carey Wilson. All three are
to be produced at an early date.
Warner

Brothers Sign Two
Scenarists
Warner Bi'others have made two additions
to their list of editors and scenario writers.
They are Edward T. Lowe, Jr., and Lewis
ililestone. Lowe adapted "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame'' and prepared the adaptation and wrote the script of "Red Hot
Tires," which is to be Monte Blue's next
staiTing vehicle. He has been sigiied to a
.six months' contract with options of renewods. als for a vear and half in six month periEllman Will Open the New
Exchange in Chicago
Henri Ellman announces he will open
the Capitol Exchange, the new Chicago independent distributing organization at 738
S. Wabash Avenue, on May 12th. This
organization will distribute pictures in
Illinois and Indiana and has already arranged for the handling of a series of
eighteen Preferred Pictures, eighteen
Columliia Productions and a list of single
reel novelties.

Picture

News

Shipman

Story is Given New
Title
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have changed the
title on the Samuel Shipman story now in
production as "Nothing To Wear." It wiU
be released under the title of "A Slave of
Fashion.'' Norma Shearer and Lew Cody
are the featured players, with Hobart Henley directing. In the supporting cast are
Mary Can-, Miss Du Pont, Estelle Clarke
and Vivia Ogden.
Julanne

Johnstone

Engaged

''Big has
Parade"
Julannefor
Johnstone
been engaged by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for an important
role "The Big Parade," which is now in
production
under Adoree
the direction
King^
Vidor with Renee
and JohnofGilbert
in the featured roles. Miss Johnstone will
play opposite Gilbert, east as a young
Southerner, who leaves her behind when he
goes to war.
Cast
of Mounted''
is Completed
With tlie addition of three players. Vitagraph has completed the cast for "Steele of
the Royal Mounted," the James Oliver Curwood story being produced on the west coast
under the direction of David Smith. The recent additions are Mabel Julienne Scott,
Svdnev DeGrev and John Toughev.
^Steele

Margaret Livingston Lead in
Fox Features
Margaret Livingston lias signed a contract
with Fox Film Corporation to play leading
roles in forthcoming features from that comjiany. Her first assignment with Fox was
the role of Violet Derring in "Havoc." Miss
Livingston has been cast for an important
part in "The Wheel" and. will appear in
other films based on the John Golden stage
plays.
Pennington and Eltinge
French Farce

in

upon
French farce
the decided
IE has
CHRISTLucy,"
AL "Madame
comedy by Jean Arlette as the
vehicle in which to feature Julian
Eltinge and Ann Pennington. The feature will be filmed immediately followon of Both
the now
"Seven
producti
be rewill Days,"
in work.
whiching is
leased through Producers Distributing
Corporation.

Production stills from the Universal feature, "The Teaser.'
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L'S

VERSA

MARY
PHILBIN
starriua in
"Stella Maris"
'Sally in Our Alley'

HOOT

GIBSON
starring in
"Spook Ranch," "The Arizona Sweepstaket,'
"The ofManthe inFlying
the USaddle.'
"Kings Stam
Up,'
"Chip
" "The Calgary

pede."

WHITE

LIST

NORMAN
<lniring in
KERRY
'Beauty
and Frontier"
the Brute"
"On the
'Under Western Skies"

ALICE

GEORGE

LOUISE

JOYCE
featured jn
'The Home Maker'

SIDNEY
fcut II re! Ill
"Two Blocks Away"

DRESSER
fcntiircd ill

Many
big

'The Goose Womam"

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
featured in
'The Goose Woman'

JACK
HOXIE
stairiiig :ii
"Blue Streak" Westerns.
"Two
"Lightning
Jack,"
'Bustin' Fisted
Through."Jones,""Looking
for Trouble,"
'The Demon." "The Border Sheriff." "Peace
"Medicine," "The White Ou'law."

other

box

office

names,
numerous

too
to

portray here,
are included
in Universal's
2nd
White
List.

JACK
PICKFORD
featured in
"The Goose Woman"

ALEXANDER
CARR
frtiti'rcd in
"His People"
'The Beautiful Cheat"

CLIVE
BROOK
featured in
"The Home Maker"

VIRGINIA
VALLI
starring in
**Siege*'

GLENN
HUNTER
Starruiij in
'The Little Giant"

JAQUELINE
LOGAN
icat II red iii
'Peacock Feathers"

PAT
O'MALLEY
fratiircl til
"The Teaser'*
"My Old Dutch"

PATSY

RUTH

MILLER
f rat It red in
'Beauty and the Brute"

CULLEN
LANDIS
icatiired in
"My Old Feathers"
Dutch"
"Peacock
''The Beautiful Cheat"

REGINALD

LAURA
LA

PLANTE
starring in
"The Teaser"
"The
Cheat'*
"The Beautiful
Love Thrill"

DENNY
starring in
"California Straight Ahead," "Where Was I?"
The WholeOut," Town'sTlif Love
Tailing,"
Thrill.""This Way

HOUSE
PETERS
starring in
"The Storm Breaker"
'The Man from Outside'

featured m
"My Old Dutch"

JOSIE

O^BRIEN
EUGENE

SEDGWICK
feature, I in
"Blue Streak" Westerns

starring in
'Siege"

MAY
McAVOY

from
1

ART
ACORD
starring in
"Blue Streak" Westerns.
"Sky High Corral," "Out o1 the Flood," "The
Circus Cyclone," "Triple Action," "Rustlers'
Ranch," "The "Western
Scrapoin' Pluck."
Kid," "The Terror,"

JEAN
HERSHOLT
featured in

Save

dates

lor

"My Old Dutch"
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GREAT

Reginald

Denny

- California
Straight
Aliead
by Byron Morgan
Cast: Gertrude Olmstead, Tom Wilson, Frances Raymond,
John Steppling, Charles Gerrard, Fred Esmelton,
Lucille Ward, Leo Nomis

UNIVERS

An origina story by the author of "Sporting Youth," one of Reginald
Denny's
greatest
One ofof $25,000
the big with
novelties
this productionof isa
the wonderful
bus successes.
built at a cost
all theof conveniences
millionaire's villa. This bus is to make an exploitation tour from San Francisco to New York and back exploiting this and other productions on Carl
Laemmle's Second "White List."
It is a hilariously funny and action-full story. A transcontinental race
with Dennys's car in flames at the finish is one of the stirring scenes in "California Straight Ahead." Harry Pollard has made most of Denny's pictures.

A Harry Pollard Production
Rex
The

Beaches

Goose

Woman

with Jack

PIckford, Louise Dresser
Constance Bennett
heading a brilliant Cast including: Gustav Von Seyffertitz,
James O. Barrows, George Cooper, George Nichols
A Clarence Brown Production
Hoot

Gibson

Spook
Ranch
by Raymond Shrock and Edward Sedgwick
Cast includes: Jules Cowles, Helen Ferguson, Robt. McKim
and Frank Rice
Directed by Edward Laemmle
Virginia
and

Eugene

Norman

O^Brien

Kerry

m

Beauty
and
the Brute
with Patsy Ruth Miller
and a fine supporting Cast including: Philo McCuUough,
Joseph J. Dowling, Harry Todd and Doreen Turner
Story by Isidore Bernstein
An Edward Sedgwick Production

in The

La

Hootways
Gibson's
Jewel There
picture.areHere
is no ways
guessabout
work.thisThere
are
no two
about first
Gibson.
no two
picture.
Both are sure fire. A number of houses haven't played a western picture in
years. This is the one to start with. It's the merriest, breeziest Western
that ever gripped an audience from opening to finish. Play "Spook Ranch"
and your patrons will be asking for Gibson's next one.

Valli

Serialized in Collier's and published as a novel
by Samuel Hopkins Adams
Cast: Mary Alden, Marc MacDermott, Beatrice Bumham,
W. H. Turner, Kingsley Benedict, Spottiswoode Aitken
A Svend Gade Production

Laura

Rex Beach, one of America's greatest authors and certainly one of the
most popular living today, is the author of this tremendously powerful story
which
in Hearst's
Magazine.
Rex Beach's
nameis
in
frontappeared
of any theatre
means International
a crowd inside.
An exceptionally
fine cast
featured in this production. It is directed by Clarence Brown who is refor "Smouldering
Fires," "The Three
Signal big
Tower,"
and other sponsible
Universal
Jewel productions.
stars, "The
known Acquittal"
to every
picture fan, head the cast.

Y'ou have been waiting for Virginia Valli to get a part in which she could
shine
did in Hopkins
"The Storm."
has foundnovelist,
it in "Siege."
This story,
writtenas bysheSamuel
Adams, She
the famous
got a wonderful
play
as
a
serial
in
Collier's,
the
National
Weekly.
Harper's
then
put
it
out
as
novel and you will find it in every book store in every city and town of thea
United States. Furthermore, we are getting out a special photoplay edition
of this book to mop up what the Two Dollar book left open. We figure that
this story has been read in a million and a half homes. And what a picture
Svend Gade did make!

Here is not only one of the biggest bets on the Second White List but
probably one of the biggest box-office sensations of the year. It has a big
star — the idol of feminine America — Norman Kerry. He is supported by a
large cast headed by Patsy Ruth Miller. Sedgwick, director of many Gibson
successes, has turned out a big smash. It is a tremendous dramatic spectacular novelty. Thrills and unusual situations tumble over themselves
and blend with beautiful love scenes in gorgeous tropical settings. Sell this
as though you were selling Barnum & Bailey's Circus. That is the way to
get behind the picture and make circus money.

Plante

Teaser

with Pat O'Malley
From the Wm. A. Brady Broadway Stage Success
by Adelaide Matthews and Martha M. Stanley, with a Cast including
Wyndham Standing, Margaret Quimby, Hedda Hopper,
Walter McGrail, Vivian Oakland, E. Alyn Warren
Directed by William A. Setter

Laura La Plante has been growing in popularity with each picture in the
opinion of exhibitors and the public. In "The Teaser," which was originally
produced on the stage by William A. Brady with Constance Binney in the
starring role. Miss La Plante reaches the fulfillment of the promise she gave
in "Smouldering Fires," "Sporting Youth," "Butterfly" and "Dangerous
Innocence." Both the picture and Laura are clever, funny and beautiful
throughout. An excellent cast of big names, all capably cast and directed
by the man who handled her so well in "The Fast Worker," have built this
into a hotsy-totsie of a hiti
4

AL

PICTURES

JEWEL

House

Peters

in The
Storm
Breaker
with Ruth Clifford
Supporting Cast includes: Mrs. LouTellegen, Jere Austin,
Gertrude Clair, Lionel Belmore, Ray Hallor
From the Novel by Charles Guernon
Directed by Edward Sloman
ReginaldDenny
u. Where
Was
I?
with Lee Moran, Wm. Turner, Tyrone Power, Pauline Garon,
Marian Nixon, Otis Harlan, Chester Conklin
From the Magazine Story by Edgar Franklin
Directed by William A. Setter
Hoot
Tiie

Hoot Gibson's name in any announcement is a sure fire guarantee of
action plus.
"The western
Arizona thrills,
Sweepstakes"
picture the
thatbest
is brimful
of surprises, fast riding
and forisa a climax
cross country
horse race ever pictured in a western photoplay. Attaboy! Zip into this one!
Gibson's smile — his breath-taking riding — his sizzling action — it's all here
in a picture that will send them out thanking the manager of the theatre.

Arizona

Canf ield^s
Dorothy
The
Home
Maker

w th

Alice
Joyce
ana Clive
Brook
Supported by a Cast including: George Fawcett, Mar- Campbell,
Martha Mattox, Jacqueline Wells
A King Baggot Production
Hunter

. The
Little
Giant
with Edna Murphy and David Higgins
Supporting Cast includes: Jim Bradbury Jr., Jean Jarvis,
Leward Meeker, Louise Mackintosh, Thomas McGinn,
Dodson Mitchell, Peter Raymond
From The Saturday Evening Post story " Once a Peddler"
by Hugh McNair Kehlar
A Will Nigh Production
Laura

La

Plante

in The
Beautiful
Cheat
with Alexander Carr
and Harry Myers, Kate Price, Helen Dunbar, Tom S. Guise,
Bertram Grassby, Prince Youcca Troubetzkoy
From the Saturday Evening Post story "Doubling for Cupid"
BY NINA WILCOX PUTNAM
Directed by Edward Sloman
Mary

Edgar Franklin, noted author, playwright and deviser of unusual situations, has here furnished Reginald Denny with a unique and most startling
story. Suddenly a young business man is confronted by a beautiful girl who
declares that he promised to marry her on the 15th day of March. He never
saw her before but in spite of his diaries, records and the testimony of all his
friends, he is absolutely unable to establish as an alibi definite proof of where
he was on that day. A scream all the way!

Gibson

Sweepstakes
by Charles A. Logue
Cast: Helen Lynch, Emmett King, George Ovey,
Philo McCoUough, Kate Price, Kingsley Benedict
Directed by Clifford Smith

Glenn

House Peters has come to be universally recognized as the greatest actor
of the he-man type on the screen today. His popularity is limited to no
special type of audience, but takes in all classes of people. He is just as
popular indramatic
small towns
powerful
story asof inthethesea,largest
he is cities.
given a In
role"The
that Storm
fits him Breaker,"
thoroughlya
and will add materially to his wide and growing popularity. An excellent
supporting cast of real box-ofBce names helps to make this the kind of a picture
you and every fan loves to see.

Philbin

„ Stella
Maris
BY WILLIAM J. LOCKE
A Charles Brabin Productiom

Here is a combination of four big elements — two stars, a big-selling novel
and an unusually famous author. This is the first time Alice Joyce, one of
the best-known screen stars, has ever appeared in a Universal picture.
Clive Brook is destined to be one of the screen's most popular leading men.
"The Home Maker" will go far to advance him. Dorothy Canfield has written
a score of popular and widely sold novels. As a screen offering, "The Home
Maker" will be a delightful surprise. It affords an entirely new angle on
man, woman and the home. King Baggot is giving this the greatest production of his long, successful career which includes "Human Hearts," "The
Tornado" and many others.
In "The Little Giant" Glenn Hunter steps into the heritage which promised itself in the stage and screen version of Harry Leon Wilson's "Merton
of the Movies." There isn't a theatre or screen enthusiast in the world
doesn't know Glenn Hunter through this play. Universal was fortunate to
secure him for the star of the first picture which it has made in New York in
many years. With all the great theatrical companies to draw from. Will Nigh
has chosen a cast of stage celebrities. The story gives an unusual opportunity
for delineation of New York, its night life and society. Effective tieups of an
unusual nature which can be used by every theatre manager to put this over,
add particular value to this picture.
Scarcely an issue of the The Saturday Evening Post without a story by Nina
Wilcox Putnam. She is one of the best known and best loved of American
authoresses. In "The Beautiful Cheat," she has written a plot which was
made for about
the movies
for Laura
Plante. herWewaydon't
to tell you
anything
Laura LaandPlante.
She La
is bursting
into have
film prominence
faster
any other
other pictures
star on the
Denny. Alexander
When "The
comes than
out, her
will screen
sell likeexcept
hot-cakes.
Carr,Teaser"
who is
featured in the supporting cast, is already famous as Perlmutter in the "Potash
and Perlmutter" stories on stage and screen. His name alone insures rare
comedy as well as lovable characterization. He is another added asset to the
drawing power of this picture.
Mary Pickford's most brilliant success in her long and marvelous career
was made in "Stella Maris," from the internationally popular novel by one of
the best living authors. Universal stepped out and paid an enormous sum for
the
screen stardom.
rights in order to give Mary Philbin a proper place among the elect
of screen
Charles Brabin, who directed "So Big" and "Six Days," has staked his
reputation on its possibilities for Mary Philbin. Watch for this one!

THE

BEST

My
Old
Dutch
by Albert Chevalier and Arthur Shirley
with MAY McAVOY, PAT O'MAl LEY, CULLEN LANDIS,
JEAN HERSHOLT, AGNES STEELE,
EDGAR KENNEDY and others
A Lawrence 1 rimhle Production
Hoot

Gibson

The
Man
in the Saddle
Adapted from the Novel, "A Daughter of the Dons"
by William McLeod Raine
Cast: Virginia Browne Faire, Georgie Grandee,
Cesare Gravina, Otto Hoffman
Directed by Herbert Blache
Reginald
Denny
„ The
Whole
Town^s
Talking
From the Stage
Success
by John Emerson and Anita Loos
A Harry Pollard Production
On

the

Frontier

with Norman
Kerry
by Ralph Spence
Directed by Edward Sedgwick
Peacock

Feathers

.ith Jaqueline
Logan
and CuUen
Landis
FROM THE NOVEL BY TEMPLE BAILEY
with a supporting Cast including :
George Fawcett, Edwin J. Brady, C arolyn Irwin, Ward Crane,
May King, Prince Troubetzkoy
A Svend Gade Production
Two

Blocks

with George
THE

Away

Sidney

Murray
and Charles
STAGE PLAY BY AARON HOFFMAN
Hoot

Gibson

in Kings
Up
by Ralph Spence
Directed by Edward Laemmle
House
i„ The

Peters

Man
from
Outside
Directed by Edward Sloman
Greater than either of his two previous big successes

BOX

OFFI

May MfAvoy and Pat O'Malley have been selected as the best types
on the screen today to portray the lovable characters in this picture.
Mr. Laemmle was also fortunate in securing Lawrence Trimble, the
same director who made "My Old Dutch" such a tremendous success
before, to provide a new and more elaborate prodaction for the
Second White List. Trimble is also well known as the director of the
famous "Strongheart" pictures which have made plenty of money for
exliibitors
in this
country.
of
the Second
White
List. '"My Old Dutch" will be the heart throb
Hoot Gibson, the tiero of a dozen big box-office smashes, will be starred
in a picture that fits him admirably. This hard riding, fast-action story is set
against colorful, highly romantic backgrounds. It is by an author known
from coast to coast. Virginia Brown Faire, who several years ago won international fame as a screen beauty, will play the feminine lead opposite
Hoot Gibson. Watch out for this one to clean up.

Universal stepped out with a big money bag to buy "The Whole Town's
Talking"
Reginald
was its
a six
month's
success
Broadway
stage and for
starred
Grant Denny.
Mitchell,It and
authors
gained
wide onfamethe through
its
exceptional success. John Emerson and Anita Loos are unique as authors.
Emerson was a big stage star and director before he turned his talents to the
screen and the combination with Anita Loos, one of the best title wTiters in the
world, has won them the first place among screen authors. "The Whole
Town's Talking" is an intensely funny and highly dramatic play which will
give Reginald Denny the opportunity of a life time.
"On the Frontier" will introduce in his own right a star that Mr. Laemmle
has been grooming for several years and who has met with tremendous success in co-star roles with other Universal players. "On the Frontier" was
wTitten especially to fit Kerry. In this story we have taken full advantage of
the appearance of Kerry in a uniform, as demonstrated by "Merry Go Round"
and in "The Phantom of the Opera." In "On the Frontier" we are shooting
straight at the heart of feminine .\merica and box-offices of exhibitors. It's
a cinch that Kerry will score a bull's eye.
Another great screen team — another best selling novel — another internationally known author. A great combination. Another clean-up.
"Peacock Feathers" is admittedly the best of this famous authoress's
big successes.
Critics have long held Jacqueline Logan as the most beautiful girl on the
screen, and associated with her in the leading role is Cullen Landis. Svend
Gade has given this the same beautiful and compelling production which
makes "Siege" such an outstanding gem on this list.
There are unusual selling angles in this, in the story, the title and the cast.
It will be the first American appearance of Prince Youcca Troubetzkoy.
"Peacock Feathers" makes another reason why you will be proud to
show the Second White List pictiu-es.
Aaron Hoffman achieved fame in theatrical circles for his keen characterization and broad, rib-tickling comedy. Numbered among Kis many
successes of the American stage are "Friendly Enemies," "Welcome
Stranger." and "Two Blocks Away." There is no need to tell you more
about the story. Aaron Hoffman wTote it!
George Sidney, who attracted national attention by his work in "Welcome
Stranger"Murray,
on the one
stageof the
and outstanding
in "Potash cinema
and Perlmutter"
the anscreen,
and
Charles
comedians, onhead
unusually
brilliant cast, in this hilarious entanglement of a poor shoemaker suddenly
become rich on a fortune that didn't belong to him. If you have laughs,
prepare to use them.
Edward Laemmle, who has made such a corking good picture with
Gibson
in "Spook
has given you
another
Up."
It breathes
action, Ranch,"
drama, suspense,
comedy
and clean-up
a pippin inof "King's
a love story.
It is one of those breezy westerns in which lovers of Gibson delight and for
which Ralph Spence, the author, is popular.
from Outsidel"'
possibilities
of a Picture
story inthethetitle
big— "The
lumberMancountry,
and then, toPicture
ni.ake the
it like
a home
run with the bases full, picture House Peters as the star I But nothing that
you can picture will compare with the kick that exhibitors are going to get
out of this latest House Peters production. Remember 'The Storm." "The
Man from Outside" will carry every bit as much appeal with the audience
and cash to the box-oflfice as 'The Storm."'

FOR

BETS

CE

Mary
Sally

Philbin

In
Our
Alley
A Charles Brabin Production
by Johns Chickering

Reginald

,„ This
Way
Out
Novel by Frederick Isham

Byron Morgan, author of a dozen screen successes including "Sporting
Youth" and "California Straight Ahead." has written a story that insures delight to audiences and real profits to exhibitors.
It is a gem! A great title — a charming star — keep time open for this one!

Reginald
Denny
„ The
Love
Thrill
with Laura La Plante

Hoot
Chip

Morgan

Gibson

^

of the
Flying
From the Novel by B. M. Bowers
Directed by Herbert Blache
Norman

U

Kerry

in Under
Western
To be filmed during the 1925 Pendleton Roundup
The

Still

Alarm

Adapted
From the famous Stage
Playby byHarvey
Joseph O'Higgins
Arthur and A. C. Wheeler
Directed by Edward Laemmle

Life
Sporting
WITH A GREAT ALL
STAR CAST
Famous Drury Lane Melodrama
by Seymour Hicks and Cecil Raleigh
A Maurice 1 ourneur Production
His
with Rudolph

"Sallysung
in Our
known and
to you
as your
name. or"Sally*'
has been
and Alley"
whistledis as
andwell
hummed
loved
lor a own
generation
more.
Now Universal brings it to life in the person of none other than Mary Philbin.
A story written especially around the lovable character by Johns Chickering
promises a wealth of comedy, tender pathos, all blended with a charming
background and a beautiful love story.
One of the laughing hits of the year is "This Way Out" by a very popular
author, Frederick Isham. If he had had Reginald Denny in mind he couldn't
have written a better Reginald Denny story than this one. Comedy, romance,
action, suspense, thrills, corking good climax — all fresh, original, unique, are
potpourried into a story that will give audiences plenty of thrills and laughs.

Denny

By Byron

1925-26!

People
Schildkraut

nd Alexander
Carr
Story by Isidore BeiTistein
Hoot

Gihson

. The

Calgary

Stampede
with Virginia Browne Faire
Directed by Herbert Blache

As if Hoot Gibson's name alone wasn't enough, look at the title. Oh, Boy!
"Chip of the Flying U." That promises action. Of course, Herbert Blache
who has made "Secrets of the Night" and "Head Winds," directed the mad,
wild riding bunch of cowboys that supports Hoot in this thunderbolt western.
Plenty of jack in B. O. for friend exhibitor here.
"Let 'Er Buck" was such a dramatic whirlwind western success that
Universal purchased the exclusive right to the Pendleton Roundup this coming
year for a new type of Norman Kerry story. It ii ill not be a western. The
Pendleton Roundup will be thrown dramatically against a society background
with big sets, a great cast and a splendid love story. Don't be surprised if
this is one of the biggest on the Second White List. It's a great story.
You have seen a lot of fire pictures, but the daddy of them all, the most
famous
of them thriller.
all, is "The
Stilla Alarm."
This story,
is now a being
as a
big spectacular
It has
corking good
lot oflined
real uphuman
interest, a great romance, huifirst, last and always it is a thriller! Harvey O'Higgins, who helped write "Smouldering Fires," is responsible for
the story on this one.
The Drury Lane is famous the world over for its big spectacular melodramas. The greatest that has ever come out of that theatre and the one by
which it is best known, is "Sporting Life." No director in the business is
better qualified to make this production than the man Mr. Laemmle has selected as its director. Tourneur's name is associated with big productions,
lavish
superbly-directed
crowds and intense action. You'll get them
here, allsets,
right,
all right.

A delightful
written
around Alexander
Carr'sandability
to portray
lovable
character story
and fill
it to overflowing
with humor
pathos.
But thisa
is no simple characterization. It is an intensely dramatic story which has a
tender love story running through it and builds up to a gripping and unusual
climax. Mr. Laemmle promises a surprise in this onel

Remember "Let 'Er Buck"? What a regular circus of a western! The
Calgary Stampede is going to out-circus anything the western screen has ever
seen.
This year's
will markof the
the Royal
fiftiethNorthwest
anniversary
of the
establishment
of FortCalgary
CalgaryStampede
and the coming
Mounted
Police to Canada. Two hundred thousand people are expected to witness
this
will be events.
fii.ned byAnUniversal.
ranchgigantic
riders spectacle
will enter which
the sporting
exploitationUniversal's
campaign famous
backed
by the
biggest
certain
western

Canadian government will make this year's Calgary Stampede the
event in Canadian history. When translated to the screen, you are
to have a Hoot Gibson production the biggest of its kind in the
field. Let 'er rip!
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Motion

WANDA
■ ^ ^ The greatest comedy
I

EDDIE
^^^^^^^^^
6

4

WILEY

The acrobatic comedicin, the real sensation in laughing circles. He is a favorite everywhere.

6ALALT
Supreme laugh-maker — the
man who can bring a smile
where gloom grew before.

MARIAN

BUSTEI^

CENTUI^Y

PISODUCTION

RIDING

HOOD
stalling

BABY

J}

Featuring Arthur Trimble, with Mary Jane and
good old Tige. There isn't a grown-up or kid
in the land that wouldn't walk a mile for these.

CHARLES
I2CD

I

BROWN

Stories based on the famous
cartoons by R. F. Outcault

SPECIAL

|J
jf

^

She's pretty — she can act — ^^she
a laugh from a confirmed grouch
Yep,canshecoax
satisfie
s.

12

News

find of the last year! The twinkling hoydenish beauty
that wins every patron's heart.
,

GORDON

EDNA

Picture

PECCY

4

wi'fh Centurq

KING

Follies

Girls

A comedian from the word go, with a beauty chorus
that could win an easy place on Broadway.

June
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19 25.

Watch for this palatial motor bus
now touring the country from
coast to coast and back again exploiting Universal Pictures. This
mammoth, traveling home is
the most uniqi-e bus ever
constructed for travel de-luxe.
Completely equipped with dining room, kitchen, living room
and sleeping quarters for passengers and servants. Atop is
a dancing floor. Complete
radio equipment, a library, etc.,
add to the delight of its passengers.
Unusual and of exceedingly
great interest, it will exploit
Universal Pictures to your
patrons as no other pictures
have ever been exploited before.
It's up to every exhibitor to cash
in joT himself on this great
stunt. Now is the time to book
Universal Pictures.

0

Laemmle's

Carl

IS

A

6000

mile

on

its

way

:

transcontinental

2?-

lour

exploiting

54

White

Universai's

I

Pictures

UNIVERSAL S "SEE AMERICA
FIRST " EXPEDITION
To tell the world
about
Universal
Pictures

UNIVERSAL.

HAS

THE

I>ICTX7RESQ&?

24

BLUE

The

Greatest

Roundup

ST

of

RE

Outdoor

Action

AK

Pictures

WESTERNS

Ever

Lined

Up

in

One

Group!

starring
ART

8

ACORD

with REX, the wonder dog, and Buddy, the human horse
With
added

this
box

starring

office feature:
8

JACK
"Two Fisted Jones"
"Bustin' Through"
"The Demon"
"Peace Medicine"

UNIVERSAL'S
FAMOUS
RANCH

with SCOUT,

f

and the big special Western novelty

8

WHITE

OUTLAW

the equine marvel, and BUNK,
excellent cast

rip-roaring
!

HOXIE
"Lightning Jack"
"Looking for Trouble"
"The Border Sheriff"

The

RIDERS

f

"The Circus Cyclone"
"The Scrappin' Kid"
"The Terror"
"Western Pluck"

"Sky High Corral"
"Out of the Flood"
"Triple Action"
"Rustlers' Ranch"

the canine sensation, and an

Westerns featuring outstanding
of Western drama including

JOSIE

SEDGWICK

and other stars soon to be annovmced
"Daring Days"
"The Call of Courage"
"The Escape"
"The Desperate Game"
"The Blue Blazers"
"Bucking the Truth"
"The Boundary Line"
"Chasing Trouble"
Produced

and

Released

stars

by

UNIVERSAL

THE

GUMPS

— HOT

DOG!

A

Big

tVE Sf>R>T V* W«.v.mo b1)TJ

readymade
audience

of

millions/

Everybody knows "The
Gumps!" These famous
characters daily appear
in Sidney Smith's famous cartoon strips in
over 300 newspapers
with a total circulation
of nearly 7,000,000.
Featured in such big
cities as New York, Chicago, Portland, Minneapolis, Boston, Los Angeles, New Orleans, Atlanta, Denver, as well as
hundreds of smaller
ones. Everybody loves
the Gumps; everyone
wants to see them
brought to life on the
screen in these striking
picturizations of their
original humor. Play
the comedies with this
unparalleled audience
appeal '.

New

Series

of

REELS

TWO

EVERY

ONE

what

EACH
MONTH

the first twelve

did

You

know

for

you — they cleaned up everywhere. Unprecedented publicity, a

nation-wide

tie-up

with

307

news-

papers, and real rib-tickling comedies made this Gump series a winner in every house. This new series
is even
patrons

It's a joyous event to
eager for more heart laughs.
Starring

better.

JOE

MURPHY

with FAY
RELEASED

BY

UNIVERSAL

TINCHER

and CHESTER

MORGAN

From the famous cartoons by SIDNEY SMITH
Samuel Van Ronkel Production

DESMOND,

and

DAUGHERTY

BONOMO

make

this

Greater

Variety
Buy

Short

Subjects

—
Finest
All

from

Quality

Universal

The Trademark of Action Westerns

Fill your house iiith laughter
and the morning after youU
bank big coin!

^ y

CHARLEY

ARTHUR

PUFFY

LAKE

The first few comedies by Puffy
He made a big success in
are a whale of a success. He's
"Sweet Sixteen Comedies," and
a real, joyous, compelling mereverything he has done is
eagerly awaited by a faithful
r\--maker, and it won't be long
following. This series gives him
before he'll have one of the
remarkable opportunities to
largest followings of any comedian in the country. His work
catch the elusive laugh and
merits our highest enthusiasm.
bring home the bacon.
A neu: stcr, as yet unannounced, iiill comphte this series. Several prominent stars are under consideration, and a selection u-ill
soon be made. The result iiill make every exhibitor happy.
1 REEL EACH — .52 PER YEAR

A

Y,EAR

Two

Reels

Each

Real program builders, these two-reel
Westerns are making themselves pay
their way many times over in even.house that plays them. They're thrilling, full of excitement, and filled to
the hilt with the breeze of the West.
Starri
ng
Tliey're box-office
certainties.
ED
FRED

COBB
HUMES

JACK MOWER
and "PEE
WEE"
HOLMES and
"SMILEY"
CORBETT
in W. C.
Tuttle's popular stories

TWO

ISSUES
EACH

WEEK

1NTERXATI0XAL NEWS is weekly rendering
extraordinary service to exhibitors in giving
them exclusive features at no extra cost. Scoop
after scoop attests its dominance in the field. And
it is advertised daily to more than twenty million
readers in all Hearst's newspapers. hen you
book International you know you will receive the
utmost in service and box-office power.

June

6 , 1925

Uni iversa

Y&

Production

for the gr:-;>atest
is all ,setwith
UN1\"EKS
an airay of
its history
year inAL
pictures far jjreater in (|uality tlian
any ever before made at Universal City.
In all fifty-four features will be released
between September 1925 and Ausfust 31,
1926.
This unprecedented offering from Universal is called the Second White List. Carl
Laemmle, president of the Universal Pictures Corporation, selected this title because
of the great success he is having with the
firstreleases.
White List, Universal's current group
of
The Second White List will consist of
thirty Jewel productions made with such
stars as Reginald Denny, Laura La Plante,
Virginia Valli, Mary Phi bin, House Peters,
Hoot Gibson and others of similar popularity, and also of twenty-four Western phodramas. The Westerns will be made hy
Jack Hoxie, Art Acord, Josie Sedgwick
and others.
The first Second White List production
to be released is William J. Locke's best
known story, "Stella Maris," which is being
made by Charles Brabin with Mary Philbin
as the star. Miss Philbin, as did Mary
Pickford ten years ago, will plav the dual
role of Stella Blount and Unity Blake. This
will be followed by a storv written around
the old song, "Sally in Our Ally."
Laura La Plante, is represented with,
three productions. The fii-st is "The Teaser,"
in which she will be supported bv Pat
O'Malley. "The Teaser," is the William A.
Brady Broadway stage success by Adelaide
Matthews and Martha M. Stanley. Miss
La Plante's role was plaj'ed on the stage
by Constance Binney. The other two production.s in which she will be featured are
"The Love Thrill" by BjTon Morgan; and
"The Beautiful Cheat" is an adaptation of
Nina Wilcox Putnam's Saturday EveningPost story, "Doubling for Cupid."
Reginald Denny is represented in the Second White List by four productions. "California Straight Ahead," on which he has
been working for some time, is an automobile story by Byron Morgan. Denny is suppoi"ted by Grertrude Olmstead. The second
Denny
will be
"This
Waythird.
Out,"Thea
novel bypicture
Frederick
Isham
; the
John

Emerson-Anita

Loos

stage success.

Universal-Jewel stars, left to right, top row:

Set

for

Full Comedy Schedule is
Planned by Universal
IN Universal
the one and
comedy
field,
will two-reel
be especially
fortunate
during the coming year. In addition
to the 52 Century two-reel comedies,
there, will be a series of twelve 2-reel
Gumps comedies, of the same high quality as the first series of twelve, released
during the past months, and a series of
52 one-reel Bluebird comedies, made
with two popular comedians.
The series of Gumps Comedies will
continue the same cast as the first series;
Joe Murphy as Andy, Fay Tincher as
Min and little Jackie Morgan as Little
Chester. These comedies embody all
the humor and funny situations of
strip.
Sidney Smith's popular newspaper comic
Universal's one-reel Bluebird Comedies will be made by Arthur Lake and
Charles Puffy. Arthur Lake is the
likeable young juvenile who rose to
popularity
this past
winter in He
Universal's
Sweet Sixteen
Comedies.
will be
supported by Adrienne Dore, one of the
prettiest younger girls of the screen.
Charles Puffy is the fattest man in motion pictures. He is a recruit from the
Continental stage and screen.
"Tile Whole Town's Talking," in which
Grant Mitchell jalayed in New York; and
the fourth, Edgar Franklin's magazine story,
"Where Was I in which Denny is supl)orted by Marian Nixon, Tyrone Power,
Pau ine Garon, Lee Moran and Chester Conklin.
House Peters will contribute two productions, "The Titans," by Charles Guernon, in
which he will be supported by Ruth Clifford
and Mrs. Lou Tellegen; and "Snowbound."
Norman Kerry will be seen in three productions, first in "Beauty and the Beast"
a dramatic novelty by Isidore Bernstein, in
which he will be supported by Patsy Ruth
Miller. The second is an American cavalry
story entitled "On the Frontier." The third
picture which takes place in September and
will be entitled "Under Western Skies."
Rex Beach's "The Goose Woman," with
a cast including Jack Pickford, Louise
Dresser and Constance Bennett : and Sam-

Virginia Valli, Mary Philbin and Laura La Plante; bottom row:

Next

Season

uel Hopkins Adams' story, "Siege," which
ran serially in Collier's and was later published in book form, are two of the big pro-2789ductions offered in the Second WTiite List.
Virginia Valli is starred in "Siege."
Hoot Gibson, who has been advanced tO'
the dignity and prestige of Jewel stardom,
will be starred in six productions, the first
of which is "Spook Ranch" by Raymond
Schrock and Edward Sedgwick. Great
things are expected from "The Calgary
Stampede," which will be filmed in Calgary
during the fiftieth anniversary celebratioa
of the founding of Fort Calgary and the
establishment of the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police. The four other Gibson pictures are "Chip of the Flying U," by B. M.
Bowers; "The Man in the Saddle," adapted
from William McLeod Raine's novel, "A
Daughter of the Dons," "Kings Up" by
Ral])h Spence; and "The Arizona Sweepstakes," by Charles A. Logue.
Glenn Hunter, famous as "Merton of the
Movies," appears in the Second White List
in "The Little Giant," a Saturday EveningPost story by Hugh McNair Kahler. Dorothy Canfield's remarkable novel, "The
Home Maker," also will receive high rating^
in this list. It features Alice Joyce and
Clive Brook.
"My Old Dutch," the famous song by Albert Cheva ier and Arthur Shirley, and featuring May McAvoy, Pat O'Malley, Cullen
Landis and Jean Hersholt, will be a dramatic novelty with plenty of heart interest,,
as will "Two Blocks Away," a stage play
by Aaron Hoffman. This play, on the order of "Friendly Enemies," will feature
George Sidney and Charles Murray. Jacqueline Logan and Cullen Landis are also
featured in Temple Bailey's novel "Peacock
"Sporting Life," the famous D. ry Lane
melodrama, will feature Virginia Valli;
Feathers."
while "His People," a heart interest story
'11 have Alexander Carr. "The Still Alarm,"
the famous play by Joseph Arthur and A.
C. Wheeler with an original adaptation by
Harvey O'Higgins, will complete the Jewel
pictures on the Second White List.
Eight features each will be contributed
to the Second White List by Jack Hoxie and
Art Acord and another eight by Josie Sedgwick and other popular Western stars.

Hoot Gibson, Reginald Deny and Norman Kerry.
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Strong
Western
Features
for
Universal
star
and
director respectively.
She long
n
Wester
RIDING high on the wave of
Jack," "The Border Sheriff," "Bustin'
picture popnhirity, Universal has
has been noted as a Western stai- of great
Through,' "Looking for Trouble," and
outlined a sehe<lule of Western feaability and with high box-office drawing
"Peace Medicine."
tures for the coming year that is said to
Another popular star who will make a
series of fast-riding, straight shooting, ac-surpass an\'tliing that company has ever
<lone before with this brand of picture.
tion pictures is Art Acord. Acord won
Nina Romano is Signed by
power.
screen fame several years ago by his work
A total of twenty-four western features
Universal
for Universal. He has returned to the
«of five or six reel length are now in the
Universal has signed Nina Romano to a
Lacnmde fold. Among the series of eight
making. They are being made by carefully
long term contract to appear exclusively in
Irained and experienced directors of western
he now is nuiking for fall release, are "Skv
Universal pictures. The contract is said to
High Corral," "Out of the Flood," "Triple
pictures ofanda group
are being
used asstars
starr'ng
vehicles
of western
who
have been the direct result of Miss Romano's
Action," "Rustlers' Ranch," "The Circus
long ago won their spurs as aces of the
work with House Peters in "Titans" for UniCyclone,"
"The
Scrapping
Kid,"
"The
Terversal.
.saddle.
ror," and "Western Pluck."
Miss Romano was secretly married to Lou
Jack Hoxie stands foremost among UniAlso there will be a series of eight westTellegen over a year ago and the marriage
ern features made by various stars of screen
versal's galaxy of Western stai-s. He is
was revealed in Hollywood only recently.
scheduled to make eight pictures for the
fame, among whom are Josie Sedgwick, i-eShe was a leading woman on the stage for
puted
to
be
the
most
daring
woman
in
the
<-<)raing year's release. Among them will be
a number of years, but made her first screen
saddle. Josie is a sister of Eileen Sedgwick
.such features as "Two Fisted Jones," "The
and of Edward Sedgwick, Universal serial
White Outlaw," "The Demon," "Lightn'ng
appearance in "Titans."
International

News
Perfects
Service
System
with
captions
giving
credit to the news reel
during
the
last
six
months,
Hatrick
asserts.
EB. HATRICK, general manager of the
This
awakening
interest
in
the
superior
adfor
the
enterprise
shown
in getting the picl
ationa
aIntern
News Reel Corpor
vantage of International News Reel sen'ice
tion, makers of the International
tures. Every Hearet newspaper carries Inis brought alwut by the unequaled exploitaternational News photos of this kind every
^e^vs Reel, distributed by Universal, antion given to the reel, it is his opinion.
day. There also are special stories on the
nounces that during the coming year, the
In addition to exceptional exploitation
International News will surprise the industry
extra service stunts put over by the Interthrough regular motion picture channels, the
national News reel. There is no exhibitor
by its 100% service on all news events
International News is exploited and pubin
the
entire
country into whose community
and by its additional special sei'V'ice in the
licised in all Hearst's newspapers. These
nature of curious events and expeditions in newspapers
comprise a score or more of the one or more of these newspapers, with their
various unknown parts of the world.
ready-made publicity for the news reel, do
biggest newspapers in the United States and
reach a total of 26,000,000 readers.
The International News sales record sheets
not go. This -'xploitation is proving to be
invaluable to the theatre owners using the
■show that there has been an unusual trend
The exploitation includes still photographs
International News Reel service.
printed from the International News service.
to that news reel on the ]iart of exhibitors

Star Alice Joyce, Star, House Peters, Star. May McAvoy Star and
Stars and featured players in Universal releases, left to right, top row; Glenn Hunter,
player Jack P'^kf°^d Star and Jean
Q-Maley. Star Jacqueline Logan featured Bennett.
row; Clive Brook, featured player. PatStar.
Aexander Carr, featured player; second
Star and George Sidney. Star
Cullen Landis, featured player. Constance
Tlersholt, featured player- bottom row: Eugene O'Brien, Star, Louise Dresser.
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Special

Trailer

a slog-an
America
SEE compou
ndedFirst"
tismpartly
of ispatrio
and
partly of pi'ofit. Railroads, steamship companies, summer and winter hotel
advertisers have been shouting' it until it ha.s
lost some of its pristine beauty and ingenuousness. But now comes Carl Laenunle,
who liiis no hotel or railroad or tourist bureau, with a plan to make American familiar
■with the beauties of their own country without leaving their farms or firesides.
A huge Pullman trailer, drawn by a truck,
built in the form of a gigantic roadster, left
Univ(!rsal City recently to make a tour of
the country to Cape Cod and return, stop])ing at all of the princiiial cities and points
of scenic interest for the purpose of incor])orating them in a comjjrehensive moving picture to be called "See America First."
It may take anywhere from six months to
two years to complete this story, for the
stop« will vary from one day to one week
ill eat-h city, and arrangements will be made
Two

Reel

Starts

Trip

to

in each city for the pre-release of the port ons of the picture which are taken to be
shown immediatel\- after the "See America
Fir.>t" trailer departs.
The unit is in charge of C. E. Holah, with
a staff of cameramen, laboratory men and
moving jjicture experts, all of whom will
travel in the ])alatial motor Pullman car
built almost entirely in the engineering shops
of the Universal Pictures Corporation at
T'liiversal City, California. The trailer was
designed jirimarily as a property for RegiDenny's "California
Stra'glit
Ahead"
but itsnaldadaptability
to this new
purpose
was
so manifest that it was not })roken uj) or
sold but was commissioned to make this
"See Ainn-ica First" jiicture.
The "See America First" trailer, mounted
on a truck chassis, is designed on the lines
of a Pullman car, with observation platform at rear and center door leading into
the car itself. The rear three-quarters of
the car is equip])ed as a modified Pullman
sitt'ng room, with easv chairs and a divan.

Western

pictures with real WestWESTERN
ern heroes will Ije seen soon, following a new plan started at Univer.sal City, by which the most daring of
the members of the Universal Ranch
Riders, an organization of more than
two hundred cowboys chosen for their
lecords at rodeos, will be elevated to stardom. The new plan was worked out by
Raymond L. Schrock, new general manager

on

Series

for

at Universal City, in conformity with Carl
Laemmle's oft-e pressed policy of raising
his stars from the ranks of his players.
The new schedule of production, featuring
the Ranch Riders, will be as follows: A
series of two-reel ^Yestern dramas in which
Edmund Cobb, already well known to the
screen, will alternate with Freddy Humes,
famous broncho rider, with William Crinlev directing.
Also ten two-reel Western

Film

Country

At one end is a cal)inet, built into the wall,
which, unfolded, b?comes a small piano.
Panels in the walls above the wide windows
have control knobs for an elaborate radio
set with loud speakers built into the walls;
another fold'ng cabinet houses a phonoAt night two folding beds pull out of a
graph.
door in the wall. Electric lights and an
electric heater complete the living room
equipment. Telei)liones connect it with the
driver of the car ahead, and a ship's telegraph is also installed to signal direct ions
to the men at the wheel.
Beyond this living room is a door leading
to a small corridor. On one side of this is
a bathroom and a shower, a gas w-ater heater,
clothes press and other conveniences. On
the other side is the kitchen. An ice box
is surmounted by a three-plate gas stove,
and folding dish racks, a folding sink, and
a cabinet for provisions and a roti.ssierie
cooker completes this equii)ment.
N ew

eason

comedies from iiublished stories by W. C.
Tuttle, Vin IMoore directing, in which Tuttle's famous characters, "Dirty Shirt" and
"Magjiie," will be enacted by Ben "Smiley"
Corbet and "Peewee" Holmes.
In addition there will be a series of
Western dramas in which Al Smith, well
known in recent Western productions at
Universal City, and Tommy Grimes, world
champion roper, are to be featured.

Directors of Universal releases, left to right ,top row: William Seiter, Charles Brabin, Will Nigh, Larry Trimble and Clifford Smith; second row: Edward
Laemmle, Edward Sloman, Maurice Tourneur, King Bagot and Francis
Ford; Edward
bottomSedgwick.
row: Clarence Brown, Henry McRae, Harry Pollard, Svend Gade, Herbert
Blache and
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Many

Popular

"California Straight Ahead" is a crosscontinent laugh with Reginald Denny, one
of the screen's most I'eckless squanderers
hilarity.
"California Straight Ahead"
The original story was written by Byron
Morgan, who wrote many of the late Wally
R«id successes. Harrv A. Pollard, who produced "Oh, Doctor!" "Sporting Youth,"
"The Reckless Age" and other comedies well
remembered by audiences and box offices
everA*where, is the director of "Cal. -Ahead."
This picture is backed by a tremendous
advertising campaign and the most novel,
and thorough exploitation campaign ever
devised; "The Honeymoon Trailer," a Avonderful palace on wheels. This magnificent
"traveling bungalow" was bui't as a prop for
the Denny film.
Denny is supported by Gertrude Olmsted, Tom Wilson, Frances Raymond, John
Steppling, Charles Gerrard, Fred Esmelton
and Lucille Ward.
Siege
"Siege," from the novel by Samuel Hopkins Adams, is a story that has found its
way into a million homes, first in the form
of a serial
in Collier's
and afterwards as a book
which hasWeekly,
gained nationwide
popularity. It is a great picture for any
kind of an audience.
Virginia Valli and Eugene O'Brien, the
stars in this production, as well as Mary Alden, who plays a brilliant role and holds the
centre of the stage a great deal of the time;
Marc MacDermott and Beatrice Burnham,
of the supporting cast — all these are good
names from the box office viewpoint.
The story is one that appeals to all ages
and classes, dealing with a phase of life that
everj-one knows, and that every woman
deeply feels. The epic struggle of the
young wife with her husband's relatives is
the theme of this splendid picture. It was
directed by Svend Gade, who has not only
made of it a powerful dramatic play, with
heart interest and suspense in every foot,
but he has also staged a climacteric ending
that is thrilling beyond words.
"The Calgary Stampede"
The success of "Let 'Er Buck," and interest which the Pendleton Round-Up picture created inspired L^niversal to make arrangements for the exclusive filming of this
year'syearCalgary
The important
Stampede
this
is goingStampede.
to be the most
one of recent years because 1925 marks the
fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Fort
Calgary and the coming to the Calgary territory of the Royal Northwest Mounted
Police. In honor of these two anniversaries
the Calgary Stampede this year will be the
biggest and most gorgeous ever lield in Canada.
The ca.st will include Virginia Browne
Fairc, who won her first role in the movies
on the Universal lot through a beauty contest.
"The Home Maker''
This is one of the mo.st important dramas
of American home life ever produced on
stage or screen, being an adaptation from
the novel by Dorothy Canfield, famous authoress.

Stories

on

Universal

The story shows the hell-on-earth which is
often created for children by a conscientious
and devoted woman who is a good housekeeper and a fine manager, but having no
comprehension of child nature, warps and
stunts and deforms and tortures her own
children, although she loves them devotedly
and thinks she is giving up her life for
them. Contrasted with the tragic waste of
such a failure is the hannonious, healthful,
vigorous family life created out of the same
making.
materials by one M'ho is gifted in real home1 he 1 easer
"The Teaser" is a well dressed, sparkling,
wholesome society comedy starring Laura La
Plante in an amusing and refreshing role.
As the "teaser"' she brings forth a new type
of screen vamp in the laughing vein. Pat
O'Malley, the featured player in support of
iliss La Plante, has registered so many
laughs in this picture that Universal has
signed him up for future productions.
Director Seiter has splendidly caught the
spirit of the William A. Brady stage success
in which Constance Binney was starred, and
he has found in Miss LaPlante's engaging
performance the fulfillment of the promise
she gave in "Smouldering Fires," "Sporting
Youth," "Butterfly" and "Dangeroas InnoThe storj-, by Adelaide Mathews and Marcence."
tha Stanley, is the tale of a girl whose aristocratic relations discourage the attentions
of her cigar salesman fiance, and who takes
revenge by flirting with a married man of
the "monocled" set, getting herself into a situation where she temporarily sacrifices her
good name in order to protect another
woman. The working out of this distressing
state of affairs results in one of the laughingest comedies of the year.
Alice Joyce and Clive Brook are featured in this production and the supporting
cast includes George Fawcett, Mary Campbell, Martha Mattox and Jacqueline Wells.
"Beauty and the Beast''
" Beauty and the Beast " is the accepted
title for the vivid, gripping drama of contrasts hitherto exploited as " Lorraine of the
Lions,"Miller
starring
with Patsy
Ruth
in theNorman
role of Kerry
Lorraine.
The story concerns the daughter of a circus owner. The ship is wrecked and all
hands perish save little Lorraine and many
of the circus animals. Twelve years are
passed in the jungle of a Soutli Sea island
where Bimi, a giant gorilla, acts as bodyguard to the girl, saving her from savages
once and from an alligator in her favorite
swimming pool on another occasion.
Rack in civilization, tlie girl's grandfather
still believes the girl is alive. A young Englishman, who has studied Yogi philosophy,
sees her in his crystal and they set out
despite the objection of a cousin who had
hoped to inherit the old man's great fortune.
The cast supporting Norman KeiTy, with
Patsy Ruth Miller, includes Fred Humes,
Joseph J. Dowlin"- Philo McCullough,
Harry Todd, Doreen Turner and Jack Goodrich. Tlie story was written by Isadore
Bernstein, and was directed by Edward
Sedgwick.
"The Beautiful Cheat"
This is another hit that fits Laura La-

Picture

News

SchecJule

Plante to perfection. It is just enough like
" The Teaser " to recall the delightful society
comedy in which she won the hearts of
audiences everywhere; and just enough different from past successes to make a refreshing, new, happy run for box office and
audience.
This production, under the direction of
Edward Sloman, whose remarkable success
with " The Titans " will live for many a day,
was adapted from the Saturday Evening
Post story, " Doubling for Cupid," by Nina
Wilcox Putnam, one of the foremost writers
of humor in America, who has a following
of millions of readers.
It is a mei-ry, rollicking comedj'-drama of
Long Island society in the splendor of fashionable attire and the airy carefreeness of
lite, filled with laughs and chuckles of the
kind that audiences expect from Laura and
which she knows how to deliver.
"The Man in the Saddle"
Adapted from the novel, " The Daughter
of the Dons," by William McLeod Raine,
and directed by Herbert Blache, this is one
of the all-round finest Western features in
which Gibson has ever appeared, and that
means one of the finest ever produced, for it
goes without question that this superb
Western star is being recognized everywhere as a peer in the saddle.
Gibson is the hero of a dozen box office
hits, and this picture is as good as the best.
A hard riding, fast action stoiy set against
a colorful, highly romantic background. It
is by an author known from coast to coast.
Virginia Brown Faire, who, several years
ago, won fame as a screen beauty, plays the
feminine lead opposite Gibson.
"My Old Dutch"
"My Old Dutch" is the heart throb of the
Second White List. Pat O'Malley has been
selected to play the role of the lovable character in this picture which was adapted from
the famous play and song by Albert Chevalier and Arthur Shirley. He is supported
by Cullen Landis and a splendid cast.
Lawrence Trimble directed the picturization of the simple and beautiful story of
love and devotion of two people ; a love that
never falters, although beset with every
earthly woe; a story of two ignorant young
people,on a their
costermarriage
boy and ashis a "sweetie,"
look
sacrament;whoa
story that should be set before all as a model
to be followed. It plays upon the heart
strings, running the gamut of the emotions.
Much deliglitful comedy is woven into the
story,
the inimitable Pat O'Malley is
herethey
to and
see
as
cry. that they laugh at least as much
"Where Was I"
Another Denn y medium of mirth that
draws audiences in and brings back their
friends.
"Oh,"California
Doctor!''
"I'll ShowAfter
You the
the success
Town," ofand
Straight Ahead," a string of triumphs which
places him unmistakably at the top in his
art, his name on a laugh picture is a foregone conclusion of success for the exhibitor.
William Seiter, who produced "The Fast
Worker," is the maker of "Wliere Was I ?"
adapted from the magazine story by Edgar
Franklin, noted author and plajTvight and
one ofusual
America's
leading contrivers of undramatic situations.
In this unique comedy-drama the popular
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Strong
Line-up
appeal of this superb actor takes a decided
step forward, for he has exceptional opportunities growing out of the unusual predicament of a young business man who is suddenly accosted by a very beautiful girl who
declares that he promised to marry her on
Friday, Mai'ch thirteenth. He never saw the
girl before in his life, but in spite of his
diary, records, and the testimony of his
friends, he is unable to establish as an alibi
definite proof of his whereabouts on that
day. It is a scream all the way through.
"T/ie Goose Woman"
Mystery, thrills and a revelation of the
methods employed by newspaper reporters
in ferreting out a murder, await those who
attend the picturization of Rex Beach's
dramatic story, "The Goose Woman."
It is a story of love and protection and
just one hate — enough to put the story into
motion. First there is the love of the former opera singer for publicity — that power
which makes and breaks. The singer has a
son who loves a girl. Jack Pickford, Louise
Dresser and Constance Bennett have these
roles. But the stage doorman at the theatre
where the girl works loves the girl and hates
an old r{)under who foi'ces his attentions on
Century

Plans

JULIUS and ABE STERN, the makers
of Century Comedies, have i)rojected
one of the most ambitious schedules
ever attempted in the two-reel field. For
their 1925-26 output, to be released through
Universal, they have planned twelve Wanda
Wiley-Century Comedies, twelve Edna
Marian Century Comedies, twelve Buster
Brown-Century Comedies and a number of
other two-reelers.
Included in the Century list will be six
pictures made with Al Alt, si\' made with
Eddie Gordon and four witii Charles King.
The Century Film Corporation also will release a Special, "Little Red Riding Hood,"
a two-reeler made with Baby Peggy and
built around the jjopular fairy tale.
The W^anda Wiley, Edna Marian and
Buster Brown comedies will be of excei)tional quality. The Stern brolhers have gone to

of Films
in Second
White
List
Crane, Emmett King, Aggie Herring and
the girl. James 0. Barrows, one of the
Dunbar Raymond.
screen's most capable character actors, has
''Stella Maris"
this part.
Then a murder is committed. The singer
Mary Pickford established her reputation
satisfies her craving for publicity by a false
as a dramatic actress with William J.
statement about the killing. Her son is arLocke's remarkable novel, "Stella Maris."
rested for this and then startling incidents
When Universal engaged Charles Brabin to
heap on each other to make this a thordirect Mary Philbin, he suggested that Unioughly enthralling picture.
versal make this remarkable novel for Mary
Philbin.
Peacock Feathers"
This topping comedy-drama in which Jacqueline Logan and Cullen Landis have the
stellar roles, is unique in that it marks the
screen premiere of Prince Youcca Troubetzkoy, a member of the Russian nobility, and
is also the third i)roduction on American soil
of Svend Gade, noted Danish director.
The story is from the novel by Temple
Bailey, being adapted by James 0. Spearing, former dramatic editor of the New York
Times. There is not a dull moment in the
picture. When the plot hesitates in its
trend, a bit of comedy is injected to round
out a complete ]ilay which is a splendid family picture.
Others in the cast are George Fawcett,
Edwin J. Brady, Carolyn Irwin, Ward
f
Excellent

"Stella Maris" presents as much opportunity for character drawing, for dramatic
expression and for pictorial beauty as any
story ever written. Furthermore, all of Holl.vwood is agog as to whether Mary Philbin
can play the role better than Mary Pickford
did. Any time a controversy of such a nature is started about a picture, that picture
is certain to be talked about, and any picture that is talked about will be seen in the
theatres.
The cast is being selected with extreme
care. The role of the feminine heavy has
been entrusted to Gladys Brockwell. Phillips
Smalley has also been chosen for an important part. The roles of John Risca and Walter Herold, extremely important and difficult,
are attracting offers from many important
juveniles in HolhTvood.

1.Comedy

great expense and pains to obtain a high
class studio staff in order to assure a good
brand of comedies.
Miss Wiley, whose popularity has pyramided during the past year, is lined up for
one release a month. This permits exhibitors to cash in on her drawing power and
to take advantage of the large public which
has been ljuilt up for her. The same is
true with the Edna Mai'ian comedies.
Knowing that he may expect one a month,
the theatre owner will be fully cognizant of
the box-office value of this star.
The Buster Brown Comedies will be a distinct novelty in the comedy field. They will
be patterned after the famous newspaper
cartoons by R. F. Outcault, but will be
made with live actors. Little Arthur Trimble has })een obtained to jilay the role of
Buster, Doreen Turner that of Mary Jane,

Releases

and Petey the screen dog-wonder, the role
of Tige, Buster's famous dog. These comedies already are in production'and previews
of the first indicate that they will be a sensation. They are reg-arded by Universal as
strictly first-run comedies.
"We have formulated a new policy in regards to Century Comedies," says Julius
Stern, president of the Century Film Corporation. "We are determined to make tworeelers of the highest possible quality. Our
stars have proven their box-office worth. Our
dii-ectors are veteran fun-film makers. Our
studio facilities have been bettered. Thus,
we are equipped to turn out the best comedies in the industry and 1 will not rest
until our jiroduct is so far ahead of all
others that they will be the hiuuorous touchstones of the screen world."

' 'LuckySix
CliQsen
Name
for released
Chapt
er twenty-first,
Plays
February
1926.
serial directed as
by Henry
McRae. This stor\MMLE of Universal anCARL LAE
was written by Isadore Bernstein and Wilnounces six serials for ]925-2() under
The fifth serial "The Radio Detective," by
liam Lord Wright.
the above title.
Arthur B. Reeve, from the Boy's Life Magazine story of the same name will be reThe third serial. "The Scarlet Streak,"
The first will be "Perils of the Wild," a
will
be
released
December
21,
1925,
with
leased Apr 1 19, 1926. This will be directed
s
s
story based on the famou book "Swis Famby Henry McRae with an all star cast inJack Daugherty, the star of "The Fighting
ily Robinson." This will be released August
cluding Joe Bonomo and will be in ten epi17, 1925, and will be ten episodes in length.
Rangei-" ])laying the lead supported by a
sodes. It is a Boy Scout and Radio Serial
big cast directed by Henry McRae. This is
In the cast of this picture are Jack Mower,
Margaret Quimt)y and Joe Bonomo. This is a ten-ejjisode serial from an original story
from was
the a story
in the Boy's Life Magazine
and
sensation.
written by Isadore Bernstein and William
an all star cast, directed by Henry McRac
The sixth serial, "The Strings of Steel,"
and is one of the biggest serials I'eleased in Lord Wright and is based on the "death
will be released June 22nd, 1926. This story
years. The story was written by Isadore
ray" which is now so prominently in the
tvpes of the nations.
BeiTistein and William L ird AVright.
marks the fiftieth anniversary of the invention of the telephone and is a semi-historic
The fourth serial, "The Winking Idol," l)y
The second serial, "Ace of Spades," will
Charles Van Lf)an, was adapted to the screen
story based on the early development of the
be released October 19, 1925. This is a story
by Isadore Berstein and William Lord
telephone. It is a strictly action story and
of the "Oklahoma Land Rush," a })ig western
Wright. This will be a big Western serial
it is planned to plav Jack Daugherty in the
action drama story with William Desmond,
with William Desmond and be directed by lead with Francis Ford directing. It will
supported l)v Mary McAllister, Clark Cornbe ten ei^isodes.
Francis Ford.
It will be in ten episodes,
stock and Al Smith.
It i- a ten-ejjisode
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Comedy stars of Universal releases, left to right, top row: Al Alt, Century Star, Wanda Wiley, Century Star, Edna Marion, Century Star and Arthur Trimble
Star. Gordon, Century Star, Charles King, Century Star and Arthur Lake, Universal
with Petey, Century Stars; bottom row. Charles Puffy. Universal Comedian, Eddie

Laemmle
Says
contribution
st
gi'eate
L'S
ERSA
UXIV to the screen world during
the comin<? year will be "The Phantom of
the Opera,'' a super spectacle made with
Lon Chaney in the chief role, and with
Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry in featured parts. Directed by Rupert Julian at
great expense and representing the ultimate
in studio and technical progi-ess, it is regarded by Carl Laemmle, president of the
Universal Pictures Corporation as the
gi'eatest achievement of his carerer.
"The superlatives have all been exbausted," said Mr. Laemmle, "and all of the
high and mighty boasts that can be made
as to the greatness of a picture have been
pretty well used up. So I'll ju.st let you
glance over these simple figures and facts
about the production of the 'Phantom,' and
you can draw your own conchisions.
"Here they are :
" 'The Pliantom of the Opera' is the biggest picture Universal has ever made, sur-

''Pliantom''
is ''U s
Greatest
passing in every sen.se The Hunchback of
be put up for it. The completed -.etting
Notre Dame.
could easily contain the two largest stages
in Hollywood.
'"Fifty principals and five thousand peo"Interior of the Opera House (<ver one
ple in the cast. Lon Chaney, Mar\- Philbin,
luindred feet high, contains five tiers of
Norman Ken-y. Gibson Gowland, Arthur
Edmund Carew head the cast.
balconies, and seats 3,000 people. For the
great opera scenes the house is packe<i to
"Start" of one hundred and fifty technical
capacity.
experts assisted the director. They include
•"Stage of opera house is one hundred
architects, mining engineers, camera men,
feet wide and 7.5 feet high, exactly the diartists, musicians, ballet trainers, animal
mensions of the original.
trainers, illusionists, electrical, chemical,
""Ihe gi-and staircase, one hundred feet
optical, mechanical engineers, etc. Three
high, with six levels, was built in exact size.
hundred stage hands and electricians coiiIn this setting are exact reproductions of
timially employed during prmluction.
the famous sculptors and decorations of
••Eleven sculptors spent six weeks making
the original.
frescoes, statues, etc., for Paris Opera
'"Opera scenes, grand masquerade ball
House settings.
scenes in foyer, taken entirely in color.
■'Seven bhjcks of Paris streets built in
"The great l)ox-office feature of 'The
complete detail.
Phantom,' however, is the strength and sus■'Construction of exact reproduction of
pense of its gripping story. It moves with
famous Paris Opera HoiLse marks the ultia tempo and dramatic crescendo rarely seen
mate in motion picture settinjjs.
e ther on stage or screen and is resjarded
"No studio in the world large enough to
as a perfect example of an audience pichold this setting; a s]>ecial building had to

ture."

Prominent players in Universal oroductions. left to right, top row : Joe Bonomo, Serial Star, William Desmond, Serial Star, Art Acord, Western Star, and Jack
Hoxie, Western Star; bottom row: Edmund Cobb, Western Star, Margaret Quimby, Wes.ern Star. Pee Wee Holmes, Western Cowboy, Josie Sedgwick. Western
Star and Ben Corbett, Western Star.
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HOXIE
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UNIVERSAL STAR
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Greetings

from

Bill

"Ace

Cissy

Desmond

and

the

of

Spades"

'

Fitzgerald

Well-known

Comedy

Star

As .Mrs. Clebenger in "I'll Show "Vou The Town'
Harry Pollard's latest for Universal,
First National
Current Releases,
"Lillies
the Field"
"Flo
wingof Gold
First National
F. B. 0.
■'Vanity s Price "
F. B O.
'"The Woman Who Sinned'
\>."arner
Bros.
'■Pabhitt'
Warner Bros,
"Cornered'

CULLEN

LaNDIS

Fighting Coward"
Peacock Feathers"
Pampered Youth"
Steel of the Royal Mounted'

Paramount
Universal
'Vitagraph
'Vitagraph

?«00

Motion
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Troubetzkoy

NOW APPEARING IN THE LEADING
JUVENILE ROLE IN

Peacock andFeathers"
''THE

BEAUTIFUL CHEAT"
Universal Jewels

Prince Troubetzkoy was brought from France to appear in
Universal Productions on a five year contract

PRODUCTIONS

MADE

IN FRAMCE

"FROU
FROU"
Leading Man with Jean Palerme
"THE

BAD

"LA CHAUSSEE

Charles

H.

Puffy

Now Appearing In
UNIVERSAL BLUE BIRD COMEDIES

Kate
FREE

HAWK"
DES GEANTS"

Price
LANCING
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Fred

M.
MIGUEL

Malatesta
As
ESCOBAR

in

Arthur
Jasmine
Now appearing in featured role
Norman Dawn Production
"Justice of the Far North"

'The

Man
in the
A Universal
Jewel Saddle"

Other Productions

STARRING HOOT GIBSON
HOME PHONE-Ho 7950

"The Fire Cat"
"Thunder Gate"
"Lure of the Yukon"
"Ninety and Nine"

Cesare

Gravina
Goldwyn

"Scratch My' Back*'
"Foolish Wives"
"Merry Go Round"
"The Charmer"
"The Man in the Saddle"

Universal
Universal
with Pola Negri
Universal

Nazimova's "Salome"
Remembered as the dying boy
Robert
claims this,
in the Sherwood
"Four Horsemen."
one of the great mcments in
the history of Motion Pictures

George

Grandee
As

MANUEL

in

'The Man
in the Saddle"
Now Under Contract With Universal
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LOUISE DRESSER
Character Actress in Demand
After a very successful stage career in
light opera and musical comedy, Louise
Dresser became very much sought by motion
picture producers and she yielded to the
demand for her services. She has probably
never regretted the change either, for she has
appeared in some prominent successes.
Miss Dresser has been engaged continuously by the leading companies. She hasappeared almost exclusively in pictures made
by Paramount, Metro, Hodkinson, First
National, F. B. O., and now she is lined
up w.th Universal, where she will be
assigned roles that admirably suit her exceptional talent.
In her early screen career Miss Dresser
was With F. B. O. and among other pictures she made
The Glorysheof also
Clementina."
For the
same "company
appeared

A. SEITER

Director of Comedy Successes
The name of William A. Seiter is almost
synonymous with comedy and farce. He
has an unusual number of successes to his
cred t along these hnes and he promises to
add a lot more to the Universal schedule.
Seiter, a New Yorker, educated at the
Hudson River Military academy, elected to
pursue the career of an artist and writer and
he made no mistake. Success has been
his almost from his in.tial effort. He started
his film career with Selig and later was with
Reliance, Universal, Majestic, Crown City,
Universal, Goldwyn, Paramount, F. B. O.,
Warner Brothers and First National.
Among his early successes were thirteen
comedies for Mr. and Mrs Carter De
Haven for Goldwyn. For Paramount he
did "Passin" Thru," for F. B. O. "The
Foolish Age," 'Eden and Return," "Boy
Crazy" and others; for Warners, "The
Beautiful and Damned."
"Daddies," which he made for Warner
Brothers last year attracted almost universal
commendation and added materially to his
already large following. Othe rs of his recent successes were; "The White Sin" and
"His F^orgotten Wife" for F. B. O.,
"Listen Lester" for Principal Pictures, and
"The Family Secret" and "The Fast
Worker" for Universal. Setter's chief
hobby aside from the making of pictures, is
golf, which may have some bearing on his
overdeveloped sense for comedy situations,
though to most devotees this sport is more inclined to develop the dramatic.
ERNST

LAEMMLE

Skilled in Screen Technique
Ernst Laemmle is a nephew of Carl
Laemmle, the Universal president, which
fact has no bearing on the remarkable success he has gained as a director. Sheer
determination and hard work alone are responsible for young Laemmle's rapid rise in
the industry.
Working his way up the ladder step by
step he is a product of the ranks. He
studied the art of picture making at Universal City without asking favors of anyone.
After an apprenticeship of some duration
in the world capital of motion pictures,
Laemmle thought his progress might be more
rapid with additional education, so he spent
a year in Europe completmg his studies.
When he returned to Universal City he
started again as prop man and delved into
every branch of picture making. After
much hard work he was assigned as director
of a Universal picture. He made "The
Ghost City" with Pete Morrison as the
star and the deft touches he put into it helped
largely in making a success of it. Laemmle's future was assured.
More recently he has directed William
Desmond's Universal picture, "Red Clay,"
and "The Best Man." His last picture
for the Universal organization was "The
Ropin'
with Josie Sedgwick in the
starring Venus,"
role.

later in "Cheap Kisses." In 1923 she appeared in a number of pictures that were
among the real leaders of the year. Some of
them were, "The Fog" for Metro, and.
"Salomy Jane," "Ruggles of Red Gap,"
"Woman Proof" and "To the Ladies," for
Paramount.
The year 1 924 was also a busy one for
Miss Dresser and she went right from one
success to another. With Paramount she
appeared in "The Next Corner" and "The
City That Never Sleeps." She also was
prominently cast in Hodkinson's "What
Shall I Do." Her fi rst picture this year was.
First National's "Enticement."
JEAN

HERSHOLT

Portrayer of Many Roles
Comparatively few screen actors have
been as much in demand as Jean Hersholt.
He is a player who can be relied upon to
properly portray any role assigned to him.
Born in Copenhagen, Denmark, he has the
true artistic temperament, backed by a
career on the speaking stage that covered a
period of twelve years in Denmark, Sweden
and Norway. A director as well as an
actor, he knows every angle of acting and
production technique.
It is not to be wondered at that Hersholt
has appeared in some of the greatest successes produced in this country. His film
experience started ten years ago when in
1915 he started work with Thomas H.
Ince at Inceville. Since that time he has
appeared with all of the leading producing
companies.
For the United Artists he scored in " Fess
of the Storm Country" and for Metro in
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
and "Jazzmania." For Goldwyn he appeared in "Red Lights," "Greed" and
'The Stranger's Banquet." Among the
First National pictures in which Hersholt
has
prominently are "Torment,"
"The figured
Goldfish,"
"The Woman on the
Jury" and "Her Night of Romance." hie
was also prominently cast in "Sinners in
Silk" for Metro-Goldwyn and "Cheap
Kisses" for F.B.O.
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HARRY

A. POLLARD
and
MARGARITA
FISHER
There ne few duecto>-s who keep busy
more ccnt'nuously than Harry Pollard, for
there is no angle of the drama or comedy
he is not thoroughly famihar with. A widely
diversified career on the stage and in the
picture field qualify him to handle any type
of picture.
A success from the s':art as a director.
Pollard rttracted wide attention to himse.f
when he made "The Leather Pushers" for
Universal three seasons ago.
Pollard got his early training on the stage.
For ten years he was in stock and vaudeville, and as well, was a producer of plays. Among his early pictures
were "The Danger Game," "The Girl Who Wouldn't Grow Up,"
"Trimmed" "Confidence" and "The Locked
Margarita Fisher, leading lady of the
Door."
American Film Company at Santa Bar:ara
and star for several seasons, had been in retirement as the wife of Pollard, and returned to play the second feminine role in
Virginia Valli's Universal-Jewel "K — the
Unknown,"
ous husband. under the direction of her famShe did such wonderful work in this picture that her reputation as one of the stellar
players of the screen was at once reestablished.
Miss Fisher began her stage career when
she was only eight and continued on the
speaking stage until she entered motion picture work, in which she was star.ed in numerous productions.

number of pictures, among them, "Thunderbolt Jack," "Man From Nowhere,"
"Dead
or Alive" and "Cyclone Bliss."
Hoxie's affiliation with Universal followed and his popularity has been on the
increase ever since. Among his Universal
pictures which have brought him his greatest
success are the following: "Don Quickshot
of the Rio Grande," "Where is this West?"
"Men in the Raw," "The Red Warning,"
"The Man From Wyoming," "The Galloping Ace," "The Phantom Horseman,"
"Ridgeway of Montana," "The Back
Trail," "Fighting Fury," "Daring
Chances," "Western Wallop" and "The
Sign of the Cactus."

News

EDWARD
SLOMAN
Director of Sterling Worth
Born and educated in London, England,
Edward Sloman has had wide experience
both on the legitimate stage and in pictures.
He attained much success as an actor in
both, but even greater fame in the direction
of stage plays and picture productions.
Sloman started his professional career on
the speaking stage in London and has never
gotten very far away from the profession
since. However, since coming to America
he has bren in pictures exclusively and for
the most part as a director. The services
of Sloman have been much sought by the
leading companies. He has had marked
success with a number of productions for
FirEt Tiational, Goldwyn, Metro and Universal.

Two of the most notable recent Universal
productions he was responsible for are "The
Price of Pleasure" in wh'ch Virginia Valli
and Norman Kerry are co-stars, and "Up
the Ladder," in which Virginia Valli again
has the starring role. His latest production
for this company is the House Peters Universal Jewel, "The Titans." The Sloman
name w 11 adorn other Universal pictures
during the coming season.
Carl Laemmle is one of Sloman's greatest
boosters. The president of
Universal regards mh among the real leaders in the
directorial field and feels assured when he
has assigned him to the direction of a feature
It will be developed to its full worth when it
is presented on the screen.
EDWARD

JACK HOXIE
Starring in Westerns
Always popular among the fans who take
their Westerns seriously, Jack Hoxie has
made tremendous strides and added thousands to his legion of followers since his advent with Universal, where stories are
moulded to his six feet of height and 200
pounds of brawn and muscle.
A Western fits Hoxie like a glove for he
was raised in that country whose characters
he depicts so well on the screen. It was on a
cattle ranch in Oklahoma that Jack got his
early training as a cowboy and he grew to be
the champion rider of all those wide open
spaces. He boasts several championships
and has the trophies to show for his skill as
a trick and fancy rider.
He was a Lasky star in his early screen
careerA.rrow
and Film
madeCorporation
"Lightning
With
he Bryce."
made a

Picture

LAEMMLE

Successful Director
It is quite a long call from machinist and
electrical worker to motion picture director,
but that is the achievement of Edward
Laemmle. If the engineering field lost a
good mechanic, the mot. on picture industry
gained a better director.
Laemmle's screen career has been with
Universal and he has directed some mighty
popular pictures. He gained considerable
reputation when he directed "In the Days of
Buffalo Bill," which created a sensation
in all parts of the world. Others of his most
popular pictures were: "Winners of the
West," "Fair Fighting," "Top O' the
Morning. ' "The Oregon Trail," "The Victor," "That Kid From Madrid," "The Fast
Steppers"
Man in Blue."
Laemmleandis "The
a comparatively
young director. With each succeeding picture he has
registered a greater success. He is the type
director who profits by any slight error he
might make • with one picture. He is a
student, a deep student of everything in connection with the industry.
FRANCES IRWIN
Director Francis Ford who is making ihe UniversalSerial "The Perils of the Primitive" (Swiss Family
Robinson) in which this child of five, Frances Irwin,
has the part of the son of Robinson, has pronounced
ihe young actress as one of the most gifted of juveniles
of the screen. The director points to the great scene
in which she weeps over the faithful dog which gave its
life for Jack. It is predicted by all who have seen
Frances that her future seems bright.

Ernst

Laemmle
DIRECTOR

'THE

SUNSET

TRAIL"

"RED
CLAY"
FEATURING WILLIAM DESMOND
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Edward

Sloman

DIRECTOR
Universal
RECENT

RELEASES

'PRICE OF PLEASURE'
"UP THE
LADDER"
UNIVERSAL

Productions

IN PRODUCTION
-THE
THE
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"BURNING DAYLIGHT"
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Edward

Laemmle

DIRECTOR
UNIVERSAL

RECENT

JEWELS

RELEASES

"THE
MAN
IN BLUE"
From the Red Book Magazine Story
"FLOWER

OF NAPOLl"

-A WOMAN'S
FAITH"
Adapted from Clarence Budington Kelland's novel
"MIRACLE"
IN PREPARATION
"SPOOK Hoot
RANCH"
Starring
Gibson
" KINGS UP"
Starring Hoot Gibson

Edgar

Ulmer

assistant

"Phantom

of

director

the

Opera"

Although barely 21 years old, Mr. Ulmer
won the recognition of being one of the
leaders on the continent in theatrical art
work. While in Europe he was a pupil
of Max Rhinehardt, famous European
producer. Mr. Carl Laemmle discovered
this young man's genius and brought him
on from New York to join Universafs
directorial and art staff.

"Still Alarm"
All Star
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CISSY

FITZGERALD

FREDERIC

Prominent

Comedy Star
pISSY FITZGERALD is a comedy star whose
V-^ fame has spread to all parts of the world bolh on
the legitimate stage and in pictures. Her latest and
what she thinks her best picture is the Harry Pollard
production for Universal, "I'll Show You the Town,"
in which she has the role of Mrs. Clebenger.
.Among Miss Fitzgerald's current releases are, "Liliies
of the Field" and "Flowing Gold" for First National
'Vanity -s Price" and "The Woman Who Sinned"
tor h. ti. U., and Babbitt and "Cornered" for Warner Brothers. Another
of her past successes was "Daring Love" for Truart.
CULLEN

ARTHUR

JASMINE

Well-Known Leading Man
RTHUR JASMINE has won himself a place
A with Universal because of his consistently good
work in pictures over a period of more than five years,
and he will be seen in a number of important roles in
the product that company will turn out during the
coming season.
Jasmine hails from St. Paul, Minneapolis, and
□
started his professional career in musical comedy, where
he achieved considerable success. He appeared in the
Holywood Pilgrimage play and his screen services have been in demand ever
since. One of his most successful roles was that in "Scaramouche" for Metro
and another in "The Lure of the Yukon," for Lee-Bradford. He has a'so
appeared in several pictures for Universal.
KATE

PRICE

Popularity is Perennial
KATE PRICE is one of a comparatively few
players whose popularity year after year is ever
on the increase. She has been in pictures since the
early
days and roles
her services
seembefore.
to be more
for character
than ever
Theresoug'it
is notnew a
leading producing company in existence in this countrj
to which Miss Price has not contributed the artistic portrayal of a character role.
Universal. Fox, Vitagraph, Keystone, First National,
Pathe, Hodkinson, Goldwyn, Producers Distributing Corporation, Metro, United
Artists have not regretted they have had this popular player in their pictures.
Among the most prominent of many successes in which she has appeared were
the following: "Tlie Spoiler;,"' "The Sea Hawk," "Fools Higl.way,"
"Another .Man's Wife,'" "'The Tornado'" and scores of others.
CESARE GRAVINA
Celebrated Character Actor
CES.ARE GRAVINA has played a wide ranee of
character roles and has done them so well that his
services are constantly in demand. He was an unusually busy actor last year and Universal intends to keep
him busy this season.
Gravina appeared in some of the leading pictures
in 1924. after having appeared in such successes as
"Foolish Wives" for Universal and "Daddy" for First
National. In 1923 he had prominent ro'es in "Circus
Days" for First National and '"Merry Go Round" for Universal. Last year
his best pictures were: "The Humm;ng Bird" and "Contraband" for Paramount; '"The Family Secret."" "Butterfly" and "The Man In Blu»" for Universal ;and "Greed " for Metro-Gotdwyn.

N ew:>

MALATESTA

Skilled Screen Actor
D ORN in Naples, Italy, and educated there and in
Rome, Frederic Malatesta had considerable stage
experience in Italy and South America before entering
^^^^^^E^^.^
upon his screen career m this country. Since he be^^^^^^^^^Hfl
came a screen player he has appeared in pictures for
^^^^^^t^^^^m
practically every leading company.
^^^^^ET.^^^H
has since been with Grifwith Pathe and
started Paramount,
He Metro,
^^^^^B>2||^^^| fith,
Fox, First National, Preferred, United Artists, Universal and others. Among the pictures in which he
has won his most success were: "The Man Between " for Fox, "Don Coyote, "
"Broadway or Bust " and "The Reckless Age. "

LANDIS

Brilliant Yomig Actor
P E^X screen players have attained more continuous
*■ popularity than Cullen Landis. He has appeared
in a large number of excellent pictures in the past few
years and will be seen in some equally as good if not
better with Universal during the coming season.
Landis is a Southerner, a product of Nashville,
Tennessee and he has played in pictures for all of the
leading companies. He will be featured among others
in 'Peacock Feathers" for Universal next season.
Among his most successful pictures have been "The Fighting Coward" for
Paramount, "Pampered Youth" and "Steel of the Royal Mounted'" for Vitagraph, "The Fog," "Soul of the Beast" and "The Man Life Passed By" for
Metro and "A Girl of the Limberlost'" for F. B. O.

Picture

MARY

PHILBIN

Star of Great Promise
ARY
PHILBIN started
he screen career with
MARY PHILBIN
started her
Universal and has been a good bet for that company ever since. She has made pictures for other companies, but her best work has been with the Laemmle
organization.
Among the outstanding succe;!e3 of Miss Philbin
with the Universal company were: "The Blazing
Trail," "Danger Ahead," "No Clothes to Guise Her,"
"Once to Every Boy,'" "Merry Go Round," "False
Kisses," "Where is This West," "Fools Highway," "The Gaiety Girl," "The
Rose of Paris"" and "Fifth Avenue Models."' For First National she scored
in "Penrod and Sam " and "Age of Desire,'" and for Fox in "The Temple
of Venus."
MARGARET

QUIMBY

Stage and Screen Favorite
ARGARET QUIMBY, the former Follies
M beauty cind more recently of the Music Box
Review and George White Scandals, was born and
educated in Minneapolis, Minn. She is now 20 years
old. Her first screen work after several years on the
leilimate stage as actress and fancy dancer, was
with
the Universal
serials "Fight
and
Win, Jack
" as Dempsey
the leadingin lady
in the champ
photoplay.
Perfect Woman " of
Director Julian has
hood in the world. "
the coming production

won stage.
several physical culture prizes as "The
theShe
NewhasYork
called her the "Most nearly perfect specimen of womanUniversal has cast her for the lead.ng feminine role in
"The Swiss Family Robinson. "

FRANCIS

FORD

Famous Star and Director
FRANCIS FORD has won an enviable name for
himself in westerns and serials, in many of which
he has appeared for Universal. He will also be seen
in many more for that company in the future. Daring
his screen career he has directed or played in over
1 50 westerns in addition to many serials.
Ford started his stage career with Amelia Bingham
in stock and entered the picture field as a director and
player. For a time he was with Fox, the Pathe serial,
"Haunted Valley " and with Arrcw in "The Fighting Skipper. " He also was
with Universal
m ""Measure
of a Man,
" "The
of the Cactus"
and manyof
others.
Ford has
also officiated
behind
the Sign
megaphone
for a number
productions for various compan es. Great things are expected of him bv the
officials of the Universal corporation.
GEORGIE

GRANDEE

New Comedy Character
EORGIE
GRANDEE
who has been a well
G known figure in vaudeville for nearly four years
under the name of Georgie Co3n, with the act of Cook
and Coan, is one of the latest newcomers into pictures.
He was engaged to play the serond role of importance with Wm. Desmond in his new Universal starring
production "The Meddler. " directed by Ar hur Rcsson.
Grandee's
first motion picture
and
hisThis
workIS proved
so extraordinary
that heengagen-ent
is considered
a coming film actor. He is extremely short, slender, red haired and dark eyed.
He plays the role of a valet to the hero, a comedy characterization.
He finished a successful tour over the Orpheum Circuit only a few weeks
before he took up screen work as a means of l.velihood.

mi
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WILLIAM

DESMOND

HENRY
McRAE
Director of Promise

Star of "Westerns"
The name of Bill Desmond has been
synonymous with motion pictures of the
Western type and the majority of those in
which he gained his great following in all
parts of the world were made for Universal.
Desmond is from the rich old sod of
Dublin, but he came to this country when
a youth and was educated in the public
schools of New York. He gained much
popularity as a legitimate star before going
into pictures.

Henry McRae has had a long career
on the stage and screen. In fact he has devoted his time to little else since he graduated
from the schools in Ontario, Canada. He
launched his own company shortly after
graduating and toured with it for two
years. Later he operated stock companies
in various cities along the coast and then
took
Orient. shows to Japan, Hawaii and the
He started his screen career with Selig
and later went to Universal, where he was
made director general. From Universal he
went to Hodkinson and then back to Universal, where he promises some big things
for this season. Among the successes with

His successful pictures have been almost
too numerous to mention. It is only necessary to recall some of those he made for
Universal such as, "McGuire of the
Mounted," "Shadows of the North,"
"Beasts of Paradise," "The Riddle Rider,"
"Barriers of the Law" and "The Sunset
Trail."
' "
CLIFFORD

which he is credited are "The Critical Age,"
"The Indian's Lament" and "Racing for
OLIVE HASBROUCK
Brilliant Yonng Player

S. SMITH

Director of "Westerns"
Few directors have had more success
with westerns than Cliff Smith. Having been educated at Stillwater, Oklahoma, he knows the western environment
and its ways. When William S. Hart
needed a director who knew whereof he was
directing he decided upon Smith and they
made some forty-five pictures together, and
then he made eighteen with Roy Stewart
and others with Tom Mix, Texas Guinan
and Edith Sterling.
Paramount signed him and he started to
work again with William S. Hart. They

Few young screen players have more
brilliant prospects than Olive Hasbrouck. Universal has brought her to the
front rapidly and seems to have struck just
the right type of vehicle for her exceptional
talent in the Sweet Sixteen series in which
she is one of the featured players. She has
the youth, beauty and vivaciousness so necessary for roles of this type.
Aside from the Sweet Sixteen series Miss
Hasbrouck has played in a number of Universal features, her latest release being
"Lightning Jack," a western. Other pictures in which she has appeared for this

Life."

made "Wild Bill Hickok" and "Singer Jim
McKee." Smith has been with Universal
in his latest pictures and has scored with

company are "Ridgeway of Montana,"
"The Little Savage," "Big Timber," "Alone
at Last" and "Smoked Out." This popular
young player who has proved her sterling
worth, will be seen in quite a number of
Second White List productions for the Universal Corporation.

"Ridgeway of Montana," "The Back
Trail," "Fighting Fury," "Daring
Chances," "Western Wallop" and "The
Sign of the Cactus."
EDGAR

ULMER

PRINCE

YOUCCA

Director and Designer

TROUBETZKOY

Was born in Olmuetz, Austria, 22 years ago. He was educated
in the schools and University of Vienna, and of Stockholm, Sweden.
His education as designer and art director he obtained at the famous
Royal Burg Theatre in Vienna, at one time the foremost stage of
Europe.
He played in the Burg Theatre for several seasons.
He was regarded as a protege of Max Reinhardt, and made sets
for Nibelungen Opera and for the Metropolitan Opera.
He has designed several sets of scenery for Universal and his art
work will be on display in a number of pictures to be released by
that company this season.

Ha^idsome Leading Man

CHAS.

H.

PUFFY

Charles Puffy is Hungarian by birth and cosmopolitan by education. The man who created a sensation in European theatrical circles, with his antic
clowning, has signed a five year contract with Universal.
Puffy was born in the Capital of Hungary, Budapest,
Sept. 3, 1888. He attended the college of his home city
and the University of Berlin. His stage career exsixteen
years.Max
He Reinhardt,
has played under
Europe's
greatesttends overstage
wizard,
in Berlin.
Puffy weighs two hundred and ninety-five pounds.

Prince Troubetzkoy, like so many other
scions of old Russian families, found himself
considerably impoverished by the war and
was peisuaded by his friends, because of his
fascinating way and good looks, to enter the
picture profession. So he pursued Carl
Laemmle all through Europe and finally succeeded in getting himself signed to a contract. Mr. Laemmle is satisfied that he
made no mistake in signing the Prince.
Troubetzkoy is no stranger to America.
In fact he is a native son of California.
When he was still a baby his parents took
him back to Europe and had him educated
in Russia and France. The young Prince
is in his early twenties, a six-footer and a
trained athlete. Universal officials confidently
predict a brilliant future for this young scion
of a noble family.
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61 5q Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
PHONE GR. 8874
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Congratulations

to Carl

Success

Laemmle and Universal's
Second White List

and

Best Wishes

Carl Laemmle

and

Univer-

salis Second White

CHINESE
COSTUMES,

List

& JAPANESE

PROPERTIES

& ART

GOODS

WHITE
ORIENTAL

to

COSTUME

CO.

PINE

LUMBER

3420 So. Grand

CO.

Ave.

6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD,

PHONE HOLLY 5054

We

LOS ANGELES,

CALIF.

Congratulate NIr. Laemmle

PHONE

HLMBOLT

CALIF.

1782

All Good

Wishes

to Carl

on his efforts to produce cleaner
pictures.

He may

count on our

heartiest cooperation

INTERIOR
FURNITURE

Laemmle and Universal's
Second White List

DECORATORS

— RUGS

— DRAPERIES
HARRY

Be-Hannesey
Art
Studio
1122 North Western Avenue
HOLLYWOOD

PHONE

HOLLYWOOD

3063

CINEMA

D. BROWN

STUDIOS

SUPPLY

1438 Beachwood
HOLLYWOOD,

Drive
CALIF.

HE 0072
PHONE ^^y^

CORP.
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Motion

No — this is not Bert Lytell.

Picture

News

"Use a rug instead"

Best wishes to my pal — Carl Laemmle

Best Wishes to Carl Laemmle
and Universal's 2nd White List
TENTS. AWNINGS. CAMPING EQUIPMENT
DOWNIE
BROS., Inc.
t4D SAN PEDR.O ST.
(Phone Broadway mi)
LOS ANGELES. CALIFFrancis

Ford

DIRECTOR
"Perils of the Wild"
A Universal Serial

Green's
Art
Store
825 So. Hill St.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Pictures. Frames, Mirrors'
Phone
Floor and Table LampsTucker 4004
Art and Gi ft Novelties-

Frances
Irwin

This

Special

Section

Appearing In
Universal Pictures
On

Now Playing In
"Perils

of the

Universal

Pictures

Direction Francis Ford
and
Wild-

Players
GREETINGS

Grace

FROM

Darmond

IS PUBLISHED

EXCLUSIVELY
IN

and her Salon de Beaute Parisian
Pour Chiens et Chats
Motion

Picture

News

fune

6,

19 2 5

2»\7

create

Animal

Gdstumes

/

Colbunem-mad
Lions, ina
of ethe "Ape
Lorrai
scarring
release
sal
Univer
Kerry. the dog
Norman Nana
in
Peter Pan.
A Paramount
pictureduced by Herproberc Brenon.

FURPROPS
for
Huntsmeris

Trophies

Skins
.An animal costume of a
different kind, created by
Colburn's Exclusive Fur Establishment, and worn by
Miss Beverly Bayne, Warner
Bros. Star.

\

90G

HOLLYWOOD

Congratulations!

Advent

of

the

Heads

- Birds

Robes

- Fish

(r====^

Taxidermy

Studio

West
Seventh
-^Los Angeles
TUcker
4313

Pictures

and Universal's
The

Sale/

Rtigs and

^-^hollvwooos

Corporation
2nd White

oepenoable^

department

^

BOULEVARD

Universal

or

- Game

COMPANY

ROBERTSON

6751-53

-Fur

Colburris

\

716-718 South Flower St.
Branch Shoppe— Ambassador Hote'

Rent

and

Mr.

store

Carl Laemmle

List.

Silversheet

Has Made
the Hollywood
of Today
There may be other conditions instrumental in building Hollywood, but none whose influence has had so great an effect as the Motion
Picture Industry.
Picture the Hollywood of ten years ago — a town of about 25,000 people, here and there a shop, just four banks, patches of desert with
their oasis of orange and lemon groves. Hollywood today! Skyscrapers, hundreds of smart shops, numerous artistic theatres, thirty
banks, fifty-one churches, a vast stretch of beautiful residences, a population of 130,000 — and so rapidly growing. Due, mostly — we can
safely say — to the Cinema folks. Not only to the Actors, but the Producers, Directors, Writers and other people of the intellectual
world who have built up the Industry.
The to" their
Movie generous
" people patronage.
are Hollywood boosters — their payroll finds its way into the local stores. Our own business owes much of its
success
A Vote of Thanks to the Silversheet — and to the Universal Pictures Corporation who have shared greatly in giving us beautiful and
progressive Hollywood!
We
To

Are
the

Equipped

To

Cater

Studios

-With The Most Appropriate Of
Apparel bor t-very oet
Garments whose photographic value is excellent. Accessories, too,
pretty
scarfs, hosiery,
underthings,
negligees,
The will
Studio
whose costume
department
fashions apparel
for etc.
its scenes
be
satisfactorily taken care of in our yardage and trimmings section
where^ the beautiful and the newest are ever on display.
-

The
For

Smartest

of Millinery

Professional

Use

^^^^^^^^
..
..
^ ^^^^^ j.^^,^ ^^^.^ ^.^^^.^^^
flapper, a picturesque creation for the featured heroine, or
a conservative model for her who is to be the '" screen mother " — the
Hat
here that
will completefor the
"set."is available
Just the
right iscolors
and trimmings
the success
camera.of the
A model
for any occasion — business, sports, street, dinner — and always
Fashion's last dictate.
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Motion

Picture

News

GEVAERT

RAW

STOCK

Negative—

Js

JOHN

Good

Positive

As

The

Best

D.TIPPETT,

GEVAERT

Inc.

FILM

1540

Broadway

6040

Sunset

Blvd.

New

York

Hollywood,

Calif.

City

J II II I' 0 .
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xhibitors

Scrvice^vnee

Manager Frank Slefly of the Coliseum theatre, Seattle, makes good use of the shell over his marquee for special displays.
"Learning lo Love" (First National), as ivell as his art lobby displiiy for the same picture.
Advisory Board
Ge*rK«
J. Srhade, Schad* tlioiir)',
NantluKky.
Bdnmrd L.. Hyman, Mark Slrand
theutrr, Brooklyn.
Theo.
Mgr., Finkle«tein I..Hi Hny«,
Kuliiti,Gen.
Minnnipolis.

and

Contributing
:

:

THE

Editors,
CHECK-UP

Exhibitors'
:

:

Weekly "Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who
considered
it "Good";
the fourth column,
who considered
The fifth
column isanda percentage
giving thethoseaverage
rating on itthat"Big."
feature,
obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor'' is rated at 20%; one
of
"Fair."
40%;
"Good,"
70'}c
^
and
"Big,"
100%.
The
percentage
rating
all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by theof
number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports
which
might beup m'sleading
taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged
and eliminated.

jLeo A. Landau, Lyceum theatre,
Minneapolis.
M. R. Rogers, Southern Distriet
8oprrvi»or,
Fainou-.Tenn.I'Ui.vtT".Lftaky, fhattanooK;!,
Stanley ( liHinhers, I'alai-e Ihriitre,
W'i hitit. Knn.
Wtllard C. r.itterson. >Felropolitan
tbeatr*. Atlanta.
K. V. Kicli-.ircln. .Ir.. (ii-n M«r.
Saeneer Amusement Co., New
Urli^aiiM,
F. L. Newman, nianiit;iMK d!reet«r.
Famous Play ers-Lasky theatres,
I>os .Vngreles.
Arthur
<;. Stolte,
Moini' theatr«. Dth
.\loineM.I)e«liMva.
W.Strand
C. Quimby.
Manae'inc;
Director,
I'alaee
and .Jefferson
theatreH, Fort Wayne, Ind.
J. \. rarlinKtoii, Imperial tliesitre,
«iin I r:iii<'i«< •>.
• ieoritr
('ar|ienter.
RmprrKKK. theatre.
Salt I'aramountLake.
■Idner
<;r»nman'» theatre*. (irauman.
I. Ok Afi|cele«.

TITLE
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
riressrnaker from Paris, The
New Lives for Old
Sw-n TV,FIRST NATIONAL.
Enticement
FOX.
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Cheaper to Marry

Poor

Fair

Good

Big

—
—
1

3
1
5

3
5
3

5
3
1

1

1

9

1 —

7

—

2

Value Length
75
77
53

6,186 ft.
6,796 ft.
5,889 ft.

63

6,407 ft.

71

6,500 ft.

—

"Check-up"

Here is thai on

Service Bureau
Georee
E. Brown,N. C.Imperial th««
tre. Charlotte.
LoiiiK K. Sidney, Dirlslon Ma»Iniruh, Lowe's
Pa.
aeer,
theatre*. Pitta(ieo. Kotsky, Manaeln^ DireotcVt
l'ahne theatre, Montreal, Can.
Eddie
Zorn, .Mannelng Direct«r
troit.
ISroad way-Strund theatre, DeFred S.
I'alace
York.
Joseph

Myer. Mana^ine I)ir*«t«v,
theatre. Hnmilton, Ohi*.
Plunkett,
Director, >Iark StrandMannein^
theatre. New

Ka.v
Manager
Director.
Liberty theatre,
.SpnkaM^
« ash.Gromhaeher,
Kos» A. McVo.T, Manaeer, Temyto
theatre, Geneva, N. Y.
W. S. McLaren, Mnnaelne: Director. Capitol theatre, JaoKson, Mich.
Harold B. Franklin, Director •<
Theatres, Famous Players-Lagky.
William J. SulllT<R, Uanacer.
Kialto theatre, Butte, Mont.
H. A. Albrlcht. Manaeer, T. I). *
L. theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Claire Meachime, Grand theatre,
Uestfleld, N. Y.
Ace
Director,
CircleBerry,
theatre,Manacins
Indianapolis.

June
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What
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YoyV.

resents

Hal
Critics

Roa
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TIMES
By HAilOW J. PETEKS.
If there TviT» am h a

THE SCREEN

Picture Plays and Players
Wild Morses Take the Place of Hollywood
Actor, in 'Black Cyclone'— 'The Cracker^ack'

k3 well «i)ujre« the -""^^i,
A burro, l""""" K' clumsiest
the samj sympa*'';. nt>n-

nd ,">i^}!,^ vto^
1 acre» o' ?S^u
I 5, pl5««d

1

i,"eas dlrectloii
he finds
R» "to beniii.
force
.'r™"ks
fin S^^b.

J -The Ki0C

Rex Is th» {IMhIBj ebony horse
that raced through the reels of "TheHe
' last seasoa.
IsKInl.ot
a. tint Wild
egunHorses
of an «nlm»J, a dasliIng. ayn^ml*^ piece of borseBcsh, and
his jistformance
reveais
that ie inhas"Black
»adeCyclone",
steady
■Irides,"
or
gUIopa
rather.'aa
an actor.
<)t courae. some carplne critics
may
and remonstrate
over simply
his trickby^
otcavile^preiBlns
d*p emotion
will'
noEtrtls,
boailaUng
recal^B4hH , that
the totgoodthenMr. Itflart
goea about *ctipe In much the same
"Black Cyclooe,*' you should be tol<V
Itaa a dwlded ptot. a trlanrular on*
Iroeed. in which the principal figures
are Bex, who IS the upright force; the
Killer,
who lor
Is. .->s•M-. GMfnth
puts th?it,
'the force
and Lady,
bone of contention. Tlir Killer Is quite
terrlfj'ing. He is pl^»d by a veiiora0U.1- looking horse wlt» the meaneat
Ijo<itlnt
In fllmdom.
pair otSot »ye«
atiout
his human
counterpart,
.we
•houia Bay that hla metho4« of regls«am«caa thoae
employed by"^"^thetliscapabW
evUlpasslou^v*
ttriny
Wallaoa Baerj-. Of the three principal
charactera Lady, a paiMlve, colortei*
leaatofadvaa*
showsehe uphasto one
mare,then
gray 'but
tagc,
thosi.
Tiegatlve
roTcs
which
permit
to do littlewhilemoroll* than
sitthe onactress
hen
■"•taunthes
two mala
memi
I bera of the triangle light for hef love
lanit Vnderatandlng.

nply
foreiese
and over,
bite one
and
the clinches
theyanother,
pound 'theli
hoofs
one another's
bides. Then
n^hi. on«»ew-.ei:
to th'i nnr-Alint»r<t
r-vtewer
ever"In
WT^E^
so hlUch ,.
It"-" ei.'iliiif^ tinil nt'"''"''
ind MkiW*
the hpirwftcn -the
.l.>
°"
^„ theirgh IX.WO
Uie motlone
in orde aajl
t-arn
a. week.
the
>t it ari
io tlaftdiv
— fotI-ailer
yviA^hgo Ihey
probablye^l''"'^
well
, paid
with two lumps of sugar soaked
in vftniUa.
pictures- ofovera
h^raTberq»P «rg
'l-iU beaiUifui
Uo«ica grUlnnin^
fTon.^. ^I?n^ei<r thercare .rlnj)^."
no jarring
Dig:
UdUjcwoodtan notes, except* possibly
wibtlUes
Which
aid
In
recounting ^the stale paces through which
ihc thwci IWrMs ari? led. The love
life
of theblurbs,
hora-?'.la according
written
decidedly 'toakintheseto
thp love life of tho characters in Harold Bellmindful
^V^lght'B Ules.
the movie comedy
public
theEver
producers haveof furnished
rellcC
ln-the liu*ro.
shape ofa a»adfroTrsy.
plalntWe
mile
eyed
littlo
oiomi who stumbles ever and anon
the
plot
and
taxes
sadly
toward
^eis onecamera.
This movie
eneac»n«
of the few
actorscreature
whom
tho
wMtT
would
like
to
meethas"In capthe
ne^n.' Hf. or maybe ehe,
turfd
Elconora
Duse'sof tridt
of mak- .
inz' I'.i»<-tid|r
a
tJiing
the
soul.
Kk Cyclone" is well worth see-'
inr™' ,
- -"^

Pathepicture

has ft fine j
Kmc
of
tiie
Wild
Hors^i,
he nroves that he not t
actor of
screenmeanpersonilitj-.
but
power.
In this(.'Td>nemeciifitiical
afe picturga
like
»ark
are gimplr
%ralaJKf?
, wbo
in ?innj
the rarmfrto I
knows inehorses<*hvlt>
only aadai RomeUnD(
t^ag ploughs
an impreasion
of thia
majestic
animalwith
created,camera
and |I
as he looks
at as h"best.was Tbe
Fhots of Rex and t'ae other wild horajs
are
simply majt nificcot ; they are tTemendoyslj
In Tart, thrilling
ilje --hoi? rc['i"- .".^ one
-1 -vhifh t> hang the film
Ha! Ur.,lrK.
ba-L'nsiderahly
stretched.?■« i^ne
at times,
keeps the .actioq at a great pace aM tbe
waySereral
through.momenti stand out: the fintt
appemMnce
of The the
Killer,parta ofbigtheroan,
who
certainly
rillain:
the sceneslooksshowing
The KiHer
roundiog up a herd: the tico battles
between Rex and The Killer: Rel'a j
dilemOLfi
in wvrk
the th*-qdicksand.
and oQt-;
tbe''
human
hero's
inhor»e
settingis tTing
him
the
lo \
get thescene-*
the mountain
man"here
to follow
him;Rex the
kill Ins
ofwild
linn
by
:
and
the
rid' after the haman villain and the
giri. They're
all real mnff.thrlHs that nq
aadience
can possibly
Lady.knowRei'a
wife inshetheispierure
{we
don't
whether
offscreen),
is a pretty foil
the heroa comedy
horse, andpart.i
nondescript
burrofor plays
Tbe
picture hns allotted
all the toroles
fontidandin
animals,
jtt human
most bepictore
said that the csstiag
director
eiipp^inriob.worth.,
bill atfeaturing
tbe Capitol
didThe
splendid
isG'ti-Rlee
o£a-considerable
LieoU
in a potpourri of Canadian
folhftpnRS.
He
is
pleaaaot.
and
faan
an
ofTerinj ofThegood,
not atartling.
material.
best ifnumber
on tbe
asaistinr
propram.
however,
ia
called
"Moment Mozartesrjue." three short
Sieces
before' a spinet,
very pleasing
J a vtolioist.
sopriDo. set.aad done
the
Also corps.
«n the film hill is -a comedt
balVt
b.'.led
"Hold
Mv
Babr."'
with
<i:enn
tTrrvo starred.
picture, wonder of
I0 reallyThi£funfi/!

The

Wild

Horse

OrCLON

N.Y. H ERALD

E

BCfNr'

-TRl

On the Screen-By H»'"«"f"*':^ 1 ■
Wild Horse and Half-Breed Dog
Doroiiale nuHtUing Film* at
Capitol and Rialto
the ■ program
are 1
lerlure.
the Capi■ THE CA3T Blarh cyclone"
tolV;^;ga"rine; "A ,M'.-^.f
"'J.^'/^j
I
and
'Minuet
with "Largetto.
' A picluro called In
••A Watnlhg.
L»dy
, CTiV" — e.que.and
is by the
Canada" "ssisted
Vr^nch^Gitz-BIco,
Old
Lieutenant
. II is »o«letloV-»Mk oD B^oadwY. Canodlan'
tolk songs.
Roachol
gives a potpourri
Capitol ensemble,
that
say
to
forgot
We
that I
andK"'
P'CturoM<">1>'
,kturo>>K;««. »■« "'•
presents
.'>',';:
fine.
very spoiled
the titlesthearetcaluro
|
it. entirfls.
would have
5,x ihTwltl l-ot^M. « the C'.p'tof. « tiUes IICE. Tilt:
SON CAST
OF KAZA
lo". story .n Plerr*. J '"l ,theme
STrS, .nT'no
'"""'J* fra
ha»« atolove'''i'fy.
Sttorc» >hen.
■BUFb"ve.
iicTa- - :
Cough
Anita S,tewart but
is starred
Tnosl hove their suspcoso
doubt - the. |
without
Kazan."is the real
of
Son
^ml RexE cnnmc hero
B.rce >nt,crcEtin
. (hoof rea'.ly
sta,^'I'""'
viciMilMe
lh«
111'., ' „
ore
s
M,ss
Slewart
Pl^'V'
themselve
in the pictureR"s. '
ihines
|
Canadianhistrapn, Frenchaddressing
af slways
daughter
off-;
o fe« doys old. and
orphon Cyclone"
•s Inon "Block
is
who
per.
he .
" But andthenHat
"Mon a Petite
pr ng is was
:fofy
'k'-"'*'''"'"""^
motihood. R<^^" ^. •prohJilv
half-breed
lescencetok'esandhimyoung
explain it. The hero toi'theP'^J""
'ahewildis about
horse l»o
of the^eat8P'^'f'''
old be falls in would
proKeith, according
by Donald
be mter-the, ,
One day in lii» ^ Imme' l"ed
llove.
won't
but really you
cxceptmg
much
ingram, anything
the fathei, and
Joe Pickson
dog. Curtis
plays theis yi"i»i;nely^'r.'^eTt'?s'^?^";Tbe'"t^e Jack
rriuch
;Sy
care
dared\
never
sn^"."
'
n?,%'.^0"" «' irllfe'l
S§rs^fh'etol.
migni
we ."amea
d stories,halfbutlor
Oliver Corwoo
Screen
the cVee"
Accordin
j toapart,
the lea.' she
our toobjccacross
awing
withdr
r
conside
aloof
stands
"ons
if
ho
would
agree
to
sUck
r eg ■
descript
ion.waitine to be woo. Well. Imme
cara(
■>•
»
th.nk
we
while
.
And,
stories
oucenly,
ahd he "On a her.
been n'med V'. ,
ever
r"
Ilex oni dayceased
Siniste
Bar
"The
anc
bandit
be
diate°y heher devotedU>Slav, and . bigger showing
especially Iho.c,'^
the inscenes,
^•\l''^,^;Z\x\7J
Many ofBaree
?icame
and
better horse. .
titles w. re
it theof the
and rest
thrilling
t.nctly
But there was aa serpent
")
<^\'V"^^
the
and
as
piebald
as good be bad at all.^^The,pictoic
stoclor
He was
°tonlywouldn't
aie
disc.
one
And
KiHer.
The
was
name
his
-5011
disadvantage.
a
at
"Baree,prodiicfindinirtookRex his svieetheart away !"(muchKoion,"
j.v K.lt?
too grandiloquent.
is a David Smith
t/'
P'tIic overture is "^^"'P^"
'.^^f '"fi^o-,s
danggr
of Riesonleio
' followed by sonic
a mer.o^
PaulOa,
B.tty
iarl
dalsrcaT
i;s
:eil the
large voice,
a very "Vou
.O'lrano,
Ih'c ever withpopular
^^^^siJ^^".,,
nt
h,
I'ni 's°avr.he""b%'ro;ne- n\
Sa°n"ran"'h'. "c.Z'dy'". "Sure, .Mike "
nlcrtn
'""k-f"'}ot
tclose-up
Christian
and ridel
Collini
leen
The
coold
they
how
a.
well
as
horses,
the
shwed
f^em
1 thilr riders, bobbing up and io"";
at tho to-mo
Cam'
air when every one knows that •vieved
'the

and

y ATWORLD
1 DAI
THE CAPITOL
picture Wrttton by
6<h•BLACK
prejetii CYCLONE"

"■-.-ill |,0M,»2 "f","' by L.S;
i.tr.a-rK'"°' ''4i»»""tt.'^'i'

mon lntqi-«-g
^.Itsitachief
featured
actor
wUd
horse;
actreea
'and ts....Itsr
vllllia
are alsoIts
f>,<t™='„_^
chipChorses.
horse;
■wUd
wild
It Is. ofor course,RrxImposalbe
' to and
TThether
tell
and Lady
The Killer arenotactuallv
wild. From
the look In the vlll»u,'s ew,.from
tho
way Rex pfflffUta,
and from the -Hasty
Hattenlns
the earj
aecms
«afe to say that they ofarcLadynotIthoiisohold pets.
afterwoclose scrutiny
throvKho
ut And
the
film
may
report
thatTheno branding marks are visible
maintenance
e
oftrained
viclouaso fr*fdom ofIn thisthreesomWanc
remarklbly to their■ horse,
tasks
no small
eeemarroffra
meni
m no(eachlevi'
relates
Utit Kex
was cILscsovered
by
Hal
Roaili
In a looked stall In Colorado. Hechained
waa
regarde
geatolc
. Injured
hai-ine
Killed d asmanunniana
and
severxlv
aitptherone
knmi-n lliat such
horsesof .existIt I3In well
We.!.y irRcx
one
them, hen. Hie
certainl
slves an is„-,
excillnf
Imitatio
Id
eeurui of events lie (rets
caught thoIn tiulcksan
d.
kills
a
mountain
Hon. drives off a pack or wolves and
winds
In a bitter
Killer. upAlthoug
h the battle
aellonwithts The
oc.caslonally and nece-ssir
tly faked f..w
^"^^
ESitSiof forfriendly
any withfeeling
even Iho
vasuesl
Iklnd
/or^.R
horses
,T!:!j"'l'!,'.'':„"""f„""'''
Tr""''
I the,
picture can be gxincrously
rern,^

LY M'RRO

"Black Cyclone"
IWotiderfu! Horse Picture Now
at the Capitol.
l.ady
'fhc KUler..
Peopl.;
GuinnTboWilliaiDS
Kathleen
Colllos
Christian Frank
By DOROTHY HERZOG.
folks, towe seewon'twhathavea horse
to go
to Well,
the circus
looks like this week. Nope,
"Black Cyclone" swooped into the'
melodramatic
stay, for
starring
Rex,
Capitol yesterday
a week's
the "wonder horse," ift a stoiy
written by Hal Roach, expertly
directed by Fr^d Jackman.
the most
ttonThiswe ishave
tion
seen notable
in many r^roduo
a
Ifs
mtr.Kumglv
^inrrrjjf,
' Cyaction clone,
c(-iittrs
around
Black
who grows from a coltiducto
restless
"hianhood"
alone
in
wilds. We follow his courting theof
Laidy,battles
the "silver
His
with Thestreak"
Killer,he adores
an outlaw equinj
whoof trespasses
conquers
bands
wild
horses andby
might.
Three "humans" are introduced
aslovestheandstorybattles
nearsclosely
its close,
linkedtheirto
those
of
Black
Cyclone.
There's
a race, too,
and
glorious.
If youmostgo tothrilling
the Capitol
only to see Guinn Williams race
Black Cyclone bareback up hill and
down dale, you'll get the thriU of
Lovers of horses will revel iiv
this production.
lovers
should enjoy Even
it. gasolinea Ij^g^ung. ^""^^

Horse.-..,,,

Cyclone... m,„. ;„„^ ;ff ot
';^-'ern'^;^':--;".^.ui.a„y,„„^^^
. .. -Black r,-,i, ■
■ F^W'oIi

I^J-l^^oco.,::,' -^on,^^..;^^

'v-oTt iVtT"--^.^i:-'^n7
-^:^:.'9'"--:::;o^r°"^
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Stormy

Marquee

Display

"Capital Punishment" Ads
Addressed to Officials"
Al Selig, special exploitecr for "Capital
Punishment", in New York state, devised
some novel means of putting the picture
over during its recent showing at the
Crescent theatre. Syracuse.
The campaign was started twelve days in
advance of the opening and when Selig
took small tea.ser space in the four leading
papers. A heavy black border helped give
a conspicious display to the copy which was
addressed each day to a different city official
such as "Mayor Waldo, what is your opinion
of capital punishment ?" Similar inquiries
were made to the chief of i)olice, the district attorney, the prosecuting attorney, etc.
Ther^e ads were followed up with others

€ IV S

Airplane
Advertising for
''Dick Turpin" Showing

is

Aid to 'The Tornado"
AVhen Manager Jim Travels of Proctoi's
125th Street theatre learned that his circuit hail booked "Tlie '1 oriiado," he immediately -larted l;;oking tor s>)metlung unusual
for his maiquee display. He staiteil his
teaser advertising: in the lobby and on the
screen with various tornado warnings, but
depended on the marquee stunt to put over
the final wallop when the picture opened.
He constructed three giant shadow boxes,
two of which are shown in the accompanying photographs. Travers rigged up an
electric spark device and several wind machines to furnish animation of these displays.
"With electric sjtarks going strong giving
lightning effects and making a noise that
could be heard for blocks ami the tans blowing streamers from the sides of the boxes,
eccentric wheels moving planes in the boxes
up and down, — Travers had a great display.
For street ballyhoo Travers again employed the sparking device in the center of
a flashy display on a huge truck, circulating
in the neighborhood for two weeks pi"eceding and during the showing.

F ic t u r i

The engagement of "Dick
Temple theatre, Birmingham,
by a thorough exijloitation
were : ducted by Xat L. Koyster.

Turi)in" at the
was supported
campaign, conThe highlights

Distributed 15,000 heralds and specially
ininted handi)ill> scattered from an aero-

Marquee
"The theatre,
Monster"St.(MetroGoldivynJ display
at the onrecently.
Tower
Paul,

saying "Mayor Waldo, we haven't heard
from you — won't you say what you think
of capital punishm: nt '?" Publii- interest
was keyed to a hi.iih pitch when the theatre
came out with a big splash in tlieir Sunday announcement.
Selig secured the cooperation of the Syracuse Telegram to inaugurate an essay contest during the engagement of "Capital
Punishment."' The theatre's share of publicity was half coUimn story every day for
a week in return for which they contributed
a total of fifty dollars in jjtizes — a low
rate for very valuable advertising.
The Crescent lobby was made striking
by the use of cut-out figures placed in three
cells upon which distant spotlights shed a
green illumination. The figures were looking across the lobby at the outline of an
electric chair and a scaffold.

Three days in advance of show date 5,000
plane. offering $5,000 reward for capture
heralds
of "Dick Turpin" were dropped from plane
with newspaper ]niblicity about the flight
On Saturday before opening date of picture, plane flew over city again with 10,000
heralds advising show date. Newspapers
carried notices also about plane dropping
free passes pasted on front page of the
morning papers, and being dropped from
the sky. Thousands of people were watching the sky waiting for tickets.
One week in advance, a newspaper campaign was used advising that the famous
bandit "Dick Turjiin" was headed towards
Birmingham and asking citizens to keep on
the lookout for him.
Ali ushers, doormen and pages were
dressed in suitable "Dick Turpin" costumes,
while a special stage prologue was produced
featuring a classic dancer and singer.
Twenty 24-sheets stands were used, with
threes,
ancv> overones
the and
city. window cards in abundIll the Birmingham News on Sunday a
four-column, niiieteen-inch display advertis iiient was carried, while in the Birmingham Age-Herald a four-column eleven-inch
display ad was carried. In the Birmingham News a sjiecial ten-inch story with a
two-column cut was used on the sport page
with a descripi on of the fights of the olden
(Ir.ys and the present day fight.

Through a tie-up on the musical numbers used in connection with "The Navigator" (Metro-Goldwyn) , Manager K. Vaveris of the Capitol theatre,
Altoona Pa., obtained this window display in a local novelty store, given over entirely to the picture.

J utie
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Flbee

independent/

Pictures
Corporation
I /^i lie ct9\iiiv/i
LOUIS B7\UM, President

MELODf^MATIC
presented
W.T.

THRILLERS
hy^

LACKEY

c4ll ivltfi

rothif^BrcW
^^THE

PRINCESS

OF

PERSON?VLITY"

Jnitial Rdcase

W ith

MISS DUPONT, ROBERT ELLIS, SHELDON LEWIS
Righters
^^LLBEE PICTURES are meeting the State
demands with pictures, that for investment, casts, stories
((% ^""i production detail, can take their place beside any^"—^ thing the industry knows, backed by that same competent showmanship, publicity and exploitation that has
made box-office records in the past.
Territories now beinij suM
ELLBEE PICTURES CORPORATION
1209 Loew State Building
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CLASSinED

AD

Picture

News

SECTION

RATES : lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Emplo5Tnent Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

THIS AVECK

OML
ftAOAHTLV KOUnrvLfWi t>Jta
6mBe,ui sroovot aoutrv
GRllnTH

CLASSIFIED

SERVICE

A classified ad in MoTION PICTURE News ofers tfie
full resources and circulation of the News to die advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.

'DECLASSE"
■|LfCTRnPPinTA\r iADDtO ATTRACTIOdS FOR, CONCEIT WEEK,
WORLD
■■yPO
I. f
WORLD FAMOUS PIANIST
PIANI<;T

Declasse'

Whether you want to reach executives, branch managert.
talesmen, or theatre managers, you can accon^lith tkis
quickly and economically throu^ the News Clat«HMd
Columns.
Wanted
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
available about June 1st, desires tc negotiate with a theatre owner requiring the services of a capable manager
thoroughly versed in the
technique of modern theatre
management ; have had 17
years' experience in Chicago
and Illinois; am 37 years old
and married; prefer to locate
in Indiana, Ohio, or Western
Pennsj'lvania ; write or wire
fuU particulars. Address,
Box 260, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
MOTION PICTURE
OPERATOR.— Experienced ;
young man ; wishing position
anywhere. Write Dion Holier, 411a Prospect Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
ORGANIST.— C 0 n c e r t ;
feature ; experienced ; only
fine instrument considered ;
employed ; open until October. Address, Box 230, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
WANTED.— Partner and
manager for film exchange,
Havana, Cuba (Christian) ;
must be experienced and
speak Spanish ; investment,
$5,000. Box 270, Motion Picture News, New York City.
WANTED. — Laboratory
man; thoroughly experienced
in developing, printing and
toning; state salary. Motion
Picture Advertising Service
Co., Inc., 401 Title Guarantee
Bldg., New Orleans, La.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
kigh class scenic prologues.
WlU go anywhere. Mile B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 .Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.

WANTED
Experienced salesmen to sell cooling and
ventilating systems to theatres, lowest
pricedtem most
economical
syson the efficient
market.andSome
east, west
and southern territory open. Big opportunity for producer*
Arctic Nu-Air Cooling & Ventilating Co.
State-Lake Bldg.
Chicago, 111.
WANTED. — Experienced
cameraman Avith enough
knowledge of electricity to
connect and operate portable
lights on commercial jobs ;
state salary. Motion Picture
Advertising Service Co., Inc.,
401 Title Guarantee Bldg.,
New Orleans, La.
Personal
ED A. WESTCOTT — get
in touch with me at once.
Big opportunity. W. A.
Humphrey, 507 Glenn Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
For

Sale

FOR SALE. — Modern
movie ; priced for quick sale
account of illness ; wonderful
bargain ; county seat of 10,000. Box 240, Motion Picture News, New York.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.— 600 chairs; 1
piano; 2 Motiographs, De
Luxe model ; 2 30-inch exhaust fans with aeroplane
blades : 4 .side wall fans, 16inch ; 3 ceiling fans ; 1 Wagner rotary converter; 1 dark
green plush drop, fits opening 16 high 32 wide; other
scenery and stage equipment ;
everything in good condition ;
must be disposed of before
•Tune 27th. L. C. Barnes,
Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo,
Mich.
FOR SALE.— Two Fulco
arc controllers, used 1 month ;
$175 for the two. W. H
Heffley, Duncannon, Pa.

Nine different styles of newspaper ads used in cities
throughout the country to announce "Declasse" (First
National) are illustrated above. The houses represented are: Grand theatre, Pittsburgh; Grand Central,
Lyric, Skydoijie and West End LyTic theatres, St. Louis;
Circle, Indiandpolis; Majestic theatre, Louisville; Metropolitan, Atlanta; Mainstreet theatre, Kansas City;
Isis theatre, Houston; Pantheon, Cleveland; and Des
Moines theatre, Des Moines.

June

6,

NEW
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YORK

CITY

Mark Strand TheatreFilm Nnmbers — Just a Woman
(First National), Mark Strand
Topical
Review (Selected),
What Price Goofey (Pathe).
Musical Program — Memorial Prelude (Orchestra, and soloist assisted by male ensemble), "The
Butterfly Waltz" (Coloratura
soprano), Danse Chinois (Solo),
"Toreador" song (Solo and ensemble). Organ solo.
Rialto Theatre —
Film
Numbers •— Any Woman
(Paramount ) , Rialto Magazine
Darling
((Fox).
Selected) , Papa's 'Morning,
Musical
Program — ■
Noon and Night" (Overture),
Reisenfeld's Classical Jazz (Specialty), "La Forza Del Destino"
(Vocal duet), "A Bit of Peter
Pan" (Dance solo ) .
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Drusilla with a
Million (F. B. O.).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Piccadilly Theatre —
Price of
Film Numbers — The
Pleasure (Universal) , Piccadilly
Pictorial ( Selected ) .
Musical Program — "Naughty
Marietta" selections (Overture),
"The Dream Melody" "Kiss Me
Again" (Violin solos), "Parade
of the Toys" "Punchinello" (Organ Solos), "A Kiss in the
Dark" (Vocal duet accompanied
by orchestra) .
Rivoli Theatre —
Film Numbers — Old Home Week
(Paramount), A Musical Stereoscopik (S. R.), Rivoli Pictorial
(Selected), A Hot Time in Iceland (Pathe).
Musical Program — 'Selections from
"Faust" (0\erture), Divertisements (Dance solos. Vocal solos.
Piano solos) .
Colony Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^The Crimson Runner (Prod. Dist. Corp.), Horace
Greeley, Jr. (Pathe).
Musical Program — Selections from
"The cialFirefly"
(Overture),
SpeJazz Orchestra,
Ben Blue
(Eccentric Dance novelty ) ,
"Cutie" Osborn ("Charleston"
Dancer), Virginia Bell (Facial
Changes Specialties), Bldora
Stanford (Vocal solos).
Central Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Fool (Fox),
Musical
Program — Special score
for feature.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — Grass (Paramount.)
Musical
Program — Special score
for feature.
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers— William Tell (S.
R.(Pathe).
) , Pathe News, Aesop's Fables
Musical Program — "William Tell"
(Overture), Organ solo.
LOS

ANGELES

Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Proud Flesh
(Metro-Goldwyn ) , King Cotton
COSTUMES

Musical Program — Orchestra.
Film Theatre
Numl)ers— — Man and Maid
Lyric
(Metro-Gldwvn ) , Fast Company
(Pathe), Fel'ix the Cat (S. R.),
Kinograms.
Musical
Program (—Orchestra
Selections) . from
"Rose-Marie"

(Educational) , International
News.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — Friendly Enemies
(Prod.(Pathe).
Dist. Corp.), 'The Love
Bug
Musical Program— "The Blue Paradise" (Overture), "Yearning
for You" (Specialty).
Forum Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Wife and I
(Warner Bros.). The Iron Mule
(Educational) , International
News.
^Musical Program — Organ selections.
Hillstreet TheatreFilm Numbers— The Girl of Gold
(Prod. Dist. Corp.). The Pace
Makers (F. B. O.). Interna(Pathe). tional News. Aesop's Fables
IMusical
Program
— ^X^'audeville.
Loew's State
Theatre
—
Film Numbers — I Want Mv Man
(First National). Hello 'HoIIvwood
(Educational).
State Pictorial
(Selected).Loew's
Musical Program — "Three Twins"
(Overture).
"Pagoda" (Fanchon
and
Marco Idea).
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
(Paramount). Skinners in Silk
(Pathe). Pa^ie News.
^Insical Program — "Pique Dame"
(Overture).
"Humoresque'"
(Specialty) .
Million Dollar Theatre —
Film Numbers — Grass (Paramount.) Super Hooper Dyne
Lizzies (Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Medley of Musical Gems (Overture).
Pantaf^es Theatre —
Film Numbers — That Devil Quemado (F. B. 0.).
^Iiisical Program — Vaudeville.
Rialto Theatre —
Film Numbers — Adventure (Paramount). Sure Mike (Pathe),
Pathe News.
^Musical Program — Orchestra.

PEOPLE

Gifts TheatreFilm
Numbers — Chu Chin Chow
(^letro-Goldwyn ) continued.
Family
Theatre —Teeth (Fox), The
Film Numbers—
Fox Hunt (Comedy), Fox News,
Grand Theatre
Film
Numbers— — Powder River
( Universal ) continued ) .
Keith Nnmbers
Theatre-— Love and Glory
Film
( Universal ) , Pathe News. Aesop's Fables (Pathe), Topics of
the Day (Pathe).
CHICAGO
Chicago
Theatre— —I Want My Man
Film Numbers

Opening
ad onat 'Are
(Para/mount)
the Parents
Princess People?"
theatre.
Toledo, for the recent showinfi.
(Pathe), Sure Mike (Comedy),
Topics
of the Day (Pathe I.
Pathe News.
Musical Program — Symphony Orcliestra. Special Orchestra.
OlympicNumbers
Theatre—— ^Welcome Home
Film
(Paramount
, The Masked
MarvelFox
( ) , )Dude
Ranch Days
(Pathe), Marvels
ternational News. (S. R.), In-

( First(Educational),
National ) , The'
^lule
Scenic, Iron
International News.
Musical Program — "Hungarian
Lustspiel" (Overture), Jazz,
num.bers with coronet and piano
Specialty),
"The (Organ
Little House
on
the Hill"
solo),
cialty).
"America of Tomorrow" (SpeTivoli Numbers—
Theatre- Declasse ( First
Film
National),
International News
lecte.d )
( Universal ) , Cartoon (Se-

Program
— "Herbertiana"'
Musical Program — Jura and Sis- ' ^Musical
(Overture),
Louise
Loring (SotersSpecialty
(
) , Special Symloist), "Medley" (Organ solo),
"The Butterfly'' (Presentation),
phony orchestra.
Ritz
— — On Thin Iice
Rudy Wiedoeft, (Saxophone soFilmTheatre
Numbers
(Warner Bros.), Comedy,
los), "America of Tomorrow"
Pathe News.
(Specialty) .
Riviera
Theatre
—
Musical
chestra. Program — Special Or- Film Numhers — Lady of the Night
(Metro-Goldwyn), Scenic, CarState
Theatre-— One Way Street
toon (S. R.), Fun from the
Film Numbers
Press (Prod. Dist. Corp.).
(First National), Kinograms.
BROOKLYN
Musical Program — ^Orchestra.
Musical Program — "G«m From'
Victor Herbert" (Overture),
Blackstone Theatre —
"Creatore" (Guest Orchestra
Film
Numbers
—
The
Warrens
of
Mark Strand TheatreFilm Numbers— The Talker (First
Virginia (Fox), The Haunted
Conductor). "Swanee Butterfly"
National). Thundering Water
(Organ solo ) , Morton Downey
Honeymoon
(Pathe),
(Tenor Specialty) .
Fables (Pathe),
Topics Aesop's
of the
(Scenic). Mark Strand Topical
Review ( Selected ) .
Day (Pathe ) , Fox News.
Capitol Numbers
Theatre — News Weeklies
Musical Program — Jazz orchestra.
Film
Musical Program — "Hungarian
(Universal-Pathe),
The SpanFantasy" and "Aurora Waltz"
CINCINNATI
(girl
pianiste)
.
"Like
A
Dream"
Fables
(Pathe).
iard
(Paramount),
Aesop'sfrom "Martha" (tenor solo).
"A Hawaiian Fantasy" "On the Film
CapitolNumbers
Theatre— His Supreme Mo- Musical Program — "Lions Boys
Road to Mandalay" (baritone
ment (First National), Capitol
Band" (Overture), "My Minssolo). "Aloma" (soprano), "On
trel Show" (Organ solo), "Tom
News (Selected), Aesop's Fables
the Bench
at
Waikiki"
(HaBrown's Musical Minstrels"
waiian Band aiid ballet corp) ;
(Pathe).
(Specialty)
.
"Aloha" (mixed quartette), Musical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut
TheatreStratford
Theatre"Minuet" "Suite Gothique" (or- Film Numhers — The Little French
Film Numbers — The Man in Blue"
gan recessional).
(Universal), Cartoon, News and
Girl (Paramount), Step Fast
Views.
(Educational),
Pathe News,
PITTSBURGH
Aesop's Fables (Pathe ) , Topics Musical Program — Jazz week.
of the Day (Pathe).
"Have a Little Drink" (Organ
Loew's Aldine Theatre —
Film Numbers — Confessions of a Musical Program — "In a Bird
solo), Musical Hits from Albert
Store"
Queen (Metro-Goldwyn ) , Rarin'
Orchestra.(Descriptive fantasy),
E. Short (Overture), "Call of
Romeo (Pathe ) . Moving Morthe South" (Specialty), "Ed &
Strand Theatresels (Educational), Pathe News.
Mac Williams", "White Hussar
Film Numbers — The Shock Punch
Grand Theatre —
Band", "O'Malley & Therrien ",
(Paramount), The Cannonball
"Nat Nazarro with Buck and
Film Numbers — His Supreme Mo(Pathe), Pathe News.
ment (]\Ietro-Goldwyn) , Zowie
Bubbles", "Sublime to Ridicu1437 Bro*dw»y
PRODUCnOWS
UPLOITATIOWS
Tel.
55t0 Pan.
BROOKS
PWeSBTITATIOWS
FOR
HIRE

Motion
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lous"', "Fowler and Tamaia".
•'.Timmie
Dunn". "Ukvilele
I.ady".
Monroe Theatre —
Film
Xuniber* — The Rainbow
Trail ( Fox I .
Orpheum Theatre —
Film
Xiinilier* — Introduce Me
( Associated Kxhihitors I .
Roosevelt Theatre —
Film Xumlieis — The T^st World
( First National i .
SALT

LAKE

CITY

American Theatre —
Film Xuml)ers — Chiekie (First
National). The Guest of Honor
( Fox I . International News.
Newspaper Fun ( F. B. O. I .
Kinema Theatre —
Film Numbers — A Woman's Faith
(Universal). Pathe Review. International News.
Orpheum Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Midnight Exl)re>s ( C . B. C. ) .
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — Man and Maid
( Metro-Goldwyn i .
Paramount -Empress Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Shock Punch
(Paramount!. Low Tide (Educational!. Pathe News.
Victory Theatre —
Film Numbers — R ecompeuse
(Warner Bros.), The MerryMakers (Educational), Stereoscopiks (Pathe), Pathe News.
PES

MOINES

Capitol Theatre —
Film Numliers — His Sui)reme Moment (First National), The
Way of a Nijjht ( Educational i .
Fox News.
Musical Program — "Oh, Kather(Special
Organ
Desina""Moines
Theatre
— Numl)er).
Film Numliers — Tiie Night Cap
I Paramount i . .shanghaied Lover
(Pathe I. International News.
^lusical Program — "Cheating on
Me" (S])c< ial Organ Nuniljer ) .
Strand Theatre —
Film Numljer — Janice Meredith
( Metro-(^f)ldwvn I . Kinogram?.
Rialto Theatre—
I'iliii Niimiicis — Secrets of t;ic
Ninlit ( I 'liiv ersal I .

ST. PAUL
Capitol
Theatre —— Declasse (First
Film Numbers
National). Capital Digest (Selected). Marvels of Motion (.S.
R.). Zowie (Pathe). Out of the
Inkwell (S. R. ) . Scenic.
Musical Program — "Beethoven"
( Overture ) , "Tlie Devil's Love
Song" (Baritone solo), "Isn't
She
solo )the
. Sweetest Thing" (Organ
ATLANTA
Howard Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Little French
Girl (Paramount). Feet of Mud
( Pathe ) . International News
reel. The Perfect View (Fox).
Musical Program — E.vcerps from
"No. No. Naimette" (Overture).
Bits from "Petite Suite."' and
"Woodland
Sketches''
])animent for
scenic).(Accom^Ille.
Amalia and company (prologue).
Metropolitan
Theatre
Film Numliers-—
The —Heart of a
Siren (First National), Fox
News reel;
A Raspberry Romance (Pathe).
Musical Program — Excerps from
"Sweethearts"' ( Overture ) .
Rialto Theatre —
Film Numljers — A Broadway Butterfly (Warner Bros.). Pathe
News Reel; Breaking the Ice
(Pathe) .
Loew's Grand Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Lady of the
Night (Metro-Goldwyn). Pathe
News Reel; Topics of the Day
( Pathe ) . Educational
Aesoji's comedy
Fables
(Pathe).
and
Judge's Cross Short
Word Puzzles
(Educational).
subject
(S. R.).
Musical Program — Regular Five
Acts Vaudeville.
Alamo No. 2 Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Way of a Man
(Pathe), "Surging Seas" (S.
R.).
ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatr
Film Numbers — The Thundering
Herd (Paramount). Eastman
Theatre Current Events (Selected). The Iron ^Mule (Comedy).
Musical
ProgramSelections
— "Tannhauser"
(Overture),
from
"The Student Prince"' (Organ
solo). '•Carmen Waltz Song""
( Soprano solo ) .
BOSTON
Fenway
Theatre— —Old Home Week
Film Numbers
(Paramount).
(News
(Selected), The F"enway
Village School
(Educational). Great Guns
( Educational i .
Musical Program — Selections from
"Sweetheart"' ( Overture ) . "Midnight Waltz" (Organ solo).
"Etude". "Le Coucou" (Piano
solo ) .
DETROIT

The Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
used thin three-column art ad on
■"The Re-Creation
of Brian Kent"
(Principal).

Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — His Supreme Mo(First National),
Fable ment
(Pathe),
DetroitAesop's
News
IMctorial.
Musical Program — "Mignon" (orchestral overture), "Where Solitude Abounds" ( Music and
scenic novelty), specialty by
saxaphone quintette, organ recessional.

m THIRD KNNIVERStlir 6lfT
kv'll TO MOVIE eOlNG PUBLIC
RIVOU
Don't Let It Happen
in Syracuse
.-^pRtniERE 5YRACU5C: StlOWlNOh
"GREAT

CHICAGO

Picture

News

Moon Theatre —
F'ilni Numbers — Greed (MetroGoldwyn ) , Idaho, first chapter
).
Pathe ) . comedy
((Pathe)
, The Rubber Neck'
^Musical
Program
—
Five acts of
vaudeville.
Empress
Theatre— —Arizona Romeo
Film Numliers
(Fox),versal. ) The Great Circus Mystery, fourth episode (Uni-

FIRE"
NEWARK

A CrTY Ifi FLAMES ( Note ihe CasL )
The story of a great love, wrecked on the shoais ot lUipKJ
haired and r«born under
the streM laofMoUod
a historic
La* «T»r
TTct™:catainUy!
rZAj»4

Branford Theati
Film Numbers — His Supreme Moment (First National), Branford Review
Events (Selected),
Bashful Jam (Pathe).

The RiroU theatre in Syracuxe, y. Y..
used
this neiispnper
ad on Exhibs.)
"Barriers
Binned
Away" (Assoc.

Musical Program — "Princess Pat"
( Overture I . "Midnight Waltz"
.Solo),
"The Harem''
((Organ
Presentation
) . including
"Song
of India" (Contralto Solo),
"Where
My Caravan
(Tenor Solo).
Dancing byRested"
Girls

Madison
Theatre —— The Charmer
Film Numbers
( ParanKuint ) , Romeo and Juliet
i S. R.), Detroit News Pictorial,
Aeso])'s Fable (Pathe).
^Musical Program — Orchestral
overture, vocal selections (tenor
and baritone), organ recessional.
Adams
Theatre —— ■ Chickie (First
Film Numbers
National). Travelogue ( S. R. ),
Detroit (Pathe).
News Pictorial, Aesop's
Fable
^Musical Program — Orchestral
Overture. Vocal Selections (So])rano i . Organ Recessional.
Fox-Washington TJjeatre —
Film Numbers — W mgs of Youth
( Fox ) . House of Flickers ( S.
R.). Felix The Cat ( S. R.),
Newsrcel (Fox).
Musical Program — Orchestral
Overture. Vocal Selections
(Tenor). Organ Recessional.
Broadway-Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — (_hea]ier to !Marry
( Metro-Goldwyn ) . Al St. John
Comedy ( Educational ) . Newsreel
(International!. Travelogue
(S. R.).
^Musical Program — Orchestral
Overture. Orsran Recessional.
OMAHA
Rialto TheatreFilm Numbers — Are Parents
People { Paramount ) . Fares
Please (Educational), Hodge
Podge (Educational ) , KinoMusical Program — '"Les Preludes,"
grams.
( Overture), "Oh. Kathrina."
(Exit).
the End March.'"
of the
(Organ),"At"Capitol
Road.'" "Memory Lane.'" Rhapof Appaioiito
Opera."
(music sodythemes
for feature
picture). Special dancing feature
on theTheatre
stage —"Three Rounders.''
Strand
Film Numbers
— The Charmer
( Paramount ) . Sit Tight ( Educational). Newspaper Fun (F.
B. 0. ) . Fox News.
Musical
— "Seventeen,"
( OvertureProgram
! . Special
feature on
stai^e "Just Dancing Around).
Sun
— — Introduce Me
FilmTheatre
Numbers
(Associated Exhib. ), Pathe
News. Water Wagons ( Pathe ) .
\Miere the Waters Divide
( Scenic) .
"World Theatre —
Film Numbers — I am the Man
(S. R.).
Musical
Program — Six acts of
vaudeville.

of the Ha rem (Specialty)".
ST. LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Film Numbers — Eve's Secret
(Paramount!, Remember When
(Pathe). Missouri Magazine.
Musical Program — Joseph Littau
and orchestra in selections from
Victor Herbert assisted by Anna
Beckman and
and George
" Grafe.
"Pomp
Circumstance,"
(organ
solo).
On
stage
— Tlie
Cansinos (Dancers).
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — Zander the Great
( Metro-Goldwyn ) . Comedy. Selected News and Views.
Musical Program — Don Albert and
orchestra in "Our Tribute to
Victor
by Anne
Punehon Herbert''
and Paulaided
Simmons.
On
stage
—
Mexican
Rio
Grande
sereiiaders.
Grand Central Theatre —
Film Numbers — His Supreme MomentFirst
(
National ) . Kinogram News (Educational).
Musical
Program —Movie"
Orchestra.
"An
Old-Fasliioned
(Organ,
featuring
Paul Chirper
"Jolson"'Tenor).
Sporleder and Sum
West End Lyric and Lyric SkyFilm Numbers — His Supreme Moedy. ment (First National), Kinogram News. Educational Comdome —
Musical
Program — Orchestra.
Vocal selections.
Capitol
Theatre— —His Supreme MoFilm Numliers
ment— (First National). Kinogram
Juvenile News
Comedy. (Educational),
!Nhisical Program — Joseph Milsteen"s
orchestra.
Harry Kersell (Vocalist
I.
Kings
and Rivoli— My
Theatres
Film Numbers
Wife— and I
(Warner Brothers). Burton
Holmes Hodge
Podge (Educational). Scenic Novelty.
News
and ^■iews. Aesop's Fables
man (Comedy).
(Pathe).
Tell It to the PoliceMusical Program- — Orchestral and
organ selections.
Delmonte
Theatre
Film Numbers
— The— Rainbow Trail
( Fox ) . !Meet the Ambassador
(F. B. O.). News and Views.
^lusical Program — Orchestral
overture and popular numbers.
On
Revue.stage — Fantastic Musical
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19 2 5
tional), International News
( Pictorial ) .
Musical Program — Atmospheric
selections
(Overture),
Recessional (Organ
Solos).

SEATTLE
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Wife and I
(Warner Bros.), Great Guns
(Educational), Echoes from tlie
Alps (Scenic), International
News.
Alusieal Program — "The ^Melody
That Made You Mine" (Overture), "Me and-My Boy Friend".
"Caretiiker's Daughters" ( Or(Organ solo).chestra), "Midnight Waltz"
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Nuinlicrs — Tlie Midnight I'^xpress (8. R. ), Beloved Bo/.o
(Pathe), Cross Word Puzzle
(Pathe
E'dticational
News. ) , Kinograms and
Musical Program — "The Milage
Orchestra" (Oi'chestral Xov.elty), "Sob Sister Sadie". "Madeira", ".Tim Town Blues".
"Cross Words Jazz Band"
(( Specialties) .
Columbia Theatre —
Film Xumliers — RatHes (Universal), Here's Your Hat (Universal), Hook or Crook. (Comedy), International News.
Musical
ProgramGilda
— "La(!ray
Boheme"'
(Overture).
and
com]>any in person.
Heilig Theatre —
Film Xunil)ers — White Fang ( F.
B. O. ) , Pathe Review, Echoes
from Alps ( Pathe i , Pathe News.
^lusical Program — "Waters of
Minnetonka" (Overture). "\\"ay
to
Monterey".
"Weary Blues"
(,Iazz
specialties).
Xiberty Theatre —
F'ilm Numbers — Tlie Dressmaker
from Paris (Paramount). Alice
Solves the Puzzle ( S. K. ) , Crossword Puzzle (Educational). International and Liberty News.
!M 11 s i c a 1 Progr.im — ".Serenade"
(Overture). Vocal (]uartet in
])opular melodies (Specialty I.
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Night Ship
(S. R. ), Echoes from the Alps
(Scenic). Pathe News.
^lusical Program — \ aii(le\ ille.
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers — I Want My .Man
(Urst National I, Laugh That
Off (Pathe), Pathe Review,
Kinograms.
ilusical Program — ".Sweethearts"'
(Overture). "Rose ilarie''. "Lullaby" (Vocal).
Winter Garden Theatre —
Film Numliers — Alias Mary Fl.vnn
(Prod. Dist. Corp.). Newspai)er
Fun ( F. B. O. ) , Comedy ( Fox i .
j\[ u s i e a 1 Program — Orchestral
specialties.
CLEVELAND
Stillman Theatre —
Film Numbers — Soul Fire ( First
National), Shooting Injuns
(Pathe).
Musical Program — "Drigo's Serenade" (Cello Solo), "The
Swan" "The Kiss that I Can't
Forget" ( Theme ) .
Allen Theatre —
Film Nninl)ers — Old Home Week
(Paramount), Tender Feet
(Educational), Swanee River
(S. R.), Topics of the Dav
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — "Second Hungarian Rhapsody" (In Dance
Rythm
) , with 5()-piece orchestra
(OAerture).
State Theatre —
Film Numbers — Sporting Venus
(Metro-Goldwyn ) , Good Morning Nurse (Pathe), For Land's

Royal Numbers
Theatre — — The Crowded
Film
Hour (Paramount), Fares.
Please (Educational). Royal
Screen Magazine ( Pathe and
Kinograms), Royal Current
Events (Local Photography).
Musical Program — Royal Syncopators On Sta^e (Overture),
Recessional (Organ Solos).
Pantages
Theatre— —Riders of the
Film Nuiiibers
Purple
Fox News
and
Fox i?age
Short(Fox).
Subjects.

Cleitii-cut tieuspnper ad on ''If T
Marry Fraiikliti
Arjain'' theatre,
(First Xat'I)
Tampa. at the
Sake (Ivlucational), Pathe Review— Fun From the Press
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), International News (Universal). "
Musical Program — "Moonlight
Waltz"'
N'aude\ ille. (organ Overture).
Park Theatre —
Film Numbers — Are Parents
People"? (Paramount). A Spanish
Romeo ( S. R. ) , Big Chief Koko
(S. R.). Topics of the Day
(Pathe),
tional
) . Kinograms (FvducaMusical Program — '"Slavische
Rhapsody (Overture).
"The
"HumorSwan"' (Cello Solo). "Song
of
Love" (Vocal Solo),
es(iue" (Orcliestra ) , S])ccial
Numbers — ".Japanese
I X'iolin I , "Traumerei" (Violin I .
"Medlev of Classics' ( N'iolinHorn 1 . ) . "Life and I^)\ c"
cliestra
Sunset""
Circle TheatreFilm Numl)ers — My Wife andlOr-1
( \\ arner Bros.), Pathe Comed.v,
Aesop"s F"ables
(Pathe). International News (Universal).
Musical Program — Organ 0\erture.
Reade's Hippodrome —
Film Nuniljers — Lillies of the
Street (F. B. O. ) . Century Comedy (Universal). International
News (L"n i versa 1 ) .
Musical
'Meditati<ni
X'audeville.
fioni Piogram
"Thais'"— (Overture).
Keith's East 105th St.—
Film Numliers — The Crackerjack
( S. R.). Comedy (Universal),
International News (Universal I.
Musical Program — Tazz Medley
(overture I . X'aiideville.
KANSAS CITY
Newman Theatre —
Film Numbers — Introduce ^le
(Asso. Exhib. ) , Newman News
and Views (Pathe and Kinograms), Cartoon Comedy
(I'athe). Newman Current
Events (Local Photography).
^lusical Program — Selections from
"Dream Girl"' (Overture), Tillie
and LaRiie (Dance Novelty).
Taylor, Parsons and Hawks
Solos)
.
(\'ocal).
Recessional (Organ
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Wife and I
(Warner
Black LightningS.( R.Bros.),"
) , The Fighting
Rimger (Universal), Aesop's Fables
( Pathe ) , Hodge-Podge (Educa-

^lusical Program — "If I Ever Cry
You"ll Never Know" (Overture). Community Singing (Organ Novelty). Recessional (Organ Solos )Theatre.
Main Street
Film Numliers — The Rag Man
(Metro-Goldwyn). Pathe News
and F^ducational Short Subjects.
Musical Piogram — Pojnilar Selections (Overture). Recessional
(Organ Solos ) .
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Film Nnnilicrs — The Thundering
Held (Paramount). The Dome
Doctor (Educational), t urreiit
Events
News I . ( Pathe and International
Musical Program — Condensed version of "11" Pagliacci" (cast of
grand opera stars, accompanied
by symphony orchestra).
New Olympic Theatre —
F'iliii Numliers — Raffles (l'iii\ersal). and (_'liarley"s Aunt (Prod.
Dist.
Corp.). I'niversal
Tnteriiational
News. Lastcomedy.
half:
A Womaifs Faith (Universal),
and Ridin" Thunder (Universal ) .
^lusical Program — Selection from
"Mile. Modiste" (organ overture).
Shea's North Park TheatreFilm Numbers — Zander the (ireat
( Metro-(ioldwyn ) . The llaiisoiii
Cabman (I'athe). Current
Events
News). (Pathe and International
Musical
Program — Medley of
Popular Airs (Orchestra).
Loew's State —
The Sporting \'einis (MetroGoldwyn
Crushed
( l'".ducatioiial), Cin I .ient
Exents
( Patlic
News ) .
Musical Program — "Hungarian
Rhajisodie"
(Orchestra). Five
acts
of vaudeville.
Lafayette
Square— Coiifesions
Theatre — of a
Film Numbers
Pathe
(^ueen ( Metro-Cloldwyu ) . Fox
comedy.
Ciiiient
Event?
News I .

"Evening
Orchestra .Star''
novelty. (Violin solo),
Loew's Warfield Theatre —
Film Numbers — 1 Want My Man
(First National), Half a Hero
( F^ducational ) . F^ndless Waters
( 1 athe ) , Kinograms.
Musical Program — California Cornish Gold Mine Singers (Fanclion and .Marco Idea with singing and dancing), "La Rienede
Salia " ' Kdineo .Tuliet.'' "Faust."
Granada Numliers
Theatre —— Mile-a-Minute
Film
Mary
(Metro-Goldwyn).
Pathe) ,
News, Low
Tide ( Educational
Bits from Broadway ( Educational).
Musical Program^ — -Fifty Syncosymphonists (Singing and dancing I.
Union
—
Film Square
Numbers Theatre
— Midnight
Girl
( S. R. ) , Sea Legs ( Educational.) Fox News.
Musical Program
— "Nearly
ried" (Musical
comedy Marwith
thirty people ) .
Cameo
Theatre—— The Saddle Hawk
Film Numbers
( L'iii\ ersal ) . Love Sick (Universal), Brays Magazine (S.
R. ) . International News.
^Musical
Program
— "The
West,
Nest
and
Yc'iu''
(Tenor
solo),a
"Funny""
( Tenor
solo
i.
Imperial
Theatre— —Romola I MetroFilm
Nuniliers
(Joldwvul,
coiitimied.
Wilkes
Theatre—
l''ilm Numbers
— The Lost World
(First National), continued.
Beatty'sNumbers
Casino Theatre
Film
— The— Rainbow
Trail ( F'ox ) , Stupid but Brave
( Educational i .
Musical
chestra. Program — Special orStrand
Theatre-Film Numbers
— Folly of Youth
{S. R.), Tons of Trouble (Fox),
Kinograms.
ilusical
Proijiain — Five acts, of
vaudeville.

WOMEN ENVIED HER!
MEN
HEARTS!
.\ND LOST
THEY THEIR
C.-VLLED
HER
BLAN(
BLANCHE COLMAN
SWEET
RONALD
In (he gayth«y
olght clubs of
nLondon
hatIn great
sorrowwondered
the heart
olluiked
The
Girl
Who
Didn't
Care!
but f^hat
can?—
^hc
Iriejl womui
lo forget

(Orchestral
overture).
Organ
^Musical
Program
— "Stradella""
selections. Five acts of vaudeville.
Palace Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crimson Run(Prod. Dist.
Corp.).
I'niversalnercomedy.
Current
( International
News). Events
Last Half:
The :Mad Dancer ( S. R.).
SAN FRANCISCO
California Theatre —
Film Numliers — The Night Club
(Paramount), Raspberry Romance (Pathe), Visiting Baltimore (Pathe), North Pole CowNews. boys (Pathe), International
^Musical Program — "Chocolate Soldier" (Overture), "La Zarzuela"

I THE FAST UAI.K
Two-voluinn nacspaper ad on ''The
Sportinfj
Venus''
( Metro-GoJdwyn)
the i^trand
theatre,
Des Moines, at

Motion
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^^^^Cutrent
^liat Price Goofy ?
(Pathe— Two Reels)
THIS picture carries forward the tradition,
now pretty well established, that when you
go to see a Charley Chase comedy you will at
lease be spared the terrors of boredom. "What
Price Goofy?" is a picture giving every evidence that the gag writers, the director, the
cameraman, the players have been up on their
toes all the time trying to gi\e screen fans
something a bit fresh. There appears to be a
lot of care and thought put into the work of this
Hal Roach unit. Indeed, from the standpoint
of honest effort, intelligence and good taste, the
Charley Chase outfit ranks as one of the very
best units making short length pictures.
"WhatwifePrice
the story
of aa
jealous
who Goofy?"'
leaves hertells
husband
because
catty friend says she saw him flirting with a
woman who made him a present of a dog.
W hen he walks in followed by a devoted but
unwanted canine trailing at his heels the fireworks start. They keep on going when a "Prois introduced
friend. fessor
TheBrown"professor
proves byto letter
be a from
woman a
and so there is a great go-around about keeping her out of range of the jealous wife. A
butler helps the husband to keep up the deceit
and the dog, a wizard at finding hidden objects,
adds to the difficulties.
The dog is "Buddy," and we must say for it
that its performance is perfection. Charley
Chase plays the role of the husband with that
unassuming, unpretentious air which makes him
so likeable a screen comedian. Katherine
Grant does her part splendidly, and the same
must be said of Lucien Littlefield — capital as
the butler — Koah Young and Marjorie Whities.
Leo McCarey directed the picture, which is
something more to the credit of this most capable comedy maker.— T. C. KENNEDY.
Horace Greely, Jr.
(Pathe — Two Reels)
HARRY LANGDON is the star of this
two-reel comedy produced by Principal
Pictures under the direction of Alf Goulding.
It provides an effective setting for the actor,
who is seen in the wild, wild west, where he
meets rough men and becomes a hero in spite of
his tremendous respect for their superior fighting abilities.
The picture presents some efifecti\e situations
and not a few sure-fire gags, but at the same
time it is felt that Langdon has traveled far along
the road since this offering was made. Langdon
is now in the position where his pictures just
have to be something more than merely "good''
to satisfy his fans. But while "Horace Greely,
Jr." is only good, still it stars an increasingly
popular comedian and since there is some di\ ersion in the film we expect it will succeed
wherever shown.— T. C. KENNEDY.
The Cloudhopper
(Educational — Two Reels)
T ARRY
SEMON, Norman Taurog and
' Steve Roberts are responsible for this
story that stars Semon. It looks as though
three of them might have contrived a better
vehicle for the comedian. The story is not
so bad, but it could be a lot better for one of
the laugh-making proclivities of Semon.
As a matter of fact the lack of real comedy
is more than offset by the thrills of the second
reel, in which Semon accomplishes what appear to be some exceptionally hazardous feats.
In the first place the action shows him
changing from a fast-moving auto to the rope

Picture

News

Short

ladder attached to an aeroplane. Later he is
seen changing from the wing of one aeroplane to the wing of another. There is an exciting battle on the wing of this second plane,
one that is apt to hold an audience tense . As
a whole the picture should be acceptable where
this class of two-reeler is liked. — CHESTER
J. SMITH.
Riders of the Kitchen Range
(Pathe— One Reel)
EARL MOHAN and Billy Engle play the
leading roles in this single from the Hal
Roach studios. It is filled with the gags which
are dear to the hearts of comedy directors.
There are the tumbles, the very vampy vamps,
the canister of "Powder" with a long fuse
lighted and slowly reaching the point where it
will lift the heavy stove which pins the ubiquitous under-dog of the comedy team to the floor.
It is all \ ery "usual ' but done in an unusually
good style for a single-reel offering. Dolores
Johnston and Ena Gregory appear in the cast.
The picture was co-directed by Tay Garnett and
George Jeske.— T. C. KENNEDY.
The Runt
(Pathe— One Reel)
HUM AN interest drama is presented in
the animated cartoons which Paul Terry
ofTers in this interesting "Aesop's Film Fables"
reel.butted
"The about
Runt"byisthe
a little
which They
is bullied
and
biggerpigpigs.
pick
on the Runt all the time, taking his food away
from him and not permitting him to play with
them. But the Runt saves the bullies when
they are locked in a box car and are on their
way to the Chicago packing houses, and then,
of course, thev hail him as a hero. — T. C.
KENNEDY.

A

plant of Mexico. This is a picture that should
be
pleasing to any audience. — CHESTER T.
SMITH.
Fun's Fun
(Educational-Cameo — One Reel)
CLIFF BOWES and Virginia Vance are the
proud parents of a belligerant youngster,
who,ing awith
neighbor's
succeeds about
in makmess the
of himself
and kid,
everything
the
house. The theme of the picture seems to be
for the
get themselves
as dirty
pos-a
sible andkids
to beto re-rieved
for their
parentsas by
well-trained dog. The reel is replete with the
usual slapstick comedy, with a laugh here and
there, but all in all is not up to the standard
of some of this series in the past. — CHESTER
J. SMITH.
Eugenia Gilbert Returns To
Sennett Comedies
After a year's absence from the Sennett
comedy lot, Eugenia Gilbert lias returned
and is under a long-tenn contract to appear in comedies to be made for Pathe release. Miss Gilbert graduated from the
bathing
beauties
to featm^ed
with
Sennett
and group
then branched
out roles
as a
"vamp" in dramatic productions, aud
though her venture in the serious plays was
highly successful, she is back to her first
love, the short comedies.
Miss Gilbert's first picture since retuining to Sennett is "A Rainy Knight," which
Lloyd Bacon directed with a cast composed
of
RajTnond
McKee,Bacon.
Ruth Taylor, Man-in
Lobach
and Irying
Christie

Pathe Review No. 23
(One Reel)
ANEW
feature "Camera Interviews with
introduced
this
issueAmerican
of PathePainters,"
Review. is The
scenes inshow
Henry R. Rittenberg, A. N. A., and a portrait
painter of note, at work on a canvas. It should
prove a generally interesting addition to this
screen magazine as it shows the artist at work
and follows the progress of the painting from
the first sketchy daubs of the brush to the final
touches. A color subject titled "New York
the Home
Town"
reveals
Manhattan's isresidential districts
and the
final contribution
the
fifth installment of the Roy Chapman Andrews
expedition into Mongolia, in search of "The
Origin of Man."— T. C. KENNEDY.
Earth's Other Half
(Educational— One Reel)
IN this Hodge Podge Lyman H. Howe attempts to show one-half the world how the
other half lives and he accomplishes the task
in his usual cle\'er style. The arrangement of
the picture is pleasing, the cartoons humorous,
and the scenic and educational angles well worth
while.
The customs of the Seminoles, a peculiar
trible of Indians in Florida, are revealed in entertaining fashion, as are those of dwellers in
China, South America, Switzerland and the
Scottish Highlands. Intersperesd with these
are clever cartoons, showing the magnifying of
an ordinary glass of Vodka, the putting of
holes in Swi'-s cheese, the making and shipping
of Edam cheese and the study of the maguey

Announces

New

Comedy Productions
New comedy productions announced by
Christie Film Company include "Air Tight.'*
starringWalter
Bobby Hiers
Vernon;
"OhtheBridget,"
in
which
plays
star role;
"Sit Tight," featuring Jimmie Adams, and
"Call a Cop," with Neal Bums in the featured role.
The Bobby Vernon comedy was directed
by Harold Beaudine from a story by Raymond Ross. Charlotte Stevens, Eddie
Baker and Ward Caulfield. "Oh Bridget"
shows Hiers in a play in which he assumes
the role of a portly Irish cook. He is supported by Clara Horton, Bill Irving, Bill
Blaisdell, Rosa Gore, Lincoln Plumer and
George French.
Alice Day Returns for New
Sennett Comedy
Alice Day, who is being featured in a
series of two-reel Sennett comedies for
Pathe release, has returned to the studio
after a vacation of four weeks. She has
started work in a new comedy directed by
Art Rosson.
Ernie Woods, light comedian of the speaking stage who was recently signed by Mack
Sennett, makes his screen debut in the
leading male role opposite Miss Daly. Others
in important roles are Alma Bennett, J. J.
Richardson, Barney Helium and Billv Gilbert.
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New Cartoon Novelty Reel
Offered by J. C. Terry
Cartoonist John C. Terry, one of the
l)ioneers in the field of animated screen cartoons, isoffering on the indeji^ndent market
a new novelty reel called "Famous Sayings
in Modern Slang." The subjects, 450 feet in
length are based on a unique idea originated
by Mr. Trry, and consist of a series of
famous quotations which are followed by the
modern interjiretation of the thoughts they
embody expressed in modern slang.
Each quotation is decorated with sketches
drawn by Terry. The famous sayings
and the application of them to modern slang
occupy 300 feet of each reel, the balance of
the 450 lengths being devoted to a hand
drawing illustrating a "cheer up" message.
John C. Terry is a brother of Paul Terry,
maker of the "Ae.sop's Film Fables." He is
a veteran newspaper cartoonist and for his
slang expressions draws upon a thorougli
acquaintance with the old Barbary Coast,
Coney Island, The American Frontier, the
Paddock, the Ring, the Campus and the
Diamond. In all his cartoon work he has
specialized in '"Americanisms" for the dialogue and captions to his drawings. He
entered the motion picture field several
years ago, his first work being the animation
of the T. A. Dorgan (TAD) cartoons. Sul)sequently he was associated with Internntional Newsree! as chief caitoonist and ha^
done similar work for Pai-amount, Patlie and
otlicf comjjanies.
Bobby Vernon in the Bobby Vernon-Educational comedy, "Air Tight."
Comedies

Leading episodes from the fourth chapter of "Sunken
Silver," PatheMiller
serialin with
AUene roles
Ray and Walter
the leading

Top

Pathe

Releases

Charley Chase and Harry Langdon Feature Program for Week of June 7th
Pathe Review No. 23 continues the series
of of American Cities in Pathecolor, revealing
Pathe
es forshort
THEreleas
Juneam 7th
weekct ofprogr
the subje
New York, the big home town. Camera incontains a Charley Chase two-reeler,
terviews with American Painters introduces
a Harry Langdon two-reeler, a Hal Roach
Henry R. Rittenberg, A. N. A., the noted
single reeler, a chapter of the serial "Sunken
portrait painter. Chapter V of "The Origin
Silver," Pathe Review, Pathe News, Aesop's
of Man" series is entitled "The Hill CounFilm Fables and "Topics of the Day."
try" and unfolds further scenes from the
Charley Chase will be seen in the Hal
exclusive i)icture log of the Roy Chapman
Roach two-reeler, "What Price Goofy."
Andrews
Expedition into Mongolia.
Assisting the comedian in leading roles are
Katherine Grant, Jane Sherman, Marjorie
The Pathe program of June 7th is comWhiteis and Lucien Littlefield.
pleted by "The Runt," one of the animated
cartoon
series, "Aesop's Film Fables,"
Harry Langdon will be seen in "Horace
"Topics
of the Day" and Pathe News Nos.
and 49.
Greeley, Jr.," first of a special series of 48
two Harry Langdon comedies presented by
Principal Pictures Corporation. Alf GouldN. Y. Police Parade Filmed
ing directed.
For Christie Comedy
"Riders of the Kitchen Range" is the
title of the Hal Roach one-reeler which
Scenes
of the Police Parade held recently
l)re3ents Earl Mohan in the featured role.
in New York will be one of the features of
In addition the cast includes Billy Engle,
the Christie Comedy, "Call a Cop," with
Ena Gregory and Dolores Johnston. Tay
Neal Burns, which is now neai'ing compleGarnett and George Jeske directed.
tion at the Christie studios, Los Angeles.
"Sea Tigers" is the title of the fifth chapFour
cameramen, stationed at advantageter of the Pathe serial "Sunken Silver,"
ous
points
along Seventh avenue. Forty-secadapted from Albert Payson Terhune's
ond street and Fifth avenue, secured excelnovel, "Black Caesar's Clan." Supporting
lent views of the parade. These scenes were
the featured players, Allene Ray and Walimmediately sent to California and will apter Miller, are Ivan Linow, Frank Wunderpear as part of the action in the finished
lee and Frank Lackteen. Th's is a George
H. Seitz iirodu(ti'-n.
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FUX NEWS VOL. G NO. (u : niicngo. 111.—
(Wash, only) — President and Mrs. Coolidge
Tom Mix \volfoin«?t]-oii lotiiin from toiir of entertain wounded
veterans : Off The Hawaiian
Islands
— Newest cruisers test their speed in
Europe ; I'.iris. France — Natioiialist.s pa.v honor
to memory of Joan of Are: Kiona I'eak, Wash.
rough seas: Spitzbergen — Amundsen starts
— Fire Patrol keep.s vigil over forests of west- flight for I'ole : Wembley. England — Boy shies
em mountains : Derb.v, Conn. — Yale triumps in at ride with British King and Queen ; Niagara
two-mile race on llousatouir river; Camp
Falls. N. Y. — (iiant searchlights reveal NiaMeade, Md. — Sist.v tanks partieipate in war
gara's night glories.
maneuver : St. Paul. Minn. — Eight-year old
boys and girls of school art classes prove to be
expert craftsmen : Oregon City. Ore. — Game
KINOGRAMS
salmon fight their way against powerful current.
Vational eapitiilNO.pays5085:
tributeW^ishington—
as General
Mih's is buried : Boston — The Circe, U. S. cup
defender
in
race
for
model
yachts
is
launched ;
FOX NEWS XOL,. 6 NO. G8 : Lexington,
— I'resideut and Mrs. Coolidge enKy. — Horses of late August Belmont bring Washington
tertain disabled veterans on White Mouse lawn;
$TS2.0<>(l at auction sale: Kome. Ital.v — Pre- Fort HanccK-k
— Coast Artillerymen hold tests
mier Mussolini and King Victor visit scene of
witii mine layer: New York — Babe Ruth gets
excavations
Forum of luuKa-edth
Augustus : A'ick.sburg.
tries to sharpen up liis batting
Miss. — Cit.vincelebrates
birthday : out of bed and
Cit.v, Okla.— More than 2.(K)0 InCleviland. Ohio. — Tom Mix acclaimed on visit eye: Poiica
dians
hold
i)owwow
wearing native costume;
here: Detroit. Mich. — Tom Mix welcomed in
New Yoi'k — Admiral Peary's widow and
Detroit : Buffalo. N. Y. — Tom Mix and Tony
daughter help clii ist' n ship McMillan will use
greeted b.v crowds on visit to this cit.v : New
i'(ai-h
I'ole: London
EngSouth Wales — Camel herds used to haul freight in effcort
lish labor to
holds
big Noi-th
deinonstr;ition
: New — York
from sea-coast to interior : Nonette, Mo. —
sheep.
Harvesting biggest strawberr.v crop in five — English sheep dogs get their first view of
years : The Dalles. Ore. — Bimbo, the Bobcat,
proves promising young brush-lea.aiie " ballplayer :Hawaiian Islands. — I'. S. Fleet starts KL\0(iRAMS NO. .'jOSfi: Albany. N. Y.—
(Jar Wood in his motorboat Baby (iar IV
for
Australia
: Mamai
oueck. N.
Y'. — Trai k
athletics
now ]iart
of curriculem
at fashionable
beats the Twentieth Century Limited in thrillfinishing school for girls: Mount ilood. Ore. —
ing race from .VIban.v to New York : Dallas.
Armv aviators in daring flight over !Mount
Tex. — Confederate veterans hold i-euuion and
Hood.
talk over war days: Siiringfiehl. Mo. — School
children build and govern tlieir own city : Niagara Fall.s — Niagara is illuminated at midINTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 44: Kan,
night : Michigan Cit.v — Wayne Munn and
Nigeria. Africa — Warrior Chiefs pay homage
Strangler
Lewis get ready for their wrestlin,g
to Prince of Wales ; N. Y. Cit.v — Zoo birds wel- matiili : Helston.
Eng. — Young iind old dance
come Spring: Indianapolis. Ind. (Indianapolis
streets in quaint ceremony : Cambridge —
only I — Indianapolis inaugurates first motor bus along
Nurmi wins again while 45.00!) crowd Harvard
terminal : Totomi. .lapan — Cherry dance is cel- Stadium to see the Finn in action.
ebrated as sea.sonal festival : Washington. D. C.
■— Lt. General Nelson A. Miles, is laid at rest
in Arlington National Cemetery : Cocullo. Italy
PATHE
NO. in43 beer
: Windsor.
■— Peasants in religious fervor prostrate themThirsty NEWS
Americans
rush toOntarioCanada ;
selves before Church of San Domenico : Sunnyside Dam. Wash. — Leaping salmon speared by Washington, D. C. — Wounded vets entertained
at White House ; Waikiki, Hawaii — U. S. sailIndians : Paris. France — International Newsors sport on famous beach ; Lagos, Nigeria —
reel presents vivid aerial views of magnificent
Prince of Wales journeys inland in Nigeria;
Paris.
In the Limelight — Canoeist completes Canadato-Rome voyage : Paris, France — African caviilr.v regiment performs thrilling stunts ; N. Y.
L NEWS NO. 4."): Nek- Cit.v
ATIONA
INTERN
Ruth on road to recovery ; Detroit,
empti Wallega. Africa — African chiefs pay Mich.— —Babe
Jackie Walls has tresses TGVz inches
homage to IG-year-old ruler : Oregon City,
Wash. — Eels fight uphill battle with swift falls : long ; Menlo Park, N. J. — Thos. Edison attends
Venice. Cal. (Los Angeles and Frisco only) —
honor Naples,
; A'enice, Italy
Cal. ——
Beauties ofin tablet
annualin his
parade;
Record crowd sees Iiathing beauty parade : unveiling
Tourists
flock
to
view
Vesuvius
;
Atlanta,
Ga.
Galveston. Tex. (Dallas only) — Bathing beau(Atlanta only) — Build municipal landing field:
ties cheered b.v throngs ; LaFayette, Ind. ( InTulsa, breaks
Okla. (Oklahoma
— Notre
Dame triumps
In- Ha.ves
ground for City
new only)
church— Cardinal
; Berea,
, Mass. in— Dr.
field only")meet
diana dianapolis
: Cambridge
Ky. ( (?'incinnati only) — All students work their
Oharles Eliot, famous educator, poses for sculpwa.v through this college; Lincoln, Neb. (Omator : Ft. Riley. Kan. — Famous Second Cavalry
ha only) — Parade celebrates Farm Day: Colmarches in review : Havana. Cuba — Gen. Machorado Springs, Colo. (Denver only) — Street
ado inaugurated as President of Cuba : Frisco.
pageant formally opens 1925 ; Boston, Mass.
ng
Cal.
(Frisco
—
only)
Y'achts
representi
Los
( Boston only ) — Test firing speed of 12-incli
Angeles and Frisco stage race : Cambridge.
guns: Fort Story, Va. (Washington only) —
Mass. (Boston only) — Paavo Nurmi di.splays
Coast Defense tests IG-inch howitzer : (I'harspeed at Harvard Stadium : AA'ash. D. C. lotte, N. C. (harlotte only) — Celebrate Mecklenburg "Declaration of Independence."
Tyler

Brooke is Signed by
Hal Roach
ROACH dhas signed Tyler
HALBrooke,
feature stage comedian,
to a long term contract to appear
in Hal Roach comedies for Pathe release. Brooke has appeared before the
camera only in one or two minor roles.
He is now closing a successful engage-,
ment with the musical comedy hit, "No,
No. Nannette."
Brooke is well known as a featured
comedian in musical comedy. Previous
to his present engagement he was with
Edith Day in "Wildfire," and has appeared with such players as Gallagher
and Shean, Taylor Holmes, William
Norris. Elsa Adler, Raymond Hitchcock
and Julia Sanderson.

PATHE NEWS NO: 44: Off for North Pole
— Capt. Roald Amundsen starts flight in
planes
for "top
of theU.world;"
Maui —
Ilawaiians
welcome
S. battleLahaina,
fleet; Benares,
India — Hindu pilgrims hold unique religious
rites; Scapa Flow, Scotland — Salvage German
fleet scuttled six years ago ; N. Y. City — Glenn
Frank, .38 years of age, accepts presidency of
Wisconsin IJniversit.v ; W^embley, England —
Royalty leads the frolic at British Exhibition ;
Sacramento, Cal. — Cupid a delegate to G. A.
R. encampment : Niagara Falls. N. Y. — Great
Falls seen under powerful electrics ; N. Y. Cit.v
— Si)eedboat beats 20th Century from Albany
to New York; Kansas City, Mo. (Kansas City
only) — School children give pageant of America; New Orleans (New Orleans only) — College football candidate in spring practice ;
Bonca City, Okla. (Oklahoma City only) — Indians gather for annual Pow-Pow ; Dallas, Tex.
(Dallas onl.v ) — Confi derate veterans parade
through city: .Nt'anta. Ga. (Charlotte onlv) —
$2,000 (KM) in half dollars unloaded in Atlanta.

Release stills from "Ask Grandma," a two-reel "Our
Gang" comedy produced by Hal Roach for Pathe.
Two New Comedians Signed
For Educational Films
Two new comedians are under contract
to appear in pictures on the Educational
program schedule for June. They are
Mickey Bennett and Eddie Xelson, Avho will
make their first appearance in Juvenile and
Mermaid Comedies, respectively.
Mickey Bennett attracted much favorable
attention due t-o his work in tlie Paramount
]iroduction, "Big Brother.'' He was recently
signed by Juvenile Comedies and his first
I)icture
''Baby isBlues."
Eddie isNelson
a vaudeville favorite. Hes
has been appearing on the Orpheum and
Keith circuit in his own act, "The Sunkist
Kid." His first appearance in New Yorkwas a two weeks' engagement at the Nev*'
York Hippodrome.

''Bride'* Series Available
June Showing

for

The second of the "Here Comes the
Bride" series relea.sed in Pathe Review will
be ready for the exhibitors June 21st. It
is "The Dutch Bride" and will be included
in Review No. 25. The first of the series.
"The Highland Bride," wa^ released May
24th with Review No. 21.
"The American Bride" will be issued in
Review No. 28, scheduled for release July
12th, but available by pre-release arrafigenients, two weeks ahead of the general release date. Other "Brides" features now
being prepared for Pathe Review are "The
Japanese Bride," "Tlie Spanish Bride."
"The Norse Bride," "The Breton" and "The
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The

Crimson

Runner

(Stromberg-Producers Dist. Corp. — Six Reels)
( Revinvved by Laurence Reid)
PKISCILLA DHAN has a routiuc tilni — oiip that does not anywhere near approach her previous productions. While her
role — that of a female Dick Turi)in or Kobin Hood — is colorful enough and gives her the chance to exi)loit her vivid ijersonality,
the plot is a hackneyed affair which never varies in running- true
to its oft-repeated formula. The author has simply changed the
locale — using a background of post-war Vienna instead of Paris.
His idea is to present a feminine robber who steals from the rich
to give to the poor, but he forgets his theme in haN-ing the heroine
give up her lofty ideals when she falls in love with a wealthy
scion.
It's the customary Apache tale. Even Vienna has this celebrated figure of the Paris slums according to the title writer. The
characters are all in their places and the plot courses obviously
through its groove. It starts off with a shot or two of starving
Viennese, followed by an unscrupulous landlord attacking the
heroine. This fracas brings on the death of her paralytic brother
and her escape from the flames which destroj' the house.
Then comes the heroine as the leader of the Ajiaches. She is
known by the title of the pictui-e. The plot resolves itself into a
battle between the heroine and the police. She always eludes capture— even when she is trapped in the hero's home. She makes her
last escape by swinging on the chandelier through the window — a
stunt that has lost its thrill through much repetition by heroic stars.
There is nothing to keep it going at this point except to fall back
on a masquerade ball which culminates in the arch-villain tearing the
mask from the heroine's face and attacking her again. He had
elevated himself from his landlord job to commissioner of police.
The hero eliminates him in a duel — and a honevmoon fo'lows in the
The story is too much like the romantic comic opera — and is
never convincing. Aside from the star, Taylor Holmes as a butler,
and Alan Hale as the villain play their parts well. The photography
and lighting are poor.
THEME. Melodrama of post-war victim who becomes
a robber to steal from the rich to give to the poor. Exacts
vengeance upon enemy and gives up hectic career under
influence of romance.
.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The acting by Priscilla Dean. Taylor Holmes' study of a butler. The villainy by Alan Hale. The masquerade ball.
DIRECTION. Old-fashioned most of the way. Doesn't
go over any new ground in treatment of plot, though he
was up against it on account of hackneyed story. Permits
players to overact.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Mention this as affording
Priscilla Dean with another colorful roJe. You can ballyhoo it with the title. Put on Apache dance for prologue.
DRAWING POWER. For average houses. Where
star is popular picture should draw.
SUMMARY. Starts off on one tack and then goes on
one entirely different. Old-fashioned, hackneyed story of
the comic opera type. Easy to spot every scene in advance.
Marred by poor photography and lighting. And acting is
stilted aside from star, Holmes and Hale.
THE CAST
Bianca Schreber
Priscilla Dean
Alfred Schreber
Bernard Siegel
Gregory (later Von Krutz)
Alan Hale
Meinhard von Bauer
Ward Crane
Rudolph
James Neil
Semlin
Charles H. Mailes
Cecile
Ilsa de Lindt
Conrad, the Black
Mitchell Lewis
Bobo, the valet
Taylor Holmes
Captain of Police
Arthur Millett
By Harvey Gates. Directed by Tom Forman.
SYNOPSIS. Poverty-stricken victim of war in Vienna resolves
to become a robber, stealing from the rich to give to the poor. She
is also actuated by a desire for vengeance against the man who disrupted her home and made her an outcast. Eludes the police and has
romance with wealthy scion. Forgets her high idea's. Hero eventually saves her from her enemy. The latter is eliminated. Love
triumphs

Just

a Woman

(First National— 6500 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

hasn't
average
to the i)lay
any difference
won'tthemake
IT seen
original
Eugene Waiter
frompatron
whichthat
thishe picture
is adapted. Some dejiattui'c has been made from it to fit in
with ccnsorsliip — and working along this line the director and
adaptor liave found occasion to spice it up with humor. Tliey have
certainly worked to disarm thos(! who Avould be analytical over this
favorite triangle pattern — which follows such a well-worn groove.
Whoever wrote the su])titles seized the opportunity to indulge in
some breezy wisecracks. These are uttered mostly by Edward Gribbon in the role of a flashy friend of the other woman.
Anyone seeing the first feel can spot the finish — as well as most of
tlie intervening incident which transpires. Most of the scenes have
been employed a score of times — l)ut they have been kept from being
dull through the timely comedy relief which shades nearly every dramatic situation. If the sponsors have erred at all it is in not bringing
out the characterization. It becomes difficult to take sides in the
domestic quarrel. You don't give nnich sympathy for the neglected
wife — and none at all for tlie husband and the friend. Sucli rcsnlts
are not conductive toward building story interest. But the attention doesn't wander, because of the good staging, the share of amusing highlights and the sul)titles.
It tells of a steel worker who is elevated to the presidency of the
plant, chiefly through the efforts of his wife and their boarder, the
inventor of a process to turn out steel finer and cheaper. So they
are elevated to wealthy lieights without going through any refining
process themselves. They cai-ry themselves as if they were accustomed to the ways of the rich all their lives. So the jilot unfolds
with the husband attracted away from his home by the other woman
and suing his wife for divorce. In the end he makes an "about
face" and is brought to his senses by the child. It's a formula picture, cut and dried, but offering fair results.
THEME. Domestic drama of poor working couple who
are suddenly elevated to high estate through invention of
mutual friend. The husband trespasses against marital
vows, starts divorce proceedings, but is finally reconciled
to wife.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The comedy flavor
which often saves the story from becoming trite. The
comedy bit by Edward Gribbon. The vivid portrayal of
vamp by Dorothy Revier. Scene when wife is compromised.
DIRECTION. Flavors it with humor, thus saving it
from traveling entirely over familiar ground. Fails to get
more from characterization — the figures jumping to high
circles too abruptly.
Keeps it fairly active.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You can tease the title
from all kinds of angles. Exploit the author, who wrote
" The Easiest Way." Feature the players. All are popular.
Bill as domestic drama of how a wife saved her child
through her willingness to declare him illegitimate.
DRAWING POWER. Has enough tone and quality to
get over in first runs. Should prove popular with feminine
patrons. Cast should draw them.
For better houses.
SUMMARY. While this follows a regulation design in
that everything is developed according to set standards,
it manages to be tolerably entertaining. This is due to the
foresight in pointing it with humor. Acting not above the
ordinary as characterization is vague. However, it has a
certain tone and quality about it.
THE CAST
June Holton
Claire Windsor
Robert Holton
Conway Tearle
Bobby, their son
Dorothy Brock
George Rand
Percy Marmont
Clarice Clement
Dorothy Revier
Oscar Dunn
Edward Gribbon
By Eugene Walter. Adapted by Jack Cunningham. Directed by
Irving Cummings.
SYNOPSIS. Young steel worker is elevated to presidency of
plant through invention of friend of family. Moves to New York
and is lured away from home by the other woman who urges him
in t'T'-- dir^ct'on wh^n he
He starts proceedings
to seek ahisdivorce.
believes
wife unfaithful.
However, the child reconciles them.
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2832
Kiss

Me

Stop

Again

(Ernst Lubitsch Production-Warner
Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)

Brothers —

ERXST LUBITSCH'S artistic hand is again in evidence in this
one. The German director has once again succeeded in injecting alot of appealing and unusual details which are bound to
arouse the interest as well as approval of any audience. These are
details noted only in pictures produced by this gifted artist. In fact
-\ve would say that the direction is the highlight of this picture, the
acting comes next and the story last. There is nothing of startling
originality in the plot, although it is a light, airy aft'air, ideal for
-warm weather consumption and good for folks who do not like to
exercise their gray matter over much wlien indulging in an hour or
so of film entertainment.
The production has a good box office title and it suggests some of
the snappy things we see in the picture, in fact so intimate do some
of the shots become toward the close tliat they approach close to the
border line. Parents should leave the children home when they see
this
one.exjDect
Therethis
is, of
an artistic
mountingespecially
throughout.
"We
always
of course,
Lubitsch.
The interiors
are very
pleasing to the eye.
The story is a lesson in procedure in how to retain tlie love of a
wife. The answer being not to Ijecome alarmed when '"the other
man"' wins her love, but treat it nonchalantly and step out yourself
with ''the other woman." At least that is the way it works out here
and with great success. The cast is a small, but admirable one.
Marie Prevost is a fine selection for the role of Loulou, the flirtatious
little French spouse. Monte Blue does his usual appealing work as
hubby, while Clara Bow as the vamp, is all that could be desired.
Willard Lewis is there with his entertaining facial expressions.
John Roche is good as the home destroyer. There is much good
<?omedy and a ver^' clever climax.
THEME. A Parisian domestic mixup in which a husband quickly cures his wife's infatuation for a " pretty "
male musician by plotting with a little flapper to step out
with him.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The player piano
episode, in which a music roll is placed in the instrument
to play while the lovers " do their stufT," unbeknown to
the husband in another room. The snappy titles. The
subtle humor in evidence throughout. The scene in which
the husband tries to get rid of "the other man." The chateau Rogue interior. The clever climax.
DIRECTION. The best thing in the picture. A joy to
behold. We recommend that other wielders of the megaphone sit in and look at it.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Suggests fine opportunities for tie-ups and prologues using Victor Herbert's worldfamous song, "Kiss Me Again." Producers have provided awide variety of stills for use in window displays of
pianos, Coronas, clothes, furniture, flowers, etc. Play up
the names of the cast and use Lubitsch's name equally as
big.
DRAWING POWER. Fame of director, popularity of
stars and light quality story should attract business for
this one at this time in most houses.
SUMMARY. A vehicle for sophisticated folks containing much subtle humor, good acting and above all, fine
direction. Attractively mounted and rich in exploitation
opportunities. Recommended for summertime presentation.
THE CAST
Xoulou Fleury
Marie Prevost
Gaston Fleury
Monte Blue
Maurice Ferriere
John Roche
Grizette
Clara Bow
Dr. Dubois
Willard Lewis
By H. Kraely. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Photographed by
Charles Van Enger.
SYNOPSIS. When Loulou Fleury becomes infatuated with
Maurice Ferriere, a musician, her husband, Gaston Fleury, gives
her his home and a large sum and moves to a hotel. Loulou was
not prepared for such quick work and suspected her husband of
having cially
"another
woman." Gaston
Loulou'sat interest
Mauricewithcools
espewhen she discovers
a large incabaret
Grizette,
a vamp. But it develops that it was just a plan to make the wife
jealous and in the end there is a reunion with Maurice out in the cold.

(Producers

Picture

News

Flirting

Distributing Corp. — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by William Campbell)

AL

and Charley Christie have assembled almost their entire
company of fuimiakers in this latest feature comedy which
is tilled with fast-moving ejjisodes woven about a flimsy
story of a young wife whose flirting with other men drives the husband to })i()t a phoney disappearance in an airplane so that he can
cure his spouse. The wife is inspired to flirt because her husband
has been overdoing the same thing with other women. So she
invites a few dozen males to a house party and the husband soon
finds himself an outcast. It is then that he decides to accept the
suggestion of a friend and lead his wife to believe that he has been
lost in an airplane wreck.
The secpience showing tlie husband crawling into the airplane,
being knocked senseless by a wrench falling on his dome, and being
whirled away into the clouds where he is discovered by the pilots
and forced to crawl down a rope ladder from whicli he swings a.s a
speeding aquaplane tries to rescue him wi.l furnish many a laugh.
So will the climax in wliich hubby, a bogus count, and a butler all
impersouate an escaped lunatic, who has an idea that he is the
Hunchback of Xotre Dame, and which starts a wild chase of some
half hundred guests, principals, lunatics and guards alxiut the house.
The cast is a good one for this type of picture. John T. Murray
is funny as the husband. His facial expressions adding to the
enjoyment of liis work. Wanda Hawley is acceptable as the bride,
although she is not called upon for much acting. Jimmie Adams
contributes several laughs as an awkwai-d oobleman. Hallam
Cooley, Ethel Shannon, Vera Steadman and others do well in minor
roles. This is a good picture for summertime presentation. It is
filled with fun and will otter an hour's wholesome entertainment.
THEME. A farce comedy in which husband and wife
cure each other of flirting after both have gone through
some amusing and at times thrilling adventures.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The scene in which
the husband is forced to descend from an airplane into the
sea from which he is picked up by a pursuing aquaplane.
The sequence in which the wife discovers the bogus disappearance plan and enters into much merrymaking. The
climax in which three of the leading characters impersonate
the Hunchback of Notre Dame.
DIRECTION. Scott Sidney has succeeded in accomplishing the aim of the makers of this picture-pure comedy.
He has injected several thrills as well as much fun.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the names of the
stars. Tie-up with a safety-first campaign at dangerous^
street intersections and railroad crossings by placing signs
"Stop Flirting — with Death. Drive Carefully." Use
popular song tie-up. Song published by New York publishers. Have airplane drop copies of the song if this can
be arranged in the larger cities.
DRAWING POWER. O. K. for houses where patrons
are not too critical and where they would rather laugh than
use their brains. Good for some community houses and
towns.
SUMMARY. Much ado about nothing, but possessing
many laughs withal. A good cast that represents the cream
of the Christie studio personnel. Has a few thrills and a
climax that carries a kick. Made for laughing purposes
only so you'll have to overlook
the story.
THE CAST
Perry Reynolds
John T. Murray
Vivian Marsden
Wanda Hawley
Geoffrey Dangerfield
Hallam Cooley
Marjorie Leeds
Ethel Shannon
Suzanne
Vera Steadman
Count Spinagio
Jimmie Adams
Butler
Jack Duffy
Teddy
Jimmy Harrison
Bobby Anderson
David Jones
Based on the London musical comedy by Fred Jackson. Directed
by Sf-ott Sidney.
SYNOPSIS. Downhearted because his bride, Vivian, insists on
flirting with three or four men invited among others to a house party.
plan to disappear. He makes
Perry Reynolds consents to a friend's
believe he has gone away in an airplane which later is reVivian lost.
Dorted
But Vivian overhears the friend talking to Perry, who is
again. Imperhiding nearby in a boathouse. She starts flirting
sonating an escaped lunatic who thinks he is the Hunchback of
Notre Dame, Perry scares everyone to death. Eventually there is a
reconciliation.
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Are

Parents

People?

(Paramount-Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
THE first coutribution of Malcolm St. Claire to the Paramount
program is a decidedly entertaining one. Mr. St. Claire will
be i-emenibered for his megaphone work in "The Lighthovxse
By the Sea," and several Buster Keaton comedies. The story is from
the pen of Alice Duer Miller and it ran in the Saturday Evening
Post. Proof enough for the quality of the plot. Betty Bronson,
■who skyrocketed to fame over night in "Peter Pan," Florence Vidor
and Adolphe Menjou have the principal roles and who could ask
more in the way of popular jilayers?
Although there are only four or five principal characters and the
film runs seven reels, little padding is in evidence, except at one
point where Mr. St. Claire has permitted the "movie hero" to give
us too much of his acting ability. The story has to do with parents,
the victims of incompatibility, who decide to separate, but whom
are brought together once more by the plottings of their daughter.
Miss Bronson is a "knockout," in this second contribution to the
screen. It is a more "grownup" role than she had in "Peter Pan,"
and she is simply fascinating. Possessing youth, beauty, vivacit\',
charm,
this little' player
is irresistible.
At times
she reminds
us of
Gloria Swanson,
exhibiting
ever and anon
mannerisms
peculiar
to
the Marquise. Florence Vidor, of course, is splendid, while Adolphe
Menjou scores again as the father.
The picture is filled with "big moments." There is the parting of
the parents, the love scenes between the young doctor and Lita, the
scene in which the movie hero demonstrates his art for Lita's mother,
the return of Lita after remaining out all night and the reconciliation.
THEME. A modern society drama in which separated
parents are proven to be just plain people when a daughter
finds that a mutual worry will soon bring them together
again.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The acting of Miss
Bronson, Miss Vidor and Mr. Menjou. The opening scenes
as the parents prepare to separate. The return of the
daughter to hear the sad news. The scene at the girls'
school and the beginning of Lita's romance. The movie
hero's acting episode. The conference over Lita's being
expelled. The reconcilliation.
DIRECTION. Malcolm St. Claire has turned out a fine
work here and has brought out several excellent characterizations. Has transplanted the story to the screen in absorbing manner and given it a very beautiful background.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the name of
Betty Bronson and tell the folks this in the first screen
romance of the heroine of "Peter Pan." Also boost Florence Vidor and Adolphe Menjou. The title. Cover the
town with it and use it as a teaser ad week in advance in
drama columns. Style store tie-ups on stills of Miss Vidor
and Miss Bronson in their striking costumes.
DRAWING POWER. Because of the widespread interest in Miss Bronson as well as the popularity of Miss
Vidor and Mr. Menjou, and the fame of author of this tale,
we believe the best houses can do business with the picture
with a little exploitation.
SUMMARY. A vehicle that reflects the experiences of
many folks in real life and therefore sure to offer entertainment. Interpreted by fine cast and mounted in elaborate
style. A story with a powerful moral. Rich in comedy
relief. A picture for the THE
whole CAST
family — clean in theme.
Lita Hazlitt
Betty Bronson
Mrs. Hazlitt
Florence Vidor
Mr. Hazlitt
Adolphe Menjou
Maurice Mansfield
Andre de Berenger
Dr. Dacer
Lawrence Gray
Aurelia Wilton
Mary Beth Milford
Margaret
Emily Fitzroy
Freebody (butler)
William Courtwright
By Alice Duer Miller. Directed by Malcolm St. Claire. Scenario
by Frances Agnew.
Photographed by Bert Glennon.
SYNOPSIS. When Lita Hazlitt returns to school after refusing
to decide between her father or mother, victims of "incompatibility"
who have separated, she meets young Dr. Dacer, who advises her
that her parents are people and that she can bring them together
again by giving them a mutual worry. So Lita gets expelled, suspected of carrying on an affair with a movie hero. Later she stays
out all night in the yoimg actor's office. These two events soon
bring the parents to a reconciUation.

Scandal

Proof

(Fox— 4400 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
HERE is one of those stories which places a heavy burden of
humiliation and disgrace upon the heroine for the sake of
clearing awa}' all misunderstanding in the concluding
episodes so that she may have some reward in a happy romance.
It doesn't pretend to be anything original — and as far a-s its
dramatic construction is concerned it leaves the door wide open for
the long arm of coincidence to shut it. The average patrons will
give their sympathy to the heroine. It is that kind of a story —
one which plays upon the chords of heart appeal. As a result it
should please the spectatoi-s.
The story has been put together pretty well. Even its gaps are
easily bridged by compact action, which, thanks to the film editor,
has been trimmed to less than five reels. One cannot be bored with
it even if the scenes can be anticipated from the time the murder is
committed. There is fairly exciting incident to p^mctuate it— as
well as an adequate line of suspense. As for the performances
Shirley Mason has the gift of appearing wistful by drooping the
corners of her mouth and puckering up her brows. The rest is
easy for her. She is sincere which makes her portrayal ring true.
Her acting is far ahead of the plot — which thrusts her, a working
girl, into fast society and into a courtroom where she is tried for
murder — ^in the twinkling of an eye.
The story hinges upon two convenient moments. One is the testimony of a witness who states that the girl was with him ten
minutes before the murder occurred. The other is when this same
witness bobs up to frighten the girl after she has traveled far away
from the scene of the crime and assumed a different name. He
had rejected her after the trial by declaring his watch to be slow.
So she feels herself persecuted and gives up her job as governess.
Her spirit of sacrifice still hovers over her, for she saves her young
ward's mother from being compromised by making heself appear
guUty. After all this trouble the law of averages registers and the
girl's honor is vindicated. The man with the slow timepiece makes
amends with a proffer of marriage. And there you have it.
THEME. Melodrama of girl who performs big sacrifices
only to find herself involved in murder. Stakes everything
on her honesty and eventually wins vindication.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The party scene
when wild youth is murdered. The timing of this scene to
build the indictment. The suspense in the trial. The
moment when heroine compromises herself to save her
mistress.
Shirley Mason's acting.
DIRECTION. Keeps it jogging along at a good pace.
Doesn't allow too many heroics to develop — and times his
situations to make action compact. First rate work considering ithas but one or two vital moments.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tie up with stores for
teaser campaign on title. The words, fire-proof and waterproof can be used for the sale of articles. Bill as dramatic
story of girl's great sacrifice.
DRAWING POWER. For average houses. O. K. for
second runs and neighborhood houses.
SUMMARY. Not so substantial as it contains but one
or two dramatic moments, but the attention doesn't wander
because it is well constructed. Coincidence spoils the
suspense. Is well acted by star. In all a fairly entertaining number.
THE CAST

Enid
Shirley Mason
Grace Day
Whitney I
)
Herbert Wyckoff
John Roche
Monty Brandster
Freeman Wood
Thelma Delores
Hazel Howell
Mrs. Brandster
Frances Raymond
Lillian Hollister
Ruth King
Reed Hollister
Edward Martindel
Dick Thorbeck
Joseph Striker
Benny Hollister
Billy Fay
Miss Wyckoff
Clarissa Selwynne
By Charles Kenyon. Directed by Edmund Mortimer.
SYNOPSIS. Working girl is attracted to wealthy cad. Invited
to his home she is disgusted at the wild carryings-on — and makes a
getaway. Later the youth is murdered and the girl is indicted. She
is cleared in some vital testimony and goes far awly to begin life
anew. The young man who cleared her bobs up m her life again
and causes her to give up her job. In the end he makes amends with
a proposal of marriage.
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Intrigue

(Independent Pictures — Five Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
RUNNING true to foiin in its incident and action, this western
makes just an average picture. The plot uncovers a "big
brother' role "n-hich gives FrankhTi Farnum as this character
a chance to appear extremely active in registering the usual heroics.
As the story is trite and lacks substance — dependent as it is upon a
series of melodramatic episodes for its punch scenes — the director
has tried to cover up the gaps with comedy relief. He has been
fairly successful from a humorous standpoint for playing the comic
role himself, he has compensated somewhat for the hackneyed story.
The central character has the task of making heavy sacrifices for
the sake of his brother, an irresponsible youth. The latter is continually in trouble — and he is determined to sell his share of the
property to a greedy cattleman who knows the value of the land
with its rich water supply. Of course all of this intrigue precipitates alot of trouble for the brothers — trouble which emphasizes the
rescue stuff b^" the hero in sa%nng his relative.
None of the action is comnncing — and the director, realizing its
weakness, has also attempted to cover up its flaws by concentrating
upon the tempo — wliich is certainly speedy enough. The result is
there is something doing most every minute even if there isn't much
head or tail to it. The weakling is further intrigued when he escapes
across the border after he has believed himself the murderer of the
villain. A Mexican vamp has been employed to strut some romance
and thus talk him out of the property. But the big brother shows
her up as deceitful. In the end the youth has a change of heart and
sacrifices the heroine to the hero.
There is no originality in the incident — and the action lacks suspense. But the director's comedy should please the spectators.
They should be satisfied with the riding and shooting pro\'ided they
are not expecting a world-beating western. It is best suited for
double feature day.
THEME. Western comedy-drama of irresponsible
youth who is always on verge of selling his half of the
estate, necessitating his brother to be constantly alert to
avert the disposal of the property.
PRODUCTION HIHGLIGHTS. The comedy character
sketch by J. P. McGowan. The adequate atmosphere. The
card game. The efforts made to eliminate the hero. The
capture of the villain. The incident.
DIRECTION. Has no material to work with — the story
being trite and lacking conviction, but compensates with
some fair incident and some enjoyable comedy relief. Gives
it adequate atmosphere, but action is overdone.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Billing this one as a
typical western of action and incident should draw the
crowds who like this brand of picture. If you think picture is worth it dress ushers in Spanish costumes, etc.
Use catch lines.
DRAWING POWER. For average houses catering to
westerns. Should satisfy if shown in connection with another feature. For downtown trade and small towns.
SUMMARY. There is nothing here to lift this picture
out of the ordinary brand of westerns. Some of its incident
is lively enough and it presents some first rate comedy relief. But plot is trite and lacks conviction because of the
exaggerated action. However, it doesn't sag and is as
good as the average.
THE CAST
Tom Lassen
Franklyn Farnum
Dick Lassen
Jack Vernon
Mrs. Lassen
Mathilda Brundage
Mrs. Edith Harding
Dorothy Wood
Bull Harding
Robert E. Cline
Juan Verdigo
Mack V. Wright
Pedro Gonzales
"Slender" Whittaker
Rita
Emily Barrie
"Tough" Tidings
J. P. McGowan
Tough's Sister
Dot Farley
By James Ormont. Directed by J. P. McGowan. Photographed
by Walter Griffin.
SYNOPSIS. Rancher would shake down cattlemen for water
rights on property of hero and his brother. The latter, being irresponsible, iscontinually on the verge of selling the property, but his
older brother always interferes in the nick of time. The younger
man is intrigued across the border, but is rescued by his brother. In
the end he realizes his mistakes. The hero saves the property and
wins the right girl.

Old

Home

Picture

News

Week

(Paramount — 6780 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid I
BACK to the type of story which he can do better than any
other star of the screen comes Thomas Meighan — who, in his
role of the young fellow returning to his old home town to
share in the glories of Old Home Week, gives a mellow performance
that rings with conviction. The star needed such a story after some
of his recent pictures. This one suggested by George Ade with the
script written by Tom J. Geraghty will carry him back into the
good graces of his public that responded so heartily to "Back Home
andIt Broke."
is a convincing little yam making capital of the home town
boys who have made good on other locations — and it is told with
fine understanding and considerable charm. Ade knows his small
town. So does Geraghty. Between them they have concocted a picture which ripples along with sound dramatic quality, effervescent
humor and at a good pace. It's familiar in outline, but it is so
packed with delightful incident — it is so neatly sketched in characterization— that it will win friends everywhere.
The hero is innocently drawn into the company of some big moguls
who are returning on a private car. He is only a partner in a gasolene station — somewhere in New York Stat€. But his business card
reads Amalgamated Company. So the moguls accept him as one
of them. What follows is his whimsical way of playing out the deception— his subsequent humiliation in being discovered as a fraud
— and his final triumph when he saves the natives from being fleeced
by a pair of oil sharks.
The romance keeps hand in hand with the dramatic side of the
plot — and every scene has its silvery lining of wit. Humor can be
found in the sketches — and in the breezy and pointed captions written by Mr. Geraghty. In all a neat nimaber — one smartly written,
directed and played. In mentioning the acting credit must be given
Laurence Wheat, Charles Dow Clark and Lila Lee for their convincing performances.
THEME. Comedy-drama of youth who, more or less
of a failure after he left small town, returns in style during
Old Home Week and proceeds to save natives from being
flim-flammed by oil sharks.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The comedy vein.
The scene when hero boards the private car. The reception at depot. The efforts to foil plot of crooks. The
hero's humiliation. The human note. The subtitles. The
acting. The atmosphere.
DIRECTION. Saturates it with good local color —
and keeps story dancing along with fine sprinkling of humorous incident. Humanizes scenes and never overstresses action. Might have injected more celebration
incident. Well handled story.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You have George Ade,
Tom Geraghty and Tom Meighan to exploit here. Tell
that it is another " Back Home and Broke " in point of
human appeal. Play up the title and tie-up with town?j
featuring such celebrations.
DRAWING POWER. A sure sell-out in cities and
towns. Will be appreciated everywhere. Star and author
should attract them.
SUMMARY. A high-class comedy-drama, this — one
coming mighty close to real life. An honest, straightfor-A?^ard story in Ade's best vein — and the best that has come
along for Meighan in some time. Rich in humor, heart
interest and local color.
THE CAST
Tom Clark
Thomas Meighan
Ethel Harmon
Lila Lee
J. Edward Brice
Larry Wheat
Marshall Coleman
Charles Dow Clark
Townsend Barton
Max Figman
Uncle Henry
Charles Sellon
Mary Clark
Zelma Tiden
Judge Harmon
Sidney Paxton
Jim Ferguson
Joseph Smiley
Frikkle
Jack Terry
Otey Jinks
Leslie Hunt
Mrs. Clark
Isabel West
By George Ade. Scenario by Tom Geraghty. Directed by Victor
Heerman.
SYNOPSIS. Youth, more or less a failure since he left the home
town, returns during Old-Home Week. Comes back in style and is
believed to be one of country's greatest men. He keeps up deception
though eventually they learn he is a fraud. However, he makes
good by saving the villagers from being fleeced by oil sharks.
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You

the

Town

(Universal- Jewel — 7400 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
ZIPPING along at a fast pace after- the characters are firaily
planted and releasing: an assortment of hig'h-ex]ilosive laughs
in the complications which develop around an unromantic
professor who tries his best to be an accommodating chap to the
ladies, this picture brings further good luck to Reginald Denny.
This star is surely winning a high place for himself in the esteem of
his public. He is not only a gifted light comedian l)ut he is also
fortunate in l)eing given stories that bubble over with sparkling
humor.
Take his latest for example. In the first place it has a sound idea
for expression and never becomes dependent upon farcical trimmings except in its climax. It could really happen up to its finish —
since the characters appear genuine and the plot and the incident
are touched off with authentic humor.
The role of the young professor who is interrupted in writing a
book })y a group of well-meaning friends has the same quality as the
one Denny played in his previous picture, "Oh Doctor." He falls a
victim to feminine charms and would entertain the three women by
showing them the town. One is a friend's wife, another is a wealthy
widow who is ready to save a defunct college after he has talked her
into becoming a flapper, while the third is the beautiful California
girl with whom he falls in love. He gets into desperate straits —
with the high laugh centered in the restaurant as he tries to entertain the three of them, without either one of them aware of the
others existence.
These are highly comic episodes — with Denny and Cissy Fitzgerald, as the widow, capturing the laughs in their antics at the table
and on the dance floor. The climax shows all the characters running
a merry chase through the hero's apartment — each trying to avoid a
scandal. It ends with a romantic finish. Surely a bi-ight number
— right up to the minute in its laughs. Denny is immense in his
"half-seas over" condition. He catches just the rtght spirit and his
enthusiasm
seemingly
shared
with
personality
A\Tittenis all
over by
it. the others. It's a light comedy
THEME. Romantic comedy of youth who in entertaining three women, none of whom know the identity of
the others, finds himself on the brink of scandal.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The drinking of the
" orange juice." The scene when couple fall through
street. The subtitles. The zippy comedy in the restaurant.
The fine mounting. The clever acting by the star and his
players.
DIRECTION. Certainly puts over the laugh wallops
in this up to the minute comedy. Gets away rather slow,
but catches its true tempo and keeps it enlivened all the
way.
Shows results in building up the laughs.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. The title, the star, the
supporting players — all should be exploited here. Denny
has reached the heights — and this picture is one of his
best. Give it a fine prologue, dance numbers, etc.
DRAWING POWER. For first runs or any type of
house. Star and title will draw them.
SUMMARY. One of the brightest pictures of the
season. Dashes merrily along after rather slow start and
releases a series of highly amusing episodes. Played with
fine spirit. Subtitles well pointed. Certainly scores another
for Denny who is batting high in the comedy league.
THE CAST
Alec Dupree
Reginald Denny
Hazel Deming
Marion Nixon
Fan Green
Lilyan Tashman
Martin Green
Hayden Stevenson
Agnes Clevenger
Cissy Fitzgerald
Lucille Pemberton
Margaret Livingston
BilHe Bonner
Neely Edwards
Professor Goodhue
William A. Carroll
Aunt Sarah
Martha Mattox
Edith Torey
Helen Greene
Frank Pemberton
Lionel Braham
By Elmer Davis. Scenario by Harvey Thew and Raymond L.
Schrock. Directed by Harry A. Pollard.
SYNOPSIS. Youthful professor is prevented from writing a
book by a group of well-meaning friends. One asks him to escort
his wife for the evening, another gives him the task of winning the
confidence of wealthy widow that she may save a defunct college,
while another Tyishes a beautiful girl on him. In trying to entertain
all three of them he gets involved in a net of scandal. By fast
stepping and fast talking he extricates himself and has his romance.

My Wife and I
(Warner Brothers — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
OXE would never guess from witnessing this picture that it
was written by Harriet Beecher Stowe. But it doesn't belong in the atmosphere of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" because the
sponsors have seen to it that it lias been completely modernized. It
is a story that harps home upon the theme of a wife's disillusionment over her wayward husband — and since it keeps to this key it
is shaded too heavily with drama, there being little or no balance to
lift it into the sunshine.
With all the characters in their grooves the plot doesn't unfold
anything new. The action is obvious though an etfort has been made
to introduce an element of surprise when father and son court the
same flapjier. The boy is not taken very seriously in his courtship.
For one thing he has to watch out for parental censui'e and again
he lacks the necessary funds to keep the girl interested. The mother,
realizing the advancing years, has taken up her daily dozen to keep
in trim. Otherwise her life is spent in brooding over her unhappiness — and Irene Rich succeeds through her expressions in making,
the character lifelike.
The father plays at love and tries to cover his conscience with
some knowledge that his M-ife has been unfaithfid. And so the story
builds to its obvious conclusion — a fairly effective scene — when the
boy rushes forth to shoot the man who has usurped his place in the
affections of the girl. The mother rushes in — at the nick of time —
and saves the youth from killing his father. On comes the reconciliation and it is all over. This "about face" is too abi-upt to
ring true.
It all seems quite mechanical in its construction. The action
travels a well-known groove, though the situations are enlivened here
and there through some creditable acting by Constance Bennett a.s
the wayward miss and Irene Rich as the wife. The parental home is
of huge dimensions and it takes considerable walking by the occupants to pass from door to door.
THEME. Domestic triangle drama of a disillusioned
wife whose husband has trespassed against his marital
vows. After she has narrowly averted a tragedy a reconciliation occurs.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The fine acting by
Irene Rich as the harassed wife. The spirited performance
by Constance Bennett who makes the wayward miss convincing. The party scenes. The moment when the wife
catches her husband in the limousine. The climax.
DIRECTION. Runs true to form — without showing
any new treatment aside from the element of surprise of
having the son and father court the same girl. Relies too
much on heavy drama and shows no relief. Some of the
sets too large.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You can tell them that
this was written by Harriet Beecher Stowe, author of
" Uncle Tom's Cabin." Teaser the title and bring forth
that Irene Rich has another opportunity to flash her emotional value.
DRAWING POWER. For average houses or those
catering to intelligent clientele. Best suited for neighborhoods. Steady patrons should be attracted by cast and
title.
SUMMARY. An orthodox triangle is uncovered here
— one which offers the usual mechanics and builds to its
obvious conclusion. Is keyed in a morbid pitch and is overdrawn in its important scenes. Finely acted, however, by
Irene Rich and Constance Bennett. Well mounted, though
sets are too large.
THE CAST
Mrs. Stuart Borden
Irene Rich
Mr. Stuart Borden
Huntly Gordon
Stuart Borden, Jr
John Harron
Spencer Hobart
John Roche
Betty Allen
Cbnstance Bennett
Valet
Tom Rickets
Estelle Loring
Claire de Lorez
Adapted
from
Harriet
Beecher
Stowe's
novel.
Directed
by Millard
Webb.
SYNOPSIS. Wealthy husband forgets his marital vows and seeks
affection outside his home. Becomes attracted to wayward miss,
but is ignorant of fact that his own son loves the girl. The youth
has no knowledge that she prefers the older man's company. When
the boy discovers the girl's treachery he is determined to kill the
interloper. conciliation
But follows.
his mother intrudes and averts a tragedy. A re-
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Montreal Theatre Managers Association carried
through a successful social venture in the holding of its first
annual dance and frolic at the
\'eneti
Gardens
Montrea
Fridayanevening,
May, 22.
A l,feature
was the use of two orchestras
made up of musicians from
various local theatres.
Following a luncheon held in
the Queen's Hotel, at Montreal,
the Montreal Theatre Managers'
Association, Inc., re-elected their
officers for 1925 as follows :
President, Geo. Nicholas, general
manager of the United Amusement Corp. Vice-President Geo.
Rotskv, manager of the Palace ;

Netus

from

ion of ProTHE Western Divisuting
ducers Distribntion Corporain San
tion meets in conve
Francisco during the first week in
June, and will include all branch
managers, assisntant branch managers, salesme and bookers. C.
F. Parr, local exchange manager,
w-ill leave here next week with six
representatives from this territory.
For the final week's business
turned in by the local Producers
office for the national contest that
culminates next week. Parr and
his associates enjoyed the biggest
week for collections and contract
business that the local office has
ever had. They are anxiously
awaiting final tabulation of results
in the contest. The local office
has been well up continually. Parr
leaves for Idaho this week.
C. C McDermott, selling out of
the local Producers Distributing
Corporation, returned to headquarters this week after a highly
trip into southsuccessful
ern Utah. selling
Jack Connors, United Artists
exchange representative in Montana, will be here next week.
Vete Stewart, who has been
burning up the territory for
United Artists in this territory,
has resigned to join the selling
force out of the Associated First
National Office. No successor has
at United for Stebeen appointed
wart as yet.
Effective June first, the Butte.
Montana, Fox office will be closed,
with all business in that state passunder the jurisand exchange
ing through
diction of the
in this
city. Art Schayer, resident manager, recently returned from a
trip to that city.
Carl Laemmle's "See America
First" unit will arrive in this city
the first week in June, and turn
the trick in this city. A wonderful tie-up has been made with the
Salt Lake Telegram, with front
page photographs and publicity appearing each day. In connection
with the visit of the outfit, a
beauty contest is being conducted
by the paper by which some local

Canad
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secretary and treasurer, B. M. and one of the outstanding exhibitors of the Canadian West,
Garfield, manager of the New
Rialto, who, as a reward for his suffered a distinct loss recently
services, was voted an increase of when it was found necessary to
falary ; Abbie Wright, manager of destroy "Main Direct," which was
regarded as the greatest racehorse
the Princess ; Harry Dahn, manager of the Capitol, and Frank H. that Western Canada ever raised.
This horse was a wonderful pacer.
Korman, manager of the Stanley
Mr. Leach has a large stable of
J-fall, were elected directors. Mr. both
trotting and running horses.
\\'right is a past president.
On the occasion of the opening
K. M. Leach, proprietor of the
game at London, Ontario, in the
Regent Theatre, Calgary, Alberta,

beauty will be chosen to represent
Salt Lake City in the picture, and
then go to Universal City under a
six months' contract to work in
the movies. We will certainly be
powerful glad to see our old
friend, C. E. "Doc" Holah, director of thechief
caravan.
"Doc"
was
formerly
in this
territory
and made a host of friends who
are eagerly awaiting to welcome
him. Advance Publicity Man Graham was here last week in the
interest of the unit.
Samuel Henley, manager in this
city for Universal, returned this
week from the convention in Chicago and a visit to Milwaukee to
attend the M. P. T. O. A. in session. He reports the convention
as a big success in every way, and
is enthused over the new product.
Fred Gage, divisions manager
for Universal, stopped off here
enroute to the coast after attending the convention. R. C. Hudson, Butte office manager, stopped
off a day.
Henley is now in the central
and so'uthern Utah section with
Milt Cohn, stirring up contracts
for the new Universal release
schedule.
This was home coming week
for managers returning from conventions. L. A. Davis, local chief
for F. B. O., pulled into town
from attending the convention at
Chicago, which he said was an
entire success. From there he
visited the home office in New
York City, and then over to
Philadelphia to pay a short visit
with his family. Mr. Davis rode
as far as this city with A. A.
Schmidt, Western Division manSan FranGoldman,
ager; Sidbranch
cisco
manager; Harrv
Cohn, Los Angeles manager; Bell
Mathews, manager at Portland,
and Art Huott, Seattle manager.
Davis leaves for a swing over the
Montana territory this week.
Word has been received at the
local Associated First National
exchange that Harry T. Nolan,
Mountain Division manager, is
back in that city after visiting in
New York Qty.

News

Corresponden

THE

Salt

Picture

Lake

Michigan-Ontario Baseball
League, Manager Fred Jackson of
Loew's Theatre, London, had all
the players of both the local and
\isiting teams as personal guests
at the evening performance. All
the players were introduced from
the stage, and Mr. Jackson presented the London manager, Mike
Baker, with a floral horseshoe.
The Gayety theatre at Montreal
re-opened May 17, with a new
policy of pictures and vaudeville,
under the continued management
of C. F. Lawrence. Every day
during the week from Monday to
Saturday a change of program
will take place.

City

Another branch manager who
"home came"^ from a convention
this week is R. S. Stackhouse,
\"itagraph
and Warner
resident mentor.
He saidBrothers
that he
had the time of his life in Hollywood where the convention assembled, and that it was a huge success. He is having the old Vitagraph signs taken off the windows
of the local office and the new
Warner Brothers one painted on.
The local office of the latter company is being dismantled this week
preparatory to moving down to
the Vitagraph exchange. Stack
says that the program mapped out
at the convention is splendid.
Traveling Auditor Chapin for
Warner Brothers is here getting
the books and records in shape to
be amalgamated in the transfer.
David T. McElhinney, special
territorial representative for Warner Brothers, is in this city preparing for a selling jaunt over
the Nevada section.
Joe McElhinney is doing his
stuff this week in the territory for
Universal, re-enforced with a new
Ford.
W. E. Shipley, owner of the
Gem and Empire theatres in this
city,Isis
and Theatre,
"Dad" Rand,
manager
of
the
left this
week for
a motor tour through the scenic
belt of southern Utah.
C. A. Hartman, promotor from
Florida, is here superintending the
erection of an open Airdome at
Bonneville Park. He will open
on May 20 with a combination
open air moving pictures and
dancing. The Airdome will have
a seating capacity of thirty-two
hundred.
The Salt Lake City branch of
Pathe is leading the Western
Division at the close of the third
week in the national Storey Victor>' Compaign. The concluding
date is August 8, and W. G. Seib,
exchange manager and his cohorts
are determined to maintain the
lead until the last.
W. S. Wessling, Pathe Western
Division Manager, returned to
Portland this week after _ conducting asales conference in the
local branch.

William McFarland, of Eureke,
Utah, has sold his Star Theatre
in that city
the will
Bertelsen
interests.toPossession
pass into
the new hands the first of June.
George resident
L. Cloward,
Metro-is
Goldwyn
manager,
making a short trip to the Provo
section of Utah bomming up the
new product. Joseph F. Samuels
in southern Utah; E. E. Harris in
Montana, and Ed Lustig in
Idaho, are sending in fine contract business for Afetro-Goldwyn.
C. H. Messinger, manager of
the local Educational exchange
leaves next for New York City
to attend the convention which
meets Alay 9. Clyde says that
business has never been so good
at the local office as it has been
the last six weeks.
Carl A. Porter, manager of the
V'ictory Theatre, has been elected
presidentciationof
the managers'
to succeed
Ed. C. assoMix,
who resigned when he became
manager of Associated Exhibitors
in this city. Porter will leave
for New York City next month
on business and a visit to his
home.
James R. will saw off for a
week or so the first of June and
hie to Denver where he will assist
George tures
C. manager
Walters,
Greater
in that
city Feawith
exploitation in Colorado towTis.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde, who has
given three years of faithful service at the Greater Features exchange as inspector and shipper,
is resigning to take effect the first
of June. Al Seal, formerly ^vith
the Select Pictures exchange here,
will succeed her.
Alan Burke, manager of the
local DeLuxe Features exchange
will leave Monday for a swing
over the southern part of this
state in the interest of the independent features he represents.
L. W. Weir, Western Division
Manager for Producers Distributing Corporation passed through
here the other day making a flying trip from the East to his
headquarters in Los Angeles.
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tly advanced
ALMY,Clevrecen
CE.
eland exchange
. from
manager to central di\ision manager, last week made his first
tour of the othccs under his jurisdiction. The Cleveland office is
still without a resident manager.
J. O. Brooks, assistant sales director for Uni\ersal, has stated
that the Universal policy of promoting from the ranks will be
enforced in Cleveland. Since the
resignation of Lew Thompson as
manager, no one has been appointed lo succeed him. Brooks
will remain in charge of the
branch until someone is promoted
from within.
George W. Erdmann has been
made manager of the Cleveland
Producers Distributing Corporation's local exchange. Mr. Erdmann took possession of the managerial chair on Monday, succeeding Jack Mooney, who resigned
last week. Erdmann was previous with the Standard Film Service Company in the capacity of
special representati\e.
W. C. Bachmeyer, who has just
accepted the post of central division manager for Fox, will continue to make his headquarters in
Cincinnati.
will cover Bachmeyer's
Cleveland, territory
Detroit,
Indianapolis, Cincinnati and St.
Louis.
- L. E. Blumenfcld, Fox auditor,
is spending a few weeks in the
local Fox office.
Lew Thompson is now associated with P.D.C. as special representative out of the Qe\eland
office. Thompson was formerly
Universal branch manager.
Robert Cotton. P.D.C. division
manager, is just back from Detroit, after making sexeral changes
in the office there. Jack Stewart,
Detroit exchange manager, has resigned to go to France for First
National. Mr. Cotton nominated
Frank E. Stuart to the job.
Stuart was previously special
home office representative for
P.D.C. The change also affects
Henry B. Zapp who has been
transferred from the position of
home office representative to that
of assistant manager in the Detroit exchange.
Joe Krenitz, of the local Universal family, is back in Cleveland after a sojourn of two
months in the Universal Salt
Lake City office. Krenitz asked
for a count
temporary
transferHe oncame
acof his health.
back home as good as new.
Jack Mooney, erstwhile P.D.C.
exchange manager here, is in New
York, where it's said some attractive offers are being considered.
J. E. Beck,
\'itagraph
manager,
just got
back lastexchange
Friday
from a Warner convention on the
west coast. In addition to expressing his enjoyment of the
trip, Mr. Beck is highly enthusiproduct.astic over the coming W'arner
The Stillman trcatre, Cleveland,
started its summer policy last
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Sunday. This policy differs from
the regular winter policy in price
only. The leading feature productions are shown, and the same
high standard of musical accompaniment ismaintained. The pictures are changed each week,
however. In the winter, the Stillman is the only one of the Loew
houses whTch plays long runs.
Loew's Allen theatre, Cleveland,
closes Saturday, May 30, for the
summer. It has always been the
policy
of Loew's
Ohio isTheatres,
of which
the Allen
one, to
close the .A.llen in the Summer,
keeping the Stillman and the
State open.
The Film Bldg. register he!d
the following entries for the v\ eek
just past . A. Dice, Wallace theatre, Wooster; E. C. Lewis and J.
\\ . Sinkowitz, Weber Theatre,
Dover ; George Dunlev v-, Strand,
Akron ; N. D. Schwarm, Grand,
Massilon ; and F. L. Bovvers,
Union Opera House, New Philadelphia.
Fred Desberg, general manager
of Loew's Ohio Theatres, has
sufficiently recovered from his recent gall stone attack to spend a
few
desk. hours of each dav- at his
W. La Von Boon, the new
owner of the old Hulier Opera
House at Hicksville, visited the
local exchanges last Friday.
Boon said he has changed the
name of the theatre, and now
calls it the
Capitol. He's
orating it throughout,
and re-decwhen
the changes are completed, he will
inaugurate a combination picture
and vaudeville policv-. Boon also
owns and operates the Crescent
theatre, Hicksville.
Charles Stadier, who recently
took over the Standard theatre,
Cuyahoga Falls, was around the
film exchanges the latter part of
the week, looking at and buying
pictures for the house.
A prominent local figure is
being withdrawn from film circles
with the sale of the Parkview
Theatre by C. L. Kleinsmith to
Joseph A. Fink. Air. Kleinsmith
savs he's all through with the
picture business. He has been active in the local exhibitor body.
Tim Roberts and Mrs. Roberts
and all the little Robertses came
up to Cleveland last week from
Mansfield, where Roberts owns
and operates the White Way, to
attend the luncheon given in
honor of Tom Mix. Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. Cheuvront of the
Gem theatre, Barberton, motored
up for the luncheon. Other outof-town guests included J. H.
Solomon, Temple theatre, Lorain;
C. N. Belden, Thornton theatre,
Akron; Mr. and Mrs. V. L.
Morris, Olympic, Bellaire; Joe
Schagrin, Park, Youngstown ; V.
-Alexander, Strand, Ravenna ; Max
Federhar, Regent and Rialto,
Akron; Clint, Kline, Arcade,
Ak ron ; A. T. Paul, Royal, Galion,
and J. H, Ruben and son, of
Nevvron Falls.
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JOSEPH BRANDT, president
of tlie Columbia Pictures Corporation and vice president of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association, was a recent visitor in this citj'. During
his stay here Mr. Brandt spent
most of his time in association
with Messrs. Jack Lannon and J.
L. Sheffield, of the Greater Features exchanges, the latter organization distributing Columbia pictures throughout several of the
Pacific Northwest states. Mr.
Brandt came here from the East,
and planned to return by way of
California, after a number of
weeks more to be spent on the
Coast.
Jack Sullivan, manager of the
Fox Film exchange and president
of the Northwest Film Board of
Trade of Seattle returned recently
from the Fox national convention
in New York City, after an absence of a number of weeks. Immediately upon his return he began making plans for the distribution in this territory of his new
product, as announced recently in
the advertising sections of the
trade journals.
Announcement was received here
last week to the efTect that F. J.
Talaber, owner and manager of the
Legion theatre
^^'alla hasat
contracted
for inthe\\'alla
appearance
his house during the next few
months of the Baker Stock Company of Portland. Oregon. This
company, direct from the Baker
theatre in the Oregon city, will appear in addition to motion picture
programs, it is reported. Additional information reaching here
was to the effect that Mr. Talaber
is investigating the possibilities of
building and operating a new motion picture theatre in Lewiston,

Motion

has held sway with his brother and
teammate, George, since the opening of the house four years ago.
Felix
Feist, general sales manHerman \\'obber. Western diviager of the Metro-Goldwyn comsion manager of the Famous Playpany, spent a few days here the
ers-Lasky corporation, was a remiddle of May with Seth D. Percent visitor at the local Paramount exchange, where he spent a
kins, manager of the local exnumber of days in conference with
change. This is Mr. Feist's first
trip to the Northwest in a numGeorge P. Endert, manager. Mr.
ber of seasons, and he was quite
\\'obber is just completing a trip enthusiastic in his praise of the
up the Coast, following the recent
growth of this region.
international convention in Los AnA new- "wrinkle" in motion picgeles,
and
plans
to
return
to
California within the next few weeks.
ture policies was instituted at the
Heilig
theatre here last week by
Wallace Rucker, salesman for
Manager Charles W. McKee when
T. A. Gage's
local returned
Educational
change, has just
fromex-a he announced that hereafter during the summer months every
trip into Eastern Washington, and
brings with him a tale, told in his Tuesday night would be "Family
inimitable manner, that sets at rest
Night" at that show house. The
policy that evening will be to adall rumors relative to L. A. Doudmit every family for a total adlah and his new dog, of the Libmission charge of fifty cents, irerty theatre, Wenatchee. Accordrespective of the number of pering to reports, Mr. Doudlah resons included. Individual admisturned recently from a trip to Holsion prices will remain at twentylywood bringing with him a Gerfive cents, as usual.
man police
dog
said
to
be
a
descendant of the finest police dog
Reports received on Film Row
during the last week indicated that
in America, and able to do any
the
Liberty theatre at Esticada,
trick known to canines. Film men
who have seen the dog have been
Oregon, was to close for the summer months, beginning the latter
unanimous in their disappointment
over the fact that he will not do a part of May. The house was built
thing other than eat. Now Mr.
by E. J. Potter, owner and manRucker returns and sets Film Row
ager of the Clinton theatre in
at rest with the report that the Portland, and was sold to A. Teyerabend, who is at present acting
reason
for the
to
perform
lies dog's
in hisunwillingness
inability to as manager.
In order to prevent conflicts with
understand English — being a Gerthe regular .Sunday noon concerts
man police dog.
Cigars and candy were in order
by Sam K. ^^'ineland and his Concert Orchestra
Frank StefFy's
at
JohnlastHamrick's
Mouse
Coliseum
theatre.at Manager
Albert
theatre
week upon Blue
the occasion
of the birth of a young daughter ^ Finkelstein of the Strand has
changed the time of his Sunday
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kaluske.
concerts
by Salvatore Santaella to
Paul's proudness was seemingly
1 :30 p. m. each week. This early
visible through the glass windows
of the projection booth, where he Sunday afternoon program allows
Idaho, although definite confirmation of this report has not yet been
received here.

Picture
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augmentation
of and
theprovides
Strand'sa
musical
ensemble,
larger audience during the summer
months
would. than the 12 :30 concerts
Retaliating for their defeat at
the hands of the Portland film and
theatre men during their visit to
the Oregon cit>', the golf team of
the local region last week defeated Portland's picked squad in the
second half of the Portland-Seattle match played here at the Rainier Golf Club. Captain Charles
Harden's squad of would-be Sarazens displayed a splendid brand of
golf, and more than made up for
their loss in Portland earlier in the
season, before they had had practice enough to be on to their
The St. Johns theatre, the Rex.
was scheduled
to reopen after a
game
closed! winter and spring season,
according to information received
by several of the film exchanges
from Manager Nichols.
A complete reseating of the Columbia theatre was completed last
week by Manager Robert W.
Bender without interrupting performances to the most minute degree. All work was finished in
two nights, working from midnight
until 10 o'clock the following
morning. The latest type wicker
loge chairs were among the new
style seats installed. The former
seats were in the house since its
construction more than ten j-ears
ago by James Q. Clemmer.
Jane and Katherine Lee, diminutive film stars, were the headliners on the closing program of the
Orpheum vaudeville at the Orpheum theatre last week. The
house will reopen the middle of
.■\ugust. it was announced.

D enver

VICTOR B.ACCHECI of the
Pastime Theatre, Albuquerque, New Mexico, was a visitor
in the city during the past week.
While visiting Exchanges he produced complete plans for th.'
building of a new theatre in Albuquerque. The structure will be a
four-story building, seventy-five
feet, by one hundred forty feet,
will contain all the conveniences
found in most modern up-to-date
theatres. The seating capacity of
the theatre will be one thousand
two hundred and fifty seats. The
greater portion of the building
will be occupied by the theatre
and the fourth floor will be made
The estiinto a largecost dance hall.
mated is S20O.O(X).0().
Les Weir, division manager of
Producers Distributing Corporation, stopped over in Denver for
the localto
visit wi.henroute
a two days'Exchange
Producers
Milwaukee
Los Angeles from the
convention.
B. p. McCormick, operating the
Florence, ColoLiberty Theatre.
rado, and the Jones Opera House
at Cauf.n City, is in Denver visiting all exchanges and arranging

for new product for the season.
Fred Jatkman, accompanied by
his wife, is surveying the Black
Hills, South Dakota, territory in
search of a suitable location
for another special production for
Pathe. Mr. Jackman is the director of the famous horse, Rex.
Mr. C. H. Van Horn, local manager of the Pathe Exchange, has
just returned from Salt Lake City
where he spent several days in
conference with Lou Marcus, the
division manager of Pathe.
The Fire Committee of the Denver Film Board of Trade and the
Denver Fire Department conducted a very interesting experiment this week. Several hundred
reels of junk film were taken from
the Shocker Film Exchange to on ■
of the city dumps and burned.
Experiments were conducted in
igniting the film and observing the
burning of the film. Denver has
never experien'-erl a film exchange
fire, and the Fire Department and
the Fire Committee of the Denver
Film Board of Trade are doini
everything in their power to reduce the fire hazard of each exchange so that they will not have

to experience such a fire. The
Fire Committee announces that
every shipper and film inspector
will be present the next time there
is occasion
conduct an experiment of thistokind.
Charles R. Gilmour, manager of
X'itagraph
president
of has
the
Den\er FilmandBoard
of Trade,
returned to Denver after attendingnerthe Brothers
sales convention
of War-in
and Vitagraph
Los -A.ngeles.
H. E. Morehouse, owner and
manager of the Black Hills Theatre, Hot Springs. South Dakota,
was a \isitor in film row this
week contracting for new service.
Another popular and well known
exhibitor. C. E. Pace of the Pace
Theatre. Chadron, Nebraska, was
also visiting all exchanges.
George P. Wierick. owner of
the Orpheum Theatre, Glenwood
Springs.
Colorado,
also amon'.r
tlie
exhibitors
whowaswere
in the
cit\ visiting the exchanges during
the past few days. Mr. Wierick
expects a very good season.
Miss Marie Goodhand, manager
of the .American theatre, Kimball.
Nebraska, has arrived in Denver

for the purpose of arranging new
bookings.
O. J. Thomas, Rialto Theatre,
Raton, New Mexico, and Ear!
Nye. manager of the Carl Ray
Amusement Company Theatres of
Cheyenne. Wyoming, were also
among the exhibitors represented
in film row.
T. V. Hein-\-, division manager
of L'nited Artists, has arrived in
Denver for a visit with the local
l'nited Artists Exchange. Mr.
Henry motored to Denver from
Omaha.
J. J. Goodstein of the Colorado
Realty Company announces that
his company has taken over the
Isis Theatre, Longmont, Colorado,
formerl) operated by Ed Marquand. Mr. Marquand will be
connected with the Colorado
Theatre Company as theatre manager. This company is progressing ture
very rapidly
in the motion
business, having
just picannounced definite plans for a new
$300.(XX).(X) amusement house in
Pueblo, besides owning and operating the Palm Theatre, Pueblo,
and the Longmont Theatre, Longmont.
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Southeast

of AtEARLE E. GRIGGS,enting
lanta, Ga., repres
the
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,
doing special exploitation advertising, was in Charlotte this week,
where he placed 10,003 lines of
advertising with The Charlotte
News.
Wm. Conn of the F. B. O. Exchange this City, returned to the
City the past week from Chicago,
where he attended a Sales Convention at the Drake Hotel.
Wm. E. Triiog, Spe-ial Representative of the Universal was a
Charlotte visitor the past week at
which time he held a Sales Convention at the Charlottee Exchange.
Rudolph Berger, former Manager, Metro-Goldw\n Exchange
in Charlotte, has been promoted
to the Managership of the above

Companx's
OfficePollock,
in W'ash'ngton,
D. C. Fred
salesman
from the Office has been appointed
to succeed Mr. Berger.
Oscar Morgan, District Manager for Pathe, is a Charlotte
Visitor.
Arthus L'ucas of Atlanta, and
who has the Franchise for Educational Comedies in this territory,
was a Charlotte Visitor the past
week. Mr. Lucas has taken over
the Ideal Theatre. Charlotte, formerly owned by Otto Haas, whose
lease expires July 1st, and will
improve this theatre and increase
the seating capacity.
S. G. Rogers has opened his
new Theatre, the Rainbow at
Marion, S. C.
F. B. Bryant, Mgr. of the First
National Exchange, has just re-

turned from a Sales Convention
in New Orleans.
P. C. Osteen, Manager of the
Liberty Theatre, Anderson, S. C,
was a Charlotte Visitor the past
week, entering up bookings for
the Summer months. Mr. Osteen
states that business in Anderson is
conditions.
considering
goodDrake,
very
L. L.
who is building a
beautiful Theatre in Wadesboro,
has decided to call it the AXSO'XIAN. This house will seat
one thousand and will be open on
or about July 1st.
F. A. Abbott, Secretary and
Treasurer of the M. P. T. 0., of
N. C. has just returned from the
Exhibitors Convention at Milwaukee where he represented the
exhibitors of this State. At_ the
National Meeting of Exhibitors
which occurs in June, the matter

of joinin- the .Yational Organization will be taken up.
S. S. Stevenson, who controls a
chain of Theatres in the Eastern
part of the State, has also just
returned from the Convention in
Milwaukee.
E. F. Dardine, Manager of the
Universal Film Exchange, Charlotte, N. C, has just returned
from a Sales Convention in Chicago.hibitors
He also
attended
the ExConvention
in Milwaukee,
the entire Universal Sales Force
going over in a body on a Special
train.
Percy Wells, of the Howard &
Wells Amusement Company, is a
Charlotte Visitor. Mr. Wells is
booking service for the Victoria
and Bi'ou Theatres, operated by
Howard & XA'ells Amusement Co.,
Wilmington, N. C.

, formerly Branch
NINE
FF.. Mana
ger for Vitagraph in
Kansas City and more recently
salesman of Block D out of the
Chicago Vitagraph office is now
manager of the Sub Branch for
Vitagraph in Milwaukee.
F. R. Martin, formerly manager
Vitagraph Milwaukee Sub Branch
is now connected with Celebrated
Players Film Corp., of Wisconsin.
Edgar Wiesner, manager of the
Milwaukee Film Co.. announces
that he is ready with many new
independent products which will
be distributed through the Milwaukee Educational Film Exchange.
Max Stahl, manager of Educational Film Exchange. Milwaukee will attend the National Educational Convention in New York
City on June 11th. Mr. Stahl will
leave Milwaukee on the night of
June 9th. He also reports that
the annual Educational May Drive
finished very successfu'ly.
Jack Margolis salesman out of
Paramount's local offi'^e is critically ill in St.
hospital,
Milwaukee.
He Joseph's
was operated
on
last Saturday and is getting along
fairly well. It is expected that it
will be at least four or five months
before he will be able to travel
again.
Mrs. Henrietta Eckhardl, New
Palace Theatre. Wisconsin Rapids
Wis., has bought out lease on J.
P. Gruwells. Ideal Theatre, Wis..
Rapids which still has two years
to run and she will continue to
operate this theatre after that
time.
Frank Starkey, owner of the
Opera' House in Berlin, Wisconsin is understood to be negotiating for the sale of his theatre.
It is expected that Mr. Starkey
will run the Ideal Theatre in Wis.
Rapids, associating himself with
Mrs. Eckliardt.
Al Picker of Iron Wood, Michigan is arranging for the erection
of a new theatre in that town.

Martin Thomas of Iron Mountain recently opened the Braumart
theatre. Its cost was one hundred and fifty thousand dollars
and said to be one of the finest
theatres in any town of its size
in the territory.
"Rush" Gregory, formerly Majestic theatre at Stevens Point.
Wisconsin, has sold out his interests to J. P. Adler. This now
leaves Adler in control of Steven.^
Point as well as Marschfield. Wisconsin. Itis understood that Adler is negotiating for other theatres. Mr. Gregory has taken over
Joe Winninger's, Davison theatre in Waup'un, Wisconsin.
Harry Hart formerly manager
of the Milwaukee F. B. O. office
and who was taken seriously ill
and confined to a hospital some
time ago has very much improved
and it is expected that he will
leave the hospital in June.
Fred Good and Dick Steinbaum
have started out in their respective territories with the 1925-1926
F. B. O. product.
A one story building has been
constructed for the new F. B. O.
office at 145-7th Street which the\
claim will be the finest Exchange
buildin.g in the city. This building will also be occupied by the
Ray
Smith Co. Distributing
(theatre supplies')
and Mid-West
company. F. B. O. will occupy most
of the building however. With
the moving of these firms, leaves
the old Toy building without an
exchanT^e and it was not so long
ago when
practicallx'
every exchange in the
city of Milwaukee
was housed under this roof.
S. H. Abrams manager of the
F. B. O. office in Milwaukee who
recently came from Indianapolis
to take charge of the Milwaukee
officehisduring
has
family Mr.
with Harts'
him nowillness
and
thev have located in one of the
city's
finest apartments, known as
the Ardmore.

alto theatre. 3rd and Grand Ave.,
June first and in its place will hi
a large drug stoic.
The Storey Victory Campaign
contest being conducted by Pathe
in honor of J. E. Storey general
sales manager of Pathe Exchange
shows that the Milwaukee office
whose manager is Oscar Kusch-

ner has held first place in this
national contest and has held this
position each week since the beginning of the campaign on April
19th to Augtist 8th.
Sid Lawrence, Manager of
Saxes'
million
Modjeska
theatre has
beendollar
arranging
very

.'Kccording to reports Saxes Ri Milwaukee will be torn down

exceptional prologues with the
pictures pla>ing at his theatre.
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Buffalo

CAPTAIN X U X G K S S E K,
French ace and Glenn Hunter,
stage and screen star, were the
gxiests at the annual ball given
under the auspices of the Rochester Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League in the Kodak Town convention hall the other night.
Novelty dances, one of which
realistically represented a severe
electric storm were interpolated
out the evening's dancing
through
program. During
the late hours
of the night several members of
the Lyceum stock company appeared and were the recipients of
much attention.
Motion pictures of the Round
the W orld Flight made by Uncle
Sam"s aviators, were shown Frida> e\ ening. May 29 in Elmwood
Music hall, to a large audience.
■'Smiling
one of
the flyersJack
and" Harding,
Lowell Thomas
oflicial historian of the flight,
spoke.
Press dispatches from Athens
announce the engagement of Miss
Thalia Diplarakou to General
George Kondyles, secretary of the
interior of the Greek administration. Miss Thalia is a niece of
Nikitas D. Dip on. head of Affiliated Theatres. Inc., of Batavia
and Olean. About two years ago
Thalia visited her uncle in Batavia.
E. J. Hayes has resigned from
the sales staff of the Buffalo office
of the Producers Distributing
ccirporation and expects soon to

announce a new connection in this
neck of the woods.
Wendell Shields of Mr. Eschmans office is in Buffalo for a
few weeks at the local First
National exchange. Byron InterbitzenceedhasHaroldbeen
appointed astoF.sucL. Beecroft
N.
representative in Syracuse.
The new Shea Buffalo theatre
is coming along in fine shape. The
steel work is almost complete.
Hundreds gather daily to watch
the
beamsworkers
of steel. p'ace the massive
Business must be good at Uni\ersars Buffalo exchange. Art
Youn.c, booker, is dri\ ing a new
Studebaker sedan.
Tom derful
Mix welcome
sure in
did Buffalo.
get one wonThe
largest crowds that ever gathered
in the downtown districts were on
hand to take a peek at Tom and
Tony in the flesh. Much of the
credit for the turnout should go
to G. K. Rudolph who planted a
million dollars worth of publicity
in advance of Tom's descent on
the Queen City of the Lakes. Incidental y itdeveloped that in the
old days Tom used to be a moulder in the Gould Coupler Works
in east Buffalo. Such is fame !
J. B. Strayline has taken over
the old Strand in Genesee, N. Y.,
which he re-opened May 27. The
Becker Theatre Supply company
of Buffalo installed two new projection machines.

A W urlitzer Unit Organ is now
furnishing the musical settings at
the Rialto Theatre owned bv A.
J. Hoch, at Buffalo, N. Y.
Mncent R. McFaul, managing
director of Shea's Hippodrome, is
sporting a new Willys-Knight Six
sedan.
No him
wonder
trying to find
these it's
finehard
daylight
saving evenings.
J. B. Whitney, former Buffalo
Metro salesman, has been appointed district manager for the
Schine Theatrical corporation in
western New York.
Frank J. A. McCarthy, president of the Film Board of Trade
of Buffalo has appointed the following committees for the ensuing
year : Tranf portation. Henry W.
Kahn. chairman : Marvin Kempner and Joe Miller ; Film Theft,
Earl Kramer, chairman ; Henry
W. Kahn and Bill Rowell ; Gratis
Film,man :Mar\
William
L. Sherr\-.
chairin Kempner
and Jimmy
Speer; Film Condition, Basil
Brad>', chairman : Earl Kramer
and Colonel Howard F. Brink;
Housing,
C. W'.Samson
Anthony,
man ;Sydney
and chairBasil
Brad.\ ; Executive, Sydney Samson, Frank McCarthv and Henry
W. Kahn. Messrs. Brady, Brink,
Samson and Kahn have been appointed
members of the
a special
committee to attend
Svracuse
meeting of the M. P. T. O. of N.
Y. in Syracuse, Tuesday, June 2.
Harry Dixon, F. B. O. manager
Ci
in Buffalo,
accompanied
by E. J.
ty

Smith, dutrict manager, journeyed
to Syracuse last week end to show
exhibitors in the Salt City, some
of the company's new product for
the coming season.
Maurice A. Chase has organized
Chase Pictures corporation with
offices in Buffalo and Albany and
is now signing up houses in the
key cities for fall product. Mr.
Chase is well known in western
New York, where formerly he
managed the Universal exchange
in Buffalo. He has received a
warm welcome from exhibitors
everywhere he says and hopes to
announce his permanent office address soon.
The Olympic theatre, Buffalo,
recently added to the Schine chain
of houses in New York state, has
changed its policy to two double
feature programs each week,
changing the bill Sundays and
Thursdays. Manager Ray S.
Averill is also attracting much attention with his
Tests,'"
and through
which"Screen
the management announces he hopes to find
new material for screen stars.
Tests are made of all applicants
and the following week these
films are shown on the shadow
stage in the Olympic.
John Lutz. owner of the SherY.. which
by fire,
man Operawas
blockdestroyed
in Xewark,
N".
will rebuild. The Crescent theatre occupied the ground floor of
the building. The loss is reported to be $3OO.0€0.

All First National salesmen
were ing,inwhileforR. a E."peppv"
sales F.B.O.
meetChurchill,
branch turned
manager,
no sooner
refrom a convention
of his
organization in Chicago than he
departed for the territory, as did
Bob W ithers of Enterprise, Tom
Bverle of First National and Louis
Reichert of P. D. C.
C. F. Senning of Educational
and E. C. Rhoden of Midwest
were two other exchange managers
who
were "beating the brush"
in thealso
territory.

people, is the pride of the city, Mr.
Harding said. The theatre, which
is the latest link in the Capitol Enterprise chain, embodies all the luxsize. ury possible to give a theatre of its
The Isis theatre at Brunswick,
Mo., has been closed temporarily
for repairs and will be re-opened
soon.
Exhibitors may have their
troubles, but E. C. Rhoden, manager of Midwest Film Distributors, Kansas City, is of the firm
opinion that exchange managers
also have cause for furrowed
brows
occasionally.
The prints
other out.
dayMr. Rhoden
had four
A date had to be filled the next
day in Joplin, Mo., and no print.
Driving quickly to Lawrence, Kas.,
Mr. Rhoden obtained a print after
the
night's
for last
Joplin
left show.
KansasTheCitytrainat
11:59 o'clock. Mr. Rhoden returned home at 12:01. Then followed a "nightmare" to obtain an
airplane, but along came a youthful "Barney Oldfield," who, for
S50, promised to have the print in
Joplin, a distance of 200 miles over
the worst imaginable roads, in
eight hours. At noon the next day
the mud-bespattered driver pulled
up in front of the Joplin theatre on
time.
Installation work has been
finished on the new Wurlitzer
Unit Organ purchased by the
Gabel .\musement Company for
their Grand Theatre, at Beloit
Kansas.

ansae

JUST by way of opening up the
M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri
membership drive in truly auspicious style. C. E. "Doc" Cook, business manager, hopped in the "hopthe
downwhere
week and
pie"
ence,toreKas.,
for Independ
road last
he made short work of convincing
exhibitors of that town of the
value of organization. Cook will
leave next week on an extended
tour of the territory in conjunction with the drive.
If there ever had been any ill
feelings on the part of churches
towards the Lewis theatre, Indepedence. Mo., they were done away
with Simday. The First Methodist Episcopal Church South, located directly across the street
from the theatre, was undergoing
repairs and it was impossible for
Sunday school classes to be held in
the church. The congregation was
"up against of
it."theThen
the
management
Lewiscame
theatre
with the libera! offer that Sunday
school classes be held in the
theatre and the ever-lasting gratitude of the church members was
won.
Robbing theatres in Kansas City
is getting to be a highly unprofitable business. Last week an
Orpheum theatre bandit was sentenced to ten years in the penitentiary, while this week a youth was
arrested and identified as one of
the bandits who held up the Garden
on .\pril 13 — which, in all reality,
was an unlucky day.

It is not "W'"hat d'y' know," but
"Got a job yet?" that is the ethical
greeting when friends along movie
row meet Adolph Eisner, former
president of the :M. P. T. O.,
Kansas City, and ex-owner of
the Broadmour theatre, suburban
house. It is a well established fact
that when Mr. Eisner assumes
ownership or management of a
theatre that success is not long in
coming. He never has been known
to take a he"bad
a "flop."
Recently
soldbet"
the orBroadmour
theatre and for two months he has
been looking over the situation in
effort to obtain a suitable theatre.
He has not found it yet and his
idleness is causing him extreme
worry, not financially, but morally,
which accounts for the humor displayed by his friends.
" Business was busy " along
among Kansas City exchanges last
week. Harry Ginsberg, independent distributor of Banner Productions, was visititig state right exchanges, while Al Kahn, formerly
a member of the Film Classics
staff, and a veteran film man, was
a visitor.
Harry Taylor has been named as
branch manager of the Universal
exchange, succeeding L. B. Metzger, who has been promoted to a
snecial position out of the home
office.
Miss Nettis Davis succeeded L.
B. Coleman as Pathe cashier, Mr.
Coleman having accepted a similar
position with Paramount.

C. A. Schultz,
branch
manager,
returned\'itagraph
home from
the
Los Angeles convention of his
company in exceptional high spirit
and was greeted by C. W. Allen,
assistant manager, who showed
him the results of some hard work
in the territory during his absence.
C. E. Gregory, Metro-Goldwyn
branch manager, asserts that he is
not
says
that merely
business"talking"
is gettingwhen
betterhe daily
and W. E. Truog, Universal disment. trict manager, verifies the stateThe Lincoln Theatre Corp.. Lincoln. Neb., has purchased a Wurlitzer Unit Organ.
Sam Harding of Kansas City,
president of the Capitol Enterprises of Kansas City, returned
home Tuesday more than pleased
with the opening of the corporanew S500,000Neb.,
Lincoln
theatretion's
in Lincoln,
Monday.
The house, which seats 2,000
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LOEW
Island Theatre,
now 'Sin Coney
the course
of construction at Surf and Stillwell
avenues, will be formerly opened
the e\ening of June 17th with
Marcus Loew and a large party
of stage, screen and radio stars
in attendance. This new theatre
w-ill have a seating capacity of
2600 and its policy will be to present features and occasional stage
novelties. The addition of the
Coney Island house will bring the
Loew New York chain up to SO
theatres and a representation in
most every part of Greater New
York.
The Mt. Morris theatre, 116th
St. and 5th Ave., recently taken
over by Sherman & Kin, will
close June 1st in order to make
alterations. It will be re-opened
in the fall.
Suchman Bros. ha\ e taken over
the Hughes theatre at 184th St.
and Hughes Ave., Bronx. The
new owners will take possession
June 1st.
The Paragon at Beacon, N. Y.,
operated by Ginsberg Bros, is
having considerable money spent
on it for improvements.
J. J. Unger, N. Y. manager for
Famous Players is back at his
desk after spending a two weeks
vacation at Atlantic City.
Chas. W. Stombaugh, well
known in exchange circles, and
recently appointed Newark Branch

York

and

Manager for Pathe has been
with his company for the past
eight years, starting in 1918 at
the Omaha Branch. In June of
the same year he went to the
Minneapolis exchange and was
there until March, 1924, when he
was transferred to Albany. His
many friends wish him success
with the new appointment.
The Park theatre at Caldwell,
N. J., under E. H. Metzer will
open this week.
The N. Y. sales force of the
Big U are working particularly
hard this week on the Milk
Fund Fight pictures. Not merely
the fights will be shown in the
picture but all the ceremonies
from start to finish.
Mrs. Willam Randolph Hearst
and Mayor Hylan are sponsoring
the
film night
which and
will on
be "shot"
on
Friday
Saturday
will be shown at the Piccadilly
where Lee Ochs has booked it
as an added attraction.
Chas. Rosenweig of F. B. O.
is in a particularly jovial mood
this week with one of the F. B.
O. "Specials" running on Broad\\a.y and two more of them opening at Broadway theatres on
Sunday.
Pete Carroll, who started thirty
years ago as a stage carpenter
and who now is the personal representative of Mack Sennet addressed the N. Y. and Newark

New

J

salesmen of Pathe Exchange
Monday, on
subject
duction. Mr.the
Carroll
was ofat proone
time Pathe manager at the Los
.Angeles branch.
It is reported that Walter
Reade and the Newberry circuit
of eight theatres in Southern
booking.
New Jersey have combined their
The Strand at Newark formerly
under Fabian and now under the
management of Fred Faulkner
will be remodeled to the tune of
$100,000. Mr. Faulkner also operates the Claridge at Montclair
and the Belmare at Belmare,
N. J. He will also do all the purchasing of the new circuit of
theatres being built in New Jersey
by Pollack & Bratter.
Jos. Stern, recently returned
from a trip down thru Florida
and owner of ten of the finest
suburban theatres in the country,
was a caller at the New York exchanges on Tuesday.
E. T. Carroll who has put in
more years of service in the N. Y.
division of Associated Exhibitors
Exchange than any other salesman and who has already carried
off seven first prizes offered in
the past by the National organization, recently earned another
second award of $1000 for the
best showing.
Louis Rosenthal, one of the
organizers of the Exhibitors As-

sociation in New Jersey and
owner of a string of theatres in
Newark and the Oranges was a
Tuesday.at the N. Y. exchanges on
caller
Among the local theatres installing new equipment are the
Roosevelt, Odeon and Douglas,
located in Harlem, the Alhambra
in Brooklyn, the Hughes, Bronx,
Rialto, 42nd and Broadway,
Cosmo, Stadium, Mt. Morris, and
Harlem Grand in Harlem and the
National at Newark. Howells
furnished the equipment. In addition to this, a bill of supplies
amounting to several thousand
was sold toresentative
theof Associated
Australian First
repNational.
Harmon & Yaffa's Ritz and
Majestic theatres in N. Y. City
will open their
Decoration
Day. roof gardens on
The Atlantic Airdome at West
28th St. and Coney Island Ave.
will be opened this Friday under
the management of J. Blatt.
Keith's Riviera at St. John's
Place, Brooklyn has closed for
the summer months. It will be
re-opened in September.
The motion picture theatre at
Steeplechase Park, Coney Island,
will open Saturday, May, 30th.
Michael Maloney, owner of the
Temple at Camden, N. J., has
just equipped his house with a
new Wurlitzer Organ.

icago
Cki

are being comFINAL plans
pleted for the Midwest Film
Golf Tournament which will
be held at Olympia Fields Country Club on June 16th. Even a
larger attendance than last year
is expected as entries are beginning to come in rapidly. A prize
for every foursome will be an
innovation at this tournament.
These will be in addition to the
usual tournament and class prizes,
so that every one is assured of a
chance of taking home something
handsome. In the last few weeks
the Olympia Fields Country clubhouse has been comi)lcted, so that
film golfers will be able to enjoy
the evening dinner following the
play, in what is known as the
world's handsomest country club.
Many of the boys are practicing
hard for the annual film event,
especially the members of the Friday Afternoon Golf Club, which
includes about twenty-five motion
picture men.
When Manager A. L. Gonsior
of the Virginia Theatre, Champaign, arrived at his theatre Friday morning, he found that during
the night robbers had broken open
his theatre safe and escaped with
considerable money and valuables.
Chicago
exchange
wonUniversal's
two hundred
and fifty
dollar
Internain the
prize last
tional Newsweek
contest.
Business has
been active around this exchange
recently.
Peter T. and Fred Schaefer are
back in Chiciigo, after their long
trip abroad which took them to

many European countries and to
Palestine and Egypt. While they
were away they remembered their
friends in Chicago, as evidenced
by the large number of gifts
which they are distributing.
The Harding Theatre, Milwaukee and Sawyer Aves., a Lubliner
& Trinz house, has a new Wurlitzer Unit Organ.
The handsome new Tivoli Theatre of fifteen hundred seats,
Mishawaka's latest motion picture
theatre, was opened last week by
Manager Lambiot. Following the
premier performance he was host
at a banquet which was attended
by a number of exhibitors and a
delegation of Chicago film men.
The theatre is a beautiful and up
to date house and should be a decity. cided attraction in this Indiana
Lester Retchin, who is interested in the Howard Theatre, has
purchased the big Jeffery Theatre
at 71st and Jeffery Avenue. It
has a capacity of two thousand
seats and is handsomely equipped.
Sid Schuster is now working as
special representative for Country
Sales Manager Bill Brumberg of
Universal. Mr. Schuster was
formerly connected with Vitagraph.
"Red" Johnson of F. B. O. is
now selling film on Chicago's
north side, having been transferred from country and suburban territory.
Gene Russell of the Rialto Theatre, Kankakee, is receiving con-

gratulations on the arrival of a
baby girl at his home.
Bill Heisman of the Colonial
Tlieatre, Danville, stopped off in
Chicago last week long enough to
sign then
up for
the 1925-26
and
boarded
a train product,
for Los
Angeles, where he will enjoy a
brief vacation. He was accompanied on his western trip by Mrs.
Heisman.
District Manager Duncan and
Manager Steinson of Vitagraph,
have returned from Warner
Brothers convention in Los Anthe They
outlookgeles,
for theenthusiastic
comingover
year.
report the journey one of the most
pleasant business trins they ever
took and that everything possible
was done for their pleasure and
comfort.
Hal Roach was in Chicago,
Monday,
en route
Angeles to New
York,from
and Los
stopped
off for a brief conference with
Manager
Aiken and the boj-s
of
Pathe Fred
Exchange.
Bob Bolland is now a member
of the F. B. O. Sales Organization and has been assigned to
Northern Illinois and Indiana territory. Another addition to the
staff is G. G. Gregory, formerly
of Producers and Distributors
who will cover Central Illinois.
H. Mclntyre. general manager
for Universal Films in Australia,
\isited the local exchange Monday. He is en route to Xew York
for a conference with home office
officials.

The Chicago office of Universal
has sent the widow of Harry Levy,
a check for one hundred dollars,
as a token of their sympathy with
her in the loss- of her husband,
who was
manager of Universal's
office
at Pittsburgh.
H. L. Gumbiner, his wife and
daughter and brother Isadore, are
planning to sail or Europe on
June 13th, aboard the Lusitania.
The party expects to be abroad
for four months and to visit ele\en
countries before returning.
Louis Slush has remodeled the
old church at 31st and Cottage
Grove and will open it as a motion picture theatre about June
1st. It has been named the Groveland. Equipment and changes, including a new ventilating system,
involve an expenditure of approximately thirty thousand dollars.
Mr. Slush intends to conduct it as
a high class motion picture theatre. A five piece orchestra will
be part forded
ofpatrons.
the entertainment afLou ^^^eil of the Bryn Mawr
Theatre was held up and robbed
of eighteen hundred dollars when
he entered the vestibule of his
home on Sunday night.
Manager Henri Ellman of the
Capitol Film Exchange has added
two salesmen to his staff. They
are r>. O. Rfese. who wi'l cover
country territory and Richard
Salkin, who has been assigned to
the city. Mr. Ellman is rapidly
building up a strona: program of
releases for this exchange.
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AXXOUNXEMEXT was made
last week by tlie Atlanta Film
Board of Trade of tlie appointment
of the Exhibitor members of the
Arbitration Board. These include
m, Alamo
Xo. 2 ;;
W'hitha
Matt
unt theatre
Paramo
R. R. H.Miller,
W. E. Finch, Alamo Xo. 1 ; with
Alpha Fowler, Palace theatre and
Sol Samuels, Alpha theatre, or any
available out of town exhibitor as
alternates. The Exchange members of the Board, appointed at
the May 7th meeting of the Atlanta Flm Board of Trade and already announced, are J. W . HanIon, chairman, H. D. Hearn, ^Irs.
A. H. Sessions, with Dave Prince
and Ira P. Stone as alternates.
Dave Prince, branch manager of
the Famous Players-Lasky office
in Atlanta, returned from West
Point, Ga., early this week, with
the news that Miss Lila Allen, who
at present operates a theatre in
W est Point, is to open the Airdome theatre in Lannex, Alabama.
F. A. Leatherman is apparently
having no cause for complaint in
the general business slump that is
depressing many industries. This
week he has installed a pipe organ
in Garrett's and Baker's Ahoskie
theatre. .Ahoskie, Xorth Carolina.
In addition to that, similar instruments have been purchased this
week from Leatherman by the
Martin theatre and the American
theatre in Columbus, Ga.
M. A. Lightman opened the
Hillsboro
theatre
X'ashville,
Tennessee, last
week inafter
several
months of work was completed. It
is a very pretty house, completely
equipped with the most modern
furnishings and conveniences, and
having a seating capacity of 1.250.
A Kimball pipe-organ, purchased
from F. A. Leatherman, is one of
the features of the equipment.
Adolph Samuels, who has been
in Europe for the past several
months, will sail for America May
28th, and expects to land in Xew
York June 6th. He is at present
with relatives in Breslau. Germany. Mrs. Samuels will not return with her husband, but will remain in Germany visiting relatives
and friends, and regaining her
health, which has not been very
robust of late.
Henry Hury, well known exhibitor and theatre owner, is now
sole owner of the Champion and
P'rolic theatres, colored houses in
Birmingham. .-Mabama, and the

Frolic, a colored house in Bessemer, Alabama, having dissolved the
corporation with which he was
connected by buying out U. T.
Koch and Will Hury. Mr. Koch,
better
knownheldas an"Doc"
film circles,
interestin inlocal
the
Bessemer house, and Will Hury
was part owner of the Birmingham
theatres.
Mr. Henry Hury has sold his
beautiful Birmingham home in the
mountains which has long been a
pleasant
"open house"
to film men.
He entertained
at a farewell
dinner last week, on Thursday evening. W. G. Minder, salesman for
F.B.O., was the only Atlanta man
present.
George P. Montgomery, for
many years established in theatrical
circles of .\nniston, Ala., but more
recently of Hot Springs, Arkansas, is returning to Anniston on
May 25th, to manage the Wells
theatre for J. G. Wells, owner of
that house. Mr. Montgomery is
well known throughout this section,
not only as a manager, but as a
musician and leader of no little
ability. He was for years conductor-manager inAnniston, and
left comparatively recently when
the theatre with which he was connected changed hands.
J. H. Hicks, formerly manager
of the Dallas branch of Enterprise
Distributing corporation, has been
transferred to .\tlanta for the present. He will be given another office in the near future, but during
the interim is working the Florida
territory for Enterprise, with Atlanta as his headquarters. Truly
\\ ildman has succeeded Mr. Hicks
as branch manager of the Dallas
exchange.
Thomas A. Kill foil, purchasing
agent for the distribution department of Paramount in this territory, came into Atlanta early this
week for a stay of about a month.
^Ir. Killfoil is the hero of the recent fire in the Charlotte Paramount exchange, when, it will be
remembered, he took charge of the
situation and managed everything
so capably that the exchange
re\ cr lost out on a single booking.
Mr. Killfoil has further claim to
lame being responsible for standardizing the equipment used in the
Paramount exchanges in this territory.
Hank Hearne, of the newly
formed Liberty Theatre Film Distributing corporation, and formerly
nf Southern States, is to be mar-

hibitors in this territory, manages
the Daffin theatre, in Tallahassee,
Florida. He and Mrs. Daffin
spent some of their time with F.
A. Leatherman, during their stay
this week.
Will atre,
B. Wood,
of the Bell spent
theGadsden, Alabama,

Hunt Stromberg who will make eighteen feature productions
Dist. Corp. for Producers
ried some time in the near future
to Miss Elizabeth O'Brien, popular
.\tlanta girl, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Lynch, of 226 E.
Fourth street. All members of
the local film fraternity are deeply
interested and wish their co-member every happiness. The exact
date of the ceremony has not yet
been announced.
Rufus Davis, who recently underwent an operation for appendicitis at the St. Joseph Sanitorium.
is rapidly recuperatmg, and is expected to be in condition to leave
the hospital before this paper
leaves the press. The operation
was not very serious, but all film
row is interested in the welfare of
Mr. Davis, who is one of the most
nonular salesmen on the road in
this territory.
Ralph Morrow, who has held
the managerial reins in the Dallas
n<Tice of Producers Distributing
Corporation, has recently been appointed district manager of that
territory. The position of branch
manager
is now filled by Diaz Callahan.
The marriage of Floyd Tomes
and Edith Burktrusser which took
place last Saturday, is an event of
interest in film circles. Mr. Tomes
is the branch manager of the Educational exchange in Dallas, Texas.
C. E. Daffin, accompanied by
Mrs. Daffin, and C. E. Jr., arrived in Atlanta Monday of this
week for a short visit. Mr. Daffin.
who is one of the best known ex-

Monday
in Atlanta.
Mr.
\\'ood
has
purchased
large realFlorida,
estate
in-in
terests in Sarrasota,
which he is much interested.
F. E. Williamson, of Winter
Haven, Florida, stopped in Atlanta Monday on his way home from.
Xew York where he went to see
E. J. Sparks off for Europe. Mr.
Williamson spent most of his time
here in the hospital visiting Rufus
Davis, who is rapidly recuperating
from an operation for appendicitis.
Frank Rogers, member of the
.Southern States sales force, came
in
town Monday, and left again
Wednesday.
Oscar Oldknow is out of the
city on an extended tour of the
territory, including in his itinerary
the branch offices of both Southern States and Creole Enterprises.
J. Coleman
the EquipSouthern Theatre Brown,
Supply ofand
ment company returned to Atlanta
\\'ednesday from Milwaukee,
where he attended the M.P.T.O.A.
convention.
Arthur C. Bromberg, president
of Progress Pictures, who has been
to Milwaukee to attend the M.P.
T.O.A. convention, returned WedMiss Polly Bicknell, of the F.
B. O. force, left Saturday for a
nesdaj'.
two weeks" vacation, part of which
she will spend in Atlanta, and part
out of town.
Harry Pierce, who travels the
Alabama and Georgia territory
for Educational working out of
day.
the local office, was in town TuesHarry Lucas, manager of the
beautiful n'ew Egyptian theatre in
Greenville. X. C, spent several
days in .Atlanta this week, visiting
his brother Arthur Lucas.
Bob Ingram, one of the salesmen forturnedProgress
Pictures,where
has refrom Milwaukee,
he
has been attending the M.P.T.O..-\.
convention,
arriving in Atlanta
Tuesday.
Oscar Morgan, branch manager
for Pathe. returned to Atlanta
earlyas,this
frombeen
Dallas.
Texwhereweek
he has
attending
the exhibitors convention.

Detroit

, literary editor
AL of V\EEKS
the Detroit Xews, and
William F. Holliday, local advertising agent, are the authors and
composers of the "Syncopation
Week" program at the Capitol
theatre. It is a novel entertainment distinguished by several refreshing songs.
The Xew Plaza theatre has
been taken over by Joe Cosco. a
rising local exhibitor who already
operates four theatres in Detroit.

The

Plaza was recently remodelled and extensive improvements installed. Other theatres
operated by Cosco include the Jefferson, Harper, the Strafford and
one recently opened by him on
Woodward Avenue.
Charles H. Miles, head of the
Miles enterprises, has just returned from an extended stay in
Arizona where he sought to regain his health.
He is now

actively interested in directing his
houses for the first time in several months. Mrs. Miles accompanied him.
James V. Allen, who for the
past year has been with Standard,
has resigned to become special
representative in Michigan for
William Fox. The change became effective this week.
Harrv A. Ross, manager of the
Middle West district for FamousPlayers-Lasky Corp., George W.

Weeks, General manager of this
district and S. R. Kent, are in
Detroit in connection with the
Phil Gleichman-Famous Players
alleged breach of contract suit.
William F. Klatt, owner of the
Rosedale and Regent theatres has
moved his executive offices to
2328 Buhl Building.
.Arthur O. Renaud. of the local
Paramount exchange, has just
completed
the
state. an extensive tour of
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Pine Tree Theatres, Inc., has
San Francisco Film
THE
Board of Trade has gone on
taken over the Libert\- Theatre,
record as staunch supporters of Klamath Falls, Oregon. Harry
W. Poole has been placed in
the Greater Mo\ ie Season inaugucharge of the two houses.
rated last year through Mr. Herman Wobber and successfully exFloyd St. John, Co-operative,
has returned from a trip through
ploited by the Rothchild Enterosed of
prises. A committee
the North and predicts good busiTom Bailev, manager con-p
Paramount,
ness.
Walter Kofeldt, Pathe ManH. S. Polin, who has been actager and E. R. Williams, manager
ing in the capacity of Press Agent
of All Star has been appointed to
for
the Imperial Theatre, has left
on
extend co-operati to exchanges,
for Los Angeles, where he is to
civic activities, etc.
be connected with the technical
The San Francisco-Sacramento
department of F. P. L.
Short Line will inaugurate a theaThe jazz orchestra left the Imtre train on Wednesday evenings
perial and will be supplanted by a
during the
summer
as
an
expericoncert
orchestra.
ment. The service will connect
F. G. Sliter, Manager of the
Oakland with Contra Costa
Seattle office and Chas. Koerner,
county points. Wednesday night
manager of the Portland office of
is selected so persons may attend
First National Pictures, stopped
the Oakland fights as well as the
over in San Francisco recently.
theatres. The plan has been adMr. Fred Jacks, special sales
vocated for many years.
representati^■e for First National
Harry Lustig, western division
is here on a four weeks' stay, folmanager for Mctro-Goldvv^yn, relowing atrip thro'ugh the Northa sales conferconductedFrancisco,
west and the Los Angeles terriencecently
in San
after
tories.
which he immediately left for the
Northwest. Mr. Lustig plans on
Joseph Greenbaum, one of the
head executives of the Rothchild
returning to San Francisco headquarters in the very near future,
Entertainment Corporation, returned from an important busibringing with him Mr. Felix
ness trip to New York, Chicago
Feist, the new general sales manand other Eastern centers. Mr.
ager, who has succeeded Jas. R.
Greenbaum stated he was very
Granger.
The Union Square is to play
optimistic regarding future motion picture interests.
vaudeville again, according to
Robert E. Power of the RobManager E. L. Perry.
ert E. Power Studios, Los AnW. B. Armstrong, of the Armgeles, spent a couple of days at
strong Power Studios, has just
the new Palo Alto house of M.
BlumenMax
writh
closed a deal
Blumenfeld, now under constr'ucfeld for his San Mateo house.
tion, and which theatre this companv is decorating.
S. J. Goldman, local manager
F. B. O. is attending the National
Mrs. Wheatley is now handling
F. B. O. Convention in the East.
the information desk for Metro-

Central

ONE hundred and ten mothers,
o\er sixty years old, accepted
the invitation of C. Floyd Hopkins, Harrisburg manager of the
Wilmer and Vincent theatres, to
attend the third annual Mothers'
Day entertainment in the Majestic
Theatre.
Instead of closing for the summer months, as has been its custom heretofore, the York Opera
House, of York, a motion picture
and vaudeville house has adopted
a new policy of continuing open
through the hot weather and introducing miifical comedies in
addition to pictures, with a change
of program twice weekly. The
new plan became effective in the
week of May 4. The house is
operated by Nathan and Louis
Appel, who control a chain of
York theatres, and the house
manager is Edward R. Moore.
The management had as its guests
one night during the opening week
i;nder the new policy, the members
of the York baseball team of New

York- Pennsylvania League, who
occupied several boxes.
Extensi\ e improvements are being made to the Jackson Theatre,
in York, which is operated bv F.
E. Barry. The walls and ceilings
.-•re being redecorated by diaries
A. Hottinger, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
who recently redecorated the
interior
Georgewhich
Kruppa's
theatre inofLancaster,
was
badly damaged by fire. The work
in the Jackson theatre is being
done so as not to interfere with
the regular performances.
A special ten-cent matinee for
children was given in the Jackson
theatre, York, during the recent
showing
there of a Jackie Coogan
film.
Charles K. Campbell, manager
of the Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, was compelled to be absent
from duty during a part of the
week of May 18, through illness.
C. Floyd Hopkins, head of the
Wilmer & Vincent theatrical in-

Gold wyn, Mrs. Lowery assisting
Mr. Robbins, the cashier.
Frank Bchrens, formerly manager of the U. C. Theatre, Berkeley, has been transferred to the
Senator Hotel, Sacramento, while
Harold Sherburne of the Senator
will fill the U. C. vacancy.
M. Bascom of the Pastime
Theatre, Mt. Shasta City, ha>
been
in a San
Hosp'tal
for some
time,Francisco
but recently
returned home.
L. B. Smith, formerly of the
Strand Theatre, Roseville, is
opening the Airdome at Winters.
Marie Spieler, West Coast secretary, israpidly recovering from
a poisoned oak attack.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Edmonds
have returned to San Francisco
from a ^■isit in Los Angeles and
Southern California for a week or
so.
J. McCann of T. & D. Jr. Enterprises, isrecuperating from a
siege in the hospital.
Barney Garnette of Universal
is in Arizona. Barney was taken
seriously ill while on the road, and
had to be removed to Los Angeles, and later to Arizona, as
soon as his strength permitted.
His many San Francisco friends
have been making solicitotis inquiries regarding tiim.
C. F. Bliss, president of the
Lake Tahoe R. R. and Transportation Co., purchased complete
new- equipment for the Tahoe
Tavern.
W. G. Dolliver of Western
Theatre Supply and Tex Coombs
of the Theatrical Supply Co. are
attending the Supply Dealers
Con\-ention in Milwaukee and the
M. P. T. O. Conx ention as well.

Penn

terests in Harrisburg, was toastmaster at a banquet given on the
night of May 18, as a farewell to
Roy Davenport, a prominent
restaurant man, who was leaving
to go into business in Baltimore.
The dinner was held at Folger's
Inn, several miles north of Harrisburg. In behalf of the club members Mr. Hopkins presented Mr.
Davenport
Oriental rug. with a handsome
.\ new theatre is being erected
in the town of Nicholson, by
George Q. Pratt, who formerly
operated the Strand Theatre there.
It will probably be ready for
formal opening in August. The
Strand has been taken over by J.
V. Eckert, who is renovating the
theatre
Palace. and will reopen it as the
Announcement has been made
by the Marcus Loew interests,
which recently purchased the Regent picture theatre, Harrisburg,
that there will be no increase in
the prices of admittance. The

W. C. W has
heeler,
local \'itagraph
manager,
returned
from the
\'itagraph
Los Angeles.Convention held in
N. H. Hunter, who for the past
two \cars has been in charge of
the advertising department for
the C. F. Weber Co. of San Francisco, has left for Chicago, where
he will hold a similar position
with the American Seating Co.
Immediately following the close
of the Paramount Convention in
Los Angeles, Wm. R. Frazer, together with Mr. Kent and Mr.
Weeks, stopped for several days
in San Francisco at the local F.
P. L. Exchange. Mr. Frazer,
general manager of the Harold
Lloyd Corporation, returned to
Los Angeles after a short stay,
while Mr. Kent and Mr. Weeks
continued on their way East.
Sam Gordon of Kapa placed
orders with W. G. Freddy for Reflector Lamp equipment, new
Minusa De Luxe Screen and considerable other equipment.
E. C. Cunningham of Pacific
Groxe installed new equipment in
his Carmel house. Preddy is furPower'sScreen.
machines and Minusa denishing
Luxe
Alex Pezzuto of Loring Theatre, Crockett, installed all new
upholstered seating in both of his
theatres. The entire front of the
Loring Theatre has been remodeled.
Joaquin
Perry ofwasLiberty
Thea-to
tre, Fort Bragg,
a visitor
the City transacting business on
the Row.
J. D. Truelove of Pismo Beach
has installed Powers Equipment
and Rectifier. He is a pioneer exhibitor having exhibited in that
Beach town for a number of

years.

prices are thirty cents for adults
at matinees and fifty cents for the
orchestra and thirty cents for the
balcony at nights. Children are
admitted at any" thne for 10 cents.
The management of the Realty
Alotion picture theatre. Middletown, leased the house on the
night of May 7, to a company of
home talent players who produced "Better Times," under the
auspices of the Middletown Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
Paul Herman, owner of the
Strand Theatre, Hamburg, has resumed the management of the
house, having taken it over from
Dr. Lichtenwaller, who had recently been operating it. Dr.
Lichtenwaller will devote his entire time to the management of
the Palace, in Emaus.
To undergo extensive remodeling, the Family
Theatre,
kin, has
been closed
for aShamoperiod
of three months from May 1.
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R, representaHARRY tive ofKELLA
First National, was in
al
the hospit for a week at Fort
Dodge, a victim of typhoid fever.
He left the hospital on Sunday.
Art Zeigel has sold his interest
in the Lyric Theatre at Jewell. He
bought the house just two months
ago from George Geifer.
Helen Ditzler. sales control
clerk for the Des Moines Pathe
office, is leaving to take a stenographic position in Chicago. Xo
one has been secured as yet to
take her place.
A new theatre is being opened
"up
Leon, Iowa.
give
Johnat Waller,
owner This
of thewillStrand
theatre there, a little competition.
The new theatre is just in process
of construction, a new building
being erected to house the new
enterprise.
E. C. Clay, salesman for F. B.
O., who got badly knocked out
when his car bumped him into the

garage wall when he was giving
her a cranking, is as good as new
again. And Les Phillips, salesman for the Exhibitors Supply
Company, who was badlj- cut with
glass when the car in which he
was driving took several somersaults, has been out on the road
again this week. He has been
able to drive his car with the exception of a few days in spite of
the fact that one piece of glass
went clear through his hand.
Phil Ryan of the Capital En'.erprises of Kansas Citj-, which is
represented in Iowa by theatres at
Muscatine and Fort Madison, was
in Des Moines on business last
week.
W. O. Galloway, booker for
Educational, is now the ruler supreme of his own private office.
The transfer was just accomplished.
Park Agnew. booker of MetroGold wyn, accompanied
W. F.

St.

MRS. S. B. FOLLIS has sold
her Scout Theatre, Alamo,
Tenn., to O. E. Howell. The
new owner will retain Mrs. FoUis
as manager.
The Palace Theatre at Flat
Rock, 111., is installing a new
lighting system and has closed
temporarily.
Houses closing for the Summer
months in this territory include:
Midway, Fomf elt. Mo. ; Opera
House. Irving, 111. ; Opera House,
Makanda. 111. ; Pastime Theatre,
Mendon. Mo. ; Odd Fellows Temple, Mount Olive, 111.; Princess,
Percv, 111.; and Pastime, Tamaroa,
The"111.Hunter Consolidated School
District has disposed of their
motion picture machine and as a
result Hunter. Mo., will be without school pictures for some time
to come.
J. Singer formerly organist of
the Orpheum Theatre, Quincy,
111., has been named district man-

Picture

N c

oines

Banford, manager, on a trip to
Waterloo, Oelwein and Cedar
Falls. Their mission was of a
secret nature. After this trip,
Mr. Banford left for a trip to
Dubuque, Davenport, and other
key towns.
Ri\erview Park, Des Moines
has just been equipped with a
Powers motion picture machine.
Harry Gottleib. salesman for
Metro-Goldw\Ti, is really trying
to diet. He's trying to get down
to 230. He weighs 300 and his
Ford has a permanent limp from
the load. He lost a few pounds
the other day, and then bought
a sack of candy. As a result he
gained ten pounds. For a fact.
M. R. Blair of Iowa Theatre
Company of Cedar Falls, owners
of the atres,Regent
Empress
was in DesandAloines
on thefilm
business.
H. H. Prine of the Lyric at
Boone was also in. And Thomas

A. Brown of the Strand at Iowa
City spent the day at the film
exchanges lining up pictures.
W. G. Bishop, who has been at
the Metro-Goldwjn office on special exploitation made the jump to
Memphis, Tenn. from the Des
Moines headquarters.
The much discussed ball game
between the different staffs of the
film exchanges is scheduled for a
date within two weeks. The two
teams are made up from the three
film exchanges outside the Film
Exchange Building, Famous Players. Metro-Goldwyn and F. B. O..
and the other exchanges all of
whom have their offices in the
Film Exchange Building.
The hot weather hit Des Moines
just as the Capitol Theatre put
into operation its new cooling system. One lady complained that
she was too cool in the theatre.
The thermometer outside is registering 98 degrees.

L OUIS

ager for the theatre organ department of the Wurlitzer company.
He will make his headquarters in
St. Louis.
G. E. McKean, Fox manager,
visited Springfield and vicinity
during the week.
Oscar Wesley of Gillespie and
H. Roman of Benld, 111., were
visitors of the week. Joe Hewitt
of Robinson, 111., and V. Krause
of Mowequa, 111., were also seen
along Picture Row.
The Missouri Theatre will be
used for the annual commencement exercises of St: Louis University on June 4. The program
opens
at
lO' a. m.
300 graduates
fromApproximately
the various
departments of the university will
receive their degrees.
Lloyd Boyle Howard, 19-year
old adopted son of Miss Sidney
Emeline Bovle and legal heir to
her estate of about $600,000, has
accepted the position of usher at
the Missouri Theatre, Grand and

Lucas avenue.
Tom Reed of Duquoin and
Harry Thornton of the Gayety
Theatre, Springfield, 111., plan to
attend the big Shrine convention
on the Pacific Coast and leave
this week for California. W^hile
in the West they will give the
girls at Holl}"\vood a treat by
dropping down for a visit.
CharlejGoodman,
ager of the
Rainbow owner-manand New
Astor Theatres, St. Louis, fell
into the clutches of a speed cop
at Williamson, 111., and was fined
$16.50 for letting his gasoline
buggy out. He was enroute to
Chicago and trying to better
Cannon Ball Baker's mark so the
cop contended.
Mclnery of Dallas, Woods of
Houston, Moran of Oklahoma
Cit3" and Sam Henley of Salt
Laice City, Utah, were a few of
the Universal managers who
passed through St. Louis on their
way home from the big powwow

held in Chicago. Jack Meredith
exploiteer in the Southwestern
territory accompanied them. Henley formerly sold First National
pictures in St. Louis.
Joe Greene, manager of the
Lafayette Theatre, owned by the
St. Louis ^Amusement Company,
put out an eight-page program,
in honor of the reopening of the
Russell Airdome. Merchants advertising inthe program not only
defrayed the cost but put something on the right hand side of
the ledger.
Chet Gruber manager of the
Miners Theatre, Collinsville, 111.,
has opened a Summer garden in
conjunction with his delicatessen
and sandwich shop on West
Florissant avenue, St. Louis.
The New Grand Theatre, Hope,
Ark., is to be remodeled according to F. S. Horton, manager.
The improvements will include a
new lobby, tile floor, marble base,
stucco columns, etc.

Cincinnati

dard picture exTHE Stan
change is moving from the
fifth floor of the Broadway film
building to the thir-d floor. The
new quarters will be much larger
than the old ones and better furnislied. ,and will have all the appearances of doing a tremendous
business.
George Bums, office manager
for Standard has left the hospital
and is at home again where he is
rapidly recovering from a severe
illness.
John Eifert, recently appointed
to a special post on the Standard
force, spent four days in Qeveland conferring on the product
with the officers at the home office.

The Film E.xchange Managers
association will give a picnic to
their employees at the Cincinnati
Gym Grounds on Saturdav June
13. Roy Haines, manager for
First National, Stanley Jacques,
manager
for Pathe for
'and Progress,
Maurice
Strauss, manager
have the affair in charge and a
good time is promised to all attion only.tending, which will be by invitaElmer W. McKinley and James
E. Finch, formerly with Standard,
have joined the forces of their old
friend Maurice Strauss and are
now with Progress serving as
booker and salesman respectively.
The Progress exchange is to

move to the offices formerly occupied by .\ssociated Producers.
Max Margolis, the energetic
salesman for Universal, is making
many a week end trip home these
days. In the past he stayed in the
territory, but the rumor is that a
certain young ladv has won his
heart, consequently the many miles
of weary travel each Friday.
J. S. Davis has sold the New
and Popular Theatres of New
Boston, O. to Simon Leobold of
Portsmouth. O. Davis will devote
his entire time to the management
' f the Westland Theatre, Portsmouth.
Al. Kinzler. Chas. Thompson
and Pete Zander, associates in the
exhibition game in Dayton, O. con-

trolling several suburban houses,
drove
up
film row
their new toCadillac
car. last week in
Gus Phillips of the Strand Theater. Newport, Ky., tried to climb
a telephone pole in that city last
Friday night with the result that
his car is now laid up for repairs.
Theo. Hahn Jr., leader of the
Capitol Theater orchestra and
also in charge of all the orchestras at the local Libson houses is
being complimented daily on the
beautiful musical programs that
be arranges for each theatre.
.\. L. Potts, of the Eastland
Theater, Maj'sville, Ky., recently
opened,
that business
his
housereports
has been
very goodat
latelv.

June
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THE film salesmen of Albany,
certainly covered themselves
with glory on Monday night when
they played the part of hosts at
the second annual ball given at the
Hotel TenEyck. It was a most
enjoyable affair and attracted
some eighty or ninety couples, including many of the nearby exhibitors. The entertainment committee consisted of Arthur Goldsmith, Ray Smith, Fenton Lawlor,
and Edward Hochstim, with all
the other film boys lending their
hands toward making the affair a
success.
Bert Gibbons, former manager
for Vitagraph in Albany, and later
cn a divisional manager, has entered the employ of the local Universal office, as a salesman, and is
now covering northern New York.
Among the visitors along Film
Row during the past week was L.
C. Adams, with houses in Dover
Plains and Copake. It appears
that there are three houses in
Do\er Plains, although it is only
a small village, but none of the
exhibitors wants to pull up stakes
and get out so they are all sticking and waiting for the other
fellow to make the first move.
All Watertown smoked cigars
on Sol Manheimer last week. Mr.
Manheimer is the manager of the
Robbins theatres in that city, but
what is more important, he is now
the father of a bouncing baby girl.
H. C. Bissell, recently promoted to the position of manager
of the Universal exchange in Albany, is back from the Chicago
and Milwaukee Conventions. It
was his first trip west and while
he liked it he expressed himself
2s being rather glad to be back
once more in the Capital City.
The Rex, in Middleburg, has
been acquired by N. S. Fleck, a
newcomer in the business, who
has reopened the house, and who
was making his first flying trip
along Film Row during the past
week.
Herman Steam, local manager for F. B. O., made a flying
trip to New York last week, and
then doubled back by sleeper to
Plattsburg, in order to meet Jack
Mathews, a well known exhibitor
of that city.
Robert Mochrie, E. E. Lowe,
2nd Artliur Goldsmith of the local
P. D. C. exchange, are in New
York this week, attending a
divisional convention at the Hotel
Commodore.

Peter Gordon has taken over
the Photo Play theatre at Keeseville, which has been run by H. E.
Nichols.
The Palace, in Waddington, has
closed for the summer, during
which time certain repairs will be
made by L. LaPointe, the owner.
S. Stein, who has been running
the Lyric, in Hunter, announces
that he will erect a new theatre in
the near future.
"Pop" Linton, of Utica, whose
house was burned to the ground
several weeks ago, is quietly at
work thepe days financing the
erection of a new. house that will
be ready for opening the fore part
of September.
Alfred J. Marchetti, booker for
First National, Albany, has been
confined to his home on account
of illness. Alec Herman, manager for First National here,
joined forces with Harry Buxbaum, and F. J. A. McCarthy, the
latter of Buffalo, and swooped
down on the Schine brothers the
other day.
An old timer in the person of
Jimmy Sper, who used to make
Albany his hang out but who is
now in Buffalo, was in town last
Wednesday and spent most of the
day in shaking hands with his
friends. The same day also
brought to town Charlie Moyer,
who runs the Liberty, in Herkimer, and Lew Fischer, of Fort
Edvrard, with a half dozen houses
to his string. Charles Sesonske,
of the Grand, in Johnstown, was
also on hand.
W. W. Farley, of Albany, has
acquired the Community theatre in
Catskill, the deal having gone
through last week. Just exactly
when Mr. Farley will take over
the house is not yet known. It is
further understood that negotiations imdertaken by Mr. Farley
for the Gateway in Little Falls,
and the Liberty in Herkimer, have
not made any perceptible progress.
Last Wednesday marked the
second year for Herman Vineberg,
as manager of the Mark Strand
theatre in Albany. Mr. Vineberg has made a remarkable success as manager of the house, and
is an indefatigable worker. Slip
covers go on next week, at which
time ushers and other house employees will appear in their
summer uniforms.
Meyer Schine, of Gloversville,
head of the Albany Zone Com-

mittee, was in Buffalo during the
past week.
\
W. W. Mase, of Prattsville, in
town during the past week, bemitee. came amember of the Zone ComJake Tremper, of the Airdome
in Rhinebeck,
was also along
Film
Row.
L. L. Connors has decided not to
renew his lease of the Pember, in
Granville, following its expiration on May 30. He has theatres
also in Salem and Cambridge.
A. L. Burks, who is connected
with the local Universal exchange,
had the time of his life in Milwaukee when he impersonated
"Hoot" Gibson in a parade staged
by Universal
during
Convention. Mr. Burks
rode the
a horse
and
did nearly all the other stunts
generally attributed to the well
known star.
Otto Eigen has been forced out
of his theatre which he has long
run in Sharon Springs, on account of the block housing the
theatre being sold. Mr. Eigen
will get out on June 1, but will
probably be heard from later on,
with some other house.
To Charlie Hepp, of the
Lincoln in Troy, it never rains but
it pours. tinctionMr.
Heppthehasfather
the disof being
of
eleven children and about half the
number were sick during the past
winter. His mother-in-law died
last week, and the last straw that
broke the camel's back came a few
nights later when his son was so
badly injured in an automobile
accident, that he may lose his eye.
Proctor's new house in Scheisprogressing
to the
extent that nectady
concrete
was being
poured
during the past week, but it will
be several months before the
structure has been completed.
The Strand theatre, in Schenectady, has taken on a summerlike
appearance through palms and
other flowers that adorn the lobby
together with a fountain and a
trellis-like overhead. The appearance has caused manager William
Shirley to receive many words of
praise.
Miss Betty Feuer is a decidedly
busy young lady these days for in
addition to handling the Crescent
theatre in Schenectady, she is being called upon for many social
obligations. Miss Feuer attended
a ball at Union College the other
night, and last week the Elks ball,

and now she is talking of spending
a week or so in New York city.
If prizes were offered to
persons wearing the loudest shirts,
Walter Roberts, of the Troy
theatre would unquestionably
carry off the blue ribbon. He had
on one last week that could be
heard a block away, but he said
nothing by reason of the fact that
the garment had been presented to
him by his better half.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Shaw,
former well known residents of
Albany and vicinity, are back
from more than a year that has
been spent on the West Coast,
during which time Mr. Shaw was
connected with an orchestra at
Santa Monica. The couple became a bit homesick and intend to
spend this summer in the East.
Mr.
Shaw formerly conducted the
Albany.
orchestra at the Mark Strand in
The Troy Local No. 285 Motion
Picture Operators Union, announces that it will hold no meetings during July and August.
The Local has twenty-seven members and is decidedly active.
The American theatre in Troy,
acquired several months ago by
the Strand interests, and which
has remained closed since that
time, is to be redecorated, and according to reports, will be reopened this fall as a second run
house, and a direct competitor
with the Griswold, a block away.
The high school students in
Warrensburg, to the number of
100, each contributed a dollar bill
last week toward the purchase of
a motion picture machine for the
school. The board of education
will bear the expense of securing
the necessary films that will be
shownon. each Friday night from
now
Dave Seymour, a well known
exhibitor in Saranac Lake, is connected with the Saranac Lake Finance Corporation, a new concern
that incorporated last week.
Henry Corr, operator at the
Palace in Troy, is a bit chesty
these days but he has a good
reason, for he is enjoying himself
astride one of the finest looking
horses that is seen along the
bridle paths leading out of the
Collar City.
The horse
was many
presented Mr. Corr
by his
friends in New York city. Mr.
Corr served with the army during
the World
having Service.
been connected withWar,
the Signal

exas

OTTO BRAUER, south Texas
representative for Universal,
is in town for a few days. Mr.
Brauer has just returned from a
trip through the Valley and reports business good due to the
good crop prospects.
Harry Van Demark city manaager for Southern Enterprises of
Texas has returned from Dallas
where he attended a district meet

called by Earl Crabb, district
manager.
Ed Collins, city manager for
Southern Enterprises, Inc., of
Texas at Galveston stopped off
for a short visit early this week.
Mr. Collins was returning from a
district meeting held at Dallas.
Will Horwitz, owner and manager of the New Texan and the
Iris theatre is in New York on

business. Mr. Horwitz will be
out of the city for about ten days.
Ed Breamer manager of the
local Majestic theatre is in Chicago for four weeks. Mr. Breamer
was sent to Chicago by his company to study the conditions of
the Chicago theatres and to get
new data regarding the management of combination theatres.

Jack Petit Dallas film salesman
is in town with his new fall releases. Mr. Petit represents Specialty Film Service in south
Texas.
Eugene Dennis Kansas City
wonder girl is making a personal
appearance at the Queen theatre
this week. Miss Dennis is one
of the most unusual mind-readers
ever appearing in Houston.
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RHEOSTAT

MECHANICAL

Weighs less than one-third of grid type
rheostat. Easily moved by one man.

An

assurance

dependability.

TYPE

SPEED

CONTROL

of absolute
Thousands

accuracy

and

in use without

a

complaint.
Multiple Coil Units — One coil carrying
five amps. — balance ten amps. each.

By setting lever and

then simply

in the motor

the projector

Small amperage carried by each coil allows
use of small wires which permit perfect
connections.

control

Loss of one coil does not affect others.

The

If

entire capacity of rheostat is not being
used a new coil may be immediately
switched in.
Coils can be replaced in a few minutes
without difficulty and adjustments are
easih' made

by means

of knife switches.

Coils are special non-corrosive wire, strong
and operate at very low temperature.

once

reach

switch

throwing
will at

the exact speed for which

the

is adjusted.

speed

of the mechanism

will not be

affected even though a change in line voltage should cause the motor speed to vary
considerably.

'If Power's

Speed

Indicator

is used

in

connection with Power's Governor Type
Mechanical Speed Control all difficulty
regarding the proper
is eliminated.

^NICHOLAS TOWER COMPANf|^
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CONSTOUCTION^EQUIPMENT
DEPARTMENT

S.M.P.E.

Holds

Many

Interesting

Wireless;

of the Socit'ty
THE Spring- convention
of Motion Pictiu'e Engineers which
was held in Schenectady, J^. Y.,
May 18th to 21st inclusive, proved to be
one of the most successful meetings that
the Society has ever held, both from a
standpoint of interesting papers presented
and the large numbei- of members and
guests in attendance. The meetings were
iield in the new Van Curler hotel.
The papers given were of technical and
semitechnical nature and of diversified subjects. As a result, the material and data
presented proved exceptionally valuable
from a strictly engineering view and also
for practical showmanship and theatre
operation.
The Arrangements Committee functioned
to a degree of perfection in as much as the
entei'tainment program for members and
guests as well as the attending ladies provided diversified amusement that was
greatl}' enjoyed by every one.
The convention opened Monday morning
with an address by the president of the
Society, L. A. Jones of the Eastman Kodak
Co., who M\as followed by the Mayor of
Schenectady with a speech of welcome.
Prancis C. Pratt, Vice-President of the
General Electric Co. also added a few remarks at this ojiening session.
A paper that should prove very interesting and helpful to exhibitors was read at
the second session by F. R. Still, Vice-Pres.
of the American Blower Co., entitled "How
Theatres Should Be Ventilated." This
paper contained data and jjractieal recommendations pretaining to the proper atmospheric conditioning of motion picture
theatres. As cooling and ventilating is one
of the most important problems that now
confront the exhibitor in his efforts to increase patronage, pai-ticidarly during the
summer season, this paper, when it appears
in the printed transactions of the S.M.P.E.
should find wide distribution among theatre
owners.
Another paper that caused unusual comment when it was presented by its authors,
L..A. Jones and Lewis Townsend, was entitled "Colored Lighting Effects in Connection with the Exhibition of Motion Pictures." This paper w-as supplemented by
slides and a most interesting demonstration
that gave indications of the developments
that can be looked foi-ward to in the field of
mobile colored lighting effects in motion
picture theatres. The authors remarked on
the favorable reaction by audiences to the

Successful

Papers;

Mobile

Description

Colored

Lighting

of

Movies

Meeting
by

for Theatres
nection with the Exhibition of
tures— L. A. Jones and Lewis
Student Psychology and
Motion Pictures — M. Briefer
Standardization
of Screen
— R.
M. Hill

Motion PicTownsend
Educational
Illumination

Static
Markings on Motion Picture Film
— J.
1. Crabtree
Paper Describing Installation of Tungsfor Color Motion Picture Work
— L.tenA.Lamps
Jones
ford
K elA leyNew Refiectometer — Mr. Frank BenColor Photography Patents— AV. V. D.

Architect's drawing ofhouses.
the new Warwick theatre
which will be one of Kansas City's largest surburban
mobile modified lighting effects that have
been tried out in the Eastman theatre.
The unusual feature in the method of securing these remarkable color effects is that
they are projected in an identical manner
to motion pictures.
C. Francis Jenkins, founder of the
Society and an inventor of international
fame, startled the gathering with his announcement of actually accomplishing the
the sending of motion pictures by wireless.
He predicted that motion pictures in the
home is not far distant and that furthermore music would be broadcasted simultaneously. This double broadcasting has already been suec^ssfidly carried on between
stations separated by several miles. These
developments claimed by Mr. Jenkins will
cause considerable contemplation in the
motion picture field in forecasting their
effects on the standing of picture theatres
with the public.
Many other papers were presented before
the convention that were the cause of
lengthy discussions. The complete list of
papers and their authors is as follows :
Improved Sensitometer Sector AVheel
— An
M. Briefer
How Theatres Should Be Ventilated—
F. R. Still
Infra-Red Photography in Motion Picture Work— J. A. Ball.
Control of Series Arc Generator Sets —
J. R. Hertner
The Machine Development of Negative and
Positive Motion Picture Films — Dr. A. B.
Plitchins
What Happened in the Beginning — F. H.
Richardson
Colored Lighting Effects for Use in Con-

An Account of Recent Developments in
Radio Vision- — C. F. Jenkins
A Museum of Motion Picture History —
T. K. Peters
Artistic Utilization of Light in the Phowater and tography
W.of Motion
B. IhnenPictures — D. W. AtManufacture of Incandescent Motion
Picture Lamps — R. S. Burnap
The attendance at this convention was one
of the largest that has ever been had.
Many members that have failed to attend
some of the more recent conventions of the
Societj" were present giving the first day
of the convention the appearance, as one
member expressed it, of old home week.
The members and guests in attendance are
listed below :
Members present — P. M. Abbott, Motion
Picture News; D. M. Alexander, Alexander
Film Co. ; Frank Benf ord, General Electric
Co.; D. F. Braun; M. Briefer, Atlantic
Gelatine Co.; G. L. Chanier, Patlie Exchange; J. I. Crabtree. Eastman Kodak
Co. ; L. E. Davidson, Spencer Lens Co. ;
R. D. Eari, Bay State Film Co.; E. C.
Fi'itts, Eastman Kodak Co.; H. P. Gage,
Corning Glass Works; W. B. Cook; J. H.
Tlu *iss, Dupont Pathe ; A. G. Senner, Herbert Hnesgen Co.; A. Gray, Chief Projectionist Lancaster Theatre; H. R. Glover,
Gundlach-Manhattan Co.; C. L. Gregory;
John Hertner, Hertner Elec. Co.; W. C.
Hubbard, Cooper Hewitt Electric Co. ; J. G.
Jones, Eastman Kodak Co. ; W. C. Kunzmann. National Carbon Co.; J. R. Manheimer, E. J. Elec. Installation Co.; B. E.
Norrish. Associated Screen News; C. J.
Reich, Gundlach-Manhattan Co.; H. Griffin, Nicholas Powers Co. ; A. J. Holman ;
C. F. Jenkins; L. A. Jones, President Eastman Kodak Co. ; C. J. Lang, Lang Mfg.
Works; Otto Nelson, National Cash Register Co.; Dr. W. E. Stoiy; R. S. Burnap,
Edison Lamp Works; J. L. Spence, Ackley
{Continued on page 2858)
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The Baby Standard Movie Camera which sells at a
price that makes it worth investigating for use by
exhibitors for filming local events. The camera and
a special printer is made liance
by Corp.the Vicam Photo AlM.

P.

Equipment

Motion Picture Dealers' of America
annual convention, held at the Milwaukee Auditorium from May 14th to 16th, was
a success both in jioint of attendance and
amount of business transacted. Two hundred and eleven delegates, representing fiftynine recognized U. S. distributors, out of a
possible sixty-five, registered, and eighty associate members representing that number
of manufacturers of motion picture theatre
equipment and furnishings.
The officers elected for the ensuing year,
who will assume their new duties at a directors meeting to be held in Chicago July
15th, include: President, C. D. Struble;
Vice-President, Tex Coombs, and Treasurer,
Carl Fulton. B. A. Benson, retiring Secretary and Treasurer, was prevailed upon to
keep the office of Secretary until such time
as a suitable successor could be found. High
tribute was paid to Mr. Benson's ability and
hard work for the association since its inception.
The new Board of Directors include C. D.
Struble, Kansas City; H. R. Dutton, Chicago; Max Rubin, Detroit; Abe Dresner,
Washington; D. C. Hollis, Pittsburgh; Tex
Coombs, San Francisco ; G. A. Doering, DalCarl Fulton,
Chicago, and "W. S. Rebell oflas;New
York city.
The new officers of the manufacturing division are : Sam Lears, re-elected President ;
Joe Breckert, First Vice-President; J. H.
Hertner, Second Vice-President; L. M. Fulton. Third Vice-President, and Mrs. A. De
Berrie, Secretary.
Secretary- Treasurer Benson reported the
finances of the Association in fine condition
and turned over a substantial balance to his
successor as treasurer.
The constitution was revised to strengthen
the organization, one clause in particular
arousing much interest was a fine of five

Local

A new motion picture outfit which consists of a camera, developer and printer has
been placed on the market, that should
prove a material aid to exhibitors in increasing patronage, according to the claims made
for this apparatus.
The Vicam Movie Camera and Printer is
a very inexpensive apparatus, and convenient to handle, lending itself particularly, it
is claimed, for amateur photography.
This apjjaratus suggests itself for use by
exhibitors for photographing interesting
local events, printing and developing the
film on the premises which would provide
the film ready for showing in a very short
time. For instance — a local theatre could
make two hundred foot of film at the
schools, or of local celebrities, etc., each
week, which would provide a very attractive added feature to the show. The cost of
making this film would probably not exceed
nine cents a running foot and where the
work is done by the management itself, the
cost would be considerably less.
It is claimed that' this equipment has been
used by exhibitors for photographing
wrecks, accidents, fires, police drills, baby
sliows, boy scout activities, etc., which events
were of particular local interest. In general
a motion picture camera ready for use at

Dealers
Elect
cers at Milwaukee

THE

Camera

New

and

Picture

Printer

News

for

Events

all times gives an exhibitor an excellent opportunity to use his own initiative in playing up to his patrons, and popularizing his
theatre.
The Vicam Camera includes two metal
magazines of twenty-five feet capacity and
a corrugated celluloid ribbon for use in developing the film. This equipment saves
tanks and other expensive apparatus. The
13rinter has a two hundred foot capacity,
and can be attached to either alternating or
direct current of 110 voltage. It is claimed
that an amateur can operate this equipment
and secure good results.
The equipment is manufactured by the
Vieani Photo Alliance Corporation.

Offi-

doUars for any member failing to attend a
convention session and one dollar for each
time tardy.
One of the pleasant features of the convention was a banquet at Gimbel's Grill on
Friday night, which was attended by one
hundred and fifty-eight persons.
As the members left Milwaukee they were
as of a unit in declaring that the exposition
which was held during the convention was
the most successful ever promoted by the
Equipment Dealers' Association and that
every member who had a booth was greatly
benefited, reports of orders and prospects
for future business being heard on all sides.
The next convention will be held in Detroit during July, 1926.

The special printer made for <Jeveloping the film
used in the Baby Standard Camera described on this
page.

Interior view of the printer used with the Baby
Standard Movie Camera shown on this page.
Work Started on 2,200 Seat
Hackensack, N. J., House
Ground was broken on May 11th for one
of the finest and most complete theatres in
New Jersey at the corner of Main and Camden streets, in Hackensack, N. J. The ground
was formerly owned by the Orintani Field
Club and was sought after by many interests,
including the city itself who planned using
it for a city hall. The efforts of HainesReinlieb Co. landed it for Bratter & Pollak.
This building will be constructed of limestone Avith a polished granite base, concrete
and steel. It will contain an auditorium that
will seat 2,200 people, 17 stores and 60 offices
arranged in suites of three each. The building was designed by William E. Lehman of
Newark and will be under his supervision.
Two Modern Theatres to Be
Built in North Carolina
The Piedmont Amusement Company of
Winston-Salem, N. C, will build a beautiful
theatre to replace the old Broadway which
was destroyed by fire some time ago.
George Crater, a prominent newspaper
man who is connected with the Higt Point
North Carolina Enterprise, is building a
handsome theatre in the city of High Point
at a cost of approximately one hundred
thousand, and a seating capacity of one
thousand. High Point for some time has
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The Ohio theatre, Lorain, Ohio which was recently constructed by August Ilg on the site of the former
theatre wrecked by last summer's tornado. This house is thoroughly modern in every respect.
New

Theatre

Opens
in Tornado
Town
in Ohio

Swept

The Ohio theatre is on Broadway, Lorain's
main downtown thoroughfare. It has a
unpretentious but tasty brick exterior. The
lobby, 15 ft. X 50 ft. is tiled in bright colors.
This together with attractive lobby frames,
makes a gay entrance to the auditorium.
This is well proportioned, being 42 ft. wide
by 114 ft. deep. The 700 scats are all on
one floor, and arranged so as to give practically jjerfect vision from all angles.
There is a stage, but it is small. Just
enough for a specialty number. Ilg does
not jjlan to introduce vaudeville into his
jjolicy. He's sticking to pictures and noth-

ing but pictures. The interior decorations,
done by Italian Fresco and Decorating
Companj- of Cleveland, are soft and pleasing. Tan, rose and old gold are tastefully
combined. The side walls are panelled,
with a delicate hand painted design in each
])anel. A small electric light fixture, with
silk shade also adorns each panel. The
ceiling has simulated beams. They are concrete beams, and are frescoed. The
draperies are rose velour, lined in gold,
and edged with gold fringe. Throughout
tile entire house, the decorations are the
kind that one would use in a home. This
gives the theatre a comfortable atmosphere.
Thei'e is nothing garish, nothing offensive.
Everything is restful. The heavy carpet
which covers the 12 ft. x 30 ft. foyer, and
the aisles, is also restful. It has a dark
background with a dull gold conventional
design that harmonizes with the design on
the wall panels.
The Ohio has all the latest equipment to
guarantee comfort to its patrons. A large
fan is installed on the roof which throws
the fresh air into the house, while two
24-inch fans constantly suck out the foul
air. Steam heat is used, and the temperature is kept even by a Johnson thermostat.
Lighting fixtures are all equipped with rose
bulbs, emitting a soft glow. The wood
finish in the theatre is mahogany. The
wood seats are also finished in mahogany.
The pro,jection room has been given
special attention by both owner and ai'chitect. This room is 30 ft. x 12 ft., and has
its own special ventilating system. Adjoining the projection room is a rest room for
the projectionists, with complete toilet facilities. Two Simplex projection machines are
used.
The theatre is estimated to have cost
$125,000.

Congress

of

for Paris

an
PhotogInternatia onal
of fifteenof years
lapseCongress
AFTER
raphy is to be held this year, June
29 to July 4, in Paris. The last congress
was held in Brussels in 1910, where a
very successful meeting was held attended largely by representatives from
all nations.
The Congress will be divided into four
sections: (1) Scientific; (2) Technical
and artistic; (3) Historical and documentary; (4) Technique of cinematography (in connection with the Congress
of Cinematography). An historical exhibition of photography and a centenary
celebration of the beginning of photography will be held during the Congress.
At the request of the International
Committee of the Congress, an Organizing Committee in the United States has
been formed, the members being: F. F.
Renwick, Dr. W. D. Bancroft, W. H.
Manahan, E. J. Wall, Dr. H. E. Ives,
Prof. R. W. Wood, and Dr. C. E. K.
Mees, chairman. A list of American
patrons has also been drawn up; their
names are given on the attached list.
The Congress is especially anxious to
obtain papers relating to the branches
of photography with which it deals from
workers in the United States. Offers of
such papers can be communicated to Dr.
C. E. K. Mees, Eastman Kodak Co.
Million

LORAIN, Ohio, suffered serious damage
last summer from a tornado that
wrecked the business section of the town.
But out of that wreckage there has arisen
the Ohio theatre, one of the most complete
and most artistic of the small town theatres. August Ilg, who built it, has always
been prominent in picture exhibition. He
o]ierated the Wonderland in Lorain before
the tornado struck the town. But after
the storm, the Wonderland was condemned
by the building commission as being unable
to withstand another shock. So Ilg pre])ared to build a house that M"ould meet
tiie special conditions and that would gain
the confidence of former picture fans who
had a fear of gathering in large crowds,
due to the utter collapse of one theatre
during the progress of the storm.
Beginning right at the beginning, Ilg
built bis house as nearly wind proof as
possible. He instructed his architect to use
extra heavy girders in the construction of
the house. Extra heavy steel was employed
all through the structure and the concrete
is a much better and stronger mixture than
Avhat is generally used. Metal doors are
also installed.

News

Dollar

House

for

Port Chester, N. Y.
A million-dollar theatre for the Rhebem
Theatres Cori)oration at Port Chester, N.
Y., will be undertaken by the Longacre Engineering and Construction Company as
general contractors. The theatre will accommodate 2,000 persons. The site on
which the property is to be erected is on
Westchester avenue near the New Haven
railroad station.
Besides the theatre the building will include offices on the upper floors and stores
on the street frontage. The architect is
Thomas W. Lamb.

The Ohio theatre, erected on the site of the former
that was wrecked by the tornado that swept
the town of Lorain, Ohio last summer.
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your present light on the screen at one-fourth the cost of current and less than half
the cost of carbons. This remarkable efficiency is the direct result of the practical
application of scientific optical principles, the use of a condenser in addition
flector and the most advanced design and construction of the lamp itself.

to a re-

Look at your screen, imagine having twice the brilliant apicture at one-fourth of your present light
bill and decide whether this is not worth your immediate investigation. Your dealer will give you
a demonstration without obligation or you can
mail the coupon attached for full details.
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E.

McAuley
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Kote the rugged construction of
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Chicago
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Co,

St.
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famous Peerless Arc Control and otlier precision projection apparatus.
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This
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of Flicker

Use of Crater as Source
|X anah'zing the resultant screen
jflieker when using an A. C. for
Iprojection pui'poses, careful disftinetion niust be made between
the use of the flame or the
crater as a light source, since the flicker
characteristics of these two sources differ
wideh'.
The frequency of the flame, which acts
as a carrier of the current flowing between
the electrodes, is necessarily twice that of
the current frequency, so that, if the current frequency is 60 cj^eles per second, the
flame frequency is 120.
In the case of the electrodes (carbons),
however, each is alternatively light and
dark, relatively speaking, since each is
alternately positive and negative. The light
frequency of both the craters is, therefore,
the same as that of the current, i..e., 60
cj'cles per second for 60 cycle current.
This difference in frequency between the
flame and craters of an A. C. arc gives rise
to marked differences in the resultant screen
flicker when either of these sources is used
for projection.
Crater in Focus
The flicker conditions when the arc flame
was in focus were described in the preceding article where it was shown that the
highest frequency of flicker wave which it
was possible to obtain was 40 cycles per
second. This, it will be recalled, was not
high enough to become invisible when high

screen intensities were used, but ordinarily,
would be invisible with the intensities commonly obtained with A. C. arcs.
Few projectionists, however, make a practice of using the arc flame as a source since,
in the flrst place, it does not possess anything like the brightness of the crater and
in addition, fluctuates so badly that it becomes a problem to obtain a reasonable
even and steady screen illumination.
For best screen illumination, therefore,
the use of the flame should be strictly
avoided, and one of the craters (top) should
be used instead.
It is quite true, that even when one of
the craters is selected for focusing, the
flame will also provide some light to the
screen. Under the best of conditions therefore, there will be two distinct screen
flickers, one from the flame and one from
the crater.
Since the crater has the lowest frequency,
however, anything which tends to eliminate
this low frequency flicker will also automatically render the other invisible. It is
only necessary, therefore, to remove if possible, the lowest frequency flicker.
Flicker Curve for Crater Focus
The variation of resultant screen flicker,
with shutter frequency is shown in Fig. 5.
Suppose
we anah-ze this cur\e from the
start
to flnish.
When the shutter is stationary (shutter
frequency equals zero), the only ■r flicker
present will be that from the arc crater
which is 60 cycles per second. This flicker
wave would be invisible on the screen and
so is marked zero on the curve.
'eq
As the shutter starts up and increases o in
speed the resultant flicker will be equal to
the crater flicker (60 cycles) minus the
-en
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shutter frequencv, so that if the latter were
12 cycles (4 R."^ P. S. for a 3 blade and
6 R. P. S. for a 2 blade shutter) the resultant flicker would be 60 — 12=48 cycles.
This would not be the resultant screen
flicker however.
The resultant screen flicker would be
either the difference between the two frequencies (48 cycles as above) or it would
l)e the diffcrrnee between the figure just
arrived at (48 cycles) and the shutter frequency whichever is smallest. In this
case it would be the difference between 60
curve ).
cycles and 48 (12 cycles as shown on the
Maximum

Flicker Frequency

When a shutter frequency of 20 cycles
per second is reached the difference between
the arc flicker and shutter flicker is such
that the difference
between this figure is a
maximum,
thus,
60—20=40 (resultant flicker)
40—20=20 (resultant screen flicker)
As the shutter rotates faster, the screen
flicker decreases rapidly so that at a shutter
frequencj' of 25 cycles per second it is
60 — 25=35 (resultant flicker)
35 — 25=10 (resultant screen flicker)
As the shutter further increases in speed
the flicker on the screen will varj' as shown
by the curve. It will be noted that the
maximum flicker frequency obtainable is 20
cycles per second and this brings out the
interesting fact that when the crater of an
A. C. arc is focused it is practically impossihle to strictly avoid flicker.
This seems to depict a rather distressing
condition since from the cui'\'e in Fig. 5
there would be onh- a small range of shutter
frequencies (35 to 50 cj'cles) where screen
flicker is not likelv to prove particularly
bad.
In practice, however, the condition is not
as bad as an inspection of the curve would
indicate, since during the time that either of
the carbons, or electrodes were negative, they
would tend to form a luminous tip. This
tip, while not as bright as the crater itself,
would still help considerably in reducing
the flicker range, hence, lowering the vanishing-flicker frequency on the screen. The
flame too would assist in keeping the brightness of the focused crater up to normal
since it is partly focused along with the
crater. The net result of all this is to tend to
give the focused crater a constant flicker frequency of 120 cycles per second instead of
the 60 cycles it would appear to possess
from a casual examination of the conditions.
It is doubtful as to just how closely the
frequency of the focused crater will approach 120 cycles a second. Whether or
not it does will not matter since one thing is
certain, the luminous tip and arc flame will
considerably reduce the flicker range, so
much so in fact, that at low frequencies
(15-30 cycles per second) the flicker will
not be particularly noticeable.
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well understands
enterprise.

the value

men,

Are

the

the progressive

of "good

Proof

theatre manager

will" to the success of his

He knows that a great part of his audience consists of people who
drop into his theatre regularly because they find there not only a
high average of entertainment, but also the refinements of equipment and decoration that make it a genuinely pleasant place to
visit.
The theatre-going public has come to expect and demand beautiful,
comfortable seating as one of the essentials of the modern playhouse. Theatres throughout the country are daily demonstrating
that good

seating has a definite box-office value.

Managers who wish to provide the utmost in comfort and beaut\' at
prices which make their purchase a true investment are finding
the Steel Furniture Company line exactly to their liking. The
catalog is ready for you; our planning department is at your
command.

STEEL

FURNITURE

GRAND

RAPID

S

,

CQ

MICHIGAN
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The Skandia theatre. Stockholm, Sweden, which has a seating capacity of 853 and is owned by Sven^a onFilmindustrie
the right. Co. Note the unusual style of the
entrances as shown in the left view. The attractive interior is seen
Wilmer

What

if you

wall

fans

really

do

have

cool.

a dozen

buzzing

or two

around.

They

can't

get rid of the heat and humidity your audience gi\es off — particularly in hot weather.
They

merely

What

churn
heated air.

up

the

stale,

over-

you need is Air Change — tremendous volumes of fresh, outdoor air sweepine

through

to give you

a complete

change

at

least once every minute. That's the one sure
way of keeping down the heat and humidity. And at the same time you get refreshing
breezes that really cool.
You

can bet it works — 2,000 other theatres

prove it.
Our Booklet A -13 tells yon
Write for it noiv.

Typhoon
345 West
Philadelphia

Fan

39th Street
Jacksonville

-

Rebuilding

Old Orpheum, Harrisburg
UNDER a revised plan announced on April
28th, by the AA'ilmer & Vincent Companj-, work of rebuilding the Orpheum tkeatre, Harrisburg, at an expenditure of $750,000 — exc-lusive of the value of the plot —
was started on May 11th, with tlie intention
of having the new theatre ready for opening:
on November 1st.
Tlie Ori)heum, which until now has been
devoted
to "legitimate"
attractions,
to l>e
transformed
into a vaudeville
and ismotion

BREEZES

that

^ Vincent

picture theatre, of more than 2,300 seating
ca])acity, and the Maje.~>tic theatre, now a
vaudeville and picture house, will become the
seatTheof entire
the "legitimate."
theatre will be reconstructed,
with the exception of two walls, one of which
is on Locust street and the other on a private
alley, west of the theatre.
The auditorium will be 103 by 105 feet,
with a waiting room directly inside the lobby,
80 l)y 40 feet, from which bi-oad stairways
win lead to the balcony, the front of which
will contain four rows of lege seats.
The interior ornamentation and lighting
effects
as planned
E. C. Horn
Son-;,
tects, will
place theby theatre
auiong
the arch'most
l)eautiful in the State, according to C". Floyd
Hopkins, local representative of the Wilmer
& Vincent interests.
Fire i)rotection will be ]:)rovided by the
erection of two tire-]iroof towers in the inside of the theatre, with winding stairways
leading directly to the outside pavement.
The front of the theatre will i)e built in
imitation stone, and in addition to the frontage as now constituted, will also include the
ad.joiijing Franklin Bui'ding, which fiontage
will be given over entirely for office purposes. There will be fifty-four offices in the
new structure, in addition to the offices in tiie
Franklin Building.

more.
Newark

Company
Dallas

New York
New Orleans

Theatre

Now

in Last

Stages of Construction
The Hawthorne Theatre, located at Hawthorne Ave., and Walcott Terrace, Newark,
N. .1. has reached the finishing stages. This
theatre was designed by Frank Grad and
will contain an auditorium with 1400 seats,
five stores nnd six offices. Construction is
of i)ressed brick, concrete and steel and
iiTbeing built by the Walcott Holding Co.,
for P.ratter & Pollak.
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85.00
100.00

Get our SPRING CATALOGUE No. 7
illustrated in colors, mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING. Make a selection of Flowers, Plants, etc., decorate
your theatre or home; create
Easter Air and Uusiness ahead of
your slow competitor.
FRANK
61 Barclay Street

NETSCHERT

INC.
New York. N. Y.
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Music

A
Piper".
Here's Modern
just what you
have "Pied
been looking
for.
A stand
beautiful
toned
self-playing
instrument,
of metal
the
hard knocks
of street
work, andbuilt
mounted
in a toFord
Truck
chassis with special built body, all complete ready to go
— ready to play — ready to tell your story to the world,
and at a price so low you cannot afford to l)e without it.
Volume regulation to carry a mile or soft as Band.
Think of it — this wonderful advertiser including Automobile all complete
at prices as low as "Pied
.$l-3.5."). "The First
New your
Tone
in 40 Years."
Cut
out
expensive
newspaperA Modern
advertising, be Piper."
independent
with your advertising and get better crowds. P.urr
Nickel, with his "Land Of Whispering Hope." broke
records
"Covered
thesewill
outfitsWe sell ofontheeasy
terms, Wagon,"
so easy with
that one
the ofoutfit
pay
for
itself
quickly.
Tell
the
world
with
music
—
it
attracts
when everything else fails. Free literature. Let us tell
you how to do it.
Carries a Mile, Or Low As Bzuid .

Advertising
in

With

Dept.

Tangley Co.
100 Main St.
Muscatine, Iowa

Pays

1925

1886
JAMES
NEWARK
36 inch
42
inch
48 inch
inch
54 inch
60
inch
72
84 inch
96 inch
108 inch
120 inch

^hy

Pay

Drug

Store

Prices

.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .

Single Fan
. $85.00
. 100.00
.
.
.
.
.

125.00
150.00
175.00
225.00
275.00

. 325.00
. 400.00
. 475.00

for

M.
SEYMOUR
U. S. A.
NEW JERSEY
Twin Fans
Solid Steel Disc Center
$160.00
190.00
225.00
275.00
325.00
400.00
500.00
600.00
750.00
900.00

Ventilating

Hyatt Roller Bearings
Rigid Square Frames
Light Weight and
Light Running
Send For Bulletin
No. 159 and Trade
Discounts

and

Cooling?

THIRTY-SIX YEARS' EXPERIENCE in building Air Moving Machinery and installing Ventilating
Apparatus is at your disposal for the asking. SEND YOUR PLANS and I will send you Specifications
for your requirements. I will sell you the BEST FANS Built in this Country at Commercial Prices.
I will instruct you WHERE and HOW to BUY the necessary Motors at FIRST COST.
Your local sheet metal worker or carpenter can assemble and erect a cooling system from the plans furnished aswell as it can be done by men sent hundred of miles to do this work, whose time and expenses
YOU HAVE TO PAY, and very often you get an inferior installation for which you pay double.
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Pierce

Takes

Over
Process

p HARLES T. PIERCE is to eommereial^ ize the Victor A. Stewart process for
protecting motion picture films, and has acquired the entire Republic Laboratory plant
for that i)urpose. has been announced by J.
Hanison Edwards, General Sales Manager
of the Victor A. Stewart Process, Inc.
V. A. Stewart, Consulting Motion Picture
Engineer, is the itiventor of the Victor
Stewart Process, for which many important claims are made. It is said that this
process makes the emulsion exceedingly durable, causing the life of the emulsion to be
extended to equal that of the base of the
film itself. Other features are, that this
process eliminates film scratching, and also
makes the film oil and water proof.
It is said that no waxing is necessary for
the first nni prints.
At a demonstration of this process, a piece
of processed film was placed in a retainer
of hot water, and allowed to remain there
for some time. Upon removal, it was thoroughly dried and showed no deterioration in
any way of the emulsion.
It is claitned that this new process will

Broadway,

Stewart
for

Protecting

Films

effect a tremendous saving through the prolongation of the life of film.
Large Open Air Theatre is
Being Built in Tampa, Fla.
D. A. Stewart is building a large open air
theatre in Tampa, Florida, at the corner of
Grand Central avenue and Edison street.
This location is in the residential section
known as Hyde Park, and the name "Hyde
Park Theatre'' has been selected for the
house.
The theatre will occupy two lots which
will give them a ground space of about 120
by 120 feet. All around this space a side
wall is being erected in sections of about 10
feet square. The sections are made up of
wood and fastened in the ground with cement to a depth of three feet, then the front
is covered with cement plaster and relief
work added. On the back of each section is
a covering of galvanized iron, pressed to
represent brick. Between each of these sections is a gate, the outside portion being
usd as a three-sheet poster board.

Corp.

N. Y.

To start with, no cover will be provided,
but to take care of this feature, in case they
wish to add it, they have poles extending
upward from the corner of each of the sections. Benches will be used for the seating
of the main portion, and seats will be provided for 1,800 people. Around the sides
and back umbrella tables and chairs will be
The policy of the house will be pictures
placed.
exclusively with a standard price of 10c for
children and 25c for adults. Two Simplex
machines will be used in the booth, which is
being equipped on the same scale as an all
enclosed theatre. Mr. Stewart says that he
exjiects to have everything completed for
the opening show within ten days.

H.

S. Koppin Leases Detroit
House From Cutler

The Henry S. Koppin theaters are
rapidly gxowing in number. The latest addition to the group is the Lakewood theater, one of the largest East Side houses, located on East Jefferson avenue. Koppin
plans to make several improvements to the
house, which he leased from John Cutler.
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GOERZ
Makers

of Motion

Picture

Raw Stock: Negative —
Positive — Panchromatic.
Sole Distributors:
Fish-Schurnian Corporation
45 W. 45th Street, New York
6331 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, CaL
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ed

Oixtof
Plain
Just snap on a Reco Color
hood and you have brilliant
color : ruby, green, opal, blue,
amber.
COLOR HOODS
never fade. Color is in the glass. Saves
40"?^ to 60% over dipping.

OF
all
kind$

Write
r s
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miDON.WIlLIANS&LICH^
PORT SMITH, ARK.
FtfllNTING AND DEVELOPING
100 FT. FREE
As trial to new customers.
We do high grade work. Send us your film.
Baker Motion Picture Studio and
Laboratory
Plymouth Bldg., Cleveland, O.

P. E. Holds

Successful

Meeting

{Continued from page 2847)
Camera Co.; G. W. Topliff, Ansco Co; R.
L. Peck ; J. A. Norling, Bray Productions ;
L. C. Porter, Edison Lamp Works; L. M.
Townsend, Eastman Theatre; E. T. Clarke,
Eastman Theatre; D. E. Brown, LightingLaboratory; W. F. Little, Electrical Tasting Laboratory; W. Redpath; M. W. Palmer, Famous Players Lasky Co. ; J. H.
Powric, Warner Research Laboratoiy ; F.
F. Renwick, Dupont Pathe Mfg. Co. ; Max
Ruben, Amusement Supply Co.; A. C. Dick,
Westinghouse Lamp Co.; Geo. Blair, Eastnuin Kodak Co. ; J. A. Summers, Edison
Lamp Works; H. N. Dewitt; A. B. Hitehins,
Duplex Motion Picture, Inc.; F. H.
Richardson, Motion Picture World; E. M.
Savage, Exhibitors Herald; C. E. K. Mees.
Eastman Kodak Co. ; C. H. Travis ; All>ert
yi. Beatty, United Cinema Co. ; P. Barbier,
Pathe Cinema; C. E. Egler, ISTational Lamp
Works; Y. Ccifre, United Theatre Equipment Co.; Wm. V. D. Kelley.
Guests present — Charles Garrison, H. L.
Cami^bell Co.; V. B. Sease, Dupont Pathe;
C. E. Ives, Eastman Kodak Co.; R. P.
De Vaidt, Amco Portable Projector; D. H.
Carson, Ansco Co. ; G. E. Edwards, xVmerican Projection Society; D. W. Atwater,
Westinghouse Lamp Co. ; C. F. Bateholtz,
General Electric Co. ; E. E. Richardson,
F^astman Kodak Co.; W. W. Hennessj%
Eastman Theatre; R. H. Simpson, Genera!
Electric Co. ; E. H. Grupe, Eastman Kodak
Co.; F. H. Hahn, Bau.sch & Lomb Co.; C.
Brenkert, Brenkert Alfg. Co.
No election of officers was lield at this
meeting. W. C. Hubbard, of the CooperHewitt Co. was appointed to the office of
Treasurer to fill the unexpired term that
was left vacant by the resignation of Mr.
Roebuck, formerly liead of the Enterprise
The meeting Co."
place for the Fall convention
Mfg.
Optical
will
be selected
and announced in the near
future bv the Board of Governors.
Easton, Pa., Business Men to
Erect $300,000 Theatre
The purchase by a group of Easton, Pa.,
business men of a large plot of gi-ound op|)Osite the new hotel in that city, for $155,000, is the forerunner of the erection of a
new theatre there which, it is said, will be
built at an additional expenditure of $250,000 to $300,000. The svndicate con.sists of
\V. R. Bricker, Samuel Novik, Walter Williams, I. B. Hockman and Frank Kurlansik.
Tlie property fronts 50 feet on Northanqiton street and is 100 feet deep. Negotiations are on with several theatre organiz;itions to operate the house when built.
Contracts Will Be Awarded
for Two Comerford Houses
Contracts are soon to be awarded for two
new picture houses to be added to the Comerford Amusement Company circuit in the
hard coal mining regions of Pennsylvania.
One of them will be erected in Haalcton, to
seat 2,700, and the other will be built in Old
Foi'ge and will have a seating capacity of
1,200. Leon Lemjiert, of Rochester, N. Y.,
has prei)ared the plans for both houses.
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Capitol Installs New Electric
Sign on Broadway
A new electric sign took its place on the
"Gay White Way" last night in the sky
above the Capitol theatre, New York. The
installation for this illuminated moving letter
sign was arranged by Major Edward Bowes,
Managing Director. Expert electricians and
mechanics worked on the plant for several
weeks, and according to the engineers supervising the woi'k, this is the most elaborate instal ation ofits kind ever made. The Capitol,
a ))ioneer in the various phases of motion
])icture entertainment, is the first theatre
on Broadway to lead the way in this novel
type of advertisement. The Motograph, as
it is called, is visible as far south as 37th
street, so that theatregoers have only to face
north to be informed of the current entertainment at the Capitol.
Plans

Prepared
for New
Arkansas Theatre
The Jonesboro, Ark., Amusement Co., of
which E. W. Collins is manager, has had
l)lans prepared by D. F. Wolpert, architect,
for a re-inforced concrete, brick and terra
cotta, two-story 70x120 foot theatre building
to cost upwards of $100,000. The structure
will be of the Spanish type of architecture
with tile floors and coiTidors and composition roof. It will contain ten dressing rooms,
two rest rooms, two offices, stage, mezzanine
floor and balcony and gallery. It is hoped
to have it readv for the new fall season.
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New York
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REELS
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"My

Wife And I"— Warners',
Piccadilly, New York
Sxiii : "A fiiiel\ -clii iH'ted, wellacted film.
perfect. Irene 'J'lie
Kich coutimiity
gives her isusual
notable j)erforinance."
Evening- World: '"Miss Rich is
very appealing in tliis picture. ".My
Wife and 1" has merit antl will do
well."
American: '"Millard Wel)b has
achieved, directorially, a picture
to be proud of. It has merit.
Warner Bros., in producing it,
have realized the pictorial value
of gorgeous sv.rro\indings. Constance Bennett is beautiful and
graceful. Irene Rich is to the manner born."
.MorninghasTelegraph:
directed,
a l)rilliant"Itcastis well
and
is lavishly mounted. It is a consistently diverting picture. Irene
Kich plays the deserted wife witii
all the pathos at her conunand,
and she commands a lot of it.
Huntly Constance
-Gordon isBennett
appropriately
cast.
makes
any picture she appeal's in worth
watching and Johnny Harron is
good. The picture is expertly handled and played by a cast Worth
seeing."
N"ew8: "Irene Rich is always
sympathetic jierson.
such a real,
Huntly Gordon scores wonderfully as the husband. Johnny Harron is capable as the son and Conture. stance Bennett is nice in any picEvening Journal: "Irene Rich
is always appealing."
Times: "Miss Rich looks very
attractive in the alluring frocks
that suit her dainty, slender
figure.
"Baree, Son of Kazan" — Vitagraph, Rialto, New York
Herald-Tribune: "Many of the
scenes are distinctly thrilling.
Wolf, the canine hero, is a real
star."
Morning Telegraph: "Mr. Curwood's tale offers opportunities for
pic-tuiesque backgrounds of which
David Smith, director, took full
advantage. Anita Htewart is
prettier than ever, works hard and
conveys a charming impiession.
She makes us wish she made more
])icture9."
American: "Anita Stewart, as
Nepeese, is fair to look upon,
vivacious and natural. Joe Rickson plays Pierre ingratiatingly.
Donald Keith as Jim Carvel is
true blue and handsome."
Evening Po.st : "Miss Slewart
is very attractive as the half-l)reed
girl and quite fits into the picture.
Jack Curtis is all that could l)e
demanded of a \ illain and Donald
Keith makes a iiaiidsonie young
adventurer. Lovers of dogs and of
Curwood stoiies will find niucli to
entertain them. Tlie scenes in the
Xortluvest are beautiful and well
]ihotographed."
Daily News:
"The scenery
glorious,
the direction
fine andis
\Volf, who plays Baree, is one of
the bestAnita
animal
actorsdecorates
you've ever
seen.
Stewart
the
tale with hei- loveliness."
Evening tiraphic: "The picture
is uniformly good, being well directe<l, splendidly photographed
and eonsistentlv cast. Miss Stew-

art's surprising versatility is
proved."
Times:
"There are some splenagain
did winter scenes in the producEvening
Journal:
\ery
lovely in
her Indian"Anita
costiinieis
tion."
aM(i
does good work. Joe Rickson
and Jack Curtis are well cast and
tlie scenery is excellent."
"Black Cyclone"— Pathe, Capitol,
New York
Times: "The wild horses in
"Black Cyclone' will not have to
drag people to the Capitol this
week, as the piesence of these animals on the screen will undoubtedly make the journey to this tlieatre a willing and ])leasant one.
"Black Cyclone" is an admiralde
j)icture which has becJi directed
with studious ingeiuiity, and although horses are seen in the princil)al roles there is never a dull
instant in the narrative, which
j)()ssesses its full quota of suspense
and some delightful incidental
comedy."
Morning Telegraph : "If there
were such a thing as a National
Eilm Library wherein pictures of
histing worth could Ik; placed, one
shelf would surely be kept for Hal
Roach's production for Pathe release of 'Black Cyclone,' which
opened yesterday at the Capitol.
"Black Cyclone' is the second starring vehicle of Rex, the King of
Wild Horses, and again he proves
tliat he not only has a line screen
])ersonality, but is an actor of no
mean
power."World: "The mainte-Morning
nance of this semblance of vicious
freedom in all three horses trained
so remarkably to their tasks seems
no small achievement. Eew moie
exciting films have recentlj' apjieared. For any witli even the
\aguest kind of friendly feeling
for horses the picture can l)e genei-ously recommended."'
Journal:
thisEvening
picture.
The hero"You'll
is Rex,likea
horse described as a Hying Hash in
the sunlight; his leading woman is
Lady, a gorgeous grev in the twilight; and the titles, by H. M.
Walker, that tell the life of the
two, are unusually well written.
The picture is well directed and
tokl with a swing and charm to it
all that is delightful."
Dailytliem
News:
"""Black
beats
all, and
rightCiyclonc'
now 1
can't think of an animal picture
that has e\er been better presented. It is a clean, vivid picture of the life of a horse — ami
if you think it lacks in dratna
you must see Black Cyclone
(Rex) making love to Tlie Lady, a
coyAmerican:
thoroughbred."
'"A horse, superb in
beauty and human in his interpretations of emotions that guide the
human race, dignifies the screen at
the Capitol this week. Man has
given him the name of Rex. Pathe
has put him in a fine picture
called 'Black Cyclone," and to see
his performance as a movie actor
is to really see something in the
motion picture line. "Black Cyclone' gets across to man, woman
andMirror:
child." "Tliis is the most notable production we have seen in

many a day.
dill'erent.
LoversIt's
of iiitriguiiigly
horses will
revel in this ])roduction. Even
gasoline loxers should enjoy it."
Sun: ""As refreshing and in\igorating as the wind which
swe])t the plains where it was
]ili()tograplie(l
is 'Black
now being unwound
at theCyclone.'
Capitol
with Rex, the William S. Hart of
the equine kingdom, as its fourfooted star. Rex is the flashing
ebony horse that raced througli
the reels of 'The King of NN'ild
Horses'
season."'"The marvel of
E\eniiiglastWorld:
tliis ])icture is in its direction, for.
as the [licture unfolds, the horses
enact its story with rare ability.
Tliey always appear to do the
light thing, and they do it extremely well, too."
I'.vening Post: "Tlie cast is
made up, for the most part, of animal actors, and how they can act!
The picture is a i-emai-kal)le piece
of work. .Altogether 'Black Cyclone' isone of the most entertaining pictures we have seen in some
time. It is not only a photographic
feat. I)ut also a moving drama of
life in the wilds."
Herald-Tribune: "'Black Cyi lone' is a mighty interesting ])icEvening Telegram: "Rex is the
sleeky sable, spirited stallion who
i-iin away with 'The King of Wild
Horses"
— literally ran away with
ture."
it.
Ill his newest picture he once
nior" lands on all four feet."
I'lNcning Graphic: "'Black Cycliiiie.' featuiing Rex. 'the wild
horse." is the Capitol offering this
week, and affords something new
and novel in the way of a film
])i-o(luction. The picture is a very
interesting one whether you ha])pen to be one of those who understand horses or not."
"Kiss Me As;ain" — Warners, Metropolitan, Baltimore
E\eniiig Sun: "'Ernst Lubitsch
jiictuies liave become events in the
w(uk-a-day screen world. One exjiects something subtle, sophisticated and sna[)py to emerge from
his inegajihone. Anyone carrying
these exjicctations to the Metrojiolitaii this week will find them
richly
realized.
"Kiss as
Me good
Again.'as
the jiicture,
is almost
"Kiss Me Again,' the tune, and
that is saying a great deal to our
way of thinking. The ending, if
nothing else, will bring you to the
edge of your chairs."
"Kiss Me Again"'— Warners, Circle, Cleveland
Plain Dealer: "''Kiss Me
Again.' Tliat's a piji of a title, becau.se every one knows Fritzi
Sclieff's famous song from 'Mile.
Modiste.' and you will miss one of
the greatest movies ever made if
you let this one get liy you. Ernst
Lubit.sch, who. incidentally is becoming an .American as fast as the
law
will
pei-niit,
lias delivered
one
i)f the be>t
constructed
comedies

Me Again' is high card, and the
trick falls gracefully l>eside 'The
]\[arriagemen.'Circle'
and 'Three
Mr. Lubitsch
leaves Woone
with the impression that he hohls
a deck of aces. Nor is he likely to
relinquish his lead in a fascinating
game — the manufacture for the
screen of delicate high comedy."
Traveler:
Me Again'to
will
inevitably"'Kiss
be compared
'The Marriage Circle,' for it is the
same type of picture — a type
which apparently only Lubitsch
can do, for although his imitators
occasionally catch the dazzle and
urbane finish of his work, they
cannot keep up the pace without
going lame. It is as adroit and
delightful a bit of entertainment
as you could hope to come across
eveiy six months or so in the

"The LostRoosevelt
World"—
First National,
, Chicago
Tribune : ''Looking for something dillerent? Step right over
tomovies."'
the Roosevelt Theatre. One
0' Boy of a film! The picture
moves
imaginatively, romantically,
dramatically on its way to the
thundering finish. A fanciful,
original and most thrilling photoHerald and Examiner: "Even
those patrician playgoers who
'hate the movies' will find something to like
World.'
And the
fans, inI 'The
take Lost
it, will
curl
up for joy over a picture that is
like no other on the face of the
planet. Of course there are sorcery
and play."
black science in the making of
such a picture, but if thrilling is
believing, only the neiveless would
call 'The Lost World" a liar. I
think
it is everybody's show."
Journal
: "The novelty film of
the
ages.
inary film.
The adjectiveAn isextraord
carefully
applied;
'extraordinary' covers the ground
completely. 'I'here has been nothing like 'The Lo.st World.' In its
exceptional mechanism the picture
touches rd
the of
skies.
is the
watchwo
the 'ElTect"
piece, and
it
represents the greatest mechanical
achievement of pictures."
Evening American : "It is time
to gape in film,
amazement.
It is an
astonishing
made thoroughly
interesting by its attention to the
before-man reptiles whose bones
are treasured in museums. The
greatest collection of circus freaks
imaginable in prehistoric monsters
w ho roam, fight and strike terror
into the hearts of the principals of
a love drama, to the heart's con-

ever scieened. YoiTll surelv lo\-e

Evening Post: "If you'd like to
go adventuring, you may take part
in a fantastic enterprise, via the
screen, if you drop in at the Roosevelt Theatre. You may have to
stand in line, for a while, but what
is tent."
a little ditt'iculty like that when
you
are Itsetting
out to findthe
a 'lost
world?
aginathas
ion ofthe captured
public, judging imby

"Kiss Me Again" — Warners, Fenway, Boston
Transcript:
"Once more Mr.
Luliitsch has turned a trick. 'Kiss

the crowds,
'The 'V^ery
Lost weird
World' i"s
indeed
a novelty.
and
wonderful
indeed
do
"the
animals appear. A film bothstrange
novel
and entertaining."
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Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming ufill be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release.)
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Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed by
MARCH
Silent
Sanderson
Harry
Carey
Prod.
Dist.
Corp.
Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length
Capt. Charles NunAdventurous Sex, The .... Special Cast
Assoc. Exhib 5039 feet Mar. 21 Sky Raider, The
gesser
Assoc. Exhib 6638 feet April
Air Mail, The
Special Cast
Paramount 6976 feet . . Mar. 28 Sporting Venus
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
. . May 9 Straight
Beauty and the Bad Man . Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Through
Wm.
Desmond
Universal
4867 feet ...Feb. 14
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
. . April 25 Tale of a Thousand and
Billy, The Kid
Franklyn Farniun Inde. Pict. Corp.
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis Dist. Div.
(S. R.)
6800 feet
(S. R.)
4800 feet
Blood and Steel Jjesmond _
Holmes. . . .Inde.
Pict. (S. R.) . . .5300
feet
Tearing Thru
Richard Talmadge . . . F. B. 0
4714 feet Dec 6
Border Justice Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp.
That
Devil
Quemado
Fred
Thomson
F.
B.
0
4768 feet
(S. R.)
5432 feet . Nov. 8 Two-Fisted Sheriff, A . . . Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4149 feet
Coast Patrol, The
Kenneth McDonald . . Barsky (S. R.) 5000 feet
Way of a Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5025 feet April 18
Confessions of a Queen.. .Special Cast
Metro-Gold wyn 5820 feet April 4 Western Engagement, A.. Dick Hatton Arrow
Wings of Youth
Fox
Crimson Runner, The. . . .Priscilla Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
Daddy Go as A Hunting. . .Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet . Mar. 7 Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet April' 4
Denial, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 4791 feet .Mar. 21
Double Action Daniels Buffalo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4650 feet
Dressmaker from Paris,
MAY Distributed by
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount 7080 feet . Mar. 28
Length
Review*^
Feature
Star
Ermine and Rhinestone
H. F. Jans (S. R.)
. .5559
feet
O
Fighting Romeo, A
Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Alias Mary Flynn
Evelyn Brent
F.F. B.B. O
Fighting
the
Flames
Haines-Devore
C.
B.
C.
(S.
R.)
5800
feet
Bandit's
Thomson. . . . . Indep. Prod. (S. R.).S400 feet li
Forbidden Cargo Evelyn Brent F. B. 0
4850 feet
Barriers Baby,
of the The
Law Fred
Holmes-Desmond
Friendly Enemies Weber and Fields. . . Prod. Dist. Corp
. Paramount 6076 feet . . A p ril . .
May 9 Charmer,
The
Pola
Negri
Golden Trails
Sanford Prod. (S.R.) . 5 reels .
. First National
May 9
Chickie
Mackaill-Bowers . .C.
Goose Hangs High, The . . Special Cast
Paramount 6186 feet Feb. 14 Crackerjack,
C. Burr (S. R.) . ..6500 feet
Johnny Hines
Feb. 21 Crowded Hour,The
Great
Divide,
The
Terry-Ttarle
Metro-Goldwyn
7811
feet
.
Paramount
6558
feet
.
.
May
9
The
Bebe
Daniels
Head Winds
House Peters Universal 5309 feet . Mar. 28
Note
.Fox
Hunted
Woman,
The
Fox
4954
feet
Every Man's Wife
Hunting Wild Animals in
. B.
Paramount
Eve's
Secret
Betty
P. Schulberg (S.R.)May 9
Hollywood
Special Cast
Fox
Faint Perfume
SpecialComnson
Cast
.Rayart
(S. R.)
I Want My Man
Sills-Kenyon First National 6175 feet .April
Feb. 2818 Don't
Fear Fighter, The
Billy Sulhvan
F. B. National
0
5470 feet
Jimmie's
Millions Richard
Talmadge. .. .F.Sierra
B. 0
5167 feet
feet
Fighting Demon, The Richard Talmadge ... First
Just
Traveling
Bob Burns
Pict. (S. R.) . . 4400
Clothes
L. Stone-A. Rubens.. . .Arrow
Mad Whirl, The
May McAvoy Universal 6184 feet .Dec. 26 Fine
4892 feet
The
Ben Wilson
Fox
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fox Film
4800 feet .April II Fugitive,
and Spurs Buck Jones
.Feb. 28 Hearts
First
National
6600
feet. Aoril 25
Monster,
The
L.
Chaney-J.
Arthur.
.Metro-Goldwyn
6435
feet
His Supreme Moment. . .B. Sweet-R. Colman. Universal 5547 feet.
My Wife and I
Special Cast
Warner Bros 6700 feet
.Jan.. . 3
Hoot Gibson
7 Let *er Buck
New Lives for Old
Betty Compson Paramount 6796 feet ^Mar.
F.
B.
0
7160
feet.
.April 2S
Lilies of the Streets J.Walker- V. L. Corbin Cranfield & Clarke
New Toys
Richard Barthelmess . First National 7250 feet Feb. 21 Lunatic
at
Large,
A
Henry
Edwards
One Year to Live
Special Cast
First National 6064 feet .Feb. 28
(S. R.)
6000 feet
Barsky
Prod. (S.R.)
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib 5384 feet Feb. 28 Makers of Men
First National
PUying With Souls Special Cast
First National 5831 feet Mar. 14
Necessary
Evil,
The
Dana-Lyon
Price of Pleasure, The Valli-Kerry Universal 6618 feet .May 2 Night Club, The
R. nolds
Griffith - V. Rey- Paramount 5732 feet.
Recompense
M. Prevost-M. Blue. .Warner Bros 7480 feet
Renegade Hobnes, M.D. .Ben Wilson Arrow (S. R.) 4947 feet
Home Week
Thomas Meighan Paramount
Riders of the Purple Sage. Tom Mix
Fox
5578 feet .iviar. 28 Old
Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet.
Rider, The Al Richmond
Romance and Rustlers. . .Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4994 feet .Nov. 15 Phantom
Rayart (S. R.)
Quick Change
George Larkin
Sackcloth and Scarlet .... Alice Terry
Paramount 6732 feet Mar. 7 Raffles,
The Amateur
Sally
Colleen Moore First National 8636 feet. .Mar. 28
Universal 5557 feet
Cracksman
House Peters
Scar Haaan
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4684 feet.
Fox
5251 feet
Rainbow
Trail,
The Tom Mix
.April
4
Scarlet Honeymoon, The. .Shirley Mason Fox
5080 feet .Mar. 21 Return of a Soldier
Metro-Goldwyn
Cast
SeTen Chances Buster Keaton Metro-Goldwyn 5113 feet . Mar. 28 Saddle Hawk, The Special
Universal 5468 feet. .Mar.
Hoot Gibson
Fox
Should a Husband TeU?
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Scandal Proof
Shirley Mason
Sign ol the Cactus, The . . .Jack Hoxie
Universal 4938 feet
Rayart (S. R.)
Snob
Buster,
The
Reed
Howes
Speed
Betty Blythe Banner Prod. (S. R.) 6000 feet.
Barthelmess-B. Love First National
Stop Flirting Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Jan. 10 Soul Fire
Tainted Souls
Special Cast
Fox
. 4700 feet .
O
Wild
Maurice
B. " Lefty " F.F. B.B. O
Flynn
Too Many Kisses Richard Dix
Paramount
6 reels. .Mar. 14 Speed
Sporting Grit
Richard
Talmadge ... First National
Waking
Up
the
Tovim
Jack
Pickford
United
Artisfs
4802
feet
The
A. Nilssen-L. Stone. . F. B. 0
Feb. 1112 Talker,
Where Romance Rides. . Dick Hatton Arrow
4301 feet April
4770 feet
Texas Bearcat, The Bob Custer
Universal 6023 feet
Up the Ladder
Virginia Valli
Metro-Goldwyn
White Desert, The
Special Cast
O
5803 feet
White Fang
Strongheart (dog) ... F. B.B. 0
APRIL
4550 feetJan. tl
White Thunder Yakima Canutt F.Arrow
feet
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Wolves of the Road Yakima Canutt Universal 4375
7 reels . . .April
Adventare
P. Starke-T. Moore. . Paramount 6602 feet. April 25 Wrath
Woman's Faith, A
Reubens-Marmont
.
.
Metro-Goldwyn
Ernest Torrence
After
Hours Pranklyn
Hammerstein-Tellegen
C. B.Pict.
C. (S.(S.R.I
5800 feet
feet
Zander the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn
Bandit Busmeas
Tame?, The
Farnum Inde.
R.) . . .5000
Beggar on Horseback, A . . Ralston-Nissen Paramount
Border Vengeance Txk Perrin.
Madoc Sales (S. R.).4500 feet
Clash, The
Marmont-Reubens . . .Universal
Coast of Folly
Gloria Swanson Paramount
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Review«4
Code
of the Fool,
West
O. Moore-C.
Bennett. Rayait
Paramount
6777 feet. .April 25
Cotirageous
The Reed
Howes
(S. R.)
JUNE
Alice
Terry
Paramount.
Any
Woman
Paramount
5963 feet
Dangerous Innocence. . . .LaPlante-B.
O'Brien. .Universal
6759 feet
feet.. ..Mar.
Odds
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4800 feet
Declasse
Coriime Griffith
First National 7869
April 214 Dangerous
Desert Flower, The Colleen Moore First National
Eyes of the Desert Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4500 feet
Perrin Sierra
Rayart Prod.
(S.R.)
Fifth Avenue Models Philbin-Kerrj Univergal 6581 feet. .Jan. 24 Double
Down theFisted
Border AlJackRichmond
(S.R.) . .4750 feet
Fighting Parson, The Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . • 4500 feet
High
Handsome
Lefty "Canutt
Flynn F.F. B.
B. O
HumanandTornado,
The . . "Yakima
O
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer
F. B. O.
I'll Show You the Town. . . Reginald
Denny Assoc.
Universal
7 reels
Getting
Larkin Fox
Rayart (S. R.) 4512
4669 feet.
feet
Douglas McLean
Exhib 5980
feet. .Mar. 21
Gold and'Emthe Right
Girl George
Buck Jones
.April 4 Introduce Me
Just a Woman
Windsor -Tearlk First National
Go Straight
Gladys Hulette B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Heart of a Siren, The. . . .Barbara La Marr First National 6700 feet. .Mar. 21 Making of O'Malley, The . Milton Sills First National
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke.
Man From
Mount- Ben Wilson Arrow
ain,LoneThe
(S. R.)
6000 feet.
feet
Man She Bought, The .... Constance Talmage . . . First National
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount
5767
.April 18 Meddler,
The
William Desmond. . . .Universal 4890 feet
Little French Girl, The. . Betty Bronson Paramount 5628 feet
& Clarke
Love's Bargain M. Daw-C. Brook. . . .F. B. 0
5641 feet. .April 25 Mist in the Valley Alma Taylor Cranfield
(S.R.)
5500 feet
Man
Maid
Special
Cast
Metro-Gold wjm 6223
5307 feet.
feet. .Mar.
April 2818 Modern Babylon
Paramount
Men and
and Women
Special Cast
Paramount
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
My
Nazimova-J.
Pickford First
First National
National 5596
6500 feet.
feet. .April
April 1125 My Lady's Lips
One Son
Way Street Special
Cast
Metro-Gold wjm
Cast
SpecialHatton
The
Only Thing,
Ridin'
Easy
Dick
Arrow
4483 feet
Pioneers of the West
Sanford Prod. (S. R.) s reels
Ridin' Thunder Jack Hoxie
Universal
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Proud Plesh
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5770 feet. .April 25 Smooth as Satin Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Spaniard, The
Cortez-Goudal
Paramount
6676 feet . . April 1*
Roaring Adventure, The. Jack Hoxie..
Universal 4657 feet. .Feb. 14 Texas
The
Harry Carey
When Trail,
a Woman
Reach
es Prod. „Dist.
. ,. Corp
„„ ,
Ridin'
Comet,
The
Yakima
Canutt
F.B.O
4354
feet
Rough Going
Franklyn Farnum Indep. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Forty
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Rough Stufi
George Larkin Rayart (S. R . )
La Marr-T. Holding. .First National
White Monkey, The Fred
Shackled Lightning Frank Merrial Hercules Prod. (S. R.)
B. O
F.
Thomson
Lariats
Whirling
She Wolves
Special Cast
Fox
Youth's Gamble
Reed Howes
Rayart (8. R.)
IWlll

June

6 , 19 2 5

Feature
Bad
Lands,
The
Cold Nerve
Drug Store Cowboy, The
Duped
Lady Who Lied, The
Marriage Whirl, The
Pipes of P«n
Secret of Black Canyon
The
Stranfe Rider, The . .
Tizona, the Firebrand
Trailed

JULY
Star
Distributed by Leoctk Reviewed
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5000 feet
Franklyn Farnum Ind.Pict. Corp. (S.R.)5100 feet. .J»b.
Holmes-Desmond Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5400 feet
L. Stone-V. Valli First National
,C . Griffith-H. Ford .... First National
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Dick Hatton Arrow
Yakima Canutt Arrow
Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750_feet

AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Paramount
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore Assoc. Exhib 5600 feet
Childrenof the Whirlwind. Lionel Barrymore. . . .Assoc. Ezhib
Don 0
Douglas Fairbanks... .United Artists to August
Drusilla With a Million. . .Special Cast
F. O. B
7391 feef
Gold Buah. The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Glenn Hunter Assoc.
Ezhib 5600 feet
InHistheBuddy's
Name Wife
of Love Cortez-Nissen
Paramount
Manhattan Madness Dempsey-Taylor Assoc. Exhib 5500 feet
My Pal
Dick Hatton Arrow
Range Justice Dick Hatton Arrow
Stre«t of Forgotten Men . . Special Cast
Paramount
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramount
SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Fifty-Fifty L ton
Barrymore-H.Hamp- Assoc. Exhib 55G4 feet
If Marriage Fails
J. Logan-C. Brook F. B. 0
6006 feet
Keep Smiling Monty Banks Assoc. Exhib
Parisian Nights E .Tellegen
Hammerstein-L. F. B. 0
6278 feet
Ship of Souls
B. Lytell-L. Rich Assoc. Exhib 6800 feet
Under the Rouge Tom Moore
Assoc. Exhib 6500 feet
imMiimwiiiiiuiiiiiiaiiuii
iinHaiffliffltininnninmiinnttnimnninnHinmiinnmiuxnniimininuiiimimiHw
Comedy
Releases
mmomimiiiinwiiMmnimiinnitiiiiiuiiiimiiiiiinHuiiuiuimmiiiniiiiiiioiiuMuniuinioiM
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Across the Hall
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Adventures
of Adenoid. . .Aesop's
Fables Pathe
. . .April 25
After a Reputation
Edna Marian
Universal
21 reel.
reels
Air Tight
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels
Alice's Egg
Plant
" CartoonMessinger
" .... Universal
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 21 reel
Almost
a Husband
....... Buddy
reels
Amateur Detective Earle Foxe
Fox
2 reels
Andy in Holl3rwood Joe Murphy
Universal
2 reels
Apache, The
Earle Foxe
Fox Film
2 reels
Apollo's
Pretty
Sister
Fox
reels
Are Husbands Human .. .James Finlayson Pathe
12 reel.
. . .April II
Artists' Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
2 reels
Ask
Grandma
"
Our
Gang
"
Pathe
2
reels
At the Seashore Monkey
Fox
2 reels
At the Zoo
Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Baby Blues
Educational 2 reels
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Bad Bill Brodie Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels
Bad Boy
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . . .April 11
Balboa Discovers Hollywood "Red Langdon
Head" Pathe
SeringD. Wilson (S.R.)2 1reels
reel
Bark is the Woods Harry
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Big Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
the Inkwell)
" Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 11 reel.
Black
Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards
Universal
reel
Black
Hand
Blues
"
Spat
Family
"
Pathe
22 reels
. . .April 18
Brainless Horsemen
Fox
reels
Brass Button
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .April 11
Bride Tamer, The
Milburn Moranti Sierra Pict. (S.R.). . . 2 reels
Butterfly Man, The
Fox
2 reels
Cat's Bound
Shimmy, The "Charles
Kid Noah
"
SeringD.Wilson(S.R.) 11 reel
reel
City
Puffy
Universal
Clean-Up
Week
"
Aesop's
Fables
"
Pathe
1
reel
Mar. 7
Clear the Way
Buddy Messinger .... Universal
2 reels
Cleopatra and Her Easy
Mark
Cartoon
"
Sermg
D. Wilson (S. R.)2 reels
1 reel
Cloudhopper,
Thea New "Larry
Semon
Educational
Columbus
Discovers
Whirl
Bering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Cotton King
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Crime Crushers Lige Conley Educational 2 reels
Cure, The (Out of the Inkwel ) "Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Darkest Africa " Aesop's Fables " Pathe
1 reel
Day's
Outiac
A
"The
Gumps
"
Universal
21 reel
reels
Deep Stuff
Aesops Fables Pathe
Dinky Doodle and Cinderel a "Dinky Doodle " F. B. 0
1 reel
Dog Days
"Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Dog
'On
It
Bobby
Dunn
Arrow
2
reels
Dome Doctor, The
Larry Semon Educational 2 reels
Don't Worry
Pmch
Bobby Vernon
Educational 22 reels.
reels . .. .Mar.
. April 25
Dont
Wanda
Wiley Universal
21
Dragon Alley
Educational 2 reels... May 16
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Fox
2 reels
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Echoes From the Alps. . . Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel. . . .May 23
End of the World, The. . .Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Excuse
My
Glove
"
Spat
Family
"
Pathe
2
reels . . . Mar. 14
Expensive Ebony Ebenezer Ebony Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Fares Please
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels... May 16
Fast Worker, A
Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
FeUx Full O'Fight
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel

2861
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
FeUx Gets His Fill
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
FeUx Grabs His Grub
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
First Love
" Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon
Fables " Pathe
1 reel
For Hire
Universal
Fun's
Educational 21 reel
GettingFun
Trimmed Wanda Wiley Universal
reels. . .April 18
Giddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels ... Mar. 2 1
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Educational 2 reels
Goldfish's
Pajamas
" B^d Noah
"
Sering
D.Wilson(S.R.) 21 reels
reel
Good
Morning,
Nurse. . . Ralph
Graves
Pathe.
Good Scouts
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Great Guns
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels. . .Feb. 21
Gridiron Gertie Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Guilty Conscience, A
E^die Gordon Universal
Gypping the Gypsies
Sering Wilson (S. B.) 1 reel
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational I reel. . . .Mar. 7
Hard
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Hard Boiled
Working Loafer, Charley Chase Pathe
The
Arthur Stone Pathe
Haunted Honeymoon Tryon-Mehaffey Pathe
2 reels ... Feb. 28
Hello, Goodby
Educational 2 reels
Hello, Hollywood Lige Conley Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Helping Hand
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
Here's
Your Leap
Hat
Arthur
Universal
reel May 9
Her Lucky
Wanda Lake
Wiley Universal
21 reels
He Who Gets Crowned ... Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
He Who Got Smacked... .Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels... May 9
Hey! Taxi!
Bobby Dunn
Arrow
2 reels
High Hopes
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Feb. 14
His Marriage Wow
Henry Langdon Pathe
2 reels .. .Mar. 7
Hold My Baby
Pathe
2 reels. . .April 25
Honeymoon Heaven
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Horace Greely, Jr
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Hot Dog
Animal
C B C (S R)
2 reels
Hot Times in Iceland Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
House of Flickers, The
Fox
2 reels
House That Dinky Built. . (Cartoon) F. B. 0
1 reel
Hoosisg
. ."Aeaop Fable "
Pathe
reel
HystericalShortage,
History The.
(Series)
Universal
11 reel
Ice Boy, An
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) 1 reel
Ice Cold
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
in
Dutch
Aesop's
Fables Pathe
Inside
Out
Bowes-Vance
Educational 21 reels
reel. . . .Mar. 28
Iron Mule
Al St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 18
Is Marriage the Bunk. .. .Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel. .. .April 4
Itching for Revenge Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels ... Mar. 7
It's All Wrong
Karr-Engle Universal
James Boys' Sister
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Jungle Bike
Riders Eddie
Aesop'sGordon
Fables Universal
Pathe
12 reel
Kicked
About
reels... ..Mar.
.Mar. 1414
Kidding
Captain
Kid
"
Cartoon
"
Sering
Wilson
(S
R.)
1
reel
King Cotton
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels . . . May 9
King Dumb
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
Ko-Ko Trains Animals
"
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Lead(OutLove
Pipeof the
Cinch,Inkwell).
A . ."Al Cartoon
Alt
Universal
Lion
Fox
2 reels . . . Feb. 28
Lion's Whiskers
Pathe
2 reels. . .April 18
Little
Riding Hood..."Arthur
Dinky Lake
Doodle " F.Universal
B. 0
11 reel
LockedRedOut
reel
Looking for Sally Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels... May 9
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel Feb. 21
Love
The
"Our
"
Pathe
reels .. .. .. Mar.
April 74
Love Bug,
Goofy
Jimmie Gang
Adams
Educational
22 reels
Love Sick
Beth Darlington Universal.
2 reels. . .May 23
Love's
Tragedy
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
Lucky Lm
p, a
Wanda Wiley Universal
MarHaga Circus, The. . . .Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .April 11
Married Neighbors Engle-Karr Universal
2 reels
Meet the Ambassador.. . .Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
MoHow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville.Educational 1 reel .... April 4
Merrymakers Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Met by Accident Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Miss Fixit
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Monkey
Business
"
Pen
&
Ink
Vaude."
.
Educational
May 9
Moonlight Nights Gloria Joy
Rayart (S. R.)
2I reel
reels
Nearly Rich
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Neptune's Stepdaughter
Fox
2 reels
Nero's
Band
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
Never onJazzTime
Lee-Bradford
Never Weaken
Lloyd reissue Assoc. Exhib 2237 feet
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel
Night Hawks
Lige Conley Educational
Nobody Wins
Arthur Lake
Universal
Ireel
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Now or Never (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd Assoc. Exhib
3 reels
Oh, Family
What a Toothbrush
Gump
" The Gumps "
Universal
Old
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
On Duty
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
One Glorious Fourth
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Orphan,
Films, Inc. (S.R.)
Over the The
Bottom AlStanJoy
Laurel Ricardo
F. B. O
2 reels
Over Her«
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Papa's Pet
" Bull's Eye Comedy "Universal
1 reel April 11
Pegg's
LoveVamp
Affair
Screen
Art Dist
Peggy the
Davis Distr
2 reels. . .Oct. 11
Permanent
Waves "Aesop's
Fables ". . .Pathe
reel
Pie-Eyed
Stan Laurel
F. B. 0
21 reels
Pie
Man,
The
"
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel.
21
Plain Clothes Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels .. .. ..Mar.
Mar. 28
Plain and Fancy Girls. . . .Charles Chase Pathe
Mar. 14
Plain Luck
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Plenty of Nerve
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Poor
Sap,
The
Fox
reels
Powdered Chickens Edna Marian Universal
22 reels.
. .Mar. 28
Props'
Dash
for
Cash
Educational
1
reel
Putting oa Airs
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels.
. .April 11
Puzzled by Crosswords ... Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Queen of Aces
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels... May 16
Rapid Tramsit Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels
Raid, The
Gloria Joy
Rayart Pictures 2 reels
Rarin' Romeo
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Raspberry Romance Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Red Pepper
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels ... April 4
Regular Girl, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Remember When
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reel April 25
nip Without a Wink
Sermg Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Ripe Melodrama, A
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rivals
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
Robiason Crusoe Returns
on Friday
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rock Bottom
Bowes-Vance Educational Ireel May 9
Robbing the Rube
Lee-Bradford Corp. . . 2 reels

Motion

2862
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Rolling Stones
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel .
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Royal Four-Flush ' Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels .
Runt
" Aesop's
Fables "... .Pathe
reel . . .
Sailor Papa, A
Glenn
Tryon
Pathe
21 reels
Saturday
... Davis Dist. Div
2 reels . .April 4
Sherlock Sleuth Arthiu- Stone Pathe
Ship Shape
Vance-Bowes Educational
1 reel. . .May
Shootin a Injuns
" Our Gang "
Pathe
reels .. April 189
Should
Husband Tell?
Red
Seal Pict. (S.R.). 21 reel.
Should Husbands Be
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel . . .Mar. 14
Sir Walt and Lizzie
Sering Wilson (;S. R.) 1 reel. .
Sit Tight
Educational 2 reels . ,
Skinners in Milk
Pathe
-2 reels.
Skyscraper, The
.Harry Langdon Principal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels. May 13
Sleeping Sickness .Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel. .
Slick
Engle-Karr
Universal
reels . .
SmokedArticles
Out
Lake
Hasbrouch Universal
12 reel.
Snow-Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels. .April 18
.April 18
S. O. S
"Aesop's Fables " Pathe
21 reels.
Spanish
Romeo, A (Van Bibber)
Fox
reel. .
Speak Freely
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels .
Stick Aro>md
Bobby Dunn
Arrow
2 reels .
Stop, Look and Whistle
Fox
2 reels .
Super-Hooper-Dyne Lizzies
Pathe
2 reels.
Storm, The (Out of the
" CartoonSleeper
"
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 11 reel.
SureInkwell)
Mike !
Martha
Pathe
reel . .. .May 23
Teaser Island
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel. .
Tell It To a PoUceman
Pathe
2 reels .
23
Tender Feet
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels . , . .May
. May 23
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel. . .Mar. 28
This Week-Eod
Thundering
Landlords .... Glenn Tryon Lee-Bradford
Pathe (S. R.)
2 reels .
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels.
Tough Night, A .
Jimmy Callahan Aywon Film
2 reels .
Tourists De Luxe
Hayes-Kaw Universal
2 reels . .May 16
Transatlantic
Flight, A. . . . "Aesop's
Fables " . . . . F.Pathe
reel . .
Twins
Stan Laurel
B. 0
21 reels.
Two Cats and a Bird
" Cartoon "
Educational
Two(Novelty)
Poor Fish
Educational 11 reel.
reel. ..
Uncle
Tom's
Girl
Edna
Marian
Universal
2
reels
Unwelcome
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel . ..
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Fklucational 2 reels .
Wake
Bowes-Vance
Educational
12 reel
Water Up
Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
reels. .. .Feb. 21
Welcome
Danger
Bowes-Vance
Educational
1
reel. .. .Feb. 28
West is West
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
What Price Goofy? Charley Chase Pathe
2 reels .
When Dumbells Ring
Fox
2 reels.
Whose Baby Are You?
Pathe
2 reels .
Why Hesitate .NealBums Educational
2 reels.
Why Sitting Bull Stood Up
Serin Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel . . April 11
.May 16
Wild
Papa
"
Spat
Family
"
Pathe
2
Wild Waves
Bowes-Vance Educational
1 reels
reel . ..
Wooly West, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels. May 23
VHnimiiMhiiiiiiiiiiHniiiiiiiniiiiiiiirnNiniiiiiiiniiniiiiinjiiiiiiiiimniiiiiliiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiniinniiiiiiii^
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Feature
Action (Sportlight)
All Under One Flag (Sportlight)
Animated Hair Cartoon
Balto's
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara Race
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series)
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb)
Beauty and the Bandit (Geo. Larkin)
Beauty Spots (Sportlight;
Broken Trails
Cabaret of Old Japan
Color World
Close Call, The (Edmimd Cobb)
Cocoon to Kimona
Come-Back, Cheese
The (Beimy
Leonard)
Concerning
(Varieties)
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series)
Cowpuncher's
Comeback,
The (Art Acord)
Cross Word Puzzle
Film (Comedy-Novelty)
Day With the Gypsies
Divertisement
Do You Remember?
Dude Ranch Days (Sportlight)
East Side,Cowboy
West (Series)
Side
Fighting
Fighting Ranger (Serial)
Fihn Facts
Fire Trader, The (Serial)
Floral Feast, A
Frederick Chopin (Music Masters)
From Mars to Munich (Varieties)
Frontier Love (Billy Mack)
Fugitive Futurist
George F. Handel (Music Masters)
Gems of the Screen
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Golden Panther, The (Serial)
Great Circus Mystery, The (Serial)
Hittin' (Serial)
the Trail (Fred Hank)
Idaho
n a Picture TeUs a Story
InJazztheFight,
Spider's
The Grip
(Benny(Novelty)
Leonard)
Judge's Cross
Puzzle (Novelty)
Klondike
TodayWord
(Varieties)
Land of the Navajo (Educational)

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Educational
22 reels
reels. . .May 23
F. B. 0
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel. . .April 18
Denver Dixon (S.R.) 21 reels.
reel. .
M. J. Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel.
Sering Wilson (S. R.)
Umversal
2 reels
M. J.Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel.
Henry
Ginsberg-S.
R.
2
reels
Fox
1 reel.
F. B. 0
2 reels
Universal
Schwartz Enterprises 2 reels
(S. R.)
1 reel
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Red Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
DeForrest (S.R.) .Universal
Universal Serial Feb. 7
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Universal.
15 episodes
Sering Wilson fS.R.)l reel
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S.R.)
1 reel
Fox
1 reel April 4
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S. R.)
1 reel
Red Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Universal 15 episodes
Pathe
Universal 10 episodes
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . . Serial
2 reels
Pathe
Feb. 28
Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
Educational
Henry Ginsberg (S. 1 reen.".TAprini
R.)
2 leels:
Educational 1I reel
reel Jan. SI
Fox
Fox
I reel. . . .Feb. 28

Picture

News

Feature
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Leopard's
Lair
Universal
Let's Paint
Cranfield
& Clarke Serial
(S.R.)
Line Ruimers, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) . . . .Educational 1 reel
Little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel. . . .Feb. 28
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels. . .April 4
Lots of Knots (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel.... Mar 21
Lunzogy! (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
Mad Miner, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Magic Hour, The
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel. .
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal (S. R.)
.
Marvellous Manhattan
M.J. Winkler (S. R.) . 21 reel.
reels.
Merton
of
the
Goofies.
.
.
."Pacemaker"
F.
B.
O
Mexican Oil Fields
M.J. Winkler (S. R.).
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational 11 reel.
reel. . . .April
Neptune's
(Sportlight) Pathe
New Sheriff,Nieces
A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.) . . 2I reel
reels
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
One Glorious Scrap (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels.
Only a Country Lass (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel. .
Our Six-legged Friends (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel. . May 23
Outlaw, The (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels., .
Paris Creations (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel. .Feb.
Paris Creations in Color (Novelty) Educational
1 reel. .Feb. 2«7
People You Know (Screen Almanac) Film Booking Offices 1 reel.
Perfect View, The (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Plastigrams (Novelty)
Ed ational
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Pronto Kid, The (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Queen
of the(VanRound-Up
(J. Sedgwick) Fox
Universal
reels
Race, The
Bibber)
22 reels
Raisin'
Cain
Special
Cast
Universal
2
reels
. . .April 4
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Roaring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany fEducational) Fox
I reel
Ropin'
Venus, The
Series)
2 reels
R. Valentino
and (Mustang
Eighty-eight
Prize-winning Universal
American Beauties
Chesterfield (M. P.
Corp.) (S.
Secrets of Life (Educational)
Principal
Pict.R.)
(S. R.) 31 reels
reel Feb. 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick) Universal
2 reels
Show Down, The (Art Acord)
Umversal
2 reels
Smoke of a Forty-Five, The (Western) Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Soft Muscles (Bermy Leonard)
Ginsberg (S. R.) . . . . 2 reels
Song Cartunes (Novelty)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sporting Judgment (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel May 9
Stereoscopiks (Novelty)
Pathe
1 reel (Series) . . .
May 16
Steam Heated Islands (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
Storm King (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straight
(Harry Carey)
Universal
reels
Stratford Shootin'
on Avon
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 12 reel
Sunken Silver (Serial)
Pathe
10 episodesApril 18
Surprise Fight, The (Benny Leonard) Henry Ginsberg (S.
R.)
2 reels
Thundering Waters (Novelty)
Sering D. Wilson
(S. R.)
1 reel April 25
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
Pathe
Topsey
Travel(Sportlight)
. " Hodge Podge " Pathe
Educational . 11 reel.
Traps andTurvey
Troubles
reel.. .Feb.
Mar. 217
Turf Mystery (Serial)
Chesterfield Pict. Corp.
(S. R.)
152 episodes
Valley of Rogues (Western)
Universal
reels. . .April 18
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe) Fox
2 reels
Village School, The (Hodge Podge)
Educational Film.. . . 1 reel
Voice of the Nightingale, The (Novelty) Educational 1 reel Mar. 28
Waiting For You (Music Film)
Hegerman
Novelties (S.Music
R.)
Wheels of the Pioneers (Billy Mack)
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Where the Waters Divide (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
White Paper (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Wild West Wallop, The (Western) Universal
2 reels May 16
Wonder Book, The (Series)
Sering D. Wilson. ..500 feet
Zowie (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
iamimii»riium»nnuiiiiim»iHiimimmiHmmimflMiiRinmiimiwiiimiiiiniiHnnniiiiiimminnmminimi^
Coming
Attractions
^jmnwiwmmiMuniurnimNiaMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiniiuiuiiHnuwiwiimuaiuwiiinuunHiiiiiiMjiuiiin
Feature
Star
Ace of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister.
Amazing Quest, The Henry Edwards
American Pluck
George Walsh
An Old Man's Darling Laura La Plante
Another Woman's Life. . .Mary Philbin
Are Parents People? Bronson-Vidor
Aristocrat, The
Special Cast
As No Man Has Loved Edward Heam
Ashes
Corinne GrifSth
Atlantis
Awful Truth, The
Agnes Ayres
Back Wash
Mary Pickford
Bad Lands, The
Harry Carey
Beloved Pawn, The Reed Howes
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Beyond
the
Law
Hoxie
Black Cyclone X*'-'^
Rex (horte)
Blackmail
Special Cast
BUnd Virtue
Special Cast
Blood
Gold
Special Cast
Bobbed andHair
Boden's
Cast
BohemianBoy
Girl, The Special
Gladys Cooper
Border Women
Special Cast
Brown of Harvard
California Straight Aheail . Reginald Denny
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Captain Fearless Reginald Denny
Charity Ball, The
Chicken Feed
Special Cast
Circle, The
Claim No. I
Special Cast
Clean-Up, The
Richard Talmadge

i
i

Distributed by Length Reviewed
. Universal
Cranfield & Clarke. .. 5500 feet
Chadwick Pict. (S. R.)
Universal
Universal
Paramount
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Fox
10000 feet . Feb. 28
First National
First National
Prod. Dist. Corp
United Artists
Prod. Dist. Corp
Rayart (S. R.)
Warner Bros
Metro-Goldwyn
Universal
Pathe
Universal
Atlas Educ. Co. (S. R)
Metro-Goldwyn
Warner
Bros
Hepworth
(S. R.>
Cranfield &Dist.
Clarke
(S. 5300
R.)feet
^
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet. :^
Metro-Goldwyn
Universal
Paramount to August
Universal
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Universal
F. B. O

June
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Keviewed
CUneing Flneers Special Cast
Universal
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Crashing Through Jack Penin
Ambassador Pict. (S. R.) 5000 feet
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist
Daredevil, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Deerslayer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Demon, The
Jack Hozie
Universal
Detour
Prod. Dist. Corp
Detective, The
(Van Bibber) Fox
1 reel
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.)
Dollar Down
Ruth RoUand Parthenon Pict. (S.R.)
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Fraser F. B. O
Don Daredevil Jack Hozie
Universal
Doubling for Cupid Laura La Plante Universal
Dust of D.sire
Special Cast
First National 7391 feet
East of the Setting Sun . . . Conitance
Talmadge . .First
National .'.
Kfcape
Special Caat
Metro-Goldwyn
■very Woman'a Desire
First National
Kre'i
Special Ca»t
Warner Bros
Bztra Lover
Man, The
Universal
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Fair Play
SpecUl Cast
Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .6800 feet
Fast
Life
in
New
York
Metro-Galdwyn
Fast Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Fighter's
Paradise,
The. .Rex
Baker
Phil
Fighting Smile,
The
Bill Cody
Inde.Goldstone
Pict. Corp. (S.R.)50004630feet
feet
Fighting Chance, A
Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
First Year, The
Special Cast
Fox
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
Forest of Destiny, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Free to Love
C. Bow-R. McEce B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Friends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Frivolity
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.) 4700 feet
Going the Limit
Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Good Deed
O'Day
Wm. Desmond Universal
Goose
Woman,
The
Universal
Grass
Paramount 10 reels. . .Mar. 7
Graustark
Norma Talmadge First National
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vidor Paramount
Gulliver's Girl,
Travels
SpecialKenyon
Cast
Universal
Halfway
The
Doris
First
National
Bai>py Warrior, The
Vitagraph
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Headlines
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Spangles
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Hell Bent for Heaven
Warner Bros
Heir's Apparent Special Cast
First National
Her Father's Daughter
F. B. O
His
Master's
Voice
Thunder
(dog)
Gotham Prod.
(S. ...
R.)
His Woman
Special Cast
Whitman
Bennett
7 reels
Home Maker, The
Alice Joyce
Universal
How baxter Butted In
Warner Bros
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
I'll Tell
The The
World Richard Dix
Paramount
Iron
Horse,
Fox Film Corp 1 1335 feet . . Sept. 1
John Forrest
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.I
5000 feet
Jungle Law, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.) 5500 feet. . . .
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.)
Kings of the Turf
Fox
Kiss Me Again
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Knockout Kid, The Jack Perrin Rayart Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Lariat, The
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Law and the Lady Special Cast
Aywon
(S. R.)
6 reels ... Jan. 10
Lazybones
Fox Film
Lena Rivers
Special Cast
Arrow
6 reels .
Lew Tyler's Wives
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Lightnin'
Jay Hunt
Fox
Lightning Jack
Jack
Perrin Ambassador
Pict. (S.R.) 5060 feet.! . . . .
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Denny Universal
Lightning Passes, The Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.)
Light of Western Stars
Paramount
Limited Mail, The
Warner Bros
,\
Little Annie Rooney Marv Pickford United Artists
Little Girl in a Big City, A
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Lorraine of the Lions
Universal
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National 9700 feet. .Feb! 21
Love Cargo, The
House Peters Universal
Loyalties
Special Cast
Fox
'.. . .
Lying
Wives
Special
Cast
Ivan
Abramson (S. R.)9994
7 reels
. '..May
'.May 2
Madame
Sans
Gene
Gloria
Swanson
Paramount
feet.
Mad Marriage, The Special Cast
Rosemary Films
(S. R.)
6 reels. . .Jan. 10
Man and the Law, The. . .Thomas Meighan Paramount
Man and the Moment
Metro-Goldvfyn !!!!!!!
Man in Blue
HerbertDaniels
Rawlinson. . .Universal
5634 feet! !Feb.'2i
Manicure
Girl, The Bebe
Paramount
Man on the Box, The .... Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
!!!!!!!!
Man Withouta
ConscienceLouis-Rich
Warner
Bros 6850 feet. !May ' 2
Mare
Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Married
Hypocrites Fredericks-La
Plante. Universal
!!!!!!!!!!
Marry Me
Special Cast
Paramount
Men of Steel
First National !!!!!!!!!!!!
Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
!.!!!!
Message to Garcia, A
Metro-Goldwjrn !!!!!!!!!!
Miracle
of
the
Wolves,
The
10346
feet.
Mar.
7
Miss Vanity
Mary Philbin Universal
MilUon
Dollar
Doll
Asso.
Exhib
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Moonlight Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
My Pal
Dick Hatton Arrow
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
New York Life
Special Cast
Paramount
!.!!!!!!!!!!
None But the Brave Richard Dix
Paramount
\\ \
Napoleon the Great
Universal
Nothing to Wear
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Oats for the Woman Special Cast
Universal
lil

i

You'll

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Review*^.
Once
to
Every
Man
O'Brien-Dove
Fox
Corp
Out of the Dark
Special Cast
MetroFilmGoldwyn
Outlaw Tamer, The Clayton-F. Farnum. . .Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Overland Limited, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pace That Thrills, The. . .Ben Lyon
First National
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod. Dist. Corp
Part Time Wife, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Patsy
Metro-Goldwyn
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramount
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Perils of Paris
Pearl White
F. B. 0
6 reels. . .Dec. 1»
Phantom of the Opera... .Lon Chaney Universal
Police Patrol, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pony Express, The Special Cast
Universal
Poor Mama
Prod. Dist. Corp
Poppy
Fields-Dempster United Artists
Prince, The
Philbin-Kerry Universal
Purchased Youth Aima Q. Nitsson F. B. O
Quality Street
Metro-Goldwyn
Quo Vadis
Emil Jannings First National 8945 feet. .Feb. 2»
Racing Blood
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Rebellious Girl, The Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Reckless Sex, The
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.)
6 reels ... Feb. 14
Red Clay
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Red Wolf, The
Lowell-RusseU Lowell Film Prod. (S. R.)
Resurrection
Principal Pict. (S. R.)
Road That Led Home, The
Vitagraph
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick (S. R.)
Romola
Gish Sisters Metro-Goldwyn About
reels12 De*. U
Ropin' Venus, The
Josie Sedgwick Universal
Rose
of the World Special
Special Cast
Cast
WarnerPict.Bros
"
Satan's
Inde.
(S. R.)
Satan inSon
Sables Lowell Sherman
Warner Bros
Savages of the Sea Prank Merrill Hercules rS. R.) 485f feet . . Mar. T
Scandal, The
Ramon Navarro Metro-Goldwyn
School
Wives Tearle-Holmquist
6750 feet. .April 11
Seventh forHeaven
Special Cast . . . .Vitagraph
Fox
Shadow on the Wall
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Shadow of the Mosque . . . Odette Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
6200 feet
Shenandoah
B. (S.
P. R.)
Schulberg (S.R.)
Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shootin'
Square Virginia
Jack Perrin
Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet
Siege
Valli Ambassador
Universal
Sign of the Cross
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Sorrows of Satan Special Cast
Paramount
Souls
Adrift
Rosemary
Davies
Assoc.
Exhib
Souls That Pass in the
Night
Special Cast
Universal
Span of Life
Betty Blythe Banner Prod
Speed Limit, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Spook
Steele Ranch
of the Royal Hoot Gibson Universal 5147 feet . . May 2
Mounted
Vitagraph
Stella Dallas
Metro-Goldwyn
Strange Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Stranger of the North. . . .Richard Travers Assoc. Exhib
6 reels . . . July (
Sunshine of Paradise AUeySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict. (S.R.)
Sun Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Super Special Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Taming the West
Hoot Gibson Universal 5304 feet. .Feb. 2S
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount 12 reels . . . Jan. 5
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona... D.Revier-W.FairbanksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Throwback, The
Special Cast
Universal
Tides of Passion Mae Marsh
Vitagraph 6279 feet . . May 9
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Titans, The
House Peters Universal
Too Much Youth Richard Holt
Gerson Pict 4800 feet. .Feb. 2<
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trapped in the Snow
Country
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Travelin' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S. 5000 feet
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge.. First National
Unholy Three
Lon Chaney
Metro-Goldwyn
United States Flavor
First National
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Ferguson Vitagraph
Up and At 'Em
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.) Pict. (S.5000 feet
Viennese Medley Special Cast
First National
Weavers,
The
Metro- otint
Gollwyn
Welcome Home
Paran
What
Will
People
Say
Metro-Goldwya
Wheel, The
Special Cast
Fox
When Honor Ends Richard Dix
Paramount
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan Sering D. Wilson * Co „
White Girls
Outlaw,
The
!jack Hoxie
Universal
^. „
■
Why
Go Back
Home
Warner
Bros
Wildfire
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. Nilsson-B. Lyon . . .First National
Winning of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise Guy, The
Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
Wise Kit
Son, Carson
The
Metro-Goldwyn 7 reels . . . Juae II
With
Over the Special Cast
Great Divide Special Cast
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Wizard of Oz
Larry Semon
Chadwick (S. R.)
April 25
Woman Handled
First National
Woman Hater
Chadwick-Brooks Warner Bros
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
Women
Banner Prod. (S. R.)
Womea and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's
Illusion,The
The
Worst Woman,
Special Cast
B.Metro-Goldwyn
P. Schulberg (SJl.)
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love. . .Reginald Denny Universal

Find
It
First
HiiioiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiuiiiiiiiiuiiiuiisiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiii^
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for
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be
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new
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throughoat
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Industriesjnc

City,NewJdrk^

Williams Pbbss, Inc.
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wkw yo>k

Pays

AULTY

to

The

the

projection, due to poor

F of Projectors
Picture

Have

is responsible

Best

design or worn

out condition

for the failure of many

Motion

Theatres.

time has passed when

patronage

could be won

on the merits

of pictures alone. Patrons know that some ^ ^movies" afford them
more enjoyment than others regardless of what pictures are shown.
Tests prove

that the important

factor in theatre popularity

is hoiv well pictures are presented.
chain
motion

of theatres

remarked

Or, as the owner

recently,

picture theatre business

'The

today

are installing new
has

advanced
machine
but

in

secret of success

and

more

Simplex

always

engineering
design.

used;

parts; in the
keeps each

in

owners

Projectors.
the

For
most

practice in projection

And

in the

not only in design,
the

quality

of

precision of working

improved

oiling system

part functioning

in its perfect

theatre

represented

construction — in

material

of a large

is good projection."

It is not surprising, therefore, that more

Simplex

now

that

smoothly — and

performance,

is shown

the

superiority of the Simplex.
There

is a Simplex

territory who

distributor

serving your

will gladly denionstrate

of the Simplex

which

have

won

features

for it first

place in its field. Or, write for full information
to the Precision

Machine

East 34th St., New

ThePrecision

Company,

Inc., 31 j

York.

Machine

317 East 34th:St

Co.W.

-- NewYork

Rothacii-CT'AlicT LaboraiOTics. lioilyuood, CalU,

Inspiration
Richard

Pictures,

Barthelmess

Inc.

presents

in ''Soul

From the play "Great Music,"
Bessie Love and a remarkable

Fire"
with
cast

Including Carl Edouarde, Lee Baker,
Effie Shannon, Charles Esdale, Percy
Ames, Gus Weinberg, Carlotta Monterey,
George Pauncefort, Helen Ware, Walter
Long, Harriet Sterling, Richard Harlan
And Arthur Metcalfe. Screen-adapted
By Josephine Lovett. Art direction by
Everett Shinn. Titles by Agnes Smith.
Art titles by H. E. R. Studios. Settings
By Tec-Art Studios. The film edited by
William Hamilton. Fine photography
By Roy Overbaugh A delightful picture.
A John 5. Robertson Production.
A First
National
Picture.
Ro

thacker

Prints

and

Service.

Richard Barthelmess
and
Bessie Love
in
"Soul Fire"

JUNE

13,

1925

r

John Gilbert
as the Prince
Mae
Murray
as the Widoiv

No. 24

Albany

^heUerrif

Vidoiu

iiiattrr .fiiiiunrij SI. W2^, nt the Host Offic.e at Albaiiii
under tlic net itf March .t. Wfi
Published Weekly — $j.oi
New York
Los Angeles

PRICE, 20 CENTS
—
Chicago

Worlds

Most

Mvd

Theatre

^VuRuI
R
HBO us naTzE
o*T.

Features

Unit

tkMi^hty

Organ

he Mighty Wurlitzer provides music
that is in perfect harmony with the splendor of
this magnificent new playhouse and contributes
its full share in attracting patronage.
The

£pitol
^

has come

to its present

Wurlitzer branches in thirty'three cities from
coast to coast serve Wurlitzer Organ owners.
Our staff of experts will advise you on your

Chica^o

M.

music

CINCINNATI
121 East Fourth St.

Wurlitzer

dominant position in the motion picture industry because of its unrivalled box office value.

Theatre

The Wurlitzer Grand Piano because of ils great volume and fine
lone is ideal for use in the theatre
orchestra.
Send for catalog.

Mighty

problems.

WuruSep
PEG U S PAT OFF
PIANOS • ORGANS ' HARPS * MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

NEW YORK
120 Weat 42nd St.

WriU* hulay for Beautiful New

CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash Ave.
Theatre

Organ

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton St

LOS ANGELES
814 S. Broadway
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Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors o€ America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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Motion

"Sure

Sell-out.

ated in any

Will

"Nothing so aptly dra^Ti and amusing
been set forth in the films for months.
oflfer 'Old Home Week'
honest entertainment."
Read

any

as an example

Trade

Paper

has
We
of

News

Appreci-

Anywhere!"
— Motion Picture News

Theatre

'J'OIVIMY MEIGHAN in a perfect picture what a combination for the box
office! And the New York World says:

be

Picture

over for a second week on Broadway "Old Home Week" is still playing
to capacity every performance despite a
record heat wave in New York. Book it
JJELD

and get behind

it. It's the best Meighan

production since "Back Home and Broke"
— and made by the same crew.

Review

and

Get

the

Truth!

a
Q>ci amount]

Qidure

Screen play by
Thomas J. Geraghty.

PRESENTED By
ADOLPH ZUKOR

Directed by
Victor Heerman.

JESSE L USKY
SUGGESTED BV
STORY
GEORGE

ADE'S

THOMA§V\E

IGHAN
LI LA

Member

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, lac.

Will H. Hays, President.

LEE

June

13,
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From
Leading

Coast

To

Exhibitors

DKcirr

J^merica's

finest

The

Or^an

place, no other is so versatile, so
ably fitted to express the sentiment of motion pictures. Then

throated organ when contemplating organ music as a part of
your program.
No other instrument can take its
&

Feature

(Bolton

It will pay you to give careful
consideration to this golden

The Marr

Coast

again, this organ as a solo feature isan attraction that brings
many

patrons.

Col to n Company build organs in various sizes to meet the
needs of ever\ f\pe of theatre.
WRITE FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOG.

l y of this
'Beautifu
Qop
Catalog

ASK
The

ABOUT

Marr

Ol'R
&

EASV
Colt

PAYMENT
on

PLAN.

Company

Factories, WARSAW, N. Y.
Eastern Sales Office, 437 Fifth Avenue, New York
li'^'stern Sales Office, 906 Merritt Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
Ask

Cr/ie

M-C-TwoMantial

Z/^arr

&

about

Cotton

Organ

$ 5.100

booking of Fox Supreme
THE
Attractions for the Hoblitielle Circuit in Dallas, Fort
kVorth and San Antonio, Texas,
md Birmingham, Alabama,
hows the determination of Carl

DALLAS

Floblitzelle to buy the finest prodact obtainable for his celebrated

FORT

Majestic Theatres in these cities
or presentation to the public
luring the next season.

SAN

ZrtI Hoblitzelle

BIRMINGHAM

has a national

eputation as a keen

WORTH

ANTONIO

showman.

K.een showmanship and Fox 19251926 product will travel together
n all parts of the country.
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Comedy
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Everywhere
WILLIAM

FOX*

!

presents

FOXE

Ihe
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ADVENTURES

VAN
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m
FROM
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with
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WORLD

RENOWNED
STORIES
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"One of the brightest pictures of the season.
Zipping along
at a fast pace releasing an assortment of high-explosive laughs.
Puts over the laugh wallop. Denny has reached the heights.
For first runs or any type of house." — Motion Picture News.
"It will
theatre
picture
Wm. H.

OVER

SURE-FIRE
!
make the trade sit up and take notice. Will make any
rock with laughter and almost continuously. This
isJohnston,
sure-fireMotion
entertainment
anywhere." Editorial by
Picture News.
IT

CANT

MISS

!

"Gallops along in a state of high comedy that is sure to double
them up with laughter.
A scream winds around to a sure-fire
comedy finish that can't miss. First-rate all-around comedy
entertainment." Film Daily.
UPROARIOUSLY
FUNNY
!
Uproariously funny farce with a dozen laughs to the reel.
Delightful entertainment for any audience. Lavishly staged.
Sure-fire stuff!" The Morning Telegraph.

A CLEAN-UP
!
"Great Universal Jewel entertainment picture. The finest sort
of entertainment. Packed from beginning to end with chuckles
and roars of laughter.
We predict that it will break at least
aMoving
few theatre
records.
Book
it and exploit it for a clean-up!"
Picture World.
BEAT

SHOW

RECORDS

"You have one of the best bets of the year.
heard such round of applause ! Million per
picture packed house ate it up. Beat all records
and admissions!"
T. F. McCoy, Mgr., Florence
adena, Calif.

Never have I
cent audience
for attendance
Theatre, Pas-

SUPER-ATTRACTION

!

"Super laughing hit of the year proved super box office attraction as number of paid admissions exceeded anything heretofore by more than five hundred people. Look for record-breakCalif.ing week " John P. Goring, Mgr., Forum Theatre, Los Angeles,
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praise Reviews.
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Almost

"An evening's fine entertainment. Exhibitors will make no error
showing it." — Exhibitors' Trade Review.

every

"The story grips one from beginning to end
piece." — The New York Times.

publication
the

in

"Strange,
intense,
baffling,
always interesting." — The New
York Herald,
The New
YorkbutTribune.

whole

Country

praised

a master-

"Marvelously
Evening
Mail. vivid picture." — The N. Y. Evening Telegram and

has

"The best movie it has ever been my luck to see." — The New
Republic,

it!

"A masterpiece ! Word-of _mouth advertising will bring
crowds." — Laurence Reid, Motion Picture News.
"One of the finest productions ever shown. Should win audiences everywhere." — Joseph R. Fleisler, Morning Telegraph.
"There is drama that is tense and a force that is real. One is
held in suspense." — Rose Pelswick, New York Journal.
"A remarkable picture. Matches acting. It's different." —
Mildred Spain, Daily News.

" 'The Last Laugh' should be seen." — Louella Parsons, N. Y.
American.

CARL

"One of the big pictures of this decade. A real clean-up at
the box office." — Variety.
"Brilliant
direction. Virtually perfect performance. — The
World.
"A remarkable achievement!" — Joseph Wood Krutch, The
Ntttion (first review ever published in The Nation).
"Really leaves one breathless." — The Christian Science Monitor.
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"Unquestionably one of the finest films that has ever been
seen." — The Moviegoer, The Sun.
"Unique. Wonderfully well acted. Strong human appeal.
Epes W. Sargent, Moving Picture World.

If

"Simply superb excellence itself. You'd better see it; you're
sure to enjoy it." — E. S. Colling, N. Y. Evening Post.

any

offered
and

"A splendid production. A superb adventure into new phases
of film direction." — The New Yorker.

be

in

is

picture

it up,

he

dese'rve

to

business.
The

"Please don't miss it ! A marvelous picture ! R. E. Sherwood
embodies all that is easy and poignant." — Robert Benchley
(three successive issues of Life carried reviews on this picture).

Billboard.

"One cannot but enjoy this picture. Should have marked box
office appeal." — The Film Daily.

"Something new in motion pictures for those who are weary of
the usual movie fare." — The Bronx Home News.

" 'The Last Laugh' is the motion picture. It is the most heartbreaking drama I have ever seen anywhere." — Photoplay.

"It can safely be predicted that 'The Last Laugh' is going to
be one of the most talked of films of the year." — Film Mercury.

"Marks the farthest advance yet made in films. Don't fail
to see it." — Milwaukee Sentinel.

"Unusual story, photography marvelous and direction excellent."— Michigan Film Review.

"Vivid characterization. 'The Last Laugh' is a memorable
feat." — The Daily Princeton.

"Something that is 'different.' The technique of the director is
glaringly so, and added to this is the masterful acting of Emil
Jannings." — Newark Ledger.
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"Held me in a vise-like grip . . . have never seen a more compelling photoplay." — The Evening World.
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For foreign rights address:
FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
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Free

Lighting
for

Save 15%
Lamp

on Your
Costs

A new $75 contract has been
prepared that meets the needs
of motion picture houses. It
makes available a larger discount on Edison MAZDA
lamps than would be otherwise
obtainable.
Buying lamps on this contract
not only saves you 15% but it
also insures a constant supply
of reliable lamps.
This contract can be made
through any motion picture
supply dealer selling Edison
Mazda lamps.

Send for Lighting Booklets
Publicity Department,
Edison Lamp Works, Harrisos, N. J.
Check lethere
□ Sendlighting.
me your free bookon theatre
Check here □ Send me details of your
special $75 lamp contract.
Name
Address

Service

Theatres

Light skillfully used adds to the attractivenessjof
any theatre. Experts can make light as flexible as
music. They know how to fit light to a theatre as
music is fitted to a play. They know the possibilities
of light for beauty, for comfort and for effective display.
Many of the finest theatres in the country owe the
effectiveness of their lighting to the skill of our lighting
engineers. Now you can ask the advice of these same
engineers without cost. Your theatre may be large or
small, it makes no difference. Our staff of experts is
at the service of everyone.
Put these men to work for you at once. They know
all types of fixtures, and all kinds of lighting methods.
They will plan your lighting to meet the special requirements of your theatre. They will advise you as to
what sizes and types of lamps to use to get maximum
lighting efficiency, and their advice will entail no
obligation. Send for our booklets on theatre lighting.
They are full of new ideas and suggestions,
then at your request we will have a representative look over your present lighting and
make recommendations for improving it.

EDISON
A GENERAL

MAZDA
ELECTRIC

LAMPS
PRODUCT

i

viorc
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MARE

NOSTRUM

A Rex Ingram Production
By Blasco Ibanez, author of
'The Four Horsemen."
With Alice Terry, Antonio
Moreno. Ingram's successor
to ' The Four Horsemen."

THE MERRY
WIDOW
Director, Erich von Stroheim.
John Gilbertand MaeMurray
as added attractions. The
magnificent picturization of
one of the stage's greatest
properties. A great clean-up!

BARDELYS THE
MAGNIFICENT
Starring John Gilbert. With Claire
Windsor. King Vidor, Director.
author of ''The
By Sabatini,
Sea
Hawk," "Scaranioiiche,"
etc. The great lover, Jolin Gilbert, in a dashing, love-making
role. A glamorous production
entirely in Technicolor.

THE BARRIER
Rex Beach, author. With a big All
Star Cast. The most thrilling of
this famous writer's works. Public
demand brings it to the screen in a
magnificent production, made into
a great, new box-office sensation.
Klondike days. Men of iron. Gold!
Gold ! And beauties caught in the
gilded web of the Yukon!

MAE
MURRAY

THE

TOWER
LIES

OF

Victor Seastrom, Director. Norma
Shearer and Lon Clianey as added
attractions. These three personalities went into the making of "He
Who Gets Slapped." Again in
Seliiia aLagerlof's
novel theyof
offer
box-officeprize
attraction
heroic proportions.

THE

UNHOLY
THREE
Tod Browning, Director. Starring
Lon Clianey. With Mae Biisch,
Matt Moore. The story by C. A.
Robbins is one of the most amazing romances of the underworld
everunfoldedtopublicgaze. Those
who have seen it declare it far
greater than "The Miracle Man."

THE AUCTION

BLOCK

Rex maBeach'
NorShearer saspowerful
an addednovel.
attraction.
A great actress in a story of towering strength, dealing with the
sale of human
lives Man-to-man
on Society's
Auction
Block.
struggle for possession of silkrobed beauty! A great Special
Attraction !

LILLIAN

GISH

Two Big Productions
Tliis greatest star has just signed a
long-term contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Miss Gish will
appear in two great pictures, which
in story and production will do
justice to her position as one of
Today's Biggest Stars.

ILEEN
PRINGLE

THE
BIG PARADE
King Vidor, Dirertor. Starring
John Gilbert. With Renee Adoree.
By Lawrence Stallings, author of
"What Price Glory?" Broadway's greatest current success.
A vivid panorama of Doughboy
adventures, loves, thrills— with
powerful heart appeal.

ROMOLA
Lillian Gish, the star. With Dorothy Gish. Also Ronald Colman,
William H. Powell. Henry King,
Director. The successor to "The
White Sister." Direct from its
legitimate showing at $2 top.
(Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, N. Y.)
Twelve weeks Grauman's Egyptian at $2 top. A clean-up at popular prices.

PARIS
Robert Z. Leonard, Director.
By Carey Wilson. With Pauline
Starke, Lew Cody. Erte, the
world's foremost creator of feminine fashions, gives your audiences
the first Erte-gowned Fashion
Special. What a showman marvel
it's going to be!

NORMA SHEARER
Three Important Productions
The Great Star, Norma Sliearer,
in three marvel-productions that
mean a fortiuie to exiiibitors in
1925-26. One isalreadycompleted,
final
title wise
to be Broadway
announced.
It*s by and
Samuel
Sbipman.
playwright,
has
Lew Coily. too. And Technicolor sequences.
Miss SheareiN other two starring vehicles are
equally Big!

SALLY,

IRENE AND
MARY
With Eleanor Boardman,
SallyO'Neill,
Renee Adoree,
William Haines.
Hobart
Henley, Director. Edward Do« ling's cessfamous
sucat last inBroadway
pictures.stage
Action,
fun, beauties, tiirilis, comedies —
a big box-office entertainment!

LON

CHANEY

As an exclusive Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star, Lon Chaney
will appear in another smashing vehicle, promised to be
the most exciting of liis successful
career as a leading box-office
draw. Title and details announced
soon.

MONTE

CARLO

Another Erte- Fashion -Triumph !Against a background
of the notorious Gambling
Paradise, amidst thrilling action,
beaut iesappear, gowned in the strikingfashionsdesignedbyErte. Audiences are awaiting Erte-designed
pictures with keenest interest!

LIGHTS OF OLD
NEW YORK
A Cosmopolitan Production starnng
MARION DAVlES. Directed by
Monta Bell. With an All Star
Cast. From Lawrence Eyre's
stage
"Merry
Wivesthanof
Gotham.success,
"A heart
story bigger
"Little Old New York." Nationally serialized and advertised.

THE TEMPTRESS
A Cosmopolitan P- oduct on. By
Blasco Ibaiicz, and like his other
great works, "The Four Horsemen," "Blood and Sand,"
"Enemies of Women," "Mare
Nostrum, "will be a gigantic, stirring drama. with
A story
of Beauty's
mad flirtation
wealth
in South
America and the continent. Nationallv serialized and advertised.

THE TORRENT
A Cosmopolitan Production. By
Blasco Ibanez, whose name is connected with the outstanding boxoffice hits of film history. This
novel is hailed as his greatest picture story and it will be made into
a powerful colossal epic of screen
entertainment, featuring Aileen
Pringle in a cast of big names. Nationally serialized and advertised.

BUDDIES
A Cosmopolitan Production starring
MARION DAViES. From George
Hobart's successful play, two years
on Broadway and then toured the
country. Pathos, drama, humor
in a marvelous audience story. A
big
supporting
cast. Nationally
serialized
and advertised.

FRED

NIBLO

One Big Production
The director of "The Mark of
Zorro," "Blood and Sand," "Ben
Hur" and other out>tanding triumphs will make one gigantic
production this year that will be
worthv of his name and fame.
Watch for tlie announcement.

I

i?4

PAULETTE
DUVAL

HARRIETT
HAMMOND

THE

CIRCLE

Frank Borzage, Director.
With Eleanor Boardman,
Malcolm McGregor. From
the two-year stage success by
Somerset Maugham, author
of "Rain." A frank presentation
of tangled nlaces.
romances in Society's
innermost

THE FLESH AND
THE DEVIL
Victor Seastrom, Director.
Starring John Gilbert. With
Carmel Myers. From the
classic novel of Herman Sudermann. It is the successor
to ' 'He Who Gets Slapped."

THE

MYSTIC

Tod Browning, Director.
With Aileen Pringle, Conway
Tearle, Mitchell Lewis. A sensational exposure of fake spirit
mediums, beauties who bleed the
rich; the duction
first
great showman
to dramatize
one of prothe
big newspaper topics of Today!

PRETTY

LADIES

Monta Bell, Director. With
Zasu Pitts, Tom Moore,
Lilyan Tashman, Ann Pennington. By Adela Rogers St.
Johns.
of a ofhusband
reclaimedThefromstorya life
wine,
women and song. Ann Pennington as added attraction. Scenes
in Technicolor.

SUN-UP

Edmund Goiildiiig, Director. With
Pauline Starke, Conrad Nagel,
Lucille La Verne. The stirring
Broadway stage success of two
years. By Lula Vollmer. Great
dramatic conflict. A passionate
love. Mountain feuds. A battle
to death. A masterful play made
into a virile screen romance!
RAMON

NOVARRO

Three Great Attractions
Tiie handsome star of 'Ben Hur"
will be seen in three bio, sure-fire
liits. Tlirillinglove-makiiig stories
that the public wants. His first is
a romance of the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Taken with cooperation
of the g-overnment. A star with a
profit-following in three big hits!
THE

MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND

Jules Verne's companion story to
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea." It will be one of
the most ambitious pictures ever
filmed; undersea scenes done by
J. E.Williamson; many sequences
in Technicolor. A big, thrilling
entertainment!

A LITTLE BIT OF
BROADWAY
From Richard Connell's novel of
a beauty among the white lights,
her folks back home, a reputation
at stake, the boy who waited and
another who wanted. It's got the
audience wallop. Director and
important cast to be announced.
DANCE

NEVER THE TWAIN
SHALL MEET
A Cosmopolitan P, eduction. Directed byMauriceToiirneur. With
Anita Stewart, Bert Ly tell, Huntly
Gordon. Peter B. Kyne's millioncopy best-seller of California and
the South Seas now a vivid romance
of the screen. Nationally serialized
and advertised.

THE

Jordan's story of a homebreaker, revealing the love
thief who preys on Youth and
Beauty. A great dramatic production.

MAE

MONEY

JACKIE COOGAN
Two Great Hits
Two winning Jackie Coogan productions. ByWillard Mack, who
wrote "The Rag Man. " They will
give Jackie even greater opportunities for the heart appeal and hiunan
touch. Again the lovable waif in
tattered clothes. Watch for "Dirty
Face,fire "and
"Old Clothes," surehits!

LIFE

TALKS!

LOVEY

THE EXQUISITE SINNER
With C onrad Nagel, Renee
Adoree. From Alden Brooks'
sensational novel "Escape." Josef
von
Sternberg, Director. A son of
wealth
takes the gypsy road to
rotnance and finds beautiful adventures of love. Directed by the
new screen genius, it is the surprise picture of the new year.

AN

Rupert Hughes' greatest story.
Alf Goulding, Director. With
Eleanor Boardman, Conrad
Nagel. Successor to Excuse
Me!" with the same author,
director, stars. The theme is the
Almighty
masterpiece !Dollar. And it's a

MURRAY

Two Big Productions
Mae Murray will appear in two big
Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer productions in 1925-1926, in vehicles such
as she has never before been seen.
Coming after her great triumph in
"The Merry Widow," the public
will want to see this gorgeous star
in her newest and greatest successes.

OF

Starring Lon Chaney. With
Pauline Starke, William Haines.
Director, Jack Conway. The famous Sutton Vane stage play of
America, London, Africa. Thrills,
throbs, love. One scene shows a
human bridge spanning a gaping
chasm, body clutching l)ody I

TIME, THE COMEDIAN
Robert Z. Leonard, Director.
With Mae Busch, Lew Cody,
Gertrude Olmsted. Kate

SPAN

EXCHANGE
WIVES

OF

With Eleanor Boardman,
Lew Cody, William Haines,
Renee Adoree. Hobert Henley,
Director. Broadway
Cosmo Hamilton's
smashing
comedydrama. The story of a husband
with
young ideas. A delight for
all audiences.

MARY

WOMEN
AND
WIVES

King Vidor, Director. With
Sally O'Neill, the Wonder
Find. - By Alice Hegan Rice
and a continuation of her famous "Mrs. Wiggsofthe Cabbage
Patch." The sunshine kid of an
orphanage in delightfully human
adventures.

The best-seller novel of Harvey
Fergusson. With Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel. A moneyat book-stores
built of makerhuman
stuff, thebecause
joys, it's
the
tears,
the drama
■m audience
success.that go to make
THE

BROWN
OF
HARVARD
America's most famous college classic, by Rida Johnson
Young. With Conrad Nagel,
Eleanor Boardman. A surprise
sensation, pep, youth, heart-interest inmous
theracingstory
crew!of Harvard's fa-

REASON

WHY

Elinor Glyn's world-famous
romantic novel, her successor
to "Three Weeks" and "His
Hour."
Jack Conway
With
the wonderful
loversdirector.
Aileen
Pringle, Conway Tearle. And a
great cast in a sumptuous Glyn
gold-getter.

MADNESS

With Aileen Pringle, Lew Cody.
By S. J. Kaufman, the famous
nationally syndicated author. A
romantic love drama between
a man of wealth and an obscure
beauty. Aileen Pringle, as the
siren, more ravishing than in
"Three Weeks."
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famous

Reviews

GOLD
BOND
SPECIALS
•DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION"
From the famous book by Elizabeth Cooper
An Associated Arts Production — Directed by F. Harmon Weight
"THE KEEPER OF THE BEES"
Story by Gene-Stratton Porter — Produced by J. Leo Meehan
2 Super
Emory Special
Johnson Productions
"PARISIAN NIGHTS"
with Elaine Hammerstein, Lou Tellegen and Renee Adoree
A Gothic Picture — an AI Santell Production
"IF MARRIAGE FAILS — "?
with Jacqueline Logan, Clive Brook and Jean Hersholt
Story by C. Gardner Sullivan — Directed by John Ince
"WHEN HIS LOVE GREW COLD"
By Laura Jean Libby
"THE MID-NIGHT FLYER"
"THE FUTURITY WINNER"
Story by Louis Joseph Vance
"FLAMING WATERS"
By E. Lloyd Sheldon — an Associated Arts Production
"THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION"
From Edison Marshall's thrilling book
"A POOR GIRL'S ROMANCE"
By Laura Jean Libby
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A Series of Super Special
FRED THOMSON
Silver King Productions
8 EVELYN BRENT
Productions
All Box Office Winners
8 RICHARD TALMADGE
Lightning Action Pictures
8 BOB CUSTER
Westerns Produced by
Jesse J. Goldburg
8 MAURICE FLYNN
Melodramatic Gentleman Adventurer
Pictures with Speed and Class
8 SURPRISE NEW WESTERN STAR PICTURES
That Will Set New Records
The New Two Reel Series by
NELL MARTIN
A Brand New Two Reel Series by
SAM HELLMAN
26 TWO REEL COMEDIES
26 BRAY CARTOONS
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Refrigeration
Necessary
remove
been

to cool the air and
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moisture

revolutionized

public buildings

for use

to
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in

by

Carrier
Centrifugal

Refrigeration

Tucked away beneath the sidewalk or in a
corner of the basement this machine operates
as simply as the Carrier fans that distribute
the ideally conditioned air to the theatre.
It is one quarter the
size of other systems of the same capacity.
Approved and
Write for details.
praised by leading engineers.
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Fear

fear that drove exhibitors into the
IT WAS
ranks of the General Film Company ; and
I it was fear that drove others to the Universal and Mutual Companies.
Fear of the future; fear that product
not be available.

would

Later, when theatre investments got up to
the million mark, and their affairs began to be
managed by Boards of Directors, it was fear
that made First National spring up almost
over night.
Fear of the future; fear that product would
not always be available.
*
*
*
"Yes," said the Board

of Directors

at each

Bureau, the important basis of which is a keen and
exact investigation of available product. Then
ihcrc's the Burkan plan of arbitration boards to hear
and give fair play to the exhibitor who says he's
being crowded out of a supply of pictures. The e
are important.
Then there are franchise propositions to be ofYere.l
to exhibitors, whereby they may be assured of a
definite supply of product. In this connection we
do believe this, and the history of the business proves
it: that an exhibitor organization only endures and
is solid when the members put money in it— and
considerable money. And it also strikes us that
with so much real estate at risk and with such fear
about goods to sell it is only logical for the exhibitor
to put up money in order to be assured of product.
Consider the fact that the exhibitor owners of First
National have put many millions of dollars into that
concern.

monthly meeting, "everything is fine. The balance sheet is highly satisfactory. But what of
the future? Are we going to continue to get
pictures, satisfactory pictures, pictures the
public will pay to see? How do we know we
will get them? What assurance have we?

With all the product available this year — lots of
it and, as always, more than needed, it does seem
absurd to find exhibitors scared out of their wits
about its scarcity. -*
*
*

Here's a million dollars in brick and mortar,
built only to sell pictures. Without pictures
to sell, it's worth no more as real estate than
an idle church. What of the future?"
And today the very same fear prevails. All
over the country, in small towns and big cities,
men are standing in front of their brick and
mortar edifices and saying: how about the
future? How about pictures? Fve got fifty

year, since our connection with it, we're sceptical
about their reality. We'd like to have some solid
facts and less yelling about the Spirit of '76. The
yelling, in our candid opinion, isn't very fair to our
country's forefathers.
For one thing, it's about time for the exhibitor to
study his market and buy coolly and sanely. Just
how many exhibitors do buy with a complete knowledge of available product? Comparatively few.
And those . who do are not scared about the wood-

thousand invested in theatre property — or a
hundred thousand, or a million. What am I

pile. They're sawing wood.
Secondly, the theatre situation changes so fast in

going

to do without

pictures?

This fear exists right and left. No doubt about
that. We would hesitate greatly to give the idea
where it didn't exist. But it already exists too much.
And it's not a healthy situation in an industry.
We'd
on a feeling of confidence.
Whatthrive
is tobetter
be done?
The

Milwaukee

Convention

offers its Play Date

The cry of oppression is raised. With all the
spectres that have arisen in this business, year after

this movie business —which, by the way, vou can't
compare to vaudeville and its settled combines — the
desire of the public for better theatres is so pronounced, that you certainly can't figure by this year's
situation what will prevail next year. You can't bet
a lot of money that theatres will stand still and wait
for schemes to mature.
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WELL. ROXV
WELL.
— we've almost forgotten him as S. L. Rothel
apf — is to have his own thea-

AN

tre and a big" one. It's a fine
s will fill it—
idea. Two R'
Roxv and Radio
A great showman, and the world's
You cannot beat that combina-

tion. Roxy didn't fight radio; he joined it. That's
one thought. But a still greater one is this: that
all the time we are talking about movie theatres and
discussing them in bulk, jut as though they had matured like the vaudeville and legitimate situation,
they break precedents and go up and up. Last year
we wouldn't have thought of radio as a theatre influence. Two years ago we wouldn't have considered parking space as a determining factor; now we
know that it is breeding a crop of great neighborhood
palaces, which may put the dowtown first runs in
the shade. So there's the influence of the automobile
— another great modern invention. And the wizards
are constantly at work.
\\'hat great indention will stir the world next year,
and what will its influence be — and the next year?
A producer to-day hesitates— or may well hesitate —
to buy a strategic theatre. It may not be stragetic
next year. And so the game goes on. It's a big one.
A large and uncanny vision indeed can lay its future.
Motion

pictures are

.not only a vital force — the

world's greatest — but they align themselves with
other vital forces. It will take a giant to regulate
such a factor in world progress; and the only giant
we know of is the public itself.
^
5k ^

film criticisms in some of the New York
THE
newspapers are getting pretty close to the absurd. We'll have to be more specific and say
the morning papers ; and to be still more definite,
we'll eliminate The New York Times, whose reviews
are uniformly painstaking and intelligent.
We have an idea that some women reviewers are in
a break-neck race to see who can say the smartest
things. Perhaps the object is no more serious than
to attract attention to themselves among themselves;
or to feed self-conceit ; or to attract the eye of the
film producer. In any event, the competitive coining
of cute sentences may be a sport ; but what about the
readers of the paper? Who really want to know
what kind of a picture the film in question is— and
that's all. We won't speak of the hapless producer —
often an experienced one — who at heavy expense has
gotten together a piece of entertainment, and would
be quite happy to get his money back plus, if possible,
a fair wage for himself.
It looks like a little schooling in journalism would
not be amiss in this matter of newspaper reviews.
The late Joseph Pulitzer insisted that accuracy was
the basis of newspaper work — and details. Well,
why not be accurate with film reviews?
We are not, as a paper of the trade, defending the
films. We're
papers.

defending the readers of the news-

Picture

N etv s

EDITOR
The

Week

in Review?

We do reviewing, too. And it's a tough job. It
is mostly difficult because we review pictures for all
classes and kinds of theatres, from the little oneshow-a-week house of the mountains or prairies all
the way to the downtown theatre of a metropolis —
let alone a small army of foreign buyers. And so it
is hard to prescribe pictures for all kinds of theatres
and buyers, but at least we can try to give an accurate, thoughtful, impersonal appraisal and then let the
buyer choose for himself.
The very same idea applies to people as well as to
theatres. Theatres vary because audiences vary.
The people who go to pictures are not of one mind,
training and taste — even those in one city who read
the same newspaper. They are not of the same mind
as the reviewer — that's certian. They take pictures
pretty seriously for one thing ;they pay to see them.
They are considerably interested in the pictures and
not at all in the reviewer. The fair thing to do, the
intelligent thing from the standpoint of journalism,
is to tell them simply and thoroughly all about the
picture — its theme, characters, appeal, etc.. and let
them shop for themselves. They're probably quite
able to make up their own minds once they get a fair
statement about the picture.
*
*
*

SYDNEY GARRETT— fresh from Europe and
already returned — gives us some observations of
the market over there. The larger companies
will have their own selling offices in Europe — all of
them; some have had them for several years. But
that doesn't disturb the market for the other companies and for those concerns and producers who
sell over here via the state rights market. The market
for them was never better. As for the future, well,
that will depend upon the merchandise they ofifer. If
it is up to the mark they need not worry. There's a
goodly number of British renters, soundly organized
at home and on the Continent and demanding American products.
In general, the European market has greatly improved. In revenue it is at least a third greater. And
it will increase. It behooves American producers to
weigh carefully the European taste for pictures.
He sees no immediate prospect of a theatre building boom. Great Britain, Germany and Scandinavia
have theatre-going populations. France and the rest
of the continent are not keen about the movies.
France has but 1800 theatres for its forty-three millions; atown of ten thousand may boast but one fivehundred-seat house. American management and
exploitation are needed to attract larger audiences.
Paris needs American-run theatres; they would
thri\e in other large centers. The market for short
subjects abroad is improving by leaps.
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exhibitors on their attitude toward foreign pictures and found
that the exhibitor catalogued
BROADWAY
ON
under this head all pictures of
pronounced foreign locale and
By William A. JoKnston
atmosphere — such as, for instance.
"Woman
of
Paris,"
"Scaramouche," the Pola
ratier,
LI XX, Universal's export manag
KW.
Xegri pictures, etc. This is somewhat of an eye opener.
the
ent
that
—
t's
statem
fies Sydney Garret
It may be profitably considered from various angles.
• direct selling abroad of the large American
It sets one thinking. As a matter of fact, what is there
■companies will not crowd the other American pictures
— provided only the other pictures can compete on a American about "Madame Sans Gene" except Gloria
basis of entertainment value.
Swanson? And continuing in this trend of thought,
5|S *
*
what difference need there be between a picture of

JIMMY RR^^SOX', who came over from London
to get a print of "The Phantom of the Opera"
and won't go back till his trunk carries it, says
that Lord Xewton is all wrong when he intimates that
the British public's film taste seems to veer to "expensive and attractive females." Consider, says he, the
success in Great Britain of "The Hunchback of
. Xotre Dame," yes, and "The Signal Tower;" and
now there's a clamor for "The Phantom." Not that
Universal made them. The same is true of the product of other American companies. The British
people are fully capable of doing their own thinking
— have been, in fact, for a good many hundred years
and with a good deal of success. They know what
they want in pictures, and the British exhibitor will
continue to book the pictures that bring in the shillings, naturally; and orators will not change the situation. The picture taste of the two nations is quite
similar. "So," he concludes, "if we make good films
for our people and do not ofifend Great Britain, why
I can't for the life of me see any worry. Not a single
worry."
JG.

of London is here, deterWAINWRIGHT
mined to efifect a regular outlet to this market

* for European pictures. He has some good
sound ideas in that connection, and we hope he succeeds. His trunk is well packed with ofiferings, and
among them he cites what he considers to be the three
outstanding productions today of the foreign studios
— "The Blackguard," a British picture; "Children's
Faces," from France; and "Warning Shadows,"
made in Germay. "The Rat," from the London
play, now on Broadway and featuring Mae Marsh
and Ivor X^ovello, will be brought over from
studios of Graham-Cutts in September.
*
*
*

the

very cordial reception given by the MilTHE
waukee Convention to the British Delegation of
exhibitors and to Monsieur de Vilmorin, producer
of "The Miracle of the Wolves," would indicate a most
friendly feeling toward the foreign film trade. Here
in New York we go along on the theory that the American exhibitor is prejudiced against the foreign picture for various reasons — principal among which is
poor product in the somewhat distant past. We have
always suspected that this was largely patter, but we
were not prepared for the report brought back from
Milwaukee by Mr. and Mrs. Rene Batigne, who went
Thev interviewed manv
there with AI. de Vilmorin.

foreign setting produced in Hollywood or in a wellequipped European studio — provided there is American supervision of the story, cast, etc. That's the
point, it seems to us — American sui)ervision. There's
the answer, maybe, to the problem of the foreignmade picture and the American market.

IX emphasizing American supervision we cast no
reflection upon the foreign producer. But when
you make goods for an important market it is
wisdom itself to consult — and very thoroughly — with
that market. The American producer is governed a
great deal — or should be — by the expressed wishes of
the theatre as conveyed to him direct or through the
distributor and the sales staff. This same essential
advice should be conveyed to the foreign studio.
>K
>^ ^
own pet idea of the supervision of pictures
OUR
is that gained from a small board of the best
business showmen. By business showmen I
mean showmen who know how to buy for the boxofiice of representative theatres — not close buyers, but
buyers of the right pictures. Some exhibitors come
into our office who can go over a season's announcement of product and with a keen kno^^'ledge of show
values — stars, cast, directors, stories — separate the
pictures into Classes A, B and C, or more groups,
and be surprisingly right, as results afterward show\
HICH

reminds us of a recent caller, Frank

W

X'ewman, soon to leave Kansas City for the
management of the big Famous houses in Los
Angeles — a real type of the business showman, keen
and always interesting. A great believer in popular
priced movies — says circulation is what counts, and
you can't get circulation except at low prices, as witness the magazines and newspapers. Referring to
some recent pictures on Broadway, he says he can't
understand why good directors, directors an exhibitor
would bet on, take such terrible flops. A good race
horse always gives an account of himself even when
left at the post; and the best of men can't hit on all
sixes all the time. But why flounder so badly? Well,
that opens a large subject — the subject of a picturemaking corporation, and how many pictures it can
afford to make and how fast, and who else was at
fault as well as the director a lot of angles as well
as the question: can a good man aff'ord to let such a
bad picture go out under his name?

Motion
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d^ucing firms; now, only four or five. The cause,
he declared, was the tremendous competition which
British producers had to meet, chiefly from America.
Lord Peel went on to say that there were from
17,000 to 20,000 picture theatres in America compared to only 3,000 in Great Britain. Another difficulty was that as soon as British producers trained
actors and actresses the latter were attracted to the
United States by big salaries, a form of competition
which the British could not meet. The American

The
THE

British

Film

Situation

British Government, through its spokesman in the House of Lords, Viscount Peel,

has refused Lord Newton's request for an
inquiry into the cause of the collapse of the British
producing industry and the formulation of suggestions for remedying the situation.
The English trade papers give pages to the discussion of this decision and its effect on their industry. All agree that the overwhelming popularity of
American

pictures brought about the "British film

collapse."
A summary of the Government attitude is made
by The Film Renter and Moving Picture News as
follows: "When it is remembered that if the Government had granted an inquiry it would necessarily
have meant that they would have practically had to
come to the financial assistance of our producers, it
is not altogether surprising that Lord Peel hedged
and said that the Government feeling was that the
state of public opinion relative to American and
British films was not so strongly developed that the
public would support or welcome strong action
against American or foreign competition.
"Incidentally, it is gratifying to hear from his
Lordship that a prohibition of imports would not
receive the support of the public. He is very right
in this respect — it would not."
The Film Renter believes the solution must come
from the trade itself, and urges that the answer is
exhibitor co-operation in the production of British
pictures.
The Bioscope agrees that a ban on American pictures would not do, neither does it believe that
higher tariffs will solve the problem. On the other
hand, it suggests that the quota system has much
to recommend it, "seeing that legislative insistence
that every cinema programme must be composed of
at least one-fourth of British-made pictures would
ensure a regular output for the British producer,
which to some extent would make it worth-while for
him to continue in business."
Lord Peel presented some interesting statistics on
the state of the British industry. According to him,
in 1914 of the films exhibited in Britain about 25
per cent were British, but in 1923 only 10 per cent
w^ere of British origin. In 1925 only a negligible
quantity of British pictures were being shown. The
same conditions obtained in the Dominions, where
the proportion of British pictures was only two or
three per cent.
In 1923, he stated, there were twenty British pro-

producers made

immense

profits in their own

coun-

try; therefore, their revenue in Britain was "velvet."
"At any rate," says The Film Renter, "the British
film industry knows where it stands to-day, and one
thing clearly brought out is that there is small likelihood of any assistance coming from the Government. With that important fact in mind, it is of
little use wasting time in idle recrimination, but it
does behoove the industry, if anything is to be done
to make more British pictures, to find ways and
means of their own, and in that connection there is
little doubt that any scheme for salvation must come
from within the industry itself."
Which would seem to be a very good summary
of the whole matter.
German

Annual

Reaches

America

OPIES of the annual publication covering the
C German industry, which is published by the
"Film Kurier" of Berlin, have reached New
York. The volume contains 400 pages, containing
about 100 full-page photographs of stars, directors
and producers of different countries. The volume
contains a survey of production.
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Lamar Trotli, Atlanta newspaper
man who will be in charge of the
press division of the Department
of Public Relations of the Hays
organization.

THRILLS
SINinG thrilOU
ls T
was given New Yorkers the other
S OMETHINGPASnew
day and Wanda Wiley, the Century comedienne, was responsible
for the stunt. It was her first trip to the metropolis, but mstead of
being thrilled by the sights she contributed enough excitement in
one afternoon to last for many moons.

Milton Sills was greeted by His
Worship, John P. Balharrir, mayor
of Otlatia, tvhen he stopped in
thatKnockout"
city to film
scenes
for "The
(First
National),

It was a perfectly good publicity stunt — a stunt nevei worked
before — and Henry Clay Bate of Tennessee and Universal inspired it. He tied it up with the Free Milk Benefit Bouts, New
York's
big charity
fightsin ofNew
the York
year — State.
which International
for special
distribution
These bouts filmed
were
held Decoration Day evening at the Yankee Stadium and registered
the passing of the world's light heavyweight championship from Mike
McTigue to Paul Berlenbach.

Esther Ralston, who has returned
to the coast after appearing with
Richard Dix in his latest vehicle,
"The Lucky Devil" (Paramount).

Pat O'Malley and Jean Hersholt
as they will appear in the new
version of "My Old Dutch" being
filmed at Universal City.

But for
to get
Henrycame
and about
Wanda.
star's
stunts
the back
Milk toFund
as aThe
result
of abreath-taking
dare. On
her first day in town she recklessly darted through the heavy traffic
of Broadway — and was as immune from injury as Washington
during the Revolutionary War. So Henry dared her to stage a
traffic dodging demonstration. Permission was obtained from the
police who were only too willing to co-operate in subduing the jaywalkers. Itwas Wanda's job to show how surely a person courts
death or accident by dodging through traffic when the signals are
set against him. A traffic policeman was assigned to the task of
saving Miss Wiley when she became trapped among the autos.
The demonstration was staged three times in the Times Square
sector, and twice on that extremely busy corner, Fifth avenue and
42nd street. The stunt lasted twenty minutes in each place and
drew enormous crowds. The star did her stuff O. K. and caused
considerable excitement as she darted in the path of speeding autos
— only to dodge back in the nick of time or be rescued by the
traffic officer.

Jackie Coogan signs his neiv Metro-Goldwyn contract with Nicholas M.
Schenck, vice-president, and has his baby brother, Robert Anthony, on
hand to see just how it is done.

Kathleen Key is a fascinating
figure as Tirzah, the role for
which she is cast the
in "Ben
(MetroGoldwyn),
most Hur"
publicized picture ever made.

Snookey,
the 'gentleman
monk"
of
Hollywood,
is Newsreel
pictured
International
as he bylooks
Fifth avenue over from the top
of a bus ivith
Mrs. W ilson, his
mistress.
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Here are the players who uere uorking at the Metro-Goldiiyn Mayer studios in Culver City one afternoon, grouped together for the camera:
front roil-, left to right: Dale Fuller, Charlie Murray, Aileen Pringle, Leu Cody, Claire Windsor. John Gilbert, Frank Currier, \orma Shearer,
Mae Busch, Eleanor Boardman, Mattheu Betz, Tom Moore, George K. Arthur; rear rote: Cecil Holland, Irving Hartley, Sigel de Brulier.
Sidney Bracy, Roy Steicart, Evelyn Pierce, Miss Dupont, Ford Sterling, William Haines, Mitchell Leuis, Gertrude Olmstead, Sojin, Zasu Pitts.
Lucille La Seur, Creighton Hale. Ramon JSovarro, Renee Adoree, Pat O'Malhy, Sally 0'!\eill and Roy d'Arcy.
She was as heavily trapped as a green on a sporty golf course.
Several times she found herself in extra-tricky traffic pockets, but
her quick wit and nimble feet — and the courage of the bluecoat
carried her out of danger. A bus came near running her down,
but luck was with her — and so was the cop. And to make it look
leal he gave her a strong reprimand for not obeying the signals.
TO BE OR NOT TO BE
CCORDING to several rumblings along Broadway the question that is agitating Jackie Coogan the most is whether he wants
to be or not to be — Hamlet. A copyrighted article in the Morning
Telegraph recently has it that David Belasco will give Jackie three
years of dramatic training — at the end of which the young star will
essay the role of the melancholy Dane. The article says that the
next three years, all the child's time, outside his hours at the motion
picture studio and at study and play, "shall be at iMr. Belasco's
disposal for the coaching of the boy in Shakespeare's great role. "
A

E London with
BUTered
LY
can GOO
A JOL
has conqu
screenD starTRI
Ameri
A NOTHER
her personality. This time it is Colleen Moore whose brief stay ot
four days (stolen from a belated honeymoon) was crowded with
tribute from press and public. Horace Judge, the First Nationachief of publicity, staged a fine reception for her when the boat
docked at Southampton — and upon the arrival of the boat train in
London, Colleen and her husband, John McCormick, were given
a jolly old time.
The Tivoli played "So Big" in honor of the American visitor —
who attended the showing. She was enthusiastically received by
the huge audience. A few nights later a banquet was held in honor
of the honeymooners — and the star made a deep impression on the
large gathering of exhibitors, authors, M. Ps. and press representatives. Ralph J. Pugh, managing director of British First National,
sustained his reputation as an eloquent chairman. In responding
to the toast given him he commented upon the attitude entertained in
certain sections of the British press toward American pictures, and
uhly sought to dispel the mistaken idea of "American propaganda.
The star was loath to leave London, but the honeymoon callec
for stop-overs in Paris, Swtzerland, Monte Carlo, Italy and Berlin.
wn in every newspaper office that if a
HE old slogan kno
DOG BITE IS NEWS
TA
t news, but if a person bites a dog it is
dog bites a person it isn'
news will have to stand a little revision. It is news if the dog in
biting a person causes the owner to be hailed to court and ordered
to settle a big sum for damages suffered by the victim.
Under a sealed verdict handed by a jury to Justice Morschauser
in the Supreme Court in White Plains a week ago, Conway Tearle.
the movie star, and his wife, Adele Rowland Tearle, must pay
520,000 damages to Jacques Weinberg, a seven-year-old boy, amd
his
Maxreceived
Weinberg,
for tsvo
bitesfather.
the boy
more the
thanboy's
threeguardian,
years ago.
The severe
jury

Lloyd Hamilton, star in Educational-Hamilton comedies, goes in for
big game hunting, uith a reckless disregard for life, limb, safety and
the like. He is just making a difficult shot.

awarded $15,000 damages to the boy and $5,000 to the father
for medical services and loss of his son's services.
According to the testimony of a witness for the plaintiffs, the attack of "Happy," a white bull terrior owned by Mrs. Tearle.
occurred on a roadway of the Tearle estate at Chappaqua on December 10, 1 92 1 . Mrs. Tearle was sued as the owner of the
dog and her husband was made a defendant because he owned the
estate where the boy was bitten.
The Tearles through their attorney moved to set aside the verdict— and when it was refused they filed notice of appeal.
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ENTERTAINS
LE
CLAEMM
ARL LAEMMLE, the Universal chief, did some entertaining
last week. He gave a luncheon at the Madison Hotel in honor
of Here Mclntyre, general manager of Universal's branch offices
in Australia and New Zealand — who is in New York on his first
trip to America, and James V. Bryson, general manager of the
European Motion Picture Company of England, Universal distributor inthe British Isles.

The luncheon was Mclntyre's introduction to the home office
perscnnel. He has been the Australian manager for several years
and has done much to put Universal in an enviable position in that
quarter of the globe. Both Mclntyre and Bryson made impressive
talks to the guests who included Mrs. Mclntyre, Wanda Wiley,
the Century comedy star, now in New York; Mr. Laemmle, E. H.
Goldstein. P. D. Cochrane, Paul Gulick, Joe Weil, Meyer Schine.
Julius and Abe Stern, Ned Marin, Fred McConnell, Julius Singer,
Sydney Singerman, Maurice Pivar, Charles Paine, Oscar Binder,
Dave Bader and Henry Clay Bate.

ORITE
'Sthe FAV
T HE PrincPRI
eton NCE
rs like
Yale Seniors can spot beauty
SenioTON
and talent when they see it. When the graduating class of Princeton
passed on their annual statistics, a compilation of favorite choices
determined by vote each year at Commencement time. Norma
Shearer was achieved the honor of being voted "the most popular
motion picture actress."
This actress' rise to the heights is one of the outstanding events
of the past season. It was just a few months ago that she was
doing "extra" work, then Metro-Goldwyn executives, appreciating
her personality and emotional capabilities, assigned to her leading
roles. She was destined for stardom from the moment that she
appeared in "The Snob" and "He Who Gets Slapped."
-As Cornell, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Dartmouth — and the western universities haven't been heard from — their favorite film choice is
causing us considerable suspense. But it would be no surprise to
us if she sweeps all the collective campuses of the United States.

HAPPY ENDING
ANOTHER
,
director of Mermaid comedies, doORMAN TAUROG
nated his megaphone to Judge James Trout of San Francisco the
other day in order that the jurist might shout the wedding ceremony to him and Jufie Leonard. The bride is well known in
Hollywood film circles. Those who stood up with them and doubled
as witnesses were E. H. Allen, general manager of several units producing comedies for Educational, and his wife.
N

]ay
Hunt, iiho
the (meaning
title character
in "Lisihtnin
" (Fox/,
uho Hunt)
is an
inveterate
yarn plays
spinner
Li^htniti
Bill Jones
and not
and
beenof directed
to put the
his suarm
hand on
this "lie
and
repeathasthejust
story
how he drove
of bees
acrossdetector"
the prairie.

G THE COLORS
PRE
L AST Frida
y SEN
nightTIN
found Holbrook Blinn washing off his
Mexican make-up and discarding his flamboyant clothes and the twopint hat — which he wears in "The Dove," in order to bedeck himself in the regulation "soup and fish" so that he might represent
Marion Davies at the Hotel Plaza.
The occasion called for the presentation of a complete set of
colors to the United States World War Amps, an organization
composed of badly disabled veterans of the Argonne and ChateauThierry. Miss Davies had arranged to present the colors in person,
but she had a picture engagement to fulfil on the Coast. So Mr.
Blinn doubled for her.
N YI
SOIF
ANOR
ORIA
LORIA SWGL
is NG
going toGL
have
a reproduction of herG self in oils. A stud
y of her will be executed by Charles G. Sheldon,
internationally known portrait painter, who has just arrived in Los
Angeles. Having painted Lady Diana Manners, Baroness de Granicourt, Mary Pickford, Fritz Kreisler and several miscellaneous
cesses and duknes, what is mor
e natural than Mr. Sheldon's
prining
turn
his attentio to the Marquise de la Falaise de la Coudraye?

Banquet of ff arner Bros, officials, stars, players, directors, executives and exchange managers at the Ambassador, Los Angeles, iihile the recent
ff arner Bros, convention ivas in session on the West Coast. Many familiar faces tcill be recognized.
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xT doesn't seem possible that a picture actor could be found who has
never been to California. Neil Hamilton, a discovery of D. W.
Griffith's is wiUing to stand up and tell the world that he has never
parked himself under a Hollywood sunshine. So he registered gladness when Famous took over the Griffith contract and assigned him to
the role opposite Betty Bronson in her newest picture.
Which means a Coast trip. The actor will not make any sleeper
jumps via the rattlers. He intends drinking in the great open acres
by means of his automobile. The itinerary calls for stops in Philadelphia, Gettysburg, Washington, Wheehng, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
Kansas vCity, Topeka, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad, Las
Vegas, Santa Fe, Alberquerque, Gallup, Flagstaff, Grand Canyon
(a two days' rest here — to enjoy the scenic wonders) Needles,
Mojave, San Bernardino, Passadena and Los Angeles.

It looks ns though Greta Nissen
would put vampires of the past
to shsme in her first important
role in ^'The If anderer" (Paramount), noic being filmed.

CASE RUSSELL IMPROVING
TL.
HE host of friends and acquaintances in the industry of Mrs.
L. Case Russell will be happy to hear that she has so far recovered
from a recent serious operation that she will probably have left the
hospital by the time this appears. Her husband, John Lowell
Russell, known on the screen as John Lowell, gave a quart and a
pint of blood in a transfusion, which undoubtedly saved her life
in her weakened condition following the operation. Mrs. Russell
is one of the veteran scenarists of the industry, her Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew stories and Petrova vehicles being still remembered.

Lillian Gish departs for the coast
to begin work under her contract
with Metro-Goldwyn,
Dorothy. and is seen
off by her mother and sister

In recent years
she has written and scenarized her husband's productions, inaddition to acting in an advisory capacity. Wishes are
'^x'ended ^rr ri complete and soeedy convalescence.
TEXIT GALLEYS. ENTER GREASE-PAINT
d Exes"
Regis
St.release
HE hibitors
the photoplay
forAssociate
last Friday for
little party"Headlin
threwunita producing
writers, during the filming of scenes at the Rue de la Paix, one of
New York's new night clubs. The scribes from the trade, fan and
s installed
rs found
"atmosph
table asseats
at aringside
themselve
newspape
, and
were
they ere"
from their
sequences
in the cabaret
all the 'doins". Whether or no Director E. H.
privileged to watch
Griffith discovered among the typewriter ticklers any future Mary
Pickfords or Rudolph Valentinos has not been announced. Alice
Joyce, Malcolm McGregor, Virginia Lee Corbin and Harry Morey
were among the more professional acting talent present.

Paul Specter, who has just returned from six years abroad,
where he was most recently the
Brussels exchange manager for
L niversal.

T^ormu Talniadge stops for a conEugene O'Brien
and
Directorference with
Dimitri
Buchowetzki
during the production of "Graustark" (First National).

HUNT
AUrTY
A BE
AL N
ROACH, the
professo
of pulchritude, is in New York
HO
scanning the faces of the girls as he passes them on the Avenue.
lays, suchible
th"
of
He lie
is s.
not He
missing
any
the "ho
as, the
g for
tinof
Fol
is hun
beauty and
andmou
talent, disp
both if poss
in
the same person, for his Culver City studios. That Mack Sennett
does not have a monopoly on pretty girls is proved by the galaxy
which is now carrying the Roach banner.

It's onsy to see that Buck Jones, the Fox star, is mighty proud of the
and tve don't
the pinto
handle
Maxinestage
little could
Joneshim and Buck
uav Mrs.
in the family.
right ponies,
a rodeo
blame

W illard Louis blossoms out cs a
likeable (and unshaven) hobo in
his
lalestMail"
appearance,
''The
Limited
(Warnerin Bros.),
note in production.

Al Christie takes a hand in fitting
out Julian Eltinge for his role in
the forthcoming production of
"Madame Lucy"
(Producers Dist.
Corp).
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ROXY is to realize his ambition to have his own theatre in New
York. It will seat 6,000, will cost about $6,000,000 and will be
known as " The Eoxy."
Following- months of negotiations, Herbert Lubin of Sawyer & Lubin,
has consmnmated a deal whereby Associated Pictures Corporation, of
which Mr. Lubin is President, will build the theatre for Roxy.
The house will be located on part of the carbarn site at Seventh avenue and Fiftieth street, containing approximately 50,000 square feet.
There will be an entrance of 40 x 100 at the southeast corner of Seventh
avenue and Fiftieth. .
The theatre w411 be
announcement of the
the New York Rotary
private investors was
lutely independent.

Planned

the largest photoplay house in the world. First
project was m-ide by Roxy himself at a dinner of
Club on June 2. He stated that a syndicate of
backing him and that the enterprise was abso-

' ' The transaction opens the way for the realization of my ambition to
have a motion picture theatre of my own with entertainment features
and broadcasting,' he declared.
The site on which the Roxy Theatre will be built is 200 x 200 feet, located between Sixth and Seventh avenues and running through from
Fiftieth to Fifty-first streets. There is an agreement with Manger
Brothers, who are starting the construction of a big hotel fronting on
Seventh avenue, by which entrance to the theatre will be afforded.
A long time contract has been signed with Roxy to supervise and
manage the new theatre. His present contract as director of presentations at the Capitol still has a year to run, and for that reason no decision has yet been made as to his successor there. The new house will
be completed in 12 to 14 months.
The architects will be Thomas W. Lamb in association with Walter
W. Ahlschlager, of Chicago, and it is said the Longacre Construction
company, which has built a number of big projects of w^hich the Chicagoan was the architect, will have the construction contract.
Boxy has been at the Capitol Theatre for house of the film world. So successful was
he there, that he was selected to manage the
five years, during which time it is universally
acknowledged that he has made it a great
Knickerbocker when it was the home of Trifinancial success through his methods of orangle pictures; His presentation methods
showed continual advancement, so he was
ganization and presentation. Within recent
months, he has gained an international
chosen to manage the Rialto, when that
house was opened, and later the Rivoli.
reputation through radio work and "Roxy
After the Capitol had been running for
and His Gang" are known everywhere in
the world of radio. It goes without saying
about a year, Roxy was put in charge of
that radio will play an important part in presentations with the result that the big
the new theatre.
theatre has become one of the best moneymakers in tlie amusement world.
In connection with Roxy's eventual retirement from the Capitol, Major Edward J.
In this connection, it is said the average
Bowes, managing director of the theatre and
weekly business last year was nearly $46,000,
vice-president of Metro-Goldwyui declared
and the net profit for the fiscal vear ending
that his associations with the former had always been most pleasant and that he wished
May
is placed
at better
thanannounced
"$500,000. as
With31 the
new Roxy
Theatre
him all success in his new undertaking.
an independent proejct, unaffiliated with any
The pioneer in the deluxe presentation of of the big distributors, tlie New York first
pictures, Samuel L. Rothafel, began as a run situation will be radically changed. His
small exhibitor in a town in Western Penngreat reputation as a showman M-ill, it is
sylvania. The next step in his progi-ess
expected, guarantee a big patronage for the
was to the Alhambra in Milwaukee, where
house right from the start. It also considered aforegone conclusion that as far as
his ideas began to attract notice. He "broke
product is concerned, the size of the theatre
into" New York at the Regent Theatre, Seventh avenue and 116th street, and his work
and the prestige of its director will take
soon won still greater attention.
care of that.
The result was that he was placed in
One of the shrewd observers of develop■charge of the Strand when it opened eleven
ments in the industry pointed out that the
years ago as tlie initial big-time picture
announcement
of the Roxy entert-rise

of

6,000

marked a new era in this respect : given an
exhibitor of commanding reputation and
drawing power with the public, the usual
situation of getting a line-up of product before embarking on a big theati'e enterprise
was revereed. In Roxy's case, the product
would have to come to the house — and firstclass product, too — as a matter of good business for the distributors, it was pointed
out.
Jensen-Von Herberg to Build
Seattle House
John G. Von Herberg, general manager
of the Jensen-Von Herberg circuit of theatres in Washington, Oregon and Montana,
announces that his company will begin construction within the next few weeks of a
$500,000 residential district theatre in
Seattle, which, when completed, will be the
finest house of its type in the entire Pacific
Northwest.
The house will have a seating capacity of
1,800 persons, will cover a block of ground,
343 by 100 feet in size, and will be built
on North Broadway, covering the entire
half block from Harrison to Republican
Streets.
Preliminary plans indicate that the new
house will be operated as a strictly first
run theatre, on a ])\a,n similar to Grauman's Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood.
The theatre will be entirely Spanish in
design, both the exterior and interior being finished in this style. Many unusual
features, such as garden spots, courts and
rare shrubbery, will grace the outer entrance, adjacent to a number of arcade
shops and a covered automobile park.
A full stage, capable of handling any
type of act or prologue, will be completely
fitted out and a large orchestral organ on
a rising platform will be installed in the
orchestra pit.

Fitzpatrick
and
McElroy
Build New Houses
Fitzpatrick and McElroy Company of
Chicago have decided to replace houses in
three towns of their circuit with new picture theatres. All three will be readv in
the Fall.
At Alpena, Michigan, a 1,300 seat house
is being erected on the site of the Maltz
Theatre which was destroyed by fire this
Spring. It will open on Labor Day. A
new theatre is being built at Three Rivers,
Michigan, to take the place of the Rex,
which is now in operation. The new site is
directly opposite the Rex.
At Ludington, Michigan, a 1,000 seat
modern theatre will supplant the o'd Lyric.
It is scheduled to be completed in August.
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Meeting in New
York
THE new Board of Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, elected at the recent convention, met in New York this week to
put into effect the program adopted at Milwaukee. Important developments
were expected as a result of the sessions, which began at the Roosevelt Hotel on
Wednesday, June 3 and were still in progress when this issue went to press.
Among the matters to be taken up was the selection of a manager for the
Playdate Bureau. Despite published reports to the contrary, it appeared that the
position would probably be given to a man in the ranks of the industry, rather
than a personage from outside.
Selection of a newspaperman as an important factor in the operation of the
Bureau was being discussed in some quarters this week. It was said he might
be drafted from the trade paper ranks, although there was no indication that a
choice had been made. The matter would, of course, have to be discussed and
approved at the meeting of the Board.
The meeting of the governing body of the M. P. T. O. A. was fully attended
and was the most significant held in many years, because of the presence of the
Allied members, and the important problems up for consideration, including further
mobilization of playdates, negotiation of a new standard contract, and extension of
arbitration.
Besides R. F. Woodhull, President of the organization, and Sydney S. Cohen,
Chairman the personnel of the Board follows: R. R. Biechele, Kansas City, Kans. ;
A. Julian Brylawski, Washington, D. C; H. A. Cole, Dallas, Texas; E. W. Collins,
Jonesboro, Ark.; M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.; Glenn Cross, Battle Creek,
Mich.; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Fred Dolle, Louisville, Ky.; A. A. Elliott,
Hudson, N. Y.; E. M. Fay, Providence, R. I.; Glenn Harper, Los Angeles, Calif.;
J. J. Harwood, Cleveland; A. A. Kaplan, MinneapoHs; Frank A. Keeney, Brooklyn;
Jack Miller, Chicago; Charles Nathan, Peoria, 111.; N. C. Rice, Algona, Iowa;
J. C. Ritter, Detroit; L. M. Sagal, New Haven, Conn.; J. A. Schwalm, Hamilton,
O.; Fred C. Seegert, Milwaukee; Joseph M. Seider, Newark, N. J.; W. A. Steffes,
MinneapoHs; W. W. Watts, Springfield, 111.; Jake Wells, Richmond, Va.; J. H.
Whitehurst, Baltimore; L. B. Wilson, Covington, Ky.; Nathan Yamins, Fall River,
Mass., and A. C. Zaring, Indianapolis.
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"Showmanship Exhibit" to Be Feature of
Jersey M. P. T. O. Asbury Park Meeting
ts for the annual
of even
THEconvprog
on of
entiram
the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, to
be held at the New Monterey Hotel, Asbury
Park, New Jersey, June 29, 30 and July 1,
will be of grreat interest to the theatre
owners of thi.s territory- because they are
g planned to assist everj- manager and
bein
owner of a motion picture house in the
running of his theatre and putting on a
"Broadway" show even if the house is
located in a small town. The plan is being called, by the New Jersey theatre members who are actively engaged on tlie various committees, "Bringing Broadway to
Main Street."
Besides the official business activities that
go with eveiy convention, plans are being
formulated for the display part of the program which will be of help to every theatre
owner from a box-ofi&ce angle. Expert
showmen have been employed to stage novel
lighting effects and prologue presentations
that can be made applicable to any house,
no matter what the siz?, and at a very
reasonable cost.
The small town theatre owner has been
hampered because of his inability to give
his audiences a shoAv with a Broadway presentation. They will be shown how at the
State Convention of the New Jersey theatre
owners.
Some of the few amusements that will be
included in the larg-e progi".m of events
the convent'on will be fireworks, water
sports carnival, a midnight review, dance,
banfjuet, after dinner novelties and stunts.
The Entertainment Committee, consisting
of Henry P. Nelson. Morris Kitinsky a"']
Leon Rosenblatt, are busily engaged map-

ping out a complete progi'am of events to
cover the three days' convention and everything looks to a good time for all. The
Registration Committee already reports
numerous requests for reservations at the
New Monterey Hotel.
Milwaukee
Organizing for
Greater Movie Season
Eddie Volandorf of First National, Geo.
L. Levine of Universal, and J. G. Frackman of Progress Pictures, representing a
committee chosen by the Milwaukee Film
Board of Trade, and Geo. Bauch, Steve
Bauer, F. C. Seegert and M. Krofta, the
committee representing the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association, have organized and
plan weekly meetings to develop and cooperate with the Hays plan of Greater
]\rovie Season.
Cleveland Houses to Run on
Full Schedule This Summer
Motion picture theatres in and around
Cleveland are maintaining their full time
winter policies throughout the summer.
There is no indication that the picture
houses will either offer a part time policy or
that they will close for the warm months.
The reason for this is that most of the
houses are owned and operated by circuits.
Tlie circuits find it best to keep to a set
'schedule. The independently owned houses
then fall in line, and also keep open.
Other summers, it was quite the rule for the
ahouses
week. to shut down and run only a few days

Exhibitors Wait Verdict on Tax
Kansas City exhibitors will know in a
few days whether or not they are to receive relief from an almost unbearable
county tax burdened upon theatres' of
Jackson County. A committee from the
M.P.T.O. Kansas-Missouri M-ill appear before the county court soon at a special hearing on the matter.
The tax, which is considered by exhibitors as "prohibitive," is $50 a year on all
houses containing less than 600 seats and
•$100 for larger theatres — this in addition
to regular occupation license, city, county
ami state taxes.
Rowland And Clark Take
Over Four More Houses
Under a deal recently concluded with McCartney, Johnson and Kurtz, the Rowland
and Clark circuit has acquired four more
houses in Pennsylvania. The theatres are
the Ritz, Indiana, Pa.; the Jefferson and
Majestic, Punxsutawney, and the Strand,
Ridgrvvay. The Ritz has a seating capacity
of about 600 and the Strand and Jetfersoioabout 1,300 each.
It is understood that W. P. McCartney
will become the district manager for Rowland and Clark.
Merged Southern
Take New

Companies
Title

Tlie recently merged Southern States Film
Company and Creole Enterprises at Atlanta
will be known in the future as the Liberty
Theatre Film Distributing Corporation. A
complete reorganization is now under way.
Oscar Oldknow, formerly head of Southern
States, will hold the position of vice-president and general manager, while E. V. Richards is the president of the newly fonned
corporation.

Legal Headquarters is Established for Famous in Paris
Elek John Ludvigh, head of the legal de)iartment of Famous Players-Lasky, will go
to Paris this Summer to establish a legal
department through which he will coordinate the various legal activities of the company on the Continent.

Kansas-Missouri Plan
Field Campaign

Big

and Missouri
Kansas
T. O. for
M. P. plan
strength
ANEW
tion ening
E.
by C. the
considera
is under
Cook, business manager, which, if
adopted, may result in tripling the membership of the organization.
During the hot summer months — the
"slump" months — it is planned to obtain
eight or ten exhibitors from Kansas
and the same number from Missouri.
These exhibitors, with Mr. Cook, will
tour the entire Western Missouri and
Kansas territory, making their headquarters in various key centers. From
each key center each day they will
divide the surrounding territory and
work all towns in the district. The expenses of the exhibitors would be paid,
they giving only their time to the organization.
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CERTAIN reviewers on the New York dailies — and this by no
means inchides them all — have within recent months condemned
several pictures as being "inartistic" which later proved to be
box-office successes. One of the most flagrant examples of picture condemnation from the mere viewpoint of the critic, without any attempt at
finding out whether the public would like the film in question, occurred
the other dav in The New York Sun in connection with the sho^^'ing of
"Drusilla With a Million" at the Capitol Theatre.
"The Moviegoer" in The Sun wrote a re^^ew which apparently pivoted on the statement that "it didn't entertain me" and branded "Drusilla" as a bid for box-office popularity, as if that were a crime of
some sort. His remarks were so unfair to the picture, which almost all
the other New York newspaper reviewers recognized as possessing real
appeal to the public, that J. S. Dickerson, Associate Editor of Motion
Picture News, wrote a letter to the critic in question.
This letter and "The Moviegoer's" reply were printed in full by The
Sun in its issue of May 29, and given prominent display.
Motion Picture News prints the correspondence in full below, because this publication believes it is time the attention of the trade is
called to the ideas of that school of newspaper critics who condemn pictures merelv because they do not measure up to their standards of
"art."
The matter assumes real importance when it is remembered that
reviews in the New York dailies influence the booking of pictures. Mr.
Dickerson 's letter to the Simt critic follows:
New York papers, and the real bets have
"I once heard an exasperated lawyer
been passed up with the kind of a review
tell a ver\' new and ari-ogant judge that
you have given Drusilla. For instance,
a Supreme Court Justice was supposed to
know some law. It suggests itself to me
some very unkind things were said alx)ut
that I might say that a motion picture
'The Talker,' playing recently at the Strand.
In a measure these were justified, but, on
critic is supposed to know something alx)ut
the other hand, while old fashioned and
pictures, not only from his own personal
likes and dislikes, but from the angle of orthodox, it will gross more money over the
country than all the Peter Pans that ever
the public.
have been made.
"This letter is inspired by your review
"Referring again to 'Drusilla,' I am going
of "Drusilla With a Million.' I have no
to try to remember to send you the record
interest in this picture, either financial or
of box office reports on this picture some
othenvise, and it does not make any difthree of four months from now, just to
ference to me what you or other reviewers
convince you that from the angle of the
say about it, but I want to make the prepublic you are about as far wrong as you
diction that this picture Avill please more
can possibly be, and if I do this I hope
people, perhaps of a certain sort, than anyyou
will keep in mind that pictui'cs are
thing of its kind I'eleased since 'Over tlie presented
not for the benefit of critics
and reviewers, but for the public, who i>ay
Hill.'
"If my prediction is true then you have
their money and are satisfied on an average
done a great injustice to the firm producwith what they get.
ing this picture and to the director who
"We who make our living in the motion
made it. Unfortunately for the trade, sales
picture business know that better and more
of pictures in New York territory are
artistic pictures could be made, according
largely influenced by the New York dailies'
reviews.
to the highbrow viewpoint, but we also
know that the business is a financial one,
"You must remember that pictures are
and that in order to make pictures we
not an art, in spite of the fact that press
must make those which prove financial sucagents and some critics try to make them
so, but are merely entertainment designed
to suit the average persons as they are
The reply of "The Moviegoer" shows,
cesses."
better than any comment by us could, the
scattered over the United States. So my
workings
of the mind of a critic who is not
ad\-ice to any reviewei-, and that includes
interested in giving the readers of his
those on our own publication is to go
paper information about pictures from
into the theatre and view productions- from
their own viewpoint, but from his own
the angle of the person who pays admission. It seems to be the fact that all the ideas
thus : of "art." "The Moviegoer" answere<l
biggest box office flops of the last few seasons have been praised almost unanimously
"To .J. S. Dickerson, Motion Picture
News. Sir: I am very glad to hear from
by j'ou fellows who are reviewing for the

"Sun"
Critic
you on the subject of 'Drusilla With a Million' and the review of it which appeared
in these columns. Quite frankly, I consider
'Drusilla' the cheapest, most obvious bid
for box office popularity that has been seen
on the screens of Broadway this season.
I strongly object to the film on the grounds
that it is (1) illogical, (2) badly acted
with the possible exception of Mary Carr,
(3) filled with the stalest hokum, (4) and
mawkish.
"Indeed, Mr. Dickerson, I left the theatre in the middle of it for a breath of
fresh air. I returned immediately, however, my irritation having cooled by the
drizzly rain. Contrary to what you think,
I know a great deal about motion pictures.
Any one would, after acting as a motion
picture critic in New York for over six
months. I concede that 'Drusilla' may have
a box office appeal in certain communities.
It did not entertain me, however, and I
don't think that persons who have or even
pretend to have any cultivation of mind will
like it.
"I write what I think and my writings
are only my opinions. Nothing more. I
rarely, if ever, attempt to predict whether
a photoplay has potency at the box office.
That is what trade journals are for. Motion
picture critics, if they are worth anything
as critics, are concerned principally with
the artistic merits of a film. If, however,
a film which they recognize as miles
below art entertains them, they should so
state. To me 'Di-usilla' offered nothing.
"You are trying to tell me that motion
pictures are not an art. I choose to consider them so. At any rate, I seem to
think more of the movies than you do.
The 'Last Laugh' and 'Greed' proved to me
that the motion picture can be as ennobling
in its own way as literature and di-ama.
'Drusilla' seemed to me to be bogus and false
to life, as it is lived in almost every particular. Throughout I sensed the author
and director standing by, deliberately shoving the characters into certain situationssituations in which they would never have
been found as a result of their characteristics. That, of course, is all opinion on my
part. Other critics have found 'Drusilla'
"When you say that the critics have
unanimously praised all the biggest box
office flops of the last season you are
good.
wrong. The only photoplay of the past
year which they have praised unan mously
was 'Peter Pan.' And that was not a box
office failure at either the Rivoli or the
Rialto. If 'The Talker,' a.s you predict,
grosses more money than all the 'Peter
Pans' ever made (a prediction that seems
to me preposterous), well — what of it?
Things like 'The Talker' have always grossed
more money than the Peter
Pans.
But — the producers of the Peter Pans
may be allowed to enter heaven. Have you
thought of that?
Please send me the record of the box office
reports on
'Drusilla' onduring
{Continued
page the
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Exchange — Company's Assets $18,000,000
ance of 900,000 shares of Class A common
above, 1,000,000 shares are to be authorized.
has
c«nt
per
235
of
di\'idend
A stock
been declared by the board of di- without voting privileges.
Of these, it is understood 400,000 will be
rectors of the Fox Film Corporation.
Holders of the present common stock will issued and 600,000 placed in reserve. Of
be given the right to subscribe for 165,000
the 400,000, there will be 235,000 issued to
Of this. 200 per cent will go to the stockholders and the balance to employees of the shares of additioual Class A common at $43, present stockholders and certain employees
or for each share now held the stockholder
as a dividend, and the remaining will be
company who are considered to have contributed to the success of the concern.
may subscribe for 1.65 additional shares.
listed on the Stock Exchange. This amounts
Application has been made to list 165,000
These subscriptions will be handled through
to a dividend of 235 per cent and is a huge
the Bankers Trust Company.
shares on the New York Stock Exchange,
"melon." The dividend is payable in Class
The excellent financial condition of the A common without par value.
with the initial offering at $46 or $47 a
share.
Fox corporation is further shown by hisWith the announcement of the stock divitory over a period of years. The original
The company is being completely recapidend, and the other financial developments
talized and is now in the strongest financial
investment of $500,000 in preferred, made
in
1915,
was
retired
in
1919.
Cash
dividends
in
the
Fox organization, the company's reposition in its historj-. Total assets are
markable gi'owth is disclo.sed. While it was
equivalent
to
the
original
investment
were
approximateh' $18,000,000 and these have
generally known in the industry that Fox
made in 1922, 1923 and 1924.
accrued entirely from earnings.
There will be a new stock issue of
was a big money-maker, definite announceIt is understood that the company hitherment of these developments brings the facts
to has been owned exclusively by William
1.000,000 shares. The new Class B common, to the amount of 100,000 shares, will
Fox and a small group of friends, whose
into greater prominence, and will serve to
holdings were 84 per cent of the stock.
replace the old common stock. In addition,
trade-mark the company as one of the financial solid rocks of the industrv.
the stockholders have authorized the issuIn the present recapitalization, as stated

Denies
Rumors

Report
Famous

N.

West

Would Buy Chain Flatly Denied
Theatres Earned $9,569,055.40

to the
ROIORS, recently circulated,
etfect that Famous Players were to
buy out the West Coast Theatres
chain of houses on the Pacific coast have
been categorically denied as false and unfounded by Sol Lesser, vice-president of
the West Coast organization.
Mr. Lesser's statement, issued in Los
Angeles, brands as "groundless and untrue,
all such talk, including reports published by
a Hollywood trade weekly."
"We have had many offers from film
producing organizationos for the purchase
of our circuit," said Mr. Lesser, "but it is
not for sale. Ninety-five per cent of the
West Coast Theatres stock is held by
Messrs. M. and A. L. Gore, Adolph Ramish,
and myself," he continued.
"The chain of theatres is independent of
all producers and none of its stock is for
sale. Our screens are open to any producer

Three

of

Zones

Deal

by Sol Lesser Statement —
in 1924

of good product irrespective, if he represents First National, Famous Players, or
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. We require over
.300 big features each year for our screens.
We are open to all pictures irrespective of
their owners or producers or disti'ibutors.
"Recently a selling campaign whereby
over $1,500,000 in West Coast bonds will
be disposed of, was started in Los Angeles
and opened to the public. Every dollar has
been subscribed and the West Coast organization is fully financed from every angle
for each and every future need.
"There are practically 125 large theatres
on the circuit today. New houses are being built in all portions of the Pacific Coast
and our building program is not completed.
West Coast Theatres, Inc., with affiliated
companies, has total a.ssets of $12,742,926.96
and a total funded debt including purchase

Y.

Coast

monev obligations and this issue, of $4,368 985.53. The gross revenue for 1924 was
$9,569,055.40, and current earnings are at
the rate of seven times the total interest
charges on the entire funded debt, including
this issue.
The bond issue is secured by direct obligation of the company and a general mortgage on all of its properties, including
land, buildings, leaseholds and licenses. The
company's stock in affiliated companies and
interest in theatre-operating contracts,
valued at $3,098,726.03, will be pledged
with the trustee for the protection of the
bondholders. There will also be assigned
to the trustee, the company's contract for
the purchase of approximately 99 per cent
of the capital stock of West Coast Theatres,
Inc., of Northern California, upon which
there has been paid in cash $1,000,000.96.

Hold

Meeting

Daylight Saving, Independence, Among Topics
Discussed; Good Financial Condition is Shown
Previous to the close of the meeting, Mr.
A resolution was also adopted in favor
attended meeting of promiAT a largely
nent exhibitors from both the Albany
Buettner announced that his working comof more independence on the part of promittee in the Albanv Zone would consist of
■ and the Buffalo Zones, held at the
ducers as well as exhibitors. This resoluHotel Onondaga in Syracuse, on Tuesday,
Uly
S.
Hill, of Albany, Meyer Schine. of
tion brought forth a great deal of discusJune 2, William Dillon, of Ithaca, was
Glovei-sville ; Robert Wagner, Little Falls ;
sion, the majority of which was favorable.
Lewis Fischer, of Fort Edward; W. W.
elected president of the New York State
In connection with the meeting on TuesM.P.T.O., and Uly S. Hill, of Albany, was
Farley, of Albany, and L. L. Connors, of
day it developed that both the Albany and
chosen as secretary. It was decided to Buffalo Zones are in good financial condiCambridge. Mr. Michaels has named his
abolish the office of treasurer and to let
working
force in the Buffalo Zone as Mortion, the Buffalo Zone having a bank balris Slotkin, of Buffalo; Charles Hayman, of
each Zone meet its own running expenses.
ance of about $2,500 while Albany has a
Louis Buettner, of Cohoes, was named by balance in its treasury of about $1,500, an
Niagara Falls; Walter Havs. of Buffalo;
President Dillon as chainnan of the Albany
exceptionally good showing in view of the
Zone, and Jules Michaels, of Buffalo, was
Sidneyhan, Allen,
Medina;Wood,
'William
CallaRochester;ofMichael
Jamestown.
fact that the Albany Zone was started only
apj)ointed to a like position in the Buffalo
Among those present at the S\Tacuse
a
few
months
ago.
Zone.
meeting were : Walter Hays, Jules Michaels,
Walter Hays, of Buffalo, the retiring
Morris Slotkin, M. Fitzer, N. Vassileades.
One of the featui'es of the gathering was
the first move taken by the exhibitors in president, presented an excellent report.
John Vollely, of Buffalo; Charles Hayman.
Niagara Falls; Sidney Allen, of Me<Iina ;
New York State, as a body, upon the quesNo by-laws to govern the two Zones were
(Continued Oil page 2912)
tion of daylight saving.
adopted at tlie meeting.
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Gleichman
Judge

Holds

- Famous

Suit

Dismissed

Contract Could Not Be Interpreted
Adventure
as Contended

JUDGE Fred S. Lamb of Cadillac, Michigan, sitting in the Wayne county circuit court, ruled during the past week,
that the case brought by Phil Gleichman
against the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
be dismissed. Judge Lamb held that the
five-year franchise contract could not be interpreted as a joint adventure as was contended by Gleichman, former proprietor of
the Broadway-Sti'and theater. It was stated
that at the end of the third year the breach
was due to obstinacy and failure by both
parties to reach an agreement. He ruled
that the case be dismissed without cost to
either side.
Trial of the Gleichman suit and its outcome had been watched by the film world,
both from the angle of the producer and
consumer. The mere fact that S. R. Kent,
general manager of Famous Players, was in
constant attendance, together with other
high officials of the company, attested to the
importance attached to the case by the producer.
It is expected that the case will be appealed by Gleichman. Testimony during
the trial, showed that Famous Players
have from 10,000 to 12,000 contracts built
on a similar basis. The present suit was
the first of its kind, according to testimony. A precedent is expected to be established by the interpretation placed by
the court on the meaning of the contract
and the respective duties of both parties.
Among the important points in the decision handed down by Judge Lamb is his
statement that Gleichman did breach his
contract by failing to live up to its terms
and that he was in no position to complain
of his treatment by Famous Players.
Complete Decision
Following is the complete decision rendered by Judge Lamb on May 27th.
"Now, gentlemen, I will say that practically all of the time we have been in the
trial of this case I have spent my outside
time in following the record and looking
up the law, and trying to keep in touch
with the situation from time to time, so
that when we came to this point I would
have practically arrived at my conclusion
as to what the rights of the parties were.
"What I have to say may not agree with
the contentions of either party entirely, but
that does not necessarily mean that either
party is wrong, or that I am absolutely
right, but I am going to tell you how it
strikes me. I made a few notes of what
I want to say in order that you may have
what you are entitled to, and have some
reason for the conclusion that I reach.
"In the first place, viewing the record
from a cool and dispassionate point of view,
I shall undoubtedly differ somewhat from
the contentions of either party in my
analysis of the controlling questions presented.
"I shall take the franchise contract, socalled, as made, and interpret it in the
light of what the parties have seen fit to do
under it in seeking to determine the rights
of the parties.
"The primary question is, what relation
was established between the parties when

they, entered into the franchise agreement
in September, 1919. It is not a question of
what they called the result of their efforts,
but what did they contract for? Did they
intend to contract for tliose things which
the law regards as constituting the relation
of joint adventure, or that of licensor and
licensee? That is the primary question in
this case, as I view it, and I think you have
admitted in your arguments that it is the
controlling question.
"Looking at it from a practical standpoint, then, we have:
"First. The plaintiff with a theatre in
which to exhibit pictures.
"Second. The defendant. Famous Players-Lasky Corporaton, with pictures for exhibition for a consideration.
"Now, that was the situation when this
contract was made in September, 1919. One
desired to purchase service and the other
desired to sell its service. The result was
Exhibit 1, as supplemented by Exhibit 2 and
the second year by Exhibit 3, and the third
year by Exhibit 4.
"The $12,500 was a loan and but a minor
incident in and to the franchise agi'eement
and should have no force or effect in determining what relations the parties intended to establish, except as to its bearing
on the question of whether or not plaintiff
had violated the terms of the agreement entered into in September, 1919.
"Except as fixed and determined by the
contract itself neither party had or was to
exercise any proprietary interest or control
over that which the other had and exclusively controlled. There was no common
property interest in what either party contributed tothe business. There was no fixed
scale providing for the ups and downs of
the business to be applied alike to both
parties at all times. One party took all
the risk and shouldered all the loss all the
time.
"Now, these elements, in the judgment of
the court, are all foreign to any real conception of a partnership or a joint adventure under the laws of this state.
"Under the contracts as made was the
plaintiff to have the first choice of all pictures released?
"Under the first contract the distributor
made whatever selection there was to be
made.
"Under the second contract the distributor
lias the right to designate proper ]iroductions for exhibition in plaintiff's theatre,
and, then, the exhibitor and distributor
shall mutually agree as to what pictures
shall be shown.
"Under the third contract 'Feature prowere to be ductions,'
shown.mutually chosen by the parties
"The expression 'mutually chosen' is
plain, common, every-day language, and
can have but one meaning. A picture is
mutually chosen when the minds of the two
parties concur in that choice. It matters
little what machinery is brought into play
to effectuate that choice. What was done
under the contracts falls far short of establishing any right to the first choice of
productions released, and the oral testimony
brought in to establish the contentions is

as

a Joint

not only inadmissible, but unconvincing,
well, if allowed to be used.
"Did the plaintiff breach his contract?
There is but one answer to this Question.
He did breach it when he failed and neglected to live up to its terms.
"Was that breach waived on the part of
the defendant? I think it was conditionally
waived. There was an extension by sufferance from time to time only, that, without
consideration was subject to recall at any
time.
"This brings us to the time of the break
in the early summer of 1922. These parties
approached the making of the booking contract for 1922-1923 under circumstances
and conditions that heretofore had been
unforeseen, and the effect of which could
not have been provided against.
Refers to Local Condition
"Now, I have reference to the conditions
that existed right on Broadway, in the city
of Detroit, — the completion of the new
Capitol Theatx-e. The results during the
latter part of the booking year of 19211922, show for themselves that there was a
condition that neither party could or did
foresee, and when these parties got together
in 1922 to see if they could arrange upon a
booking contract for the next year, this condition confronted both. It was apparent to
the i^laintiff that he could not continue for
another year under the terms of the 19211922 contract. He must have pictures of
greater drawing power at no increase in
price. He wanted a split of the larger pictures on the same basis as he had had feature production the preceding year.
"The defendant company sensed the necessity for a change in the productions to
be exhibited in the Broadway Strand Theatre, if it was to be made a profit, but the
defendant was unwilling and refused to
give the plaintiff the larger pictures for
the price he was willing to pay. Neither
side would give in to the other, and as a
result, there was a break in their relations.
This break, in the judgment of the court,
was a natural and logical sequence of the
condition which the parties found themselves
confronted with. Each was looking after
his own; both were at fault. In my judgment both should be held responsible for
the breach which resulted in the closing of
this five-year contract.
"Now, looking at it as I do — and I have
given pretty fair attention to the proceedings here — looking at it as I do, having in
mind the testimony that has been presented,
and the law as it has been presented here,
I am under the impression, and I find that
under the proofs the plaintiff is in no position to complain of his treatment by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
"As to this break of their relations in the
spring or summer of 1922, wherein they
could not get together on their booking
contract for 1922 and 1923, I believe that
that break Avas due to the failure on the
part of either side to be willing to compromise and that both were to blame.
"So that looking at it as I do, I am going
to say that the bill should be dismissed, but
without costs to either party."
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LILLIAN

GISH

111 Ufa's "Faust"; Film To Be Made Abroad
LILLIAN GISH will be loaned to the Ufa company to play Marguerite in a film production
of "Faust" which is to be made in Germany,
according to an interview given out by Louis B.
of Metro-Goldwynproduction manager
Mayer,
Mayer, with whom Miss Gish has a long term contract.
According to the announcement the star will make "La Boheme" and
one other feature for Metro-Goldwyn before going abroad to appear in
"Faust."
It is understood that Emil Jannings will play the role of Mephisto and
probably Ramon Novarro will appear as Valentin in the Ufa production.
F. W. Murnau is to direct the film.
If the arrangements are carried out it is likely that Metro-Goldwyn
will distribute the picture in this country.

Schiller
Will

to

Sail

Complete

Affiliation Among

Metro-Goldwyn

last week's issue
announn -emen
THEof Motio
Pictutre inXews that E. A.
Schiller, general representative of
Loew's, Inc., would sail for Europe on legal
matters is confirmed in a statement from
the Loew offices this week. Schiller and
J. Robert Rubin of Metro-Goldwyn Pictaires Corporation will sail on the Aquitania .June 9th for France to complete the
recent affiliations between Marcus Loew,
Metro-Goldwyn and the Gaumont Theatre
chain, and to set in motion the actual working ijlan.
Through the affiliation, the Loew circuit
will operate the theatres, which include the
4.000 seat Gaumont Palace in Paris, together with three others, and theatres in
Bordeaux, Lyons, Marseilles, Tolouse, Tou-

Canada

Act

for

and

Gaumont

Europe
Loew,
Chain

lon, Strassbourg, St. Etein and Cairo and
Alexandria in Egypt.
In addition to completing all details in
the deal, Schiller will visit England, Germany, Holland and Sweden to study the
theatre and film distribution situation in
those countries.
The affiliation with the Gaumont chain
will give Metro-Goldwyn picture products
a wider distribution in foreign lands and
the theatre chain a direct, release f'losely
following the completion of a production.
Undoubtedly American methods will creep
into the foreign field of theatre operation
with Loew undertaking that end.
The deal brings into closer relationship
Loew and Gaumont, two of the biggest
figures in the foreign theatre field.

Exempts

Theatres

Proposed Amendments Would Not
Affect Music in Motion Picture Houses
1 1 HE Copyright Act and the
I amendments now proposed do
not in any way change the state
of the law with reference to the playing
of musicclaredin
picture theatres,"
E. R.moving
E. Chevrier,
ilember deof
Parliament for Ottawa East, before the
Copyi'ight Committee of the House of Commons at Ottawa, the Canadian Capital on
May 28.
This was the official pronouncement by
the proposer of the amendments to the
Canadian Copyright Act which had been
intended to cover all presentations of
cojjyrighted music, theatrical, radio and
otherwise, in the Dominion. This statement by Mr. Chevrier, however, establislies
the precedent that the act amendments now
before the Canadian Parliament will not
affect the playing of music in theatres any
more than in the past.
To make the matter binding, the Co))yright Committee agreed to the suggestion
of Mr. Chevrier, relieving exhibitors of the
possibility of paying a tax on music, and

the bill with new" amendment, was reported
favorably. Radio performances are to be
taxed, however, except in the case of amateur stations not operated for gain or
advertising purposes.
This development in the Copyright music
situation in Canada is considered a real
gain by the Motion Picture Distributors
and Exhibitoi-s of Canada, the Canadian
association for all departments of the business, which is operated in affiliation with
the Hays body in New York. Col. John
A. Cooper, president of the Motion Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada,
Toi'onto, himself attended meetings of the
Copyright Committee at Ottawa and entered
a strong protest against the proposed
royalties on music played in theatres.
Legal representatives were also engaged
by the Canadian association and every possible angle of the situation was studied.
The result of this fight is found in the
formal annonnement by the sponsor of the
bill that the amendments would not include
music in the theatres.
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Combined
Meeting
[Continued from page 2910)
Uly S. Hill, of Albany; Louis Buettner, of
Cohoes; J. Meyer Schine and Ben Davis,
of Gloversville ; Lewis Fischer, of Fort Edward; Charles McCarthy, Hoosick Falls;
Robert Wagner, Little Falls ; James Roe,
Leo Bladen, Frank Becker, Jack Griswold,
George Phillips, Leo Dowling, R. ilerriman, George Smith, Jerry Harrison and
James Constantino, Syracuse; William Dillon, Ithaca; Rae Candee, Vtica; John and
Chester Fennyvessy, of Rochester; Charles
Sesonske, Johnstown; Howard Shannon,
Rochester, and the following exchange managers :J. H. Maclntyre, A. J. Herman, H.
C. Bissell and Leo Medem, all of Albany;
Frank McCarthy, C. A. Anthony, Joe Miller, Howard Brink, Mjron Kempner and
Basil Brady, all of Buffalo.
Canada

Famous

Director

Sails for England
N. L. N^athanson, Toronto, Managing
director of Famous Pla^'ers Canadian
Corp., Limited, Toronto, controlling 90
Theatres in Canada, and representing Pantages and other interests, sailed for England on May 27 from Kew Yoi'k. It has
been intimated that Mr. Nathanson will
confer with Lord Beaverbrook, prominent
English publisher and theatrical financier.
Texas
Valley Exhibitors
Launch Organization
The ^'alley Exhibitors, from the lower
Rio Grande Valley of Texas, was organized
last week for the purpose of getting together
once a month to discuss pictures, exploitation and other matters of interest. There
was no talk of a booking combine.
Fourteen exhibitors were present and
they selected Dave J. Young of Brownsville,
president, and Roy E. Kintz of McAllen,
secretary and ti'easurer.
Schulberg

Productions

in

New Quarters
Because of the increased production
schedule B. P. Schulberg Productions has
moved its eastern headquarters to the recentlv completed building at 117 West
Forty-Fifth street. New York City. The
organization is occupying the entire ninth
fioor in the new building.
Allied

Circuit

to

Start

Operating This Week
ITH 125 theatres said to be enrolled as members of the
organization,
the Alliedbooking
Theatres Circuit, the Northwest
combination headed by W. A. Steffes,
began active operations this week.
Steffes announced that negotiations
for product are under way with every
distributing organization, and that the
Allied is meeting with no obstacles from
anyAccording
source. to Steffes the membership
of the AlHed has been increasing at the
rate of 15 members each week and the
exhibitors continue to join at that rate.
He declared that nearly every key city
in the Northwest territory was represented in the organization's membership.
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Greater
Movie"
Campaign
Field Men Sent Out — Motion Picture News to Print
Section

THE Greater Movie Season eampaign,
sponsored by tiie Hays organization,
is in full swing. This week the tield
organization working from the Hays ottiee
in co-operation with exhibitors was completed by the di>pateh of exploitation men
into territories where Greater Movie Season
celebrations will be linked to form a demonstration from Coast to Coast.
In next week's issue Motiox Pictire
News will j)nnt a section covering evei'v
phase of the campaign and containing material that will be of aid to exhibitors who
join in the movement.
The divisions and men who will carry out
the preliminary arrangements are as follows : New York and Brooklyn : Waylaiid
Taylor. Boston, New Haven, Portland, ile.,
and Albany: E. J. Farrell. Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington : Jack Pegler.
Dallas, Xew Orleans, Atlanta and Memphis :
M. C. Coyne. Chicago and Milwaukee :
Louis R. Brager. Buffalo, Detroit and
Cleveland : Harry L. Royster. Columbus,
Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Cincinnati and
Louisville: Lee Riley. Kansas City, St.
Louis and Oklahoma City: Esther E. Rosecan. Minneapolis, St. Paul, Omaha and Des
Moines: Robert Ir\\-in. Denver, Salt Lake
and
Butte: Portland
Lloyd "Willis.
Los Angeles,
San
Francisco,
and Seattle:
Rav Leek.

Independent
Important

Territorial

in Next

Week's

Atlantan to Head
Press Division

Issue

Hays

TI, city editor of
TROT
ARAtlant
LAMthe
a Georgi
's
Hearst
andcan
y Atlan
ta an
has
Ameri
Sunda
been named by Will H. Hays to head
the press division of the newly organized
Public Relations division of which Jason
S. Joy is director. Trotti will start his
new work June 8th under the supervision
of Colonel Joy.
The task of the new head of the press
division will be to provide the newspapers of America with items concerning
the
functioning
of the "open
policy recently inaugurated
by door"
Will
Hays as part of his public relations
program.
Trotti is a graduate of the University
of Georgia and has been in the newspaper field since 1921. Two months ago
he was promoted to the post of city
editor of the Georgian.
According to the central idea, meetings
of theatre managers, exchange managei-s,
publicity men and other executives will be
called in each city for a thorough discussion
of the scheme and to elect a committee ot
three to report upon ways and means. At
a second meeting- tiie committee will recom-

Sales
Deals

Show

for Domestic

and

Starts

mend a local plan of procedure, also naming
a general manager who will be directly responsible for the success of the campaign.
A leader, a man of ideas, a man popular
locally and above all a worker, is naturally
best-suited to the post. Committees that are
suggested include : Finance, to collect and
disperse funds and arrange the budget;
Publicity and Advertising, covering news])aper and co operative work and window
displays; an Outdoor Committee, which will
attend to posting and distribution of window cards; a Decorations Committee, whose
work will embrace lobby displays, distribution of novelties and securing street banners
and stencils. A General Committee, headed
by the General Manager, will take charge
of street parades, get Governors' and
Mayors' endorsements and appoint fourmiinite sjieakers to address commercial and
social clubs.
Greater Movie Season exploitation men
carry complete details of this organization
work, which is considered absolutely necessary to the campaig-n's success. Modeled on
plans put into effect by various states where
concerted drives of this nature have proved
their value, the system is calculated to brine
about a smooth-running machine which does
the work "behind the screen" and reaps the
benefits in front of it.

Live
Foreign

General Optimism for Next
Season's
INDEPENDENT distributorsies are confor next
tinuing their sales of territor
Jack Kuhn Dies Suddenly
season's product at a rate which indiin Cleveland
cates agenerally optimistic view of the business prospects for the coming year.
eight years
the past Ohio
KUHN,
JACK
ted withfor Loew's
J. G. Bachmann, general manager of disassocia
Theatres and manager of the Stillman
tribution for B. P. Schulberg Productions,
theatre, died suddenly in Cleveland Sunannounced that Sam Zierler, president of
day evening May 31st. Kuhn was enterCommonwealth Film Service, ha^ contracted
ing the Stillman theatre when, stricken
for the schedule of 18 Schulberg pictures
by apoplexy, he fell dead.
for next season. The deal gives the local
Kuhn was one of the most popular
figures
in Cleveland theatrical circles
rights on this company's pictures to Comand during his long association with the
monwealth for the fourth consecutive year,
Stillman became known to thousands of
and ranks as one of the most important
people in all walks of life in that city.
transactions recently concluded in the indeKuhn is survived by his widow.
pendent field.
Standard Film Service Co., Inc., of Cleveland, which distributed in the Ohio, KenMarilyn
6 "Fragments
tucky. Michigan, West Virginia and western
series; 2 Mills;
Ben Wilson
serials; ofandLife"
24
Pennsylvania, the Chadwick Nine issued by comedies.
Chadwick Pictures Corporation last season,
Davis also announced the sale to Walter
has again signed with that company for A. Baier Film Company, Milwaukee, of 95
thirteen of the features which Chadwick will productions for Wisconsin and Upper
produce next season.
Michigan territories; and to Libert Film
Davis Distributing Division is another orCorporation, Philadelphia, 32 productions
ganization which this week announced im- for Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
portant territorial deals. Davis has conJersey and Delaware; and to the Standard
cluded acontract with Si Greiver of Greiver
Film Exchange, Inc., Pittsburgh, ten pictures for the Western Pennsylvania and
Productions, Inc., Chicago, for 101 pictures
to be released next season. These include
West Virginia zones.
Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation
"Red Love," starring John Lowell and
closed a deal with Bobby North of the
Evangeline Russel ; "Tales of a Thousand
Apollo Film Corporation, New York, coverand One Niofhts"; 8 F. Schumann-Heink
features: 8 Al Ferguson features; 6 James
ing the six Banner and six Royal features
Oliver Cunvood features: 8 with Pegsrv
which Ginsberg has announced for next season. Apollo will distribute these pictures
O'Day; 8 with Forrest Taylor; 6 with

Market

Fields

Indicate

Jersey.
Business
in (neater Xew York and Northern New
A number of deals, covering both foreign
and domestic territorial sales, have been announced byRayart Pictures Corp. The foreign contracts were announced following the
return of D. J. Mountain, president of
Riehmont Pictures, Inc., distributors of the
foreign
rights to Rayart pictures, from a
tour of Europe.
For England the sales were made to J. G.
& J. B. Wainwright, Western Import Company; Argosy Film Company, Butchers
Film Service, The American Company, StoU
Film Company, Ltd., Phillips Film Company, Ltd., Gaumont Company, Ltd.
For Belgiu.m, Pascal Serafin. For Continental Europe, to Frank Bates. For Spain
and Portugal, to J. Gurt and Frank Bates.
For Havana, Cuba, to Liberty Film Com]iany. For Argentine and Chile, to General
Cinematografica and to New York Film Exchange of Buenos Aires, Argentine.
Progress Pictures Company of St. Louis
this week secured the Ravart serials, "Secret
Service Sanders" and "Battling Brewster,"
for the St. Louis territory, while Security
Pictures Company of Chicago secured the
same pictures for Northern Illinois and
Indiana. First Graphic Exchanges of Buffalo secured the six Ravart Superior Melodramas for the Upper New York tenntorv",
while Liberty Film Corporation of Philadelphia purchased the Kenneth Harlan rel'\ise "For Another Woman" for Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware.
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Unfair

Kansas-Missouri
M.

M.

P. T. O. Affiliates

With

P. T. O. A.

THROUGH approval of the board of directors of the M. P. T. O. of KansasMissouri that organization this week became affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A.
The affiliation of Allied, which the M. P. T. O. K-M joined at the organization of that body, and the M. P. T. O. A. at the national convention at Milwaukee
did not necessarily mean that the Kansas-Missouri association automatically became
affiliated with the national body, President R. R. Biechele explained.. KansasMissouri was the first organization to decide to send a representative to the national
convention.
"I went to the national convention merely as an onlooker," Mr. Biechele, who
was elected to the board of directors of the M. P. T. O. A., said, "and had no
thought of allowing my name to come up for office of any kind. My organization
appointed me as an official observer at the convention — nothing else. However,
when it became apparent at the convention that Allied would affiliate with the
M. P. T. O. A. for the good of the industry, I could not help but remember that
at the M. P. T. O. K-M convention a few days before there was a strong predominating sentiment to affiliate with the national body even before the national
convention. Therefore, when I was urged to accept an office as national director,
I did so only subject to the subsequent approval of the M. P. T. O. K-M directors.
They have made that approval. They have approved affiliation with the national
body. So that is settled."

Franchise

Plan

in

N.

Y.

Zone?

Nathan Burkan Reported Working
on Proposal for Division of Product

SOLUTIOX of booking problems in
the New York City zone is being
sought by a proposed franchise plan
which woTild divide the product of important distributors between the big circuits
and the independent theati'es.
In connection with the franchise proposition, the Burkan arbitration plan would also
be used.
It is understood that JSIathan Burkan, who
is a prominent New York lawyer and
counsel for the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce, is figuring prominently in the
discussion of the franchise plan with several of the big distributors, who are said to
be favorably inclined to the proposal.
The franchises would run for a number
of years and would thus assure product
to the exhibitor and protection for his investment. As is well-known. New York
City exhibitors have for some time been
working to secure allocation of product as
States

Ideals

of

Chadwick

Declares

Improving

Films, Not

between tliemselves and the circuits, and
the
question has given rise to heated controversies.
If the franchise plan were put into effect
indej)end€nt theatres would be assured a
steady flow of product.
The Burkan arbitration plan, which attracted considerable attention before and
during the Milwaukee convention, has to do
witli encroachments by producer-distributors, circuits or others in territories already
occupied by independent houses. Also, complaints by distributors against exhibitors
would be handled by arbitration.
This would amount to extension of arbitration as it now exists in the industry. The
Burkan arbitration plan was endorsed at
the Milwaukee Convention, and, it is expected, will be taken up officially for negotiation with the distributors by the Board
of Directors of the M.P.T.O.A.
I. M.P.P.

That

Organization

to War

ING that the Independent
DECLAR
forces in the industry have been
united for tha purpose of pi'omoting a constructive program of better
pictures and not with any thought of waging war on the Will Hays organization or
anv other personality or institution, I. E.
P.D.A.
Chadwick,
presid
ofating
the the
I.M.P.
entent'
issued
a statem
reiter
ideals
and
aims of that body upon his return to Los
Angeles last week from the convention in
r Milwaukee.
"I want to emphasize the fact," said Mr.
Chadwick, "that the ])urpose of uniting the
independent forces is for constructive ratlior
tiian destructive purposes. The impi-cssion
that we are seeking to attack Mr. Hays or
any other personality or institution is totally erroneous. We are not making war
on anyone. If, in the course of our endeavors to improve conditions in Vx-half of the

on Hays

D.

A.

is for

or Others

public and the forward-looking members
of the screen industry, we are forced to
step on the toes of opposing forces, that is
not our responsibility and is merely incidental to the objective of the movement
"Aggressive centralization of motion picture-making means machine made pictures.
Practically all of the outstanding productions of the screen — those which have
marked a forward step in the filming of
l)ictures — have been initiated by the venturesome mind — by a mind unshackled by
the consideration of profits alone.
"Already the same concentration of • interests that is being sought in America ha~s
extended its activities to the theatres of
foreign lands, and unless prompt measures
are taken these interests will soon have their
grip on the European market in a manner
that will deal a lx>dy blow to the ind('i)endcnt movement in this countrj'.

Review of Picture
Condemned
{Continued from page 2909)
or four months. I shall scan them with
the gi-eatest interest. Those reports will
constitute one of the greatest commentaries
on the tilms (and on the progress of civilization) that could be made. 'Abie's Irish
Rose' has made millions. Therefore I suppose it has done more good in the world
than all of Ibsen's plays. People have
never been wild about Ibsen's works.
Everywhere they have been wild over 'Abie.'
Well you.
and good. I can't help it, and neither
can
"Great works of art, so runs the platitude, show us ourselves and thereby criticize
us. And we should be better people after
sitting before them. I think Caesar and
Cleopatra and Candida make the world a
better place. Rosmersholm (provided it
is performed well) does the same thing.
Don't you agree with me? And don't you
think (honestly now) that motion picture
critics should encourage those who try to
make masterpieces, rather than those who
gaze
longingly
the box picture
office? critics
And don't
you think
that atmotion
who
commend things like 'Drusilla' retard the
progress of the art of the motion picture?
Thank you for your letter.
Very sincerely.
The Moviegoer.
$2,125,000 is Price of San
Francisco Strand
Announcement has just been made bj' the
H.
Rothchild Entertainment
'~"orpt
ration,
SanL. Francisco,
that the amount
paid
for
the Strand Theatre, which is to he remodeled and officially taken over on June 30,
was $2,125,000. Announcement was also
made by this corporation that a new theatre
seating 1400 persons would be erected by
them at once at 8th and Irving streets and
that it would be completed in approximately
six months.
Montreal

Organizes
Board

Trade

al,
has been
of Trade
Boardat Montre
Filmished
NG establ
A STRO
Quebec, this being the second of
such institutions in the Dominion, the
first having been organized at Toronto
recently. Assisting in the formation of
the Montreal Board was C. C. Pettijohn,
secretary of the film Boards of Trade for
the United States, another officer present being Col. John A. Cooper, Toronto,
entand of the tors
e
bupresidtors
Exhibi Motionof pictur
Canada. Distri
W. C. Gehring of the Fox Film Corporation, Montreal, was elected president
of the Montreal board, with A. Gorman
of First National as vice-president.
C. R. Osborn, representing Vitagraph,
Inc., was elected secretary-treasurer.
The members of the Montreal Film
Board include the following: D. Leduc,
Canadian Universal; Morris Davis, Regal
Films, Limited; Ed. English, Famous
Lasky Film Service; W. C. Gehring,
Fox Film Corporation; I. Sourkes,
United Artists, Corp.; M. West, Burpee
and West; H. Feldtein, Independent
Film Company; A. Gorman, First National Productions; Phil Hazza, Educational Films; B. Allan, Film Booking
offices; Charles Lalumiere, Film de
Luxe, and C. R. Osborn, Vitagraph, Inc.

June
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Warners
3,000

To

Seat Theatre,

Build
to Cost

Room,
BROTHERS announced
ER
WARNthis
week that they would shortly
start building a 3,000-seat tirst run
theatre in Hollywood at a cost of $1,500,000,
which will be one of the show places of the
West Coast and incorporate many novel
features.
The house will be known as Warners'
Hollywood Theatre and will be located at
Hollywood Boulevard and Wilcox Street.
Title to the property was taken last week
and plans are benig completed by Architect
Landsburg, of Los Angeles.
In announcing the project, Harry M.
Wai-ner stated that the Hollywood house
is only the first of the company's theatres
planned in big cities where they have been
unable to obtain representation for product.
Before they are through, he said, they intend to lease or build theatres in all big
cities where first runs are now denied them.
The Hollywood theatre has been contemplated for some time, but Warner Bros,
would not confirm the report before, as
title to the site had not been taken and
plans wei-e not completed. Various reports emanating from points over the country, Mr. Warner said, should not be
credited, as it was the company's intention
to build only where they found it neces-

Berlin

$1,500,000,

Ice Palace

and

Will
Parking

Have

U.

S.

Radio

Station,

Ball

try from the Pacific ocean to the Sierras.
The stairway will have three landings and
on each landing will be a motion picture
museum containing many of the first
cameras and other paraphernalia, first used
when
ment. motion pictures were a new amuseThe second floor will consist of the
largest ball room in the west and plans
call for a mammoth ice skating palace in
the basement. There will be a sub-cellar
which will be used for free pai'king, space
being provided for 400 cars which will be
taken charge of by attendants and delivered
to the owners after the performance, at the
door.
The Warners' broadcasting station,
KFWB, now located at the studio, is to
be moved to the new theatre, and two
200-foot illuminated towers will be constructed on the space not occupied by the
theatre. The broadcasting room is to be
placed behind glass and the public, while
waiting for the show to start or after it
is over, will be able to stand outside and
watch the artists before the microphone.
It is planned to have the theatre comby January 1. H. M. Wamei- stated
that in pletedaddition
to their own product, they
would play the pictures of other companies.

Picture

Negri, Tom Mix and Mae Murray Are
Receptions at German Capital

By Heinrich Fraenkel
a number of American film
E
OUIT
notabilities have ventured into Berlin lately for a short stay. Pola
Negri has of course had the finest recep-s
tion, her many friends and acquaintance
m
"fro old times" having been exceedingly
pleased to see her again. Paul Davidson,
's) "discoverer" tendered
her
e where she met
er tsch
at his hous
a dinnLubi
her (and
"the whole set."
The same pleasant function was repeated during her second equally short
stay (on the way back from Poland) at the
house of Joe May, the famous German producer who, by the way, is expected to go
to the U. S. A. before long, — Tom Mix
had an equally fine reception in the German
capital. Mr. Aussenberg, European representative of Fox' had done an enormous
amount of work on behalf of this occasion,
and he can certainly be proud of the fact
that the star's popularity in this country
has gone up considerably, thanks to tlie
personal visit so cleverly arranged.
Mae Murray is the latest of American
stars visiting Berlin; she too has had a fine
reception, and it has generally been noted
as a special compliment that she didn't
even spare the pains of studjang the intricacies of our language, before she came
here. As regards American business men
who have been here lately, Joe Schenck and
Samuel Goldwyn should be specially mentioned.

House

Cellar

sary, and when they were ready to build
elsewhere, they would see that their plans
were made public.
The Warner in Hollywood will be 120 by
300 feet on a lot 196 by 300 in the heart
of Hollywood and only a stone's tlirow trom
Grauman's Egyptian Theatre. It will contain many features new in theatre construction.
The plans call for a structure built nnich
in the shape of the New York Woolworth
Building with a 150-foot steel tower rising
from the roof. This tower will have at
the top a revolving beacon light with a
radius of seven miles and also contain the
largest chimes in the west, to be operated
from the organ pit.
The theatre Avill contain a balcony and
seat all told about 3,000 persons. The
architecture will be Gothic. The stage will
contain a concealed tank on the order of
the New York Hippodrome which will be
used for presentations. The entire theatre
will be so built that it can be dressed anew
whenever desired by a simple changing of
lighting effects.
From the interior there will be a winding
stairway to the roof and tower which will
be open to the public and give a fine
panorama view of the surrounding coun-

Welcomes
Pola

Hollywood

The trouble connected with the rights of
"Waltz Dream" should specially interest
American readers. It is a well known fact
that Lubitsch was to do this famous story
for Warners. It is, however, very unlikely
that he will be able to do so, for evidently
Ufa is in a position to claim older rights.
Ufa acquired, years ago, the rights of the
novel "NuX the Prince Consort" which was
published in 1907 and upon which the libretto of Oscar (not Richard, as has been
mentioned in several American papers)
Strauss' famous comic opera "Waltz
Dream" was based. The provisions of the
German copyright laws as well as those of
the agreement of Berne make it quite clear,
however, that the opera's libretto offers no
basis for claiming film rights, unless some
entirely new ideas would have been included
in the opera, which is not the case. Thus
the screen rights of "Waltz Dream" belong
to the party wl.ich has acquired the world's
filmUfa.
rights of the underlying novel, and this
IS
The latest official figures covering the
first three months of this year are just to
hand. According to these, German imports
of unexposed as well as exposed film have
shown a remarkable increase comparing with
the same period of last year; imports of unexposed film have gone up by 1,918,065
feet, which means 75%. Exports of exposed film have also shown an iipward trend
by 8.659,011 feet, which amounts to as much
as 120% ; on the other hand exports of un-

Stars

Tendered

exposed film have gone back by 322,857
feet, amounting to more than 35%.
The exact figures are the following : During the first three months of this year imports of unexposed film amounted to 279,000
feet (172,800 feet came from the U. S. A.) ;
imports of exposed film amounted to altogether 4,533,000 feet (1,273,800 feet of
which originated from the U. S. A.). As,
on the other hand, quite a number of American films must have been imported via Great
Britain (which, in spite of the significance
of its home production, figured in these lines
with as much as 895,500 feet.), it can clearly
be seen that the overwhelming majority
of American film imports into this country
's even bigger than it would seem to be at
first sight, according to those official statistics.
As to exports, 38,460,300 feet of unexposed film have left the country during
the first three months of this year. Of
these 22,159,800 feet have gone to the U.
S. A. as against 29,223,318 feet Avithin the
same period of the preceding year. As to
the exports of exposed film, the figure
amounts to 15,713,700 feet; here Austria
having taken as much as 4,169,400 feet, has
been by far the best customer.
German production is showing a strong
upward trend comparing with last year.
Ufa alone is preparing 33 films this summer. Some of them on a rather big scale.
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Motion

Canada

Offers

Cooperation

In and

Out

Picture

News

of Town

Head of Canadian Picture Bureau Says
Government Would Welcome Producers

American motion proTE
LEGITIMAducers
will be offered the fullest cooperation of the Canadian Government in the production of pictures in Canada, according to Raymond S. Peck, director of the Motion Picture Bureau of tlie
Government, who was the honor guest and
chief speaker at the weekly meeting of the
A. M. P. A. in Xew York last week.
In discussing his bureau and the cooperation offered by Canada, Peck said :
"The government came to the conclusion that no medium for the dissemination of valuable information, was greater
or more effective than the screen. As a result the motion picture bureau was organized. The men then in charge of the
work were not film men. Their pictures met
with small success. But the bureau has
since greatly improved and has turned out
some tremendously interesting ■ film. The
'Seeing Canada' series just completed by
the government is as fine a piece of work
of its kind as has ever been turned out —
a credit to any theatre — and we have arranged for its world wide distribution.
When it is realized that the fourth industry of Canada is the tourist industry the
value of motion pictures to the Dominion
can readily be appreciated.
"But don't misunderstand me, we don't
aspire to compete with the United States in
film production, though we do believe we
have a lot to offer the American producer
who will cross the line. The Canadian
government will be delighted to help in
every tangible way the legitimate American producer, who will find a very cordial
we'come in our country.
"Today the First Xational company has
the Milton Sills company making 'The
Knockout' in the big timber countiy 150 miles
north of Ottawa, with the support of the
government and the active cooperation of
the lumber men and railroad companies behind it. The lumber men had been deeply
stung by certain fly-by-night film promoters in the past, and that is the reason
why Mr. Stanley's reception was at first
unsatisfactory, until they learned that the
Canadian government would back him up.
Reorganize and Enlarge
Fox Publicity Staff
and exising
advert
publicity,ploitati
THE
nts of
on departme
Fox
Film Corporation have been enlarged and reorganized. Heads of departments have been appointed to work
under the direction and supervision of
n
Vivia Moses.
G. K. Rudulph has been made Publicity Manager and will have charge of
all publicity, including newspapers, fan
magazine and trade papers. Rudulph is
a former newspaper man and has been
associated with the Fox company for the
past three years.
Donn McElwaine, formerly assisttant
to Mr. Moses, has been appointed Manager of Accessory Division, in which
pressbooks, explotation aids, lithographs,
lobby displays, etc., will be prepared.
An Explotation Manager, who will
have charge of the home and field force
of explotation men, will be appointed.

"If we can do this sort of thing for one
company, we can do it for others. And I
feel, as a government official, that the film
industry should be recognized."
Peek pointed to the wonderful advantages
offered by Canada as a field for motion picture production. "It is only an over
night's ride from New York to Ottawa," he
said, "and from there it is but a short jump
into the primitive wilderness. Then, too,
for mountain scenery the Canadian Rockies
are unsurpassed, and for producers who
seek the atmosphere of the plains, there are
the great provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta and ^lanitoba who will be only to
glad to receive them."
Skouras

St.

Louis

House

Plans Completed
Plans for financing Skouras Brothers
17-story office building and Ambassador
Theatre at Seventh and Locust Streets, St.
Louis, were completed the past week. The
structure, with equipment, ground, etc., will
represent an investment of $5,500,000.
S. "W.writtenStraus
& Company
have on
underthe bond issue
of $4,500,000
the
project. The bonds will mature in three to
sixteen and oiie-half years. The borrowing corporation is the Central Properties
Corporation, the stock of which is held by
Skouras Brothers Enterprises.
The plans for the new building have been
altered to eliminate the tower and its eight
additional stories. The entire building will
be 17 stories. The theatre section will occupy eight full stories, leaving nine stories
for offices. There will be several stores on
the ground floor.

Ballance Granted Transfer to
Southern District
Harry G. Ballance, for five years one of
the division managers in the home office of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has
been transfen-ed, at his own request, to the
Southern district. Ballance has desired for
some time past to get into the field work
again and accepted the position of District
Manager in the South with headquarters at
Atlanta.
Ballance has been
Famous Players-Lasky
successively positions
manager and Division

eight years with the
Corporation, holding
of salesman. Branch
manager.

Schine

Join With
in Utica

May
Linton

- There was a report along Film Row last
week that the Schine interests may become
associated with W. H. Linton, in the erection
of a theatre in Utica that will replace the
one owned and opened by Mr. Linton a few
weeks ago, and which bui'ned to the ground
a few days later. The Sehines are still
broadening out and are said to be negotiating for theatres in some of the towns along
the St. Lawrence river.

JG. BACHM.AX returned this week from
• a fortnight's
trip west,
to thein Schulberg
changes in the middle
the interestExof
distribution.
FRED
KENNEDY
MYTON,
Coast
scenario
chief at the
F. B. West
O. Studios,
is on the way East to confer with John
Brownell on the selection of stories for next
year's program.
nURTOX GEORGE, well known director
LJ from England, arrived in Xew York last
li'cck
duction.on a flying visit in the interest of proTJyr RAY JOHXSTOX, of Rayart, has
f'^r . returned to Xew York from a trip
out through the Middle West in the interest
of distribution.
HAROLD
of
publicity PONTEFRACT,
for Fox in London,director
sailed recently for Europe.
CARL
on Junefor 20th
on theLAEMMLE
White Star will
linersail
Olympic
his
annual trip abroad. He zvill be accompanied
by Tom Reed of the Coast publicity department.
LEWIS H. MOOMAW. who is producing
a series of pictures for Associated Exhibitors isin town and stopping at the 44th
Street Hotel.
JOE BRANDT left this week for Kansas
City and Chicago and from these poinst will
go on to the Coast.
/ACK
STEWART
who is
hasexpected
been within First
Xational
in Cleveland,
New
York next week. He w-ill then go to Brussels,
Belgium, where he will . take charge of the
first Xational Exchange.

Deaf

Man

"Seven

and

Girl Exploit

Chances"

in Akron

C. C. Deardourfit', Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, recently attracted a good deal of attention to thetheatre
showing
of "'Seven
at the Allen
in Akron,
0., byChances"
staging
the following stunt: A man carrying an ear
trumpet entered a street car with a young
girl who kept asking him loudly through
the ear trumpet if they were on the right
car
to go
see "Seven
Chances?"
As this
couple
tookto care
to board
the wrong
car
every time, and to create considerable commotion in every car before understanding
from solicitous passengers which car they
really should take, Avidespread interest in
the picture was aroused.
The man doing the deaf part in this stunt
had posed for the heavy part in photographs
illustrating a serial newspaper story running in the Akron Times-Press, and extra
space was achieved in the Times-Press on
the strength of this tie-up. The showing
was announced over the radio from station
WADC in advance of the premiere.
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De

Mille
Signs Magazine
Cover Girl
Cecil B. De Mille has signed Josephine
Norman,
"the girl
on the
magazine
as a memtjer
of his
stock
companycover,"
and
she is now in California to play a part in
"Hell's Highroad," which stars Leatrice
Joy.
Miss Norman's likeness has graced the
cover of many magazines. She has served
as a model for Howard Chandler Christy.
Ivan Olinsky, Ben Ali Haggin, Howard
Renwick and Xeysa McMein. She has
played bits in several pictures.
Four

Associated

Units

Are

Working in East
Two Associated Exhibitors releases are
Hearing completion and two others have just
gone into production in eastern studios.
Hugh Dierker has made his last scenes on
the Mae Busch and Owen Moore vehicle,
"Camille of the Barbary Coast," and the
picture is now in the cutting room.
Henri Diamant Berger's unit, with Hope
Hampton, James Kirkwood and Louis Wolheim in the leading roles, are completing
"Lovers' Island," a Smart Set Magazine
story by T. Howard Kelly.
S. E. V. Taylor is directing Mae Busch,
Percy Marraont and Nita Naldi in "The
Miracle of Life" for Associated Exhibitors,
and E. H. Griffith has started the direction
of "Headlines" for St. Regis Pictures. Alice
Joyce has the star role and her support includes Virginia Lee Corbin.
Bert Lytell Narrowly Escapes
Death in Rapids
Bert Lytell had a narrow escape from
death while sliooting the rapids in one
of the North country scenes of James
Oliver Curwood's "Steele of the Royal
Mounted."
First National

to Release

Carroll Feature in July
FIRST NATIONAL has announced
July 25th as the release date for
"The Scarlet West," the production sponsored by Frank J. Carroll
which First National recently contracted
to distribute.
"The Scarlet West," which was orign;nally announced as "The Birth of the
West," visionwill
the super-to
of A. beW.handled
Smith, under
Jr., assistant
E. A. Eschmann, who has had charge of
First National specials during the past
two years. The world premiere of the
film will take place at the Colorado
theatre in Denver on July 26th.

•California

Straight

Ahead"

Morgan

and SkirboU
First National

Leave

First Nation
of the headed
rs zation
Twosalesmembe
E.
by al
organi
A. Eschmann are leaving that company. William J. Morgan, who has
been with First National for eight years,
has resigned to become sales manager
for Producers Distributing Corporation.
Joseph F. SkirboU, manager of First
National's Western District for the past
two years, has resigned to become general manager of Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc.
"It is with regret that I part company
with Mr. Morgan and Mr. SkirboU,"
said Mr. Eschman, "as I have found
them capable and zealous in discharging
theEschmann
duties of their
offices."
has temporarily
placed A.
W. Smith Jr., his assistant who has
supervision over the sales staff on First
Nationals specials, in charge of open
market sales, pending the selection of a
permanent successor to Mr. Morgan.

Russell Has Narrow Escape
Evangaline Russell narrowly escaped
death last week while playing one of the
leading roles in the Herman F. Jans production,
"Mairied," inBennett.
support of Owen
Moore and
Constance
After a leap from a high point on the
rim of the chasm into the Ausable River,
Miss Russell was carried down stream by
the swift current, but was dragged to
shoje by Ben Silvey, production manager
for the Jans companj'. She was rushed
to the hospital at Plattsburg suffering
from severe bruises, shock and immersion.
Antrim Short and Nick Thompson, two
other players in the company were injured in attempting a rescue.
Despite these mishaps Director George
Terwilliger expects to complete all of the
exteriors of the picture this week.
Evangaline

Will

W.

Griffith

is Editing

*^Sally of the Sawdust"
D. W. Griffith has completed camera work
on "Sally of the Sawdust," his last picture
for United Artists and is now cutting the
tilni. The picture will feature Carol Demi)ster, W. C. Fields and Alfred Lunt. The
interiors for the production were filmed at
the Paramount Long Lslaiul studio.
The story was adapted to the screen l)y
Forrest Halsey from the munical comedy
"Pojipy" in which Madge Kennedy and W.
('. Fields starred on Broadway.

is among

the new

Universal pictures.

^Tlorrie

Elsie Jean Jerard, who wrote tiie original
Meets a Gentleman''
screen story, "Florrie Meets a Gentleman,"
for Sawyer-Lubin production, is now dramatizing the story in collaboration with a
writer of stage success, and it will be produced on Broadway in the Fall at the same
time as the release of the i)icture.
Associated Pictures will start casting
"Florrie Meets a Gentleman" within the next
two weeks. Barbara La Marr will be the
featured player. The picture will be released by First National.
Warners

Make

Additions

to

Many Casts
AVarner Brothers have nuide a num])er of
additions to casts of pictures about to go
into production or already in work for the
1925-26 season. Monte Blue has been selected to head the cast for the Gfegorv
Rogers story, "Red Hot Tires," with Patsy
Ruth Miller in the leading feminine role,
David Butler has been added to the cast
of "The Man on the Box," in which Syd
Chaplin is starred.
Kate Toncray has been added to the
"Bobbed Hair" cast, which is headed by
Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan.
De

Mille

Starts

Filming

of and
Amos''
After''Coming
elaborate plans
the careful
selection of a cast, Cecil B. DeMille started
work this week on "The Coming of Amos,"
Rod La Roeque's finst starring vehicle
which is being directed by Paul Sloane.
Richard Carle, famous stage star is a late
addition to the cast and he will be seen in
one of the featured roles, as will Ruby
Lafayette, "the grand old lady of the
screen," who is cast as the nurse
Buy

D.

Dramatize

Rights to Play and
Novel for Hines

Light," rights
a story toby "The
RichardGame
Wash-of
SCREEN
turn Child, and "The Cub,"
Thompson Buchanan's play in which
Douglas Fairbanks starred on the speaking stage, have been purchased by B. &
H. Enterprises, Inc., as vehicles for.
Johnny Hines on the First National program, itwas announced this week.
"The Game of Light" vsdll be filmed
under the title of "The Live Wire," and
the Buchanan play is to be released as
"Rainbow Riley."

These scenes are from the production.
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Motion

Picture

Three
Warner
Have N. Y.

News

Pictures
Premieres

to

Three Broadway premieres at three different houses are scheduled for Warner
Brothers' pictures during the month of June.
The first of these, "Wildfire," stan-ing Aileen Pringle will go into the Capitol June
7th. It is an adaption of the stage play in
which Lillian Russell scored a triumph.
On June 14th "Steele of the Royal
Mounted" will go into the Rialto. It is a
James Oliver Curwood story in which Bert
Lytell, Charlotte Merriam and Stuart
Holmes have the important roles.
The week of June 20th will see "How
Baxter Butted In" at the Piccadilly. Dorothy Devore and Matt Moore are featured
in this comedy.
Clarence

Burton
De

Signed

by

Mille

The latest player to be sigTied as a member of the Cecil B. De Mille forces la
Clarence Bui'ton, screen villain, who has affixed his signature to a long term contract.
His first role will be an important one in
the Rod La Rocque stan-ing vehicle, "The
Coming of Amos." Burton has played in
practically every picture De Mille has made.
"The Texas Bearcat" is the title of a new F.taken
B. O.from
western
drama starring Bob Custer.
the picture.

These scenes are
Hawn

First

National

Producers

Busy

Eight Units Scheduled to Start on
New Features During Present Month
get under way on June 10th, with Ronald
FIKST NATIONAL announces that
eight production units are scheduled
Colman and Vilma Banky in the leads.
to start camera work on new feaFrank Lloyd is expected to start photogtures during the present month and that
raphy on Vingie E. Roe's "The Splendid
it is probable three or four more will be
Road," the latter part of June.
added to the list before the end of June.
Inspiration Pictures has set June 8th as
the date for beginning work on Richard
"The Viennese Medley," from Edith
O'Shaugiiessy's novel, went into production
Barthelmess' new picture "The Beautiful
on June 1st, with Kurt Rehfeld directing.
City," which will be directed by Elmer
Anna Q. Nilsson and May Allison have
Clifton. Dorothy Gish ana William H.
Powell will be seen in the support of the
leading roles.
star. While no date has been announced
Edwin Carcwe will start work on "The
Sea Woman," from Willard Robinson's
for starting on Byron Morgan's s'jrv for
play, on June 8th. Blanche Sweet and
Ben Lyon, "The Pace That Thrills,'' this
Victor McLaglen play the leads. Henry
also will go into production during June.
Sawyer-Lubin are preparing to begin
Kitchell Webster's new novel, "Joseph
work within a short time on the new BarSreer and His Daughter," will go into probara La Marr production from Elsie Jean
duction under the direction of George Arehainbaud on June 5th.
Jerard's story, "Florrie Finds a Gentle"The Dark Angel," the new Samuel Goldtinuity. man." Jack Lait is preparing the conwj-n-George Fitzmaurice production, will

''Beggar
James
Follows

on
Cruze

Horseback''
Opens
Production for Paramount

''Grass''

JAMES CRUZE'S latest production for
Paramount, "Beggar on Horseback," is
scheduled to open at the New York
Criterion on Broadway June 5th, following
the successful run of ten weeks of "Grass."
An elaborate electric display at the Broadway house is among the exploitation features provided by Harry Reichenbach.
An unique feature of the "Beggar on
Horseback" presentation will be the staging
of a one-act playlet to precede it. This was
written by George S. Kaufman in collabora-

Into
the Criterion
tion with Dorothy Parker. Kaufman was
co-author with Marc Connelly of the stage
l)lay,
"Beggar
In the
cast on
of Horseback."
the playlet will be such
well known favorites as Wilton Lackaye,
Catherine Hays, Orlando Daly, Hugo Chilveis. Mary Walsh, Austin Coghlan, Mart
Fuller Golden and Worthrngton Romaine.
The musical units of both the play and the
feature film are being directed by Hugo
Reisenfeld, while actual staging is under the
direction of Frederick Stanhope.

Publicity Director for
True Story Films
Gavin Campbell Hawn, former publicity
director for Mae Murray and the MurrayLeonard productions, and more recently
Paramount exploiteer, has joined the staff
of the Macfadden Publications as director
of publicity and advertising for True Story
Films, Inc., a new Macfadden enterprise.

Leon

Errol
First

is Signed
National

by

with
term contract
a long
signedNational,
has First
LEON
which he will be featured in
under ERROL
a series of eight comedy pictures, the
first one to be started late in August.
The signing of Errol, one of the foremost of stage comedians, was due
largely to his unusually successful performance as the Duke of Checkergovinia
in therolescreen
" Sally,"
the
same
as he version
played inof the
legitimate
production. Just now Errol is adding
to his laurels in the title role of the
Florenz Ziegfeld production of " Louis
the Fourteenth " in New York.
First National Directors, in the signing of Errol, beUeve they have acquired
a comedian second to none on the
screen. He is an Australian and attended the Sydney School of Medicine
and Surgery. A quarrel with a professor turned his atention to the stage.
His first appearance in America was
in the Music Halls of San Francisco
where he sang Coster songs. Later he
played stock in Salt Lake City and
then drifted on to New York In
burlesque, where Florenz Ziegfeld discovered him and has kept him busy
ever since. The First National announcement ofthe signing of Errol does
not
divulge
the
titles of the pictures in
which he will appear.
Errol will appear in one picture for
Sam Rork before starting work for First
National.

June

13,
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Erdmann

Gets New Post at
Cleveland
George W. Erdmann has been appointed
by Producers Distributing Corporation as
branch manager at Cleveland, filling the
vacancy caused by the resignation of J. J.
Mooney. Erdmann has had fourteen years
experience in all branches of the film industry.
Archainbaad to Direct New
First National Feature
George Arehainbaud has been engaged
by First National to direct the production
of "Joseph Greer and His Daughter,"
adapted by June Mathis from the novel of
that title' by Henry Kitchell AYebster.
Arehainbaud recently completed "The Necessarv Phil" for First National in New
York!
Theda Bara Starts Work in
Cbadwick Feature
Theda Bara has started work at the Kol)ertson. Cole studios in the Chadwick picture,
"The Unchastened Woman," from the successful stage play by Louis K. Anspacher.
George Walsh was displaced in the cast by
John Miljan, as Walsh was unable to finish
"Blue Blood," his second Chadwick picture,
in time to start work on this production.
Douglas

Fairbanks,

Jr., in

"Stella Dallas" Cast
Samuel Goldwyn has ensaged Don';las
Fairbanks, Jr., for the juvenile lead in
"Stella Dallas," which will be produced by
Henry King from the novel by Mrs. Olive
Higgins Prouty.
Three

Universal

Jewels

for Broadway
d will be esUNIVERSALtablished onrecor
Broadway when
three Jewel productions of that
company will be on display during the
month of June. Two will be shown at
the Strand and one at the Capitol.
"I'll Show You the Town" a new
Reginald Denny-Harry Pollard production is scheduled for the Strand June
7th.
"Siege,"
Valli's June
latest14th,
for
Universal
opensVirginia
at the Capitol

A

and "The
Laurato La
Plante's
new
Jewel Teaser,"
is scheduled
go into
the
Strand later in the month.

Earl Williams
Paramount School Tests
Down to Twenty
of 1,500 applicants
totalbeen
OUTtwentofy ahave
chosen as prospective members of the screen acting class which Paramount will inaugurate at the Long Island studio. Of the
1,500 players who applied for admission
in the New York district, 61 were originally considered potential screen players.
The twenty named will be given personal interviews and from these five will
be selected for entrance to the class.
That is the quota for the New York division. Among the applicants were
artists models, Follies girls, members of
school and college theatrical clubs and
others who have appeared in pictures as
atmosphere in the past.
Registration of Italians and Scandinavians was heavier than of any other
nationality represented in the Cosmopolitan population of New York City
and its environs.

Joins

Cast

2919
of

Earie '^The
Williams Sky
has betnRocket^'
added to the cast
which
will
be
seen
in
"The
Sky Rocket,"
wiiich Marshall Neilan is producing
wiih
Peggy Hopkins Joyce and Owen Moore in
the featured roles.
Frank

Lloyd

Denies

Report

About Change of Release
At a meeting attended by Samuel Spring,
secretary-treasurer of First National Pictures, Bruce Johnson, foreign sales manager, and other First National distribution
representatives held this week in Los Angeles Frank Lloyd denied rumors printed
in a current issue of Film Mercury to the
effect that he contemplated withdrawing his
future
releasingproductions
schedule. from First National's
'Tlastic

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Sign
Dorothy Farnum
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has signed Dorothy Farnura, well known scenarist, to a long
term contract. Her first story has not yet
been announced. She has already done
work for this company, having adapted
Marshall Neilan's .production of Thomas
Hardy's "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" for the
screen.
Among' other successful pictures for
which Miss Farnum wrote the script are:
"Babbitt," "Beau Brummel," "Daring
Youth," "The Lover of Camille" and "Being
Respectable."
Sax

Signs Musical Comedy
Star to Film Contract
Sam Sax this week announced that he
liad signed under a long-term contract to
appear in Gotham Productions, Helen
Shipman, musical comedy star who won
prominence in Broadway theatrical circles
by her rapid progress up from the ranks
of the chorus.
Miss Shipman is to have a leading part
in "Kosher Kitty Kelly," scheduled to open
at the P^ulton theatre. New York, on June
15th. She will have leading roles in forthcoming Gotham films, her selection to be a
featured player by this company following
the highly satisfactory work she did in "A
Little Girl in a Big City," recently prolUu't d by Goti'am.

Age'' Director and
Lead Named
B. P. Schulberg has selected the director
and leading player for his production of
"The Plastic Age," which he plans starting
early in the summer months.
''Lying Wives'' Booked for
Piccadilly Theatre
"Lying ductionWives,"
PlayersYoung,
proin which the
ClaraIvan
Kimball
Madge Kennedy, Richard Bennett, Niles
Welch, Edna Murphy and J. Barney Sherry
are featured, has been booked for a week's
engagement at the Piccadilly Theatre, New
York, during the present month, it was announced by the Apollo Exchange, New York
distributors of the film.
Rork

Signs
Adapt

Spence

to

Feature

r ten-st
rikeintend
scoreg
in his
s tocomin
Rork
T Sam
THAanothe
urn production for Producers Distributing Corporation release is evidenced
by the fact that he has engaged Ralph
Spence to adapt "Clothes Make the
Pirate" for the screen. Spence is author
of the current New York stage success
"The Gorilla," and has distinguished
himself as a scenarist and title writer.
This humorous story is by Holman
Day and will have that extremely popurole. lar comedian, Leon Errol in the title

Scsnes from one of the latest Universal pictures, "The Goose Woman"
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Hersholt
Chosen for
''Stella Dallas" Cast

Jean Hersholt is the fourth member of
the cast to be selected by Samuel Goldwyu
and Henry King for "Stella Dallas." He
will play the part of Ed Munn, riding
master. Belle Bennett will have the title
role, Ronald Colman will play Stephen Dallas, and Lois Morau will jJlay Laurel Dallas. Two more important roles have yet
to be cast.
"Stella Dallas" is scheduled for release
in the early Fall, but Goldwyn has not yet
announced through what company it will
be distributed.
J. Charles Davis Opens Wesr
Coast Office
J. Charles Davis 2nd, President of Davis
Distributing Division has opened a western
office for that organization in the Lane
Mortgage Building, Eighth and Spring
streets in Los Angeles.
Davis intends remaining on the coast the
greater part of the year and personally
supervising production of pictures made
for his organization. The eastern headiliiarters of the company will be under the
supervison of J. K. Adams, vice-president.

Quartet of action stills from "Confessions of a Queen" a Metro-Goldwyn release.
Rober

t T .Kane

Announces

Staff

Completes Organization to Produce
Pictures for First National Release

ROBERT T. KAXE, former general
manager of production for Famous
Players-Lasky, this ■ week aunouneed
the foi-mation of Robert T. Kane Productions to make four feature pictures for release by First National this coming- season.
Those who will be associated with Mr.
Kane in his organization are well known
in the film industry.
Colonel Doug-las Young has Ijeen appointed business manager of the Kane organization. Born in Canada and schooled
— in film production — in California, Col.
Young is an ex-British army officer. He
has been a student of the theatre for twenty
years and interested in photoplay production for at least ten. His actual "break in"
Short

Subject
Reisenfeld
Season

Medal

was under Henry King last year in Hollywood.
Robert M. Haas is art director of the
new organization. "Bob" had the art direction of many Famous Players suecesset*
during his five years with that company.
He then joined Lillian Gish as art director
of "The White Sister" and "Romola."
Julie Heme will act as story advisor to
Mr. Kane. She was official story reader- to
Jesse L. Lasky and later was given charge
of the work of !*ecuring vehicles for Tom
Meighan, Gloria Swanson, Bebe Daniels and
Betty Compson.
Publicity and
of theof Kant'.
Productions
will exploitation
be in the hands
Bert
Adler,
long associated
with the fi'm
industr>as a publicitAi
and advertising
manager.
Contest
for Best

Will Be Awarded

short subject comTHEjietitifir>t.
on forannual
the Reisenfeld medal will
end August 31st, according to the
conditions laid down by the donor. The
medal will be awarded for the best short
subject, exclusive of comedies and cartoons
shown during the 1924-25 season.
The award Avill be made by a committee
composed of Joe Plunkett of the Strand,
New York; J. A. Partington of the Rothchild theatres, San Francisco ; Fred ileyer
of the Palace, Hamilton, Ohio; Frank L.
Newman of Kansas City, Harold B. Franklin of P^amous Players, and Harry C. Arthur, fonner general manager of West Coast
Theatres, Inc., and now associated with
M. P. Capital Corjioi-ation.

''After Business Hours'' to
Open on Broadway
"After Business Hours," latest Coliuubia
picture, featuring Elaine Hammerstein and
Lou Tellegen, will open a week's engagement
at the B. S. Moss Colony Theatre on Broadway, New York, June 7th. It was adapted
from a Hearst International Magazine story
by Ethel Watts :\Iumford titled "Everything
Money Can Buy." In the supporting cast
are Phyllis Haver, John Patrick, Lillian
Laugdon, AVi'liam Scott and Lee Morau.

Set

of the

in August

The decision will be made by the committee no the following types of pictures :
Scenics with the desired novel twist that
lifts them out of the ordinary.
Short dramas.
Pictures with a definite news or historical
interest. This does not mean the news
weeklies, but it may include material compiled from them.
Scientific films of all sorts, provided that
their technical nature does not interfere
with their entertainnu>nt value.
Films which are hard to ])ut in any particular category, but which ooml)ine sonu'
of the features of 3 and 4.
Novelties of any kind, though it is deemed
advisable to eliminate any combination of
sound with film.

Highlights from the Jans Production. "Marrisd.'"

June

23,
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Warners
Take
Over More
of Their Product
Vitagraph exchanges received the Warner Brothers product held by franchise
holders in four more territories last week.
Up to a few days ago the Warner product
in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Pittsburgh was handled by the Film Classics
Company. This product is now in the
hands
^'itagi'aph
The ofWarners
had exchanges.
previously actjuired
their product in Kansas City, Denver, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Three

Universal Pictures Get
New Titles
Universal announces three changes in
titles of coming productions. Norman
Kerry's latest starring vehicle, "Lorraine of
the Lions," an Edward Sedwick i)roduction,
is to be known as "Beauty and the Brute."
"Titans,"' with House Peters as the star
will be called "The Storm Breakers," and
the chapter Him, "Perils of tlie Primitive,"
starring Joe Bonomo, will l)e released as
'•Perils of the AVild."
Paramount Opens Its South
America Offices
E. E. Shauer, general manager of the foreign department of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, announces the formal opening
of Paramount exchanges in Buenos Aires,
Argentina and Santiago, Chile.
The first releases of Paramount pictures
through this new organization, which will be
known as Paramount Films, S. A., was
scheduled for June 1st in Argentina, Para-^
gnay, Chi'e, Peru and Bolivia, the territory >
under the jurisdiction of the Buenos Aires!
otiicc.

"Grounds For Divorce," one
of this season's
has been adapted to the screen
by Paramount.
TheseBroadway
stills arestage
takenproductions,
from the picture.

Ten

Fox

Specials

Rapid Progress is Being Made on
Lengthy Program for Coming Season

been
haveizati
ction
on comTEX specia
pletedl by attra
the Fo
c sorgan
and
five moie are in work out of a total
of forty-nine scheduled for the 1925-26 season. In addition, five Imperial comedies
are completed and three in production.
The Fox forces have been working overtime on their production schedule and their
progress has been remarkable. Victor
Schertzinger has completed "The Wheel"
and the picture is now on its way east.
"East Lynne" is already in the cutting room.
It has a east which includes Alma Rubens,
Edmund Lowe, Lou Tellogen, Frank Keenan,
Marjorie Daw, Leslie Fenton, Belle Bennett, Paul Panzer, Lydia Knott, Harry Seymour, Martha Mattox, Virginia Marshall,
Richard Hendrick and Erie Mayne.
"Havoc" is another of the features that
has reached the cutting room. It was directed by Rowland V. Lee. "Lightnin'," the
latest John Ford production, has been received in New York, with Jay Hunt in
the role made famous on the speaking stage
by the late Frank Bacon. In the supporting cast are Madge Bellamy, J. Fai'rell MacDonald, Ethel Clayton, Wallace MacDonald,
Richard Travers, Otis Haran, Edythe Chapman, Brandon Hurst, James Marcus and
Peter Mazutis.

Highlights from "If Marriage Fails," F. B. O.

Completed

Two more John Ford productions, "Kentucky Pride" and "The Fighting Heart,"
have been received by the laboratories in
New York. The former, a racetrack picture, has already been previewed. "The
Fighting Heart" is a Larry Evans story,

"Once to E\ery Man." In the cast are
George O'Brien, J. Farrell MacDonald,
.Miller.
Billie Dove, \'ictor MacLaglen and Diana
The first Tom Mix attraction, "The Everlasting Whisper," has been finished and is
ready for preview. The picture is based
on the story h\ Jackson Gregory.
The first two Buck Jones pictures, "The
Timber Wolf" and "Durand of the Bad
Lands," have been completed. "The Timber
Wolf" was directed by W. S. Van Dyke
and in it Jones is supported by Elinor Fair,
Dave Dyas, Sam Allen and William Walling. This stories.
is another of Jackson Gregory's
successful
In "Durand of the Bad Lands," which
was directed by Lynn Reynolds, there is
a cast including Marion Nixon, Fred De
Silva, Carol Lombard, Malcolm Waite and
Luke CosgTove.
"Thank You," another John Golden play,
in which George O'Bi'ien, Jacqueline Logan,
Alec Francis, J. Farrell MacDonald and
Cyril Chadwick are the featured players,
is now in work under the direction of John
Ford.
The Fox com.edy unit has also surpassed
itself in production. Five Imperial Comedies
have been finished and three more are in
work. Two Van Bibber, temporarily titled
"The Apache" and "The Ski Jumper," are
complete and a third, "The Big Game
Hunter," is well under way. Work on the
0. Henry and Mable Herbert Umer series
will start shortly.

Motion
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News

: "THE
CHECK-UP"
:
" The Check-Up " is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from exhibitors inevery part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first coliunn following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as " Poor." The second column gives the number who considered it " Fair " ; the third, the number whe
■-.5
considered it " Good " ; and the fourth column, those who considered it " Big."
The fifth colimin is a percentage figure giving the average rating on that feature, obtained by the ■°foUowinj
2
method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of "Fair," 46%; "Good," yo'fc; and "Big," 100%. 15 17
The percentage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and dirided by the X nimdier
1z4
of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the consensus of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone, and such 2Sindividual differences
3u
of opinion are averaged up and eliminated.
b£
No picttire is included in the list which has not received at least ten reports.
be
aC a.

Title of Picture

Xl t.

IZP5
ASSOCIATED EXHIB.
Chechahcos, The
Never Say Die
Racing Luck
Spitfire, The
White Shadows
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Alaskan, The
Argentine Love
Bedroom Window, The
Bluff
Border Legion, The
Breaking Point, The
Changing Husbands
Sleeps, The
City That
Code
of theNever
Sea
Coming Through
Dangerous Money
Devil's Cargo, The
Dressmaker from Paris, The
East of Suez
Empty Hands
Enemy Sex, The
Fast Set, The
Feet of Clay
Female, The
Forbidden Paradise
Garden of Weeds, The
Golden Bed, The
Goose Hangs High, The
Guilty One, The
Her Love Story
Kiss in the Dark, A
Lily of the Dust
Locked Doors
Manhandled
Manhattan
Man Must Live, A
Man Who Fights Alone, The
Men
Merton of the Movies
ebeard
Miss Blu
Monsieur
Beaucaire
Montmartre
Moral Sinner, The
New Lives for Old
North of 36
Open All Night
Peter Pan
Sackcloth and Scarlet
Sainted Devil, The
Side Show of Life, The
Siimers in Heaven
Story Without a Name, The
Swan, The
Ten Commandments, The
Thundering Herd, The
Tiger Love
Tomorrow's Love
Tongues of Flame

OX ;O

Eg.
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i
2
3
2
2
—
2
2
—
i
—
2
—
i
i
2
5
3
2
4
3
2
—
2
5
—
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2
2
i
10
7
i
—
4
10
14
—
—
17
i
i
6
5
3
3
i
—
—
i
i
—
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20
16
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II
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10
6
5
16
II5
10
2
7
2
3
4
3
7
7
5
6
5
7
I
2
12
3
16
8
4
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5
10
2
3
I
5
6
3
II
7
5
6
I
3
6

Title of Picture
CO

14 14
68

II
9
I
2723I

66

17
28
37
28

4
163
4
8
15 3
29
163

28
6 24205
2
531
6
7
2
3
135
35
15
26 242825
21
313
430
II
3
8 10
7 17 I
3
4
I
6
24 I
1
14 330
14
18 223
I33
S
224
18
415
21
II
5
35 34
6 29I
15
2
3
5
35
21
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7
18
8
33
5
2
3
4
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5
I
7
6
30

00
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68
74
77
75

57
79

69
64
69

ft.
7,514 ft.
5,803
6,109
5,516 ft.ft.
5,157 ft.
64
6,736 ft.
6,650
8 ft.
655,97 6707 ft.
78 It.ft.
60,004
95,442
7,048
58 ft.
6,890 ft.
66,097
reelsft.
6465
6,522
6,846 ft.
ft.
67
6,186
ft.
7,980
72 ft.
6,821
64 ft.
6,976 ft.
71
7,919
66,754
reelsft.

78
9,746
6,230
59 7,543
15
8,584
6,186
59
77
57
68
54
75
74
77
1443
79
66

61
68
55
93
86
61

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

Too Many Kisses
Top
of the World,
Unguarded
Women The
.,
Wages of Virtue
Wanderer of the Wasteland
Wordly Goods
Fn.M BOOKING
Air Hawk, The
American Maimers
Broken Laws
Fighting Sap, The
Fools in the Dark
Girl of the Limberlost, The
Laughing at Danger
Life's Greatest Game

■—
—2
3
3
2
X-

I
I
I
4

That Devil Quemado
Thundering Hoofs
Trigger
Untamed Fingers
Youth

I

Vanity's Price.
Woman Who Sinned, A

I

FIRST NATIONAL
Abraham Lincoln
As
Desires
BomManRich

3

Christine
of the Hxmgry Heart
Classmates
Cytherea
Enticement
75,365
reels ft. Flirting with Love
6,811
ft. Frivolous
5,767 ft.
Girl in the Sal
Limousine, The
6,221
ft.
87
Romance
of
Night
6,998
ft. Her
rs
6,415
78 ft. Husbands and Love
If I Marry Again
76 reels
6,337
4 ft. In Every Woman's Life
8 6reels
from Hollywood
Inez Hollywood
56
In
with Potash and
er
mutt
Perl
7 6reels
5
e
Th
Lady,
1
6,71552 ft.ft. Learning to Love
9,93
Love's
MadonnaWilderness
of the Streets
6
3
ft9
49
0
5, 7 ft.
6,796
New Toys
0 8 ft. Only Woman, The
790
7,
5,6
7071 ft.ft. Perfect Flapper, The
9,593
Sally
6,732
96 reelsft. Sandra
Sea Hawk, The
4462 ft. Self-Made Failure, A
6,000
The
Silent Watcher,
Single
Wives
12,000
5,912 ft.ft. So Big
5.889
Sundown
Tarnish
7,187 ft.
5.903
ft.ft. Thief in Paradise, The
5,328 ft.
6,763

—i
—i
3
i
2
—3
—
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—
—

—
—
—
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i
i
—
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2
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4
5
5
I
4
2
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3
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3
2
I
I
5
3
2
I
I
8
5
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16

336
6
209
7
6
5
7
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5
9
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8
II
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8
22
7
6
10
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12
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33
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128
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8
8
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3
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7
2
I
I
6
5
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2
2
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3
2
7
7
9
I
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15
55
7940
59

6,373 ft6,051 ft.
67 ft.
77,1
reels
6,055 ft.
5,775 ft-

65

63
865
7

6,400 ft.
4,860
16,413
67 reelsft.
15,138
7
ft.
64
7,702
6 reels7ft.
0
7,019 ft.8ft.
5,442 5
4,841 ft.
67 6
6 reelsft. 7
5,641
5,033 ft.

4,775 ft.
ft.
14 13126,078
reels ft.
4,558
2
3
14
5 82
53
70
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20
13 78
6
12
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I
2
4
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4 2377
2
4
16 82
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2
I
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I
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I
54 81
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6 59
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5
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6
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6,800
7,389
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7,790 ft.
7,500 89ft.
6,407 ft.
6,926
7,400 ft.ft.
7,307 ft.
5,260
ft. 78
7,211
7,822 67ft.
ft.
6,300 ft.
6,919
7,400 9ft.
6,685
ft.
0ft.
46
7 reelsft.
6,181
6,900 ft.

71

8 reels
7,250
ft.ft.
6,770
7,507 ft.
127 reels
reels
6,800 ft.
78
7,345
ft.
7,575
ft.
reelsft.
987,526
reels
8,640
6,685
ft.
72

19

27
15

J tine

13,

2o

Title of Picture

White Moth. The
Woman on the Jury, The
FOX
Against All Odds
Circus Cowboy, A
Cyclone Rider, The
Dante's Inferno
Deadwood Coach, The
Dick Tnrpin
Gerald Cranston's Lady
Gold Heels
Heart
The
Hearts Buster,
of Oak
It Is the Law
Last of the Duanes, The
Lone Chance, The
Man Who Came Back, The
Oh, You Tony
Painted Lady, The
Romance Ranch
Roughneck, The
Teeth
Trouble Shooter, The
Warrens of Virginia
Western Luck
Winner Takes All
METRO-GOLDWYN
Along Came Ruth
Arab, The
Boy of Flanders, A
Bread
Broken Barriers
Cheaper to Marry
Circe, the Enchantress
Dixie Handicap, The
Excuse Me
Great Divide, The
Greed
He Who Gets Slapped
His Hour
Janice Meredith
Lady of the Night
Little Robinson Crusoe
Mademoiselle Midnight
Married Flirts
Navigator, The
One Night in Rome
Man, The
Rag
Recoil
RedLUy, The
Rejected Woman, The
Revelation
Seven Chances
Sherlock Jr
Silent Accuser, The
Sinners in Silk
Snob, The
So This is Marriage
Tess of the D'Urbervilles
True as Steel
Way of a Girl. The
Wife of the Centaur
Wine of Youth
Yolanda
PATHE
Battling Orioles
Dynamite Smith
Girl Shy
Hot Water
King of Wild Horses
PREFERRED
Breath of Scandal, The
PRODUCERS DIST. CORP.
Another Scandal
Barbara Frietchie
Charley's Aimt
Flaming Forties, The
Hold Your Breath
House of Youth, The
Legend of Holl3rwood
Lightning Rider, The
ami
Mi
Ramshackle House

64

25 13

1925

12
10
II

i

i
i
■—
—
—
—
—2
—
—
i
i
—
—
—
■—
—
2
i
—
—

—
—

7
7
7
8

8
8
16
9
I1I0
26

I
3
2
2
2
I
4
2
I
I
4
5
5
I
10
I
3
I
3
I
5
3
I
2
2

i
2
i
—

—
i
1
—
—
—
—
3
—
—
i

24

2P7

>V
2PS
u C M J.
74
<a.
80 67
6,550 ft.
7 reels
°

19
15
14
17
3
13413
10
5
2
2
17
28
3

7
3
8
I
2
7
I
3
I

II
45
129
7
8
7
6

1514

64

•9Z«^ 205
X -.

X—
.2
— 6 °"

■—
4
—
—
i
i
i
—
—
—
i
—
i
—
i
2
5
i
1
1
—
5
3
2
■—
—
2
i
i
—
—
—
3
2
i
i
—

25
25

a

^.oV.wHt,Cu

—

3u

^S

6184
75
81
62

66
81
75
68
74
73
29
80
73
67

4
5
148
25 I
2
3
4
25 4
2
15 I

61
81
13
68
57
63
82
6720

4,809
ft.
4,175
67 ft.
7 reels
5,484 ft.
ft.
6,346
6.716
78 ft.
6,674 ft.
6,020 ft.
6 reelsft.
4,500
67
6,895 ft.
7
83
6,9421 ft.
4,385 ft.
8,293
6,302 ft.
6,938 ft.
4,471
71 ft.
6,190
7,500 ft.
ft.
5,702 ft.
6,535 ft.
5,020
76 ft.
5,949 ft.
70 70 ft.
5,161
7 reels
7,018 ft.
6,726 ft.
6,';oo ft.
5.717 ft.
66.882
reelsft.
69 67
5,747
84 ft.
10,067
7,811
ft.
6,600
ft.
78
12 67reels
6,300 ft.

14

63

Title of Picture
eu °a

G1. 2c

•—i

9
20

Welcome Stranger
What Shall I Do
Wise
The
STATEVirgin,
RIGHTS

■—
—
—

10
9

Captain
January
Fire
Patrol,
The
In
Fast
Company
Lone Wagon, The
Marriage Marker, The
Midnight Express, The
Mine with the Iron Door, The
Riding' Double
Speed Spook,
The
UNITED
ARTISTS

—i
—i
i
—
—
i
—

106
18
6

America
Thief of Bagdad, The
UNIVERSAL
Back Trail, The
Behind the Ctirtain
Big Timber
Broadway or Bust
Butterfly
Dancing Cheat, The

—
—

10

Dangerous Blonde, The
Dark
Stairways
Excitement
Fast Worker, The
Fighting American, The
Fighting
Fury
Forty Horse
Hawkins

—
• —I

i
i
i
i
—3
■—
—4
—
i
.10—
—i
—
—
i
3
I
—
—i
. ii
—
—
—
■—i
i
—
i
2
—2
i
i
2
2
i
2
3
—

i

2
—
—i
—
—
■—
—4
—
—3
■—
—

2«
21

19

4

19 14

8
3
4
I

75

.5 o

Roaring Rails
Siren
of Seville, The
Soft Shoes
Tiger
Thompson
Wandering
Husbands

GaietySpeed
Girl, The
High
Hit and Run
8i
K The Unknown
15 4
Law Forbids, The
12
1 1 81
Love and Glory
7 1103I 68
Oh, Doctor
16
6,126
5,410 ft. Reckless Age, The
22
3
6,778
78 ft. Ridgeway of Montana
9 1104 1380 6,765 ft. Riders Up
Ridin' Kid from Powder River, The
I5
5,600
71 ft. Rose of Paris
8 2 7 72 5.883
ft.
10
Sawdust Trail, The
5 61
12
Signal Tower, The
5,968
7,089 ft.
ft.
10614 55 6,975
12^
ft. Smouldering Fires
i.
82
Storm Daughter,
The
Tornado,
The
7,761
6 88 8,753
4
78 ft. Turmoil, The
5,113 ft.
137
4,065 ft. Wine
3 68 5,883 ft. Young Ideas
I
ft. VITAGRAPH
66,513
9
5,750
ft.
108
ft. Behold This Woman
3 57 6,300
4
29
The
8
7,500
7
Between Brute,
Friends
68
83 ft. Beloved
II3
6,424 ft Borrowed Husbands
Captain Blood
31 0603
Clean Heart
24
6,600
ff
II
Code of the Wilderness, The
70
71
6763
Greater Than Marriage
72
76
10,125
ft'
706,700
ft' One Law for the Women
5,025 ft'
3 54
Virtuous Liars
1757I
WARNER BROS.
86,400
reels
5,332 ff
18 15
Age of Innocence, The
64
49 49 63
Babbitt
76 5 reels
Being Respectable
II
2 7514 6,700 ft. Broadway After Dark
Cornered
27
4,899 ft" Dark
Swan
27
Find
YoiuMan
18 79
Her Marriage Vow
6 reels
6
ft. How to Educate a Wife
7,1
7,34922 ft.
9
Lighthouse
by the The
Sea, The
Lover of Camille,
16
9
Lover's Lane
5.76970 ft.ft.
3
6,6
Street, The
Tenth Woman,
The
5,432 ft. Narrow
6 68
14
This
Woman
ft.
5,4
6 4
II
3
ft. Three Women
1771 ft.
6,3
5.757
6,2
ft.
91
31
126

3 QJ
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116
6

3
5
4

6
12
16

3
8
5
4
4
I
9
4

10
37
10

4
5
I
I
3
3
I
3
7
9
2
4
I
I

9
II

9
I
2
6
6
104
2
12
2
6
4
2
3
8

21

II
II
II
12
22
209
9
21
9
21
11
12

22
8
21
26
7
8
7
4
16
20
33
7
2100
107
9

9

6,724 ft.
13 ft5,527
6,306
6,618
ft.ft3ft.
75
5,
24 4,920
ft.
6,111
13
74
3 75
63
2 62 6,600 ft.
ft. 6365
3 80 e ° 6,000
6,500
5,991 ft.ft.
2 59
15 13
I
°' ft.
36,622
5,009
ft. 64
3
8,115
ft.
12
I
23
414
175,967 ft.
4,500 ft.
62 6,750 ft.
63
13
I 57
29
90 11,442
ft.
10,000
65
49 91
70
I 62
63
4
69 5 reels
79 6 reels
2 27
5 reels
183 60 5 reels
75
I
7 reels
64
68
73 5 reels
5 reels
4
3 61 113 5 reels
3 5 reels
I
reels 76 71
67 reels
I
5 reels
I
5 reels
7 77 6 reels
78
8 81
65 reels
9
2 61 14 7,419 ft. 84
7
13 6,362 ft.
6 75 6 reels
7131reels
2
7 ft.
6,587
5
168 74
2
655 reels
7
reels
82
77
2
23 6,362
ft.
reelsft.
66 67,727
4 60
9
63
7 reels
4 75
2
27 13
6,375 ft.
7,356 ft. 83
7 reels
reels
7
66
3
52
5 reels
2
9 66
56
6,425 ft.
I
6,719 ft.
4
10,608
ft. 76
6,850
6,936 ft.
14
60
22
62
6217
6,821 ft.
5,600
7,500 ft.ft.
2
ft.
reelsft,
4 68 85,800
5,500
I 62
76
62 5 reels
7 73
78
I
167 73
74 77,500
ft.
reelsft.
71
6,900
66,800
reelsft.
12
6,700
5
6,800 ft.
5 59 6 reels 58
70
2
6 73 6,900 ft.
S3
62
5
6,400 ft.
7 73 6,700 ft.
6,700
6,842 ft.
76
48
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Mills is Signed by
Davis
J. Charles Davis, 2nd, president of Davis
Distributing Division, has signed Marilyn
Mills, noted equestrienne to make a series of
features for distribution through his organization.
Miss Mills is a daring horsewoman who
ha« already won renown on the screen.
With her bay horse Star, and her snow
white Beverly she was seen in a number of
Ben Wilson productions last year.

Motion

Marilyn

Kraly Signs to Write Plays
for Talmadge Sisters
Hans Kraly, author of several screen
stories, has been signed by Joseph M.
Schenck to write eight original motion picture plays for Xorma and Constance Talmadge. He is the author of '"Her Xight of
Romance," a recent Constance Talmadge
feature, and "Her Sister From Paris," this
star's forthcoming production. Kraly first
came into prominence in America as coauthor with Lubitsch of "Passion," "Carmen." "Deception,"' "The Loves of Pharoah."
Dolores

Costello Given Lead
in Fox Feature
Dolores Costello will appear in the
feminine lead opposite Edmund Lowe in
"Greater Than a Crown," the star's last
release on the current progi'am of Fox
Film Corporation. The east includes Margaret Livingston, Paul Panzer, Sidney
Bracev and Bob Klein.

Releasing Film of Milk
Fund Bouts in New York

the s InReel ing
picture
of
is Newsreleas
SAL ternational
UNIVER
the Milk Fund bouts held in New
York Decoration Day, throughout New
York State. The pictures had their
premiere at the Piccadilly Theatre on
Broadway last Sunday afternoon, where
they were featured as a special attraction.
The first showing of the films in Buffalo took place at the Olympic Theatre
on Sunday night, and in Albany at the
Majestic at the first Sunday afternoon
show.
The film is in three reels and covers
all of the events which took place at the
boxing carnival at which Mike McTigue
lost his title of light-heavyweight champion to Paul Berlenbach. The picture
is being distributed by Universal as Carl
Laemmle's contribution to the Free Milk
Fund.

Wellman

to Direct

"Fll Tell

The fir^t story that
William A. Wellman
the World"
will direct for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer under
ills new contract will be the forthcoming
production, "I'll Tell the World," with
George K. Arthur the featured player.
Wellman is one of the 3-oungest directors.
"I'll Tell the World" is a wliimsical story
of youth taken from "Don Quixote, Jr.," by
George Scarborough and Annette Westbay.

Picture

News

Selecting Cast for Screen Version of Phillips Novel
The cast for "Souls For babies," the first
of the Tiffany Big Twelve to be released
for 1925-1926 season, is now being selected.
Prominent screen plaj-ers will depict the
principal characters of the screen story
based on the original novel, "Garland &
Co.,"' by David Graham Phillips.
Writes Song for Gotham's
'His Master's Voice"
Gus Edwards, famous song writer and
author of "School Days" and other hits, is
writing a song which will be exploited in
conjunction with "His Master's Voice," the
Gotham j^roduction which Lumas will offer
with Thunder, the dog star.
Carewe

Starts Production

of

' The Sea Woman"
Edwin Carewe expects to start camera
work on "The Sea Woman,'" an adaptation
of
the 23layon ofJune
the 8th.
same title b\- Willard
Robinson,
Noah

Beery Signs Long
Contract

Term

Xoah Beery and Famous Players have
issued a new contract, under the terms of
which Beery will appear exclusively in
Paramount pictures for a number of years.
He is at present playing in "Wild Horse
Mesa,' Zane Grev's newest stoi'v.

Stars and featured players in Producers Distributing Corp. releases, left to right, too row: Edmund Burns, Trixie Friganza, Robert Ames. Lillian Rich, and Joseph
Schildkraut; second row: Vera Reynolds, Harry Carey, Priscilla Dean, Rod La Rocque and Ann Pennington; bottom row: Lewis Stone, Leatrice Joy, Robert
Edeson, Jetta Goudal and Julian Eltinge.
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Independents

Demand

for

Exhibitors
Support
By Thomas C. Kennedy

Prepared

Quality
Is

Their

THE
effect on independent producers and exchangemen of recent
trade developments, developments culminating at the Milwaukee
convention, is order, optimism, courage and confidence in what the
future holds for the independently produced and distributed motion picture.
An observer seeking to test the temper and pulse of the independent
producers and distributors cannot venture far without sensing the presence of an entirely new and very desirable attitude on the part of the
men who make up the backbone of this vital organ of the motion picture
industry. Discontent, distrust, skepticism, having given way to courage,
determination and orderliness. Most striking of the impressions of any
observer who goes forth to see what he can see and hear what is told
him is the unanimity of thought that the independents have or will have
their opportunity next season, if the promises, in which we may add they
seem to place the greatest confidence, are fulfilled.
Indeed, there is a spirit and an unanimity of thought such perhaps
as has never before so thoroughly blanketed the ranks of the independents, for organization and the spirit of organization- is abroad in their
land.
Any report wliicli wou'd convey the impression that the independent producers are
riding along on the crest of a wave of
flushed enthusiasm would be inaccurate and
misleading. The feeling existing among the
executives of the most prominent of these
producing organizations rests on a much
more solid foundation than that of mere enthusiasm growing out of wishes and hopes.
The crux of the situation as gleaned from
conversations with many representative independent producers and distributors is this :
Firstly, the independents during the past
year demonstrated to financiers that they can
make pi-ofitable ])ictures and as a result
money at etjuitable rates of interest will be
available for their operations; secondly,
their ])roducing organizations have been
whi|)ped into sha])e and are ready to turn
out high quality pictures if the theatres, want
them; thirdly, they are organized and in a
position therefoi'e to assume and maintain
a position compatible with their importance;
fourthly, tiiey are ready and able to make
first-run, quality pictures capable of competing with the attractions offered by the
biggest concerns if the exhibitors will support such a progi'am of operation.
It is generally agreed among independent
producers, distributors and exchange men
that the exliibitors will set the standard of
production which will be made by independents. The point, they say, is simply this:
If the exhibitors will encourage the independently-produced picture by according it
play dates the independent producers can
go ahead with plans already formulated to
make quality pictures. They argue that if
the exhibitor wi'l show the producer that he
can get play dates for his high <iua!ity pictures the producers will put money, and
money which is available to them at fair iiitoretst charges, into the productions which
are now planned and turn out pictures
which will compete suesessfully at the box

office with the class *'A" offerings from the
biggest companies.
In the i.ssue dated May 16, Motion
PiCTURK News pub'ished a list of the
inoductions which all companies have announced for ne- 1 year, including both nationally and indejiendently distributed
Ijroduct.
Taking that list as a basis of consideration, a representative of this publication
asked various independent producers, distributors and exchange men if the indeThe number of feature pictures announced by independents for distribution through state rights exchanges
during the seasf)n of 1925-26 are contained in the following tabulation,
which is based on authorized statements from these companies:
Anchor
24
Arrow
32
Ai-tfla.ss
2A
Astor
i;i
Aywon
18
C. C. Bun1
Chadwick
17
Columbia
18
Davis
70
Gerson
24
Ginsburg
12
Independent
2A
Ivan Player
4
Jans
(i
Lee-Bradford
12
N'at Levine
2
Pyramid
(>
Kayart
.'{(i
Schulberg
18
A. C. Steen
9
Wm. Steincr
Ki
Sunset
1 .'!
Tiffany
12
Truart
14
Sering D. Wilson
]
Wiehl Pictures
fi

to

Meet

Films

Only
Concern
pendent productions jjlanned could be made
to supply a sufficient number of high class
attractions to fill the demands of theatres
which would increa.se their independent
playing time. The answer was always the
same, "Yes, without a doubt, provided the
play dates are fortiicoming in sucli a manner
as to make it worth the independent's while
to invest gi'eater amounts in the making of
the pictures." The answer was "'yes,"
whether a producer or a distributor or an
exchange man was queried.
Analyzing the list as jjublished and in
accordance with the views of several independents, the expectancy as to clas.sificatiou
of the pictures which will be developed,
should all of these producers make all of
the pictures they have announced in conformity with their present plans, the state
rights exchanges next season will provide the
following number of pictures of each of the
three cla.sses, "A," "B" and program pictures :
A
B
C
30
140
272
The (lualities which determine the classification are those used in the (juestionnaire
sent out by Sydney Cohen previous to the
convention and are as follows: (A) Of
course, referring to the type of picture
wyrtlu- of a full weeks run in cities or zones
where such is the i)olicy; or for the longest
jjossible run given a picture in the larger
neighborhood theatres or first-cla.ss houses in
smaller cities and towns. (B) To refer to
all other features worthy of a split-week run
iu houses dedicated to that policy or to the
three, four or five-day run which the firstclass houses in smaller cities and towns and
the large neighborhood houses give to features which merit s-ich showings. (C)
These, of course, are j)ictures worthy of a
two-day play, to be played either singly or
as a double feature, according to the policy
of the theatre — or to be plaved singly in the
smaller, daily change hou.ses.
The above analysis is based on ''paper
announcements'' and with consideration to
the condition of affairs as they confront the
independent i)r()ducer at the present. It
must be remembered that if substantially increased playing time is given to independent pictures, the quality of the i)roduct will
advance with that increase, so that the number of Clasis "A" and "B" pictures will incr<'ase over the number set down in the
table above, whi'e the Class "C" films will
pioportionately ditiiinish. It is very much
fluestioned if there will be such a large total
number of pictures as is indicated- bv the
list used in these considerations, but the
diminution, which it is expected will greatly
decrease the total, will be noted in the Class
"C" column. The estimate of 30 Class "A"
and 140 Class "B" pictures which we make
is purposely oonservative, the point being
that that nwmber of "A" and "B" pictures
are sure to be available to theatres from independent sources durir- the coming year,
regardless of what the future may develop.
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Motion

Col

umbia

Among

Independent

Jack and Havry Kolm, are in the foreranks of the independent producers.
For the season of 1925-26 they have a
series of 18 pictures, six to be known as
Columbias, six as Waldorfs, and an equal
nunioer as Perfections. Last year they released 16.
The comjjany announces that th;' program for next year has been sold .100 per
cent, all territories in this country and in
the foreign markets being closed even before the season opened. This situation, the
statement declares, is the direct result of
the success which was made from the box
office standpoint with the films offered by
Columbia last season.

Joe

Brandt,

president B. ofC).Columbia

Pictures (C.

th of Columbia Pictures
growion
THECorporat
during the past five
years has been consistent and steady
and today tlie enterprising executives behind the Coluniljia banner, Joe Brandt and

Macfadden

to

this week at the
N began
TIO
PRODUC
studio in the Bronx of
Patlie
former
the first of the eight pictures which
True Story Film Company, Inc., will distribute through the Astor Distributing Cor])()ration, of which HaiTv Rathner is ])resident.
Lionel Barrymore wUl be stai-red in the
initial production, "'The Wrongdoers." He
will be cast in the dramatic and sym])athetic
role of a socialistic but misguided pliilaiithropist.
There is a strong element of romani-c in
"The Wrongdoers" and the juvenile role
will be taken by Charles Mack, whose brilliant pei'formances in D. W. Griftith's
''Dream
"America,"
jiroductions Street,"
have elevated
him and
to arecent
foremost
position on the screen. Ann Cornwall,
whose work with F'ox and other companies
lias kept her j)rominent on the screen tho
last few years will play opposite Mack.
Hugh Dierker, wh^) has just C()mplet.ed
"Camille of the Barbary Coast, ' will direct
"The Wrongdoers."
Announcement was made this week also,
by Nat G. Pendleton, general manager of
True Story films that all of the stories for
the forthcoming eight productions are well
under wav. Thev will be:
"The Wrongdoere," "Bad Habits," "The
Harem Girl." "False Pride," "The Danger
Line," "Wives at Auction," and "Broken
Homes."
All of these picture will be kno«;n a.s
"Gold Medial Producfions" and will be
olTered to independent exchanges by Astor
Distributing Corporation.
: In order to make dear t»h(i., fiehl of the

Production manager Harry Cohn's latest
report is to th" effect that the first Columbia release, "The Danger Signal," featuring Jane Novak with Dorothy Revier,
Robert Gordon, Gaston Glass, Pat Harmon,
Lincoln Stedman and Gertrude Short has
been given the biggest production in the
h'story of Columbia Pictures, under Erie
C. Kenton's direction.
Elaine Hammerstein who starred in "The
^Midnight Express," and many Columbias
of the past season, has been signed to play
in a number of the 1925-26 productions.
Pauline Garon, William Fairbanks, the
dashing hero of the Perfection series and
Edith Roberts are featured in attractions:
'"Fighting Youth,"' "The Speed Demon,"
"A Fight To a Finish," "The Great SensaProduce

Ei

True Story Film Company, Inc., Mr. Rathner made the following statement :
"Astor Distributing Corporation has entered into an advertising and publicity tieup with the Macfadden Publications which
aggregates $480,000 for the season of
1925-'26. True Story films is a new ilacfadden enterprise, and Bei-narr Macfadden,
head of the publishing house bearing the
name of Macfadden will supervise each
production.
"A distinct feature of these stories will
be that they are the 'true-life' dramas of
the type which has made the Macfadden
Publications the most important group of
magazines of their kind in the world. The
Macfadden Publications have a montlily
reading public of 16,400,000 persons. What
this means to the independent exhibitor is
made clear when we point out that the average motion jiicture theatre-going public is
approximately 10,000,000 pei"sons daily;
and we feel that through the Macfadden
Publications we are going direct to the people who are film fans.
"The Macfadden Publications are:
" 'Movie Weekly,' 'Radio Stories Romances,' 'True Story,' 'True Detective Mysteries,' 'Dream World,' 'Dance Lovers,'
'Modem Marriage,' 'Mu.scle Builder,' 'Physical Culture,' 'Fiction Lovers,' 'Your Car,'
and the New York tabloid newspaper, 'The
"Commencing witJi this month's issue, the
Graphic.'
Macfarlden Publications will carry pages
advertising tlw^ True Stf)ry films and, as
soon as the director begins 'shooting' scenes
there will be stiories and photographs of

Picture

News

Leaders

t;on," "The New Champion," and ''The
Handsome
After "TheBrute."
Danger Signal," the five other
Columbia releases in order of their release
are: "SOS Perils of the Sea," "Ladies of
Leisure," "The Unwritten Law," "The Lure
of The
Broadway,"
and "Midnight
Flames."
six Waldorf
releases, the
first of
which "The Thrill Hunter" features
Dorothy Revier with Cullen Landis, Barbara Lutty, Charles Clary, Cesare Oramore
and Virginia Marshall, will be followed by
"Sealed Lips," "The Fate of a Flirt," "The
Price of Success," "The Penalty of Jazz,"
and "An Enemy of Men."
Besides Erie C. Kenton, Reeves Easton,
Edward J. LeSaint and Jay Marchant are
the directors under contract. Such well
known screen favorites as Robert Edeson,
Pat Harmon, Frank Hagney, William Norton Bailey, Tom Carr, George Periolat and
Jack Britton are already under contract
and this gToup support Pauline Garon and
William Fairbanks in the first Perfection,
"Fighting Youth."
Lotus Thompson, considered to be one
of the most beautiful girls in pictures,
Marion Court. Al Kaufman, Lloyd Whitlock and many more players of note are
also under contract.
"Altogether," president Joe Brandt
stated, "'it. looks like the biggest year in the
history of independent picture producing,
and the biggest year in the independent
history of Columbia Pictures."

gilt

Features

Harry Rathner, president A.stor Distributing Corp.
the stars, plays and scenes from the productions.
"Nat G. Pendleton, general manager of
True Story Film Company, Inc., is a practical film man as well as a man of broad
experience in the business world, and we
feel that this affiliation between the Macfadden Publications and Astor Distributing
Corporation will be of great value to the
independent exhibitors." j .
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TO

THE

INDEPENDENT

DorCt
As

soon

Be

as coalition became

EXHIBITOR:

Stampeded!

an established fact between

the M.

I. M. P. P. D. A., a SUBTLE, INSIDIOUS, UNDERMINING
uncertainty in the ranks of the exhibitor began.
Exhibitors

from various parts of the New

campaign

P. T. O. A. and the
to sow

the seeds of

York territory were in some mysterious manner

informed that the proceedings at Milwaukee would come to naught — that it was foolhardy on the
part of the exhibitor to lay too much stress on the various resolutions passed — that if the exhibitor
were wise, he would book for his theatre such pictures as were nationally advertised and on which
he could depend to make money.
With subtle insinuations and craftiness, spreading the poisonous gas of doubt, these invisible
forces are trying to breach the solid ranks of the independent exhibitor.

Discard

Rumors,

Whisperings,

Gossips!

We are more determined than ever to proclaim our whole-hearted and free independence —
to book for your theatres such quality pictures that the public demands.
It is only the weak-kneed man who is afraid to fight for his rights. The independence of the
exhibitor is more than assured. There is no turning backward! There will be no let-up in the
steps that have been taken and are to be taken to bring to a successful conclusion this battle of
right against might!

The

Play

Date

Bureau

Will

Function!

The plans as outlined in Milwaukee are rapidly being consummated and even by the time you
read this, a force of high-powered men will be in the field, covering every part of the United
States, visiting every exhibitor with a list of independent productions that will in every way be
of the highest quality and with a message of assurance to stand firm and invincible in their determination to keep the screen free and independent.
AND

ONE

MORE

COOPERATION
AND

OF

EXCHANGEMAN
TRES IN DIRECT

FACT— THE
THE

PROFITS

INDEPENDENT

WILL

NOT

COMPETITION

BE

INDEPENDENT

THROUGH

PRODUCER

USED

WITH

DERIVED

THE

TO

ERECT

THE

DISTRIBUTOR
OR

BUY

THEA-

EXHIBITOR.

MOTION

PICTURE

DISTRIBUTORS
AND
1650 Broadway,

PRODUCERS,

EXCHANGES
New York City

ASS'N.

Thanks

Thousands

of

Real

A. H. Blank Circuit. Des Moines, la.
Goldberg Circuit, Omaha, Xeb.
Hostettler Circuit, Omaha, Xeb.
Jensen & Von Herberg Circuit, Portland, Ore
Lubiner & Trinz Circuit, Chicago, III.
Rialto Amusement Co., Fall River, Mass.
U. B. O. Circuit, Xew York City, X. Y.
Fox's Circuit, Xew York City, X. Y.
Loew's Circuit. Xew York City, X. Y.
City,
Moss' Circuit, Xew York City, X. Y.
N. Y.
Sidney
Cohen's
Circuit,
Xew
York
City,
Maier & Schneider Circuit, Xew York
X. Y.
Haring & Blunienthal Circuit, Xe York City,
X. Y.
Stanley Circuit, Philadelphia. Pa.
Cummerford Circuit, Philadelphia, Pa.
Carr & Shad Circuit, Philadelphia. Pa.
Majestic, Jersey City, X. J.
Rowland & Clark Circuit, Pittsburg, Pa.
Elos. Cleveland, O.
Reade'sCircuit,
Hippodrome,
Cleveland, O.
Gray
Boston. Mass.
Gordon Circuit, Boston, Mass.
Strand, Lowell. Mass.
Strand. Providence. R. I.
Bucklen, Elkhardt. Ind.
Palace. Ft. Wayne, inJ.
\'ictory. Evansville. Ind.
Palace, Indianapolis. Ind.
Paramount, Logansport, Ind.
Wysor-Grand, Muncie, Ind.
Liberty, Terre Haute, Ind.
Pantheon,
Ind. Ind.
Blackstone. \'incennes.
South Bend,
W'uerth. Ann Harbor. Mich.
Family, Detroit, Mich.
Orpheum, Detroit, Mich.

We

Apologize

For

Showmen

for

Who

Had

The

Past

Temple, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Iris, Muskegon, Mich.
Lyric. Huntington, W. Va.
Liberty, \\ hiting. W. Va.
Princess, Springfield, O.
Grand, Steubenville, O.
Sigma. Lima, O.
■ Reade's Hippodrome, Cleveland, O.
Elos St., Cleveland, O.
Gift's, Cincinnati, O.
Mozart. Carton, O.
Strand, Akron, O.
Scollay Square Olympia, Boston, Mass.
Strand, Lowell, Mass.
Olympia, Lynn, Mass.
Olympia, Xew Bedford, Mass.
Poli Circuit. Xew Haven, Conn.
Strand, Stamford, Conn.
Rialto, Waterbury, Conn.
B. F. Keith's. Portland. Maine.
Poli's Palace. Springfield, Mass.
Olympia, Worcester, Mass.
Eagle
X'. H.
Strand,Theatre.
Xcwport.Manchester,
R. I.
Strand, Pro\idence, R. I.
Rialto. Erie. Pa.
Xemo. Johnstown. Pa.
Majestic. Johnstown. Pa.
Capitol, McKeesport, Pa.
Globe, McKeesport, Pa.
Cameo, Pittsburg, Pa.
Blackstone-State. Pittsburg, Pa.
Grand Ritz, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rowland, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Regent. Washington, Pa.
Liberty, Sharon, Pa.
People's, Beaumont, Texas.
Unique, El Paso, Texas.

Lack

of

Space

to

the

Good

Season

Get

Y

Judgment

Attest

to

Your
For

the

Da
the

Apollo Exchange
Capitol Films
Independent Films
Independent Films
Standard Film Service Co
Federated Film Exchange Co
Standard Film Service Co
Standard Film Service Co
Masterpiece
Film Attraction
Creole Enterprises
Creole Enterprises
Creole Enterprises
Columbia Pictures Corp
Exhibitors Film Exchange
Celebrated Players
A. H. Blank Enterprises
Greater Features
Greater Features
Greater Features
Greater
•.
Greater Features
Features
.■Ml Star Features Dist
.\11 Star Features Dist
Friedman Film Corp
Independent Films
Independent Films
Fra

Mention

the

Thousands

'.

...

nchise

of Ot

PICTUR

our
to

Place

Merit

tes

of

Set

Big

Patronage
Their

Confidence

No w

18

Holders

Wise

ES

Columbia

Pictures

During

Columbia^ Productions

1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
738 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.
10 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
134 Meadow St., New Haven, Conn.
2nd Floor Film Bldg., Cleveland, O.
ioi8 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Joseph Mack Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Bway Film
Bldg., St.,
Cincinnati,
O'.
1329 Vine
Phila., Pa.
223 S. Liberty Si., New Orleans, La.
106 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.
2009 Jackson St., Dallas, Texas
■
3317 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
916 "G"713St..
X. W.,
Wells
St., Washington.
Milwaukee, D.
Wise.C.
..^iii;e 200 Commonwealth Bldg., Des Moines, la.
64 East 4th South, Salt Lake City, Utah
*207S 391
Broadway,
Oak St., Denver,
Portland, Colorado
Oregon
2006 3rd Ave., Seattle, Wash.
109 N. Montana St., Butte, Montana
....209 (iolden G?te Ave.. San Francisco, Calif.
915 S. Olive St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Film Exchange Bldg.. Minneapolis, Minn.
ij Mayor St.. Montreal, Can.
21 Dundas St.. Toronto, Can.

her

in

Exhibitors

Who

Austin-Queen, .'\ustin, Texas.
Majestic, Austin, Texas.
Melba, Dallas. Texas.
Jefferson, Dallas, Texas.
Palace, Dallas, Texas.
Majestic, Dallas, Texas.
Majestic, Ft. Worth, Texas.
Key, Galveston, Texas.
Dixie, Galveston, Texas
Martini, Galveston, Texas.
Rialto. Houston, Texas.
Cameo. Port Arthur, Texas.
Liberty, Port Arthur. Texas.
Hippo or Victory, Waco. Texas.
American, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Lincoln, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Gem, Knoxville, Tenn.
Fifth .\venue, Nashville. Tenn.
Bijou, Nashville, Tenn.
Ideal. Columbia, S. C.
Strand. Muskogee, Okla.
Liberty, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dreamland, Tulsa, Okla.
Rialto. Tulsa, Okla.
Broadway, Charlotte, N. C.
Capitol. Raleigh, N. C.
Amuzu
or Pilot,
W'inston-Salem,
N. C.
Globe, New
Orleans,
La.
Trianon, New Orleans, La.
Lenox, Augusta, Ga.
Strand, Atlanta, Ga.
Alamo No. 2, Atlanta. Ga.
Garrick. Fargo, N. D.
Hennapin-Orpheum, Minneapolis, Minn.
Pantages, Minneapolis. Minn.
Princess. St. Paul, Minn.
Aster, St. Paul, Minn.
Seventh Street, St. Paul, Minn.

Have

Cashed

in on

Palace Orpheum, St. Paul, Minn.
Airdome, St. Petersburg, Fla.
New, Little Rock, Ark.
Palace, Little Rock, Ark.
Pekin, Montgomery, Ala.
Hillstreet, Los Angeles. Calif.
State, Long Beach, Calif.
Liberty. Sacramento, Calif.
(Orpheum, Oakland, Calif.
Golden Gate, San Francisco, Calif.
Rialto, San Diego, Calif.
Hippodrome, Fresno, Calif.
Beatty's Casino. San Francisco, Calif.
Cameo, Los Angeles, Calif.
American, San Jose, Calif.
-Strand, Phoenix, Ariz.
Franklin, Oakland, Calif.
Lyric, Hoboken, X. J.
Keith's, Jersey City, N. J.
Moss' Broadway, New York City, X. Y
Proctor's, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Keith's Prospect. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Florence, New York City, X. Y.
Roebling, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Empire, X'ew York City, N. Y.
American, Yonkers, N. Y.
Fo.x's, Jamaica, L. L
Orpheum, Clinton, la.
Palace, Des Moines. la.
Colonial, Lincoln, Xeb.
Isis, Cedar Rapids, la.
Family. Davenport, la.
Orpheum,
Ogden,
L'tah.
Strand. Boise,
Idaho.
Isis. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Coliseum, Seattle, Wash.
Winter Garden, Seattle. Wash.
Lyric, Springfield, III.

Columbia

Productions

CORPORATIOiy
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Motion

avis

Distributing

By J. K. Adams
Vice-President Davis Distributing Division
^/'T'T' THEN Mr. Davis and I decided to
DavisveryDistributing
org-auize the
Y/Y/
» » Division,
we had
clear and
well-delined views as to the fundamental
essentials for the proper functioning of
such a eoncem.
"In the past, the independent exchange
has had to spend a lot of time buying its
product from a number of different distributors. In this business, as w-ell as in
any other, time is money, and the head of
each exchange is usually the one to do the
buying, which, boiled down, means that the
most important member of each exchange
must spend valuable time in shopping for
product. We therefore decided to secure
enough productions of all types so that we
could furnish any exchangeman with practically a whole program from superfeatures, down through the list to one-reel
novelties.
"In addition to this point, the exchangeman has never before been able to line up
his entire indej^endent program far enough
in advance to compete successfully with the
big organizations which announce their program months before their pictures are ready.
"Another point in which the state right
distributors have not been as foresighted as
they might be is that when a production was
sold to the exchangeman it was uji to liiin

Goldturg

J. Charles

Offers

Picture

News

Complete
Program
"We have therefore mapped out a very
clear plan for co-operative advertising and
exploitation with our exchangeman to as far
as possible overcome this condition.
"It is our aim, if possible, to make connections with one live, progi'essive exchange
in each territory, that is in a position to
handle our entire line of product, and to
co-operate with it to the fullest extent. We
have thus far been successful in doing this
in Greater New York territory with Kerman
Films, Inc. In New England, we have closed
with Henry G. Segal of 49 Church Street,
Boston, than whom there is no more popular
or better-liked exchangeman in the New
England territory.
"Summing up the matter, we feel we are
in a position to offer the real, live exchangeman a complete program selected with the
utmost care with three points in view ;
namely, the best possible attractions obtainable at a price the exchange can afford to
pay
;
everj' one
we
know productions
and can guarantee
will of
be which
delivered,

Davis, Division,
2nd, Pres.
Inc. Davis Distributing

to jiromote the picture in his territory to
the best of his ability, without much help
from
the advertising department of the dist!'il)utor.

and third and absoluteh' essential, attractions which will please theatre audiences
from the point of entertainment value.
"Every production on our list of over one
hundred, has been selected with these three
points in view and we are satisfied to abide
by the verdict of the exchange and the publie as to the lesults of our judgment of
exhibition values."

Says

INDKPEXDEXT productions will always
command a forward position in the industry, because of the public demand
for variety in its entertainment, Jesse J.
Goldburg. president of Independent Pictures
Corporations, declared in an interview^
given out prior to his departure for the
coast, where he will supervise the production
of the schedule which Independent will offer
next year.
Territorial Deals Pending
on New Terry Novelty
y, originator and proJOHN C. Terr
on
ty tiating
of
carto
the
ducer
with
is negoIfty"
novelties, "Nif
s
several leading stage right exchange regarding the territorial rights to the films
which he recently brought out on the independent market.
Cartoonist Terry, whose screen work
is well known through his association
with International Newsreel, Pathe and
other companies, has formed a company,
known as John C. Terry, Inc., to handle
the pictures.
This novelty reel, which is 450 feet in
length and will be offered in a series
under the brand name of "Famous Sayings insented
Modern
has throughout
been preat severalSlang,"
theatres
the country in try-out performances.
Each reel is composed of a group of
famous quotations and proverbs, each
immediately followed by the slang interpretation giving the classic though in the
"Americanisims" of the day. The reels
have as concluding episodes a hand
drawn cartoon illustrating a "why worry"
sermon of the type so popular in newspaper comic cartoon strios.

Indepencients*'
Future
Isprinciples
Secure
In his statement Mr. Goldburg said:
upon well ordained
of choice, of
drama
and
the
psychology
of
demand.
"To my mind, the demand on the part of
the public for Independent made produc"No fear need be entertained that the public will not support Independent product.
tions will a" ways at least maintain its present position. The answer is self-evident.
No fear need be apprehended that any one
There can never be a monopoly of brains or
producer or combination of producers can
talent in motion picture productions and
so produce motion picture entertainment as
try as much as they may, a producer can
to supply every want of moving picture panever avoid his own hall mark or trade
trons.
mark.
"It behooves the Independent producer to
"The reason for this is that certain brains
make
the right kind of product; it besupei-vising or managing the productions
from the time the continuity is written until
hooves him to exercise thought, caution,
the editing and titling, operate, and there
foresight and forethought necessary in any
are not enough divergent minds nor could
business to turn out a product worthy of
there be attaching themselves to the indipublic exhibition, but we can rest content in
vidual organization.
the knowledge of the fact that the public
"Therefore, there must be a variety of
jiroduetions emanating from a variety of will always patronize and even demand
minds.
worth-while Independent and varied motion
"The public demand variation. They
don't want to see the same suit of clothes
Just prior to his departure Goldburg anmade from the same model too often.
nounced a new series of eight Big Timber
"It is safe to say that public demand
stories
starring
Linghtnin', the dog. The
based merely on the psychology of the titles of these productions
are as follows:
pictures.''
human mind, will always call for variation
"Lightnin' Strikes," by Ralph Baum; "The
of motion
picture institutions.
product only as it emanates from varied
Forrest King," by Selwyn; "His Mast<>r's
Voice," by Adele Bufiington ; "Flaming Tim"Now, to take advantage of this psychober," bv* Adele Butfington; "The Danger
logical showmanship, as it were, is the duty
Call," by Charies Pinkerton; "Pal 0' the
of Independent producers and distributors
as well as exhibitors, and that advantage
Redwood," by George Wise; "Silent Hero,"
may be enhanced by a proper form of by Edith and Thomas Long, and "Crimson
Fangs," by George Hayward.
propaganda to drive home to the public
that in varied product there is variety and
The Big Timber series together witli the
gi'eater entertainment and the Independent
Bill Cody westerns and the Texas Ranger
producer is in a position to supply the deseries, starring Bob Custer, will constitute
mand.
the twenty-four feature releases produced
"Too little stress or even thought has been
by Independent. In addition there will be
given to the demands of the public as based
twenty-six single reel productions.

June

13,
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1925

Lionel

Barrymore
In

A

MAN

OF
AN

IRON
ADAPTATION

By Lawrence

Marsten

In ''A Man
of Iron'
Lionel Barrymore has
found one of the finest
vehicles

of

his

distin-

guished screen career.
In

the stern, forbidding

background of a great
steel mill is laid the
drama of the tremendous struggle of a strong
man to conquer a weak
woman.
It

is a

battle

At These Leading Exchanges
ALliANV — -First Graphic ExchaiiKCS, Inc.
ATLANTA— Scmthern States Film Co
HOSTON — Independent Films, Inc.
BUFl'ALO — First tiraiihic Exchanges, Inc.
CHICAGO— Ctlel>rated Players Film Corp.
CINCINNATI— Standard Film Service Co.
CLEVELAND— Standard Film Service Co.
DALLAS — Southern States Film Co.
DENVER — De Luxe Feature Film Exchange.
DETROIT— Standard Film Service Co.
INDIANAPOLIS- Celebrated Players Film Corp.
KANSAS CITY— Independent Film Co.
LOS ANGELES — All-Star Features Distributors, Inc.
MILWAUKEE— Celebrated Players Film Corp.
MINNEAPOLIS- (k.ld Seal Productions
NEW ORLEANS— Scuthern States Film Co.
NEW YORK CITY— Commonwealth Film Corp.
OMAHA— Liberty Films. Inc.
PHILADELPHIA— Masterpiece Film Attractions
PITTSBURGH— Federated Film Exchange Co.
SAN FRANCISCO— All-Star Features Distributers, Inc.
ST. LOUTS — Columbia Pictures Corp.
WASHINGTON, D. C— Trio Productirns

against

great odds, — a battle, the
winning of which solves
a problem whose very
presence is a menace to
the age - old
of marriage.

''A

Man

institution

of Iron''

is a

production that is universal in its appeal.

IT'S

A

ROMANCE
CHADWICK

OF

A

PICTURES

LOVELESS

MARRIAGE

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue. ^V-vVorK./,
nu-.^^.r,,~}, r
IT . Th.^naa\M
LK..Pr(s
,cen!
-°

Foreign Rights controlled by
Simmonds-Kann Enterprises. Inc.,
220 West 42nd Street. AT. Y. C.

TWELVE

GOTHAM
PRODUCTIONS
FOR
NOW

READY

by James J. Tynan
UMITED^'
OVERLAND
with an all star cast including

THE
ALICE

1925-1926

LAKE,

MALCOLM

McGREGOR,

ETHEL

WALES,

RALPH

LEWIS,

OLIVE

BORDEN

Directed by Frank O'Neil
A Thrill-a-minute, smashing, crashing railroad melodrama with a hair-raising
finale that will bring any audience up to its feet.

"THUNDER"

THE

MARVEL

DOG

'

IN

VOICE^'

S
^Davis
R
byE
Frank
Foster
MAST
with

HIS

MARJORIE

DAW,

GEORGE

HACKATHORNE,

MARY

CARR

Directed by Henry McCarty
The intensely dramatic and never forgettable storv of a "one man" dog, with
the greatest of all canine stars and an all star human cast.
NOW
"THE
"THE

PART

SHADOW

TIME
ON

IN

COURSE

OF

PRODUCTION

WIFE"

THE

WALL"

"RACING
"ONE

LUMAS
SAM
Foreign

SAX,
Rights

OF

THE

BLOOD"
BRAVEST"

FILM
PRESIDENT
Controlled

by Inter-Ocean

Film

Corp.

TWELVE

FIRE

SURE
PLAY
FOR

DATES

1925-1926

NO

W

READY

from the famous play by James Kyrle McCurdy
a Big
Girlwith m
Little

"A

GLADYS

City''

WALTON, NILES WELCH, MARY THURMAN,
HELEN SHIPMAN,
COIT ALBERTSON, J. BARNEY SHERRY and SALLY CRUTE
Directed by Burton King
What happens to the thousands of girls who run away to New York? This
gripping domestic problem revealed in this powerful heart interest drama
staged amid the lights and shadows of the Great White Way.

JAMES

KIRKWOOD
IN

"The

EDNA

POLICE
PATROL"
from the play by A. Y. Pearson
with

MURPHY,

EDMUND

BREESE,

BRADLEY BARKER,
and Others

MONYA

AUDREE,

JOS. SMILEY

Directed by Burton King
An action melodrama of the New York Police Department.
Staged under
supervision of the police department.
A NOVEL PLOT— ACTION— MYSTERY— SUSPENSE
NOW
"THE

SIGN

OF

"THE

FOREST

THE
OF

IN

COURSE

OF

CLAW"

PRODUCTION
"HEARTS

DESTINY"

"THE

AND
SPEED

SPANGLES"
LIMIT"

CORPORATION
1650
L.W.

Kastner,

BROADWAY,

Pres.

218

W.

42nd

NEW

YORK

St., N. Y. Cable

CITY

address

INOFILM
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I. M.

Motion

P.

P.

D.

A.

Influence

Grows

and which imjieded their natural growth as
legitimate business enterprises.
The membership of the I. M. P. P. D. A.
has grown steatlily since the convention
where the move to bring in state right exchanges was initiated and carried through.
This move, perhaps, was the most important
]>liase in the development of the organization. It has established a spirit of cooperation on a wider and more imposing scale
dustry.
among the inde])en(lent factions of the in-

John Lowell, who was pro-tem president of the I.
M. P. P. D. A. during the convention at Milwaukee.

s whicli the Independent
THEMotionimpetu
Picture Producers and jJistiibutors Association gained under the
able direction of its leaders at the recent
convention at Milwaukee, continues to caiTV
this organization forward to a position of
power and influence.
The direct reflection of the tonic effect
which the growing strength of the I. M. P.
P. D. A. is having upon the men who have
joined its ranks is a greater confidence concemitig file future, a sense of security that
the way lias been opened for them to develop
according to their individual abilities, and
as parts of a well organized body their companies will be unhampered by restrictions
which formerly they were unal)le to combat

Gotkam^s
New
T"T TITH the final camera work on "The
Y/V Police Patrol" completed last Satur' ' day, Sam Sax announces that one
third of his season's schedule of twelve productions is now i-eady and the lialance of
the ])ictures well uiuler way with final delivery for the entire dozen set for early
Summer.
With the season's jiroduction schedule all
cleaned up early before the Fall sea.son
starts ample time will be had to give each
picture aderpiate exploitation and all delays
of every nature will be avoided.
Already delivered and ready for release
is the first of the list. This is a railroad
thriller entitled "The Overland Limited"
and has a climax depicting "The Overland
Limited" running away with a maniac at
the throttle. The cast of principals in this
picture is headed bv Alice Lake, Malcolm
McGregor, Ethel Wales, Chas. "Buddy"
Post and many others of equal fame. The
story being by James J. Tynan, noted scenarist and author of "The Great Divide."
Second on the list and with the negative
already cut and titled is the screen version
of James Kvrle McCurdy's plav "A Little
Girl in a Big City." Gladys Waltf)n. Ni'es
Welch, Mary Thurman, Barney SheiTy,
Helen Shipman, Sally Crute and Coit Albertson have the leading roles in this drama
of what becomes of young girls who ar(^
drawn to New York by the lure of a career.
Burton King directed this picture and has
included some unusual shots on real New
York locations.

Perhaps the greatest single accomplishment of the I. M. P. P. D. A. since it came
into being some time ago was the support
it was able to give to the movement to create a Bureau of Trade and Comei'ce in accordance with the vjlan of Sydney S. Cohen.
For it is this latter organization which will
bring into being the Play Date Bureau, and
ui)on that tiie independent producers, distributors and exchange men are banking to
get them the representation they have so
long needed and so long lacked.
The membership of the I. M. P. P. D. A.
up to the time of this week's meeting, at
which the applications of many prospective
members
to be acted upon includes the
following were
:
Producers and Distributors — Arrow Film
Corp., Artclass Pictures Corp., Aywon Film
Corp., C. B. C. Film Sales Cor})., Chadwick
Pictures Corp., Gerson Pictures Corp., Independent Pictures Corp., Lee-Bradford
Corp., Lowell Film Productions, Lumas
Film Corp., Tri-Stonc Pictures, Inc., Rayart Pictures Corp., Wm. D. Russell Productions, Wm. Steiner Productions Tiffany

Picture

News

Steadily

Pictures, Inc., Producers Distributing Guild,
Da^-is Distributing Division, B. P. Schulberg, Inc., Chesterfield Motion Picture
Corp., Henry Ginsberg Pictures Corp., Ivan
Players, Inc., all of New York ; Anchor Film
Distributing Corp., Ben Wilson Pict. Corp.,
Sunset Productions, Hercules Productions,
Inc., and Bischoff, Inc., all of Hollywood.
Exchanges — Capitol Film Exchange, Inc.,
Renown Pictures, Merit Film Corp., Commonwea'th Film Exchange, Kerman Films,
Inc., all of New York; Progress Pictures,
Inc., Exclusive Film Service, Renown Pictures, Celebrated Players Film Corp., Security Pictures, Epic Film Attractions, Inc.,
all of Chicago; Masterpiece Film Attractions, 20th Century Film Co., Liberty Film
Corp., American Feature Film Co., De Luxe
Film Co., Inc., all of Philadelphia; Jack
Weil Pictures, Progress Pictures Corp.,
United Film Service, all of St. Louis. Mo. ;
Progress Pictures Corp., and SkirboU Gold
Seal Prod. Inc., of Cleveland ; Supreme Film
Corp., Indei)endent Films. Inc., Golden Distributing Corp., Grand-Arrow Film Exchange, a'l of Boston; Columbia Film Service, Inc., S. S. Film Exchange, Supreme
Photoplay Co., of Pittsburgh; Celebrated
Film Players Corp., Milwaukee; Midwest
Film Exchange, Standard Film Exchange,
Kansas City, Mo.; Independent Film Co.,
Liberty Filnas, Inc., Fontenelle Film Co.,
Omaha, Neb. ; Progress Pictui-es, Inc., Atlanta, Ga. ; Advance Film Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn. ; State Film Service, Indianapolis, Inc., Trio Productions, Washington,
D.
N. Y.C; First Graohic Exchange, BufTa'o,

Completion
Sclieclule
Nears
The second j)roduction delivered from the
.story by Peggy Gaddis; "One of
West Coast studios and scheduled as the magazine
the Bravest," a fire department melodrama
third release is a drama featuring the famby Jas. J. Tynan; "Hearts and Spangles''
ous canine star, "Thunder, The Marvel Dog"
by Norman Houston, a circus story; "Racand entitled "His Master's Voice." In this
Blood''asbytheHarry
Chanlee and
Wm.
Laub ingand
title indicates,
a racing
production
"Thunder"
is further
said to proof
achieve
new
honois and
to display
of storA-; "The Forest of Destiny," a society
his remarkable intelligence. In the cast aro
drama by Edith Sessions Tupper and "The
noted, Marjorie Daw, George Hackathorne,
Speed Limit" a rip-roaring auto racing
comedy drama by Henry McCarty.
and
Mary
Carr.
The
story
is
l)y
Frank
I'osCarty.
ter
Davis and the direction bv Henry McMr. Sax is afso preparing for production
a super screen version comedy of "McJames Kirkwood is the star of the fourth
Fadden's Row of Flats'' to be produced in
seven reels with a cast composed entirely of
Gotham Production and in "The Police
well known screen comedy players.
Patrol" this popular stage and screen luminary is seen as a New York patrolman. The
story is based on an actual incident in the
life of a policeman and is from the play
by A. Y. Pearson. Active cooperation of
the New York Police Department was had
for this picture and the result is absolute
technical accuracy in every detail of jiolice
methods and procedure. Edna IMurphy
heads the supjjorting cast which includes,
Edmund Breese, Bradley Barker, Monya
Andree, Frankie Evans and Tammany
Young. Burton King directed "The Police
Scheduled to follow and now in course of
Patrol."
production
are: "The
the Wall"
a strong mystery
play Shadow
from theon book
by J.
Breckenridge F^llis; Thunder, the Marvel
Dog in "The Sign of the Claw" a distinct
novelty in dog stories by L. A. Young, "The
Part Time Wife," a story of behind the
scenes ot a motion picture studio from the
Sam Sax. general manager Gotham Productions.
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^MAjRJORIE

DAW

NOW

10

READY

Serial

Episode
A

Ben

Wilson

Production

MYSgERY

Released By
DAVIS

DISTRIBUTING DIVISION,
J. Charles Davis, II, Pres.
BOX'
723 7th Ave.
NEW

YORK

CITY

Inc.

June
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Independent

FILL

YOUR

Exhibitors!

PLAY

DATES

INDEPENDENT
Now

WITH

PICTURES
Now Ready

Ready

"RED LOVE"
Starring

Super Special
" Tales of a Thousand

and

John Lowell and Evangeline Russell
Now Ready One Mghts"

"THE

LAWSON MARIS
PRODUCTIONS

Now Ready
J. J. FLEMING
PRODUCTIONS
Starring

of
James Oliver
StoriesCurwood's

AL FERGUSON

"MY

12
Two Ready

NEIGHBOR'S

8
"FRAGMENTS

OF

The Big Little Feature
OneLIFE"
Ready

AND

SHEBAS" Comedies
Two Ready

GENERAL
CHARLES KING
Frontier Features
Two Ready

DAVIS

Features

BEN WILSON and
NEVA GERBER

SOCIETY
COMEDY
DRAMAS

"THE

F. Schumann-Heink
PRODUCTIONS
Produced by

BEN WILSON and
NEVA GERBER
A 15 Chapter Serial
De Luxe
Ready Oct. 15th
GOD"

ist Release July ist

8

AI Ferguson Features
Second Series
Produced by

POWER

Starring

Now Ready
COURAGE"

Starring
De Luxe
Features

O'DayGIRL"
"THEPeggy
THRILL
"SECRET SERVICE"
SERIES

J. J. FLEMING
ist Release July 15th

MARILYN
And

that Will Set a New
Record
ist Release July 15th

DISTRIBUTING
J. CHARLES

Release October 15th

J. J. FLEMING

8

8

Starring

8

"$50,000
REWARD"
"FIGHTING

12

"SHEIKS

KEN MAYNARD
WHIRLWIND
WESTERNS

8
Forrest Taylor

A 10 Chapter
BOX"Serial
Sensation

The Sensation of the
Year "
WIFE
Now Booking

"HEY FELLAS"
COMEDIES

MYSTERY

DAVIS

her

II, President
NEW

YORK,

West Coast Office — 4th Floor, Lane Mortgage Bldg.,
8th & Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cel.

two

wonder

horses "STAR" and
"BEVERLY"
ist Release Sept.

DIVISION,

723 Seventh Avenue

MILLS

N. Y.

Inc

JESSE

; '

cl GrOLDBURjGQpresents

.

. ,

vDg^
heSupe
HTm
llG
In
aseFies
ofN'j
Big Timbey
Productions,
each With a seperate and distinct cash value
" and each a gem of motion picture artistry e action

.
"

VOICE"
1 HI6 MASTER'S
2'LIGHTNIN' SmiJGES"
5 "THE FOREST
IGIN G"
^^'FLAMrNGTIMBEFb"
6 "THE DANGER
CALL"
6 "PAL O' THE
REDWO ODS

; 7THE
Produced

& Distributed

ci^'^
QXATt?

SILENT

8"CRIMSON

1925'
-l926
DTrtt4Xg
PT7T

HERO"

FANGS'*

'

"

J. G'OLDBUIbG-'

JESSE

joresents
BILL

CODY

In a series of dynamic
demanded

by millions

ize the scyeen's

2 "A MAN'S

westerns

who

outdoor

1 "SHOOTING

V

stunt

idolhero.

STRAIGHT"

FIG'HT"

5"TR>ACK>ED"
4 "THE
DEADLINE"
5 "BEYOND

THE

THE

6 "CODE

OF

7 "THE

SIERRA

ROCKIES"

DESERT'^
TR^AIL"

8 "MISSING"

INDEPENDENT

JESSE
T^4.n

RROAnWAV

PICTURES

J.GOLDBURG,
MPW

CORPORATION

'P>'es.
VOPK

rTTV

Motion
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Ckadwick

Completes

Four

of Next

TX^'ITH four of seventeen productioiis
V'V/ for next season's program eom* " pletec], Chadwick Pictures Corporation is well ahead of schedule w"ith its
lf'25-26 product. Cieorge Walsh has comPluck'"
and "Blueaction
Blood,"
the lirstpleted
two"American
of the
six modem
romances that lie will make for this company
this year.
Larry Semou has completed "The Wizard
of Oz," his lii"sl comedy special for Chadwick next season's progi-am, and will start
work shortly on -a screen version of Franz
Lehar's international musical comedy success, "The Count of Luxembourg.'' Arthur
Gregor. one of the best known directors of
Europe, will produce this latter picture.
Charles Ray, who will make four rural
comedies for Chadwiek this year, has recently completed
"Some
Pun'l^ns,"
the first
of these.
It is the
intention
of Chadwick
Pictures Corporation to have these Ray pictures follow closely the trend of the rural
comedies in which this star attained his
greatest success. With this idea in view, it
has been arranged for Jerome Storm, who
has been responsible for most of Ray's past
successes, to direct. Joseph De Grass, another of Ray's
former associates, will >u])ervise the
productions.

Tiffany

&

I. E. Chadwick, Pres. Chadwick Pictures Corp.
Theda Bara has recently started production on "'The Unchastened Woman." a film
version of Louis K. Anspacher's great

Season

Picture

News

s Films

American drama, wliich won marked success a few years ago on the New York
stage. James Young is directing with a
cast of several prominent favorit€S, including Wyndham Standing, Eileen Percy, Dale
duller, John Miljan, Mayme Kelso, Eric
!Mayne and Frederic Kovert.
Lionel Barrymore will continue with
Chadwick for another year, making two
special dramatic jjroductions during that
period. The first of these will be "The
Bells," made famous the world over by Six
Henry Trvina. The ■'econd barrymor*
veliide will be selected from a group of distinguished Broadway successes wloieh are
now under consideration. Both pictures
will be made in the East.
Two special melodramatic productions are
nlso included on the program. Both are
based on well known plays that have been
most successful on Broadway and have been
big money makers with stock companies for
years. The first of these, ''Winning the
Futurity," is, as its name implies, a racetrack stor>- that will lend itself particularly
to the type of spectacular production that
is planned for it. Another special is a railroad story, "The Transcontinental Limited."
which is expected to be one of the ouistandm'X
productions
Chadwick
program.of the last half of the

Truart

By M. H. Hoffman
Vice-President, TiflFany Productions and Truart
Film Corp.
year looms up much
oming
forthc
THE
brighter for the independent producer than ever before in the industry of motion pictures.
At the Milwaukee convention the Exhibitor body pledged itself to the maintenance of an open market and the indejtendent j)roducers and distributors pledged
themselves to supply the kind of product

Ready
for
Biggest
Ye
ar
Twelve
productions
based
on
the
books
and
that will compete with the best pictures.
-tories of famous authors
The immediate effect of the determination
The schedule as announced for the Truart
to keep the market open was seen in the
productions embraces the Blue Ribbon
revival of competition for franchises. The
series, the
Novelty series and the Cinemeloindependent producer realizing that he will drama
series.
have an open door for his meritorious
The Blue Ribbon series of six producproduct ha.s prepared a schedule of pictions, production of which are now under
tures that will in every way compare with
way. are "Marrying Money," "The Age of
those of the larger distributing and producIndiscretion." "Dollar Down," "Where the
ing organizations.
Under the Tiffany schedule we are offer- Worst Begins," "The Hurricane" and "Salinsr to the exhibitoi- for 102,5-1926 the B s:

AJventure^^
rs ''Passionate
Offe
Lee-Bradford
nature works in waves, action and reaction
Leeof
ent
presid
LEE.
A.
HUR
ART Bradford Corporation, is meeting the
and that is how life functions.
vage.''
"Tlie Passionate Adventure" is a story
f^xhibitors' offer of play dates by offering "Tile Passionate Adventure"' to the
dealing with a social jjroblem of the day —
Independents. The following cast is an indithe marriage from which the ])rimary incation of the bigness of tliis jiroduction :
stincts of mating are excluded. In this
story, it is a girl of the slums who, by her
ie
Brook,
("live
Daw,
Marjor
Joyce,
Alice
Victor McLaglen. It is directed by Graliam
willingness to sacrifice herself, teaches a
society wife the glory of giving. To develop
Cutts, who is also the producer of "Woman
this theme, the autiior instances the case
to Woman," whidi will bo rememWred as aji
outstanding success. No exhibitor needs reof
Adrian and
Drusilla and
St. ("lain,
minding that Mr. Graham Cutts posse.sses
immaculate
in manners
dress, wealthy,
finished
ability for producing pictures in which
products of society, nuirried, ])assionless.
f)eaceful, childless, partners in a union of
"popular" entertainment is the object aimed
detached harmony subser|uentlv disturbed by
at and achieved. "The Passionate Adventhe War and the arousing of the elemental
ion to this rule. Dramatic,
no except
values have been
technical
scenicture'' isand
side of the man's nature. Inevitably another
woman
proves the determining influence.
blended together to make an absorbingly enIn addition to ' The Passionate Adventertaining ensemble introduced by a title ard
ture" this concern will r<'lease eleven other
a east of players that are positive guaranfeatures during 192.5-26.
tees for big business.
Of the other productions the titles of two
The story is adapted from a yiarticuhirly
have been announced and others are notv
interesting and recently published novel by
being prepared. It is j)robabIe that the
Frank St<iyton based on the theme that there
company will release certain foreign-made
features, (hough announcement concerning
are two natures in every man — an objective
aaturc which is normal and a subjective nathese is being witiiheld pending the completion of the f^nal plana.
ture which i." abnormal — and that human
Arthur Lee, Pres. Lee-Bradford.
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you're

an

wanta

INDEPENDENT

finish
GRAB

INDEPENDENT

THIS

Dig Up a few

and

Bones

SERIES
from

OFF

your old back

!
yard

and shoot 'em this way for the rights to the
FIRST and ONLY
baby of its kind on the map

/AY

and it won't be two kicks before you
heavy sugar poppa in returns.

SAAOKe-UP

can be a

LAI>

by
SAYINGS

FAMOUS

in
MODERN

SLANG

*'Nifty
Trade
Mark net'. H. Ifty''
S. Pat. Off.
is the name

of these big goat grabbers and they measure

tail. The tail is a '*Nifty Ifty'' mitt-drawn
NEW
idea just out of the egg.

Cartoon

450

feet from

beak to

150 feet long — and a brand

The High Brow Quotations won't hurt any geezer's bean
stay in the sieve) — and the slat rattling jabber that trots with them
the gang bark their fool heads off.

(if they'll
will make

Hop to it! Take a slant at this cookie and if you don't chirp it's the
livest MOOSE
for a short subject that you ever lamped — you can skin
down to your favorite speak-easy and order a jolt on the house.
The First Two Shots are now
coming up. One every two weeks.

ready and

the others are on

the fire —

If you have not already heard from us by mail, don't fail to communicate at once for a line on the best bet on the state-right market.
Hook your territory!
Remember — It's in the Lingo
Produced

that

by cartoonist

has

John

made

Uncle

Sam

famous!

C. Terry

and
DISTRIBUTED

JOHN
145

W.

C.

45th

Step

on

the

gas

TERRY,

St.,

Phone

for

THRU

New

Inc.

York

City

3427 Bryant

it's

going

over

Big

! !

!

16340,00
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DISTRIBUT
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Motion

one

year

of

Printing

Within

Picture

Achievements

the brief space of

There

one year, the Erwin S. Kleeblatt Press has so estab-

must

be

Yes, there must

a

reason —

be a reason

that the

leading independent producers
contracted with us for all of

lished itself that it is generally recognized as one of
the foremost printers of

printing. A
listed below:

press books, heralds, window cards and other accessories of the motion picture
trade.

Chadwick
Artclass
Columbia

Specializing in printing for
the independent motion
picture producers, the
Erwin S. Kleeblatt Press is

Film

few

Pictures

accounts

are

Corporation

Pictures Corporation
Productions

Booking

Gotham

of our

have
their

Offices of America

Productions

familiar with every need

Henry

Ginsberg

of the trade and is especially equipped to meet all
requirements with speed
and precision.

Davis

Distributing

Independent

We

Independent
Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors Association

realize the many

Distributing

Corp.

Division

Pictures

Corporation

Ivan Players

and

varied demands of the producers, and our plant is

Of course, there must be a reason.

And

prepared to give you service that cannot be sur-

we respectfully suggest that any of our
clients listed above will probably be

passed.

pleased to tell you that reason.

Erwin

S.

Kleeblatt

ERWIN
351-355

WEST

S. KLEEBLATT,
52nd STREET,

Phones

Circle 2451-2

Pres.
N. Y. C.

Press

News
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Service

MiibitOTS

Done in green and yellow, and made
lighted
amberthatandcould
green,
displayandon which
"Greed"created
(Metro-Golduyn)
at the Rialto theatre, Des Moines,
an ineffect
be this
seen lobby
for blocks,
no little talk.
Advisory Board
Oaorce <>■ Schade, Schade theatre,
Sandaaky.
Uward L. Hyman, Mark Strand
theatre, Brooklyn.
Thee.
Mgr., FinkleRtriii T..ft Hay*,
RuWin, Gen.
Minneapolil.
Leo A. Landan, Lycenm theatre,
Minneapolis.
K. R. Kotrars, Southrrn District
Suprrvisor, ramous PlayersLiMky, rhattanooern, Tenn.
•taaley ( hamber*. Palace theatre,
Wichita. Knn.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.
B. T. KIchards, Jr., Gen. Mtr.,
Saencer Amusement Co., New
Orleans.
F. 1<. Newman, managing director.
Famous Players-Lasky theatres,
L,os Angeles.
Arthur O. Stolte, Des Moines, theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. C. Qntmby, Managing Director,
Strand Palace and Jefferson
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre,
San Fraaeisco.
Oeerge E. Carpenter, Paramountbapress theatre. Salt Lake.
■Idaey tres.
Granman,
Lea Angeles.Graoman's thea-

and

Contributing
:

:

THE

Editors,
CHECK-UP

Exhibitors'
:

:

Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on wWch reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who
considered
it "Good";
the fourth column,
who considered
The fifth
column isanda percentage
giving thethoseaverage
rating on itthat"Big."
feature,
obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one
of "Fair,"
100%.together,
The percentage
all
of these 40%;
reports"Good,"
on one 70%;
pictureandare "Big,"
then added
and dividedrating
by theof
number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports
which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
TITLE
Poor Fair Good Big Value Length
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Dressmaker from Paris, The
— 3 3
5 75 6,186 ft.
New Lives for Old
— 1 5
3 77 6,796 ft.
Swan, The
1 5 3
1 53 5,889 ft.
FIRST NATIONAL.
Enticement
1 1 9 — 63 6,407 ft.
FOX.
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Cheaper to Marry

1 —

7

2

71 6,500 ft.

Service Bureau
Georgetre,R.Cliarlotte,
Brown,N. Imperial
theaC.
Louis K. Sidney, DiTisien Maaager,
theatres. Pittaburgh, Lows's
Pa.
Geo. Botsky, Managing Direeter,
Palace theatre, Monireal, Can.
Eddie
Zom, Managing Director
troit.
Broadway-Strand theatre, DeFred S.
Palace
Joseph
York.

Myer, Managing Direetee,
theatre, Hamilton, OUe.
Plunkett,
Director, Mark StrandManaging
theatre, Nesf

Ray
Manager
DiWash.Grombacher,
rector, Liberty tlieatre,
Spekaaa,
Ross A. McVoy, Manager, Teasels
theatre, Geneva, N. T.
W. 8. MeLaren, Managing Director, Capitol theatre, Jupkson, Mich.
Harold B. Franklin, Dirsotor a4
Theatres, Famous Flayers-Lasky.
William J. SulliTtnt, Manager,
Rialto theatre, Butte. Mont.
H. A. Albright, Manager, T. D. *
L. theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Claire Meachlnse, Oraad theatre,
WestBeld, N. T.
Ace Berry, Uanagiag Dlreetar,
Circle theatre, Indianapolis.

w

Ne
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Thorough

Pay Envelope Tie-up Given
American, Evansville
Charles Glickauf, Metro-Gokhvyii exploiteer. has completed a series of tie-ups
with the leading factories of Evansville.
Ind., whereby he is to supply tiiem with
pay envelopes on which are printed announcements, with cuts, of the picture playing at the American theatre. These envelopes are used to pay otf the employees on
Friday afternoons, two days before the picture announced on the envelope opens at
the American.
The first picture so exploited is "Ladv of
theOne
Xight."
thousand heralds were distributed
and three slides and a trailer were also used.
A vigoxx)us newspaper campaign was resorted to and the town was lavishly posted.
A number of window displays and a special
lobby display also helped exploit the showing.
Radio

Set

on

Truck

Campaign

News
Boosts

"Great Circus Mystery"
Allen T. Simmons did nut overlook many
bets
Mystery''
startedwhen
at his"The
Dome Great
theatre Circus
in Akron,
Ohio.
I'irst
he
purchased
200U
heralds,
and
lie hired a man to distribute them dressedthenin
a clown suit. The clown, who was out four
days, carried a round piece of beaverboard
lesembling a circus hooj} on which was
] • nted ''See me at the Dome in 'The Great
Circus
Mystery' Sun.
— Mon."
One thousand
tickets
were printed with
tliis copy, "See 'The Great Circus Mystery'
at the Dome, Sun. — Mon. Take this ticket
to the Dome box office and get absolutely
free
South
African
When one
the Genuine
tickets were
turned
in, theGoober."
cashier

Gives

*'Mad Whirl" Reviews
A large radio receiving set, rolling along
the streets of St. Louis broadcasting newspaper reviews on "The Mad Whirl" was
used to balh'hoo that picture when it played
William Goldman's Kings and the Rivoli
theatres.
With Maurice Davis, St. Louis exploiteer
for Universal, Al McGinness. Goldman's
publicity man, tied up The St. Louis Star's
broadcasting station WIL, to sponsor the
stunt. Over a truck a simulation of a giant
receiving set was built, with antennae strung
on poles on top of truck.
The truck carried a sign "Station
WIL — The St. Louis Star Broadcasting.''
In the truck, an announcer at a microphone
would announce "This is Station WIL, the
St. Louis Star, broadcasting from College

Picture

Special
piece on
"Greed"
(MetroGoldivyn lobby
at display
the Palace
theztre,
McAlester,
Okla., of which Ralph ISoble is manager.
Inn, Chicago. The Star presents Isham
Orchestra inplaying
'All Alone".''
aJones'
phonograph
the truck
would doThen
its
stuff.
Between musical presentations, the announcer would proclaim : "This is Station
WIL, The St. Louis Star, broadcasting.
Reviewing 'The Mad Whirl,' now at the
Kings and Rivoli, The Washington (D. C.)
Post declared : 'Of all the pictures, etc.' "
When the truck wasn't rambling around,
it would obtain a good parking space in
the business district of St. Louis and there
"tell the world." In addition to the track,
Goldman used throwawaj^s, lobby-displays
and newspaper advertising.

gave the boys a large peanut in a sack.
His lobby was particularly effective. A
nearby taxidermist loaned him some stuffed
animals which were attached to the arr-h.
From a 6-sheet, a cut-out of Bonomo i)ulling on a rope was made and placed on the
right hand side. On the left was another
c it-out of a circus wagon falling over a
cliff. A large rope was stretched between
the two making it appear that the Strong
ilan was actually holding the wagon from
jjlunging over the precipice. Several animals cut from the "Hunting Wild Game"
lobby.
paper were mounted on mosquito netting
and this swung on a frame at the top of the
Through a tie-up with the Main Cycle
company, a window of animals and clowns
was obtained with one clown, four feet
high, carrying a hoop on which had been
painted : "See me in 'The Great Circus Mystery' Dome Sun. -Mon." There were six
stills in the window and a card reading:
''Free tickets to see 'The Great Circus Mystery' to every boy purchasing one of the
tovs in this window."

Attractive shadow-boxes used by Manager W. T. Murray in the lobby of the Rialto theatre, Atlanta, during the recent engagement of "Dante's
Inferno" (Fox). All the lobby lights were red, giving a startling effect.
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Campaign

St. Paul
Dealers Exploit
''Excuse Me" Showing
Pictures of Conrad Xagel were exhibited
in windows featuring Arrow collars and
ytetson
hats theatre
when "Excuse
the Tower
in St. Me''
Paul plaj^ed
recently.at
Extra space was taken in all the papers,
and, in addition, Morris Abrams, MetroGoldw^-n exploiteer, made arrangements
with the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
lailroad for the loan of a special miniature train which was shown in the window
of the Cable Piano company. This train
was exploited as the "Excuse Me" special.
A teaser campaign was carried on in the
local press for ten days in advance of the
opening, and twenty-five 24-sheets Avere
l)Osted. W. E. Mick, manager of the Tower
theatre, collaborated actively with Abrams
throughout the campaign, posting two thousand 1-sheets made up in four different
ways. Two thousand tack cards were also
l)rilitcd and used to good effect. Special
cut-outs decorated the lobby.

on

"Great Circus Mystery"
Coming upon the Bijou theatre, Trenton,
N. J., unprepai'ed on the day "The Great
Circus Mysteiw" opened there, anyone would
have thought that Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey had set u]) their tent
at the Bijou's stand. R. H. Whitby, manager of the theatre and Russell Lamont, in
charge of the Hildinger theatres to which
group tile house belongs, started out to make
history and they succeeded.
From a local amioiy they borrowed large
pieces of canvas with which to build their
front. Then from a summer park which
was not yet ojien, they secured hundreds of
flags — representing all nations — and draped
them on the side of the theatre and hung
them along the "big top."
Both gentlemen being adept with the paint
brush, they skillfully employed a dollar's
worth of paint creating animal cages where
empty 3- and 6-sheet stands had been
before. They painted four cages, two of
which were placed on either side of the
tent entrance and two others on the theatre's
outside wall. Cut-outs of roaring lions and
pawing tigers mounted on beaverboard were
put in these cages.
One hundred toy balloons were suspended
from strings across the canopy, adding to
the carnival effect.
On the day of the opening four youngsters
of the neighborhood were drafted into service by Manager Whitby in return for a
weekly pass to the Bijou. These boys were
given clown costumes and had their faces
painted in true circus fashion. They acted
as ushers and at regular intervals, paraded
the sidewalks in the neighborhood of the
theatre carrj'ing a banner for the picture.
One of the boys pounded a big bass drum
constantly in front of the theatre.
Tickets were sold from a regular circus,
or side-show, ticket-box which had been made
from old timber. The regulation coat of
gold and blue paint gave the correct circusy
effect. A rotund barker of genial spirits
presided in the box.

The Regent theatre in Scranton, Pa., used this
"The Deadwood Coach"
(Fox) recently.
stagecoach to ballyhoo
Milwaukee

Well

Covered

in

"Excuse Me" Campaign
Eive window displays, a special lobby
display, extra advertising space in the press
and a trailer de luxe brought attention to
the Alhambra theatre in Milwaukee recently
when "Excuse Me" played there.
These tie-ups were achieved by Morris
Abrams, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, and
were with the Smith Toggery Shop, the
Hurley-Riley Toggery Shop, the Owl Drug
Company and with two luggage shops. All
of these tie-ups resulted in window displays featuring various articles with stills
from
ments. the i)icture and apjiropriate announce-

Resemblance

Contest

Given

"Seven Chances" in L. A.
Widespread exploitation was recently
achieved for the showing of "Seven
Chances" at Loew's State theatre in Los Angeles by H. W. Lawrance, Metro-Goldwyn
exploiteer, who effected a tie-up with the
Puritas Water company. This organization
placed large posters on the tail-boards of
its fifty delivery trucks, which cover every
part of Los Angeles and most of the outlying towns. These posters read "Buster
Keaton
is Taking
Chances'
Loew's
State — Take
No 'Seven
Chances
— Use at Puritas
A resemblance contest was run in the Los
Angeles Evening Express and this daily carried special stories and cuts for a week preWater." ceding the opening. A number of window
dis])lays were also secured.

Chinese effects predominated in the lobby built by John Fenny, maniUger of the Cozy theatre, Okmulgee, Okla., for "East of Suez" (Paramount). Fenny had several Chinese style easel backings built on which to display the three-sheets; framed in the box-office u-ith red painted
compo board, lettered in gold; and used a cut-out head of the star over the box-office window.
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THE MAIL
TI
HENexploitation editor had a real thrill
this week — and the event was of such a
TOUR
IDEA
nature that it deserves to be perpetuated in
tv-pe. An exploitation story came to light
that admitted — yes, actually admitted — that the showing of the
S. A. GROSS, manager of Silliman's Downer theatre, Milwaukee, sends us the material on a first-class radio tie-up which he put
picture had not been a success, despite the brilliant campaign. It
never happened before, and is most unlikely to happen again. And
across on "The Story Without a Name." The postal laws covering
the story didn't come from an exhibitor, at that, but from the dis- contests won't permit of our describing it in detail, though it was
tributing company, which makes it little short of miraculous. The
perfectly legitimate and legal from the theatre's angle. It was well
executed and no doubt brought home the bacon.
story opened as usual, described the various features or the camFrom L. W. RICHMOND, manager of the Jefferson theatre,
paign, and then came the dynamite — a paragraph which slated that
despite this excellent showmanship, the picture failed to draw and
Springfield, Mass., comes a whale of an idea for co-operation with
the local street car company, which will be described in detail else*he critics panned it and the engagement was a failure. What's this v,'here,
as it deserves.
business coming to, anyway? The editor's blue pencil is worn thin
The
latest
issue of THE THEATRE NEWS is at hand. This
from crossing out the line, "Business was materially increased during
organ,
published
in the interest of the Army theatres, is a great piece of
the engagement," or "Record receipts resulted from this campaign,"
or "Capacity business was recorded all week." We still think there work. If the cheery and stimulating contents don't stir up real activity
was a joker in it somewhere, but the editor is now willing to subscribe
among the Army theatre managers, then we don't know what would.
to a belief in Santa Claus or the fairies. But it won't happen again ! The paper fairly radiates energy and enthusiasm. The cover is
DON NICHOLS sends us in some more good stuff from the multigraphed attractively in two colors, with 1 8 pages of inside text,
Paris theatre, Durham, N. C, where he is also resident manager of also multigraphed, bearing an editorial, news from the various
branches, items on players and pictures, a projection department
the Savoy and Orpheum. Nichols got behind "Charley's Aunt" in and
the inevitable jokes.
fine shape, and did everything from posting a 24-sheet upside down,
never done before in Durham, to distributing nuts in little envelopes.
N. C. RICE at the Opera House, Algona, Iowa, is making
Judging from the newspaper clippings, all Durham was talking about
good use of the monthly calendar to advertise his programs, which
IS especially good where one and two-day runs are the rule. The
the picture, and Nichols didn't spend a fortune, either.
LOUIS C. SHIMON submits some constructive program copy
calendar, a neat card about the size of a letterhead, is printed in two
colors, red and blue, with the calendar in red and the attractions
used at the Milwaukee theatre, Milwaukee, which we will reproduce
elsewhere. He also sends photos of some crackerjack posters done by imprinted right over the figures, in blue.
SHIRBY YOUNGBECK in the art department.
An interesting little throwaway is at hand from the REGUN
SAMUEL FRIEDMAN, managing director of the Strand
theatre, in New York City, used to exploit "Wings of Youth." The
heading reads: Is your husband or lover faithful? This innocent
theatre at Scranton, Pa., which is under the direction of the Comerpiece of specially treated paper will tell you. Directions then
iord Amusement company, speaks up as champion of the hand-drawn
art ad, and submits several samples which back up his claim, in good
follow. "Paste this paper securely on your mirror in room with
shape. Friedman uses the drawing over three columns on Sunday and
temperature 68 degrees. After five days if the paper curls your
husband or lover is unfaithful. If it remains flat you have only to
reduces it to two columns for the daily papers. In this way, he says,
he gets better value from the display than if he had used straight stock worry about getting a seat in the Regun theatre, 1 1 6th street at
material. His drawings are made by JOE FADDEN, a young dis- Lenox avenue to see "Wings of Youth." This is printed on special
check paper, to make it appear more unusual. Since no one is likely
abled "vet" from whom Friedman expects much — a belief well
to take its magic properties too seriously, to the detriment of their
justified, judging from the samples. We shall look for more of them.
domestic tranquillity, the throwaway no doubt caused a lot of talk
WILLIAM LA PORTES, managing director of the Main Line
Amusement company, operating the beautiful Ardmore theatre at in the vicinity of the Regun.
From the Alamo Amusement company, San Antonio, operating
Ardmore, Pa., sends us a copy of the remarkable anniversary booklet
gotten out on the recent third birthday of the house. Bearing on its fhe Palace and Rialto, JACK JACKSON, publicity director, sends
cover a colored picture of the theatre, the booklet is unusually at- photos and clippings covering an excellent— and inexpensive — protractive throughout. There are photos of the various members of
logue stunt on "My Son," in the form of a juvenile playlet by 21
youngsters recruited from a local kindergarten. The performers in
the house staff and of the stars appearing in photoplays at the Ardmore, together with copy well calculated to stir up community pride,
"Cinderella" were elaborately costumed by their fond parents, the
appreciation and good will. A unique fact is the statement that in local interest aroused being tremendous. Here's an idea worth thinkmg over, if you have even the semblance of a stage.
three years the personnel of the staff remains entirely unchanged.

Recent Universal exploitation in Chicago; left to right: Carl Laemmle tossing the baseball from the Chicago Tribune toioer ; centre, Ray Schalk
ready to catch it : right, Mothers' Day tireaths placed about Chicago as good-ti ill stunt.
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"M
Oional tie-up has been arranged by Leon J. Bamberger, with
nat
exploiteer, on
the assistance of Bill Danziger, Paramount
"The Manicure
Girl." He
has made his hook-up with the
Glazo company of Cincinnati,
manufacturers and national distributors of Glazo Liquid Nail
Polish, and Glazo Cuticle Massage. Samples of their product
have been sent to each of Par-

amount's twenty nine exploiteers,
1 he program arranged between
Bamberger, and F. L. Allen,
general manager of the manufac(J ijo"^ MANICURE GIRL
turmg company, calls for a
^Ae
jG
Glazo ad m the Motion Picture
SMl-pink
nailiL
tbaiA
gleamZwiihO
that
lusture fashion
demaads
in two
News, adjoining the Paramount
minutes time wtth CUzo- Lasts nearfy
a week Keeps nails soft and pliant
advertisement for the picture ;
See Bebe Daniels in"The Mahicohe Cuu."
this idea was used originally for
"Peter Pan;" appropriate window cards made-up by the manuWindotc card in four colors which
the Glazo company will send to
facturer for display in the win30,000 dealers as notices of bookdows of all its dealers; a one
ing are received on "The Mani- column newspaper advertisement
cure Girl" (Paramount):
mat for the use of the Glazo
dealers; letter and herald! suggesting tie-up copy going to every
dealer as bookings are received, also a list of exploitation suggestions ;
letters and samples to 4500 exhibitors from the Glazo company;
announcement of the contest and full particulars to be published in
the press-sheet.
Glazo company has 30,000 dealers all over the United States and
each will be asked to display a small slogan banner in the window,

c Wee
OW that MusiYO
ic: and
muscome
URk has
BOOST
N
gone, don't stop reminding your patrons of
your music, if you make any special effort

g musical lines. It does
n't
alonthat
remind them now and then
part of their enjoyment ofhurt
yourto programs comes from the musical accompaniment and special features.
One way of doing this is through your house program, as shown by
a recent issue of the Fayette County Movie Fan, published at Uniontown, Pa. In its editorial column this paper says, under the heading
"State Orchestra Winning Praise:"
Every once in a while we cannot help drifting back to the subject
of music at the State theatre. Somehow or other, it is a strange
delight to us to watch the ease and at the same time force with which
Ernest Fiorito conducts the band through its staffs and chords to the
accompaniment of some screen scene. We have even found ourselves
forgetting the picture as we became wrapped around the score being
played. Certain it is, Mr. Fior.to is accomplishing wonders with the

orchestra. ganizHe
has raised
County's
foremostheld
musical
ation to a plane
even Fayette
higher than
it previously
and
caused it to be the subject of favorable comment by numerous
the city. atre-men and film manufacturing representatives who happen to

orhas
thevisit

A word too, should be said of the musicianship displayed in the
screen scorings used by organist H. V. Gerwig. In one outstanding

"There's a Manicure Girl in every home where there's Glazo."
Bamberger feels that there are innumerable opportunities for explo tat on along the lines of free manicures in the lobbies of theatres,
or in department stores with the theatres co-operating in the exploitation of the stunt.

KEEP THEM INTERESTED
NY device or stunt which will make your patrons feel that
they have an interest in the running of the house, and that it
is maintained for their benefit, is bound to benefit. A stunt of
this sort, well worth a try, is being used by the Grand theatre, Lincoln, 111. So far, we haven't heard how it has worked out, but the
idea is interesting. Here it is. as presented in the theatre's house
organ, issued by George W. Patterson. The cost is nothing but a
few passes. The plan reads:
A

"The management of the Grand wishes it known that they intend
to show only the pictures of the type that please their patrons and in
order to know just what type of pictures are best liked they will give
until further notice a free ticket to every person that mails in their
opinion of the picture they see at the Grand. The opinions must
not be more than fifty words in length and must be mailed to the
Grand, an opinion of three pictures at a time.

"We know every one will not like every picture that we play and
we therefore ask that you please tell just what you think of the pictures whether it be good or otherwise. We want to play only pictures that our patrons like and we cannot do so unless we know what
they like.

"There are no strings on this
of our pictures and we will send
you report on. Your name and
we will know where to mail the

offer. Just tell us what you think
you a ticket for each three pictures
address must be in each report so
ticket. "

Scene
the children
the
ilamo from
Amusement
companys playlet,
in San "Cinderella,"'
Antonio in presented
Connectionby with
"My Son" (First National).
way an organist has even a better opportunity to better "cue" a
picture than an orchestra. If he be talented and happens to possess
a wealth of tunes stored in his memory he can immediately go into
any number he may think of Ihat would be suitable for the screen
without taking the time and trouble of hunting out the music. In
an orchestra, however, it is usually necessary to have music for each
member. Imagine the searching director Frank Bower must do when
some one comes along with a picture requiring "Put on Your Old
Gray Bonnet," "He'd Have to Get Under," or some other tune of
long ago. But director Bower has every number for the past fifteen
or twenty years; he is usually able to dig up nearly any number required. By the way, Mr. Bower also arranges all musical scores
used at the Strand, the new Penn-State theatre in Morgantown.
T
PERSONALITIES
1 F the managing editor of your local paper, or one of them, is a
live wire on the lookout for interesting features, you may be able
to sell him the idea which Walter Finney, manager of Pantages theatre, Kansas City, put over with the Journal-Post for a three-column
spread.
Finney sold the editor the idea that a character sketch, showing
all the duties of the various employes of the theatre, a first run and
vaudeville house, along with a feature story, would make a good
Sunday "splash." It did.
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F ic t ur e Mews

Weekly.
NEW

YORK

CITY

Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crimson
Runner (Prod. Dist. Corp. > .
Fables
Pathe Xews. Aesop's (Educa
Sit Tight
(Pathe),
tional.)
Musical Prosrram — "Moszkowskiana" (Overture). "Sweethearts" (Soprano Solot.
Rialto Theatre —
Film Numbers— Old Home ^^ eek
Stereosco])ik
( Paramount ) .
( Pathe lected I. I . Rialto Magazine ( SeMusical Program — Selections from
"La Boheme'" (Overture). "Listening" (Vocal duet). "Hunsolol.
Rhapsodie"
EccentricgarianT'-e
Dance(Cello
(Solo).
—
Theatre
Mark Strand
Desert Flo-wer
Numbers— Theal).
Film(First
Nation
My Own
Carolina (Fox). Mark Strand
Topical Review (Selected). The
Runaway Balloon (Pathe).
Musical Program — Excerpts from
"Massenet'" (Overture).
"Elegie" (Basso solo). :Nre<litation" from "Thais" (Violin
solo). "Summer" (Coloratura
\l>// baUinceil and attractiielti arrangvd nil, four cuhimns in width, Jor
o solo). "Valse de
Sopran
Fleurs'" (Duet and Ballet
vpcning day of the cni/iujriiteitt
of 'theatre,
fi'- Cru Atlanta.
ii nn- " (('. ('. Burr) at the
Metropolitan
Flower',
Corps).
male quartet)
with Desert
(Prologue"The
Film
Numbers
— The
^Musical
Program — Special score
Orean solo.
( First
National
) , Lost World
for feature.
Rivrli Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Little French
Orpheum Theatre —
BROOKLYN
Film Numbers
— Grass (ParaGirl (Paramount). Rivoli Picmount.)
torial (Selected I. The White
Mark Strand Theatre —
Wings Bride (Pathe).
Monroe Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crackerjack
Film
TrailNumbers
(Fox). — The Rainbow
Program — "Capriccio
Musical
(
S.
R.
)
,
Balto's
Race
to
Nome
Italien'' (Overture), Joe
(Educational), Mark Strand
Sax-o-tette, Vivian
Thomas
Topical Review ( Selected ).
Randolph
Theatre
Film
Numbers
— —Raffles (Univer(Dancer). Miriam Lax
Fav
Musical
Program
—
"The
Big
Bass
sal),
International News (Uni( Soprano I , August Werner,
Viol"' (basso solo), "The Moon
versal,) Carmen.
(l)aritonei (Specialties).
and
I"
from
"The
Mikado"'
(soCanitol Theatre —
Chicago
Theatre—— The Heart of a
Film Numbers
jirano solo), "Popular
Film Numbers — Parisian Nights
"Yearning"
(sopranoRevuette"'
solo),
Siren
(First National), News
Magazine
Capitol
0.).
B.
(F.
"Ukelele Lady" (contralto solo),
Weekly (Pathe).
(Selected). Marvels of Motion
"Dog
on
the
Piano"
(piano
(S. R.).
Program — Jazz vs. Opera
solo ) . "The Melody That "Made ^Musical
"The Battle of Music," (OverMusical Program — Selection from
You Mine"' (basso solo). "Merry
ture), Jazzy Jests, Songs and
"H Trovatore" (Overturel.
Widow Waltz'" ( premiere danSayings; Helen Yorke in an
Valse from "Copelia" (Dance
sense and partner). "Opera a
operatic excerpt; Emma Noe,
solo I . "Roxy's Gang in Montla Carte"' (xylophone number),
Carl Bitterl and Caesar Nesi,
"Florida"' (by the Ensemble),
y
martre"
(Specialt
songs
with
and dances).
trio from "Faust;" Boyd Sen"Rondo cFrancaise"
(organ rees iona.l )
ter. clarinet wizard: The RunP'ccadillv Theatre —
away Four; The White Sisters;
Film Numbers — T h e Rainlww
The
Mystery
Masks; Wagnerian
CHICAGO
Pictorly
Piccadil
.
I
Fox
(
Trail
Fantasy; and special organ
ial (Selected). Milk Fund Fight
number by Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
pictures (S. R.).
Capitol Theatre —
Crawford.
Film
Numliers
—
A
Woman's
Faith
hauser '
(Universal).
Cartoon
(S.
R.),
Musical Program — "Tanne).
McVickers
Theatre —
"In
Film Numbers — Old Home Week
selections (Overtur
International News (Universal).
You"'
of
(Paranioinit)
, News Weeklv
king
"Thin
Memoriam"
Musical Program — "Cavalleria
an Dawn"
solos), "Indi
(Organtone
Rusticana."
(Overture),
Cossolo), "Queen of
(Pathe), Plain Clothes, (Pathe)".
(Bari
tume Review, (Specialty), "Mu- Musical Program — In "Jazz VilSheba" (Organ).
lage." (Presentation). Milton
Comedysolo
Bits."
(PresentaColony Theatre —
tioiii. sical
Organ
(Selected).
Film Numbers— If Marriage
—
Contest."
(Specialty).
Watson,
(Specialty),
"Y''ou Sing
Fails (F. B. O.). Looking for Stratford Theatre —
Film
Numtiers
—
The
Spaniard
l
Pictoria
Tivoli Theatre —
i^allv (Pathe). Colony
( Paramount ) , News Weeklies Film Numbers — Lady of the Night
The Isle of Ro(.Selectmaed).
( R. ) .
nceS.
( Metro-Goldwyn
(Universal-Pathe)
, Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
News
(Universal).) , International
Musical Program — Selections
from "Louis XIV' (Specialty), Musical Program — "Lions Boys ^Musical Program — "Who's Who,"
Band."' (Overture), "My ilin(Specialtv), Bennie & Western;
•Don't Bring Lulu" (Specstrcl Show," (Organ solo), "Tom
:Mlle. Foils; The Douglas Sisters
ialty i . South' Sea Island EiiUiowiTs
Minstrels,"
(co-ed sophisticates). Six SynI S|)ecia]ty )Musical
.
teit'ainers (Specialty). "Pango
Moon ■ "Also Ha Oe " "Moani
copatin'
and The Griffin TwinsSweeties
(Specialties).
Orchestra
Hall
—
Keala" (Special ordiestra).
Film Numliers — The World Flight Senate Theatre —
Criterion Theatre —
(.\merican Legion Picture).
Film Numbers — ^The Dressmaker
— Grass (ParaFilm Numljer
From Paris (Paramount), News
Rocsevelt Theatre —
mount.) s

^Musical Program — "The Nightincialty). gale,'" (Scenic Musicale). "Bluebird Fantasy,' (Specialty), Ab)jott
\'iews.Lancers (Dancing SpePantheon Theatre —
Film
Numbers
— Eve"s
(Warner
Brothers),
NewsLover,
and
Musical
Program Southern
— "William Singers
Tell,"
(Overture).
((Specialty),
Presentation Wills
).
& Maxim,"
McVickers
Theatre
—
Film Numliers — Are Parents
People ( Paramount i . News
^^■eekly
( Pathe ) . (Pathe), Circus Fever
Musical Program — Paul Ash and
his band(Overture
as "The
Royal
Mounted"'
Specialty),
Milton
Watson in Organ
"The Mikado,"'
(Specialty),
Solo
( Selected ) .
ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
F'ilm Numbers — My Son (First
National), Eastman Theatre
Current Events (Selected),
Curses bands(Comedy),
Should Husbe Watched (Pathe).
Musical
Program
— " R i(Organ),
e n z i"
(Overture),
"Mignon"
"La Paloma" (Song and dance).
WASHINGTON
Metropolitan
Film NumbersTheatre
— My — Son (First
National), Current Events
(Pathe), Richmond and New
Y^ork (Pathe), Sit Tight
(Educational) .
Musical
Program — "Orpheus
der L'nterwelf
(Overture),in
"To a Wild Rose" (Strings,
prelude to picture).
Rialto
— — Recompense
Film Theatre
Numbers
(Warner Bros), Current
Events (Universal), Just in
Time ( Fox ) .
Waltzes Program
((Overture),
George
Musical
• — "Violets"
University
Glee
Club
in
repertoire.
Palace
Theatre —— Old Home Week
Film Numbers
( Paramount ) , C^irrent Events
(Pathe). Hello Goodbye (Educationa,l ) Topics of the Dav
(Pathe).
Musical Program
"Mikado""
selections and — "Old
Timers"
Waltzes (Novelty
Overture).
Columbia Theatre —
Film Numbers — Waking L*p the
Town (United Artists). Current Events(Educational).
( L'niversal ) , The
Iron Mule
Earle
Film TheatreNumbers — The Shock
Punch (Paramount). Current
Events ( Educational ) .

Film Numljers
— His Supreme MoCapitol
"Theatrement (First National). Capitol
Digest (Selected). Plain Clothes
(Pathe). Night PinAU
the
~
L Forest
r
( Scenic) . ST
^Musical Program — "W o o d 1 a n d
Echoes"' (Orchestral accompaniment to scenic), isongs of By-
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( Universal ) , The Fighting
Ranger (Universal), Newsreel
(International), Comedy (S. R.).
Musical
O rchestral
o vert Program
u r e, —vocal
selections

gone Days (Duet), "Indian
Dawn" (Organ).
SALT LAKE CITY
American Theatre —
Film Xumbers — The Rainbow
Trail (Fox), Why Hurry (Educational), Newspaper Fun (F.
B. 0.). International News.
Kinema Theatre —
Film Nniul>ers — Taming the
West (Universal), Pathe Review. International News.
Orpheum Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Let Women
Alone (Prod. Dist. Corp.)
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — Proud Flesh
( Metni-Ciiildwyn ) .
Paramount-Empress Theatre —
Film Numbers — Are Parents
People? (Paramount). Circus
Fever (Patlie), Pathe News.
Victory Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Little
French Girl (Paramount), The
Lion'sNews.\Miiskers ( Pathe ) ,
Pathe
SAN FRANCISCO^
Imperial Theatre —
Film Numbers — Grass (Paramount,) What Price Goofy
(Pathe), Twinkle Twinkle
(Pathe), Fox News.
Musical Program — Selections from
"The Fortune Teller" (Oversolo ) . ture), "Hejri Kati" (Violin
California Theatre —
Film Numbers — Eve's Secret
(Paramount), Sit Tight (Educational), Origin of Man
( Pathe ) , Washington, D. C.
( Pathe ) , International News.
Musical Program — Selection from
"Fagliacci" (Overture), "Aloha
Oe" (Novelty violin duet).
Loew's Warfield Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Unholy Three
(Metro-Goldwj-n), Poor ButterflyE-ducational
(
), Morning Fog
(S. R. ), Kinograms.
Musical Program — "Ideas of
Shakespeare" (Fanchon and
Marco with singing and dancing)Granada Theatre —
Film Numbers — Welcome Home
( Paramount ) , His Marriage
Wow ( Pathe ) , Pathe News.
Musical Program — "North of the
Slot" (Idea
with singing and
dancing)
.
Union Square Theatre —
Film Numbers — Bridge of Sighs
( Warner Bros. ) , Pathe Review,
Fo.\ News.
Musical Program — "Sweethearts"
( Field comedy with singing and
dancing) .
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Do It Now (S.
R. ) , Itcliing for Revenge (Universal), International News,
Scenes of Chinatown and Barbary Coast (Local reel).
Musical
(Tenor Program
solo). — "China Blues"

ofHtC».t
Joj- —H»rOt
Thty LovftJ
NotAnd %s(It
-nrn Butr»mrWrll.a
The Price

of Pleasure
CbmincnclDC Today

Xiiicl utijJe of ad on ''Tlie Price of
PUusurc"theatre,
(riiirrrsal)
at the Rialto
JJcx Moines.
National ) , Felix Ciets His
(irul), (S. R. ), Kinograms.
Musical Program — "1812,"
(Overture), "Tangier Temple,"
(Exit theme
March),
"Soul-Fire,"
(Music
for the
feature).
The Dodge Twins and Billy
Carpenter (special feature on
stage ) .
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Old Home Week
(Paramount ) , Hot Dog (S.
R. ) , Newspaper Fun ( F. B.
0. ) , Kinograms. Hodge Podge
( Educational ) .
Musical Program — (Overture).
Moon Theatre —
Film Numbers — Gold Heels
( Fox ) , Idaho, second story
(Pathe).
Musical
Program — Five acts ot
vaudeville.
Sun Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dick Turpin,
(Fox). High Society (Pathe),
Pathe News. Mv Lady's Perfume. (S. R.).
World Theatre
— '
Film
— Percv (Asso.
Exhib. Numbers
).
^Musical Program — "Don't Bring
Lulu."
(Organ solo). Six acts
of
vaudeville.
Empress Theatre —
Film Numbers — Cheap Kisses (F.
B. 0.), The Great Circus
Mystery, No. 5 (Universal).
DETROIT

Capitol
Theatre— —The Crowded Hour
Film
Numbers
(Paramount),Newsreel,
Aesop's (Detroit
Fable
(Pathe),
News Pictorial and Pathe).
Musical
Program — "Syncopation
Week"
(featuring chorus of
eight from
"China
Rose"), (tenor
character harmony
creations
and baritone), vocal selections
(male
quartette). orchestral
overture, organ recessional.
Adams Theatre —
Film
Numbers — Chickie (First
National), Travelogue (S. R.),
Newsreel (Detroit News Pictorial and Pathe ) .
Musical
P r o g r a m — Orchestral
overture, semi-classical and popBeatty's Casino Theatre — ular selections (soprano), orFilm Numbers — Hunting Big
gan recessional.
Game ( S. R. ) , The Amateur Detective (Fox), Out of the Ink- Madison Theatre —
Film Numbers — Recompense
well (S. R.).
(Warner Brothers), Sportfilm
Musical tralProgram
selections. — Special Orches(Pathe),
Newsreel, (Detroit
News
Pictorial and Pathe),
Aztec and Egyptian Theatres —
Aesop's Fable (Pathe).
Film Numljers — Percv (Asso.
Exhib.).
Musical Program — 0 rchestral
^— ^—
overture, vocal selections (SoOMAHA
prano and baritone), organ re^^^i r-essional.
Rialto Theatre —
Broadway-Strand —
Film Numbers — Soul-Fire (First
Film Numl)ers — Up The Ladder

sional.
( tenor ) , organ solo and recesFox Washington Theatre —
Film Numbers — Chu-Chin-Cliow
(Metro-Goldwyn) , Felix The
Cat
(S. R.),
(Pathe),
Newsreel
( Fox Comedy
).
Musical
0 rchestral
o V e r tProgram
u r e, —vocal
selections
(tenor), organ recessional.
DES MOINES
Capital
Theatre—— Adventure (ParFilm Numbers
amount,
)
iSuper-hooperdyne
Lizzies (Pathe), Fox News.
Musical Program — "Medley of
Popular
Numbers"
(special organ feature
).
DesMoines Theatre —
Film NiHubers — Soul-Fire (First
National),
King Tut (Educational.)
Strand
Theatre-— Introduce Me
Film Numbers
(Associated Exhibitors), The
Great Decide (F. B. 0.), KinoMusical
Program — "The Organgrams. ist's
number
) . Dream" (special organ
CINCINNATI

Rialto
Theatre —— Adventure (ParFilm Numbers
amount), Pathe News reel, One
A. M.issue, S.(Charlie
Chaplin reR. ) .
Loew's Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Seven Chances
(Aletro-Goldwyn) , Pathe News,
Timely Tojiics, Aesop"s Fables
(Pathe),andJudge's
Puzzle,
ComedyCrossword
(Education),
Progress
Cinema Star
series.
Musical
Program — Regular five
acts vaudeville.
Tudor TheatreFilm( Universal
Numbers) . — Ridin" Thunder
Alamo No. 2 Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Rejected
Woman
(Metro-Goldwyn), The
Recoil
(Metro-Goldwyn), The
Fighting Ranger ( Uni\ ersal ) .
KANSAS CITY
Newman Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Niglit Club
(Paramount), Newman News
and Views (Pathe and Kinograms), Photography).
Newman Current
Events (Local
Musical Program — "Willam Tell"
(Overture), tertainers
Cast
of Forty Sixth
Enin Newman
Anniversary Frolic, Recessional
(Organ Solos).
Liberty
Theatre —— I'll Show You
Film Numbers
The Town (Universal ) , Aesop s
Fables (Pathe), International
News Pictorial, The Taxi War
(Universal ) , The Fighting
Ranger (Universal).
Musical Program — Atmospheric
Selections
(Overture
sional (Organ
Solos). ) , Reces-

CapitolNumbers
Theatre—— ^Soul-Fire (First
Film
National ) , Capitol News ( Selected), Topics of the Day
(Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut Theatre —
Film Numbers— The Talker (First
National ) , News Weekly,
Aesop's Fables (Pathe), Topics
of the Day (Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Lyric
Theatre —— Quo Vadis (First
Film Numljers
National), Kinograms.
Musical Program—Orchestra.
Gifts Theatre—
Ffilm
Numbers — Back to Life
(Asso. Exhib.), Speak Freely
( Universal ) .
Family
Theatre —— Rose of Paris
Film Numbers
(Universal), Fox News.
Keith Theatre —
Film Numbers — Greed (MetroGoldwyn
) , Pathe Topics
News, Aesop's
Fables (Pathe),
of the
Day (Pathe).
ATLANTA

Pantages
Theatre
— Beauty Prize
Film Numbers
— The
(Metro-Goldwyn), Fox News
and Fox Short Subjects.
Musical P r o g r a m — Selections
( Overture
The Singing
Contest) ,(Novelty),
Recessional
( Organ Solos I .
Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — Enticement (First
National ) , Pathe News and
Educational Short Subjects.
^lusical Program — Atmospheric
Selections
(Overture
sional (Organ
Solos). ) , Reces-

Howard Theatre —
Film Numbers— The Night Club
( Paramount ) . International
News reel, The Jumping Frog
of Cavalera County (Educational), Listening (illustrated
song film).
Musical
Programaccompaniment
— "William Tell"to
(overture),
"Listening" film, "The Girl
With a Thousand Faces,"
(Benda Mask act by girl). '
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — One Year To Live
(First National), Fox News
reel, Comedy (Pathe).
Musical Program — "Who Takes
Care of the Caretaker's Daiigliter A^Tiile the Caretaker's Busy
Taking Coral
Care" Gables
(Overture),
Jail
Garber
Orchestra
in special presentation (Specialtv).

Art
ad on Chu-Chin-Choic"
(MetroOoidiryn)at
Foxrecently.
Waxhiiigton
theatre, the
Detroit,

Royal
Theatre —— Isn't Life WonFilm Numbers
derful (United Artists), Sit
Tight (Educational ) , Royai
Screen Magazine (Pathe and
Kinograms),
Current
Events
(Local Royal
Photography).
Musical Program — Royal Syncopators On Stage (Overture),
Recessional (Organ Solos).

Motion
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INDIANAPOLIS
Circle Theatre —
Film Numbers — Soul-Fire (First
National I, Comedy (Educational I. Animated News Weekly
( International i .
Musical Program — "Poet and
Pleasant " ( Overture ) .
Apollo Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Tenth Woman
( Warner Bros, i . Corned y
( Pathe I . News Weekly ( Fox ) .
Musical Program — 0 rchestra,
Henderson and Weber (singers),
and organist.
Cohnial Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Painted Lady
( Fox ), Comed%- ( Universal i ,
News Reel Weekly ( Pathe i .
, Aesop Fable ( Pathe i.
Musical Program — American Harmonists. Frank Owens, (violiniisstti.I. and Virgil Monks, (pianBALTIMORE
Century Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Charmer
I Paramount » . News Weekly
(Fox I. Local Lafs (.Joke film
tie-up with Baltimore News I ,
Love Bug (Pathe), Felix Brings
Home the Bacon (S. R.).
Musical Program — Selections from
"Carmen" t Overture by orchestra). Espanolo (Spanish dancer
and baritone i .
Garden Theatre —
Film Numbers — Black Lightning
( S. R. ) . House of Flickers
( Fox I . Felix Goes West ( S. R. i .
International News (Universal i.
3Iusical Program — Music by orchestra and organ for pictures
and five Aaudeville acts.
Keith's Hippodrome —
Film Numbers — The Price of a
Tarty (Associated Exhibitors),
Slick Articles (Universal!,
News Weekly (Pathe), Echoes
From the Alps (Pathe).
Musical Program — ilusic by orchestra for pictures and for five
acts of vaudeville.
New Theatre —
Film N\iml)ers — The Crowded Hour
(Paramount I. News Weekly
(Fathei. Fares Please (Educational.I
Mn-^ical Program — Selections from
■'.Sweetlihearts'" (0\erture by
orchestra ) , pictures and organ
music.
Parkway Theatre —
Film Nnmljer.s — Contraband (Paramount I. House of Flickers
(Fox I. Kinograms (Educational I . House That Dinkv Built
(F. B. O.).
Mus cal Program — Selections from
"Classical
Favorites" (Over-

ture by Orchestra), orchestra
and organ.
Rivoli Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Talker ( First
National I . Rivoli News ( Pathe i .
Only ational. ) Country Lass (Educa-

Circle Theatre —
Film Numbers — R ecompense
(Warner Bros.). Now or Never
(Pathe). International
Aesop's Fables
(Pathe).
News
(Universal ) .
-Musical Program — Victor Herbert
Selections (organ overture).
ST. LOUIS
William Goldman's Kings and
-Garden and Rivoli Theatre —
Film Numbers; — I'll .Show You
The Town (Universal). Aesop
Fable
azine. (Pathe), Goldman's MagMusical
or«an Program
selections.— Orchestral and

Ilnnil ilrmrn ad on "Riders of the
J'uipli Srif/c"
(ForiChicago.
at the ilonroe
theatre,

Musical Program — Gilda Gray in
Heilig
Theatre —— Beauty and the
Film Numtjers
Bad Man (Prod. Dist. Corp ) .
person.
Hot Time in Iceland (.S. R. i .
Topics
of the Day ( Pathe r ,
Pathe News.
(Overture;.— ^"Song of InMusical dia"Program
Liberty
Theatre —— .Seven Chances
Film Numljers
I Metro-Goldwyn), Baltos Race
to Nome (Educational), Infernational News.
Musical
Program — "II solo).
Trovatore"'
"Serenade"'
(Overture), (Organ
".Second Mazurka."
Pantages
Theatre
—
Film Numljers
— Forgive
and Forget S.
( R.I. Hot Time in Iceland
( S. R. I . Pathe News.

CLEVELAND

state Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Talker (First
National). Bad Boy (Pathe).
Pathe
Review. International
News ( L'niversal ) .
Musical Program — "'By the Light
of the .Stars" (organ overture
with
vocal accompaniment).
"What Does the Public Want?"
(Potpourri noveltv). Vaudeville.
Park Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Shock Punch
(Paramount). Ask Grandma
(Pathe). Felix Ptits It O^er
(S. R.), Topics of the Day
(Pathe). Kinograms (Educational.!
Musical Program — .Selections from
The Chocolate Soldier (overture). "AATio Takes Care of the
Caretaker's Daughter" (.Jazz
unit. Vocal Solo). "Twilight the
.^tais and You" (Specialty).
Reade's Hippodrome —
Keith's 105th St.—
Film Numbers — Baree. Son of
Kazan (Vitagraph). Uiiiversal
Comedy. International News
(Universal ) .
Musical Program — .Selections from
A'audeville.
"Rose
Marie" (overture)

We<!t End Lyric and Skydome
Theatres —
Fihn Xnmbers — I Want My Man
I First National).
The Iron
Mii'e (Educational). Kinograni
News ( Educational 1 .

News

Georgia Brown," "Neapolitan
Nights." "Let it Rain," "Gallagher and Shean" (.Jazz Baud).
Columbia Theatre —
Film sal).Numbers — Raffles (Univer-

Musical Program — Selection '"Orpheus" (Organ solo). "American
Patrol" (Overture by orchestra i .
Musical novelty (Palo Palet
Trio),
"The Interlude).
ilusician Strike"
(Orchestral
Exit
March. Organ solo i .
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — Revelation (Metro). Savannah. The Sea Port
of the South (Natural color
film), Metropolitan Topical Review (Pathe).) . A Rarin' Romec
( Educational
^Musical Program — Selection "At
Dawning"
(Overture l)y
tra ). also orchestral
and orchesorgan
music for pictures.
Palace Theatre —
Film Numbers — Some Wild Oat^
IS. R. ).

Stillman Theatre —
Film Numbers — Kiss Me Again
(Warner Bros.), Hello, Goodby
(Educational), Topics of the
Day (Pathe). Pathe News.
Musical Program — Selection from
"M 1 1 e Modeste"" ( 0^'erture \ .
"Kisslin soloMeI . Again" (Theme, vio-

Picture

G'ti/il action fiatund this ad on
•'.Sally' (first'
yafiDetroit.
I at the Capitol
theatre,
Musical Program
Orchestral selections. Vocal— numljers.
Grand Central Theatre —
Film Numbers — I Want My
Man (First National), Tne
Iron Mule (Educational),
Kinograni News.
Musical Program — Orchestra. On
stage
— Egbert
Van Alstyne and
harmony
singers.
Loew's State Theatre —
Artists).
Film
Numbers — America ( UniteiV
Musical Program — Orchestra in
patriotic selections. On the
stage
— "The) . Birth of America"
( Prologue
Missouri Theatre —
P'ilm Numljers — The Night Club
(Paramount). Good Morning
Nurse azine.Selected
(( Pathe ) .) . Missouri MagMusical Program — Orchestral
overture and i)opular numbers.
On stage — -Barney Rapp and
A'ictor Record orchestra
Delmonte Theatre —
Film Numljers — C ontraband
( Paramount ) , Comedy. News.
Musical P r o g r a m — Orchestral
overture and popular number.
On stage — Alusical Revue.
Capitol
Theatre-— The Necessary
Film Numl>ers
Evil (First National). The Iron
Mule (Educational), Kinogram
News.
Musical Program — Orchestra. On
stage — The Great C o r d i o n
(Piano accordionist).
SEATTLE
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film Niiml)ers — Barre, Son of
Kazan (Vitagraph), Have a
Heart (Comedy). Hot Times in
Iceland
(S. R. ), International
News.
Musical Program — '"Who Told
You" (Overture). ".Jimtown
Blues." "Hot Tamale MoUie"'
(Orchestral. "At Close of Day'
(Organ solo).
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Numbers — One Way .Street
( ^"irst National). Honevmoon
Hardships (Pathe). Patlie ReNvws. view. Kinograms and Pathe
Mus'cal Program — .Selections from
"Katinka" (Overture). "Sweet

Musical Program — Vaudevil'.-e.
Strand
Film Theatre
Numl>ers—— The S[>aniard
(Paramount), Meet the Missus
( Pathe ) , Pathe Review, Kino^lusical
— "' S a n t i a 2 o
"Aida'" Program
( \'ocal solo).
Waltz" (Overture), "Aria" fi*m
grams.
"Winter Garden Theatre —
Film Numljers — The Salvation
Hunters (United Artists I. Take
Your Choiip (Fox), Fox News.
Musical Program — Orchestral specialties.
BUFFALO
Shea's
Hippodrome
— Fire (First
Film Numbers
— Soul
National). The Reel Virginian
( Pathe I . Current Events ( Pathe
and International News).
Musical
Selections » .from
"Kid Program
Boots"' —( Orchestra
Selections byviolinist including a
special transcription of the
■"Hungarian-Russian
"Traviata""
( ColoraturaFantasie""
soprano
solo ) .State Theatre —
Loew's
Film
Numljers
— I Want
'Sly 'Man
(First
National).
Breaking
The
Ice (Pathe), Current Events
(Pathe News).
Musical Program — Selection from
""II Pagliacci"' ( Orchestra i . Five
acts of vaudeville.
Lafayette
Square
Theatrein — Hearts
Film Numbers
— TraiBc
( S. R. I , Pathe comedy. Current
Events (Fox News).
Musical Program
— American
tasie (orchestral.
Organ Fansolo.
Five acts of vaudeville. Personal
appearance of Mildred Harris.
New
Film Ol3nnpic
Niimbes — Theatre
White —Fang ( F. B.
O. ). Milk Fund Fights ( UniverNews )sal).
. Hold My Baljy (Pathe/.
Current Events (International
^Musical Program — Bits of Popular Hits (organ overture).
Shea's North Park Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Lady (First
National!.
The Lion"s
(Fathei. Current
EventsWhiskers
I Pathe
and International News i .
Musical Program — .Selection from
"The Dream Girl"" (orchestra .
Palace
Theatre —— Pell Street MysFilm Numbers
terv ( S. R. ) . The Wilderness
Man (S. R.), Not Wanted
(S. R. I . Current E\ ents (International News ' .
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1925

Del

Lord

Back

at

Studio

Following Illness
Del Lord is not only back at the Mack
Sennett studios following his recent illness
Init he has nuide up for lost time by completing the comedy on which he was working, and also started another one for Pathe
release.
In the comedy just completed Billy
Bevan, Madeline Hurlock, Andy Clyde,
Sunshine Hart and Kewpie Morgan play
the principal roles with the bathing girls
appearing as manequins.
Jefferson Moffitt, for the past year a
member of the Sennett scenario staff, has
been assigned to the Del Lord unit as gag
nmn and assistant to the director.
Last

Charley Chase in scenes from Pathe's "What Price Goofy," a two-reel comedy produced by Hal Roach.
Fox

Announces
Program

of 174

Short
Pictures

Subjects

is Arranged

for Release During 1925-26 Season
has
August 23 is the date set for the release
A PROGRAM of 174 short subjects
of the first Fox Varieties, with the others
been provided for in the Fox proto follow on every second Sunday theregram for the 1925-26 season. These
after. These one-reelers will reflect "The
are divided into six groups, the Van Bibwo l id we live in" on the screen. Ray L.
ber comedies, the 0. Henry series, the Married Life of Helen and ^Yarren series, Fox
Ha'l, pioneer in the short subject field, has
been secured as the directing head of this
Varieties, Imperial Comedies and Fox
News.
unit of Fox production.
The Fox Imperial Comedies will be reThe Van Bibber series are comedies from
leased starting August 20. An Imperial will
the stories by Richard Harding Davis and
be
released
every other Sunday after the
are already established in their field. There
date set for the first.
will be eight of these two reelers relea.sed
Fox News, is making every preparation
during: the coming season, beginning Auto surpass its own great record during the
gust 9th and continuing every sixth Sunday
thereafter, September 20th, November 1st, coming season. In line with this policy,
Truman Talley, dii'ector-in-chief of the reel,
December 13th. Januarv 24th, March 7th,
is strengthening both his editorial and
April 18th and May 20th.
camera staffs. As in the past Fox News
Robert Kerr will direct the new Van
will
be released every Wednesday and SatBibber series, two of which have already
urday, with special editions on all important
events.
been completed. Thev are titled "The
Apache" and "The Ski Jumper." The
third, "The Big Game Hunter," is now
Mack Sennett Beauties Are
under way.
Keeping Busy
The fii'st of the O. Henry series, directed
by George Marshall, will be released Au]\rapk
Bennett's
super-six beauties lare
gust Ifith, with the others each sixth Sunday
working side by side at the studio this
thereafter, September 27th, November 8th,
week. Alice Day is being featured in a
December 27th. Januai'v 31st, March 14th,
pastry
shop story being directed bv Art
April 25th and June 6th.
Rosson. Ri;th Taylor is playing a flapper
"The Married Life of He'en and Warin Madeline
the same Hurlock
pictui'e. on the next set is
ren" series are from Mable Herbert
a mannequin in a fashion show burlesque
Umer's short tales of domestic life running in a large number of newspapers. J. G. being directed by Del Lord. Natalie KingsBlystone will direct this series which will
ton not far away is playing a Spanish
also be released every sixth Sunday startamazon opposite HaiT\' Langdon.
ing August 23rd and continuing October
On another set Thelma Parr is playing
4th, November 15th. December 27th, Febwith Ra>Tnond MeKee under the direction
of Eddie Cline, and Eugenia Gilbert is
i-uarv 7th, March 21st, May 2nd and June
13th.
vamping her way through the same picture.

of

''Pacemakers''
Production

in

The twelfth and final episode of F. B. O.'s
"The Pacemakers" is being completed under
the direction of Wesley Ruggles from the
story by H. C. Witwer. Following this picture George O'Hara and Alberta Vaughn,
who are co-starred, will get a short respite
before starting a new series of Witwer
stories within the next two weeks.
The coming Witwer series will be followed
hy a series from the pen of Sam Hellman.
Continuities are being prepared on the former and casting will commence in the immediate future.

' Comedy
Bibber'
for New ''Van
e Cast
Complet
The cast which will be seen in support
of Earle Foxe in "The Wrestler," his newest "Van Bibber" comedy to go into production at the Fox studios in Los Angeles, has
been completed with the selection of Lionel
Braham for the role of the Russian wrestler.
COMING
"KRAZY
Reg. U. S. Pat. KAT"
Off.
COMEDIES

FEATURING

THE
MOST

WORLD'S
F^AMOUS
KAT

Motion
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Picture

News

MinwmiffliHniiimiiiiiiHniiniinniiiniiiiHiininiiiiiiiutimiiiiuiiiniiiiiHiiniuiuiiiiiiiii^^
Resume

of

News

NA/eeklies

I
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pox XKWS VOL. (i NO. 70: Chicago. 111.
XO. .-.087:
London—
K IXO<;UAMS
cans are presented
at British
court: Ameri(/hel^ — Cardinals MuiuleU'in and lla.vs inspect
sea. Eng. — King George and Queen Mary atthe town named for prelate: Kaltiniore. Md. —
Tom Mix aec laimed by throng of admirers :
tend flower show; Washington — I'residentCoolidge receives Tom I>ee. Mississippi River
Cincinnati. (). — Tom Mix acclaimed by throng
Xegro
who saved many lives when the Xorman
of admirers : Manhasset. L. I. — Yachting season oi)ens on lyong Island Sound : Montreal.
sank : Bo.ston — (_'al and (iarabaldi. bear cubs,
Canada. — Canada pays honors to first Iron
caiitiired
homefrolic
town,
and Vegas.
other
newcomersin atI'resident's
Boston Zoo
: Las
Horse, on anniversar.y of building of transXev.
—
Officials
in.sjK<-t
site
for
Boulder
X
Can— You"ye
heard of the continental
man railway
who: New
sat onYork
a limbCityand
sawed
.von Dam. largest in the world : Pari.s — (ieorges
it off between him and the tree — here lie is I : ("arj.entier greets .Tack Demnsey and old time
Paris. France — Trials are held to select en- rivals pose exclusively for Kinograms : Devon.
trants for the Gordon Bennett balloon race : Pa. — More than 1S0() entries strive for prizes
at fahionable horse how: Xew York — Paavo
The Cannonization of St. Theresa of Lisienx —
Peonle and Princes of the ChurcTi pay honor X'urmi sails for Finland as enthusiastic crowd
liids
him good-bye: St. Thomas. Xev. — Indians
in Rome to 24 year old girl : St. Ixniis. Mo. —
dance f)n site of town :^.(KIO years old : Paris —
Flfiats down Mi'-sissiiipi on mpttress : Chic.-iiro.
111. — .lewelers p"t on own fashion show : T.,os French jazz a l)all game between American
Angeles. Cal. boxing
— Here'shonors
the newest
asoirnnt
for teams.
henvyweiHit
: In X^rth
Atlantic
—icebergs.
T'. S. Coast patrol boat guards liners against
rr IXOGRAMS XO. 5088. Paris— 40,000
fans see English football team beat Frenchmen : X'ew
York — President
AV. prepare
Hill of the
Rotary
Internatiimal
arrivesE. to
for
IXTERXATIOXAL XEWS XO. W: Las
Vegas. Xeyada — Indians show maryels of Cleveland convention : Philadeljdiia — University of Southern California athletes carry off
$7r).0f>0.(»0(> dam site: St. Thomas. Xevada —
honors in annual intercollegiate champion
uncoverof "Lost"
Indians
South AfricaS. track and field meet : San Francisco — Authortakes: Capetown.
Wales city
Africa — Prince
ities find gas a fine weapon to use in capturing
l.y storm : Tacoma. Wash. — Snow ball, a prize
tabby, adds two orphan foxes to her family : bandits: Arlington. Va. — President Coolidge
Xekempti. Abyssinia — Latest styles in hair- leads in homage to war dead : Xew York — Veterans of 18fil hold annual parade: Indiandressing as revealed to an International Xewsanolis — Pete De Paolo breaks record in winreel man: Boston. Mass. (Boston, onlv i — Xew
ning
speedway auto race: Boston — Ancient and
England girls prove athletic ability in .junior
Honorable
women's championship track meet : Baltimore.
ntial
review. .\rtillery Company stage their anschool children
— '\000
(Baltimore
Md.
Cal.
: Sacramento.
pageant
healthonly^
in mammoth
(Frisco and L. Angeles onlvt — Romance blooms
as Sfi-year-old veteran takes bride of 72 : Film
PATHE
XEWS XO.
Waltliamstow.
Sidelights on Explorer Amundsen's Epic Polar
Eng. — AAliippet
racing4.-5 :becomes
British
A'enture : London. Eng. — Jack Dempsey abroad
working man's sjiort : St. Thomas. Xevada —
proves a champion hubby : Rome. Italy —
Gleaming necklace of lights for majestic St. l'nea7-th "Lost City" of 2.(X)0 years ago; Dayton. Tenn. — Famous theor.v of evolution is basis
X. C. —inHeroes
Glen. buried
Goal scores
Peter'sto : save
mine. struggle in of unique trial ; Rome. Ital.v — St. Peter's ilvain
for first time
in 'to
: X. Y.
Cit.v — PaavoluminatedXurmi
sails for
homeyears
; Wrangell.
Alaska
—
Klondike
days
recalled
in
new
gold
Y.
X.
47:
NO.
IXTERXATIOXAL XEWS
San Diego. Cal. — Marines pierce
Cit.v — Babe Ruth back in game again : Frisco. stampede:
clouds in flying formation : San Antonio. Tex.
Cal.— -Cops ber-ome exjiert in gas bomb warfare :
Staff
inXewton, Mass. (Boston only > — Canoe racers in (Dallasspectsonly)—!'.
Kelly Field: S.St.Army
Louis.Chief
Mo. of(St.
Louis
r,-mile marathon : Baltimore. Md. ( Baltimore
Catholic
present medieval
d aviators fiy in "sealed or- o7ily"( — tacle:
Mar.vlan
onUO — ders"
Emporia. students
Kansas (Kansas
City only)spec—
contest : Arlington. Va. — Xation York
pays School children
present
"Pageant
of Kansas :"
Xew
(
City
Y.
X.
:
dead
tribute to hero
Bonlder Canyon. Xev. (Los Angeles) — Inspect
only) — Survivors of "01 march with veterans site for proposed Colorado River Dam.
of more recent wars : Ixich Raven. Md.— Maryland motoi-cvcle daredevils in hill climbing contest :Ft. Riley. Kan. — Expert cavalrymen perform for visiting notables : Tjondon. Eng. — A
, Ind.—
Indianapolis
PATHE
race :
in motor
speed40: record
breaks XO.
DePaoloXEWS
glimpse of the feminine members of AmbassaHoughton's househrdd : Xekempti Wallesa.
dor
wedsilver
imperial
celebrates
Tokio
—
.Tapan
Africa — African chiefs pay homase to their
ding :I'hiladelphia. Pa. — Fast rowing features
Ifi-vear-old ruler: Ranier Xational Park, Wash.
Regatta : Arlington. Va. — Xation honHenley
— A'asknn huskies heln clear mountain snows:
ors hero dead : Sofia. Bulgaria — Bulgarian upX. Y. Cit.v — Wizar'l club wielder gives nnique
quelled after heavy loss of life : Wash.,
rising
lesson in golf : Indianapolis. Ind. — Xew speed D. C. — Thomas R. Marshall dies : Philadelphia.
record set in r>()0-mile auto classic.
Pa. — Southern California wins track meet:
Wash.. D. C. (Wash, only) — Coolidge congratulates Battle Creek mai[ carrier for long
service: Wichita. Kansas (Kansas Citv only)
students hold annual field meet.
school
High
—
Tunney-Gibbons Bout for
Pathe
New
Pathe
Serial
to Be
contracted with the
has
HE
P\T
principals and promoters of the
Released July 19th
Gene Tunnev-Tom Gibbons boxPathe lias announced that the new serial
iner match at the Polo Grounds Friday
ni^ht for official oictures of the battle.
"Play Ball," produced from a story by John
J. Mcfiraw, witli Allene Ray as tlie star, will
buted
ghout
"Thev
will
be
distri
throu
New
York state. The bout is scheduled for
be released July 19tli. Tlie story was
fifteen rounds.
adapted by Frank Leon Smith and Spencer
For several days Pathe cameramen
Bennet directed the production.
have been taking both normal and slow
Walter Miller, wlio distiiisrnished himself
motion pictures of the boxers in their
a'^ leading man with Allene Ray in "Sunken
resnective training camps. Similar shots
Silver," is also associated with the star in
will be taken from the ringside on Fri"Play Ball." Other popular players in the
day night. The Federal laws permit of
cast are Harry Semels. who was in "Into
distribution of the pictures only through
New York State.
tiie Xet": J. Barney Sherry, veteran character actor: Wally Oetel, comedian, and
Marv Milnor.

APathe's
trio oftwo-reel
scenes Mack
from '"Super
Hooper-Dyne-Lizzies,"
Sennett
all star
cast. comedy featuring an
Educational

Comedy

Units

Complete Work
The Hamilton, Mermaid, Juvenile and
Cameo comedy units producing for Ed icational have com])leted their ])roduction activities for the 1924-25 program.
Mermaid Comedies has eomjjleted a series
of eighteen, with such stars as Lige Conley,
Lee Moran, Ned Sparks and Eddie Nelson.
The last of these comedies will be released
during July and the early part of August.
Lloyd Hamilton still has one comedy to
be relea.sed, "Waiting." The Juvenile
series was comjileted with the release of
"Baby Blues," with Mickey Bennett in the
leading role. Cameo Comedies still have
ahoiit six single-reel subjects still to be released to complete the present series of
t went v-f our.
''Count of Luxembourg'' is
Next for Semon
Larry Semon will start-work shortly for
Chadwick Pictures Corporation in "The
Count of Luxenibourg." the well-known musical
Franz Lehar recently purchasedcomedy
by thisbycompany.
I. E. Chadwick, president of the company
bearing his name, Semon and Director
Arthur Gregory are now selecting the cast
for the ]iictiire, which will probably go into
jioduction within the next two weeks in Los
Ansreles. Semon's last picture for Chadwick
was "The Wizard of Oz."
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Hoerl

13 , 19 2 5
to

Write

Gerson

First

of

Series

B. Ber.aer, gpueral luaiiafiei- of Geison
Pictures Corporation, lias engaged Aitluir
Hoerl to write the first of a series of six
melodramas to he produced by Gerson for
r(>lease through Hayart. The story is titled
"The activities
Pi ide of ofthetheForce"
and will' police.
deal with
tlie
Metropolitan
Hoerl's latest work for the screen was the
adai)tatioii of the John Galsworthy novel,
"The
Marr. White Monkey,"' starring Barbara La
Principal Studios is Named
Educational
Educational Studios is the new name for
the Princii)al Pictures Corjioration studios
recently acquired by the units i)roducing
Mermaid, Hamilton, Cameo and Juvenile
comedies for distribution through Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
An outlay of .$10(),()0() is contemplated
for improvement.s at the studio. These will
include new stages, wardrobe and dressing
looms, projection and cutting rooms, blacksmith and cari)eiiter shops.
'Tigbting Fate'' Third for
Billy Sullivan
Hiiyarl Pictures C(ir[)oration has decided
upon "Fighting Fate" as the title for the
third of the Billy Sullivan starring series to
be released in the Fall. The first two of
the series are titled, "The Fear Fighter" and
"Tlip Goat Getter."

"Horace Greely,are Jr.,"
the title
latest comedy
on the Pictures
Pathe program.
Corporation.The scenes above
by Principal
was produced
whichLangdon's
the offilm,Harry
takenis from

Pathe

Program
for
June
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett Comedies
Provide Two
Reel Features for Week

t comMack lSennet
HAL HOACH
edies provideand
the two-ree
features of
the Pathe program of relea.ses for
the week of June 14th. These, with the
"Sportlight," showing Gilda Gray, Jack
Dempsey and other stars of stage and
screen, and the usual other short subjects
make a diversified list of pictures.
The Mack Sennett two-reeler is titled
"Super-Hooi)er-Dyne Lizzies." It was di)-ected by Del Lord fi-om a story by JeiTerson Moffitt and Frank Copra, and has in
the leading roles Billy Bevan, Andy Clyde,
Lillian Knight and J. J. Richardson.
"The Koyal Four-Flush" is the Roach
contribution, with the "Spat Family,"
The sixth chajjter of "Sunken Silver," the
current Pathe serial, is titled "Li Double

14th

"Twinkle-Twinkle," the Grantland Rice
"Si)oi tlight" release, shows how the stars of
the stage and screen keep physically fit for
their own strenuous roles.
Pathe Review No. 24 brings the noted
All)ertina Rasch dancei's to the screen in a
series of scenes of fancy footwork. The
Pathecolor section shows "The City of
Legends" — the old fortress town of Fourgeres, Fraiice; while "The Secrets of Nature" series brings "Beaks and Bills," an
interesting collection of i)elicans, flamingoes
and cormorants.
"The End of the World" arrives in tlie
latest Paul Terry creation of the "Aesoi)'s
Film Fables" series. Other releases on the
June 14th jirogram distiibuted by Pathe are
"Topics of the Day" No. 24. and Pathe News
Nos. 50 and 51 with the last-minute view.s
of world liappenings.

Peril."
Educational
Exchange
Convene

Chiefs
to
Meet
and
Executives
Will
Managers
in New
York
Next Week

IHE Fourth annual National convention of exchange managers and exT
ecutives of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., will be held this year In New
York on June 10, 11 and 12, at the Pennsylvania Hotel, where the entire body of
visiting managers and salesmen will be

"The Royal Four-Flush" is the title of the latest
"Spat Family" comedyRoach.
produced for Pathe by Hal

quartered.
The 1925 cor.vention comes at the termination of the most successful year in the
entire history of the Educational as a national organization and comes as a reward

to the managers for the wonderful showing
made by each of them during the past
twelve months.
Up to this year the convention has been
confined to exchange managers and executives but this year the tlu-ee salesmen who
ha\ e made the best showing during the past
yeai- will be guests of the home office during
the three days of the meeting. The three
salesmen who were adjudgd the best are
Jack Nelson of the Los Angeles, Cal., office,
E. R. Skirboll of the Cleveland exchange
and Sol Title of the New York City office.
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CLASSIFIED

AD

Picture

News

SECTION

RATES: lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

CLASSIFIED

SERVICE

A classified ad in MoTION PICTURE News offers the
full resources and circulation of the News to the advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.
Whether you want to reach executives, branch managers,
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can accomplish this
quickly and economically through the News Classified
Columns.

Wanted
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
available about June 1st, desires to negotiate with a theatre owner requiring the services of a capable manager
thoroughly versed in the
technique of modern theatre
management ; have had 17
years' experience in Chicago
and Illinois ; am 37 years old
and married ; prefer to locate
in Indiana, Ohio, or Western
Pennsylvania ; write or wire
full particulars. Address,
Box 260, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
MOTION PICTURE
OPERATOR.— Experienced ;
young man; washing position
anywhere. Write Dion Holler, 411a Prospect Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
ORGANIST.— C 0 n c e r t ;
feature ; experienced ; only
fine instrument considered ;
employed ; -open until October. Address, Box 230, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
WANTED.— Partner and
manager for film exchange,
Havana, Cuba (Christian) ;
must be experienced and
speak Spanish ; investment,
$5,000. Box 270, Motion Picture News, New^ York City.
WANTED.— Work at motion picture theatre; "I can
liel[) in many ways;" operator by trade; 11 years' experiencego
; anywhere. ' ' Red,
1435 Broad St., Augusta, Ga.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high class scenic prologues.
Will go anvwhere. Milo B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.

WANTED. — Experienced
cameraman with enough
knowledge of electricity to
connect and operate portable
lights on commercial jobs ;
state salary. Motion Picture
Advertising Service Co., Inc.,
401 Title Guarantee Bldg.,
New Orleans, La.
Personal
ED A. WESTCOTT — get
in touch with me at once.
Big opportunity. W. A.
Humphrey, 507 Glenn Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
For

Sale

FOR S ALE.— Theatre,
fully equipped, in town of
3,000 population ; only show
in town ; doing good business ;
a real bargain to quick buyer.
Write, Grand Theatre, Prattville, Ala.
FOR SALE. — Modern
movie ; priced for quick sale
account of illness ; wonderful
bargain ; county seat of 10,000. tureBox
PicNews, 240',
New Motion
York.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.— 600 chairs; 1
piano ; 2 Motiographs, De
Luxe model ; 2 30-inch exhaust fans with aeroplane
blades : 4 side wall fans, 16inch ; 3 ceiling fans : 1 Wagner rotary converter; 1 dark
green plush drop, fits opening 16 high 32 wide ; other
scenery and stage equipment ;
everything in good condition ;
must be disposed of before
June 27th. L. C. Barnes,
Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo,
Mich.
FOR SALE.— Two Fulco
are controllers, used 1 month;
$175 for the two.
W. H
Heffley, Duncannon, Pa.

''The Lost World" (First National) has been extensively advertised on its initial runs about the country,
eleven ads are included: one from the ivorld premiere
■at the Astor theatre. New York City; seven from the
Philadelphia engagement at the Aldine theatre, giving
an usually comprehensive idea of the campaign used
in that city; two from Chicago, where it teas shown at
the Balaban & Katz Roosevelt; and one from Providence, at the E. F. Albee theatre.

J u ne

IS,

1925
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Reviews

of

The Desert Flower
Quicker 'n Lightnin'
(Weiss Bros.-Artclass — Five Reels)
(First National— Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THE first of the Buffalo Bill, Jr., series for 1925, shapes uj) ANOTHER occasion has been made to take advantage of
as an average western which exploits one of the oldest plots
satire and humor in coloring an ordinary story — one which
in existence. Insofar as the idea is concerned it goes back
has been used I'epeatedly as the theme of western melodramas. Had this picture been treated according to the stage verto nickelodion days — what with the kidnaping of the heroine by a
sion it would liave followed the same old rut. In that case we
bad Indian — a half-breed, and her ultimate rescue by the cowwould have had an ordinary villain never giving up until he is
puncher. But there the comparison ends. The action is shot with
frustrated in the last scene, while the heroine would have wept
enough incident — if not very much suspense — to keep the interest
copious tears throughout instead of finding time to smile. Again
alert, and the backgrounds — truly something new in exteriors —
the dance-hall episode would have registered as motheaten stuff.
are not only picturesque, but they also suggest a verj^ fine atmoThe director and adaptor, however, have hurdled the barriers of
sphere.
convention and obviousness in shaping it to release humor. Thus
The plot is exti-eraely simple, there being no involved situations
they have saved it. Colleen Moore in the title role attends to the
in it. The hero rides into the scene and pays a call on his sweetrest.
heart, the daughter of a wealthy ranchman. When he is struck
unconscious the villain kidnaps the girl. What follows shows the
In place of high-pressure western melodrama we have a frolicsome adventure in the fields of comedy. Oh, yes it has its serious
hero coming out of his coma and starting in pursuit — accompanied
by his pal and the girl's father. To make the plot plausible it is moments — when the girl with brimming eyes accuses her beloved
of being a coward. She would make him over into a man.
planted that the half-breed had once saved the father's life. So
It's a slight little piece and there are moments when it tends to
to remind him of his indebtedness he demands the girl's hand in
crackle and display its frailness. But the director skates over the
marriage. When it is refused the villain kidnaps her.
The succeeding action presents some first rate horsemanship by thin places and patches it up with some smart hokum. The danceBuffalo Bill, Jr., also some acrobatic agility in escaping from the
hall habitues don't use trigger-fingers, but listen to the radio — and
villain's gang. They had carried the white people to their cliff they sing "Kockabye Baby" in helping the heroine — the runaway
daughter of a brutal step-father who had confined her in a boxdwellings and the construction of these "apartments" calls for
some agile footwork by the hero in jumping from one roof to ancar— put the baby to sleep. Of such stuff is this picture made —
and it looms up as a delightful departure from the regnlation story.
other. There ai'en't many thrills. In fact the only one which
It might be called a sort of satire on the mining camp yarn.
registers as real, features the hero sliding down a cable and timing
While there is nothing new in its general outline it does succeed
the moment when the bad man is approaching on horseback. He
in getting away from the orthodox incident. There is a Cinderella
knocks him off the horse and captures him. With the villain out
flavor about it that helps materially in giving it tone and quality.
of the way he rescues the girl from being burned alive as a sacrifice to the sun god.
There is hokum — plenty of it— but not the usual kind which is
It is all very obvious, but since no pretentions ai'e made here, it thrust at you with a sort of command — "Take that and like it."
THEME. Romantic melodrama of girl brought up in
should satisfy audiences in the average houses — those eatfring to
westerns.
desert who makes over young ne'er-do-well into a youth
THEME. Western melodrama revolving around halfof courage and backbone.
breed Indian who, in having saved the life of a white man
, PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The comedy flourishes— the old-time plot never being taken seriously. The
is determined to marry the latter's daughter. She is kidnapped, but is eventually rescued by her cowboy lover.
dance-hall scenes. The moment when girl and youth try
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The horsemanship
to defend each other in the revolver episode. The first rate
of Buffalo Bill, Jr. The exteriors showing the cliff dwellhokum.
The humorous sketching of title role by Colleen.
ings of the Indians. The rescue of the heroine. The manDIRECTION. Refuses to follow the old track and give
ner in which hero outwits the Indians.
us another timeworn melodrama of the open spaces. SatirDIRECTION. Averages up as satisfactory for this type
izes the dance-hall and a half-dozen other favorite devices.
of story. Is typical plot but has injected plenty of action
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as a departure for
into it. Stages it against some picturesque backgrounds.
Colleen Moore, though she has opportunity to put over
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. This title affords plenty
some more comedy. Might emphasize that it is a western
of teaser possibilities. Also play up the star if he is popu"different" from the usual type.
lar in your community. Bill it as a western that carries a
DRAWING POWER. Should please patrons in all types
punch.
Play up the exteriors.
of houses. The comedy and breezy hokum should keep
DRAWING POWER. Should draw in average houses.
them in good humor.
Good for houses catering to westerns.
SUMMARY. Had this been treated according to the
SUMMARY. While there is nothing new served up
stage version it would have been just another western.
here, it provides a satisfactory hour for those who like
Instead those in charge have satirized some of the old
the average westerns. The patrons must not expect too
familiar tricks. It is a hokum picture, but it is interesting.
THE CAST
much. It affords plenty of horsemanship, gun-play, etc.
The exteriors are really different.
Colleen Moore
Margaret (Maggie) Fortune
THE CAST
Randolph (Ranee) Conway
Lloyd Hughes
Mrs. McQuade
Kate Price
Quicker
'N
Lightnin'"
Buffalo
Bill,
Jr.
Jose Lee
Gene Corrado
John Harlow
B. F. Blinn
Dizzy
Fred Warren
Helen Harlow, his daughter
Dorothy Dorr
Mike Dyer
Frank Brownlee
Al
McNutt,
Bill's
man
Friday
Harry
Todd
Inga Hulverson
Isabelle Keith
Mowii, Chief of the Renegades
J. Gordon Russell
Flozella
Anna May Walthal
The
Squaw,
Mowii's
mother
Raye
Hampton
Jack Royal
William Norton Bailey
Morella, an Indian girl
Lucille Young
Mr. McQuade
Monte Collins
Truxillo,
Morello's
lover
Charles
Roberts
The Law
Gus Anderson
Fay (Bebe) Knight
Edna Gregory
From rectedstage
play Cummings.
by Don Mullally. Scenario by June Mathis. DiBy Reginald C. Barker. Directed by Richard Thorpe.
by Irving
SYNOPSIS. Cowpuncher in visiting home of sweetheart is atSYNOPSIS. Girl brought up in box-car by brutal step-father,
tacked by half-breed Indian who kidnaps the girl when the youth
leaves him to make her way as dance-hall girl in mining tovvn. She
becomes unconscious. When the latter recovers he starts in pursuit.
has won love of young wastrel and almost despairs of making him
over into a man. But she goads him into winning back his selfBut makes
he andhistheescape
girl's and
father
are the
captured
gang.
He
effects
rescue byof the
the half-breed's
girl.
respect — and love conquers aU.
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Tearin' Loose
(Weiss Bros.-4900 Feet)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
DEEP, drab melodrama is served in lieaitiiy ])orti()iis and not
unappetizinii ones in this Artclass picture which stars
Wally Wales in the first of a series for this company.
AVales is a good type for a Western, and an atlileiic one. in
fact, he appears to go out of his way at times to display his
athletic prowess. Otherwise the picture is thoroughly logical in
l^lot and situations. In fact, the story is well above th*^ average
for features of this t^pe. It is told smoothly, the climaxes are
Avell worked up and are not of the impossible order which characterizes most of these pictures.
There are any number of hair raising situations. From start to
finish there is an abundance of action in every reel and it is of the
kind that should arouse an audience to a high pitch because the
situations are all very possible.
This Wally Wales is a left-handed battler and not loo clever
Avith his dukes. As a matter of fact, tist-fighting is the worst
thing he does, but he must have a i)unch because he is compelled
during the action to mix it frequently with the villain and the
story ends with AVally in triumpli.
The hero has an intensely exciting battle with the villain on the
brink
a greatsaves
chasm.
doesn'toverexactly
win. hebutsave>
his athletic
jjrowessof again
him. HeHurled
the cliff
himself
by grabbing a tree stumj), and the villain, entangled in a rope
to which both are attached, goes hurtling to the bottom.
Charles Whitaker has the role of Matt Harris, the villain, and
lie plays it to perfection. He is not of the leering, sneering type,
but rather hard-hearted and crafty. His is a performance not
often seen in a Western.
Jean Arthur plays the somewhat difficult role of Sally Harris,
sister of the villain who is made to suffer by his misdeeds, but
at the same time is the heroine of the story. She plays the role
in a capable manner, which only accentuates the good work of
Whitaker. All in all it is a very well acted picture and one that
should a])i)eal to the lover of the Western di-ama.
THEME. Western melodrama in which the villain impersonates the hero and gains the confidence of the wealthy
uncle, thereby threatening to gain possession of the valuable
cattle ranch. He forces his sister to be his accomplice, but
his plans are thwarted with the later arrival of the hero.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The fierce fight on
the cliff between the hero and villain. The burning of the
cabin in which the wealthy ranch owner is threatened with
death. The athletic stunts of Wales. The clever and wild
riding of the different members of the cast.
DIRECTION. Richard Thorpe did a splendid piece of
work. The story is smooth running, the climaxes nicely
worked up, the action is almost continuous and the characters play their roles in a most realistic manner.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. The best bet in the exploitation ofthe picture is the large number of hazardous
stunts. The numerous battles between hero and villain,
the fight at the brink of the chasm, and the fight in the
burning cabin.
DRAWING POWER. This should be a safe bet for
the average house and a knockout where the audience is
particularly partial to Westerns.
SUMMARY.
An entertaining and well acted picture
with thrills aplenty, a capable story and a cast that does
its work exceptionally well.
THE CAST
Wally Blake
Wally Wales
Sally Harris
Jean Arthiir
Matt
Harris,
Sally's
brother
Chas.
Dad Burns, the uncle
H. Alfred Whitaker
Hewston
Stubb Green, a cowboy romeo
Harry Belmour
Nora, une cook
Polly Van
The Philosopher
Bill Ryno
Jim, a tramp
Vester Pegg
The Law
Frank Ellis
By Sergey Sergeyeff, directed by Richard Thorpe, scenario by
Frank L. Inghram, presented by Lester F. Scott, Jr.
SYNOPSIS. Dad Burns, successful ranchman, growing old,
sends for his nephew to take over the management of the ranch.
Wally Blake, broke, is jained on the way and his place is taken by
Matt Harris, who induces his sister to accompany him. His plans
in the end are thwarted with the arrival of Wally, who comes into
rightful possession of the management of the ranch and wins the
love of the girl.
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(Paramount — 5628 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
AXNE DOUGLAS
SEDGWICK'S
beingandtransferred to the silversheet
does not best
retainseller
tiie in
chann
the
sly humor of the book. This is not strange inasmuch as it is
a story tluit does not lend itself well to adaptation. However, it is
a faithful transcription since the author's ideas and all the detail
are in })'ace. Where it falters is in the vague characterization.
Mrs. Sedgewick's
carries its appeal in the contrast of the
French and Englishnovel
natures.
But it is an interesting production .just the same. There are
some potent scenes and the director has created his atmosphere in
])erfect taste. Moreover he skates over censorable ground with
neatness and despatch. He could very easily slip in his failure to
point it with sufficient contrasts. The picture does follow the
story in all its essential details — tliere being painstaking accuracy in
building us its plot.
The director has treated it in a symjjathetic manner and readers of the book need not feel disappointed over it excej)! in the
fa, lure of the sponsors to capture its elusive charm — and the failure
of Mary Brian to carry out the requirements of the role. She is
not the capricious, wistful little personality of the printed page.
She does well enough, but the character is something more than a
.sweet, pleasant little girl. In the picture the figure of her mother
is quite as important — and Alice Joyce jjlays the role with good
understanding — and considerable poise.
The story revolves around the girl being shunted off to England
in order that her mother may carry on her romantic indulgences
without the daughter losing her respect for her. Here is where the
contrasts should have figured strongly. Instead we see a group of
haughty English peoi)le refusing to entertain the child of such a
mother. So the girl goes back to France — and the English youth,
becoming tolerant, follows her and takes her in his arms. Neil
Hamiltoii is good as this youth.
THEME. Romantic drama of French girl who finds it
difficult to evade the indiscretions of her mother. In the
end an English admirer condones the mother's sins and
takes the girl in his arms.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The fine settings.
The scene when English fiancee takes the veil. The moment when English lover dies in the trenches. Scene when
French girl defends her mother's honor. The acting by
Alice Joyce and Neil Hamilton.
DIRECTION. Is first rate with romantic sequences and
in the scene of the armistice, but story is involved and
action sultsdoesn't
from cast. clear it up very well. Doesn't get best reEXPLOITATION ANGLES. You have the novel— one
of the best sellers of the day. Tie up with book-dealers.
Play up cast and use catch lines such as "Should a daughter
suffer for the indiscretions of her mother?"
DRAWING
POWER. For better class houses.
Readers of novel will want to see picture. Good exploitation should draw patrons.
SUMMARY. Carrying involved romantic relationships
makes this picture rather indefinite of plot. It never suggests the pathos and humor which such plot and characterization indicate. And it isn't acted with much emotional
| fervor. It is a satisfactory picture finely mounted.
THE CAST
Madame Vervier
Alice Joyce
Mary Brian
! Alix Vervier
Giles Bradley
Neil Hamilton
Toppie Westmacott
Esther Ralston
Owen Bradley
Anthony Jowitt
Mother Bradley
Jane Jennings
Ruth Bradley
Mildred Ryan
Rosemary Bradley
Eleanor Shelton
^ Jerry
Hamble
Maurice Cannon
^
Lady Mary Hamble
Maude Turner Gordon
Andre Valenbois
Paul Doucet
Mme. Dumont
Julia Hurley
I De Maubert
Mario Majeroni
By Anne Douglas Sedgwick. Scenario by John Russell. Directed
by Herbert Brenon.
SYNOPSIS. Tells of a young French girl whose mother was
guilty of romantic indiscretions. Is taken to England by brother
of youth But
who sheneglected
his prejudices
sweetheartandin returns
worshipping
the girl's
mother.
encounters
to France.
The
brother realizes his intolerance and squares himself by asking her
, to marry him. The girl finds happiness.

June
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13 , 19 2 5
Any Woman
(Paramount — Six Reels)
(Reviexved by Laurence ReiiJ I

Somers Koclic serves as Henry Kiiiii's
by Artliiir
orijjinal
AX latest
()ii. Wliile
it offers iiotliiiis- out of the ordii)n)dui-ti
nary in plot and characters it (h)es seem as if the director
could have l)rought out more entertainment values. It may be that
he has produced so many spectacular tilnis of late that it has become a task to put over one so simple and unpretentious. He lias
made it just modeiately amusing when he could have spiced it with
real inventive humor. In other words he has api)arently been
guided toward nuiking it unduly natural — with the result that it is
slow and often dull.
The characters move about in languorous maniu'r even when a
moving situation confronts them, while the plot unwinds in a painfully laborious style. Such a simple little story certainly needed
speed to cover up its thin outline. But the brakes are used
throughout. There are several occasions when the scenes bid for
generous laughs, but Mr. King has not brought them out with the
proper emphasis. It isn't luitil the tinish that it ([uickens up its
action — and then the eiul comes too abruptly.
The plot tells of the pitfalls awaiting a modern young woman if
she doesn't mind her step in following a business career. She has
come from ai'istocratic circles but through her father's financial
troubles she is compelled to go to work. St) in taking employment
iu a brokerage office a net of scandal is woven around her because
of the attention paid her by one of the married brokers. The situation is never developed. It is an exceedingly mild little affair
which is finally adjusted when her fiaiu-e forgets his peevishness.
To get down to the few highlights. There is an interesting frolic
■when the guests of a house-party indulge in a race — using scooters,
old-fashioned bicycles, old-fashioned autos and modern Hivvers —
and what not. But more could l>ave been made "in a comedy way
from the episode. There are too many close-ups and not enough
long shots here to show the runaway Hivver, coasting down the hill.
The players walk through their scenes and lack animation. It is as
if they appreciated tiie low pace of the action. The subtitles,
however, are well written. "Any Woman" is just fair entertainment, which could have l)een real enjoyable had it been speefled up
and more comedy injected into it.
THEME. Romantic drama revolving around pitfalls encountered byaristocratic girl compelled to go to work. She
becomes involved in a near-scandal, but extricates herself.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The sincere acting by
James Neill and Lawson Butt. The race between the
guests of the house-party. The moment when leading
characters are propelled into the ocean. The subtitles.
DIRECTION. Takes too much time in building his
scenes — so much so — that action is retarded. Strives too
hard for natural effects. Characterization well drawn.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Title lends itself well to
a teaser campaign — which can be tied up with any store
dealing in feminine apparel, cosmetics, etc. Also play up
Henry King, who directed "The White Sister," "Romola."
DRAWING POWER. Should interest feminine patrons. Suitable for better class houses catering to high class
clientele. Director and star should draw.
SUMMARY. This is just fair entertainment. It could
have been a great deal better had it been produced with
more comedy. There is a comedy flavor about the main
situations, but the humor is never well emphasized.
THE CAST
Ellen Linden
Alice Terry
Tom Galloway
Ernest Gillen
Mrs. Rand
Margarita Fischer
James Rand
Lawson Butt
Mrs. Galloway
Aggie Herring
William Linden
James Neil
Mrs. Phillips
De Sacia Mooers
Egbert Phillips
Henry Kolker
Alice Cartwright
Thelma Morgan
Robert Cartwright
George Periolat
Agnes Young
Lucille Hutton
Jones
Arthur Hoyt
By Arthur Somers Roche. Scenario by Jules Furthman and
Beatrice Van. Directed by Henry King.
SYNOPSIS. Society girl is forced to go to work when her father
loses
Gets though
employment
broker's The
ofBceyouth
and her
makes hishimmoney.
responsive,
he is inmarried.
who beauty
loves
her is unaware that she is trying to aid him launch a new soft drink.
She has a mild affair with the broker, but the complications are
dissipated when the married people are reconciled.

The

Price

of

Pleasure

(Universal — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
WHILK
this i)icture cannot be called anything out of the
ordinary in jjlot and characters it does build a pleasant
little story, excellently balanced with humor and pathos — a
combination of elements that never fails in building up interest
in the figures. Since \'irginia Valli aiul Louise Fazenda are in the
cast these elements are given excellent expression — Miss Valli
taking care of the pathos and Miss Fazenda, the humor. For good
measure T. Roy Barnes has his moments in supplying the laugh.s
in his role of a radio bug. The comedy outweighs the pathos in
making the picture enjoyable, but taking everything into consideration itis the type of story that has audience appeal.
In the first place it extracts sympathy for the shop-girl who i.s
lifted into society girls by a youth nuis(|ueradin<i' as a jjlumber.
He has heard that the girl seldom has an enjoyable evening. So
he invites her to his home. From this point the ]>icture develops
its plot and conflict. You can "spot" the finish from here. The
youth's aristocratic relatixcs snub the girl and she rvuis away.
They scorned by her when discovering her to be the young man's
wife. In following her in his machine he knocks her down (the
road being slippery and the car .skidding) and the complications
develop when he believes her dead.
The finish seems rather arbitrary — as if an element of drama
was needed to strengthen it. So the youn- luan has brain fever.
There is a time lapse of a year — in which the heroine's child
comes into the story. A reconciliation is effected when the shopgirl's them
pal blocks
the efforts of the youth's haughty relatives to
sejjarate
permanently.
Such a story has been a favorite one — but l)ecause of the play
of sympathy written into it for the central character, it always
tugs at the heart. Any stt)ry accomplishing this may be catalogued as possessing audience appeal. There are no technical
flaws — aside from a little slowne-ss of action here and there. A
little editing wouldn't do it any hann. Norman Kerry plays the
youth with first rate naturalness, while the baby, impersonated by
Charles Bernai-d ^[uri)hy, .Jr., just al)out steals the picture.
THEME. Romantic drama of shop-girl who wins enmity of husband's
aristocratic relatives. She runs away,
but there
is a reconciliation.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The comedy moments put over by Louise Fazenda and T. Roy Barnes.
The appealing scenes in which Miss Valli figures — whe.-".
invited to the hero's home. The conflict. The auto accident. The pathos. The mounting.
DIRECTION. Balances humor with pathos — and succeeds in humanizing this little story. Overcomes the obvious in majority of scenes — and never overstresses action.
Might have placed less emphasis upon dramatic conclusion.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the human
angle of this story — featuring the rise of ? shop-girl to
aristocratic social circles. Play up the sympathetic trend
of plot. Exploit the leading players — and teaser the title.
DRAWING POWER. A good audience picture for any
t^'pe of house. Title has some pulling power — and players
are well known. O. K. for neighborhoods and towns.
SUMMARY. The audience need not expect something
new here. It is a familiar tale which has been treated
with a fine balance of humor and pathos — thus making it
enjoyable. It is convincing in the majority of its scenes
and
is played in capital style by Virginia Valii and Louise
Fazenda.
THE CAST
Linnie Randall
Virginia Valli
Garry Schuyler
Norman Kerry
Stella Kelly
Louise Fazenda
John Osborne
George Fawcett
Mrs. Schuyler
Kate Lester
Bill McGuffy
T. Roy Barnes
Grace Schuyler
Marie Astaire
The Baby
Charles Bernard Murphy, Jr.
From Directed
story, "CUnging
Fingers,"
Orth.
by Edward
Sloman.by EHzabeth Holding and Marion
SYNOPSIS. Wealthy, aristocratic youth is attracted to shopgirl and while masquerading as mechanic wins her love. She is
shocked upon discovering him to belong to a higher social plane than
herself, but she accepts the invitation to his home. He has married
her — which makes his relatives scornful of her. After running away
and being injured there is a reconciliation. All ends happily.
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''Super-Hooper-Dyne Lizzies"
i Pathe — Two Reels)
*HE leading character in this Mack Sennett
A two-reeler is an inventor who has the
novel idea of using "the hot air wasted in
radio speeches to run automobiles." The story
therefore has to do with the efforts of a villain to put the inventor out of business, for
the villain is a gasoline dealer.
Some fairh- amusing gags have been
developed, two of special effectiveness being
those which show all the flivvers automatically
starting up when the inventor shoots on the
current supplying the power to the cars
equipped with his device, and another in which
Billy Bevan. pushing a disabled car to the
gradually adds to hi.^ burden as he
garage,
travels on near the curb where several are
parked, the end showing him behind a veritable
parade of driverless automobiles. But it
seems as though the idea is worth more and
thorough treatment than has been given it here.
Billy Bevan, Andy Clyde. Lillian Knight, and
J. J. Richardson appear in the cast. Jefferson
Moffitt and Frank Copra are credited with
authorship of the scenario, while Del Lord
directed the film.— T. C. KENNEDY.

"Queen of the Round-Up"
(Universal-Mustang — Two Reels )
storyk ofas love
is the usual
THIS
the
Josie Sedgwic
with \\'estern
and intrigue,
heroine. She is the daughter of the owner of
the Ellis Horse Ranch, which suffers bad luck
and is about to have the mortgage foreclosed
when the entire herd of horses is stolen.
As Patricia Ellis, Miss Sedgwick rescues
the daughter of the banker in a runaway and
gains an extension in time on the mortgage.
The rescued girl is her rival for queen of the
round-up. They decide to race for the hdhor,
Patricia riding a wild mustang and her rival
a thoroughbred. Patricia wins and the rival
then hires two ruffians to abduct and secrete
her in a cabin. She is rescued by Ned who
also captures the ruffians. Patricia returns in
time to preside at the Round-Up and Ned succeeds in locating the missing horses in time to
make a happy ending.— CHESTER J. SMITH.
"The Royal Four-Flush"
(Pathe— Two Reels)
A ROMANTIC background such as George
Barr McCutcheon might provide in one
of his novels, serves as the local for the action
which occupies the two-reels of this "Spat
Family" comedy from the Roach Studios.
The Spats are seen in a mythical kingdom,
where they strive to win the favor of the king
bv assembling a "Ford" shipped in parts to

Short

his majest}-, who is curious and somewhat fearthe "caseof received
fromthe Detroit."
Theful of business
assembling
various parts
■which go to make up the perfect Ford, feathe usual type
of "Spattumbles
Family"andcomedy,
which turesconsists
of several
tense
excitement. When they get the car together
Tewksbury attempts to drive it and there is
more havoc. It ends by their being driven out
to sea, where even the U. S. warship refuses
to takearethem
in and their
the last
seen of
they
following
anchor
to the
the "Spats"
depths.
The picture is fairly amusing and has the
advantage of a fine, somewhat colorful staging. Frank Butler, Laura Roessing and Sydney
DWlbrook are in the roles they created, on
the screen. Tewksbury, Mrs. Spat, and
Ambrose, respectivelv. jav A. Howe directed.
— T. C. KENNEDY.
"Knocked About"
(Universal-Century — Two Reels)
ing Eddie
featur
comedy
y nt
that
run in GorTHIS Centur
usual
than the
don is differe
it has a fairly good story, which gives the
comedian a chance to work in an abundance of
slapstick and hokum, with which it reeks.
Because of his inability to finance himself
Eddie is literally tossed from the home of his
step father. Mounting the old family horse he
gets into all sorts of difficulty when the nag
in his hunger wrecks a fruit stand.
Eddie is arrested for the wreck of the stand
and is given the alternative of serving thirty
days or capturing Dynamite Dave, a doughty
undergoes
customer. atHe the
tough treatment
and
prey,
his pi'ethands ofsome
tv rough
but by a ruse successfully lands him in jail.
It's a prettv fair kind of picture for the type.
—CHESTER J. SMITH
"Ice Cold"
(Universal-Bulls Eye — One Reel)
jerker in this
ARTHUR LAKE is a soda
comedy of the Sweet Sixteen seriesck.in
which he is featured with Olive Hasbrou
He has told his gang he was going to Newport, but is discovered at his new vocation by
his rival who is out for a stroll with Olive.
y asks Olive to have a soda and
Rival promptl
Arthur
is discovered.
Not satisfied with his expose the rival would
further humiliate .Arthur by inviting the whole
Eventually an ice cream battle engang suesover.
and as Arthur is working on a commission
It's bea
return.
yields aandhealthy
job picture
basis his
clever
little
one that
should
J.
CHESTER
—
anvwhere.
most
appreciated
SMITH

Picture
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"Air Tight"
(Educational — Two Reels)
THIS
is theandnewest
Bobby
Vernona
comedies
it givesof thethelittle
comedian
chance to display his full line of wares. The
story is one that not much boasting can be
done for, but it is full of gag stuff and comedy
situations, which as a rule, as in most of these
comedies are overdone.
Bobby is a newlywed with Charlotte Stevens
as his pretty wife. Her mother decides to accompany them on the honeymoon trip and is
compelled to ride on the top of their huge pile
of belongings. In the city mother-in-law becomes entangled in the overhead electric wires,
while Bobby is having his troubles with the
traffic squad.
They decide to go to the wide open spaces
and pitch their tent and in doing so become involved with their neighboring tentsman, a giant
in stature, who makes things more than interesting for Bobby. Thenceforth it is just a lot
of hokum with tents collapsing and being pulled
down. It ends with the young married couple
making their escape at midnight from motherin-law and the troublesome neighbor. — CHESTER J. SMITH
"Wake

Up"

(Educational-Cameo — One Reel)
THIS one is much the same as the others
Cliff Bowes,team\'irginia
\"ance
They ofarethea vaudeville
who play
the series.
tanks
and make their jumps in a flivver which very
badly misbehaves. Eventually they land in one
of those cardboard bungalows in the west and
with their neighbors in the adjoining room hammer each other's
pictures offeventually
the wall and
cause
general
consternation,
breaking
through the wall. It's rather a poor picture
which strives hard for laughs but will probably get few.— CHESTER J. SMITH.
"Going Great"
(Educational-Mermaid — One Reel)
THIS is the story of a college fraternity
initiation with Eddie Nelson as the featured player. They initiate Eddie, the colored
janitor, the professors and everyone else in the
cast into this fraternity. They are compelled
to go down slides and land on a board with upstanding nails, slide into tubs of water, dance
on electric plates and do most everything
imaginable in an effort for laughs which are
rarely forthcoming. It's just a hodge podge of
slapstick without the semblance of a storv.—
CHESTER T. SMITH

In the new lineup of Universal pictures is "The Home Maker," from which these scenes were taken.
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HH. HULL, local exchange
• manager for F. B. O. and
winner of first prize of the National Sales Drive of his company,
has announced that plans are under
way for a new and thoroughly
modern exchange to be located on
North Illinois St., Indianapolis.
Sam Abrams who used to be a
salesman out of the F. B. O.
branch in Indianapolis is making
a fine showing as branch manager
in Milwaukee.

Newsfrom

Indianapoli
lanapoiis
i^UilllUlllllllllllllllllllMlillllllllllBllllillllin
J. F. McCoy is building .a 600
seat theatre at Thirtieth Street and
North Western Ave., Indianapolis.
He plans to open the new house
about Sept. 1st.
North Indiana territory is now

St.

SON, of TexarCT.
Ark., has taken over the
• kana.THOMP
Dambly Building, ^lilam street,
iiPHr Marshall, Shre\ eport, La., and
plans to remodel -nto a motion picture theatre to be known as the
Capitol Theatre. It is estimated
the alterations and improvements
■will cost upwards of $100,000.
The building is three stories, 40
by 150 feet.
The floors will be removed
to permit a theatre with parquet
and balcony. There will be a
stage 26 by 40 feet and 30 feet
liigh. The seating capacity will
be 600 on the main floor and 400
in the balcony. Dressing rooms
will also be provided for actors
and actresses. It is anticipated
that the desired changes can be
made by September 1.
L. E. (Nicky) Goldhammer,
star city salesman for Universal
Pictures, is bemoaning the wrecking of his beautiful new Greygreen
Moon coach by an Olive street
car
days away
ago. from
"Nicky"
was
abouta few
to pull
Picture
Row when the rattler knocked him
for a goal. The damage,
was not covered by in'urance.

Corresponden

being covered for Universal by
Chas. B. Tyler and Paul B. Elliot.
Bob Friedman has handed in his
resignation to the local Universal
exchange and in the future will
travel Indiana territory for Fox.

Eldo W. Stewart is re-decorating his "My" theatre and is also
installing new seats. When finished
the "My" will be up-to-date in
every respect as new equipment
was installed during the winter.
From all reports, the Tivoli at
Mishawaka, Ind., opened recently
by O. J. Lambiatt is easily one of
the finest theatres in the state of
Indiana.
The Miami theatre at Union
City, Ind., will have its opening
on June 18th.

L OUIS

Universal's All Stars ran their
string of victories up another notch
when they took the crack Pathe
ball tossers into camp score, 39 to
9. Jimmy Shea, assistant branch
manager, who pitches for the All
Stars, has shown miracle man
stuff by holding the opposition to
such low scores considering the
nature of his support. The previous Saturday the All Stars beat
ihe Paramount team, 46 to 6.
That game ended in seven innings
because the boys got too tired running the bases.
The Queen theatre at Hope, Arkansas, had its opening recently
and is under the management of
C. B. Qark. Mr. Clark states that
he is highly pleased with the way
the public responded to the opening
night.
Frank Horton, who manages the
Grand at Hope, Ark., is making
considerable improvement to his
theatre. The lobby will be extended ten feet and provision is
also
being
made for a ladies' rest
room.
O. W. McCutcheon of Sikeston,
Missouri, has leased the Home

theatre at Blytheville, Ark., and
accompanied by Airs. McCutcheon,
will make that city their future
home.
S. S. Lewis, formerly of Walnut Ridge, Ark., has recently
opened his new theatre in Covington, Tenn.
The ^iajestic theatre at Paragould. Ark., was burglarized recently and robbed of $250 in cash,
several checks and valuable papers.
The robbery occurred sometime
after midnight as attaches of the
theatre were there up until the
arrival of the Alemphis-Missouri
train. The theft was discovered the
following morning when employees
opened the theatre and found the
business office littered with papers
and pieces of the broken safe. Indications pointed to the u?e of a
sledge hammer and crowbar in
tearing open the safe and the
opinion is that the work was that
of local amateur cracksmen. M.
Collins, manager of the Majestic,
was not in the city, having left on
a visit to Mississippi.
Messrs. McWilliams, McDonald
and Clark, who operate houses in
Camden. North Little Rock, Little

Rock and Nashville, Tenn., have
leased the Majestic, at El Dorado,
Ark., to A. Lightman. Mr. Lightman was the former manager and
in the future will make the Majestic a first-run house.
Jonesboro, Ark., is to have a new
$100,000 theatre. It has been announced that work will be started
on the new house within the next
thirty days a:id the opening is
planned for October 1st. The
stage will be equipped for both pictures and road shows and the seating capacity will be 1,500. Outside
of the New Sanger at Pine Bluff,
the new house will be the largest in
the State.
The Main theatre at Morrilton,
Ark., has been re-opened under the
management of Irwin Worsham of
Little Rock.
G. A. Peterson, one of the oldest and most enterprising exhibitors in the State of Oklahoma, has
just opened his second theatre in
Hollis, Okla. The new house will
be known as the Folly, and will
seat 400. Mr. Peterson also operates the Cozy, a 500-seat theatre,
also in Hollis.

Cincinnati

WOOLFE, salesman
HARRY
for Universal and better
known as the Canadian Northwesterner having at one time been a
member of that famous police organization, motored to Montreal
last week there to meet Miss Debby Alarks, of Calgary, Alberta,
Canada and her mother. .After
leaving Montreal the party motored
to New
Woolfein
and
AlissA'ork
AlarksCitywillwhere
be united
marriage and after spending their
honeymoon in the East, they will
return to this city. Harry to continue selling Universal product.
The entire local Universal organization wished Harry God speed
and luck on his hazardous venture.
Jack Stewart, spent several days
in the city prior to his leaving for
Paris, where he will represent First
National. Jack is well known and
Viked in local film circles having

at one time managed the Goldwyn
e.xchange.
L. B. Wilson, the enterprising
and energetic little manager of the
Liberty Theatre, Covington, Ky.,
was elected to the board of directors of the M.P.T.O.A., at the Milwaukee convention. It was the
first convention that L. B. attended
and hebutwas
only there was
for aso few'
hours
his personality
felt
that he was immediately placed into
service. He is the youngest member on the board and there is no
doubt but what his ability as an
executive will be welcome to the
rest of the board members. He
left for New York where he will
attend the meeting of the directors.
T. Sweeney, formerly with Proat Pittsburgh
joined
the local ducers'sales
force of has
Universal.
Chas. Lowenburg, exploiteer for
Universal paid a visit to Charleston, W. Va., last week. Incident-

ally it might be mentioned that
this is the first time Charlie has
been to the VV. Va., city since he
ciceroned Miss Mary Carr several
years ago while serving in a similar capacity with Fox.
J. S. Davis of the Westland
Theatre, Portsmouth, Ohio, spent
several days around film row last
week.
The Highsplint Amusement Company of Highsplint, Ky., was represented at film row a few days
ago by the owner E. H. Smith.
While here Air. Smith purchased
several pictures.
AT K. Alurphy of the Alurphy
Theatre, Tarr, W. Va., visited with
the various exchange managers
last week.
Harry Charnas, president of the
Standard Film Co., spent several
days in the local exchange consulting with Nate Lefkowitz the local
manager.
The entire Warner

product held-up to this time by the
local Standard office, is being
moved over to the Vitagraph exchange at Seventh and Alain
Streets.
C. F. Phister, of the Jewell Theatre, Troy, Ohio, made several imlast week.portant bookings while in the city
Harry Kress, former premier
exhibitor and showman of Piqua,
Ohio, is now semipermanently located in the city, due to the fact
that the Baseball team will be at
home for some time and Harry
is an avowed baseball fan.
Thomas Lindsey of the Paramount office force left for New
York by motor last week where he
will meet his brother and sister
who are returning from a trip
abroad. Before coming back to
Cincy he will be accompanied by
his mother and sister and motor
through the East.
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HERB GRO\Es. manaser of
the Des Moines Theatre, Des
Moines, reports that this theatre
will be closed on July 5 in order to
redecorate and remodel, to the tune
of $15,(;(K). A. H. Blank of A. H.
Blank Enterprises, has authorized
this considerable expenditure and
the enlarging of the Des Moines
theatre stage in order that special
prolog numbers of some pretension
might be staged at the Des Moines
Theatre. The Capital Theatre,
next door to the Des Moines, and
A. H. Blank's newest theatre in
Des Moines, has found the policy
of stage numbers with the pictures,
a most successful one. The plans
for the redecoration of the Des
Moines Theatre have been presented by Younker Brothers, Des
Moines, who had charge of the
decoration of the Capital Theatre.
The Des Moines Theatre will be
closed for (the whole of the month
of July, while the redecorating is
being done.
M. A. Smith of Sheraton has
apparently abandoned his first idea
of carrying to the Supreme Court
his Sunday closing fight. There

is an ordinance on the books at
Sheraton that rules againsit the
showing of pictures on Sunday.
Mr. Smith, howe\er, feels that
most of the people, if given a
chance, would vote against the
Blue law. He planned to operate
the show on Sunday and in case
ihe mayor used his power to close
the show, to carry the matter into
court. The mayor did set down
his foot on the Sundax* show and
so far Mr. Smith has made no
further fight against the closing.
And
day. his house is closed on SunHal Kelly, who operai'es the
Opera House at Corning has closed
his theatre permanently. Mr.
Kelly is in poor health and not
able to continue the operation of
the theatre there.
E. A. Shipley, assistamt manTheatre,
isn't
going agertoof the
takeCapital
the trip
to Europe
that he had planned for the
middle of June. Business i's
business and his presence is demanded right here in Des Moines.
It will be necessary for him to
be at the Capital into July and

then also it looks as though this
hard working young manager is
about to be presented with greater
managerial du ies. .So the trip
abroad is postponed until next
\\ . E. Banford, manager for
Metro-Goldwyn, found conditions
}ear.
favorable in the river tri-cities,
Moline, Davenport and Rock
Island, on his visit there last
week. He was accompanied to
Chicago by J. E. Flynn, district
manager of Me ro-Goldwyn, for
o\er the Memorial Day holiday.
M. B. Xichols, district manager
for Famous Players, was at the
Des Moines office last week.
-Alfred Bernreuter, director of
the Capital Theatre orchestra of
Des Moines, will be absent for a
three-weeks' vacation. During his
absence, R. C. Hoag, assistant director, will ha\e charge of the
orchestra.
Merrill Anderson, ad sales clerk
of the Famous Players office, is a
motorcycle enthusiast and will
drive to Marion for the races
there. There are half a dozen who

are motor-cvcling o\er for the
<;\ ent.
Metro-Goldwyn, F. B. O. and
Famous Players are planning to
clean up on the exchange staff
team of the Film Building some
fine day. But it seems that contracts are keeping the contestants
pretty busy and neither team has
lined up much time for practice.
Howe\ er, the talk about the battle
is as fierce as ever.
Charles Schwartz, engineer, has
been placed in charge of the expensive new cooling plant of the
Capi.ol Theatre, Des Moines. It
is estimated that $22,000 was expended for the new cooling system of the Capitol and this does
not include the equipment of motors, fanswas
and already
the washed
air "^ystem ihat
in operation.
Early spring hot weather has already demonstrated the effectiveness of the new system.
R. A. Baker, booker of Universal, is a bachelor for three weeks.
And, let us tell you, this is one
wife that is sorely missed during
her absence.

ansas
A.MOXG the out-of-town exniDiiors m tne Kansas City
market last week were : P. S. Bailey, Princess, Stanberry, Mo. ; Herb
1 natcner, L-yric, Aijilene, Kas. ;
William Gabtl, Grand, Beloit,
Kas. ; Mr. and ^Irs. C. C. Christian, Be\ers, Excelsior Springs,
Mo. ; H. A. McClure, Strand and
Electric, Emporia, Kas. ; C. M.
Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence,
Kas.
No complaint about business
among Kansas City exchanges last
week.
and N.
at "em"'
the
motto. "Up
Harvey
Day, was
general
sales manager for Kinograms, was
looking over conditions in Kansas
City, while
R. S. \'alentyne,
Pathe
branch
manager
in Des Moines,
Iowa, was a Kansas City visitor.
VV. E. Truog and Bob Gary,
Universal district manager and
exploiteer, respectively, returned
from the M. P. T. O. A. convention with something to rtiake ihem
feelI. E.
unusually
"pepped
about.
Storey and
Oscariip'Morgan,
Pathe representatives, spent two
busy days in Kansas City.

The Educational and Universal
branches joined in the spring
"clean up" campaign and had the
ol" fronts repainted in bright colors.
Ralph Schctzer, recently with
Standard Films, now is assistant
manager of
the Enterprise Distributing Corp.
Cleve Adams, F. B. O. district
manager, was in Kansas City on a
Middle Western tour.
Ben Taylor, former Fox salesman, has been succeeded by Frank
Cassel, former Pathe salesman.
Universal added three new
salesmen to its force last week —
Lee Balslev, Irwin Dodson and
H. Kidd.
There is a constant increase of
vaudeville numbers twice or three
times weekly among the smaller
town and suburban theatres of the
Kansas and Missouri territory, according to C. E. Cook, business
manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri. The Kansas Cit\'
Juvenile Theatrical Association, pu
organization sponsored by the M.

San

CA. GRISSELL, one of San
• Francisco's best known motion picture theatre managers, has
again had his ability recognized by
having been appointed manager of
Cjristheatre.
the
of former
the place
is takingSquare"
sell "Union
manager Eugene L. Perrv who resigned his positifm to take charge
of the Criterion Theatre at Los
Angeles. Before leaving Perry
stated to his many friends that he
disliked to sever h>"s connections

F

P. T. O. K.-M. for the purpose of
providing vaudeville acts at low
costs to small houses, soon will he
ready to function.
As to ill- fortune. Jack Qiiinlan,
manager of the Main street theatre, Kansas City, has more than
his allotment this week. Hardly
had Mrs. Quinlan been taken to a
hospital
to undergoJack
an ope-at'on
than 10-year-old
Quinlan,
jr., was taken to the hospital, suffering from appendicitis. Now
Jack is wondering what fate will
deal him next.
The Globe theatre, Kansas City,
has been leased for a term of five
years by Richlyn Amusement and
Realtv Company, efTective May 31.
William Flynn and X. J. Flynn,
brothers, are proprietors of the
amusement company, a Kansas
City concern. Besides the Globe
thev is
control
the down
\\'onderland,
which
to be torn
July 1.
?nd the Garden
Lou's
Opnenstein,
owner thest'^p.
of the Globe,
rinoted the terms of the lea'^e at
$3.^, COO a vear. Thomas Taffe,

present manager
tiieatre,to
announces
that he (jiwilltheresign
becomesouri associated
with the Mistheatre.
The work of tearing down
another of Kansas City's movie
land marks — the \'ictory theatre
— began this week. The Idle
Hour theatre was razed not mam'
months ago and the Wonderland
theatre is to be next in the path
of
larger down to\> n business
buildings.
Exhibitors of Kansas City who
a-e members of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri have announced
that they will co-operate with the
postmaster of Kansas Cit\ in exMailing on
Week"
through ploiting
free "Better
advctisins
the
screens. Kansas City exhibitors
a'so will aid in exploiting the
civic impro\ement program of
••"ansas City. In app-eciation of
the latter co-operation Ma>or
Beach of Kansas Cit'- wn'p a
letter commending
of grat'tude totheir
'h? exh'b'tors,
publ'c
spirited attitude.

rancisco

with S. Harris and Irving .Ackerman, managers of the corporation
that owns
the "Union
cause of their
genial Square",
manner. beH. C. Mclntyre, Universal manager in .Australia, accompanied by
Mrs. Mclnt\rc were recent visitors in .San Franc'sco and were entertained bymembers of the local
exchange.
-A. H. Crooks of the Rialto Theater, Eureka, received a fiftv dollar
check from Carl Laemmle, becau.se

he in the minds of tlie judges, did
the best exploitation work to "put
over" "The Great Circus Mystery"
which was playing at that theatre
that week. President Laemmle of
Universal is giving out a total of
S5. 000 during a period of five
months to different exhibitors who
show initiative.
Carol Xathan, local manager of
Universal, has returned from his
trip to Chicago and Eastern cities

and was wclcome-1 hy Irs many
friends. Some who knew '^e was
coming, went over to the Oakland
pier to make the welcome a big
success.
Friends of C. L. Thcucrkauf.
Western District Manager of Univer.sal Theatres, were pleasantly
surprised when he appeare 1 on the
local exchange and it was learned
it was not necessary to operate on
him.
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the drop on the theatre man and
CHARLES NAPRESIDENTTHAN of the
Illinois Mohis
escort, took the officer's club
tion Picture Theatre Owners, left and revolver and relieved Mr.
Worley of his money. Two other
Monday to attend the directors
meeting of the Motion Picture men are said to have acted as lookouts during the robbery. Felix
Theater Owners of America,
Greenburg of the Theatres Operwh><-h is to be held in New York
Ctiy this week. On the train with amount. ating Company estimated the
Mr. Nathan, were Al Steffes and
A. A. Kaplan of Minnesota; Dick
Manager
Dembow
of Fox's
Beechly of Kansas City ; and J.
cago exchange,
announces
thatChihis
Smith of Des Moines, all of whom
company's
new
Milwaukee
exd
ors
were electe direct
of the nachange, will be officially opened
tional association at the recent
on July 5th witli Jack Lorentz as
Milwaukee convention. Jack Mil- manager and L. A. Miller, of Fox's
Minneapolis exchange, as assistant
ler, business managor of the Exhibitors .Association of Chicago,
manager. The Milwaukee branch
left on Tuesday, to represent his will be under the supervision of
Mr. Dembow and will have comorganization at the directors meeting.
modious C|uarters at 721-23 Wells
Dernbach & Dyce opened their
Street. Fox is also building up
handsome new one thousand seat its sales force in the Chicago tertheatre at Whcaton, last week. This
ritory, Steve Montgomery havprogressive Illinois city now has
ing recently joined the stafif to
one of the most beautiful, well cover city territory ; (i. O. Godequipped and up to date houses in shaw, Indiana territory ; Joe Levy,
the state. With the opening oT district about Peoria, and D. Arthe new hou.se Messrs. Dernbach
nold Kolin, the suburban area.
& Dyce closed the Grand theatre
The
friends in the motion
at Wheaton, which they have op- picture many
business, of Adolph Linick,
erated for some time. They also
treasurer of Jones, Linoperate houses at Batavia and .secretar.\ick & .Schaefer, are .sympathizing
Napcrville.
with
him
in
the death of his wife,
(ieneral Sales Manager J. R. which occurred
last week at the
Grainger
of I'ox
Wesley Memorial Hospital of this
tion, was due
here Film
Friday,Corporaon one
city. Mr. Linick retired from acof his frequent flying trips.
tive participation in the conduct of
E.
S.
Harris
of
the
C'olumbia
theatre, Peoria, is remodeling the the firm with which he is connected, two years ago, and moved
Princess of this city, putting in a
to Los .'\ngeles. The operation
large amount of new c(|uipment,
for which his wife journeyed tn
including a battery of Motiographs
and a large organ. He expects to Chicago was considered a minor
failed to rally. Folhave the house ready for the mib- affair, butlowingsheservices
held in Chicago,
lic by July 1st. It is understood
the funeral party left for Los .Anthat it will operate under a second
geles, where the interment occurrun pol icy.
R. C. Williams is giving up his
red. Besides two "children, Mrs.
-Sidney Weisman and Leroy Linlease on the Puritan Opera House,
ick the deceased is survived by
West Salem. The Odd Fellows
Temple, Mount Olive, is closing two sisters, Mrs. Henry Kahn .-'nd
Mrs. Sam Linick and a brot*jr,
for the summer.
Sigmund Faller, of this city, who
R. C. Secry, district manager of is
well known in motion picture
First National Pictures, Inc., spent circles.
several days in the St. Louis office. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Truman Talley, editor of Fox
Seery and while there, were the News, and for many years conguests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
nected with leading newspapers of
Weiss.
the United States, spent Frida>' to
Assistant Manager Sam GoreMonday in Chicasjo, supervisina
lick of F.B.O. and his wife spent the filming and distribution of tlie
the week end at some resort near
Indianapolis .Auto Races. Tiie
films were rushed from the track
Elgin.
Invitations have been issued for
by an aeroplane, dethe wedding of Bertha Isaacs and to Chicago
veloped and printed here and distributed throughout the United
I. Maynard .Schwartz on WednesStates, from here, the American
day evening, June 3rd. The wedding reception will be held at the Film Company doing the work of
Covenant Club, 10 N. Dearborn
developing and printing.
Street. Mr. Schwartz, who has
The Lyceum of Peoria, which
been Chicago manager of Educabeen dark for two years, is
tional Films for some years, has has
scheduled to open a.gain. This
a host of friends and is being kept house
is controlled by the Theatres
busy receiving congratulations. The
newlyweds expect to make their Operating Company.
residence at the Chicago Beach
Sid Meyers, widely known in
Hotel.
Chicago as an exchange manager,
Assistant Manager Leonard
is now actively enga.ged in the
real estate business in Miamv
Worley of the Palace theatre.
Peoria, was the victim of a hold
Florida,
but retains
interestandii'
picture h-'s
business
up last week. Mr. Worley, ac- the motion
companied bya police officer, was
was in Chicago last week consuming with architects who will make
on his way to the city hall to place
plans
for a fifteen hundred scat
the
day's
receints
of
the
Palace
and Madison theatres in the city dc luxe house, which he proposes
vault, when two armed men got to build in Miami.
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CH. AIESSENGER, manager
• in this city for Educational,
leaves
FridajNew convention
York City
to attend
the for
national
which meets next week.
A. G. Pickett, manager of the
local Famous Plajers-Lasky exchange is spending a few days in
the Alontana.
A. K. Shepherd, ad sales manager here for tamous PlayersLasky is in the Idaho country
stirring up business on advertising matter.
Harry Pickering, who has
charge of exploitation in this
territory on Paramount pictures,
returned this week after a trip to
Idaho. Pick sent to New York
City photographs of the five successful applicants for screen tests
from this territory last week. If
the pictures show that the originals are worthy of screen tests a
crew will arrive here next week to
conduct them. If all of the applicants pass the tests they will be
enrolled as students in the school
for motion picture acting that has
been inaugurated by Famous Players-Lasky. Photographs of four
girls and one man were sent in.
George Sheehan, who has
charge of the Automobile Gold
contests running at the present
time at the Paramount Empress
and Victory theatres, left yesterday for Los Angeles. He will
return again at the conclusion of
the contest, to award the prizes
to the successful contestants having rolled up the most votes by
selling season ticket coupon books
to these houses.
The boys in the exchanges and
theatres here are all pepped up,
over the coming annual golf tournament between representatives of
the tvi'o different organizations.
The first of these sanguinary battles was staged last year with the
exchange men the conquerors, thus
dining and wining at the expense
of the vanquished. This year the
theatre men have sworn bitter revenge and it is rumored that
George Carpenter and Carl A.

Porter have moved the pianos out
of their parlors to make way for
swinging the mashies. The battle
will be staged at Nibley Park links
sometime in June. Twenty- four
players lined up in foursomes will
tee off. Three medics and an ambulance have been ordered to be
on hand.
George L. Cloward, manager of
the local Metro-Goldwyn exchange
says that the outlook for the product scheduled for the 1925-26
season in the field is mighty good
insomuch that they will readily
prove the reason for the company
slogan that they are "The Talk of
the Industry." He leaves for his
swing over the territorj' next week.
Joseph F. Samuels will work
Utah ; Ed Lustig will cover Idaho
while E. E. Harris will do his
stuff in Montana.
Felix Feist, general sales manager for Metro-Goldwyn, and
Harry Lustig, Western Division
manager, are expected to arrive
in this city within the next ten
days from Los Angeles, according
to a wire received at the local
branch. While here the salesmen
will be called in and Feist will
give them all of the dope concerning the distribution and sale of the
new season product. He is making a tour of all of the exchange
cities of the country on this mission.
George T. Wassell, traveling
auditor for Metro-Goldwyn is
spending a few weeks at the local
office going over the books and
records. He is having a mighty
pleasant time, seeming to like the
place thoroughly.
Ed. C. Mix, Associated Exhibitors manager in this city is making
a short jaunt through the southern
Utah section.
Bennett Brandan, special serial
representative for Pathe is expected in this city next week to
go over the local situation with
W. G. -Seib, branch manager.
Brandan is making a tour of the
exchanges out of the head offices
in New York City.

W. E. Shipley, owner of the
Gem and Empire theatres in this
city, and "Dad" Rand, manager
of the Isis Theatre, returned yesterday from a motor trip through
Zion Canyon and the scenic belt
of southern Utah.
Salesman Blackstone connected
with the Oklahoma City branch
of Associated First National, called
in at the local exchange of that
company today and paid his greetings to W. F. Gordon, local manager. He is a member of the India Temple of the Shriners of that
city, who stopped in this city today
enroute to the convention at Los
Angeles.
Joe Solomon, selling out of the
local F. B. O. exchange left for
his territory in Idaho today.
W. K. Bloom, Montana salesman for local F. B. O., returned
to his territory this week after
spending his vacation in Washington visiting his folks.
L. A. Davis, local chief for F.
B. O. leaves this week for a trek
over the entire state of Montana
touching every point from water
tank to capitol. He expects to be
gone about two weeks.
Abe Glassman,
Alhambra
Theatre, operating
and Lou the
Perry,
of Perry Brothers, owners of the
Egyptian Theatre, were the Ogden,
Utah, representative exhibitors on
the local mart this week. Ed Ryan,
Liberty and Alberta theatres,
Brigham City, Utah ; Steve Deal,
Star Theatre, Springville, Utah ;
Nick Salvuarkis. Lyric Theatre.
Price, Utah ; J. J. Gdlette, Strand
Theatre, Tooele, Utah; W. V.
Ginn, Auditorium Theatre, Pleasant Grove, Utah ; C. A. Orr, Opera
House,
IdahoBuhl,
Mike Idaho
Neil- ;
son, FoxGrace,
Theatre,
Ott Schmidt, Colonial Theatre,
Idaho Falls, Idaho ; and Joe Koehler, Idaho Theatre, Twin Falls,
Idaho, made up the rest of the
visitors.
Harding Brewerton, formerly an
exhibitor of Canada, has taken
over the Latonia and Community

Cinderella Band, an organization of young Seattle musicians recruited by Manager
Charles W. McKee, made their
first appearance at the Heilig Theatre here last week, and have taken their place as one of the popular symphonic orchestras of the
city. The Band appears in specialty concert numbers four times
daily, and in addition renders part
of the musical score for the feature
picture each week.
Herman Wobber, Western division manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, left the
city last week, after having spent
more than a week here in conference with George P. Endert, local
exchange manager. Mr. Wobber
was en route to Portland from
here, following which he expected
to return to San Francisco and

stay.
Los Angeles for a few weeks'
Jack Burke, manager of the
Burke Theatrical Enterprises, and
one of the infrequent visitors on
Seattle's Film Row, spent a few
days here last week, on a combined business and pleasure trip
from his home city. Baker, Oregon.
During his stay here Mr., Burke
bought and booked a number of
features pictures and short subjects for his houses to play this
summer.
Announcement was made on
Film Row last week to the effect
that the irrepressible R. C. "Monty" Montgomery is now associated
with
Manager
local Fox
exchangeJack
in a Sullivan's
sales executive capacity. Mr. Montgomery
is known throughout the entire Pacific Northwest as a film man, ac-

tor, producer and publicity expert
of no mean proportions.
H. A. Black, manager of the
Vitagraph exchange, returned last
week to his office from Los Angeles, where he attended the convention of Vitagraph - Warner
branch managers and executives.
The entire \"itagraph product has
been sold in this territory, accordto Mr. Black's
the
localing exchange
at thereports,
presentso time
is awaiting definite news as to the
future course to be followed with
the new combined product.
Harry Lanstom, well-known film
salesman of this territory, last
week announced his association

THE

Picture

with
Manager
P. He
Endert's
I-'amous
PlayersGeorge
office.
was
formerly associated with Al. Rosenberg's De Luxe Feature Film
Exchange, covering the Eastern

theatres at Layton, Utah, from the
King interests.
W. G. Seib, Pathe manager,
leaves for a jaunt through Idaho
next week.
Jack Connors, who sells the
United Artists product in Montana
is here at the local exchange for
a fewors in that
days.state
He feel
says mighty
the exhibitgood
over business which is showing
greater strength throughout the
state than has been experienced for
several years.
Samuel Henley, Universal
branch manager, and Milt Cohn,
salesman, left yesterday for Idaho
in the interest of the new product.
Garrett Graham, advance publicity man for the Universal "See
America First", is back again arranging final details for the visit
of the unit in this city June 6.
He will act as one of the judges
in the beauty contest whereby one
local girl will represent the city
in the film taken here and go to
Universal City under contract to
act
in the
movies.of C.
Holah,
in charge
the E.unit"Doc"
was
formerly here as special representative for Fox.
George Mayne, owner of the
Preferred Pictures and Super Feature Independent exchange returned Sunday from his peregrinations
which took him over the entire
state of Idaho. He will leave on
aMonday.
similar trip through Utah next
Harryision T.
Mountain First
Divchief Nolan,
for Associated
National will be here in about two
weeks.
Art Barron, veteran salesman in
this territory, has joined the local
Fox branch staff, covering southern Utah. He succeeds Leonard
Tidwell, resigned.
C. F. Parr, branch manager for
Producers' Distributing Corporation, is making a short trip to the
Pocatello section of Idaho. He
and tlie bunch will leave Saturday
morning
for San Francisco to attend the convention.

^\'ashington territory.
Felix Feist, associated with the
national Metro-Goldwyn offices,
left last week for Portland, after
having spent a number of days in
this city and territory with Seth
M-G
office. manager of the local
D. Perkins,
With the arrival of warmer summer weather during the last few
weeks, business among the picture
houses of the city dropped off to
a slight degree, and downtown
houses began making arrangements
for the coming season. Among
the improvements noted was the
painting and redecorating of the
lobby and exterior of the Columbia
Theatre. Manager Bender is giving the house a light, cool appearance by the use of light colors,
artificial flowers and cooling electrical effects.
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D enver

ant manAL JOHN
for Fox, assist
agerSON,
is walking on
air these days having just been the
recipient of a son and heir. Al
don't know just when he willd put
the boy to work but it shoul be
soon for both his father and
mother are old in the film business.
Mr. Johnson has been in the film
business since the days of the old
General Film Co., and Mrs. Johnson was, for many years before her
marriage, booker for Vitagraph in
Denver. The baby weighs just
seven pounds but it is expected that
he will soon grow heavy enough
to be as good a film worker as
his father is and his mother was.
We are happy to announce that the
mother and child are doing well
and Al is doing even better than
that.
H. E. Sherman, for many years,
managing director of the Barnett
Amusement Company operating
theatres in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, is in Denver arranging
bookings for the beautiful new
Sunshine Theatre opened some

time ago by this company. Mr.
Sherman
Denver
very
often doesn't
but whengethe todoes,
the
boys
are
all
mighty
glad
to see
him.
Max Schubach of the Midwest
Theatre Company, has left for a
few days visit to the U. S. A.
Theatre, Sidney, Nebraska, one of
his chain of theatres in the territory. Max has completely recovered from his recent illness, and
from his appearance and activities
is the same hustling exhibitor of
old.
R. J. Garland, manager of Metro-Goldwyn, and Eugene Gerbase,
manager of Universal, were both
visitors in Cheyenne, Wyoming
during the past week.
Irving Ehrensoft, well known
among all exhibitors and exchanges
in the Western territory having
been long associated with the industry of salesman arrived in Denver a few days ago from Phoenix,
Arizona. Irving has come back
to Denver to recuperate from his
last attack of illness which seemed

for a time to be very serious. Although tired because of the trip
from Phoenix to Denver, Irving
feels good and expects to be ready
to resume his duties as salesman
within a few weeks.
The entire office sales force of
Producers' Distributing Corporation, left Saturday for San Francisco via Lajunta, Colorado, and
Los Angeles.
Lon T. P^idler, former manager
of the Warner Brothers Exchange
in Denver, is now associated with
United Artists as salesman. The
Warner Brothers franchise of
Denver was taken back by Warner
Brothers and all their product is
now being distributed through Vitagraph.
Exhibitors visiting the city looking for the Pathe Exchange will
soon have to look twice before
they know they are in the right
place. Extensive and attractive
decorations are now being made
throughout the entire Pathe office
and C. H. Van Horn, Pathe manager, does not hesitate to assert his

office will be the finest looking
place
changes.of business among the exCarl Judge, owner and operator
of the Iris Theatre, Wheatland,
Wyoming, was a visitor in film
row last Thursday. Mr. Judge
hasn't been to Denver for two
years. He reports excellent prospects for a very successful season,
this year.
Ed Anderson of the Colonial
Theatre, Pueblo, Colorado, was
also a caller on his film exchange
friends during the past week.
Other visitors were A. E. Dean
of the Princess Theatre, Buena
Vista, Colorado.
Jack Krum, manager of the local
United Artists' exchange is up in
Wyoming with a line-up that will
make them all sit up and take notice. Jack expects to visit Laramie, Rock Springs, and Rawlins
among other points in that territory. T. Y. Henry, Division Manager for United Artists is in
charge of the local office until Mr.
Krum's return.

Detroit

ACCORDING to present plans,
all three of the John H. Kunsky theatres will remain open
throughout the summer months.
Preparations are now being made
to install a mammoth pipe organ in
the Capitol theatre, costing in the
neighborhood of $50,000. While
the old organ, considered one of
the finest in the country but too
small for Capitol purposes, is being dismantled and the new one installed, the theatre will remain
open. Several important pictures
are under contract for the next
several weeks.
Fire, breaking out in the projection room of the Lyric theatre on
Michigan avenue, filled the adjacent Lyric hotel with smoke, during
the past week, driving out about
a score of guests. The blaze was
discovered when employees opened
the theatre to sweep out preparathe air
day's
performance.
inrushtory toof
apparently
fannedThea
smouldering blaze among rags in
the projection room, into life.
Firemen extinguished the flames
without difficulty. The damage,
confined entirely to the theattre,
was slight.
Jack Stuart, recently resigned
from the local offices of the Producers Distributing Corp, to do
special work in England for First
National, was succeeded during the
past week by Frank Stuart, former
special representative for William
Fox.
Charles J. Richardson, former
assistant dramatic critic of the Detroit Times, has been appointed
Motion Picture editor of the same
publication. He succeeds Lee J.
Smits, who will devote his future
time to the writing of several
novels.
Steel work has been entirety
completed on the new John H.
Kunsky house, the State theatre,

on Elizabeth street and Woodward
avenue. Concrete work is now going forward at a rapid pace.
Charles P. Nathanson has severed his connections with the Wolverine theatre, although he has no
definite plans for the immediate
future.
Ben Cohen, proprietor of the
Colonial theatre, is now convalescing from severe lacerations resulting from an accident while
cruising in his new speed boat near
Algonac. He was seriously lacerated on both hands and has been
confined to Grace hospital for
more than a week. The sympathy
of his many friends is expressed
by the flowers that fill his room.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wadlow
of the Virginia theatre in Detroit
are receiving congratulations on
the arrival of a nine-pound son.
They also have a daughter.
Visual education has made enormous strides in Detroit schools in
the past few years, according to
Walter W. Whitengill, assistant
supervisor of visual education in
the public schools. A decade ago,
he declared, few educators appreciated its value. Today motion
pictures are a regular part of auditorium work in the platoon schools
of the city. A regular circuit, embracing more than 61 elementary
schools which operate on the platoon system, has been established,
and selected films are shown regularly at these schools. Each week
about 40,000 feet of film are shown
to more than 30,000 children. As
soon as new platoon schools are
properly eqijrtpped to show the
films, they are added to the circuit.
The work of the Tisual education
department also exJtends into the
intermediate and high schools,
where pictures of interest arc occasionally shown.
Mattricte Caj>lan of the Metro-

politan Motion Picture Company,
and Charles Carlisle of the Mecca
Plaza, in Saginaw, are among the

We

Offer
To

Michigan Shriners who left last
week to attend the national convention in Los Angeles.

$100.00
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Who should find Emulsion Deposits upon the
Film Tract of the Projector, from New Prints
Processed with our - - LIQUEFIED
HLM
WAX
Guaranteed to protect Prints against Lack of Moisture
and Brittleness, caused by the excessive Heat from
the Arc, Hot Operating Booths and Dry Climates.
REPEATED APPLICATIONS
Keeps Prints free from old Oil, Pliable, Durable, prevent 75% film scratching, ripped and torn film
sprockets.
EXHIBITORS
Should refuse to be held responsible for film damages, such as Fil™ Scratches, Ripped and Torn film
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PROBABLY the most important event of the past week in
local circles, at least in the opinion of Edward Lewin, a wellknown tilm sale- man, was the arrival of an eight-pound boy. who
will bear the name of Raymond.
Naturally Mr. Lewin bought the
cigars, and forgot the fac; that he
was selling pictures, for the time
being.
William Smalley of Cooperstown, who has a chain of fifteen
theatres or more, is nego iating.
according to reports. fo»- houses
in
and De'.hi.
The Sharon
one in Springs
Sharon Springs
has
been run for several years by
Otto Eigen, who has returned to
his novelty store and ice cnain
stand.
Speaking about t.iking over ficatres, Julius Byck, a deaf and
dumb exhibitor in Tannersiille,
has also acquired a theatre a. id
last week found him the owner of
a house in Hunter.
Tom Thornton, who ru'i; the
Orpheum in Saugerties, is nowstaging vaudex ille each Monday
night and appears to be doing extremely well.
At the Liberty in Herkimer,
and the Gateway, in Little Falls,
\audeville has been cut out for
the summer, but will lie resumed
in the early fall.
In taking over the Community
theatre in Catskill last week, it
now appears that VV. W. Farley,
of Albany, has really acquired
two theatres in the mountain
town, through the fact that William Smalley, who is running one
there, sold out to M. E. Silberstein, of the Community, who in
turn disposed of his houses to
Mr. Farley.
Father O'Reilly of Rosendale,
is running the motion picture theatre these days in New Palts, and
according to the boys who sell
him film, he is a very shrewd
buyer. Roy Cronk, who has been
operating a theatre in Ro.x!)ury,
has decided to quit the business
and devote his entire time to
Sheffield Farms, with which he has
also been connected for some time
pas'.
The local Metro-Goldwyn office
announced last week that they
were paid a call by Jake Tremjier
who runs ,i theatre in Rhinebeck,
covering the entire summer, three
days a week. When Mr. Trem-

per is not around his theatre, he
can generally be found at his
greenhouses where he engages in
he raiding of violets for the
trade.
Walter Seaman, who has a
house in Highland, as well as
others in Marliioro and Milton, is
planning to make an addition to
the one in Highland so that he
can accommodate about 125 more
persons.
James Hardy, who has a theatre as well as a ho el in Clayville, is planing to open the former in the near future.
The many friends of Dave
Lake, the popular film ^alesman
in this city, who was with Paramount for several years, and who
has been of late with the local
Metro-Goldwyn office, will vvisli
him bon voyage when h<,' sails
from San Francisco on June 16
for Australia, where he wi'.l make
his fu ure home. Dave will keep
right on, however, in the film
business and expects to make his
fortune in the far oflF land.
There was very little business
up
week's
arbitration
boardbefore
and last
perhaps
it is
just as
well for there was a decidedly
• lim attendance, Sam Freed i.eing the only one on hand to represent the exchanges, and Louis
Buettner of Cohoes, the only exhibitor present.
Ben Pierce, of Illion, who is
associated with Young and Whitney interests, was in town on
Monday, buying film, and upon
ascer aining that the film salesmen
were to have their ball that night,
decided to remain over.
Rae Candee. of Utica, well
known to exhibitors throughout
the entire .'tate, has recovered
from a very painful atack of
poison ivy. Mr. Candee spends
many of his week ends at his camp
in the Adirondacks and in .some
way grasped some of the poisonous
weed. Harry Lux, of the Alhambra in Utica, spent the past weekend on a fishing trip.
Amos Leonard, who handles
Pathe products out of Syracuse,
was in town during a portion of
the week. Mr. Leonard has just
bought himself a new home in
Syracuse, and his first overnight
guest was Leon Medem, local
manager for Pathe, who happened
to be in town.
The hardest exhibitor to find

these days, and likewise the one
most sought after, is Meyer Schine,
of Gloversville. It's a ten to one
bet that any time a branch manager is out of town, he can be
located in Gloversville. With
something like sixty houses to his
credit, Mr. Schine is out over the
state a great deal of the time and
is a hard man to locate.
L. A. Herman, wiio handles Universal product, and a brother of
Alec, manager of the First National exchange here, has just
bought a new sedan. Alec continues to walk. And speaking of
Alec, the next time you are in
town, drop in and inquire if he
has a cigar. His pockets generally
bulge, but there is a little catch to
his gift, for with every cigar, he
expects the signature of the recipient to a contract.
Ben Smith, who was formerly
connected with Selznick in this
city, has returned to town following a visit to his old home in New
Brunswick. Ben showed up at the
film ball and was right at his old
job, collecting tickets at the door.
It takes Betty Feuer, of the
Crescent in Schenectady, to doll up
for the occasion. The other night
she was present at the film ball
in Albany, having been along Film
Row earlier in the afternoon but
seeing to it that it was carefully
concealed by means of a long coat.
Gasper Battaglia, who has the
Lansing and Monroe theatres in
Troy, is just back from a six
weeks'
tripboys
through
Since the
have the
grownsouth.
up,
Mr. Battaglia is permitting them
to look after the theatres to a considerable extent, while he interests
himself in the wholesale fruit
business.
The Papayanakos brothers, who
made fortunes in Watertown,
when the motion picture business
was in its infancy and then retired, are once more leading figures among the exhibitors of
northern New York. Alex has a
liouse in Canton, Harry has one
in Potsdam, while Jim is running
the Graylin in Gouverneur. This
brother has just bought himself a
new home and it looks as though
be intends to make Gouverneur his
home for the years to come.
Sangster and Fitzgerald of
Alexandria Bay have just taken
over the Elite theatre in Theresa,
which has been run bv W'illiam

Henry, and will assume possession
on July 1.
Although .\be Stone, who runs
tiie Arbor Hill and the Delaware
theatres in Albany, was at the film
ball the other night, he resisted
all suggestions from the fair ones
for a dance and contented himself
with spending the evening in chatwith the ladies.
bertingof exhibitors
from Quite
out ofa numtown
were on hand for the affair, Mr.
and Mrs. Lew Fischer, of Fort
Edward, being among the number.
There are at least two exhibitors
in this section who find their enjoyment on their nights off by attending the boxing matches.
Walter Roberts, manager of the
Troy, can be found almost any
Monday night at the matches in
Troy, while C. H. Buckley, who
owns the Leland and the Clinton
Square theatres in Albany, was on
hand this past week at the closing
fights
Athletic of
club. the Knickerbocker
Extensive improvements have
just been completed at the Park
theatre in Glens Falls. The
manager of this house is F. J.
Cuneo. The house has been recarpeted and a new ventilating
system has been installed while
slip covers add to the attractiveness
of the general appearance. There
is also a new policy in vogue at
the house, pictures changing on
Sunday, Wednesday and Fridays.
Dave Seymour, who runs the
Pontiac in Saranac Lake, which
is a place as Dave describes it,
"on top of the mountain," played
his trump card last week when he
booked C. Sharp Minor for the
entire week.
Saranac Lake was
the smallest town the distinguished
manipulator of the keyboard has
ever played,
withDave
plentySeymour
of advertisingbut
and with
at the helm, the act which was
featured with the pictures, drew
capacity houses.
As Dave says,
he believes in taking a chance, and
while he makes a poor bet once
in awhile,
nine
times it's
out generally
of ten. a winner
Leon Medem motored to New
York for over Decoration Day
and brought back word to Albany
that Charles Stombaugh. whom
he succeeded as manager of the
local Pathe exchange, is as happy
as the proverbial basket of chips
now that he is located along the
Great White Way and handling
the Newark theatre.

T exas

WM. HORWITZ, JR., manager and owner of the NewTexas and Iris Theatres, has returned from a two weeks' visit to
New York. Mr. Hortwitz reports
a profitable and enjovable visit.
Reports from Harlinger. Texas
state that the Queen Thr-atre is enjoying the must su'cessful season
since it was built. It was recently purchased by Jack Picki ns,
former south Texas reiiresentative for Metro-Goldwyn.
P. L. McCulley has returned to

Luna Park .Amusement Company
and will write publicity and ad\ ertising for sime this season. Mr.
McCulley spent the winter in San
.'Kntonio where he was writing
publicity and advertising for a
local amu*-'ement company.
E. J. Barr.ette, Houston Chronicle theatric il representative, spent
the weekend in Oklahoma City,
Ok'a.,
friends.
Aaronvisif'ng
Laskin
former owner
and manager of the Cozy Theatre
in this city who has been produc-

ing musical tab in Pasadena, California, will go to Memphis, Tenn.
next week and produce musical
tab in that city for the sunmier.
The Prince theatre will use the
Country Store idea for the summer months in order to keep the
attendance up to standard. f)ver
1000 articles have been gathered
together for these nights which
will he held Monday and Friday.
A new cooling system, a ton of
ice for each show, is being used at
the Palace theatre where the Gene

Lewis-Olga Worth company arc
Iilaying a short summer engagement. This is the first time in the
history of the theatre that it has
played shows in the summer
months.
Carl Hobiitzelle owner of the
Intersta
.Xmusement
comi^any
in town e for
a few days
lookingis
over his business interest. Aside
from the Majestic and Palace theatre the Interstate Amusement
company control real estate in the
downtown district.
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Buffalo
Bond Photoplays exchange, were
New York visitors last week end.
It is reported that Bond may soon
announce a new line of product to
take the place of the new season
Warner Brothers' features which
V^itagraph.
in
the future will be handled by

MANAGER Rav S. Averill put
over the Milk Fund Fight Pictures at the Olympic, Buttalo, in
fine shape. He announced in the
papers that the films were rushed
to Buffalo by a special airplane.
A big special screening for the
sport departments of the local
papers was put on which brought
some valuable free publicity. He
used some fine ads in the drama
columns. He plastered the town
with one sheet on the special
added feature and arranged with
Jimmy Slattery, one of the
battlers and a Buffalo boy, to appear in person.
Reports
reached Buffalo's
Film
Row have
that William
C. Calilian has resigned as general manager of the Regorson corporation
of Rochester, so that he will be
able to give his entire time to a
new motion picture theatre which
he is building in Kodak Town on
the west side. Mr. Caliban has
been with the Regorson corporation for many years and is one of
the oldest theatre men in Rochester
in point of service. The Regorson
corporation controls the Regent,
Piccadilly and Strand.
Howard J. Smith, manager of
the Palace, Buffalo, has changed
the policy of the house for the
summer, putting on three shows a
week, instead of two as heretofore. Now the programs are
changed Sundays, Tuesdays and

Thursdays. With this new policy
and the new one at the Olympic
where two double bills are offered
each week Buffalo exchanges
ought to be able to place much
more film in first runs.
Manager
\'incent
McFaul is
sure
giving
Shea R.Hippodrome
patrons some rare music treats
these days. Last week six big grand
opera stars appeared in a condensed versionanof enthusiastic
"I Pagliacci,"
and received
reception. This week he put on
Henri Kublick, violinist and Melva
Moore, colorature soprano, in a
fine program.
Joseph A. Schuchert, Jr., is a
popular fellow with the employes
of tiie Colonial and Columbia theatres, which he manages and which
are owned by his dad, who, by the
way, is now touring the high spots
in Europe. Joe put on a big feed
the other night for the employes
of both houses and the fellahs are
talking about it yet. Some of
those who attended ate so much
they were all set for three days
following.
Richard C. Fox, president of
Golden Rule Pictures corporation
of Buffalo, is sporting a Cadillac
coupe. Must expect to clean up
with that Beauty tournament at
Crystal Beach.
Marvin Kempner, manager of
the Buffalo Paramount exchange
and Syd Sampson, manager of the

Wesley Barry is to visit Syracuse this
summer.
"Freckles"
plans to
make
an extended
stay
with his aunt, Mrs. Nora Hutchins,

SN. BERGER has been ap• pointed manager of the Cleveland Metro-Goldwyn exchange to
succeed Clifford E. Almy, who is
now di\ ision manager in this territory. ^Ir. Berger was previously
a home office special representative.
The local office of Producers
Distributing Corporation attended the P. D. C. convention in Chicago last week enmasse. The party
from Cleveland included Division
Manager Robert Cotton, Exchange
Manager George W. Erdman,
Lew Thompson, Fred Schram, Jim
Alooney
S. O'Connell.
Martin and
P. J.
Brown
has closed up
his Lorain Theatre, Cleveland, ior
a couple of months. When it
opens it will wear a new electric
sign telling the world that the
name of the house is the New
Lorain. And this, translated into
concrete terms means that Brown is
doing the house all over, increasing
its seating capacity, and improving
it throughout.
Joe Deutch has just finished fixing up his Regent theatre, Cleveland. In addition to new decorations. Air. Deutch has built a new
stage so that he is now prepared
to offer his patrons a combination
picture and vaudeville program.
Which he will do in the fall.
The new 1,200 seats Capitol
theater in Steubenville, being built
by A. G. Censtant, will open on
Labor Day, according to latest reports.

It is also reported that George
Shafer of Wheeling, W. Va., is
about ready to build an elaborate
new theatre in Steubenville. The
house is to be for vaudeville and
big feature motion picture a tractions. Mr. Shafer formerly
operated the Victoria theatre in
Steubenville.
J. S. Jossey, presidemt of
Progress Pictures, is spending the
week with his family in Forsythe,
Gei3rgia.
Word has been received here of
the sudden death of Leo Levison, in
Porto Rico. Levison was connected with the Cleveland Universal exchange prior to his taking
over the Universal office in Porto
Rico.
Jack Harwood, vice president of
the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, left for
New York on Tuesday to attend
the first meeting of the Board of
Directors of the M. P. T. O, A.
Christy Deibel, manager of the
Liberty theatre, Youngstown, will
be present at Deibel
the ¥'\\m
DailytoG<jlf
tournament.
expects
add
to his big collection of loving cups.
He brought home two of them from
la t season's contest.
All the Warner pictures covering the 1923-4 and 1924-S series,
distributed in this territory
through the Standard Film Service
Company, has been transferred to
the Vitagraph exchange. There
are forty-one pictures in the two
groups. This announcement clears

up a matter that has been widely
discussed out here. It was not
known whether the Standard Film
Service would continue to handle
these Warner pictures and leave
only the new product for the Vitagraph distribution, or whether
some change in distribution would
be effected. This effects distribution in Ohio, Michigan, western
Pennsylvania, Kentucky and West
Virginia.
Modern business methods were
employed in the rejuvenation of
the Empress Theatre, Chillicothe.
A new en ranee was built, a modern air-cooling system installed,
and forty seats added, all without
closing the house for a single day.
H. W. Johnston and Louis
Mueller, .\shtabula, ha\e disposed
of their two theatres, the Polace
and the Casto, to M. A. Shea, of
New York. H. W. Johnston will
remain as manager of the Palace
and Alueller will manage the
Casto.
John Bates was in the Film
Building last Friday. That means
a lot to local film folks. Mr,
Bates has been very ill for a \ery
long time and his recent visit, the
first one in many moons, was
rather like a big public celebration.
He is one of the veteran film
salesmen in this territory.
The Film Bldg. register contained the following list of out-oftown exhibitor guests : James
Velas, Capitol Theatre, Bellaire ;

Jack Woody
Associated
Exhibitors was in ofBuffalo
the other
day conferring with Harry E.
Lotz, local representative, on the
new product for the coming season which Harry admits is the
best on the market.
Earl Kramer, Universal manager in Buffalo reports much interest among exhibitors over the contract which call for "the works,"
of his company's product. Says
the boys out in the sticks are
especially enthusiastic over it.
Jack Coogan, senior, stopped off
in Syracuse the other day to visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John P.
Coogan, 210 Wayne street. Jackie
Jr., stayed in New York with his
mother. Mr. Coogan arrived in
the Salt City at the heighth of the
May freeze,
bringing
his own
sunshine with him.
He wore
a straw
hat with a band of pronounced
color pattern and a topcoat of
check design.

3,50 West Onondaga street. Mrs.
Laura Barry,
mother, arrived Wesley's
in Syracusegrandlast
Wednesday.
"Wesley
has
been
the Military .Acadamy for the pastat
two weeks engaged in a new
Metro - Goldwyn production in
which Ramon Novarro is playing,"
said Mrs. Barry. "Following the
completion of that picture, he plans
to visit in Syracuse before returning to Los
Angeles."
Herk
Webster,
genial booker at
the Bond exchange, Buffalo, having reached the weight of some
250 pounds, has decided to go on
a diet. So he is cutting out two
extra meals a day and just eating breakfast, dinner and supper.
Herman Lorence, manager of
the Bellevue, Niagara Falls, visited
New York this week to look over
some of the new features and the
new shows along Broadway.
Dan Buss of the Star theatre,
Tonawanda,
bought
a new
car in two hasn't
months.
Something
wrong here. We usually see Dan
in a new one every eight weeks
or so.
C. W. Anthony has returned
from the west coast convention of
Warner Brothers all pepped up
over the new season product which
Vitagraph will distribute in this
neck of the woods. C. W. spent
most of his spare time out at Long_J(
Beach.

Oscar Smith, Apollo Theatre,
Oberlin ; H. Trefelos, Liberty
Theatre, Canton ; W. L. Beckham,
Artcraft, Toledo, and Dan Roljbins,
Robbin's Theatre, Warren.
A Film Bldg. romance was divulged la.'tnouncweek
with the anement of the engagement
of
Miss Peggy Moir, for four years
in charge of the sales control department of theandlocal
FirstAyers,
National exchange,
.\rthur
who was also associated wi'th the
local First National exchange at
one time.
The patrons of the Ritz Theatre,
Cleveland, operated by The Ambassador Amu- ement Co., are listening to a new Wurlitzer LInit
organ.

220 WEST42^^°
NEW YORKSTr?EET
phone: p,
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e exhibitors
MOTION
and otherpictur
business men of
Steelton have joined in signing a
petition asking the supervisors of
Swatara township, immediately adjoining Steelton, to pass an ordinance prohibiting the holding of
traveling carnivals, shows or other
amusements of a like nature, for
engagements of a week or more,
within the limits of the township.
An ordinance of this character has
been in force in Steelton proper,
but since the adoption of the borough ordinance carnivals have been
showing in the township, just outside the borough limits, and the
petition sets forth that the effects
of the borough law are thus offset
and that the Steelton merchants
and theatres suffer a loss of business because of the counter attractions.
Carr & Schad, Inc., operating a
big chain of picture houses in
Reading and Lebanon, have recently reopened their San Toy theatre in the former city after having elaborately remodeled the interior. It is an attractive neighborhood theatre. In celebration of
the reopening there was a special
program which included vaudeville
acts in addition to the usual picture
program.
Miss Edith Marcus, whose father
Isaac Marcus, conducts several
neighborhood picture theatres in
Harrisburg, has returned to her
home in that city to pass the summer vacation after having spent
the past scholastic year in State
Normal School at West Chester.
C. Floyd Hopkins, head of the
Wilmer & Vincent theatre interests
in Harrisburg and a former president of the Harrisburg Chamber
of Commerce, was a member of a
committee from the latter body
which tendered a banquet on the
night of May 28 to the members
of a committee which filled the
membership quota of Sub-Division
4, of the Chamber, in the adjacent
town of Wormleysburg. The ban
quet was held in the Beach Front

Hotel, and Mr. Hopkins was
among those who made addresses.
The American Legion Post, of
Kutztown, was assisted materially
in raising funds for its Memorial
Day celebration, through the courtesy of ■ the Strand Theatre management which put on special pictures on May 11 and 12 for the
Post's benefit.
The employes of the Majestic
Theatre, Williamsport, recently
presented to George H. Bubb, owner of the theatre, an oil painting
of himself, to be placed in the lobby of the theatre which has just
undergone extensive remodeling.
Tony Marton's picture theatre,
in Dupont, a town of 7,000 population in the hard coal mining
regions, was on May 2 leased by
him to Louis Marines, who already
had control of four theatres in
towns in the same locality. Mr.
Marinos also has obtained an option to purchase the theatre which
is a comparatively new building,
erected about two years ago at a
cost of $20,000.
Use of the Iroquois theatre, Palmyra, was tendered by the management on May 11 for a community concert at which a silver
offering was taken for the Community Fund of the borough. The
entertainment was under auspices
of Delphian Chapter, and H. H.
Brandt directed the music.
The management of the Colonial
Theatre, Norristown, which was
badly damaged by fire in April, is
to be remodeled according to plans
prepared by Frank Maccaluso, of
Norristown. The work is to be
done by M. Alleva & Son, Norristown contractors, and it is proposed
to reopen the theatre early in
September.
About the middle of June a
theatre with a seating capacity of
600
is to Church,
be openedSouth
by St.
Ursula's
Catholic
Bethlehem.
It will be used for motion pictures
and amateur shows.
A program of organ music,
rf?yed by Reynold C. Peters, or-

ANNA H. SESSIONS, head of
Producers' Distributing Corporation, accompanied by the members of her sales force, left for
New York last Saturday to attend
the convention. They are expected
to return this Saturday.
Paul Engler, of the Famous theatre, Birmingham, Alabama, spent
a few days in Atlanta this week,
visiting his many friends on film
row.
N. V. Darley, of the Rivoli theatre, Tampa, Florida, came in town
this week and spent several days
on film row.
Rufus Davis is out of the hospital, and is rapidly regaining his
health and strength, following a
serious operation for appendicitis
which has kept him confined for
the past several weeks.
Phelps Sasseen^ who is one of
the salesmen for Liberty Film Dis-

tributing corporation, came in to
Atlanta for a short stay this week.
Bill .Sharp, a Fox salesman, is
in town. He will go out on the
road again next week.
.Sanges, of Progress Pictures, is
in Birmingham. He left Wednesday. day and is expected to return SunW. J. Collins, cashier of the local Pathe office, left last Friday
for
a
week's Ga.
vacation at his home
in Ellaville,
Oscar Morgan, Southern district
manager for Pathe returned from
Charlotte Thursday of this week
after a visit of several days.
J. W. Mangham, branch manager of Enterprise Distributing
corporation, is spending the next
seven days in the Tennessee territory. He will retam about the
middle of next week.
Oscar Oldknow, vice president

Picture

News

P

ganist of the Orpheum Theatre,
Allentown, was broadcast through
station WSAN, the studio of the
Allentown Morning Call, under an

it first opened in 1903, as the Lyceum, which at that time, was a
vaudeville house. The Orpheum,
however — always a Wilmer & Vincent house, — subsequently became
a legitimate theatre, which it continued to be until the wreckers got
to work on it early in May. Mr.
Williams' collection of programs
fills a large trunk.
John McTague's
theatre,
Coaldale,
under a newly
adoptedin
policy, will be operated only three
nights a week for the present.
in any of the 300 theatres of
The youngest house manager
the Marcus Loew circuit is Sydney J. Gates, 24 years old, who
has
just
assumed picture
charge theatre
of Loew'sin
Regent
motion
Harrisburg,
Pa.

Wm. "Bill"
Woodin, Well
hibitor of Towanda,
Pa., Known
Who Exhas
Just Been Elected President of the
Towanda Rotary Club.
arrangement made with the newspaper by Walter J. Hurley, the Orpheum manager.
With formal ceremonies, two
new theatres of the Comerford
Amusement Company circuit were
opened formally in the last week of
May. The opening of the Shawnee theatre, Plymouth, was on
May 25, and on May 27 the opening of the Kingston, in Kingston,
was celebrated. Both theatres are
modern and very attractive in appearance.
An interesting bit of history
apropos of the demolition of the
Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, to
make way for a new 2,500-seat
vaudeville house to be opened in the
Fall, is that George Williams, an
attache of the Orpheum staff, has
made a collection consisting of
every actedprogram
that from
was ever
enin the theatre
the time

and general manager of the recently organized Liberty Film Distributing corporation, has returned
from a business trip which took
him to every office of the former
Southern States and Creole organizations in this territory.
Announcement has been made of
the opening of the Central Park
Theatre in the suburbs of Birmingham, sometime early in July. Mr.
Haynes will manage the new theatre, which will seat 500.
W. M. Wormack, of Talladega,
Ala., and Jasper, Ga., will open
the new Woodlawn Theatre in the
residential section of Birmingham,
Ala., soon. It will liave 500 seating capacity.
J. H. Wheeler, of Tarrant City,
Ala., former manager of the Star
Theater there, will open a new
theater at Wvlam, Ga., »n June
IS*, seating 600.

Mr. Gates began theatrical work
six and a half years ago when he
was a little more than seventeen
years old, starting as an usher inone of the Loew theatres in Cleveland, Ohio. He showed such a
knowledge of the business that
within eight months he was made
assistant
manager
of Loew'sandStillman theatre
in Cleveland,
after a year and a half there was
sent
fill a similar
post in Loew's
State totheatre
in Indianapolis.
After
that he was assistant manager of
Loew's State theatre in New York
City,Buffalo,
and ofN.Loew's
State theatre
in
Y.
Last August when Loew opened
his
12,000,000
Loew'sMr.State
in St.
Louis, Mo.,
Gatestheatre
was
made full manager of that magnificent house. This position he retransferred to
Loew's
Regent tainedinuntilHarrisburg,
about
the
middle of May to succeed as manager there Jasper Turano, who
had resigned the post.
The Harrisburg theatre is considered one of the most important
in the entire Loew circuit, reprev'ania. senting Mr. Loew's first foothold
in the Capital City of Pennsylvania
and, in fact, in Central Pennsyl-

C. J. Miller announces die opening soon of the Hendon Theater
at Tonley, Ala., to seat 250.
Ben Styles, star salesman for
Paramount working out of the
Jacksonville office, returned this
week from California. Mr. Styles
went to attend the convention ef
the distribution department which
was held some weeks ago, and remained to be with his mother,
whose home in is California and
who has been very ill.
Paramount is to have two new
exploiteers
in whose
the Southern
tricts. One,
name is disnot
yet made public, is being schooled
under Claude Saunders in New
York, and vi'ill have his headquarters in Cliarlotte, N. C, in a short
time. Jimmy Wiest is the second
addition. He is coMiing to work
from Jacksonville, haying been
transferred from Onwha.

LEW LEFCOURT, who has
been driving a dehvery truck
for the Prudential Film Delivery
Company for the past four years,
undoubtedly saved the Heights
Theatre at 150 Wadsworth Ave.,
New York City, several thousand
dollars. Late Sunday night, Lew
was out on his usual run about
town,
up shows"
and
reached"picking
the Heights
around two
A. M. Sunday morning. He
found the door of the theatre
open and also noted that the
lights were lit. Just at that point
he heard a scuffling noise and two
men ran out of the theatre at top
speed. Lew then looked about for
more of the gang and finding
none, reported the matter to the
police. As Saturday was a holiday and the banks closed, it is
possible that there were at least
three
receipts
safe, and
if thisdays'
is the
case itin isthereasonable
to believe that Lew prevented the
burglars from getting away with
a rich haul.
The Bronx is to have a new
2,500 seat theatre on the corner of
Jerome Ave. and 170th St. It will
be built by the Consolidated
Amusement Co.
The Cosmopolitan Amusement
Co. of Trenton has begun construction of the New Greenwood
theatre to be located at Greenwood
and Cuyler Aves. The estimated
cost is $80,000 and the house will
have a seating capacity of 1,100.
Joe Hornstein recently made
one of the largest shipments of
Simplex projectors that has gone
out of New York harbor in many
months. The shipment was consigned to a large Japanese concern.

John Hammell of the Famous
Players New York Exchange
states that there is "something
that there
in the air" and
brewing an
announcement within
will be
the next couple of weeks or so

that
will make 'em sit up and
take notice.
Hennesey
and Gold's
Regent
theatre
at Kearney,
N. J.,
has
temporarily closed in order to allow for alterations.
The New Singer in Brooklyn
closed May 30th. The owners will
make a number of alterations and
will increase the seating capacity
from 450 to 6C0 and will reopen
the house as soon as these changes
are effected.
Harry
of Heights
Theatres Inc.Harris
has started
construction
of a new 600 seat theatre to be
situated on the main thoroughfare of Mt. Vernon. Geo. Morrow, a brother-in-law of Harry,
will be in charge of the house.
Ground has been broken for a
1500 seat theatre in South Amboy,
N. J. Dave Snapper of New
Brunswick is the owner and plans
to have the house ready in the
early part of October.
Sidneytensive
S. alterations
Cohen tois his
making
exTremont
theatre and is also putting in a
new ventilation system. Joe Hornstein is installing the latter.
The Kessler Theatre located on
the lower East Side at Second
Ave. and Second St., formerly
showing legitimate Jewish shows,
will be turned over to motion pictures on June the »th.
Henry Siegel, manager of the
Apollo Film Exchange has recently appointed Louis Weinberg to
the post of assistant manager.
Louis has been connected with
Apollo since the opening of the
exchange and in addition to his
duties there, will also look after
the Henry Siegel theatre interests
in Flushing.
Property on Amsterdam Ave.
running from 1763 to 1771, which
includes eight stores and the
Bluebird Theatre has been sold to
the Amsterdam Ave. Realty Corp.
It is reported that a resale of the
property is to take place soon.

l known
CL. theaGOO
al manwelhas
tricDE,
been
appointed manager of the State
st neighone of the fine
Theatre, borhoo
d houses in the city and a.
theMilcha
in in
linktres
. Silliman's
wauinkeeof
thea
formerly salesW. H. Tracey,Goldwy
n out of
man for Metroconnected with
now
is
Milwaukee,
Producers Distributing Corp., Milwaukee, traveling the southern
part of Wisconsin.
Chas. Lundgren, branch manager Producers Distributing Corp.
attended the annual convention of
the entire P. D. C. sales force
held in Chicago, May 28th and
29th.
D. W. Wolfsen, it is reported,

has taken over the Princess and
Majestic theatres, in Plymouth,
Wis., formerly operated by Jack
Anton. Mr. Wolfsen was formerly a salesman for the F. B. O.
Fox Film Corp., formerly operating as a sub branch of the
will open an exChicago changeoffice,
in the Film Building in
Milwaukee on Aug. 1. Mr. Jack
Lorenz is manager.
L. A. Anger, veteran film salessouthern Wisman,consinnowfortraveling
Fox, has started out on
his territory.
Roy Miller, for several years
Minneapolis terripast torytraveling
for Fox has been transferred
to the Milwaukee Branch as city
salesman.

COSTUMES

FOR

HIRE

Dorothy Drew,
by Ellbee
ductions on a signed
long term
contract.ProThe Verdi Theatre, one of the
three houses recently acquired by
Leo Brecher and now under construction at 2nd Ave. and 108th
St. will have a seating capacity of
1,100. It will also have a roof
garden that will accommodate
1,000.
The Palace at Trenton, N. J.,
one of Walter Reade's chain of
theatres, has closed.
Louis Goidl, well known and
popular exhibitor of Brooklyn and
former owner of the Hamilton
Theatre on Hicks St. of that city,
is now manager of the Strand at
Oifton, N. J.
The Lafayette Theatre at 2238
7th Ave., N. Y. C. has recently
been taken over by Leo Brecher.
The Saconia Realty Corp. of
Brooklyn with Hyman Brand as
the Livonia
took overLivonia
president, at
Ave.
400
Theatre
Brooklyn. The new ownership
became effective this week.

Each week of the warm weather
brings about more closings for the
summer months. Those reported
this week are the 4th Ave. Theatre
at 4th and 20th St. Brooklyn,
owned by Gottlieb and Goldmark.
They will continue to operate their
Paradise Theatre at 4th and 28th
St. Another is the Port Morris at
580 East 138th St. owned by
Frank Peters, who will also continue to keep open the Osceola at
138th St. and St. Anne's Ave.
The Ely Theatre at 2707 Pitkin
Ave. Brooklyn, belonging to the
owners of the Civic and Cross Bay
Theatres, has also closed.
Several more houses will go on
a three day a week schedule,
which includes the Review Theatre at New Lots and Sheffield
Aves., Brooklyn. This house
started May 30th. The Royal at
13th Ave. and 42nd St. Brooklyn
will also show three a week beginning May 30th. The latter is
owned by J. Michaels.
After June 14th the Central
Theatre at 431 Wilson Ave., operSec'ywill
of also
the
M. P.atedT.by J.O. Pliilhps,
of Brooklyn,
go on the three day schedule. Mr.
Phillips also operates the Wilson
at 474 Wilson Ave.
Keeney's will close their Bay
Ridge Theatre on June 7th and
follow with their Bedford on June
10th. These closings are for the
summer months.
The Welfare Department of
Paramount, headed by Eugene
Zukor and Dr. Stern, are having
all employees vaccinated after
having been notified by the Health
Department of New York that
there were a number of cases of
small pox in the city.
M. S. Kussell of the Famous
Players
Exchange,
up"
his New
Jersey having
division "sold
with
the Greater Forty, expects to
leave in about two weeks for the
Catskills where he will spend his
vacation.

cal than ever of its name the Mer
Leo Grossman put over the
opening of his newly acquired
Mac theatre in West Bend, Wisconsin has been dolling up a bit
theatre, the Greenfield, with a
with a redecorated interior, a new
bang last week. Mr. Grossman
lobby and other improvements
formerly managed
Silliman's
Theatre,
in Milwaukee,
but Fern
now
totaling an expenditure of about
he's in business for himself.
seventy-five hundred dollars. The
The Princess theatre, Milwaukee,
house is owned by Aug. Berkwill close on June I5th for a holtz.
period of six to eight weeks
The following salesmen are repwhile a new front, new seats and
resenting Universal in the State
redecoration will take place.
of Wisconsin and have started
S. H. Abrams, manager of F. out in their respective territories :
Mat J. Lavin, Jr., Jack Camp,
B. O. returned from a trip coverRobert Winning and Ed Gavin.
ing the key cities in Wisconsin
The Opera House at Oregon,
and reports exhibitors in a receptive mood for the F. B. O. 1925- Wisconsin, has been taken over
26 program.
by R. E. Dunn, which heretofore
In order to make it more typi- Geo Thompson managed.
1437 Broadway
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Motion

itorsBox-Qffice
FOX FILM CORP.
The Hunted Woman—
Atteiulaiicf tor tlie wefk just
about
iioinial.
tJood ijicturt".
( Middle West, i
Wings of Youth —
Fairly eutei tuiuiiig production,
drawiiiji normal Ijox-otfice receipts.
(Middle West.)
Gerald Cranston's Lady —
A well acted, but too long tale
of English society life which tailed
to arouse interest. Business oH.
( East. I
Riders of the Purple Sage —
Great Outdoor picture — Excellent business. (Middle West.)
A great jjicture for the Mix
fans. Filled with action. Tom's
personal appearance one day in
citv heightened interest in i)ictiire.
Business S. R. O. (East.)
A little below the average weekly attendance. ( Miihlle West.)
The Rainbow Trail —
An excellent \Vestern with a
verv popular star. Good receipts.
(Middle West.)
Teeth—
A western that did a fair business for the week.
Xotliing to
rave abotit. (Middle West.)
Hearts of Oak —
This one was a 'Hop' in this
town.
Thev didn't
all. (Middle
West.) care for it at
Gold HeelsGood entertainment. Fit in verv

ROBERT

Z LEONARD'S

Another Wonder Bill of Short Features
CHAS. PATHE
PUFFYNEWS—
-r./L.:,AESOP
- "NEARLY
FABLESRICH"
AMERICAN
HARMONISTS
roiiT* F\f y
FRANK OWENS '
VIRGIL MONKS r",\r. SELECTION
BOB JONES in COMEDY SONGS J
COLONIAL
] PICK 0 THE PICTURES— MUSIC THAT CHARMS [
'J'wo-roluinn >i(i in IndianapoliH tirwKpaper
on at■"Thi:
Whirl"
(Cnivemal)
the Mad
Colonial
theatre.

News

Report

,<p>

'^T

Just an average entertainment.
Business fair. (Middle West.)
West.)
TheJackie
Rag Man
— went over good
C'oogan
in this one. Go. id week. (.Middle
Seven Chances —
Buster Keaton's latest ke|)t
them laughing throughout the
reels. Business good. (West.)

tuHh
LEWIS STONE
CONRAD NAGEL
MARGUERITE DE lAMOTTE
From the daring Broaditxty ptay by
Samuel Shipmaii
CHRISTIE COMEDY
CROSS WORD PUZZLE PICTURES
NEWS
ORGAN MUSIC

The I'riiii fts thfiitn'x ml in S(iii Antonio ni'uniiaiicr.y a ii nun n<in<i the showing at that liotiKe of •'('/icopcc to Murril" (Metro-doldiii/n).
nicelv after the Derhy. Business
held "up. (Middle Wt^st. )
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Silent Sanderson —
Harry Carey in another one of
his entertaining westerns. A good
liot for the admirers of this star.
Attracted fair business. (F.ast.)
Beauty and the Bad Man —
Attrai'ted good houses all during the run. (West.)
Actors give good pertorniance.
Charley's
Auntbusiness
—
Did a lair
on a return
engagement.
(Middle West.)
One of the best comedies of the
screen — Excellent Itusiness. (Middle West.)
UNIVERSAL
Head "Winds—
A ance
good
normal
week's attendwith this
one. (Middle
West.)
Fifth Avenue Models —
\'ci v good,
(MidiHe
West.).\verage attendance.

JacfeMuihall
Barbara aedford
M^tHe
Stedman
» Geo Fawcert
YOU VE SEEN THE JAZZ YOUTH
NOW SEE THE JAZZ PARENTS

PMcc-:

Picture

Up the Ladder —
X'irginia
and P'orrestinStanley are seen\'alli
to advantage
this
|irodiiction, whose plot is somewhat out of the ordinary. Busil)risk throughout week. (MiddlenessWest.)
Secrets of the Night —
W eatlier
hadthissomefeature
etl'ect which
on busi-is
ness done l>y
a fair i)rograni picture. Not so
good at box ofHce. (Middle West.)
Love and Glory —
.A poor story, poor cast and j)oor
iMi^ini'SS. ( ^iiddle West. )
Powder River —
A program picture that proved
satisfactory. (Middle West.)
The TornadoAll action picture that kept the
audiences on the edge of their
seats. Full house all week.
I West.)
The Saddle Hawk—
Didn't (doWest.
so very
western.
) well with this

Price of Pleasure —
An ordinary ]>rogram picture
that failed to do much business
for us. (West.)
.\ creditable screen version of
Raffles—
the famous play. Excellently interpreted bya fine cast. Business
good. (East.)
Personal appearance of Gilda
(Jray bolstered up receipts for the
week. Picture not ver\' strong.
( West.
)
Business
better on second wee!<
for this one. ( West. )

This Meredith
is a l<ig —feature and worth
Janice
seeing. The older folks like it
fine but the kids don't care much
West.
)
for the
war stuft'. Warm
weather eff'ected the matinees.
Aveiaged fair week. (Middle
Zander) the Great —
West.
Excelleent entertainment —
N'erv good business. ( Middle
(^uite elaborate, but audiences
failed
to enthuse
ness fair.
( East. )over it. BtisiPatrons seemed to like it.
Busines held uj) during run.
(Middle West.)
Failed
to get over here.
Patrons disappointed
in Marion
Davie.s.
( West. )
TheA Monster
little — above
the weekly
average, ilade
monev
for a
week.
LillianCMiddle
Gish
her career.
Romola
—
( West. )
(l ontinued

West.)"
does
best work of
Business great.
on page 2i)87 )

VITAGRAPH
Baree,
Son
— but Anita
Not much ofof Kazan
a picture
Stewart's presence in the cast
liel[)ed it. Fair business. (West.i
UNITED ARTISTS
The Salvation Hunters —
Did a good business due to advertising but those who saw it
considered it too morbid. (West.)
B. P. SCHULBERG
The Boomerang —
An entertaining jiicture that
drew fairly well. (West.)
ASSOC. EXHIB.
Introduce
Me — crowds during a
Drew tine
week's run. Made monev. (Middle
METRO-GOLDWYN
■ "
)
West. and
Man
Maid —
Typical Elinore (ilyn ])icture.
Fair Business,
(iliddle West. I
Cheaper to Marry —
Interesting
comedy drama.
Drew well. (Middle West.)
Confesions of a Queen —
Pojiularity of stars helped this
one which brouglit in only fair
business at that. Story fairiy
intci esting, ( Fast. )
The\'ery
Sporting
— (East.)
good in"Venus
spots.
Just the type of picture for the
clientele served by this house.
Business good. (East.)

•/ carttat roma.ct — .nA tken
itrrti jr.m t.nefi for- t.iuzl t
Supporting Cast: Brook
Lloyd
Hedda Hughes,
Hopprr Clive
Rockliffc Fellows
.Louise
A hirst
SaitenatFazenda
Attractio.
ALLEN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Overture I8l3 -.-»«.^.U-Tschaikowjlty
Philip Spittlnr, ConJitctinf
Commencing Sunday, April f9
Week Program
BUSTER KEATON m ' SEVEN
CHANCES"
§3 i
The Allen theatre, Cleveland, uned
thin clean-cut ad on "Declasse"
(First Nat'l).
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CONSTRUCTION&EQUIPMENT
DEPARTMENT

Another

Egyptian

Warner* s Pasadena House Designed
Luxor and Karnak

West Coast now boasts of one
THE
more motion picture palace with
t opendena
'ng ,of Warner's
the theat
recen
re,
Egyptian
Pasa
Cal. This
marks the first theatre enterprise in the
eastern part of Pasadena.
Designed in detail from the ruins of
Luxor
and Karnak,
Colorad;)
Street Egyptian
theatre Warner's
is outstanding
for
its beauty, luxury and charming restfulness
that pervades throughout the house. Architecturally, Warner's is a decided break
from the Egyptian designs that have been
used in the last few years and yet the
details are all true to type.
Proscenium columns, the great Pharaoh
heads surmounting the pylons, the colunuis
in the inner lobby and other details are ail
taken from the ruins of Luxor and Karnak,
the temples of Dendera and Philae.
Instead of the usual side location, the
pipe organ has been given a central position over tile proscenium arch. This has
proved to be of distinct value, the tones
of the organ being thrown directly into
the center of the house, with a great and
effective improvement in effect, it is
claimed. At each side of the proscenium,
in the space usually devoted to the organ
grills, is a balcony which may be used by
singers and speakers when the stage is occupied.
In a large sect'on of the theatre are
luxurious, overstuffed divans and the re-

Theatre

Opens

on

From

of

Theatre

Projects

for May

Break Year's Record
to the Film Daily,
ING
ACCORD
188 new
theatre projects were announced during the month of May.
Of this number 27 were in New York
City and state, 23 were credited to California and 22 to Pennsylvania. The projects by states are as follows: Alabama,
3; Arkansas, 4; California, 23; Colorado,
6; Connecticut, 5; Florida, 1; Georgia,
1; Idaho, 1; Illinois, 14; Iowa, 4; Kansas,
1; Maryland, 1; Massachusetts, 7;
Michigan, 4; Minnesota, 1; Mississippi,
2; Missouri, 7; Nebraska, 2; New
Jersey, 9; New York, 27; North Carolina, 5; North Dakota, 2; Ohio, 7; Oklahoma, 2; Oregon, 3; Pennsylvania, 22;
Rhoda Island, 1; Texas, 16; Washington, 3; Wisconsin, 4; District of Columbia, 1.
mainder of the seats are roomy, comfortable
orchestra chairs. Each chair affords a
free and unobstructed view of the stage.
They have been so arranged that no seat
is far enough to the side to cause distortion in the motion picture.
Prominent among the many features incorporated in the theatre is the upstairs
luirsery, where mothers with babies may
view the performance through great plate
glass windows which open toward the stage

Ruins

Coast

and give the occupants of the nursery as
good a view of the screen as any seat in
the house. At the other side is the men's
lounge, similarly situated, with plate glass
\vindows.
Special study was given to the ventilating
and attained.
as a result a splendid result system
has been
Equipment installed in the projection
room is of the very latest type.
A spacious stage is provided where the
same attention has been given to the best
and latest ecjuipment. Commodious dressing rooms are provided for the actors.
Special hangings, stage curtaiiis and
other paraphernalia are installed. Special
counterweight systems and electric curtain
controls which may be operated from the
j)rojection booth by the operator are included in the equipment. Imported materials made in France have been used to
arrive at the proper effects.
Arrangements have been made by Mr.
W^arner for a large, well-lighted auto parking space adjacent to his theatre. This
is at the disposal of patrons without
charge.
Plans for Warner's Egyptian theater
were drawn by the architectural department
of J. H. Woodworth and Son, under the
direction of Kenneth A. Gordon, architect. Construction work was done by the
same firm, which also negotiated the lease
and the financing.

Warner's New Egyptian theatre that recently
openedof inthe thepatrons.
Eastern Egyptian
section ofstyle
Pasadena,
Cal. Thisis house
incorporates all the latest features that add to the
comfort
of architecture
used throughout.

Motion
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Ambassador

Amusement

Co.

Opens

First

of Neighborhood
Circuit
The interior decorations are particularly
THE Ritz, Cleveland, Ohio, the first of a
pleasing. Blue, ivory and old gold have
circuit of high class neighborhood mobeen tastefully combined to give an air of
tion picture theatres to be built and operunusual refinement to the theatre. One of
ated by the Ambassador Amusement Company, recently opened its doors to an in- the outstanding decorative features of the
vited audience of over 1200 people.
auditorium is a frieze of carved rails, back
The Ambassador Amusement Company
of which colored lights have been placed.
comprises Henry H. Lustig, president and
When the house is in semi-darkness these
general manager; Sandor Klinger, vice
lights harmonize with the side bracket fi:xpresident; Oscar Stotter, secretary, and
tures and produce a novel eflteet. The walls
Morris Berkowitz, treasurer.
above this railing are soft pastel shades in
The Ritz follows the popular policy of panels, each decorated with a dainty French
arecting the best type of motion picture
theatres in the residence districts. It is design. A soft wistaria shade predominates
in these panels, this shade is duplicated in
located at 978 East 123d Street, a busy
the heavy velour stage curtain, and the
business section in a thickly populated resitorchere lamps which fiank the stage on
dence section. The house has 1200 seats,
either side.
and was erected at a cost of $150,000, by
Al Janowitz, a local architect.
A deep foyer extends all across the house.
This is carpeted by heavy ply velour.
The exterior is an attractive combimation
Leading from this foyer are completely
of brick and hollow tile. The ticket booth,
conspicuously placed at the entrance of the
equipped rest and smoke rooms for both
lobby, is very decorative and relieves the ladies and gentlemen.
simplicity of the elevation. All 1200 seats
The Ambassador Theatre Company put
in the auditorium are on one floor, with a as much thought to their projection room
gradual slope to the concrete floor so that
as they did did to the auditorium. The
the screen may be seen equally well at all projection room is large and airy, with condistances. The theatre is equipped with a venicBces of all kinds for the projectionist.
ten foot stage so that specialty numbers and
Two motiograph de luxe projection machines have been installed by E. E. Oliver.
vaudeville aats cam be prmenM. upon ocea■ioQ.
Oliver also supplied the diamond bead

Pic tur e News

screen. Peerless refiector arc lamps are also
installed.
The lighting is both direct and indirect.
Heating and ventilating systems are of the
latest and most approved type. As would
be consistent with this type house, communicating telephones, vacuum cleaning system and maid service are supplied. No comfort either for the patron or for those
operating the theatre in any capacity has
been omitted.
It is the policy of the Ritz to offer three
changes of program each week, with daily
matinees. Prices range from 10c for children, to 25c top. Features, comedies, news
reels and a novelty will comprise a program.
It is the intention of the management to run
a serial Saturday afternoon.
The Ambassador Amusement Company,
which has just completed this newest of
Cleveland's neighborhood houses, has also
another house, to be known as the Ambassador, under construction. It is located on
Superior Avenue, at East 124th Street. This
theatre will be as large as the Ritz, and will
spare nothiag for the convenience of its
patrons. It is the intention of the Ambassador Amusement Company to build, acquire, manage and own a circuit of the
highest class picture houses in Clevelaad
and its suburbs. The "Waldorf, formerly
operated by Messrs. Lustig and Berkowitx,
will, in the fatare, be op«rated by this orgmiization.
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Motion

Picture

News

Projectlor)

feEkctr

1

Illuminated

Borders

|()MK little while ago a <rentlcluaii by the name of Martin
thrust himself into the limelig:iit
I(if the projection field by exhibiting adevice for jiroviding
ilhuiiinatt'd borders around motion picture
screens. It was known as the Martin Illuminated Border and was claimed to possess
the jjroperty of making the picture stand
more clearly, besides providing some illuminated ornamentation to an area which, hitherto, liad been caused to maintain an inky
blackness. A sort of picture frame, as it
were.
After a number of demonstrations, both
public and private, it seemed to (juietly fade
from view and little has been heard of it
since.
In a recent article on screens in general,
casual mention was made of it in columns
whereupon T. Edgar Beard,, of Coalville,
Utah, wlio jirides himself on his "keep-up-todateness," eagerly snapped it uj) and liastily
penned the following note.
Gentlemen :
In reading the curi'ent issue of Motion
Picture News (Apiil ^th) I notice that you
mention the "Martin Illuminated Border"
possessed a gi-eater contrast effect than a
plain b'ack border with the result that it
caused the ])ictare to stand out much more
clearly.
If tills illuminated border will bring out
a picture more boldly, wh)' should it (li<
do a n ' Why not let us hear more of it
I am after anything that will result in
bettei- i)resentation of pictures. Can you
recommend this device to me? Will it, as
it is claimed, cause the picture to stand (mt
in greater relief?
If it will do this, then kindly i)ut me in
touch with firm. 1 only want the best.
However,
if itI isam just
idea that I won't
stand
the test
not aninterested.
have
now more junk than I know what to do
with and do not care to increase this accumulation.
I have always found, however, that anything yon or the Nicholas Power Co. recommended has always proven satisfactory and
has always worked as claimed.
I'll take your word on anything.
T. EDGAK BEARD.
Refuse the Challenge
Xo. P'riend Beard, we refuse to be inveigled, into an argument about the claims
for illuminated borders. This for a verv
good reason. At the time of the recent agitatiim over this device the writer was requested by the Motion Picture Producers'
and Exhibitoi-s' Association to make a studv

icity,Pfdc1icd

Ideas

of the problem with a view toward evaluating, in some absolute terms the effects
claimed for the device.
After some * private demonstrations at
which Mr. Martin officiated, it was set out
to find just wherein lay its merits and to
what extent. Some simple stencils were cut
along with lantern slides having borders of
a simjde regular design in which the ratio
of light to dark could be varied in a i)rogressive manner.
Borne data was obtained in this manner
but the thing which stimiped us was this.
What should we evaluate? Where shou'd
we start? What was it we wished to measure, and then how to do it?
It was obviously a psychological effect.
Cou'd it be measured? And so it went until
in the natural course of events the whole
thing died down.
Coming Back
Now we are informed by Mr. Joy of tli;Motion Picture Producers' and Exhibitors"
Association tiiat Mr. Martin, after a sojourn
in Toronto, sjient in perfecting this device, is
soon coming back to New York, stronger
than ever and the entire problem will come
up for reconsideration.
It is c'aimed that con'-idcrabV improvements and important changes have been
made, and Mr. Martin has serious intentions
of putting this thing over. Another demonstrati(m will be staged in a local theatre in
the near future.
Whether or not the effects which this device jiossesses will ever be evaluated is, after

^ a^iS

all. of no great conseriuence. The ])rincipal
point IS that it does seem to have some peculiar j)sychological effect in making the pictiire stand more clearly and also appear
s to
give the illusion of depth.
Probab'y two of the greatest disadvantages which this thing possesses are, that it
IS somewhat complicated and requires expert
attention and the bender tends to distract
attention from the picture itself because of
its elaborateness.
It is likely, however, that the mechanical
objections have now been removed by the
imin-ovements mentioned before. As for its
commercial properties, "Time will tell."
Stand Pat
That, in brief, is the set-up concerning the
illuminated border, and you can .see that no
matter how anxious you are to try it out,
you will have to hold your impatience and
wait for this device to become available to
the trade — if it ever does. In the meantime,
the M-riter will stand pat on his original
recommendation for screen borders. This
makes nse of a fairly wide border of soft
gray around the picture area to ease the excessive contrast between the illuminated picture and its surroundings supplemented by a
dead black stripe, four or five inches wide,
around the picture area itself. This serves
to outline the picture, giving it a sharp cutoff', wliich makes for distinctness, without,
at the same time running the risk of causing
the patrons annoyance and eyestrain.

Arthur Jackson, owner of the Strand and Ark theatres. Crawfordsville. Ind. conceived the novel idea cf interesting his prospective clientele in the mechanics of placing the picture on the screen. Mr. Jackson therefore
secured the cooperation of the leading department store and placed in its largest window the display
shown above, consisting of four new simple.x projectors that were to be installed in his two theatres. This
display attracted a great deal of attention and increased business very materially on the night they were
first used. The projectors were sold and installed by the Exhibitors Supply Co. of Ind.
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If you are in the market for any kind of
MOTION

PICTURE

APPARATUS
Tell
Consult us — and save money
Send for oar price list

Music

MOTION

PICTURE APPARATUS CO.
110 West 32d St., New York
Phone Penn. 6564
U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie Apparatus

The

is again

This

in the lead for Equipment advertising carried
for 1925.

over

a leadership

of

going to tell you why
Public

demands

they be presented

Them

Tangley Co.
100 Main St.
Muscatine, Iowa

says

Iran^rteK

The

Pack

With

Write today, free literature — start your season right,
give your i)eople something different, be the first to put
over a "ri'al thing. "
They Can Hear It A Mile Away

eight years.

*Tm

—

Story

Ileic s
You can (Inplicate this rocoid for your ihealre.
.Mr.
— liarrinfi none.
in the world
the greatest advertiser
Burr Niekle. is reported to lie tlie first man who ever
Kroadto
hooked a feature idcturo fnnn I.os An>:cles
(\\I,M.\I"IIO.\K did the trick.
the Tanfiley
wav,
\Ve and
si'li complete
.\uto outfits, or you can purchase tlie
instrument and mount on your own lar. Will fit a Ford
Touriuf.' Car Chassis if necessary. Beautiful tones— the
pulilic loves it.
Our (iuarantee — Put this modern "Pied Piper on the
streets ami if the iiublic <loes not agree it is the sweetest music ever heard from a loud volume instrument —
if
is as ;.'retty
a P.and.
sendthevit don't
back, agree
and wethatwillit refund
your asmoney,
you then
pay
the freight charges.
The largest
are nowandusing
them Picture
for I'ark.s,
Shows,
and themanagers
Movie Manager
Feature
men
can use it to even a greater advantage.
Cas'i or terms. Terms so easy you cannot afford to
be without it. Low prices from $(;8() for instrument to
$13.').')
and $170.")
.Take
Wells uses
one forforhiscomplete
theatres. .Vutomobile
Ask him outfits.
at Uichniond,

News

maintains

Your

Good

without

you

need

Pictures

me''

liiM ; ^

and that

strain to the eyes.

Put me on the job and watch the flicker and
fluctuation disappear
I change your alternaiing current into
direct current with four to five times the
candle power of an alternating correr.t
arc of the same ampereige.

I make it easy for you to perfectly
dissolve your pictures and make your
projeciion more artistic in many ways.

To really know how much "Transverter" can
do for you just write for one of our folders.
It will interest you. Send for it today.

^^HBRTNER

ELECTPIC

PERKINS ELECTRIC LTD.
Canadian Distributors
Montreal — Toronto — Winnipeg

COMPANY
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Motion

American

ProBert
marquise
Will Advertise
Your

Theatre

An attractive marquise
over the entrance of your
theatre will prove a dignified and effective advertisement for your
shows. This advertising,
right at the point of sale,
always brings gratifying
results.

At night, the well illuminated Marquise is even more
efficient as an attention getter.
Our illustrated catalog
shows marquise for all
types of theatres, write
for it today

Projection

Society

plays.
New

Suc-

Schine

House

to

Be

Completed August 15
C. C. Young, district manager for the
Schine Theatrical corporation, has notified
Manager Gus de Pauw that the contract for
the completion of the Capitol theatre in
Newark, N. Y., has been let to Leon Lempert & Sons, Rochester. The contract calls
for completion of the house by August 15.
The house will have a seating capacity of
1.400.
Allis

PRINTING

^JLcy^
6010S^^TS
■ Lavi/estt
MACHIMe MarAoor
- HAMO SE1UM&
Pf/cv?A- COUHOi^
A/ways ^_
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Automatic ticket R£6ISTer corporation
^29 SliveK-rM Ave.
mcw ^oak.
Mftfj. GOLD SEAL TfCKEr /^£0/Sr£/9&
Thousands />• Dttily its,<? fhe Woffrt Ovei: _

Holds

News

cessful Meeting at N. Power
Plant
'IPHE American Projection Society of Power Co., who briefly and cordially welcomed the guests. On behalf of the Nicholas
^ Xew York held its 50th lecture meeting
Power Co, the members of the Society were
at the factory of the Nicholas Power Compresented with a number of the early models
pany, 90 Gold street, at midnight on May
previously mentioned. George Edwards, on
28th, and enjdyed one of the most interestbehalf of the American Projection Society,
ing programs ever presented by the Society.
About 150 members and friends of the So- expressed his sincere appreciation of the gift
and said these early projectors would be
ciety from all parts of the metropolitan district were present and passed a very enjoykept on pennanent exhibition in the clubrooms of the American Projection Society.
able and instructive night.
Following the lectures, refreshments were
Arthur Shulze gave a successful demonstration of the method of determining screen
served and this part of the program was in
illumination intensities by the use of the charge of Jesse Ilopkins and Tony De Mott.
Photometer; F. H. Richardson gave an
Among others present were Cecil Wood, P.
analysis of the high intensity crator and
:\rcDermott, F. Nealy, Bart Green, of the
showed how economies could be effected by Department of Water Supply, Gas and Elecproper attention to the lamp. Herbert Griftricity0.
; Kafka, president of the A. P. S. ;
tin. General Sales Manager of Xiclio )> Joe Bascon, president of Local 306; M.
Power Company and Lester Bowen delivered
Smith, J. Engle, M. O'Brien, B. Norton, J.
Gervin, J. Harding, J. Buchardt, A. E.
talks on low intensity arcs and gave a practical demonstration of their new Powerlite
Meyer, Nicholas Power Co.; and P. A. McLow Intensity Reflector Lamp.
Guire, Adv. Mgr. Nicholas Power Co.
Prior to these talks the visitors were
shown about 20 odd models of the earliest
Libman-Spanjer Corp. Issues
]irojectors including Power's numbers one
Illustrated Catalogue
to five and the Viascope, Selig's '•Polyscope,"
Lubin's "Cinegraph" and early Edison
Libman-Spanjer Corporation, designers
models.
and builders of theatre displaj- frames and
Adjourning to the large projection room
ticket booths, have just issued a verj- comGeorge Edwards opened the meeting by inplete catalogue on their product. This booktroducing S.R. Burns, Pres. of the Nicholas
let is filled with illustrations and short descriptions of attractive ornamental display
frames, and unusual designs in ticket selling
booths. It also contains several interesting
remarks concerning the value of lobby dis-

P RO B E RT
SHEET METAL CO.
COVINGTON, KY.

AND DEVELOPING
100 FT. FREE
As trial to new customers.
We do high grade work. Send us your film.
Baker Motion Picture Studio and
Laboratory
Plymouth Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Picture

A detail of the design and decorations used
Warner's new Egyptian theatre, Pasadena, Cal.

Theatre,

Wis.,

to Be

Replaced by New House
Plans for a new motion picture theatre
for West Allis, Wis., are under way, accordto latest reports. The theatre will be erected
to replace the present Allis Theatre at
Sixty-fourth and Greenfield Avenues. It
will seat one thousand and will cost ap23roximately one hundred tliousaud dollars.
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Stanley Theatre

to Be One

of

America's Finest
Construction of one oi; America's most
beautiful play houses is rapidly nearing
completion after six months' intensive work
on the new Stanley Theatre, on the Boardwalk at Kentucky Avenue, Atlantic City,
N. J., for the Stanley Company of America.
Architects, builders and other experts in
the building industry visiting Atlantic City,
as well as residents of the resort have
watched as the building progi'am converted
what was worn down property at one of
the most traversed points of the Boardwalk,
into a handsome edifice of stone, brick and
terra cotta.
A record for time in the building and
completion of such a structure is being
made. Less than seven full months will
have elapsed between the time ground was
broken for the Stanley Theatre until it is
with enterformally opened tonewthein public
the realm of the
tainment entirely
theatre for Atlantic City.
When the theatre is opened it is expected to be a revelation for beauty and
appointment. The cost of building and
decorations alone is in excess of $1,000,000,
while its furnishings and equipment will be
the last word in such, with the rugs for
lobbies and rest rooms coming from far off
China.
Work on the new structure has maintained its schedule despite several setbacks
in the form of labor difficulties. Sub-contractors responsible for interior construction are now at work, with the result that
despite predictions to the contrary, the theatre will be opened on or about July 1st.
N. W. Huston. Is Building
Theatre at Columbus, Kas.
N. W. Huston of Columbus, Kansas, has
recently let contract for a $30,000 theatre,
to be built on site of the one recently destroyed by fire. The building is to be a
modem up-to-date show house. According
to the contract this house will be opened
Sept. 1st. Mr. Huston is also owner of
the Columbia Theatre, at Columbus, Kans.

Dynamite

Wrecks House
Charleston

m

made

it

y^as

houses

other

in

or buying certain equipment, what counts most?

Enterprises over SO
houses.

It's this question, isn't

And then there are any
number of exhibitors

Has it made good
in other houses?
it?—

operating two or three
or more theatres — with
Typhoons
cooling every
one.

That's a mighty sensible
question — and we would
like to have you apply
Cooling.

Now, you know that
these experienced exhibitors keep buying Ty-

Never mind what you
think Typhoons will do

phoons for just one reason:Because they make

— or what they won't do.
The only question
should be:

It is facts like these
that prove Typhoon
good.
Cooling
will make good

Has it made good
in other houses?

in your house — that it is
worth a good deal more
than it costs.

And here's your answer:
Loew's tried out Typhoons in one house several years ago. Since
then they have installed
Typhoons in one theatre
after another.

Typhoon
345 West
Philadelphia

F

The Saenger Amusement
Company has all its 38
■houses Typhoon-cooled
— and Southern Theatre

When you consider
booking certain pictures,

it to Typhoon

good

If you want bigger business and bigger profits
this summer, write for
our Booklet N-14 NOW.

Fan

39th Street

-

Jacksonville

Company
New

-

New

Orleans

York
Dallas

The rear of the Capitol Theatre in
Charleston, W. Va., was blown away by
dynamite during the week. The explosion
was of terrific violence and shook buildings
within a wide radius. Charies Middleburg,
owner of the house; has offered a reward
of $2,500 for the arrest and conviction of
those responsible for the blast.
r
Tonawanda

House

to Have

8

Stores and Cost $300,;000
Announcement is made that the Main-Go
Realty Company soon will ask bids for the
erection of a large motion picture theatre
and office building in the block bounded liy
Webster, Troraont, Main and Goundry
Streets, North Tonawanda, N. Y. It is
planned to have eight stores on the ground
floor front in addition to the large theatre
lobby. The cost of the house, it is reported,
will be $300,000.

No. 2 Size
TTie new Gundlach Radiant Projection
Lenses are the only ones made in No. 2
Size
up- 1
ward. for all focal lengths from

Theatres still using No. I lenses in focal lengths of 4}/2" or over,
-nay cither reduce their current consumption or improve the illumination of their pictures, by adopting the new Gundlach Radiant Projection Lenses in No. 2 Size. Why not investigate?
Write to
( Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical Co. ^
853 Clinton Ave. So.
Rochester, N. Y.
J
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Does Change in Weather
Cause Your Organ
To be off Pitch?
EVENHEETERS
Automatic Electric Heat will eliminate
the trouble by MAINTAINING EVEN
TEMPERATURES IN EXPRESSION
CHAMBERS.
EVENHEETERS
are entirely automatic and electric.
Reasonably priced
Simple in construction
Require no maintenance
Approved by fire underwriters
Recommended by leading organ builders
Can be easily installed by your electrician
Absolutely noiseless
No relays or complicated wiring
Entire installation inside organ chamber
Write us at once, stating voltage, kind
of current, size of chambers, and if any
exposed walls.
Cramblet Engineering Corp.
Successors to Evenheeter Mfrs.
Milwaukee, Wise. Factory
Office
179 Fourth St.
177 Fifth St.

SaySomethii^
inYourr
Sign

\

Don't be satisfied to
hive it just
impotently.
Haveglare
it move,
attract attention, and
"say
something."
real sign
advertising.That's
FLASHERS
quickly pay back modest
first cost by current aar
ing. They're itandard.
Write for circular
Mfri. of Rtco Color
Hoods, ilotorj, idixert. 7
St..OoiiuiussCOMPAWy kJ^^P
^628 w.ELECTRIC
Chlcano

Write

Of
all
kinds

For
Isamples
p

miDON,WILLIANS&UCK
PORT SMITH, ARK.

''YouWantPhelcor

Charles W. Phellis & Co.
I ncorporated
130 West 42nd Street
New York

Lockport,
N.
Y., Famous
House Being Remodeled
Tlu' new Palace tlieati'e, recently acniiired
by Paramount in Lockport, N. \., i.s beinj;
rushed to conii)]etion and is expected to l)e
()l)ened in a few weeks. Three beautiful
nuiral paintin.sjs, one over the proscenium,
and the others in aiclies at eacli side of the
thenti'e, are now being painted by the Lusk
studios of Rochester. Work of installing' a
Wurlitzer organ, manufactured at the conil)any'sfalo,])lant
in Wurlitzer, N. Y., near Bufhas begun.
The mushroom system of ventilation and
heating has been installed. Under this system two jdans will be available, the use of
the city steam and the theatre's own heating
plant as desired.
The concrete now is being laid for the
first Hoor and this is expected to be completed this week, so that the placing of the
1,800 seats can begin next week
New

Method

Used

for Pro-

jecting Still Pictures
A revolutionary method of still ])icture
l)ri)jection which may eventually find its way
into the movies, it is claimed, was shown
ti) delegates to the twenty-second annual
meeting of the American Urological Association at Hotel Chase, St. Louis, Mo., May 21.
A sheet of sjx'cially prepared matei-ial resembling ground glass from a distance, but
really a clear rubber fabric based on georgette silk and strung short taut as a drumhead was i)laced before the spectators.
The ])rojecting machine instead of occupying its usual ])lace was set up a few feet
behind the screen. The windows were open
and lights in the room on.
Lantern sMdes, ]>ost cards, pencil scri})t,
ordinary calling cards and other opaque ol)jects uj) to thi-ee inches in thickiu'ss were
shown with exceptional clarity on the screen.
New

Theatres and Closings
for Kansas City
The following new theatres, changes in
nui'iagement and closings in the Kansas
City territory have been announced: Royal
theatre, Emporia, Kas., i)urchased by Hairy
McClure fi'om Capitol Enteri)rises uiuler the
agreement that Cai)itol Enterprises will do
the booking for both the Royal ami Strand
theatres, also at Emjjoria ancl owned by Mr.
McClure; P. & 1). Theatre Company of St.
•loseph. Mo., startcnl construction of a new
theatre at Nineteenth and Howard streets,
St. Jose])h, the cost to be .f'io.OOO; Garden
theatre, Marion, Kas., purcliased by S. A.
Mndd; new -1^25,000 theatre to be built by
I'eskay and Dubiiisky at St. Joseph, Mo.;
.Midway theatre, Fornfe't, Mo., closed; Pastime theatre, Mendon, Mo., closed, according
to M. Minor, manager.
Vice-Pres. K.-M. M. P. T. O.
to Build Theatre
Jay Means, owiu'r of the Mui-ray theatre,
Kansas City, and vice-president of the M.
P. T. (). Kansas-Missouri, is ])1 aiming the
erection of a new theatre at Thirty-ninth
street and Prospect avenue. The new house,
which will seat 1,000 and maintain a straight
])icture policy at i)opular prices, wHl be just
around the corner from the Ellsworth
theatre. The theatre is expected to be ready
for opening next fall.

Picture

News

Theatre

Construction

We are in a position to
thoroughly analyse any
theatre proposition from every
point of view. We will prepare you a statement showing
the probable net returns on
investment, cost of construction and equipment and
methods of finance. We also
prepare plans and specifications and supervise the construction from inception to
completion, turning the
theatre over to you complete
in every detail, ready to
operate. Send us your proposition for analysis.

H. Robins

Burroughs

Co.

Engineers
70 East 45th St.
New York City

RadiO::^:-:i?Mat
TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
lYPEWBITTEN MESSAGES,
WHITE, AMBER or GREEN.
Accept no substitute.
IS THE Stationery OF the Screen
REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U S. THEATRES SHOWING7iir-,:PICTURES
uiltlfl SOU,
Silil.
Under 2jll sea I.s.
S5%;
15'(,. method of reaching theatres is
Tile over
m»it 800.
ifdiiimiiial
our .\DT)KESSIX(i SKUVU IC. $4.00 PEK -M UP. Lists
if desired. :io to 5o'/,, .saved in DOstase. etc.. tlirough
elimination
of dead iiiid
ilniilieate andtlieatres
usualb"
listed
J.ists of l"rodvi<-ers.
Distrihiitors
StippLv
Dealers.
j\I UI.TIGItAPUl
.N't}M
I
.M
KOGK
APU
ING—
FOLD I Nli - KN'( ' I;OSIN(J- .MA 1 LI XG
DIKKCTOltVNewCO York City
Ton Si.xtliMOTION
Ave., atPIITUIU':
41st St.
uiuKPlKine. I'enns.v. 74S4-7485
WELDED
WIREi
REELS
For Sale by
Howells dm Equipment Co.,
740 (111 A>f . New York
SOLIDHED THUMB
TACKS
Handy tacks for tacking up posters, stills, photographs and other things
Half inch lops per 100 2)c
Five eighths lop pei 100 3Sc
SOLIDHED TACK CO.
39 Murray St., N. Y.
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Exliititors^ {Continued
Box-office
Mile-a-Minute Mary —
Soinewliat of a novelty. Drewcrowds. (\\'est.)
Chu-Chin-Chow—
'IMiis veisioii of stage l)lay.
tliouijii at times wearisome from
an overplay of the si)ectaciilar,
drew remarkable business.
(.Middle West.)
A foreign production, somewhat draggy. with Betty Blythe.
Drew- fair busiiies.s. (West.)
Business very |)Oor on second
week of the run. (Middle
West.)
WARNER BROS.
My Wife and I —
A splendid [iroduction showing
Irene Rich to advantage.
(East.)
Rather entertaining pliotoplay.
Business:
(Middle
A good Fair.
domestic
dramaWest.')
and
■was well received here. ( Middle
West. )
A good story, a good cast and
good mounting kept them coming
in to see this one. ( West. )
Recompense —
N'ot so good on this one. The
])ictnrc drags. Did a fair week.
(Middle West.)
Hailed as a generally entertaining ])roduction with Monte
Blue undertaking some sj)lendid
character work, lousiness good.
(Middle West, i
The Lost Lady —
Business not so good. Irene
Rich is good but not strong
enough here yet to draw against
any liandicaj). .(Midille West.)
FIRST NATIONAL
QuoIMavcd
Vadis to
— a crowded house all
week.' (Middle West.)
Idle Tongues —
Went
across in nice shape.
(Middle West.)
Declasse —
(Jodd ])ro(luction aiul drew well
rinring nui. (.Middle West.)
The LadyOpened to cai)acity but fell otV
for the rest of the week. Patrons
like Norma in more modern and
carefree roles. (l-",ast.)
IT'S LAUGHING LIGHTNING
umcKe-scuflEPER. FUN «ND
HE'S * JONES' UmCKe-SCUflEFER.
ROMtNCE
HOUNTtIN
IN A
CLIMBING
SNOWBtU
FOOL Orpueum

Me

Thi' ()i iiliciiin tlicdti c. Clii<-ii(/i), UKi-<I
thin (li)iihli' ciilumn ad on "Introduce
He" (Aasov. Exhibs.)

Should go over in any locality.
West.
It's a) great i)icture. (Middle

Code
West—presents genuine
A of
filmthe that
amusement. (East.)

One-Way Street —
Did a fair business.
good
k. (West.)

is a People.''
human —and splendid
AreHere
Parents
domestic comvd\ . Business good.

STATE

Star does

RIGHTS

.lust an ordinary program
Soiled—
ottering with acting and nioiinting fair. Business fair. (Ivist.)
The
West.)
A Crackerjack
rollicking —comedy..
Business pretty good. (Middle
30 SOLO VOICES
Nf'ir.sijaiter nil an '■ConfesKiona of a
Quern" AUiamhni,
(Mitro-doldirim)
Milwaukee. <it the
Soul-Fire—
Barthelmess' best picture in a
long time — e.xcellent tale well told.
Business — Fair. (Middle West.)
Chickie —
Favorably received by the press.
Attracting very excellent business.
( Jliddle
West.') to l)usines way
This played
above average. Sonu- comment
w:is made u])on the fact that the
])icture varies from the story and
some expressed disappointment in
the film. • But the crowds came.
It would iday to liig business anywhere where the newspaper story
had run. (Middle West.)
Second week. Although business
<lid not eijual that of first week,
attendance was far aliove average.
(Middle West.)
fair jucture, but many
MyA Son—
thought Nazimova too young for
the part of the mother. (West.)
I Want My ManDoris Kenyon and ililton Sills
CDutribute sterling performances
in this productiini. Story, cast
and mounting are good. (West.)
They like this on','. Stars do
well and produetion is good. Bdx
ofFice reports good. (West.)
His Supreme Moment —
Romance of the most lavish
type, drew- almost capacity busiWest. ness
) throughout week. (Middle
A picture with plenty of fii'rf.
Took well. (East.)
Fine
movie. Well liked. (Middle West.)

"Introduce

Reports

Here is a picture that w.is well
liked from the po])ular comment,
but which did not stack up big on
the box oftici report. It must be
a matter of season — the weather
\\ as no special handica]). No other
ex])lanation of why it didn't average big, that can be suggested.
(Middle West.)
Has good title and should go
well
anywhere.
(Middle
West.) Can't complain.

The Night Ship—
A well acted and ])roduce<l
drama that went well in this
town.
( \\'est. )
The Mad Dancer —
Ajjpearance of Ann Pennington
in this film helped but box ofiice
i-ecei]its were jumr. (West.)
The Midnight Express —
A
regulation
thriller that
I)leased
the
audiences.
re])orts good. (West.) Box ort'ice.

TheAttendance
Crowded Hour
— up to the
about
West.)' (Middle West.)
(Middle
usual
average.
Audiences liked it \ery nmch
and had good crowds throughout
run.Regarded
(Middle
\\'est.
)
as an
excellent
vehicle
for Bebe Daniels, but lacking in
truth
and
coherance
as
to
plot.
West.
)
Battlefield
scenes are imi)ortant
])art of production. (Middle
OldDrew
Homewell.WeekE'vervone enjoxed it.
(.Middle West.)
Popular entertainment de luxe.
High
comedy.West.)
Business
Pretty grade
good. (Middle
TheInteresting
Charmer —storv — Business fair.
(Middle West.)
An excellent vehicle for I'ola
Negri.
Drew average business.
(Middle West.)

PARAMOUNT
Eve's Secret —
Proved pK'asing attraction. Nice
business. (.Middle \\'est. )
The Way of a Girl—
.Star not big enough to draw and
the picture is not a drawing card.
Business not so good on this week
run. (Middle West.)

-Fair busiAnyOrdinar\Woman —pictureness.. (I\l'iddle West.
Sure lots— of adventure crowded.
Adventure
Did nicely with it.
into this one.
(Middle West.)
F. B. O.

TheDrew
Spaniard
al;out— the usual a\-crage
att','n(lance
for the week. ( .MiddkWest.)

Alias
Mary])icture
Flinn —with a somewhat
A cook
new star who does well as the
ft-male bandit.
( West. )

The Night Club—
"Forty Wiidvs'' had pa\-ed the
way for this feat\ire and (irillitli
was very well liked for his work in
this feature. But the jjlot of the
picture did not make a hit. Rather
wwik story. They all like Gridith.
(.Middle West.)
GrilHtirs work in thi-s one hel])ed put it over. Fine business for
the w-cek. (West.)
picture. H',is Grittith
well likedsteals
here.the (West.)

Lilies of the Street —
The sort of jiicture that will attract certain patronage, but will
not
please
])icture
fan.
Business: the
fair.average
(Middle
West.)
fancy ) of the ordina Catches
rv crowd. the ( East.

White Fang—
picture.( West.
'I'hey
to .Another
like themdoghere.
) seem

TheI'ole
Spaniardthe— star to perfection.
Women hts
raxed over it. (West.)
The Shock Punch—
Kichai-d Dix gi\es tlr.'m some
thrilling moments in this, his
latest. ' (.Middle West.)
The Little French GirlCast attracted good business for
the week. (Middle West.)
The Air Mail—
Stoiy was
w-as pcor.
a disapiiointinent,
business
(West.)
The Dressmaker from Paris —
A no\elty
film for
thatus.did Patrons
an excellent business
all [)raised it. (West.)
Welcome Home —
TommyductionMeighan's
prodrew them inlatest
all week.
He's
popular
with
our
patrons.
(Middle West.)
The Thundering HerdReal scieen entertiiiiunent. Excellently acted and realistically
mounted. Attiacted S. R. O., despite fine out-door weather.
( East.)

•THE FIGHTING ALLIES"
StranD
J I'l Strcnil thcntrc in iVcfC Orleans
uxrd '/lis iloiihle-eohinin ad on "Inez
from lloUyiroud" {First Nat'l).
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RELEASE

Picture

News

CHART

Productions arc Listed Alpliabctically and by Month <: in zvliicli Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming zvill be found on succeeding pages. {S. R. indicates State Right
release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS
uiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHitiuiiiiuiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

BOOKING

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Assoc. Exhib 5039 feet. Mar. 21
Adventurous Sex, The Special Cast
Special Cast
Paramouint 6976 feet. Mar. 28
Air Mail, The
Prod. Dist. Corp
May 9
Beauty and the Bad Man . Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
April 25
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp.
Billy, The Kid
(S. R.)
4800 feet
Blood and Steel
uesmond Holmes. . . .Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5300 feet
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp.
Border Justice
(S. R.)
5432 feet . Nov. 8
Coast Patrol, The
Kenneth McDonald. . .Barsky (S. R.) 5000 feet
Confessions of a Queen.. . Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
5820
feet April 4
Crimson Runner, The ... Pricilla Dean
Prod. Disf. Corp
6 reels
Soecial Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet . Mar. 7
Daddy's
Gone
A'Huntmg.
Denial, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 4791 feet .Mar.
June 216
Double Action Daniels . . . . Buffalo
Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4650 feet
Dressmaker from Paris
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount 7080 feet. .Mar. 28
Ermine and Rhinestone . . .
H. F. Jans (S. R.I
Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Fighting Romeo, A
Fighting the Flames Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.) 5800 feet
4850 feet. April 1 1
Forbidden Cargo Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Friendly Enemies Weber and Fields . . . .Prod. Dist. Corp
May 9
Golden Trails
Sanford Prod. (S.R.) . 5 reels
Paramount 6186 feet Feb. 14
Goose Hangs High, The. . Special Cast
Great Divide, The
Terry-Tfarle
Metro-Goldwyn 5309
7811 feet
Feb. 2128
Head Winds
House
Peters Universal
feet. .Mar.
Hunted Woman, The
Fox
49.^4 feet. .April 4
I Want My Man
Sills-Kenyon First National 6175 feet. .April 18
Talmadge F. B. 0
5167 feet. Feb. 28
Jimmie's Millions Richard
Bob Bums
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . .4400 feet
Just
Last Traveling
Laugh, The
Emil Jannings Universal 6519 feet. Dec. 20
Wad Whirl, The
May McAvoy Universal 6184 feet. .Dec. 6
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fox Film
4800 feet. .April 11
Monster, The
L. Chaney-J. Arthur. .Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet. Feb. 28
My
Wife
and
I
Special
Cast
Warner
Bros
6700 feet June 6
New Lives for Old
Betty Compson Paramount 6796 feet . Mar. 7
Richard Barthetmess . .First National 7250 feet Feb. 21
New Toys
One Year to Live
Special Cast
First National 6064 feet. Feb. 28
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib 5384 feet. Feb. 28
First National 5831 feet. Mar. 14
Playing With Souls Special Cast
Price of Pleasure, The .Valli-Kerry Universal 6618 feet
Recompense M. Prevost-M. Blue . . Warner Bros 7480 feet . . May 2
Renegade Holmes, M.D. .Ben Wilson Arrow (S. R.) 4947 feet
Fox
5578 feet . . Mar. 28
Riders of the Purple Sage . Tom Mix
Romance and Rustlers . . . Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4994 feet. .Nov. 15
Sackcloth and Scarlet. . . .,Alice Terry
Paramount 6732 feet . . Mar. 7
Colleen Moore First National 8636 feet. .Mar. 28
Sally
Scar
Hanan
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4684 feet. April 4
Scarlet
Honeymoon,
The.
,
,
Shirley
Mason Fox
5080 feet . . Mar. 21
Seven Chances Buster Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
5113 feet. Mar. 2i
Should a Husband Tell?. .
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Sign of the Cactus, The . . .Jack Hoxie
Universal 4938 feet. .Jan. 1»
Speed
.Betty Blythe Banner Prod. (S. R.)6000 feet. May 30
Stop Flirting Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp 6 reels ... June 6
Tainted Souls
,. Special Cast
Fox
Paramount
6 reels ... Mar. 14
Too Many Kisses Richard Dix
Waking
Up the Town
Artisfs 4802
Where Romance
Rides. . .Jack
Dick Pickford
Hatton United
Arrow
4301 feet.
feet . . April
Feb. 1112
APRIL
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moore . Paramount 6602 feet . Afril 25
After Business Hours Hammerstein-Tellegen C. B. C. (S.R.) 5800 feet
Bandit
The A . .Franklyn
Farnum Inde.
Pict. (S. R.) . . .5000 feet
Beggar Tamer',
on Horseback,
Ralston-Nissen
Paramount
Border Vengeance J?''^ Perrin Madoc Sales (S. R.).4500 feet
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4500 feet .May 30
Coast of Folly
Gloija Swanson Paramount
Code of the West
O. Mo(»c-C Bennett. Paramount 6777 feet .April 25
Courageous Fool, The Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Dangerous
Iimocence. . . .LaPlantt-R.
O'Brien.. Universal
6759 feet
feet .Mar. 21
Declasse
Corinne Griffith
First National 7869
Eyes of the Desert Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4500 feet April 4
Fftth Avenue Models. .. .Philbin-Kerry Universal 6581 feet !jan! 24
Fighting Parson, The Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4500 feet. . May 30
Galloping Vengeance. . .'. .Bob Custer
F. B. O
Getting
Larkin Ravart
(S. R.) 4669
Gold and'Emthe Right
Girl George
Buck Jones
Foit
4512 feet
feet April 4
Go Straight
Gladys Hulette B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
May 2123
Heart of a Siren, The. . . .Barbara La Marr First National 6700 feet. .Mar.
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke.
(S. R.)
6000
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount
5767 feet
feet
Little French Girl, The. . .Betty Bronson Paramount 5628 feet .April 18
Love's
M. Daw-C.
Brook Metro-Goldwyn
F. B. 0
5641 feet
feet .April 25
Man andBargain
Maid
Special
Cast
5307
April 2818
Men and Women
Special Cast
Paramount 6223 feet. Max.
My Son
Nazimova-J. Pickford First National 6500 feet April 25
One Way Street Special Cast
First National 5596 feet. .April 11
Pioneers of the West
Sanford Prod. (S. R.) 5 reels. .
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Proud Flesh
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5770 feet .April 25
Roaring Adventure, The. .Jack Hoxie
Universal 4657 feet .Feb.
14
Ridin' Comet, The
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4354 fee .May 16
Rough Going
Franklyn Farnum Indep. Pict. Corp. (S. R.)
Rough Stuff
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Shackled Lightning Frank Merrial Hercules Prod. (S. R.)

GUIDE

for

Productions Listed Prior to March

ImtMBRi

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
May 9
She Wolves
Special Cas
Fox
Silent Sanderson Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp.
Sky Raider, The
Capt.
Charles Nun- Assoc. Exhib 6638 feet. .April 4
gesser
Spor.ing Venus
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
May 23
Straight
Tale of Through
a Thousand and Wm. Desmond Universal 4867 feet
One Nights
Special Cast
D2(vis Dist. Div.
(S. R.)
6800 feet. .Feb. 14
Tearing Thru
Richard Talmadge. . . .F. B. O
4714 feet. .May 23
That Devil Quemado Fred Thomson F. B. 0
4768 feet. .April 4
Two-Fisted Sheriff, A. . . Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4149 feet. .Dec. 6
Way
of
a
Girl,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
5025 feet. .April 18
Western Engagement. A. .Dick Hatton Arrow
Wings of Youth
Fox
May 16
Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4863 feet
MAY
Distributed by
Feature
Star
Length
.5559
feet. Review*^
.May 30
F. B. O
F. B. O
Alias Mary Flynn Evelyn Brent
Bandit's
Thomson. . . .. Indep. Prod. (S. R.) . 5400 feet
Barriers Baby,
of the The
Law Fred
Holmes-Desmond
Univ rsal
4783 feet. ..April 18
Burning Trail. The
William D smond.
Charmer, The
Pola Negri
Paramount 6076 feet. April 18
Chickie
Mackaill-Bowers First National
May 9
Cracker jack, The
Johnny Hines C. C. Burr (S. R.) . . .6500 feet. .May 23
Crowded Hour, The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6558 feet . . May 9
Every Man's Wife
Fox
E^e's
Secret
Betty
Paramount
May 9
Faint Perfume
SpecialComoson
Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Fear Fighter, The
Billy SulUvan Rayart (S. R.)
Fighting Demon, The Richard Tahnadge F. B. 0
5470 feet
Fine Clothes
L. Stone-A. Rubens.. .First National
Fugitive, The
Ben Wilson Arrow
4892 feet
Hearts and Spurs Buck Jones
Fox
His Supreme Moment. .. .B. Sweet-R. Colman. .First National 6600 feet . Aoril 25
Let 'er Buck
Hoot Gibson Universal 5547 feet. . Jan. . . 3
Lilies of the Streets J. Walker- V. L. Corbin .F. B. 0
7160 feet .April 2S
Lunatic at Large, A
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6000 feet
Makers of Men
Barsky Prod. (S. R.)
Necessary Evil, The Dana-Lyon First National
May 23
Night Club, The
R. Griffith - V. Rey- nolds Paramount 5732 feet May 16
Old Home Week
Thomas Meighan Paramount 6780 feet . June 6
Phantom Rider, The Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet
Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Raffles, The Amateur
Cracksman House Peters Universal 5557 feet . . May 30
Rainbow Trail, The Tom Mix
Fox
5251 feet April 25
Return
of a Soldier
Cast
Metro-Gold
wya
Saddle Hawk,
The Special
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5468 feet . . Mar. T
Scandal Proof
Shirley Mason Fox
4400 feet . . June 6
Snob Buster, The
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Soul Fire
Barthelmess-B. Love . First National
May 16
O
4700 feet
Speed Wild
Maurice
B. "Lefty " F.F. B.B. O
Flynn
Sporting Grit
Richard Talmadge . . . First National
May 23
Talker,
The
A. Nilssen-L.
4770 feet
Texas Bearcat,
The Bob
CusterStone F. B. 0
Up the Ladder
Virginia Valli Universal 6023 feet. .Jan, >1
White Fang
Strongheart (dog) F. B. O
5803 feet
White Thunder Yakima Canutt F. B. 0
4550 feet
Wolves of the Road Yakima Canutt Arrow
4375 feet
Woman's Faith, A
Reubens-Marmont . . .Universal
7 reels. . .April 4
Wrath
Metro-Goldwyn
Zinder the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn Blay 16
Star
Distributed by Length Review«4
Feature
JUNE Paramount 5963 feet
Alice Terry
Any Woman
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4800 feet
Dangerous Odds
Moore First National
Desert Flower, The Colleen
Perrin Rayart (S. R.)
Double Fisted
, AlJackRichmond
Prod. (S.R.) . .4750 feet
Down the Border " Lefty " Flynn F.Sierra
B. O
High
and
Handsome
Yakima
Canutt
F.
B.
O
Human Tornado, The . . . . Reginald Denny Universal 7400 feet . . June 6
I'll Show You the Town. .
Douglas McLean Assoc. Exhib 5980 feet. .Mar. 21
Introduce Me
Windsor-Tearlk First National 6500 feet . . June 6
Just a Woman
Making
of O'Malley,
The. Milton Sills First National
Man From
Lone Mount
Ben Wilson Arrow
ain.
The
Man She Bought, The William
ConstanceDesmond
Talmage. .. .. ..Universal
First National . . ■.
4890 feet. .May 23
Meddler, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Mike
Mist in the Valley .Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S.Paramount
R.)
5500 feet
Modern Babylon
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Dick Hatton Arrow
4483 feet
My Lady's
Lips
Ridin'
Easy
Jack Hoxie
Universal
May 23
Ridin' Thunder
Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Smooth as Satin ....
Cortez-Goudal
Paramount
6676
feet.
.April
II
Spaniard.Trail,The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Texas
The
White Monkey, The.
La
Holding. .First
FredMarr-T.
Thomson
F. B. National
O
Whirling Lariats. . . .
Reed Howea
Rayart (S. R.)
Youth's Gamble ....

June

13 , 19 2 5

JULY Distributed by Leneth Revnwed
Feature
Star
B«d Lands, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Cold Nerve
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5000 feet
Don't
Drug Store Cowboy, The . Franklyn Farnum Metro-Goldwyn
Ind. Pict. Corp. (S.R.)5100 feet. .5eb. 7
Du ped
Holmes-Desmond. . . .Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5400 feet
L*dj Who Lied, The L. Stone-V. Valli First National
Marriage Whirl, The C. Griffith-H. Ford... First National
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6200 fe«t
Secret of Black Canyon,
The
Dick Hatton Arrow
Strange Rider, The Yakima Canutt Arrow
Taming the West
Hoot Gibson Universal 5304 feet. .Feb. M
Tizona, the Firebrand. . . .Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Trailed
Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet
White Desert, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
California — Or Bust . . . .Richard Dix
Paramount
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore Assoc. Exhib 5600 feet
Children of the Whirlwind Lionel Barrymore. . . .Assoc. Exhib
Don 0
Douglas Fairbanks. . .United Artists
Drusilla With a Million . . . Special Cast
F. B. O
7391 feet
Gold Ruth, The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Glenn Hunter Assoc.
Exhib 5600 feet
InHistheBuddy's
Name Wife
of Love Cortez-Nissen
Paramount
Manhattan Madness Dempsey-Taylor Assoc. Exhib 5500 feet
My Pal
Dick Hatton Arrow
Only
The
SpecialHatton
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Range Thing,
Justice
Dick
Arrow
Street of Forgotten Men . . Special Cast
Paramount
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramount
SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Fifty-Fifty L ton
Barrymore-H.Hamp- Assoc. Exhib 5564 feet
If Marriage Fails J. Logan-C. Brook. . F. B. O
6006 feet. May 23
Keep Smiling
Monty Banks Assoc. Exhib
Parisian Nights E. Tellegen
Hammerstein-L. F. B. 0
6278 feet
Ship
Souls
Rich Assoc.
Assoc. Exhib
Exhib 6500
6800 feet
feet
Underof the
Rouge B.TomLytell-L.
Moore
iiiHUHWiiiwHinwiiinniwmiiwnKmuiiniimnniwiimniiimimimniiMmnimm^
Comedy
Releases
KNiiummwHiHwiHHiniiiiiniwiiinitfflwiimiwiiuiuuiiiiffiiiiiniwiuuuuiiwiiiinaMiiiii^
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Across the Hall
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Adventures
of Adenoid. . .Aesop's
Fables Pathe
. . .April 25
After a Reputation
Edna Marian
Universal
21 reel.
reels
Air Tight
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels
Alice's
Plant Buddy
" CartoonMessinger
" .... Universal
M. J. Winkler (8. R.) 21 reel
Almost Egg
a Husband
reels
Amateur Detective Earle Foxe
Fox
2 reels
Andy in Hollywood Joe Murphy .
Universal
2 reels
Apache, The
Earle Foxe
Fox Film
2 reels
Apollo's
Pretty Human
Sister
Fox
reels
Are Husbands
. . . James Finlayson Pathe
12 reel
. . . .April 11
Artists' Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
2 reels
' Our Gang "
Pathe
reels... May 30
AtAsktheGrandma
Seashore Monkey
Fox
22 reels
At the Zoo
Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Baby Blues
Pklucational 2 reels
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Bad Bill Brodie Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels
Bad Boy
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . .April 11
Balboa Discovers Hollywood "Red Langdon
Head "
SeringD. Wilson (S.R.)2 1reels
reel
Bark is the Woods Harry
Pathe
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Big Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
the Inkwell)
" Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 11 reel
Black
Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards
Universal
reel
Black
Hand
Blues
"
Spat
Family
"
Pathe
22 reels.
. .April 18
Brainless Horsemen
Fox
reels
Brass Button
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Bride Tamer, The
Milburn Moranti Sierra Pict. (S.R.) ... 2 reels
Butterfly Man, The
Fox
2 reels
Cat's
Shimmy, The Charles
" Kid Noah
"
SeringD.Wilson(S.R.) 11 reel
reel
City Bound
Puffy
Universal
Clean-Up
Week
"
Aesop's
Fables
"
Pathe
1
reel.
.. .Mar. 7
Clear the Way
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Cleopatra and Her Easy
Mark
Cartoon
"
Sering
D. Wilson (S. R.)2 reels
1 reel
C loudhopper,
Thea New "Larry
Semon
Educational
. . . June 6
Columbus
Discovers
Whirl
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Cotton King
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Crime Crushers Lige Conley Educational 2 reels
Cure, The (Out of the Inkwel ) "Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Daddy Goes A'Grunting
Pathe
reels
Curses
Al. St. John
Educational 22 reels...
May 23
Darkest Africa " Aesop's Fables " Pathe
1 reel
Day's Stuff
Outing A
" The Gumps
"
Universal
21 reels
Deep
Aesops
Fables
Pathe
reel
Dinky Doodle and Cinderel a "Dinky Doodle " . . . . F. B. 0
1 reel
Dog Days
"Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Dog
'On
It
Bobby
Dunn
Arrow
2
reels
Dome Doctor, The
Larry Semon
Educational 2 reels
Don't Pinch
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels . . . April 25
Don't
Wanda Wiley Educational
Universal
. Mar. 21
Dragon Worry
Alley
22 reels
reels. . .. .May
16
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Fox
2 re.els
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Echoes From the Alps. . . .Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel. . . .May 23
End of the World, The. . .Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Excuse
My
Glove
"
Spat
Family
"
Pathe
2
reels . . . Mar. 14
Expensive Ebony Ebenezer Ebony SeriuWg ilson (S. R.) 1 reel

2989
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Fares Please
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels... May 16
Fast Worker, A
Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Felix Gets
Full O'Fight
M.
Winkler (S.
(S. R.)
R.) 1I reel
Felix
His Fill
M. J.J. Winkler
reel
FeUx Grabs His Grub
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
First Love
" Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon
Fables " Pathe
1 reel
For
Hire
Universal
For Love of a Gal
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
Fun's
Educational 21 reel
June 186
GettingFun
Trimmed Bowes-Vance
Wanda Wiley Universal
reels...... .April
Giddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Eklucational 2 reels
Goldfish's
Pajamas
" Kid Noah
"
Sering
D.Wilson(S.R.) 2I reels.
leel
Good Morning,
Nurse. . . .Ralph
Graves
Pathe
. .May 30
Good Scouts
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Great Guns
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels . . . Feb. 21
Gridiron Gertie Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Guilty Conscience, A Eddie Gordon Universal
Gypping the Gypsies
Sering Wilson (S. B.) 1 reel
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 1 reel . ... Mar. 7
Hard
2 reels . . Mar. 21
Hard Boiled
Working Loafer, Charley Chase Pathe
The
Arthur Stone Pathe
Haunted Honeymoon Tryon-Mehaffey Pathe
2 reels .. .Feb. 28
Heart Trouble Arthur Lake
Universal
Hello,
Educational 22 reels...
May 30
Hello, Goodby
Hollywood Lige
Lige Con'.ey
Conley Educational
reels. . .Mar.
28
Helping Hand
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
Here's
Your
Hat
Arthur
Lake
Universal
1
reel.
.
.
.May
Her Lucky Leap
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels 9
He Who Gets Crowned ... Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
He Who Got Smacked. .. .Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels... May 9
Hey! Taxi!
Bobby Dunn
Arrow
2 reels
High Hopes
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. .. .Feb. 14
His Marriage Wow
Henry Langdon Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar. 7
Hold My Baby
Pathe
2 reels. . .April 25
Honeymoon Heaven
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Horace Greely, Jr
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels . . . June 6
Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Hot Dog
Animal
C B C (S R)
2 reels
Hot Times in Iceland Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
House of Flickers, The
Fox
2 reels
House That Dinky Built. . (Cartoon) F. B. O
;
1 reel
Housing
. . . "Aesop Fable "
Pathe
11 reel
reel
HystericalShortage,
History The
(Series)
Universal
Ice Bov, An
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) I reel
Ice Cold
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
innsids
Dutch
Aesop's
Fables Pathe
Out
Bowes-Vance
Educational 21 reels
reel. . . .Mar. 28
Iron Mule
Al St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 18
Is Marriage the Bunk ... .Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel. . ..April 4
Isn't
CharlesGordon
Chase Universal
Pathe
reels
ItchingLifeforTerrible
Revenge Eddie
22 reels.
. .Mar. 7
It's All Wrong
Karr-Engle Universal
James Boys' Sister
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Jungle Bike
Riders Aesop's
Fables Universal
Pathe
12 reel
Kicked
About
Eddie Gordon
reels.... .Mar.
.Mar. 1414
Kidding
Captain
Kid
"Cartoon"
Sering
Wilson
(S
R.)
1
reel
King Cotton
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels. . .May 9
King
2 reels
Ko-Ko Dumb
Trains Animals Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
(Out
of
the
Inkwell)
..."
Cartoon
"
Red
Seal
Pict.
(S.
R.)
1 reel
Lead Pipe Cinch, A
Al Alt
Universal
Lion Love
Fox
2 reels . . . Feb. 28
Lion's AVhiskers
Pathe
2 reels. . .April 18
Little RedOut
Riding Hood ..."Arthur
Dinky Lake
Doodle " F.Utxiversal
B. 0
11 reel
Locked
reel. . . .May 30
Looking for Sally Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . . May 9
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel Feb. 21
Love
The
"Jimmie
Our Gang
"
Pathe
reels. .. .Mar.
.April 74
Love Bug,
Goofy
Adams
Educational
22 reels.
Love Sick
Beth Darlington Universal
2 reels. . .May 23
Love's
Tragedy
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 11 reel
reel
Lucky Accident,
The Charles Puffy Universal
Lucky L»ap, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Marriag* Circus, The. . . .Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .April II
Married Neighbors Engle-Karr Universal
2 reels
Meet th* Ambassador. . . . Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
Mellow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville.Educational 1 reel .... April 4
Merrymakers Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Met by Accident Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Miss Fixit
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Monkey
" Pen &Joy
Ink Vaude." . Educational
reel .... May 9
MoonlightBusiness
Nights Gloria
Rayart (S. R.)
21 reels
Nearly Rich
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Neptune's Stepdaughter
Fox
2 reels
Nero's
Band
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
Never onJazzTime
Lee-Bradford
Never Weaken
Lloyd reissue Assoc. Exhib 2237 feet
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel
Night Hawks
Lige Conley Educational
Nobody Wins
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Now or Never (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd Assoc. Exhib
3 reels
Office Help
"Aesop Fabe "
Pathe
1 reel
Official Officers "Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels
Oh,
What
a
Gump
"
The
Gumps
"
Universal
Old Family Toothbrush
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 21 reels
reel
On Duty
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
One Glorious Fourth
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Orphan,
Fihns, Inc. (S.R.)
Over the The
Bottom AlStanJoy
Laurel Ricardo
F. B. 0
2 reels
Over Her.e
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Papa's Pet
" Bull's Eye Comedy "Universal
1 reel. . . .April 11
Pegg's
Love
Affair
Screen
Art
Dist
Peggy the Vamp
Davis Distr
2 reels. . .Oct. 11
Permanent
Waves "Stan
Aesop's
Fables "... Pathe
reel
Pie-Eyed
Laurel
F. B. 0
21 reels
Pie
Man,
The
"
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel
Mar. 21
Plain Clothes
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar.
28
Plain
and
Fancy
Girls.
.
.
.Charles
Chase
Pathe
Mar. 14
Plain Luck
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Plenty of Nerve
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Poor
Sap, The
22 reels
Powdered
Chickens Edna Marian Fox
Universal
reels. . .Mar. 28
Props'
for Cash
Educational 21 reels.
reel
Putting Dash
on Airs
Edna Marian Universal
. .April 11
Puzzled by Crosswords. . .Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Queen of Aces
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels . . . May 16
Rapid Transit Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels
Raid, The
Gloria Joy
Rayart Pictures 2 reels
Rarin' Romeo
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Raspberry Romanee Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Red Pepper
A!. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 4
Regular Girl, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels

Motion

2990
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Riders of the Kitchen
Range
Mohar-Engle
Pathe
reel, ... April
June 256
Remember
When
Harry
Langdon Pathe
21 reel
Rio Without a Wink
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Ripe Melodrama, A
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rivals
Arrow
2 reels
Robinson Crusoe Returns Billy West
on Friday
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rock Bottom ,
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Maj 9
Robbing
the Rube
Corp. . . 21 reels
Rolling Stones
Charles Puffy Lee-Bradford
Universal
reel. . . .May 30
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Royal Four -Flush " Spat Family" Pathe
2 reels
Runt, The
„ Aesop's
Fables ". . . Pathe
Pathe
reel ... ..April
June 46
Sailor
Papa, A
Glenn
Tryon
21 reels
Saturday
Davis Dist. Div
2 reels
Sherlock Sleuth Arthur Stone Pathe
.
Ship Shape
Vance-Bowes Educational 1 reel. . . .April 18
Shootin aInjuns
"Our Gang "
Pathe
reels . . . May 9
Should
Husbanl Tell?
Red
Seal Pict. (S.R.). 21 reel
Should Husbands Be
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel Mar. 14
Sir Walt and Lizzie
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Sit
Tight
Jiminie
Adams
Educational
reels May
May 30
Skinners in Milk
Pathe
22 reels...
13
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Sleeping Sickness Edwards-Roach Universal
i reel . . May 30
Slick Articles Engle-Karr Universal
2 reels . . . May 30
Smoked Out
Lake Hasbrouch Universal
1 reel. . . .April 18
Sneezing Beezers
Pathe
Snow-Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels. . .April 18
S. O. S
"Aesop's Fables " Pathe
2 reels
Spanish
Romeo,
A
(Van
Bibber)
Fo-x
12 reel
Speak Freely
Edna Marian Universal
reels
Stick Around
Bobby Dunn
Arrow
2 reels
Stop, Look and Whistle
Fox
2 reels
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
" Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Super-Hooper-Dyne Lizzies
Pathe
2 reels
Sure Mike!
Martha Sleeper Pathe
1 reel. . . May 23
Teaser Island
Sering Wilson (S.R.) 1 reel
Tell It To a Policeman. . Glenn Tryon
Pathe
2 reels May 23
Tender Feet
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels ... . May 23
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
This Week-Eod
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Thundering Landlords .... Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Tough Night, A
Jimmy Callahan Aywon Film
2 reels
Tourists De Luxe
Hayes-Kaw Universal
2 reels . . . May 1 6
Transatlantic
Flight, A. . . . "Aesop's
Fable* " . . . . F.Pathe
Twins
Stan Laurel
B.0
21 reel
reels
Two Cats and a Bird
(Novelty) " Cartoon "
Educational
1 reel
Two Poor Fish
„ Pen & Ink"
Educational 1 reel ... May 30
Uncle
Tom's
Girl
Edna
Marian
Universal
21 reels
Unwelcome
Charles Puffy Universal
reel
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Wake Up
Bowes-Vance Educational
1 reel
Water Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Feb. 21
Welcome
Danger Bowes-Vance
Educational
reel. .. .Feb. 28
West is West
Billy West
Arrow
21 reels
What Price Goofy
Charley Chase Pathe
2 reels . . . June 6
When Dumbells Ring
Fox
2 reels
When Men Were Men . . . " Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1 reel
White
Wing's
Bride
Harry
Langdon
Pathe
Whose Baby Are You?
Pathe
2 reels
Why HesiUte
Neal Bums
Educational
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Why Sitting Bull Stood Up
Serin Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Wild
Papa
"
Spat
Family
"
Pathe
2
. May 231 6
Wild Waves
Bowes-Vance Educational
1 reels
reel. .. .. .May
Wine,
Woman
and
Song
.
.
„
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel
Wooly West, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
KwnuuiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitjuiiiijiiiiijir»iiiiitiiiniiiiiii»MtiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiniiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiin
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Subjects
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Feature
Action (Sportlight)
All Under One Flag (Sportlight)
Animal Celebrities (Sportlight)
Animated Hair Cartoon
Balto's
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara Race
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series)
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb)
Beauty and the Bamdit (Geo. Larkin)
Beauty Spots (Sportlight;
Broken Trails
Cabaret of Old Japan
Color WorVd
Close Call, The (Edmund Cobb)
Cocoon to Kimona
Come-Back, The (Bermy Leonard)
Concerning Cheese (Varieties)
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series)
Cowpuncher's
Comeback,
The (Art Acord)
Cross Word Puzzle
Film (Comedy-Novelty)
Day With the Gypsies
Divertisement
Do You Remember?
Dude Ranch Days i Sportlight /
Earth's
OtherWestHalfSide
I Hodge-Podge)
East Side,
Fighting Cowboy (Series)
Fighting Ranger (Serial)
Film Facts
Fire Trader, The (Serial)
Floral Feast, A
Frederick Chopin (Music Masters)
From Mars to Munich (Varieties)
Frontier Love (Billy Mack)
Fugitive Futurist
George F. Handel (Music Masters)

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
Red Seal (S. R.) .... 1 reel
Educational
22 reels
reels. . .May 23
F. B. 0
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel April 18
Denver Dixon (S.R.) 2 reels
M.J. Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Universal
2 reels
M. J.Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel
Henry Ginsberg-S. R. 2 reels
Fox
1 reel
F. B. 0
2 reels
Universal
2
Schwartz Enterprises reels
(S. R.)
1 reel
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Red Seal (S.R.).... 1 reel
Pathe
1 reel .... May 30
Educational
1 reel . ... June 6
DeForrest (S.R.)
Universal
Universal Serial Feb. 7
Red Seal (S. R.) ... . 1 reel
Universal 15 episodes
Sering Wilson (S.R.)lreel
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S.R.)
1 reel
Fox
1 reel April 4
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S. R.)
1 reel

Picture

N ezv s

Feature
Gems of the Screen
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Golden Panther, The (Serial)
Great Circus Mystery, The (Serial)
Hittin'
the Trail (Fred Hank)
Idaho (Serial)
If a Picture Tells a Story
InJazztheFight,
Spider's
The Grip
(Benny(Novelty)
Leonard)

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Red Sea) (,S. R.) .... 1 reel
Universal 15 episodes
Pathe
Universal 10 episodes
Sierra
Pict. (S. R.) . . Serial
2 reels
Pathe
Feb. 28
Cranfield
Sc. Clarke
(S.R.)
Educational
Henry Ginsberg (S. 1 reel. . . T/iSilVn
R.)
2 reels
Judge's Cross
Puzzle (Novelty) Fox
Educational 11 reel
reel. . . .Jan. 31
Klondike
TodayWord
(Varieties)
Knockout Man, The i Mustang i
Universal
2 reels
Land of the Navajo (Educational) Fox
1 reel .... Feb. 28
Learning How (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel
Leopard's Lair
Universal Serial
Let's Paint
Cranfield
&
Clarke
(S.R.)
Lme Runners, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) . . . .Educational 1 reel
Little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel. . . .Feb. 28
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfield
& Clarke
(S.R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels. . .April 4
Lots of Knots (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel .... Mar 21
Lunzogy! (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
Mad Miner, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Magic
Hour,
The
Red
Seal
Pict.
(S.
R.)
1
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal (S. R.) ... 1 reel
reel
Marvellous Manhattan
M.J. Winkler (S. R.) . 1 reel
Merton ofOiltheFields
Goofies. . . ."Pacemaker" F.M.J.B. O.
. . (S. R.) . 21 reel
reels
Mexican
Winkler
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel. . . .April 4
Neptune's
(Sportlight) Pathe
New Sheriff,Nieces
A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.) . . 21 reel
reels
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
One Glorious Scrap (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Only a Country Lass (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel. . . .May 23
Ouch I Stereoscopiki
Pathe
1 reel
Our Six-legged Friends (Secrets ol Life) Educational 1 reel
Outlaw, The (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Paris Creations (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel. .. .Feb. 7
Paris Creations in Color (Novelty) Educational 1 reel ...Feb. 28
People You Know (Screen Almanac) Film Booking Offices 1 reel
Perfect View, The (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Plastigrams (Novelty)
rational
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.)
Pronto Kid, The (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Queen
of the(VanRound-L
p (J. Sedgwick) Fox
Universal
reels
Race, The
Bibber)
22 reels
Raisin'
Cain
Special
Cast
Universal
2
reels
. . . April 4
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Roiiring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany (Educational) Fox
1 reel
Ropin'
Venus, The
Series)
2 reels
R. Valentino
and (Mustang
Eighty-eight
Prlre-wiiming Universal
American Beauties
Chesterfield (M. P.
Corp.) (S. R.) 3 reels
Secrets of Life (Educational)
Principal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel Feb. 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick) Universal
2 reels
Show Down, The (Art Acord)
Universal
2 reels
Smoke of a Forty-Five, The (Western) Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Soft Muscles (Benny Leonard)
Ginsberg (S. R.). ... 2 reels
Song Cartunes (Novelty)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sporting Judgment (SportUght) Pathe
1 reel May 9
Steam Heated Islands (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
Stereoscopiks (Novelty)
Pathe
1 reel (Series) . . .
May 16
Storm King (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straight
Shootin'
(Harry
Carey)
Universal
2
reels
Stratford on Avon
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sunken Silver (Serial)
Pathe
lOepisodesApril 18
Surprise Fight, The (Benny Leonard) Henry Ginsberg (S.
R.)
Thundering Waters (Novelty)
Sering
D. Wilson 2 reels
(S.
R.)
1 reel. . . April 25
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
Pathe
Topsey
Turvey
Travel
.
.
.
.
"
Hodge
Podge
"
Educational
1
Traps and Troubles (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
reel Feb.
Mar. 217
Turf Mystery (Serial)
■
Chesterfield Pict. Corp.
(S. R.)
152 episodes
Valley of Rogues (Western)
Universal
reels. . .April 18
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe) Fox
2 reels
Village School, The (Hodge Podge)
Educational Film
1 reel
Voice of the Nightingale, The (Novelty) Educational 1 reel Mar. 28
Waiting For You (Music Film)
Hegerman
Novelties (S.Music
R.)
Wheels of the Pioneers (Billy Mack)
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Where the Waters Divide (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
White Paper (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Wild West Wallop. The (Western) Universal
2 reels May 16
Wonder Book, The (Series)
Spring D. Wilson. . .500 feet
Zowie (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Ace of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister. . Universal
Age of Indescretion
Truart i.S. R.) .^800 feet
Amazing Quest, The Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke... 5500 feet
American Pluck
George Walsh Chad wick Pict. (S. R.)
An Old Man's Darling Laura La Plante Universal
Another Woman's Life. . .Mary Philbin Universal
Are Parents People? Bronson-Vidor Paramount
7 reels ...June 6
Aristocrat,
B.
P. Schulberg (S. R.'
As No Man The
Has Loved .... Special
Edward Cast
Heam
Fox
lOOOO feet . Feb. 28
Ashes
Corinne GrifSth First National
Atlantis
First National
Awful Truth, The
Agnes Ayres Prod. Dist. Corp
Back Wash
Mary Pickf ord United Artists
Beloved Pawn, The Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) . . . .Warner Bros
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Beyond the Law
Jack Hozie
Universal
Black Cyclone
Rex ihorsel Pathe
May 30
Blackmail
Special Cast
Universal
Blind Virtue
Special Cast
Atlas Educ. Co. (S. R)
Bobbed Hair
Warner Bros
Bod
en's Boy
Hepworth &Dist.
(S. R.l
feet
.
Bohemian
Girl, The Special
Gladys Cast
Cooper Cranfield
Clarke
(S. 5300
R.^
Border Intrieue Franklyn Farnum . . . Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . S reels . . . June 6
Border Wo-nen
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
Brown of Harvard
Metro-Goldwyn
California Straight Ahead . Reginald Denny Universal
Captain Fearless Reginald Denny Universal
Charity Ball, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Chicken Feed
Special Cast
Fox
Circle, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Claim No. 1
Special Cast
Universal
Clean-Up. Th«
Richard Talmadge F. B. O
Clinging Fingers Specia.' Cast
Universal
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Crashing Through Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S. R.) 5000 feet
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
De«rslayer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Demon, The
Jack Hozie
Universal
Detour
Prod. Dist. Corp
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.I
Dollar Down
Truart (S. R.^ .5800 feet
Dollar Down
Ruth Rolland Parthenon Pict. (S.R.)
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Fraser F. B. O
Don Daredevil Jack Hoiie
Universal
Doubling for Cupid Laura La Plante Universal
Dumb Head
Truart (S.R.) 6500 feet
East of the Setting Sun . . . Conitance Talnudge. .First National
Every Woman'i Desirs
First National
Eve'a Lover
Special Ca«t
Warner Bros
Fxquis
tf
Sinner.
The
....
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Extra Man, The
Universal
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Fair Play
Special Cast
Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 6800 feet
Fas t Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Fighter's Romeo,
Paradise,A The. .Rex
Baker
Phil
Fighting
Al Ferguson
DavisGoldstone
Dist. Div. (S. R.)5000 feet
Fighting Smile, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.) 4630 feet
First Year, The
Special Cast
Fox
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
April 25
Forest of Destiny, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.l
Free to Lovs
C. Bow-R. McKee B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Friends
Special Cast
Vitagrapb
Frivolity
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.) 4700 feet
Going the Limit Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Geod Deed
O'Day
Wm. Desmond Universal
Goose
Woman,
The
Universal
Grass
Paramount 10 reels. . .Mar. 7
Graustark
Norma Talmadge First National
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vidor Paramount 5712 feet
Gulliver's Girl,
Travels
SpecialKenyon
Cast
Universal
Halfway
The
Doris
First
National
flaopy Warrior, The
Vitagraph
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Headlines
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Spangles
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Hell Bent for Heaven
Warner Bros
Heir's Apparent Special Cast
First National
Her Father's Daughter
F. B. O
His Woman
Master's Voice Thunder
(dog) Whitman
Gotham Prod.
(S. .R.)
His
Special Cast
Bennett
. . i reels
Home Maker, The Alice Joyce
Universal
How Baxter Butted In
Warner Bros
Hurricane
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
I'll Tell
The The
World Richard Dix
Paramount
Iron
Horse,
Fox Fihn Corp"
11335 feet. .Sept. 13
John Forrest
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
5000 feet
Jungle Law, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.) 5500 feet
ECings of the Turf
Fox
Kiss Me Again
Special Cast
Warner Bros
7 reels ... June 6
Knockout Kid, The Jack Perrin Rayart Pict. Corp. (S.R.)..
Lariat, The
William Desmond .... Universal
Law and the Lady Special Cast
Aywon (S. R.)
6 reels. . .Jan. 10
Lazybones
Fox Film
Lena Rivers
Special Cast
Arrow
6 reels
Lew ofTyler's
Wives
B. P. Schulberg
Life
a Woman
Truart
(S. R.)(S. R.)
6.500 feet
Lightnin'
Jay
Hunt
Fox
Light of Western Stars
Paramaunt
Lightning
Truart (S . R.l 6500 feet
Lightning Jack
Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Denny Universal
Lightning Passes, The .... Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.)
Limited Mail, The
Warner Bros
Little Annie Rooney Mary Pickford United Artists
Little Girl in a Big City, A
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Lodge in the Wilderness
Truart (5. R.) 6500 feet
Lorraine of the Lions
Universal
Lost Chord, The
Alice Lake
Arrow
6300 feet. . Jan. 3
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National 9700 feet. Feb. 21
Love Cargo, The
House Peters Universal
Loyalties
Special Cast
Fox
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Ivan Abramson (S. R.l 7 reels . . . May 2
Madame Sans Gene Gloria Swanson Paramount 9994 feet May 2
Mad Marriage, The Special Cast
Rosemary Films
(S. R.)
6 reels. . .Jan. 10

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Review*^
Man and the Moment
Metro-Goldwyn
Man and the law, The. . .Thomas Meighan Paramount
Man in Blue
Herbert Rawlinson. . .Universal 5634 feet. .Feb. 21
Manicure Girl, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Man on the Box, The. . . .Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
Man Without a ConscienceLouis-Rich Warner Bros 6850 feet . . May 2
Mare Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Married
Hypocrites Fredericks-La
Plante. Universal
Marry Me
Special Cast
Paramount
Marrying Mo.ney
Truart iS. R.) 5800 feet
Men of Steel
First National
Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
Message
A
Metro-Goldwyn
Miracle oftotheGarcia,
Wolves,
The
10346 feet. Mar. 7
Miss Vanity
Mary Philbin Universal
Million Dollar Doll
Asso. Exhib
Moonlight Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
Morals for Men
Truart iS. R.) 6500 feet
Morganson's
Truart
(S. R.) 6500 feet
Napoleon the Finish
Great
Universal
New York of Life Special Cast Paramount
Oats (or the Woman Special Cast
Universal
Once
Every Man
Fox Film
Outlawto Tamer,
The O'Brien-Dove
Clayton-F. Farnum. . .Inde.
Pict.Corp
(S. R.)
Overland Limited, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pace That Thrills, The. . .Ben Lyon
First National
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod.
Corp
Pals
Truart Dist.
(S. R.)
5800 feet
Part Time Wife, The
Gotham Prod. (S.R.)
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramount
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Perils of Paris
Pearl White
F. B. 0
6 reels. . .Dec. 11
Phantom of the Opera .... Lon Chaney Universal
Police Patrol, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pony Express, The Special Cast
Universal
Poor Mama
Prod. Dist. Corp
Poppy
Fields-Dempster United Artists
Prince, The
Philbin-Kerry Universal
Purchased Youth Anna Q. Nilsson F. B. O
Quality
Street
Quo Vadis
Emil Jannings Metro-Goldwyn
First National 8945 feet. .Feb. 28
Racing Blood
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Reckless Sex, The
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.)
6 reels ... Feb. 14
Red Clay
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Red Love, The
Lowell-Russell Lowell
Film
Prod.
(S. R.)
6500 feet. .May 23
Resurrection
Principal Pict. (S. R.)
Road That Led Home, The
Vitagraph
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick (S. R.)
reels12 Da*, la
Romola
Gish Sisters Metro-Goldwyn About
Ropin'
Venus,
The
Josie
Sedgwick
Universal
Rose of the World Special Cast
Warner Bros
Salvage
Truart (S.R.) 5800 feet
Sataa in Sables Lowell Sherman Warner Bros
Satan's
Son
Special
Cast
Inde.
Pict.(S.(S.R.)
R.)
Savages of the Sea Frank Merrill Hercules
485»fe«t. .Mar T
School for Wives Tearle-Hohnquist . . . .Vitagraph 6750 feet. .April 11
Seventh Heaven Special Cast
Fox
Shadow on the Wall
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Shadow of the Mosque . . . Odette Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
6200 feet
Sheaandoah
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
May 23
Shootin' Square Virginia
Jack Perrin
Pict. (S.R.)5000 (eet.
Siege
Valli Ambassador
Universal
Sign of the Cross
Gotham Prod. (S.R.)
Silent Witness
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Slave of ofFashion.
A
Sp ciil-Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Sorrows
Satan
Special
Cast
Paramount
Souls Adrift
Rosemary Davies Assoc. Exhib
Souls for Sables
Truart (S. R.) 6500 feet
Souls That Pass in the
Night
Special Cast
Universal
Span e( Life
Betty Blythe Banner Prod
Speed Limit, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Spook Ranch
Hoot Gibson Universal 5147 feet. .May 2
Sporting Chance
Truart (S. R.) 6500 feet
Steele of the Royal
Mounted
Vitagraph
Stella Dallas
First Natioial
Strange Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Stranger of the North. . . .Richard Trarers Assoc. Exhib
6 reels . . . Jnly (
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict. (S.R.)
Sun Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Super Speed
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Tale of a Vanishing People
Truart (S. R.) 6500 feet
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
Miy 30
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount 12 reels . . . Jan. 5
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona. .. D.Revier-W.FairbanksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Three in Exile
Truart (S. R.) 5803 fe.t
Throwback, The
Special Cast
Universal
Tides of Passion Mae Marsh
Vitagraph 6279 feet . . Mdy 9
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Titans, The
House Peters Universal
Too Much Youth Richard Holt
Gerson Pict 4800 feet. .Feb. 2t
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Film
Trapped in the Snow
Country
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros . . . r
Travelin' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S.
R.)
5000 feet
Travis Coup
Truart (S. R.) 6500 feet

Motion
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Feature
Star
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge.
Unholy Three
Lon Chaney
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Fergiison
Up and At 'Em
Jack Perrin
Viennese Medley Special Cast
Welcome Home
What
People Say
Wheel, Will
The
Special Cast
When Honor Ends Richard Dix
Where the Worst Begins
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan
White Outlaw, The Jack Hojde
Why Girls Go Back Home
Wildfire
Special Cast
Wild Girl

Distributed by Length Reviewed
. First National
Metro-Goldwyn
Vitagraoh
Ambassador
R.) Pict. (S.5000 feet
First Natio lal
Paran ount
May 23
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Paramount
Truart ' S. R.
58 10 feet
Sering D. Wilsm & Co . . > ,
Universal
Warner Bros
Vitagraph
Truart (S. R.)...'. . .5800 feet

^^^^er
"If Marriage Fails"— F. B. 0.
Colony, New York
Morning Telegraph: "C. Gardner Sullivan can always be depended on to give us a story. 'If
Marriage Fails ' holds attention
from beginning to end and there
is considerable suspense. It develops smoothly and rapidly, punctuated by bits of business, numerous elaborate settings, many
changes of costume and some very
good acting and shrewd titling."'
Daily Mirror : " 'If Marriage
Fails,' is presented in an adroit,
an unusually delicate fashion. It
is well acted. It has cabaret
scenes of enticing novelty and it
shows Jacqueline Logan in her
best screen role in many a day.''
American : " 'If Marriage Fails'
is a real afternoon's entertainment. John Ince's direction is admirable. Jacqueline Logan plays
the mercurial crystal gazer . . .
It's a oflovable
. makes
most
every part
minute. . and
seems the
to
enjoy doing it."
Times : " 'If Marriage Fails'
the new film at the Colony this
week, contains surprise after surprise, with the result that one is
thoroughly interested in this narrative. The way in which the director achieves contrasts in scenic
effects is decidedly skillful. Jacqueline Logan is seen in the role
of Nadia, and slie acquits herself
in fine fashion."
"Kissthean
Me and
Again"
— 'Warners,
Senate,
Chicago PanTiibune: "'Kiss Me Again' is
a real comedy. That super director, Ernst Lubitsch, made it, and
directors not so suj)er who yearn
to turn out mirth jjrovokers
should gaze upon it long and
thoughtfully and make notes on
their cufTs. Mr. Lubitsch has insisted tliat his trio — in the triangle situation of wife who thinks
her husband neglects her — be Real
and he has made them do the sort
of things that real people would
naturally do under the circumstances laid out in the story.
"The .scenes are laid in Paris and
the atmosphere is decidedly foreign. The players are excellently
cast. So, be informed that 'Kiss
Me Again' is e.Kcellent entertainment from every point of view."
"The Voice of the Nightingale"—
Educational, Colonial, Dayton, 0.
Herald
])icture
town
that : all'"'I'liere
tliose is
whoa fret
aboutin
foolish comedy fillers and all those
others who see in tlie cinema an
opportunity for artistic endeavors
sliould view. It is 'The 'Voice of
The
Nightingale' and it is at the
Colonial.

onNew

Pict

Times : "Sequences show flashes
of inspiration. Mrs. Carr delivers
a sane, restrained and beautiful
portrayal of Drusilla. Priscilla
Bonner is excellent as the young
mother. Her portrayal of the sorrow of a young mother is most
convincing."
World : "Mrs. Carr acts with
fine
poise and grace."
Herald-Tribune:
" 'Drusilla With
a Million" deserves a place in the
sun . . . They (the audience) applauded the titles and situations,
laughed at the comedy . . . and
waited in breathless silence for the

B. Lichtig,manager
First inNational's
Havana. exchange
nightingale its freedom after it
had fallen into a trap it bestowed
its beautiful voice upon her to use
during all her waking hours. It
is only short in length, but its
merit surpasses many ' six, seven
and eight reel films."
"The
Boomerang" — Schulberg,
Clinton Square, Albany
Times Union : "One of the biggest laugh vehicles the screen has
seen
in years."
News
: "It is founded on one
of tlie cleverest comedies of the
modern stage and it keeps close
enough to the original to inherit
much of its cleverness."
"The Boomerang" — Sculberg, Boston, Boston
Advertiser: "Tlie celluloid veri?ion comes through with colors
flaunting in the breeze. 'The
Boomerang' makes an entertaining
"Drusilla With a Million"—
picture."
F. B. 0. Capitol, N. Y.
Mirror: "Mary Carr deports
herself splendidly in a role reminiscent of 'Over the Hill,' only she
has an opportunity to wear rice
clothes, which she does. Prise Ua
Bonner is a comparative newcomer
whom
you willandlove.
sweet
and youthful
sheds She's
real tears.
•Drusilla With a Million' is 'od
entertainment."
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. Nilsson-B. Lyon . . .First National
Winning of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise
Guy,Carson
The
F. B. O .
With Kit
Over the Lefty Flyrm
Great Divide
Special Cast
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Wizard of Oz
Larry Semon
Chadwick (S. R.)
April 2S
Woman Hater
Chadwick-Brooks Warner Bros
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
,
Women
Banner Prod. (S. R.)
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's Woman,
Illusion,The
The
Worst
Special Cast
B.Metro-Goldwyn
P. Schulberg (S.R.I
Wrong Coat
Truart ( R.) 6500 feet
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love . . . Reginald Denny Universal

Opinions

" 'The Voice of The Nightingale'
is done in lovely colors and it tells
a romantic little tale of why the
nightingale sings only at night.
How in appreciation of a little
girl's kindness in allowing the

Picture

climaxes."
Evening World: "'Drusilla
With
Million'
Capitol,of
one ofa the
best at
of the
its kind
pictures seen on Broadway in a
long time. Here is a feature
with a tremendous human appeal.
Once more, in short, it is amply
proved here that the most appealing film plays are those built
around the family hearth. Movie
fans who fell in love with 'Over
the Hill' a few years ago will do
the same with 'Drusilla With a
Million,' for they will see the same
Telegram
Mary
Carr." : "Drusilla With a
Million' at the Capitol is saturated with 'babies. At one point
there is a shot of one tiny youngster splashing another with milk
in a scene that is one of the funniest of its kind ever perpetrated.
It drew a brigade of gleeful machine gun snorts from a delightful
audience. The most trenchant
part comes in a livid court room
scene that
nately kept
perspiringtheandaudience
clappingalterby
"Just A 'Woman"—
Strand, N.First
Y. National,
American: "\Ve could almost
turns."the women in the audience
hear
ptirring contentedly, wliich should
mean popularity and prosperitv
for 'Just A Woman.' This film is
a mixture butof
amost
lot satisfying.
of sure-fire It's
ingredients,
there is a dash of something that
srives it a distinctive flavor. Claire
Windsor is a lovely blond little
wife wlio never over-acts."
!Mirror :entertainment,
" 'Just A Woman'
romantic
done withis
many new twists. Claire Windsor
is not only beautiful, but slie
emotes in splendid fashion, while
Conway Tearle carries on as the
hero with the suppressed fire that
makes the hearts go patter-pit.
The cast is corking. You are
bound to enjoy 'Just A Woman.'
There's something to please everybody in it.
News: "Conway Tearle, Claire
Windsor and Percy Marmont give
delightful performances. We never
liked Conway so much as we did

as Robert
Holton.
".Just triangle
A Woman'' is above
the average
Journal : "TheClaire
picture
is goodis
entertainment.
Windsor
drama."
very
pretty and"Asacts
well." as life.
Telegram:
natural
Gives
Conway Tearle
at last a
chance to do some sincere and apacting.moving.
Miss Windsor
unaffectedpealingand
Dorothyis
Revere is a fetching siren."
Evening World : "New twists
are given to the plot with the result tliat the feature tiirns out better than most. Conway Tearle,
Claire Windsor, Percy Marmont
and
Dorothy in Revere
— there
is a
nice balance
this cast
and their
work is decidedly convincing.
Little Dorothy Brock, the best boy
on the screen gives one of her apbits.
"ParisianpealingNights"
F. B. 0. Capitol,
New York
American : " 'Parisian Nights'
full of thrills."
Evening World: "Rene Adoree
. . . walks oft' with all the honors.
But,laroutside
Adoree's
work, thereof Miss
are other
thingsstelin
'Parisian Nights' which make it
worth while . . . the story . . .
ingeniously done. The best of
these was an exhibition of sculpture at which Parisian critics were
saying that the statues were not
at all life-like and then the statues, which .were posed, get up and
walk out of the room. 'Parisian
Nights'
is just
loaded with
in-the-wool
melodrama
... dyedit is
very
. . ."actress.
"Miss Adoree
is Evening
a stirring
clever Graphic:
little
She is
at all times natural and convincing and her work in the emotional
scenes is especially worthy of commendation."
Evening
'"Thesadly,
art
critics
shookJournal:
their heads
looked at the statues draped
aroundsighed
the sculptress's
apartment,
and
that the lady
would
never be successful, because they
didn't Inok like human figures. The
antomy, they decided, was bad.
"Elaine Hammerstein smiled,
ordered the maid to turn otf the
lights and the critics gasped. In
the darkened room wliat they had
thought were statues got off the
pedestals and walked into the next
room. That's one of the clever
touches in "Parisian Nights," at
the Capitol, and there are others.
It's hectic melodrama, dealing
with the rival -\pacl»e bands, the
Panthers and the Wolves . . .
You'll reason
like thethan
picture
for nois
other
tliat ifthere
continuous action."
WiLLiAUS Press, Inc.
At3AN¥
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Associated

Pictures

Presents "The
With Barbara La
John

White
Marr.

Galsworthy.

Arthur

Hoerl.

Barney

Monkey"
Written by

Screen

adapted

by

Directed by Phil Rosen.

Lubin,

Al Hall,

Corporation

production

assistant

manager.

director.

R.J.

Bergquist, photographer.

M. P. Staulcup,

Art director. Titles by

Louis Sherwin.

Film

Hanscom.

edited

by Teddy

All

Personally supervised by Arthur H. Sawyer.
The

cast includes

George

Marion,

Campbell,

Henry

Charles

Flora Le Breton
A
A

Thomas

Holding,

Victor,

Colin

Emmett

Mack,

and Tammany

Young.

Satcyer-Lubin
Production.
First
National
Picture.

Rothac

ker

Prints

and

Service.

Barbara La Marr
in
"The White Monkey'

0
by

Look
Wear

BetterLonger!

FouQdcd 1910
Watterson R. Rothacket

Ingram's
to "The
Four Horsemerf^

Rex
Successor

Mare

Nostrum

(Our Sea)
Blasco

ALICE

ANTONIO

TERRY

. One of the
Great Productions

The

Ta\of

Ibanez

the

MORENO

in

Industry

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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Poster
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Greater
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PLANT
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the

POSTER
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a
Cparamount
ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSE L LASKY

Q>icture

RICHARD

DIX

dhe

Luclty

A FRANK

TUTTLE

Devil

production

Dix has been coming like a house a-fire and in this big superspeed-special he arrives in a blaze of glory! It's his first for
The Greater Forty, released in August. An eighty-mile-anhour comedy with all the laughs of *'Too Many Kisses" and
"The Shock Punch" and a breath-taking automobile race
climax to boot. Story by Byron Morgan. Esther Ralston,
Gunboat Smith and others in the cast.

One

of

the

gAXOPHONES whining — drums
tom-toming — painted faces
and white shoulders — sleek sugar
daddies — warm, perfumed air —
noise, noise, lights, lights —
That's "Night Life of New York",
the Jazz Epic of the Gay White
Way.
Allan Dwan knows his Broadway
and he has poured the whole life
and soul of the Big Street into
this fast-stepping melodramatic
comedy-romance of night cliibs,
gun fights, taxi races, flirting
Follies girls, dancing damsels,
heart throbs and LOVE.
Rod La Rocque as the son of a
small-town millionaire (Ernest
Torrence) who breezes in to
paint Broadway rosy red. Dorothy Gish as the pert telephone
operator at the Ritz with her jazzhound brother (George Hackathorne). Helen Lee Worthing as
the Follies gold-digger. And an
army of chorus ladies, jazz bands,
yeggmen, cops, big ginger men
from Jamaica and commuters.
An eye-full, a tune for the heartstrings—an ENTERTAINMENT!
All kinds of audiences will love it.
Book it. Watch for it — and the
other big Allan Dwan Special in
Tlie Greater Forty — "The American Venus".
WITH
ROD

LA

ROCQUE

.

DOROTHY
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HENRY

was the greatest short story writer the world ever knew
books have been sold in every civilized country
will find them in a million American homes
short story writer has ever been so widely advertised
FOX

FILM

CORPORATION

RIGHTS

TO

ALL
They
Each
Eight
They

Every

O.

Henry

Production

HAS
O.

a

HENRY'S

THE

SCREEN

STORIES

represent the cream of this author's writings
is a sparkling gem of humor, and drama based on everyday life.
will be made this year in 2 reel lengths
have never before been screened

Picture

and

ACQUIRED

will

Program

be

a

Tabloid

Leader

in

Fox Film Corporatioa.
Member Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President.

Feature

Itself!

LAURA, LA PLANTE
"THE TEASER"
With Pat O'MaUey
Wm. Brady's
Play, byM.Adelaide
Stanley Mathew
and Martha

DP

Maintain

gour

STRAND

mdepaadence

RK

starts

i

Read
CRITICS

What

the

Broadcast!

REGINALD
DENNY
"I'll Show

You

The Town"

•■A hilarious knocltout: A wow!"
Dorothy Herzog in the X. T. Daily Mirror
■A sparkle that spells
entertainment."
• Backed with solid.%[il(lrp(l
laughs!"Spain^liein X.tlie Y.N. T. Daily News
Evening Journal
"Keeps one laughing almost constantly!"Tlie N, T. American
■ As jolly a film farce as the
(Juinnrecent
Martinmonths
in thehaveX. yielded!"
Y. World
•■Delightful entertainment.
Uproariously
funny!"
Alma Talley in the N. Y. Morning Telegraph
all kinds of comedy. Everybody pleased!" Post
1"Contains
,
"Easily
Denny's best picture." N. jjY, Evening
y Telegram
•■Perfectly delightful! A picture that will go far!"
N. T. World
LAURA

LA PLANTE

in

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE"
Charming. One can't ask much more!"
X. y. Evening Journal
Triumphs! Miss LaPlantc does very nicely." N. T. Sun.
'A flaming box-office.Mildred
title. Si)ain
Engaging!
in Uif Lovely!"
X. Y. Daily News
■A good picture! Charming! All interesting features of ths
book!"
^' Y. American
5^'- Y. World
•Entertaining!"
the box-offlce."
everything
•Delightful! Has jUma
Talley demanded
in X. X. byMorning
Telegraph
'Clever. Pleasant entertainment." N. Y, Evening Post
'Catches one's attention. Amusing!" N. Y. Telegram
■Moving— human— convincing!" X. Y. Evening World
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— H. H. Hedberg, Melville, La.
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NOTE

I

At the time of the writing of this advertisement —
"ABIE'S
ances

IRISH

ROSE"

was playing its 1309th perform-

ance, smashing the world's record for continuous p>erform-

IT is stated in the trade that "ABIE'S IRISH ROSE" has
taken in (in road shows and the New York run) nearly
$3,000,000 a record never before equalled in theatrical history, so when the New York Herald Tribune says that "DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION" might make as much money
for its producers as "ABIE'S IRISH ROSE" has for its producers, itcould not pay this great picture a greater coip
pliment.

|

11

OF

WITH

not

will

kes

as

be

A

surpris-

money

much

IS

A

POINT
that the New York Herald Tribune entirely overlooked is this.
In forecasting the financial possibilities on "DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION" the newspaper
commented on its possibilities for the producers and didn't mention the tremendous possibilities
for the 15,000 theatres in the U. S. A. and the other thousands of theatres in Canada cuid throughout the rest of the world, so when these are reckoned it is safe to say that "DRUSILLA WITH
A MILLION" will bring more money and profits to exhibitors than "ABIE'S IRISH ROSE" ever
dreamed of bringing.
It is impossible in this space to begin to publish the simply amazing boosts, compliments and
praise heaped on this ASSOCIATED ARTS production, from the pen of Elizabeth Cooper.
Never before have audiences at The Capitol, New York, the world's Icirgest and finest theatre,
applauded
picture
they applauded "DRUSILLA". It is the talk of the town and soon will be
the talk of athe
entiresisNation.
A CAMPAIGN OF ADVERTISING IN THE SATURDAY EVENING POST WITH A FULL
PAGE SMASH NOW IN PREPARATION TO BE PUBLISHED WHEN THE PICTURE IS
PLAYING, THUS SELLING THE PICTURE TO MILLIONS OF PEOPLE.
Contracts and play dates now being awarded in order of their receipt. Confer with the
F. B. O. salesman who calls on you or communicate with your nearest F. B. O. Exchange. There
are 34 of them in the 34 principed cities of the U. S. A. and Canada. WATCH FOR THE REVIEWS TO BE PUBLISHED SOON.
FILM BOOKING
OFFICES
723 7th Ave., New York
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MORTON ORGANS are distinctively different from all other
organs. Unapproached grandeur and
beauty of tone. Greater orchestral
and theatrical resources and structural improvements found in no other
instrument, make it the supreme
musical instrument of all time
ROBERT

The worlds leading showmen
where— the most progressive exhibitors, are taking advantage of the box
office vallU' of fin- Robe rt \t>irf<>ii
Unit Org-n

FOR

NEW

SELLING

PLAN

^^^^
TO-DAy

Name Theatre
Scaring Capacity
Ciry--State
.
id

Buy

Broadway

AND

LET

QOD

Temple

COME

TO

Bonds

BROADWAY/

A 5% Investment in Your Fellow Man's Salvation
Backed hy Big Business and Banking Executives!
By FRANK

IRVING

FLETCHER

TEMPLE
DW
BROisAto
beAaYcombination of
Church and Skyscraper,
on
gi
li
re
and revenue, Salvation
and 5% — and the 5% is based
on ethical Christian grounds —
Christ did not come to the earth
hat'in-hand — he did not suppli'
cate Charity but offered it— you
cannot cite a single instance
where He asked for something
for nothing — always He spoke
in terms of reward — He ap'
proved of the man who makes
money in The Parable of the
Ten Talents and He said the
laborer is worthy of his hire —
and by that token, the investor
is entitled to his income — instead of asking for donations
the Broadway Temple is issuing
2nd Mortgage 5% Bonds — it is
going to be a self-supporting
dividend-paying Church — that's
what captured the imagination
and support of the great business
men behind it — they liked the
robust conception of a Church
that is not a supplicant but a
producer ! — not only preaching
that Christianity is consistent
with Business but demonstrating
it by its own example. To be
located on the highest block on
Broadway — from i73,rd to 174th
Streets, and covering 26,000
square feet . It will have a tower 24 stories high .When each room is lighted
and the whole is topped by a revolving flaming cross 34 feet high, it will
recall religion impressively to the six million people who can see it.

To secure the $4,000,000 necessary to construct the Temple,
$2,000,000 will be borrowed outright from a great insurance company. $2,000,000 will be issued in second mortgage 5% gold bonds
which will bear cumulative interest as soon as they are paid for in
fuLL Of this amount $1,250,000 has already been subscribed.
We now ask you to PARTICIPATE AS^A PARTNER in selling the remainder.
A QOOD PUBLIC INVESTMENT FOR THE PUBLIC QOOD /
Mail coupon for particulars. Interesting to read whether you invest or not. ^/

It Will Contain:
A Church auditorium seating a,2oo,
together with Sunday school rooms,
gymnasium, swimming pool, social
hall and every modern convenience
for religious and community work.
An Apartment Hotel in the tower over
the Church containing 644 rooms,
public offices, cafeteria, dinmg room
and everything necessary for a
first-class apartment hotel and the
whole overlooking the Hudson
River or Long Island Sound.
Apartments For Housekeeping in the
two wings which will accommodate 500 people.
the Broadway front which
Stores
Buy on
will be very desirable and therefore

bring a solid income.

Broadway
Temple
Bonds

, ^
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The

More

10 facts which

Facts

we listed previously prove that a record

that has never

* been touched is Metro-Goldwyn's for the passing year, 1924-1925. Because
of its ability to turn out a great money-making picture week after week— a 100 percent product— MetrO'Goldwyn
Now

for the coming

has become

season

in one year The Talk of the Industry.

1925-1926

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer

with its

* already famous Quality Fifty -Two has established again its superiority in
the field by assuring exhibitors a line-up that is being talked about wherever
showmen meet.
^

Few

times, if ever before, in the history of the industry were

more

big

star names offered to exhibitors than in Metro -Goldwyn's Quality 52.
Among the big names: LILLIAN GISH, LON CHANEY, MARION DAVIES, JOHN
GILBERT, BUSTER KEATON, RAMON
NOVARRO,
MAE MURRAY,
NORMA
SHEARER,

JACKIE

STARKE,

CONWAY

LEW
BERT

CODY,

COOGAN,
TEARLE,

CARMEL

ROACH,

ELEANOR
CLAIRE

MYERS,

GERTRUDE

ZASU

OLMSTED

4Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

BOARDMAN,
WINDSOR,

AILEEN

CONRAD

PITTS, RENEE
and many

directors have

PRINGLE,

NAGEL,

ADOREE,

PAULINE

MAE

WILLIAM

BUSCH,
HAINES,

others.

more

box-office

successes

to their

*

credit than any other group of directors ever gathered together heretofore. The directors of The Quality Fifty -Two are the following: REX INGRAM,
FRED NIBLO, VICTOR SEASTROM, MARSHALL NEILAN, ERICH VON STROHEIM,
TOD

BROWNING,

HUGHES,

MONTA

HOBART
BELL,

ROBERT

CONWAY,

ALF

BENJAMIN

CHRISTIANSON,

C

HENLEY,

GOULDING,

FRANK

BORZAGE,

Z. LEONARD,

JOSEF
WILLIAM

VON

W.

CHRISTY

STERNBERG,

WELLMAN,

AL

KING

VIDOR,

CABANNE,

EDMUND

RABOCH

RUPERT

and

JACK

GOULDING,
more.

Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer has one of the most important companies of permanent players in the world at its Culver City Studios. It does not stop

with its presentation of Today's Big Names. Keen showmen who know the
audience appeal of personality and talent are grooming the box-office stars of
Tomorrow. Watch for these players: SALLY O'NEILL, HARRIET HAMMOND,
KATHLEEN KEY, GEORGE K. ARTHUR, HELENA D'ALGY, PAULETTE DUVAL
and many more.

6

These

celebrated

novels

are a few_of

the books

among

The

Quality

♦ Fifty-Two: Blasco Ibanez' "MARE NOSTRUM," "THE TEMPTRESS,"
"THE TORRENT;" Rex Beach's "THE BARRIER," and "THE AUCTION BLOCK;"
Sabatini's "BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT;" Peter B. Kyne's "NEVER THE
TWAIN SHALL MEET;" Selma Lagerlof's world-prize novel "THE TOWER OF
LIES;" Rupert Hughes' "MONEY TALKS!" and "HOW DARE YOU!" Ehnor Glyn's
"THE REASON WHY;" and many others.
7

The

greatest of stage plays are among

The

Quality Fifty -Two.

A few

♦ of them: "THE MERRY WIDOW," theatrical history's money-marvel;
"SALLY IRENE AND MARY," Edward Bowling's outstanding hit; "BUDDIES,"
George Hobart's two-year Broadway success; "THE CIRCLE," 2 years in New
York. By Somerset Maugham, author of ''Rain;" "LIGHTS OF OLD NEW YORK,"
from Lawrence Eyre's famous ''Merry Wives of Gotham." Lawrence Stallings,
author of "What Price Glory?" contributes "THE BIG PARADE;" Samuel Shipman,
famous Broadway playwright is included with "A SLAVE OF FASHION;" "SUN
UP," by Lula Vollmer: "AN EXCHANGE
OF WIVES," by Cosmo Hamilton.
And a lot more!
8Metro-Goldwyn
means showmanship. Erte, world-dictator of Fashions
♦ has been brought from Paris to America. His breath-taking gowns in
Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer pictures will soon be the sensation of all audiences.
Plus Technicolor Sequences in many of The Quality Fifty-Two. These are just
samples of Big Ideas apart from production, stars, title that make for additional
box-office qualities in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
9

THE

TRANSCONTINENTAL

TRACKLESS

attractions.
TRAIN

now

en route from

Coast

♦ to Coast advertising Metro-Goldwyn's Quality Fifty-Two and proving
to be without question the greatest single exploitation stunt in the history of
motion pictures is just one of the intensive promotion ideas planned by showman brains in the 1925-26 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer campaign for box-office
supremacy. Add the unparalleled publicity and advertising of Cosmopolitan
Productions.
The achievements of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's studio organization, headed
4 by Louis B. Mayer and his assistants Irving Thalberg and Harry Rapf,
are a matter of current record. This triumvirate of showmen genius has proved
again in The Quality FiftyTwo its knowledge of what exhibitors want to get
the crowds. These are matters of business record and are corroborated by the
fact that more

than ever Metro-Goldwyn

Not

to Mention

is The

Talk of the Industry.

''Ben

Hur''

Netio-Goldwi)n
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The

Industru,

Temperature
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75^

Siandini^Room

The

RIVOLI
A

Carrier
The

Cooled

Sensation

Theatre
of

Broadway

Around
Times
Square
By EDWARD
D. PEARSON
The management

of the Rivoli Theatre executed

a smart apiece of business when they installed the new
cooling plant in the house. Last weeK this theatre
did a better business than any other motion picture
house along Broadway and visitors declared the new
cooling, plant to be all that was claimed.
New

Cbrrier

TorJc Evening Bulletin,
Sunday, June 7, 1925

Fnqineering

Cbrporafion

Office and Laboratories
750 Frelinghysen Avenue

Newark, N. J.
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fresh

Idle Hour
Milwaukee, Wis.
Princess
Woodstock, 111.
Oxford
Oxford, Ohio
Eagle
Hamilton, Ohio
Opera House
Algona, Iowa
Odeon
Hardin, Mo.
Family
Covington, Ky.
Capitol
Bismarck, N. D.
Door
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Burleigh
Milwaukee, Wis.
Lewis
Independence, Mo.
Empire
Storm Lake, Iowa
Strand
Sedalia, Mo.
Princess
Springfield, Ohio
Orpheum
Ottawa, Mo.
111.
New Grand '
Mexico,
New Luna
Byesville, Ohio
Pershing
Kansas City, Kansas
Wm. C. Quimby Theatrical Enterprise
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fun
Detroit, Mich.
Dr. Kolb, Three Systems Cincinnati, Ohio
Star Theatre
McCook, Neb.
Emery
Reading, Ohio
Lyric
Madrid, Iowa
Bijou
Appleton, Wis.
Lexington
Cleveland, Ohio

amuse-

easily

and

an

Cooling and Ventilating System

Only

$160

places the sensational
in your Theatre.
payments

Arctic Nu-Air

Rest on twelve

system

Now

of $12.50 each.

Bigger
Box

40,000

Cubic

of cool, fresh air every minute

this

means

coupon

today

Enjoy

Summer

Office

Receipts

Feet

happy patrons and larger summer Box
Office receipts.

Mail

They

monthly

Arctic Nu-Air Cooling & Ventilating Company
808 State Lake Building, Chicago. Illinois.
| W'e are interested in an Arctic Nu-.\ir Cooling and Ventilating system.
Send us all available information without obligation on our part.
I
Length of Theatre (Inside) □ Have you a balcony? □
Width of Theatre (Inside) □ Have you an exit alongside of
Height of Theatre (Inside) □ screen?
□
Have you a stage?
□
Name of Theatre.
Proprietor
City and State. . .
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is this latest Texas Ranger Western
Packed to the hilt with Romance iger
and FAST ACTION
JESSE

Picture

%

J.

GOLDBURG

PRODUCED BY
INDEPENDENT

DIRECTED BY
REEVES EASON

Bob

Custer

Pictures

PICTURES

CORPORATION

need

no
boosting
The pictures themselves, every one of them, is the answer to the quality and drawing power of the product. Ask
any Exhibitor who is now showing the BOB CUSTERS whether or not these Westerns are 100% effective as
entertainment and ability to attract and hold regular patronage. If you have not played the earlier BOB CUSTERS
you've missed some big bets. See the earlier releases — play them, play the latest ones and this one, "THE TEXAS
BEAR CAT," and build yourself a regular patronage for this fast coming popular Western star.
FILM

BOOKING

OFFICES

723 Seventh Ave., New York.
Exchanges Everywhere.
Thematic music cue sheets available on all our features.
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BEARS

OUT

''The

The

IN

Visual

ITS

"^ws

SLOGAN

the World

of the scope of our great news-gathering

LONDON :

KING, CHURCH, AND PEOPLE JOIN ;N GREAT SERVICE
AT WEMBLEY STADIUM ON EMPIRE DAY

BERLIN ;

GERMANY'S HRST "REKLAMEMESSE" AN ELABORATE
EXHIBITION OF THE ARTS OF PUBLICITY

PARIS :

FRANCE JOINS AMERICA IN HONORING WAR DEAD
ON MEMORIAL DAY

STOCKHOLM

FLORENCE :

Wherever

of All

ISSUE

the two latest issues of KINOGRAMS

following headlines selected from

speak for themselves

EVERY

:

prince ac princesses witness wedding cer
OF THE PERIOD OF 1800— A Kmograms Ex<
cardinal leads solemn procession
BATTISTERO to receive holy FIRE

the big important dramas

a KINOgRAMS

NEWS

REEL

for the entertainment

and

patrons to give them

the best - --

Book

f (&cl4jycaticrruxi
-THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

organization- --

of world events are being enacted there is

CAMERAMAN

amusement

This

to the

to make

of your audience.

a pictorial record

You

owe

it to your

.

Great

News

Reel

Today

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of Amenca, Inc. Will H. Hays, President
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And

every

place
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"Dick's*

is

are
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Greatest
ment.■

plays

—

same.

achieve-

Superb

acting
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Inspiration

Pictures

Inc., presents

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

'SOUL-FIRE'
mih Bessie Love
Mapted from ike pbur OK.-E.KT MUSIC" 4y MA.R.TIN BB^OWN
Sctnurio bi/ JOSEPHINE LOVETT
John S. Robertson
Production
Fheto^raphtd by Roy Ovei baugh
Stifported hif a hnlUant cast including
x^^A^^^
^p^^^J^fc^ Helen Wave, Walter Long, Charlotta Monterey,
tim. '-^i^kV'^ita Rojsi, EfFie Shannon, Lee Ba.k.er and °
othet well known plajeis
iSi fiRST
> W NATIONAL J^.^
>:M PICTURES

Rights Conlioll^d
by V jI First
NaiiOr\iJ
Pitlures Inc
Mddi^n
Avenue
^ 38j
-lOt
A.— New York
\/_ 1^ -J
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YORK,

Cooling

the

box-office factor has just come to
ANEW
the fore which, it is already clear, is
going to rank along with theatre location and the attraction on the screen.
We refer to refrigeration — the installation
and operation of a scientific cooling plant.
Summer heat has always been the theatre's
chief competitor; but it now appears that a
serious liability may not only be wiped
but turned into a solid asset.
The

day is here, bv all accounts,

the regular
building

theatre investment

will be added

JUNE

when

of land

out
to
and

that of a refrigeration

plant. It will be a necessity.

20, 1925

No. 25

Theatre
The

installation cost of the right kind of a

plant is considerable.
the size of a house.
is . around

It varies, of course, with

The minimum

thirty-five thousand

cost to-day
dollars.

A

motion picture engineer predicts that this will
be lowered. Against this equipment figure,
however,

is to be placed

the opportunity

three months a year paying business
shut down or loss.
*
H:
*

of

against

The efficiency of the theatre cooling s\'Stem
has just recently been brought about. We are
told by one large concern that laboratory experiments have been going on for some time
and at very large expense. To-day it is claimed
that air in a theatre anywhere can be made as

Last week, while Broadway sweltered in the
terrific heat wave, one theatre, the Rivoli, was
well

filled day

informs

in and

us that, while

out.

The

manager

ten thousand

admis-

sions would be normal for the week's run,
the admissions actually exceeded twenty-seven
thousand.
The

report stands out in bold relief against

reports, this week, of theatre closings here and
there and the threatened
most

wholesale

closing of

of the theatres in one metropolis.

healthful and comfortable

as the best of coun-

try air.
The laboratory experts state that three main
factors are involved:

air motion, humidity

temperature.

can be brought

These

and

together

at what is called a comfort point. Air can be
made cool or warm as the seasons demand.
The refrigerating apparatus

controls humidity

as well as temperature.
The

point of the matter

is this: the cooling

system should be the best procurable.

It must

Evidently the matter is of supreme importance. Ifpeople can actually be brought to a
theatre to get cool there is created a brand new

be scientifically right. It is a matter of public

enterprise.

Again

that cannot

well be met by anv other offering.

Department of Motion Picture
the service of anv exhibitor.

We

are bringing

it brings about competition
the matter forcefully to the

exhibitor's attention. It ought to be generalh
and immediatelv investigated.

health and therefore too serious a thing to be
bungled.

In the entire matter

the Technical
News

is at
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Truth

in Advertising

THE
National Vigilance Committee of the
Advertising Clubs of the World recently issued
a circular, entitled "Old
says in part:

Pictures for New."

It

"Back in motion picture history, not so many
years later than the nickelodeon era, the scenario
departments of producing companies, both in the
United States and in foreign countries, supplemented
their current material by preparing screen versions
of classic literature. Hardly a famous author, from
Homer to Kipling, failed to have some part of his
writings filmed and screened. For the time at which
they were produced many of these were good pictures. A very few are good pictures today. But
when these are advertised today the following facts
should be kept in mind by the distributor and the
exhibitor :
"A tremendous change takes place with each year
in the quality of cinema photography, make-up, costuming, and the thousand details comprising modern
production. Continuities have also moved with the
times. The public knows this. Accordingly, a number of producers who have in their film vaults excellent pictures made but a few years ago have chosen
to have the entire stories re-scenarized, re-enacted
and re-photographed in order to maintain the high
standard of their programs and those of their exhibitor patrons. Others, whose pictures have comprised
actions too colossal for such re-production, have
advertised the re-issue of such subjects as and for
pictures which had been successfully exhibited at a
previous date and were now being revived because
of their great popularity.
"Once more the trend of producers is toward
classic or well-known authors and famous stories.
Think of a big story and there is every likelihood
that some producer has filmed it within the year
or is engaged in filming it. Today such productions
are lavishly made. A number of them have been
filmed abroad in order to obtain actual and not
plastic and papier mache settings. In order that the
exhibitor may do the business with these pictures
which will enable him to realize a fair profit, his
bookings of these releases is aided and backed up
by enormous campaigns of national advertising so
that an advance demand is created for his showing.
''Nearly every time a big current production of
such a story is announced some film of a similar
subject matter or title is exhumed from the vaults or
from the kerosene circuit or the non-theatrical field

Picture

News

and offered to exhibitors apparently for the purpose
of cashing in upon the reputation of the new picture.

"There is no legal reason why an exhibitor may
not book and screen these film-vault relics if he
wishes to do so. But if he exhibits them without
disclosing affirmatively that they are re-issue pictures, he is throwing away the good will of his
patrons. One way to keep a theatre out of the list
of those houses which are forever changing hands
is to advertise every booking truthfully and completely. Even the small merchants in our towns and
villages are learning what older advertisers have
found from sometimes bitter experience — that advertising the whole truth pays a dollars and cents dividend. Sound principles of advertising are not alone
applicable to goods, wares and merchandise. They
apply to the sale of amusement just as much as they
do to dry goods, hardware or furniture.
"The theatre owner who demonstrates to his
patrons that they can always depend upon what they
read in his film advertising, will attract and hold the
regular, repeat patronage which is the backbone of
picture house prosperity."
Egypt and Denmark

as a Market

Both Egypt and Denmark are proving excellent
markets for American films, according to reports
recently received by the Department of Commerce
from its foreign agents. The former has more than
40 theatres and a large number of outdoor theatres,
and American pictures probably represent 55 per
cent of the total shown.
American pictures have captured over 70 per cent
of the Danish market. There are about 350 motion
picture theatres in Denmark.
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Hercules Mclntyre and his wife,
Eleanor, arrive in New York on
their first visit to America from
Australia, where he is general
manager of the Universal interests.

THE
OFF— an
1 HE Film Tournament
annualTEE
event -was staged Tuesday
y
at Briarcliff Lodge — and the boys drove off the tee for good distances until the rain appeared. Of course only a fev^^ know the
Hagen and Bobby Jones trick of driving a low ball when the
showers are doing their stuff. So the majority found it rough work
in driving out of the rough. As far as we are able to discover —
the course record was not broken. Nor were there any casualties
suffered in driving from the first tee. It stands on a ledge far above
the fairway, but none of the golfers teed up too close to the edge.
Every entry qualified — no matter how high his score. And there
were prizes enough to satisfy the most hopeless duffer.

And here is our own Editor William A. Johnston, listening to an
exposition by Master Jackie Coogan
of Metro-Goldwyn
how he
would run a tradeon paper.

The Lodge is located in a highly picturesque spot. Westchester's
rolling hills roll up on every side. You can Kodak as you go — up
there. And when some of the scores mounted high some of the boys
wished they had brought their kodaks mstead of their mashies.
However, it was all in good fun — and everyone reported a good
time. It seemed like Sunday around the film offices — and the Astor
Grill looked very empty. The golfers had taken their pencils and
appetites to Briarcliff.
WELCOMED
HOME
1 OM MIX was given a rousmg welcome home when he stepped
off the train at Los Angeles the other day. The greeting was a fitting close to the European and domestic tour of the popular star.
Cowboys and cowgirls on horseback, Indian chiefs in full regalia,
Shriners. Mexican plainsmen, a cowboy band, an American Legion
band, stage coaches and a long line of autos filled with other players
and
1 ony.picture executives and city officials paid homage to Tom and

Albert Warner of the Warner
Brothers, who sailed this week
for Europe, where he will look
over the possibility of theatre
construction.

Sam Spring,
FirstBruce
National's
secretary, and E.
Johnson,
manager of the Foreign Sales department, arrive in Los Angeles.

Despite a heavy rain the star rode his horse through thronged
streets to the city hall from the station — a distance of more than a
mile. When he arrived at the mayor's official residence. His Honor,
the Mayor — George Cryer — was presented with one of Tom's
famous ten-gallon hats. This was the first time that the mayor has
ever officially welcomed a picture star in behalf of the city of Los
Angeles.

Wanda Wiley, Century Comedy star, stages a thrilling traffic dodging
demonstration in New York's most congested streets as publicity for
the Free Milk Fund Bouts, a big charity benefit, during her visit- to the
metropolis.

Alyce Mills, one of the fairest
of the new screen faces, who will
be seen soon in a leading role in
"The Keeper of the Bees"
(F. B. O.).

Tom Mix, Fox star, does a few
tricks at the annual horse show,
Washington, D. C, to the amusement of Secretary of Agriculture
Jardine.
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Rider," "The Rainbow Trail," "The Cactus Trail," "The Texas
Trail," and "The Covered Trail."
One could trctvel indefinitely on this tack. Such favorite words as

Range and Roarin' have been
and are still being used- in
countless pictures. They all mean used
about the same. They try to suggest the West of scenery and action. And they get away with it.
But there is too much following the well known groove.

Maud holds up the taking of a scene for "Ben Hut" ( Metro-Goldtvyn)
while May McAvoy prays and Director Fred !\'iblo presumably cusses.
(Lucky it tvasn't talking films.' J
T

TITLING

THE

WESTERNS

XT
doesn't
much ofingenuity
title a and
western.
To that
keep the
in
harmony
withinvite
the shots
the open tocountry
to indicate
picture is there with the action a title is used that will smack them in
the eye. The favorite titles are those which employ the words
"Ridin' " and "Trail."
There is no beating around the bush in naming a western. One
doesn'tthestop
and ponder
what dramas.
the story One
meansknows
as is when
usuallyhe the
with
problem
or domestic
seescase
So
and So in a picture which carries "Ridin' " or "Trail" in the title
that it offers no pretensions of being anything else than a western.
The list is a long one using these words. The "Ridin' " family
includes, "Ridin' Mad," "Ridin' West," "The Ridin' Kid From
Powder River," "Ridin' Pretty," "Ridin' Thunder, " "Ridin'
Casey," "The Riding Fool," "Riding Double," and "Wild Ridin',"
Tlie "Trail " group includes "The Vagabond Trail, " "Crossed
Trails," "The Back Trail," "The Sawdust Trail," "False Trails,"
"Tlie Sunset Trail," "The Star Dust Trail," "Smoking Trails,"
"The End of the Trail," "The Trail of Vengeance," "The Trail

T
SOME FINE SLEUTHING
IN ALL probability the police of the large cities have learned
something in how to conduct their Missing Persons Bureaus in the
manner in which a misisng girl was located in Seattle. The police
department in the western city was bewildered by hundreds of false
clues concerning the disappearance of May Alder, a seventeen-yearold school girl — clues that reached as far as Montana. ~.
It took Mrs. Charles Hakansson, a friend and neighbor of the
Alders, to show the police some new ideas in sleuthing. She had a
hunch that the girl might be in a picture theatre, inasmuch as she
was very fond of the movies. The fair sleuth doesn't know anything
about scientific detective methods — she was not a disciple of Sherlock
Holmes. But she did know May — and her intuition told her that
May might be attending a moving picture show. Mrs. Hakansson
visited a score of theatres and asked the management to swatch on
the lights while she walked the aisles scanning every face. Sure
enough she was rewarded in discovering the girl in the Riallo theatre.
The usual hunches which the police develop lead them to follow
up clues at the picture studios or to hunt for the man in the case.
And the screens of the theatres are often used to flash photographs
of the missing girls. But this is the first time that the lights have been
switched on to locate the runaways.

MONO the many film men who sailed for Europe Tuesday
EUROPE
OFF F. FO
on
the
Aquitania was
WynRne- Jones, American representative
A
of the Ufa interests in Berlin, who left for a ten-day conference
with officials of the company relative to product for the coming year.
In honor of the occasion, a luncheon was given at the Astor on
Monday to the press, as a mark of appreciation for the courtesies
shown the company and its pictures, "The Last Laugh" and "Seigfried. " In a brief and informal talk, Wyime- Jones announced the
closing of arrangements for the showing of the latter picture in
Shubert houses, touched on production plans for the coming year and
outlined the policies of his company with regard to the American
market.

They had a roll<all of directors one afternoon at the Metro-Golduyn-M oyer studios, and here are the men uho turned out. From left to right
they are: Victor Seastrom, Mauritz Stiller, Ernest Williamson, Monta Bell, Rupert Hughes, Josef von Sternberg, Eric von Stroheim (in rear).
Jack Conway, Tod Browning, Hobart Henley, King Vidor, Fred Niblo, W illiam W ellman, Reginald Barker, Marcel de Bono, Al Rabach, William
Christy Cabanne and Benjamin Christiansen.

June

20.

1925

Since its rebuilding and additions, the Cosmopolitan studios in New
York City are as fine as you uill find anywhere. They are now under
the general management of M. S. Epstin.

HOUSE TO SHRINERS
HOPEN
OLLYWOOD kept open house for the visiting Shriners who
held their convention in Los Angeles last week. Every studio did
itself proud in welcoming the guests who had come from every section of the United States. They registered great enthusiasm in
watching the stars step through their paces and the various sets
evoked much interest. At the Culver City studios they caught closeups of Elinor Glyn and Jack Conway who was directing the authors
latest script, "The Only Thing." These studios entered two large
and spectacular floats in the Shriners' parade And many film
companies were represented with highly decorated floats.

HEY are going in for brightly coloredME
lipsticks out in Hollyy LO
orite shade of red to green
CO
wood—A
lipsticks that var
fromR theSC
favHE
T
and purple hues. Though many are claiming credit for originating^
ihe new shades the real origin must be credited to the studios. Under
the w. k. Kleigs and Cooper-Hewitts weird effects are produced.
As most of us know the natural color of the lips takes on a purple
hue under the studio glare. So what would be more effective than
dobbing the Hps with a purple lipstick? If this new color scheme
lakes on at the studios it will only be a question of time before the
drugstores will be putting in a stock of them.
Eleanor Boardman has had some special green and purple sticks
made, because they have better photographic values than the red.
Another smart addition to milady's toilette with this new fashion is
having the upper and lower eye-lids colored to match. It creates
a bizarre, but attractive effect.
Miss Boardman has gone in for other colors, too. She is going
lo wear a blond wig, just like Alice Terry, in order to meet the
critical eye of Elinor Glyn, in whose latest opus, "The Only Thing, "
the plays a golden-haired princess. Conrad Nagel will play opposite as a king or duke or something (the Glyn people are always
royalty, or at least spring from very aristocratic stock), and we are
wondering if perhaps he might wear a coal-black wig by way of
contrast. This is a suggestion to Mr. Nagel.

CH' SETTLES DOWN
MIT
IG of roami
TBIKED
ng around and calling home wherever he hapey's End.
ll Lewis
ed ,atCalif
Journornia
haslyarriv
Micheite
his hat,
hang ased
(that
Hills
in Bever
a homes
He haspened topurch
Edenesque spot, so highly favored by the picture stars). The Lewis
lot adjoins the home of Charlie Chaplin and is directly opposite the
homesite of Mary Pickford's mother.
OUT
BRANCHES
BMACFADDEN
ERNARR MacFADDEN, not content with being a publisher
of a dozen magazines and a newspaper, has branched out as a film
producer. His newest enterprise is the True Story Film Company,
Inc., and in honor of the occasion the Astor Distributing Corporation
gave a luncheon at the Astor recently.

Dorothyof Devore,
Brothers'
supervises
the first
public
outing
the new Warner
family of
Cameo, star,
the dog
comedian.
If they
all
turn out little Cameot. there ivill be a merry time around the kennels.

This handsome float tvas one of those entered by the Metro-GoldwynMayer in the Shriner's Pageant held in Los Angeles, and which captured
first prize. On the float are Fred Niblo, Gertrude Olmstead, Renee
Adoree, Louis B. Mayer, Harry
Claire Rapf.
Windsor, Irving Thalberg and
T
THOSE WAR
STORIES
XT certainly looks as if the public is not so tired of war stories after
all. While the World War ended seven years ago, producers
became "scary" of making pictures that carried a war atmosphere,
1 here were too many hatreds — and people wanted to forget the late
unpleasantness. After several war stories had been produced and
found Not So Good from a box-office value, the sponsors checked
out on them. They turned thumbs down and played their fiddles
in peaceful pastures. Now comes a tide of war stories — which
indicates that the public is in a more receptive mood for them.
Seven years has brought a glamour. The song of hate has been
dissipated.
1 hrough the past year there have been several war plays. And
the coming season is dotted with them. King Vidor is busy putting
over the big war scenes in "The Big Parade," the Laurence Stallings story — and on most every other lot you can discover some sort
of war atmosphere.
Some of the war pictures which have already reached the screen
include "Isn't Life Wonderful," "I Want My Man," 'The
Crowded Hour," "Friendly Enemies," "The Crimson Runner."
"Recompense." "The Spirit of the U. S. A.." "The Fighting
American," "New Lives for Old," "A Man Must Live," and
"The Humming Bird."
Those which will follow in a few weeks or months include "Buddies," "Seventh Heaven." "Havoc," "Mare Nostrum," "Out of
the Ru3i." ' Yorever After," and "Back to Life."
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T
STAKING
CLAIMS
1 T may be that the acting folk of the screen are so accustomed to
playing westerns involving the staking of claims that buying real
estate comes as "second nature" to them. We all know of the
goodly dozen (it may be more) out Hollywood way who have invested their earnings in California soil — and who are sitting very,
very pretty as a result. Some have gone in for home plots, others
for oil.
Now turning toward r lorida we discover that State undergoing
a terrific boom in real estate. Hundreds have migrated to the Florida East and West Coasts and have traded their money bags for
parcels of land. About every other person you meet in the Coast

Sam Spring,
ISational's
secretary, and First
E. Bruce
Johnson,
manager of the Foreign Sales department, arrive in Los Angeles
for a brief visit.

cities and towns has mvested in sod. The old saying — "there's
gold in them thar hills," will have to be changed to read — "there's
millions in them thar flats."
The actor folks are not neglecting the opportunity to buy up
Florida. Here is Tom Meighan who has invested $250,000 in
Ocala real estate. It was while he spent several weeks there not so
long ago in filming scenes that he became impressed by the fact that
the community seemed to have escaped the real estate boom which had
swept many other sections of the state. It occurred to him that with
Silver Springs, one of the natural wonders of America nearby (it
has a flow of 22,000,000 gallons an hour) and with its location on
the Dixie Highway, Ocala was destmed to become a tourist center.
With the aid of real estate operators the star purchased several
slices of Ocala terra firma. He figures these are good for hotel
sites, and industrial and residential developments. But he denies the
story that he intends erecting a studio there and go into picture
production on a large scale.

Even with the assistance of the
make-up artist, Percy Marmont's
preparation for his role in "The
Street of Forgotten
(Paramount) is a lengthyMen"
process.

STUFF
WELL
REmes
FAbeco
E
TT
ion of what
HE H
quest
of juvenile movie stars when they
grow up is a subject which might occupy the statisticians for many
a day. Do they go right on being movie actors and actresses or
do they turn to some other profession as a welcome relief? Baby
Marie Osborne dropped out of sight for a while, but we glimpsed
her recently in a picture. So it is safe to say she will resume her
film career. Madge Evans came back to appear opposite Richard

May McAvoy as Esther in "Ben
Hur" fMetro-Goldivyn) needs no
adjectives to call attention to her
beauty and charm, as proved by
the photo above.

Larry Kent, new F. B. O. "find",
and
by p
star; already
in this "supported",
case the support
being Lefty Flynn's
famous football shoulders.

Barthelmess in "Classmates."
As for Wesley Barry he is putting over the farewell stuff. He
is going to become a naval officer, having definitely decided upon
such a career at an age when most boys think of joining a circus
cr becoming firemen. Wesley recently reached what might be
called maturity, and he is leaving the movies to enter the Naval
Academy at Annapolis without, apparently, so much as a sigh of
regret. His last appearance in the films will be with Ramon Novarro in "Midshipman Sterling, " a story of life among the naval
cadets.

This, as versal),
youin which
may Cullen
see, is the
finaland
scene
of "Peacock
Landis
Jacqueline
LoganFeathers"
rehearse (Unitheir
siLif) for Svend Gade, the director.

Marion Davies was adopted as an
Indian princess by the Shoshones
and Arahapoes appearing in - the
"Iron Horse" (Fox) prologue at
Grauman's Hollywood.

Milton Sills made a trip to Hollywood for one day to see his wife
before
starting (First
his work
in "The
Knockout"
National).
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ABUD(tI']T of $100,000, with three quarters of tlie amount already
were made and adopted.
pledged, of which $7,500 has been paid in ca«h and the l)alance
"A committee designated as the c'onnnittee on By-Laws and Legislation was apsecured by 'notes.
pointed to revise the present Constitution
Decision to appoint a high-powered executive, who would operate
under the control of the Board of Directors, of which Sydney S. Co- and By-Laws. The Conunittee to report at
lien is chairman. Though no olficial announcement has been made, it is a later meeting of the Board.
"It was decided that the report ana
understood that Former Governor J. A. 0. Preus, of Minnesota, and
recommendation regarding Arbitration and
the
Standard Exhibition Contract submitted
James J. Davis, Secretary of Labor, are among those lieing considered
by Joseph M. Seider and approved at the
for tliis post.
Milwaukee convention, be carried out by the
Selection of an organization manager for the M. P. T. U. A. Decision
Board of Directors, and a committee was
was made to give this appointment to Henderson M. Richey, now Generappointed following the decision of the
al Manager of the Michigan M. P. T. 0., according to reliable informaBoard to confer with producers on the aption, and an oflficial announcement may be expected shortly.
proved standard contract, and also relative
to the resolution adopted at the convention
The naming' of an important new Finance Committee, composed of regarding the inability of theatre owners to
Sydney S. Cohen, M. E. Comerford, W. A. Steffes, Glenn Cross and
secure film.
Harry Davis.
"After due deliberation and in consideration of the negotiations for the putting into
Appointment of a committee to negotiate a new standard film contract
operation the mandate of the convention in
and extension of arbitration to include allocation of product and unrelation to the allocation of product, unfair
fair competition. This committee is as follows : Joseph M. Seider,
competition and unfair competifive methods
chairman; M. E. Comerford, Edward M. Fav, A. Julian Brvlawski,
of circuits and chains of theatres operated
by producer theatre owner, this Committee
Charles L. O'Reilly, R. R. Biechele, W. A. Steffes, and H. M. Richey.
fnrtlier recommended that the committee
Handling of the funds and management of the Bureau of Trade and
elected as above, shall also be the committee
■Commerce (Playdate Bureau) as a distinct unit; and the creation of a for the carrying out of the resolution in
■Committee of Fifteen — tive from the M. P. T. 0. A. — five from the conrelation thereto passed at Milwaukee. The
resolution follows :
tributing producers and five from the public — so that the Bureau may
function in direct contact with production, exhibition and patronage.
" 'Resolved, That this Convention approve, endorse and support most vigorously
Naming of four vice-presidents; the executive committee.
a plan to extend the principles of arbitra■Committee appointed on revision of the Constitution and By-Laws.
tion to grievances of exhibitors against producers and distributors arising out of their
These were the important matters settled,
''Commenting on the Board's program of inability to secure service of film because of
or started well on their way, at the meeting
the unfair competitive methods of circuits
activities during the Wednesday and Thursof the National Board of Directors of the
and chains of theatres owned by these proday session, Mr. Cohen stated that on WedMotion Picture Theatre Owners of America
nesday, in order to facilitate the work on
ducers and distributors, and also because of
held at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York City,
hand, special sub-committees were appointed
the
inability
of theatre owner's to secure film
to consider the matters to be discussed at
last week.
for the operation of their theatres, because
Those present at the Board meeting were
the two days' session, and to report to the of the unfair competitive methods of circuits
National President R. F. Woodhull ; Sydney
general Board on Thursday their deliberaand chains of theatre operators, and to that
tions.
S. Cohen, Chairman of the Board ; National
end the Board of Directors meet in confei*Treasurer L. M. Sagal; R. R. Biechele of
"The Ways and Mearus sub-committees
ence in New York City with the representaKansas; A. Julian Brylawski, Washington,
governed the question of dues and recomtives of the producers and distributors for
mended that the same plan be adopted as
D. C. ; M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.;
the
purpose
of drafting an agreement emcarried out during 1924 and 1925, with this
Fred Dolle, Louisville, Ky.; E. M. Fay,
alteration — theatres in towns under 2,500
Providence, R. I.; A. A. Kaplan, Minnebodying suchtoplan.'
"In order
kee]) the Bureau of Trade
:apolis, Minn. ; Jack Miller, Chicago, 111. ; J. population be assessed $5.00 per annum,
and
Commerce
a clearly defined organiza•C. Ritter, Detroit, Mich.; J. M. Seider,
and theatres in towns under 5,000 population for the purposes so named, Trade and
Newark, N. J. ; Jake Wells, Richmond, Va. ;
tion at $10 per annum. The schedule of Commerce,
it was decided to keep the funds,
Xi. B. Wilson, Covington, Ky. ; C. L. dues now in operation is as follows :
manag'ement
and development of this Bu"Theatres
of
500
seats
or
under,
$26
per
■O'Reilly, New York; George P. Aarons,
reau as a distinct unit; and not directly a
annum.
Philadelphia; H. A. Cole, Dallas, Texas;
part of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
"Theatres of 500 to 1,000 seats, $52 per
•Grlenn Cross, Battle Creek, Michigan; A. A.
annum.
of America organization, although urider
Elliott, Hudson, N. Y. ; Charles Nathan,
its gTiidanee and patronage. A committee
Peoria, 111. ; Fred C. Seegert, Milwaukee,
"Theatres of 1,000 to 1,500 seats, $78 per
consisting of five exhibitors, Nathan Yamins,
Wis. ; W. A. Steffers, Minneapolis, Minn. ; annum.
W. A. Steffes, L. M. Sagal, A. Julian Bry.
J. Whitehurst, Baltimore, Md. ; Nathan
"Theatres of 1,500 to 2,000 seats, $104
lawski
and Sydney S. Cohen, was appointed
Yamins,
per annum.
Scranton, Fall
Pa. River, Mass.; M. J. O'Toole,
— alternates, Jake Wells and James Ritter.
"Theatres of 2,000 to 2,500 seats, $136
This committee to have full and complete
National Headquarters of the M. P. T. per annum.
O. A. issued the following statement on the
authority
to work in conjunction with Uni"Theatres
over
2,500
seats,
$156
per
annum.
meeting :
vCTsal's representatives, Film Booking Offices and the Independent Motion Picture
"All theatres in towns under 2,500 popu"The Chairman, Sydney S. Cohen, called
lation, $5 per annum.
Producers and Distributors Association and
the meeting to order and gave a general report of the activities of the organization
"All theatres in towns under 5,000 popuother producing companies under considerand the development of the Bureau of Trade
lation, $10 per annum.
ntion.
^nd Commerce since Milwaukee.
(C <)}i1'nnti<1 1)11 page 3037)
"Recommendations for the en"'n"in2' oi
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Summer
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Rain

Hot

Revives Usual Talk of Extensive Shut-Downs,
Announcements Average With Other Years

caused picture
wave
heat to
week's
L\ST
lean business and
to play
houses
^ iirought forth many announcements of
summer closings. Several liouses are already dark and will remain idle until the
end of the summer, while a number of
others announced that they would close in
a short time.
The torrid weather revived the usual early
summer talk of extensive" theatre shutdowns, though official announcements indicate that up to the present the number of
closings will not greatlj- exceed those of
former years.
The f.O.C.C. has started an agitation to
have all members of that organization close
their houses during the months of July and
August. A questionnaii'e has been sent out
and upon the results will depend the final
decision with regard to the plan.
The question was discussed at a meeting
held last Wednesday. There are alxjut 600
theatres listed as members of the T.O.C.C.
and it is possible that all of these will lie
darkened during July and August should
the plan receive the endorsement of the
organization. One of the main objections
to the plan is based on the fact that the
larger circuits will continue to operate the
majority of their theatres throughout the
summer.
The summer closing situation in other
cities of the country vary with local conditions. In Detroit only one theatre was
reported closed and that for repairs.
The Stanley Company darkened for t)
summer pei'iod four of their Philadelphia
hou-ses. These are the Aldine, Allegheny.
Keystone and Orpheum.
The question, "Will the motion picture
theatres of Cleveland close during the
warm
weather." ha.s been answered bv
Film

Follow

Picture

But

Spell
Official

have been losing money for some time (jast.
Attendance has decreased more than 30%
since March and it is a financial impossibility to continue." Under the contract with
the Musicians' union, all houses having a
seating capacity of more than 499 must
employ a five-piece orchestra. It is generally believed that the darkening of both of
these popular houses will be temporary and
that they will be opened again in the fall.
A large number of Iowa theatres are
closing this year for the summer slack
season. One salesman estimatwl that summer closings would show an increase of .30
per cent over last year's total. Probably
ten per cent of the smaller houses will be
closed at least and in some cases the salesmen are reporting five or six houss out of
evei-A' twenty-five to be planning on summer
closing. Among other houses which will
the opening of a new season would ruin the not be operating for the summer season is
the Burg at Fredericksbiirg, the Opera
standing of a first-run neighborhood house
for the whole .season. Perhaps forever. So House at Batavia, the Princess at Hopkington, and the Opera House at Limes Springs.
it's cheaper to stay open during the sumThe unprecedented June hot spell under
mer, take the loss of operating in the heat,
play off the old pictures that have been which Chicago sweltered for ten days had
contracted for, and start in the fall with a a very adverse effect upon the theatre attendance, and houses in all parts of the
clean
With slate."
the advent of summer many changes
city reported very poor business. With
are taking place in the theatrical world of slight fall in the thermometer, however, on
Butte. As is usual at this time of year
Saturday night and Sunday, business again
there is a marked decrease in the theatre revived. The usual talk of theatres closing
attendance and that spells little profit, if for the summer is heard on film row. but to
ing. fewer houses than one year ago, have
date
any for the amu.sement houses.
Manager W. J. Sullivan of the Silver officially announced their intention of closBow Amusement companj' has published
Old Sol has hit Baltimore, Md., with a
the announcement that his two houses, the
American and the Rialto will close on the vengeance during the past week. Consethirteenth of June for the summer months.
quently the patronage of the moving picture theatres became conspicuous by its
He says: "Because of the high cost of our
absence
and the exhibitors realized that at
big attractions, our big salaiy for musicians, operators and other attaches, we
last Summer "had came.''

M. B. Horwitz, jn-esident of the Washington Circuit, which operates a chain of a
dozen local bouses. "Xo,'' says Horwitz,
"The theatre Avill not close. And the
rea.son they will not close is because they
cannot." The zoning system, put into operation in Cleveland the beginning of last
sea.son by the Film Board of Trade, has
made it necessary, .says Horwitz, for the
exhibitor to give dates for pictures many
months in advance of showing the picture.
This is necessary in order for an exhibitor
to protect himself against his nearest zone
competitor. These pictures, contracted for,
must be played. If not on the date specified, then at some later date. "If we shut
up shop," Horwitz stated, "then in the fall,
we'd have a lot of old jiictures waiting to be
played.
knowsthetheoldnew
p-cturesat
from the The
old.public
To play
pictures

Golfers

Meet

at

Briarcliff

Dampens Green But Day is Voted Great Success; Rex Beach
Low Net Score; Other Notables Compete for Trophies

Tournament conGolfcliff
ngat Briar
Spriducted
Lfxlge, Westchester County, Tuesday, brought
out the usual number of film golf enthusiasts, about 200, and in spite of a heavy
rain that caught practically all the crowd
out
ss. the gi-een the day was voted a gi-eat
succeon
THE

golfers
soon after
tenThe
a. m.
and abegan
numberto ofan-ive
foursomes
were
jdayed before luncheon. The official
matches were conducted in the afternoon
but many of them were not completetl owing to the rain. This made the awarding
of some of the special trophies impossible
and in consequence the committee decidetl to
hold these prizes until the next tournament.
The winners of tlic princii)al trophies are
as follows:
Low net (Reuben Samuels, Inc. Cup)
Avon by Rex Beach, with a net of 70.
Low net runner-up (silver putter offered
by Motion Picture News) won hy Stanley
B. Waite, with a net score of 71.
Low gross (Warner Bros. Cup) tied between Rex Beach and J. D. Williams. Won

N^c <«; s

for Williams by Billy Brandt at the toss
of coin.
Jules Mastbaum Cup for lowest exliibitor
score to Christopher Deibel of Youngstown,
Trophy shield (Exhibitors Herald Tro0.
phy) won by John H. Theis, 2nd low gross
runner-up.
Special cup by Davis Distributing DiA'ision won bv Tom Moore, of Washington.
Winner of leg on FILM DAILY Cup,
Rex Beach with a net of 70.
Kodak offered by Jules Brulatour won by
Lester Aarons, 3rd low gross runner-up.
Winners of the foursome prizes follow :
Chester Sawyer, Bill Sheer, Joseph Sameth, John E. Storey, Don Mersereau, Arthur
S. Kane, Jim Milligan, George Blair, Sam
Sax, HaiTV Fields, Carl Carleton, Jerome
Beatty, Marty Schwartz, John Theis,
Harry Segal, Arthur Stebbins. Xed Depinet,
J. V. Ritchey, Jr.; George Brown, Earl
Gulick, Fred J. McConnell, J. Boyce Smith,
Howard Tierney, Rudy Cameron, Albert L.
Grev, E. J. Warner, Mark Dintenfass, S.
S. Toback, Al Saunders, F. B. Crosbie, and

Makes

^lessrs. Branton. Scott, Nolan, Karpen,
Frankel and Cummins.
Runners-up in the foursomes also awarded prizes:
Lee A. Ochs, Charles Haring. John
Humm, Tim Leahy, E. A. Eschmanu, Lee
Marcus, C. Graham Baker, James A. Cron.
Mvron Lesser, Tom Gerety, Earl W. Hammons, E. J. Smith, J. T. Oliphant, E. L.
Smith, Hawley Turner, Oscar Lynch, Joe
Hornstein, George C. Wilson. William
ilassce, Oscar A. Price. Dr. S. Scheppt.
Gene Hatschet, J. V. Ritchey, Sr.; A. W.
Smith, Will Nigh, Stanley B. Waite. E. S.
Gaylor, Jr.; Jess Gourlay, Paul Gulick.
Lviide Denig. Arthur Pelterson, AI Hedley,
Richard Brady. J. T. Rowley, and Messrs.
Hand, Berson, Schreiber and Abrahams.
The distribution of prizes was a part of
the evening's entertainment, the other half
being a dinner lield in the Casino of the
Briarcliff Lodge. Harry Reichenback
acted as toastmaster during the banquet.
There were informal speeches and the crowd
had a general good time.
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By Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times
STARS.
Star-making. Star exploitation.
These are topics that are
absorbing more and more a universal interest in Hollywood.
Players — and yet more players.
New personalities. Striking
and different. That is a big feature of the trend.
HoAV many names will be added to the bright list before the year is
over?
How many will continue to shine permanently in the cinema sky?
Two, three, a half dozen?
Perhaps even a score or more.
The answer is vital, because a keeii phase of current competition in
production centers in player power — names and talent, and how to insure more names, more talent for the future.
If a company of huge capital were to enter the motion picture field
just now they would without doubt find a situation almost unprecedented
— obstacles that in their w^ay are of an entirely new kind.
Studio space thej^ could doubtless procure or build ; the story problem
they could overcome ; the services of young and promising directors are
still to be had and as a rule they bring to the films a fresh point of view.
The wall that any brand new organization would have to crash
through, however, is that which would stand betw^een them and the majority of big player names. Could they, by any chance, obtain the services of the established favorites! That would have to be an outstanding
question in their minds.
The fiee-laneer with the big reputation
is rapidly vanishing from the fieUl. Even
Conway Tearle, for long the most inveterate in his complete and absolute independence of term contracts, has been
engaged for a series of features by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Lewis Stone, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Wallace Beerv and others have all
lodged safely with one organization or another, either as star or featured player,
and the chances of their taking part to any
extent in activities outside of this is eonsidei'ed exceedingly slight. Percy Marraont
is virtually the only one of the somewhat
celebrated group who, at this writing, remains fancy free, and his signing up now
seems inevitable.
The system of lending plaj^ers, which
prevailed so widely about a year or two
ago, has been rapidly going out of vog'ue.
Companies have on occasion lately attempted to secure a contract player from
another organization and found that
schedules did not permit such an arrangement. Things move too rapidly; an actor's
value is enhanced more by keeping him at
Avork in his home studio, it is felt, than by
sending him to another unless the feature is
very exceptional. Besides it is dangerous
for a player to appear too frequently on the
screen, as some of the free lancers did.
The front presented by the various companies is, under the circumstances, one to
be observed and considered. The real
battle, if there is to be a competitive war,
will be fought to quite an extent with the
munitions of names.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer just now presents
a bold and very consistent ensemble of personalities. The total number is perhaps
greater than that of any company, reaching
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more than forty, and they do not seem lo
be through signing up talent by any means.
Primaiy stars on their list include Lillian
Gish, Norma Siiearer, John Gilbert, Manon
Davies, Ramon Novarro, Bnsrer Kea-on,
Lon Chaney, Mae Murray and Jackie Coogan. An excellent line-up. These players
will as a rule head the casts of their
productions, although some of them will
occasionally be used together, as at pro'^ent
Chaney and Miss Shearer, in "The Tov/er
of Lies." One of the most interesting
things about the group is that Miss Shearer
and Mr. Gill)ert have made such remarkable
progress. They are said to be running a
neck-and-neck race for popularity, with Gili)ert leading in some localities, and Miss
Shearer in others. Buster Keaton, it may
be mentioned, is, according to the latest advices, to continue to release through Metro,
and Jackie Coogan, of course, has been
signed up for another year.
In actual box-office effect the Paramount
list is, naturally, very strong. The name of
Gloria Swanson is still something to conjure
with, although she will have to have a good
popular picture very soon to help her hold
her favor. Her latest film, "The Coast of
Folly," with a background of society life
in Palm Beach and Miami, will give her one
of her old-time opportunities to wear A'ery
smart frocks and gowns, and incidentally
she appears in a dual role, as mother and
daughter. The picture has been practically
completed.
More than Gloria, it is a fact that Thomas
Meighan needs a good strong starring story.
He is one of (ho ablest actors, but the
pictures in which he has lately played have
not brought out his ability. Popularly, h.'
manages to hold \az own exceptionally well.

of

Names

Richard Dix and Pebe Daniels are gaining
a little, esi)ecially Dix. Some of his recent
advancement has been quite notev/jrthy.
Pola Negri is the star, hovv.jver, thai is
building toward the biggest future.
striking commercially
resource of isParamount's
newThestrength
comedians.
They are better foitified than anybody,
with Harold Lloyd a sure winner; Douglas
MacLean — hitting in high already, and Raymond Griffith — one of the gi-eatest comers
in all of moviedom. Lloyd's college picture,
which is to be held until the fall, is
probaby going to pi-ove the most successful
that he has made lately, with the exception
of "Grandma's Boy" and "Girl Shy." It
may even top "Girl Shy." It is his last
under his Pa the contract, and he is preparing for his first Paramount production now.
First National naturally holds a big balance of ])ower because of the popularity of
Colleen Moore and Corinne Griffith. Colleen is in some respects the most amazing
of moviedom's stars. For who, since the
heyday of Mabel Normand, can equal her
as a clever comedienne?
The Milton Sills vogue is still on, and
one looks to the future for big things for
Dorothy
Mackaill, since "Chickie" is a cleanup.
Norma Talmadge, with "Graustark,"
should be once again in her element, while
the record of Connie Talmadge during the
past few months is putting her farther
along than she ever has been before. She's
worth a lot of cheering these days is Connie.
Everybody will be watching both her and
Norma more and more as their association
with LTnited Artists approaches — Norma,
particularly, very soon, since she has only
two more releases with First National, and
has lately again been proving her acting
])Owers.
I like personally to regard the Warner
Brothers line-up because it is such a dio.tinctive and interesting o.ie. Their stars
comprise now .Tohn Barryrnnre, first ard
foremost, Lowell Sherman, Syd Chaplin,
Monte Blue, Irene Rich, with Marie Prevost and Willard Louis occasionally also
being featured 'n that caoacity.
Alice Calhoun has come to them following the Vitagraph deal — a girl of still unrealized charm and talent. Among their
other recent acquisitions are Dolores and
Helene Costello, the daughters nf IMaurice
Costello — the second generati'>n takiiig cheir
step into prominence. With Dorothy Devore. Patsy Ruth Miller, Huntly Gordon,
Kenneth Harlan, Matt Moore, Clive Brook
and others, this comprises a very well
rounded list that should enable them to
accomplish results "worth while and also,
perhaps, brilliant. I understand, by the
way. that Barrymore is on this occasion
to play in both a modern and a costume film,
to pay in both a modern and a costume film.
Universal has been threatened with the loss
of Reginald Denny. Denny has found fault
with the very low terms of his contract,
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uliR'h he aiinoui'.ced were less than $1,000
a week.
The company is evidently stiiving for
popuhir results with both ^lary Philbin and
Laura La Plante. Miss Philbin is completing: "Stella Maris," a revival of the Mary
Pickford story, while Miss La Plante is continuing the sei'ies of light comedies to which
she seems singularly well adapted. From all
accounts, however, the most im,)ortant thriK
to be afforded l>\ ihe "U" in the near futiut
is
the picturization
of "TheJackGoose
Woman,'"
featuring
Louise Dresser,
Pickford
and
Constance Bennett, which has recentlj^ been
completed b\' Clarence Brown. This is nicidentall}' Brown's last picture with that
company, for he is to start directing Rudolph Valentino this month in "The Untamed," with a Russian background. In this
Rudy will be seeji as a Tartar prince. The
film is a modernized version of a sr..ry );y
Pushkin, celebrated Slavic \vriter.
An actress Avhose fame will probably
shortly be made in a mother role, somewhat
resembling Miss Dresser's in "The Goose
Woman," is Belle Bennett, who has been
selected to do the title character in "Stella
Dallas." Tests of thirty or forty plaj'ers
"were shot for this particular plum, under
the supei-^-ision of Samuel Gold\vyn, the producer, and Henry King, the director. A
number of stage players were considered
among others, but Miss Bennett was re-garucu aS having the film experience necessary- to give an ,adequate portraj^al. The
picture should be one of the greatest of the
mother-love plays of this or any other
season. The girl who appears as the daughter Laurel, for whom Stella majies a supreme
sacrifice, is to be done by Lois Moran. a
brand new find brought from abroad. She

Correct Error in Report
of Mix Injunction
IN the issue dated May 30th, the
NEWS printed an article under the
heading "Enjoined from Using Bill
Mix the
Name
in Pictures"
whichCourt
statedof
that
United
States District
the Southern California District has issued an injunction against the use of
the name Bill Mix in connection with
the advertising of pictures produced by
Bill Mix Productions, Inc., and distributed by Sanford Productions.
The article referred to was incorrect
and unintentionally misleading, since the
injunction does not restrain these companies from using the Bill Mix name but
instead makes provisions that the advertising of such pictures shall not cause
or tend to cause exhibitors or the public
to believe that a star named Tom Mix
is the star or performer therein, further
requiring that all advertising matter
issued by the companies in connection
with the Bill Mix pictures shall carry the
following
inscription:
connected
with
any other
producer"Not
or performer
of similar name." The order, thus,
specifically permits the companies to use
the Bill Mix name in connection with the
advertising, selling and exhibiting of
their pictures, subject to the provisions
of the agreement.
The injunction was the outcome of a
suit brought by Fox Film Corporation,
producers of features starring Tom Mix.
The order of the court is based on a
stipulation signed and filed by the plaintiflF and defendants to the action.
This article is printed by the NEWS
to fully correct the error which occurred
in the story printed in the issue of May
30th.

Motion
apparently symbolizes anew youth on the.
screen a la Betty Bronson. Ronald Colman
as Stei)hen Dalla.s, the husband of the iltle
character, will have a role enabling luii;
once again to prove the fine, thoughtful quality of his work. 1 do not know that Colmaii
will ever actually reach stardom, but he ■■-lu
safely be regarded as one of the most successful of the new leading men. In mau',
localities he has as many fans as Gilbeir,
if not more.
The first starring pictures made by Leatrice Joy and Rod La Rocque, under the
Cecil B. DeMille banner, will snortiy be
ready for release, and it is good news, perhaps, that La Rocque's film, "The ''un.ing
of Amos," will disclose him in a much
lighter portrayal than any that he has done
in some time. Miss Joy's feature, "Hell's
Highroad," will be the domestic drama type,
giving her an emotional part, m well as a
chance for comedy. Tlie cast for De AliUe't
own picture, "The Road to Yesterday,"
which mingles period with modern setting,
comprises Joseph Schildkraut, Jetta Goudal
and Vera Reynolds among the principals,
and will be started this month. ]\[r. DeMille has a very interesting nucleus for his
films including Edmund Bums, Robert Ede
son, Lillian Rich, Robert Ames, recruited
from the stage, besides quite a few newcomers. Noah Beery, who is under contract
to Famous Players-Lasky, with peace es
tablished again, was lent to him for "The
Coming of Amos."
For the present, the number of productions filmed simultaneously at the De Mille
studios, will probably not exceed two. It is
understood that expansion of the plant is
being contemplated some time in the coiu'se
of a year or so, or whenever it may become
necessary to materially increase the present
output of twelve pictures annually.
The future plans of the independent established stars merit much attention — those
of Douglas Fairbanks, especially, because
(in the strength of "Don Q" he is likely
to be sitting atop the world again. His
]nrate story, which is next on the list, will
\ pry likely be photographed in technicolor,
and is without doubt going to be much more
elaborate than his present release. Tests
have already been made of the color process
and everything seems favorable to its use.
Doug has had the pirate production in mind
for a long time, but held it in abeyance
because of others which were being made.
now. field will evidently be clear for ' him
The
Mary Pickford has finished "Little Annie
Rooney," and optimistic hopes are being
entertained for her in this production. It is
not to be an ostentatious feature, but one
that will very strongly emphasize human interest. For a time Mary thought in the
setting to intensify the impression of the
tenement districts and other drab surround"Caligari"
of the
using something
ings, byconstruction
idea in
of the
buildings
and
also crowding them together to make the
effect seem oppressive. Later, she abandoned this for the simpler and more direct
expedients, so that comedy and heart appeal,
rather than anything manifestly decorative,
will be the attraction.
Keep your eye on Charley Ray. He has
also returned to his original character, and
the preview of "Some Punkins" recently at
the Writers' Club, caused a wave of optimism for his future. Ernst Lubitsch, among
others, voiced enthusiasm. He has always
had a very high opinion of Charley's ability,
and has hoped at one time and another to
dii-e.^'t him. "Some Punkins" is a blending
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A' c zi' s

Statement is Issued by
M. P. T. O. A. Officials

was issued ng
Wednesday, statemen
June 10,
t
followiof thesigned
THEon behalf
Motion Picture
.Theatre Owners of America, by R. F.
Woodhull, President and Sydney S.
Cohen, Chairman of the Board of Directors, in connection with an article
which appeared in "Variety," headed
"Big Shake-Up in M. P. T. O. A.":
"A statement has already been made
to the press covering the business proceedings which took place at the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
Board of Directors meeting, which was
in session Wednesday and Thursday,
June 3rd and 4th, at the Hotel Roosevelt,
New York City, and the article published in "Variety," issue of June 10th, in
connection with its inference that the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America are aligning themselves with the
Hays Organization is misleading.
"Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, R. F. Woodhull, President;
Sydney S. Cohen, Chairman, Board of
Directors."
of humor and pathos, with Charley weai-ing
again the farmer's hat and overalls,
once can,
and
without doubt, be very safel.^
hailed as the sort of film that formerly
made him "the best-loved boy on the
Meanwhile tlie new names are not to be
overlooked. The wheels are very smoothly
moving toward many debuts at the studios.
Success
screen." is possible in a much bigger way
and mach more rapidly than a few year.j
ago for the newcomer because of the betterment of the releasing system, the improx ed
technical quality of pictures, systematizing
of costuming :ind make-up as regard the
films. and finer general ;.'resentation oi; the
stars
That there v.dll be the big and lasting
triumphs in the films that there were at. an
earlier tain.
stage,
may seem
less cerFirst favorites
are somewhat
nearly always
the
most happih' remembered. The new names
are more closely linked with the parts which
their possessors play; there is possibly less
of Nevertheless,
the personal element
a player's
it is tointhis
newer vogue.
group
that one must look more and more for the
keeping up of the progi'ess of pictures.
They
are representative
in a atdefinite
of
the stimulus
of new ideas
work.wajThey
are seldom, nowadays, mere imitators of
those who have gone before, for pictures
do not suffer from this condition as they
did six or seven years ago. The shrewd
producer or director wants individuality in
his talent, and it would appear that the man
who is bent on discovering actors nowadays,
who knows his business, wants his find to be.
if not always supremely gifted, at least in
tyi>e thoroughly distinctive.
Manitoba

Theatre

Tax

Runs

Ahead of Estimate
The Provincial Amusement Tax has been
running ahead of the Government estimate
in the Province of Manitoba during the
eight months ending April 30 last, according to Government statement just issued.
The Provincial authorities estimated that
the tax returns from theatre patrons during
the eight months would be $180,000. The
actual pavments from the theatres totalled
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News'
Staff
Man
on
European
Survey
L. C. Moen Goes Abroad on Important Tour of Investigation of Film
Conditions in England and on Continent
LK'. Motiox
MOEX, Picture
of the editorial
the
News, staff
sailedof for
• Europe on Thursday of this week,
via the S. S. '*De Grasse," for an extensive
tour of investigation of film conditions in
England and on the Continent. In view of
the increasing importance of the foreign
market and the growing international nature
of the film industry, the News believes it
advisable at this time to make a first hand
survej' of the changing conditions in France,
England and Germany, the principal film
capitals of Europe. If found advisable, tlie
investigation will be extended to include
Belgium, Austria or other adjacent territory.
Developments of the highest importance
are pending in Europe, both as regards tlieatres and i)roduction, and it is believed by
those close to conditions on tlie other side
that the coming year will see vital changes
in the present line-up in both fields.
While in Europe Mr. Moen will endeavor
to approach the situation from two widely
separated angles : first, that of the European
producers, distributors and exhibitors; and
second, that of the American companies
operating in Europe, either in their own
name or through affiliation with local corjioratioiis. These two groups hold widely
divergent views on many topics, but it is
felt that the only fair way to appraise the
situation is to obtain the plans and belie'fs
of both the American and European concerns, rather than either group alone.
The survey to be made will include production in some measure, inasmuch as the
volume of European production bears- an
important relation to the number of playing
dates available for American pictures. The
principal effort, however, will l)e directed
along the line of theatre building and ownership, both European and American, inasmuch
as developments in Europe at the present
time closely ai^proximate those in America
as regards producer-distributor ownership of

Increased
Ufa

w hereout themail
trip.will 1)0 forwarded to him throughImmediately upon his return to the United
States Mr. Moen will prepare for Motiox
Picture News the most comprehensive
analysis of European conditions as tliey
affect the American film industry that has
yet been presented by any trade i)aper.
I'iiis material will a]>pear exclusively in the
News.

L. C. Moen, of Motion Picture News, who
sailed for Europe this week on a tour of investigation.
(Photo by Garo, Boston)
theatre, booking combines and the circuits.
Working out from Paris as a central point,
Mr. Moen will visit the important film centres, using the Handley-Page, Junker and
other commercial airplane services in order
to cover the utmost possible ground in the
available time. He will be aided in his investigation byEuropean film trade journals,
distribution and production executives,
American representatives, heads of exhibitor
organizations and others intimately in touch
with basic conditions.
Foreign exhibitors, executives and others
who wish to get in touch with the News representative during his stay in Europe may
do so through the American Express Company, 11 Rue Scribe, Paris, France, from

Production

Mr. Moen's selection for the survey of
the foreign field is partially in the nature
of a reward for faithful and' appreciated
services. He came to the News four years
ago from Babson's after an extensive and
thorough experience in various branches of
the film industry, to assume charge of the
Exhibitors' Service Bureau. In this position, which has always been rated as one
of the most important on the staff, he has
proven eminently satisfactory and in addition has freely given of his talents from
week to week in the preparation of the other
departments of the magazine.
His talent for observation and his ability
to relate on jiaper, clearly, that which he
has seen, makes him an especially desirable
man for the assignment and the News is
confident that the articles he will write upon
his return will be well worth the attention
of all branches of the industry.
At various intervals the News has published special articles concerning conditions
in Europe, notably Germany and England,
but this is the first time a member of the
liome ofiBce staff' has been sent abroad on a
special mission. If the trip is successful, as
it seems positive it will be, it is planned
to continue the practice at such periods as
is practicable and necessary to keep abreast
of foreign conditions.
No definite number of weeks for the
News survey has been allotted to Mr. Moen
but the time will be sufficient to accomplish
])ractieal results.

in

Germany

Announces Thirty-Three Productions for First Half
of Season; Many More to Come
By Heinrich Frankel of Berlin

WHEN,

some months ago, import regulations inthis country were settled
in such away (dealt with at length
in one of my last articles) that each renter
may only impoi-t an amount of foreign productions exactly eoiTesponding to the footage of German films handled by him, — when
this new regulations were published, it was
easy to prohesy that, in view of the strong
demands of this market and its more than
3000 halls, a big boom in Gennan productions would have to result.
And that's indeed what has happened.
Activity in German studios has considerably
increased and is certainly ever so much
larger than it was last year.
Ufa naturally heads the list. This concern, by far the biggest of all Gei-man film
companies is announcing (and busilv producing already) as many as 33 pictures

during the first half of the season; and before the year ends there will surely be
many more to come. — Some of these productions are of
highly
ter and are
surea to
tuni ambitious
out even chai'acbigger
than "Nibelungs," "Last Laugh" and some
other renowned productions of the past.
Naturally American readers will be
mostly interested in - the forthcoming productions of those directors who are mci
or less renowned alreadv' in the States.
Fritz Lang (of "Nibelung's" fame) is
busily producing already a very big modern
production, called "Metropolis." The story
has naturally again been M-ritten by Thea
von Harbou, the producer's wife. F. W.
Murnau, producer of "The Last Lausfh" has
finished already a very big (modern) adaption of "Tartuffe." Carl Mayer, author of
"Last Laugh" has also written the scenario,
and Emil .Tannings has once more been

starred in the latest Murnau production.
At the present moment this greatest and
most widely renowned of the German actors
is playing lead in what will probably turn
out one of the biggest and most ambitious
of
year'sofUfa
Author
and this
director
thisproductions.
film which will
be
called "Vaudeville" is E. A. Dupont, probably the finest of the younger set of German producers. He is generally expected
to rank among the world's greatest in a
very short time. In this film Lya de Putti
is co-starred who, by the way, is expected
to go to America next year.
Dr. Eobison, producer of "Warning
Shadows" (which has enjoyed a very
strong success in England) is just embarking on a very big production, adapted
from "Manon Lescaut." Here too Yy.i de
Putti is going to play lead.
(Continued on par/f 3037)
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N ezus

New

S. Barret

McCormick

Appointed

as

Pathe

Manager
of Exploitation
BARRET McCORMICK has been appointed Exploitation Manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., succeeding Arthur Brilant, who recently resigned to engage
• in theatrical production work.
Mr. McCormick is fitted by his long and varied experience in the theatre,
advertising and exploitation fields for his new office. He has established a record
as a successful theatre manager, having been identified as Managing Director with
such prominent first-run houses as the Circle in Indianapolis and the Allen in
Cleveland.
As head of Pathe's exploitation staff Mr. McCormick will have charge of the
compilation of campaign books and press-sheets and will also originate theatre
novelties, and other exhibitor accessories. Pathe officials are convinced that in the
new Exploitation Manager they have an executive unusually well-fitted by training
and Mr.
experience
to handle
theseassociated
problemswith
fromthethe
exhibitor'sstaff
angle.
McCormick
has been
exploitation
during the past
ten months and during that time has handled a number of special campaigns for
Pathe and Associated Exhibitors.
S

Aller

Sails

on

Russian

Aim

Vice-President of Rothacker-Aller Off
for Europe to Investigate Proposition
tivities on a considerable scale. The film
interest attached thi;,
BLE
CONSIDERA
\veek to the departure for Europe of industry virtually disappeared auring the
revolvition, but a fair number of theatres
Joseph Aller, vice-president of the
Kothacker-Aller Laboratories, Inc., of Holmanaged to survive and are understood to
lywood, to investigate the possibility of the
be o])erating at present on a moderately
successful basis. Much of the film shown is
.extension of that company's affairs into
Russia, or, as it is now termed, the Union
from Germany, which has i)erhaps been
of Socia.ist Soviet States.
most active in building commercial relationAller sailed on Tuesday, June 9th, aboard
ships with the Soviet States.
the "Acjuitania," going first to London,
A few films have actually been produced
where inijjortant changes will come about in
in Russia in recent years, but many of the
the laboratory situation shortly thi-ougli the
so-called "Russian" films exhibited in Euimposition June 30th of a tax on the import
of raw stock. This will give a considerable
rope have been filmed in the Russian refugee colonies (numbering several hundred
imi>etus to both raw stock manufacture and
thousand persons) in Paris and Berlin. The
laboratory work in the British Isles, accordMoscow Art tiieatre has been responsible for
ing to those familiar with conditions there.
a number of jjroductions. These, while posFollowing his stay in London, Aller will
go on to Paris and Berlin, where he will
sessing the highest type of artistry and acting, have been rather too morbid and tragic
confer with several technical e perts who
in theme to be widely suitable for showing
have l>een making investigation there for
in other countries.
the Rothacker-Aller interests daring the
It is believed by many, however, that the
past two or three years.
Russian artists will ultimately develop a
The Russian angle to the trip is occasioned
high type of picture, and perhaps oecome a
by Aller's acceptance of the official invitaserious factor in the production of high
tion extended to him by the Director of the
Goskino, a department of the Soviet govgrade photoplays. With its uncounted millions of citizens, Russia possesses a tremendernment which is in full control oi all moous potential home market for its own films,
tion picture activities in Russia.
as well as those from other countries, once
Rei)ort.s have come out of Russia recently
its financial affairs permit of expansion in
from several sources indicating tfiat that
the building and operation of theatres.
country is seriously contemplating film ac-

Gilda

Gray

Famous

A

Stage

Paramount

Dancer

Signs

Star

Contract

to Appear in Films — First Role Picked
a Sunday night concert at the WinY, famous stage dancer danceter at
GILDA GRAtaine
Garden.
r, has signed a conand enter
In announcing the contract with Miss
tract with Paramount to star in moGray, Mr. Lasky said :
ticm i)ictuies, it was announced this week
"In Gilda Gray we feel we have signed
L. Lasky. Miss Gray's first starby Jesse
ring vehicle will be filmed from a story by one of the greatest bo^f-offiee attractions the
theatre has developed in recent years. Her
Robert E. Sherwood and Bertram Block.
popularity is ])henomenal, as was proved
Paul Bern has been chosen to direct.
recently when she drew $49,000 in one week
The star won fame as a cabaret performer
at the Metropolitan theatre in Los Angeles.
This record has been repeated in other places
and later as a stage star as the leading exbegan her where she has appeared in the last two
ponent of tlie ".shimmy." She later
going years. None of tiiis personality will be lost
career as a dancer in Milwaukee,
on the screen. We have tested her thorto Chicago and so to the New York cabarets.
oughly and the same magnetism which has
In New York she attracted the attention of
attracted tiiousands of people all over the
Sophie Tucker, vaudeville headliner, who
obtained an engagement for Miss Gray to country will be manifest in her pictures."

Companies Chartered in
New York State
Motion i>icture companies incorporating
in New York State during the past week ineluded the following: Spring Valley Community Theatre, Inc., Spring Valley, $100,000, George Avers, Lawrence Beckerle, E.
H. Bedford, Spring Valley; Ashland
Amusement Corporation, S. A. Telsey, A.
Rachmil, Brooklyn; S. Hellinger, New York
City ; Woodhouse Productions, Inc., $1,000,
J. Kendler, New York City; A. Levitt,
Brooklvn; H. Lapiu, Coney Island; Rrspen
Enterprises, Inc., $20,000, W. G. Lovatt,
W. N. Hechheimer, G. B. Nicholson, New
York City ; Herrick Productions, Inc., $50,000, F. H. and A. J. Herrick, New York
City; C. E. Huek, Morristown. N. J.; AllRigiit Films Incorporated, capitalization not
stated, J. Sinder, D. B. Lederman, New
York City; Charles B. Paine, Brooklyn; L.
B. M. Theatres, Inc., $15,000, Wi Ham Landau, S. G. Bock, M. Marmor, New York
City; Neleii Producing Corporation, $50,000, M. L. Elkin, M. Salit, A. Eichel, New
York City; Motion Picture Presentations
Corp., capitalization not stated, C. Harrii'ork
New$50,000,
A. G. Thorne,Inc.,
A. True, Productions,
man,
City; C.Westpenn
John
Marquette,
H.
Schiffman,
L.
Butler,
New York City.
Commercial Capital Corporation, $50,000,
W. H. Tallis, E. M. James, J. M. MuUin,
New York city; Ten Eyck Pictures Corporation, capitalization not stated, A. Radeloff,
Brooklyn; E. M. Barnes, A. Schimel, New
York citv. J. L. Barnard Productions, Inc.,
$25,000,
L. Barnard,
E. Huey,"j.New
York city.R. G. Beekhout, W.
Arch Productions, Inc., capitalization not
stated, S. E. Mecca, S. Schiff, S. Goodman,
New York citv; Raygold Theatre CorporaP. Weilins, M. L. Schwartz, J.
tion, $20,000,
Hurowitz,
New York city.

Players Declare Preferred Dividend
A dividend of $2 on preferred stock of
Famous Players was declared at a meeting
held last Monday by the board of directors
of the corporation. The dividend is payable August 1st to stockholders of record
as of July 15th. The books will not
close.
Famous

R. D. Graver Heads North
Carolina M. P. T. O.
hent
the
temporary
lina VER
meet
a Nort
atted
T. ofO.elec
P. was
M. presid
RD•. CaroCRA
e committee held reing of the executiv
cently. Mr. Craver will serve until the
g
annual meetin at Wrightsville Beach
4than inclusive, whe
n
per21-2chairm
on June manent
will be named toa take
the place of the late H. B. Varner.
campaign to get exhibitors
vigorous
to Aattend
the convention is being carried
on by Secretary Abbott of the North
Carolina body. It is understood that
there will be a number of prominent
theatre men at the Wrightsville Beach
convention. Sydney Cohen and Charles
Petti^ohn of the Hays Organization, are
said to betheiramong those who have signified
intention of attending the
event.
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In and

Out

of Town

general manager of disE. MORRIS,
tribution for Warner Bros., is on a visit
to Chicago'and the Middle West in connection with the opening of the new Warner exchange in Milwaukee.

SAM

ALFRED WEISS, one of the executives of
Weiss Bros. Artclass Pictures Corp., will
sail June 13th on the Leviathan for an extended
trip to Europe where he will make a survey
of the foreign market with a view toward the
purchase of film product.
/(',.
BACHM
general
managerwillofIcazr
dis• tribution
forANB. , P.
Schulberg,
late this zvcek for a complete tour of his comexchanges ivhere
he will outline
the currentpany's
sales policy.
Mr. Bachman
will probably
visit the Schulberg studios in Hollyivood before returning.
HAL WALLIS, studio representative for
Warner Bros, on the West Coast, is in
town for a couple of weeks.
CH.\RLES CHRISTIE, business manager
of the Christies has been in town attending
the National Convention of Educational Exchange managers and executives.
LESSER
Goldberg
of U'cstin
OOOLCoast
TheatresandareJoe
e.vpected
to arrive
Neil' York this zveek.
JAMES
R. GRAINGER,
general sales
manager for Fox, left for the Coast the
latter part of last week.
JOSEPH

ALLER of Rothacker-Aller Laboratories, J.Robert Rubin of Metro-Goldwyn, E. A. Schiller of Loew's, Inc., and
Frederick Wynne-Jones are reported as sailing
on the Aquitania, Tuesday morning.
yjRT HU R ZIEHM, zvell knoivn film man
yi from Central Europe is stopping at the
Astor.
AL ROACH left for the Coast on Satur• day of last week.
Staab
to
Call
Series of
Exhibitor Conferences
Henry Staab, e ecutive .secretary of the
Wisconsin M. P. T. 0., is planning a series
of zone conferences for exhibitors holding
membership in the organization. Tlie meetings will be presided over by Staab, who
will make reports and suggestions of interest to the exhibitors on questions of distribution and exhibition.
He is also fostering a plan to have State
conventions issue invitations to officers in
other state organizations for the ])urpose of
exchanging ideas and giving them the benefit of their experiences.
Rialto

Theater,

New

York,

Takes Exception to Story
The Rialto theatre, iSTew York, takes exception to a story printed in a recent issue
of Motion Picture News, which stated that
" Baree, Son of Ka^an," recently shown,
was accompanied bv a piano-organ music
score supplied bv Vitagranh and composed
exclusively of original music. Officials of
the Rialto stated that the music played was
of the theatre's own selection and was not
furnished by Vitigraph.

Production

in Ger-

many Shown
(Continued from j^age 3035)
Dr. Berger, another one of leading Ufa
producers, is directing an adaijtioii of
"Waltz Dream." The film will probably ))e
titled " 'NUX' the Prince Consort."
Max Mack and Lothar Mendes arc; other
renowned German producers booked by Ufa.
The former is directing "Career," starring
Ossi Oswalda, the latter -"Love's Blindness,"
starring Conrad Veidt, Lil Dagover, and
the British artist Lillian Hall Davies. Emil
Jannings is also playing quite a small part
in this film; the funny thing abor.t it is
that he incorporates his own personality;
quite a novel ide.t.
These are the more important of Ufa's
own productions during the first half of
the season. Apart of this are, h(»>vevcr,
quite a number of independent proiluetions,
either the Oer'nan or the world rig'i'n cf
which are handled hy Ufa. The mo.-^^t. noteworthy of them fire those by Paul Davidson M'ho is genera I) J regarded as "the father
of the G.?i-man iihn trade" and viho certainly is tl^e "discover" of Lubitsc'i and
Negri. His company supplies tw.) mo.iern
features, both of which are directeil by
P. L. Stein. i?ex nlms, another noteivcn-thy
of the "Indepfiidtnt" furnish two pictures
produced by Jmpu Pick. One of tlieiu is
being t.ij^^n frojn Henrik Ibsen's famous
play "The Wild Duck." Mestro Filins are
to deliver two Lucie Doraine productions
to be produced by F. Basch. Stcinheim
Films are also delivering two modern i)roductions, both of Ahich are directed by
Hans Schwartz.
Apart of these there are naturally lots
of smaller features, to say no:hing of a very
large output of travel films, educationals
andAllallthethatpirtuios
sort ofmentioned
things.'
in tliis article
are either directlv or indirectly connected
with Ufa. In my ne^ t article I'll give a
short survey of the forthcoming productions to be expected from other German
quarters.

P. Magaro

Touring Europe
With Lqew Representative
Accompanying E. A. Schiller, general
manager of the Marcus Loew theatre interests, when he sailed from New York on
June 9, aboard the Aquitania, to establish
a chain of Loew theatres in Europe, was
Peter Magaro, of Harrisburg, Pa., for
twenty years a motion ])ieture exhibitor in
that city, who recently sold his Resent
Theatre, in Harrisbui-g, to Mr. Loew. Mr.
Magaro stated before his de]>arture that he
will assi.st Mr. Schiller in thp establishment
of the proposed new Loew theatres abroad.
He is a native of Italy, and familiar with
European theatrical conditions, having
visited Europe several times in recent vears.
Accompanying Mr. Maa-aro from Harrisl)urg are his daughter, Mi.ss Elizabeth Magaro. and Marino Acri and the latter's
daughter. Mr. Magaro will spend the summer in Europe and then return to Harrisburg to look after his large real estate inthere and
Co'iseumterestsdance
hall.the aff^airs of his big
Mr. Magaro is a former vice-president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Eastern Pennsylvania. Southern New .Tersev and Delaware, and a former memberat-laro-e of the executive committee of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

$100,1000

M.

P. T.

O.

A.

Budget Announced
(Continued from page :!031 )
"The action of the National Treasurer, L.
M. Sagal and Chairman of the Board, Sydney S. Cohen, in depositing the money advanced by Universal, F. B. (). and the I. M.
P. P. D. Association, for the Jbureau ot
Trade and Commerce, as a separate entity
from the treasury of the organization, was
endorsed by the Board, and this pi-ecedent
will
be estab'ished
in relationship
of Trade
and Commerce
Finance. to Bureau
"A tentative budget was adopteu and carried by the representatives of the various
states present.
"A subconunittee of the Board, including
National President K. F. Woodhull, was selected to appoint the new vice-presidents
and the members of the executive connnittee-at-large and the executive committee.
The following were selected:
"Vice Preftidents : W. S. McLaren, Jackson, Michigan; Joseph W. Walsh, Hartford,
Conn. ; Theodore L. Havs, Minneapolis,
Minn.; C. C. Grififtn, Oakland, Calif.
E.recutive Committee at Large: — Dave
Adams, Concord, N. H. ; Dave Berslion,
Santa Monica, Calif.; J. C. Brady, Toronto,
Canada ; H. M. Crandall, Washington, D.
C; Frank H. Durkee, Baltimore, Md. ;
D. A. Harris, Pittsburg, Pa. ; David J. Hennessey, Newark, N. J. ; Ernest Horstmann,
Boston, Mass.; William James, Columbus,
Ohio; Maurice Jenks, Topeka, Kansas;
Frank Koch, Rochester, N. Y. ; Dan Markowitz, San Francisco, Calif.; Joseph Mogler,
St. Louis,
Mo.;Schad.
Charles
L. O'Reillv,
York;
H. J.
Reading,
Pa.; J.New
H.
Silliman, Milwaukee, Wis.; Martin G.
Smith, Toledo, Ohio; E. P. Wliite, Livingston, Mont.
Executive Committee :— John Ackerman,
Cincinnati, 0. ; H. Alexander, Toronto,
Canada; R. V. Bassen, Minot, N. Dak.;
A. J. Bethancourt, Houma, La. ; E. H.
Bingham, Indianapolis, Ind. ; E. A. Boedecker, Bozeman, Mont. ; Max Brvant, Rock
Hill, S. Car.; William Cadoret, WilkesBarre, Pa.; C. E. Dafftn, Tallahassee, Fla.;
J. R. Denniston, Monroe, Mich.; 'A. D.
Dennis, Montreal, Canada ; L. 0. Davis,
Hazard, Ky. ; J. Friedman, St. Paul, Minn.;
Rav Grombacher, Spokane, Wash.; 0. C.
Hauber, Pine Bluff, Ark.; Walter Hays,
Buffalo, N. Y.; Claude Hansen, Redfield,
N. Dak.; C. E. Hildinger, Trenton, N. J.;
H H. Hoke, Taylor, Texas; W C. Hunt,
Wildwood, N J.; J. M. Hone, Seattle,
Wash.; Will Horowitz, Jr.. Hou.sttm,
Texas; A. J. Kleist, Pontiac, Mich.; Solomon Levitan, Madison, Wis. ; Henry H.
Lustig, Cleveland, 0.; Ray Lewis, Toronto,
Canada; F.C.J. M.
Maxfield', Madison,
New Hartford,
Conn.;
Mc Williams,
Wis.;
L.M.Miller, Wichita, Kan.sas; A. B. Momand, Shawnee, Okla. ; Morris Needles, New
York City; M. J. O'Toole, Scranton, Pa.;
H. T. Palmer, Fairport Harbor, 0.; Hect(nPazmezoglu, St. Louis, Mo. ; William Quinn,
Los Angeles, Calif. ; Charles Rapoport,
Philadelphia, Pa.; C. M. Patee, Lawrence,
Kas. ; I. W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111.; J
Louis Rome, Baltimore, Md. ; M. A. Rosenberg, Pittsburg, Pa.; Rudolph Sanders,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; C. B. Sawyer, Kankakee,
111.; Charles Sears, Nevada, Mo.; M. A.
Sybert, Moundsville, West Va. ; Michael
White, Dover, N. Hamp. ; C. E. Williams,
Omaha, Nebr.
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Woodhull
Asbury

to

Address

Park Convention

May

Meeting
Be Scene of

' Keynote'' Speech by National President
The Ladies Committee on Entertainment
ident of the
Pres
LL, Thea
RF. MotiWOO
on DHU
tre Owners of of Ladies is :
Picture
• America, elected to succeed M. J.
Mrs. R. F. Woodhull, Mrs. Charles HildO'Toole at the Milwaukee Convention last iuger, Mrs. Sidney Samuelson, Mrs. Henry
month. wUl attend the opening session of P. Nelson, Mrs. William Keegan, Mrs. Benthe sixth annual convention of the Motion
jamin Schindler and Mrs. I. M. Hirshblond.
Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey, at
One of the outstaiuling features of the
the New Monterey Hotel, Asbury Park, N. convention will be the cooperation given to
J., June 29.
It is known that President Woodhull is the New Jersey showmen by one of the leading exponents of the art of staging presenmapping out an intensive campaign for the
tations and prologues. This will take the
national exhibitor organization for 1925-26,
form of a campaign which will have its inand it is expected that his "keynote speech"
ception at the convention and will have for
at Asbury Park will touch upon subjects of
its slogan "Bringing Broadway to Main
vital importance to Xew Jersey theatre ownStreet." President Seider has arranged
el's, including Sunday opening.
to have a number of interIt is expected that the larger plans of the with theestingexpert
events shown to the theatre owners
National organization for the coming year and demonstrated for their benefit.
will have been sufficiently worked out to perThe AVater Carnival planned in conjuncmit President Woodhull to discuss the allottion with the convention promises to eclipse
ment of play dates in the contest between
any similar event of this kind. The Water
Carnival will include a number of amazingly
theatre owners of this country* and interests
alleged to be opposed to them.
brilliant numbers, including many forms of
Joseph M. Seider, President of the Xew
sport, swimming and diving. Several New
Jersey State organization, this week anJersey theatres have already started a connounced the designation of the Committee on
test for the most popular girl to represent
Attendance for the convention as follows : her theatre section, the winner of each theatre to take part in the Water Carnival.
Sidney E. Samuelson, Sussex County, Chairman; Mortimer Lewis, Atlantic County;
Letters have been sent out to all New Jersey
theatre owners by President Seider urging
Moii-is Kitinsky, Bergen; J. Fox, Burlington; Lewelhm Pizor, Camden; A. D. Austin.
them to get behind the contest and utilize
Cape May; Norman Lewis, Cumberland;
every means of publicity as well as adverEugene Steinhardt, Essex; Benjamin
tising. Suggestions have been made to use
Schindler, Gloucester; Leon Rosenblatt,
the radio stations of New Jersey to publicize
Hudson; L. Rosen, Huntqrdon; Pierson
the event and to tie-up with local department
Hume. Mercer ; "Sherman Dennis, Monmouth ; stores who may be prevailed upon to funiish
Al Roth, Morris; Leo Juskowitz, Middlesex;
each winner with a bathing suit she will
I. M. Hirshblond, Ocean; A. W.Hill, Salem;
wear at the Water Carnival. Slides, throwL. Gerard, Somerset; Alexander Okin,
aways, posters, voting blanks, etc., are some
of the other suggestions made by President
Union;
George
Kirbj',
Warren;
Louis
Gold,
Passaic.
Seider.
Fred.

H.

Elliott

1. M. P. P. D. A. Names
With Proposed Leader

Offered

Post

Committee to Negotiate
at Meeting Wednesday

FREDERICK H. ELLIOTT, well known
in the film industry through his association as executive secretary of the
former National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, will be offered the position of executive manager of the i. M. P.
P. D. A., the association of independent
producers, distributors and exchangemen.
The move to offer the post of leader of the
oi'ganization to Mr. Elliott was taken at a
special meeting of the I. M. P. P. D. A.,
held at the Hotel Astor, New York, Wednesday afternoon.
The meeting invested the executive committee with powers to negotiate with Mr.
Elliott for his services as executive manager at a salary not to exceed $15,000 ■ per
annum.

izer. He recently organized a large association of taxi cab companies.
It is not certain that Mr. Elliott will accept the post which the 1. M. P. P. D. A.
will offer him, though the general impression is that the members who championed
him
at
meeting
Wednesda}had duties
reasonsof
to believethethat
he would
assume the

The selection was made following a debate at which several men were proposed
for the position of leader of the independent
ox'ganization. When the choice narrowed
down to Mr. Elliot, ther move to empower
the executive committee to negotiate with
him was carrier! through.
Mr. Elliott's former activities as secretary'
of the old National Association brought him
into prominence. Since that time he has
engaged in several enterprises as an organ-

Warning Producers Against
Child Labor
The California State Labor Bureau investigated complaints recently that women
and children were required to work in
motion picture studios from twelve to fifteen
hours at a stretch with only enough time
off to eat. As a result a letter of warning
was dispatched to studio officials ordering
them to comply with the statutes.

the position under the tenns worked out by
the association.
The meeting Wednesday' also selected the
man who will represent the association on
the board of directors of the Bureau of
Trade and Commerce, the so-called Play
Date Bureau. This important assignment
fell
tions.to Abe Carlos, head of Carlos Produc-

Picture
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Changes
in Paramount
Sales Personnel

unts sales
ment
the Paramo
ofRAL
el
personn
thedepart
change
SEVE
ced inthis
week by
were announ
er
ution
-manag
distrib
Weeks,
W.
George
of the company.
Phil Reisman, formerly general manager of Paramount Canadian Exchanges,
has been appointed divisional sales manager at the home office, succeeding Harry
Ballance, who requested transfer to a
southern territory as district manager.
Morris Milligan, Paramount district
manager of Cincinnati, Louisville and
Indianapolis, has been advanced to the
post vacated by Mr. Reisman. Charles
Reagan, Paramount Indianapolis branch
manager, has been appointed to Mr.
Milligan's former office and F. E.
Wagoner, Indianapolis salesman, will
succeed Mr. Reagan.

Change

in N. Y. State Censorship Commission
With the Democrats in control of the New
York State Motion Picture Commission, further changes came durin<' the past week
when Ansel W. Brown, who has been in
charge of the Albany office of the Commission, located in the State Capitol, was supplanted by Earl Leonard, of Saratoga
Springs. The position pays $3,500 a year.
Mr. Brown, who has been connected with
the Albanj' office since the Commission wasfirst organized in 1921, is well known
throughout central and northern New York
through his frequent ^■isits to motion picture
theatres. Mr. Brown plans to return to his
home in Pulaski, and will probably enter the
real estate business. No further changes are
now expected in the Commission, owing to
the
that all other positions are under
ci\"il fact
service.

Iowa Showman Not Guilty
of Blue Law Violation
Deciding that a Marcus, Iowa, theatre
man could not be held on charges of violating alocal Blue Law because aU admissions were collected on a week daj" although the picture was shown on Sunday^
the justice of the Marcus court in Cherokee
county, dismissed a charge brought against
a theatre man of that town for running a
show on Sundaj-.
guilty"'
andThewastheatre
based man's
on the plea
fact was
that "not
he had
sold
all tickets for the Sabbath show on week
days preceding the performance and that
no money missionswas
taken in exchange for adon Sunday.

Robertson Co. to Have Seven
Detroit Theatres
The James N. Robertson Theatrical Enterprises, Detroit, Mich., will have se\en
theatres in that city, according to plan; just
announced.
The company is now operating the Cinderella and the DeLuxe. In Augtis: theNew Roosevelt will be opened, and the company has announced that another house will
be built at Charlevoix and Mt. Elliott. In
addition to these there will be another house
located on the east side and two more on
the west side of the city.
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By Will H. Hays,
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.
GREATER MOVIE SEASON has
been tried. It has proved that it is
profitable to all exhibitors who participate in it. In the Northwest, in the
ex-'
small
largeandandlastin
Calif
, inhavin
Southrs,
g good
g ornia
seen ,direct
hibito
President,

results, have also predicted still greater possibilities in the making of the season a
national affair with a national service bureau
to handle the details.
Exhibitors have requested me to establish
that. Last year H. M. Richey, general manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Michigan, Inc., defen-ed a Greater Movie
Season camjiaign until 1925 in order to have
behind his effort the force of a national
drive. In 1922 when I attended the opening
of the "Northwest Go to Movie Week" in
Minneapolis, W. A. Steffes, chairman of the
Allied States Organization, pointed out how
much could be achieved by complete cooperation. In Philadelphia and New Orleans, I
am informed, similar movements were individually successful.
In San Francisco for three years, in Los
Angeles and smaller California towns last
year Greater Movie Season was a great
stimulant and the men back of the campaigns have continuallj^ urged a National
Movement.
Where exhibitors have united and worked
in harmony, results never have failed to exceed expectations.
Greater Movie Season answers what many
theatres have asked for: one undivided effort
to lift summer business and build permanently throughout the Fall.
Bakersfield, Calif'., concentrated upon
Greater Movie Season last year and theatres
there broke all house records, according to
the statement of Harry C. Arthur, Jr., then
general manager of West Coast Theatres,
Inc. In other towns located in the same
valley as Bakersfield where no effort was
made, business remained poor.
What is true of Bakersfield may be true
elsewhere.
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Movie Season Campaign
Launched in Chicago

ER,M. specia
reA., enP. P.l D.repres
tative for the
LOUIS BRAG
ports that the Chicago campaign
for the Greater Movie Season already is
under way under the leadership of Ralph
T. Kettering of Jones, Linick and
Schaefer.
At a meeting of the Chicago publicity
and exploitation men, presided over by
Mr. Brager, Kettering was selected general manager, Louis P. Kramer, chairman of the publicity committee, and
Dan Roche, Charles Raymond, Lloyd
Lewis, Russell Moon, Al Sobler, and
Harry Earle to the executive committee.
William Hollender of Balaban and
Katz will supervise all advertising. According to tentative plans a mass meeting will be held this week with the leading Chicago exhibitors in attendance.
The entire campaign will be outlined
and funds raised to carry it to a successful conclusion.

Greater Movie Season presents no advantages that are exclusive to large theatre circuits, whose annual gross cqn pretty well be
reckoned in advance and expenditures arranged to fit that figure. I have in mind the
smaller exhibitor, working from month to
month, who usually can hope only that July
and August will be no worse than last year.
Here we believe is a means that will make
them better.
He can beat the summer depression by
cooperating with his fellow exhibitors who
face the same problems; by organizing a
committee and appointing one general manager and allocating to each member some
specific share of the local campaign for
which we have laid the general foundation.
This national service bureau has no huge
appropriation to spend. We have provided,
however, the necessary funds for establish-
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ing a staff competent to secure, first, the
active cooperation of public bodies with
millions of members who naturally include
their share of those who attend motion pictures only when specially urged; to effect
commercial
tie-ups by
which national
advei*tising and window
displays
throughout
the
United
will carry
the "Go-to-Movies"
theme ; States
to provide
advertising
and publicity
for exhibitors' own use ; to syndicate and
publish through newspapers and maga^jHe^
material that will help to build respect an^
added patronage for motion pictures ; to furnish exploitation service by mail, and in per^
son
when
possible,
exhibitor
committees;"
and to prepare
for to
theatres
posters
and accessories that will be sold at cost.
The campaign has aspects wider than to
increase patronage during a certain definite
period. August has been chosen for the
business stimulant which any great national
drive coming at a more or less dead and
unexpected time, must entail. Greater
Movie Season begins then. It continues —
not for a week or a month, but for as long
as theatres, by the entertainment they afford,
.justify the enthusiastic support that this
season will insj)ire nationally.
Our exploitation men will work with exhibitor committee. Our staff will continue
to promote motion picture interest wherever
the written or spoken word can aid in patronage and good-will ; and I feel that to the
extent that the theatres will accept that aid
and operate collectively their business will
reflect the effort.

The members of our association realize
that in order for this campaign to be a success, they must supply pictures of a quality
worthy of such a demonstration so that when
the people go to see the Greater Movie
Season pictures they will be satisfied that
what we have said about the improvement
in motion picture entertainment is true. The
campaign will arouse interest in motion pictures, but it will be the programs themselves
that will be tlie final testimony that will win
the case.

TheyVe better than even

Its GREATER
MOVIE

SEASON

Left, window card, and right, block one-sheet, for Greater Movie Season; centre, type of book window display to be used by book stores iii,
connection with photoplay editions during Greater Movie Season.
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Cecil B. De Mille's cinemasterpiece now ready for recordbreaking business everywhere.
Richard Dix, Leatrice Joy,
Theodore Roberts, Rod LaRocque and others.
By Jeanie
Macpherson.

Ten

g)mmandments
James Cruze's greatest.
Gayest and funniest story ever on
stage or screen. Opened June 5th for special run on Broadway and going great!

BEGGAR

ON

Worseback;

*NiGHT

New

Life

Allan Dwan's gorgeous melodramatic comedy-romance featurDorothy Gish, Ernest Torrence, George
ing Rod LaRocque,
Hackathorne.
By Edgar Selwyn.

of

York'

The nifty Norse newcomer Greta Nissen playing love scenes
Ricardo Cortez, Wallace Beery,
as they should be played.
written by
De luxe comedy-romance
Hatton.
Ravmond
Wife".
8th
"Bluebeard's
of
adaptor
A super-speed-special.
Starring Richard Dix.
Esther Ralston.
Dix so far. With
greatest
By Byron Morgan.
Frank Tuttle.

THE

LUCKY

EMSSE©

*THE

DEVI

i:'

WATEE

By far the
Directed by

Joseph C. Lincoln's best seller of 1925.
Something smashingly new in melodrama.
Made by Irvin Willat, producer of
"North of 36". Lois Wilson, Wallace Beery, Warner Baxter,
Phyllis Haver.
A melodramatic heart and human interest "Miracle Man"
of 1925.
Herbert Brenon production with Percy Marmont,
Neil Hamilton, Mary Brian.
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Adolphe Menjou

Dix

Jack Holt
Billie Dove
Noah Beery

"The Shock Punch"
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They dont make 'em any
better.

"Are Parents People?"
Read the reviews.

Zane Grey's
"Light of Western Stars"

Bebe Daniels
in
Manicure Girl"
with
Edmund Burns
Hale Hamilton
Charlotte Walker

Adolphe

in
Mary Brian

Menjou

Greta Nissen
"The Littlewith
French Girl"
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"Marry Me!"
with
Florence Vidor
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book
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Betty Bronson
Florence Vidor

James Cruze's
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Lesser s Results
MORE than twenty per cent increase in
profits durina: August, 1924, over August. 1923, at the West Coast Theatres, California, ns ii result of last year's Greater
Movie Season, is reported by Sol Lcsocr.
"Because '.be benelits of the season have b<jt n
made so very certain to us, we are taking
advantage of this business-getting opportunity this year with renewed vigor and enthusiasm," states Ler-ser.
Actual percer.tages of increase of some
of the important West Coast houses over
July. 1924, and August, 1923, are given in
the following table:
Pet ot
Pet of
gain Aug. gain Aug.
1924 over 1924 over
Theatre
July 1924
Aug. 1923
California, Bakersfield 67%
6GA%
California, Pomona
29.7% 76.2%
Strand, Los Angeles
7.8% 6.5%
Circle, Los Angeles
4.6% 11.5%
Wilshire, Los Angeles
7.1% 18.3%
r. & D., Oakland
8.8% 41.7%
California, Stockton
16.1% 26.15%
San Jose, San Jose
18.3% 22.8%
Capitol, Redondo
4.9% 28.8%
Loew's State, Los Angeles 17.3% 17.8%
The average increase over the entire circuit, comparing August, 1924, with August,
1923, was 20.16%.
"We regard this increase in business as
a genuine accomplishment," says Lessor,
•'particularly in view of the fact that in
the majority of our theatres August has
always been a poorer show month than July,
and, too, this remarkable showing was made
despite the depressed conditions following
the hoof and mouth disease epidemic and the
great drouth suffered by California last year,
together with the generally unsatisfactory
business conditions.
"We would also like to state that the
business done during August of last year,
as a result of the Greater Movie Season activities, was greater than that done during
manj^ of our fall months, when the motion
picture business is at its peak.
"Last August initiated our participation
in the Greater Movie Season activities, and
was largely an experiment — the details not
being thoroughly worked out. This year we
are thoroughly organized and, having learned
a gi-eat deal about its possibilities, we look
for even greater results."
Newspaper Contest
NATIONAL newspaper contest with a
trip for two around the world as the
capital prize and trips to Miami and Los
Angeles for second and third, has been arranged as one of the interest-buildei-s for
Greater Movie Season. The Eed Star liner,
Belgenland, beginning her second world
cruise November 25th, will carry the winners from New York to the Orient, India,
Eg>-pt and Palestine, Italy, the Riviera and
Spain, returning to New York April 6th,
after a tour of 1.32 days. First class expenses will be paid throughout, including
shore excursions under the guidance of the
American Express Company.
The winner of the second prize will have
the choice of a trip for two to Los Angeles
or Miami, while the third prize is whichever tour the second winner does not elect to
take. The winners will be guests of the
Miami or the Los Angeles Chambers of Commerce during two weeks with transportation
and hotel expenses paid.
According to plans the Will H. Hays office has formulated, the contest takes the
form of an essay on motion pictures, not
longer than 300 words, and debars only proA

fessional writers and I'liiployees of theatres
and newspapers that participate. It will
be placed with one newspaper in each city
or town where Greater Movie Season is celebrated, with preliminary announcements
during July, and closing date towards the
end of August. In addition to the principal prizes, local awards will be arranged —
donations by stores, commercial firms and
theatres — so that the extent of cooperation
between merchants and theatre-owners may
be widened immeasurably.
Working in conjunction with exhibitorcommittees, the national bureau will handle
details of syndication. A special presssheet has already been prepared. Conditions
governing the contest, feature stories and advertising displays for newspaper use, quite
apart from theatre material are contained in
this sheet. Pictorial one-sheet posters for
newspaper delivery wagons, newsstands and
billboards, together with slides to accord
each cooperating theatre full benefit of the
publicity, are included among the contest
accessories.
As a means not only of promoting interest in advance but also of maintaining it
throughout the season, this contest, which is
perhaps the most ambitious yet attempted
between newspapers and motion pictures,
stands as one of the high-lights of the
Greater Movie Season direct-to-the-public
campaign.
Navy Co-operation
'TP HE U. S. Navy has swung behind
A Greater Movie Season in battle formation. For the first time since the war — although in individual instances the Naval
Recruiting Stations have lent their aid to
specific pictures — a complete national tie-up
has been effected between the movies and
the marines. Washington, quick to appreciate the immense public interest the screen
will command during July and August, has
instructed all naval recruiting station^
throughout the United States to display special posters linking Greater Movie Season
with the fleet's Australasian Cruise.
No less than six thousand five hundred of
these
will everv
occupycitv
the from
navy'sCoast
street-to
boardsposters
in almost
Coast.
"Greater Movie Season means better pictures on display. The Navy's Australasian
Ci-uise shows the world in a navy way! "
That is the message the Navy will broadcast and each recruiting office stands ready
to turn its efforts in such direction as exhibitor-committees may ask.

Noted Authors Helping
■pAMO
authors
write
US stories
special
for have
Greateragreed
Movie toSeason,
supplementing the general newspaper features the pre.ss-sheet contains. Among those
who will contribute, each in his or her particular and well-known .style, are Rex Beach,
George Barr McCutcheon. Cosmo Hamilton,
Rita Weiman, Edwin Balmer, Temple
Bailey, John Emerson and Anita Loos,
Meredith Nicholson, Gerald Mygatt, Richard
Council, Elmer Davis, Thomas Dixon and
Wallace Irwin, whose Japanese Schoolboy
will discuss most learnedly the honorable
pictures that motivate. Particular interest
attaches to the birth of the motion pictures
as covered in an illustrated article by Terry
Ramsay, historian of the screen.
These stories will be syndicated from the
Hays office on a regular releasing schedule,
direct to theatres and exhibitors' committees,
to be placed exclusively with local papers.
Quite apart from regular picture patrons,

Picture

News

the reading public is so familiar with the
writers that their articles automatically influence the occasionals and absentees at
whom the Greater Movie Season campaign
is aimed.
Strong Advertisements
*t'~r^O clinch any campaign use newspa))er
■■• advertising. To clinch this campaign
use more!" says an ad-itorial that accompanies an unusual array of copy, designs
and lay-outs for Greater Movie Season.
"Every dollar spent means not only an immediate return but also a continuous return; for Greater Movie Season is institutional, not keyed to one picture or to five
pictures but to a whole year's progi'am.
What you do now will build patronage perThirty-five examples of advertisements,
manently."
from full page smashes down to two-inch
single-columm teasers hit that objective.
Sound constructive thought is evident
throughout them — constructive but not ponderous; for the copy catches both the gala
spirit of the occasion and the human-interest "behind the screen" appeal that registers with regular picture-goers no less
stronglv than with those who must be
Quoting the introduction of a full-page :
"Celebrate Greater Movie Season ....
From yesterday's flickers to today's masterpieces— yes, real ones: . . . From penny
arcades to theatres of ease and elegance
where most of us go to see and be seen —
and".sold.""
don't we? . . . . From the battered
piano to splendid orchestras.
The drive's objective is well expressed.
The new season's motion pictures have arrived; the improvement both on the screen
and in the entertainment surrounding it is
driven home by frank comparisons with
movies as they used to be. That vein is
followed in a quarter-page headed, "Don't
long for the 'good old days!'" illustrating
the entrance to an old nickelodeon in sharp
contrast with a modern auditorium.
Copy that for three years has stood the
test of Los Angeles and San Francisco
campaigns will be immediately recognized
by California exhibitors in the three-column
advertisement, "Are You Behind the Times ?"
This is an appeal for fair judgment by people who are still prone to regard motion pictures from old-fashioned viewpoints. Experience on the coast showed that this persuasion won instant and favorable reaction.
To repeat it, thus bringing it to the notice
of all exhibitors, reveals a sound conception
of
responsibility
service
bureau. on the part of the national
"Entertainment is for sale and entertainment means just as much to the critics as to
the friends of motion pictures," according to
a statement from the Greater Movie Season
bureau. "The man who rarely attends picture theatres may or may not liave perfectly
good rea.sons for his absence; but we have
endeavoredportanttofacts present
to himpictures
the verj-today
imthat motion
represent the effoi'ts of leaders in every art,
while, in most cases, the presentation of those
pictures, the music and divertisement also
entail considerably more thought than goes
into the average theatrical performance at
Many suggestions are made for cooperaadvertising, chief of which is a full-page
seat."
ative
$2
lay-out
that should find ready acceptance by
stores when newspaper space-sellers are en(Continued from page 3048)

For August —
NORMA TALMADGE

in

"GRAUSTARK"
A great special for a great star. The
finest picture of her career. From the
popular novel by George Barr McCutcheon.
A Joseph M. Schenck presentation directed
by Dimitri Buchowitzki. Scenario by
Frances Marion.
CONSTANCE
"HER
One of
Directed
Coleman
Schenck
\ by Hans

TALMADGE

in

SISTER FROM PARIS"
this popular star's very best.
by Sidney Franklin with Ronald
in support of star. A Joseph M.
presentation from the stage play
Kraely.

GREATER
MOVIE
SEASON

1^

v:

MILTON

SILLS

in

"THE KNOCKOUT"
A great picture for this star. An Earl J.
Hudson production from the story by
M. D. C. Crawford. Directed by Lambert
Hillyer.
Fairfax. Editorial Direction by Marion
J5est

on

"FINE CLOTHES"
A John M. Stahl production with Lewis
Stone. A big bet anywhere. Presented
by Louis B. Mayer. Adapted from Franz
Molnar's stage success, "Fashions for

performance
in
any

"THE HALF WAY GIRL"
An Earl J. Hudson production with Doris
Kenyon, Lloyd Hughes and Hobart Bosworth. Directed by John Francis Dillon.
A Men."
sure fire hit. From original story by
E. Lloyd Sheldon. Editorial Direction by
Marion Fairfax.
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(Continued from page 3046)
listed with local activities. "Things are not
as they used to be!" the streamer reads, and
in individual lay-outs below latest models of
men and women's clothes, automobiles,
radios, phonograph records and electrical
equipment are illustrated in striking contrast
with their former styles. The copy for each
store is written, requiring only the addition
of names and addresses to complete the display. Tlie central position tells of the new
productions and the Greater Movie Season
opening, with space to list current attractions.
Straight type ads, cartoon and teaser
series, mailing card copy, program announcements, letters, proclamations for mayors to
sign, all carry the diversity of appeal and
of showmanship that
sense
the practical"
campaign.
the entire
stamps
Almost every piece of copy is interchangeable and equally adaptable to large and
small spaces. The variety of cuts — twenty
in all — range from half-column slugs up to
seven columns ; and what is highly important
to exhibitors who may wish to alter the
present lay-outs to suit their own particular
style, no copy beyond the head-lines or the
Movie Season" has
"Greater
words into
actualworked
been
the illustrations.
As in the case of the posters, cuts and
mats are available at cost price, through the
cooperation the Western Newspaper Union
has readily extended to the movement.
Special Press Sheet
might be called an achievement
WHAT
twenty-four pubin press-sheets is the
lication that takes Greater Movie Season as
an idea and carries it through every s^re
of development into the second and third
weeks of its success. The full organization
. Contests and nat'on.-^i cois detailed there
operation are explained fully. Six pages
of exhibitor advertising, three pages or publicity and feature stories, other pages closely
packed with illustrated exploitation convey
an impression of the enthusiasm with which
the national service organization has tackled
the job.
One significant feature of the sheet is the
Movie
page of endorsements that Greater
Season has received from national executives
and leaders of civic, commercial and social
organizations, in letters to Mr. Will H.
Hays. That compilation, presented as it is,
.should prove a convincing argument in the
hands of committees when local campaigning is begun. No less than thirty great public bodies together with eight or ten State
Governors and Secretary of Labor James J.
Davis, have expressed themselves strongly in
favor and support of the movement. These
endorsements are being supplemented almost
daily; others which have arrived since the
sheet went to press will be placed in exhibitors' hands later.
The exploitation suggestions obviously
have been written from the exhibitors'
angle. They include no impossibilities. Full
details even the wording of special song
slides, etc., that accompanied the recent
Balaban and Katz Old-Fashioned Movie show
are presented with the thought that Greater
Movie season, emphasizing the screen's general improvement, is a suitable occasion for
such performances generally. Parade organization isdealt with extensively; methods of bannering and balh'hooing find liberal space.
Hbw departmental cooperation can be
enlisted and what to do with it when once
it has been secured, lobbv display, merchandising, everv' avenue that can be u.sed
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profitably and every peg on which the
Greater Movie Season message can be hung,
are all gone into exhaustively, to the extent
of nearly a hundred stunts.
Press sheets will be forwarded to exhibitors and committees on application to
Jerome Beatty, Director Greater Movie
rs and DisSeason, Motion Picture ProduceFifth
avenue.
tributors ofAmerica, Inc., 469
New York City.
Striking Posters

EXHIBITORS' advice— "Say it quickly,
use big type to drive it home"
brieflv,
the selection of Greater Movie
ed and
— govern
Season posters from numerous block and
pictorial sketches submitted by prominent
New York artists. By a process of elimination, the block designs chosen follow a coioscheme of blue and yellow with an additional
red in the case of the twenty-four sheet.
. This particular stand has been devised to
meet requirements both of theatre groups
and the individual house conducting the campaign. To balance a red-disk bearing, the
slogan, "Let's Go!" an unoccupied space is
left to the upper right hand side where, it is
.suggested, the current attraction can be
posted; also on a red disk, if the stand is
used as part of one theatre's display; while
"Let's Go !" message can
es the
all purpos
for blocke
d out
with a Second, Third and
be
Fourth week announcement to carry the
season along.
The block one-sheet and three-sheet combine visibility and poster-el¥eet with a certain artistic distinction that will blend harmoniously with any lobby display.
On the four-color pictorial one-sheer the
Girl in the Tick'et-Box strikes a note familiar
to everv^ picture-goer. Passing a ticket
across the marble slab with the hanpy ''How
Many?
You!"
aperture in the Thank
ylass, she
is an around
essentialthepart
of
every theatre, typical of it, and in every
way a sounder "selling argTiment" than the
usual symbolic figure with a helmet, a spear
and pennants of film.

Picture

N c

s

By special arrangement with the Morgan
Lithograph Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, a price
ot three cents a sheet has been fixed for
block-posters, six cents for the four-color
])ietorial
one-shee| and three cents for the
window card.
Accessories Available
ANVAS banners and pennants head the
^ list of Greater Movie Season accessories
to which nearly every manufacturei-s of exliibitor material has made some cost-price
contribution, with the result that twenty or
more ticket-selling novelties are available.
The banner conforms to the blue and yellow poster scheme, while pennants come in
blue, red, green and black. A set of four
slides hits the idea from four different
angles. Dr. Frank Crane, nationally famous
editorial writer, has supplied a powerful article, "The Movies" for the two»color herald.
Official booster-badges of gilt and buttons in
two sizes, balloons, noise-making snapperjacks, steel bells and Mutt-and-Jelf metal
puzzles carry a variety of appeal.
Particular attention has been paid to
material intended for store-window display.
Two artistic efforts under this schedule are
a 22 X 28-inch bas-relief piece depicting a
the;Ttre-interior and screen ; and a 6 x 10-inch
debossed mat sign, gold-letters on blue, '"We
join in Greater Movie Season. Let's go!"
The former for lobby and hotel vestibule exhibition, the latter for stores generally
should meet with ready acceptance.
Cloth flowers for decoration, stickers,
paper hats and a walking doll for kiddies
are included in the novelty division.
Two trailers, one of two hundred feet, the
other one hundred, will provide entertainment in themselves, it is promised. After
considerable research shots of the earliest
productions and pictures of some of the
movie stars of twenty-nine years ago have
been unearthed. Appropriate text is employed to accentuate briefly but powerfully
the tremendous advance achieved in the
screen art, and the trailers close with a compelling piece of animated salesmanship on
the entertainment that patrons can look forward to by the inauguration of Greater
Movie Season.
Smith's Endorsement
GOVERXOR
"AL" SMITH,
of New
York, is a movie-fan.
He is more
than
that. He has his own projection machine.
And his endorsement of Greater Movie Season is characteristic of him.
''Of course I believe in a Greater Movie
Season.
"All of us are always hoping that the motion picture will realize the full extent of its
genuine possibilities.
"If you are going to make this a season of
better pictures I can look forward to some
more entertaining evenings in my home with
my picture machine.
"Xaturally I wish the movement success."
A Correction
111 "An Editor on Broadway" last week,
K. W. Linn was inadvertently refeiTcd to
as Export Manager of Universal Pictures
Corporation. Mr. Linn is at present handling the foreign rights of the group of pictures purchased by LTniversal from Selzniek Pictures Corporation. Universal's export manager is, and for some time has
been, X. L. Manheim.
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Say

Bookings
on
Depend
Will
Quality
Independents Claim Exhibitor Demand Will Regulate
Their Production Schedules Next Season

THAT the quality of feature attractions independents will
make next year will be dictated by the exhibitors is the
firm conviction of leading producers, distributors and exchange men in the independent field.
Independent producers are all set for a season of efficient picturemaking and the facilities are at hand for the turning out of the
liighest quality of class A pictures if the exhibitors will encourage
the plan .by increasing their play dates on independent pictures.
This is the unanimous opinion of several representative indepen<lents whose views were sought by Motion Picture News.
The fundamental reasons for the improved working conditions
are that the inde'pendents now are organized, money for investment
in their picture-making operations is available at reasonable rates
of interest, and the independent producing companies are better
equipped than they ever have been before.
The opinion given on tlie pictures which will be made next year
conciu' to a degree in expressing the utmost confidence that the
biggest theatres will be al)le to obtain an abundant supply of quality pictures from independent sources if the theatres signify their
intentions of supporting the movement with increased play dates.
Some of the men whose opiniini was solicited are quoted below.
Ben Amsterdam
<4'~pHE
independents
are geared
to go.
the
A announcements
of many
producers
and Ion have
paperconsidered
have figured
it out that there will be an adequate supply of first-rate pictures
to fill the demand shoidd exhibitors go through with their announced
intention of increasing independent play dates. But even more
■encouraging and convincing than these 'paper' considerafions is the
knowledge that these companies can make quality attractions.
They have the organizations, the brains, the executive capacity and
iiccess to the necessary capital to make pictures that will compete
with the best.
"Establish the assurance that a good independent picture can
obtain bookings on something like an equal footing with those of
the big distributing organizations, and the independents will improve their pictures and go on to further accomplishments in the
future."
Harry Rathner
Pres. Astor Distributing Corp.
< ' 'Hp HE necessity for the independent exhibitor to protect his own
A future by encouraging the independent producer and distributor has been urged so often and for so long that the arguments
themselves have become time-worn. But the necessity is greater
today than it ever was in the past, and so the arguments are more
pertinent and convincing.
■'The independent producers must be encouraged to carry on.
They cannot be expected to progress or even exist if the exhibitor
Avill not make an effort to give their pictures increased bookings,
iind if ever the independent producer passes from existence the
independently owned and operated theatre must pass with him.
"By increased bookings, I mean an increase in the amount of
money the theatre spends with a producer. Merely adding playing time to his allotment to the independent producer is not in
itself sufficient. If the exhibitor will increase the amount of money
which he spends with the independent by as little as ten per cent,
that will be sufficient to encourage the producer to go on and develop gradually to a point where he may be depended upon absolutely to supply all the pictui'es necessary for all the theatres in
the country."
Arthur Lee
Pres. Lee-Bradford Corp.
<»T F the exhibitors increase their play dates on independent pictures there is onh' one coiu-se open to the independent producer
and that is to make pictures which will compete at the box office
with the best offerings of the big group.
"The situation is one which the independent may face Avith confidence, for there never has been any doubt about the ability of an
independent to acquire first-rate box office attractions if the outlet
was there for them.
"I have recently returned from abroad. The situation in England is one we might envy here. The theatres are absolutely open,
I found, but there was room for only good pictures. Offer a really
<jood picture and you were sure of bookings. Of the independent
producer in this country I might say, show him the possibility for
bookings and he will show you good pictures."

W. Ray Johnston
Pres. Rayart Pictures Corp.
<<'~p*HE
schedules
of independents
for the coming
are production
dedicated to
the policy
of making greater
pictures,year
on
the theory that there will be greater opportunity for volume bookings.
"I do not believe independent producers and distributors seek
more than fair competitive methods of business in the industrj^
and they are ready to meet fairness with fairness, giving the
exhibitor the benefit of a wider and more open market
"The Playdate Bureau will accomplish much for the independents. Its greatest work will be in the effort to open up territories
which now are practically closed to independent productions.
Through this closed situation the independent product is prevented
from realizing much of its potential value. With these certain
blocked territories opened up, the independent producer will realize
the returns he has a right to expect from pi'oductions which have
demonstrated their worth in other territories and the gTade of
pictures will steadily increase."
Bobby North
Apollo Exchange, New York
<<TPHE quality of the independently i^roduced pictures for next
season rests with the exhibitors. The producers have the
organizations, they can obtain the acting talent, the type of stories
and the directors, to make box office attractions of the highest
order.
bookings.Whether they will do so is simply a question of available
"One thing is certain, there will not be a lack of good pictures
to fill the increased dates if dates are forthcoming. The plans
which the leading producers have announced will require no alteration Avhatsoever to bring out an adequate supply of first-rate
attractions. The stories they have announced include several of
the most promising sort as material for high class pictures. If
they ai-e encouraged to spend the money in producing those stories
they will make fine product."
Jesse Goldberg
Pres. Independent Pictures Corp.
ttTpHE best answer as to what may be expected from indepenA dent producers next year is the fact that the majority of
them made profits last year. Therein lies the key to the main
situation, which is financing. With proper financing facilities the
independent producers can and will make good pictures.
"Taking the situation on a conservative basis the increase of
25% of the playing time accorded independent productions will
more than cover the increase in capital which this year will be
invested in independent films.
"The saving grace, the factor which makes it certain that there
will always be an opportunity in the motion picture industry for
the independent, is the fact that the public demands variety in
its amusement. The more companies there are producing pictures
the more variety there wiU l>e in pictures and if the theatre has
the opportunity to select the choice productions from a great number of producing organizations the more certain is that theatre
of being in a position to give its public, which after all is the
factor which rules the industry, the variety it not only desires but
Sam Sax
Pres. Lumas Film Corp.
<<T F THE exhibitors elect to do so they may vote the straight
independent ticket and make immediate profits as well as
secure profitable returns on their investments in the future.
"By this I mean the inde]iendent market will supply theatres
with all the first run pictures necessary to its success. Box office
titles, stories providing the all-necessarj- exploitation 'angles,'
players of general and widespread popularity among the screen
patrons, directors capable of making the kind of production the
public demands, all these things are within the reach of the independent producer.
"The flexibility of the independent producing organization in
itself is a great factor contributing toward the ideal of pictures
which will please the public. The independent is a more plastic
operator, is quicker to sense the trend of public taste, and better
equipped to take advantage of it by suiting his pictures to popular
demand than the great, highly organized and cumbersome machines
which have been built up by the producers in the l)ig group."
demands."
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News

Independents Working at the
F. B. O. Studios
The F. B. O. studios on the coast are the
scene of extensive production activities at
present, with several units at work on pictures for release by that company, and other
indei)endents busy with features for the coming season.
Among the F. B. 0. pictures in the making are "The Keeper of the Bees,'' J. Leo
Mcehan directing; Fred Thomson's "The
Wild Bull of Skull Mountain," Dick Talnmdge's- "The Isle of Hope," Evelyn Brent's
"Lady Robin Hood," Wesley Ruggles directing "The Pacemakers," and Maurice Flynn's
"High and Handsome."
Other independents at Avork are James
Young, Theda Bara in "The Unchastened
Woman" ; Larry Semon, Dorothy Dwan
feature; Wallace Worsley, Nat Ross feature
for Associated Exhibitors, and two Schulberg units.
Cast

is Completed for the
Novarro Feature
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have completed the
cast for Ramon Novarro's new picture,
"Midshii)man Sterling," which is being produced at Annapolis with the complete cooperation of the Bureau of Navigation and
the directing.
U. S. Naval Academy. Christy Cabanne
is

Production stills from the Vitagraph picture, "Steele of the Royal Mounted."

Laemmle

Urges

Summer

Sales

Creates Sales Trophy as Stimulant to
Exchange Activities During Hot Months

stimulating; Univerpurposes toof greater
tlie
interest and
sal exfhanjie
sales activitye dui'ing the summer
montlis Carl Laemml has created a Sales
Tiophy to be held for one year by the
exchange which does the best work each
summer. The Trophy w:ll be a silver ornament valued at $10,000.
Each year the trophy will l)e awarded
to the exchano-e leading in the amount o-f
business done during the summer j erio.l,
the name of the winning exchange being
engraved on the ornament, which will remain in possession of that braiu-h unt;l tlr.'
following vear.

The Universal exchanges have received
instructions to bend their activities towards acountry-wide observation of Greater
Movie Season. It is expected that this event
will materially aid exchanges in getting
luisiness during the month of August.
Jn addition to the first AVhile List, which
are available at Universal exchanges foisummer showing, there will be a number
of western features for the sales force to
use as a basis of increased sales during the
next few months. Another aid to the exchanges which Universal banks upon as
added inater'al for increased sales this summer is theeffect
Complete
put into
by the Service
company.Plan, I'ecent'v

Blanche

Signs

FOR

Will

Sweet
Star

National

in

Features

for

Pauline Kna))]), Margaret Seddon and
Crawford Kent have joined Ramon Novarro
and Wesley Barry at Annapolis and will be
followed by Harold Goodwin. Gene Cameron, William Boyd, Maurice Ryan and Luis
Alonzo.
The stoi'v was written by Carey Wilson
and shows life at Annapolis with scenes that
will be staged on the famous parade ground,
in the mess hall, in Lovers' Lane and the
armorv.

Contract
the First

Under

Long Term Agreement
Blanche
FIHST National has signed
the Robert T. Kane production of "Invisible
Sweet to a long contract to star in Wouiuls," the Frederick Palmer novel refeatures. The agreement was negoticently acquired for adaptation to the screen.
ated with Miss Sweet by Al Rockett, re])reNegotiations between the star and the film
senting First National on the coast.
ct)mpany have been in progress for some
It ture
is forprobable
that Miss
pic- weeks.
First National
will Sweet's
be in thefirst
starred
While no fiiumcial data was given out by
role in "The Sea Woman," which Kdwin
Carewe is preparing to put into j)roduction
the P'irst National organization, it is known
that Miss Sweet will receive a handsome reat the United Studios in Hollywood.
turn for her services covering the contract
After making- a film on the coast the star
will go to New York to i)lay the lead in jieriod.

'Off The Highway" is a Hunt Stromberg production for

J une
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^*Siegfried" to be Roadshowed in Shubert Houses
"Siegfried," the elaborate Ufa production
based on the Nibeliinij' sagas, will be
shown by the Shuberts in their legitimate theatres on a road show basis, and
will o})en August 23rd at the Oiitury theatre. New York City, aeeordiiig to announcement made by Frederick WynneJones of Ufa this week before sailing for
Europe.
Following the engagement of four or five
weeks at the Ontury, the picture will be
road showed through the other theatres,
as many road companies being lormed as
may be found necessary or desirable.
An elaborate musical presentation will be
arranged, probably to include at least a 50piece orchestra. A special prologue, carefully designed to bring out the values and
theme of the j)icture, will also be worked
out. Wynne-Jones may bring hack a s]>ecial act from Europe with him for this ])uvpose.
Wynne- Jones will remain in Berlin about
ten days, conferring with officials of the
company, after which he will return to New
York. Before sailing, he announced that the
principal productions of his comi)any during the next few months would be "Faust,''
"Manon Lescaut," and "Metropolis." The
last named is now in i)rodnetion under the
direction of Fritz Lang, and "Manon LesPutti. caut" has been completed with Lya de
Robert

Schmidt, Aged 6, in
F. B. O. Feature
Robert Schmidt, six year old son of Art
Schmidt, west coast district manager of
Film Booking Offices, this week made Irs
debut as a film actor in "High and Handsome," the Gerald Beaumont story in which
Maurice Flynn is being featured.

release through Producers Distributing Corporation.

Rudolph Valentino in scenes from "Cobra," his latest production for Paramount.

Mayer

Discusses

Production

Says Studio Organization
of Successful
Photoplay

sible for
is respon
ORGANI
s of motio
n pictures exsuccesION
the ZAT
actly as machiery is responsible for
the successful running of a ship, according
to Louis B. Mayer, \ ice president of Metro(ioldwyn-Mayer.
"No captain could pilot a ship alone,"
declares Mr. Mayer, "and to make successful
jjictures the director must have a complete
organization in back of him. The greatest
generals, in war, finance and industry,
never tried 'to do anything single-handed;
wiiy should it be assumed that the motion
l)icture industry is different in fundamental
principles from those of any highly technical business?
"Our whole organization, for instance, is
de\'oted to one thing: helping the director
make a good picture. We do this by working with him on the selection of his stories,
and seeing to it that the story has the proper
re(|uisites before acttial production commences. This is where our box office
knowledge is valuable, for where he has
made, or is making, one picture, we have
made dozens 'and know the elements that
make for popularity.
"In easting, we have studied the qualities
and
our players,
and we to
thusgetknowhow values
a castof should
be balanced
the
maximum from it ; in all the details of production our iudsments are based from the
experience derived fi'om handling lumdreds
of simi'ar incidents, and the directors realize
the value of this, for we are rea'ly sharing
theij- burdens to helji them.
"Of courfe, we make mistakes. Everyone does, for the human race is still fallibl",
but in our organization the responsibilfv is
so divided that errors as we'l as betu'fits,
are shared.
"Someone must stand apart from the director to get a separate viewnoint on his
work and to see it with unprejudiced eyes;

is Basis
Making

he caimot do it, because.it is his own and
because he is bound up with it. We have
competent executives to do this, whose wide
knowledge of production allows them to advise and counsel our directors.
"To sum up, we expect our directors to
devote all their artistry to their pictures,
and to leave to others in our organization
the worries of the details, wdiich by virtue of
their experience, they are more competent
to deal with."
Silverman

Now

Warner

Bros.

Mid-West Representative
Sam E. Morris, general manager of distri])ution for Wai-ner Bros., has announced
the api)ointment of Edwin Silverman, recently in charge of the Chicago office of
Lubliner and Trinz, former dish'ibutors of
Warner pictures in that territory, as the
company's special representative in the
iliddle
"West.
Mr. Silverman
will have headquarters in
Chicago and will have supervision of the
Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Omalui
and Des Moines territories.
Announce

Title

of

Fred

Thomson's New Feature
"The Wihl Bull's Lair," from an original
story by Marion Jackson, will be the tille of
the next feature which Fred Tliomson will
make for F. B. 0. The jiicture was i)ut into
production last week under the direction of
Del Andrews.
The leading feminine ro'e will be ])layed
bv Katherine Bennett, sister of Enid Bennett. As in the former Fred Thomson features, "Silver King," his trained hnvse, will
have an important part in the action.

Motion
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Finishes

Camera

Work

Buffalo
Leading
the First
National Contest
The Buffalo branch of First National led
the field at the close of the first period of the
Summer Play Date contest inaugurated eight
weeks ago by E. A. Eschmann. New
Orleans was second and Boston third.
Under the rules of the contest a selling
period of eight weeks is allotted to branch
managers and their sales forces in which to
write contract for summer play dates. A
prize will be awarded to each of the three
leading branches when the competition is
brought to a close.
and

Klein

Plays

Are

Bought by Warners
Warner Brothers have added "The Climbers," Clvde Fitch's well known stage play,
And Charles Klein's "The Third Degree" to
the long list of dramatic successes which
they will film for next season's program.
"The Climbers" made its debut at the Bijou Theatre, New York, Jan. 15, 190j.
Amelia Bing-ham was the star with Robert
Edeson prominent in her support.
Helen Ware was starred in "The Third
Degi'ee," which was first produced in New
York in February. 1909.
Schenck

in

New

York

News

on

New Talmadge Feature
Dimitri Buchowetzki, director of "Grau3tark," the new Xorma Talmadge vehicle for
First National release, has completed the
camera work and is now editing and titling
the film.
The scenario for this screen adaptation
of the famous George Barr McCutcheon
storj' was written by Francis Marion. Miss
Talmadge is supjiorted by Eugene O'Brien,
3Iarc MacDermott, Roy D'Arcy, Michael
Vavitch, Albert Gran, Lillian Lawrence,
Fi-ank Cun-ier, Winter Hall, and Wanda
Hawley.

Fitch

Picture

to

Buy Screen Stories
Joseph M. Schenck aiTived in New York
last Friday for a three weeks business trip
to pureha.se new stories for production by
United Artists stars.
Mr. Schenck announced that "Go West,"
Buster Keaton's next starring vehicle for
Metro-Goldwyn will be directed by Keaton
and Lex Neal, and that Kathleen Myers
will have the leading feminine role.

"Cyrano" Given Premiere
in Boston Theatre
6i /CYRANO de Bergerac," film
V . version of the famous Edmund
Rostand comedy, produced by
Unione Cinematogroficer Italiana, had
its American premiere at the St. James
Theatre, Boston, last week and received
extended reviews in the Boston newspapers.
The picture is in color and was tinted
by hand by girl workers in Paris laboratories. It is presented in America
by E. T. Peter, well-known in the industry, and a former official of the
M. P. T. O. A. It is understood there
vvill be other openings in important
cities shortly.

F. B. O. Announces

Title

Changes on Three Films
d title
announceand
O. this
FB.changes
on week
two features
one
• of the "Pacemakers" series of
two-reel comedies.
Richard Talmadge's feature originally
announced as "Twenty Years After," has
been changed to "The Mysterious Stranger." The story is based on Dr. Samuel
Johnson's story "The History of Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia."
"Lady Robinhood" is the new title
given the Evelyn Brent vehicle formerly
known as "Tizona — The Firebrand."
This film was started in production last
week.
The "Pacemakers" picture, based on
the H. C. Witwer stories, which was announced as "The Last Lap" has been
changed to "Miss Me Again."
Syndicate to Handle Serial
Story of Gotham Feature
Gotham Productions have arranged with
a newspaper syndicate for the publication
serially in newspapers throughout the
country of a fictionized version of "A Little
Girl in a Big City," an adaptation of the
James Kyrle McCurdy play produced by
Gotham and being distributed on the state's
lights market by Lumas Film Corporation.
The serialization from the film will be
written by H. L. Gates, a prominent newspaper writer and author. Tlie story is to
l)e published in 36 chapters.
Richard Dix Heads Cast
Zane Grey Play
Richard Dix is in
the cliief role in "The
the screen production
make Gray.
from the novel
Zane

for

Hollywood to assume
Vanishing American,"
which Paramount will
of the same title by

Dix completed his latest starring picture,
"The Lucky Devil," before leaving New
York. Production on "The Vanishing
American" is scheduled to start in about
two weeks.
Windemere
to
Direct for
B. P. Schulberg
Fred C. Windemere, who started his career as a director with the old Essanaj'
company, has been engaged by B. P. Schulberg to direct the film which that producer
will make from the Fanny Heaslip Lea
novel "With This Ring."
The signing of Windemere completes the
third
pi'oduction
unit now working on the
Scliulberg
lot.
Otto

to

Direct

''Rime

of

Mariner''
Fox hasAncient
decided upon
Henry Otto to
direct the motion picture fantasy based on
Samuel Taylor Coleridge's classic poem,
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner." The
picture has already g-one into production at
the Fox West Coast studio. It will be a
spectacular fantasy of the type for which
Otto has become famous. The assignment
to the new picture comes as the result of
direction of "Dante's Inferno." also for

Mme. Degresac Adapting ''La
Boheme" for Lillian Gish
Mme. Fred Degresac, a goddaughter of
Vctorien Sardou, has begun work on the
adaptation of "La Vie de Boheme," the
classic by Henri Murger, in which Lillian
Gish is to be starred by Metro-Goldwj^nMayer. The production will be a picturization of the original Murger story instead of
the operatic version.
"La Boheme is Mme. Degresac's first
work for the screen in a number of years.
Announcement of the director for this proshortly.
duction and the supporting cast is expected

P. D. C. to Open Branch in
Charlotte, N. C.
Producers Distiibuting Corporation is to
have a new branch office, located in Charlotte, N. C. Plans for a Charlotte exchange
have been pending for some time, and following the sales conference in New York,
which took place last week, Mrs. Anna H.
Sessions, district manager of P. D. C,
stopped at Charlotte on her way back to
the Atlanta office, to negotiate for a location. It is not yet definitely decided, but
the Dowd building, where Metro and Pathe
are located, is the logical place for the Producers Distributing office.

Plans Next
Announced
for Ray's
Production
According to an announcement from the
Chadwick home office Charles Ray will be
starred in another rural comedy drama of
the type of his early pictures. Jerome
Storm, Ray's director for this series of
Chadwick pictures, will handle the megaGrasse. phone under the supervision of Joseph De
While the cast has not yet been announced, in all probability Duane Thompson, who played opposite the star in the
first of this series, will again appear in the
female lead.
Clara

Bow

to Play

Lead

in

"The Plastic Age"
B. P. Schulberg has selected Clara Bow
for the leading role in his production of
"The Plastic Age," which will be filmed
under the direction of Marcel De Sano,
Sehulberg's new directorial "find."
Menjou

Will

Continue

With F. P.-L.
turned from Europe Saturday,
who reADOLP
hasHEleft for MENJOU,
Hollywood, where he
will begin work immediately in the Paramount picture,
King."
"I should
like "The
to take
this opportunity
to clear up a number of conflicting
rumors which have recently api>eared
in the newspapers regarding Mr. Menjou's relations with this company," said
Jesse L. Lasky. "Mr. Menjou is under
contract to the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, he is perfectly happy in
this contract and will continue to work
for us as he has in the past. We have
several important stories purchased for
him and he has expressed complete
satisfaction over what we are doing for
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Complete Casting of ''The
Pace That Thrills^'
The cast which will support Ben Lyon
and Mary Astor, featured players, in "The
Pace That Thrills," has been eomijleted by
First National, which started camera work
on
Burton
Yorkthis
studios
last Morgan
week. story at the NewThe cast, in addition to Mr. Lyon and
Miss Astor, includes Thomas Holding, Tully
Marshall, Warner Richmond, Fiitzi Brunette, Evelyn Walsh Hall, Dorothy Allan,
and George Stevens. Webster Campbell is
directing the film.
Chadwick Casting for ''The
Count of Luxembourg
The cast for "The Count of Luxembourg,"
a Chadwick production, starring Larry
Semon, is being assembled and it is expected
actual
will commence within the
next two"shooting"
weeks.
Arthur Gregor has been signed by Chadwick to direct this production, which will
have a cast of established players. It is to
be made on a lavish scale. Construction of
the first sets for the operetta are now under
way.
Conway

Tearle

Signed

for

"Viennese Medley''
First National announces that they liave
signed Conway Tearle to enact the leading
male role in the "Viennese Medley" an after
the war story by Edith O'Shaughnessy to
be produced at the United Studios on the
coast under the supervision of June Mathis.
Anna Q. Nilsson wdl have the leading female role and May Allison will also appear
in the production in an important part.
Melford

to Direct

Series for

Metropolitan
George Melford has been signed to a contract to direct a series of four features for
Metropolitan Pictures Inc. The pictures will
be released by Producers Distributing Corporation.
Melford has started his first picture under
the new contract. This is "Without Mercy,"
adapted for the screen by Monte Katterjohn
from a novel by John Goodwin.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
Contest Winners
IN their search for new talent for the
screen Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have
just completed an opportunity contest held in cooperation with the Los
Angeles Evening Express. First prize
was awarded to Miss Elaine Lewis, who
has never appeared on the screen, but for
whom a bright future is predicted.
Second prize went to Miss AdeHne Getchell, an ingenue, third to Miss Harris, a
character actress, fourth to Frances
Lewis, and fifth to Arthur Parker, who
is destined to play the business man
type.
During the course of the contest five
of the entrants were picked by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer directors to play bits in
their pictures. Many others were given
opportunities as extras.

Scenes from the Ernst Lubitsh production
Pathe

*'Kiss Me Again" which will be released through Warner Bros.

Creates
Increased
Grouping

New

Business

Division

Necessitates

the

of Mid-West Exchanges
lick, who has been the manager of the
has been
divisi
salesExchan
MID-WEST
A created
ge,on accord
ing
by Pathe
Double "I" branch. Succeeding Mr. Gillick
to an announcement made this Aveek
will be H. D. Graham, former manager at
St. Louis, and T. G. Meyers, who has been
by General Sales Manager J. E. Storej'.
Omaha manager, will take charge of the St.
The expansion of Pathe's business t is given
Louis branch. The newly appointed branch
as the reason for this rearrangemen of the
manager, F. W. Ge))liardt, formerly special
sales organization.
The new district has been created by di- representative of "Chronicles of America"
photoplays,
will succeed Mr. Meyers at
Omaha.
viding the fonmer Central district into two
divisions, the Central and the new MidWest. Pathe now has the following- five
Rork Feature to Be Filmed
sales divisions : The Eastern District, com|)rising the New York, Newark, Boston, New
at Cosmopolitan Studio
Haven, Albany and Philadelphia branches;
Sam E. Rork has rented s])ace in tlie Costhe Mid- West District, comprising the Chimopolitan Studio, New York, for the procago, Double "I," Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Omaha, Des Moines and Detroit branches ;
duction
the Pirate," in:
which Leon of "Clothes
ErroU willMake
be starred.
the Central District, ' comprising the Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland,
The picture will be directed by Alfi-ed
Green and is to be released on the ProCincinnati and St. Louis branches; the
Southern District, comprising Kansas City,
Distributing Corporation's program
for nextducers
season.
Oklahoma City, Mempliis, Charlotte, Atlanta, Dallas, New Orleans and Washington
branches ; and the Western District, comprisHildreth
Now
Comptroller
ing the Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portfor B. P. Schulberg
land, Butte, Salt Lake City, Denver and
Seattle branches.
Richard Hildreth has been appointed
comptroller for B. P. Schulberg ProducFred C. Aiken has been promoted from
tions, itwas announced this week by J. G.
the managership of the Chicago branch to
Baehman,
general manager of distrlbutiorf
the position of Mid- West district manager.
that company.
for
He will be replaced at Chicago by J. S. Gil-
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Wellman

Finishes

Casting

Til Tell the World"
William Wellman. recent directorial acquisition of the Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer
forces, lias completed the cast he will direct
in "I'll Tell the World." his first production
for the Metro-Goldwvn company.
George K. Arthur has been assigned the
leading role and the cast will also include
Gertrude Olmstead. Charles Murray, Antonio D'Algv, Effie Ellsler, Joseph MeCrav,
Floyd Sheffield, Jack Holbrook, Harvey
Perry and Red Thompson.
The story was adapted for the screen by
Kenneth Clarke from "Don Quixote, Jr." by
George Scarborough and Annette Westby.
The picture will go into production at once.
Announce

Release

Dates

for

Schulberg Features
Release dates of the first three features on
the program of 18 which B. P. Schulberg
will otfer during the 1925-26 season were announced this week by J. C. Bachmann, general manager of distribution.
The new schedule will open with the release on August fii-st of '"Parisian Love," a
Gasnier production based on the novel or
that title bv F. Oaklev Crawford.
"The Girl Who Wouldn't Work," from
the Gertie D. Wentworth-James novel, will
be the second production. It will be released August 20th.
On September 5th "With This Ring," directed by Fred C. Windemere, will be offered. This is an adaptation from the novel
by Fanny Heaslip Lea.
First

National
Atherton

Buys
Novel

New

First National has purchased sci'een
rights to "The Crystal Cup," a novel recently completed by Gertrude Atherton and
as yet unpublislied. The work is to be published in book form by Doubleday, Page &
Co. Several of Miss Atherton's previous
novels have been screened, among them
"Black Oxen," which First National brought
out as a box office success.
The company recently contracted for the
film rights lo '"Jail Birds, Incorporated," a
story by William H. Crawford in which one
of First National's young featured players
will appear.

"Smooth

as Satin" Booked
for Capitol
ANNOUNCEMENT was made this
oth as ing
week that "Smore
Satin," the
F. B. O. featu starr
Evelyn
s run
week'
d
a
for
booke
been
,
has
Brent
at the Capitol, New York, for the week
commencing June 21st.
This will be the third F. B. O. feature
to play the big broadway house within
the period of a month, "Drusilla With
a MUlion"
and "Parisian Nights" being
the
other two.
"Smooth as Satin" was adapted from
Bayard Veiller's stage play "The Chatterbox." It was directed by Ralph Ince
with Bruce Gordon, Fred Kelsey, Fred
Esmelton, Mable Van Buren and John
Gough prominent in the cast supporting
Miss Brent.

Mary Pickford to Start
New Film at Once

pleased"
is soRooney,
MARY
Annie
"LittleORD
with PICKF
which she recently completed
for United Artists release, that she has
retained practically the entire staff which
she had for that picture to assist her in
the star
which tely.
"Scraps
the
ion," immedia
start in ofproduct
will making
William Beaudine, who directed "Little Annie Rooney," also will d rect
"Scraps." "I have never foimd a director who better understood the type
of picture I want to make than Mr.
Beaudine,"
says Miss famous
Pickford.for his kid
Tom McNamara,
comic strips, also will be with Miss
Pickford
"Scraps."
Charles onRosher,
v^ho has been with
Miss Pickford for several years, and did
the camera wor'tc on ''Little Annie
Rooney,"
photograph
"Scraps."
E. DeB. will
Newman
is general
manager
for Miss Pickford, and George H.
Thomas is in charge of publicity and
exploitation at the studio.

Ex-Welterweight

Champion

Signed by Columbia
Harry Cohii, production manager for the
Perfection series which Columbia Pictures
is making, lias signed Jack Britton, former
tight which
"champ"William
to referee
the "Milk
bout
Fairbanks
stagesFund"
with
Frank Hagney in the tirst production of
tliis series. Preceding this is a "scrap" put
on by the fighter's young sons, Bobby and
Billy, which he will also referee.
Supporting Fairbanks in this production
are Pauline Garon, who plays opposite the
star, and Pat Harmon, William Norton
Bailey, Tommy Carr, George Periolat, have
important roles. The picture is being
directed by Reeves E.ason.
Betty

Bronson
Again Cast
for Barrie Role
sir James M. Barrie, who cliose Betty
Bronson
to p'ay
role selected
of "PeterthisPan"
on
the screen,
has the
again
young
star for the title part in the film version
which Famous Players will make irom his
plav
Kiss for
The"Apicture
will Cinderella."
be produced by Herbert
Brenon and Paramount will release it during
the coming Christmas season.
The playwright made known his wish to
have Miss Bronson p'ay the part during his
recent conferences with Mr. Brenon, who
went abroad to consu't with Berrie regarding the details of the production.
Rosa

Rudami Joins DeMille
Studio Forces

Rosa Rudami, Italian beauty, who has appeared on tlie oi)eratic stage at Palermo and
in Italian film productions, is one of the
newest additions to the Cecil B. DeMille
stock conijiany.
Miss Rudami was born in New York City,
but went to Italy wlien a child. She entered
on a stage career there and after appearances
in Brazil returned to America and jilayed at
the Italian theatre in New York. She has
appeared in three American films, "It is the
Law." "An Average Woman," and "Tiie
Masked Dancer."

Former
Now

Picture

N e zv ^

Managing Editor
a Screen Actor

Jackson J. Parks, former newspaperman
and for some time managing editor of the
San Fi-ancisco Bulletin, has become a screen
actor. Parks is now working before the
cameras at tlie Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios isindirecting.
"The Big Parade,'' which King
Vidor
He is a "find" of the director, for whom
he was working as a press representative.
Vidor made the discovery that Parks would
be a good type for a prominent role in "The
Big Parade" and the erstwhile newspaper
man fell for the flattering offers of the picture magnates. Now he is an actor.
Lighton

and

Loring

Sign

With M.-G.-M.
Metro-Goldywn-Mayer announced tliis
week that Louis Lighton and Hojje Loring
had been signed to long term contracts to
write adaptations by Harry Rapf at the
Culver City studios. Their first script will
be
continuity
of "Sally,
Irene Dowling.
and Mary,''
the a music
comedy
by Edward
Co-incident with this announcement is the
news that the com])any have purchased "The
^tasked Bride," an original storj- by Leon
Abrams, Frencii film director and "The
Black Slapper." the Broadway play by Paul
Dickey and Mann Page. These are slated
for production earh' next season.
'Invisible
Kane

Wounds"
Production

First

"Invisible Wounds," a novel by Frederick
Palmer has been purchased by Robert T.
Kane and will be produced as the first offering he will
prepare for the Fii'st National
release
schedule.
author of career
"Invisible
has
hadThea prominent
as aWounds''
novelist and
war correspondent. He covered the Greek
war in 1897 and then went to the Philippines during the Spanish-American war.
Since that time he has reported every armed
conflict up to the World War, in which he
sei-\ed as a major in the U. S. Signal Corps.

F. B. Rogers Forms Co.
to Release Features

n withMotion
as
RogersPicture Corporatio
B. Rogers
THE Frank
president and general manager has
opened offices in the Fitzgerald Building
at 1482 Broadway, New York for the
distribution of features on a new plan.
Augustus M. Wise is vice-president and
treasurer and T. J. Tevlin, secretary.
The company will release five productions the first of which, "The Peak of
Fate," a story of the mountain climbers
filmed in the Tyrolese Alps, will be presented at the Central theatre. New York
on Friday, Jime 12. A musical score
especially composed for the picture will
be played by a large orchestra during
the presentation.
Rogers has long been identified with
the motion picture business in various
positions with Vitagraph, Fox, Robertson-Cole and other companies.

June

20,

Eleanor
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Lawson
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in Cast

of

Eleanor^The
Lawson Big
is tlie Parade"
latest recruit to the
screen from tlie stape. Miss Lawson, who
began her stage career in William Do Mille's
first play, has deserted the footlisihts after
fifteen years in tiie theatre, to play the role
of the mother in "The B'g- Parade," the
Laiu'enee Stallings story being lilmed by
Kiiig Vidor for Metro-Go!d\vyn-]\Iayer.
Miss Lawson graduated from the Ameriean Academy of Dramatic Arts in the same
class with William de Mille and Wallace
Woi-s!ey. Since that time she has played
for tifteen years on Broadway, and is the
author of several successfrl jilays.

Complete

Cast for

Son of

Father"
His will
The east which
enact the film vei-sion
of Harold Bell Wright's "A Son of IIU
Father," has been complered by Paramornt.
The featured players are Warner Baxter,
Bessie Love, Raymond Hatton, and Walter
McGrail. X)tlier important I'oles will be
filled b\' John Eberts, Lou Miclian, Eagle
Eye, an Indian actor, and Heinic Hymjn.
Victor Fleming has been selected to direct
the production, which will be photographed
by C. Edgar Schoenbaum, who celebrated
his hundredth i)roduction on the camera
with "A Son of His Father."

Reed Howes in "Crack O' Dawn," first of a series ducingoffor Rayart.
eight new comedy-dramas

Nita

Educational

Naldi

Arrives

in

the

East to Play Role
Nita Naldi has arrived in New York to
play a prominent role in "The Miracle of
Life," a fortlicoming Associated Exhibitors
feature being produced at the Cosmopolitan
Studios under the direction of S. E'. V.
Taylor.
in addition to Miss Naldi the ca.st will
feature Mae Busch and Percy Marmont.

''Ten Commandments" Will
Be Released at 9980 Feet
Paramount aiinornce that "The Ten Comsoon to be offered for general
release after mandments,"
playing
as a road show, will
be released to exhibitors in a footage of
9,980 feet.
Monta Bell Will Direct
Marion Davies
MONTA
BELL has been selected
to direct Marion Davies in her
first starring vehicle for MetroGoldwyn- Mayer, it is announced by
Irving G. Thalberg associate studio executive.
The production will be "Lights of
New York," a film adaptation of Laurence Ayres' stage success "Merry Wives
of Gotham," with a scenario by Carey
Wilson.
Conrad Nagle will have the leading
role opposite Miss Davies. He has just
completed the part of the Duke of
Chevenix in Elyinor Glyn's "The Only
Thing."
Miss Davies will have the dual role
of girls twins who move in different
social circles.

Convention

Harry J. Brown is pro-

Closes

Fourth Annual Sales Meeting Concluded
Sessions at Hotel Pennsylvania Last Week

tion of
conven
annualFilmsales
fourthional
THE
nges,
Inc.,
Excha
thy Educat
held at the Hotel Pennsylvania, last
week, was brought to a conclusion Friday,
June 12. The sessions started on Wednesday, June loth, and were presided over by
Ya.
tion.W. Hammons, president of the organizaMr. Hammons aiuiounced the line-up of
])ro(luct which Educational would offer next
season in his opening address. Assistant
(Jeneral IManager Kirkjiatrick, followed Mr.
Hammons
the the
speakers'
stand.
dress dealtonwith
business
done His
by adthe
organizat'on
during
the past
discission on sales
methods
and year.
problemsA was
then -onducted by D. J. Cha,*kin, acting
sales manager.
On Wednesday evening the managers
were taken to witness a performance of
"The Mikado," at the 44th Street Theatre.
The morning of the second day of the
convention was given over to the producers.
Captain George McL. Baynes, president of
the Kinograms Publishing Corporation;
Charles Christie, business manager of the
Christie Comjjany, and Lupino Lane, newly
signed to make a series of "Lupino Lane
Comedies," addre.«sed the visiting managers.
The afternoon session openf^d with an address bv Gordon S. White, Director of Advertising- and Publicity for Educational,
who outlined the advertis'ng plans of the
organization for tiie coming year and propounded a plan wliereby the managers
could
assist in the "Greater Movie Season"
campaign.
Friday was given over to Captain Baynes
of the Kinogram Publishinq: Corporation
who on behalf of that organization ti-eated

the visiting managers, salesmen and home
office executives to an outing which included
a shore dinner and trips to the l)eaciies.
Chaney**Tower
and Shearer Cast for
of Lies"
The cast which, will support Lon Chaney
and Nornni Schearer in "The Tower of
Lies," the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film
adaptation of Selma Lagerlof's novel, "The
Emperor of Portugallia," has been ancutive. nounced by Irving Thall)erg, ]>roduction exeClan-e McDowell, Lin Keith, William
Haines, David Torrence, Anne Schaeffer,
Leo White and Bodil Rosing are the principals in sujjport of the featured players.
The adai)tation was made by Agnes
Christine Johnston. The production is to
be directed by Victor S?astrom.
Hoerl Engaged to Write Series
for Gerson
Arthur Hoerl has been engaged by Gerson Pictures Corporation, producers ■ ith
studios in San Francisco, to write a new
series of stories for the two units now making pictures for Gerson.
Hoerl has completed two of the five
scripts he will do for the Richard Holt unit.
These are titled "Winner Takes All" and
"Once Li a Lifetime." The second series
will consist of six me'odramas to be released
by Rayart, the first ot which "The Pride of
month.
the
Force" is to be put into production this

Motion
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New

Independent
State Rights

Transactions

Sales
Cover

Picture

News

Deal

the

Contracts

for New Season's Product
changes of the Standard Film Service, losales reported by independTHE new
cated in Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburg
ent distributors include several imand Detroit.
liortant contracts covering: the prodOne of the most important franchise
uct which they have announced for next
deals closed this year was consummated
season. Deals rejiorted this week are notalast week between J. G. Bachmann, general
ble for the "group" contracts in which exmanager of distribution for B. P. Schulberg
changes have signed up for the entire product of certain companies.
Productions, and Ben Amsterdam, repreChadwick Pictures has reported the sale
senting the Trio Productions of Washingto Standard Film Service Co., Inc., of Cleveton, D. C. This deal calls for the distribuland, of the thirteen features to be issued
tion by Trio of thirty Schulberg pictures
under the Chadwick banner next year. The
constituting
the producer's output of two
Standard concern controls the territories of
seasons.
Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, West Virginia
Louis Weiss, managing director of Weiss
and Western Pennsylvania on these picBrothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation, antures. Standard distributed in those zones
nounces that he has sold his three series of
the Chadwick Nine issued last season.
Western Pictures to the Enterprise Dist.
Corporation of Atlanta, Georgia, for the
Another Chadwick sale covering the thirteen features has been concluded with Celeterritory included in Georgia, Florida, North
and South Carolina and Louisiana and Misbrated Players Film Corjioration of Chisissippi.
cago, whose territory includes Northern
Illinois and Indiana.
This deal concerned eight Rough Riding
Romances featuring Buddy Roosevelt and
M. H. Hoffman of the Tiffany-Truart
Productions announced on his return from
eight Thunderbolt thrillers featuring BufCleveland, Wednesday, that he nas closed
falo Bill, Jr. The Enterprise Distributing
the franchise for the Tiffany Big Twelve
Corporation
handled last year's series of
based on the books and stories of famous
eight Buddy Roosevelt features and eight
Buffalo
Bill,
Jr.
features.
authors and the Truart Blue Ribbon, Novelty and Cinemelodrama series, with Harry
A. G. Steen announces the sale ot the folCharnas. president of the Standard Film
lowing territories, on the Bruce Gordon
Service of Cleveland, Ohio. The territory
series produced by B. A. Goodman Producincluded in the deal includes Ohio, Kentions, Inc., and on "Paddock in 9% Sectucky, Michigan, Western Pennsylvania and
onds," the six-reel society stunt speed drama,
West Virginia. The Tiffany and Truart
directed by Lloyd B. Carleton, featuring
Charles W. Paddock, the world champion
products will be handled through the exsprinter.
On the Bruce-Gordon series: Michigan,
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky to
Standard Film Service Co., Harry Charnas,
President; Indiana and Northern Illinois to
Reclcraft Film Exchanges, Morris -Hellman,
President, of Chicago, 111.
"On "Paddock in 9% Seconds" : Cuba to
Liberty Film Company of Havana, sold
through Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
An important business transaction involving foreign distribution was completed last
week between Sam Sax of Lumas Film
Corporation and L. W. Kastner of InterOcean Film Corporation whereby the latter
organization will distribute the entire line
of twelve Gotham Productions for the entire world exclusive of the United States and
Canada.
Included in the deal between Lumas and
Inter-Ocean are the following productions:
"The Overland Limited," "A Little Girl In
a Big Citv," "The Police Patrol," "His
Master's Voice," "The Part Time Wife,"
"Racing Blood," "The Shadow On the
Wall." "The Sign of the Claw," "Hearts
and Spangles," "One of the Bravest," "The
Speed Limit" and "The Forest of Destiny."

Production stills fromcoming"Welcome
Home," a forthParamount feature.

Trio ofa dramatic
from Corp.
"Off the
Highway''
^Touucers moments
Dis.riuuting
release.
Five New

Units

Start Work

at Warner Studios
With five new units recently started on
ju-oductions for the new Warner Brotliors"
Itrogram, the company's big plant in Hollywood has every bit of studio space ol'cupied with production woik.
Marie Prevost is making a melodrama
titled "Wanted by the Police." The scenario is by Louis Milstone, who is directing,
and Darryl Francis Zanuek. Clive Brook.
John Patrick, Charles Conklin, Claude
Gillingwater and Matilda Brundage appear
in support of the star.
James Flood has been selected to direct
Lowell Sherman in "Satan in Sables," and
other recent Warner assignments include the
choice of Hei'inan Haymaker to direct "The
Love Hour"; W. Van Dyke has been borrowed from Fox to direct "The Ranger of
the Big Pines"; Harry Beaumont will direct "His Majesty Bunker Bean"; and Noel
Smith has been sisned to handle the megaphone on "The Clash of the AVolves."

Ralph Ince to Direct New
Evelyn Brent Feature
Ralph Ince has been re-engaged to direct
Evelyn Brent in her next F. B. O. feature,
"Lady Robinhood." Ince was in charge of
the filming of "Alias Mary Flynn" and
"Smooth as Satin," in which this star ap-

licity Department
After several years in the publishing field.
Rutgers Neilson has returned to the film
business, recently joining the Pathe publicity organization. For about five year?
Neilson handled publicity for the J. Van

peared.
"Lady Robinhood" is to be filmed from an
original story and has a Spanish locale.
Robert Ellis has been signed to play the
leading role opposite Miss Brent.

Beuren
Enterprises,
of "Aesop"?
Film Fables,"
"Topicsproducers
of the Day,"
the Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew Comedies and other
screen subjects. Lat«r he became advertising and publicity director for C. C. Burr.

R. Neilson

Joins Pathe

Pub-

./ u lie
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Valuable window display given to the showing of "The Lost W orld" (First National) at the Wilkes theatre, San Francisco, by the W'akelee
Drug store in that city. The picture was literally "plastered all over it".

Advisory Board
4i—TK9 J. Scbmi; Schadv theatre,
SaBdoakj.
Uwmrd L.. Hynuui, Hark Strand
tliaatre, Brooklyn.
The*.
Hgr., Finkle•tein L.Jk Hays,
Rubin, Oen.
Minneapolis.
l.eo A. L.andau, Lyceum theatre,
Miiiiieapolis.
B. Wk. K«e«rs, Southern District
Mapervisor, Famous PiayersTimItt. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, ralaco theatre,
Wichita. Kan.
Wlllard O. Patterson, Metropolitan
thoatro, AtUnts.
■m. T. Bloharda, Jr., Gen. Mgr.,
Raeacer Amnsonaont Co., New
Oris
f . li. Newman, managing: director,
Famous Players-Lasky theatres,
L.08 Angeles.
Arthar
O. Stolto,
Moines, theatro, Dos
Moines,DesIowa.
'W.Strand
O. Qniasby,
Managlnc
Director,
Palaos
and Jefferson
tksatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
I. A. Partineton, Imperial theatre,
San Francisco.
'fisorge E. Carpenter, ParamoiintAapress theatre. Salt Lake.
iMdnsy
Graunaan,
trss, Los
Angelss.Graumuui's tliea-

and

Contributing
:

THE

Editors,
CHECK-UP

Exhibitors'
:

Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed) are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who
considered
it "Good"
the fourth column,
who considered
The fifth
column ; isanda percentage
giving thethoseaverage
rating on itthat"Big."
feature,
obtained by the following method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one
of
100%.together,
The percentage
all "Fair,"
of these 40%;
reports"Good,"
on one 70%;
pictureandare "Big,"
then added
and dividedrating
by theof
number
of
reports,
giving
the
average
percentage
—
a
figure
which
represents
the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports
which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
TITLE
Poor Fair Good Big Value Length
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Goose Hangs High, The
— 2 7 3 63 6,186 ft.
Kiss in the Dark, A
— 3 7 1 64 5,767 ft.
Sackcloth and Scarlet
1 3 5 4 68 6.732 ft.
FILM BOOKING OFFICES.
That Devil Quemado
— 2 7 8 81 5,641 ft.
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Monster, The
— 2 6 3 73 6,435 ft.
Seven Chances
_ _
5 6 86 5,113 ft.
Way of a Girl, The
2 4 3 2 55 5,025 ft.
UNIVERSAL.
Let 'Er Buck
— 1 7 2 73 5,547 ft.

Service Bureau
Georre E. Brown, Insperial th—
tra. Charlotte. N. C.
Lanis K. Sidney, DiTision Mmmager,
theatres, PIMaburgh. I>ows's
Pa.
Geo. Botsky, Managing Dlraatav,
Palace tbeatre, Montreal, Cmm.
Eddie
Dlreetar
troit. Zom, Haaaging
Broadway-Strand
theatre, DeFred 8.
PabMs
Joseph
reetor,
Tork.

Myer, Managing Dlrestss.
theatre, Hamilton, OkU.
Plnnkett,
DtMark StrandManaging
theatro, Ttm

Bay Gronbaeher,
Maaagor
Director, Liberty theatre,
Spakaaa,
Wash.
Boss A. MeToy, Manager, TeaspU
theatre. Genera, N. T.
W. 8. MeLarea, Managing Director, Capitol theatre, JaeBson, Mich.
Harold B. Franklin, Dlrsotor
Theatres, Famous Players-Lasky.
William J. SulUvM, Manager.
Rlalto theatre, Butte, Ment.
H. A. Albright, Manager, T. D. *
L. theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Claire Meaohime, Grand theatre.
Westlleld, W. T.
Ace Berry, Managing Dlreeter.
Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
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Ingenious

Co-operative

Ad

Page Given **Oh, Doctor"
SoiiietJiing new lu eu-oi^eiative pages was
devised by A. J. Sliariek, Universal ex- '
jjloiteer, for the "Oli, Doctor," engagement
at the Liberty, Youngstown, Ohio. Sharick
sold 11 ads of sizes varying from quarter
pages to single columns, but instead of
having them concentrated on one page, he
had them laid out on two images in regulation pyramid style with reading matter surrounding them. Each jjage carried a publicity story_on the picture, and each ad had
"Oh,
Doctor" was
inserted
in ain prominent
A contest
also run
connection place.
with
the pages. The announcement said that
since the picture play dealt with a man who
imagined he had all kinds of chronic ailments, the contest would be for an essay or
outline of not more than 300 words on the
theme: "Why should a person enjoy perfect health who patronizes advertisers on thi>
page and the page opposite?" One of the
requirements was that "each entry sent in Manager Barry Bitrke of the Palace theatre,
must mention the article or articles adverFort W orth. built a reproduction in his lobby
tised on these pages and tell why each
of
a dialer's uindow display on ^'The Dressshould help to keep one healthy, and each
maker from Paris" (Paramount) .
advertisement on these pages must be covered in the essay."
to enjoy inFive
'Ladythousand
of the Night'"
Two cash prizes of $15 and $10 and a featured.
heralds were
were als
dis >
number of ticket awards were distributed
tributed among the heavy automobile and
among the winners.
pedestrian traffic, and in view of the fact
that on the opening night of the attraction
thousands of sailors and civilians were
^'Lady of the Night" Copy
unable to obtain hot-el accommodations, an
Aimed at U. S. Sailors
all night performance was given. The
When more than 30,000 sailors were re- electric lights above the theatre ann(juncing
cently given shore leave daily at San
this circumstance were put on at about te i
Diego, Cal., where "Lady of the Night" Avas
o'clock in the evening, thereby" preventing
playing at the Plaza theatre, bids for this opposition theatres from using the idea.
trade were made by Manager C. C. Struble
In keeping with the title of the photoplay the lights in the theatre lobby were
of the theatre and H. D. McBride, Metrochanged to blue, with signs on the marquee
Groldwyn exploiteer. The interest of thousands of visitois to a series of important
in red. Two street lamps, similar to those
horse races of Tia Juana was also captured
featured in the picture, were placed on the
by this campaign.
edge of the sidewalk with a red light, while
eighteen-inch letters in red lighting carried
The catchline, "The world was her hunting ground — men her prey," was used in all the title on the top of the theatre. A
heavy newspaper campaign supplemented
advertising, while the lines "Welcome, Navy"'
tlu>i' features.
and "Men of tlic i' . S. Xavv will find nnicli

Picture

News

Striking Marquee Flash on
'The Lady" by Schade
George J. Schade made up his mind to
let the people of Sandusky, 0., know in
good time that "The Lady" was to be an
attraction at his Schade theatre, and when
(ieorge J. makes up his mind to do a thing
— well, it's as good as done.
Schade started off by running small ads
in the Sandusky newspapers; sort o' ticklers
as it were. Tiien he ran ads a little larger.
Reading matter, the most of which Schade
himself got up and had printed, was distributed from house to house not only in
but all around Sandusky, and the streets of
the eit}' fairly shouted "Nonna Talmadge in
'The Lady' at the Schade Theatre Soon,"
for banners and picture layouts in huge
frames
where. were placed here, there and everyThe thing that attracted more attention
than anything else, however, was a "flash"
that Schade had put on both sides of the
Schade's marquise. This attractive business puller was designed by Schade and executed by a young man by the name of
Skidmore, whom Schade recently i^ulled
away from Findlay, Ohio. Anything that
Schade can design Skidmore can make, and
so, the combination is a hard one to beat.
But, as to the "flash," or "flashes," for
there were two of them; there was a huge
likeness of Miss Talmadge at one end; a
likeness done in colors and so well done
that it not only caught the eye but cau.sed
a lot of talk besides. Running up to the
picture • was a sign, "Norma Talmadge in
'The Lady,' " painted in white on a Diack
background. Letters and picture were so
illuminated with frosted electric light lamps
that the layout on the whole was a thing of
l)eauty by day and a knockout by night.
There wasn't a little pait of the busy
Market street shopping section from which
the seen.
Schade's "The Lady" show-off could not
be

Special advance display board uas used tvith attractive effect by Manager H. C. Farley of the Empire theatre, Montgomery, Ala., to advertism
the engagement of "Madame Sans Gene" fParamount) at that house, using star portraits rather than scene stills.

J line
Title
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Writing

Contest

for

"Zander" in Baltimore
Attention was drawn in Baltimore to the
Century and Parkway theatres when "Zander the Great" played simultaneously at
these two houses by an elaborate campaign
staged by Norman W. Pyle, Metro-Uoldwyn
exploiteer.
A title- writing contest was run in tiie
Baltimore News, the best five titles submitted daily for the picture l)cina published
and awarded two free tickets. This contest
proved so successful as to win enthusiastic
connnent from ^Managing Editor McCabe of
the News. Cuts and notices a|)peared daily
in the dramatic sections of both the News
and the American.
On the Sunday preceding the opening a
cross word puzzle contest was run in the
American to which thousands of answers
were received. The correct solutions were
awarded free tickets. A special story on
this contest and a photo showing the pile
of answers received found space in the
paper. Special stories were published in
both the News and American throughout
the week, one of which included a photograph of Joe Weber and Lew Fields buying tickets at the Century box office to see
the picture. An inquiring reporter, rejjort^
of patrons on the picture and an inquiring
photographer furnished material for these
stories.
The Luxor cabs carried strips on the back
of each cab reading "Special taxi cab service
all week to the Century theatre to see
Marion Davies in 'Zander the Great,' " and
a jihotograph of ten of the.se taxis lined up
and full of people was carried with a special
story in the Baltimore News. The critics'
reports were broadcast by radio on the
Tuesday of the week of the showing.
Thirty-five 24-sheets were posted and innumerable small posters also helped exploit
the showing. Window cards were also distributed.

Beauty Shop in Lobby as
''Mad Whirl" is Shown
A tiny l)eauty shop, installed in the lobby,
dispensing free marcel waves to women patrons who bought theatre tickets, was the
exploitation A. H. Blank, manager, and
.Jack Edwards, Universal e ploiteer, arranged fur "The Mad Whirl" when it played
the Rialto theatre, Des Moines.
The tie-up was made with Shinn, Lorenzen ami Shinn, l)eautifiers to the Four Hun-

di"ed. One of the Misses Shinn was in attendance daily during the afternoon and
evening and cards were distributed which
entitled women ticket purchasers to a special discount at the beauty shop. A large
card illustrated with photographs in the
Shinn shop called attention to the Rialto engagement. Advertisements were run on the
society page both Sunday and Monday.
Through an arrangement with the Fashion Hosiery shoj) a pair of all-silk chiffon
hose was given free to every bride of the
week who registered at the Rialto boxodice. There was also a large disp'ay of
fine hosiery at the shoj) with a card announcing that similar hose was worn in
"The Mad Whirl,"
A tie-up with the largest furniture stoi-e
in Des Moines procured a ])honograpli for
the lobby which, supplied with the ])ro])er
records, gave a jazz tone to the engagement.
The store also used a window display and
an inside flash.
"Quo Vadis" Screened for
Philadelphia Clergy

A real ''circus" front teas given "The Great Circus Mystery" (L niversal) ichen that picture
opened at the Bijou theatre, Trenton, 1\\ J., as shown here. The marquee teas dropped to
resemble the "big top".

Piiiladelphia clergymen were given a special morning showing of "Quo Vadis" as
guests of the North American, during the
run at the iVrcadia theatre. More than 400
members of the clergy accepted the invitation from the editor of the North American
and were present. Edgar Wolf, of the
Stanley company, welcomed the clergymen
in a brief address and assured them it was
the desire of the company to co-operate
with the clergy in the presentation of films
for the public satisfaction.
The tie-up with the newspaper, which was
arranged by A. P. Waxman, First National
rejiresentative, at no cost at all, was the
means of producing some excellent newspaper publicity as well as obtaining much
mouth-to-mouth advertising from the ministers. Some of those who attend the special performance made mention of the picture in their Sunday sermons.
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*'Thier in Paradise"
A featuio of the exploitation caiiij-aifrn
for "A Thief in Paradise" used by Manager
Al Lever of the Is's theatre Houston. Texas,
was a special teaser poster. He had fourteen signs, four feet higli and ten feet long
painted and placed at the entrance of each
parking zone of the city five days before the
opening of the picture. The poster was divided into panels by a blank strip horizontally through the centre. Above this strip
Avas painted "Beware of a Thief." Underneath the strip Avas this warning, "Park
your car inside — Play safe." On the day of
the opening. Lever had the following
.painted in the strip through the center of
the poster. ".See "A Thief in Paradise.' Isis
Xow Playing."
A diamond shaped card reading "Beware
of 'A Thief in Paradise,' Isis theatre"
with the word thief played up big was
dropped inside and fastened to doors of all
automobiles parked uptown starting three
or four nights in advance of the showing.
A window display was obtained in a main
street music store of the song "A Thief in
Paradise" together with a card calling attention to the showing of the picture at the
Isis. A card was also used on the music
mounter.
During the showing of "A Thief in Paradise," Manager Lever turned the lobby of
his theatre into a motion picture studio,
with two arc lamps and a motion picture
eaemera and took photographs of the patrons of his theatre announcing that the pictures would be shown on the screen
throughout the following week.
Fac

Simile

Licenses

Boost

"So This is Marriage"
Ten thousand marriage licenses exploiting
"So This tributed
is with
Marriage"
disexcellent were
effect recently
in Detroit.

Picture

News

Taxi Firm Makes Tie-up on
"Seven Chances" Stunt
Cloth banners reading "Buster Keaton
Took 'Seven Chances' But Our Drivers
Never Take Any," were carried on the
backs of 75 Red Top taxicabs in St. Paul,
when "Seven Chances," played recently at
the Tower theatre, in accordance with terms
secured by Morris Abrams, Metro-Goldwyn
exploiteer. These banners were earned into
all parts of the city throughout the week of
the showing and achieved widespread exploitation for the picture. A number of
these banners were also carried by personal
cars about town.
Extra space was taken in both dailies and
a trailer was used in the theatre. The town
was liberallj' posted am? there was a special
lobby display of special cut-outs. Three
window displays helped exploit the showing
also.
Manager Mick of the Tower co-operated
actively with Abrams throughout the camStriking atmospheric lobby display by Manager
Don Barhydt of the Palace theatre, Meriden,
Conn., on "Salome moitnt).
of the Tenements" (Para-

paign.
Live Children in Window
"New Toys" Stunt

as

G. A. Cross, manager of the Garden theMich., where this production played at the
Broadway Strand. This feat, achieved by
Albert Kaufman, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer.
aroused much amused comment and interest
in the picture.
A young couple in wedding tinery were
driven about the streets during the week
preceding the showing in a machine decorated with white ribbon and old shoes.
Across the back of the auto was a banner
announcing the engagement. A press cam])aign, liberal posting and a furniture
store tie-up cnnijileted this campaign.

atre, Battledisplaj^
Creek, inilich.,
gave Heiman
"Xew Toys.''
a window
the Holly
store
which excited much interest and attracted
passers-by to gaze into the window.
A low picket fence, painted white, was
erected in the store's corner window. In it
was placed several toys such as delight the
hearts of children — a teddy bear, balls, etc.
A boy and a girl were allowed to play with
the toys in the window. In the background
was a large card carrying the name of the
star, theatre and title of the picture. The
title was composed of letter blocks, each
block carrying a letter of the title.

to exploit "Excuse Me" (Metro-Goldwyn)
St. Paul
uaukeetvas& gotten
the Chicago,
furnished
uas and
railroad
miniature
This realistic
at the Tower
theatre,
St. Paul,
on the by
strength
of it, theMildisplay
intorailroad
the tvindou: of the Cable Piano company.
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RATES : lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

CLASSIFIED

LET'S CO !ff
WITH TM£ CIRL AND THE K1O
TO ARIZONA
IN TUEIB BOSreO PLIUWEO

CEMTUI)y.<'> Parkway
Shell Steal Into Your Heart!
a picture
beantsetruly
IkriiUdUngh-Yo
U be
cry-You'
u'Uhcrt'igrta
t!
Yon'B
Ihal's

•
|•'.

SERVICE

A classified ad in MoTION PICTURE News offers the
full resources and circulation of the News to the advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.
Whether you want to reach executives, branch managers,
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can accomplish this
quickly and economically through the News Classified
Columns.

ftlON
DAVIES

At Both Th*atr«a
Wanted
ORGANIST.— C 0 n c e r t ;
feature ; experienced ; only
fine instrument considered ;
employed ; open until October. Address, Box 230, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
available about June 1st, desires to negotiate with a theatre owner requiring the services of a capable manager
thoroughly versed in the
technique of modern theatre
management ; have had 17
years' experience in Chicago
and Illinois; am 37 years old
and married ; prefer to locate
in Indiana, Ohio, or Western
Pennsylvania ; write or wire
full particulars. Address,
Box 260, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
MOTION PICTURE
OPERATOR.— Experienced ;
young man; wishing position
anywhere. Write Dion Moller, 411a Prospect Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high claas scenic prologues.
Will go anywhere. Milo B.
Denny, "Den," 5701 Cherokee Ave., Tampa, Fla.
For

Sale

FOR SALE. — Camera ;
Universal -movie outfit; cost
•tG50 ; sell $275 ; guaranteed.
R. Wright, 1025 Linn, Cincinnati, Ohio.
FOR SALE.— Motion Piclure Theatre; 750 seats; in
New Jersey summer resort ;
not far from New York City ;
only theatre in towTi ; building 4 years old. Box 280,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.

WANTED

She'll Steal Into Your Heart!

Sales Representatives
for

MARION
DAVIES
OP THE GREAT SOL'TirajST
^
r
Zander^

Baird Projectors
Only strictly high class,
reliable companies requested to communicate with the
BAIRD MOTION
MACHINE
Sherman Ave. &
Newark

PICTURE
CO
Runyon St.
New Jersey

MARION
MVIES
WEGRm
MMWY LANCDOW In "THt lllHUUCt HOW

IHoll.~okBla. H^J.F"J St^^JSlSLl
, LOOK AT THIS CAST! ' .
) mm — y 7»c I
MARTIN

'

^ I

DiiOES

LEASE FOR SALE.—
Moving Picture Theatre ;
1,000 seats; we.st side Buffalo.
Write David Krieger, Batavia, N. Y.
CAPITAL FURNISHED
to build or reconstruct motion
picture theatres in towns of
over 10,000 population. Prefer cooperating with owners
who are desirous of expanding. Give full particulars in
first letter. Box 290, Motion
Picture
News, New York
City.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.— 600 chairs; 1
piano ; 2 Motiographs, De
Luxe model ; 2 30-inch exhaust fans with aeroplane
blades: 4 side wall fans, 16inch ; 3 ceiling fans ; 1 Wagner rotary converter; 1 dark
green plush drop, fits opening 16 high 32 wide ; other
scenery and stage equipment ;
everything in good condition ;
must be disposed of before
June 27th. L. C. Barnes,
Puller Theatre, Kalamazoo.
Mich.

EI
4ARION
NAVIES
LOEWS COLUMBIA THEATRE

SCCONB TIIIUMrHAMT WICK— nQIMHINO TODAY
MARION DAVIES
ZANDER ■!« GREAT

•iANKZ. MOlXOrTM- 1
TJTru OLD wrw TORR"
BOLBROOK
BLDJN
HARRISON
FORD
11GREA
T
ifeANDEI

FAMOUS BRUrewiCK /lOr-UCCTk**
RAY
■i
RECORDINr MILLER'S
— » UKLtitsTRA
(>«."™'r^r?!^S*^P ^ STNCOPATION-ie
WEEK !^ 'S2i)SffiSS^S5f.''isS.

Seven typical newspaper ads used in various cities
throughout the country on ^'Zander the Great" (MetroGoldivyn are illustrated in the lay-out above. The
houses responsible for them are: Loeiv's Columbia
theatre, Washington, D. C; Adams theatre, Detroit;
Century and Parkway, Baltimore;
Loew''s Columbia, Washington
Loew^s Aldine, Philadelphia; and
Cleveland.
These fids range from

Loew's State, Boston;
(second week ad); ^ueen"
the Stillman theatre,
two to four columns.
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NEW

YORK

CITY

Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — Silent Sanderson
(Piods. Dist. Corp.), Pathe
News, Aesops Fables ( Pathe ) ,
Hello, Goodbv ( Edueational ) .
Musical Program — Popular Melodies Overture
(
) , "Heart That Is
Free"" ( Soprano solo ) , Organ
solo.
Rialto Theatre —
Film NumlK-rs — Eve"s Secret (Paramount.I Rialto Magazine ( Selected,) Official Officers (Pathe).
Musical Program — "William Tell'"
(Overture). Riesenfeld"s Classical Jazz, "Valse-Bluette" (Violin Solo). "Doo W'aeka Doo'"
( Uance solo). "Poet and Peasolo).—
sant" (organ
Mark Strand
Theatre
Film Numbers — Fll Show You The
Town (Universal I, Hodge Podge
( Educational ) , Topical Review
( Selected ).
Musical Program — Excerpts from
"Romeo and .Juliet" (Overture),
'"Serenade"' (baritone solo),
"Papillon"'
(dance solo),
(dance duet),
Nick "Valse"
Lucas,
(specialty), Organ solo.
Rivoli Theatre —
Film Numbers — Are Parents People? (Paramount), Rivoli Pictorial (Selected), Marvels of
Motion (S. R.), The Village
School (Educational).
Musical Program — "Light Cav( .Jazz, Silhouette
) , Riesenfeld's
Classicalalry"Overture
Dance
(Ballet), Dance solo, Joe
Thomas' Sax-o-tette ( with dancers.) "Somewhere a Voice is
Calling"" (organ solo).
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Wildfire (Vitagraph), The Iron Mule (Educalected.) tional), Capitol Magazine (SeMusical Program — Capitol Orchestra (overture), Roxy"s Gang At
The Races ( specialty with songs
and dances). Organ solo.
Piccadilly Theatre —
Film Numbers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal), Piccadilly
Pictorial ( Selected ) , Pillars of
Salt (special reel ) .
Musical Program — "Backward.
Turn Backward. Oh Time"' and
"You"re Just a Flower From An
Old Boquet" ( organ solos ) , Voi
Lo Sapete (soprano solo).
"Valse Bluette" and "Serenade"
(violin solos), Recessional (organ).

Colony Theatre —
,Filni Numbers — The White Monkey (First National). Colony
Pictorial (Selected), Fun"s Fun
(Educational), Neptune"s Jewels
(S. R.).
Musical Program — Selections from
the "Student Prince." Grant and
Wing (dance duet). Wheeler
Wadsworth Orchestra ( s p e cialtv)
duet ) . . Erlav and llallock (song

MONMI

BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Numliers — Frivndly Enemies
(Prod. Dist. Corp.). Mark
Strand Tojiical Review (seclected),
ationa.l ) and Dragon Alley (EduMusical Numbers — Overture. "Selections from 'The Fortune Teller' " : "Twelfth Rhapsody'" and
"Faust Waltz"' (pianist'e) ; 'Tx.,
Hear the Gentle Lark'" (coloratura soprano solo) ; '"Viennese
Impressions"' and "Scherzo in
B Elinor" (organ recessional).
LOS ANGELES
Cameo Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Heart of a
Siien (First
tional News. National). InternaMusical Program — Orchestra.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Boomerang
(Schulberg).
To a Policeman (Pathe).Tell
Fox ItNews.
Musical Program — Selections from
""Rose .Marie"' (Orchestra).
Forum Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crimson Runner (Prod. Dist. Corp.). The
Gumps in Hollywood (Universal .) International News.
]\fusical
tions. Program — ^Organ selecHillstreet TheatreFilm Numbers — Barriers Burned
Awav (.\ssoeiated Exhibitors).
The 'Pace Makers (F. B. 0.).
Aesop"s Fables
national News. (Pathe), InterMusical Program — Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — The W,\y of a Girl
( M<>trn-f!oldwyn
I . Ix)ew"s State
Pictorial
News (Selected).
^lusical Program — ""I.,ight CavMavfo alry'"
Rcviif(Overture). Fanchon and
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Little French
Girl (Paramount). Boohs in the
Woods (Pathe I. Pathe News.
Musical
— "'The Fort\ine
Teller"" Program
(Overture).
Million Dollar Theatre —
Film Numbers — Beggar On Horseback (Paramount*. Dog Davs
(Pathe). Pathe News.
Musical Program — "Poet and
Peasant"" (0\erture).
Pantages
Theatre
—
Film Numliers
— Riders
of the Pur])le Sage (Fox). Pathe News.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Rialto Theatre —
Film Numbers — Black Cvclone
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical
Program
"Susie"" (Orga
n solo).— Orchestra
—
Theat
Egypt
Iron Horse
— The
Numbe
Fil/n ian
rs re

Atrt ad on "ConJexHions of a
fMetro-Ooldwyn used in nayfAh^^hy^oetc's Dayton theatremiy\\ <)"§nirf>^'*^r»f'*W.t'IA''?<l- .V>nn»'>T>

'•HitrtMafiitmiofitmamtiatannll
The Mniirar thfiitir. in Oiicago, used
tliia ad rcientltj
•'The Raintuio
Trail" on
(Fox).
Musical Program — Medley of Old
Time favorites and prologue to
feature.
ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
Film Numbers — Forty W inks
(Paramoiuit ) , Eastman Theatre
Current Events (Selected), Dog
Davs tion(Pathe).
Marvels of Mo(S. R.).
Musical Program — Eastman Theatre Company in "The Pirates of
Penzance"' — Act I .
BOSTON
Fenway
Theatre— —The Little French
F'ilm Numljers
Girl ( Paramount ) . Carver of
Canyons (S. R. ), Fenway News
(Selected), Love Goofy (Educational). Only a Country Lass
(Educational ) .
Musical Program — "Give A Man A
Horse He Can Ride"" and ""Honest and Truly,"' (baritone solos),
"A Romance of Old Songs"" (organ solo). Orchestra.
NEWARK
Branford Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount), Branford
Review of Events, Iron ^lulc
(Educational ) .
Musical Program — • "Coronation
March"' from "The Profit""
(0\-erture), "'Barcarolle" from
"Tales of Hoffman."" (Soj)rano
and Contralto duet). ""Aria""
(Tenor solo), "La Marseillaise""
(Trio).
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Film Numbers — Declasse (First
National), Blue Blood (Fox),
Current Events (from Pathv
and International News).
Musical Program
"Orpheus"
(orchestra).—Selections
by Princess
Angle
and
her
Royal
Hawaiian
orchestra.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film NuinlM'rs — One Year to Liv<(First National).
Don't Events
Pinch
(Educational).
Current
(Pathe).
Musical
Program
— ^Selections from
"Bombo"'
(orchestra).
Five acts
of vaudeville.
Lafayette
Square
Theatre — of the
F'ilm Numl)ers
— Christine

Picture

New

s

Hungry Heart (First National).
PatheNews.
comedy. Cuirent Events
Fo.x
.Musical Program — "A !Midsummer"s Night Dream" (orchestra). Organ solo, Five acts of
vaudeville.
New
—
Film Olympic
N>iml)ersTheatre
— Lillies
of the
Streets ( F. B. 0.). The Isle of
Vanishing Men (S. R. ), Century comedy.News).
Current Ewnts
(International
^Insieal Program — Medley of Po
|)ular Airs (Organ).
Shea's North Park TheatreFilm Numbers — Excuse Me
( .Metro-Goldwyn ) . Fares Please
(Educational). Current Events
( Pathe and International News ) .
[Musical Program — Selection from
'"Mile. ^Modiste"' (orchestra).
CLEVELAND
StillmanNumbers
Theatre —— Desert Flower
Film
(First National), Air Tight
( Educational ) , The Laundrv
(S. R.). Topics of the Dav
(Pathe). Pathe News.
Musical Program — Poet and Peasant (overture).
'"The Kiss I
Can't Forget"'
(vocal).
State
Theatre —— The White MonFilm Numliers
key First
(
National ) , Tell It To
A Policeman (Pathe). Pathe Review. Fun From the Press. International News (Universal).
^lusical Program — "By the Waters
of thesetting
Minnetonka"'
(overture,
with
and novelty
act).
"In the ters."
LandVaudeville.
of Sky Blue WaPark Theatre —
Film
Numbers — Eve"s
Secret
(Paramount).
The Marriage
Circus
(Pathe).
Twinkle.
kle (Pathe).
Topics
of theTwinDay
tional.) Kinograms (Educa(Pathe),
Musical Program — Classical .Jazz
Revue. .June edition, arranged
bv .\ng'?lo Vitale.
Circle Theatre —
Film Numbers
Life Wonderful"? (United— Isn't
Artists).
Musical Program — Organ prelude.
Reade's Hippodrome —
Film Numliers — The Hunted Woman (Fox). Comedy (Univerversal. ) International News (Unisal).
^Insical
— "Tales
of HofTnian"' Program
(overture).
Vaudeville.
Keith's East 105th St.—
Film Numbers — The Good Bad Boy
(Principal Pictures). Pathe
News. Topics of the Dav
(Pathe).
Musical Program — Popular Potpourri (overture). Vaudeville.
ST. PAUL
Capitol
Theatre —— Old Home Week
Film Numbers
(Paramount). Capitol Digest
(Selected). The Cloudhop|)er
(Educational). Swanee River
(S. R.).
Musical
Program"Car-Tune""
— "The Morning.""
(Overture).
(organ
novelty),
Norway""
(premier "Memories
danseuse ofand
quartette), Martin !Mortinson (pianist), "Let It Rain. I>et It Pour "
(organ recessional ) .
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CHI—CAGO
Chicago Theatre
Film Numbers — Chickie (First
s
s^Jt^odij«.
ihe.IikIucM
crowd*-publiL
wltti- ^
mihca
Th^rr.iiini!
^OCOMt
National), Scenic (Bruce), International News (Universal).
— "Le Rois Dys"
Program
Musical
(Overture), Eugene Cibelli
lent, of
(Vocalist), Hope & Rosedale
ty),) . "Rose Marie,"
Organ Solo
((Special
Tivoli Theatre —
_
"FAUST"
Film Numbers — The Heart of a
"A MUSICU. STEREOSCOPIK"
'OLD HOME
Siren (First National), News
"A
Hot
TlHt
IN
ICEIAND"
Weekly (Pathe).
DIVERTISEMENTS
Musical Program — Jazz vs. Opera
"The Battle of Music," (Overture), Jazzy Jests; Songs and
Sayings; Helen Yorke in an
RIVOLI
B'NVAY- AT - 49 ST _
operatic excerpt; Emma Noe,
WEEK"
Carl Bitterl and Caesar Nesi,
HUGO MESENFELD ■TTlfVin
trio from "Faust," Boyd Senter, clarinet wizard; The RunAnother of Ed Olmstead's distincaway Four; The White Sisters;
tive ads, this being on "Old Home
The Mystery Masks; WagWeek" (Paramount)
at the Rivoli,
New York City.
nerian Fantasy; and special organ number by Mr. and Mrs.
.Jesse Crawford.
Film Numbers — Everyman's Wife
Riviera Theatre —
(Fox).
Film Numbers — (^lo Vadis (First
Orpheum
Theatre —
National), International News
Film Numbers
— Grass (Param
o
u
n
t
.
)
(Universal) .
Randolph Theatre —
^Musical Program — "Dance of the
Film Numbers — I'll Show You
Hours," (Overture), Griffin
Twins (Specialty).
The Townnational News.
(Universal), InterMcVickers Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Shock Punch
( Paramount ) , News Weekly
ST. LOUIS
(Pathe), Tender Feet (EducaMissouri Theatr
tional).
.Film Numbers — The Little French
Musical Program — Paul Ash and
Girl (Paramount) Missouri
his gang "In Hawaii," (ComMagazine. Comedy.
bination of overture and specialties), Milton Watson (VarMusical Program — Orchestra. Organ solo. On stage, Herschel
sity Tenor) "Umbrella Love,"
(Presentation).
Henlere
(pianist).
land Fantasy
(harps).The HarpOrchestra Hall —
Grand Central, West End Lyric
Film Numbers — The World
Flight (S. R.).
and Ljrric Skydome —
Film Numbers — Learning to Love
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Mad Dancer
(First National) The Cloudhopper (Educational), Kinogram
(S. R. ), International News
news.
(Universal) Cartoon (S. R.)
Musical Program — "Police Musical Program — Orchestral and
organ selections. At Grand CenSyncopation," (Overture ),
only-— Ashton and Coyle.
"Yvette," (Violinist), The Ab- Capitol tralTheatre:
lx)tt Synco-Steppers (Specialty),
F r o s i n i ( Piano-Accordion ) , Film Numbers — Lillies of the
Streets (F. B. O.), The Cloud"Mexicana," Presentation) ,
Hayden, Dunbar and Hayden
hopper (Educational), Kinogram News. Aesop Fable.
(Svncopaters) , "Pack Up Your
Musical
Program — Orchestral and
Sins And Go To The Devil,"
organ numbers. Happy Harry
(Solo), "Syncopation in HaPhilwin (tenor).
des,"Specialty
(
).
Loew's State Theatre —
Stratford Theatre—
Film Numbers — Confessions of a
Fihn Numbers — The Little French
Queen (Metro-Goldwyn) , Wliat
Girl (Paramount), News
Price Goofy (Pathe), Ix)ew
Weekly (Pathe).
State News.
Musical Program — "Naughty MaMusical Program — Orchestra. On
rietta" (Overture), "Your Just
the
stage —. The Glorias (Dance
a Flower From an Old Bounumbers)
quet" (Specialty), "Moonlight
Kings and Rivoli Theatres —
and Roses" (Solo), "Revue De
Film Numbers — Tracked in the
Variety" (Presentation).
Snow Country (Warner Bros.),
Senate Theatre —
Official Officers (Pathe), GoldFilm Numbers — Tracked in the
man's Magazine.
Snow Country (Warner BrothMusical
Program — Orchestral and
ers,) News Weekly.
vocal numbers.
Musical
Ten English
Theatre —
RockettsProgram
with —Edward
Allen Delmonte
Film Numbers — Women and Gold
(Specialty), Ralph Ginsburg,
(S. R. ), Comedy, Delmonte
News.
\iolinist (presentation).
Pantheon Theatre —
Musical P r o g r a m — Orchestral
Film Numbers — Welcome Home
overture and popular numbers.
State novelties.
(Paramount).
Musical Program — "The CanINDIANAPOLIS
sinos"
(Specialty), Pantheon
Trio (Specialty).
Roosevelt Theatre —
Appollo
Theatre —— The Crowdea
Film Numbers — The Lost World
Film Numbers
Hour (Paramount ) , Comedy
(Rothacker-First National).
Monroe Theatre —
(Fox), Nbws Weekly (Fox).

Musical Program — Dorsey, Kaehn
and Pelletier (vocalists), Emil
Seidel donorchestra
(organist). and Earl GorCircle Theatre —
Film Numbers — Chickie (First
National), Comedy (Educational), News Reel (Universal).
Musical
Program
— ' ' H an d e 1 "
(overture) .
Colonial Theatre —
Film Numbers — I'll Show You the
Town (Universal), News Weekly
(Pathe), Aesop Fables (Pathe).
Musical Program — Frank Owens,
(tenor), Virgil Monks (pianist), Larry Gomerdinger (xylomonists.
phonist), and American HarOMAHA
Rialto TheatreFilm Numbers — The Talker (First
National), The Burglar (Fox),
Kinograms.
Musical
Program — "Mignon,"
(Overture), "Under the Flag of
Victory," (Exit march), "Community Singing," (Organ solo),
"Dramatic Tension," "Agitation
Poignant,"
"Yestereve,"
(themes for and
featvire
picture).
The China Rosebuds and Charles
Elby, special stage feature.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — My Wife and I
(Warner
Bros. News,
) , Curses
( Educational,) Fox
Newspaper
Fun (F. B. 0.), Selection from
"Bohemian
Girl," (Overture),
Colletta and Her Jazz-O-Mania
Revue, special stage feature.
Sun
Film Theatre
Numbers— — Oli, Doctor (Universal), the Sea Squawk
(Pathe ) , Pathe News.
Moon Numbers
Theatre —— A Cafe in Cairo
Film
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Idaho,
third chapter (Pathe ) .
Musical
Program — Five acts of
vaudeville.
World TheatreFilm Numbers — One Night in
Rome (Metro-Goldwyn ) .
Musical
Program — Six acts of
vaudeville.
Empress
Theatre —— The Stardust
Film Numbers
Trail (Fox), The Great Circus
sal.)
Mystery, sixth episode (UniverMusical
Program comedy).
— "The Derby
Girl" (Musical
SAN

FRANCISCO

California Theatre —
Film Numbers — Proud Flesh (Metro-Goldwyn), Tell It To A
Policeman (Pathe ) , News
Weekly (Pathe), Origin of Man
(Pathe).
Musical Program — "Jolly Robbers''
(Overture ) , "Freak Arrangements," "Spanish Serenade"
(Violin).
Granada Theatre —
Film Numbers — I'll Show You The
Town (Universal), San Francisco— See America First (Universal,) Pathe News.
Musical
Program
— "Antholite''
(Specialty).
Reginald
Denny in
Person.
Loew's Warfield —
Film Numbers — Soul Fire (First
National), Ko-Ko Trains Em
(S. R.), Kinograms.
Musical Program — "Bathing Girls
Review" (Fanchon and Marco
idea with singing and dancing).
ImperialNumbers
Theatre— —Grass (ParaFilm
mount), What Price Goofv

( Pathe ) , Twinkle Twinkle
( Pathe) , Fox News.
Musical Program — ^Selections from
"The
solo ). Fortune Teller" (Overture), "Hekri Kati" (Violin
Union
Square —Theatre
Film Numbers
I^asv —Money (S.
R.),
Willie
FoxCat
News,
Screen(EducaSnap
Shots Wild
(S.tional),R.).
Musical
Program
— "When
Get
and
Dancing).
Married"
(Thirty
in You
Singing
Cameo
Theatre —— Beyond the BorFilm Numbers
der (Prods. Dist.
Corp.), Seeing
Universal City — City of Stars
(Universal), Speak Freely (Universal), International News.
Musical Program — Moore Sisters
(\'iolin and Cornet).
Beatty's
Casino— Theatre
— Rider
l''ilm Numbers
Tlie Trail
'(Fox), Snow-Hawk (F. B. O. ) ,
Scenic (Educational), Fox News.
Musical
Program
"Pepperbox,"
(Girldancing).
revue
with— forty
singing
and
Strand
Theatre —— ^Scandal Proof
Film Numbers
(Fox),
Westward Whoa (Fox),
Kinograms.
Musical
acts. Program — Five Vaudeville
Aztec and Egyptian Theatres —
Film
Numl)ers — ^Wings of Youth
(Fox).
MILWAUKEE
Alhambra Theatre —
Film Numbers — ]\Iy Wife
(Warner Bros), Tell It
Policeman (Pathe ), Pathe
Musical Program — Cleora
(Musical Artist).
Garden
Theatre—— Wings of
Film Numbers

and I
To A
News.
Miller

Youth
(Fox ) , Royal Four Flush
(Pathe ) , Fox News, Topics of
the Day, (Pathe).
Musical Program — "Fortune Teller" (orchestral overture), "If
You See That Girl of Mine"
(organ solo).
Merrill Theatre —
Film Numbers — -Daughters Who
Pay (S. (R.),
Balto's) ,RaceTurnto
Nome
Educational
About tional
(Educational
) , InternaNews.
chestral overture).
Musical Program
— "Seminole" (orStrand
Theatre—
f^ilm Numbers
— ^Men and Women
(Paramount), The Race (Fox),
Out of the Inkwell (S. R.),
Kinograms.
Musical Program — "Isn't She the
Sweetest Thing" (Jazz overture), Ralph Wayne (tenor solo"Beside scenic
a Silvery
Stream"
(Musicist),and
novelty).
Wisconsin
Theatre
—
Film Numbers — Old Home Week
(Paramount), Out of the Inkwel S.( R. ), International News
Reel.
Musical Program — "Tannhaeuser"
(overture),
Gregory
vitch
(concertina).
LyricMatuseMale
Chorus
"You Can't
Organs)
.(60 voices),
Get
Away
From It" (Twin
Mr. Exhibitor: Aikforatthethe Film Exchange*

It's
littleaidto you
ask can
for, give
but your
it't musician*
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over.
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Motion
SEATTLE

Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film Numbers — Kiss Me Again
(Paramount), Amateur Detective (Fox), The Runt (Pathe),
International News (Universal).
Musical Program — "Kiss M e
Again" (Overture) "Red Hot
Henry Brown" and "Ah Hah"
(Orchestra novelties) "We're
Gonna
Weather" (organ
novelty )Have
.
Coliseum Theatre —
Film Numbers — Madame Sans
Gene (Paramount), Felix Grabs
Grub (S. R.) Kinograms (Educationa,l ) Pathe News.
Musical Program — "Stars and
Stripes" (Overture), "Panama
Mamas," "Flapper Wife" and
"Oh,
(Jazz How
band).I Love ^ly Darling'
Columbia Theatre —
Film Numbers — I'll Show You The
Town (Universal), Hot Time in
Iceland (Pathe), Secrets of
Life (S. R.), International News
(Universal ) .
^lusical Program — ^Orchestra.
Heilig Theatre —
Film Numbers — Taming the West
(Universal ) , The Runt (Pathe )
Topics of the Day (Pathe),
Pathe News.,
Musical Program — "Hungaria"
(Overture), "No One" and
"Pnnce of Wails" (Jazz band).
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — Declasse (First
National ) , Alice, the Piker
(S. R. ), Action Crossword Puz
zle (S. R. ), International News.
Musical Program — "Wedding Day"
(Overture), "A Little Bit of
Irish" (Tio\-elty song).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — Daughters Who
Pay (S. R.), The Runt (Pathe),
Pathe News.
Musical Program — ^Vaudeville.
Strand TheatreFilm Numljers — Quo Vadis (First
National), Felix, Full of Fight
(S. R.), Kinograms.
Musical Program — Selections from
"Naughty Mariette" (Overture).
Winter Garden Theatre —
Film(F.Numbers
Baby
B. O.),— The
Fox Bandit's
Educational,
Free and Easy (Comedy), Fox
News.
Musical
cialties.Program — Orchestral speCINCINNATI
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Tlie Lover of
Cam i lie (Warner Brothers i.
Smile Ways (S. R.), Capitol
News (Selected).
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut Theatre —
Film Numbers — Old Home Week
(Paramount), Pathe News.
Topics of the Day (Pathe ) ,
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
Musical Program — Selections from
"Princess Pat" (Orchestra).
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Butterfly (Univer.sal ), Love's Mania (Educational,) Pathe News.
Lyric Theatre —
Film Numbers — Quo Vadis (First
National ), continued, Kinograms.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Gifts TheatreFilm Numbers — The Awful Truth
(Prod. Dist. Corp), Gridiron
' Gertie (Universal ) .
Family Theatre —

(
^
■% O I I

THIS SUNDAY NIGHT
FEATURES_2

Monday, Tues., and Wed.— 1:30 to 10:30

North. South. E«.i snd W'nt (lOm ihc■HELP
thill oi the Afcllc W iht hul of iKe Tropiu.
RIALTO NEWS

Rjallo Orchutik
lAMCS COLCAN

YOURSELF"
Thurs., Fri., Sat.—
Two Big Features
The Rialto theatre at Waterhury,
Conn., used this ad from stock material on "The Dancers" (Fox).
Film Numbers — The Narrow Street
(Warner Brotliers), Fox News,
Felix, the Globe Trotter (S. R.).
Keith TheatreFilm Numbers — Is Love Everything? (Associated Exhibitors),
Pathe News, Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), Topics of the Day
(Pathe).
Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^Some Wild Oats
(S. R. ) Return engagement.
KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Film Numbers — ^Old Home Week
(Paramount), Shooting Indians
(Pathe), Newman News and
Views (Pathe and Kinograms),
Newman Current Events (Local
Photography ) .
Musical
"Zampa"
(Overture ) ,Program
Intimate— Song
and
Dance Revue (Specialty), Narto
Rubuni (Vocal), Recessional
( Organ Solos ).
Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — Recompense
(Warner Bros.), Super-HooperDyne Lizzies (Pathe), Hodge
Podge (Educational), TinFighting Ranger (Universiil ) ,
International News Pictorial,
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
Musical Program — Atmospheric
Selections (Overture), Recessional (Organ Solos).
Royal TheatreFilm Numbers — Adventurei (Paramount), Tenderfeet (Educational), Royal Screen Magazine
(Pathe and Kinograms), Royal
Current Events (Local Photography).
Musical Program — Royal Syncopators On cesStage
(Overture
ioOrgan
nal (
Solos ) . ) , RePantages Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Early Bird
(Burr-S. R.), Fox News and Fox
Short Subjects.
.M usical Program — "Charleston""
(Overture),
"Row! Row!
Rosie"'
(Organ
Novelty),
Recessional
(Organ Solos).

Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — I Want My Man
(First National), Pathe News
and Educational Short Subjects.
Musical Program — Popular Selections (Overture), Recessional
(Organ Solos).
DES MOINES
Capitol
Theatre-— Just A Woman
Film Numbers
(First National, Fox News, Air
Tight (Educational ) .
Musical Program — "Dreamy Carolina Moon," (special organ feature) musical
"Music That
Charms,"
(duet in
number
with
special stage settings).
Des Moines Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Talker (First
National), International News,
Guest of Honor (Fox).
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers — My Wife and I
(Warner Brothers) Kinograms,
Hot Dog Days (Pathe).
Rialto TheatreFilm Numbers — Dangerous Innocence (Universal), Tell it to the
Policeman (Pathe).
DETROIT
Capitol
TheatreFilm Numbers
— The Night Club
(Paramount ), Aesop's Fables,
( Pathe ) , Grantland Rice Sport
Reel (Pathe), Newsreel, (DePathe). troit News Pictorial and
Musical Program — Specialty presentation, basso solos. Tone painting
(Rubenstein's
Melodyreel),
in
F. ), (orchestra and travel
organ recessional.
Madison Theatre —
Film Numbers — Confessions of a
Queen (Metro-Goldwyn) , Curses
(Educational ) , travelogue on
Southern Europe (S. R. ), Newsreel, (Detroit News Pictorial
and Pathe), Aesop's Fables,
(Pathe).
Musical Program — (Overture),
(orchestra), vocal selections
(trio), organ recessional.
Broadway-Strand —
Film Numbers — The Sky Raider
(Associated Exhibitors), Travelogue (S.natiol). R. ), Newsreel (InterMusical Program — ^Orchestral selections, novelty presentation,
(Frencli air hero in person), organ solos and recessional.
Fox
Film Washington
Numbers —— The Rainbow
Trail (Fox), Felix The Cat, (S.
R.), The Come-Back (S. R.),
Newsreel (Fox ) , Alice Comedy
(S. R.).
Musical Program — Overture (Orchestr,
a)
vocal selections
(Tenor), organ recessional.
Adams Theatre —
Film Numbers — A Kiss in the
Dark (Paramount), Grantland
Rice Sport Reel (Pathe), travelogueS.
( News R.
) , Newsreel,
( Detroit
Pictorial
and Pathe).
Musical Program — Overture (Orchestra), vocal selections (Soprano), organ recessional.
BALTIMORE
Century
Theatre— —Old Home Week
Film Numljers
(Paramount ) , News Weekly
(Fox),Baltimore
Local LafsNews),
(Joke Curses
tie-up
with
(Educational).
Musical Program — Special over-

Picture

News

ture (By Orchestra), Old Home
street )Prologue
.
Week
(By special company that acted as ballyhoo on
Garden
Theatre —— Troubles of a
Film Numbers
Bride (Fox), Wild Papa
(Pathe), Felix Finds Out (S.
R. ) , International News (Universal), The Triumph Health
Pageant (Taken By Whitehurst
Camera
Department
of Baltimore Stadium
Health Pageant).
Musical Program — Music by orchestra and organ for pictures
and five vaudeville acts.
Keith's Hippodrome —
F'ilm Numljers — The Battling Orioles (Pathe), Topics of the
Day (Pathe), Speak Freely
(Universal) , News Weeklv
(Pathe),film
Who's
WHio (Special ,
contest
of Baltimoreans)
Hot Times In Iceland (Pathe).
Musical Program — ^lusic by orchestra and organ for pictures
and five acts of vaudeville.
Metropolitan
Film NumbersTheatre
— The— Silent Accuser (Metro-Goldwyn), Carriso
Gorge the Magnificent (Pathe),
Judge's Cross Word Puzzles
(Educational ) , Metropolitan
Topical Review (Pathe), Wall
Street Blues (Pathe).
Musical
Program
— "If Send
You Her
See
That Gal
of Mine,
Home" lectio.n )(Orchestra Novelty SeNew
Film Theatre
Numbers— — The Night Club
(Paramount ) , News Weekh
(Pathe), The Storm (S. R.),
Andy In Hollywood (Universal).
Musical
— Selection "High
Jinks"Program
(Overture).
Parkway
Theatre— —^^Velcome Home
Film Numbers
(Paramount ) , Balloons ( S. R. ) ,
Wild Papa (Pathe), Parkway
Pictorial News (Kinograms).
Musical Program — Concert Selection "Old Folks At Home" (For
violin accompanied by orchestra). Also organ selections for
])ictures.
Rivoli
Theatre —— Soul Fire (First
Film Numbers
National ) , Rivoli News (Pathe ) ,
The Voice of the Nightingale
{ ICducational ) .
Musical Program — "Martha"' (Organ Selection), "Oberon" (Overture), Princess Angle and HeiRoyal Hawaiians (Divertissement), Intermission Exit ^larcli
(Oi-gan solo ) .
SALT

LAKE

CITY

American Theatre —
Film Num])ers — My Son (First
National ) , French Pastry
(Educational), Newspaper Fun
(F. B. O.), International News.
Kinema
Theatre^—— Silent SanderFilm Numbers
son (Prod. Dist Corp.), Speak
Freelytional(Universal),
InternaNews.
Pantages
Theatre
—
Film Numl>ers
— Confession
of a
Queen (Metro-Goldwyn ) .
Paramount -Empress Theatre —
Film Numbers — Patlis To Paradise (Paramount),
Aesop's
Fables (Pathe),
Pathe News.
Orpheum
Theatre—— Stop Flirting
Film Numbers
(Prod. Dist. Corp.).
VictoryNumbers
Theatre—— Old Home Week
Film
(Paramount), The Love Bug
(Pathe), Pathe News.
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r sBpx-Qffice
METRO-GOLDWYN
Greed —
picture.tlie
Business
wasV^eryoff morbid
throughout
week.
(Middle West.)
Revelation —
This one "knocked 'em dead."
They raved about Viola Dana.
(South.)
The Unholy ThreeBusiness good with this feature.
A good story and cast helped.
(West.)
The Denial —
They didn't think much of this
one in this town. Business, very
poor. (Middle West.)
The Beauty Prize —
VioUi Dana was popular in this
one, drawing good. (Middle West.)
Confessions of a Queen —
Extremely interesting romance,
although at times burdened with
unnecessary complications. Alice
Terry and Lewis Stone add greatly
to film's success. (Middle West.)
FOX
The Rainbow Trail —
Generally liked by the Mix followers. Compares with his average work. (Middle West.)
F. B. O.
The Bandit's Baby—
A very good western. Fine reports from the box office. (West.)
Do It Now—
This should appeal to all action
lovers. Went well here. (West.)
PARAMOUNT
East of Suez —
A very good picture which made
a fair average as a program feature. Ran against a hot weather
week. (Middle West.)
The Shock Punch—
This is a fairly interesting
movie, but couldn't compete with
the rising temperature. (Middle
West. )
The Night ClubGenerally conceded to be one of
the funniest comedies of the vear.

Is s])kMulid first starring vehicle
tor Raymond Grifhth. Coupled
with Siamese Twins, bill drew unusually well throughout week.
(Middle West.)
Played in conjunction with anniversary program and drew big.
(Middle W'est.)
A good hot weather picture. Not
too heavy. (Middle West.)
Eve's Secret —
Star well liked so picture drew
well. (West.)
A somewhat
out of the ordinary
Grass
—
picture. Drew well. (West.)
Contraband —
Title can be played up. Pleases
average audience. (Middle West.)
A fair production, not much of a
story.
However
the audiences
were satisfied. (South.)
Madame Sans GeneWhile not as good as some of
this star's former pictures still it
has its good points and star is
liked. (West.)
The Crowded Hour —
This drew fairly well on the
average. Bebe Daniels gives excellent performance. (South.)
Adventure —
This picture is just fair and
did not draw well enough to stand
against a weather handicap. This
theatre is cool too and advertised
as
they didn't come
in. such.
(MiddleButWest.)
Old Home Week—
Meighan is well cast and his admirers liked the picture very
much. (Middle West.)
ThePatrons
Charmerliked
— Pola in this her
latest feature.
Business was
fair. (Middle West.)
The Spaniard —
Cortez well liked by our audiences in The Spaniard. Heat made
business poor. (Middle West.)
A Kiss In The DarkVoted to be excellent hot weather
fare. The suave Menjou is always
likable although the plot bore
nothing more than a forced suggestion of the original stage plav.
(Middle West.)
STATE RIGHTS
The Wizard of Oz—
As funny as it is good. (East.)
Daughters Who Pay —
An ordinary program picture
that drew a fair attendance.
( West. )
Black Lightning —
Presence of Clara Bow in cast
helped picture which is fair. Drew
average
West. ) business for week. (Middle
Some Wild Oats —
Drew very good houses for the
duration of the run. (South.)
Traffic in Hearts —
•Tust a fair program picture hut
jiersonal appearance of Mildred
Harris attracted good business.
( East.)

Opening ad on "The Necessary Evil"
(First Nat'l)
the Pantheon
theatre,at Toledo.

UNITED ARTISTS
America
— has done much better.
Griffitli
Some big moments, but on the
whole draggv. Average business.
(Middle West.)
Isn't Life WonderfulAttendance about up to the

Repoi^

follow 17ie ^ail

pleast'd and
(South.)

oj-of Cfc/i'enture^
Bloi-y
SociPiy's
freedom—
freedom Petfromwlit
ACTION
every inchtire<if the\d'
lea of her pampered
called
her
a 'siren
nnswcred.
Follow
(hpto .Ihc'i'htlclviTili;<
this
btaiity—
JtitZ modem
haunla
thriltmmfm
dcrcl
fiKbt—
on her«hc— lomillhsreltcihro( e^^[

Foreign production that struck
Quo
Vadisfanev,
— )with good business.
popular
( .Middle
West.
Did very well with this one.
Audiences liked star. (West.)

I una
-YouH thriller?
say w!

61^

l)usiness very good.

Star great drawing card in this
(West.)
Declasse
—
town.
Oiu>
of her best efforts.
A lively picture that pulled.
('\en
Chickiein —hot weather. (East.)
The Heart of a Siren —
Not a convincing picture, l)ut
fairly amusing and in connection
with special(Middle
program,
business.
West.)did good
The Lost WorldContinues to do big business in
its fourth week. Great box office
attraction.
(Middle West.)
West. )
Despite warm
weather this one
Enticement
—
drew average crowds. (Middle

The Appollo theatre, Indianapolis,
advertised
"The Wayin this
oj way.
a Oirl"
(Metro-Ooldwyn)

His Supreme Moment —
A light picture that took well.
(East.)

usual standard for the week.
( Middle West. )

ASSOC. EXHIB.
The Price of a Party — ■
An excellent production with
Hope Hampton doing well as the
star. week.
Very (South.)
good attendance for
the

VITAGRAPH
Baree Son of Kazan —
Not enough of the dog in this
picture. Otherwise it is entertaining. Didn't do much business
though, because it was too hot.
(Middle West.)
FIRST NATIONAL
ThePatrons
Lady- didn't like Norma in
this English story of a rather depressing nature. Business off
which is unusual for this house
when Norma appears. (East.)
I Want My ManMore triangle stuff over which
audiences
not enthuse. Business off. did
(East.)
Patrons seemed to like it. Fair
liusiness. (Middle West.)
The Necessary Evil —
An average picture of its type.
Business held up. (Middle West.)
Soul-Fire—
This is a bigger picture than
"Tol'able David" and entirely up
to the standard of this star's features. But the crowd didn't hear
West.
about ) it and hot weather kept a
lot away. Pretty warm. (Middle
Dick Barthelmess comes back
after "New Toys," and again
proves himself a real actor. Business good despite warm weather.
(East.)
Pleased many patrons. Heavy
West.
drama ) for hot weather. (Middle
Great bit of acting contributed
by Barthelmess. Box office reports
great. (Middle West.)
TheTooTalker—
long drawn out. Business
was way ofT, due partly to terrible
heat. (Middle West.)
Well made
well cast production thoughand
rather long; good
reports
from the box office. (Middle West.)
An excellent production though
somewhat drawn out. Patrons

Back
to Life
Pretty
good— picture with prett\
good business.
(Middle West.)
Introduce
Me —dandy comedy and a
This is one
raie laughmaker. Those who saw
it were enthusiastic about it. But
it's hard to drag them indoors in
this warm weather. A good clean
picture. (Middle West.)
TheMelodrama
Sky Raiderof the most lavish
type. Much of the local success of
the film was due to the personal
appearance of the star, Captain
dle West.) French air hero. (MidNungesser,
WARNER

BROS.

Recompense —
An nessaverage
picture. Noflirting
busiwith the thermometer
West.)100 degree mark. (Midwith dlethe
Kiss Me Again —
One of the best comedy-dramas
shown here in some time. They
Hll liked it. (West.)
Genuinely funny picture, great
entertainment. It's only fault is
that it is too short. Business, not
West. )
so good
as pictureheat.
deserved
because of excessive
(Middle
UNIVERSAL
Rose of Paris —
Just a program picture. AverdleageWest.)
receipts for the week. (MidA Picture
Woman'swithFaith
good— entertainment
value which held up well despite
dle West.)
adverse
weather conditions. (MidTaming the West —
An interesting western with staigiving
performance.
to good good
houses.
(West.) Show ed
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Two Reel Comedies Starring Wiley, Gordon,
Marian and Darling on Current Schedule
A GROUP of four two-reel comedies is of his funny acrobatic stunts and shows
aimouiiced for release through Unihim as an amateur detective in one mix-up
versal hy the Century Comedies for after another.
"Gridiron Gertie," is set for release June
the month of June. They are "Speak
17. This one stars Wanda Wiley, showing
Freely" -n-hieh stai-s Edna Mai-ian, "Kicked
About" with Eddie Gordon in the stellar her as a foot-ball substitute. Edward L
Luddy directed.
role, "Gridiron Gertie" in which Wanda
The last June release is another "June
Wiley is starred and "Married Neighbors"
with Constance Darling- as the featured
bride" comedy entitled "Married Neighplajer.
bors," and was directed by Charles Lamont.
Constance Darling is the featured player,
The first release is a "bride and groom"
witli Billy Engle and Hilliard Karr as the
pietui-e, "Speak Fi-eely," and stars Edna
chief support.
Marian. It was directed by William Watson, with Al Alt and Hilliard Karr in tiie
chief supporting roles. It recounts the
Burr
Signs
Barker and
adventures of a young bride and groom
whose parents visit them just after their
Sherry for Hines Film
first marital spat.
J. Barney Sherry and Bradley Barker,
both of whom have played prominent parts
The second is "Kicked About," starring
Eddie Gordon. Larry Richardson has the in previous Johnny Hines features, have
chief supporting role, and the comedy was
been signed by C. C. Bun" to assist the star
directed by Noel Smith. The two-reeler
in
"TheNational.
Live Wire," his initial vehicle for
First
gives Eddie ample opportunity to do many

Christie
Will

Bans

Broadcasting

Not Permit Players Under Contract to Appear on Air Programs

AL

CHRISTIE has come out flat-foot- However, in our small way we do not wish
edly against radio appearances by to give the motion picture exhibitor any
players under exclusive contract to more competition than he already has.
the Christie organization. He has banned "It is still an open argument the amount
them from going on the air on the plea that of box office money the radio takes from
it is unfair to motion picture exhibitore. In motion picture theatres. We are not cona statement on his stand, Christie said :
vinced radio does not keep certain people
"After going into the matter of radio from going to the theatre a few nights a
carefully it seems to us that the competition week and it is our firm belief the i.icture
radio programs are giving the motion pic- industry will soon have to make up its mind
ture theatx'es more than outweighs the pub- whether or not it will lend its talent for the
licity the playere and oietures gain by doing bolstering of air programs."
the broadcasting. After all we are in the
motion picture business and we can better
Clara Horton Leading Lady
devote our efforts to picture making if we
in Walter Hiers Comedy
do not dissipate the players' time by working them in getting u}) stunts and numbers
Clara Horton, who made her debute on
tor broadcasting.
the screen as a child star and is now one of
"What our own organization does in this the rising ingenues of the screen, has been
matter will not have any great effect on
chosen for the role of leading ladv o])]iosite
radio programs and will certainly not make
Walter Hiers in "Oh Bridget," which will
or break the air programs that are being
be a July relase on the Educational probroadcast from Los Angeles and Hollvwood.
gram.
ALICE

COMEDIES
One Reel Elach
The Perfect Novelty !

A

CLEANPlayingSWEEP!!

EVERY

FIRST
IN

THE

WINKLER

RUN

THEATRE

WORLD!!!
PICTURES

Three of the aleading
episodesproduction.
from "Lost — A Wife,"
Paramount
International

Films Big Aerial

Probably for Spectacle
the first time in history a
smoke screen was thrown about a dirigible
wlien Xaval officials blanketed the huge Los
Angeles with a dense smoke as it flew over
Washington on June The spectacle was
filmed
International Newsreel as an exweek. by
clusive feature for its topical reels for last
The demonstration was arranged by the
Bureau of Aeronautics, U. S. Navy, and the
Marine tional
Corps,
Newsreel. at tlie suggestion of InternaNavy officers said that the demonstration
would prove of incalculable value, while motion picture experts declared the picture to
be among
ever
made. the most beautiful and thrilling
Gruen Engaged as Gag Man
by F. B. O. Company
Jiiumy Gnion, former Los Angeles newspa i)er nuin, has been eugagetl as gag man
and title writer by B. P. Fineman, general
manager of the F. B. 0. studios in Hollywood. Gruen has been collaborating with
Paul Gangelin on the scripts for the "Pacemakeis" series of two-reel comedies produced bv P. B. 0.

June
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Stage Stunt Scenes for New
Pathe Serial
Stunt scenes for "Play Ball," the new
I'atlie serial based on a story by John .1.
MeGraw, were staged on the Harlem ri\er
near New York during the past week. The
filming' attracted huge crowds which cheered
the stirring fight episodes enacted by Walter
Mille", leading man, and several opponents.
Th Bicture is in its eighth week of produetioi. \indjer the direction of Spencer Bennett. Allene Ray will be starred. The first
chapter "J'lav Hall" will be released on
Jidy 911,
First of *'Helen and Warren"
Stories for Fall
Fox Film Coiporation announce that
preliminary work on the first series of eight
stories of the ''Married Life of Helen and
\Vari'en," which have appeared in the newsl)apers for the past fifteen years has been
started by director J. G. Blystone who has
been placed in charge of the series.
The series will be made in two reel
stories and the first one is scheduled for relea.se eai'ly in the Fall.
Release stills for Pathe's

''Mexican Melody" Title for
Hodge-Podge
"Mexican Melody" has been selected as the
title of the Lyman H. Hodge-Podge to be
released on the Educational program, during the week starting June 14.

Pa

the

"Thundering

Landlords," two-reel Hal Roach comedy starring Glen Tryon.

Announces
Two

21

List

Hal Roach Comedies Top Program of Diversified
Short Subjects

the proTWO Halgram Roach
of short Comedies
subjects head
which Pathe
ed
has announc
for release during the
week of June 21. The list also includes the
seventh
of "Sunken
Silver,"
Pathe's
current chapter
serial play,
a Pathe
Review,
an
"Aesop Film Fable," "Topics of the Day"
and the regular two issues of Pathe News.
The Roach contributions are a two-reel
comedy, starring Glenn Tryon, and titled
"Thundering Landlords," and a single-reeler,
with .James Finlayson featured, called "Into
the Grease."
Tryon appears as the head of a family
which has incurred the wrath of their landlord and therefore is forced to move into
their own unfinished and unfurnished house.
Fay Wray appears in the leading feminine
role and others prominent in the cast are
Noah Young, Irene Allen, Marjorie Whiteis,
"Husky" Hanes, and James Finlayson.
"Thundering
Landloi-ds" was directed by
James
W. Horne.

Scenes from the single-reel Pathe comedy "In The
Grease," produced
Hal featured
Roach with
son inby the
role. James Finlay-

June

The single-reel picture was produced under the direction of Jay A. Howe. Finlayson is supported by a group of well known
Roach comedians.
"Face to Face" is the title of the seventh
episode of "Sunken Silver," which is based
on the Albert Payson Terhune novel, "Black
Caesar's Clan." The opening scenes of the
chapter show the star, Allene Ray, trapped
in a tunnel under a Florida swamj? and the
Following action reveals the heroism of the
hero to release her from the grip of the
Black Clan.
The Pathe Review No. 25 shows another
subject taken by the Alvin V. Knechtel
"process-camera." In "The Mystic Menagerie," produced at the Selig Zoo in Los
Angeles, leopards are featured in marvelous
trick scenes. The Pathecolor feature brings

one to "The Land of Eternal Summer," Pan
in the foothills of the Pyr(>nees and another
of the "Here Comes the Bride" series is presented. "The Dutch Bride" is revealed and
the customs and costumes are authenticated
by the Holland Society of New York
"The Runaway Balloon" is the latest of
the "Aesop's Film Fables" and tells the
timely moral "A loud speaker is a sound
investment." The Pathe release schedule
for June 21st is completed by "Topics of
the Day" and Pathe News Nos. 52 and 53.
International Newsreel Entertains Pilots and Cameramen
Officials of International Newsreel entertained at luncheon, at the Hotel Hamilton,
in Washington, Wednesday, June 3, all
those who had participated in making ])ictures of laying a smoke screen around the
dirigible "Los Angeles," which are shown
in the current issue of International Newsreel.
The honor guests of the occasion were
Lieut. Stanley E. Ridderhoff, Lieut. Frank
G. Cowie, and Lieut. H. D. Palmer, the
pilots of the three bombers. Also ]i resent
were U. K. Whipple, Norman Alley, Herman Stockhoff, J. C. Brown, Wm. Hearfield,
Frank McKechnie, Edward Morrison. Harry
Van Tine and Joseph Morrison, International Newsreel cameramen; Lieut. T. T. Patterson, of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Charles
Parmer, feature wiiter of the Washington
Herald and Universal Seiwice, Jim Ring, of
the Washington Times, Frank Walker, of
International News Service, and officials of
International Newsreel.
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KINOGRAJr, XO. 50S9. Lc.udou— Britaiu s
rulers and 80,000 of their subjects
\\ embley Stadium on Empire Day ; Xew throng
York
—Columbia alumni open .^l.OOO.OOO athletic
held with George F. Baker, world's third rich"■st man, and donor of plant present; Berlin —
lierman advertisers stage elaborate advertising
show; Auburndale, Mass.— Lasell Seminary
girls hold war canoe races ; Brooklyn, X. Y.—
lUO.OOO children brave terrific heat to march
in Brooklyn Sunday School Union parade; Ogden, Utah — Dog hero is decorated after saving
little
girl's life ; Stockholm, Sweden — Prince
Karl, brother
of Swedish king, and his faiuih
attend old time wedding ceremony ; Annapolis
— President Coolidge awards diplomas to Xa\ ;il
Academy graduates.

I

soldier (Icail : Ixmgview, Texas (Dallas only)
— Seven killed in rail wreck ; Hollywood, Fla.
I Atlanta only) — Bathing beauties on parade:
Cleveland, Ohio (Cleveland only) — Speed
demon Art Sobie grabs "Ein Can" Derby.

KIXOGRAMS, XO. 5090. Belmont Park,
X. Y. — Sting wins classic Suburban in
thrilling finish : London — England pays tribute
at Field Marshal French's funeral ; Lexington,
Mass. — Pageant shows again scenes leading up
to outbreak of Revolution ; Poughkeepsie, X.
Y. — Vassar beauties carry daisy chain in class
day ceremonies ; Pari.s — France joins America
in honoring war dead : Los Angeles — Shriners
hold annual conclave, featured by elaborate
parade ; New York — John T. Scopes confers
with lawyers in preparation for his trial for
teaching evolution in Tennessee ; Strasbourg —
Alsace holds elaborate sport carnival.

PATHE
Angeles- ;
ShrinersXEWS
gatherXO.
for 48:
annualLosconvention
Xome, Alaska — Eskimos take up dog racing ;
Lake (iarda, Italy — Mussolini cheered afteii-eunion with D'Annunzio ; San Francisco —
Helen Keller "feels'" music over radio; St.
Paul. Minn. — W. I). Mitchell made Solicitor(ieneral: Tokio. .Japan — Celebrate Universal
.Manhood Suffrage Bill : Montezuma, Ga. —
Planes fight peacli weevils ; Olsmpia, England
— Hold big naval and military pageant: Santa
Cruz, Cal. — Young beauties in miniature batliing contest; Wash., D. C. — Coolidge on 12iM)
mile trip to greet Xorsemen : Detroit, Mich.
(Detroit only)^ — 13-year old girl wins spelling
bee; Washington. D. C. (Detroit only) — Coolidge congratulates Battle Creek mail carrier :
Indianapolis. Ind. (Indianapolis only) — Final
tribute paid Thomas R. Marshall ; College Staticm, Texas (Dallas only) — 180 reserve officers
L'raduate from ' A & ^I :" Lexington, Mass.
fBoston only) — Enact battle of Lexington:
Lexington, Ky. (Cincinnati only) — Celebrate
l.">0 anniversary in pageantr.v.

PATHE NEWS XO. 47 ; X. Y. City— Country swelters in heat wave ; Annapolis, Md.
— Coolidge warns against jingoism in address
at Xaval Academy graduation exercises ; Oft
Spitzbergen Coast — Amundsen still swallowed
in Arctic ; Hannover, Germany — Hindenberg
cheered at races ; Los Angeles, Cal. — "Balloon's eye" view of city ; X. Y. City — Nicholas
Murray Butler scores Anti-evolution law ; X'.
Y. City — Here's largest book in the world ;
Milan, Italy — Thrills develop in wheelbarrow
race ; Xiagara Falls, Ont. — Sightseeing over
Whirlpool Rapids ; Epsom. England — Manna
wins Epsom Derby; Coal Glen, N. C. (Charlotte only) — 71 miners entombed by explosion;
Council Bluffs, la. (Omaha only) — Student soldiers fight "battle of Council Bluffs ;" Liberty,
Mo. (Kansas City only) — Commencement exercises at William Jewell College ; Detroit
Mich. (Detroit only) — Pay glowing tribute to

T XTERXATIOX.VL XEWS XO. 48: Ep1 som Downs, Eng. — English Derby won by
Manna; Annapolis. Md. — Pres. Coolidge distributes diplomas to Xaval Academy graduates :
Cape Colony, Africa — ^Too much hand-shaking
cripples Prince of Wales ; Worcester, Mass. —
Star golfers compete for national open title :
Cleveland, O. (Cleveland only) — All kinds of
tin-cans try for glory sweepstakes ; London,
Eng. — -Britain thrilled by biggest military
pageant; Wash., D. C. (Wash, only) — High
school students march before President ; Columbus, Miss. — Dixie College girls stage outdoor
pageant;
Boston.
— Gallant marchers
defy Mass.
terrific (Boston
heat waveonly)
; Central
Park, X'. Y. City — Showers-to-order break heat
spell
the Zoo
; Lanacostia.
Wash.. D. C. —
Smoke atscreen
hides
huge dirigible.

Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber in "The Mystery Box," a Davis Distributing Division release.

Scjenes from. "Old ductionHome
Week" Meighan.
a Paramount prostarring Thomas
pOX XEWS VOL. 6, NO. 72: Annapolis,
^ Md. — Graduating midshipmen are given
diplomas by President Coolidge ; Flushing, L.
I. — "Spare that tree !" cries whole city when
famous weeping beach is threatened ; Hanover.
Germany — President Hindenburg visits home
after inauguration ; Kansas City, Mo. — Tom
Mix acclaimed by crowd ; St Louis, Mo. —
Tom Mix acclaimed by crowd ; Richmond, Va.
— Largest book in world teUs "Story of the
South" ; Yardley, Pa. — Here's largest peony
farm in the world; Seattle, Wash. — Fifi the
duck brings her fluffy brood to call on Fido
the dog; How a big City Keeps its Children
Cool — Kids in congested areas have a summer
resort of their own ; Cairo, Egypt — Three
Scotchman, caught in the desert at tea-time
climb pyramid
to lookathletes
for refreshments
X^ew
York
City — Irish
introduce ; their
native game, hurling; The Newest Creations in
Bathing Suits — Designers offer a few snappy
models for the summer's beach wear; Paris,
France — Thrilling smash-up at finish feature
.350-mile automobile race.

T XTERXATIOXAL XEWS XO. 49 ; Sures— How France honored Amer1 nes, France
ica's war heroes; Worcester, Mass. — MacFarD. C— Mrs. Caltitle; Wash.,
lane wins golfdons
girl scout uniform to award
vin Coolidge
fashtrophies; Long Beach. X. Y. — Show new
Texas-—
Houston.
attire;
bathing
in
ions
spells
hot
of
thoughts
dispel
they
Here's how
Lexington. Mass. — Transin the southwest; House"
celefor patrioticmakes
form "Old Meeting — Shriners
parade
bration;Los Angeles
Africa
brilliant spectacle: Abyssinian Border.
—Hunting for pictures in darkest Africa:m
Strasbourg France — 10.000 athletes perform
big festival; Atlanta, Ga. (Atlanta only) —
: Lexnewsbovs'
opens
Rig parnde
-Ml in readiness
only>—celebration
(Boston
ington. Mass.
111.
for great patriotic pagennt: Mundelein.conseMundelein
(Chicago only) — :Cardinnl
crates new chapel N. T. City — A mystery picture— jesting with death over skyscrapers.
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Fifty-Fifty
(Berger Prod.-Associated Exhibitors — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
APICTURIZATIOX of the same story ih which Norma Talmadge appeared way back in tlie old Triangle days and
which has now been given a modern tinge. The picture
also sei-\-es to bring Louise Glaum back to the silver sheet. It opens
with a camera tour of the French capital, showing us views of
the points of interest in the upper and lower world.
The tale, as will l)e recalled by some of the old timers, has as
its theme, "what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander."
An American millionaire visiting in Paris meets, and later weds
a mannequin-dancer, but tiring of her "steps out" with a beautiful
divorcee. The wife decides to do the same thing, and after the
husband's jealously has been aroused and he learns that tiie "framof his is
wife
and "the other man" was just a trick of his new
flame, ing"there
a reconciliation.
Hope Hampton has the leading feminine role and during the
action of the story displays a great array of latest styles for milady
direct from the fashion centers of Europe. These gowns and jewels
will be a good selling point with which to interest women patrons.
Opposite Miss Hamj)ton is Lionel BaiT\-more who gives a clear-cut
characterization of the role of Harmon, millionaire. IVIiss Glaum is
adequate as the vamp, while Arthur Donaldson and J. Moy Bennett
inject the comedy element.
There are some interesting scenes in the cafes of the Parisian
underworld which have been filled with realistic color. There are
shots of mannequins displaying gowns in a Paris atelier whicii suggest a style show as an exploitation theme. There are apache
dances
ment. which give opportunity for some fine musical accompaniTHEME. A society drama in which a wife finding her
husband falling for the other woman gets him back on his
feet by stepping out with another man.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The scene of Paris
above and below the boulevards. The scenes in the
fashion emporium. The Apache dances in Montmartre.
The framing of the wife and "the other man." The gowns
and jewels worn by Miss Hampton. The appearance of
Louise Glaum.
DIRECTION. Has succeeded in injecting a Parisian atmosphere in this one which also contains enough action to
hold the interest as well as a wealth of novelty.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the names of the
stars and emphasize the return to the screen of Louise
Glaum. Put on a style show. Stage an apache dance as a
prologue.
Use stills of Miss Hampton for foshion ads.
DRAWING POWER. Should do business in most
houses with a little exploitation. Should go good in the
towns where its Parisian atmosphere will arouse interest.
SUMMARY. A good program picture which, because
of its large number of exploitation angles, should be
developed into a good box office feature. There is a good
cast, an interesting, if not overly original plot.
THE CAST
Ginette a mannequin
Hope Hampton
Frederick Harmon
Lionel Barrymore
Nina Olmstead
Louise Glaum
Charles
O'Malley
J.
Bennett
Grand Duke Popovitch
ArthurMoyDonaldson
Jean, an Apache
Jean Del Val
By Allan Dwan. Directed by Henri Diamant Berger. Photographed by Henri Cronjager.
SYNOPSIS. Vacationing in Paris, Frederick Harmon meets
Ginette, a model by day and a dancer in Montmartre by night. During a fight, Harmon saves Ginette and takes her home. He marries
her. Enters the other woman in the person of Nina Olmstead, a
divorcee, with whom Harmon becomes infatuated. Ginette learns
of the affair, decides to win hubby back and steps out with Jean, an
old flame. Nina, seeing an opportunity to widen the breach frames
the pair. But Harmon learns of the trick and later is told that
"what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander."
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Speed Wild
(Harry Garson Production-F. B. O. — Five Reels)
(Reviewed by William Campbell)
THIS
a mighty
picture
in hisisbest
role to good
date. program
The picture
liveswith
up to"Lefty"
its title Flvnn
from
beginning to end. It opens with "Lefty" doing his stuff in
a speedy car along the California coast l)oulevard with a speed cop
doing 70 or so to overtake him. Then enters the element of mystery
as "Lefty" spies some suspicious looking characters sending light
signals to a schooner oft' shore. Then a member of the motorcycle
squad
is beaten
up by the
the law-breakers.
smugglers and "Lefty" offers to take'^ his
place and
hunt down
He soon meets up with the foe, but in chasing them in a fleeing
motor ear he is forced off the road, over a cliff and down into the
sea. This thriller is "shot" from above and shows "Lefty" diving
into the water. It is a clever bit of camera work. But this
only spurs "Lefty" on to greater efforts and soon we find ineiden't
him in
Chinatown where he unearths the information that the villain
who
has been paying attention to his sweetheart is the "brains" of the
smuggling outfit.
"Lefty" also finds his fiancee's long lost brother and then there is
a fast and action-packed climax in which the hero dashes
to the
rescue of the kidnaped heioine in which sequence he beats up the
whole gang in an undergi-ou
cave with the whole motorcycle squad
arrivmg just in time to lend nda helping
hand in the free-for-all.
"Lefty" is supported by an excellent east. Dorothv Dwan is attractive asthe heroine. There is some good eomedv injected by
Raymond Turner, a comedian of dusky shade, who has been appearing to advantage
several recent Flynn oft'erings.
THEME. A incomedy
drama in which a scion of the idle
rich with a mania for speed volunteers to act as a member
of the motorcycle squad and help to clean up a gang- of
Chinese picture bride smugglers.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The scene in which
"Lefty" is forced off the road and dashes from a cliff into
the sea. The fight in Chinatown as "Lefty" rescues his
sweetheart's brother. The second battle at the climax
when "Lefty" takes on the whole gang to save his fiancee.
DIRECTION. Harry Garson has turned out a picture
that is fast moving and keeps the star on the jump from
first to last shot. He has given the film an attractive
mounti
and has inspired the cast to enter into the
"speed"ngidea.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Have a truck drag a battered motor car thru the streets, labeled "This is what happened to a man who was SPEED WILD. See the picture
at, etc." Have a man drive a high powered racing car about
town with a motorcycle cop behind him and with suitable
advertising on the speedster.
DRAWING POWER. Good warm weather entertainment for the program houses.
SUMMARY. Flynn is going to win a lot of new admirers
with this picture which has a bunch of thrillers in it and
keep things moving "on high." There is a good cast and
a pretty heroine. The backgrounds are realistic and colorful. The climax brings the picture to a peppy close.
THE CAST
Jack Ames
Lefty Flynn
Mary Bryant
Ann May
Wendell Martm
Frank Elliott
Herbert Barron
Charles Clary
Charles Bryant
Ralph McCullough
Ulysses
Raymond Turner
Red Dugan
Pred Burns
By H. H. Van Loan. Directed by Harry Garson. Scenario by
Frank S. Beresford. Photographed by Billy Tuers.
SYNOPSIS. When his friend, Herbert Barron, police commissioner, iscriticized for his failure to put a stop to the smuggling of
Chinese picture brides. Jack Ames offers to become a member of
the police force provided he is assigned to the motorcycle squad.
In his role of speed cop. Jack cleans up the smuggling practice,
saves his sweetheart's brother from bad associates in the underworld, and ends up by rescuing his future wife from the villain
and his gang who have kidnaped her.
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Horseback

(Paramount— 6800 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
ANOTHER bid has been made to the intelligence in this fantastic conception. Some will argue that it is far in advance of
its time. But the only method to appeal to the imagination is by
giving picturegoers such inventive subjects as this in small doses,
thus awakening a response for something unusual. "Beggar on
Horseback" follows the play by Messrs. Kaufman and Connelly in
all its detail, besides caiTying on the spirit of the original. The
authors satirizing "big business," boobery, and babbittry with bitter
irony. Their weapon was fantastic ridicule. But it is problematical
how this picture will be received— whether audiences will catch the
deep-seated irony back of it. There is no denying, however, that
it makes a strong play upon the imagination.
James Cruze was the proper choice to mould this play into a
picture. He's had experience with this sort of "nut" story in
"Hollywood," a film which also revolved around a nightmare. And
he's caught the authors' idea and embellished it with some imaginative touches of his own. If the picture lacks the vitality of the
play it is because the carrying out of the jazz spirit cannot be
expressed without noise — much noise and much confusion. Here
the composer, his nen-es on the breaking point, wants peace and
transquility. He falls asleep and a weird nightmare envelops his
mind. His ideals are shattered as he sees himself sold on the altar
of Big Business. He makes futile gestures to escape (these ironic
twists may escape the average mind) and finally in despair kills his
wife and in-laws. With his awakening comes appreciation of the
sympathetic girl across the hall. And a check from the music publishers brings success and happiness.
Where it falters is in its repetition — or the different adventures
awaiting the dreamer — the only variety being in the settings. Cruze
has taken the onlj' course possible to keep one interested by bringing emphasis upon the backgrounds. The humor, naturally, is not
so broad in the silent version. Admitting that it may not break
box-office records it stands, nevertheless, as a milestone among artistic creations.
THEME. Comedy satire on conflict betvi^een an idealist
and those who would mould his destiny — blessed as they
are with wealth.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The imagination in
the design of the sets and atmosphere. The dream — and
the wild, crazy adventures of the composer.
DIRECTION. Shows rare invention in taking humorous fantasy and bringing out the correct spirit of play.
Emphasizes the irony and humor. Creates some bizarre
sets to fit the mood of the story. Shows results in every
department.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Needs heavy exploitation as a radical departure from the conventional stuff.
Play up as a distinct novelty. Put on a pantomime suggested in the pantomime of picture.
DRAWING POWER. For highclass audiences. Distinctly for the highbrows in its theme though the treatment
should appeal to most adult minds.
SUMMARY. Something different. Points irony and
fantastic humor in treatment of play. Presents unusual
sets and atmosphere — showing fine invention by director.
Capitally played — with humor and pathos excellently
balanced.
Out of the ordinary in its production values.
THE CAST
Neil McRae
Edward Everett Horton
Cynthia Mason
Esther Ralston
Frederick Cady
Erwin Connelly
Mrs. Frederick Cady
Ethel Wales
Gladys Cady
Gertrude Short
Homer Cady
James Mason
The Prince
Theo. Kosloff
Dr. Rice
Frederick Sullivan
By George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly. Adapted by Walter
Woods.
Directed by James Cruze.
SYNOPSIS. Composer is on verge of breakdown through being
afflicted with jazz as expressed by those who come in contact with
him. Feels unable to continue romance with sympathetic girl
through lack of funds. Is about to consider marrying a rich girl
who worships jazz when he falls asleep and dreams a horrible nightmare. His fanastic adventures while unconscious lead him to kill
his oppressors. He awakens to appreciate the sympathetic girl and
seek happiness with her when his publishers reward him with royalties.

Picture

News

Wildfire
(Vitagraph — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
RACETRACK
stories don't
to have western.
any more They
variation
of
plot and characters
than seem
the average
are all
identical in pattern. The horse must be in constant danger
from poison or fire — through the devilish scheming of the villain
and it must win the race to lift its owner out of debt. That's the
plan followed here — and if you can overlook its obvious plotting
and the string of convenient episodes that stress the villainy and
paint the hero in a bad light you will be fairly well entertained.
For one thing it has some honest-to-goodness atmosphere since the
Oriental track at Havana serves as a background. Moreover, it is •
good in its lighting and photography.
The characters, however, are not drawn as very intelligent. It
doesn't seem reasonable that the fair owner of Wildfire could be so
gullible as to believe the villain one moment, defy him the next —
and then
caiTythese
out the
the hero." There is a bitter
feud
between
two same
men —attitude
the herowithhaving
the inside track even
though he has been absent five years. So the rival plots to destroy
Wildfire — and tries to have the colored jockey throw the race when
the hoi'se is saved.
The story becomes quite involved with all this plotting. The hero
buys Jackdaw, the only rival in the field. But the heroine misunderstands his motive. He has believed his enemy to be the owner of
Wildfire. And he wants to trim him in the race. In the earlier
scenes some emphasis is given to a group of anti-racing enthusiasts.
Which accounts for the stealthy, secretive way in which the heroine
conducts herself. There is conflict involved with the introduction of
nearly every character.
Wildfire wins and lifts her owner's debts. And the heroine sees
the light of understanding. There are some exciting moments, even
if there isn't much color in the acting. The everj-day audiences
should enjoy it. The production is good.
THEME. Melodrama of race-track showing how owner
of horse foils the villain and prevents him throwing the
race. Is reconciled to lover she has doubted because of misunderstanding his intentions.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The race. The local
color. The atmosphere. Scene when Wildfire is brought
out of fire. The humor in episodes featuring colored
players. The photography and lighting.
DIRECTION. Doesn't tie threads together — as plot
appears uneven. And fails to make characters convincing
in the way they doubt each other. Builds up race sequence
with plenty of color and action. Mounts it well.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Mention it as Lillian
Russell's erstwhile stage success. Play up the racetrack
atmosphere. As this is the racing season you should stimulate real interest with it.
DRAWING POWER. For average audiences. O. K.
for downtown, neighborhood and small town theatres.
Title and exploiting it as a race-track story should draw
them.
SUMMARY. An orthodox story — carrying out a cutand-dried plot without much conviction. Characters fail to
register much intelligence. Relies too much upon coincidence and haphazard construction of scenes. Has good
local color and atmosphere.
THE CAST
Claire Barrington
Aileen Pringle
Myrtle Barrington
Edna Murphy
Garrison
Holmes Herbert
Dr. Woodhurst
Edmund Breese
Marie
Mary Thurman
Ralph Woodhurst
Antrim Short
Matt Donovan
Tom Blake
John Duffy
Lawford Davidson
Bud
Will Archie
Hortense
Edna Morton
Chappie Raster
Arthur Bryson
Valet
Robert Billoups
By George V. Hobart and George Broadhurst. Directed by T.
Hayes Hunter.
SYNOPSIS. Fair ovmer of Wildfire is determined to keep secret
the fact that she owns a race-horse because of her sister's engagement to son of anti-racing enthusiast. She is in debt to caddish
owner of stables — who is determined to have Wildfire lose the
race. Her fiance returns after five years absence and renews his
feud with stable-owner. The heroine mistrusts him. Wildfire wins
the race and the misimderstanding is cleered away. Reconciliation
ioHowa.
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Nights

(F. B. O.— Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
Parisian Apaches start their activities one can rest
WHEN
assured that there will be enough excitement to sustain the
interest despite the fact that this type of melodrama has
been worked to death on the screen. It makes lively entertainment
because the director has colored it with incident and atmosphere.
Not for a single moment does he forget that his hero must be an
active sort of scoundrel who is just as violent in his love-making as
he is when subduing the rival "wolves" of Montmartre. And so by
enlivening it with elemental action — which is tempered in a few
places with romantic interludes he has fashioned a picture that
should please the average patron. This steady filmgoer is not to be
scoffed at — he's the chap who keeps the exhil)itor in business.
There is no slam-bang, hit-or-miss melodrama visible here. The
goal of happiness is reached logically and progressively through
colorful scenes which, if they are not true to actual Apache life, at
least, carry out the layman's usual ideas of the Paris underworld.
Tt begins with the American sculptress in despair because she cannot
find inspiration for a masterpiece. She has given an exhibition of
her designs — and Director Santell has brought forth an ingenious
touch when the Paris critics declare the statues as anything but lifelike, only to be fooled when these same statues step off their pedestals and walk out of the room. Then when the sculptress is registering despair the Apache breaks into her house. Realizing him to
be the perfect model she saves him from the police if he will pose
for her.
Which begins the romance — a romance punctuated with thrills as
the hero's "panthers"' give battle to the "wolves." We are taken on
an adventurous jouimey to underground dens where killings and
stabbings are given full expression. In the end the hero triumphs
over his jealous rivals — and the picture is over. Lou Tellegen plays
the Apache in a theatric manner since he strikes a lot of heroic postures. The best performance is given by Renee Adoree as the discarded sweetheart of .the hero. Elaine Hammerstein hasn't much
to do as the sculptress. The picture has good detail and is mounted
in an appropriate manner. It should do business with every-day
audieTiee>;.
THEME. Melodrama of American sculptress in Paris
who saves Apache robber from police by compelling him
to be her model.
The romance effects his redemption.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The color and atmosphere of settings. Moment when heroine's home is
entered by Apache. The development of the romance.
The fight between the "wolves" and the "panthers." The
fight.
DIRECTION. Certainly brings out all the color and
atmosphere of the Paris underworld. Builds romance with
dramatic action and suspense and spices scenes with first
rate incident. Balances episodes throughout.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as a fascinating film
of Paris underworld. Play up Elaine Hammerstein, Lou
Tellegen and Renee Adoree. Put on prologue featuring life
in the Montmartre, such as Apache dances, etc.
DRAWING POWER. With good exploitation of the
title, the players and the color of story this should draw in
all types of houses. O. K. for first runs and average
houses.
SUMMARY. A very good melodrama is this picture —
one which affords plenty of excitement — which is excellently balanced with romance. It's cut from a familiar pattern, but its action and incident and atmosphere keep the
interest sustained all the way. It is played in competent
style, too.
THE CAST
Adele
Elaine Hammerstein
Jacques
Gaston Glass
Jean
Lou Tellegen
Fontaine
William J. Kelly
Pierre
Boris Karloff
Marie
Renee Adoree
By Emil Forst. Scenario by Kennedy Myton. Directed by Al
Santell.
SYNOPSIS. American sculptress studying in Paris lacks inspiration to create a masterpiece. When almost discouraged she meets
an Apache who has broken into her home to rob her. She saves him
from the police v^ith the condition that he will become her model.
She not only finds inspiration to create a masterpiece, but also has a
romance with the youth who finds redemption.

Hearts

and

Spurs

■
Fe
(Fox— by4600
(Reviewed
Laurence
Reid)et)
THERE should be no question about this newest Buck Jones
western satisfying the action lovers. They needn't look for
anything original. In fact it covers old ground in its plot —
and the characters run true to type. They comprise the riproarin' cowpuncher, the weakling son of an Easterner, who has
sent him to the ranch to find his manhood, the youth's sister who
has come West on a visit — and the ever-present villain who, in
cheating at cards, has the drop on the brother, thus causing him to
carry out certain evil schemes to enrich himself.
From the start it is easy to anticipate the action. The girl and
her maid are met at the station by the cowboys and "flivvered" up
to the ranch. The hero is not accepted very warmly. Which gives
the author the opportunity to inject the necessary conflict as the
villain gets the inside track in the heroine's affections. The director
has brought forth some pleasing incident of a comedy nature in
having the maid "fall" for the hero's pal. When the heroine is
rescued from tumbling boulders while taking her morning constitutional the hei'O enters the remantic sweepstakes — and eventually he wins out after frustrating the villain and saving the
brother from the law.
The melodrama is balanced effectively with the comedy relief. It
offers some first rate incident — typically western in that it features the customary hard ridin' and fist action. The villain has compelled the weakling to hold up the stage coach so as to pay his
poker I 0 Us. He also has one of his henchmen ready to rustle
the cattle. But the hero wrings a confession from the brother and
captures the villain just as he is about to kill the youth. The
tumbling boulders come down, smash the shack and end the life of
the bad man.
The director has shot the story against some picturesque backgrounds and these seem to blend with the action in such a way
that it appears convincing in spite of its exaggerations. There is
no pause once it gets going. Buck Jones, having learned not to
take himself so seriously, comes through with a good perfonnance.
THEME. Western melodrama of cowpuncher who wins
love of Eastern girl when the cards are stacked against
him.
the villain and saves heroine's weakling
brotherOverpowers
from disgrace.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The fast action. Scene
at station when girls are greeted by cowboys. Scene when
hero saves girl from tumbling from boulders, The fight
in the shack. The scenery. The easy performance by
Buck Jones.
DIRECTION. Has familiar material to work with but
moulds it into acceptable entertainment by keeping action
lively — and balancing it with melodramatic incident and
comedy relief. Stages it against fine backgrounds — and
gets results from cast.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as Buck Jones'
latest picture — one which gives him plenty of opportunity
to put over western heroics. Th title offers teaser possibilities. Play up star's horsemanship.
DRAWING POWER. First rate for the average
houses — those catering to westerns. Where Jones is popular, picture should draw.
SUMMARY. Buck Jones may have had more exciting
westerns, but none that carried more action or better scenery. It is enlivened with good incident — the romantic element is well brought out — and while plot is familiar it
succeeds in capturing the interest and holding it.
THE CAST
Hal Emory
Buck Jones
Sybil Estabrook
Carol Lombard
Victor Dufresne
William Davidson
Oscar Estabrook
Freeman Wood
Celeste
Jean Lamott
Sid Thomas
J. Gordon Russell
Jerry Clark
Walt Robbins
The Sheriff
Charles Eldridge
By Jackson Gregory. Scenario by John Stone. Directed by W.
S. Van Dyke.
SYNOPSIS. Eastern girl and maid come West to visit brother
who had been sent to the ranch to make himself into a man. He
gets into the clutches of a gambler who compels him to violate the
law to pay his poker debts. The youth wins gratitude of girl when
he rescues her and through his love for her saves the brother from
disgrace. The bad man is captured and an avalanche of boulders
kills him.
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Sanderson

(Stromberg-Producers Dist. Corp. — Five Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
CAREY'S newest picture gives him one of those
HARRY
strong, silent men roles — in which, being an actor of restrained emotions, he is able to carry out all the requirea man's picture than a woman's — inasmuch
more
It
is
ments.
as the heroine is notofpainted in the best colors. Besides it features
a lot of elemental action, there being one episode where Carey, in
the title role, mills all around the interior of a snow-bound cabin
\vith his enemy, played a trifle too dramatic by John Miljan. The
fault is not entirely the player's since the author gives him a scene
in the climax which doesn't ring very true.
It's a very simple plot and introduces the hero's brother being
rejected by his sweetheart when a more sophisticated lover steps
into her life. The youth takes his defeat extremely hard and when
the victor comes to taunt him over his blighted romance there are
words followed by a scuffle. The boy pens an unfinished note telling
of his grief — which carries sufficient suicidal threat to make the
villain kill him and escape suspicion. The next seen of the heroine
she is making ready to flee with her husband (who has married her
immediately after the crime) and the accusation she faces as a wily
temptress Avhen the hero appears before them.
The scene shifts from the open ranches to the white open spaces
of the Yukon — when the Klondike is offering up its gold. There
isn't sutBcient piecing together of the sequences to make it appear
as a well-knit story. Events transjiire too suddenly. The action
doesn't develop a man hunt. It merely features the heroine as
having escaped from her drunken husband and finding refuge as a
dance-hall girl in a Dawson honky-tonk. The hero, having changed
his name, rescues her from a lustful brute, buys her from the proprietor, and takes her to his isolated cabin. When she asks him his
motive he cannot answer. But she fears him because of his brutal
manner and loves him for his indifference. Eventually the husband
comes back into their lives — and the logic disappears when he fails
to recognize their voices when he is stricken with snow blindness.
The big punch shows the hero giving him a terrific punishment
before tossing him out to the wolves. The woman's redemption
brings iinderstanding — and the man's love and sympathy are
kindled.
THEME. Melodrama of man who becomes womanhater when disillusioned over girl he trusted. He gets her
into his power and wins her love and respect when her
mate is killed.

Baby
's Reels)
Bandit
The
I
1
(F. B.
O.— Six
i
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
HERE
is the
picture
Fred weThomson
made
to date
and one
of best
the best
westerns
have seenhasthis
season.
It
^
is ait film
packed features
witii the of"unusual,"
there is outdoes
enough
action in
for several
its type.and Thomson
himself in this one with some stunts which we will guarantee will
drag audiences to the edge of the seats. And as for "Silver King,"
Fred's beautiful white horse — well all other equine stars better
look to their laurels when this one hits the screen. Folks will not
soon forget the scenes in which "Silver King" acts as a nurse for
the bandit's baby nor will they again see a better thrill than that
in which Thomson rides the horse in front of a fast express train
through a tunnel, over a high bride and rescues the babv a minute
before the iron moiLster roars over the spot where the infant was
playing in the tracks. It is a climax that will put this picture
I over 100 per cent.
And isas one
for ofthethebandit's
babj',as we're
Louise
Miller
cutest tots
well assure
the that
most Mary
unmindful
of
danger that we've seen in a long time. Mary takes the part of
a little boy and she is simply a knockout, supplying many moments
i of real humor. There are some hard riding shots when "Silver
King," races with "Midnight," at a rodeo and more thrills when
Thomson, about to be arrested, leaps his horse over a few high
fences, gi-abs the silver trophy and is away to his hill retreat before
the sheriff has time to consider what's going on. The baby show
pro^^des more laughs and there are some spine quiverings injected
in the runaway train scene and the beating up of the villain by one
of his own men.
Thomson is a comer in these western pictures and "The Bandit's
Baby," is going to win for him a host of admirers. He has a good
supporting cast in this one and the picture is rich in attractive
western landscapes. And we hope to see little Mary again soon.
Her smile is irresistible. We recommend this picture to exhibitors
seeking something different to make folks forget the heat.
THEME. Western in which a bandit, his horse and a
baby, keep things moving along at a rapid pace, foiling a
"smart" sheriff, bringing a murderer to justice and the
heroine into the hero's arms.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
The baby show. The
I scenes in which "Silver King," acts as a nurse to the baby.
The runaway train. The wild ride of Tom and "Silver
King" ahead of the limited to save the tot playing in the
tracks. The work of Thomson and his juvenile support,
Mary Louise Miller.
I DIRECTION.
James P. Hogan can well rest his laurels
i on this one. It is a western with a punch, surprises, action
and a "wonder horse," that is a marvel.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Tell the folks about the

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Carey's poise and restraint. The vigorous iight in the cabin. The dance-hall
episode. The exteriors of the snow country. The suspense when the wolves appear.
DIRECTION. Gets a lot of melodrama out of simple
plot. While threads are not tied together very well, interest is held through action and scenery. Might have made
climax more convincing.
human work of "Silver King," the great little tot,
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the snow ex- ; almost
Mary Louise Miller, and the race between Thomson and
teriors. If you have Carey following, go after the crowd
Arrange window display of infants' wear.
with this one — which gives star a vigorous role. Feature ! a train.
DRAWING POWER. A sure bet for houses catering
as fine picture for hot weather — with its snow stuff.
to the western fans.
DRAWING POWER. For average crowds — those who
SUMMARY. A good picture for summer presentation.
like elemental melodrama. O. K. for downtown and
It has so much action that your patrons will forget all
neighborhood houses.
about the heat. There is some really remarkable work
SUMMARY. Not so original in story and treatment —
shown
here by "Silver King," the horse, and a baby actress
but affording Carey a vigorous role of which he takes full
who makes some of the grownup players blush when it
advantage. Features some hefty fights and plenty of
comes to natural acting. A climax with a wallop that is
sure to register in any house.
action. Has color in its atmosphere. But doesn't convince
in the loose construction of plot and the manner in which
THE CAST
villain conducts himself.
Tom Bailey
Fred Thomson
THE CAST
Esther Lacy
Helen Foster
Mat Hartigan
Harry Woods
Joel Parsons (Silent Sanderson)
Harry Carey
Judith Benson
Trilby Clark
Baby
Mary Louise Miller
Sheriff
Clarence Gelder
Jim Downing
John Miljan
Art Parsons
Gardner James
Bill Henry
David (Red) Kirby
Doctor
C. W. Mack
Mrs. Parsons
Edith Yorke
Silver Smith
Stanton Heck
By Leete Renick Brown. Directed by James P. Hogan. Scenario
Single Tooth Wilson
Sheldon Lewis
by Marion Jackson. Photographed by Ross Fisher.
By Kate Corbaley. Scenario by Harvey Gates. Directed by Scott
SYNOPSIS. Forced to hide in the hills with his horse when unR. Dunlap.
justly accused of murder, Tom Bailey consents to return to ride in a
SYNOPSIS. Ranchman flees to Klondike after being disillusioned
rodeo when granted amnesty for a day. He also acts as a judge
at a baby show and picks for first prize the baby brother of Esther
over
brother's
enemy. The
encounters
the sweetheart
girl again who
after had
she married
had left their
her husband.
He hero
gets
Lacy, whose drunken stepfather, Hartigan is the real murderer.
her in his power, but his love conquers his hatred when he protects
Tom
wins the race and foils the sheriff's plan to arrest hun by riding
her from her evil mate who had followed her. The hero punishes
away. Esther goes to her brother in Carson City, while Tom keeps
the
baby.
Later he saves Esther and the baby, the latter by beating
the husband and with the latter's death when attacked by wolves
he finds happiness with the wife.
the train to the unused spur.
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White

Fang

(F. B. O.— Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
THE presence of Strongheart, the dog actor, is a saving factor
in this picture which is nothing more than an ordinary western with a series of sequences somewhat disconnected and
with some of the characters not very clearly established in the early
episodes. This was Jack London's last and one of his most widely
read novels but the picture does not do the book justice. "Strongheart," is a great selection for the role of "White Fang," but the
other charactere for the most part are not very convincing.
The plot is not startlingly new. It deals with the saving of a
youth, who is ill, from a pack of wolves in the north country and
the return of this young man later to bring to justice a mine foreman who has been the ringleader of a gang that has been robbing
the Lucky 13 mine. The dog figures prominently in cornering the
villain and bringing him to his doom.
The picture opens with some attractive snow scenes and the interesting shots of the battle with the wolves in which Kiche, a real
timber wolf, trained, of course, takes part. From this northern
clime we are suddenly transported to a western mining camp in a
warmer climate where there is much ado over a fight between White
Fang and a bulldog brought to camp by a bully. Here the hero reappears in time to save White Fang. While the actual battle between the dogs is not shown it is given realism by the expressions
on the faces of the folks on the sidelines.
There are some tense moments in the scene in which the villain returns to find his wife of a day alone with the hero who has just discovered the identity of the gold ore thief. Then ensues a battle between the two men. The climax is also thrilling and shows the great
dog attacking the villain. These scenes, however, are shot in the
dark for the most iiart and are not easy to follow.
THEME. Another "dog" melodrama which brings to the
screen the last of Jack London's stories and with the dog,
"Strongheart," the redeeming feature.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The battle belrween
the mine superintendent and the timber wolves. The fight
between White Fang and Cherokee, a bulldog. The bout
ensuing as the villain arrives home and finds the hero with
his bride.
DIRECTION. O. K. when handling "Strongheart,"
but rather poor when dealing with the action of the human
characters. Has failed to connect the sequences in a very
convincing manner.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Arrange a book store
window display of the Jack London novel. Play up
"Strongheart." He's your best bet. Have boys lead
police dog thru streets with appropriate ads.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for second class downtown houses, community houses and the towns.
SUMMARY. There is a demand in some communities
for dog pictures and this one will be O. K. if your patrons
are not too critical on the rest of the film. There are a
number of good fights, a battle between a man and wolves
and a realistic attack by Strongheart against the villain.
THE CAST
White Fang
Strongheart
Weadon Scott
Theodore von Eltz
MoUie Holland
Ruth Dwyer
Frank Wilde
:
Mathew Betz
Joe Holland
...Walter Perry
Judson Black
Charles Murray
Matt
Tom O'Brien
"Beauty" Smith
Steve Mnrph"
Bill Morry
John Burch
Mrs. Judson Black
Margaret McWade
Lady Julie
Herself
Kiche
Silver, a wolf
By Jack London. Scenario by Jane Murfin. Directed by Laurence Trimble. Photographed by John Liezer, King Gray and Glen
Gance.
SYNOPSIS. Joe Holland, Lucky 13 mine superintendent, saves
his sick friend, Weadon Scott, from wolves in the Northland. Gold
ore has been disappearing from the mine. Frank Wilde, one of the
foremen, buys White Fang, a man-killing dog. He enters him in
a fight with a bulldog. Scott, returning to the north, rescues White
Fang.
Holland's
just kills
married
to Wilde,
he has Mollie,
been stealing
the daughter,
ore. Wilde
Holland
and discovers
beats up
Scott, but eventually White Fang "gets" him. Scott and Mollie
wed.

(Universal- Jewel— 6424 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
of a war flavor about this picture even
nothing
is
E
THER
though the title suggests it. Instead it is a character study,
soundly written, caiTying rich humanities and realities — and
never once failing to record truthfully the bitter conflict of wills.
Samuel Hopkins Adams has struck deep with this story. He has
also struck off something novel in drawing his central figure as an
iron-willed woman in place of the masculine counterpart so usually
favored. And so ably has it been adapted, so sympathetically has it
been treated and so convincingly played by Mary Alden that the
spectator is drawn right into the stoi-y and becomes a party to the
siege in breaking down the old woman's spirit.
She is master of all she sui-ve.ys. She dictates her will to the clan
and to the town alike. And her many relatives dare not voice their
disapproval. She stands out a perfect cameo as portrayed by Mary
Alden. Her expressions — her attire — her gestures and carriage —
these all carry out the eccentric whims of the old lady — who through
some sorrow of her youth has allowed the passing years to warp
her souh
Svend Gade, the director, has admirably caught the contrasts —
and the sharp conflict. He has emphasized the Ruyland spirit in its
haughty despotism. You take in the clan at dinner and at conference, noticing the wistful pathos of the mute Ruyland whose spirit
has been broken years before. You notice how even the story is —
of how it builds logically to the point when her daughter-in-law, a
strictly modern girl, with a will equally as dominant, breaks the old
lady's spirit and humbles her by saving her life when she would
commit suicide. The entire plot hinges around this conflict of wills,
though it is tempered with tender moments in the study of the
pathetic mute — played with fine feeling by Marc MacDermott.
But the elderly figure dominates the scenes — and so sure is Mary
Alden's touch tliat you feel like bowing to her will from the moment that she appears. Such characterization isn't seen every day.
A compact picture this — one holding up the mirror to a quaint study
of life. It is so true — so vital that it will not be easily effaced from
the memory. It shows the confiict between old traditions, old customs and habits and those of the modern day. And the way it is
told its figures come to life. A picture of heart throbs.
THEME. Character study of a strong-willed elderly
woman in conflict with youth — and of how her spirit is
broken
sacrifice.and her pride humbled through the young woman's
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The marvelously
human performance by Mary Alden. The portrayals by
Marc MacDermott and Virginia Valli. The suicide attempt. The many side issues of conflict.
DIRECTION. Has mirrored life as represented in
quaint traditions of yesterday and today. Carries out
every value of story and characterization. Keeps his poise
and never becomes melodramatic.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Emphasize that it is not
a war story. Play it up as a truthful study of life — of old
age in conflict with youth. Feature its quaint highlights.
Play up Mary Alden enacting her finest role.
DRAWING POWER. For intelligent patrons. For
high class houses, first and second runs. Will be understood by those who appreciate the better things.
SUMMARY. An unusually compelling story of character studies — telling a story vivid in its contrasts and conflict. It is accurate and points a lot of truth. Pathos and
humor finely balanced. Mary Alden gives an exceptional
performance.
Rich in its atmosphere and detail.
THE CAST
Frederika
Virginia Valli
Kenyon
Ruyland
Eugene
Aunt Augusta
Mary O'Brien
Alden
Morval Ruyland
Marc MacDermott
Dawley Cole
Harry Lorraine
Alnerta Ruyland
Beatrice Burnham
Frederika's Mother
Helen Dunbar
By Samuel Hopkins Adams. Adapted by Harvey Thew.
Directed by Svend Gade.
SYNOPSIS. Strong-wiRed woman rules her relatives and the
town with an iron ha'nd. She is in command of a large industrial
plant. No one dares oppose her until her son appears with his
wife. The latter, a modern girl, has just as dominant a personality
— and refuses to be cowed by her mother-in-law. A misunderstanding develops but she is reconciled to her husband — and eventu^illy
she breaks the proud spirit of the older woman.
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onalNewsfrom
GEORGE JENSEN, salesman
for the \'itagraph company,
is in Montana territorj- in the interest of his company.
W. J. Heineman, who represents
the Warner Bros, or Kwality Pictures, is kept on tlie jump these
days in the Montana territory. Mr.
Heineman rushes into the Butte
office only to file his bookings and
is then off again to dispose of the
splendid lineup of new product that
is on the release schedule.
C. F. Parr, Salt Lake City manager of the Distributing Corporation exchange, made a visit of several days to this section not long
ago. C. R. Wade is manager of
the Butte exchange and reports
that business is good.

Corresponds

iiiiiiniiiuii' A
Butte
JiillilllDliDiillllillllllllllllllM^^
Frank Murphy, manager for
Famous Players-Lasky, in the
Montana district with headquarters
in Butte, has returned from Los
Angeles, where he attended the recent sales conference and western
division convention of his company. Included in the list of representatives attending from the
Montana territory were Joseph A.
English, and L. J. AIcGinley, salesmen.

N ezv s

W'm. Hughardt, special salesman
for the First National corporation,
is in Butte for a few days attending to the duties of placing his big
bookings in the local office of
which he is the head. While the
exchange has been closed except
for the shipping and booking interests of the territory Mr. Hughardt is virtually exchange manL. A. Davis, manager of the F.
ager.
City

B. O. exchange of Salt Lake City,
spent aritory
week
recently.in the Alontana terArt Schayer, Fox exchange manager of the Salt Lake district, was
in Butte the last of May looking
into the situation of the Butte Fox
exchange, which has been under
the management of J. M. Linn.
Since his visit here the Fox exchange has been closed and the
home office has had officials here
attending to the details packing and
storing of the supplies on hand.
W. S. Wessling. western division
manager for Pathe, was in Butte
last week, enroute to the sales conference, which he is conducting at
Salt Lake. .A.s usual he gave the
local office the once over while in
the citv.

K ansas
KANSAS CITY, Kas., a town
of 135,000 which has only one
big downtown first run theatre, may
soon have a second. Edward J.
Grubel and Frank C. Grubel, owners of the Electric theatre, the
town's
bigof house,
purchasedonly
a site
125 feetTuesday
facing
Minnesota avenue, between Seventh and Eighth streets, which will
be reserved as a theatre site. Work
of constructing a $60,000 'Z-story
building will start at once, but the
theatre phase of the plans have
not yet been completed. The purchase price of the property was
SI 00,000.
F'ollowing the leasing of the
Globe theatre,
of Kansas
larger
downtownone houses,
last City's
week
by the Richlyn Amusement Company, the theatre has announced a
change in policy, under the management of N. J. Flynn. A two
and one-half hour show will be
divided up into lYz hours devoted
to a first run picture, twenty minutes of vaudeville and forty-five
minutes of stock musical comedy.
A 24-foot frontage, comprising
the north quarter of the site upon
which the Newman theatre, Kansas City's
first run
stands,
was largest
purchased
this house,
week

by George M. Sittenfeld from the
heirs of the McGonegal estate for
$200,000. The ground is under
lease to Frank L. Newman of the
Newman theatre, from whom an
annual rental of $12,500 a year will
be received.
With President R. R. Biechele
in New York City attending a
directors' meeting of the M.P.T.O.
A. and C. E. Cook, business manager, in the territory on a membership drive, the M.P.T.O. KansasMissouri was in charge of a fair
maiden of not so many summers —
Miss Jewell Thompson — this week.
And she "held down" the job, too,
even though it was a bit more than
a one-woman task.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market last
week were : Jack Moore, Olive
theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. ; C. E.
Montrey, Park, St. Joseph, Mo. ;
C. L. McVey. Dreamland, Herrington, Kas. ; C. M. Pattee, Pattee
theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; Charles
Sears, Sears Circuit, Nevada, Mo. ;
S. E. Wilhoit, Jefferson, Springfield, Mo.
Exchange men were hustling up
and down movie row last week as
though there was a real reason for
it. O. S. Woody, brother of J.

S. Woody, general manager for
Associated Exhibitors, found his
hands full in taking temporary
charge of the Kansas City branch,
D. L. Martin, branch manager,
having been transferred to the
managership of the Chicago office.
At the P. D. C. office, with
Louis Reichert, branch manager ;
A. W. Day, booker, and Lew Nathason, salesman, attending the P.
D. C. convention in Chicago, the
office force seemed to be finding
plenty to do.
Jos.man for
Rosenberg,
salesUniversal, hustling
was promoted
to city salesman.
Four branch managers found the
territory to their business likings,
they being T. O. Byerle of First
National, E. C. Rhoden of Midwest, Bob Withers of Enterprise
and C. F. Senning of Educational.
Miss Rae Lentzer, Enterprise
booker, did nothing other than to
resign to marry Fred Horn, Metro-Goldwyn salesman, announcing
that they would make their home
in Kansas City. She was succeded
at Enterprise by Ralph Scherzer.
Bill Warner, assistant First National tires
manager, and
gave antheoverhaulol' bus
two new

next week the
STARTING
Strand at Akron will play
split-week engagements.
A. G. Constant, who is building
an elaborate 1200 seat house in
Steubenville to open on Labor Day,
has announced that he will run the
house under a combination vaudeville and big feature picture policy.
The theatre will be called the Capitol.
A. H. Abrams, owner and manager of the Mozart and Odeon
theatres, Canton, isn't interested in
the high temperature of Ohio except as it affects the box office.
Mr. Abrams and his family have
migrated to their summer home in
Michigan where the breezes always
blow.

Fred Desberg, general manager
of
theatres was in
NewLoew's
York Ohio
last week.
Sam Warner was in town last
Sunday. He came to preside over
a local sales conference which included the entire Cleveland staff.
Norman Moray, manager of the
Cleveland First National exchange,
has
a new
hat. Moray
It's acould
panama.
The best
panama
buy.
Moray bought the hat. But he
didn't pay for it. That pleasure
fell to Meyer Fine of the Ohio
Amusement Company. Fine lost
the bet which had to do with box
office possibilities. Proving that
Moray is not only a salesman but
a prophet as well.

R. S. Shrader, central Pathe
division manager, spent the greater
part of last week in town going
over
details of fall policies with
Ruby.
local exchange manager Oscar
Clifford C. Almy, Metro-Goldwyn central division manager and
Pat Garyn, mid-west division manager, just got back from a tour
of the high spots in the northern
Ohio territory. They brought
home contracts with most of the
leading key theatres.
■ Jesse Fishman, vice president of
the Standard Film Service Company, presided over a sales conference held last week-end which included the managers of the ex-

ing last week, then departed for
the territory, to be gone a month.
A. Schultz,
nerC.branch
manager,Vitagraph-Warreturned from
the Los Angeles convention of the
newly merged
thusiastic mood.company in an enBill Levy, veteran film salesman
has purchased the Farnum hotel
on West Twelfth street and announces that he now is a full
"Rube""realtor."
Melcher, Midwest salesfledged
man, turned a deaf ear to the territory last week to remain in Kansas Cit)' and take a "crack" at the
city showmen.
The Christian Church, of Monett. Mo., is using a local theatre
for their Sunday services, until
such a time as the Church, finishes
building its new §17,000 edifice.
Since the Schiffedecker Park
Board, of Joplin, Mo., has opened
the park for the summer season —
they have again been using the
open air theatre for the displaying
of motion pictures.
Ben Levy manager of the Hippodrome Theatre, Joplin, Mo., is
a Kansas City, visitor this week.
.\s is also Ed Frazier of the Empress Theatre, Pittsburgh, Kans.

changes in the territory operated
by Standard Film. Among those
present
wereGoodman,
Robert Rowan,
De- ;
troit ;Mat
Pittsburgh
Nat Lef kowitz, Cincinnati ; and
Bill Onie, Cleveland. The object
of the conference was to announce
the new fall product to be distributed by Standard Film during
the coming season and to discuss
sales policies.
The Film Bldg. register showed
a paucity of out-of-town exhibitor guests. The few noted were H.
T. Palmer, Lyric theatre. Fairport Harbor:
W. ;
P. Mellott,
erican, Leetonia
Emory AmN.
Downs, Dome, Youngstown, and
Oscar Smith, .\pollo theatre, Oberlin.
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D enver

LLOYD WILLIS,
representative from special
the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, New York City, has
arrived in Denver for the purpose
of organizing their starting campaign for Greater Movie Season.
Immediately after his arrival, Mr.
Willis conferred with the officers
of the exhibitor organizations and
the Film Board of Trade. A meeting has been arranged for Monday, June 8th, at 2 p. m., for all
exhibitors and exchange men in
and near the city of Denver.
Early indications are that the
meeting will be enthusiastically attended and that a lively organization will result. Mr. Willis arrived in Denver directly from
New York City. Immediately
after the meeting of Monday he
will leave for Salt Lake City, returning to Denver some time in
the near future.
O. J. Thomas, well known exhibitor of Raton, New Mexico,
has been engaged bv the Film
Booking Offices of America to

co\cr the New Mexico territory
as salesman. Mr. Thomas left
this week for his initial trip to the
territory. Needless to say the New
Mexico exhibitors will be delightfully surprised to see their old
friend calling upon them as a
salesman for one of the producing
companies.
Felix F. Feist, general sales
manager of Metro-Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, and Harry
Lustig, district manager, arrived
Sunday noon from Salt Lake City
for a visit with their local representative exchange. Mr. Feist is
making a tour of the country giving regional conferences in every
distributing center. He expects to
remain in Denx^er a few days, during which time a conference will
be held with all local salesmen of
Metro-Goldwyn.
Hugh Braly, manager of the
local branch of Famous PlayersLasky, has just returned from an
extended sales trip into Wyoming
where he visited Sheridan, Casper.
Greybull and other important
points.

in the Denver territory, having
lormerly operated the Mystic and
Gem Theatres of Denver, the Park
Theatre of Greeley and the theatre
in Ault, Colorado.
Harry Cassidy, manager of the
local Fox Film Exchai.f e, has just
returned from a hurry trip to Ft.
Collins, Loveland and Longmont,
Colorado.

Mrs. Gertrude A. McKay of
Greybull,
and Mrs. lady
Isabelle Logan,Wyoming,
Basin, Wyoming,
exhibitors, operating the Big Horn
Theatre and Rex Theatre in their
respective towns, were visitors in
the city during the past week,
bringing with them the announcementterests
that tothey
had represented
sold their inparties
by
Thomas C. Marshall as trustee.
The real name of the new owner
is yet undisclosed, but rumors are
that the new proprietor is a well
known showman of the Basin district. For the present the theatres will be operated by Mr. Marshall, the prominent attorney at
Greybull.
William Menagh announces that
the new Mena Theatre now under
construction at Alemeda and
Pearl Streets, Denver, Colorado, is
progressing very rapidlv and satisfactorily. The new theatre will be
a first class suburban house with a
capacity of 340 seats. Mr. Menagh
is one of the well known exhibitors

R. J. Garland, manager of
Metro-Goldwyn, has also just come
back from an extended trip into
the New Mexico territory.
J. S. Hommel,
manager
of Producers Distributing
Corporation,
and his entire sales force have returned from the sales convention
recently held in San Francisco.
Jim Lynch, owner and operator
of the atresEmpress
America Theat Laramie,and Wyoming,
is a
visitor in the city.
Eugene Gerbase, manager of
Universal, has just left for a long
sales trip into the New Mexico
territory, where he will visit
Albuquerque, Santa Fe and other
important points.

fect this territory. Under the recently completed arrangements, the
entire 1926 Warner product will be
distributed through the Vitagraph
exchange, whose personnel will remain intact. The remainder of
the 1925 product will be distributed by L. K. Brin, franchise holder in this territory, who retains his
rights to the present films.
Fred Mercy, general manager of
the Jensen-Von Herberg theatre interests in Yakima, was a recent
visitor in town. He was accompanied by his son, Fred, Jr., who
is expected to take charge of the
Yakima houses during the summer
months, as usual, while Mr. Mercy
Sr., takes his annual vacation trip
to foreign parts.
Fred G. Sliter, manager of the
First National exchange, returned
last week from a short trip around
the territory, covering the key cities
in Eastern and Western Washing-

ton. A. C. Raleigh, recently-apadvertising
manager pointed
of the
office,andhasexploitation'
been kept
busy lately planning early summer
campaigns for the First National
releases in the smaller cities.
John Danz, owner and manager
of the Capitol, Colonial and a number of smaller downtown houses,
recently announced the appointment
of H. J. Carey as house manager
of the Capitol Theatre. Mr. Carey
who is associated with Mr. Danz
in building their first neighborhood
theatre, succeeds Arthur Hile, who
managed the Capitol since its rewinter. opening as a first run theatre last
Cashiers and usherettes at John
Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre
last week blossomed forth in attractive new summery dresses, lending an added air of coolness and
attractiveness to the summer decorations of the house.

ea
LK. BRIN, general manager of
• Kwality Pictures Exchanges,
left here last week for Astoria,
where he was scheduled to attend
the opening of the new Warner
Brothers Theatre in that city. The
house has been in the course of
construction for a number of
months, and was to be officially
opened early in June with appropriate ceremonies.
As a means of increasing his afternoon business during the summer months. Manager Albert Finkelstein of the Strand Theatre in
this city recently announced the
inauguration of special Bargain
Matinees at slightly reduced prices.
The Matinees are given every afternoon except Saturday and Sunday, and the price of admission
for the ladies includes checking
privileges for their packages,
special attention for young children, and other similar conveni-

J.
alto
week
local

G. Beckman, formerly manager
of Jensen-Von
Herberg's last
RiTheatre
in Wenatchee,
joined the sales staff of the
Metro-Goldwyn exchange, according to announcement by Manager Seth D. Perkins. Mr. Beckman will cover the smaller cities
in the Western Washington territory, as now outlined.
E. C. Bostick, general manager
of the Pantages enterprises in the
Pacific Northwest was expected
back in this city early in June, after an absence of several weeks
spent on a tour of inspection of the
Pantages Theatres. During his absence Mr. Bostick spent a short
time in Minneapolis. Rodney Pantages was in complete charge of
the local theatre during Mr. Bostick's absence from the city.
H. A. Black, manager of the
Vitagraph exchange, recently announced the details of the WarnerVitagraph combine as it will af-

Florida

er of
LARRY GRIFFIN, managsburg
,
the Plaza in St. Peter
and his charming wife, were visitors in Tampa last Sunday. Harry had just purchased a handsome
new sedan and was getting it limbered up before starting for the
mountains of North Carolina,
where they will spend their vacation.
S. W. Ricords, an old timer in
the movie game, has bought the
lease on the Royal, West Tampa,
from Clarke & Mathews, taking
charge this Saturday.
N. V. Darley. manager of the
Rivoli, Ybor Citv. snent all of
last week in Atlanta booking at-

tractions for his popular house,
Mr. Darley says that his books are
filled for the y-ir.
George Connelly left the Grand,
Tampa, to take the management
of the Grand at Palatka. This
house vtas purchased recently by
the E. J. Sparks Enterprises.
The Hyde Park theatre, Tampa,
an open air amusement park, opened Saturday evening. May 30th.
D. A. Stewart, who oerated an
airdome in Fort Myers, selling out
this spring to John Harris of that
city, built the Tampa park. The
nark is located at the corner of
Grand Central and Edison avenues, in the H\de Park section of

the city. Pictures and a jazz orchestra are the attractions offered.
A. R. Nininger has sold the
Dixie, Ocala, to the E. J. Sparks
Enterprises, who also bought the
Temple in that city, and later sold
both houses to the Famous Players-Lasky Corp. Mr. Nininger
has been retained as general manager of both houses, which are
now operated under the name of
the Ocala Enterprises.
Anthony Juran, manager of the
Casino theatres in Ybor City and
West Tampa, imported a 17 reel
Spanish production. Mr. Juran
has an immense Latin trade and
this picture was very much appreciated b\- them. The picture ran

for three hours, and two shows
were
given daily with all seats
reserved.
The new Airdome theater in
Sarasota opened the last of May,
and they report excellent business.
The West Coast Amusement company are operating the house, with
W. M. Mahoney, formerly manager of the Sarasota theatre in
charge. His company also operate a negro theatre in Sarasota.
Cecil A. Ross, manager of the
Apopka is branching out. He
bought the Princess at Mount
Dora, and secured a location in
Taxares, where he is building a
house.
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T-IE new San Francisco Chinese Theatre on Jackson
Street is nearing completion. The
Ying Mee Lun Hop Theatrical
Inc., who are the owners, have
theatres in Los Angeles, Portland and Boston. They later contemplate enlarging their circuit.
A Prima Donna has been engaged
for the coming season from Cuba.
Their theatre, while playing Oriental plays has an American atmosphere, with all the modern feaour Metropolitan
E. S.tures ofStark,
owner of theho'uses.
Opal
theatre, Hollister, is reseating his
theatre.
The two theatres of A. Puzzetto at Crockett will soon have
a new installation of opera chairs.
Dr. John A. McXear has just
redecorated his theatre in Petaluma, the Mystic, and is installing
new chairs.
J. Johnson of the Lyric theatre, Jerome, Arizona, is enlarging
his house and installing more C.
F. Weber & Co. chairs.
The President theatre, which
has iust been remodeled by Henry
Duffy, is another chair installation.
M. Arkush's fine new theatre in
Palo Alto soon to be opened has
had new chairs installed.
George Jones, formerly of the
Lyric theatre at San Jose, has
again entered the field, this time
he has taken over the Victory
theatre from Max Haas.
Herman Lehrback, assistant to
"Bud" MacDonald of First Nadepartment,
has
resigned tional's
to accessory
affiliate
himself with
Metro-Goldwyn.
M. Burling of the Ramona theaW'aln'ut Creek,
has been
hav-a
ingtre,a serious
time with
his eye.
small piece of steel having penetrated it, and caused the loss of
the sight.
Ed. Kruckeberg has associated
himself with Joe Robino in ownership of the Strand and Spot
theatres of Stockton. One of the
first improvements beeing to install
Preddey Reflector Lamps in both
theatres. Rogers of Atwater has
also installed Preddey Reflector
Lamps.

Motion

George O'Brien who has just completed
work in "Havoc'' tion.
a Fox Film producMax Reese, formerly of Vacaville is remodeling and enlarging
the Daly theatre, which he will
open very shortly. All new equipment and Reflector Lamps are being installed. New upholstered
seating is also one of the improvements.
Robert E. Power of the R. E.
Power Studios hurried up to give
the New Standard theatre the
final "once over." This concern
has had charge of the decorations
of this new house, which opened
June
9th.
Mortimer
Thomas of the
Golden State Theatres Corp., moup to \'ancouver,
B. coming
C, for
a few toredweeks
vacationing
back looking prosperous.
Norris B. Holt, who has been
with Pathe for over two years,
left for his home town, St. Louis,
the firstofofshort
the subjects
month. booker
Holt's
nosition
is to be filled bv Richard Holder,
who steps up from the Undated
Service Department.
W. J. Murphy of Metro-Goldwyn is out in the territorv as
special exploitat'on representative
Central

THE lighting facilities of the
Hippodrome Theatre and the
York Opera House, of York, both
picture theatres operated by the Xathan Appell interests, were crippled
at the matinee performances recently because of a large fire in
the business section of the city
about a block away from the theatres. This was due to damage
done by the fire to electric wires.
The difficulty was removed in time
for the evening performances.
Some quick work in developing
local views of the flight of the
U. S. Navy airship Los .'\ngeles,
over the city of Reading, was done
by a cameraman in the employ of
the Capitol Theatre in that city.
The big blimp was sighted there
at 2 p. ni. and fo-ir h.ours later.

at 6 p. m., motion pictures of the
ship in Reading were displayed on
the screen of the Capitol. The
views were shot from the roof of
the theatre.
The juvenile inmates of the Good
Samaritan Shepherd Home, in Allentown, were guests of Walter J.
Hurley, manager of the Orpheum
picture theatre in that city, at a
recent film show featuring Jackie
Coogan. The Lehigh Valley Transit Company provided free transportation for the youngsters between the Home and the theatre.
Samuel A. Keubler, manager of
the Colonial picture theatre, operated by the Wilmer & Vincent interests in Harrisburg, was in
charge of th:- distribution of gifts

making calls on all exhibitors, at
their service, etc.
W. S. Senn of the Palace theatre on Union Street has had his
house completely renovated and
remodeled, both inside and out.
A new inclined floor has been
built, and the posts which formerl}- obstructed the view of patrons, have been removed.
Miss Peck, formerl\- stenographer at Geo. Oppenheimer Exchange, isnow at Universal.
The Liberty theatre at Sacramento had a small fire in theprojection booth, which fortunately was checked with no great
disastrous res'ults.
Max Blumenfeld's new San
Mateo house will contain a Leatherby Smith Organ. This house is
under construction at the present
time. Blumenfeld has also ordered a similar instrument for his
Oaks theatre in Berkeley.
M. A. Madsen of Educational
is quite himself again after a seige
of illness.
Chas. Everett of Fallon, Nevada, and Mrs.
Twelliger
field were
recent
visitors oftoGoldSan
Francisco.
L. M. Reese has opened the
X^evv Daly theatre at Daly City.
Qias. Michaels, present owner
of the Lincoln and Kearney theatres, added another theatre to his
group;son. when he took over the Republic theatre, located at Sutter
and Steiner Streets, from A. JackThe Community Council of
Dixon held a meeting of the
Board of Directors at which time
it was decided to appoint a "Go
to thetion Movie
Week" infilm
appreciaof the excellent
entertainment this theatre had off^ered
its patrons in the past. The further
fact that various improvements
had been made, such as the installation of new ventilation apparatus, created favorab'e comment
in the newspapers, with the urge
that Dixonites lend their support
to the theatre in appreciation of
the efforts put forth by tlie manasicm^nt.

Picture

News

Following nouncement
in thatline
with Brothers
the anWarner
had taken over Vitagrah, comes
the purchase of Geo. A. Oppenheimer, Inc., by the Warner Bros,
and the removal of that exchange
from 295 Turk Street to the Vitagraph worth
Exchange
71 LeavenSt. For theat present
time
the exchange will operate under
the name of Vitagfaph. Oppenheimer with this sale retires from
the motion picture distribution
field. Morgan Walsh is now with
Warner Bros, in charge of the
San Francisco activities of the
organization, while Mr. WTieeler,
former Vitagraph Manager, remains as branch manager. A. J.
Measley, Carl Scott and E. P.
Roberts, all formerly with the
Oppenheimer exchange, are working out of the Vitagraph office.
I

San Diego

I

GW.
. the ROBINSON,
\'ista Theatre, manager
is makingof
a two months'
vacation
trip
automobile, with his former bv
Michigan home as his chief objective.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Bush have
gone on an extended camping trip,
their itinerary including Canada
and the Yellowstone Park. Mr.
Bush is the senior owner of the
Bush Theatres, operating three
suburban motion picture houses
and formerly controlling the Superba in this city.
The Pickwick Theatre, erected
in 1905, and long operated as a
motion picture house, with intervening periods of stock and variety, is soon to be torn down to
make way for an addition to the
Waldorf Hotel. Most recently the
Pickwick has been under the control of the Pacific Southwest Theatres, Inc.
Ray G. Ericson, operating the
Ocean Theatre at Ocean Beach,
has taken out a building permit for
the erection of his new motion picture house, and ground has been
broken for a tile and brick structure to cost about 525,000.00.

Penn
to a large group of Civil War
veterans and their wives who were
guests of honor at a noonday
luncheon staged by the Harrisburg
Kiwanis Club in the Penn Harris
Hotel, Harrisburg, on May 28. The
club annually
entertainsDay.the veterans about Memorial
The Comerford Amusement
Company
has the
announced
intention to hold
formal itsopening
of the new theatre it has erected
in Kingston, a suburb of WilkesBarre, before the close of June.
It is to be called the Kingston
theatre.
A new picture tlieatre is being
erected in Forest City by the
Friedman interests. It is to be
modern and spacious and the back-

ers of the project are hoping to
have it completed some time in
September.
The Wilmer & Vincent Company, which operates about forty
picture and vaudeville theatres in
Pennsylvania and other states has
transferred William J. Fries from
the post of treasurer of the Hippodrome, inReading, to that of house
manager of the Orpheum Theatre,
in Altoona, a big Pennsylvania
Railroad shop town. Mr. Fries,
who was connected with the Hippodrome for four years, will be in
charge also of the ^lishler theatre
in Altoona. John Malloy has been
transferred from .A.ltoona to a
Wilmer & Vincent theatre in
Richmond, ^'a.

June
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WEDDINGS are interrupting
the June routine of exchanges and theatres in this section. John Garry, manager of the
Empire in Glens Falls, was married last Saturday- and is now on
his honeymoon with Alex Sayles,
manager of the Clinton Square
theatre in Albany, looking after
the Empire for the time being.
Miss Sadie Epstein, cashier at the
King theatre in Troy, is to be
married on June 14, while Bessie
Bollard, a billing clerk at the Universal exchange, has resigned to
become a bride. The employees
presented her with a handsome
chest of silver.
Louis Buettner has disposed of
his theatre in Mechanicville and
is now devoting his entire time to
his theatres in Hudson Falls and
Cohoes.
The theatre in Silver Bay is
scheduled to close on June 15 for
the summer. The house is run by
M. Spellman. H. E. Flack, an old
time exhibitor in Potsdam, discontinued business during the past
week when the block housing the
theatre was sold to Alexander Papayanakos.
Making the same time as the
Empire State Express, a group of
exchange managers motored down
from Syracuse the past week with
Leon Medem, manager of the
Pathe exchange here. According
to Alec Herman and some of the
others, the trip was of a hair-raising type, the 150 miles being negotiated in about three hours.
The Albany Zone is attracting
more and more attention from exhibitors who are not hesitating to
call upon the secretary, Carolyn
Goodman, to handle their affairs
with the exchanges, just the sort
of work for which the Zone was
created. Many complaints are
being adjusted without the necessity of exhibitors coming on to
Albany.
Sam Goldstein of Springfield,
Mass., made one of his periodical
visits to Albany last week, driving
over but finding the town so hot
that after visiting one or two of
the exchanges he decided to return to the Berkshires.
Bob Landry, of Ogdensburg,
who runs the Strand in the northern town, also hit film row during
the week, but found little to his
liking with the mercury touching
100 and decided to motor hack to
the Cooling breezes of the St. Lawrence.
Featuring the milk fund pictures
over his entire change, William
Smalley, of Cooperstown, was as
busy during the past week as the
proverbial one-armed paperhanger.
Mr. Smalley took o\er the theatre
in Delhi last Monday and keeps
on adding a house e\ery now and
then. In order to show the milk
fund pictures on Sunday night, in
Mohawk, the only house which
Mr. Smalley has which runs on
Sunday, he kept a messenger in
Albany throughout the day and
until such time as the pictures
were received by the Universal
exchange from Xeu York. The
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pictures were then carried by
automobile to Mohawk.
Despite the hot weather, Oscar
Perrin kept at work during the
week in improving the Leland
theatre, the new carpet in red and
black design arriving during the
week. The weather was too hot,
however, for Mr. Perrin to make
his regular trip on Tuesday to
Glens Falls. C. H. Buckley, who
is the owner of the Leland and
who is also running the Clinton
Square and the Empire, is negotiating these days for a couple
other theatres, but refuses to disclose their whereabouts.
In all probability, there will be
a meeting of the Albany Zone
Committee some time this month,
after which there will be no further meetings until some time in
the early fall.
Someone asked Uly S. Hill,
managing-director of the Strand
group of houses in Albany and
Troy, if he found the weather hot
enough to suit him. With perspiration standing on his brow, Mr.
Hill apparently decided that the
least exertion the better, and simply winked his eye. Mr. Hill is a
bit better off, however, than many
of the exhibitors for his home is
located at West Sandlake, and his
wide verandas are generally swept
by cooling breezes.
Jake Golden, who has been making a name for himself by the
crowds that he has been drawing
with double features at HarmanusBleecker Hall in Albany, was
transferred during the past week
♦o the Griswold, in Troy, and Joe
Saperstein was sent from the
Griswold to the Hall. It would
not be entirely unexpected if
something good was coming the
way of Mr. Golden this fall, and
he may be found handling some
one of the big Proctor houses in
another city. Mr. Golden started
to make things hum at the Griswold last week by running fight
pictures. He is also staking a
series of dance contests, the winner of which will be given a professional engagement.
E. J. Smith, division manager
for F. B. O., was in town during
the week, and in company with
Herman Stearn, the local manager called on some of the bigger
exhibitors in the territory.
Changes at the Fox exchange
during the week resulted in E.
Vaughn succeeding E. Conlon, as .
poster man, while B. Pangborn,
a booker, resigned. James Bailev
has been promoted and is now
''oing the booking as well as serving as assistant manager.
When Uly S. Hill refers to daylight saving time, he calls it "foolish time," and there are a whole
lot of other exhibitors who believe the same.
Tli^re was a change at the Victoria theatre the past week, in
Watertown,
when been
Waj-ne
H. Hadcock, who has
running
the
Victoria for many \ears, sold a
half interest to John Ludlow.
The house will be entirely redecorated and when reopened will bi'

under the personal management of
Mr. Ludlow, who formerly managed the Bijou as well as Wonderland, both housese in Watertown, that served in years past.
Fred W. Mausert has bought
certain church property in Glens
Falls, assuming prossession Jime
8, and will erect a motion picture
theatre with a seating capacity of
about 1,500. Mr. Mausert was
former owner of the Rialto.
There were great doings last
Sunday night at the home of Jake
Rosenthal, in Troy, when something like thirty-five relatives and
friends dropped in. Mr. Rosenthal decided to leave the management of his theatre to his assistants for that night and later provided the gathering with ice cream.
Miss Cecilia Rosenthal has just
returned from an enjoyable automobile trip to New York.
Elmer Crowninshield, who keeps
busy equipping or overhauling the
projection machines in theatres in
this part of the state, spent a few
days in New ^ ork during the past
week. Mr. Crowinshield is equipping the Pember, in Granville,
with a couple of machines, the
house also having contracted for
an entire new Mazda equipment.
The Rosewind Theatrical Enterprises, consisting of James
Rose
and
H. C. picture
W'indekenecht.
will run a motion
theatre

at Queechy Lake, two nights a
week this summer. Mr. Rose is
spending the greater part of his
time in handling the Columbia in
Rensselaer, which has just been
equipped with a set of ventilating
fans.ing Mr.
W'indekenecht
handlthe Bijou
in Troy, isplaying
double features each Friday night
and which will continue throughsummer
the each
four o'clock
showsout thefor
children
Saturday afternoon.
Al colnLemay,
the Linin Troy, operator
blossomedat forth
last
week with a brand new car. Ben
Stern, assistant manager of the
vacation
in Atlantic
City. a week's
Troy
theatre,
is spending
The past week proved a rather
busy one for Tony Veiller, manager of the Lincoln theatre in
Troy, and a former student at
Union College. Although the
temperature was around the nineties on Thursday night, Mr. and
Mrs. Veiller attended a dance at
Union College and on Saturday
night Mr. Veiller was on hand at
a reunion of his fraternity.
William Benton intends to lose
no time in getting his new theatre
under way in Mechanicville. He
is planning to install his projection
machines within two months and
hopes nesstofor oiiening
have the inhouse
in readiSeptember
or
October.
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IT was reported last week that
C. H. Messinger, manager here
for Educational, was leaving last
week to attend the national convention in New York City. This was
an error, as Clyde is hieing himweek. self forth to the big doin's this
Felix Feist, general sales manager for Metro-Goldwyn, and Harry Lustig, western division manager, will arrive in this city tomorrow. A sales conference will be
called of the representatives out of
the local office, when Mr. Feist will
tell them of the policies governing
the distribution of the new season
product. George L. Cloward, local
manager for Metro-Goldwyn, who
is now in the Montana territory,
will make this jump to this city in
time to attend the conference.
Others who will sit in include Joseph F. Samuels, Ed Lustig, and
E. E. Harris, salesmen, and
Charles Dillerd, office manager at
the local branch.
.\. G. Pickett, manager in this
city for Famous Players-Lasky, returned this week from a jaunt
through Montana in the interest of
the Golden Forty. He says that
he enjoyefl a splendid business on
the product. Besides the business
end of it he made it a get acquainted trip, it being his first trip into
the northern state since he took
over the managerial reins of the
local exchange.
F. S. Gulbransen, salesman in
the Idaho-Wyoming territory for
Famous Players-Lasky, will be in
town for a few days. C. G. Epperson, who co^•ers the Utah-Nevada section is back on his stamping grounds after a few days at
the local headquarters.
The new Airdrome theatre at
Bonneville Park, opened to a large

Motion

audience May 29. In addition dancing and vaudeville were enjoyed by
the patrons. The entire receipts
of the opening night were turned
over to the boy scouts. The next
day the deluge of rain that had
been pouring steadily for the last
week, forced the suspension of
business, and will do so until the
inclement weather has passed.
Leo Adler, traveling auditor for
Pathe, is at the local branch checking the records. He came in from
the Butte, Montana, office, the local
office
being his last point in this
territory.
R. D. Boomer, short subject
salesman out the the local Pathe
office is back after a mighty successful trip into the southern Utah
section.
Ed. C. Mix, manager of the Associated Exhibitors branch, is back
in the city after a trip through
southern Utah.
W. G. Seib, manager of the local
Pathe office, returned last night
from Ogden, Utah.
R. S. Stackhouse, resident manager for Warner Brothers, returned this week after a trip through
the territory.
Special Representative Duncan,
for Warner Brothers, was a visitor at the local branch this week,
conferring with Manager Stackhouse on distribution policies on the
new combined product.
Dave T. McElhinney, special representative inthis territory out of
the Warner Brothers exchange, is
all het up waiting for his new
Ford coupe. He will make the
Idaho territory next week in the
bus.
L., A. Davis, local F. B. O.
manager, is in the Butte section of
Montana at the present time, where
he closed Butte and Anaconda on

the new product. He will cover
the entire state before returning to
this city. E. M. Gibson, assistant manager has charge of the afabsence.fairs of the branch during Davis'
It canisandreported
that theatAmeriRialto theatres
Butte
are closing this week during the
summer months.
Claude Hawkes, salesman for
the local branch of Associated
First National, is going to Denver
this week to spend his vacation.
Samuel Henley, Universal
branch manager is making the norstate inschedule
the interest ofthernthepart of
newtheseason
of
releases.
Milt Cohn, Universal salesman,
has gone back to his territory in
Idaho, after a few days in this
city. Joe McElhinney, returned
from a successful contracting trip
to southern Utah yesterday.
Miss Velma Timpson, inspector
at the local Universal office, is back
on the job after recuperating from
an operation for appendicitis.
G. A. Margetts, who was transferred to this territory from the
Universal branch at Portland, has
gone back to his old terrritory, San
Francisco.
Carl Stern, United Artists
branch manager, is making a swing
over the Utah section this week
lining up the productions on the
new program.
Jack Connors is covering the
Utah-Idaho section for United
Artists, coming in from Montana
last week.
Alan Burke, manager of the DeLuxe Feature exchange, is touring
throughtions, with
Wyoming
producDenver asselling
his objective.
He will sell through Colorado on
his return trip to this city.
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C. F. Parr, branch manager and
associates who left Saturday for
San Francisco to attend the Producers Distributing Corporation
convention will be back the latter
part
week. is opening a new
R. ofL. this
\Miicker
theatre at Delta, Utah.
F. P. Hill, traveling auditor for
Fox, ords
is of here
going branch.
over the recthe local
C. L. Walker, Idaho salesman
out of the local Fox branch, is in
for a few days before returning
to his territory. Art Barron, who
succeeded Leonard Tidwell, resigned, as southern Utah salesman
for Fox, is making his initial trip
this week.
James R. Keitz, manager of the
Greater Features exchange will return to his headquarters in this
city about June 12, after a trip to
Denver. His wife and youngster
are with him.
Out of town exhibitors were
represented this week on the local
Rialto in numbers which threatened
to swamp theThey
bookers
at the'T.local
exchanges.
were:
M.
Chessler, Princess theatre, Bingham Canyon, Utah ; John J. Gillette, Strand theatre, Tooele, Utah ;
S. I. Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi ;
Elmer Tiejen, Jewel theatre, Santaquin, Utah ; John Rugar, Orpheum theatre. Park City, Utah ;
Steve Deal, Star theatre, Springville, Utah ; George Lindsay, Star
Theatre, Eureka, Utah; N. .Allermand. Star theatre. Price, Utah ;
Ed Ryan, Alberta and Liberty theatres, Brigham City, Utah ; Frank
Burke, Van theatre. Delta, Utah ;
Carl Pace, Pace theatre. Delta,
Utah; and A. B. Hagar, Rex theatre, Idaho Falls, Idaho.

lanada

use at Winnipeg,
THE Playho
Manitoba, is now under the
management of John T. Fiddes,
one of the pioneer exhibitors of
the Western Canadian country.
Mr. Fiddes is presenting combination programs of pictures and
vaudeville, with the top price 30
cents. He started in the moving
picture theatre business in Winnipeg some 15 years ago. At one
time he was the manager of the
System theatre in Montreal.
George Broder, owner of the
Metropolitan theatre, Regina, Saskatchewan, has re-opened the house
in his own name, following the termination of the lease of the theatre by the Paramount Western
Corporation, under whose direction
the theatre had been kept closed
for some months. The Metropolitan theatre was one of the largest
houses built by the defunct Allen
Theatres, Limited, Toronto. Major
J. Graham is nr)W manager of the
Metropolitan, being also in charge
of the Grand theatre in Regina.
Manager Walter F. Davis, energetic manager of the Metropolitan
theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has
closed the house until Monday, August .3. when it will re-open under

a new policy for the presentation
of selected pictures and Pantages
Vaudeville, the latter being an innovation at the "Met." Mr. Davis,
who has been the manager of the
house for the past 10 months, rethat the "Met"
had thein
most ports
successful
winterhasseason
its history. During June and July
the theatre is being reconstructed
at a cost of $50,000 to take care
of the vaudeville presentation. The
Metropolitan is operated under the
auspices
ian Corp.of Famous Players CanadFor the purpose of lining up the
pick of current bookings for summer showing in the Western Canadian theatre of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., H. M. Thomas of
Winnipeg, Western Division manager, has been spending the past
two weeks at the Toronto headquarters of the company. Mr.
Thomas has direct charge of the
Capitol theatre at Winnipeg and,
during his absence, the theatre has
been managed by Charles Bishop.
The Imperial theatre at Ottawa,
Ontario, formerly directed by the
late Harry Brouse of First National fame, is making steady progress despite the hot weather. The

Imperial, which is one of the
The Royal Canadian Mounted
Police were recently interested in
largest
houses'
in
the
Canadian
a
theatre
case in Ottawa, Ontario,
Capital, has been operated by A.i
H. Coplan, also proprietor of the but this time it was not a depiction of the R.C.M.P. on the screen
Princess theatre, Ottawa, for the
past six months. The Imperial is of the theatre that aroused their attention. The excitement was caused
now under the management of D.
H. Coplan, son of A. H. Coplan, through the mysterious disappearance of William Green, manager
and he has been giving it close attention in all departments.
of the Russell theatre. Trace was
D. H. Coplan has had years of obtained of Mr. Green practically
experience in the moving picture one month after he became missing. He had taken sick while on
business, having been an exchange
manager at St. Johns, N. B., for a a trip to Montreal and had been
long time, and also having been unable to communicate with the
located at Montreal as well. Re- theatre.
cently the exterior of the Imperial
Oral D. Cloakey, well-known
theatre was brightened considerCanadian exhibitor and gold minably through the installation of
ing enthusiast, travelled all the way
large electric lamps with handsome
from Ottawa to Los Angeles,
reflectors to flood the front elevation. Special painted signs are also Calif., to attend the Shriners' Conclave and also to look into the movnow being used in addition to
ing picture situation at Hollywood.
posters and photographic stills.
Further, Manager Coplan has been
Walter Deering, who has directarranging various lobby displays.
ed moving picture theatres in WinA. H. Coplan has general super- , nipeg for years, has now been apvision of both the Imperial and
pointed manager of the Starland
Princess Theatres with D. H. Cop- theatre there. He has been succeeded at the College theatre. Winlan in direct charge of the Imperial
as
nipeg, by T.r, Walmsley
son,
Coplan, another
of N'ancouve
B. C. , formerly
and Josephmanager.
assistant
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Atlanta
PLANS for the most successful
Greater Movie Season siiice the
inception of this excellent movement got under way in Atlanta
yesterday morning with the arrival of M. C. Coyne, advance
man assigned to the southern
territory. Mr. Coyne called a
meeting, which was held in the
office of Willard C. Patterson,
manager of the Metropolitan
theatre. A temporary committee was named and plans adopted.
Mr. Patterson was elected
chairman of the temporary organization, with Howard Price
Kingsmore, manager of the Howard theater, chairman of the
Board of Directors. Elected to
serve on the Board with Mr.
Kingsmore were James F. Jackson, manager of the Tudor theatre; Thomas H. James, manager
of
Loew"s
Grand theatre,
Thomas G. Coleman,
manager and
of
the Cameo. Alpha Fowler, of the
Palace theatre, Inman Park, was
elected secretary.
Atlanta exhibitors gave their
enthusiastic endorsement to the
undertaking.
.Charles E. Kessnich, district
manager for Metro-Goldwyn, is
to have a new office in his territory, in Oklahoma City. Mr.
Kessnich, who has just returned
from a three weeks' trip to the
various offices under his jurisdiction, brings the information that
as soon as the 6-story concrete
building which will go into construction about July 1st, is completed, Metro will move its new
branch in. The building which is
to accommodate eight companies,
with 4,,S(X) square feet of space
for each, is owned by the American National Bank, and will be
located on Main and Hudson
.streets. The other companies
will move in after their respecti\e
leases on their present locations
have expired, but Metro will be in
position to move in directly the
iiuilding is complete.

Case Russell,
author Division
of "Red release,
Love,"
aL. Davis
Distributing
who has just left the hospital following
a serious operation.

Priscilla Bonner, in F. B. O.'s "Druscilla With a Million."

Milton Jones, assistant manafier and liooker for Liberty Film
Distributing Co., is to be married
at hi^h noon, loday, to Miss Laura
Brown, of this city. The ceremony will take place at the home
of the l)ride's parents, 106 Juniper
street, and immediately afterward
Mr. and Mrs. Jones will lea\e for
New York, where they will stay
at the Astor hotel for ten days or
two weeks. Upon their return
they will move into their own
home on East 13th street.
White's theatre, in Greenville,
N. C., formerly operated by H. H.
Jackson, has been sold to H. J.
Paradis and Jack Marcus, the sale
t(j become effective July 1st.
S. W. Taylor, who operates the
Taylor theatre in Edenton, N. C.,
is planning to open the Hell opera
house on or about August 1st.
This is a handsome new house,
with seating capacity of 1,000. All
the scenery and drapes will be
furnished by Lee-Lash Studio.
Manager Thomas James has a
new and capable assistant to help
him run Loew's Grand theatre.
Oliver Epps is taking the place
formerly filled by Fred Schiller,
and is proving unusually capable
in this line of work, which is entirely new to him. Mr. Epps, who
was appointed about three weeks
ago, is a local bo\', not long out of
school. He is filling the position
left vacant by Mr. Schiller with
quiet efficiency.
Mr. Vici Peterson, former owner of the Peterson building, Douglas, Ga., in which the Rivoli theatre is located, has sold the building and the lot to Joe C. Brewer
and John R, Slater, prominent
business men of Douglas, the sale
becoming effective June 1st. The
new owners are planning to remodel the present Iniilding, giving
the theatre the entire space, instead of the two-thirds it has for-
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merly occupied. According to W.
H. Carroll, manager of the theatre, this extension will provide
space for increasing the seating
capacitydred, of
the theatre
to six i)eing
hunits present
capacity
four himdrcd. Mr. Douglas is
unable at the present date to give
any details of the plans for remodeling the theatre nor the date
when work will begin.
Mrs. Matt Whitham, wife of
the manager of the Alamo No. 2
theatre, who has been very ill for
the past several weeks, is now
greatly recovered, and on the road
to good health once again.
Thomas E. Orr, who operates
several theaters in Thomasville,
Albertville, and other Georgia
towns, came in for a few days
this week, visiting his friends on
film row.
Oscar Morgan, district manager
for Pathe, left Atlanta for Charlotte, Thursday of this week,
driving his family up with him.
Mr. Morgan will stay in Charlotte about two weeks, supervising activities in the exchange.
B. A. Wallace, Pathe representative, was in town Tuesday. Mr.
Wallace specializes in two reel
comedies.
W. W. Anderson, of Pathe, is
very much elated over the graduation of W. W. Anderson, Jr., from
the Bass Junior High school this
week. Walter, Jr., is fourteen
years
old. year.
He will go to Boys'
High next
B. W. Wright, of Madison, N.
C. is building a 900 seat theatre.
The date of the opening of the
house, and its name have not yet
been announced.
Joe Shear,
representative of theSoutheastern
Lee-Nash Studios
came in to. Atlanta this week for
a short stay.
Mrs. Homer Traw, cashier for
the New York Paramount office,
is spending two weeks in Atlanta.
Mrs. Traw will be remembered as
Miss Chalmers Shumate, formerly
connected
with the local Paramount exchange.
M., H. Stephenson, of the Mutual Amusement Company, Chattanooga, Tenn., which operates the
Grand and Lincoln theatres, was
here Tuesday and Wednesday of
this week.
D. L. Sullivan, travelling auditor
for Warner Brothers, is in town
for a the
twobooks
weeks'of stay,
over
the looking
former
Southern States company, which
handled Warner product for the
past season. Mr. Sullivan is well
known
lanta. and very popular in AtMrs. Rufus A. Davis, wife of
the popular R. A. Davis who is
with Liberty Film Distributing
company, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Frank Wilson, in Detroit. She
will be there for about three weeks
and will return to Charlotte, their
home,
troit. following her stay in DeEducational is having its nation-
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al convention in New York next
week, to which will go, from the
Atlanta office, J. H. Butner, manMr. Arthur
is alreadyager.
in New
York, Lucas
and will,
of
course,
remain
there
for
the
convention.
H. Pittman, of the Capital theater, Clearwater, Fla., was in
town for a few days this week.
The New Broadway, of Charlotte, N. C, opened its new picture policy Monday of this week.
New seat covers, of a particularly handsome design, are a part of
the new equipment the theater will
have this summer.
After nearly a month spent in
various points throughout this territory, in the interests of a big
advertising campaign for Universal
big serial, Earle E. Griggs, director of publicity, has returned to
Atlanta.
H. Pittman, of Clearwater, Florida, made bis first visit to Atlanta in many months this week
when he came up partly on business and partly in the nature of
a vacation. He reports that his
section and the entire state is enjoying the greatest wave of prosperity in the history
of Floridathat
—•
and a prosperity,
he declared,
is founded in actual development
with a foundation of permanence.
Mr. tersPittman
has operated
theain Clearwater
for nearly
eleven years. He was formerly in
Tarpon Springs as well, but last
Christmas he sold his Tarpon
Springs holding and opened a
second house in Clearwater — the
Ft. Harrison theatre. His Capital
theatre at Clearwater, seating 900
and the Ft. Harrison, seating 600,
rank with the best metropolitan
bouses in architecture, equipment
and point of service.
Oliver Epps is taking the place
formerly filled by Fred Schiller as
assistant to Manager Thomas H.
Jamesis of
Loew's
Grand capable
theater
and
proving
unusually
in this line of work, which is entirely new to him.

Charles (Heinie) Conklin, who has
been signed to a long term contract
by Warner Brothers.
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ARTHUR WALSH, one of
the string of pitchers of tlie
Pathe Home Office baseball team,
held the strong Ignited States
Lines" team to one run in a recent
game, striking out a total of eighteen men. W alsh is a member of
the Laboratory Staff of the Pathe
News and for the last two years
he has had nothing whatever to
do with baseball, save to read about
it in the newspapers, as any good
fan would. On Saturday, May
23rd, however, he stepped into the
box as the Pathe pitcher and for
nine innings gave his attention so
assiduously to the subject of baseball that he struck out eighteen
men. Altogether, he allowed only
three fiedhits,
and he isn't
all If
satiswith himself
aboutatit.
he
had managed to strike out those
three men in addition to the standing army that he did make sit
down, he would have had a perfect
score. In spite of his phenomenal
work, Pathe lost by a score of 1
to 0.
The Pathe men are looking for
more dates with film teams.
Dave Brill of the Big U in New
York is the authority for an interesting' piece of news in connection
with
Carl contract.
Laemmle"s This
new complete
Service
contract
was particularly designed for the
small exhibitor. Dave states that
since the plan has gone into effect
several of the one, two and three
night stands are ruiming full time
and in addition to this they have
been instrumental in bringing tci
life five towns that were on the
dead list.
Mrs. Chas. W. Stombaugh, who
has been visiting her mother in
Topeka, Kansas, recently returned
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to Xew York City. Chas. W., Berlinger and the estimated cost is
in the neighborhood of |600,000.
himself, Newark branch manager
Samuel Dietz has purchased a
for Pathe, now feels more definitecorner property at Brighton Beach
ly settled in the new position.
Sam Perry, the popular propri- and Coney Island Aves., diagonally across the street from the
etor of the Englewood theatre at
Englewood, N. J. was a caller at Brighton Baths where he plans to
a two story theatre and
day. New York exchanges on Tues- -construct
the
store building.
The Strand at Farmingdale,
Sam S. Liggett, short subject
salesman for Universal states that closed.
Long Island, has been definitely
his product is going in great shape
The Golden Rule theatre on Livand that the outlook for the comingston Street, Brooklyn, will
ing season looks particularly good.
In fact, the whole sales force of change hands on September 1st, go
the Big U are rather chipper this ing from the Gross to the M &
S circuit.
week with Jewels running at two
Two more theatre closings in
Broadway theatres, and two more
following next week.
.New Jersey have been reported,
the Linden at Linden and the Lyric
Charlie Goldreyer is constructing two new theatres, one at Mt. at Elizabeth.
The hot weather has speeded up
\'ernon and the other at Westchester Village. Both houses will the closing of several more local
theatres, for the summer months.
be ready to operate in the earh
fall.
Keith's will close their Bushwick
Henry Suchman has postponed
on
June 7th.
.\lsoBowery,
A. Goldman's
on the
on the
his trip to Florida on account of Chatham,
same date. The Huntington, Erie
the illness of his associate, Milton
Rosenthal.
Basin, Brooklyn, and the Woodrow
The American Legion Hall at on Wilson Ave. will shut their
Beacon, N. Y. has recently been doors about the middle of June.
Rapf and Rubin are closing the
taken over by M. Whittler who
will install modern equipment and Montauk at Bath Beach for the
make extensive alterations. Mr.
summer and will open the Park
Whittler who was formerly the theatre, Cropsey Ave., in the same
neighborhood.
proprietor of the Astor theatre,
Several more theatres will go
Newark, N. J., expects to open
the Beacon house about June 20th. on a Thursday, Friday and Saturday schedule which will include
John Fitzgibbon who operates
theatres in Southhampton and
Joseph
Kritz'sandRegent.
LyBayshore, has lately taken over the
ceum,Stein
Bronx Cameo
The Arch.
Babylon, at Babylon.
Over in Brooklyn the Blake and
Ground has been broken by the Montauk theatre on Pitkin Ave.
Perri Construction Co. for a new
will go on the three a week, also
theatre on the corner of Flatbush
the Miller on Sutter Ave. The
S. & A. at West 125th St., N. Y.
and Flatlands Aves., Brooklyn.
C. will show onlv two a week,
The plans were drawn by J. M.

however the owners of the theatre
will continue to operate the Pershing at 124th
St. and Amsterdam
Ave. on
full time.
Max Pear who owns the Garfield, Avon and 16th Street theatres in Brooklyn, will take over the
Palace at 7th Ave. and 14th St.,
Brooklyn, on June 15th. The former owners were Bernstein, Dumas
and Kaplan.
Matthew Pelham Lynton who
travels out of the Pathe Newark
branch will spend his vacation with
a trip to England where he will
pay a visit to his father.
The hot weather has caused Joe
Hornstein's ventilating department
to work over time. Mike Berkowitz is in charge of the machine
shop. In addition Joe has been
installing considerable new equipment which includes seven new
generators for the Flatbush theatres belonging to H. M. Schwartz.
Goldman and Finklestein have
taken over the Model theatre in
the Bronx.
J. Victor Wilson, formerly connected with the Strand theatre.
New York City, is now the manager of Irving
Playhouse
at Great
Neck, Lesser's
L. 1.
J. Adler who operates the McKinley and Prospect in the Bronx
has closed the former theatre. He
will continue to keep open the
Prospect.
Abraham Rosen, of the Palace
theatre, Flemington, N. J. has purchased the Strand at Lambertville
from
the Hildinger's
Trenton.of
Mr. Rosen
wil make aofnumber
alterations and will include a
stage. He will also increase the
seating capacity.

Gmcinnati

MCAPLON. well known local
• film salesman having served
in the territory supplied by the
Cincinnati exchanges for many
years is now connected with the
United Artists offices in this city.
C. E. Penrod, division manager
for F. B. O. was in the city last
week end conducting sales meetings and going over the new product in general. Mr. Penrod predicts a bright season for the new
F. B. O. product.
J. Soglowitz, who has been at
the local Standard office for some
time as special representative, returned to Cleveland last week to
assume the duties with the company he had prior to his sojourn
to Cincinnati.
Nat. Lefkowitz, local manager
for Standard, returned from
Cleveland, where he attended a
sales conference.
The Standard Film Co. is now
fully located in its new quarters
on the third floor of the Broadway
Film Bldg. much to the pleasure
of Johnny Eifert who does not
like to ride elevators.
Fred Strief and Max Margolis
Universal manager and sale.;man
respectively made a flying trip

through ceededWest
and prosucin selling\'irginia
their entire
gram in several towns. While
away they were guests of Jim
Taylor at Big Stone Gap, where
Mr. Taylor who is the owner of
the Amuzu Theatre is also the proprietor of the large swimming
pool which he allowed the two film
men to use at their pleasure. According to the color of their skins
they must have lived in the pool.
Varley Young, has been appointed publicity director for the
Libson Theatres, in Dayton, Ohio
Young was formerly with the
General Motors Company.
Morris Milligan, district manager
for Famous Players over the Cincinnati, Louisville and Indianapolis
exchanges with offices in Cincinnati, has been made general manager for Canada for the same
firm with offices in Toronto. Before leaving the office force consisting of about twentj'-five gave
Mr. Milligan a farewell dinner
at the Zoo Gardens. The dinner
also served as a welcome to
Charles Reagan the new district
manager. Mr. Reagan was
branch manager in Indianapolis
and before that was citv salesman

in the Cincinnati exchange. Fritz
Wagoner, Indianapolis salesman
for Famous has been made branch
manager to succeed Mr. Reagan,
Milligan who has made many
friends here and who is a very
likeable chap received many congratulations over his earned and
deserved promotion.
Neal mount
Haggerty
Paraforce left onof histhevacation
last Sunday.
Once each month, Joseph Neiser, part-owner and general manager of the two motion picture
houses at London, Ohio, sends
word through his local newspaper
to the fifty children who are wards
of the county at the Children's
Home to
good 'kid'
picture
at attend
one of some
the houses.
The plan as used is to give the
free movie to the kiddies in cooperation with the newspaper, but
no charge is made against the
paper. tisingInin giving
this way,
wide to
adverthe treat
the
county wards without extra cost
to the theatre owners and the plan
is bringing
tion to the much
theatres.favorable menNow and then. Manager Neiser also put on a show for the

older wards of the county at the
county infirmary and at the home
for aged in his home city. Machines are provided through the
cooperation of the newspaper and
citizens and the older folks are
given a treat that remains as a
pleasant memory for many weeks,
creating favorable comment from
citizens in all walks of life — and
proving
a good advertisement for
the theatres.
Motion pictures were used as the
main feature of the recent Safety
Meeting held in the city of Springfield, Ohio, in connection with the
visit to that city of the safety
agents of the Detroit, Toledo &
fronton railroad, owned by Henry
Ford.
Ten reels of moving pictures
were showni, demonstrating in a
graphic way the need for more
care on the part of the public in
the preservation of human life.
The pictures were explained and
demonstrated
by officials of the
railroad.
.
Thetendpublic
was and
invited
to atthe meeting
a capacity
crowd witnessed the showing of
the pictures.
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THE Princess at Ottumwa is
being enlarged and redecorated to the tune of $40,000.
When the theatre is reopened in
August it will have a seating capacity of 1300 instead of 500 and
there will also be a stage added in
order that vaudeville may be
staged with the pictures. Dwight
Baker, owner of the Princess Theatre is also owner of the Circle
Theatre and the Empire Theatre
at Ottumwa.
The motion picture house at
Jewell, Iowa changed hands within the last ten days. W oodward
of Lehigh bought the house of M.
Gezell. Mr. Woodward expects to
keep his house at Lehigh.
J. Schmidt, owner of the Orpheum Theatre at Ossian and also
editor of the Bee, recently disposed of his theatre interests at
Ossian.
On June 7 the Orpheum Theatre
at North English changed hands.
E. A. Chaney, the former owner
sold to Ernad Graham.
O. H. Garland, salesman for
Educational, goes and gets back
in spite of weather handicaps. Last
week he drove for a number of
miles through water up to the running board of his car on the road
between Eddyville and Ottumwa.
E. P. Smith of Sheraton attended the convention of the M.P.T.
O.A. in New York as alternate
delegate for the Iowa association
of theatre men. C. Rice, president of the Iowa
Owners'
Association,
was Theatre
unable to
make
the trip. He has been in the hos-

pital forinfection
the pastof week,
from an
his jawsuffering"
caused
by some imperfect bridgework. Although his face was badly swollen
he felt much better toward the
end of the week and made the move
to the Methodist Hospital where
Mrs. Rice has been quite seriously ill for the past several weeks.
Mr.
B.O. Rice is also salesman for F.
Mrs. Benjamin, secretary of the
DesMoines Film Board, was officially made treasurer also of this
organization at the recent reelection of officers. Mrs. Benjamin
just returned to her headquarters
in the Iowa Building after a week
spent in a business and pleasure
trip to Oklahoma City, Okla.
R. H. Fairchild, representative of
F.B.O. out of DesMoines, ran into
a bridge near Ottumwa, Iowa,
He's not in the hospital but is
limping about at home and will not
be able to make his territory for
sexeral days.
Ralph Blank, who for the past
three years has been manager of
the Capitol Theatre, the largest
of the A. H. Blank Theatre interests at Davenport, has resigned
his position there to take up a
radio proposition. A. G. Stolte,
manager of the Capitol at DesMoines, had planned to go to
Davenport and take over the theatre there indefinitely but found
it impossible to make arrangements
completely for the DesMoines
house. For a time he will partly
supervise the Capitol at Daven-

oines

Harry Kellar, salesman for First
National, who was in the hospital
at
Fort entirely
Dodge, arecovered
victim ofand
the back
'flu,
is now
on the job.
Fire closed the Strand theatre
at Keosaqua, Iowa for a few
weeks. The origin of the blaze
is not known but it was kept from
spreading to any other buildings.
Otto White, owner of the Strand,
reports that Keosaqua, a town of
890 population will be showless for
some time
ressing yet
slowly. as repairs are progE. P. Smith, exhibitor of Sheraton, Iowa, says that it was the
fault of his lawyers that he did
not further follow up his fight
against the
nance. Sunday
The mayor,closing
when ordiMr.
Smith showed a picture on Sunday,
used his authority to revoke the
theatre man's license. In order to
secure license to show pictures
durin- the week, Mr. Smith promised to drop his fight for a Sunday
show.
An umpire has been secured for
the baseball game between the
staffs of the DesMoines fihn exchanges who has the favor of both
teams in honest Bill Eddy, of the
Empress Theatre at Indianola.
Mr. Eddy is a real fellow and it
is figured that no one will quarrel
with his decisions when the two
teams come to contest on June 21.
The Western League Ball Park
will be the setting for the game
which will decide whether the best
ball players are to be found on the

team made up of the exchanges in
the Film Exchange Building or
the team from the staffs of the
three exchanges who have their
own exchange buildings.
Harry Gottlieb, salesman of
Metro-Goldwyn, has bought a new
Studebaker since his Ford can no
longer stand the strain.
A. W. Kahn, manager of the
DesMoines Educational office, left
for Chicago and New York to attend the national convention on
Cecil10-13.
Mayberry, who is a big.
June
man in more ways than one since
he measures six feet six, visited
DesMoines in his capacity as division manager for Associated Exhibitors.
Since Mrs. lone Meyers left her
place at Universal as building
clerk, her
have been
assumed by diities
IVIiss Ruby
Morgan,
also of the Universal staff.
E. C. Clay, salesman for F.B.O.,
spent the holidays over Decoration
day at Topeka, Kansas.
Leo Wiedertz, cashier for First
National, is now on his vacation.
He went to see his folks in the old
home town of Burlington,
Exhibitors from out of town to
visit DesMoines were Nate Chapman of Iowa City, H. Oeveland of
the Opera House at Belmond, F.
R. Bandy of the Princess at Britt,
H. C. Jarnigan of Tama.
W. E. Banford, manager for
Metro-Goldwyn, just returned from
a week's business trip to Chicago.

port.
Baltiimore
A one reel feature film of the
Health Pageant "The Triumph"
which was given by 5,000 Baltimore school children at the Baltimore Stadium on May 26, was
made by the Combined Whitehurst
Theatrical Interests and shown at-

Bernarr Macfadden, who has become
a producer through his connection with
True Story Films, Inc. who will release through Astor Distributing corporation.

the Garden Theatre the next day
and during the week beginning
Monday June 1. The arrangement
was made by Dr. Milton Whitehurst, supervising director of the
Garden and after the local feature
was shown at the Garden it was
presented to the School Board for
a historical record of the event and
for future reference in getting up
similar events of the kind. It
proved a good drawing card at the
Garden nessedfor
50,000 events
personsat witthe various
the
stadium.
What is probably something new
in ventilation has been arranged by
H. A. Blum, manager of the Victoria Theatre, here. Mr. Blum
turned his 48 inch exhaust fan in
the centre of the roof of the playhouse into a regular fan which
forces air into the theatre. He
turns it on after the sun has gone
down each evening and forces the
fresh air down into the. theatre
while the old air is carried off
through three 24 inch exhaust fans
in the balcony.
Frederick Arnold Kummer, the
well known novelist, whose home
is at Catonsville, Md., a suburb of
Baltimore, is now in Union Memorial Hospital here with heart
trouble. One of Mr. Kummers
novels recently seen on the screen
was "The Spitfire" starring Betty
Blythe.
Mrs. K. E. Cross, secretary to

W. M. Whitehurst, general manager of the Combined Whitehurst
Theatrical Interests, has come back
to the office having recovered fully
from an operation for appendicitis.
Five acts of vaudeville three
times daily, changed twice weekly,
have been dropped off the bill at
the Grand Theatre, Highlandtown,
by C. B. Councilman, manager.
A large new electric sign with
a moving border of bright pink
lights, has been placed over the
marquee of the New Theatre.
The New Gem, the. Lincoln
Second (colored) and the Lafayette (colored) have become dark
until further notice. They are
both small houses.
George
Fuller,
formerly D.
manager of the
Washington,
C,
office of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
dropped into Baltimore last week.
He is now with the William Fox
organization and is Division Manager of a large eastern territory
covering Baltimore, Pittsburgh,
Washington and several other
Louis Schlichter, manager of the
points.
Bridge Theatre, has returned from
a trip to Los Angeles which he enjoyed thoroughly. Mr. Schlichter
was accompanied by his daughter
Teresa on his home journey. They
came back by way of the Canadian
Rockies.
The Brodie Theatre, which has
been dark for some time, has been

reopened under the Management of
the Reviera Amusement Company.
This playhouse was formerly managed by Sigmund Kleiman who
now operates the Irvington.

Dorothy Farnum, scenarist, has just
signed a contract
Mayer forwith
one Metro-Goldwynyear.

FRAN'CIS
KADOW, tl.eatre
managerin
of the Mikadow
Manitowoc, Wis., will leave for
an annual conference on new
products with Ascher Bros., in
Chicago this week. Upon his return, undoubtedly, he will be
heartily greeted by many of the
Milwaukee tilm salesmen.
Gene Hemming, and Ralph
Wettstein widely known in film
circles in Milwaukee, have been
added to the sales force of Celebrated Players Film Corps of
Wisconsin.
E. W. Van Xorman, manager
of the Parkway theatre in Milwaukee, after closing and leaving
his theatre last Sunday evening
was robbed of $575. Entrance
was obtained through the basement up to the office and experts
evidently handled the job. Detectives are now working on several
hot leads.
R. J. Morrison, New York auditor of Warner Bros., arrived in
Milwaukee this week and is awaiting the arrival of Sam E. Morris,
general sales manager of Warner
Bros, for a conference with E. G.

Tunstall, franchise holder of
W arner Products in Wisconsin.
Jack Yeo of Beaver Dam, Wis.,
who operates the Davison and
Odeon theatres there, is about to
start construction of a new theatre
seating approximately 1,100 on the
same site the present Odeon is located.
Here is a good fish story, J. P.
Gruwell, Ideal theatre in Wisconconsin Rapids, writes friends in
Milwaukee about catching a 22-m.
speckled trout in one of the lakes
near his home. We don't doubt
Mr. Gruwell one bit, he knows
how to catch 'em.
Goetz Bros., operating theatres
in Janes\ille, Beloit, Ashland, and
Iron Wood are soon to extend
their activities in W^atertown, Wis.
The new Fischer Paramont theatre in Fon du Lac, Wis., has definitely arranged plans to open not
later than Oct. 1st and at the
sarne time the new Retlaw theatre
also under construction has arranged similar plans. Eddie Prinzen of the Fond du Lac Theatres
Co., it is understood, has secured
the option on the new Retlaw.
Lew Marks has been tendered a

position as traveling representative in northern Wisconsin for
Universal.
J. G. Frackman, manager of
Progress Pictures Co., Milwaukee., will soo'n motor to Peoria,
111., to \isit his folks, accompanied by his wife and kiddies.
Bert Fischer operating the Park
tiieatre in Alilwaukee, has bought
the Mozart, also in this city, taking possession in about one year.
He also has plans under way for
a new theatre in Bay View.
Mr. and Mrs. Rice and family
are leaving for Los Angeles,
where they will establish their
permanent home. Mr. Rice formerly owned the Fern, Kosciuszko,
Riviera, and State theatres which
they very recently sold to Silliman
Theatres, Inc., of Milwaukee.
Otto Bell, owner of the Bell
theatre in Sparta, Wis., just finished redecorating his entire theatre and now is equipping it with
300 brand new cushion seats.
E. D. Salter, Producers Distributing Corp., special representative
out of Milwaukee, gained considerable popularity and attention not

so very long ago when he appeared early in the morning on
the Lincoln Park bridle path in
Chicago, mounted on a mighty
steed.
The Eau Claire Theatres Co.
have purchased a Smith Unit organ, the only one in Wisconsin,
for their new Wisconsin theatre
now nearing completion.
E. M. Michalson, operating the
Palace and Orton theatres in
Madison, Wis., and said to be the
strongest independent exhibitor in
the State, was a visitor in Milwaukee last week and a guest of
J. G. ress
Frackman,
Pictures Co. manager of ProgFred Seegert, left Milwaukee
for Xew York to attend the directors'Theatre
meeting Owners
of the Motion
Picture
of America.
Max Wiesner, manager of the
Badger Theatres Corp., spent the
entire week calling on members of
his organization and preparing for
the purchase of new productions.
On August 1, O. J. Wooden,
now manager of the Alhambra,
will assume the management of
the Garden theatre in Milwaukee.

SoutLeast

CL. (HA.XK) HEXRY has
• resigned from the HowardWells Amusement Company of
Wilmington, N. C. We understand Mr. Henry has several flat"tering offers but has not accepted
anv up to the present time as it
is his desire to take a couple weeks
rest before entering into a new
assignment.
D. M. Bain, formerly with S.
S. Stevenson Enterprises, Henderson, X. C, has resigned to accept
a position with the Howard-W^ells
Amusement Company, of Wilmington, N. C. Mr. Bain was
formerly with this Company for
a number of yeais.
The month of June is moving
month in Charlotte. Manager
Conn, of the F. B. O., manager
F. T. Bryan, of First Xational
and manager E. F. Dardine, of
Universal, will move their ex-

changes into the new Film Building which is just about completed.
This will give these Companies a
modern up-to-date office.
The new building that will
house the Fox Film Corporation.
Enterprise Distributing Company
and the Progress Pictures Corporation, on West Fourth Street is
about completed and we understand these companies will get into the building in the early summer.
Dan Michalove, Assistant Sales
Director, Universal Film Exchanges, was in Charlotte the
past week.
Joener Marks,
who is inwith
WarBrothers, arrived
Charlotte
last week to look after the interest of his company in taking over
the Broadway Theatre, at Charlotte, X. C, the Broadway Theatre at Columbia, S. C, the Lex-

ington Theatre, Lexington, X. C,
and the new Concord Theatre, at
Concord, X. C. They have taken
over the Lincoln Theatre (colored)
at Winston-Salem, X. C, which
is
of R. isD. also
Gravers'
theatres.
Mr.oneMarks
looking
up a
location for the Warner Exchange
which
they intend to open here
immediately.
The Rose Theatre, Burlington.
X.
ownedseverely
by Wm.damaged
C. Mcln-by
tyre,C, was
fire the jiast week.
John Fuller, formerly salesman
with Metro-Goldwyn out of Washington, D. C., is new covering
Eastern X'orth Carolina for the
Fox office in Charlotte. John is
well known in this territory and
the
back.boys are all glad to see him
Miss Annie Sessions. Division
Manager, of the Producers & Dis-

tributing Corporation, was in Charlotte several days the past week
looking for a location to open an
exchange for her company.
Mrs. E. F. Dardine, wife of
Manager Daidine of the Universal
Exchange, Charlotte, has been
seriously ill at her home.
W. T. Robinson, prominent exhibitor of Belmont, N. C, was a
Charlotte visitor the past week arranging bookings for his summer
program. Mr. Robinson is one of
the oldest e.xhibitors in this territory and is very well thought of
by all the exchanges.
Marvin Rogers, who has been
cashier for the Universal Film Exchanges, at Charlotte, for the past
eight years has been promoted to
the position of Division Auditor.
His territory will consist of Memphis, Tenn., Dallas and El Paso,
Texas, and Oklahoma City.

Minnesota

BEX FIELD who operates
BJ.
• the Strand and Orpheum at
Morris, Minn., has recently extended his business by taking over
two more houses. He has taken
over the Star at Clinton, Minn.,
and Mr. Benfield's brother will
manage this theatre. In addition
to the Star, Benfield has also taken over the Grand at Gracevillc,
Minn., and this brings the circuit
up to four.
M. A. Hasbrouck has purchased
the Star theatre and Opera House
at Montevideo, Minn., and L. A.
Baker, the former manager of the

Star has gone back into the hotel
business with a parting shot that
he thinks he is a better hotel manager than a showman.
The Auditorium at Milbank,
South Dakota has discontinued the
running of pictures so that hereafter, manager Nelson of the
Bentley-Grand will have the only
show in town.
Thomas Kelly has purchased the
Grand theatre building at Ortonville, Minn. Mr. Kelly will rebuild
and a laundry will occupy the
building after July 1st.

JudgehasE. adopted
H. Reppert,
Uniontown,
radicalof methods
to prevent rowdyism in places of
amusement in that city, which are
expected to be effective. On May
24 when a defendant was found
guilty of having taken a drink of
liquor in a pool room, the judge
ordered him to remain away from
all places of amusement for one
year and not to loiter near them.
The court asked the police to arrest the man the first time he violates the order. When the defendant agreed to the terms of the

parole the judge dismissed the
charge after imposing the costs of
the case on him.
The Carr & Schad Inc., motion
picture theatres in Reading gave
their assistance in the campaign to
raise S30,000 for the Conrad Weiser Memorial Park Fund, in Womelsdorf, a Reading suburb. The
money was being raised by local
subscription to preserve the historic
spot, and motion pictures of persons and scenes connected with the
campaign
wereof shown
in the various theatres
the company.
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St.
T.

E. (NICKY) GOLDHAMMER city salesman for
Universal's
St. Louisto exchange
has been promoted
assistant
manager. He succeeds Jimmy
Shea who resigned to join MetroGoldwyn-Mayer as a salesman.
Morris Aaron takes Shea's
place on the road for Universal,
selling key cities and circuits ;
Hall Walsh, booker, goes on the
sales staff, making Southern
Illinois, while George McBride becomes booker. Bill Collins fills
the vacancy as assistant booker
caused
}iIcBride's promotion.
Leo byWyrobeck
is making
Central Missouri for Universal.
Joe Miller Combs has sold the
Community Theatre, Hunter, Mo.,
to J. P. Couch.
R. C. Seery, district manager of
First National was a visitor of the
week. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Seery.
The Yale Theatre, St. Louis,
has closed for the Summer.
The lease on the Puritan Opera
House, West Salem, 111., has been
given up by R. C. Williams.
The Olive,
Odd 111.,
Fellows'
Temple
Mount
has closed
for
the season.
The Lyric Theatre, Campbell,
Mo., has been taken over by T. A.
Medley.
Don Albert musical director of
the Loew's State Theatre, St.
Louis, is the proud father of a
baby boy that arrived June 4.
Mrs. Albert and the babe are in
the maternity department of St.

L OUIS

Luke's Hospital and are doing
splendidly.
B. J. (Buns) Derby of the
Vitagraph sales staff proved himself a hero Friday, May 29, when
he plunged into the Ohio River at
Evansville, Ind., to save a 10-year
old girl from drowning. He also
caught a splendid cold for his
bravery. The little girl, Estelle
Harton and some companions
were playing on an old barge near
a city, park when a board broke
and she fell into the water.
Derby was on his way to the
Ohio Theatre when he heard the
girl's
jumped
into the
water screams
in time and
to save
her life.
Jimmy Hill, Southern Illinois
and Southern ^Missouri salesman
for Vitagraph received a C. Q. D.
to hurry to Columbia, Mo., on
June 5 to welcome a son and heir
that arrived in the University
City that day.
Billy Goldman of the Kings
and Rivoli Theatres and Spyros
Skouras, head of Skouras
Brothers Enterprises have gone to
New York City.
Rudy Lohrenz who formerly
sold Universal product in
Southern Illinois has joined the
Anheuser-Busch Company's staff
He
"near-beers"
and
other sells
soft the
drinks
made by that
company.
Clarence F. McCarthy, house
manager for the Lyric Theatre,
East St. Louis, is said to have resigned. Charles Burns formerly
with the Waverly Theatre, East

Josephine Norman, one of the newest
of the De Mille players in Prod. Dist.
Corp. Releases.
St. Louis, is slated to get the job.
Elmer Harris assistant manager
of the Rivoli Theatre, St. Louis,
has resigned.
The Rivoli Theatre, St. Louis,
was closed temporarily because a
large smoke stack on an adjoining
office building broke loose from
its moorings and threatened to
plunge low.toThethe
ground
80 feet
bepolice
roped
off the
vicinity while a mooring mast was
erected alongside of the stack.
Manager Danke of Vitagraph
reports a territorial wide interest

in the new Warner Brothers
Product. He received a telegram
a few days ago from Tom Reed
of Duquoin, 111., who is in Los
Angeles with the Shriners. The
message read : "Had wonderful
day with Jack Warner. Been entertained entireatday
at studios."
The theatre
Lovejoy,
111., has
been reopened by Ben Wilson.
The house at Nashville, 111., has
closed for the Summer.
The Logan Theatre, Joppa, 111.,
has closL-d temporarily for repairs
and redecorating.
Sol J. Hankin, manager for
Educational, will go to New York
fur that company's sales convention.
W. C. Bachmeyer, Cincinnati,
new district manager, paid the St.
Louis Fox office his first official
visit this week. He has been on
the job some three weeks and is
swinging around the exchanges in
his territory. For nine years he
Goldwyn.
was district manager for MetroA new airdome has been opened
at Clayton, Mo.
J. A. Miller has opened the
Dunbar Theatre at Kinloch Park,
St. Louis County, Mo.
Visitors of the week were : Mrs.
I. W. Rodgers of Cairo, 111.; S. E.
Brady, Cape Girardeau, Mo. ; S.
E. Pertle, Jerseyville, III.; Bert
Rea, Vallier, 111. ; Henry Lory,
Highland III. ; Leo Bernstein,
Springfield, 111.; W. W. Watts.
Springfield, 111.; Billy Sohm,
Quincy, 111.

Buffalo

ra Falls Power
THE Niaga
company has purchased the
International theatre property in
Niagara Falls, formerly owned by
John F. McDonald. The plan
calls for the remodeling of the
building for the use of the Niagara
Gorge railroad company and its associated Gray Bus line. The International isone of the oldest the-

Charles Farrell whom Warner Brothers
have signed to a long contract.

atres in the Cataract City and has
had picture and legitimate policies
on and off for many years. Eddie Hayes, former Buffalo First
National manager, at one time
managed the house.
The Metro-Goldwyn, trackless
train coming up from Binghamton, Syracuse and Rochester on its
cross country run, hit Buffalo Friday, June 5 and created quite a
stir as it speeded down Main street.
In the afternoon the train started
on a tour of the theatres of the
city, starting off by taking Mike
Shea, Vincent R. McFaul of the
Shea Amusement company for a
ride, later picking up Al Beckerich
of Loew's State and Fred M.
Shafer of the Lafayette Square.
From Buffalo the outfit started up
the lake shore road for Erie,
Cleveland and the west.
Howard Waugh who used to
keep Jamestown, N. Y., sitting up
and taking notice with his live
wire exploitation stunts and who
now is with Paramount in Memphis, where he is losing 10 pounds
a day this hot weather, was in
Buffalo last week end on a brief
vacation. Howard brought tales
i)f old Buffalonians whom he had
met at Paramount pow-wows of
late, Bruce, Fowler, Art Amm,
Andy Sharick, et al, the latter
now Universal publicity pusher in
Cleveland.

Carl Farhenholtz, director general of the shipping department of
the Fox exchange, bought a new
straw hat, and started for Silver
Creek this week on his vacation.
Carl has arranged with Andy
Geitner of Geitner theatre in Silver Creek to use his house in
which to don his bathing suit. It
is also reported that Andy has arranged with Carl to do a diving
act while in town.
Allan S. Moritz has changed the
name of the Lumberg theatre in
Niagara
to theassistant
Ritz. man\\'ell
with
suchFalls
a classy
ager as Lionel Edel the name is
certainly very fitting.
Buffalo exhibitors were interested in the announcement the
other day that George W. Erdmann who used to yodel from a
small one balcony up on the side of
the old Bijou Dream in Main
street, Buffalo, about a decade ago,
and who managed the Elmwood
when it opened, has been appointed Producers Distributing corporation manager in Cleveland.
Sam Warner of Warner Brothers was in Buffalo last week end.
He had a conference with C. W.
Anthony, local branch manager and
inspected the Buffalo exchange.
C. L. Bird of the Becker Theatre Supply company is celebrating
the arrival at his home of a nine
pound boy. C. L. hated to see the

boss put one over on him by getting a larger family than he could
show.
Things sure look tough at the
Buffalo Fire National office. We
thought they were wrecking the
place, but Manager F. J. A. McCarthy explained that a wonderful
screening room was being installed,
including two brand new Simplex
projection machines.

Donald Keith who will have one of the
leading roles in the B. P. Schulberg
production, "The Plastic Age."
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WILBUR ROBIXSOX, popular film salesman, was severely injured in an automobile accident on Lake Street, Thursday
night. A large touring car. traveling at fifty miles an hour crashed
into his roadster, which was totally wrecked. Mr. Robinson suffered three fractures of his right
arm. severe cuts about the face and
other injuries, and Mrs. Robinson,
who was riding with him, was also
badly hurt. Both are said to be
recovering rapidly from their injuries
Jack Miller will head a party
of movie men, who will go to Lake
Geneva for bass fishing next week.
Among those in the party will be
V. T. Lj-nch of Lynch Theatres,
Inc.. Frank Scott of the Iris theatre, and William Pearl of the
Pearl theatre, Highland Park.
\^'arner Brothers exchange is
now located in the Vitagraph
Building at 839 S. Wabash Ave_nue. and Edwin Silverman, for the
past two years Warner Brothers
exchange manager, has been appointed divisional manager in
charge of the central west territory, including the Minneapolis, St.
Louis, Kansas City and Chicago
exchanges. It is the intention of
Warner Brothers to open exchanges in Milwaukee and Indianapolis immediateh% and both these
cities will also be under the direction of Mr. Silverman. J. A.
Steinson,
a veteran
of \'itgraph's
service, and
for some
time past
manager of Vitagraph"s Chicago
exchange, remains with the organization as Warner Brothers local

Balaban & Katz has appointed
Harry Marks, formerly manager
of the Chicago theatre, supervisor
of management for the corporation.
M. A. Knight, who was assistant
to Mr. Marks, will succeed him as
manager of the Chicago.
Divisional Manager Cecil Maberry, of Producers Distributing
Corporation, is back at his Chicago headquarters after a tour of
his territory.

strong single-column ad on "Riders
oj theMonroe
Purple theatre,
Sage" Chicago.
(Fox) at the
manager. The sales staff includes
Lee Woodyatt and Bob Smith, who
will cover city territory; A. J.
Gailas, J. J. Hess, H. Goldbert and
Bill Kahl, who will cover territory
outside of Chicago.

Calvin Bard, Indianapolis representative for Warner Brotiiers,
was a Chicago visitor this week.
Louis exchange,
Laemmle of
Chicago
and Universal's
a brother
of Carl Laemmle, was scheduled
to leave
Tuesday,
on a ten expects
weeks'
trip
abroad.
Mr. Laemmle
to visit Germany and to spend a
good portion of his sojourn overseas at the famous watering place,
Karlsbad.
Gus Cook has sold his Crystal
theatre at Dundee, to Selhorn &
Ward.
Victor Van Waes, who recently
purchased the Princess theatre at
Atkinson, has changed the name
of the house to the Radio.
Manager Zeigfried of the Bijou,
Decatur, may bui'd a large new
theatre in that cit>', according to
reports on film row.
O. L. Ogg, on June 6th, took
over the Liberty theatre, Atlanta,
from S. S. Holland, former owner.
Manager Harris of Associated
Exhibitors, has added Dan L. Martin of Kansas City, to his sales
staff, and assigned him to the south
side Chicago territory.

Harry and Leo Brunhild, owners
of the Temple, New Era, Rogers
and Magnolia theatres, are planning to leave on June 26th for an
extensive automobile tour which
will take them to New York by
way of Canada.
Salesman Vidor, for the past
seven years connected with Fox
Film Corporation, is now selling
for Country Sales Manager B rumberg of Universal.
E. G. Newman of the Majestic
theatre. La Salle, who was visiting
film row, reports that he will keep
his theatre open all si'mmer.
President Nathan, of the Illinois
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
and Business Manager Jack Miller
of the Exhibitors Association of
Chicago, have returned from the
directors' meeting of the M. P. T.
O. of A., which was held in NewYork City last week.
Ezra Rhodes has cut the prices
of his Blackstone theatre. South
Bend, to ten cents for balcony seats
and twenty cents for downstairs.
The prices formerly were ten and
thirty-five cents. The Blackstone
is a handsome theatre of eighteen
hundred seats with the best of
equipment and furnishings, and Mr.
Rhodes believes that the reduction
in prices will cause a marked increase in business.
The new Grove at Fox River
Grove, was opened on June 6th by
Manager Kosatka. It replaces the
former Grove theatre which was
destroyed by fire, but is a much
handsomer house and is well equipped throughout.

Detroit
SE\'EX
patrons
filed
out of hundred
the Broadway
-Strand
theatre without confusion late Friday afternoon when an accident in

A Lily Growing In A
Black Bog -Of Crime
BRENT

ALL STAR VAUDEVILLE
MISS "VIE" QUINN
SUNNVBPOOK 'jazz ORCMEBTRiT"
AUJUN lai MAY BOFNS and ALLEN
in "LURE OF THE YUKOHIn "•IXTr-FORTTfMAXINE
BOBBY ^T~I
kEOflARD « ST. JOHN
HYPNOTIZED"
Three-column ad op "Alias Mart/
Flynn" theatre.
(F.B.O.) Providence.
at the Emery

the operating room ignited a film,
causing a blaze that was extinguished before the arrival of fire
apparatus, by the operator in
charge. A fire alarm had brought
several companies to the scene,
since the Strand is one of the largest houses in the city. Beyond
the destruction of a reel of film
and the burning of portions of the
projecting mechanism, no serious
damage was done to the theatre.
Fearing a possible panic as the result of the stopping of the picture
and the dense smoke which came
from the projection room, J. S.
Carrier, manager, tactfully told the
audience of the trouble, from the
stage. Assured of their safety, the
patrons walked out of the theatre
exits after being given tickets for
a later performance. The performning. ance was continued later in the eveHarlan Starr left this week for
the annual Educational convention
in New York City. Before departing, Harlan announced that his
May drive for play dates was
highly successful throughout Michigan.
Charlesis H.
Ferry
Field
theatre
the Miles'
first and
probably
only Detroit motion picture house

to close for the summer months.
The final performance was given
on Saturday night, closing a most
successful season. The Ferry
Field has
Miles'
controlto
since
last been
Fall.under
It is
planned
open the Ferry Field about the
middle of August after extensive
repairs and alterations have been
made.
Masonry work has already been
started on the new State theatre at
Woodward avenue and Elizabeth
street. Construction is going forward at a rapid pace and it is expected that the house will be opened
by the Kunsky company, early in
the Fall. The new Michigan theatre which will be operated jointly
by Kunsky and Balaban and Katz
will soon begin to take form. Excavation is now completed and
foundations are already being laid.
The Michigan will not open until
the summer of next year. It will
be the largest and one of the most
interesting theatres in the Middle
West.
Frank Stuart, recently appointed
Detroit manager for Producers
Distributing Corp., has named
Harry Zapp as his assistant.
The eastern half of the state is
now being canvassed in behalf of

F. B. O. by Billy Clark, formerly
with Producers Distributing Corp.
Fred De Lodder, operator of the
Del-The, Maxine, and Your, has
taken over the Grosse Pointe Park
theatre.

Harry D. Buckley, recently elected a
member of the Board of Directors of
United Artists: also personal business
representative for Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks.
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CONSTOUCTION^EQUIPMENT
DEPARTMENT

Rivoli,

Broadway,

Installs

Cooling

System

Atmospheric Conditions Ideal During Hottest Weather;
Box Office Receipts Equal Winter Season

s depression in atseriou
first tendance
THE
with the motion i)ieture
theatres on Broadway was experienced
last week during' the record hot wave. However, there was one outstanding exception
to this slump in attendance — the Rivoli
theatre not only maintained normal receipts but actually enjoyed abnormal attendance dming the entire hot weather. The
explanation for this ver}- remarkable attendance record lies in the fact that this
theatre was prepared to set into operation
the new cooling plant which had been installed during the early Spring. The enviable results obtained hy this system in
the Rivoli has been the cause of general
comment among theatre men.
The cooling system was installed by the
Carrier Engineering Corporation of Newark,
N. J., and is the most recent of a series of
such installations which that firm has placed
in a number of other large first-class theatres,
among which are Grauman's Metropolitan;
the Palace, Dallas; and the Texan, Houston.
These theatres are mentioned in support of
the showing of the Rivoli's record hot
weather attendance as these large houses
are also reporting exceptional summer business resulting from complete control of atmospheric conditions within their auditorium
proper.
Judging from what the writer has seen
and felt in the Rivoli when the most himiid
and hot weather out of doors only served
as a contrast for the perfect conditions
within the theatre, it is our prediction that
the time is not far distant when all modern
motion picture theatres will have similar installations. We are placing this prediction
on two grounds: First, because an installation of this type apparently completely
eliminates the summer slump and in so doing
eradicates a very material loss to theatres
in nearly every part of this country; Second, atmospheric conditioning installations
will be forced on those theatres who do not
take the initiative in being the first to install such systems through competition with
houses who are in a position to dominate a
great majority of the summer business.
Our prediction is that these new developments in engineering are now in a fair way
to eliminate hot weather as a competitor in
this industry.
Though descriptions of installations of atmospheric conditioning apparatus similar to

that installed in the Rivoli theatre have previously appeared in this department of the
News it is timely to again describe their
salient features. The purpose of the system
for summer operation is four fold, i. e. : to
cool the air; to condense and remove excess
moisture or humidity; to wash the air or
free it from all foreign matter, and finally,
to so distribute the air in the theatre lhat
no drafts or unventilated pockets are
created.
The cooling, dehumidify and washing is
accomplished by passing the air through a
spray chamber such as shown on the
following page. To cool the water for
use in this spray chamber, an efficient refrigeration machine, known a.s the Carrier
Centrifugal Refi-igeration Unit, which is entirely self-contained, is employed. This unit
does not include the familiar reciprocating
compressor as the compressor is centrifugal
or rotary, and is motor driven. The other
major parts of the unit are the evaporators

and the condensor where the refrigerant is
recovered and returned to evaporator. The
entire unit is compact and occupies, it is
claimed, only about one-quarter the space
of other systems.
In the Rivoli theatre, this machine with all
its parts, is capable of producing 150 tons of
refrigeration and is located in a small room
beneath the lobby approximately twelve feet.
The machine is automatic in operation and
maintains
the air at any desired temperature
and humidity.
A very unusual feature about this system
is its operation at a vacuum rather than at
a pressure, so that any leaks that might
occur are alwaj's inward. The refrigerating
medium is a harmless liquid.
The automatic temperature and humidity
controls acting upon the temperature of the
air and regulating the chambers, maintain a very uniform condition of temperature and humidity in the theatre.
(Continued on next page)

The refrigerating machine of the Carrier Atmospheric conditioning system, recently installed in the Rivoli
theatre, Broadway. This installation is proving a great boon for hot weather business.
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ample to meet all possible demands for local
performances if needed.
The plans were drawn bv Robert Xorth
of
the Xorth,
&" Swift,
Buffalo
architects.
The Shelgren
mason work
was done
by
luppa & Maggio of Rochester. Admission
is 30 cents for adults and 15 cents for
children. The Becker Theatre Supply Company ofandBuffalo
installed
the booth"
ment
the Raven
half-tone
screen. equipMany

New Theatre Projects
in Oregon Towns
There is considerable activity in theatre
building in Oregon. Eugene has just opened
aLowell
handsome
new picture house known as the
theatre.
Salem is to have three new houses one
of wliich is to be built by Frank Bli£;h,
who owns and operates the present Sa^em
theatre which bears his name, another by
George B. Guthrie, manager of Oregon, Liberty and Gi-and
theatres,
and theknown,
"third by
a recently
organized
company
as
Salem Amusemtnc
Company.
Three theatres are in the process of erection at Astoria, and a fourth, the new Liberty theatre, of Jensen and Von Herberg,
lias just been opened. Warner Brothers are
building one of these new theatres and Sam
Sax is building another.
Beach.
Ed. Blair is building a theatre at N'ye

Spray chamber of the Carrier atmospheric conditioning system installed in the Rivoli theatre. Broadway.
Here the air is cooled,
washed and
made isready
for "manufacturing
torium dehumified
proper. (The and
refrigerating
machine
illustrated
on the precedingweather"
page.) in the audiAttractive
I
Rivoli, Broadway,
I Installs Cooling Syste m

|

{Continued from preceding page)
With such a system for the proper atmospheric conditioning of the air as has been
described above, tlie final consideration is
the proper air distribution and circulation.
This is accomplished at the Rivoli bv admitting the air through numerous diifuscrs
in the ceiling of the auditorium. The
velocity of the air thus submitted is low
enough so that it is never perceptible as a
draft. The air passes down over the audience, reacliing the breathing zone first, and
then over the bodies, finally to be exhausted
at the low jxjints of the house. It is then
retuined and mixed with fresh air, or it
is rewa-shed while certain portions of it are
discharged to out of doors.
Plans for New
Seat House

Chicago 2,200
Are Drawn

It is repoi-ted that plans are being prepared by Walter W. Alschlager, for a
twenty-two hundred seat motion picture
theatre, which will be erected at the southwest
comer of Halsted and 3oth Streets, Chicago,
and operated by Harry Reckas & Brothers.
The architects say that the design will carry
out the idea of a Babylonian banquet hall,
with the entire seating capacity on one
floor, the monotony of which will be broken
by a series of terraces.

800

Seat Theatre

Opens in Aurora, N. Y.
The beautiful new Aurora theatre was
oi)ened in East Aurora, N. Y., on the evening of June 2. Roycroft town may well be
jjroud of this fine new 800-seat motion
picture theatre, fire proof to the highest
degree, most attractively decorated and featuring equipment equal to the largest houses
in the land.
Merritt A. Kyser is the manager of the
Aurora and the following are members of
the board of directors: Elbert Hubbard II,
president: Irving Price, vice-president;
James W. Persons, Robert North, Lyman
S.
Loom-s, Cecil M. Jackson, secretary and
treasurer.
The house is built of brick and hollow
tile with concrete floors, wide aisles and
more exits than the law requires. The lobby
is of fireproof construction. The building
is plastered on metal lath and is fully
equipped with sprinklers. It has the lowest insurance rate of any structure in the
town. The roof is supported by structural
steel .airders on brick piei's with independent foundations below the frost line and
the stmclure conforms with the most rigid
city building inspection codes. Comfort as
well as safety is essential in every modern
I'ublic building and the owners have looked
after this featu-^e with great care. The 800
seats are roomv, with deep, cur\-ed backs
and upholstered trats. The Simplex ^>rojection machines are used in the modernly
equipped booth. Comfortable dressing
rooms, a large sta?e, 32 by 25 feet, footlights, border lights, dimmers, etc., are

A suburban theatre at East 28th street
and Hawthorne avenue is to be erected by
Jensen and Von Herberg, who own a nuinber of Portland theatres. The contract is
to be let May 22 and the building is exjiected to be ready by autumn.
This motion picture house is to be reinforced concrete and the exterior is to be
stucco with brick and stone trimmings. The
building which will house the theatre will
provide space for four retail stores and
will occupy nearly a block. The theatre
will seat 1,200 and will be equipped with
rest rooms, check i-ooms and a stage large
enough for road shows.
Nashville
House
Opens
Residential Section

in

The Hillsboro Theatre was recently
opened in the residential section of Nashville, Tenn., and provides one of the most
up-to-date and attractive houses in that
city. The new theatre is in the center of
the business section of the Hillsboro section,
and was erected by M. A. Lightman of the
Malco Amusement Company, who operates
a chain of five theatres.
The Hillsboro Theatre has a large pipe
organ and a stage that measures 60 feet
wide by 25 feet deep. This stage is the
largest in Nashville, and was especiallj' designed to accommodate road shows.
Everi' modern convenience has been installed in this theatre for the comfort of
the patrons. A fine air cooling system is
used, which is expected to provide a comweather. fortable atmosphere during the hottest
An unusual feature is incorporated in the
box office, in that a mesh wire screening is
used during the summer months in place
of solid construction. This meshing is removed during the winter.
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Fred
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Mausert

to

News

Build

in

Glens Falls, N. Y.
Fred W. Mausert, popular exhibitor of
Glens Falls, X. Y., has purchased the Presbyterian church property at a reported cost
of $200,000 and will convert the church into
a theatre and in addition will erect a threestory office building. The new theatre will
be known as the State and will seat 1300 in
balcony.
the orchestra with an additional 400 in the
Mr. Mausert, who will take possession of
the
property
to Glens
twelve
years June
ago 8th,'
and came
opened
the Falls
Park
theatre and five years later added the Rialto
to his holdings. About a year ago he sold
his interest to his associates and had planned
to locate in a Massachusetts town until the
opportunity came up to buy the church
l)roperty.
J. H. Robertson

Stage and organ grilles of the Egyptian theatre, Portland, Oregon.
Handsome

Portland

Suburban

Enthusiastically

EGYPTIAN architectiu-e lends distinction to Portland,
Oregon's
mostmotion
presuburban theatre.
tentious
This new
picture house was recently opened and the
patronage which it has already received
supports the contention that there is a
growing need for suburban theatres whicli
can successfully compete both in beauty and
equipment with the downtown theatres.
Graeper's Egyptian occupies a space of
126 by 145 feet, It is of reinforced concrete and has a concrete roof. The exterior
finish is in buff and the Egj'ptian note is
carried out both in exterior finish and interior decorations.
The theatre cost approximately $85,000
and was built in 90 days. It has a sealing
capacity of 1,200. Projection room and
system of light control is of the newest and
most efficient arrangement. The lamp room
is 11 by 17 feet and is ventilated by the
house ventilating system and outside exposture. Directly below it is the valet
chamber where the motor generator set is
placed.
Autumn colorings with accenting notes of
blue and gold are used in decorating both
the exterior and interior. Egj-ptian designs
in fresco ornament the walls and pillars and
appear in the east plaster ornaments and
the organ grilles. Eg\-ptian designs also
decorate the border of the handsome curtain and the thick carpet carries out the
same decorative design.
The auditorium is shaped like an elongated horseshoe and has an egg-shell dome
ceiling which facilitates ventilation and
light diffusion. Lighting is indirect and
light is so well diffused that patrons at no
time have difficulty in moving about. Thermostatically controlled ventilation gives a
change of 96,000 cubic feet of air every
three minutes.
"Make it a familv theater" was the inof "W.architect
A. Graeper,
owner
the
theater tostructionthe
Edward
A. of
Miller
and Mr. Miller caried out these instructions
to the letter. The comfort of no member of
the family has been overlooked. Rest rooms
for women open off the balcony and fronting these is a public reception room where
women may meet their escorts.
Off the balcony also is a sound proof
nursery room whose plate glass front gives
an unobstructed view of the stage and per-

Theatre

Is

Received

mits mothers with crjnng babies to enjoy
the picture imdisturbed by the fear that
the babies' cries are bothering any one else.
There are also a men's observation sjpioking room with toilet at the rear and boys'
and orchestra
girls' comfort
the
pit. stations at either side of
WurUtzer-Hope-Jones unit orchestra has
been installed.

Lobby
f-r:

Ent. to Erect

2,000 Seat Detroit House
A modern theatre is to be constructed by
the John H. Robertson enterprises at the
corner of Mt. Elliott and Charlevoix avenues, Detroit, known as the Savoy. It will
seat 2,000 persons and will be a replica of
the Cinderella theater on Jefferson avenue,
also owned and operated by the same interests. Actual construction has already
been started. It is expected that the new
house, badly needed in this district, wUl
open its door to the public early next
Spring. The Roosevelt and De Luxe are
other units of tJhe Robertson chain in Detroit.

As An
Frames
Display
Decoration
Theatre

Attractive

By Samuel Weinstein, Pres., Menger, Ring & W'einstein, Inc.
THE average exhibitor, the lobby
with the uncertainty of the position of their
bonnets.
frame's functions begin and end with the
display of paper, such as three-sheets, oneA settee placed in an odd corner, or unsheet or photographs, simply as a container
derneath alarge frame in a deep lobby,
for his advertisements. To view it from its for elderly people to sit on while they are
decorative aspect, to see in it a focal point
awaiting the next show would be welcomed
for his lobby, a center of attraction, so to
by a good many patrons. These suggestions
speak, that— a good many have overlooked.
do not imply the placing of odd pieces
The difference between the theatre lobby
of furniture around the lobby. If the
and other lobbies or foyers is that while the
display man knows his business he
lobby
ffiU be able to make those pieces up in
hotel, the librarj- or hospital need grandeur
and bigness, almost aloofness, as though to conformity and in keeping with the rest of
the lobby display frames and waU cases,
TO his place, the mo\-ie
show the newcomer
theatre lobby, while it requires grandeur,
making a pleasing whole. There are a
must also have warmth and coziness, homiwhere such installagood many
ness and a certain degree of familiarity.
tions might theatres
be impractical, for instance,
the
theatre
on
the
very
busy thoroughfare,
The moving picture theatre, to those who
where
every
inch
of
space
but the
visit it once or twice weeklj', assumes the theatre in a smaller town, or counts;
the one located
aspect of a club, almost a social center. He
in a residential section, could well look into
or she meets his or her neighbors and
such suggestions with profit.
friends there. They will make appointments to meet there of an afternoon, and
For the deep lobby and foyer, the lobby
will often come in to rest up a while, when
frame in its infinite variety, is an invalutired out from shopping. A certain degree
able ally. It breaks up large empty wall
spaces, and covers many unsightly spots.
of warmth is necessary — something cold
marble will not give.
For instance, to camouflage an unsightly
switch, a framed mirror, hinged like a door,
The lobby frame, if properly finished
with an electric lighting fixture overhanging,
and ornamented with the right toning and
is the answer, and an ugly spot is turned
harmony of color, is not alone attractive,
into an attraction, acting at the same time
but also easy on the ej^es, as one would exas a door for the switch box.
press it in slang.
These are merely a few suggestions. The
In almost every lobby, there are some
irregular comers or spaces that can not be possibilities of the lobby frame as a decorative medium are unlimited — all you need is
flscd for anything in particular. Such
spaces can well be used for the placing of a lobby frame man who knows his business.
a mirror and console table. It takes no
It is, therefore, important that before
great expert to realize what that means to placing the contract for decorations, the
loljbv frame man be consulted.
the ladies, when coming out of the show,
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Congress Theatre, Saratoga, N. 1'.
G-E

Incandescent
at

Projection

Empire

Staters

Used

Famous

At Saratoga, N. Y., where visitors from everywhere

Spa
in the

United States gather to witness "the sport of Kings," G-E
Incandescent Lamp Projectors are giving satisfaction to
exacting audiences in the beautiful Congress Theatre.
The development of the Mazda
lamp for motion picture projection
has not only saved money for exhibitors but has greatly improved
working conditions for the projectionist and enabled him to secure
better screen results. There are
no fumes, dust or excessive heat
fiom a Mazda lamp and operation
is simplified, no adjustments being necessary after the machine
is started.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

The Congress shows a picture 12 ft. x 16 ft. at a throw of
112 ft. The seating capacity is a little over a thousand,
640 on the main floor and 370 in the balcony.
But few theatres are built nowadays too large to enjoy the
advantages of incandescent projection. Why not consult
the nearest G-E office about your theatre?

AL
SCHENECTADY,

ELECTRIC
SALES
OFFICES
IN ALL
LARGE CITIEb
N.

Motion
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Expensive?
Before attempting to analyze your trouble. Friend Wiegman, we would like to disComments
|
cuss some things generally. You say that
while your Mazda outfit gives satisfactory
screen illumination tiie cost of operation
A Tale of Woe
over the year will be as high as that of the
are.
ROM D. K. Wiegman, Projectionist at the Palace Theatre,
That is certainly interesting, since the bigAshland, Ohio, comes the folgest talking point of the Mazda is economy
lowins: :
of operation. One of the biggest factors in
securing this economy of operation is in cut—
of May 25th.
lettrer Sir
Tliank yon for your Dea
ting down the power bills. In your letter
I have just finished the night performance
you
say
that the power bills have been reand decided to let you know some of my
duced over two-thirds, so this seems to be
troubles.
okeh.
We are using the Mazda lamps now,
As for the lamp renewal cost, the lamp
started using them the first of April, and al- manufacturers make the claim that this item
though we get nearly as good a light from
should not exceed the carbon renewal cost of
them a-s we did from the arc, they will cost
an arc outfit. Whether or not this is so deus as much in a year as the D. C. arc did.
pends upon the quality of lamps you reThe light is much more pleasing to the
ceive and the way those lamps are handled.
eye; really more restful than any light we
Incandescent lamps, are, after all, rather
ever used before. The trouble I am having
fragile things and difficult to make so that
is with the bulbs. First of all I will tell you
they will give uniform performance. The
what model lamp we are using.
manufacturers being fully aware of this,
We had a couple of the old Argus Adapmake allowance for poor quality by allowing
tors here that they used in the old Band Box
credit on all defective lamps.
Theatre before they built this one. They
had the old prismatic condensers in them
Current Regulation
and when we decided to ti-y out the Mazda
The
900
watt motion picture lamp is the
we got the new Bausch & Lomb Cinephor
most efficient Mazda lamp made. It is opercondensers, new reflectors, etc., and are very
ated at slightly over 3,000 degi'ees centigrade
well satisfied with light, as said before.
which is very close to the melting point of
The current bill was cut down to less than
Tungsten.
one-third its former value, but I am having
For this reason it is extremely important
trouble getting the average life out of the
lamps.
to closely regulate the current so as to prevent an overload which would quickly burn
The longest I have got out of them yet was
out the lamp.
135 hours and a couple that I put in burned
off at the filament before they got really
It is the current, Friend Wiegman, not
heated up.
the voltage, which causes the burning action.
They did this at 28 amperes and now I am
The voltage merely drives the current of
wondering if these old regulators could be electricity through the filament.
off a bit. The ammeters seem to be all 0. K.
A ten percent increase in current will
as I had them tested with an ammeter from
cause more damage to this filament than a
the local light company. At the time they
ten percent change in voltage.
had no voltmeter and as you know it isn't
For this reason, precautions are taken by
the amperes that bums bulbs out, it is the
the lamp manufacturers to rate the lamp in
excess voltage. A bulb will take so many
amperes and to provide an ammeter Avith a
amperes, depending on its rating, but it scale stopped at 30 amperes.
wont take an overload in volts.
Would you advise me to have the regulators and ammeters sent in and tested and repaired if necessary, or do you think that it
is my fault that the bulbs burn out, or warp,
or short before their life is up
When T install a new bulb, I burn it at 28
amperes for about 75 hours and then bring
it up to .30 amperes.
The boss, is rather disgusted with the cost
of having to replace so many bulbs and was
talking of putting in another motor-generaT hope tohework
doesn't
T suredust,
do
like tortheset.Mazda
with,because
no carbon
or heat to bother with.
Tf you can possibly suggest a way in
which T could remedy this I shall be very
grateful to you.
D. K. WiEGM.AX.

Cause of Trouble
Xow the most likely causes of your trouble are the ammeters, the regulator or defective lamps in the order named.
In spite of the fact that you tested the ammeters with one from the local power company it may easily be possible that the
power
company's
meter
might
be wrongwhich
too.
The writer
recalls
a test
on ^lazdas
was recently conducted in the laboratory of
one of the large projector manufacturers.
In checking the ammeters against two speciaUy cnlihrafrrl instruments, every meter in
this manufacturers' stock was found to be
wronsr, some by as much as 2 amperes, This
inchided thrrr makes of ammeters, one of
which was high priced.

^ advie

Now an increase of tiro amperes (to 32)
would mean l)urning your lamps out at 50 or
60 hours instead of 100.
Inspect your ammeters again and note
whether the needles swing free and easy
when tlie cniTent is turned on or whether
tliey move sluggishly and by fits and jerks.
It is also quite likely, since you are using
the old Argus equipment, that your regulators are off. This outfit is now obsolete and
has been replaced with equipment having
many improvements.
We would seriously recommend having
your ammeters and regulators carefully
tested by some competent laboratory near
you, if one is available. If this cannot be
done, then send it to the Street Lighting Engineering Dept., General Electric Co., River
Works, West Lynn, Mass.
I am also advising the lamp manufacturers of your difficulty so that you should get
some action.
Talking of satisfactory- performance, when
using the new Bausch & Lomb Ospheric condenser, your Mazda outfit ought to come
prettyclose
equalling
a 60 ampere D. C.
arc with evento screen
illumination.
Does it do that! If not you are not getting the most out of it and you should study
up on the outfit.
Another word of caution, Friend Wiegman, in turning on the current through the
lamps be careful to do this slowly so as to
allow the filament to warm up gradually and
assume its new position slowly.
Furthermore, be careful of your mirror
setting since, if you focus the mirror image
directly on top of the filament you are merely reheating the filament instead of meshing
the images as should be done. This will
also cause early burnouts.
There is no reason, if the screen illumination is satisfactory, why the other characteristics ofthe outfit should not be equally
pleasing.
Theatre

Building

Activities

Under Way in N. C.
S. S. Stevenson, of Henderson, N. C, is
building new houses in Burlington, N. C,
and Goldsboro, X. C. This circuit is increasing very rapidly.
The Piedmont Amusement Company of
Winston-Salem, N. C, states that they have
let the contract for the new theatre. Erection will begin immediately. This theatre
to have open on or before Octhey expect
tober 31st. The seating capacity of this
theatre will be about 1,000.
James Estridge, of the Gastonian Theatre,
Gastonia, N. C, states that the contract is
about to be awarded for his new $200,000
theatre in Gastonia, N. C, and it will be
one of the finest theatres in the South.
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The Roda Kvarn, or Red Mill, Stockholm, a first run house having a capacity of 863.
This is another of the chain owned and operated by the Svenska
Filmindustrie. Note the unusual decorations and designs.
Theatre

Building

Program

Exceptionally
The theatre building program for this
country is still maintaining its recorcT breaking stride, judging from the new theatre
projects reported to this ofBee during the
last fortnight. It will be recalled that many
optimistic predictions for construction of
theatres were made at the beginning of this
year. At the same time also predictions
were made indicating new building would
fall short of previous years. It is therefore
of unusual interest to watch the developments in this field to learn which estimates
were in error. To date there seems little
room for doubt.
An inspection of the list of new theatre
projects shows that California again leads
while New York is a close second. This re))ort differs from the last in that the Central states are not prominently represented.
The latest reports received are as follows :
CALIFORXIA
Auburn — Arch. Leonard Starks, Ochsner
Bldg., Sacramento, has prepared plans for a
2 sty. apt. (6) and Theatre bldg., 95x231, brk.
& cone, tile rooi, to be erected on High St.,
costing 8100,000. Seat. cap. 846. Owner, Dr.
\V. F. Durfee, Auburn.
Downey — plans are being made for a theatre
buldg. to be erected on X. Crawford St. Arch,
not selected. Owner, L. R. Mathews, prop.
Downey Theatre, Downey.
Dunsmuir — Arch. Carl Werner, Santa Fe
Bldg., San Francisco, has drawn plans for a
3 sty. lodge and theatre bldg. Contract for
constr.
been let to \\'agner
Co.,
74
Newhas Montgomery
St., .SanConstr.
Francisco.
Owner, Dunsmuir Lodge of Masons.

Continues

Heavy

HoUyzvood — Arch. Frank Rasche has drawn
plans for a theatre bldg., 85x165, to be erected
at Melrose Ave. & Doheny Drive, costing
8500,000. Seat cap. 1800. Owner Mark H.
Hansen, Larchmont Theatre, Larchmont &
Beverly Blvds., Hollywood.
Hollyivood — Plans are being made for a 2
sty. store, theatre and apt. bldg., to be erected
at Vine St. & La Mirada. Seat. cap. 1000.
Owner Hollywood Theatres, Inc.
Los Angeles — Arch. L. A. Smith has drawn
plans for a theatre, stores and office bldg., to
be erected on Macy Drive and Slauson Ave.
Bldg. to be 2 sty. ; theatre portion to be of
reinforced cone. Owner, West Coast Theatres,
Inc.
Los Angeles — Arch. A. B. Rosenthal has
drawn plans for a 5 sty. stores, office and
theatre bldg., to be erected in Carthay Center,
costing approx. 8350,000. Seat. cap. 2000.
Owner Carthay Holding Corp.
Oakland — Plans are being made for a 2 sty.
stores (4), office and theatre bldg., 101x212, to
be erected at E. 14th St. & 31st Ave., costing
approx. $140,000. Owner, Felix W. Maurice,
of Oakland.
Dozvney — Schilling & Schilling, Archts.. are
drawing plans for 2 stv. theatre bldg., 70 x
190; approx. cost $40,000; seat. cap. 1000.
Owner Mrs. J. E. Adams, Downey, Cal.
Holl\cCood — Plans are being drawn for theatre, stores (4) and office (12) bldg., 100 x 205,
concrete and brk., to be erected at 1617-21
North \'ineOwner
St., seat
cap.Bard
1800 Theatres,
; approx. Inc.,
cost
8173,000.
L. L.
1001 Pershing Square Bldg., Los Angeles.
MontebcUo — Plans are being drawn for theatre bldg. to be erected on Whittier Blvd.,

approx. cost $75,000; seat cap. 1200. Owner
Gore Bros. Jr.
San Francisco — Arch. Paul F. De Martini,
946 B'way, has completed plans for theatre and
stores (2) bldg., 75 x 130; St. fr. & cone, to
be erected on Mission St. nr. Oliver. Owners
West End Investment Co.
NEW YORK
.v. Y. C. — Archts. Geo. A. Bagge & Sons,
157 E. 44th St., have completed plans for V/o
sty. theatre bldg., 29 x 140, brk. & t.c, to be
erected on the S. E. side of Broadway, approx.
cost $75,000. Owner Wm. T. Keogh Amusement Co., 570 Bergen Ave.
A". Y. C. — Plans are being drawn for theatre
bldg. to be erected at 180-6 Suffolk St., a'"prox.
cost $500,000. Owner H. Blinderman, 132 Delanc)- St.
Brooklyn — Arch. H. G. Wiseman is drawing plans for theatre bldg. & stores, brk., 1 sty.,
to be erected at Utica Ave. & Lenox Road,
109 X 100 x 40, approx. cost $75,000. Owner
Patiey Bldg. Corp., 1625 President St.
Toitenz'ille — Arch. Hyman Rosensohn, 188
Market St., Newark, is drawing plans for theatre bldg., stores and offices, 1 & 2 sty., brk.,
66
x
to beM.erected
on Main
St.,Arch.
Tottenville. 183,
Owner
Levenson
care of
Auburn — Arch. Louis Lempert, 346 Cutler
Bldg., Rochester, N. Y., has drawn plans for a
theatre bldg., to be erected on South St. Seat,
cap. 2200. Owner Schine Thea. Enterprises,
Gloversville, N. Y.
Mechanicville — Plans have been drawn for a
2 sty. theatre, stores (2) and office bldg. 6ixl46,
to be erected at 55-57 N. Main St., costing
§140,000. Seat. cap. 1000. Bldg. to be constructed of brk. & Steel, tap. brk. front. Owner
Wm. E. Benton, Saratoga Springs.
Mt. Vernon — Plans are being made for a
theatre bldg. to be erected at Third St. &
Fulton Ave. Seat. cap. 1200. Owner, Chas.
Goldreyer, Fordham, N. Y.
Kezv York City — Arch. Rapp & Rapp of
Chicago, have drawn plans for a 29 sty. theatre,
stores and office bldg., 200x207, to be erected on
West Side of Broadwav, bet. 43rd & 44th St.,
costing 87.500,000. Seat. cap. 4000. Owners,
Famous
Corp., 485 Fifth Ave..
New YorkPlayers-LaskjCity.
Queens Village — Plans have been made to
erect a stores (40) and theatre bldg., 349-333,
to be erected at Irving St. & Springfield Rd.,
costing 8702,000. Seat. cap. 2400. Owner.
Mrs. Hanna Sullivan, of Manhattan.
NORTH DAKOTA
Valley City — Arch. J. E. Nason is drawing
plans for theatre bldg., whose address is Com
Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn., 2 sty. brk., to
be
erect^ed
at 5th
Ave.Grand
& 4th Theatre,
St., Valley
Owner
John
Piller,
511 City.
5th
Ave., Valley City.
{Continued on page 3096)
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Our catalogue lists a complete line of fine seating for
modern theatres, from
elaborate upholstered models to inexpensive but substantial veneer chairs.
Sent free on request.

STEEL FURNITURE CO.
Grand Rapids
Michigan
"First
Kentia

Plant

and Pot, natural
prepared
With Pot
Per
Each
Height
Dozen
4260 inches
40.00
inchM J3.50
4.00 »36.00
7 feet
8.
SO
100.00
9 feet 10.00 S5.00

Get our SPRING CATALOGUE No. 7
illustrated in colors, mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING. Malce a selection of Flowers, Plants, etc., decorate
your theatre or home ; create
Easter Air and Business ahead of
your slow competitor.
Nv. 77«9
FRANK
61 Barclay Street

NETSCHERT,
INC.
New York. N. Y.

Your

Problem

Getting

the

for your
money

Tone

A Modern Pied Piper — Public Loves It
a beauwished
longPipe
has the
the Movie Manager
Justtifulwhat
toned instrument,
ri'seniblinj;
Organfor—tones but
enough change in tone to put it in a "tone
still with
Class"
bv just
itself. tones
Its wondrous
are linked in golden chains of countless
harmonies — entrancing — alluring. A modern "IMod Piper, that
pleases all and gives a touch of individuality to your Theatre.
Not throughout!
affected bv and
weather
— builtrolls
of metal
callv
uses conditions
10 tune music
costingpractlonly
$8.50
per
roll.
I'rices
from
.$(>.'?0.00
to
.$!»4r).00
only.
Lowest
priced
instrument
on
the
market
and
the
sweetest
toned.
Ask Mr. Shelton, Ashland Theatre, Kansas City. He knows
— he uses the Calliaphone in his Theatre and the patrons are
enthused.
Trade in your old instrument. Use the loud volume Calliaphone on tlie streets for your advertising — better than lithos
or newspapers.
Write today for free literature and learn about the most
wonderful I'icture instrument in the world. The First New
Tone in 40 Years.
TANGLEY
CO.
Iowa
Mu?catine
ICO Main St.

This

of

most

New

matter

hot

weather —

It's a mean problem, isn't it? —
this matter of keeping up business when the mercury is trying
to pop out at the top.

Here are the facts
Biggest
Largest
Reader

results

to the Advertiser

circulation
confidence

in the
and

But the problem is solved —
easily and surely — when you
have Typhoons working for

field
Do yourself a favor.
Get our Booklet N-\6

interest.
you.

Motion Picture News

has the low-

est advertising rate per thousand circulation of any trade journal in this
field.

Typhoon

Fan

345 West 39th Street
Philadelphia

Jacksonville

Company
New
New Orleans

York
Dallas
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Milwaukee— Arch. R. B. Williamson, 405
Bway.,
has drawn plans for a theatre, stores
I Theatre Building Continues j
(5) and apt. (4) bldg., 2 sty. & bas., 100 x 130.
brk. & tile, t.c. trim, to be erected at 37th &
I
Exceptionally Heavy
Center. Owner March Realty Co., 428 Grand
Ave., Milwaukee.
{Continued from page 3094)
ARIZONA
PENNSYLVANIA
Florence — Plans have been drawn for a
Haselfon — Arch. Leon Lempert & Sons, theatre building, AO x 120, Superior brk. Owner,
George Mauk, Phoenix, Ariz.
Ciilter Bldg., Rochester, N. Y., has drawn
FLORIDA
plans for a theatre, store and hall bldg.,
220 X 150, brk. & stone to be erected on W.
Tampa
—
Plans
have
been drawn for a theaBroad St., bet. Laurel & Church Sts. Owner
tre bldg. to be erected at Florida & Polk. Seat,
M. E. Comerford Amuse. Co., 207 Wyoming
cap. 2500. Owner Famous Players-Lasky.
A\e., Scranton, Pa.
OREGON
Pittsburgh — It is planned to erect a theatre
Portland — It is planned to erect a 1 sty.
& office bldg. at 5806-20 Penn Ave., 181 x 200,
costing approximately $2,500,000. Owner
theatre and stores bldg. at 1366-72 Milwaukee
Rowland & Clark Theatres, 803 State Theatre
St., costing $30,000. Owner Geo. S. Smith.
Bldg., Pittsburgh.
SOUTH CAROLINA
IVilkinsburg — Arch. V. A. Rigamount, State
Greenville
—
Plans have been made for a
Theatre Bldg., Pittsburgh, is drawing plans
theatre
bldg.,
to be erected on N. Main St.,
for a theatre bldg., 82 x 132, brk. & steel,
costing $75,000. Owner, Col. W. H. Keith,
be erected on Penn Av. nr. Wood St. Seating,
'Best by Test
Greenville.
cap. 1600. Owner Rowland & Clark Theatres,
Approved by
SOUTH DAKOTA
803 State Theatre Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Underwriters Laboratories
WASHINGTON
Miller— Arch. F. C. W. Kuehn, Huron,
S. K,. has drawn plans for a 1 sty. theatre
25%
Better Screen Illumination
Seattle — Arch. Geo. B. Purvis has drawn
bldg.. brk. & tile, to be erected in -Miller, S.
plans for a theatre bldg., mill construction.
D. Owner A. D. Fitzgerald, Miller.
50-75% Current Saving
112 X 54, to be erected at 7610 Woodiana
ALABAMA
Park
Ave.,
costing
approx.
$40,000.
Owner
WARREN PRODUCTS COMPANY
H. W. Bruen, 2826 10th Av. N. E., Seattle.
IVylam
—
Plans
are being made for theatre
265 Canal St.
New York
bldg. to be erected on Seventh Ave., 25 x 100;
Seattle — Arch. Andrew McQuaker is drawapprox. cost $10,000; seat. cap. 478. Owner
ing plans for a theatre bldg., 103 x 60, cone,
J. H. Wheeler, Wylam, Ala.
to be erected on University Way nr. E. 45th
St., costing $100,000. Seat. cap. 800. Owner
"YouWaniPhelcor
T. F. Murphy, Murphy Realty Co., Seattle.
Use
Motion
Lessee Warner Bros.
Old Forge — Arch. Leon Lempert, Cutler
Charles W. PhelHs & Co.
Bldg., Rochester, has drawn plans for a 3
Incorporated
sty. theatre, stores (2) & apt. (6) bldg.,
inYoui-r
130 West 42nd Street
45 X 125, to be erected in Old Forge, brk. &
cast stone, costing $50,000. Owner Comerford
New York
Don't Sign
wait for folks to 8e« \ Amusement Co., Regent Theatre, Scranton, Pa.
it — mak» 'em look.
Philadelphia — Arch. J. E. Fieldstein, Otis
FLASHERS
Bldg., has drawn plans for a 1 stv. theatre
bldg., 40 X 110. to be erected at 5355 Alfred
don't cost a for
great selves
deal —
quickl.v
St., brk. & steel. Gen. contr. let to Wm. H.
double signpayvalue.
Used on—
Cumberland, 4927 Rubican Ave. Owner
85% Write
of country's
signs.
circular CO.
Jacob Sarshik, Chelten Trust Bldg.
REYNOLDS forELECTRIC
■ MACHIMF. - Hand SCLUfC, - Cu«jho«s ^
2628 W. Congress St. Chicaon
IVillow Grove — Arch. Horace W. Caster.
Cowest Maf*c<?r Pz-Zccfi A/v<.^ys
Stephen Girard Bldg., 21 S. 12th St., Philaa
□
Automatic
register MCW
cor POH!ATiof<
delphia, has drawn plans for a theatre, stores
T2.3 JStveMTMticke.t
AVE.
^OR.K..
(9) & apt. bldg., 2 sty., 108 x 120. brk.. to be
Mftlj. GOLD SEAL TiCKtr filt:o/S f Cfi&
erected at York Rd. & Davidsville Rd. Owner
Rothwell Co., Inc., c/o Eugene Rothwell,
- Thousands^ /n D^ily us<?
W'Of^cf Ov*?/'
Willow Grove.
Color Hoods,
Norristou.li — Plans are being drawn for
PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
theatre bldg., 1 sty. brk., to be erected at Main
Motors. Mixers
100 FT. FREE
8i Arch Sts. Owner C. R. Tremont, 331 Green
As trial to new customers.
Street.
We do high grade work. Send us your film.
Conemangh — Plans are being drawn for
Laboratory
Baker Motion
Picture Studio and
SOLIDHED THUMB
TACKS
theatre bldg., 1 sty., 120 x 35, brk., to be
Handy tacks for tacking up posters, stills, photoerected at Greeve St., approx. cost $60,000.
Plymouth Bldg., Cleveland. O.
graphs and other things
Arch. Joe Leventry, 500 Coleman Ave., MoxHalfinch lops per 100 25c
ham. Johnstown, Pa. Owner The Ideal AmuseFive eighths top per 100 3Sc
ment Co., Moxham, Johnstown.
SOLIDHED TACK CO.
WELDED
WIRE
39 Murray St., N.jY.
TEXAS
REELS
Houston — Plans are under way to erect a
For Sale by
theatre bldg. at Main St. & McKinney Ave.,
125x250, costing $1,000,000. Owner, Main
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
Realty Co. of San Antonio.
740 Till Ave . New York
McAllen — Arch. Fred D. Jacobs, Columbus,
Ohio, has drawn plans for a theatre bldg., to
be erected on Main St., costing approx. $125,REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
000. Contract for const, let to Morris R. NelUP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
son. Owner Louis Gerlts, McAllen, Texas, and
others.
18138 U S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Underover2.50SCO.seats.
S3%;
15%. 30%; under 500, 70%; under 800.
WISCONSIN
Tile mo.'st economical method of reaching theatres is
our ADDUESSING SEn\aCE. $4.00 PER M UP. Lists
Milwaukee — Plans are being made for a
it desired. 30 to 30% saved in postage, etc.. through
theatre, stores & apt. bldg., 2 sty. & bas., brk.
elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed
Lists of Produeers. Pistributors and SuppLv Dealers.
& tile, to be erected at 35th & Fond du Lac
Sin.TIGR.APniNG— MnrEOGT(.\PHIN'G—
St., costing approx. $200,000. Gen. contr. let
FOLDIXG—
ENCLOSING—
M.\n.lN'G
MOTION
DIRECTORT
to G. F. Kahn, 141 Wisconsin St. Owner
mjmmium&ucK
TOfi
Sixth
Ave., atPICTURE
41st
St.
NewCO. York City
Keystone Invest. Co., 1728 Green Bay Ave..
PORT SMITH, ARK.
Plionc. Pennsy. 74S4-74S5
Milwaukee.
Helios

Reflector

Lamp

June
'2 0 , 1 9 2 5
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CHART

Productions are Listed AlpJiabe tic ally and by Months in zvhich Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming tvill be found on succeeding pages. {S. R. indicates State Right
release.)
Refer to THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

BOOKING

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by 'Length Reviewed
Assoc. Exhib 5039 feet. .Mar. 21
Adventurous Sex, The . . . Clara Bow
Special Cast
Paramount 6976 feet . . Mar. 28
Air M^il, The
Prod. Dist. Corp
May 9
Beauty and the Bad Man Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
April 25
Beyond the Border Harry Carey
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp.
Billy, The Kid
(S. R.)
4800 feet
Desmond Holmes .... Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . . 5300 feet
Blood and Steel
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp.
Border Justice
(S. R.)
5432 feet.
Kenneth
McDonald.
.
.Barsky
(S. R.) 5000 feet .Nov. 8
Coast Patrol, The
Confessions of a Queen. . Terry-Stone Metro-Goldwyn 5820 feet . April 4
Crimson Runner, The ... PrisciUa Dean Prod. Dist. Corp
6 reels.
7
Joyce-Marmont Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet ..Mar.
Daddy's The
Gone A'Hunting ,Special
Denial,
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
4791
feet June 6
Double Action Daniels Buffalo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4650 feet .Mar. 21
Dressmaker from Paris
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount 7080 feet. .Mar. 28
Ermine and Rhinestone . . .
H. F. Jans (S. R.)
Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Fighting Romeo, A
Fighting the Flajnes Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.) 5800 feet.
4850 feet. .April 11
Forbidden Cargo Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Friendly Trails
Enemies Weber and Fields. . . .Prod. Dist. Corp
May 9
Golden
Sanford Prod. (S.R.) . 5 reels
Goose Hangs High, The . . Constance Bennett. . .Paramoimt 6186 feet. .Feb. 14
Great
Divide, The
Terry-Tearle
Metro-Goldwyn 5309
7811 feet.
feet. .Mar.
Feb. 21ii
Head Winds
House
Peters Universal
Fox
4954 feet . . April 4
Hunted Woman, The
I Want My Man
Sills-Kenyon First National 6175 feet. .April 18
Talmadge . . . . F. B. 0
5167 feet. Feb. 28
Jlmmie's
Millions Richard
Bob Burns
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . . 4400 feet
Just
Traveling
Last Laugh, The
Emil Jannings Universal 6519 feet. .Dec. 20
Mad Whirl, The
May McAvoy Universal 6184 feet. .Dec. 6
4800 feet. .April 11
Marriage in Transit Edmund Lowe Fox Film
Men and Women
Special Cast. Paramount 6223 feet. .Mar. 28
Monster, The
L. Chaney-J. Arthur. .Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet. .Feb. 28
My Wife
Special Cast
Warner Bros 6700 feet . . June 6
New
Livesandfor I
Old
Betty
eet . ..Feb.
Mar. 217
RichardCompson
Barthelmess . Paramount
First National 6796
7250 ffeet.
Newr Toys
One Year to Live Special Cast
First National 6064 feet. Feb. 28
Percy
Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib 5384 feet. .Feb. 28
Playing With Souls Special Cast
First National 5831 feet. Mar. 14
Price of Pleasure, The ValU-Kerry Universal 6618 feet. .June 13
Recompense M. Prevost-M. Blue . . Warner Bros 7480 feet . . May 2
Renegade Holmes, M.D. . Ben Wilson Arrow (S. R.) 4947 feet
Fox
5578 feet. .Mar. 28
Riders
Sage.. . Tom Mix
Romanceof the
and Purple
Rustlers.
Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4994 feet. .Nov. 15
Sackcloth and Scarlet . . . . Alice
Terry
Paramount 6732 feet . . Mar. 7
Colleen Moore First National 8636 feet. .Mar. 28
Sally
Scar
Hanan
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4684 feet . . April 4
Scarlet Honeymoon, The. Shirley Mason Fox
5080 feet. .Mar. 21
Seven Chances
5113 feet. .Mar. 28
Should a Husband Tell?. Buster Keaton Metro-Goldwyn
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.)
Sign of the Cactus, The. . Jack Hoxie
Universal 4938 feet . . Jan. 1 6
Speed
Betty Blythe Banner Prod. (S. R.)6000feet. .May 30
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
6 reels ... June 6
Stop Flirting
Tainted Souls
Special Cast
Fox
Richard Dix
Paramount
6 reels. . .Mar. 14
Too Many Kisses
Waking
Up the Town
Artists 4802
.April 1112
Where Romance
Rides . . Jack
Dick Pickford
Hatton United
Arrow
4301 feet.
feet. .Feb.
Zander the Great
Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet. .May 16
APRIL
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moore. . .Paramount 6602 feet. .Ajril 25
After Bu$mess Hours Hammerstein-Tellegen C. B. C. (S. R.) 5800 feet
Bandit Tamer, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5000 feet
Beggar on Horseback, A . . Ralston-Nissen Paramoimt
Border Vengeance I?ck Perrin Madoc Sales (S. R.).4500 feet .May 30
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.). . .4500 feet
Charmer, The
Pola Negri
Paramount
6076 feet
Coast of Folly
Gloria Swanson ParamountApril 18
Code of the West
O. Moare-C. Bennett. Paramount 6777 feet. .April 25
Courageous Fool, The. . . .Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Crowded Hour, The Bebe Daniels Paramount 6558 feet . . May 9
Dangerous
Innocence.
.
.
.LaPlantt—
B.
O'Brien.
.Universal
6759 ffeet.
Declasse
Corinne GrifBth First National 7869
eet . ..Mar.
April 214
Eyes of the Desert Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4500 feet
Fifth Avenue Models Philbin-Kerry Universal 6581 feet. . Jan. 24
Fighting Parson, The. .. . .Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div. (S. R.) .May 30
Fighting Sheriff, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4500 feet.
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer
F. B. O
5095 feet
Getting
Larkin Ravart
(S. R.) 4512
4669 feet
feet
Gold and'Emthe Right
Girl George
Buck Jones
Fox
Go Straight
Gladys Hulette B.P. Schulberg (S. R.I
23
Heart of a Siren, The. . . .Barbara La Marr First National 6700 feet. .May
Mar.
April21II*
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke.
!
April'
4
(S. R.)
6000
feet.
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount
5767 feet.
.April
18
Love's Bargain
M. Daw-C.
Brook. . . F.Paramount
B. 0
5641 feet.
feet. .May
.April 252
Madame
Sans Gene Gloria
Swanson
9994
Man and Maid
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5307 feet . April 18
My Son
Nazimova-J. Pickford First National 6500 feet.
Night Club, The
R. Griffith - V. Rey- nolds Paramount 5732 feet April 25
May 16
One Way Street Special Cast
First National 5596 feet. .April
Pioneers of the West
Sanford Prod. (S. R.) 5 reels 11
Private Affairs Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Proud Flesh
. .Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5770 feet. .April 25
Roaring Adventure, The. .Jack Hoxie
Universal 4657 feet Feb. 14
Ridin'
Comet,
The
Yakima
Canut'
F.
B. O
feet May 16
Rough Going
Franklyn Farnum Indep.
Pict. Corp. (S. 43.54
R.)

GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March
i
m
iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Rough Stuff
George Larkin Rayart (S. R . ) .
Shackled Lightning Frank Merrill Hercules Prod. (S. R.). .
.May 9
She Wolves
Special Cast
Fox
Silent Sanderson Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sky Raider, The
Capt.
Charles Nun- Assoc. Exhib 6638 feet. .April 4
gesser
Spaniard. The
Cortez-Goudal Paramount
fiK7fi fi^t Aoril 18
Spor.ing
Venus
SpecialDesmond
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 4867
5938 feet
feet. .May 23
Straight
Through
Wm.
Universal
Tale of a Thousand and
Feb. 14
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis Dist. Div.
(S. R.)
6800 feet.
Tearing Thru
Richard Talmadge F. B. O
4714 feet .May 23
That Devil Quemado Fred Thomson F. B. 0
4768 feet .April 4
Two-Fisted Sheriff, A. . . Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4149 feet. .Dec.
Way of a Girl, The Boardman-M. Moore . Metro-Goldwyn 5025 feet. April 186
Western
A.. Dick Hatton Arrow
•.
Wings of Engagement,
Youth
Fox
May 16
Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet . . . .
MAY
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Review*^
Alias Mary Flynn Evelyn Brent F. B. O
5559 feet . . May 30
Any Woman
Alice Terry
Paramount 5963 feet. .June 13
Bandit's
Baby,
The
Fred
Thomson
F.
B.
O
5291
feet
Barriers of the Law Holmes-Desmond ... Indep. Pict. (S. R.) . 5400 feet
Burning Trail. The
William D.smond. . . .Universal 4783 feet. ..April 18
Chickie
Mackaill-Bo wers First National 7767 feet . . May 9
Crackerjack, The
Johnny Hines C. C. Burr (S. R.) . . .6500 feet. .May 23
Every
Man's Wife
Fear Fighter,
The
Billy Sullivan Fox.
Rayart.
(S. R.)
Fighting Demon, The Richard Talmadge F. B. 0
5470 feet
Fugitive, The
Ben Wilson Arrow
4892 feet
Hearts and Spurs Buck Jones
Fox
His Supreme Moment . . . . B. Sweet-R. Colman . . First National 6600 feet . . Aoril 2S
Let 'er Buck
Hoot Gibson Universal 5547 feet .. Jan. . 3
Lilies of the Streets J.Walker-V. L. Corbin F. B. 0
7160 feet. .April 2.5
Little French Girl, The. . Betty Bronson Paramount 5628 feet. .June 13
Lunatic at Large, A
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6000 feet
Makers of Men
Barsky Prod. (S. R.)
Necessary Evil, The Dana-Lyon First National 6307 feet. .May 23
Old Home Week
Thomas Meighan Paramount 6780 feet . . June 6
Phantom Rider, The Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet
Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Raffles,
The Ainateur House Peters Universal 5557 feet . May 30
Ciracksman
Rainbow Trail, The Tom Mix
Fox
5251 feet April 25
Red Love
Lowell-Russell Lowell
Film Prod. 6500 feet . . May 23
(S.R.)
Saddle Hawk, The
Hoot Gibson Universal 5468 feet . . Mar. 7
Scandal Proof
Shirley Mason Fox
4400 feet . . June 6
School for Wives Tearle-Holmquist . . . . Vitagraph 6750 feet. .April II
Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount 6151 feet. .May 23
Snob Buster, The
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Soul Fire
Barthelmess-B. Love. First National 8262 feet. May 16
Speed Wild
Maurice
B. "Lefty" F. B. O
Flyim
4700 feet
Sporting Grit
Richard Tahnadge F. B. O
Talker, The
A. Nilsson-L. Stone. .First National 7861 feet May 23
Texas Bearcat, The Bob Custer F. B. 0
4770 feet.
Up the Ladder
Virginia Valli Universal 6123 feet. .Jan. SI
Welcome Home
Special Cast
Paramount 5909 feet
White Fang
Strongheart (dog) F. B. O
5800 feet
White Thunder Yakima Canutt F. B. 0
4550 feet . . .'
Wildfire
Vitagraph
Wolves
of the Road Special
Yakima Cast
Canutt Arrow
4375 feet '.
Woman's
A
Reubens-Marmont.
7 reels. . .April
Wizard of Faith,
Oz
Larry Semon . .Universal
Chadwick (S. R.)
April 2S4

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Review«4
Dangerous Odds
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . . 4800 feet
JUNE
Desert Flower, The Colleen Moore First National
Tune 13
Double Fisted
Jack Perrin Rayart (S. R.)
Down
the Border Betty
Al Richmond
Sierra
Prod. (S.R.) . .4750 feet .'
Eve's
Secret
Parsimount
Faint Perfume
SpecialCompson
Cast
B.P. Schulberg (S.R.)May 9
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vidor Paramount 5712 feet
High andTornado,
Handsome
" Lefty "Canutt
Flynn F.F. B.B. O
O
Human
The. . . .Yakima
I'll Show You
the Town. . Douglas
Reginald McLean
Denny Assoc.
Universal
7400 feet
jiine 216
Introduce
Me
Exhib 5980
feet. . ..Mar.
Just
a
Woman
Windsor-Tearle
First
National
6500
feet.
.June
6
Lost— a Wife
Special Cast Paramount 6420 feet
Making of O'Malley, The. Milton Sills First National
Man From
Mount- Ben Wilson Arrow
ain,LoneThe
Man
in
Blue
5634 feet.' .Feb! 21
Man She Bought, The .... Herbert
ConstanceRawlinson.
Talmage . .. .Universal
. First National
Meddler, The
William Desmond. . . .Universal 4890 feet. .May 23
Mike
tro-Goldwyn
Mist in the Valley Alma Taylor MfCranfield
& Clarke5500 feet
(S. R.)
Modern Babylon
Paramount
Mv Lady's
Lips .Dick
SpecialHatton
Cast
B.P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Ridin'
Easy
Arrow
4483 feet .'. .
Ridi'n
Thunder
Jack
Hoxie
Universal
May 23
Smooth as Satin Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Texas Trail, The
Harrv Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
White Monkey, The La Marr-T Holding. .First National
Whirling Lariats Fred Thomson F. B. O
Youth's Gamble
Reed Howes
Rayart (S.R.)

Motion
JULY Distributed by Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Harry
Carey
Dist. Corp
Bad Lands, The
Bob Custer F.Prod.
B. O.
Bloodhound, The
Cold Nerve
Bill Cody
Inde.
Pict.
fS. R.i
. .5000 feet
Columbia Pict.
(S.R.)
Danger Signal, The
S. O'Neill-B. Roach. Metro-Goldwyn
Don't
Drag Store Cowboy, The . . Franklyn Famum Ind. Pict. Corp. (S.R. )5100 feet .feb. 7
Duped
Holmes-Desmond Inde.
Pict. Pict.
fS. R(S.R.)
'' 5400 feet
Columbia
Fignting Youth
Lady Who Lied. The L. Stone-V. ValU First National
Lady Robinhood Evelyn Brent F. B. O
C. Griffth-H. Ford... Fif^t National
Marriaee Whirl. The
Mysterious Stranger, The Richard Talmadge F. B. O
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Secret of Black Canyon
The
Dick Hatton Arrow
Yakima Canutt Arrow
Stiansa Rider, The . .
Hoot Gibson Universal 5304 feet. .Feb. 2«
Taming the West ....
Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Tizona,
the
Firebrand
Trailed
Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet
White Desert, The. . .
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Paramount
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Camille of the Barbary
^,„„ ,feet
»
Exhib 5600 b
Busch-O. Moore Assoc. Exhi
Coast
Children of the Whirlwind. Lion el Barrymore. . .. .Assoc.
Douglas Fairbanks. .United Artists
Don 6
feet
7391
O
F. B. Natio
Cast
.Special
With' a Million . ..L.
DrusiUa
nal
Rubens.. .Fnst
Stone-A.
Clothes
Fine
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Gold Rush, The
His Buddy's Wife Glenn Hunter Assoc. Exhib 5600 feet
In the Name of Love Cortez-Nissen
Paramount
;,„A '.feet
Exhib 5500
Manhattan Madness Dempsey-Taylor Assoc.
Dick Hatton Arrow
My Pal
.•
n
MetroSpecial Cast
The
Only Thing,Limited,
(S.R.]
Prod. Goldwy
Gotham
The
Overland
)
(S.R.
Pict.
Columbia
Penalty of Jazz, The
Range Justice Dick Hatton Arrow . . Pict. •(S.R.
^
)
Columbia
Demon, The
Speed
■ ••
Paramount
Street of Forgotten Men . . Special Cast
(S.R.)
Pict.
Columbia
Unwritten Law, The
William Collier. Jr Paramount
Wanderer, The
SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Valentino Unittd Artists
Bronze Collar, The
Fiftv-Fiftv
L
Barrymore-H.Hamprirtyruty
Assoc. Exhib 5564 feet
6006 feet .. May 23
Brook. . F. B. O
If Marriage Fails J. Logan-C.
..
Assoc. Exhib
Monty Banks First
Keep Smiling Special
National 9700 feet. .Feb. 21
Cast
Lost World The
5800 feet
Truart fS. R.1 . .(S.R.)
ey
Marrying Mon
Columbia Pict.
New Champion, The
Parisian Nights E Hammerstein-L.
^
Tellegen F.Columbia
B . OPict. (S.R.)
6278 feet
Sealed Lips Rich Assoc.
Exhib 6800 feet
B. Lytell-L.
Ship of Souls
.6500 feet
Tiffany iS. R.) .
Souls for Sables
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
e
Three in Exil
Universal
Special Cast
Throwback, The
Assoc. Exhib 6500 feet
Under the Rouge Tom Moore
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Comedy
Releases
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Across the Hall
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Adventures
of Adenoid. . .Aesop's
Fables Pathe
. . .April 25
After
a Reputation
Edna Marian
Universal
21 reel.
reels
Ail Tight
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels. . . June 13
Alice's Egg
Plant Buddy
" CartoonMessinger.
"
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 21 reel
Almost
a Husband
. . .Universal
reels
Amateur Detective Earle Foxe
Fox
2 reels
Andy in HoUjrwood Joe Murphy
Universal
2 reels
Apache, The
Earle Foxe
Fox Film
2 reels
Apollo's
Pretty Human
Sister
Fox
reels
Are Husbands
.. .James Finlayson Pathe
12 reel.
.. .April 11
Artists 'Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S.R.)
2 reels
'• Our Gang "
Pathe
22 reels
reels... May 30
AtAsktheGrandma
Seashore Monkey
Fox
At the Zoo
Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Baby Blues
Educational 2 reels
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Bad Bill Brodie Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels
Bad Boy
Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Balboa Discovers Hollywood "Red Langdon
Head" Pathe
SeringD. Wilson (S.R.)2 1reels
reel
Bark is the Woods Harry
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Below Zero
Educational 2 reels
Big Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
the Inkwell, "Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S.R.) 1 reel
Big Red Riding Hood .... Charley Chase
Pathe
1 reel .... May 9
Black Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards Universal
1 reel
Black
Hand
Blues
.
"
Spat
Family
"
Pathe
2
reels . . . April 18
Bobby Bumbs & Co
Cartoon
Educational 1 reel
Brainless Horsemen
Fox
2 reels
Brass Button
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . April 1 1
Bride Tamer, The
Milburn Moranti Sierra Pict. (S.R.) . . . 2 reels
Butterfly Man, The
Fox
2 reels
Cat's Bound
Shimmy, The Charles
"Kid Noah
"
SeringD. WiIson(S.R.) 11 reel
reel
City
Puffy
Universal
Clean-Up
Week
"
Aesop's
Fables
"
Pathe
1
reel
.... Mar. 7
Clear the Way
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Cleopatra and Her Easy
Mark
"Cartoon "
SeringD. Wilson (S.R.) 1 reel
Cloudhopper, The
Larry Semon
Educational 2 reels . . . June 6
Columbus Discovers a New
Whirl
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Cotton king

Picture

News

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Educationil 2 rieU
Crime Cru ihers Lige Coniey
C jre, Tie ( Out of th;; lokw li)
"Ctrtoon" Red Seal Pict. (S.R.) 1 reel
Daddy Goes A'Grunting
Pathe
2 reels
Curses
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels . . . May 2S
Darkest Africa " Aesop's Fables " Pathe
X reel
Day's Stuff
Outitig A
"The Gumps
"
Universal
21 reel
reels
Deep
Aesops
Fables
Pathe
Dinky Doodle and Cinderel a "Dinky Doodle " F. B. 0
1 reel
Discord In "A" Flat Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel -. . .
Dog Days
"Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Dog
'On
It
Bobby
Dunn
Arrow
2
reels
Dome Doctor, The
Larry Semon
Educational 2 reels
Don't Pinch
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels. . .April 25
Don't Worry
Wanda WUey
Universal
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Dragon Alley
Educational 2 reels... May 16
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Fox
2 reels
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels ... Mar. 21
Echoes From the Alps Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel. . . .May 23
End af the World, The . . . Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Excuse My Glove " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Expaasive
Ebony Al.
"Ebenezer
Ebony". . . Serin
Wg ilson (S. R.) 12 reel
Fares Please
St. John
Educational
reels... May 16
Fast Worker, A
Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Felix Full O'Fight "Cartoon" M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
Felix Gets His Fill
Cartoon" M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
Felix Grabs His Grub "Cartoon" M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
First Love
" Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon
Fables " Pathe
1 reel
For Hire
Universal
For Love of a Gal
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
Fun's
June 186
GettingFun
Trimmed Bowes-Vance
Wanda Wiley Educational
Universal
21 reel.
reels. . .. ..April
Giddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Educational 2 reels. . June 13
Goldfish's Pajamas " Kid Noah "
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) 1 reel
Good Morning, Nurse .... Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . May 30
Good Scouts
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Great Guns
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels ... Feb. 21
Gridiron Gertie Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Guilty Conscience, A
Eddie Gordon Universal
Gypping the Gypsies
Sering Wilson (S. B.) 1 reel
HalfaHero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 1 reel Mar. 7
Hard
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Hard Boiled
Working Loafer, Charley Chase Pathe
The
Arthur Stone Pathe
HauntedTrouble
Honeymoon Arthur
Tryon-Mehaffey
Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Heart
Lake
Universal
Hello, Goodby
Lige Coniey Educational 2 reels... May 30
Hello, Hollywood Lige Coniey Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Helping Hand
Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
Here's
Your Leap
Hat
Arthur
reel. . . .May 9
Her Lucky
Wanda Lake
Wiley Universal
Universal
21 reels
He Who Gets Crowned ... Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels. . .
He Who Got Smacked. . . . Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . May 9
Hey! Taxi!
Bobby Duim
Arrow
2 reels
High Hopes
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Feb. 14
His Marriage Wow
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels ... Mar. 7
Hold My Baby
Pathe
2 reels. . .April 25
Honeymoon Heaven
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Horace Greely, Jr
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels ... June 6
Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Hot and Heavy
Educational
2 reels
Hot Dog
Animal
C B C (S R)
2 reels
Hot Times in Iceland Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
House of Flickers, The
Fox
2 reels
Housa That Dinky Built. . (Cartoon) F. B. 0
1 reel
Housiiig Shortage,
'Aesop Fable "
Pathe
reel
Hysterical
History The.
(Seriea. .)
Universal
11 reel
Ice Bov, An
Sering D.Wilson(S.R.) 1 reel
Ice Cold
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel .... June 13
jn
Dutch
Aesop's
Fables Pathe
inside
Out
Bowes-Vance
Educational 11 reel
reel. . . .Mar. 28
Iron Mule
Al St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 18
Is Marriage the Bunk .... Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel. . ..April 4
Isn't Life Terrible Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels
Itching for Revenge Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels ... Mar. 7
It's All Wrong
Karr-Engle Universal
James Boys' Sister
Sering Wilson (S.R.) 1 reel
Junglein Bike
Riders Aesop's
Fables Pathe
reel .. .Mar. 14
Just
Time
Wanda Wiley
Universal
21 reels
Kicked About
Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 14
KiddingCotton
Captain Kid Lloyd
" Cartoon
"
Sering
Wilson (S R.) 21 reel?...
reel
King
Hamilton
Educational
May 9
King
2 reels
Ko-Ko Dumb
Trains Animals Jimmy Aubrey F. B. O.
"
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Lead(OutPipeof the
Cinch,Inkwell).
A . ."Al Cartoon
Alt
Universal
Lion Love
Fox
2 reels. .Feb. 28
Lion's Whiskers
Pathe
2 reels. .April 18
Little RedOut
Riding Hood..."Arthur
Dinky Lake
Doodle " F.Universal
B. 0
11 reel.
. May 309
Locked
reel. .. .May
Looking for Sally Charles Chase Pathe
2 reels . .Fek. 21
Lost Cord, The
Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .
Love
The
"Jimmie
Our Gang
"
Pathe
reels. .Mar.
.April 47
Love Bug,
Goofy
Adams
Educational 22 reels.
Love Sick
Beth Darlington Universal
2 reels. .May 23
Love's
Tragedy
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 11 reel.
reel. ..
Lucky Accident,
The. . . . .Charles Puffy Universal
Lucky L»a p, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels .
Marriage Circus, The .... Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels . . .April 11
Married Neighbors Engle-Karr Universal
2 reels .
Meet th« Ambassador.. . .Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels.
Mellow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville.Educational 1 reel. . ...April
Merrymakers
Educational
... 21 reel.
. . Mar. 284
Met by Accident Bowes-Vance
Wanda Wiley Universal
reels
Miss Fixit
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Monkey
" Pen &Joy
Ink Vaude." . Educational
reel.... May 9
MoonlightBusiness
Nights Gloria
Rayart (S. R.)
21 reels
Nearly Rich
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Neptune's Stepdaughter
Fox
2 reels
Nero's Fear
Jazz Band
Wilson (S. R.) 11 reel
reel
Never
Bowes-Vance Sering
Educational
Never on Time
Lee-Bradford 2 reels
Never Weaken
Lloyd reissue Assoc. Exhib 2237 feet
Nice Pickle, A
Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel
Night Hawks
Lige Coniey Educational
NobodyWins
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal.. 1 reel
Now or Never (re-issue). . Harold Lloyd Assoc. Exhib
3 reels
Ofi&ce Help
" Aesop Fabe "
Pathe
1 reel
Official Officers " Our Gang"
Pathe
2 reels
Oh, Bridget
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels
Oh, Family
What a Toothbrush
Gump
" The Gumps "
Universal
Old
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 21 reels
reel

June

20,

19 2 5

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
On Duty
Wandm Wiley Universal
2 reels
One Glorious Fourth
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Orphan, The
Al Joy
Ricardo Films, Inc. (S.R.)
Over the Bottom Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels
Over Here
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels ". . .
Papa't Pet
" Bull's Eye Comedy "Universal
1 reel. . . .April H
Pege's
LoveVamp
Affair
Screen Distr.
Art Dist
Peggy the
Davis
2 reels. . .Oct. 11
Permanent
Waves "Bowes-Vance
Aesop's Fables "... Pathe
reel
Permit
Me
Educational 11 reel.
... :
Pie-Eyed
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels
Pie
Man,
The
"
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel
Mar. 2128
Plain Clothes Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar.
Plain and Fancy Girls. . . .Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel. . . .Mar. 14
Plain Luck
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Plenty of Nerve
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Poor Sap, The
Fox
2 reels
Powdered Chickens Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Props'
for Cash
Educational 21 reels
reel
Putting Dash
on Airs
Edna Marian Universal
. . . April 1 1
Puzzled by Crosswords.. .Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels .. .Mar. 7
Queen of Aces
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels . . . May 16
Rapid Transit AI. St. John
Educational 2 reels
Raid, The
Gloria Joy
Rayart Pictures 2 reels
Rarin'
Romeo
WalterTurpin
Hiers Pathe
Educational 22 reels
reels ... . .Feb.
. Mar. 28
28
Raspberry
Romance Ben
Red Pepper
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 4
Regular
A Kitchen Wanda Wiley. . ., Universal
2 reels
Riders Girl,
of the
Range
Mohar-Engle
Pathe
reel ....
June 256
Remember When
Harry Langdon Pathe
21 reel.
. . .April
Rip Without a Wink
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Ripe Melodrama, A
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rivals
Arrow
2 reels
Robinson
Crusoe Returns Billy West
on Friday
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rock Bottom
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel ... . May 9
Robbing the Rube
Lee-Bradford Corp. . . 2 reels
Rolling Stones
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel. . . .May 30
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Royal Four-Flush " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels. . .June 13
Runt, The
" Aesop's
Fables " Pathe
Pathe
reel ....
June 46
Sailor
Papa, A
Glenn
Tryon
21 reels
. . . April
Saturday
Davis Dist. Div
2 reels
Sheiks of Bagdad
Pathe
1 reel
Sherlock Sleuth Arthur Stone Pathe
Ship Shape
Vance-Bowes Educational 1 reel. . . .April 18
Shootin a Injuns
" Our Gang "
Pathe
reels... May 9
Should
Husband Tell?
Red
Ssal Pict. (S.R.). 12 reel
Should Husbands Be
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel Mar. 14
Sir Walt and Lizzie :
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Sit Tight
Jimmie Adams Educational 2 reels . . . May 30
Skiimers in Milk
Pathe
2 reels... May 13
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Sleeping Sickness Edwards-Roach Universal
1 reel. . . .May 30
Slick Articles Engle-Karr Universal
2 reels... May 30
Smoked Out
Lake Hasbrouch Universal
1 reel. . . .April 18
Sneezing Beezers
Pathe
Snow-Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels. . .April 18
S.
O.
S
"Aesop's
Fables
"
Pathe
11 reel
Spanish Romeo, A (Van Bibber)
Fox
reel
Speak Freely
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Stick Around
Bobby Dtmn
Arrow
2 reels
Stop, Look and Whistle
Fox
2 reels
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
" Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Super-Hooper-Dyne Lizzies
Pathe
2 reels... June 13
Sure Mike I
Martha Sleeper Pathe
1 reel May 23
Teaser Island
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Tell It To a Policeman. . . Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels. . .May 23
Tender Feet
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels May 23
Tenting Out
Roache Edwards Universal
1 reel ... . Mar. 28
This
Week-Eod
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Thundering
I.andlords .... Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger .... Universal
2 reels
Tough Night, A
Jimmy Callahan Aywon Film
2 reels
Tourists De Luxe
Hayes-Kaw Universal
2 reels . . . May 1 6
Transatlantic
Flight, A "Aesop's
Fablet " Pathe
reel
Twins
Stan Laurel
F. B. 0
21 reels
Two Cats and a Bird
(Novelty) " Cartoon "
Educational 1 reel
Two Poor Fish
„ Pen & I nk "
Educational 1 reel May 30
Uncle
Tom's
Girl
Edna
Marian
Universal
21 reels
Unwelcome
Charles Puffy Universal
reel
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Wake Up
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .June 13
Water Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 21
Welcome
Danger Bowes-Vanco
Educational
reel. .. .Feb. 28
West is West
Billy West
Arrow
21 reels
What Price Goofy
Charley Chase Pathe
2 reels . . . June 6
When Dumbells Ring
Fox
2 reels
When Men Were Men ..." Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1 reel
White
Wing's
Bride
Harry
Langdon
Pathe
Whose Baby Are You. .... Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels
Whv Hesitate Neal Bums
Educational 2 reels . . . April 1 1
Why Sitting Bull Stood Up
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Wild Papa
" Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels... May 16
Wild Waves
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .May 23
Wine,
Woman
and
Song
.
.
„
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
reel
Wooly West, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
21 reels
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Short

Subjects
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Feature
Action (Sportlight)
All Under One Flag (Sportlight)
Animal Celebrities (Sportlight)
Animated Hair Cartoon
Balto's
to Nome
(Special)
Barbara Race
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series)
Battle of Wits
Josie Sedgwick
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmund Cobb)
Beauty and the Bandit (Geo. Larkin)
Beauty Spots (Sportlight)

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe..
1 reel
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
22 reels
reels. . .May 23
F.Educational
B. 0
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel April 18
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Distributed by Length Reviewed
Denver Dixon (S.R.) 2 reels
M.J.
reel
Sering Winkler
Wilson (S.R.)
(S. R.). 11 reel
Universal
2 reels
M. J.Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel
Henry Ginsberg-S. R. 21 reels
Fox
reel
F. B. 0
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Schwartz
Enterprises 1 reel
(S. R.)
Red
Pict. (S.
R.) 11 reel
SeringSealWilson
(S. R.)
reel
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Pathe
1 reel May 30
Educational
1 reel. . . . June 6
DeForrest (S. R.)
Universal
Universal
Feb. 7
Red
Seal (S. R.) Serial
1 reel
Universal 15 episodes
Sering Wilson (S.R.)l reel
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S.R.)
11 reel
Fox
reel .... April A
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Cranfield
&
Clarke
(S.R.)
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S. R.)
1 reel
R ed Seal (S.R.).... 1 reel
Universal 15 episodes
Pathe
Universal 10 episodes
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . . 102 episodes
reelsFeb. 28
Pathe
Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
,
Educational
Henry Ginsberg (S. 1 reel. . . rADrilTri
R.)
2 reels
Judge's Cross
Puzzle (Novelty) Fox
Educational 11 reel
reel. . . .Jan. 31
Klondike
TodayWord
(Varieties)
Knockout Man, The (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Land of the Navajo (Educational) Fox
1 reel. .. .Feb. 28
Learning How (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel
Leopard's Lair
Universal Serial
Let's Paint
Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
Line Runners, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) . . . .Educational 1 reel
Little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational
1 reel. . . .Feb. 28
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfield
& Clarke
(S.R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels. . .April 4
Lots of Knots (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel.... Mar 21
Luna-cy
(Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
Mad Miner, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.)
•Magic
Hour,
The
Red
Seal
Pict.
(S.
R.)
1
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . 1 reel
reel
Marvellous Manhattan
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) . 1 reel
Merton
Goofies. . . ."Pacemaker" F.M.J.B. 0
Mexican ofOiltheFields
Winkler (S. R.) . 21 reels
reel
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational 1 reel .... April 4
Neptune's
Nieces
(Sportlight)
Pathe
1
New Sheriff, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.) . . 2 reel
reels
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
One Glorious Scrap (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Only a Country Lass (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel. . . .May 23
Ouch (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
Our Six-legged Friends (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel
Outlaw, The (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Paris
Paris Creations
Creations (Novelty)
in Color (Novelty) Educational
Educational". ... 11 reel.
reel. .... .Feb.
.Feb. 287
People You Know (Screen Almanac) Film Booking Offices 1 reel
Perfect View, The (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Plastigrams (Novelty)
Edacational
Power God, The (Serial)
Davis Dist. Div. (S.R.)
Pronto Kid, The (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Queen
of the(VanRound-Up
(J. Sedgwick) Fox
Universal
reels . . . June 13
Race, The
Bibber)
22 reels
Raisin'
Cain
Special
Cast
Universal
2
reels.
. .April 4
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Roaring Waters (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany (Educational) Fox
1 reel
Ropin' Venus, The (Mustang Series) Universal
2 reels.
R. Valentino and Eighty-eight Prize-winning
American Beauties
Chesterfield (M. P.
Corp.) (S. R.) 3 reels
Secrets of Life (Educational) Principal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel Feb. 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick) Universal
2 reels
Show Down, The (Art Acord)
Universal
2 reels
Smoke of a Forty-Five, The (Western) Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Soft Muscles (Benny Leonard) -.
Ginsberg (S. R.) .... 2 reels
Song
Cartunes
(Novelty)
'.. . Pathe
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 11 reel
Sporting
Judgment
(Sportlight) r
reel May 9
Steam Heated Islands (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
Stereoscopiks (Novelty)
Pathe
1 reel (Series) . . .
May 16
Storm King (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straight
(Harry Carey)
Universal
reels
Stratford Shootin'
on Avon
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 12 reel
Sunken Silver (Serial)
Pathe
lOepisodesApril 18
SHirprise Fight, The (Benny Leonard) Henry Ginsberg (S.
R.)
Thundering Waters (Novelty)
Sering
D. Wilson 2 reels
(S.R.)
1 reel April 2S
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
Pathe
Topsey andTurvey
Travel(Sportlight)
. . . ." Hodge Podge " Pathe
Educational 11 reel.
.Feb. 217
Traps
Troubles
reel. .. .. .Mar.
Turf Mystery (Serial)
Chesterfield Pict. Corp.
(S. R.)
152 episodes
Valley of Rogues (Western)
Universal
reels. . .April 18
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe) Fox
2 reels
Village School, The (Hodge Podge)
Educational Film.. . . 1 reel
Voice of the Nightingale, The (Novelty) Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
Waiting For You (Music Film)
Hegerman
Novelties (S.Music
R.)
Wheels of the Pioneers (Billy Mack)
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Where the Waters Divide (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
W^i '" i^Hi" ' (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel ,
Wild West Wallop, The (Western) „
Universal
2 reels May 16
Wonder Book. The (Series)
Sering D. Wilson. . .500 feet
Zowie (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
Feature
Broken Trails
Cabaret
of Old Japan
Color Work!
Close Call. The (Edmimd Cobb)
Cocoon to Kimona
Come-Back,
The (Benny
Leonard)
Concerning Cheese
(Varieties)
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series)
Cowpuncher's Comeback, The (Art Acord)
Cross Word Puzzle Film (Comedy-Novelty)
Day
With the Gypsies
Divertisement
Do You Remember?
Dude Ranch Days (Sportlight)
Earth's
OtherWestHalfSide:
(Hodge-Podge)
East Side,
Fighting Cowboy (Series)
Fighting
Ranger (Serial)
Fihn Facts
Fire Trader, The (Serial)
Floral Feast, A
Frederick Chopin (Music Masters)
From Mars to Munich (Varieties)
Frontier Love (Billy Mack)
Fugitive Futurist
George F. Handel (Music Masters)
Gems of the Screen
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Golden Panther, The (Serial)
Great Circus Mystery, The (Serial)
Hittin' (Serial)
the Trail (Fred Hank)
Idaho
If a Picture Tells a Story
InJazztheFight,
Spider's
(Novelty)
The Grip
(Benny
Leonard)
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Motion

Coming

Attractions

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Keriewed
Ace of Spades, The Desmond-McAllister. . Universal
/ise of Indescretion
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Miazing Quest. The Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke. . . 5600 feet
American Plnck
George Walsh Chadwick Pict. fS. R.l
An Enemy of Men
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
An Old Han's Darling Laura La Plaate Universal
Another Woman's Life. . .Mary Philbio Universal
Are Parents People? Bronson-Vidor Paramount
7 reels . . . June 6
Aristocrat,
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.JL^
As No Man The
Has Loved Edward
Heam
Fox
lOOOO feet. Feb. 28
Ashes
Corinoe Griffith First National
AUantis
First National
Awfnl Truth, The
Agnes Ayres Prod. Dist. Corp
k«cfe Wash
Mary Pickford United Artists
a eautiful City
R. Barthelmess First National
Beauty and the Brute. . . .Norman Keiry Universal
Beloved Pawn, The Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Bea Hur
Spedal Cast
Metro-GoWwyn
Beyond the Law
Jack Hozie
Universal
Black Cyclone
Rex Chorse) Pathe
May 30
Blackmail
Special Cast
Universal
Blind Virtue
Special Cast
Atlas Ednc. Co. (S. R)
Bobbed Hair
Prevost-Harlan Warner Bros
Boden's
Cast
Hepworth &Dist.
(S.R.)(S. 5300
feet
BohemianBoy
Girl, The Special
Gladys Cooper
Cranfield
Clarke
R.),
Border
Intrigue
Franklyn
Famum
Inde.
Pict.
^S.
R.)
.
.
5
reels.
. .June 6
Border Women
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone CSJl.)5000 feet
Brown of Harvard
Metro-Goldwyn
California Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny Universal
Captain Fearless Reginald Denny Universal
Charity BaU, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Circle, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Claim No. 1
Special Cast
Universal
Cle*n-Up. Th«
Richard Talmadge F. B. O
Clinffing Fingers Special Cast
Universal
Coming of Amos
Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Crashing Through Jack Perrin Ambassador Kct. (S. R.) 5000 feet
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist
Dark Angel, The
R. Colman-V. Dana.. First National
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Deerslayer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Detour
Prod. Dist. Corp
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.I
Dollar Down
Ruth Rolland Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Fraser F. B. O
Don
Daredevil
Jack Hozie
Universal
'
Doubling
for Cupid Laura
La Plante Universal
Dumb Head
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
East of the Setting Sun . . . Constance Talmadge . .First National
Everlasting Whisper, The .Tom Mix
Fox
Every Woman's Desire
First National
Eve's Lover
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Exquisite
The .... Special Cast Universal
Metro-Goldwyn
Extra
Man, Sinner,
The
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Fair PUy
Special Cast
Wm. Steiner (S. R.)
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . . 6800 feet
Fast Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Fate of a Flirt, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Fighter's Romeo,
Paradise,A The .. Rex
Baker
Phil Goldstone
Fighting
Al Ferguson
Davis
Dist. Div. (S. R.)5000 feet
Fighting Smile, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.) 4630 feet
Fight to a Finish, A
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
First Tear, The
Special Cast
Fox
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Florrie Meets a GentlemanBarbara La Marr First National
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
April 23
Forest of Destiny, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Free to Love
C. Bow-R. McEce B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
rriends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Frivolity
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Famum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.) 4700 feet
Going the Limit
Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Golden Cocoon
Warner Bros
G»od Deed ODay
Wm. Desmx>nd Universal
Goose Woman, The
Universal
Grass
Paramount 10 reels ... Mar. 7
Graustark
Norma Tahiudge First National
Great Sensation, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Gulliver's
Travels
SpecialKenyon
Cast
Universal
Halfway Girl,
The
Doris
First
National
Handsome Brute, The
Columbia Pict. (SJl.)
Happy Warrior, The
Vitagraph
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Headlines
Alice Joyce
Assoc. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Hearts and Spangles
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Hell Bent for Heaven
Warner Bros
Hell's Highroad Leatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. Corp
Heir's Apparent Special Cast
First National
».
Her
Father's
Daughter
F.
O
Her Sister From Paris C. Talmadge FirstB. National
Hie Master's
Voice Thunder
(dog) Whitman
Gotham Prod.
(S. ...
R.)
His
Woman
Special Cast
Beimett
7 reels
Home Maker, The
Alice Joyce
Universal
How Baiter Butted In
Warner Bros
Hurricane
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
I'll Tell
The The
World Richard Dix
Paramount.
. . .\
Iron
Horse,
Fox
Film Corp
11335 feet. .S«pt 13
John Forrest
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
SOOfl feet
Jungle Law, The
Richard Dix
Paramount
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.) 5500 feet
Kiags of the Turf
Fox
Kiss Me Again
Special Cast
Warner Bros
7 reels . . . June 6
Knockoutof Leisure
Kid. The Jack Perrin Ravart
Cor*.(S.R.)
(S. R.)
Ladies
ColumbiaPict.Pict.
LcriBt, The
William DesBond .... Universal
Law and the Lady Special Cast
Aywon (S. R.)
6 reels . . . Jaa. 10
LaByboaas
Fox Film

Picture

News

Feature
Star
Distributed by I^gth Seviewad
Lena Rivers
Special Cast
Arrow
C reels
Lew ofTyler's
Wives
B. P. Schulberg
Life
a Woman
Truart
(S. R.)(S.
6500 feet . [
Lightnin*
Jay Hunt
Fox
Light of Western Stars
Paramcont
Lightning
Tiffany f S. R.)
65005000
feet feet
. . . . '.'.'.'.[
Lightning Jack
Jack Perrin Ambassador
Pict. (S.R.)
Lightning Lover, The Reginald Deimy Universal
Lightning Passes, The. . . . Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (SJL)
Limited
Mail,Rooney
The
Warner Artists
Bros
. '.
Little Annie
Mary Pickford United
Little Girl in a Big City, A
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Lodge in the Wilderness
Tiffany S. R.j 6500 feet. ........
Lost Chord, The
Alice Lake
Arrow
6300 feet. .Jan. 3
Love Cargo, The
House Peters
Universal
Lover's
Island Special
Hampton-Kirkwood.
Exhib
Loyalties
Cast . .Assoc.
Fox
Lure of Broadway, The
Columbia Pict. (SJL)
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Ivan Abrams on (S. R.) 7 reels . . . May 2
Mad Marriage, The Special Cast
Rosemary Films
(S. R.)
6 reels. . . Jan. 10
Man and the Moment
Metro-Goldwyn
Man and the Law, The. . .Thomas Meighan Paramount
Manicure Girl, The Bebe Daniels Paramotmt
Man on the Box, The .... Sydney Chaplin Warner Bros
Man Without a ConscienceLouis-Rich Warner Bros 6850 feet .. May 2
Mare Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Married Hypocrites Fredericks-La Plante Universal
Marry Me
Special Cast
Paramount
Men of Steel
First National
Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn
Message to Garcia, A
Metro-Goldwyn
Miracle of Life, The Busch-Marmont Assoc. Exhib
Miracle of the Wolves, The
10346 feet. Mar. 7
Midnight Flames
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Miss Vanity
Mary Philbin Universal
Million Dollar Doll
Asso. Exhib
Moonlight Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
Morals for Men
Tiffany
'S.
Morganson's
Tiffany
(S. R.)
R.) 6500
6500 feet
feet
Napoleon the Finish
Great
Universal
New York of Life Special Cast Paramoimt
Oats for the Woman Special Cast
Universal
Once
Every Man
Fox Film
Outlawto Tamer,
The O'Brien-Dove
Clayton-F. Famum. . .Inde.
Pict.Corp
(S. R.)
Pace That Thrills, The. . .Ben Lyon
First National
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod.
Corp
Pals
Truart Dist.
iS. R.)
5800 feet
Part Time Wife, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramount
Peacock
Virginia
VaUi
Universal .■
Phantom Feathers
of the Opera. .. .Lon
Chaney
. ....... .Universal
Police Patrol, The
James Kirkwood Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Pony Express, The Special Cast
Universal
Price of Success
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Prince, The
Philbin-Kerry Universal
Purchased Youth Anna Q. Nilsson F. B. O
Quality Street
Metro-Goldwyn
Quicker
'n Lightning Emil
BuffaloJannings
Bill
Weiss
Bros. (S. R.) 89455 reels
. June 2813
Quo Vadis
First National
feet. . .Feb.
Racing Blood
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Reckless Sex, The
Spedal Cast
Truart (S. R.)
6 reels ... Feb. 14
Red Clay
William Desmond. . . .Universal
Resurrection
Principal Pict. (S. R.)
ReturnThat
of a Led
Soldier
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Road
Home, The
ViUgraph
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick (S. R.) ... 7
Romola
Gish Sisters Metro-Goldwjm About
reels12 Dec U
Ropin'
Venus,
The
Josie
Sedgwick
Universal
Rose of the World Soecial Cast
Warner Bros
Sally of the Sawdust Fields-Dempster United Artists
Salvage
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Satan in Sables Lowell Sherman Warner Bros
Satan's
Special Merrill
Cast
Inde. Pict.(S.(S.R.)
R.)
Savaeeg Son
of the Sea Frank
Hercules
485* feet. .Mar. T
Sea Woman, The
Sweet-McLaglen First National
Seventh Heaven Special Cast
Fox
Shadow on the Wall
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Shadow of the Mosque. . .Odette Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
6200 feet
Shenandoah
B. (S.
P. R.)
Schulberg (S.R.)
Shootin'
Square Virginia
Jack Perrin
Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet
Siege
Valli Ambassador
Universal
Sign of the Claw
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Sign of the Cross
Gotham Prod. (S.R.)
Silent Witness
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Slave of Fashion, A
Sp ciil-Cast Metro-Goldwyn
Some Pun'kins Chas. Ray
Chadwick, (S. R.)
Sorrows of Satan Special Cast
Paramount
Souls
Adrift
Rosemary
Davies
Assoc.
Exhib
Souls That Pass in the
Night
Special Cast
Universal
Span of Life
, . .Betty Blythe Banner Prod., (S. R.) . . . :
Sp ed Limit, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Spook Ranch
Hoot Gibson
.Universal 5147 feet. .May 2
Sporting ofChance
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Steele
the Royal
Mounted
Vitagraph
Stella Dallas
First National
Strange Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Stranger of the North. . . .Richard Travers Assoc. Exhib
6 reels . . . July »
Storm Breakers, The House Peters Universal
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict. (S.R.)
Sun Up
Metro-Goldwyn
Super Speed
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Tearing Loose
Wally Wales
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4900 feet. .June 13
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
May 30
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten Commandments Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels . . . Jan. S
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corj
Tenderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Ariion*. . .D.Revier-W.Falrb«aksF. B. O
This Woman
Special Cast
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist Corp
Tides of Passion Mae Marsh
Vilagraph 6279 feet. .May t
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
•
Too Much Youth Richard Holt
Gersoa Pict 4S00 fee<. .Fek. 31
TraiUng Shadows Edmond Lowe fox Film
Trapped in the Suow
Country
Bin-Tin-Ttn (dog) . . . .Waraer Broa

June

20,

19 2 5

Feature
Star
Tnvelin' Past
Jack Perria
Travis Coup. The
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge..
Unchastened Woman, The.Theda Bara
Unholy Three
Lon Chaney
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Ferguson
Up and At 'Em
Jack Perrin
Viennese Medley Special Cast
What
People Say
Wheel, Will
The
Special Cast
When Honor Ends Richard Dix
Where the Worst Begins
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan
White Outlaw, The Jack Hoxie
Why Girls Go Back Home
Wild Girl

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S. 5000 feet
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
First National
Chadwick (S. R.)
Metro-Goldwyn
Vitagraph
Ambassador
R.) Pict. (S.5000 feet
First National
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Paramount
Truart (S. R.) 8005 feet
SeringD. Wilson (S. R.)
Universal
Warner Bros
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. Nilsson-B. Lyon . . .First National
Winning of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise
Guy,Carson
The
F. B. O
With Kit
Over the Lefty Flyim
Great Divide Special Cast
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Woman Hater
Chad wick-Brooks Warner Bros
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
Women
Banner Prod. (S. R,)
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's Illusion, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Worst Woman, The Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Wrong Coat, The
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Wrongdoers, The
L. Barrymore Astor Dist. Corp
,
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love . . . Reginald Denny Universal

er Opinions

"Black

Cyclone"—
Pathe— Capitol,
New York
New York Times: "A remarkpicture called
was able
presented
last'Black
week Cj^clone,'
at the
Capitol. We imagine that as it
contained horses as players, it
would be overdone and therefore
very dull at times. Such an idea
was dissipated after we witnessed
one reel, as we became absorbed in
the story, feeling a deep sympathy
for Lady, the gray mare, and no
little admiration for Rex, the hero,
a fine flashing black horse, who,
toward the end, figures in a fight
with the Killer, a dastardlj^ pinto.
This conflict was far more thrilling than most film fights with human players. This picture is one
of sterling merit, which will interest everybody whether they ride
horseback or lean back in automobiles."
Sundayon News:
"All last
the movie
actors
Broadway
week
kicked about, barked, whinnied,
ate oats, or hised. Some one discovered that animals are natural
actors and never suffer from fits
of temperament, and so they were
starred and the -movie girls and
boys called in to support them.
At the Capitol the human actors
didn't
have a chance
come upRex,
to
the wonderful
wild to horse,
that trotted through the scenes
with all the dignity of Jack Barrymore. Supporting Rex were
snakes, lions, dogs, skunks, and
bears. The humans managed to
slip in every now and then, but
didn't seriously spoil the picture."
"My Wife and I"— Warner Bros.
— Forum, Los Angeles
Record
"As ofa the
piece
film
work it is: one
best ofshown
here for some time, for it has a
perfect roundness and a lack of
unnecessary detail. Casting, direction, acting and title work are
all exceptional!}' good. Irene Rich
is especially lovely and lovable.
Huntly Gordon is his usual self
and John Haron does an excellent
piece of work.
Herald: "Millard Webb has
handled this story with such splendid understanding that it is a picture that cannot fail to please.
Miss Rich plays with her usual
ease and is at all times pleasing to
the eye. Huntly Gordon gives her
splendid support. His expressive
face and understanding of his part
put him on a par with Miss Rich
for an all-around good performance. Constanee Bennett enacts
her part in , a very convincing
Butnaer."

Examiner : "T h e picture is
well worth seeing. The cast is
particularly good. Millard Webb
directed the film with a deft appreciation of Miss Rich's best
Times: "Miss Rich is appealqualities."
ing and extremely sympathetic.
Huntly Gordon plays in his usual
adequate fashion, while Johnny
Harron is most convincing. '
"Proud Flesh" — Metro-Goldwyn—
Loew's State, Los Angeles
Los Angeles Evening Express:
" 'Proud Flesh' is a scintillant
comedy as fresh as a breath of
spring air. The thing is so v^'ell
co-ordinated as to direction, title
writing and acting that it has a
delightful lilt to it. No one who
had anything to do with the picture took himself or the storj- seriously. As a consequence there is
a brightness to the film that is
rarely seen. Eleanor Boardman as
Fernanda is beautiful and spirited.
Pat O'Mallej', curiously enough,
plays
and heroles
makeshe
it one Pat
of theO'Malley
most likable
has ever played. The outstanding
playing of the picture is that of
Harrison Ford as Don Jaime Diego.
Ford plays the role with finesse
and injects much subtle charm by
the suavity with whidi he clothes
his movements. Trixie Friganza
William J. Kelly are splendid as
the aunt and uncle of Fernanda.
Trixie films like a million. 'Proud
Flesh' is highly amusing."
Los has
Angeles
Examiner
: for
"King
Vidor
directed
the story
all
there was in it. Harrison Ford as
the Spanish don, does the best
work of his career. He is most
effective as the suave, nonchalant
balcony climber of Barcelona, and
puts a neat little devilish twist
into the finale of the picture which
evoked plenty of mirth at the performances yesterday. Pat O'Malley, as the plumber,
is great.to He's
the typical
young American
the
core. He stands up for his rights
and demands an honest love in
exchange for his heart's dev'otion,
with a courage which would justify a better cause. He's good at
it, too, and whether his attire is
that of the smart young business
man,
or themore
w'orking
commands
than plumber,
the usualhe
ohs and ahs of admiration from
his house. Eleanor Boardman
makes the most of her role and
Miss Friganza plays Mrs. McGee
with plenty of good clothes and
good comedy."
Los Angeles Deily Time*: "The
clcTerest portrayal in muy re-
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Pict

spects in that of Ford as the Spaniard. I do not believe I have
ever seen him do anything more
finished. At the same time Miss
Boardman"s work as the heroine
is splendid. She exhibits more decided comedy talent than ever.
O'Malley performed very valiant
service as the hero."
Record: "It's
one
of Los
the Angeles
most entertaining
pictures
in town. Take 'Proud Flesh' for
that tired feeling; for that dejected spirit; for what ails you.
There is unusual freshness in its
treatment, sparkle in its titles
and novelty in its plot."
"Kiss Me Again" — Warner Bros.
— Stillman, Cleveland
Cleveland Plain Dealer: "You
will find, if you will go to the
Stillman this week — and if you
are an adult and appreciate sound
humor, I hope you'll go — that
ErnsthasLubitsch
it' again.
He
discussedhasthe'done
solemn
state
of matrimony in what Americans
popvilarly believe to be the French
methods. In other words he has
treated it frivolously, harmlessly
and most amusingly. 'Kiss Me
Again' is
the and
picture,
and it's
splendid
humor
entertainment.
Lubitsch did it the first time with
'The Marriage Circle.' His new
one treats the subject a little more
broadly and a little more humorously. I'd certainly try to see
"Kiss Me Again' if I were you.
It's fine sport, and I say it's adult
entertainment
not Itbecause
it's
unfit for children.
is fit. The
treatment of the play is new.
And in these days of film making
the treatment is everything."
"Are Parents People?" — Paramount— Rivoli, New York
Bulletin: "This young person
who sprung into popularity with
'Peter Pan' keeps on winning more
and more admirers with every
picture. Further on this reviewer
comments that 'Are Parents People?' is an ideal summer film."
Tlie Post: "'Are Parents People ?' at the Rivoli this week, is
more than usually entertaining
light comedy from tlie story by
Alice Duer Miller."
World: "As for Miss Bronson,
her first appearance since her skyrocket rise in 'Peter Pan' is promising if not epoch-making."
Herald mirersTribune
: "Adof Bettyreviewer
Bronson,
the
'Peter Paa' of tke filmi who had

any fears that the youthful actress
might be doomed to be an inane
picture-star can now rest easy.
For in 'Are Parents People ?' her
second photo-play which is playing at the Rivoli Theatre thisweek, she reveals once more all of
the vivid and distinctive charm of
her first performance."
"Beggar mount— on
Horseback"
ParaCriterion,
New —York
World : "It tickled me last
night, and that is all I was looking for last night with the possible exception"of a keg of iced
Tribune: "'Beggar on Horseback'ture.is aIt follows
perfectlythedirected
picstage play
closely and is able at times to improve it, since the screen can domuch
beer."more than the stage with the
stuff that dreams are made of.
By all means see 'Beggar on
Horseback.' It is an interesting
Times: "There came to the
Criterion theatre last night a delightful novelty in the film version of 'Beggar on Horseback,' the
eminently
picture." successful stage satire
by George S. Kaufman and MarcConnelly. The photoplay was directed by James Cruze who produced 'The Covered Wagon,' and
once again this versatile director
has rung the bell. . . Here is
a picture which is another feather
in
the cap
of the Famous
Lasky
Corporation,
and Plaj'ersone we
feel certain which will keep persons in a jolly mood during the
whole of its screejiing."
Journal: "'Beggar on Horseback' opened at the Criterion last
night, and we enjoyed it so much
we forgot the heat. . . For its
imaginati\"e spirit, it is one of
the best pictures we have ever
seen. . . The whole evening was
great
entertainment."
Bulletin
: "One amusing situation followed another, and the audience was kept happy by the unusual story. Even though the
temperature was four degrees
cooler than Death Valley the audience remained in high spirits and
applauded the picture throughMirror: "James Cruze scores
triumph in fantastic screen version of popular Kaufman-Connelly
Sun : "The Beggar on Horseback," a iae npstandiB; cimem*
out."
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Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
1339 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, 111.
Dear

Sirs:

-Att.

Mr.

W.

R.

Rothacker-

We have delayed writing you as we were
awaiting the results from all the exchanges on the
prints you got out for us on the Kentucky Derby.
The reports now in show that we were not beaten in
any points and that we had beats of twenty-four
hours in several.
Kinogram's association with Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company has been not only the
most advantageous arrangement we have had but by
far the most pleasant.
Your speed in handling our
specials has surpassed anything that we have been
able to accomplish even in New York and besides we
have had the Rothacker quality which gives the exhibitor news reel subjects photographically equal
to features.
We take this opportunity to
whole organization and you personally
interest you have taken.
Yours
KINOGRAM

GMcLB/EC

thank your
for the

sincerely.

PUBLISHING

CORPORATION

President
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Mr, Stern's letter
is reproduced below
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Mr. E. STERN, General Manager of Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago
j\/r R.on STERN'S
tribute toyears
Wurlitzer
Music is as
based
many successful
of experience
an
exhibitor. After carefully checking results at the box
office, he has purchased seventeen Wurlitzer Unit
Organs for the Lubliner & Trinz circuit of theatres.

for «. j„

"

''"'"a «j

„

Solely upon its ability to draw and please patrons
and its unequaled record as a profit-maker, the \Iighty
Wurlitzer
has made
foremost exhibitors.

good with another of America's

13: a

"HLaiB 4 jjaj

Whether your theatre is large or small, Wurlitzer
Music will soon pay for itself, and give years of extra
profits. Write today for our beautiful new catalog —
just ofif the press.
THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.
CINCIXXATI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
121 E. Fourth St.
120 W. 42nd St. 329 S. Wabash Ave.
SAX FRANCISCO
DENVER
LOS ANGELES
250 Stockton St.
2106 Broadway 814 S. Broadway
Forty -four branches in thirty-three cities from coast to coast

The fine tone and great volume of the
Wurlitzer Grand Piano makes it particularly adapted to the needs of the theatre
orchestra.
Special catalog on request.

REG. U.S.PAT.OFF.
PIANOS

" ORGANS

* HARPS

- MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

The

Screen's

Greahesh

Producing

Unifs

release

through

Pararnpunr

RAYMOND

GRIFFITH

Comedies
RAYMOND GRIFFITH is the new comedy king of
the screen. He earned the title with "Changing Husbands," "Forty Winks," "Miss Bluebeard"
and "The Night Club." He clinches it with his latest,
"Paths to Paradise," the funniest picture of 1925.

Today, Griffith is a star, with his own producing unit
— his own director (Eddie Sutherland, former assistant for Chaplin), gagmen, scenarists, cameramen,
technical staff, etc. He picks his own stories and
supervises their production from 'script to screen.
In other words, Raymond Griffith is in the position
of an independent producer. With this difference
he has no financial worries; he doesn't need to pinch
the pennies; he is not forced to assume the roles of
star, banker and prop boy at one and the same time;
and he has the entire resources, in money and talent,
of the greatest motion picture organization in the
world to draw upon.

Under these ideal conditions, Raymond Griffith is
producing two elaborate feature comedies for The
Greater Forty:
"ON DRESS PARADE." The merry mix-ups of a
high-hatter trying to be a regular fellow.
"THE
Edward
Sutherland,
Director

Q«^p

STAGE DOOR JOHNNY. " Raymond
pecting among the Broadway gold-diggers.

Get the Greater Griffith Comedies.
Independence PLUS.

THE

GREATER

paramount

They represent

FORTY

Q>ictures

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

pros-

Screen's

Greatest
1

THOMAS

T

HOMAS
a star.

MEIGHAN

is more than

He is an American institution, beloved by millions and standing for a
type of entertainmer I that is an
asset to the prestige as well as the
box office of any theatre.
He is the head and inspiration of
a producing organization functioning practically as an independent
and releasing through Paramount.
Working in this organization with
Meighan are Thomas J. Geraghty,
supervisor; Alfred E. Green, director; and a corps of other experts
kept intact from picture to picture.
Co-operating actively with the Meighan unit are such authors as
George Ade and Booth Tarkington.
And backing the organization are
the mighty resources of Paramount.

9homas

J. Geraghty

SUPERVISOR"^

THOMAS
MEIGHAN

PRODUCING

THE

FOR

GREATER

FORTY

J

Qroducing^

Units

release

N
EIGHA

through

Qaramount

ons

producti

M

URING

the next six months

the Thomas

J-' Meighan producing organization will
make two features of exceptionally high
calibre for Paramount release:
"THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF."
Written especially for Meighan by Booth
Tarkington. With a cast including Virginia Valli, Lynn Fontanne, Ralpli and
Frank Morgan, Norman Trevor, Julia
Hoyt, Hugh Cameron, Charles Stevenson
and Victor Moore. The profoundly dramatic story of a millionaire black sheep who,
though innocent, goes to jail and has to
fight his way up to honor and happiness
upon his release.

DIRECTOR
aifred
€.Green

"THE SHAMROCK."
Meighan in a real
Irish story. Can you imagine the response
at the box office ! Starting as a hard-boiled
New York politician, the role calls for Tom
to journey to Ireland on an underhand
errand and there learn the meaning of true
manhood. The cast will amaze you. The
production is bound to be the greatest
Meighan ever.
These two Greater Meighan Pictures in
THE GREATER FORTY are more exPLUS

amples ofivhat Paramount' s Independence
means to your box office!

Mr
and

Meighan

Booth

Tarkington

in conference

Qarammint

Qicturcs

•
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F.B.O/s

our

Gold

prosperity

to

the Bees"
wonderful story

running serially in McC all's Magazine and being advertised nationally NOW

EMORY

Bond

other

in McCalVs by F. B. O.
It is with a feeling of justifiable pride that we announce our
Gold Bond Special, "THE KEEPER OF THE BEES," one of
Gene-Stratton Porter's finest fiction successes. As the most widely
read author in all America and with her millions of followers, plus
the National Campaign of advertising F. B. O. is now carrying in
McCall's Magazine with its 2,000,000 circulation per month while
the story is running serially, and the big campaign of national
advertising being done by Doubleday, Page & Co. on the book
edition of the story, this Gold Bond picture is marked for extraordinary results. Watch for release date. Produced by J. Leo Meehan.

2

Aaron

indefinite

"The
Keeper
Gene Stratton-Porter's
now

ty

JOHNSON

Specials
Bond
Gold
This announcement of two Gold Bond Specials from Emory
Johnson will be greeted by salvos of applause from thousands of
exhibitors. The first Special will be "THE LAST EDITION," a
thrilling melodramatic newspaper story starring the great RALPH
LEWIS. The second Special will be a tremendous production titled
— "HAPPINESS." Both are exceptional productions of big lime
box office appeal. F. B. O.'s usual high powered exploitation will
back both of these specials.
Exhibitors who have played Emory Johnson's sensational
exploitation pictures need not be told of the possibilities ©f his
LAST EDITION" and "HAPPINESS"
productions. Both "THE
will surpass any of his former outstanding successes.

Jones

run--—

Specials

GOLD

every

and

it packed

BOND

Sp

theatre

"PARISIAN
NIGHTS"
Starring Lou Tellegen — Elaine Hammerstein —
Renee Adoree and big cast
Packed 'em in at Theatre
the CAPITOL,
for oneNew
solidYork's
week.Largest and Finest
A Gothic Picture directed by AL SANTELL starring ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN, LOU TELLEGEN, RENEE ADOREE and
exceptional cast. A story of the wickedest city in the world — Paris
— surcharged vnth all the fire and romance, action and drama that
can be packed into a feature production. It has class, rare production touches, tremendous appeal both in title and story and gives
exhibitors another Gold Bond Special that will register with a
resounding smash at the box office.

"IF
MARRIAGE
FAILS"-?
Starring
Jacqueline Logan and
Clive Brook
Went Over Big at B. S. Moss's New Colony Theatre on B'way, N. Y.
In thisa his
latestwith
production
Mr. office
Sullivan
F- B.story.
O.'s
exhibitors
picture
a great box
title gives
plus ato great
With that lovely young star JACQUELINE LOGAN, supported by
CLIVE BROOK and JEAN HERSHOLT and other artists, "IF
MARRIAGE FAILS" cannot miss, particularly if handled in the
manner outlined in our showman's Press Book. Superbly directed
by JOHN INCE.

"When
His love Grew Cold"
Laura Jean Libhy's Sensational Success
Millions of fans will fiock to see Laura Jean Libby's romantic
story transferred to the screen. And as for title, you can just write
your own ticket as to the possibiHties of "WHEN HIS LOVE
GREW COLD." Just made to order for a mop up for thousands of
theatres. Millions have read her books. MilHons will want to see
this picture. Take advantage of all this special offers you in profits
and prestige.

(b

of

the

The ASSOCIATED
F. Harmon Weight.

the

ig

that

and

Chicago,

ARTS PRODUCTION— From the Famous Novel by Elizabeth Cooper— Directed by
The first of F. B. O. Gold Bond Specials.

CAPITOL

ecials

Orphexim,

N.

Y.

will

little)

To

Capacity

bring

for

One

profits —

throughout

The
"THE
The MIDNIGHT
Tremendous Railroad FLYER"
Thriller
Exhibitors from every section of the country have urged us to
produce another big time railroad story. Our answer is "THE
MID-NIGHT FLYER," a thrilling romance of the rails that will
be backed by sensational exploitation, high powered advertising
and F. B. O.'s sure fire showmanship. Register this one as one of
F. B. O.'s biggest box office winners among our twelve Gold Bond
Specials-

"THE
FUTURITY
WINNER"
A Race Track
Special Surcharged
With Drama
From the pen of the celebrated author LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
Register another sure fire box office winner in F. B. O.'s Gold
Bond Special "THE FUTURITY WINNER." Here is a veritable
whale of a race track drama surcharged with heart interest, suspense,
high powered drama and saturated with thrills. All the lure and
color of the turf incorporated into this picture guaranteeing it as
a sure fire at the box office as human skill and brains can make of
those elements the public always responds to in crowds, mobs and
jams. Adapted for the screen by John C. Brownell.

"FLAMING
WATERS"
E. Lloyd Sheldon's Thrilling
Drama of the Great Oil Fields
One of the biggest screen successes from the box office angle
last season was an oil field story. "FLAMING WATERS" will equal
or match the record of that picture. It will be spectacular in the
extreme, dramatic beyond description and absolutely sure fire at the
box office. It's an ASSOCIATED ARTS production, presented by
O. E. Goebel. From E. Lloyd Sheldon's famous story of the lure
of the stream of gold. It's another of F. B. O 's Gold Bond Twelve,

Solid

Isle

prestige

the

of

Week

land

Retribution

Edison Marshall's Gripping
Drama of the Frozen North
Stories of the frozen North are as certain in their box office
results, perhaps more so, than any other class of production. Your
own memory will recall the sensational outstanding successes of this
type of release. Edison Marshall's thrilling book "THE ISLE OF
RETRIBUTION
that type of story and embraces every sure
fire element of "box isoffice
appeal. A gripping tale of the frozen
North filmed in the locale of the narrative brings to exhibitors
another big time Gold Bond Special of brilliant possibilities.
A

Poor

GirFs

Romance
The Second of the Famous
Laura Jean Lihby Successes
Here is another Laura Jean Libby fiction success read by millions during the years this book has been before the public, giving
it a ready made audience that not one picture in scores possesses,
unless backed by similar advantages. This second Laura Jean
Libby Gold Bond Special will be as sure fire at the box office as
anything ever released. It is impossible in this small space to give
you all the details. Watch the trade papers for further announcements.

3 Gold Bond Winners
already
Proven Successes by Broadway Runs
"DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION" packed 'em in at the
CAPITOL, N. Y., for one solid week. "PARISIAN NIGHTS" followed it up at the CAPITOL for another solid week. At B S
MOSS' COLONY on B'way "IF MARRIAGE FAILS" went over
big- Every Gold Bond special a winner. Get your contract for
them all right now.
FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc
723-7th Ave., New York City.
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will be seen in 7 virile western adventure productions from
stories by noted authors. For earlv release THE
TIMBER
WOLF
and DESERT
VALLEY,
both by Jackson Gregory.
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Fresh from his triumphal tour of Europe
and America, this King of All Western
Stars will be seen in 7 outdoor photo-dramas
of the highest grade on a scale never before
attempted, with Tony appearing in each
picture. The first will be THE LUCKY
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time in three
weeks Rothafel
F. B. O.'s for
product
hasthebeen
by Roxy
the
CAPITOL, N. Y. the world's largest and finest theatre,
a tribute to F. B. O. and its vastly improved product,
which proves what we've been saying for months,
i. e. This season F. B. O. has the pictures. "SMOOTH
AS SATIN" is from the pen of the same author who
wrote those smashing stage successes — "THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR" and "WITHIN THE LAW."
Contract NOW for the new series of eight EVELYN
BRENT pictures for the coming season. 8 sure fire
box office winners, each bigger than the preceding one.
Packed with romance — action — and high powered drama
to keep the crowds coming regularly.
FILM

BOOKING
OFFICES
723 Seventh Ave., New York
Exchanges Everywhere
Thematic music cue sheets available on all our features.
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Lon Chaney
As an exclusive Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star,
Lon Chaney will appear in another smashing
vehicle, promised to be the most exciting of his
career.
Sally, Irene and Mary
With Eleanor Boardman, Sally O'Neill, Renee
Adoree. Hobart Henley, Director. Edward
Dowling's famous Broadway stage success.
Monte Carlo
Another Erte-Fashion-Triumph ! Against a
background of the notorious Gambling Paradise.
Lights of Old New York
A Cosmopolitan Production
Starring MARION DAVIES. Based on "Merry
Wives rence
of Eyre.
Gotham,"
Directed theby stage
Montasuccess
Bell. by Law-

Mare Nostrum
A Rex Ingram Production
By Blasco Ibanez. With Alice Terry, Antonio
Moreno. Ingram's successor to "The Four
Horsemen."
The Merry Widow
Director, Erich von Stroheim with John Gilbert and Mae Murray. The picturization of
one of the stage's greatest hits.
Bardelys the Magnificent
Starring John Gilbert. With Claire Windsor.
King Vidor, Director. By Sabatini, author of
"The Sea H jwk," "Scaramouche."
The Barrier
Rex Beach, author. With a big All Star Cast.
The
works.most thrilling of this famous writer's
The Tower of Lies
Selma Lagerlof's prize novel. Victor Seastrom,
Director. Norma Shearer and Lon Chaney.
Three personalities of "He Who Gets
Slapped."
The Unholy Three
Tod Browning,Director. Starring Lon Chaney.
With Mae Busch, Matt Moore. The story by
C. A. Robbins is greater than "The Miracle
Man." The Auction Block
Rex
Norma
Shearer
as anBeach's
added powerful
attraction.novel.
A great
actress
in a
story of towering strength.
Lillian Gish
This greatest star has just signed a long-term
contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Miss
Gish will appear in two great pictures.
The Big Parade
King Vidor, Director. Starring John Gilbert.
With Renee Adoree. By Lawrence Stallings,
author of "What Price Glory ?"
Romola
Lillian Gish, the Star. With Dorothy Gish,
Also Ronald Colman, William H. Powell.
Henry King, Director. The successor to "The
White Sister."
Paris
Robert Z. Leonard, Director. With Pauline
Starke, Lew Cody. The first Erte-gowned
Fashion Special.
Norma Shearer
The Great Star, Norma Shearer, in three marvel-productions. "ASlave of Fashion" is the
first. By Samuel Shiproan, wise Broadway playwright. Directed by Hobart Henley. With
Lew Cody.

Ramon Novarro
The handsome star of "Ben Hur"will be seen
in three big hits. His first is a romance of the
Annapolis Naval Academy.
Time, The Comedian
story.
Robert Z.Leonard, Director. With Mae Busch,
Lew Cody, Gertrude Olmsted. Kate Jordan's
Money Talks !
Rupert
Hughes'
Alf Goulding,
Director. With greatest
Eleanor story.
Boardman,
Conrad
Nagel. Successor to "Excuse Me!"
The Exquisite Sinner
With Conrad Nagel, Renee Adoree. From
Alden von
Brooks'
sensational
novel "Escape."
Joseph
Sternberg,
Director.
An Exchange of Wives
With Eleanor Boardman, Lew Cody, William
Haines, Renee Adoree. Hobart Henley, Director. Cosmo Hamilton's smashing Broadway comedy.

The Temptress
A Cosmopolitan Production
By Blasco Ibanez, author of "The Four Horsemen," "Blood and Sand," " Enemies of
Women," "Mare Nostrum."
The Torrent
A Cosmopolitan Production. By Blasco
Ibanez, featuring Aileen Pringle in a cast of
big names.
Buddies
A Cosmopolitan Production starring MARION
DAVIES. From GeorgeHobart's successful play.
Fred Niblo
One Big Production by the director of "The
Mark of Zorro," "Blood andSand,""BenHur."
The Circle
Frank Borzage, Director. With Eleanor Boardman, Malcolm McGregor. From the two-year
stage success by Somerset Maugham

Women and Wives
The best-seller novel of Harvey Fergusson.
With Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel.

The Flesh and the Devil
Victor Seastrom, Director. Starring John
Gilbert. With Carmel Myers. The successor
to "He Who Gets Slapped."
The Mystic
Tod Browning,Director. WithAileen Pringle,
Conway Tearle, Mitchell Lewis. A sensational exposure of fake spirit mediums.

The Mysterious Island
Jules Verne's companion story to "Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea."
Brown of Harvard
America's most famous college classic, by Rida
Johnson Young. With Conrad Nagel, Eleanor
Boardman.

Pretty Ladies
Monta Bell, Director. With Zasu Pitts, Tom
Moore, Lilyan Tashman, Anne Pennington.
By Adela Rogers St. Johns.
Sun'Up
With Pauline Starke, Conrad Nagel, Lucille
La Verne. Edmund Goulding, Director. The
stirring Broadway stage success of two years.
By Lula Vollmer.
Never the Twain Shall Meet
A Cosmopolitan Production. Directed by
Maurice Tourneur. With Anita Stewart, Bert
Lytell, Huntly Gordon and all star cast. Peter
B. Kyne's million copy best-seller.
The Span of Life
Starring Lon Chaney. With Pauline Starke,
William Haines. The famous Sutton Vane
stage play of America, London, Africa.

Jackie Coogan
Two winning Jackie Coogan productions. By
Willard Mack. Watch for Jackie in "Dirty
Face" and "Old Clothes."
Mae Murray
Two Big Productions
Mae Murray will appear in two big MetroGoldwyn-Mayer productions in 1925-1926, in
vehicles such as she has never before been seen.
Lovey Mary
Kingwonder
Vidor, find.
Director.
WithHegan
SallyRice.
O'Neill,
the
By Alice

How

Dare You!

Rupert Hughes' comedy romance. That title,
with the Hughes' audience angle insures pep,
action, fun and a whopping love story. 100 per
cent entertainment. Director and money-winning cast will be announced.
Dance Madness
With Aileen Pringle, LewCody. By S. J. Kaufman, the famous nationally syndicated author.
A Little Bit of Broadway
From Richard Connell's novel of a beauty
amongtant casttheto white
lights. Director and imporbe announced.
The Reason

Why

Elinor Glyn's world-famous romantic novel,
her successor to "Three Weeks."

Metro-Goldwyn

The

Talk

ofThelndustrij

Continuity by
James Bell Smith
Directed by
Art Rosson

ACTION

Richard Talmadge
Production

Pictures

and
ACTION is what RICHARD
entertainment.

TALMADGE

is

what

gives 'em in "THE

people
FIGHTING

want

DEMON"— It's 100%

Talmadge pictures procurable only through
FILM BOOKING
OFFICES
723 Seventh Ave., New York. Exchanges Everywhere
Thematic music cue sheets available on all our features.
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NEW

In
YORK
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

LONDONS
THRILLING
STORY OF THE
FROZEN
NORTH
Let's get right down to cases. What Company is offering you big time
stuff in sure fire box office winners hke F. B. O. which you can buy at a price
that absolutely guarantees you profits?
And where can you find an attraction like "STRONGHEART"
in Jack London's story,
"WHITE FANG," that enables you to shout your message from the housetops.
Here are 3 giant showman's forces. 1st, "STRONGHEART";
2nd, JACK LONDON'S
NAME; 3rd, his great story, "WHITE FANG."
Even half hearted showmanship is bound to bring results on this production. Imagine then
what a real showman will do when
Exchange.
Wonderful showman's
FILM
723 Seventh Ave., New York.

he "gets behind" this picture. See it NOW at any F. B. O.
paper, accessories and exploitation.
Get busy.
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"What

waukee Convention?"
do you think of conditions — of the

future?"
I have had these questions put to me for the
past several weeks by men of varying trade
connections,
tions.

many
*

of them

in prominent

*

posi-

I, too, have put the same queries to others;
so suppose I give herein the replies I received
in confidence from some men of eminence and

The

The banker

went further. "Call it honesty,"

said "he. "Just plain honesty, that's all."
"You've got to deal with each other with
the cards on the table. All the cards. Stop

holding back. Stop pussy-footing. Shrewdness isone thing, but a little thing; character
is a big thing and the foundation of all business. Ifyours is a game of politics, play them.
But if it's a business, cut the politics out. You
claim that over a billion dollars are invested

*

experience — a picture man,
and a newspaper editor.

26

Opinions

HAT will the exhibitors do?"
"What has come out of the Mil-

W

NO.

27, 1925

a lawyer, a banker

picture man — not, by the way, of the

so-called "Big Three" — said, in conclusion:
"You see, every point we have discussed leads
right back in a circle to — good pictures. Box
office attractions. Shows to make the theatre
pay. Big theatres; little theatres; Broadway
theatres; rural theatres. All are up against

in the American

industry.

Well, then, that's

a business, not a poker game. It's big
business and therefore demands big business
methods — the basis of which is frank, straightforward dealing and not bluffing, sharpshooting and windjamming."
*
*
Said the newspaper

*

man — he is not to be hired,

by the way : "I've been reading some of this stuff
aired to the public about your trusts and your inde-

this one problem: PICTURES!
That's what
worries them, and that's what worries me — as
a manufacturer, also as a distributor. Product !

pendents. I've kept it out of my columns because
it's all Greek to me, and the public, I conceive,
doesn't understand it and hasn't the slightest interest
in it. You seem to be pretty hazy yourselves, as to
just what an independent is.

"Theatres? That's the other fellow's problem— and a big enough one. Let the other
fellow run them ; I want to book them. And 1

"The public is, however, interested in pictures,
tremendously so. So it seems to me that here lies
the supreme interest of the man who sells to the

know

the

public, the exhibitor — in pictures; what are the best,
where to get them, how to buy them. His line of

attractions. So that's my sole job and it doesn't
leave any time for speeches, flag raising or

demarkation isn't between trust and independent;
it's between good and bad pictures, between salable
and unsalable merchandise. If, as a publicist I were

mighty

schemes

well that I will, if I have

to get to *
market* by any
shorter route."
*

asked to advise either group, trust or independent —
The banker and the lawyer make themselves
felt in this business — and in some others. What
they said can be summed

up in a single utter-

ance: "You fellow^s have got to be decidedly
more sincere. That goes high and low. Big
Three and Little Three, trust and independents, producers and exhibitors."

if such groups do exist — I'd say to each : 'Saw wood
and say nothing — except about good pictures,' and
there I'd say a lot."
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An

Exhibitor

on Independence

P RED S. MEYER, of the Palace Theatre, Ham^ ilton, Ohio, believes that the public ought to know
the internal situation in the industry. He devotes a
page in his "Palace Theatre Magazine" to a discussion of 'Tndependence," and writes:
"Of late the public has heard and read a great
deal about the contemplated war against 'The Big
Three,' so that the independence of the theatre may
be preserved. Believing that the theatre-going public in general, and the readers of this Magazine particularly, are interested, we've decided to devote our
entire Editorial Page this month to a frank discussion of conditions as they really exist. The public
has a perfect right to know what it's all about,
and this enlightenment should be frank, unbiased,
truthful.
"To that end, the editor wants it clearly understood that the Palace Theatre is an independent theatre in all that the name implies; independently
owned, operated, booked and managed, and considered as independent by Film Producers and Distributors. This policy has been maintained since the
inception of this theatre and will be so continued in
the future. Therefore, any explanation made here
can be construed neither biased nor as propoganda.
"Theatre-owners feel they have a legitimate complaint because Paramount, Loew and First National
no longer content themselves with the production and
distribution of pictures, but acquire theatres as well,
operating these in direct competition to independently owned theatres. In other words, according to
one side of the argument the Film Companies want
it all; and unless they're stopped, they'll have us
'going and coming.' And the 'Big Three' come back
with the reply that 'we only buy or build where we
are forced to, in order to procure an adequate representation for our product.' And strange as it may
seem,
there's
much truth and logic in both arguments.
"Marcus Loew operated theatres long before he
entered the producing and distributing field; he
bought Metro-Goldwyn in order to assure himself
of the required number of good pictures 'for selfpreservation.' First National was founded by a
group of theatre-owners who aligned themselves
into another, also for the sake of 'self-preservation,'
in order to be able to have good pictures, and without being forced to subject themselves to the mercy
of Paramount.
"This, then, would make it appear as though the
Famous Players-Lasky Corp., or Paramount, were
'the root of all evil.'

Perhaps

they are; let's see.

Picture

eivs

Fairness prompts the admission that Famous Players
were the first to give us big pictures; this meant
h'gher production costs, necessitating in turn higher
rentals. It is neither our place nor inclination to
discuss the equity of 'film rentals' and whether they
are justified or not; but in this, like any other argument, we always try to 'see the other fellow's point
of view.' If Paramount bought or built theatres,
they did so because the theatre that formerly used
Paramount pictures either could not or would not
pay a fair rental for quality product, with the result
that Paramount

had to acquire theatres 'for self-

"The independent
policy of the Palace Theatre
preservati
on.'
will be continued in the future as in the past; we
may again 'sign up' for Paramount — and we may
not. If we do, it will be because it is our honest
belief that Paramount has a greater amount of consistently good quality pictures than any one else.
We're neither afraid nor alarmed at the possibility
of Paramount, First National or Metro coming into
Hamilton to build or acquire a theatre if we do
not use their product. Theatres can't be operated
as chain-stores because nobody can take away from
us our community standing, our willingness to help
and be of service to our town, our individuality.
"As we said before, there's much room for argument on both sides of this controversy. Paramount
does not produce all the good pictures on the market, but it does ofifer consistency to a greater degree
than any one else. And we're just selfish enough to
admit that 'self-preservation is the first law of nature'
with us as with you and everybody else. If we can
buy the best at equitable terms, you will be benefited. If we are forced to take the 'bitter along with
the sweet,' then there'll be plenty opportunities for
one or all of the 'Big Three' to invade Hamilton.
"And if it comes to that, we're more than willing
to rest our case in the hands of you — and of those
whom

we've tried to serve in the past five years."
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Diri'ctiir Montn Bell is using Ann
Pennington to impersonate Ann
Pennington in the Follies scenes
of "Pretty Ladies" (Metro-Goldtvyn), now in tvork.

Gloria Swanson using the trick
necklace, the tussle of which contains lip stick and powder puff,
which she wears in "The Coast of
Folly" (Paramount) .

Erie, the French designer brought
over by Metro-Goldwyn to dress
up
that company's
feminine
snapped
ivhile chatting
with stars,
one
of the fairest, Claire Windsor.

ACKING THE WHIP
D OUGLAS CR
FAIRBANKS with his new picture, "Don Q,
ally and figuratively, cracked the whip —
Son ofy Zono," has hter
literall in the competent and colorful manner in which he uses
it to defend himself and outwit his opponents, and figuratively in
the way he will hit the box-office. If our predictions count for
anything at all it looks as if he has a real. Brand A, Number I ,
attraction here — one which will draw the crowds.
He has cracked the whip in favor of dashing melodrama,
romantic adventure and all the appeal which plays up the heroics.
He has returned to the type of story that established him as the
leading romanticist of the screen.
You remember "The Mark of Zorro?" Well here is "Don
Q," a chip of the old block. But more moving, more compact,
more spontaneous, more picturesque. Like Fred Stone on the stage —
an actor who always surprises his audiences with some new accomplishment, Douglas Fairbanks sees to it that the public (the fickle
public) must be constantly surprised. No going over the old
bridges.
He burns these once he has used them.
He comes on in this picture, a dashing Don — a playfellow with
a whip. He wields it with much better grace, much finer polish
than he did the sword in "The Three Musketeers." He fights
his way into romance — and fights his way out — to save his head.
No picture has carried greater speed, nor a finer swing. Its
plot will be understood by child and adult — of any race and
chme — and just as easily appreciated. In addition to its concentrated, high-pressure action it has the tone and quality of
atmosphere and settings which always mark a Fairbanks picture.
At the Globe Theatre, New York, where it opened Monday
night to a distinguished audience, it was enthusiastically acclaimed
as a gem. The night was excessively warm, yet this audience kept
its seats — the humidity being forgotten in the swirl of events which
raced so rapidly across the screen. Fairbanks and his players held
them all in a tight embrace. He cracked the whip and we followed
him through h:s trials and triumphs.

Tom Mix, I III- I <ix II (Stern star on tour of the United States, folloiving
his triumphal European trip, is received by President Coolidge at
Washington; left to right: Mrs. Coolidge, Calvin Coolidge, Tom Mix
and Mrs. Mix.

Sum Taylor
the "gent"
the
specs)
who (will
direct with
Harold
Lloyd's first for Paramount, poses
with his assistant "Red" Golden.

Olive Hasbrouck, recently elevated
from comedy to play leads in
Universal features. After looking
her over tve agree with Universal.

C. Gardner Sullivan, producer and
scenarist, and Harry Beaumont,
whose next directorial venture for
W arner Bros, will be "His Majesty
Bunker Bean."
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" I DO "
J ACQUELINE LOGAN and Ralph Gillespie responded with
"I Do" the other day when the clergyman asked them some very
pertinent
questions.
Thea few
wedding
tookfriends
place at
at the
the ceremony.
bride's homeThem
Hollywood,
with only
intimate
benedict is prominent in real estate circles.
An ironic twist of humor accompanied the announcement of the
wedding. On the day Miss Logan became Mrs. Gillespie, her latest
picture,
Theatre. "If Marriage Fails?" was playing the New York Colony

This, to us, is the ultimate in courage among
perntiliiiig Archie Sloul. llie cameraman,
uhile on location in Arizona for ''Wild
/.:ine lirey, left, and George Irving,

screen players — Billie Dove
to trim her bobbed tresses
Horse Mesa" (Paramount).
right, offered counsel.

NGS
MMI
NN
ted withTOM
a saddle and the
presenFOR
been
Mix has
that Tom TRI
OWEW
other accoutrements used by the Northwest Mounted he can go
" a story around this famous troop who patrol the
"shoot
and open
ahead ian
spaces.
Canad

Ten thousiind live bees — count 'em — ten thousand — appear in this scene
for "The Keeper of the Dees" (F. B. O.) which the James Lee Meehan
company is shooting. Meehan, the soii-in-laiv of Gene Stratton-Porter,
the authr, is directing.

IT OVER
PUTTING
G
EORGE O'BRIEN is making a great hit with the Fox
forces — and also with the public. From the day when he appeared
in minor bits to just a trifle over a year ago when he emerged from
obscurity and became a star he has added to his popularity. There
is a reason. He is always sincere. We first noticed the conviction about his work in "The Man Who Came Back," where he
do-well who
m, sympathetic ntstudy of the h young ne'ere
gav
ity
His tale was no flas in the pan. His abil
found a hiswarhonor.
to feel the role was just as marked in "The Iron Horse," "The
Roughneck" and "The Painted Lady." One trait stood out noticeably. He is modest. He doesn't flaunt any heroic postures, but
simply strives to humanize his characters in as quiet a manner as
possible.
Now that he has "arrived" his sponsors have rewarded him
with two of the most attractive roles of his meteoric rise to stardom. hey
1
are enthusiastic about his work in "The Fighting
Heart," and "Havoc," — characterizations widely different. In the
former he plays a country youth who fights liquor and pugilists to
conquer himself, his enemies, and win the respect and love of the
girl. It is a part which calls upon O'Brien to show his athletic
prowess. In "Havoc" the young star plays a British soldier of the
late war who, living through those hect'c days, finds himself caught
in the quicksands of social intrigue. It is a role calling for the
utmost expression. That his versatility is appreciated one need only
to turn to his newest production which gives him a character totally
different from anything he has portrayed, heretofore. The picture
is the silent version of John Golden's play, "Thank You," and
O'Brien enacts the part of a young minister.

R CENT
ED PER PE
O
CENT representation has been given
HNDR
NE O
Ol
the Johnny Hines series of pictures by the National Board of
Review when it included "The Crackerjack" in its selected list of
lays along withevem
k" uld "Tet
y iesd."
het, Spaseedit Sp
ph
icoph is so
me achi "Ten
of
a serBir
wh heherEarl
is oodoubtfan
Whot
state-right or national releasing organization productions has ever
been accorded this distinction by the Board.

It was while he was in Canada recently that he expressed a wish
to own such an outfit. A woman who had stood next to him the
day he was in Toronto overheard the remark he made to one of
his friends and sent along the w. k. trimmings — with her compliments. She had felt herself indebted by reason of the hours of
clean and wholesome entertainment he afforded her through the
medium of his pictures.
Now Tom astride Tony can go out and get his man.
Speaking of Tony reminds us that the day the celebrated steed
reached Mixville ranch after his trans-continental tour, his equine
Pullman de luxe looked like a modern rail-riding Noah's Ark. A
count showed fully a score of specimens of animal and bird life.
Here is the census: One satin-coated sorrel pony, known to
civilization as Tony, one black long-haired Belgian police dog presented by Brussels exhibitors; one French sheep dog, presented by
the Fox exchange of Paris, one English sheep dog from the London
exhibitors, one Chow given to Tom's daughter by Lady Trevor of
London, one black Great Dane from German exhibitors, one St.
Bernard pup given by the people of Rheims, one Highland terrier

Marconi himself never imagined such a radio set as this contrived by
Charles a Ray
"Some
I'uu'kins"
from tno
boiler,
milk for
bottle,
a half
quart of(Chadwich),
milk, one alarm
clock,futinels,
six sofa«
springs, or what have you?
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27-,
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A VOICE FROM LONDON
I HEY comes and they goes. Some go away for a long, long
time and when reminiscences are indulged in. the past gives up its
figures. Here is Nigel Barrie, for exampe.l He was a leading
man for several of our leading actresses a few seasons ago — and
before he became associated with the screen was a headliner in vaudeville, expressing the modern dances. He writes us that he is still
m the land of the living. As he puts it— "I have been away from
Hollywood for two and a half years and I expect most people have
forgotten that I ever existed by now, but I'm coming back some day
when
a chance."
Mr.I get
Barrie,
now located in London, has been kept busy
ever since he went to the old country (a term which is still used by
the foreign-born). He spent the first year starring in four Gaumont
films in London, and has been over in Germany doing the same
th ng in four Ufa productions, playing parts (as he puts it) such
as he never got in Hollywood.
With the experience gained over there, Mr Barrie should have
no trouble in interesting American producers when he decides to
return to the U. S. A. He expects to come back in the near future
and settle down in Hollywood.

Extra girls at Universal City — and looking at some of 'em we wonder
why they're only extras — stage a fareiiell party for the "See America
First" unit as it departs for San wide-tour.
Francisco on the first leg of its nationpresented by Glasgow exhibitors, one German boar hound from
Count von Baravig's kennels in Berlin, one German police dog from
the Berlin police department, one yearling colt — a descendant of
Man O' War — given by Cincinnati exhibitors, one gentleman goat
presented by Indianapolis newsboys — and one pair of owls (with
whiskers) given by a St. Louis police official.
Tom intends to place the dogs in a set of de luxe kennels — the
offspring of Man O' War will become a stable mate of Tony
and learn equine etiquette from him, the goat will be put to work
as a four-legged "white-wing", cleaning the ranch of tin cans and
debris — and the owls will be trained to eat field mice and holler
"Tom!" instead of "Hoot!" While they are hoot owls Tom
doesn't
wantcall.them paging Hoot Gibson — unless Hoot is there to
answer the

$350to.00
TS elerBUT
T unusuCOS
al two-re
was shown
newspaper men at
AIMOST
the Universal projection rooms in New York last week. Entitled
"The Wail of the Banshee," it was written, directed and produced
for threeatedhundred and fifty
dollars (there's economy for you) and
is dedic
by its author, Tom Reed, western director of publicity
for Universal, to all the "Vons" in the industry — including Stroheim, Sternberg, Lubitsch, Tirpitz, Seyffertitz, Eltz, et al. It is a
satire on realism in the movies.
Reed

made

"The

Wail

of the

Banshee"

nights and Sun-

THE ETHER
GRABBED THROUGH
DWARD GRIBBON had the unique experience recently of
being signed for a new production by radio. Marooned with other
members of the company in the fastness of the Royal Gorge — fifty
miles from any habitation — it became necessary that word be gotten
to Eddie that he had been cast for a prominent part in the film
version of the play, "Seven Days." Unable to communicate with
the much-sought player either by mail or telegraph, his manager
put the message on the air by means of KFWB, the broadcasting
station of the Warner studio, in order that his client might hold
himself in readiness for his next engagement.
E

Florenz Ziegfeld and Jesse L. Lasky sign contract nhereby the "glorifier" of the safe
American
will produce
Paramount.
bet hisgirl
pictures
will haveforoccular
appeal. It's a pretty
days. In the cast are Edwin Carewe, fed Cook, Lincoln Stedm.an, Edna Marian, Charles Delanej' and Gaylord Tipton.

J7ie Universal Ranch Riders, those daring boys who bust the bronc
and rope the rurin steer in Universal Westerns, brave the musical efforts
of Josie Sedgwick between less strenuous scenes.

he's off
ices this Saturday will
NYONE trying to enter Pat
awn.
find the doors locked '
andS
the shadesOUdr
NG The typewriters will
TI
E
H
T
A
P
A
be silentloy
and the chairs will be vacant. It will be Pathe's day.
1 he emp ees of the home office and the New York and Newark
branches of Pathe will hold an outing — taking siege of the Panchard
Inn at Massapequa, Long Island.
This means that a few of the boys will have to be up bright and
early for the buses make their departure at 9.30 A. M.
The outing will be in the nature of a general social get-together
of the Patheites. Golf, baseball, quoits, croquet (yes, it's still
being played), "duck-on-the-rock," leap-frog, mumbly-peg, follow-the-leader, hide-and-seek, pushball, handball, and dancing are
some of the pastimes scheduled for the outing. 1 he edict has gone
forth from the higher-ups that anyone caught talking shop during
trip.
the day will be tossed over the Queensboro Bridge on the return

Motion
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INSURING THE COW
iJUSl ER KEATON has taken out insurance on his cow.
While it has become the common thing for actors and musicians
to insure their fingers, legs, eyes and voices, the frozen-faced combossy. edian has started something new by taking out a policy on a Jersey

"Brown Eyes" (that's her name) has become burdened down
with enough msurance to pay completely for Buster's new picture.
The cow and long-eared mule left Hollywood pastures the other
day. They went via motor truck to graze upon Arizona alfalfa —
and eventually will participate in practically all the scenes of Keatcn's new comedy.
Let it be said for "Brown Eyes" that she screens well. Out of
film tests of a thousand cows — tests that took up many weary hours
— she was the only entry that registered a sure-fire cow-like expression. She has poise, restraint — and milk in abundance. Two dairy
farm-hands
will act as "chambermaids" to the cow while she is on
location.
]oe Skirboli, General Manager of
Frank Lloyd Productions, discusses stories for First National
release ivith his netc boss,
Mr. Llovd.

As for the mule — well we cannot find out whether this usually
stubborn actor carries any policy. Probably not. Being an independent critter he doubtless kicked when the veterinary looked him
over for inurance.
While a mule is a mule, still this being the age when the evolutionists are having their say, it is barely possible that this particular mule will appear a trifle changed by the time the journey
is completed. He may look a little cowed or somewhat sheepish
in keeping such constant company with a docile cow.

Joseph M. Schenck with his wife.
Norma Talmadge, holds last minute conference with Rudolph Valentino anent "The Untamed"
Valentino's first for United Artists.

ROMANCE
AN EDUCATIONAL
ROMANCE which had its inception during the third
national convention of Educational Fihri Exchange managers, held
at Los Angeles last year, was disclosed when L. Maynard Schwartz,
manager of the Chicago office, announced that he was married a
few days ago to Bertha Isaacs, a Los Angeles girl whom he met
at the Coast convention.
Just a year ensued between the meeting of the pair and their
marriage, and the young benedict and his bride celebrated the
nuptials by coming on to New York for the fourth national convention — just completed. The newly-weds will spend their honeymoon in an auto tour which will include Lake George, Niagara
Falls (of course), Saratoga Springs and Washington.
A

One of the most promising screen
debutantes on the Metro-GoldwynMayer lot is Sally O'Neill, now
uorking in "Don't" (Metro-Golduyni uhich offers her an excellent role.

AKAMOUNT AMO
is registering
pride PRID
over the
E fact that out of
UNT'S
PAR
p
ten pictures listed for appreciative review in the forthcoming Exceptional Photoplays Bulletin, four of them carry the Famous PlayersLasky banner. The quartette comprises "Madame Sans-Gene,"
"Beggar on Horseback," "Are Parents People?" and "The Span-

Juliette Compton, original model
for Harrison Fisher, who is seen
in "Love's Bargain'' a current
F. B. O. production.

iard."

Jackie
Coogan
a new
preparatory
to gets
starting
work'bob'
on
'Old Clothes" his next picture for
MetrchGoldivyri'Mayer,

AEd.tense
moment Lewis
of the
wrestling
bout between
fStrangler)
andworld's
Wayne championship
(Big) Munn staged
in Michigan
City.
Fitzpatrick and McElroy of Chicago, who have the exclusive motion
pictures, /iflve arranged with distribution.
Educational Film Exchanges for national

Douglas
and the "Introduce Me"MacLean
(Asso. Exhibit.)
trophy
which he awarded to the winner
offirst
the annual
Northwest
Journal's
Gold Film
Tournament.
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Season
Set

ELEVEN cities— New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Kansas City, Atlanta, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Denver, Salt Lake
exhibitor committees
organized
City, and New Haven — have
for the "Greater Movie Season" sponsored by the Hays organization.
In New York more than 150 theatre owners met at the Palace
Theatre June 16, and the August drive was set before them by Charles
L. O'Reilly, President of the T. 0. C. C. and Jerome Beatty, director
of the national campaign.
The following committee of twenty-three was selected to take
charge of the drive: R. F. Woodhull, Sydney S. Cohen, Lee A. Ochs,
J, J. Murdock, Nicholas Schenck, Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Joseph Plunkett,
Samuel Rothafel, B. S. Moss, A. H.Schwartz, J. J. Maloney, Charles
Levine, Lawrence Bolignino, Rudolph Sanders, William Brandt, Marty
D. Schwartz, Charles Steiner Bernard Grob, Charles Moses, Louis F.
Blunienthal, Joseph M, Seider, Leon Rosenblatt, Jerome Beatty, and
Charles L. O'Reilly, temporary chairman.
The committee will meet at luncheon June 22 to arrange a complete
campaign. Joseph M. Seider as president of the Jersey M.P.T.O., issued
a statement on June 17 in which he said that the participation in the
movement by New Jersey had not been definitely decided upon, but
would come up for action at the organization's convention to he held at
Asbury Park commencing June 29.
Ten other great centers — Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Kansas City, Atlanta, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Denver, Salt Lake
City and New Haven — have org;anized their
exhibitor - committees and enthusiastically
adopting the Greater Movie Season plan,
have set in motion statewide campaigns of
a size never before attempted on individual
territories. The fact that the field organization of Greater Movie Season had been operating; tiirough the country only a week when
these ten cities swung into line, showing
the way for others to follow, is indicative
of 111" national exh bitor approval that the
movement has now won.
A meeting of prominent Chicago theatre
ownei's, managers, and exchange executives,
heartily endorsed the appointment of Ralph
Kettering as general manager of their campaign. Kettering who is well-known as a
writer on motion picture subjects and as an
executive of the Jones, Linick and Schaefer
Theatres, will have as his aides on the Publicity Committee L')u Kramer, Universal,
chairman; Al Sobler, Balaban and Katz;
Harry Earl, of Lubiner and Trinzi; Russel
Moon. Paramount; Dan Roche, Producers
Disti'ibuting Corjjoration ; Charley Raymond, Ba'aban and Katz; and Jay M.
Shreck of the Exhibitors Herald.
More than one hundred and fifty exhibitors in Philadelphia appointed Frank
Buhler, managing director of the Stanley
Comjiany, as General (liairman, with David
Barrist heading the Finance Committee; Abe
L. Einstein, Publicity; H. D. Westcott,
S|)eakers; Edgar Moss, Film Exchanges;
Edgar Wolf, Decorations. A special executive committee has as additional members Ben Amsterdam, George P. Aarons,
Abe Sablosky and Bart McHuh. The Philadelphian structure was made still more conpise by the creation of zone committeemen

for

who will supervise operations in their res])ective theatre zones.
The following Avere ajjpointed : Charley
Thompson, Harry Smith, Denny Berkory,
Joe Forte, Ben Fertel, Charles Segal, Marcus Benn, Jay Emanuel, Jack Rosenthal,
M.
Wexler,"
Hexter,
Al M.
Fischer,
ZakeClarence
Stallman,
Mike Sam
Lessy,Blatt,
Elmer Prince, John P]vans, M. Finemaii, -Tack
Flynn, Doc. Steumjifig, Jack Ridgway, Herb
Elliott, Sam Hyman, Bill Jones, John Bagley, Co'umbus Stamper, Morris Stiefel,
Johnny Eckhardt, Abe Altnian, Charles
Rappojjort, John Havs, Morris Brenner and
Sam ("Steve") Stiefel.
H. J. Schad, president of the ilotion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
one of the speakers, voiced his interest in
the campaign and i)ledged his support to its
success.
Frank Buhler emphasized the fact that
the Greater Movie Season Campaign was
non-partisan in its appeal and scope and
that its purpose was to benefit all exhibitors, large and small and all branches of
the motion picture industry. He called for
the undivided support of those present in
making a success of the drive and assured
them that the benefits accruing to tlie industry would compensate the exhibitors
many
money. fold for their outlay of time and
The operation of the campaign throughout Michigan will be in the hands of H. M.
Riehey, general manager of the Theatre
Owners of Michigan, Inc., who already has
placed interesting plans before the Hays
office and has been one of the most enthusiastic supporters of the season from its inception. For the city of Detroit, David Palfreyman, Secretary of the Film Board of
Trade, will be general manager, Fred T.

Wheels
in Motion
Grenell, of the (Jienell Advertising Agency
in charge of publicity and John E. Niebes
of the Dawn Theatre, treasurer.
At the first meeting a budget of $10,000
for this city was passed ujjon, this money
to be spent for newspaper advertising, billboards, novelties, parade expenses, etc.,
which from all indications will give Detroit
a campaign of far reaching possibilities, and
one of the most effective in the entire country, due solely to the efforts of H. M. Richey
of the state organization.
Weekly meetings are planned to report
on the advance made by the different committees and to offer suggestions and ideas
that come up from time to time.
In Kansas City Jav Means, vice-president
of the M.P.T.O., will control the Greater
Movie Season as general manager, assisted
by C. E. Cook, who is also secretary of the
M.P.T.O. Financing will be attended to by
Dave Harding of the Capitol Enterprise
Theatres, with Jack Roth, of the Isis Theatre assistant general manager, of the hudget committee, other members of which are
Bruce Fowler, Manager of the new Newman
theatre, and R. R. Biechele president of the
M.P.T.O. of Kansas and Missouri.
Theatres and exchanges are well represented on the ])ul)licity committee, the personnel being, Samuel Carver, Liberty Theatre, general manager; Bob Dary, Universal, assistant manager; R. Cunningham,
Paramount aiul M. Jacobs, Royal Theatre,
connnittecmen. William Flyini of the Globe
Theatre will organize the parades, while Arthur (\ile of Paramount brings the idea before civic and commercial bodies.
Mr. Biechele is organizing all the KansasMissouri exhibitors for state-wide drives.
A telegram from Atlanta says:
"At enthusiastic meeting with one hundred per cent exhibitor representation the
details of plans and finances were agreed
upon and the following elected to the orp-anization. Willard C. Patterson of the
Metropolitan Theatre, Chairman; Tom
Games of Loew's Grand, Tom Coleman of
the Cameo. Jau'es .Tackson of the Tudor,
Howard Kingsmoi-e of the Howard Theatre
as chairman of the board of directors and
A'nha Fowler of the Palace, secretary.
That Atlanta exchangemen will match
local exhibitors in ]n-omoting Greater Movie
Season was indicated in substantial terms
on Monday when, at the regular weekly
meeting of the Film Board of Trade, plans
for the campaign outlined by M. C. Coyne,
advance man sent out from the Hays organization, were unanimously endorsed and
a committee from the Board named to
work
hibitors.in conjunction with Atlanta exGeorge R. Allison, who heads the Fox
Film Corporation in this territory, was
chosen chairman with Ralph B. Williams,
branch manager for Universal ; W. W.
Anderson, Pathe branch manager and
Dave Prince, branch manager of Famous
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Players-La'sky Corporation completing
the personnel of tlie committee that will
meet with local exhibitors to fonu the permanent orsanization pledged to put over
Greater Movie Season in Atlanta.
At Monday's meeting the Film Board of
Trade not only endorsed the plans and
purposes of Greater Movie Season, but officialh" tendered the use of the Board's
lieadquarters at 307 Haas-Howell Building,
and the services of their executive secretary, E. L. Cole, for the duration of the
campaign.
Further impetus was given the movement when Dan Michalove, Universal's
assistant sales chief in the South, consented to allow Earle E. Briggs to handle
publicity for the campaiguThat everyone in Milwaukee is behind
the movement heaii and soul and that the
season there will be, a guaranteed "wow"
is the report from field-representatives in
that territory. A budget was fixed and
sub-committees selected at a mass meeting
of exhibitors, on June 12th, to support
Tom Saxe as general manager of the campaign. Newspaper and general publicity
work has already commenced, backed by
the efforts of Stau Brown of the Saxe Enterprises; Anne McMurdy, Universal; Eddie Weisfeldt, Wisconsin Theatre; Eddie
Corcoran, Famous Players; James Williamson, Orpheum Circuit, and Emil Francke
of the Silliman Enterprises.
At a banquet on June 19th, members oi
the industry and press will celebrate the
opening of the campaign in Indianapolis,
where Ace Berry and H. C. Dressendorfer
will supervise the various committees. Incidentally the Indianapolis News heads the
initial list of newspapers that will participate in the National Contest with trips
for two around the world, to Los Angeles
and to Miami as the three principal prizes.
From first to last the News will make the
contest a front-page feature, joining other
papers that have been quick to see the
value of cooperating strongly with exhibitors at a time when public interest focuses,
almost exclusively on the screen.
Excellent cooperation is reportea noin
Denver where leading theatres have gone
on record in endorsement of the season.
Harry Long of the American Theatre
heads the list of executives there. Harry
E. Huffman, president of the Colorado
M. P. T. 0., expressed sucli favor of the
plan that an exliibitors meeting elected a
board of directors that is one of the most
British

Delegation Sails
for Home
rs of the British deleFIVE membe
gation who came over to attend
the convention of the M. P. T. O.
A. at Milwaukee and later visited the
West Coast studios, sailed for home
June 17 on the Berengaria. W. Gavazzi
King, head of the delegation, sailed last
week.
Sydney S. Cohen, chairman of the
M. P. T. O. A. Board and R. F. Woodhull, president of the organization, went
to the pier to bid the delegation bon
voyageThose sailing on the Berengaria were:
Major A. J. Gale, A. Cunningham, G. F.
McDonald, Capt. J. W. Barber, and F.
H. Cooper.
The delegation will submit its report
to the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association of Great Britain and Ireland at
the organization's summer conference.

Motion
representative throughout the country.
F. H. Ricketson, Rialto Theatre; Harry
E. Huffman, Blue Bird Theatre; Gordon
B. Ashworth, Federal Theatre; Homer E.
Ellison, Jr., Queen Theatre; R. J. Garland, manaaer Metro-Cioldwyn Exchange;
Charles R. Gilmour, manager VitagraphWariier Bros. ; J. H. Ashby, manager First
National. The board decided to secure a
high-grade campaign expert to assist Mr.
Long, believing that the drive deserves the
entire services of such an exploiteer.
Tentative plans are being formulated for
the exhibitors and exchange men of Salt
Lake City to do their part in the Greater
Movie campaign that will be started the
middle of July preparatory to the beginning of the di'ive which starts the first week
in August. Lloyd Willis, representing the
Hays organization in connection with the
drive is in Salt Lake and laid the plans of
the campaign before the local men.
At the first meeting a general committee
was appointed to select other committees
and to start the ball rolling. The exhibitors
are enthused over the idea and there is but
little doubt that the part to be played will
be done with the utmost ability and power.
Carl A. Porter, manager of the VictorsTheatre was elected chairman of the general
committee which is acting in the capacity
of a board of directors.
The other exhibitor members are Eddie
Diamond, manager of the Pantages Theatre;
H. H. Rand, manager of the Isis Theatre;
George E. Carpenter, manager of the Paramount Empress Theatre; C. F. Montgomery^, manager of the American Theatre, and
L. Lanning, managing the Kinema Theatre.
The exchange managers represented on the
committee include W. F. Gordon, Associated First National; Al G. Pickett, Famous Players-Lasky, and Samuel Henley,
Universal.
At the first meeting Chairman Porter
selected Eddie Diamond, Weir Cassidy of
the American Theatre, George Carpenter
and L. Lanning as members of the publicity
committee; and Montgomery, Rand, and
Lanning' to the finance committee. Montgomery is the treasurer.
Based on plans put into effect in Los Angeles, Minneapolis, San Francisco and other
cities where season of this kind have been
put over successfully hitherto, the national
system elaborated by the Hays office has
in all instances been accepted in toto as
the most thorough method of turning ever^'
channel of patronage and publicity to the
motion picture theatres during August.
Posters, pressbooks and all accessories are
going forward to meet the demands of exhil)itors while in New York still further
important commercial cooperation of national scope has been arranged.
Hays

to
Equip Industrial
School for Pictures
The Tallulah Falls Industrial School of
Tallulah Falls, Georgia, the only school in
America owned and operated by a State
Federation of Women's Clubs, is to have
free motion pictures regularly. The Hays
organization througlL Courtland Smith has
offered to equip the school with a modern
projector and screen, and the picture industry of Georgia has pledged free service of
pictures through the cooperation of the Atlanta Film Board of Trade.
The recently
Georgia completed
Federationa of
Women'sof
Clubs
campaign
two years' duration to raise funds for the
building of the school.

P i c fur

News

Vitagraph Eastern Studio
to Remain Closed
ARNER BROTHERS have
closed down the Vitagraph
studios in Brooklyn for the
remainder of the present year at least
and will correspondingly increase their
production activities in Hollywood. The
Brooklyn studios were opened in 1905
and have played a conspicuous part in
the development of motion pictures.
What disposition of the Brooklyn studios
will be ultimately made is still to be determined, according to Warners.
Work is to start at once in the enlargement of the Vitagraph studios in
Hollywood. The improvements, it is
said, will cost a quarter of a million dollars. The expansion and new arrangement will permit Jack Warner and his
associate, Benny Zeldman, to supervise
the entire Warner output.
Golf

Prizes Held Over
Fall Tourney

for

Because of the fact that rain interferred
with the golf tournament held at the Briarcliff Country Club last week and caused
many players to retire before completing
the course, a number of the trophies originally offered will be held over for competition in the Fall event. This was the decision
arrived at by the committee in charge of the
event.
Following are the prizes that were not
distributed last week: Special prize donated
by Watterson R. Rothacker, special prize
donated by Jack T. Cosman, and other
special prizes donated by Arthur W.
Stebbins, Inc., M. S. Schlesinger and Gus
S. Schlesinger, Carl Laemmle of Universal
and by Du-Pont-Pathe, Inc.
Fox

Executives
Guests
A. M. P. A.

of

Newly appointed executives of the Fox
Publicity and Advertising department
were the guests of honor at the weekly
meeting ^f the A. M. P. A. at the Cafe
Boulevard puncheon in New York last week.
They were Gerald K. Rudulph, publicity
manager, and Donn McElwaine, manager
of accessories, both of whom were introduced by Vivian Moses, head of the publicity and advertising department.

Report Warners Will Buy
Orpheum In Chicago
Orpheum theatre will be taken over
ER'Sto
ording
by S,
Warner
Brothe&rs,SCH
accAEF
LINICK
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o's
t s rep
on Chi
ort
persis
out-m
ner an Fil
Warcag
lds give
wou
. ten
Thi
Row
le
ctthe
Whi
let in the Loop distri
heum's seating capacity is only eighst
Orpdre
hun d it has one of the best location
in Chicago on State, near Monroe street,
and has been doing a splendid business
as a long run, pre-release house. Many
of the most important pictures released
in the last few years have been shown
on its screen from four to six and eight
weeks.
Official confirmation of the deal vvas
not forthcoming at either Jones, Linick
& Schaefer's office or the Warner Chibut it was practiccagoadmitted
headquarters,
ally
that negotiations were in
progress and nouncement
Film
expects an any
anof its Row
consummation
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Four

Big

Companies

Financial
New

F.

P.

Issue;

First

National

important concerns figured in financial news this week. Official announcement was made l)y Famous Player s-Lasky of the
issuance of additional common stock at $90 a share. The New
York Stock Exchange admitted $2,500,000 in cumulative eight per cent
participating first preferred stock of First National to trading. First
National also declared a quarterly dividend of two per cent on this class
of stock, payable July 1 to stockholders of record June 15.
Fox Film Corporation Class "A" common stock made its first appearance on the New York Curb Market on Wednesday, with 20,000
shares traded in, the high price of the day being 51 and the low 4914.
The first balance sheet of the Fox company to be made public
shows total assets of $24,509,470, of which one-third are cash assets and
over one-half are current assets.
454% Increase in Universal Earnings
Universal also got prominent attention in financial circles. The
company's net earnings for the fiscal year ended November 8 last were
$1,405,011, an increase of 58 per cent over 1923 and 454 per cent over
1921.

record on July 8, 1925, one or more subscription warrants specifying the number
of shares of common stock to which the
stockholder is entitled to subscribe. Subscription wan-ants will be issue 1 only for
full shares, but where a stockholder holds
an odd number of shares, a fracliotial
warrant will be issued. Fractional warrants aggregating' one or more full shares
may be e changed for a subscription warrant. As the Corporation will not sell or
purchase fractional warrants, stockholders
desiring to complete a full share or dispose of fractional warrants must do 'o in
the open market.
"The principal office of Empire Trust
Company, 120 Broadway, New York City,
it is stated, will receive subscription warrants up to and including July 24, 1925,
accompanied by payment in full of $88.62
per share, or by payment of a first instalment of $45 per share. In this case the
second instalment will be $44.31 per share
and must be paid at the above 'i^rust
Company's office on October 1, 1925.
"Arrangements have been made by
Messrs. Kuhn, Leob & Co., for the underwriting of the offering to the stockholders
by a syndicate formed by Messrs. Hall-

In

News

FOUR

The official statement issued by Famous
Players said:
"This new stock is being' offeic^d to
shareholders at $00 a share on a basi? of
one new share of common stock tor each
two shares held : Paj'ments may be made
in full or in two equal instalments.
"The stock subscribed will be i^:Uied as
of October 1, 1925, and will be entitled fo
share in all dividends on the conunoii
stock of the Corporation declared to liolders of record after that date. Interest nt
the rate of 8% per annum from July -4,
1925, to October 1, 1925, will be allowed
to subscribers on all sums paid on or before July 24, 1925.
"In
accordance
thei'e will
be mailed
to eachwithjhis
common plan
stockholder
of

Figure

garten & Co., and Messrs. E. F. Hulton
& Co.
"Application will be made to list ihc
common stock offered for subscription on
theThe
Newfirst
York
Stocksheet
Exchange."
balance
made public by
the Fox Film Corporation and subsidiaries
which recently declared a dividend of 235
per cent payable in Class A stock, shows a
total assets of $24,509,470 of which onethird are cash assets and over one-half are
current assets.
Some of the principal items shown in this
statement are: Cash, $8,334,761; inventories of released and unreleased films, advertising matter and scenarios $6,541,439;
land, buildings, macliiiiery, equijament, etc.,
$7,594,646; and on the liability side capital
stock and surplus which is carried at $18,732,237.
Total current and working assets are carried at $15,656,954, or more than lyi times
total current liabilities which were $2,059,656. Net working capital was $13,597,298.
Prior to the new financing which was done
in connection with the recapitalization of the
company and consisted of the sale for cash
of 165,000 shares of no par Class A stock
and of $1,800,000 of Fox Philadelphia
Building Bonds, the company had total assets crued
of more
had acentirelythan
from$6,000,000'
earnings.which
The original
investment was $500,000 in Preferred stock
made in 1915 and retired in 1919. Until
recently the company was a closed corporation owned entirely by William Fox and a
few associates.
Shown also in the newly issued balance
sheet is a list of Fox Film Corporation's
foreign subsidiaries. This list includes Fox
companies operating in Brazil, Cuba, Argentine, London, Paris, Austria, Sweden,
Spain, Holland, Italy, Japan, Germany,
Czecho Slovakia, Australia, Hungary, Manila, and a subsidiary operating in the Baltic
States.
In the case of Universal, the consolidated

and

Fox,

Listed

income account for the four years ended
November 8, 1924 with Federal taxes computed at present rates was as follows:Earnings
share
Vcar ended
Net earnings per
standing)
(250,000
outNov. r_>. 1021
$2'.'i4.2:!4 $1.01
Nov. 11, V.m
.-.44 ,,S.")!) 2,18
Nov. 10. 1!)2'4
,SS(i,7i;;! H..'i4
.Niiv. S, 1!)24
1 .4().->,()1 1
."').(i2
The figures indicate that net earnings for
1922 increased 114 jjer cent over 1921 ; net
earnings for 1923 increased 62 per cent over
1922 and net earnings for 1924 increased 58
per cent over 1923.
The consolidated balance sheet of Universal as of Nov. 8 last last shows: Assets cash,
$2,079,872; marketable securities, $154,475;
notes receivable, $47,002; accounts receivable, $773,902; advances to be liquidated by
royalties, $110,758; inventories, $6,057,920;
lease deposits, $267,901; charges to foreign
branches and foreign subsidiaries not rel)orted in statements received, $113,541 ;
total current assets, .$9,605,374; investments
in partly owned companies at cost, $167,490;
fixed assets, less reserves, $2,527,496; deferred charges, $249,039; goodwill, $1; total as.sets, $12,549,401.
Lial)ilities — Loans and bills payable,
$871,186 ; accounts payable, including provision for current Federal taxes, $1,485,863;
advance payments to be liquidated by film
service, .$492,963; total current liabilities,
$2,850,014; mortgages on real estate, $167,000 ; reserve for contingencies, $700,000 ;
eight per cent first preferred stock , $3,00l),000; seven per cent second preferred
stock, $2,000,000; common stock, (250,000
shares no par) $3,832,387; total liabilities,
$12,549,401.
Contingent liabilities — notes
discounted, $12,500.
Skouras

Stock Hits High Peak
in St. Louis
Skouras "A" continues the strong spot on
the St. Louis Stock Exchange and during
the past Aveek reached a new high record of
$39.50 per
share.
At the
sessions
it was
offered
at close
$40. of the week's
The work of clearing the site for the new
Ambassador theatre and office building at
Seventh and Locust streets is proceeding
rapidly.
New

Warner Corporation for
Theatres
Warner Brothers have been authorized to
conduct a theatre business in California
through Warner Brothers Hollywood Theatre Corporation, incorporated in the state of
Delaware. The total capital stock is given
as $500,000 with 15,000 shares of no par
value.
This unit will operate the new Warner
Theatre in Hollywood, the deal for which
was closed two weeks ago. It is the first of
the first run houses Warners are contemplatat various
not ing
now
shown. points where their product is
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Motion
Exhibitors
FERGUSON

SUCCEEDS

Is

I. M.

P.

P.

D.

A.

Leader

Begins Duties as Manager and Organizer
of Independent Producers and Distributors
all important occasions and will generally
cement of the appointFORMAL ment ofannoun
Frederick H. Elliott as mandirect the important activities in which we
ager and organizer of the I. M. P. P.
areMr.engaged."
D. A. was made this week by Dr. W. E.
Elliott, after the Executive CommitShallenberger, chairman of the executive
tee meeting, was asked for a statement retee.
commit
Mr. Elliott assumed his new dugarding the plans of the organization and
he said:
ties last Monday.
As reported by Motion Picture News
"I have been in cordial sympathy with the
last week, the executive committee was emplans and purposes of the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Aspowered to negotiate with Mr. Elliott to
sociation and was actively associated with it
take over the management of the organization at a meeting held in New York, June
at its inception. In fact, I was instrumental
10th.
in starting it.
In making the announcement of the ap"The organization is committed to a program which, in our opinion, is fair to all
pointment Dr. Shallenberger said: "Our
elements of the industry. We want to keep
campaign to preserve the freedom of the
screen and to oppose the efforts at monopoly
the door open so that independent brains
which have been steadily gaining headway
and independent capital can join in the
will be more vigorously pressed now that
making of motion pictures at any time without hindrance and without being barred out
our organization has completed a solid lineof theatres. The motion picture business
up of independent companies. We have
now in our ranks 9.3% of the independent
had a taste of monopoly back in the days
of the General Film Company.
producers and distributors of the industry
and since the open declaration of independ"We propose to carry on our activities
ence at Milwaukee, our cause has steadily
openly, taking the American people into our
gained ground. We are glad to be able to confidence because we believe they are inannounce that Frederick H. Elliott will beterested in the progress and activities of
their own best patronized amusement. We
gin Monday to take over the active management of the affairs of our association.
want to deal with facts, presenting them
fairly and without prejudice to anyone. We
"Mr. Elliott is a man of organization experience of many years standing and is have a definite objective and we now have
what I may call a militant conservative. He
the funds to pay the expense incidental to
will represent our body and speak for it on
our campaign."
Dwore

Albany
Meeting
Endorses

Hold

News

Meeting

in

BONNS

Now Heads ]Metro-Goldwvn Exploitation
WILLIAM
R. FERGUSON, associated as an
exploitation expert with Goldwyn and
Metro-Goldwyn for the past six years, has been appointed to head the exploitation department of
Metro-Goldwyn, succeeding to the position recently
made vacant by the resignation of Eddie Bonns.
Ferguson has toured the entire country doing exploitation work for
these companies and with Eddie Bonns he is credited with originating
and executing the "yellow supplements" introduced by Goldwyn and
now continued by Metro-Goldwyn. Among the many exploitation
stunts invented by Ferguson is the memorable "Brothers Under the
Skin" society which was organized to boost the picture of that title.

Elliott

Picture

Zone

Secretary

Held This Week
Also
Greater Movie Campaign
to handle all the detai's of the campaign.
n picture exhibof motio
ng Alban
AT a meeti
There was also considerable discussion at
y zone, held at the
itors of the
Mark Strand building in Albany on
Tuesdav's meeting on the present status of
tlie New York State M. P. T. 0., following
Tuesday afternoon, June 1(5, George Dwore,
who is associated with his father in handling
the attitude taken by the New York City
the Cameo and the Capitol theatres in ScheZone in leaving the other two Zones sevnectady was elected secretary of the Albany
erely alone, and not ])articipating in the
Zone.
recent election of President Dillon. Louis
Tuesday's meeting lasted for upwards of Buettner, who presidetl Tuesday, said that
the charter of the state association was in
three hours, a portion of Avhich was given
over to E. J. Farrell, Avho had come on
Albany, and this fact together Avith the
from Boston in order to outline the Greater
voting strength of the Albany and the Buffalo Zones, left no doubt in his mind but
Movie Sea.son proposition. After considerable discussion it was decided to endorse
that Mr. Dillon would be recognized as
the proposition. Tony Veiller, manager of having been legally elected to head of the
state association.
the Lincoln theatre, in Troy, was selected

A large number
of motion picture film
Spokane
and theatre men from Eastern Washington,
Idaho and Montana were present recently
at the Davenport Hotel in Spokane, on the
occasion of an Eastern Washington meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Washington. The gathering was called
to discuss affairs and business of the M. P.
T. 0. A., as brought up at the Milwaukee
Convention a number of weeks ago.
The affair was staged by Manager Ray
Grombacher of the Liberty and Casino Theatres, a trustee of the M. P. T. 0. W.
Among the prominent guests at the gathering was John Hararick, general manager of
the Blue Mouse circuit of theatres, and
president of the M. P. T. 0. W. ; and J. M.
Hone, executive-secretary of the organization, with offices in Seattle.
American

Pictures
Denmark

Lead

in

According to a report submitted by the
Commercial Attache in Copenhagen to the
Department of Commerce, American pictures dominate the Danish market. Of the
668 films pa.ssed bv the Danish censor from
April American,
1, 1924, to'Febniary
466
were
131 Danish, 1,27 1925,
Swedish.
20 German, 15 French, 7 English and 2
Russian.
The report says there are about 350 theatres in Denmark, of which about 250 give
daily performances at least part of the
year. Of this number 38 are in Copenhagen and have a seating capacity of
about 20,000.
Ohio

Court

Affirms

Ban

on

"Birth of Nation"
The Supreme Court in Ohio has affirmed
an order of Vernon M. Riegel, State Director of Education, banning the showing of
"The Birth of a Nation" in Ohio. The picture is barred on the grounds that it is
"not true to history, portrays scenes of
crimes and appeals to race prejudices."
Albany

May

Ship All Film

by Express
in
footultiREy, is
THE
Alban
N. aY.,move
whichonmay
mately result in all film shipments
out of that city being made by express
except to such places as there is no express office. For some time past there
have been many complaints due to delays on the part of parcel post. A meets in the twelve or thiring of the booker
teen exchanges in Albany, was held last
Friday morning at the Film Board of
Trade offices in the Mark Strand building. Three representatives of the Express
company were present at the meeting
and promised all p>ossible cooperation.
It is figured that shipments out of Albany can be made by express in one day
to allcity.
places served by the exchanges in
that
At the present time about one-quarter
of the film shipped out of Albany by the
exchanges goes by parcel post, and while
this may be cheaper, it is said that it
is less speedy and that considerable
trouble has been caused in the past in
delayed return shipments.
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*'U'' Houses
For
Minneapolis
&
Omaha
Have Plans to Build — Farley Gains Control of Farash
Chain in New York — Many Theatres Building
theatres in
build
will
UXIVF:RSAL
ident, Ed. Langemack, vice pres. and Er,IMiiuieapolis and Omaha, plans for
nest Langemack, sec. and treas. The new
the erection of tirst run houses for
building will be of Colonial architecture
Albany
Zone
Suffers
■those cities having been completed recently.
throughout
will have a twenty-five thouLosses
by
Heat
sand dollar and
organ.
The Minneapolis theatre will seat 3,000 and
The first steps in the construction of a
i.-i to be erected at a cost of about $1,that swept
wave States
THEover recent
easternhotUnited
cost
new half million dollar theatre building
.
tions
000,000in Negotia
obtain
site at"
the 400-odd motion picture theastarted last week with the breaking of ground
Hennep
near 10th St.to are
undera way.
tres in the Albany Zone about $45,000
No location for the Omaha house has
at 27th and Wells St., Milwaukee. It is
in
lost
patronage,
according
to
an
estibeen selected as yet, though Universal is
understood that George Fischer, now opermate made by Louis Buettner, of Cohoes,
understood to be negotiating for a site on
ating the Milwaukee and Capitol theatres
chairman of the Zone. Some of the
Famam St.
will also operate this house.
houses that ordinarily do between $135
Universal oflScials declared that the move
-and $150 a day, dropped to as low as
Butterfield Plans House
$25, while in Schenectady alone, it is said
to build in these cities is necessary in order
W. S. Butterfield has announced through
e
that
the
hot
weather
was
responsibl
for
to get first run representation for their
his Bijou Theatrical enterprises that he will
a slump that amounted to close to $2,000
pictures. Ned Marin of the Universal
shortly erect a new theatre in Owosso, Mich.,
for the week. One house in Schenec^flBces in Minneapolis is quoted as stating
tady, which has a large seating capacity
one of the important smaller eommuniities
that Universal has been discriminated
is said to have had 67 persons at one of
of
the state. Both pictures and vaudeville
the evening shows.
against t)y first run houses in that city, and
will be shown in the house which will have
In
placing
his
estimate
at
$45,000
for
pr^-dicting that other distributing coma seating capacity of 1,300 persons. It is
the week, Mr. Buettner takes into conpanies would be forced to enter the theatre
planned to open the house next January.
sideration the fact that in some of the
ield there or let their pictures go without
smaller places the loss through heat,
Five Florida Theatres
first run presentation.
probably did not run over $10 or $15 a
The move means that Universal will go
Accox'ding to a report from Miami, Fla.,
day, while in other places, the loss for
the Florida Amusement Co., of that city
into opposition to Finkelstein and Ruben,
the week was small owing to the fact
that theatres are running only one or
in Minneapolis, and with the A. H. Blank
will commence woi'k soon on five motion pichouses in Omaha.
ture theatres, one to be erected in each of
two days a week. The principal loss, of
course, is sustained in the larger cities,
the following towns, Miami, Hollywood,
places like Albany, Troy, Schenectady
Farley Heads Farash Chain
Little River, Coral Gables, and Miami
Beach.
and Utica, reporting business on some
In one of the most important picture
days as being virtually at a standstill, the
The report states that options on the
theatre transactions in the up-state district
mercury meanwhile remaining in the
nineties.
properties on which the theatres are to be
of New York of recent times W. W. Farbuilt have been obtained by the company
ley, of Albany, acquired the complete
and that all plans for the houses have been
stock in the Farash Theatres, Inc., of
Schenectady, taking over the holdings of Proctor people are building one of their completed. The buildings are to be five
stories high, the upper floors being devoted
William Shirley, of Schenectady, and Wilown at the present time. James Roach,
to office space. Each theatre will have a
liam Rafferty, of Syracuse. The deal, said of Schenectady, will handle the Schenecseating capacity of 1500.
to involve $300,000, gives Farley control
tady houses for the time being and may
of the tlieatie situation in Schenectadj', as be appointed permanently to the position.
the Farash chain operates the State there,
Schines Add Three Houses
Million Dollar House, With
as well as in Albany, where the Strand and
The
Sehine brothers adaed more theatres
Barcli, Farash houses, are located. The
3,000 Seats, for Gary, Ind.
to their chain during the past week, taking
Barcli has been closed for some months,
over
the
The Gary Theatre Co. is building a new
Gateway
in
Little
Falls,
the
Libbut Farley plans to. reopen it early in the
erty in Herkimer, as well as the theatre
theatre at Gary, Ind., to be named the Palfall.
in Philmont. The two first named theatres
ace. The Palace will have a seating capaFarley made his entrance into the motion
city of 3,000 and will be a million dollar
picture theatre field about five years ago, are large modem houses in the Mohawk
valley, the Gateway having been run by project. The plans as laid now are for the
when he acquired several theatres in Yonformal opening to fall on Thanksgiving
kers and eventually became president of Robert Wagner, an old time showman,
Day. J. Elberson, Chicago, is the architect.
the Terrace Amusement company. At the while the Liberty has been equally successful under the management of C. H. Moyer.
present time this company has the Strand,
Hamilton and Warburton theatres in that It is understood that the leases of the Plan to Build New House
<;ity with a combined seating capacity of Richmond, in Herkimer, and the Hippodrome in Little Falls, are also included in
in Los Angeles
dose to 3,600.
the deal. The theatres have been owned
He recently took over the Community
The Hollj-wood Holding Co., of Los Antheatre in Catskill, which is one of the by a company headed by Ralph Earl, of
geles, has completed plans for a theatre
Herkimer. The Philmont house is a comlargest houses in that region. The same
and ice skating rink to be erected on Vine
paratively small one, seating about 600 and street, at Sunset Boulevard. The theatre
transaction brought with it another theatre
has been run by Hoctor and Herbes.
will have a seating capacity of 900 and wiU
in Catskill, known as Smalley's, and which
had been operated by William Smalley, of The Sehine circuit now includes about 65 cost $500,000 to build.
motion picture theatres, extending across
Cooperstowii.
There was a report current to the effect the state, with headquarters in Glox ersville.
New Houses for Milwaukee
that Famous Players was negotiating with
Indianapolis to Have $150,Milwaukee is to have another new movie
Mr. Farley as a partner in the acquisition
000 Theatre Building
house at a cost of three hundred thousand
The Rialto Theatre Co., Indianapolis, is
of Mr. ings.
Rafferty's
and
Mr.
Shirley's
holdWhen asked as to the timth of this dollars, it was learned last week. The new
building a theatre at 42nd street and College
rumor, Mr. Farley replied that while he structure is to be erected on the site of the
avenue that will cost in the neighborhood of
had been approached by certain combinapresent Colonial theatre and on adjoining
$150,000.
tions, that he alone was the purchaser of pr;.;perty at Vliet and 15th Streets. Plans
the Rafferty-Shirley interests, and that he have been completed and work is to start
proposed to run the theatres himself. In this summer. The present structure is to
Southern Enterprises Inc. to
a little more than a year the present lease be the nucleus for the new building which
Build in Kentucky
which the Proctor interests have of a is to have a seating capacity of 1850. The
The Southern Theatres Enterprises, Attheatre
in the
building
in present
seats
' The new
theSchenectady,
will Wedgewa'y
have expired,
and this
atre is totheatre
be built
by 860.
the Colonial
Amuselanta, Ga., announce that they will build a
will give Farley another house for the
$150,000 house in Paducah, Kentuckv.
ment Co. of which W. F. Maertz is pres-
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LEO BRECHER
APPOINTED
To be Universal Theatre Director

LAEMMLE, president of Universal
CARL
of Universal's chain of
as managing director
Pictures Corporation has signed Leo Brecher
theatres, which now number about loo. Brecher is
managing director of one of New York City's most
important theatre chains and will continue to serve in that capacity, as
is no connection
There
theatre
direct
as towith
well
houses.
the Universal
and interests.
Brecher chain
the Universal's
however,
The Universal chain, mostly located in key towns, where Universal
is now getting an outlet for its product, includes the Schine theatres in
upper New York state, the Hosttetler circuit in Nebraska and Iowa, the
Sparkes
circuit
in Florida,
Univeral's
previously
such
cities
as Los
Angeles,andSan
Francisco,
Seattle, acquired
Portland,houses
Kansasin
City, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Washington,
Milwaukee and elsewhere.
Brecher has been in the picture business since 1997 when he entered
the exhibition game as a factor in a company which opened the Orpheum
Theater in Yonkers. At the present time the Brecher circuit includes
eight theatres operating and two under construction, all but one of which,
the recreated Orpheum of Yonkers, are in New York City.
The houses in the local chain are Plaza, Olympia, Harlem, Douglas,
Roosevelt, Odeon and Lafayette. The Verona and another house are
under construction.

Fire

Proves

Worth

of

Drills

Little Damage Results From Serious
Blaze at Famous Exchange in Frisco

did results of a little-known
THE splen
activity of the Motion Picture Producers &Distributors of America, the
Will H. Hays organization, were apparent
in San Francisco on Thursday, June 11,
when a serious fire broke out in one of the
film vaults of the Famous Players exchange
at 201 Golden Gate Avenue.
Since the Hays organization came into existence, it has had representatives on the
road cooperating with the local Film Boards
of Trade in combatting fire hazards and installing fire drills in all the 800 film exchanges throughout the country, whether
these exchanges were owned by members or
non-members of the Hays association.
When this fire was discovered, each emWarners
Albert
New

May
Warner

Exchanges

ployee of the exchange went to a familiar,
appointed place; all film in the open was
placed in vaults; all money, valuable documents and record books were taken in band
and the entire exchange group walked quietly to the street. Xot for several minutes,
until they heard fire engines approaeliing,
did most of the employees know that there
actually was a fire. They thought they were
going through one of their customary drills.
The blaze was severe but the automatic
sprinklers, vault doors and other mechanical
contrivances worked perfectly: the employees, thanks to the precautions taught by the
Hays organization, did their duty splendidly
and the fire was confined to one vault, with
no casualties or serious injuries and a loss
only of stored film.

Build

Going

Abroad

in
To

Europe
Found

- May Acquire Theatres
comchanges will be founded in those and other
A FURTHER extension of the
foreign countries.
pany's European activities has been
In discussing his trip, on which he will
planned by Warner Brothers, who
announce that their foreign exchange system
be
accompanied by Mi-s. Warner. Gus
will be broadened to cover all countries
Sehlesinger, manager of foreign distribuwhere motion pictures are shown.
tion for the company, Mr. Warner said that
Albert Warner will sail for Europe on the he intended to visit eveiy big city in Europe.
the theatre situation, he said he
Leviathan, Saturday, June 13th, to make a Concerning
did not care at this time to go into details
thorough surA^ey of the foreign theatre field concerning that phase of his investigations
and upon his decision the future action of and activities abroad.
the organization regarding the possibility of
'"It never has been our habit," he added,
entering the theatre business there will rest.
say we are absolutely going to do a
The Warners, through the purchase of the "to
thing until we are sure. However, upon
Vitagraph interests, have several exchanges
my return, I rather imagine I will have
in Europe at present. There are 10 in Eng- something to say regarding the foreign thealand, 7 in France, 1 in Belgium, 1 in
tre situation which will be of considerable
Switzerland and 1 in Africa.
»w ex- intero t to Warner Tiros, at lea*t."

Picture

News

Shawnee Theatre Cost $300,000 and Seats 2,200
The new $300,000 Shawnee theatre in
Plymouth, Pa., devoted to motion pictures
and vaudeville, was formally opened on
May 26, with a special progi'am which included speec-hes by District Attorney A. H.
James, vice president of the Shawnee
Amusement Company; William A. Roberts,
president and general manager; M. E. Comerford, of Scranton, head of the Comerford
Amusement Company, with which the new
theatre is understood to be affiliated; and M.
B. Comerford, of Scranton, general manager
of the latter corporation. A special feature
Avas the showing of motion pictures of prominent local persons and scenes. The theatre
has seats for 2,200. Following the exercises in the theatre the visiting guests were
entertained at a supper in the Shawnee club.
Theatre Project in Steubenville, O., to Cost $500,000
A new theatre and office and store building is now well under way at Steubenville.
Ohio, which will cost in the neighborhood of
$500,000. This structure will occupy a space
of 150 by 180 feet and will be the largest
building in that city from a point of
ground space. It will be modem in every
respectAmusement
according company.
to the builders, the TriState
The new theatre will be one of the largest and most modern in the tri-state district. It will have a seating capacity of
2000. In the building will be 13 store rooms
and spacious second floor business rooms
and spacious second floor business rooms
and dancing academy.
Webei-s, of Cincinnati, and B. L. Batey,
of Steubenville are the architects while the
Weike
contracting firm of Canton is doing
the building.
Lesser Plans

New

Houses

on

Long Island
Irving M. Lesser plans to extend his
theatre holdings on Long Island by building a number of houses. In addition to
the Playhouse in Great Xeck he will build
a second house there and will also operate
in Little »ck, Mineola and Port Washington.
The Playhouse at Great Xeck is at i^resent a combination picture and vaudeville
theatre, but will be changed to the legitimate upon completion of the second house
which will seat 1,000 and will be in operation in Februaiw. The new house will be
devoted exclusively to pictures. All of the
new Lesser houses in the east, which vriil
have no connection with West Coast Theatres, will seat around 1.000.
R. F. Woodhull Talks Before
Business Men
President R. F. Woodhull of the M. P.
T. O. A. and Joseph M. Seider, president
of the New Jersej- state exhibitors, were
the guests ofof honor
Association
Bogota,at X.theJ.,Business
on June Men's
11th.
Woodhull took for his subject the cooperation of the motion picture theatre
with government and state officials in all nanational and community problems. He said
the government was benefiting through the
use of the picture houses and the exhibitors
were being shown new concessions by government and state officials. The address was
well received.
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Berman,
Deceased

Has

F.
Been

B.

Sales

Manager,

Important Figure in Industry for Many
Health for Several Months.

HARRY M. BERMAX, General Maiiajrer of Exchanges for Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., died at
8 o'clock Thursday morning at his home 215
New York City, after an
street,"weeks.
West 90th
of several
illness
Han-y Berman was one of the best known
figures of the motion picture business, having been for more than eight years an important executive in national distribution.
Mr. Berman's health had not been good
for more than a year. In March of 1924
he underwent a very serious operation, and
although he regained his strength and resumed business, he suffered several attacks
of his minor illness during the last year.
Four w^eks ago he decided to take a leave
of absence for three months, and his associates and family felt confident that a long
rest would restore him to his old-time vigor.
He intended to go to the mountains, but the
specialists watching his ease, suggested that
he remain in New York under observation
for a few weeks. Up to two weeks ago he
was able to be up and around but for the
last two weeks he grew rapidh- weaker. His
physicians and family, however, did not
realize how grave his condition was, and his
death was a serious shock, even to those most
close to him.
Harry Berman was bom in Poland, 51
years ago, and came to the United States
as a boy where his people settled in Pittsburgh, Pa. He was engaged for a number
of years in the real estate business in Pitts-

Vitagraph

O.

Franklin

Hoffman

the

Companies

burgh and later in New Castle, Pa. In 190-t
he was married to Miss Julie Epstein at her
home in Uniontown, Pa., who, with two sons,
Pandro and Henry Berman, Jr., survive.
Joe Schnitzer, Vice-president and General
Manager of the Film Booking Offices, and
Manny Goldstein, Treasurer of the Universal Film Company, were nephews.
Mr. Berman entered the motion picture
business in Kansas City as manager for the

in

Official Announcement
Made

"Vitagraph, Inc., takes pleasure in announcing its election to membership in the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc.
The election today resumes the close
affiliation Vitagiaph has had with the asso-

With

KLIN
FRAN
THEBoston
ges inANY
with
exchanCOMP
Boston,of
New Haven, and Portland, Maine,
has been merged with Tiffany Productions, Inc. and Truart Film Corporation. The Franklin corporation will
devote itself entirely in the future to the
exclusive distribution of the product of
the Tiffany and Truart organizations
and such pictures as M. H. Hoffman and
William Shapiro purchase jointly for
the Renown Exchanges and the Franklin Film Corporation.
The Franklin company, previous to
the merger with the Hoffman organization were the exclusive distributors of
Warner Brothers product throughout
the New England territory.

Back

VITAGRAPH, INC., now controlled by
Warner Brothers, has gone back into
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, Inc. — the Hays organization— it was announced this week by
Harry M. Warner.
It will be recalled that Vitagraph some
months ago withdrew from the Hays body.
Then followed the taking over of the company by the Warners. Vitagraph still exists as a corporation, the understanding in
the trade be:ng that it now constitutes the
distribution end of the Warner enterprises.
In his statement announcing the re-entry
of Vitagraph into the Hays organization,
Mr. Warner declared that one of the first
steiJS taken by his company after securing
control of the pioneer concern was to make
application for the resumption of membership by Vitagraph. The statement by Mr.
Warner follows :

Merged

Hays
M.

in Poor

Metro Company. He transferred from
Kansas City to Cincinnati as manager of
tlie Universal Exchange and later became
manager of the Paramount Exchange,
Cincinnati.
Universal Film Company brought him to
New Yor-k as a sales manager of their special
production department, and after a succes-i
ful career in that capacity, promoted him to
company.
the.
position of general sales manager of the
He joined the Film Booking Offices of
America, as general manager of exchanges
in 1922, and the success which he attained
building up the film booking offices' sales
organization, was one of the outstanding
achievements in the distribution field of
the Motion Picture industr^^
A man of rare personality, Harry Berman
made warm friends from coast to coast.
He had the confidence and friendship of
hundreds of theatre owners. His methods
of administration were typical of his personality, and the men who serv^ed under
him in the field, looked upon him as a
friend instead of a boss. He was a real
leader of men, inspiring a feeling of loyalty
and devotion among his organization which
always made for the success of every organization which he headed.
Funeral service will be held from his
residence, 215 West 90th Street, at 2 o'clock
today. Dr. Sidney Goldstein of the Free
Synogogue officiating. Burial will be in
Cypress Hills cemetery.

Organization

of Restoration

by Harry

Years;

Dead

of Membership

Warner

Connecticut M. P. T. O. to
Meet June 23

Picture
Motion
THEConnecti
cut will
hold a Owners
conventionof
in New Haven next Tuesday, June
23, at the Garde Hotel. Sydney S.
Cohen, chairman of the National Board
of Directors, is expected to attend.
Important matters will come up for
discussion. Other national officers, including President R. F. Woodhull and
National Treasurer L. M. Sagal will
probably be in atteticiance.

ciation headed by Mr. Hays' Vitagraph
having been an original member and ardent
supporter of the association's work. We
very much regret Vitagraph's short withdrawal from the association, and when Warner Brothers secured control of Vitagraph
one of our first acts was to make application for membership. This, we are happy
to say, was favorably acted upon at to-day's
meeting of the association.

"The publicity attendant upon Vitagraph's
withdrawalandwasresulted
most unnecessary
and unfortunate,
in no good
to
Vitagra)}!i.ofWeelection
trust toVitagTaph's
announcement
membershij^ in the Haj's organization, which is a
truly constructive move for Vitagraph, will
receive at least equal prominence. We
would therefore be glad if those who have
heard of Vitagraph's withdrawal should
now learn that Vitagraph is again a memIjer of the association that has done so
much for the common good of all engaged
ill the moHon jiicture industry."
Butterfield Acquires Powers
Theatre, Grand Rapids
Only one city in the state remains to be
invaded by the W. S. Butterfield organization and that community is Detroit. During
the past week Butterfield took over the
lease of the Powers theatre in Grand
Rapids, his first house in that municipality.
Active proprietorship will start about August 1. No definite announcement as to policy has been made yet.
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Important
New
Post
Bruce Fowler

Bruce Fowler has been appointed managiug director of Paramount's Newman and
Royal Theatres, Kansas City, lecently ae<;]uired from Frank L. Newman, who goes to
thv Coast to take chai"ge of the Paramount
theatres in Los Angeles.
Mr. Fowler has been in charge of McVicker's
Theatre,
Chicago,in for
Players and later
continued
the Famous
same capacity
for Balaban & Katz when they took over
the house. The new managing director of
McVicker's will be Dave Balaban.
Mr. Fowler was formerly associated with
Harold B. Franklin, now director of theatres for Famous Plaj'ers, when the latter
was with the Shea interests in Buffalo.
New

Charters Granted
New York State

Amendment

for

for

Newly incorporated motion picture companies incorporated in New York state
during the past week, included the following, the names of the directors and the
amount of capitalization being given when
such is specified: Spiro-Ad Corporation,
$20,000, E. W. Duke, K. K. McGee. J. B.
Cornell. New York city; Playhouse Pictures
Corporation, with Joe Engel, R. A. and
3Iorris Kohn, New York citv; Riverhead
Plavhouse, Inc., $100,000, Riverhead, 0. H.
I^uce, B. L. Pike, R. E. Riley, of Riverhead.
Dudleyne, Inc., with C. H. Berg, E. J.
Clarke, J. R. Elliott, New York; Willis
Plavs and Photoplavs, Inc., $10,000, Richard
Willis, H. J. Lyall, New York; Elizabeth
WiUis, Cambridge, Mass.; Kingston Theatre
Corporation, $250,000, Kingston, H Lazarus, D. M. Lazanis, Kingston; R. A. Lazarus, Albany; Cumly Productions, Inc.,
$10,000, Joel Kirschner, N. B. Gurock, A.
Tolk, New York city.
Warners Split New York and
Jersey Territory
"tVarner Brothers have decided to split the
Nfw York and New Jersey territory with a
separate manager for each exchange. Sam
E. Morris, general manager of distribution
has appointed Nat Beier manager of the
jS'ew Jersey exchange. He will share the
Js'ew York headquarters at 1600 Broadway.
The move was taken in order to give New
Jerse\' better and more direct sei-\'ice. Beier
formerly was with Warners and returns to
■the company after an absence of a year.
JNIorris has also appointed B. F. Lyon field
•representative in Canada. He assumed his
iiew duties this week. Lyon was for two and
one-half years with United Artists in the
Canadian territory and is well known in
iliat field.

Stanley Company Creates
Big Bond Issue
of America
y Company
Stanlely
THE
has recent
created a $10,000,000
Syz'^/c bond issue on its central
realty in Philadelphia, appraised at $16,713,000. The bonds contain a tax-free
covenant clause and are due June 1, 1945.
The net earnings of the Stanley Company for the past four years have been
as follows: 1921, $1,189,145.15; 1922,
$1,280,854.94; 1923, $1,486,883.37; 1924,
$1,533,870,59.

I

I n and

Out

of Town

SAM SAX has left for the Coast on a
thirty day trip to arrange getting the
balance of his production program under
way. En route, he will stop over at exchanges in Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Omaha, Denver and Seattle.
D ELBERT GOODMAN, of Tokio, Japan.
Far East manager for Fox, is here on a
visit to the home office in order to get acquainted with the new Fox product.
TACK STEWART left last Satiirady on the
Jon from
S. S. there
M'mnetonka
for London
zvill go
to Brussels,
Belgium,andivhere
he
zvill open the )ieiv First National Exchange.
CARROLL S. TROWBRIDGE, general
representative of Christie Film Co. is
visiting the studios in Los Angeles. Mr.
Trowbridge has been accompanying John C.
Flinn at the National P. D. C. sales conventions.

Picture

News

to the Canadian

Copyright
Killed that
Tliere
is now little orAct
no possibility
the Canadian Parliament will consider the
amendment proposed by E. R. E. Chevrier,
M. P., for Ottawa East, to provide for
changes in the Canadian Copyright Act
whereby Canadian moving picture theatres
would be required to pay royalty fees on
copyrighted
In answer music.
to a question on June 11 by
L. J. Ladner of Vancouver on the floor of
the House of Commons at Ottawa, Prime
Minister King declared that it was the intention to proceed with government measures almost exclusively from now on and
that it was to be decided what would happen with regard to private measures of this
nature.

DM.
THOMAS,
general manager of
Ralph Ince Productions, has left for
the •Coast.

Finkelstein and Ruben Buy
Eveleth House
Finkelstein & Ruben of Minneapolis now
control the theatre situation in Eveleth,
Minn. This month a deal was closed for the
jiurchase of the Regent theatre, formerly
owned and operated for many years by
Frank Rabwin, or Rabinowitz, before the
name was changed two years ago b}' the
legislature.
The Rabwin family have located at Los
Angeles, Calif., where they will make their
home for the future. F. and R. purchased
the opposition house, the Strand, several
weeks ago and are running it two days a
week. The Regent runs seven days and is
one
range.of the most attractive houses on the iron

FELIX
sales manager for Metrotrip. GoldwynFEIST,
is back in town after an extended

Detectives

COLLEEN MOORE will
on June 27th on the S.
after a short stay in New
Hollywood to complete two

sail from England
S. Berangaria and
York will go to
new productions

JOHNSON, attitletheeditor
ParaJJULIAN
mount productions
Longof Island
studio, and Airs. Johnson, sailed on the
a six weeks' tour of England.
LLeviathan
ranee and for
Germany.

JEFFREY
BERNERD.
European
•J
for Henry
Ginsberg
is in representatown on a
shortlivevisit.
CORRINE
GRIFFITH
and Al Santell
left for the Coast the early part of this
week.
MILLARD
JOHNSON
of Australasian
Film, Ltd., is expected to arrive in New
York the latter part of June.
J^EGINALD BARKER, and his assistant.
Harry Schenck have left for the Saskatchewan to hunt locations for a iiezv Curwood
story for Fox.
JOHN C. FLINN of Producers Distributing
Corp. has returned to New York after
attending a number of sales conventions in
the West.

Radio

Tells
of Warners'
Southern Invasion
Warner Brothers are using the radio extensively to let the motion picture fans
know of their invasion of the southern
exhibition field. The taking over of the
house in the south was broadcasted and
in some instances the first day's operation under the new management were
announced.
Tile southern theatres recently purcluised by Warners include the Pastime,
Concord, N. C, tiie Lexington, N. C, the
Bioadwa}-, Charlotte, N. C, and the Ideal,
Columbia, S. C. The concern also obtained
a management option on the Lincoln, a
Craver theatre, at Winston-Salem, N. C.

on

Trail

of Film

Bicyclists
The Philadelphia Board of Trade has employed detectives to make thorough investigations throughout the section of the state
served by the local exchanges, in order to
put a stop to bicycling of film, which has
temtory. verv- prevalent in the Philadelphia
become
Jensen Company Action Over
Portland Theatre Site
The Jensen Investment Company, Portland. Ore., handling the real estate holdings
of the Jensen & Von Herberg Theatre Company, has filed suit against Walter Kendall,
of the firm of Clark, Kendall & Co., to foreclose mortgages on property on Sandy at
E. 41st St., the proposed site of the new
Hollywood theatre to be erected in that city.
Rivoli
Opens

Cooling
Doors

System

in A.

M.

ing ,plant
due re-to
geraterity
the ASO
new Nrefriprosp
MID-SE
cently installed at the Rivoli, has
demanded a new summer policy in that
theatre and one that will permit the
entertainment of more people. Hugo
Riesenfeld's solution of this new hotweather problem is to open the theatre
every weekday morning, a plan sure to
val
jaded
meet
the appro
crowdswithalong
Broadway.of the heatThe Rivoli occupies a unique position
this year for, instead of curtailing activimeet a summer
ingtiesupto entirely
as many "slump,"
theatres or
do, closit is
reported enjoying peak patronage.
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May

Banner
Exceeds All

was tlie banner month for the
lanjiching' of new corporations in
the picture industry, according- to
the regular uiontlily survey made by The
Film Daily. There were no less than 232
corporations formed during' the month and
they represent $29,010,721 in capital, with
74 listing capital stock.
The nearest a]>proach to May for new
companies chartered was March, which had
222. The total companies chartered since
the first of Januarv were 821 with a capital of $196,589,661."
The
corporations chartered since the first
of the montli bv months were as follows:
No.
Without
tered
Month
Capital
CharCapital
January
166
23
86 $66,809,000
February
21,241,000
222
March ..
36,946.440
6.S
35
Tl.T
42,582,500
April . . .
74
29,010,721
May .. . .
232
Totals
S21 .¥196,589,661 248
Of the 232 companies licensed in May
101 were theatre companies. There were
46 producing: companies and 14 organized
to distribute. The balance covered all
branches of the industry.
Following is the activity by states in
the different branches:
MAY

Seider

Corporations
For
Month
Previous Months in Number of Charters
No.
Granted, According to Survey
Capi
state
v\
duct ion bution
t ion
tal
Alabama
laneous
000 Without
1
State
tered1
Misiel- Alabama
i DistriArkansa.s!
f'alifoniia
6
9
2
25
Arkansas
1
Colorado
1
ihiCalifornia
17
50 000
i
Connecticut .. . .
Pro100
Colorado
1
OharDelaware
7
12
4
CapitalConnecticut
1
(ioorgia
1
021
000
Delaware
27
Illinois
17,945,200
80,
,325 000
(Jeorgia
1
2
Indiana
T
Illinois
10
Maryland
Massachusetts .
3
i
Indiana
2
3
, 132 ,
Minnesota
1
1
Maryland
3
$50
New Jersey. . . . . 17
9
299 000
Massachusetts .... ... 1
o
New York
Minnesota
2(i7
•53Ohio
V 24
1
,-.i80
3
....
23
New .Tersey
Oregon
1
New York ... !)7
46
Rhode Island . . .
Ohio
11
150
South Dakota. . .
1
50
Oregon
Texas
3,190
476
Rhode Island.
Utah
1
Wisconsin
South
Dakota.
Texas
Canada
3
1
3 ,000
.000
500 ,000
Utah
111
England
France
,100
,000
11
Wisconsin
.
.
.
Germany
1
Canada
46
,000
Spain
4
England
,400
France
2
14
71
Totals
101
,000
1
Germany ....
,000
1
New York, as usual leads in the numSpain
ber of charters with 98, with Delaware
Totals
232 .$29,010,721
second with 27, Xew Jersey third witli 23,
and California fourth with 17. Delaware
From Sacramento, California, comes the
word that fifteen charters have been
leads in the amount of capital represented
with $17,945,200 and New York is second
granted during the past few days. 74Of
with $3,190,100.
these eight are theatre units and the
other seven production companies. The
The following shows the capital invested
total capital listed is $1,080,000.
by states:

Discusses

Arbitration

Rules

Would Give Exhibitor Right of Challenge and Permit
Him in Fact to Appoint Exhibitor Members

JOSEPH M. SEIDER, President of the
M. P. T. 0., of New Jersey, and chairman of the M. P. T. 0. A. Standard
Contract and Arbitration Committee, tins
week made ])ublic a letter he had written to
Harrison's Reports, clearing up certain
phases of arbiti-ation practices and suggesting further changes.
Mr. Seider points out, among other
things, that the exhibitor, at present, has
no right of challenge; nor can persons
other than those in the industry be selected
by the exhibitor as arbitrators.
He explains that changes in the arbitration rules are now being negotiated. The
letter of ]Mr. Seider follows :
"Dear Mr. Harrison :—
•'May I call to your attention what are,
in my opinion, errors in the article appearing on the front page of your report,
under date of June 13, 1925, on the subject
of 'Arbitration — "What It Is and How It
Works.'
''I am not quite in accord with your contention that the exhibitor defendant has the
right of challenge, especially the right of
challenge of all of the exhibitor members
of the Arbitration Board, such as is apparently your opinion.
"T have examined with some degree of
care, the uniform contract, together with
the rules and regulations relating to arbitration, under which the Board of Arbitration was constituted, and fail to find
therein any provision whatsoevei', regarding any right of challenge at all.
"Of course, an arbitrator may be disqualified for interest or illness, or by his

own refusal to serve, but nowhere else in
the contract or in the rules and regulations
is there contained any other provision relative to substitution of arbitratois. I would
certainly be in favor of an amendment to
the present contract and rules and regulations, so as to provide that the exhibitor
may in fact appoint the exhibitor members
and have the right to challenge a limited
number of members of the Arbitration
Board, under provisions similar to those
employed in challenging of juries, this to
apply not only to members of the exhibitors' own side, but to the members repre•senting- the distribution 'side, and vice
versa.
"I must again disagree with your statement that the exhibitor may select per.sons
other than exhibitors as members of the
Board of Arbitration, and may use bankers, lawyers, etc., as it apjiears from the
first paragraph of the rules and regulations, that the Board of Ai-bitration shall
consi.st of three members of the Film Board
of Trade, and three proprietors or managers of theatres in the zone where the
Film Board of Trade is located, with a
certain exception which is not relevant
here.
''It would thus seem, under the present
form of contract, that both parties are
bound to the selection of persons in the
industry.
"The Committee on Ai;bitration are, as
you know, at the present time, diligently
endeavoring to introduce new suggestions
and changes into the present uniform contract and amend the rules and regulations

setting up the Board of Arbitration, and
it is hoped that within a short time, some
substantial result will be effected."
Maryland M. P. T. O. Field
Day to Be Held June 25
The :\I. P. T. 0. of Maryland has arranged an all-day picnic to be held on the
grounds of the Hotel Bayoux at Havre dc
Grace on Thursday, June 25.
Invitations to the event have been sent
to R. F. Woodhull and Louis Sagal, president and treasurer respectively of the national organization and to Sydney Cohen,
chairman of the national board.
A feature of the field day will be a baseball game between the exhibitors and exchangemen. Those on the committee arranging the program of entertainment are
J. Louis
Rome, Frank H. Durkee and Walter D. Pacy.

Loew^s Borrows $2,400,000
on Theatre Properties
Loew's, Inc., has secured a loan on
theatre laroperties amounting to .$2,400,000
from P. W. Chapman and Comjiany. The
loan is. a first mortgage on the Loew
Theatre at the northeast corner of Broadway and Eighty-third street; also a first
mortgage on the Loew Theatre in Newark,
N.
J., on the corner of Broad and New
streets.
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Here are the heads of the reorganized Fox Publicity and Advertising departments. Left to right: Gerald K.
Rudulph, Publicity Manager; Ned Holmes, Manager of Exploitation; l3onn McElwaine, manager of Accesories Department; and Vivian M. Moses, Director of Publicity and Advertising.
Fox

Publicity
Already

Is

Reorganized

Strong Department Staff is Augmented by Appointment of Ned Holmes

Fox has completed tlie reorganization
and enlargement of the publicitj' and
advertising department under the
supervision of Vivian M. Moses and is all
se't to start the campaign on the new season's product. The department now looms
Up as one of the strongest in the entire
industry and should be of invaluable assistance to the exhibitor.
James R. Grainger, general sales manager made his final appointment to the enlarged staff when he named Ned Holmes as
exploitation manager. Vivian Moses is director of advertising and publicity and has
as his department heads in addition to
Holmes, G. K. Diidulph, publicity manager;
and Donn McElwaine as manager of the accessory division. The staffs of all departments have been materially increased.
It is already established that Fox attractions will be played in many of the largest
first run houses and Holmes will begin at

once the organization of a large and capable staff of exploitation men who will
cover presentations of "The Iron Horse,"
"Lightnin'/' "The Fool," "The First Year,"
"Lazy Bones" and such attractions.
Holmes has had wide experience in the exploitation field both for legitimate stage and
picture attractions. Among other things he
organized the exploitation department for
First National. His first association in the
show business was with Buffalo Bill. He
later became general manager for Jules
Murray who was covering the country with
such attractions as Modjeska, Rose Coghlan, Kathryn Kidder, Creston Clarke and
others.
In the exploitation of pictures Holmes
started early, handling one of the first big
attractions, the Paul J. Rainey African
Hunt Pictures. Since that time he has had
the handling of many of the leading film
attractions.

Plans

Big

Convention

Coming Three Day Session at Asbury
Park Will Be Replete With Action

events is all eomof thing
ramevery
THEj)leteprog
d and
seems set for
the sixth annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
Jersey to be held at Asbury Park June 29th
and 30th and July l.st. It's rather an ambitious i)r()gram and one that should combine alot of business with as much pleasure.
The business end of the sessions will be
interspersed with a carnival of water sports,
dances, revues, stage presentations, boat
ride^, boardwalk events, fireworks, a midsummer fashion show and the appearence of
many celebrated motion picture stars.
Dignitaries from many parts of the country have been invited to attend, among tlieni
being President and Mrs. Coolidge, United
States Senators Edge and Edwards, Governor Silzer of New Jersey, Mayor Hettrick
of Asbiiiy Park, Mayor Hague of Jersey
Citv. ilayor Raymond of Newark and James
J. Walker, State Senator of New York.
Business sessions will be held each of the
three days of the session, with the banquet
set for "Wednesday evening, July 1st.
Robert E. We'sh will act as toastmaster at
table
s])eakers'
at theMavor
Avhile Silzer,
the banquet,
will
be Governor
Hettrick.
Rav Lewis, Sydney S. Cohen, R. F. Wood-

hull, president of the M. P. T. 0. A., and
Joseph M. Seider, President of the New
Jersey State organization.
Water sports promise to be among the
leading features of the program. Entries
have already been received from Big \J,
Tiffany Productions and other film coml)anies. Camera experts will be on hand
from all of the news reel })roducers. A
s|)ecial saxophone orchestra of twenty jiieces
has beon engaged to serve the dance music.
An event for Wednesday evening will be
the personal appearance of little Miss Anne
Dale, the crippled child of the Fox screen
version of "The Fool," who will reenact her
role on a specially built stage.
The committee in charge of ari-anaements
announces no s))ecial invitations wi'l be re(|uired by any jierson in or out of the industry. All are welcome to the carnival
events.

Takes Over House in
Kokomo, Ind.
Charles Pyle. who operates theatres in
Champaign and Danville, 111., recently took
over the Victory Theatre in Kokomo. Ind.
Pyle

News

American
Films Lead
in Uruguay

Nearly 98 per cent of the motion pictures shown ih Uruguay are of American
origin, according to a report to the Department of Commerce from Con.sul 0. Gaylord
March at Montevideo. Though repeated efforts to popularize pictures from other nations have been attempted, the American
films continue to be the popular choice of
the people of that country, the report
states.
Three feature films usually constitute a
performance,
but tickets may be iJurchased
day.
for a single film, two films or the whole performance. Programs change nearly evei'v
Luxurious society drama-s and farce comedies are the best drawing cards with the
ordinary movie fan. These are censored by
a commission in Montevideo, which rules
out all those of an immoral character and
furthermore forbids the admission of children totendency.
films having scenes of a questionable
Mexican Theatres Showing
Good Receipts
Total receipts of the 48 motion picture
theatres of the Federal District of Mexico
during the last six months of 1924. says a
recent statement of the Department of Commerce, amounted to 2,419,585.40 pesos ($1,209,792. rO), according to a report of the
Mexican National Bureau of Statistics. Of
this amount ten per cent, or 241,958.54
pesos, was paid to municipal and federal
authorities as taxes.
Receipts of the largest single theatre in
Mexko Citv during the six-month jteriod
were 172,403.40 pesos ($86,201.70). Five
000).
other theatres ,Teporbed receiprts for jjhe
])eriod of more than 100,000 pesos ($50.Australia

Jersey

Picture

Picturizing
Industries

Home

Moving pictures of Victorian manufacturing industries have been given in fifteen
Mctorian towns, under the auspices of the
Made-in-Australia Council of the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures, states E. G. Babbitt, American Trade Commissioner in Melbourne, in a report to the Dej>artment of
Commerce.
The promoters declare that this film
propaganda will awaken a consciousness in
the minds of the people that goods are being
made in Australia, which, it is claimed, com])are in many instances with any that can
be imported. Among the industries which
have been filmed are the iron and steel industry and the furniture industry.
New

A. M. P. A. Nominating
Committee Selected

The naming of a new nominatiiii; committee and t\w selection of a new eating
and meeting place for the weekly gatherings
of the A. M. P. A. occupied the attention
of the members of that association at their
last meeting.
P. A. Parsons is chairman of the nominating committee which is made up of C. L.
Yearsley, Paul Gulick. Victor Shajiiro, Lon
Young, Fred Baer and Bert Adler.
The A. M. P. A. meetings hereafter will
be held at the White Hoi-se Tavern in 45th
street inste^j^^^^be Cafe Boulevard.
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G. P. Aarons Again Elected
Secretary of M. P. T. O. A.
At tlie recent conference of the Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America held in New York at
the Hotel Roosevelt, George P. Aarons of
Philadelphia, Pa., was unanimously designated Recording Secretary of the organization for the ensuing year, an office to which
he has been elected for the past several
years.
Police

Fail in Hunt
Louis Yeggs

for St.

The St. Louis police have failed to apprehend the three young men who attempted
to rob Miss Elsie Glocker, cashier for the
Aubert theatre, Eastern avenue at Aubert
avenue, St. Louis, Mo., on Sunda.y evening, June 7.
Miss Glocker noticed that all of the exposed chambers of the i-evolver neia by the
leader of the would-be hold-up men were
empty and concluded that the entire weapon
was unloaded. So she defied the trio and
refused to turn over her receipts.
On the same night burglars broke into the
Woodland theatre, 5015 Gravois avenue, and
took $30 from the safe. They knocked the
combination off the strong box.
Bandits

Get

$5,000

From

Chicago Rialto
Four young bandits Sunday night, held
up and robbed the office of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer's Rialto Theatre, 336 S. State
Street, Chicago, and are reported to have
obtained $5,000 in cash before they escaj)ed. The usual State Street throngs
were passing the theatre at the time of
the hold-up, but the youths got away unnoticed.
Oakman

and Strand

Theatres

Visited by Thieves
Safes in two theatres were carried away
early this week by bandits. The Oakman
theatre, 12,000 Oakman boulevard, and the
Strand theatre, operated by John H. Kuneky and located at Grand River and Fourteenth avenues, were the houses visited. Several thousand dollars were taken from the
safes.
Joins M. P. T. O. A.
on July First
of absence has been granted
LEAVE
to Henderson M. Richey, General
Manager of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Michigan to allow
him to become General Manager of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, with headquarters in New
York. He will assume his new duties
July 1.
Mr. Richey attempted to resign his
office as manager of the Michigan organization, but it was refused. Officials
prevailed
upon him
to accept
year's
leave of absence
instead.
Much a of
the
success of the Michigan organization has
been due to Mr. Richey since his arrival
in Detroit four years ago from Auburn,
Indiana, where he was a prominent
newspaperman and later City Treasurer.
The Michigan M. P. T. O., it is stated
has grown to a membership of nearly
500.

Meighan

to Make One Picture for Schenck —
Not Leaving Famous
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK this week denied a story printed in The New York
World to the effect that Thomas Meighan would leave Famous Players at
the
expiration of his present contract and become a star under Mr. Schenck's
management.
Mr. Schenck informed Motion Picture News that Mr. Meighan would make
one picture as co-star with Norma Talmadge, and that this arrangement had been
Lasky.
made between Mr. Schenck and Adolph Zukor, president of Famous PlayersHe made it very clear that this meant simply that Famous Players was loaning
Mr. Meighan to the Schenck forces for a single picture. "As far as I know he will
then return to Famous," said Mr. Schenck.
The statement in the World that Mr. Meighan would receive $10,000 a week
aroused Mr. Schenck's ire, as did the rest of the story.
"How doanysuch
demanded.
will
not receive
suchreports
salary,getor into
any print?"
salary atMr.all,Schenck
as a matter
of fact. "Meighan
He will have
an interest in the picture."
The Meighan-Talmadge picture will be an adaptation of the stage play, "My
Woman."
Cook

Makes

Report

on

Tour

Kansas-Missouri Business Manager
Finds Opposition in Free Pictures
mer is tent shows and skating rinks. The
of the tour of the territory
AS bya result
C. E. Cook, business manager of lov,' license fees of the latter undoubtedly
constitutes unfair competition. If exhibthe M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri,
itors only knew it they could bring pressure
various phases of outlying trade conditions
to bear upon their city councils regarding
have been brought to light, which will resuch matters. In one town a city alderman
sult in some definite action by the organizatold me he was opposed to even granting
tion. Forty towns were visited by Cook,
a license to a carnival which was billed there.
who covered 1,300 miles and brought back
$963 in membershi]) fees. But his trip was
It wouldn't take long for an exhibitor in
good standing in his town to, convince his
not confined to soliciting new members only.
city
that his theatre was much more
way.a council
"In Joplin, Mo., I found an audience of of
stabilized business than a passing tent
more than 2,000 persons witnessing a free
show and entitled to an even break, any
picture show running in an amusement park
in opposition to five motion picture theatres," Cook said. "The film was being
furnished by more than one national distributor. A resolution calling for the refusal to arbitrate cases of such e changes
before the joint arbitration board was
passed at the last M. P. T. 0. K.-M. convention. You can rest assured there will
be some action taken. I don't know whether
or not the home offices of the companies,
whose names I will withhold, know of this
practice, but they are going to be informed
right away.
"I found that the greatest opposition to
the small town theatre owner in the sum-

"Across the Kansas boundary line from
Coffeyville, Kans., in Oklahoma I found a
small town being buiH around the new
Tackett theatre, which was constructed on a
b'eak prarie to avoid Sunday closing laws.
The theatre, running only on Sundays,
stands as conclusive proof that the people
of that community want Sunday shows, yet
are governed by a straight-laced minority.
It draws from a radius of thirty miles, has
a 10-piece orchestra and rapidly is becommunity.
ing the center of an impromptu com-

Richey

''U''

Building

Program

Start Construction

Work

Started
on Plans to

Production Facilities
foundation for buildings which are to be
m
ng progra
erected later.
million
THE
ced -dollar
year by
of the
the firstbuildi
announ
Universal under which the studio faBuildings
under course of construction include now
the following:
ciX'ties at Universal City will be gr.'atly
increased, has just been put into effect,
One new main stage, 90 by 150 feet in
dimension and fifty feet in height.
construction of new permanent buildings,
to house stages, projection rooms, and
One new semi-exterior iron stage of the
same dimensions.
dressino- rooms, now being well under way.
In addition to the buildings which are
Three new proiection-room Imildings.
to be erected, there are plans to reclaim ten
New office building, containing offices for
acres of land through the building of a steel
production managers and technical heads.
and cement culvert along the bottom of the
The work was placed bv Carl Laemmle
creek that crosses the Universal property
under
the supervision of Norman Sprowl,
The
River.
Angeles
and empties into the Los
bu-^iness manas'er. and Arthur E. Shadur.
culvert will be constructed to support ■\i city engineer of Universal City.
weight of ten feet of earth and serve as
Enlarge

Studio
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Motion

''Viennese

News

Picture

Medley"

Cast

is
Completed
First National has completed ttie cast for

its picturization of the Edith O'Shaughnessy novel of Vienna, "The Viennese Medley," and will start work on the production
in the immediate future. The picture will
be directed by Kurt Rehfeld under the
supervision of June Mathis, who prepared
the continuity.
The cast includes Conway Tearle, Anna
Q. NUsson, May Allison, Ian Keith, Phyllis
Haver, Nigel I)e Brullier, John Sainpolis,
Jean Hersholt and Edward Earle.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Sign

Douglas Gilmore
Douglas Gilmore, leading man in several
recent stage productions, has signed a longterm contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and will desert the footlights for the studios.
Gilmore has appeared in two screen productions, "Faith" and "Lovers Island."
He began his stage career as the reporter
in "Lightnin','' and later played with Elsie
Ferguson
"The was
Unvarying
Shore."roleHis
most
recentin work
in a principal
in
"White Cargo."
A group of action stills from "The Bloodhound," a new feature offered by F. B. O.
Ziegfeld

Signs

With

Will Glorify the American
Screen Under His Five Year

tion
OUS Players-Lasky Corpora
FAMhas
signed Florenz Ziegfeld to a five
year contract to produce a series of
Paramount pictvires made along the same
lines as the Ziegfeld stage productions. The
pictures will be made at the Paramount studios and will be under the personal supervision of Ziegleld.
The first production will be known as Florenz Ziegfeld's "Glorifying the American Girl"
and will be directed by Allan Dwan, producer of many notable screen successes.
Many of the artists who have been identified
with the Ziegfeld productions and most of
the beauties from his shows will appear in
"Glorifying the American Girl" and other
Ziegfeld-Paramount pictures. The first production isbeing written under Ziegfeld's direction and it is expected that actual work
on the picture will start August 31st.
In discussing the new contrast Jesse Lasky
said :

Famous
Girl on
Contract

"The acquisition of Mr. Ziegfeld is a distinct triumph for tlie motion picture and
tells better than an_\ thing else the . tremendous strides that have been made toward
technical perfection in films. His phenomenal success as a producer of the world's
most beautiful stage spectacles naturally attracted the interest of motion picure producers long ago, but he always resisted their
efforts to win him to pictures because he was
not convinced that the color and beauty of
stage effects could be transfeiTed to the
screen.

Richard

Talmadge

to Make

*lsle of Hope"
The next Richard Talmadge production
for F. B. 0. release will be "The Isle of
Hope." Casting is now under way and
shooting is scheduled to start this week.
The story is of treasure hunting in the
South Seas. The script which has just been
completed is the work of James Bell Smith.

"Recent developments in picture production, however, make it possible to put on the
screen all of the g'litter, the beauty and enchanting stage effects that the public has
come to expect in production such as the
Tollies,' 'Sally,' 'Louie the 14th,' 'Kid
Boots,' 'Annie Dear' and similar smart reviews."

Editors

to

Compete

Carl Laemmle

Offers $5,000

For
Award

Prize
for

Scenario to Be Written by Newspapermen
not more than 500 words, outlining, the plot.
UNDER terms of a contiact presented
The synopsis will be examined by the meme al
to the
of L'nivers
by CarlalLaemml
at
Associaaltion
Editori
Nation
bers of Universal's scenario staff. The ten
their convention in Richmond, Va., last best will be selected, and the %vriters will be
)ers
will be
Aveek, editors of country newspaj
to delineate the episodes of the stoi-y
eligible to compete for the cash awards to be chosen
from the plot laid out in the prize synopsis.
made for a scenario which Universal will
There are no rules or regulations of the
produce in serial form.
contest,
except that those entered must be
The completed serial will be the work of
members of the National Editorial Associaten authors, each episode being the work of tion.
a different writer. The winning authors
Six months or more Avill be given the ediwill each receive a prize of .$500.
The first step in the writing of the story
tors to prepare the stories, and the picture
will be preparation of a brief synopsis, of will be produced at Universal City.

Lewis Stone and Alice Terry in "Confessions of a
Queen," Metro-Goldwyn.
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Cooperative Plan for Prod.
Dist. Corp.
Following a series of sales conventions that
took him to the coast, John C. Flinn, vicepresident and general manager of Producers
Distributing Corporation is back in NewYork and enthusiastic over prospects for
the coming season. Among other things
he has perfected a cooperative plan whereby
all pictures released by Producers Distributing Corporation during the coming
year will have the benefits of cooperation
of three studios, the De Mille, Hollywood
and Christie studios. The players, technical
staffs and equipment of all tlrree studios
will be at the disposal of any and all of
the producers contributing the coming i-eleases of Producers Distributing Corporation. This arrangement brings into cooperative combination a big stock company organized by De Mille, trained riders ad cowhoys atTiliated with Hunt Stromberg's activities, the dramatic artists of the Hollywood
studios and the comedians of the Christie
studio, as well as the combined technical
expers.
Wray

to Film ''The Winding
Stair'* for Fox
John Griffith Wray's first production under his new contract with Fox, will be "The
Winding Stair," an adaption of the novel
by A. E. W. Anson.
The picture will have Edmund Lowe and
Alma Rubens in the leading roles. Principal parts are to be played by Mahlon
Hamilton, Warner Oland and Emily Fitz- F.

Stills from "Sporting Venus," a Metro-Goldwyn-Maye r production.

P.-L.

Makes

J. J. Franklin
Waugh

A trio of scenes National
from "Just
A Woman," a First
release.

Succeeds

Change
Made

District

in

South

Supervisor

Kingsmore
at Howard
that house. He is regarded as one of the
taken
chang
NUMBER
most able and popular showmen in the AtA place
nnelesof have
in the of
perso
the Southlanta territory. His place at the Palace
ern Enterprises organization in the
Southern territory. J. J. Franklin, brother
in Memphismanager
will beoffilled
George atBrown,"
of Harold B. Franklin, director of theatres
formerly
the by
Imperial
Charlotte.
for Famous Players-Lasky, is in Atlanta
to occupy the position of district supervisor,
held until last week by Frank Dowler, Jr.,
who has returned to Chattanooga and the
De Mille Adds to "Road to
Tennessee territory in a similar capacity.
Howard Waugh, who has been manager of
TheodoreYesterday"
Kosloff, famous Cast
Russian dancer,
the Palace theatre, Memphis, Tennessee, for
and Louis Natheaux, heavy, are the latest
the past two years, has taken over the management of the Howard theatre, while
additions to tlie cast for "The -Road to -YesHoward Price Kingsmore, former manager
terday," Cecil B. De Mille's first personally
of the Howard, went to New York this week.
directed offering through Producers Distributing Corporation. Kosloff will play the
No assignment in the ranks of Famous
role of Gypsy John.
Players-Lasky Corporation has been anJoseph Schildkraut, Jetta Goudal and
nounced for him, up to this, writing.
When Mr. Franklin went to Atlanta a,s Vera Reynolds are the other members of the
De Mille cast so far selected. All were chosen
district supervisor for tJie Georgia territory,
for their types as well as their acting ability.
Birmingham, Montgomery, and- Gadsden.
The production will be an adaptation by
Alabama, and Mr. Dowler took over -the
Jeanie Macpherson and Beulah Marie Dix
western Tennessee houses and the other half
from the stage play by Miss Dix and E. G.
of Alabama, it divided the Alabama terriSutherland. Filming will start as soon as
tory between the two of them. Alabama
De Mille completes his cast.
was formerly managed by Emmett R.
Rogers, but when this change in disti'icts occurred, Mr. Rogers was transferred to the
Noted Dancer Has Role in
Tivoli theatre in Chattanooga to become
manager of the Tivoli Theatre, which house
Woman''
he had opened under his management sevI."Unchastened
E. Chadwick has engaged
Frederick
eral years ago. This necessitated another
Kovert, the dancer, for an important role
shift, for C. B. Stiff, up until last week
in "The Unchastened Woman," in which
manager of the Tivoli theatre, has been
Theda Bara will return to the screen. One
transferred to take over the management
of the features of the new production will
of the Imperial theatre, in Columbia, South
be a dance creation by Kovert, in which it
Carolina.
is said 750 mirrors will be used. An elaboThe change which brings Howard Waugh
rate set has been constructed for the stagto the Howard theatre insures a new era for
ing of the dance scene.
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Motion

Picture

News

whereby the entire new program of tM-elve
Gotham Productions will be handled by the
Standard Film Service Co. for Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia.
Louis Weiss of Weiss Brothers' Artelass
Pictures Corporation announces that he has
sold the new series of Buffalo Bill, Jr.'s
and the Buddy Roosevelt five reel romances
to the S))ecialty Film Company of Dallas,
Texas. This deal covers the territory of
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Inter-Globe Film Corporation has signed
a contract for the foreign rights to the
series of Dorothy Drew Releases, i^rodueed
and distributed by Ellbee Pictures. The
series includes eight features and the InterGlobe will handle these throughout the entire foreign field under the terms of the
contract.

Colleen Moore in scenes from "The Desert Flower," her new starring vehicle for First National.

F.

P.-L.

Signs

With

$50,000 Deal for 1925-26
Independents Report New

WILLIAM K. JENKINS. Presidont
of Enterprise Distributiiio; Corporation, has just returned to Atlanta from New York where he entered into
a contract with the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation to supply them with approximately fifty thousand dollars' worth of features and short subjects during the 1925-26
Season.
Enterprise's line-up for 1925-26 consists of eighty Western and action subjects,
big specials and thirty-six short
eleven
reelers.
M. H. Hoffman, vice president of the
Tiffany Truart Productions announces that
for
'oris Big
all of his
franchises
1925-1926 for
including
theproduct
Tiffany
Twelve, and the Truart Blue Ribbon,
Novelty and Cinemelodrama series, have
been bought by the leading independent exchanges.
The franchise for California, Arizona
and Nevada is held by Louis Hyman of the
All Star Feature Distributing Corporation
of San Francisco and Los Angeles.
H. Weinberg of the Premier Picture
Exchanges, Inc., of Des Moines, la., will
distribute the Tiffany and Truart productions throughout Iowa and Nebraska.
E. C. Eoden of the Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., of Kansas City, holds the
franchi.se for the states of Kansas and
Western Missouri for Tiffany and Truart.
The franchise for the State of Wisconsin
for Tiffany is held by J. S. Grauman of the
Celebrated' Players Film Corporation of
Milwaukee, Wis., who also has for his organization the Truart six Blue Kibbon
Series.
The states of Louisiana, Mississippi,
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North and
South Carolina are covered by the franchise held for Tiffany pictures by the

Enterprise

Product Closed;
Territories Sold

Creole Enterprises of New Orleans witli
offices at Atlanta, Ga., Dallas, Texas and
New Orleans, La.
Harry ■ Charnas of the Standard Film
Service of Cleveland will handle the Tiffany
and Truart pictures for Ohio, Kentuckv,
Mich'iran, Western Pennsvlvania and West
Virginia through their Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit exchanges and through
the Federated Film Exchange in Pittsburgh.
L. Berman of the Independent Film Corporation of Philadelphia holds the Tiffany
and Truart franchise, excepting the Truart
Novelty series, for Maryland, Delaware,
District of -Columbia, Virginia, Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
The franchise for the New York and
XorUiein New Jersev territory is held by
the Renown Pictures Inc., with exchanges in
New York City, Albany, Buffalo and Chicago, the latter taking in Illinois.
The Columbia Pictures Corporation, St.
Louis, Mo., has just announced a comprehensive line-up of independent special and
feature pictures.
Its pictures for the 1925-26 season will
include 54 special productions and program features.
Other pictures to be released bv the exchange during the new season will be thirteen Columbia S])ecial Productions, six
Waldorf Productions, six Security Productions, six Perfection Productions, tweiitv
program features — Westeni and melodramas
The office also has fifty-two two reel
comedies, twenty-six screen snap shots and
twenty-six one reel "Alice" comedies.
One of the season's biggest Independent
distribution contracts was closed last week
between Sam Sax of Lumas Film Corporation and HaiTy Charnas of the Standard
Film
Service
Company
of Cleveland,

Herbert Fajans Joins Davis
Distributing Division
Herbert Fajans, well known as a technical man on production, has been a^jpointed
west coast representative of Davis Distributing Division. Fajans, who was assocciated with John L. Russell during the
production of "Ten Nights in a Barroom,'^
"Lost in a Big City," "Floodgates" and
"Red Love," has assumed his duties at the
Davis offices in Los Angeles.
Another important appointment recently
made by Davis is that of John Pelzer, for
several years associated with the film industry, as special field representative. Pelmer recently closed contracts with Greiver
Productions of Chicago, for all of the Davi&
product, and with Walter A. Baier Film
Company, Milwaukee, for a greater part
of the company's program. Pelzer is now
on a tour of the exchange centres in the
Central West and South.

Gregor

Illness Changes
wick Plans

Chad-

The illness of Arthur Gregor has neces itated achange in the production plana
of Chadwick Pictures Corporation. Gregoi'
was to have directed Larry Semon next in
"The Count of Luxembourg," but instead
Semon will start work in another week in
"The Perfect Clown," which will be directed
by Fred Neumeyer. The cast is now being
selected.
105 Recommended
for the
Paramount School

105 ANT
have Sbeen torecom
of
numbedr by
the mende
APPLIC
district representatives of Famous
sky for ount
ion
stuconsiderat
Players-La
School
Picture as
dents in the Param
which opens in July. The classes are
being organized for the purpose of trainn for ed
the
ing young
will be award
sex wome
of eachand
Ten men
screen.
places in the initial class.
Of the 105 suggested as possibilities
59 are girls and 46 boys. Applicants
from the east and west gathered at New
York and Hollywood at the studios of
the company where they were given
screen tests. Testing units were sent to
Atlanta, Kansas City, Philadelphia,
Wilkes Barre and Boston. The final
selections for the twenty to make up
the initial class will be made by a committeee of competent judges.
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Sada

Cowan-Howard Higgin
to Adapt Kane Story
Robert Kane has oiifjag'od Sada Cowan
and Howard Ilisjfiiii to make the adaptation
of "Invisible
whicli heThiswillwillproduce for Fust "Wounds,"
National release.
be
the first story on wiiicli this well known
pair have collaborated in the east. They
recently returned from the Famous PlayersLasky studio on the coast.
"Invisible AYounds" is a Frederick Calmer best seller and brought much favorable
comment from Metropolitan book reviewers.
Kane is impressed with its possibilities for
screen adaptation.
Wyndbam

Standing

Joins

AngeF'
Castfor the
The "Dark
latest addition
to the cast
Sanuiel Goldwyn-George Fitzmaurice production of "The Dark Ansjel" for First National isWyndliam Standing', who will T)liiy
the .second lead. Vilraa Banky, noted Hungarian beauty, will make her American debut
in this picture opposite Ronald Colman,
who has the leading role.
"The Dark Ano-el" is an adaptation by
Frances Marion of the Broadway stage success of the same name. First National will
release the picture some time in the Fall.

**Merry

Widow"
to Open
Embassy
New
"The Merry Widow" at a $2 top is
.schofluled to open the new Embassy Thea
tre on 7th Avenue and 46th street, New
York City. The date for the opening has
not yet_been set. The house, built by -To •
Wcinstock to be run on a 24-lioar basis h i>
been taten over by Metro-Gold wyn. li h s
a seating capacity of 600.

Scenes

from

"TheDist. Shining
Corp., /fdventure"
release.

an Astor

Highlights indicative of the action in "The Keeper of the Bees'" an F. B. O. production.
Have

9

Features

First National

Units

Schedule: — Prepare

In
Are

Production
Busy

on New

to Start Many More
othy Gish and William H. Powell in the
al season'
full
is unders product from
supporting cast. Elmer Clifton is directing.
the new
ONFirston Nation
PRODUCTI
swing in both the eastern and western
"Joseph Greer and His Daughtei"," from
studios, a total of nine features now being
Heni-y Kitchell Webster's new novel. Director George Archainbaud began photogin course of production. Of these there are
tliree in work in New York and six units
raphv on June 8th with Lewis Stone, Shirley Mason, Barbara Bedford and Hugh Al])roducing in Los Angeles, tiarl Hudson, in
len in the cast. This production will be
charge of tlie New York studios of the comreleased under a new title.
pany, plans to film eight more productions
The two productions that went into work
witliin the coming si.\ months.
the first week in June were Corinne GrifFeatures recently completed and which
fith's "Classified," from Edna P^rber's story,
are now in the cutting room are "Grauwith Director Al Saritell taking e.xtei'iors in
stark," Norma Talmadge's new vehicle,
New York; and "The Pace That Thrills,"
"Winds of Chance," the Frank Lloyd specfeaturing Ben Lyon and Mary Astor, diial; "The Lady Who Lied," produced l)y Edrected by Webstc ("am])ber.
win Barthelmess
Carewe, and starring
"Shore play.
Leave," tlie Richard
Tbird of Warner Product is
At the studios in the east "The Pace that
Thrills," featuring Ben Lyon and Mary
Completed
Astor, and "The Half Way Girl" are being
made, while Milton Sills and his company
Practically one-third of the i)r<)duct:on3
on the schedule for lfl25-2() have been eommaking "The Knockout" is due to return
this week from location in Canada and com])Ieted by Warner Brothers, according to
Hal B. Wallis, in charge of publicity at the
plete the picture at the New York plant.
coast studios, who is here in conference with
Production was started in Hollywood last
week on four new features. Work was beWatt L. Parker, general supervisor of adgun on two others a week previously.
v(>rtising and publicity for Warners.
The productions started last week include:
Eight of the forty productions have already been completed, according to Wallis,
"The
Dark
Angel,"
a
Samuel
Goldwvn'
and five others will be finished within a
George Fitzmaurice production, from the
week or ten days. He said that fifty perstage play of that title with Ronald Co'man
cent of the entire schedule will be completed
in the lead. Filming began on June 10th.
"The Sea Woman," an Edwin Carewe proby Among
Sejitember
the 1st.
])ictures finished within the
duction from Willard Rob'nson's play, with
Blanche Sweet. Victor McLaglen. Tonstance
past
few
days
were
"The Man on the Box."
Bennett and Robert Frazer. Work started
starring
Syd
Chaplin,
"Bobbed Harlan,
Hair," with
Marie Prevost and Kenneth
and
June lOtb.
"Three
Weeks
in
Paris,''
a
Matt
Moore
"The Beautiful City," Inspiration's new
starring vehicle with Dorothy Devore in
starrin<r vehie'e for Jf-i^-^^-A Barth-^'mess,
the leading femin'ne role.
got under way at the same time, with Dor-
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^'Lovers

Picture

News

in Quarantine*'
Production

in

"Lovers In Quarantine,'' adapted from
the successful stage play, "Quarantine," has
been put into production by Paramount
with Bebe Daniels in the starring role. Frank
Tuttle is directing. In the supporting cast
are Hari-ison Ford, Alfred Lunt, Edna May
Oliver, Diana Kane and Eden Gray. The
story was adapted for the screen by Townsend Martin and Luther Eeed.
Exteriors will be filmed on Long Island
and in the Bermudas and the interiors will
be made at the Paramount Long Island studios.

Three
Additions
to ''Pace
That
Thrills"
Castadditions
Earl Hudson has made three
to the cast for "The Pace That Thrills,"
in which Ben Lyon and Mary Astor will
be co-featured by First National . The additions are Charles Beyer, Mrs. Arthur
Dewey and Lillian Ten Eyck. Others in
the cast include Thomas Holding, Warner
Richmond,
Tully Marshall, Fritzi Brunette,
ing.
Evelyn Walsh Hall, George S. Stevens and
Dorothy Allen. Webster Campbell is directProduction highlights from "Mike," Marshall Neilan's production for Metro-Goldwyn.
Goldbeck

New

Paramount
John

Cecil Graham

House
Gives

Abroad

Reason

for

Extending

Activities on the Continent
inten<i helping the industry by building a theatre.
Famous
THAT
activities ou
theatre-Lasky
to extend
their Players
"The sitwtion does not apply in this
the Continent in cities where ade- countn- because there are splendid edifices
quate houses are not now in operation, is in all the big towns and new theatres are
the statement of John Cecil Graham,
being erected every day, and if ever we did
take a theatre in one of the populated cities
managing director of Famous-Lasky Film
Service, Ltd., with headquarters in London.
it would merely be for the purpose of havGraham discussed the subject at length in
ing a show place similar to the Paramount
theatre, which is in the course of erection
"
ew
an
intervi
in
Film
Ixenter,
"The
in
London.
in thf Haymarket, so that you can discount
any talk of Paramount invading the theatre
In part he said:
'•\Ve have no intention of building theafield in this country-.
"In America the situation is different.
tres in this country — it is not necessary.
It is intolerable that a group of men can
We are extending our theaters on the Continent by building in places that are bar- get together and offer a ridiculous price for
product which has cost millions to make,
ren. Where any big city has good theatres
and if the price is not accepted, keep it out
it is no part of our business to enter into
competition, but where a city witn a luigi.
of the city. That condition cannot be allowed to remain and that is why Famouspopulation has not a theatre worthy of the
name, and where there are no signs of it Lasky have had to build and take over
being erected, then we consider we are
llieaties to break down that monopoly."
Three

Schulberg

Units

to Write for Pola
Negri
The engagement of Willis Goldbeck to
write the scenarios for the coming Pola
Negri pictures was announced this week by
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president gf. the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Working

Company Will Have Nine of Eighteen
for Next Season Completed in Fall

of the eighteen features which
NINE
B. P. Schulberg will offer next season
will be completed and ready for
screening by the middle of October, it was
announced this week by J. G. Bachmann,
general manager of distribution.
The producing activities are being directed
by Mr. Schulberg at the studios in Los Angeles. The pictures which are now in production are F. Oakley Crawford's story
"Parisian Love," directed bv Gasnier — "The
Girl Who Wouldn't Work" by Gertie D.
Wentworth-James, directed bv Marcel De
Sanf>— and "With This Ring," Fanny Heaslip Lea's Saturday Evening Post novel di-

rected by Fred C. Windemere ou the coast.
The next three to be put in production as
soon as the first trio are in the cutting room,
will be "The Other Woman's Storv^" bv
Peggy Gaddis, "Lew Tyler's Wives," AYaflace Irwin's novel and "The Plastic Age" by
Percy Marks. The scripts for these are now
being prepared.
Next in order will be an elaborate version
of the stage classic, "Shenandoah." Coincident with the production of this property,
will be the filming of John Goodrich's story,
"Eden's Fruit" and another spectacular picture, "Horses and Women" which is said
to be an unusual story of the turf.

Highlights
from In"
the inWarner
"How
Baxter
Butted
which Bros,
Owen production
Moore appeirs.
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Wellfare
Program Planned
for M-G-M
Studios
Wellfare pi'ooraiu, sueli as in effect at
the Ford Motor Company, Standard Oil,
and other large business organizations,
will be put into operation for the benefit
of the personnel of the Metro-GoldwynMayer studios at Culver City, it was announced by Louis B. Mayer, in charge of
production, at a dinner attended by executives and employees of the big plant.
The work will be carried on under the
direction of Dr. Webster Robinson, a well
known ])ersonnel director who ha.s been
connected with many large manufacturing organizations.
The system will introduce bimonthly
meetings and get-togethers, boxing tournaments, dances and other forms of athletic
and social events. It is planned to form a
baseball league among the production companies on the Coast, a move which MetroGoldwvn-Maver will initiate.
Lionel
Schulberg Signs
Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore has been signed by B.
P. Schulberg to plav the leading masculine
role in "The Girl Who Wouldn't Work."
This will be the initial preferred picture to
be directed by Marcel De Sano.
The feminine lead for the picture has not
yet been selected, but several other principals
have been signed, including Henry B. Walthall, Lilyan Tashman and Forrest Stanley. "The Girl Who Wouldn't Work" was
adapted by John Goodrich from the novel
by Gertie D. Wentworth-James, which
created a sensation in London last year. It
is to be published by an American publisher in the Fall.

Scenes from Paramount's "Any Woman.'

Harry Carey in "The Texas Trail," a Hunt Stromberg production for Producers Distributing Corp. release.

Metro

- Goldwyn
Set
Releases
Schedule is Being Arranged for Fiftytwo Productions for Coming Season

are ebusy
officials
LDWY
METRO-GO
of
schedul
theNrelease
arranging
their fifty-two productions to be
presented during the coming season starting
August 16th. Definite dates have been set
for some of these pictures, while others have
only been tentatively set.
The first of the new pictures to go to
the public will be "The Unholy Three,"
starring Lon Chaney and recently completed
under the direction of Tod Browning. "The
Merry W^idow," one of the most pretentious
films ever made by the Metro-GoldwynMayer organization is to have its public
premiere September 20th. John Gilbert and
Mae Murray have the leading roles and it
Avas directed by von Stroheim.
Other pictures from this studio to be seen
in September are, Maurice Tourneui^'s
"Never the Twain Shall Meet," a Cosmopolitan production from the story by Peter B.
Kyne; Edmund Goulding's "Sun-Up," a
picturization of the Lula Vollmer play, with
Pauline Starke, Conrad Nagel and Lucille
La Verne, and Tod Browning's "The
Mystic," with Aileen Pringle and Conway
Tearle.
The initial Erte picturization with Pauline
Starke and Lew Cody in the leading roles
will be shown in November, as will "The
Tower of Lies," stan'ing Norma Shearer
and Lon Chaney. Hobart Henley's production of the Cosmo Hamilton play, "An
Exchange of Wives," with Eleanor Boardman and Lew Cody, will also be presented
in November. Another highlight in the
November releases of the company will be
the premiere of the Lillian Gish veliicle,
"La Boheme," set for November 15th.
Among other attractions promised soon
after the middle of August are, "The Big
Parade,"
with John
Gilbert; "Pretty

Ladies," directed by Monta Bell; "Time the
Comedian," with Mae Buseh and Lew Cody;
Jackie Coogan's first vehicle under his new
contract, and "Mare Nostrum," Rex
Ingram's production of the Blasco Ibanez
novel with Alice Terry and Antonio Moreno
in the leading roles.
Bryson

and
Mclntyre Sail
for England
James V. Bryson, managing director of
the European Motion Picture Company
sailed last Wednesday on the Berengaria following a three weeks' visit in this country
for conferences with Universal officials. Mr.
Bryson took with him the negative of "The
Phantom of the Opera," which Universal
lias arranged to present at a premiere in
London early in July.
Herb Mclntyre, manager of LTniversal'a
exchange system in Australia and New Zealand sailed on the same ship. Mr. Mclntyre,
who was accompanied by his wife, is returning to Australia after a visit in the
States, City.
in which he included a trip to Univereal

Warners

Complete ''Satan in
Sables'' Cast
The east has been completed for "Satan
in Sables," Lowell Sherman's first starring
vehicle for Warner Brothers. Helen Dunbar and Francis McDonald are the latest
additions. Others of the players already
announced are June Marlowe, John Harron,
Gertrude Astor, Frank Butler and Otto
Hoffman.

"Satan in Sables'' is from the novel by
Bradley
King' and is being directed by
James Flood.
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Casting is Under Way for
F. B. O. Productions
The F. B. 0. studios are among the most
active on the West Coast at the present
time. Four new productions for this company are in the course of filming and two
others are scheduled to start this week.
F. B. O.'s own productions which are
ready to go into Avork are "Lady Robinhood." a Spanish story in whicli Evelyn
Brent will be featured, and "The "Wild
Bull's
Lair,"
his
horse.
Silverstarring
King. Fred Thomson and
Casting for Richard Talmadge's next production. "The Isle of Hope" Mill start in
the near future and arrangements are now
under way for a new series of two-reel featurettes titled "The Adventures of Maisie,"
starring Alberta Vaughn.
Hoot Gibson Unit Off for
Location Work in Canada
Hoot Gibson, Universal western star, and
a company headed by Herbert Blache, have
left I'niversal City for Calgary, Canada,
■where scenes will be filmed for "The Calgary Stampede," which Universal announces will be the most elaborate vt-hicle
thus far given the star. The management
of "The Calgary Stampede" has given Universal exclusive picture rights for the coming event.
Warner Baxter Engaged for
Paramount Stock Company
Warner Baxter, leading man in several
screen productions, has been signed to a
long-term contract as a member of the
Paramount stock company.
Baxter's recent parts have been in Paramount productions, among which are "Rugged Waters." "Welcome Home," "The Air
Mail," and "The Female." Before entering
pictures some time ago Baxter had a long
career on the stage.
Evelyn

Brent Will Start New
Production
Evelyn Brent will again be directed by
Ralph Ince in her ne\t production for F. B.
O. The new veiiicle called "Lady Robinhood" is a Spanish story and Miss Brent
plays the role of a feminine "Mark of
Zorro." The production is scheduled to get
Under way next week. Casting is now in
progreiis.
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Motion

"Gold

Rush" Premiere
for Coast

Set

latestis
IN'S Rush"
LEY CHAPLGold
CHAR
comedy
in
for a gala opening
schedul,ed "The
the Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood, on
June 27th, with Chaplin as the guest of
honor. Soon after that it is expected the
picture will have its first New York
showing, at which the comedian also
hopes to be present.
Chaplin has completed an exploitation
tie-up with the Brunswick phonograph
people which should be effective for exhibitors. While completing the picture
he also took time to arrange the musical
score and to write several of the compositions. Two of these he recently recorded for the Brunswick records, playing
the violin solo himcl and con .j:tn^
the Lyman Cocoanut Grove orche3tra at
Los Angeles. The compositions are entitled "Sing a Song" and ' Wit'n You.
D ear, in Bombay." These records will
soon
be on sale
the company's dealers
throughout
the by
world.
Frances

Marion

Will

Write

ScriptMarion
for '^Thank You'^
P'ranees
has been engagc-d by Fox
for
Film Corporation to write the scenario
"Thank You," the John Golden stage p'.av
which is to be filmed under the direction of
John Ford. Other of the Golden plays
which Miss Marion has adapted to the
screen for Fox are "Lightnin'," "Lazybones"
and "The First Year.''
''The Other Woman's Story"
Next for Gasnier
Gasnier's second production of the coming season for B. P. Schulberg will be "The
Other Woman's Story," by Peggy Gaddis.
Production will get under way as soon as
Gasnier has completed work on "Parisian
Love." which is now in the making. The
ada])tation is being prepared by John
Goodrich.
Forrest Stanley Opposite
Elaine Hammerstein

to

FoiTest Stanley has been engag-ed by
production manager Harry Cohn of Colum-.
bia Pictures to play opposite Elaine Hammerstein in "The Unwritten Law," second
of the Columbia series of six for the coming
season.

^
^^^BHM

Picture

X ezvs

Goldwyn Completes Cast for
''Stella Dallas •
With the selection of Alice Joyce, Samuel

for "Stella
has completed
Goldwyn which
Dalla.s,"
Henry the
Kingcast"will
produce
from the novel by Mrs. Olive Higgins
Prouty. Actual shooting on the picture
will start June 20, on which date Miss Joyce
is expected to arrive on the coast.
Miss Joyce will have the role of "Mrs.
Morrison" and will play opposite Ronald
Colman
"Stephen
Dallas."
The title who
role is
willcast
be as
in the
hands of
Belle
Bennett. Others in the cast are Lois Moran.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Jean Hersholt.
De Mille Signs Special Technical Expert
Cecil B. De Mille has signed Paul G.
Sprunck as a special technical expert at liis
studio. His first work under the new contract was the designing of a location set for
"The Coming of Amos," Rod La Rocque's
starring
picture, which is being direi-ted by
Paul Sloane.
Sprunck was former technii-al director
for Famous Players-Lasky and mure recently with Cosmopolitan Production-.
Additions
to
"Pace That
Thrills" Cast
Seven players have been added to the
i"a;t which will support Ben Lvon and
Mary
in "The is
Pace
That " Thrills,"
which Astor
First National
producing
in the
east. The newcomers to the cast are Tully
Marshall, Thomas Holding, Warner Richmond, Fi-itzi Burnette, Evelyn Walsh Hall,
Dorothy Allen and George S. Stevens.
Two

Associated

Features

Arc

Completed
Two Associated Exhibitoi"s features for
release during the coming season were completed at New York studios during the week.
They are lines."
"The
Miraclewasof Life."
The former
directedandbv"HeadS. E.
V. Taylor arid the latter by E. H. Grittith.
Both are being cut and edited.
"Jack

O' Diamonds" Next
for Maurice Flynn
"Jack O'Diamonds" described as a crook
comedy Avith romance and mystery will be
Maurice Flynn's next picture for F. B. 0.

Sjl^^^^^^l^-

^^^^^^^

1

Principa's in the cast of "Seven Days," Gore.
ChristieBottom
featurerowto :beMabel
offeredJulienne
by Producers
Distributioon
Top Rich,
row: Tom
HallamWil Cooley,
Scott, Creighton
Hale.Corp.
Lillian
son. Lilyan Tashman, Charles Clary. Rosa

June

27.
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Mary Brian Leading Lady
for Raymond Griffith
Man- Brian, who made her screen debut in
the role of "Wendy" in "Peter Pan," has
been chosen to play the feminine role opposite Raymond Griffith in "On Dress
Parade," his starring vehicle for Paramount.
The cast which will su])port Mr. Griffith
and Miss Brian includes Joseph Bowling,
Kathleen Kirkham, Edgar Norton, Jacqueline Gadsden, Nigel de Bruliere, Gustav
Von Seifertitz, Carl Stockdale, Gerald
Austin, Lincoln Plummer and Michael
Dark.
Filming of "On Dress Parade" has begun
with Edward Sutherland directing. Charles
Boyle is chief cameraman.

^^The Big Parade" Gilbert's
First Starring Vehicle
"The Big Parade," the Laurence Stallings
story produced for Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
by King Vidor, is to be John Gilbert's first
stai'ring vehicle, according to an announcement by Louis B. Mayer.
The decision to star Gilbert, who has been
with the Metro-Goldwyn-Maj'er company
for a year, was announced by Mr. Mayer
after his recent return to the studios from
a trip in the east. Among the Metro-Goldwyn features in which Gilbert has appeared
are "His Hour," "Wife of the Centaur,"
and "The Snob."
Scenes from "Are Parents People?" a Paramount production in which A.dolph Menjou and Betty Bronson
Fred

Creswell Resigns
Paramount

From

Fred F. Creswell, Southern district manager for Paramount for nearly two years,
has resigned from the organization. Mr.
Creswell had agreed to accept the proffer of
Sidney R. Kent to take over the managership of the Paramount School for Managers,
but suddenly changed his mind. He will be
succeeded in Atlanta by Harry G. Ballance.
Whitman Bennett Elects
New Officers
AL important changes in the
SEVER
personnel of Whitman Bennett
Enterprises were made at a special
meeting of the directors of the organization held in New York last week.
E. L. Bennett, a brother of the producer-director, was elected president to
succeed H. Clay Miner, who resigned
the office because of the press of other
business interests but remains a director
of the company. W. F. Shallenberger,
head of Arrow Film Corporation, for
whom the Bennett organization will produce 24 features this year, was elected
vice-president.
E. L. Bennett is a prominent Boston
financier and businessman. He is treasurer of the C. D. Parker Company, a
leading financial organization of that
city, secretary of the Cambridge Trust
Company, and president of The Metropolitan Ice Company, of Boston.
Other elections were that of Myron
Lesser, attorney for the organization,
to the post of Secretary, and A. B.
Hathaway of Boston, as Treasurer. Mr.
Hathaway is President of the Cambridge
Trust Company and is, of course, ideally
suited to the office which he now holds.

appear.
Prod.

Dist.

Corp.

Adopts

Plan

Will Speed Contracts by Authorizing
Division Managers to Close Them

ement which ptaces the
an arrang
BY matter
of accepting or rejecting contracts in the hands of division managers. Producers Distributing Corporation
hopes to speed up service to exhibitors and
to establish a moi'e equitable trading basis.
The plan is John C. Flinn's and is being
worked out by W. J. Morgan, sales manager of the company.
The system now in vogue in all distributing organizations calls for submission of all
contracts to the home office for final approval. This necessitates delays according
to the distance the contract must be sent
and in cases where the price or conditions of
the contract do not meet with the approval
of the home office it may be a matter of
four weeks before a satisfactory agreement
is reached. The new system inaugurated by
Producers makes the acceptance or rejection
of a contract onlj- a matter of one or two
days regardless of where the exhibitor is
loafed.
Hereafter division managers of l^roancers
Distributing Corporation will have full authority on all deals between exhibitors and
the company. To still further reauce delays the company will re-divide the country
and instead of having four divisions as at
jjresent, there will be eight in the future,
each with a division manager who is thoroughly conversant with actual and current
conditions in everj- part of liis territoiy.
In speaking of the new jilan Sales Mana
ger Morsan said :

"In delegating this responsibility we do
not intend to lose sight of conditions. We
will keep as closely informed in the home
office as heretofore, and the district managers, while having full authority in their respective territories, will be held responsible
to the company's executives for all their actions and decisions."
Three

Units Producing for
Davis on Coast
Three production units are now making
pictures for release by Davis Distributing
Division. The companies now at work include Marilyn Mills and her horses, "Star"
and "Beverly," who is filming "Tricks," her
first feature; Peggy 0 'Day is making "Peggy
of the Secret Service," which will be the
first of a series for this company; and Ben
Wilson and Neva Gerber, who are completing the ten-episode serial "The Mvsterv
Vivian

Ogden

Has

Gossip

RoleOgden,
in the
"Thank
You" of
Vivian
gossiping ehatterliox
Box."
"Way Down East," is to have a similar role
in the screen version of the John Golden
stage success, "Thank You,'' which Fox recently put into production at the west coast
studios. She will portray the character of
Miss Blodgett, whose gossip created many
of the laughs for theatre audiences.
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New Players for Elinor
Glyn Picture
Einor Glyu. always on the lookout for
new faces for the screen has made three new
•'discoveries'' for "The Only Thing," her
latest picture, wliich she is now supen ising
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer under the direction of Jack Conway. Three roles have
been assigned to people who have never before appeared on the screen.
Constance Wylie, a San Francisco girl, is
playing the role of a Countess. In another
role is a real Countess, Mai'garet Mariana,
one of the youngest of Italian royalty. She
is seventeen v"ears of age.
Colonel K. A. Plimpton of England, a
house guest of Douglas Fairbanks, and
Maiy Pickford, is the third new player.

Hunt

Three

Glenn

Hunter

Starts Work

in

**Pinch Hitter'^
Glenn Hunter has started work on his second picture for Associated Exhibitors, under the title of "The Pinch Hitter." The
story, sponsored by Oscar Price, is being
directed by Joseph Henaberrj*.
Hunter's first stai-ring vehicle for Associated is "His Buddy's Wife" and will be
among the first releases of the new season.
Leading

Players

Named

for

"Parisian Love '
Player's for the leading roles in Gasnier's
"Parisian Love" have been signed by B. P.
Schulberg. They are Clara Bow, Lou Tellegen and Donald Keith. Otto Mattieson, in
a chara<^ter role is the only other member of
the ca.st so far signed.
Norman

Trevor in Cast Supporting Meighan
Xoi-man Trevor, well known stage actor
and screen player, has been chosen for an
important role in "The Man Who Found
Himself," in which Thomas Meighan will
be starred by Paramount.

"The

Title of

Lloyd's Next
44rpI of
HEtheFRESHMAN"
is the
title
next Harold Lloyd
picture
for Pathe release. It was comstar's inwest
studio pleted
and recently
will at
be the
released
the coast
Fall.
The story is of college life with Lloyd
in the role of the collegian who as a
freshman gets into a college football
game and makes a record run for a
touchdown.
Jobyna
again
Lloyd'sPatleading
woman, Ralston
and the iscast
includes
Harmon, Hazel Keener, James Anderson,
Joseph Harrington and Brooks Benedict.
Sam Taylor and Fred Newmeyer
directed, while Taylor, John Grey, Ted
Wilde and Tim Whelan are responsible
for the script.

Frank

Lloyd
Beach

Editing
Drama

Rex

Frank Lloyd has completed the camera
work on "Winds of Chance," his special
screen production of First National release, and is now editing and titling the
picture. Lloyd spent four months in filming the work, which is based on the novel
by Rex Beach and deals with the Alaskan
gold rush. The company traveled 13,000
miles during the location work, in which
eight different locations were used.

Independent Abandons "His
Master's Voice" Title
Independent Pictures Corporation has anthat "His
Masters
Voice,"
be
abandonednouncedas
a title
for the
first will
vehicle
starring "Lightnin'," the dog star. The
change has been made voluntarily by Independent for the reason that Sam Sax has a
production
titled "His Master's VoLc*"
readv for release.

Stromberg

News

Preparing

"Last Frontier"
Hunt Stromberg is preparing to start actual shooting July 1st on '"The Last Frontier," his big Western production for Producers Distributing Corporation. Before ne
died, Thomas H. Ince secured the buffalo
stampede scenes of this Courtney Riley
Cooper novel with the co-operation of the
Canadian Government. Stromberg recently
purchased the screen rights and these stampede scenes from the Ince estate.
All the data Ince had prepared for this
production has been turned over to Stromberg and he has been carefully studj'ing the
many historical facts which the Ince research
brought to light.
Davis

to Distribute

Mrs.

Wallace Reid Feature
Daris Distributing Division, Inc., has
signed contracts to take over the distribution of a feature picture to be produced
by Mi-s Wallace Reid, it Avas announced
this week by J. Charles Da\-is 2nd. The
feature
is to bewilltitled
"The inRedLosKimono.''
The picture
be made
Angeles
by Mrs. Reid, who with Mr. Davis is now
selecting a cast.

"Braveheart"
is Selected
Title for DeMille Play

as

The screen version of William de Mille's
stage plav "Strongheart," will be made bv
Cecil B. De Mille under the title of "Braveheart," it was announced this week by Producers Distributing Corporation. The
adaptation is being written by Mary
O'Hara. Rod La Rocque will be starred in
the feature, which is to be directed by Rupert Julian.
"Lady
Windemere's
Next
for Lubitsch Fan"

Alfred

Belasco Buys "Prince of
Pilsen" Rights
O PRODUCTIONS, INC.
BELASC
has purchased screen rights to the
popular stage success, "The Prince
of Pilsen" and will produce it as a special
for release through Producers Distributing Corporation. As the screen version
has still to be written it will be a number
of weeks before it goes into production.

Freshman"

Picture

Lunt Cast for Role in
Daniels Vehicle
Alfred Lunt, who recently completed a
Broadway engagement as the player of the
title role in Molnar's ''The Guardsman," has
been engaged for a principal role in support
of Bebe Daniels in "Lovers in Quarantine,"
which Frank Tuttle will produce for Paramouni). Others in the cast are Harrison
Ford, Edna May Oliver, Kiana Kane and
Eden Grav.

tion for Warner Brothers wUl be
THE next Ernst Lubitssch produc"Lady Windemere' Fan," an
adaptation from the Oscar Wildecedmasin
terpiece, which was first produ
London in 1892. As a stage production
ued
r
to be popula ever since.
it has contin
Lubitsch had expected to use a colorful operetta as his next vehicle, but has
decided to make another comedy following the successes scored by "The Marriage Circle" and "Kiss Me Again."

Colleen Moore in scenes from "The Desert Flower," her new First National starring vehicle.
i
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Bigger

Campaigns

By E. W. HAMMONS
President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
ING back seven or eight years one
LOOK
recalls the lack of esteem in which the
Short Subject was held. It was known
— and perhaps justifiably so — as a "tiller."
From that situation to the condition existing today is a far cry. For while the Short
Subject, has not by any means reached the
limits of its possibilities, but has rather just
gotten a good start, still it is playing in
1925 the biggest part it has ever played in
Motion Picture Showmanship.
We would not, of course, think of claiming
all the credit for such a great advancement
in such a great factor in the picture industry, but this development of the one and tworeel pictures has been parallel with the
growth of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
and we take considerable pride in the knowledge that we have contributed much to this
advancement in showmanship — for there is
no real showmanship in motion pictures
without well balanced programs that appeal
to the masses by their diversity in much the
same way that vaudeville does.
The development in the quality of Short
Subjects and in their entertainment appeal
to the public, however, has been far greater
than the development of the average exhibitor's advertising and exploitation work. Any
exhibitor who has the least ability to gauge
the appeal a picture is making to his patrons
knows that his comedy and other Short Subjects entertain them quite as much as the
feature, and, in fact, that the comedy often
saves his show from utter failure when the
feature is weak. It is hard to understand
why the man who realizes that his patrons
are entertained by the one and two-reel pictures cannot see that they would be attracted
to his box-office by proper advertising of
these subjects.
Let any exhibitor ask himself what would
happen to his business if all Short Subjects
suddenly went off the market. The only
thing in doubt is just how much longer he
could remain in business, not whether he
could continue or not. Every exhibitor
knows this. Every exhibitor knows that his
public wants, that it insists on, comedies,
novelties, news reels, etc., as well as feature
pictures. This being true, this same public
will be attracted to the box-oflfiee by these
Short Subjects if told about them.
The exhibitor who books a program feature, and with it books a two-reel comedy

for

E. W. Hammons,

Better

president changEducational
Film Exes, Inc.

starring one of the well known and popular
comedians such as Bobby Vernon or Walter
Hiers, has in his comedy a box-office attraction of greater pulling power than the
feature. Why not use it?
Educational's 1925—26 Line-up
6 Two-reel Lupino Lane Comedies
6 Two-reel
Bobby Vernon Comedies
6 Two-reel Walter Hiers Comedies
6 Two-reel
dies
18 Two-reel
10 Two-reel
6 Two-reel
6 Two-reel
24 One-reel

Jimmie Adams ComeMermaid
Christie
Tuxedo
Juvenile
Cameo

Comedies
Comedies
Comedies
Comedies
Comedies

12 One-reel
Lyman
H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge
26 Short reel "Felix the Cat"
Cartoons, Kinograms, Newsreel, issued twice a week

Subjects
Skort
The exhibitor who books an excellent feature and a good two-reel comedy, still will
have among his possible patrons many whc
will not be interested in the feature enough
to pay their money at the box-office to see
it. But, if they were told about the tworeel comedy, and the title or the star's name
appealedtractedtowho them,
would inthus
be atwould many
not come
otherwise.
In this case possibly the added patronage
might not run over ten per cent. What merchant would deliberately pass up a chance
for ten per cent ADDED BUSINESS?
This would represent the difference between
profit and loss in many a store — and it represents the difference between profit and loss
in many a motion picture theatre.
When will the exhibitors of America learn
to use the Short Subjects which they have
booked and paid their own good money for
to make added dollars for them?
Se\)en Units Producing at New
Educational Studio
With the acquisition of the Principal
Studio, now renamed "Educational Studio,"
located at 7250 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, the Mermaid, Tuxedo, Juvenile, Lupino Lane and Cameo Comedy units producing comedies for the Educational programi
find themselves housed in one of the most
complete studios in the world devoted exclusively tocomedy production.
The studio was lately acquired at a price
of $350,000, and already nearly $100,000 has
been expended on improvements and enlargements necessary to accommodate the
companies working on the huge lot. Two
new enclosed stage buildings are in process
of completion and companies are already at
work making pictures on the new stages and
on the stages already erected.
In addition to the studio buildings a property room has been erected large enough to
house all the props used in the production of
the comedies. A cutting room and projection rooms for six units are in process of
completion, as well as blacksmith shops,
wardrobe building, and a new block of dressing rooms.
The electrical equipment of the studio has
been enlarged by the addition of a complete
300 K. W. motor generator plant, complete
with switchboard and a complement of the
most modern lig-hting equipment.

Educational comedy stars, Lupino Lane, Bobby Vernon, Walter Hiers, Jimmie Adams.
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Educational
Announces
Huge
1925-26
Program
ITH two or more series of two-reel
and two-reel pictures both as entertaiinnent
units and added box-office attractions that
.-iihjtct- likely "to be announced
later in ackliiion to the line-up now
V. e have ever been privileged to handle," said
Mr. E. W. Hammons, president of Educabeing offered by Edueational Film Extional. ''The two or more additional series
changes. Inc.. E. W. Hammons' Short Subof pictures which we expect to announce to
jects organization is getting ready to disexhil)itors in the near future, as soon as protribute the l)iggest and, according to the
duction details are worked out, will make the
firm belief of every Educational executive,
Educational Pictures schedule for the comthe strongest program in its his cry.
ing season the biggest in our history.
While the advance in the exhibitors' buying season made it advisable to announce the
"The number of pictures is secondary to
Educational Pictures program as it now
quality. Quality with us is always considered before quantity. Still further building
stands without waiting for the completion
of details on several groups of pictures beup our already strong line-up by the addition of stars and pictures of acknowledged
ing planned, the Educatioiml Pictures schedule now contains almost all the well known
box-office value, was our first undertaking
groups of the last season, and two additional
in preparing this new group of releases.
But because of the great strides which the
series of star comedies. Lupino Lane, masShort Subject has been making and is conter of pantom'me whose work on the stage
and sci'een in America has even exceeded his
tinuing to make in the presentation of Motion Picture Entertainment, it rs our ann
great successes in Europe, has been added to Jack White, producer for the Educational program.
the list of Edueational Pictures stars, and
also
to provide
for Educational's
exhibitor
friends
an additional
number of pictures.
Jimmie Adams, who has been seen in leading
line-up are 64 two-reel comedies and 62 onereel comedies, cartoons and novelties.
"With the new subjects to be announced
roles
many of for
Educational's
outstandingcomedyin successes
several years,
has been
later added to our present line-up, we feel
First releases in the new season's series
will be late in August.
faken out of Christie Comedies and signed
that Educational is offering exhibitors a program of Short Subjects that will go a long
up for a series of six Jimmie Adams Come"The addition of Lupino Lane and Jimmie
Adams
Comedies
and
Felix
the
Cat
Cartoons
dies.
way toward helping them to be independent
of entire reliance on the feature through the
to the list of Short Subjects successes which
Educational's present line-up will embrace
we continue from last season, makes our
126 .screen subjects, in addition to the weekbuilding up and advertising of diversified
ly issue of Kino"rams news reels. In the
new program the strongest line-up of one
entertainment week in and week out."

Four

Ckristie

comedj' units producing
THEpicturvariou
es ats the Christie Studios for
release on Educational's 1925-1926
program are now engaged in the most intensive period of production which has yet
been undertaken at that famous comedy
plant.
There will be four series of two-reel comedies produced at this studio. Perhaps one
of the most interesting moves is that
Educational will release a special series of
Jimmie Adams Comedies. Adams has already started on the first of this series of
comedies and it will be one of the early
releases on the Educational program. Molly
Malone Avill be seen as Jimmie's leading
lady in his first starring vehicle.
The Bobby Vernon Comedies, which
established themselves so firmly last season,
will start oi)erations with Bobby supported
by a new leading lady, Frances Lee, who
is coming into pictuies after gaining popularity and fam:- on the vaudeville stage,

Units
Contribute
To
Program
make
high
class
slapstick
for the screen
where
cuit. she appeared on the Orpheum Cirand carry out Al Christie's motto of "hiThe W^alter Hiers Comedies unit is the
larious hokum with a reason." Neal Burns
third to start work on new pictures. Hiers
will also be featured in a number of rehas been increasng his popularity by using
leases of Christie Comedies. Burns is a
his vacation period to make personal ap- long time favorite in the Christie Comedies
and his face is known the world over.
pearances through the East and Middle
West. The prestige of the Hiers tvvo- Also prominent in the Christie series will
reelers is gaining by leaps and bounds in be Jack Duffy, who has scored hea\ily in
response to his excellent work in his recent
the past with his odd "Grandpa" characters.
comedies "Good Spirits," "A Rarin' Romeo,"
Christie is assembling a squad of new
"Tender Feet'' and "Oh, Bridget." Duane
Thompson and Clara Horton have been
beauties to support the comedians in the
new series of Christie Comedies. The first
signed and will appear opposite Hiers
in his new series of Comedies.
to sign on the dotted line were Doris Wynn
Fourth hue not least important of the and Jean Lorraine, striking looking youngsters with pep and dash. Vera Steadman,
units assembling is that making the popular brand known as Christie Comedies. The
a Christie Comedies favorite for several
Christie series will introduce a new find of years, will be in some of the comedies, and
also Natalie Joyce, one of the popular
Al Christie's in the person of Billy Dooley,
who has been amusing vaudeville audiences
"Baby Stars." Other comedians are Bill
for many seasons on the Orpheum Circuit.
Blaisdell, Eddie Baker, Bill Irving, Lincoln
Doolev is an eccentric comedian who will
Plumer and others vet to be signed.

Principal players in Educational comedies.

Bill Balisdell, Bill Irving, Lincoln Plumer, Eddie Baker, Jack Lloyd, Jack Duffy.
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The announcement that "Walter Hiers has
Ijeen signed for aiK)ther series of six tworeel comedies to be released through Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.. does not come
as any surprise to those who have followed
the big comedian's work in two-reelers.
Hiers is more than "just another fat
man." He is an excellent comedian, thoroughly seasoned in comedy work by his
years of appearance in feature length productions with Paramount and other big organizations.
During the season just closed, Hiers pro-dueed six two-reel comedies for Educational.
These were, in the order of their release,
••Short Change," "A Fat Chance," "Good
Spirits," "A Rarin' Romeo," "Tender Feet"
and "Oh Bridget," the last of which will be
released on Educational's Julv schedule.

Educational

Conley and St. Jobn
Educational will release eighteen Mermaid
Comedies during the 192.5-26 season, starring
two very popular comedians, Lige Conley
and Al St. John.

most important announceof tlie
ments in connection with Educational's 1925-26 program is that of
ihe acquisition of Lupino Lane to star in
series of two-reel comedies to be called
-Lupino Lane Comedies."
Lane, who played the role of Koko, the
ecutioner, in the recent revival of the
famous Gilbert & Sullivan Opera, "The
Mikado," at the Forty-fourth Street Theatre. New York, has recently completed n
successful season in vaudeville in and around
New York City.
Previous to his American debut in the
ONE

huge stage production, "Afoar," Lane was
a featured player at the London Hippodrome. At the end of the run of this play
he was immediately signed by Fox and was
starred in three two-reel comedies, "The
Beporter," "The Pirate" and -My Hero."
Bobby Vernon Series
Bobby Vernon, one of the most jjopular
stars appearing in Short Subjects, will make
another series of six Bobby Vernon Comedies for Educational.
It was decided last year to star Vernon
in a series of comedies bearing his name in
order that exhibitors could more easily realize on the gTeat drawing power of this star.
Vernon is one of the most consistent i)erformers on the comedy screen. He is very
versatile, has a winning screen personality
and injects into his comedies the speed and
action so necessary to Short Subjects.
Walter Hiers Series

For

Conley, who has appeared in these popular comedies three years has been resigned
for the 1925-26 season and will be featured
in a considerable number of these fast action comedies.
Al St. John, who will alternate with Conley in the featured roles of these Mermaid
Comedies was seen in the Mermaid Comedies
"Red Pepper" and "Fares, Please!" made
n 'nr the end of the 1924-25 season.

Al. Christie, producer for the Educational program.
Jimmy Adams Series
As a reward for his excellent work during
the last two series of Christie Comedies,
Jimmie Adams will be given the starring
roles in a series of comedies to be named
after himself the Jimmie Adams Comedies
six of which will be released by Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., during the coming
season.
Adams has been appearing on the Educational program for over three years. He
was featured in a series of twenty-four Educational-Cameo Comedies and played featured parts in a number of EducationalMermaid Comedies.
Burns and Dooley
Neal Burns and Billy Dooley will share
honors in Educational-Christie Comedies in
the series of ten two-reelers which will be
released in the coming year by Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc.
Burns is rounding out his ninth year with
the Christie Comedies, during which time he
has appeared in nearly one hundred and
fifty pictures. Burns will be seen in five of
the ten Christie Comedies to be released by
Educational.
Billy Dooley is declared by Christie to be
a real "find." He has been appearing in
vaudeville, and it was in his sketch "The
Misfit Sailor" that Al Christie saw him and
decided
something." A
contract that
with Dooley
Christie "had
followed.

Johnny
Arthurto exhibitors is
Of considerable
interest
the announcement that Johnny Arthur has
been signed by Educational-Tuxedo Comedies to star in a series of these pojudar tworeelers.
This is Arthur's first advent into the tworeel comedy field, but he has a considerable
following due to his work in feature attractions. Previous to his enti-y into pictures
he was a well known leading man in many
stage productions.
-Cliff Bowes
Cliff Bowes will be one of the featured
comedians in Educational-Cameo Comedies,
for which a new contract for twenty-four
has been closed by Educational. These
popular single-reeler comedies will be released at the customary rate during the
coming twelve months.
Bowes has appeared in the majority of
the Cameo Comedies released during the
last three years.
Juvenile Stars
For the third jear in succession, Juvenile Comedies will occupy a prominent place
on Educational's program.
The third series will present a bevy of
widely known young stars, probably including Jack McHugh, Bobby Gordon and
Bubbles Barry. During the past year Jack
McHugh and Mickey Bennett have been
featured in these comedies and the casts
have always contained the best juvenile talent available.

Stars and featured players in Educational comedies, Johnny Arthur, Al St. John, Lige Conley, Bill Dooley, Cliff Bowes, Neal Burns.
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JZ/xtensive
THE
advertising and publicity plan
tor Educational Pictures during the
1925-1926 season are designed to constitute the biggest campaign of exploitation
ever provided on a group of Short Subjects
for the benefit of exliibitors.
First of all, there is the national magazine advertising which includes a consistent
campaign in the Saturday Evening Post.
This advertising in the Post, which has been
conducted without a break by Educational
for several years, not only serves to keep the
movieEducational
going pu'blic
thoroughly
with
the
trade
mark andfamiliar
the names
of various brands of pictures released
through Educational, but also to inform the
fans of outstanding new comedies by name.
This advertising is credited generally with
having played a big part in raising the
prestige, not only of Educational Pictures,
but of Short Subjects as a whole. In
August and September Educational will
announce its new program of one and tworeel pictures to the public through the columns of the Saturday Evening Post.
In order still better to take advantage of
every opportunity for magazine and newspaper publicity throughout the country, the

Campaigns
Pla
nne
ley who, for more than
two ycni-,
hasd
been
a member of the Advertising and Publicity
Department in the Home Office.
Press sheets will be issued on all tworeel comedies and all special subjects during
tlie year. Wliile these press slieets are concise arrangements of exhibitor helps, they
offer a complete supply of newspaper ads,
publicity stories, cuts and exploitation suggestions, so that the exhibitor can get from
them a well rounded publicity campaign on
his two-reel pictures. Mats for all advertising and publicity layouts are furaished
free to exhibitors.
Educational has always made it a practice
to supply a complete line of accessories
on its Short Subject releases. These include, for example, on two-reel comedy subjects, one-sheet and three-sheet posters in
Pat Sullivan, producer
of the "Felix
toons, an Educational
release.the Cat" car- four colors, 11x14 duotone lobby display
cards, 8x10 black and white photographs
and hand colored slides.
activities of the Advertising and Publicity
To these accessories are now added trailDepartment of Educational Film Exers on all two-reel star comedies. These
changes, Inc. are being considerably intrailers are available to all exhibitors
creased with the addition of a West Coast
through the National Screen Service.
Bureau under the direction of Raj^ L. Hoad-

Leading
Comedy
DIRECTORIAL supenision of the
two-reel comedies in Educational's
1925-1926 program will be in the
hands of two of the greatest comedy geniuses that motion pictures have developed.
At the- Christie Studio the guiding mind
will be that of AI Christie who will be responsible not only for the ten two-reel
Christie Comedies but also for six Bobby
Vernon Comedies, six Walter Hiers Comedies and six Jimmie Adams Comedies.

Directors
m
Ckarge
of Units
At the Christie Studio, Scott Sidney will and improved for the production of eighteen
direct the new series of Jimmie Adanl^,
Mermaid Comedies, six Juvenile Comedies
Comedies, Archie Mayo will direct Walter
and six Tuxedo Comedies, as well as the
Hiers in his second series of Walter Hiers
entire series of twenty-four one-reel Cameo
Comedies and Harold Beaudine will conComedies.
tinue to direct Bobby Vernon. Billy WatAt the new Educational Studio the direcson and Walter Graham will direct Neal
torial staff will consist of Norman Taurog,
Burns and Billy Dooley in the ten Christie
Comedies.
Albert Ray, Stephen Roberts and William
Goodrich, in addition to Jack White, who
Jack White will have the chief responsibilwill personally direct a number of comedies
ity at the Educational Studio — the plant reduring the coming season.
cently taken over from Principal Pictures

ertising

News
Reels
and
Novelties
Feature
Program
started by the late Lyman H Howe, the
Today Kinogi-ams enjoj's one of the top
KINOGRAMS, "the news-reel buUt like
pioneer road showman of the industry, these
a newspaper," will again be distribplaces in the news reel field and its repreuted by Educational Film Exchanges,
sentation numbers the largest and finest reels present widely diversified topics.
Inc., on a twice a week basis.
houses in the country.
One of the outstanding announcements of
This popular news reel is entering its
Educational's
1925-26 program is the news
Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge, acknowlseventh year of existence, bigger and better
that this great Short Subjects organization
edged
by
manj'
to
be
one
of
the
most
popuwill
distribute
during the coming year the
than ever and showing a surprising increase
lar magazine reels on the screen, will again
in circulation with every new yeai-. The
popular "Felix The Cat" subjects.
be distributed by Educational Film Exproducers of Kinograms lay this remarkable
Contracts have already been closed with
changes, Inc. A contract for the distribugrowth to the practical idea back of this
Pat
Sullivan, creator of "Felix," for a
tion of those highly diversified and enternews reel — the idea that a news reel should
series of twenty-six of these animated cartaining reels has been signed.
resemble, in all important points, the big
toon comedies, assuring one release every
newspapers of the day.
Produced by the famous organization
two weeks during the coming yea".

Leading ladies in comedies on the new Educational program.

Frances Lee. Clara Horton, Duane Thompson, Molly Malone, Estelle Bradley, Vera Stedman, Virginia
Vance, Doris Wynne, Natalie Joyce.
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Excellent nindotv display given ''Sally" (First National)
Drug used
Co. during
the shouing at the War field theatre, San Francisco.
Cut-outsbyofthe
the Owl
star were
generously.

Advisory Board
Oeorge J. Sohade, Sclmde theatre,
!Sundiisky.
£d\var<l L. Hyniaii, Mark Strand
theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays. Gen. Mgr.. Finklestein & Rubin, Minneapolis.
Leo A. Landau, Lyceum theatre.
.Minneapolis.
E. K. Rogers. .Southern District
.Supervisor, Famous PlayersLasky, Chattanoog^a, Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wiehita, Kan.
\l illard
Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre,C. .Atlanta.
K. V. Rieliards. Jr., Gen. Mgr.,
Saenger .\musement Co., New
Orleans.
r. L. Newman, Managing Director,
Famous
Players-Lasky tlieatres,
Los .Angeles.
.Arthur G. Stolte, Des Moines
theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. C. Qulmby, Managing Director,
Strand, Palace and Jefferson
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
J. .San
A. Partington,
Francisco. Imperial theatre.
George E. Carpenter, ParamountKmpress theatre. Salt Lake.
Sidney tres,
Grauman.
Los -Angeles.Grauman's thea-

and

Contributing
:

:

THE

Editors,
CHECK-UP

Exhibitors'
:

:

Weekly Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not
available previously.
For ratings on current and older releases see MOTION
PICTURE NEWS— first issue of each month.
KEY — The first column following the name of the feature represents the
number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor." The second
column gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who
considered
it "Good"
the fourth giving
column, thethoseaverage
who considered
The fifth
column ; isanda percentage
rating on itthat"Big."
feature,
obtained by the following method : A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one
of
100%.together,
The percentage
all "Fair,"
of these 40%;
reports"Good,"
on one 70%;
pictureandare "Big,"
then added
and dividedrating
by theof
number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the
consensus of opinion on that picture. In this way exceptional cases, report!
which
might .beup misleading
taken alone, and such individual diEferences of opinion
are averaged
and elimmated.
TITLE
Poor Fair Good Big Value Lengtk
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Charmer, The
— 2 5 3 . . 73 6,076 ft.
Code of the West, The
— 5 4 1 58 6,777 ft.
Kiss in the Dark, A
— 3 8 1 65 5,767 ft.
FIRST NATIONAL
Declasse
— 2 5 3 58 7,869 ft.
Quo Vadis
— —
5 6 86 12 reels
METRO-GOLDWYN.
Monster, The
— 3 6 3 72 6,435 ft.
Seven
Chances
— —
6 6 85 5,113 ft.
UNIVERSAL.
Let 'Er Buck
— 1 8 3 75 5,547 ft.

Service Bureau
George E. Brown, Imperial theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
Louis K. Sidney, Division Manager,
burgh, Pa. Lowe's tlieatres, PittsGeo. Rotsky, Managing Director,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Cani
Eddie
troit. Zorn, Managing Director,
Broadway-Strand theatre, DeFred S. Myer, Managing Director,
Palac* theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
Joseph Plunkett,
Director, Mark StrandManaging
theatre, New
York.
Ray Grombacher,
Managing DiWash. rector, Liberty theatre, Spokane,
Ross .A. McVo.v, Manager, Temple
theatre, Geneva, N. Y.
W. S. McLaren, Managing Dison, Mich.rector, Capitol theatre, JackHarold B. Franklin, Director of
Theatres, Famous Players-Lasky.
William J. Sullivan. Manager,
Rialto theatre, Butte, Mont.
H. .A. .Albright, Manager, T. D. &
L. theatre, Glendale, Calif.
Claire Meachime. Grand theatre,
Westfield, N. Y.
Ace Berry, Managing Director,
Circle theatre, Indianapolis.

M o i 1 0 II Picture
Shopping

Column

Tie-up

on

Bills Folded

"Dressmaker From Paris"
Manager Leonard Bishop of tlie Regent
theatre, Ottawa, pulletl off a neat bit of
newspaper advertising for the presentation
of "The Dressmaker from Paris," duringthe Easter Shopping week Avhen he made
use
of paid
readerof space
in the Journal,
women's
shopping
section
The Ottawa
this department being conducted by a fashion writer under the nom de plume of
"Polly Pobble."
This reader appeared in several issues
along with various other snappy readers
for ladies' wear stores, milliners, shoe stores
and other places of business. All readers
are WTitten in conversational style with
small half-column half-tones inserted.
Here are just a few lines to indicate the
tenor of the newspaper story: —
The fashions won't be all found in tiie
shops during Easter Shopping Week," says
Polly Pobble, "for there is the most gorgeous fashion revue imaginable at the Regent. Did j'ou know that Leatrice Joy has
gone back to the movies and is appearing
in a wonderful new Paramount pictui-f,
•The Dressmaker from Paris.' I wouldn't
miss it for anything. There's a very interesting love story, of course" and so on.
A direct appeal for attendance at the
theatre comes in the final paragi'aph which
reads :— "Did you say that you'd like to see
it too? Righto, we'll meet you in time f(n'
the late show tonight — ^but we'd better not
take chances on being early; when there's
an opportunity to see a really gorgeous
fashion show, you may be sure that everyone in town will be going."
Builds
Carroll
"Excuse

Effective
Display

During the recent showing of "Excrse
Me," tile lobby of the Victory, Tampa, was
converted into a railwayMe"
station by Manager
John B. CaiToU. For the purpose, a railroad setting was built on the back Avail of
the lobby with the theatre ticket office encased in beaverboard pauited t') rejiresent
aschedule
countrvboard.
railway station w'tii a train

in "K"

N ezv s
Shape

Exploit
"K— Unknown"
"K
— The Unknown"
has been exitloited
pretty thoroughly in its journey about tlie
country, l)ut George Schade of the Schade
theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, used a couple of
tricks Ave haven't heard of before.
His house manager, 0. E. Skidmore.
found a Avay to fold a dollar bill so that
it made a perfect "K." One thousand brand
ncAv bills folded in this way were inserted
in transparent envelopes, and starting eight
days before the shoAving Avere given out as
change at the theatre and used in paying
all theatre bills. Before "K" reached the
Schade evervone in tOAvn Avas talking about

If indow display of original gown worn in
"Madame Stms Gene" (Paramount I , arranged
by Manager Harry Van Demark of the Queen
theatre, Houston,
To the left of the station was the rear
of a Pullman car decorated with ribbons,
old shoes, etc., carrying a large illuminated
uisc worded "Excuse Me" Special. The ent'ance door to the theatre was also covered
with beaverboard depicting me rear of a
Pullman.
The display, made by the staff artist,
was an excellent visualization of the title.
A feature of the program was the novel
overture entitled "All Aboard." This was
specially arranged for the picture by Director Carter and included various train
effects executed hy the drummer. This
musical number received a hearty reception
at every performance.
Manager Carroll started his standard
campaign a week in advance with spe€tal
screen announcements and catchline slides,
hi 1 ng, lithographing, etc. The newspajier
cpTuraign was started four days before
sliowing witii a ser'es of tc!t>er ans

The second of Schade's ideas Avas to have
300 cardboard "K's," 11 by 7 inches, cut
out and a string attached. On the threp
parts of the letter AA-ere printed: "Schade
theatre,
3-4-5" small
and
,Sun.. " Mon., ToTues.,
"The
200 May
of these
it. Unknown."
potatoes Avere tied and then they Avere put
up in the doAvntOAvn section by the simple
exijcdient of throAving the potatoes into the
branches of a Ioav tree, and over awninii
frames down
and telephone
The "K"
dangled
at the end Avires.
of its string,
and
on Saturday morning Main street Avas fairly
dripping
"K's."
The other hundred were
used
as door
hangers.

"Dressmaker From Paris"
Boosted Despite Handicap
Despite the handicap of a late booking,
which did not permit of Manager W. E.
Drumbars arranging a Fashion RevieAV for
"The Dressmaker From Paris," at the Riviera, in Knoxville, this photoplay Avas expertly adAeitised.
With the co-operation of every ladies'
shop in Knoxville. exquisite AvindoAv displays of the latest feminine fashions Avere
arrange<l. This Avas climaxed by the merchants paiticipating; in a single and double
page spread of display ads Avith illustrat'ons of the neAA-est in Avomen's apparel.
This netted the theatre three full pages of
free adA-eriisements.

''/Vcti- Toys" (First National) was given a most attractive lobby display in Seattle when it was shown recently at the Coliseum theatre, stripes
being used to good advantage to set of) the display.
i

J line
Aunts
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Free

to

"Charley's Aunt" Run
Manager W. E. Drumbiir's recent tie-up
with the Knoxville News on "Charley's
Aunt," proved an excellent publicity builder
for that attraction's run at the Riviera
theatre.
The day preceding opening, the Knoxville News carried a front page article
headed — Ladies: Which of you is a "Charley's Aunt?" with an announcement that, if
the ladies residing in the city having nephews
named "Charley," would fill out the coupon
l)rinted below and present it in person at tlie
News office, they would each receive a ticket
good for a performance of "Charley's
Aunt" on Thursday or Friday, but not Saturday. The coupon called for the nephew's
full name, his age and place of residence,
with aunt's name and address.
The comedy appeal of the pliotoplay was
stressed. Manager Drumbar using a ballyhoo
for the purpose. The appearance on tli,^
streets of a man dressed to re})resent
"Charley's Aunt" caused considerable comment and laughter.
Attractive

Displays

Given

"Tarnish" in Nashville
Some unusually attractive window displays and tie-ups were obtained on
"Tarnish," by Manager Dewej' Mousson, his
aa.istant, Walter Harmon, and W. R.
Arnold, the exploiteer, when shown at the
Knickerbocker theatre in Nashville, Tenn.
Twelve days in advance Harmon prepared
and set up several attractive poster cut-outs
for both lobbies of the tiieatre. In addition
to the poster cut-outs, there was a very attractive and original treatment given to a
display of the , title. Three or four days
were spent on this alone. A long strip of
beavei-board was taken and the title cut out
in about three-foot letters, the strip being
twelve feet long. White tissue paper was
pasted over the back of each letter. A highpowered electric flashing globe was mounted
in such a way that it gave a flash of light

Many

*Gold*

Tie-ups

Given

Run
Golden
Bed"
'Gold' of
was "The
the keynote
of Manager
E. E.
Collins' lobby on "The Golden Bed" at the
Queen, Galveston. All of the one and three
slicet backgrounds were made of gold jiaper
resembling burlap. Even the cut-out sign
over the i)ox office had black lettering on
gold. The entire display produced a
The advance
striking
el'fcct. campaign started in the
Galveston News a few months previous toojjening date with the publication of the
story ui serial form was followed up with
front page boxes, printed several times during the run of the serial, urging all to read
the story and then go see the photoplay
coming to the Queen.
A well-known furniture company had a
window disjilay of a beautiful brass bed
which was tied-up with the photoplay by
advertising it as "The Golden Bed" with a
'golden' opportunity to purchase it at a
very low i)rice.
Illuminated display, horseshoe shaped, built
over the box-office of the Olympic theatre,
Altoona, Pa., during the shotving of "The Dixie
Handicap" CMetro-Goldivyn).
through the letters so that it resembled an
electric flashing sign.
Tiie stairways leading to the balcony bore
l osters and special signs were painted on
the lobby mirrors by Harmon, who also
painted an attractive design in a window of
the vacant 0. K. Houck building on one of
Nashville's most prominent corners. Nigiit
value was obtained from this window display by placing two or thi"ee large Mazda
globes behind the design.
Manager Mousson used a series of teaser
ads in both Nashville newspapers in advance of his regular display copy. Round
disks carrying the title of the picture were
placed on about a hundred taxicabs, and
traffic safety zones to the number of 175
were covered w'th (juartersheet type
posters. Quarter sheet cards were i)laced
on 150 strc?t ears.

"Madame
Sans Gene" in
Perfect Program Weeks
"Madame Sans Gene," inlaying tiie Arcade,Jacksonville, recently was the lirst offering'
on the "Four Perfect Program Weeks," inaugurated byManager Guy 0. Kenimer, and
as such shared largely in the publicity given
this event.
Excellent window displays were a prominent feature of the campaign, one with a
well-known jewelry sho]) displaying exquisite
ladies' hand-bags with a beautiful photo of
Gloria Swanson mounted in a silver frame.
The first tie-up with the Nunnally Candy
Shop was effected on this attraction with
two window display's of special boxes of
candy with a huge photograph of the star
in the center of each with a card worded
"Sans Gene Parfait-Marvelous." The third
window with a book store, had a splendid
displav of the book with an attractive cutout from the three sheet, carrying three
different pictures of Mi-s Swansun.

Highly decorative special artwork vxts featured
in theduring
high class
lobby engagement
display on there
"The ofLady"
(First National) arranged at the Strand theatre
in Seattle
the recent
that picture.
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Additional
Comedy
Units
for Sennett
Two additional comedy units have been
addefl to the Mack Sennett staff, bringingthe number to six making comedies for that
producer. Gil Pratt, recently added to the
directorial staff", is preparing to begin a newcomedy with Ralph Graves, while Art Rossom is directing Alice Day.
Eddie Cline is shooting; one with Raymond McKee. Ruth Hiatt and two-year-old
Mary Ann Jackson. Del Lord is directing
Billy Bevan and Madeline Hurlock. Harry '
Langdon has completed his first feature
fomedy and is working on a new two reeler
under the direction of Harry Edwards,
while Lloyd Bacon is preparing to start
vrork on another.
Additions have been made to the Sennett
scenario department, which now includes
Percy Heath. Aithur Ripley, Jack Jevne,
Ous Meins, Frank Capra, Jefferson Moffitt
and Ewart Adamson.
Hancock

ROACH
Will

Roach Signs Leo McCarey to
Long Term Contract
Hal Roach has signed Leo McCarey to a
long-term contract to direct comedies. McCarey has directed the majority of the
Charley Chase Comedies which Roach produced for Pathe.
The director is tiie son of Tom McCarey,
fight promoter and jjrominent figure in Los
Angeles' sjjorting circles.

"KRAZY
HEG U. S. PAT. KAT"
OFF.
By BILL NOLAN

Will Balance Your Program

Pathe

With

GRANT

Five

Years

"Miss Grant's exceptional work before the camera has won her this
long term contract. Not only has she proved herself a comedienne of
the first rank with a keen appreciation of comedy values, but she possesses that subtle charm known as personality and it gets over most
effectively on the screen. I am sure the theatre going public will be
glad to learn we are assured of Miss Grant's appearance in our comedies
for at least five years.
Miss Grant was born and educated at Los Angeles. Her stage debut
was made in 1914 with Gus Edwards at the Orpheum Theatre in
Brooklyn. She began her screen career in 192 1 as an extra in one of the
"Our Gang" comedies at the Roach studio. After playing in Fox and
Universal pictures she returned to the Roach lot. For some time she
has been appearing in the supporting casts of the various Roach production units making Pathe comedies.

Alberta

Vaughn

In

New

Series

F. B. O. Announces '^Adventures of
Maisie^' Will Follow ''The Pacemakers^'
Maisie is desperately in love with George,
N will be starred in
VAUGH
ALBEaRTA
new series
of two-reel comedies fol- but does not let him know it, while George
lowing the completion of her work in is always firing Maisie on some pretext or
"The Pacemakei-s," the H. C. Witwer stories
other. But Maisie doesn't stay fired. She
takes a case and brings it to George with the
now being offered by F. B. 0., it was anby
nounced that company this week.
details all worked out, and succeids in getting her position back. Everyone but
The new series will be called "The Adventures of Maisie" and will be based on the George admires the plucky, fighting, gumNell Martin stories published under that title chewing little stenographer, but George sees
in a popular fiction magazine. It is probable
neither herto charm
ability.lawyer
It is Maisie's
ambition
make nor
a famous
out of
that Larry Kent, juvenile actor, recently
signed to a starring contract by F. B. 0., George, and she finally succeeds in doing it,
will play opposite Miss Vaughn, and Albert
but he doesn't realize until he nearly loses
her that Maisie is a wonderful, clever girl.
Cooke and Kit Guard, familiar to screen
Her activities lead her into many advenfans through their character work in "The
tures. She is often in danger, but she alFighting Blood," "The Go-Getters," "The
Pacemakei"s" and other F. B. 0. series, will
ways
thinks : "It's for George's sake," and
head the supporting company.
the thought gives her courage to fight and
win.
"The Adventures of Maisie" center around
Production on "The Adventures of
Maisie St. Clair, the beautiful and supposedly dumb stenographer in the office of Maisie" will start just as soon as a director
is selected.
George Dorsey, a struggling young lawyer.
Pathe

Offers
Well

Balanced

Exhibitors

Short
Program

During

nd
Grantla
comedy
Gang"light,
"Our "Sport
NRice
" ,a a Pathese
rial
chapter, Aesop's Film Fables, Topics
of the Day, a Pathe Review and two issues
of Pathe News make up the program of
Pathe short subiect releases for the week of
June 28tli.
The "Our Gang" comedy is titled "Official
Officers" and was directed by Robert McGowan. The gang serves as a police squad
to suppress a very tough rival gang. In
the ca.st are Mickey Daniels, Jackie Condon,
.Joe Cobb, Johnny Downs, Mary Kornman
and Farina.
"Animal Celebrities" is tlie Grantland
Rice "Sportlight." It shows the animal
stars of the screen in training, among the
stars being Rex and Rin-Tin-Tin. J. L.
llawkinson produced this sul)ject.
A

WINKLER
PICTURES
220 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
s. I K , . imi Di^tiilmiiMs
THE EDWARD L. KLEIN COMPANY
25 W. 43r(l St. Cable Adircss, Kleiiiway, New York.

Be

KATHERINE

News

AS Roach
THE result
good work in the Hal
comediesof her
released
through Pathe,
Katherine Grant has been signed to a five year
contract by Roach.
In making the announcement
Roach said :

Joins

the Staff of
Kinograms
Herbei't E. Hancock, well known as a
news reel executive has joined the editorial
staff of Kinograms as associate editor. His
experience in this field covers a period of
over ten years.
Hancock first organized and managed the
animated cartoon department of International Film Sei-vice. Then he organized
Fox Xews, of which he was director-in<?hief for four years. He returns to the
field after an extensive period of illness.

SIGNS

Picture

Subjects

Scheduled

for

Week of June 28th
"The Shadow on the Staire" is the title
of
the iseighth
of "Sunken
which
basedchapter
upon Albert
PaysonSilver"
Terhune's
story
"Black
Caesar's
Clan."
lene Ray continues her starring role. AlPathe Review No. 26 presents three subjects: "Short and to the Point,'' the story
of a pin;views
"Theof aTurrets
Pathecolor
French of
townAmboise,"
that has
surt'ived the inroads of time: and "Acrobatics ala Mode," another novelty produced
"process-camera.'"
V. Knechtel
the Alvin
by "Office
Help,"
an animated cai'toon comedy of the "Aesop's Film Fables" series;
"Topics of the Day," the reel of wit and
humor; and Pathe News Nos. 54 and 55
complete the Pathe release program for the
week of June 28th.

J a n c
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Meaning

and

Short
They

Deserve

More

Importance

of

Subjects

Attention

in

Theatre

Advertising

By S. J. MAURICE,
Special Representative, Serial Dept., Universal
(Editor's Note. — This is the first of a series of articles by Mr. Maurice
on the importance of the short subject. The next article will relate
some experiences with exhibitors Avho did "play up" the short subject,
Avith excellent results).
I HAVE just finished a swing around the circle. In other words, I
have been in every exchange city in the United States and Canada,
and my instructions from Mr. Laemmle were explicit: "Find out
what is really thought of the short subjects ! Get the real dope! Get
an opinion from real newspaper men, managing editors, city editors
as well as reporters. And not only from newspaper men, but from the
man on the street, from the managers of theatres, from the managers of
the different motion picture exchanges, from our competitors as well
as our own representatives and last but not least from the salesmen who
sell the stuff to the exhibitors who in turn must sell it to the public.

AVhat I want you to do is to be an 'inquiring reporter' and what I want
is the honest inside stuff."
Mr. Laemmle said more to the same effect and that all I could think
of all the time I was on the job. And believe me it was some job!
After I had covered more than fourteen thousand miles in forty-three
days and reported back to the Chief, all he said was: "Good, there is a
typewriter, sit down and write your story for the Motion Picture
News, so the world may know all that you have observed. Tell it just
as you have told it to me."
And here it is.
Before goingf any fartlier, bear in mind
that I have alwa.vs been in favor of the
~hort stuff. That is, whenever conditions
permitted it, in handling- theatres, I "played
up" the short, gave it big advertising' space
and a place on the jirog-ram I thought it
deserved.
Philadelphia was my first stop. I hadn't
an idea of ju.st how I was to begin my job.
All I could think of was the Boss's "get the
dope." On my way from the Broad Street
Station I said to myself: "Managing Editors are sui)posed to be hard-boiled. I'll
ti"v o it the tiling- on one who is acknowledgedly so. Considine of The North American is a cold proposition. I'll start the ball
rolling with him."
I got into Mr. Considiiie's sanctum sanctorum. The M. E. was sympathetic. He lis
tened attentively. "The shorter ])ictures to
me,
are as important as the feature," he said
finally.
"1 go to tiie theatre knowing in advance
that I will get some real entertainment from
one of the sh.orter offerings, be it a newsreel, a comedy, a iiictorial review or a serial.
The latter to me are i)articularly interesting. This can be a red-blooded western or a
mvstery story. I remember 'The Great
Kadium Mysterj',' as the first of the mystery
>ti)ries that kept me guessing for weeks.
Tlien came 'The Days of Buffalo Bill.' I
watched and waited and longed for the
weeks to fly by, so I could be in at the
death. I never missed a single episode.
The comedies, too, kept me going. Being a
newspaper man I know that the news-reels
iire of tremendous interest."
Buff'alo
my thene.xt
stop.menThere
talked
with was
two of
greatest
in theI

newspaper business. Marc A. Rose, managing editor of the Buffalo News was the first
man I saw and talked with. The other was
John D. Wells, the big boss of the Buffalo
Times. Here was my opportunity. Rose,
a hard-boiled business man and Wells, a
poet at heart. Two men of high intelligence and with different viewpoints. I put
the cpiestion to them "Of What Value is
the Short Subject on a Motion Picture Theatre Program to You?" Rose didn't waste
any fied
timeunlessorI words.
wouldn't
saw the "Ishort
stuff. feel
To satisme a
motion picture program is not complete unless it lias a news-reel and a comedv or a
something of the kind in addition to the feature. No reason, just wouldn't feel satisfied
unless the program carried its quota of
short
stuff."the Neivs, T crossed Main Street
Leaving
to the Times office. Wells is a simple man
and easy to approach; a man who maKes
you feel that jou are never intruding.
"My opinion won't mean anything," he
said, "but if I thought my favorite motion
picture theatre didn't have plenty of short
subjects
it's program,
it wouldn't
ni>'
favorite on
theatre
very long.
I wouldbe pick
out a house showing a news-reel, a comedy
or a fascinating western or mystery slioi-t
and make that my favorite theatre. I want
action as well as comedy and romance.
Sometimes the bigger pictures — Avhat you
fellows call the feature — doesn't always hold
my interest, consequently I look fonvard to
the showing of the other items on the bill.
Very often I get a lot more satisfaction
from the news-reel than from the feature:
sometimes from the comedy; sometimes it
is a short western that holds me. Just now

I am more than ordinarily interested in a
picture the story of which we are running
serially in our paper. You have seen the
advertising cainjiaign we gave this story and
s])eaking of advertising, why the managers
of the theatres playing the short subjects
don't make more of them in their advertising is beyond me. The short subject is an
important part of the program to me and
I don't hesitate saying so and saying so
most emphatically."
Thus ended a most gratifying intei-view,
one of the "intelligensia" of America, a
man who knew ! Unconsciously he asked
the question that had been uppermost in my
mind :
"WHY DON'T THE MANAGERS
MAKE MORE OF THE SHORT SUBJECT IN THEIR ADVERTISING?
Why? Thesentative
theatre
managers
are men
all repremen. Good
business
too.
Maybe they are influenced by the big names
the features carry and feel that the space
at their command can be more profitably
utilized on them than for the shorter product. Of course manv of the ads. do carry
the names of the short stuff, BUT IN ALL
INSTANCES, these are in lower case
lightface type! ! ! I read the ads. in the
Buffalo papers and wondered whm-e Charlie
Chaplin, Reginald Denny, Tom Mix, Hoot
Gibson, or Buster Keaton would be now, if
all the managers throughout the United
States treated
short stuff' as do the
Buff'alo
theatre the
managers.

Short Subject Exploitation in Milwaukee, where
"Balto'slease, Race
To Nome,"
Educational
special
rewas featured
inTheatre.
thean billing
by the
Merrill
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PATHE NEWS NO. 49: West Point. X. Y.
— U. S. Military Academy observes 123r(l
commencemeut : Toyooka, Japan — 500 killed in
severe earthquake ; Waltham, Mass. — New kind
of gas gives St. Vitus dance : Templeliof,
Germany — Ex-Crown Prince attends big aviation meet; N. Y. City — Jacob Gould Schurman. new U. S. Ambassador to Germany, sails :
N. Y. City — Brilliant legal battery to defend
teacher in Evolution trial; Portsmouth. N. H.
— Launch Uncle Sam's third giant submarine ;
Coney Island. N. Y. — Orphan kiddies revel in
Conev Island playground : State Fair Grounds.
Minn. — 100.00<1 hail Coolidge at Norwegian
centennial ; Uxbridge. England — Fleet of
planes sweeps skv in thrilling formation flying ;
Philadelphia. Pa. (Phila. only) — Blind athletes give brilliant exhibition ; Glasgow. Mo.
(Kansas Cit.v only) Dedicate free bridge
across Missouri River: Haydenville. O. (Cinn.
only")
— Daring
thrill in
hill
climbing
contest:riders
Converse.
Ind.motorcycle
(Indianapolis
only)
—
Eight
killed,
many
injured
in
railroad
wreck.

NEWS NO. 50: Boston, Mass.—
PATHE
MacMillan ready to sail for Arctic regions :
Pulham, England — R-33 crew cited for
bravery ; Belmont Park, N. Y. — American
Flag wins historic Belmont Stakes ; London,
England — Honor King George on his 60th
birthday ; Washington, D. C. — Coolidges enterrain on weekend cruise ; N. Y. City — Highland
lassies drill like veterans of the A. E. F. ;
Uganda, East Africa- — Duke and Duchess of
York on African hunting trip ; Detroit, Mich.
(Detroit only^ — Detroit Elks take annual
cruise ; Toyooka, Japan — Thousands homeless
e's
following
Newyears
Market,
Va.
— Searchearthquak
for fossils scourge
millions; of
old ;
N. Y. City— (New York State only)— 15,000
Knights Templars in annual parade ; Philadelphia, Pa. (Phila. only) — Fliers test amphibian
plane: Wray. Colo. (Denver only)- — Score in.iured as tornado hits Colorado town ; Altoona,
Pa. (Pittsburgh only) — DePaolo wins 250-mile
speed classic: Savannah, Ga. (Charlotte, At& Memphis. only) — Southern Elks hold
annual lantaconvention
INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 50: Minneapolis, Minn. — Huge ovation for President
at Norse- American Centennial ; Amiens, France
— Cave-in due to war shelling endangers
cathedral; Muskogee. Okla. lOkla. City only)
Vast sky fleet mobilized at air field ; Portsmouth. N. H. (Boston only) — Giant submarine V-3 takes first dip : Santa Cruz. Cal.
(L. Angeles and Frisco only) — Sunshine babies
hold bathing beauty contest : Delaficld. Wis.
(MilwaukeeConverse,
only I — St.
John's
wins Hearstonly)
rifle
trophy;
Ind.
(Indianapolis
Fifteen perish in disastrous wreck ; Mahant.
Mass. (Boston only) — Thirty cottages destroyed in flames ; Oudtshoorn, Africa — Os-

triohes yield plumes to Prince of Wales ; Nome,
Alaska — Arctic ice field hurled on Alaskan
shore ; Wash, D. -C. — Preparing babies for
next
wave ; Bedloe's
Island,
N. Y. — Miss
Libertyheatcelebrates
her fortieth
birthday.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 51; London, Eng. — Dazzling pageant for King
(ieorge's
birthday dig
; Toyooka-Kigasaki,
Japan — ;
Plucky Japanese
out after new earthquake
Chicago, 111. — Army of schoolboys perform exhibition drill ; Long Beach, N. Y. — Olympic
diving champion displays several new tricks ;
On the Pacific — Yachts defy heavy seas in race
across Pacific ; Berlin. Germany — A new stovepipe sport ship makes its appearance ; Chicago,
111. — Foremost college stars in great athletic
meet ; Rochester,
N. Y'.celebrates
( Rochester75thonlybirth)—
University
of Rochester
day ; Belmont Park. L. I. — American Flag,
son of Man O' War. wins .$50,000 race classic ;
Altoona. Pa. (Phila. and Pittsburgh only) —
Motor speed kings race for 250 mile championship :N. Y. City — Hosts cheer state's Templars
<>n parade; Washington, D. C. (Wash, only) —
Capital fire horses make last gallant run : Fort
Sill, Okla. — Air bombing squadron holds target
practice.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5091: Portsmouth. N.
H. — V-3, Navy's latest type submarine is
launched ; New York — Japanese college nine,
on tour of Ignited States, is beaten by New
Y'ork University : Paris — Dogs of Paris have
their gest
ownchimescemetery
; New
— World's
bigare church
gift York
of John
D. Rockefel er, .Jr. ; Coney Island — 5,000 orphans and
cripples have outing at famous pleasure resort :
Yankee Stadium, N. Y. — Admiring fans present
pitcher Bob Shawkey with an automobile ;
Tuckahoe. N. Y. — Willie MacFarlane shows
sliots which helped him win golf championship
exclusively for Kinograms : New York — Workmen ri.sked necks painting Brooklyn Bridge.
KINOGRAMS
NO 5092:
Point— :
Militarv Academv
graduates West
242 Ofiicers
New York — Police burn $1,500,000 in drugs ; San
Francisco — Yachting amateurs start record distance race on Pacific ; Swampscott. Mass. —
Summer White tlouse ready for Coolidges :
Reigate. Eng. — Dame Ellen Terry, famous English actress, opens home for blind children :
London — Marshall Foch helps King celebrate
his sixtieth birthdav ; Paris — Scottish Highlanders do birthday "fling"; New York— 15 000
Knights Templar parade ; Washington — President Coolidge takes guests on Mayflower trip:
Medford. Mass. — Tufts gives honorary degree to
.\ttnrnoy General Sawyer.
FOX NEWS VOL. (^ NO. 73 : The President
Attends Xorse Centennial — Chief Executive
gets big ovation during his visit to St. Paul

_CalI A Comedy
Cop" isfeaturing
the title Neal
of aBurns.
new EducationalChristie
These stiUs
are taken from the picture.
and Minneapolis ; Harrison, X. J. — Army of
200 tank
men ; lays
of world's
largest
gas
Salt steel
Lake bottom
Citv — Tom
Mis acclaimed
by an enthusiastic throng : Commencement
Week at West Point — Athletic teams of U. S.
Military Academy hold final review of season ;
Monterey.
Cal. —isOne
the West
biggest industries
the of
sardine
catch Coast's
; Lake Mahopac. N. Y. — Lobq. a police dog, is trained
;is a life-saver during the summer vacation;
New gestYork
Cit.v — from
Shipload
of the
world's
bells comes
England
; Fiery
Mt. bigVesuvius in New Eruption — Volcano that has
taken 80,000 lives threatens to go on another
rampage ; The Charleston Craze Sweeps the
Country
Everybody's
doin'Dixie.
— or trying to do —
tlie new — dance
step from
Educational
Wrestling

Fox

Starts
George

New
Marshall

Comedy
Made

Unit

Supervising

Director; Will Make Two-Reel Films
Monty Briee has been created. A staff of
comedy unit has been, organized
AXEW
at the Fox studio.s to film a series
six readers will thoroughly canvass the
stories of 0. Henry and Mrs. Urner for
of two-reel comedies. The company
available matei'ial. Robert Kerr will conwill continue the A^an Bibber stories and
tinue to direct the Yan Bibber series,
also make the screen versions of the ''Marstarring Earle Foxe.
ried Life of Helen and AVaiTen" which Fox
Four or five new directors will handle
has acquired for production. A third comtlie megaphone on the remaining series.
pany of this unit will picturize a series of
0. Henry stories.
Casting and .shooting on the new picturizaGeorge E. Marshall, connected with the
tions will commence in a few days and as
soon as material, directors and actors can
Fox company for several years as a director
bo secured.
and supervisor of production, has been made
The Fox Imperial comedies will continue
Supervising Director of the new comedy
unit.
under the direction of Lou Seiler, Ben
A separate .scenario department for the
Stolaff, Bryan Foy and others to be annew unit, headed by Harold B. Lipsitz and
nounced shorth'.

to

Match

Release
Films

THEChampionship
Official Motion
Picturesboutof the
Wrestling
between Ed "Strangler" Lewis and
Wayne "Big" Munn recently held at
Michigan City, Indiana, are to be distributed by Educational Film Exchanges, E. W. Hammons, president of
the company, announced this week, having arranged the deal with Fitzpatrick
and McElroy, of Chicago, who had the
exclusive rights.
The film present the entire match, both
slow and normal motion being used to
depict the bout in which Lewis regained
the championship he lost to Munn in a
previous match which ended abruptly
the ring.
when the latter tossed "Strangler" from
Prints of the picture, to be released
under the title "Lewis-Munn Wrestling
Bout Special" have been shipped to all
Educational Exchanges and are available
for immediate showing.

i
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CITY

TODAY

Cameo Theatre —
Film Niiinbeis — Stop Flirting
(Prod. Dist. Corp.). Patlie News.
Aesop
Fales (Pathe).
( Edueational),
Pay DayFun's
(S. Fun
R.).
3Iusical Pi-ogram — Selections from
"Sally" (Overture), "June
Brought
the Koses"
(soprano
Solo ( . Organ
solo.
Rialto Theatre —
Film Numbers — Steele of the
Royal Mounted (Vitagiaphi,
Rialto Maazine (Selected). Letter from a Rubberneck in London (S. R.), Isn't Life Terrible
(Pathe).
Musical Program — "Hungarian
Fantasy" (Overture), "Gypsy
Love Song" (Baritone solo).
Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz.
Dance solo, "Variations on a
Scotch
Air" Theatre
(Organ — solo).
Iffark
Strand
rilra Numbers — The Teaser (Universal), Strand Topical Review
(Selected), Selected Short Subjects.
IMusical Program — Excerpts from
"Pagliacci" (Overture), The
Bird Song (Soprano solo),
"Playing Cards" (dance trio),
"A Good Cigar Is a Smoke"
(Male quartet), "A Woman's
Smile" (soprano solo), Nick
Lucas (Specialty), Organ solo.
re — — "The Maniciire
liivol
Filmi Theat
Numbers
Girl (Paramount), Rivoli Pictorial (Selected), Animal Celebrities (Pathe).
Musical Program — "Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody" (Overture),
"Russian
(song
and
dance Divertissements"
solos with ensemble),
"Rose Marie" (Organ solg).
Capitol Theatre —
Film Numbers — Siege (Universal),
Capitol Magazine (Selected).
Musical Program — Capitol Orches. tra (Overture), "Mignon," Capitol Ballet Corps, Roxy's Gang
at the Seashore (specialty with
songs and dances), Organ solo.
Picadilly Theatre —
Film Numbers — Lying Wives (S.

ville. Program — iledley of PopMusical
ular Airs, Five acts of vaudeMIX
diit'^TONV,
tke WON0€P UOQ5E
DUKrE,c^eAJGWCANINfe
STAR.
A REO.-BLOOOED DRftMA OPTWe WEST/
7/a>SPAT."TM6FOX to?
FAMILY"* HUNT"q'r',^s

'^^/a^IvsT AAARV PHILBIN) <A"R05E q/^PAQ15"
UsingFamily
only moderate
space, this stood
two-colutnn
theatre, Cincinnati,
out wellad inon the-'Teeth''
Sunday(Fox)
papers.at the
R.), Picadilly Pictorial (Selected), Selected Short Subjects.
Musical Program — Piccadilly Orchestra (overture), "Zampa''
(organ solo). "Barcarolle" (soprano and contralto duet) Specialty Dance (solo).
Colony
Theatre
Film Numbers —— After Business
Hours (S. R. ), Colony Pictorial
(Selected), Perils of the Alps
(Scenic),
tional). Baby Blues (EducaMusical Program — "A Song of India" (Orchestra), "The Swan"
( dance solo ) , "June Brought the
Roses" (soprano solo), Dance
duet with orchestra, "Indian
Love Call" (organ solo).
Globe TheatreFilm Nuniijers — Don Q. Son of
Zorro (United Artists).
^Musical Program — Spanish Prologue.forSpecialfeature.
synchronized music score
Criterion
—
Film
Numbers
— Beggar on Horsehack ( Paramount ) .
Musical Program — "Business is
Business"
(one act playlet).
Score for feature.
BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Desert Flower (First National). Mark
Strand Topical Review (selected).
Musical Program — "The Bat"
(overture); "Opera a la Carte"
(xylophone solo); "Indian Love
Lyrics"; "Less Than the Dust"
(contralto solo); "Till 1 Wake"
(soprano solo), and "Pale
Hands" (tenor solo). "Garland
of Roses". "Rose Marie" (ballet), "Mighty Lak' a Rose" (soprano solo). "Rose of My Heart"
(duet), "Red Rose"' (tenor
solo), "Roses of Piceardy" (ensemble), and "Aida" selection
(organ recessional).
LOS

Ingenious neiigpaper ad on "Three
Women" Temple
(Warner
theatre,Bros.)
Toledo.at the

Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Crackerjack
( S. R. ) , Looking for Sally
News)
. Current Events (Pathe
(Pathe),

ANGELES

Cameo Theatre —
Film Number — My Son (First NaBoobs' in the News.
Woods
(Pathe), tional),
International

Musical Program — Orchestra.
Criterion Theatre —
Film Numbers — Just a Woman
(First National), Wild Papa
(Pathe), International News.
Musical Program — Selections from
ture).
"Naughty
Mariette" (OverForum Theatre —
Film Numbers — Kiss Me Again
(Warner Brothers), Deep Stuff
(Pathe). Kinograms.
Musical Program — "The Brook"
(Overture), "Kiss Me Again"
( Solo ) . Theatre —
Hillstreet
Film Numljers — The Hunted Woman (Fox), The Pace Makers
(F.
B.
0.), Aesop'sNews.
Fables
(Pathe), International
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numbers — His Supreme Moment (First National), Fare
PleasePictorial
(Educational),
Loew's
State
News (Selected).
Musical Program — "The Burning
of Moscow'' (0\-erture).
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — Any Woman
(Paramount), The Cloud Hopper (Educational), Pathe News.
Musical
Program
(Overture)
. — "Les Preludes"
Pantages
Theatre
— Adventurous
Film Numbers — The
Sex (Associated Exhibitors),
Pathe News.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Rialto
Theatre — — Black Cvclone
Film Numbers
(Pathe), Ask Grandma
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Orchestra.
Film Number
— The
Egyptian
Theatre
— Iron Horse
(Fox) , continued.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome — ■
Film Numbers — Old Home ^^"eek
(Paramount), Educational comedy. Current Events (Pathe
and International News).
Musical Program — "The Village
■Orchestra" (orchestra), Vocal
selections. Elmer Cleve in "A
Bit 0' Scotch." (Specialty).

Lafayette
Square —Theatre
Film
Xumljers
The — Denial
News
),
(Metro-Goldwj-n)
Pathe comedy, (?urrent ,Events
(Fox
Musical Program — Selection from
"Lollypop" (orchestra), Organ
solos. Five acts of vaudeville,
Film Numbers
— —The Awful Truth
Olympic
Theatre
(Prod, Dist, Corp,), Stop Flirting (Prod, Dist, Corp,), Current
Events ( International News ) ,
^I u s i c a 1 Program — "Southern
Rhapsody"
(organTheatre
overture).
Shea's
Norith Park
—
Film Numbers — Soul Fire (First
National-), The Reel Virginian
(Pathe), Current Events (Pathe
and International News).
Musical Program — Selection from
"The Dream Girl" — (orchestraK
ROCHESTER
Eastman Theatre —
Film Numbers — His Supreme Moment (First National), Eastman Theatre Current Events
(Selected),
Ko-KaJimTrains
(S. R,), Bashful
(Pathe),'Em
Musical Program — Eastman Theatre Company Act
in "The
Penzance."
II; Pirates
Academicof
Festival Overture, Opus 80 (orHood'' (organ).
chestra), selections from "Robin
WASHINGTON
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — His Supreme MomentFirst
(
National ) . Current
Events (Pathe), Air Tight
(Educational), Review (Pathe).
Musical
— "Rigoletto"
(OvertureProgram
I.
Columbia Theatre —
Film Numbers — Men and Women Paramount
(
) , Current
Events (Universal). Baby Blue
(Educational I .
Musical
Program—
"Merry Widow"
selections
(Overture).
Earle
Film Theatre
Numbers— — Percy (Pathe),
Current Events (Educational).
Palace Theatre
Film
Numbers— — Any Woman
( Paramount ) , Current Events
(Pathe), His Marriage Vow
(Pathe), Topics of the Day
(Pathe).
Rialto
Theatre —— A Broadway ButFilm Xumljers
terfly (Warner Brothers), Current Events (L'niversal) , After
a Reiputation (Fox), Felix Goes
Hungry (S. R.).
Musical
— "Poet and
Peasant''Program
(Overture).
Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchange*
for the

It's
littleaidto you
Bsk can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over.
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mm\W HIME5HIEHWA.V
NEAR OELMHR
■■ ■^ SIICTM
NEAR STKCT
OLIVE
FATHER
ANDSON ^
RIVALS FOR THE ,
lOVEOnME$AME WOMAN/

t"YEAR
^BE$T
ncnino/TNE
iUlENTIRE
AM
V IRENE RICH
JOHN ROCHE
i. (ONSUNCIHNNnT
/i^HUNTW CORDON^
rMjOHN HARROW^

NOW ' THE DELIGHTFULLY
OPEN \CO0L KINGS GARDEN

^lusieal Program — "'La Burlesque"'
(overture by orchestra), "Gypsy
Love Song" (violin solo).
Palace Theatre —
Film Numbers — Powder River
(United States War Film), also
film showing ships torpedoed by
submarine sinking.
Parkway Theatre' —
Film Numbers — Daughters of
Pleasure (Princi])al Pictures),
Captain Kidd (F. B. O.), Twins
(F. B. O.), Parkway Pictorial
News (Kinograms).
Musical Program — Selection of
operatic airs (orchestra), also
orchestra and organ music for
]iictures and organ solos.

^
Broad and Chestnut
At 12. 3. 4. «. 7:6ft & 10 P. K.

This Broa.)
ad on at"MytheIVi'/f
I" Ricoli
(War
ner
Kingsand and
stood out iretl in the St. Loida ncicsliapein.
ST. PAUL
Capitol Theatre —
Film Xuiiilieis — The Xiglit Club
(Paramount). Capitol Digest
(Selected I, Felix Full of Fight
(S. R.).
Musical Program — '"Forge in the
Forest'" (Overture), Dancing
Divertissements (Gilda Gray and
company ) . "Sweet Georgia
Brown"' (Organ Recessiojial ) .
BALTIMORE
Century Theatre —
Film Numbers — Lady of the
Xight (.Metro-Goldwyn), The
Scientific Husband (Fox), News
Weekly (Fox). Surprise (S. R.),
Local- Lafs (S]iecial joke film
tie-up with Baltimore News).
Musical Program — Selections
from "Naughty Marietta"
(overture by orchestra), Divertissement (dancer and orchestra), organ selections and music
for ])ictures.
Garden Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Arizona Romeo (Fox). Kid Speed (Educational), The False Alarm (cartoon). International News
(Universal).
Musical Program — Music by orchestra and organ for pict\ires
and five acts of \ aude\ ille.
Keith's Hippodrome —
Film Numbers — Into the Net
(Pathe). Topics of the Day
(Pathe). Kicked About (Universal Comedy), News Weekly
(Pathe). Aesop"s Fable (Pathe),
Wlio's Who in Baltimore (special contest film showing various Baltimore merchants).
Musical Program — Music by orchestra and organ for pictures
and five acts of vaudeville.
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — Bread (MetroGoldwvn). News Pictorial
(Pathe'),
Tight (Educational), City Sit
of Richmond
(Pathe).
Crossword Puzzle (Educational).
Musical Program — Music for pictures by orchestra and organ.
New Theatre —
Film Numbers — Too Many Kisses
(Paramount). News Weekly
(Pathe), Shadows (S. R.i,
Shootin' Indians (Pathe).

^Musical Program — "Ste])])ing Into
Society" Bound"
(Novelty(Organ
overture).
"Alabamie
solo).
Wisconsin Theatre —
Film Numbers — Chickie (First National), Wide Awake (Educationa,l ) International News
(L'niversal).
Musical
ProgramSaxophone
— "The Dream"'
(Overture),
solo,
"Harpland" (Seven Harp Arorgans). tistes), "Pickin' Straws" (Twin
OMAHA
Rialto Theatre —
Film Numbers — Kiss Me Again
(Warner Bros.), Hello -Goodbye
(Educational),
Howe"s
Hodge
Podge Lyman
(Educational),
Kinograms.
Musical Program — "The Sentinel"
(Exit March), "Morning. Noon
and Night in Vienna" (Overture), "Midnight Waltz"' (Organ solo), "Kiss
Me Themes
Again"'
and "Dolly
Dollars,"
for feature picture. On the
stage
DannyCourtney.
Graham's Revue
with :Edna
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers — The Little
French Girl (Paramount), Air
Tight (Educational), Newspaper Fun (F. B. O.), Fox News.
Musical Program — Selection from
"Bohemian Girl" (Overture).
On the stage: The Skeen Trio,
harp
violins, and Carl Haui, . ^and
brieh,
^Chicago radio baritone.

Confessions
fcen
of
a QiTERRY
a\i;i ALICE
LEWIS STONE

('Iran cut single-column ad on "Cones ions of aKarlton
Queen" (Metro-Ooldwi/n) at fthe
delphia. theatre, PhilaRivoli Theatre —
Film Numbers — Introduce Me
(Associated Exhibitors), Rivoli News (Pathe), Hold Mv
Baby (Pathe).
^Musical Program — "Around the
World With
(Orchestral Irving
Novelty by Berlin"
orchestra).
Divertissement, musical and
singing novelty (Gyi)sy Trio),
"The Crinoline Girl" (organ selectio.n ) lection). Exit March (organ seMILWAUKEE
Alhambra Theatre —
Film Numl)ers — Kiss Me Again
(Warner Bros.),
The Lion's
Whiskers
(Pathe),
News
Weekly (Pathe).
^Musicalcal solo.Program — Orchestra, voGarden Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Hiuited Woman (Fox), Looking for Sallv
(Pathe), News Weekly (Pathe).
Musical Program — "II (jluarney"'
(Overture),
Minuet"' (Organ"Paderewski
solo).
Merrill Theatre —
Film Numbers — I'll Show You the
Town (L^niversal) , Speak Freely (Universal), International
News (Universal).
^Musical Program — Orchestra, "If
You See My Gal" (Songologue).
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Night Club
(Paramount), Have a Heart
(Educational). Leave of AbsencePat
( he ) , Crossword
Puzzle (Educational).

mmmjm>.

I

Merry! It^s t Exciting!
YoinA. ht.*i I

Norma Shearer,
Nagel,
Conrad
_^
ReneePtrformmnctt
Adoree,
Walter P. M.Hiers
t.J0-3je-SJ0-TJ0-9.30

SAN

Picture

News

FRANCISCO

California
Theatre
Film Numbers
— The— Little French
Girl (Paramount), Lions Whiskers (Pathe), Pathe Review.
City of Legends
national News. (Pathe), InterMusical Program — "Serenade Selection'" (o\erture), "Pasquinade"' (violin solo), "Naila
Waltz" (Orchestra novelty).
Loew's Warfield —
Film Numbers--His Supreme Moment (First National), Great
Guns (Educational ) , K i n o Musical Program — "Spirit of the
Lamp"' ( Fanchon and Marc»
idea with singing and dancing i ,
grams. Josef Rosenblatt i n
Cantor
songs.
Granada
Theatre
— Shock Punch
Film
Numbers
— The
( Paramount ), Our Gang
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program
"Peter
Pan Review"' (singing— and
dancing).
TTnion Square Theatre —
Film
Numbers
— Eve"s So
Lo-vers
(Warner
Brothers),
Long
Dan (S. R.), Screen Snap Shots
(S. R.).
Musical Program — "Getting Gerties Garter"'. (play with songs
and dances)
Film Numbers
Imperial
Theatre— —The Lost World
(First National), Fox News.
Musical
Program(overture).
— Selections from
"Rusticana"'
Cameo
Theatre —— The Man in BlueFilm Numbers
(Universal), Married Neighbors
(IL^niversal
L'niversal City
Universal )) .. International
News.
songs.
^Musical Program — Tenor in latest
Beatty's Casino Theatre —
Film
Numbers
Her Husband"^
Secret
(First— National),
Look
Out (F. B. 0.). Mixed Trails
( Etiucational ) , Monkey Business (Educational).
Musical Program — Fifty girls in.
"Stepping Out" (Specialty).
Strand
Theatre—— Flames of Desire
Film Numbers
(Fox). Tlie Butterfly Man
( Fox I . Kinograms.
omoewaewioicMiowiowowce

j

SUPERIOR PHOTOPLjkVS

^^^B^JJ * MtMMAW
COHIPrER"
PEPP
« Wttk-IOHNNY MINES in -TUt Cr»t1.tr Jack"
The Metropolitan theatre, Atlanta,
( Mftro-GoUlwi/n)
ran this
opening ad on rccentl/i.
Excuse Me''
Sun
Theatre—
The
SnobNews.
— (Metro-Goldwyn i .
Pathe
Musical
Program — Alfred A. Farland, baiijoist.
Moon Theatre —
White
Fang
(F. B. O.), Idalio
(Pathe).
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Empress
Theatre —— Soft Shoes
Film Numbers
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), The (ireat
Circus Mystery (Universal),
^hisical
— "Bright
Lights" Program
(Musical comedy).
World Theatre—
The Mirage (Prod. Dist. Corp.).
ilusical Program — "June Brings
the Roses" (Organ and vocal ),
Vaudeville.

ree-col liin
' Ki.tsMetropolitan
Me Again"
IThWarnei'^
Bros.n ad
J aton the
theatre, Baltimore.
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SALT

LAKE

CITY

American Theatre —
Film Niiiul>ers — Sullie (First National), The Amateur Detective
(Fox), Newspaper Fun (F. B.
O.), International News.
Kinema Theatre —
Film Numbers — School for Wives
(Warner Bros.), Pathe Review,
International News.
Orpheum Theatre —
Film Numbers — The CYimson
Kunner (Prod. Dist. Corp).
Pantages Theatre —
Film Nvimbers — The Cyclone Rider (Fox).
Paramount-Empress Theatre —
Film Numbers — Black Cyclone
GumGoing
(Pathe),
ming (F. The
B. 0.),
Patheof'News.
Victory Theatre —
Film Numbers — I'll Show You
the
Town
(Universal),
Aesop's
Fables
(Pathe),
Pathe News.
CLEVELAND
Stillman Theati
Film Numbers — Chickie (First
National),
Hold
My Baby
( Pathe ) , Pathe News.
Program — "Orpheus"
Musical
(overture), violin solo by Maurice Spitalny — "June Brought
the
and "Chickie"
(vocal Roses"'
I.
State TheatreFilm Nnmbers — Paths to Paradise (Paramount), Topics of the
(Pathe), International
Day
News (Universal).
Musical
Program — ^ Organ over
ture. Vaudeville.
Park Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Necessary
Evil (Paramount), SuperHooper-Dyiie-Lizzie (Pathe ) ,
Review — Kinograms (Educational. )
Musical Program — "Southern
Rhapsody" (overture), "ril See
You in My Dreams," " Don't
Bring
Lulu"
Numbers
) , and "Mamie." ( jazz
Circle Theatre —
Film Numbers — Friendly Enemies
( I'rod. Dist. Corp.), Bad Boy

(Pathe),
Fables
(Patlie) , PatheAesop's
News.
^Musical I'rogram — Organ prelude.
Reade's Hippodrome —
Film Numbers — Wings of Youth
(Universal), Comedy (Universal),
versal. ) International News (UniMusical Program — Popular Jazz
Medley (overture), \'audeville.
Keith's East 105th St—
Film Numbers — Captain January
(Principal
Pictures),
Fables
(Pathe),
Topics Aesop's
of the
Day (Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — "Babes in Toyland"' (overture). Vaudeville.
DES MOINES

Keith Theatre —
CapitolNumbers
Theatre— —The Crackerjacks
Film
(S. R.), Fox News, Sportlight
(Pathe), Twinkle. Twinkle
Little Star (S. R.), Only a
Country Lass (S. R.), feature.
Musical Program — Organ novelty,
China Rosebuds (Special act).
Des Moines Theatre —
Film Numbers — Old Home Week
(Paramount); Plain Clothes
(Pathe); International News.
Musical Program — "How Are Your
Folks and My Folks" (Organ),
Hickville Symphonic band (Des
Moines theatre • orchestra, asstage ). sisted by three persons on the
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Shock Punch
(Paramount), The Covered Flagon (F. B. O. ). News Kinograms.
Program — "Dear One''
Musical
(Organ solo).
HOWARD

OLII»
fC Sdd His Birthright tor Popukrity
JOHN GIIBERT
CONRAD
NAOtl-MOIlMA
PHYUIS HAVERHEODA SHEARER.
HOPPER

He was the Jjvored l%t (^fuxurousTlomes.
Added CUlw<^Uoni(
elaborate
PRODUCED
DAIIEY & F.STAOCD.BY
ALAkT. '
COMEDY — NEWS

[»5 smX'
3 JACK HOLr^
Hand drairn, neuspuper ad on "The
Snob" (Metro-Goldwyn)
at the Old
Mill theatre, Dallas.
Film lumbers — Barriers Burned
Away ( Asso. Exliib. ) , News
\\'eekly, Aesop's Fables (Pathe),
Topics of the Day (Pathe).
KANSAS CITY
Newman Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Little
French Girl (Paramount), King
Cotton (Educational), Newman
News and Views (Pathe and
Kinograms), Newman Current
Events (Local Photography).
Musical Program — Selections
from "The Firefly" (Overture),
"By the ^lississippi" (Vocal
Novelty), Recessional (Organ

Effective use of Ben Day background
in ad on "The Little French Oirl"
(Paramount) atAtlanta,
the Howard theatre,
Rialto TheatreFilm
Number — Contraband (Paramount).
CINCINNATI

Tn o-column newspaper ad on "Riders
o) Pantages
the Pnrple
theatre,Sage"
Kansas(Fox)
City. by

Strand Theatre —
Film
Numbeis — Proud Flesh
( Metro-Goldwvn ) , Circus Fever
( Pathe). Pathe News.
^Musical Program — Orchestra.
Lyric
Film Theatre
Numbers— — Chickie (First
National), Feli.v Gets BroadcastedS.
( R. ) , Kinograms.
^Musical Program — Orchestra.
Gifts Theatre —
Film
Numbers
Private Married
Aft'airs
(Prod.
Dist — Corp.),
Neighbors (Universal ) .
Family
Theatre— —The Age of InnoFilm Numbers
cence (Universal), Riders of the
^MILL
Kitchen
Range (Pathe
) , Fox
News.

Capitol TheatreFilm Numbers — Any Woman
(Paramount),
Pathe News,
Topics of tlie Day (Pathe),
Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
^[u^ical Program — Orchestra.
Walnut Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Necessary
Evil ( First National ) , News
Weekly, Topics of the Day
and Aesop's Fables (Pathe).
Musical Program — Orchestra.

Liberty Theatre —
Film Numbers — Up The Ladder
(Universal), What Price Goofy
(Pathe),
International New's,
Solos),' Fables
Aesop's
(Pathe), The
Fighting
Ranger
Musical Program — (L'niversal).
Atmospheric
Selections (Overture), Recessional (Organ Solos).
Royal Numbers—
Theatre — The Lost
Film
(First National). Royal
Magazine (Pathe and
grams). Royal C\irrent
(Local Photography).

World
Screen
KinoEvents

Musical Program — Royal Syncojiators On Stage (Overture).
Recessional (Organ Solos).
Pantages
Theatre^
—
Film Numbers
— White
Fang (F.
B. O.). Fox News and Fox
Short Subjects.
Musical Program — Atmospheric
Selections
(Overture), Reces-

Clean-cut ad on "Welcome Home"
(Paramount)
at therecently.
Howard theatre,
Atlanta,
sional (Organ Solos).
Mainstreet Theatre —
Film Numbers — Soul Fire (First
National), Pathe News and
Educational Short Subjects.
Musical Program — Popular Selections (Overture), Recessional
(Organ Solos).
Delmonte Theatre —
Film Numbers— Wildfire (Vitagraph),
Comedy, News and
Views.
~
UIS overST. L
Musical Program
—O
Orchestra
ture and popular numbers. On
stage : Kansas City Night
Hawks (orchestra and songs).
Grand Central Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Talker ( First
National), Hello-Goodbye (Edutional. ) cational), Kinograms (EducaIMusical Program — Orchestra; organ accompaniments. On stage:
Hotel Coronado orhestra and
Kendall Capps (dancer).
Missouri Theatre —
Film
Numliers — OldMack
Home Sennett
^^'eek
(Paramount).
Comedy; IMissouri Magazine
(Selected), Short subjects.
Music Program — "The Life of
George Handel" (Missouri Symphony orchestra), Organ solo.
On stage : "Since the Days of
'61" (specialty), Burnoff and
Josephine (dancers), Charles
Fischer and orchestra.
Loew's State Theatre —
Film Numl)ers — Proud Flesh
(Metro-Goldwyn). Tell It to a
Policeman (Pathe), News,
Views and Tours.
Musical Program — Don Albert and
orchestra in overture and popular numbers, with Dorma Lee.
On
stage:
Sheik(dancer).
oichestra and
Aniata
Grassi
West End, Lyric and Capitol
Film Numbers
— Friendly
Enemies
Theatres
—
(Producers Dist. Corp.), HelloGoodbye ( E<lucational ) , Kinograms (Educational).
Musical Program — Orchestral and
vocal nunilieis,
William Goldman's Kings,
Garden, and Rivol Theatres —
Film Numbers — Percy (Associated
Exhibitors), Never Weaken
le<'ted
).
(Pathe),
Williamsubjects,
Goldman's
Magazine
(Short
seMusical Program — Orchestral, orsran and vocal selections.
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ATLANTA

Howard Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Are Parents People? (Paramount ), International
Xews Reel, Midnight Blues
(Educational I.
ilusical Program — '"Hungarian
Rhapsody, No. ti"' (Overture i ,
Rrthmic paraphrase of "II Trovatore" ( Orchestral interlude i ,
Eric Massey, tenor, singing popular selections.
Metropolitan Theatre —
Film Numbers — Chiekie (First
Xational), Fox Xews Reel.
Musical Program — Exeerps from
'"The Prince of Pilsen" (Overture), "Adoration"' and "Yearning"' (Violin solos).
Loew's Grand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Confessions of a
Queen (Metro-Goldwyn), AeTimely
Topics sop's
and Fables
Xews(Pathe),
Reel (Pathe).
Judge's
Cross-Word
>|Educational),
short Puzzle*
subject
(S. R.).
3Iusical
Program — Five acts
vaudeville.
3lialto Theatre —
Film
Xumbers ,—Xo.Eve's
Secret
(Paramount)
1 Pacemakers
series (F. B. O. ), Pathe news
reel.
Tudor Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Don Dare Devil,
(Universal), comedy (Universal).
Alamo No. 2 Theatre —
Film Xumbers — True as Steel
( iletro-Goldwvn ) , Xever the
Trains Shall Meet (F. B. 0.),
Jacqueline (S. R.), Hutch of the
U. S. A. ( S. R. ) .
CHICAGO
Chicago Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Confessions of a
Queen (Metro-Goldwyn), Don't
Pinch (Educational). International Xews (Universal),
Jlusical Program — "Masaniello"
(Ch-erture), "The GriflBn
Twins"' (Specialty), "In June
Time" (Presentation), Organ
Solo (Popular Melodies), "The
Piano Trio," (Specialty).
TivoU Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Chickie (First
National), News and Views
(Universal and Pathe), Felix
Cartoon (S. R.).
Musical Program — "Cthopiniana,"'

"VVIOLUAM fOX presently'

Zane Grey's

"The Rainbow
was Deladvertised in thisTrail"
manner(Fox)
by the
monte theatre, ist. Louis.

THIS

WEEK

MILLION DOLLAR.
10 Aj^. P.M.
TO
11:30
•HOTOPLAY THEAT^

ONLY

Picture

News

Sporti-eel (Pathe).
Musical Program-r-<Jrchestra
over~Svoc-al
£Aselections
r7'L£ (soprano),
ture,
(jrgan recessional.

MILTON
SILLS
WITH OOWS K£NYON AND MAY ALLISON IN

Blue Mouse Theatre —
Film ner
Xumljers
\\'ildfire
(WarBrothers),— Bad
Bov (Pathe),
End of the VVorld (Pathe), International News.

A DHwtio Scfooiiip di SitAets hu\s Ftaoiis Nc>vel, "gl^e Intgrprebt's Hoiiso '
^^^
W^
M
M
AOOtD AHRACTIONS
OFM
MAAVELOUS
tNTtRTAINING
QUALITY
Y
I WANT

Musical
Program
"Seminola"'
(0\-erture),
"'Can't— Your
Friend
Bring Old
A Friend
For (orchestra
Me" and
"Two
Favorites"
novelty
) . ), "Melody That Made
specialties
You Mine" (organ and vocal

SnUN6EN$tliBLE!
SYliPNONYORCIIESTM

COLORATURA
SOPRANO.
COHEPySHIP
SHAPE' TONEWS
TOPICS
■fi>*
~ ♦CEARNiNG
UON^'

Measuring
IJIM five columns in icidth, with unusually bold lettering, this ad on
•'I Want My Man" could
(FirstnotNat'l)
at the Grand
be overlooked
in the theatre,
papers. Pittsburgh, simply
(Overture), "A Venetian Serenade" (Presentation), "Lost,
Strayed or Stolen" (Organ Solo), "A Moment of Harmony"
Presentation).
Riviera Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Heart of a
Siren (First National), News
Weekly (Pathe).
Musical Program — Jazz vs. Opera
"The Battle of Music" (Overture), Jazzy Jests; Songs and
Sayings; Helen Yorke in an
operatic excerpt ; Emma Noe,
Carl Bitterl and Caesar Nesi,
trio from "Faust"; Boyd Senter, clarinet wizard; The Runaway Four; The White Sisters; The Mystery Masks;
Wagnerian Fantasy; and special organ number by Riviera
Theatre Organist.
CapitolNumbers
TheatreFilm
— Old Home Week
(Paramount), Comedy (Selected), News and Views (Pathe
and Universal),
^lusical Program — "Prince of Pilsen," and "Waiting for You,"
(Overture),
"In The
Nursery"
with the Bennett
Twins,
(Presentation), "A Bit of Opera"
(Specialty), "Patio Excerpts,"
(Specialty).
Stratford TheatreFilm
Numbers — Eve's Secret
(Paramount), Stratford News,
Scenic.
Musical Program — • 'Morning,
Noon and Night," (Overture),
"Memories," (Specialty), "Music Hath Charms" (Specialty).
"Williams
entation). and Young" (PresOrpheum Theatre —
FTlm Numbers — Friendly Enemies (Prod. Dis. Corp.).
Roosevelt Theatre —
Film Numbers — The Lost World
(Rothacker-First National).
Monroe Theatre —
Film Numbers — Hearts and Spurs
(Fox) . Theatre —
Randolph
Film Xumbers — I'll Show You
the Town (Universal), International Xews (Univ.).
Orchestra Hall —
Film
Xumbers — Black Cyclone
(Pathe).
Senate Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Old Home Week
(Paramount), Xews Weekly.
Musical
Program — "Banjoland"

(Presentation). "In Shadowland"
(Specialty),
Pantheon Theatre —
Film Xumber — How Baxter Butted In (Warner Bros.), Scenic.
Musical Program — "The Black
Friars" (Specialty), "4 Aces"
(Singing Quartette).
McVickers Theatre —
Film Xumbers — Grounds for Divorce (Paramount). Our Gang
(Pathe), Weekly (Pathe).
Musical Program — Paul Ash in
"Xovelty
Concert" and
(Combination of Overture
Stage
Specialties), Milton Watson,
singing "Tosca" (Specialty), P.
Flamingo (Soloist).
DETROIT
Capitol
Theatre —The Talker (First
Film Xumbers—
Xational) . Balto's Race to Nome
(S. R.), Aesop's Fable (Pathe),
Newsreel
Pictorial and(Detroit
Pathe), News
Travelogue
(S. R).
Musical Program — Overture (orchestra), specialty presentation,
tone
painting,
"Melody in F" (reel Rubenstein's
and orchestra with violin solo), organ recessional.
Adams
Theatre —— The Heart of a
Film Numbers
Siren (First National), Kinograms, Sportlight
(Pathe),
Newsreel
(Pathe).
Musical
Program
— Orchestral
overture,
vocal
selections
(ladies trio), organ recessional.
Broadway-Strand —
Film Numbers — I'll Show You the
Town (Universal), Travelogue
tional).
(S. R,), Newsreel (InternaMusical Program — Orchestra overture,recessional.
Syncopated revue, organ
solo and
Fox Washington —
Film Xumbers — The Way of a
Girl (Metro-Goldwvn ), Horace
Greelv, Jr, (Pathe), Felix, the
Cat (S. R.), Xewsreel (Fox).
Musical Program
— Orchestra(tenor),
overture, Aocal selections
organ recessional.
Film
— The Code of the
MadisonXumbers
—
West (Paramount), Remember
When troit(Pathe),
(DeNews and Newsreel
Pathe), Aesop
Fable (Pathe), Grantland Rice

Coliseum Theatre —
Film Numbers
Adventure
(Paramount).— Bashful
Jim (Pathe),
Kinograms and Pathe News.
Musical Program — Specially aruet,"ranged
"Love overture
Bringsfeaturing
A Little"MinGift
of Roses'' and "Rosita."
Columbia
Theatre
— of the Night
Film
Numljers
— Lady
(Metro-Goldwj'n ) , Andy in
Hollywoodnational (News.
Universal ), InterMusical Program — "Southern
Symphony"
(Overture
Four in Selected
songs. ) , Dixie
Film Numbers
Heilig
Theatre —— Barriers Burned
Away (Associated Exhibitors ) ,
Pathe Review, Topics of the
Day (Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — Overture. "Rose
of Moonlight," "Arkansas Medley" chestra
and "Jimtown
specialties). Blue" (orLiberty Numbers
Theatre —— Introduce Me
Film
(Associated Exhibitors ) , Pathe
Review, The Love Bug (Pathe),
Beauty tionalSpots
( Pathe
) , Internaand Liberty
News.
Musical P r o g r a m — "Stradella
Waltz" (Overture), "Mazurka"
(organ solo) .
Pantages
Theatre
Film Numbers
— —Verdict (S. R.)
End of the World (Pathe),
Pathe News.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre —
Film Numbers — Isn't Life Wonderful? (United Artists), KinoMusical
Program
"Blossom
Time"— Selections
(Overture).from
Winter
Garden Theatre —
grams.Numbers
Film
— Waking up the
Town (Allied Prods. & Dist.),
Fox Educational. He Who Gets
Crowned (F. B. O.). ■
Musical
cialties.Program — Orchestra spe-

Reginald Dennu |

Btti DUIDH >~>t-^
smmn
Effective use of stripes in newspaper
ad on 'The Fast Worker" (Universal)
at the Majestic theatre. Columbus,
Ohio.

June
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eByHouses
FOX
The Hunted Woman —
This one is fair melodrama. The
scenery is the most interesting
the picture.
part
much of
business.
(Middle Didn't
West.) do
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Beyond the Border —
A fairly good western. Business ort' the first part of the week
but picked up and finished good.
( West. )
The Awful TruthAll entertaining production that
is well mounted.
Thev liked it.
(Middle West.)
WARNER BROS.
The Lover of Camille —
Had a fair week with this one.
Just a program picture. (Middle
West. )
The Narrow Street —
Nice ofl'ering
(Middle
West.) for the hot spell.
My Wife and I—
Considered a fair program picture but business was not so good.
(Middle West.)
STATE RIGHTS
The Mad Dancer —
An average attraction which
caused little comment, but seemed
to please our patrons. As good as
average. (Middle West.)
The Good Bad Boy—
An unusual picture that has
lots of heart interest. Did fair
business. (Middle West.)

Reginald Denny universally
liked in this vehicle. Business was
remarkable throughout week resulting in afilm.
second(Middle
week's West.)
showing of this
A Woman's Faith —
More triangle material ending
up
in the ever
present
"Greatto
Northwest."
Audiences
seemed
enjoy it. Business fair. (East.)
FIRST

NATIONAL

Just
a Woman
— picture. Drew
Rated
as a fair
pretty good houses. (Middle
The Talker—
West'.
) picture but not a boxA fair
ofiice attraction according to the
manager. Business was poor.
(Middle West.)
Attracted much attention, mostly because of very excellent cast.
Receipts satisfying in view of hot
weather. (Middle West. )
The Heart of a Siren —
Not one of Barbara La Marr's
best, as it seemed very improbalile,
West.
but got) over fairly well. (Middle

tion aids, drew
(Middle West.)

good business.

Doing
a fair liusiness on the secQuo
Vadis
West. ond
) week —of the run. (Middle
One Year to Live —
A wild story only fairly acted.
Failed to attract attention. Business ott'. (East.)
Soul-Fire
One of— Barthelmess best but
business was
poor due(West.)
to other attractions in town.
Christine of the Hungry Heart —
Florence Vidor worth while in
any picture and this one decidedly
is worth while. Attracted fair
business with the first summer
w

ACHiCKjC
FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
ADAPTED />OOT THE TIMES STOiy

Barbara La Marr is heavily exploited in this production and in
return she offers a satisfying exhibition. (Middle West.)
The Desert Flower —
Amusing summer entertaining.
Did pretty fair business for tlie
summertime.
(Middle West.)
The Grand Central. ^Yest End Lyric
and Capitol theatres. St. Louis, used
this ad on "Chickie" (First Nat'l).

UNIVERSAL
ril Show You the Town—
A corking good comedy. Reginald Denny is coming along fast.
Busiiies was great throughout the
week. (West.)
Unusually good feature which
broke box-office records for the
Slimmer season. Had hold outs
■every night. Holding it over for
second week. (Middle West.)

Organ
ARTHUR Concert
CLTO*.
NORMA SHEARER
LADY of i'he NIGHT
^Yhen "I Want My Man" (First
Nat'l)
shown this
at newspaper
the B. @ K.
Chicago was
theatre,
ad
was used the day before opening.
heat offensive
ness. (East.) cutting down busi-

Apin beiiit^—
CoriDoeflowtT
G^r^llhof
otic
k dram
touoh your- I'ving
wol—jivini
1r« the one ini

A ewspaper ad with effective border on
'Greater than Marriage" (Vitagraph)
at Pantages, Kansas City.

IXXK31E
■Omaha newspapers carried this Sun■4ay ad for the showing of "Declasse"
(First Nat'l) at the Strand theatre.

The White MonkeyNot a good picture. A garbled
version of the l>ook. Business was
off. (IMiddle West.)
Declasse —
Popularity of Corinne Griffith
pulled them in for this one which
proved to be fair entertainment.
Business satisfactory with warm
weather digging into box-office receiptsEast.
.(
)
Chickie
—
Entertaining
and with exploita-

METRO-GOLDWYN
Lady of the Night —
Norma Shearer's first effort as a
star well received. Wish we had
more like it. (West.)
Proud
Flesh— story and a good
An excellent
cast. Business was good despite
hot weather. (West.)
The Way of a GirlNovel treatment of subject matter and interesting work of Eleanor Boardman make this film
worth while. Business normal.
( Middle VITAGRAPH
\^'est . )
Wildfire—
We Iiad a good week with this
one. They came in bunches and
went home satisfied. (West.)
UNITED ARTISTS
Isn't Life Wonderful—
D. W. Griffith's latest rather
morbid. However, his name proved
good puller. (West.)
Wonderful picture. It did well
for us, playing its first uptown
engagement. (Middle West.)

Waking
Up the Town
—
■Jack (West.)
i^ickford
well liked
in this
one.
PARAMOUNT
The Little French GirlEnjoyable and entertaining. Box
office reports about usual summer
average.
(Middle West.)
The Shock PunchClever, amusing
comedy with
added thrills
drew good business. (Middleand
West.)
Audiences— talked about this
Adventure
picture. Box office reports very
good business. (West.)
OldAnHome
Week—
excellent
vehicle for Thomas
Meighan.
Business not so good
due to heat. (Middle West.)
Eve's Secret —
It's interesting
and holds
attention. Business
was thefair.
(Middle West.)
Code of the West—
Another Zane Grey western
which went over in fair shape.
Well acted but lacking in suspense. Business fair. (East.)
Interesting western story with
flapper for a heroine. Business
was fair. (Middle W^est. )
ASSOC. EXHIB.
Introduce
—
A riot ofMelaughter.
They howled
all
through
it.
excellent. (West.)Box office receipts
Is Love Everything —
This one proved to be a disappointment. Patrons claimed it is
poor story. (Middle West.)
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nhe NEW

^i^antlc

Sbe«iD(ui firulir
ol tk«
"Qto Vidh"

It h All That the Screen Can Give

The QianX Of Screen Productions!
QiJ^DIS

AD

H i: OF TMr HOLRS-

CLASSIFIED

Wanted
ORGANIST.— C 0 n c e r t ;
feature ; experienced ; only
fine instrument considered ;

MANAGING DIRECTOR,
available about June Ist, desires to negotiate with a theatre owner requiring the services of a capable manager
thoroughly versed in the
technique of modern theatre
management ; have had 17
years' experience in Chicago
and Illinois; am 37 years old
and married ; prefer to locate
in Indiana, Ohio, or Western
Pennsylvania ; write or wire
full particulars. Address,
Box 260, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

For

to coast on "Quo Vadis" (First National) giving a comprehensive outline of its highlights. The ads, ranging
from two to four columns, were used by these theatres:
Mainstreet, Kansas City; Stacy, Trenton, N. J.; Des
Moines, Des Moines, la.; Arcadia, Philadelphia, Penn.;
Miller s Los Angeles, Calif.; Eastman, Rochester, N. Y.;
Circle and the Stillman theatres, Cleveland, Ohio.

SECTION

SERVICE

A classified ad in MOTION PICTURE News offers the
full resources and circulation of the News to the advertiser at a ridiculously low figure.
Whether you want to reach executives, branch managers,
salesmen, or theatre managers, you can accomplish this
quickly and economically through the News Classified
Columns.

MOTION PICTURE
OPERATOR.— Experienced ;
young man; wishing position
anywhere. Write Dion Holler, 411a Prospect Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
ART DIRECTOR, scenic
artist of established reputation, solicits engagement with
organization who demand
high class scenic prologues.
Will go anywhere. Milo B.
"Den,"
Denny,
kee Ave.,
Tampa,5701
Fla.Chero-

Eight newspaper ads typical of those used from coast

News

RATES : lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

employed ; open until OctoAddress, Box 230, MoCity. tionber.Picture
News, New York

qiGAMTlC i^:iiuQi

Picture

Sale

FOR SALE.
Universal movie
$650; sell $275;
R. Wright,
'cinnati,
Ohio.1025

— Camera;
outfit; cost
guaranteed.
Linn, Cin-

FOR SALE.— Motion Picture Theatre; 750 seats; in
New Jersey summer resort;
not far from New York City ;
only theatre in town ; building 4 years old. Box 280,
Pictura News, New
MotionCity.
York

AGENTS WANTED
strictly high class reliable
people wanted in every
state to sell the

BAIRD
PROJECTOR
Write for particulars
BAIRD MOTION PICTURE
MACHINE CO.
31 East Runyon Street
Newark, New Jersey
U. S. A.
LEASE FOR SALE.—
Moving Picture Theatre ;
1,000 seats ; west side Buffalo.
Write David Krieger, Batavia, N. Y.
CAPITAL FURNISHED
to build or reconstruct motion
picture theatres in towns of
over 10,000 population. Prefer cooperating with owners
who are desirous of expanding. Give full particulars in
first letter. Box 290, Motion
City.
Picture News, New York
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.— 600 chairs; 1
piano; 2 Motiographs, De
2 30-inch exLuxe model;
haust fans with aeroplane
blades; 4 side wall fans, 16inch; 3 ceiling fans; 1 Wagner rotary converter; 1 dark
green plush drop, fits opening 16 high 32 wide; other
scenery and stage equipment ;
everything in good condition ;
must be disposed of before
June 27th. L. C. Barnes,
Fuller Theatre, Kalamaaoo,
Mich.

June

27,
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Reviews

Steele

of

the

Royal

Mounted

(Vitagraph — Six Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
title comes right out and ueclares itself in this meloTHE
drama. The Northwest Mounted pattern runs true to form
allowing for a few variations. The central figure is not a
member of the troop to start with, but joins it to crave excitement
that he might forget his lady love who has played a cruel hoax on
him. That's one variation. Another is the added emphasis placed
upon the w. k. slogan — "get your man." The officer captures him
once, but when he escapes he has to chase him all over the timber
wastes of Canada before he puts the handcuffs on him the second
time.
The Mounted story is always good for a screening if not filmed
too often. You may know what is coming in the shape of plot and
climax, but if the action is lively enough there needn't be any cause
for complaint. The plot here doesn't hold up very well, but once
the man-hunt begins it holds the interest. At least during these
scenes it appears logical enough allowing for some lurid villany
executed by the fugitive.
There is a society background to start it on its way. The characters are not clearly defined, though there is a suggestion that
they belong to the elite. The heroine, becoming playful, introduces
her father as her husband. When she tries to make amends the
hero has flown to the upper reaches of Canada where he enlists in
the Mounted. With his work cut out for him in capturing the
villain, the girl starts a man-hunt of her own. She will find her
man and beg forgiveness. Before the happy ending is reached a
few thrills are injected. One features a saloon brawl in which
the Mounted takes the shooting irons away from a "killer," and
the best scene features the officer shooting the rapids and being
rescued by his buddy before the canoe reaches the falls.
The story doesn't give the plaj^ers much opportunity to appear
natural. It isn't that kind of a plot. But Bert Lytell makes a
good appearance as the officer and accomplishes all that the role
requires. Stuart Holmes is the villain. The film is 0. K. for any
audience not fed up with the Mounted.
THEME. Melodrama of the Northwest Mounted with
disillusioned lover enlisting in the troop and getting his
man. Is reconciled to girl.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The scene when hero
disarms bad man. The good performances by Bert Lytell
and Stuart Holmes. The pursuit of villain. The sequence
featuring the canoes shooting the rapids. The scenery.
DIRECTION. Gets good melodramatic effects from
moth-eaten plot. Fair results from story and characterization. Enlivens it here and there with some snappy incident. Stages it against appropriate backgrounds.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the title if your
crowd is not fed up with this type of story. Play up scenic
backgrounds and bill it as a James Oliver Curwood story
of romance and adventure in the far North. Use male
quartette attired as Mounties, etc.
DRAWING POWER. For average houses everywhere.
Title may not prove alluring to patrons fed up with this
type of story, but exploiting for its punch, etc., should get
business.
SUMMRY. Nothing much above the ordinary. The
old plot comes back with very few variations. Once it gets
going it releases some good incident — and quite a little
suspense. Also it is well played — and photographed
against some picturesque exteriors.
THE CAST
Philip Steele
Bert Lytell
Bucky Nome
Stuart Holmes
Isobel Becker
Charlotte Merriam
Mrs. Thorpe
Mabel Julienne Scott
Colonel Becker
Sydney DeGrey
Colonel
MacGregor
'
John Toughey
By James Oliver Curwood.
Directed by David Smith.
SYNOPSIS. Wealthy youth of East has hoax played on him by
girl he loves. She in order to tease him, introduces her father as her
husband. This provokes the young man to run away from her. He
seeks seclusion in far North — enlisting with the Mounted so that he
may forget her. She pursues him — and there is a reconciliation after
he gets his man.

of

Featu^

The

White

Outlaws

(Universal — 4830 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
WE
cannot remember when Jack Hoxie has had a better
western than this one. It is a real horse opera since the
plot revolves around a horse, called the "white outlaw."
The sponsors have gotten away from cattle rustling this time — and
feature the theft of horses instead. While the villain is familiar,
being the ranch foreman, he doesn't provide as much trouble for the
hero as the horse does in eluding capture. It is a departure among
westerns — and patrons who have become tired of the same old
plots should welcome it with open arms.
Hoxie is shown at the start eking out a liveliliood in a shack
situated on the property of the heroine's father. His only pal is
his dog, for the horse has run away after brutal treatment from a
ranch-hand. The hero had trained him to do a lot of circus tricks
— and the incident featuring these certainly qualify the horse as
an intelligent animal. He is a horse easy on the eyes — and the
director has appreciated his color and sleekness by catching him
in close-ups and medium shots as he poses against rocky ledges
that bite into the fleecy clouds. But the horse refuses to obey
his owner's call. Which extracts sympathy for the hero. The
villain ejects him from the shack, the girl arriving too late to
render any assistance.
The rustling episodes have been struck oif with a degree of
novelty. A large group of horses get out of the corral in some
amazing way. The hero is accused of the crime but he is willing to
prove his innocence by capturing the "white outlaw" — his explanation being the willingness of the mares to follow the horse. The
latter is so tricky that he lifts the fences, thus granting liberty
to his harem. He is lassoed after effecting the release of the mares
— and the villain's case against the hero is destroyed.
There are some thrills — one showing a stampede of the horses,
which nearly trample upon the girl before the hero rescues her,
being particularly exciting. And it is well photographed.
THEME. Western melodrama of ranchman who, losing his trick horse, is determined to capture him. Hero,
is accused of horse rustling but proves himself innocent.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The intelUgence of
Scout, the talented horse. The shots of the animal registering contentment in his freedom. The trick scenes. The
fight. The stampede and rescue of girl. The photography,
DIRECTION. Certainly makes it a real horse opera —
and gets results from animals. Might have dispensed with
bear episode as realism may invite censure. Stages it
against fine backgrounds.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Feature as a real horse
story — of a white horse who became an outlaw in his
love of the wild. Ballyhoo with man in cowboy attire
astride
a white horse. Play up as a departure among westerns.
DRAWING POWER. For average houses or those
catering to westerns. Will appeal to action lovers and
those who admire horseflesh.
SUMMARY. Something different in westerns — in that
the hero is a horse who involves his owner in a crime.
Carries good action and first rate incident. The horse is
a wonder and performs several tricks. Well photographed.
THE CAST
Jack Lupton
Jack Hoxie
Mary Gale
Marceline Day
Malcolm Gale
William Welsh
James Hill
Duke Lee
Negro Cook
Floyd Shackelford
Sheriff
Charles Bronley
Scout
By Himself
By Isadore Bernstein. Directed by Cliff Smith. Photographed
by Wm. Noble.
SYNOPSIS. Rancher is depressed over losing his horse, provoked into running away by one of the ranch-hands. The owner
is subsequently evicted from isolated shack and takes to the open life.
The foreman accuses rancher of stealing horses, but he proves that
the wild horse has released the others. He captures him and saves
his sweetheart from stampede. His honor is vindicated and love
triumphs.
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Paths
(Clarence Badger

to Paradise
Production-Paramount
— 6741
Feet)

(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
AXYOXE
who shuttle
can't get
out coil,
of this
picture
just as well
off athislaugh
mortal
for life
will might
never
hold anything funnier for him or her than the rollicking
fun offered in this highly diverting adaptation of Paul Armstrong's
play. "The Heart of a Thief." From an action Tiewpoint this one
is a gem. There isn't a moment that the players are not "up and at
it." Clai'ence Badger, who directed this one, has outdone himself
here.
Folks will not soon forget the novel entrance of Raymond Griffith as a supposed dude on a sightseeing tour of Chinatown, his
reception in a ready-made "hop dive," where they try to make him
believe he has killed a man, but for $500 he can get a man to take
the blame, his turning around and posing as chief of detectives and
with
a pal,
turn find
takes a away
crook's
money.
Aft«r the
the aid
two ofleave
the incrooks
badge allon the
which
is inscribed
"Gas Meter Inspector."
Then follows much memment as well as suspense as Griffith,
again posing as "the world's greatest detective," tries to beat Molly,
the maid, also a crook to gain possession of a valuable diamond
which a millionaire has imported as a wedding gift for his daughter. Griffith's
antics
playsunder
"hidehisand
couple
of burly
cops and
withas thehe safe
arm seek"
are a with
sure acure
for
the blues.
And then comes the climax which is going to be talked about.
Ra}-mond and Molly decide to "team up," after they get the gem.
They jump into a big touring car and dash for Mexico. Then the
loss is discovered and every city on the waj- from Frisco to the
border is informed with the result that a dozen or so motorcycle
cops join in the chase as the two dash through. And we recall
few chases with the thrills of this one. Griffith drives that "boat,"
through, over, into, and under everj'thing imaginable, but he makes
the border ahead of the pursuing police. But, lo and behold, the
two then decide to return the loot and an equally meiTy and thrilling chase starts all the way back to the Golden Gate. In a word
it's a "wow!"
All ends well, especially with the audience.
THEME. A comedy relating the experiences of a gentleman crook and his pal, Molly, who decide to go straight
after heart-breaking efforts to get possession of a diamond
worth a fortune.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The opening Chinatown scenes. The amusing episodes as Griffith and Miss
Compson try to beat each other to the safe and the diamond. The great chase between the fleeing crooks and
the motorcycle cops
DIRETION. Has packed laughs into this comedy. He
has turned out one of the best comedies of the season. He
has made an action-fun picture plus.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Use the title in various
dealer tieups. Auto agencies, especially Pierce-Arrow,
should be rich field for exploitation aids as suggested by
the wild chase. Stills of Betty with the diamond, good for
jewelry store window displays.
DRAWING POWER. O. K. for the best houses in the
land and should do business in all of them with a little
exploitation.
SUMMARY. A picture that is entertainment all the
way. Griffith is immense, Miss Compson is an attractive
female Raffles and the supporting cast is excellent Thrills
are interspersed liberally with the laughs
THE CAST
Molly
Betty Compson
Friend
Raymond Griffith
Callahan
Tom Santschi
Bride's Father
Bert Woodruff
Confederate
Fred Kelsey
Adapted
from
Paul
Armstrong's
play,
"The
Heart
of
a Thief."
Directed by Clarence Badger. Scenario by Keene Thompson.
Photographed by McKinley Martin.
SYNOPSIS. Griffith posing as a dude visits Chinatown. He
meets Molly, who is running a dive to rob slummers. Griffith is
cleaned of his money, but then turns about, hails a pal, poses as a
detective
withto the
crook's
money.diamond.
Then Griffith
is given a and
job gets
as a away
detective
watch
a valuable
Molly
gets a job as a maid in the same household. In spite of the strong
guard placed, the two get the gem and f^ee to Mexico. They are
chased by all the cops thereabouts. In Mexico they decide to go
straight. They return the gem before the theft is discovered.

The

Manicure

Picture

News

Girl

(Paramount — 5959 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IT'S
the direction
in making
tolerably
pleasing.
Getting that
downcounts
to brass
tacks it this
has apicture
frail story that
could easily have been ruined had the director not been sympathetic in his treatment. He has touched it up here and there
with flashes of humor in the characterization— and the figures are
guided to appear natural all the way. Even with everything in
its proper place it has a tendency to drag because the plot lacks
dash and color. When it gives evidence of evaporating for lack of
interest along comes a pointed subtitle and it gains new strength.
It's all about a manicure girl who would like to step along with
the other beauty specialists in the shop, accept money
and gifts
from gentlemen callers and yet be true to her poor but honest
lover. She is a frank girl, for she takes the youth in her confidence. He frowns on her big city ideas — and so they plan to save
enough to buy a bungalow which will house them after they are
married.
This is all told with an economy of effort. There is no stressing
of dramatics. The gentleman with the moustache, played adroitly by
Hale Hamilton, tries to jaut over a proposition — and he nearly succeeds when the sweethearts have a quairel. The youth had taken her
to the theatre, but she had tired waiting for him to get a cab in
the rain. So she accepted the older man's invitation to take her
home in his car. This precipitated the quarrel— which isn't patched
up until the young man, a radio dealer, surprising her in his rival's
home, hears enough to convince him she's on the level. The girl
had brought about a reconciliation between the wealthy man and
his wife.
The scene of the rainstorm is done with a fine play of humor.
And the incident featuring the quarrel — and the despair of the
wife in outlining her unhappiness to the girl — these are also rich
in human appeal. As mentioned above there isn't much to it, but
its treatment and the clever acting by Bebe Daniels and Edmund
Burns make it tolerably pleasing. If it becomes tiresome in places
it is because of its length. A little editing would snap it up a
great
deal.
THEME.
Romantic drama of manicure girl who craves
the pleasures and gifts that come with wealth. Entertains
sophisticated ideas with a married man, but remains loyal
to poor youth.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The natural, convincing incident. The rainstorm episode. The quarrel.
The easy manner of the other man who for once is a gentleman and not a scoundrel. The episode when wife confronts
heroine.
The sincere performances by entire cast.
DIRECTION. Extracts everything out of frail story
and so humanizes it that it looks real. Gets over the gaps
in great style, keeping it going when it has scarcely enough
action to sustain it.
EXPLOITATION ANGLE. Title affords tie-up with
beauty shops, etc. Play up Bebe Daniels in new role. Bill
it as a human little story of a girl who craved luxuries and
excitement.
DRAWING POWER. A good, hot weather picture in
that it doesn't tax the mind. Suitable for first and second
runs. Title and star should attract them.
SUMMARY. Rather frail of story and certainly obvious
enough of plot but incident is well dovetailed and it reveals
a lot of human touches. Players are convincing all the
way. No melodramatic episodes, no villainy — but simply
a story of everyday life in a big city. Balanced with humor. Sags a little.
THE CAST
Bebe Daniels
Maria Maretti
Edmund Bums
Antonio Luca
Flora
Dorothy Cumming
Hale HamUton
James Morgan
Charlotte Walker
Mrs. Morgan
Ann Brody
Mother Luca
Mane Shotwell
Mrs. Wainwright
Mrs. Root-Chiveley
Mary Foy
and Fanny Hatton. Scenario by Townsend Martm.
Frederic
By
Directed by Frank Tuttle.
SYNOPSIS. Manicure girl is betrothed to poor radio dealer who
has saved his money for a bungalow when they become married.
The girl is tempted to seek luxuries and gifts from wealthy admirers
and nearly falls for a man who has been charming and gracious in
is bringing unhappihis conduct. She finally appreciates that shebetween
them. She is
ness to his wife and effects a reconciliation
reunited to her fiance after a quarrel.
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Wife

(Paramount— 6420 Feet)
(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
principal interest in this feature is in the debut of the
THE
Norse beauty, Greta Nissen, who appeared as the princess
in the pantomime of the stageplay, "Tlie Beggar on Horseback." There is no refuting the statement that Greta is beautiful,
yes, and shapely and her work in her first screen effort gives
promise of better things to come. Greta rose to fame as a danseuse and is said to to have won much fame tripping the light
fantastic in her native land. This training undoubtedly accounts
for the grace in her every move before the camera. The men are
going to like her, too, for she is very easy on the optic nerves.
As for the story, well, it is just so-so. Alfred Savoir, who gave
us "Kiki," is also the author of "Banco," the play from which this
film is made. It is a light, airy thing, in fact much ado about
nothing. An American bachelor in Paris sees a beautiful girl from
the states and having a mania for gambling, immediately bets a
friend he will marry her that very night. He is a fast worker and
wins the bet. But the craze for roulette takes him into a casino
in Southern France. He goes in for ten minutes on permission of
his wife, but remains for 75 hours. So does the wife. Then the
latter departs for home and mother, etc. Of course, there is a
reunion at the end.
Adolphe Menjou is the star and the picture is by no means worthy
of his ability, although he tries hard to put it over. Miss Nissen
wears some gorgeous gowns during the action of the piece which
will aid you in selling the film to your fair patrons. Perhaps
the most interesting sequence is that in which the husband refuses
to stop gambling as long as his wife remains in the casino. They
even bring a bed into the place for the wife, who sticks it out almost
as long as the husband and then departs — with another man. The
setting is quite attractive, although not elaborate. The supporting
cast is fair.
THEME. A modern comedy drama dealing with domestic complications in a Parisian atmosphere. Couple
separate over gambling, but are reconciled.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The appearance of
Greta Nissen in her first screen role. Her gowns. The
fast wooing of the heroine. The scene in which the hero
carries the girl away and weds her. The seige at the
Casino when the wife refuses to leave unless her husband
accompanies her. The work of Adolphe Menjou.
DIRECTION. Has used too much footage to tell the
tale which lacks suspense. Has been handicapped by a,
weak story. Has given the picture an attractive mounting
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Insert ads in "Lost and
Found" columns. Play up the screen debut of the Norse
beauty, Greta Nissen, and tell the women about her gowns.
Use Adolphe Menjou's name big in all ads. Tieups with
hosiery, lingerie, etc. stores by using stills of Miss Nissen.
DRAWING POWER. Popularity of Adolphe Menjou
and interest in the new star, Greta Nissen, will help most
houses attract business with this one, which needs exploitation.
SUMMARY. A rather slow moving comedy drama in
which Adolphe
Menjou's
is one centers
of the redeeming
factors
and in which
the work
real interest
in a new
face — Miss Nissen. The plot is laid against a Parisian
background. There is an attractive mounting and the
gowns worn by Greta will be taked about.
THE CAST
Tony Hamilton
Adolphe Menjou
Charlotte Randolph
Greta Nissen
Dick
Robert Agnew
Baron Deliquieres
Edgar Norton
George (Tony's Friend) /
Mario Carillo
Duke de Val
Genaro di Liguoro
Baroness
Toby Claude
Julie, maid
Marcelle Corday
By Alfred Savoir. Scenario by Clara Beranger. Directed by
William de Mille. Photographed by L. Guy Wilky.
SYNOPSIS. Tony Hamilton, American bachelor in paris, with a
weakness for gambling, sees Charlotte Randolph. He bets his friend,
George, 85,000 he will wed her. During the reception at which the
girl's
engagement is to be announced to Duke de Val, Tony carries
Charlotte
away and weds her. There is a separation when Tony
pays more attention to gambling than his wife. She is about to
marry a Baron, when Tony in America hears of it. He rushes to
France, wrecks his auto in front of former wife's home, is carried in
and after some complications, wins her again.
I

Don Q, Son of Zorro
(Douglas Fairbanks-United Artists— 10,264 Feet)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
TAKING heed of the popular clamor to give the screen another dashing melodrama like the memorable "Mark of
Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks has responded with the liveliest,
most colorful (and what appears to us as his best audience picture)
of his active career. It combines all the punch and thrills of "The
Three Musketeers" and "Zorro," affording the star another picturesque role Avhich stands out with as much cameo clearness as
D'artag-nan, Robin' Hood and the Thief. Always ready to strike
off something novel in characterization to keep out of the rut he
reveals himself as an expert wielder of the whip. He does more
with it — uses it to better advantage than he did the sword in "The
Three Musketeers," and "The Mark of Zoito."
It is a fine story of stining adventure. It bounds along at a
merry pace — with every ejjisode so perfectly timed that the suspense faiiiy grips j'ou even though the motivation of the plot is
as obvious as any swashbuckling tale of chivalry. Don Q is a
fast worker. He wins the admiration of Spain's queen and her
court with his manipulations of the whip. A Californian sent to
the ancestral home in Spain to be educated he is so keen for romance and adventure that he makes love, proposes, and precipitates international complications through being accused of the assas ination ofthe Austrian archduke — all within the space of fortj'eight hours.
Fairbanks dominates every scene. His agility — the manner in
which he abandons himself to all kinds of hazardous stunts, outwitting his opponents, playing pranks on jealous rivals — make
him a fascinating figure. He is so dextrous with the whip that he
cuts cigarettes out of the mouth and even lights one on occasion.
He climbs with it and uses it to lasso a bull. The action is crowded
with incident that flows along at breakneck speed — incident punctuated with thrills and humor. And back of it all is a most colorful
atmosphere, the glamour of which makes it rich in romance. A
finely spun story, this — a dashing melodrama, perfect in its technical details, flavored with courageous heroics — and wonderfully
well acted. Too much praise cannot be given Warner Oland, Donald Crisp and Jean Hcrsholt for their clearly defined portraits. It
canies out perfectly what it pretends to be — a quality melodrama
that contains everything to appeal to the pulse and the eye.
THEME. Romantic melodrama of Spanish Don whose
taste for romance and adventure gets him into all kinds
of trouble before he wins the girl arid saves his head.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The constant surprises showing hero outwitting his opponents. Fairbanks'
dash — and talent with the whip. His study as the aged'
Zorro. The scene when Mastado is outwitted. The climax.
DIRECTION. Keeps it thoroughly atmospheric — and
holds it to an even, progressive pace all the way. Keeps
it colorful with melodramatic incident and surprises. Gets
fine results from players.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Go the limit. Play up
as sequel to "The Mark of Zorro," which has been called
star's best picture. Use Spanish prologue — featuring
whip artist if obtainable.
DRAWING POWER. Has everything to appeal to all
types, young and old, children and adults. For all houses.
SUMMARY. Fairbanks' most stirring picture, — one
zipping along at a merry pace releasing every kind of
melodramatic element. Has rich characterization, colorful sets, beautiful photography — and is finely acted.
THE CAST
Dolores de Muro
Mary Astor
General de Muro
Jack McDonald
Don Sebastian
Donald Crisp
The Queen
Stella De Lanti
The Archduke
Warner Oland
Don Fabrique
Jean Hersholt
Colonel Matsado
Albert MacQuarrie
Lola
Lottie Pickford Forrest
Robledo
Charles Stevens
Zorro his father
(
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Don Cesar de Vega \
By K. and Hesketh Prichard. Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
SYNOPSIS. Son of Zorro goes to Spain to be educated. Encounters jealousy and intrigue, but his gay abandon and his dexterity with the whip get him out of tight scrapes. Is accused of
murder, but overwhelms his enemies and wins his freedom and
the girl.
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News

Fate

(F. B. Rogers M. P. Corp.— About

Eight Reels)

THE appeal of this picture rests with its magnificent scenery
(Reviewed by William Campbell)
— it presenting a simple romance framed against the aweWHILE this stunt picture lacks some of the action seen in
inspiring atmosphere of the Tyrolese Alps. There is nothing
former Richard Talmadge releases, it has a goodly quota
of the picture studio here and because it offers a departure from
of typical Talmadge turns in which he has opportunity to the usual feats of heroic courage in its efforts of mountain climbing
otfer the kind of entertainment his followers want and expect. The
one must give it a mark of excellence. The author and director
picture opens with the star trying his best to make a boat for South
are not credited — and the identity of the players is cloaked in
America whence he has been lured with a promising job but which
secrecy. The author may not have been inspired here, seeing as
in reality is just a plot of a band of crooks to get a man to aid
how the plot evaporates into thin air. But Eugene Walter, the
them pull a big safe job.
playwright,
has been credited with the construction — which probTalmadge is supposed to be an expert on safe construction. He
ably means he was called in to piece the scenes together with titles
has a hard time getting to the boat but arrives in time to grab a and to cut out extraneous footage.
rope hanging from a hoisting machine. Aboard boat he meets up
It has many moments of appeal, particularly in the marvelous
Avith Dynamite Diaz, a prize fighter, whose enmity he wins by
backgrounds. The peaks cut right into the sky — and the fleecy
getting friendly with the former's wife. The star and the tighter
clouds which sail over them lend an enchantment, not easily forthen put on some merry chases all over the boat in which the
gotten. Then, too, not being interpreted by actors the portrayals
former offers some new acrobatic tricks.
There is more thrills in the South American episodes when the are most life-like. The players fit right into the scheme of things.
an example of simple naturalness, pay attention to the mother's
hero, finding himself the victim of a gang of safe blowers, refuses to As
fine restraint when she wonders if her son wall return to her —
listen to their offers, so is robbed and left penniless. But he manalive. She doesn't tear her hair, nor roll her eyes. No dramatics
ages to round up the gang, and then, to get funds, accepts an
are expressed. She is overcome with mute helplessness.
offer to enter the prize ring, but to his consternation finds himself
There are thrills in watching these Alpine people climbing the
facing the bully whom he met aboard boat. But he has found
the bully's weak spot and soon gives him the K. 0. The fight is towering peaks. The hero's father had lost his life trying to reach
well staged and has its moments of comedy as well as suspense.
the summit of the Devil's Needle. It has defied these Swiss for
There is romance in the picture, of course, but the least said about
generations. The entire plot hinges upon the successful scaling of
it the better. It is of the conventional cut and dried type.
this rocky perpendicular cliff. The youth promised his mother
The boat scenes are staged upon a real schooner, but the South
not to attempt it. But his sweetheart sets out alone and fails.
American sets are artificial. However, these pictures are made for
He hears her cries of distress and, after scaling the mountain,
program houses and little things like sets are not observed by rescues
her.
the Talmadge fans. All they want is to see their hero hop around,
These
characters are often silhouetted against the mountains and
beat up gangs of a dozen or so, foil the villains and win the girl.
All these things are done here so that is all that can be asked.
sky — and the effect is very picturesque. There is constant suspense
THEME. Comedy drama in which a young safe expert
in the climbers' efforts to carry on. In all a scenic treat — one
impressive in its beautiful and inspiring backgrounds.
refuses to aid a band of South American crooks blow a big
bank strongbox and, instead, helps in rounding up the
THEME. Romantic drama involving the perils of mouncrooks.
tain climbing with youth scaling the peak and rescuing
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The scenes aboard
sweetheart overcome with fatigue after making the ascent.
boat in which the star leads a big bully all over the decks,
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The marvelously
rigging, hold, etc., in a thrilling chase. The sequence in
which the hero locks the crooks in the bank safe. The
beautiful backgrounds. The awe-inspiring grandeur of the
prize fight. The capture of the ringleader.
mountains. The ascent of the Devil's Needle. The susDIRECTION. Fair. Succeeds in keeping the star on
pense when youth rescues girl. The natural acting by
the move and again gives him opportunity to exploit his
the players. The photography.
athletic prowess.
Has given the picture a fair mounting.
DIRECTION. Has emphasized the pictorial highlights
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the name of the
star as there are always a host of admirers waiting for his
as there isn't much plot. Moulds simple romance to bring
out courage of youth in rescuing sweetheart. Builds
pictures. Put on an amateur boxing bout. Arrange a tiesuspense all the way. Some of the scenes are not well
up with hardware store on safe display using stills of
tied together. Has handled players to make them appear
Talmadge in the safe episodes.
natural.
DRAWING POWER. A good offering for the program
houses catering to the Talmadge fans. Will also offer
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up as departure
good entertainment in the smaller downtown theatres and
from
usual romance in that it capitalizes heroic courage.
the towns.
Emphasize
that it is a romance of the Tyrolese Alps.
SUMMARY. Another stunt picture in which Talmadge
Point out the marvelous scenery, etc.
exhibits once more his ability to outwit his opponents no
DRAWING POWER. Needs heavy exploitation to
matter what the odds against him Filled with the kind
of stunts the fans like and featuring a prize fight as a
draw patronage. Cast is unknown. Will draw entirely
satisfying climax.
upon its scenery. Suitable for average audiences in any
THE CAST
house — in any town.
John Drake
Richard Talmadge
Dolores D'Arcy
Lorraine Eason
SUMMARY. There isn't so much to the plot — it being
Dynamite Diaz
Dick Sutherland
a simple romance fraught with tragic events. Its appeal
His wife
Peggy Shaw
Jackson Pierce
Herbert Prior
rests with its beautiful backgrounds. It has suspense in
Senor
D'Arcy
Charles
Hill
Mailes
the perilous ascent of the Alps, and its acting is very
Isaac Belding
Stanton Heck
Professor
Jack Hill
natural. But there are no bits of humor — no surprises to
Kid Price
Dave Morris
Subtitles too flowery.
balance the romance.
Slippery Logan
A. Cheron
THE CAST
Arnold Malvin
Frank Elliott
By Charles Metz. Scenario by James Bell Smith. Directed by
Players not credited.
Art Rosson. Photographed by William Marshall and Jack Stevens.
Construction by Eugene Walter. Direction not credited.
SYNOPSIS. John Drake, safe expert, accepts what he believes
to be a fine position with a South American firm, but arriving there
SYNOPSIS. Youth's father had lost his life in attempting to
he soons finds he was wanted only to act as a tool for a gang to rob
scale the Devil's Needle in the Tyrolese Alps. The peak had defied
the safe in a large bank. Devoid of funds he accepts an offer to enter
all attempts to reach the summit. The boy has promised his mother
the prize ring, after he has aided in foiling the safe robbery. Then
not to risk his life to reach the top. But when his sweetheart athe beats a bully in the ring and nabs the ringleader of the crooks.
tempted to be the first to accomplish the feat she failed, overcome
He wins Dolores, daughter of the banker.
as she was with fatigue. The youth reaches the top and rescues her.
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Play Ball
(Pathe Serial)
PATHE'S
newest
"Playto Ball,"
league stuff
1 It serial,
has only
maintainis big
the
standard set in the first three episodes to earn
the right to be called Major League m performance as well as background tor the acting,
settings and photography are of real feature
quality. Indeed, it is one of the most dressy
of serial plays and from the production standpoint can hold its own on the programs with
the big features at the big theatres.
The best traditions of the serial type of
story have been preserved in a play which conthe romanceplayer
of awho
millionaire's
with acernsbaseball
is out to daughter
win the
respect of his own wealthy parent. There are
international complications, a count entering
the plot as a schemer bent upon forcing the
millionaire to arrange a loan to the opposition faction in the government which is to be
financed by American funds. Furthermore,
the ball player is the son of a Senator who
has started an investigation of the business
methods of the banker, so there is plenty of
internal conflict in the romantic phase of the
story.
But even better than the story, which by the
way is credited to no less eminent a baseball
magnate than John J. McGraw, is the excellent staging which the Pathe company has
given the play. It is quite evident that Pathe
is out to please the confirmed serial fan and
also capture the interest of those who previously have not included episode thrillers in
their list of enthusiasms.
The opening scenes are laid in Florida,
where there is all manner of opportunity for
colorful action and settings. The climax of
the first chapter shows the heroine being carried overboard by a shark which attaches itself to her fishing line. There are some remarkable underwater scenes and the episode
takes its place with the most thrilling events
developed on the screen.
Alleen Ray is starred and Miss Ray is certain to widen her popularity by her work here.
Walter Miller is the leading man, and others
in an excellent cast are Harrv Semels, J. Barney Sherry, Mary Milnor, Wally Oettel, Franklyn Hanna and Ed Maurellf.
Spencer Bennett, who has had a sound
training in serial making under George B.
Seitz and others, wins his spurs as a top-notch
director with his effort. And wisdom was extended further when Horace Plimpton, one of
the nerviest and most resourceful camera men,
was engaged to photograph the work. Plimpton takes his camera smash up against locomotives or puts it directly under the pounding
hoofs of runaway horses, and thereby gets effects which greatly enhance the melodramatic
force of the action.
"PlayLeon
Ball"Smith,
was adapted
to scenarist,
the screenwho
by
a seasoned
Frank
has developed the story in expert and skillful
fashion.
It seems to this revirwor that "Plav Ball" is
the most promising serial to date and we confidently expect it to register as a box office
attraction
KENNEDY.->« well as a big popular hit. — T, C.
Thunderina; Landlords
(Pathe— Two Reels)
DOMESTIC comedy, with emphasis on the
knock-about type of screen action, is presented in this two-reeler from the Hal Roach
studios. The star of the oroceedings is Glenn
Tryon, who is seen as a family man driven to
occupy with his wife and child an unfinisherl
house he is building as his love nest.
The difficulties of moving hurriedly with a
flivver touring car as the only means of transporting the furnishings and equipment is the
first important episode. This is followed by the
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Current

Short

extraordinary occurrences which await the
family upon entering their unfinished home.
The contractor, insulted at the harsh words of
the owner who complains about the delays in
finishing the house, calls his men and says, "we
have
been criticized,
everybody
But goif
the carpenters
quit, the
actors inquit
the!"affair
on and on, taking terrific punishment in the
form of wallops on the head and caboose. It is
strenuous action and may amuse the confirmed
patrons of the slam-bang type of movie.
Tryon is supported by Fay Wray, Noah
Young,
Whiteis,
Hanes, Irene
and Allen,
James Marjorie
Finlayson.
The"Hisky"
acting
honors, we think, go to the infant which appears in the film. It is the same baby who
"stole"
which onGlenn
was seena recent
as the comedy
author ofin books
babiesTryon
and
who is given the opportunity to practice his
theories. James W. Horne directed "Thundering Landlords."— T. C. KENNEDY.
The Pronto Kid
(Universal — Two Reels)
MELODRAMATIC comedy of the west,
with suspicion attaching to the hero,
whom the heroine takes for the sluice robber
but loves him nevertheless, and lots of hard
"ridin' " are used again in the familiar formula which has served the "western" so
faithfully. "The Pronto Kid" has its good
points and must be rated a rather good twqreeler.
In the first place there is Edmund Cobb, who
is a good type for the heroic role, and who
can ride a boss with the best of 'em. In "The
Pronto Kid" he has a good supporting cast, fine
photography, and a good pictorial atmosphere
to aid him in his heroics.
The story is about a bandit who is being
chased by the sheriff. He rides a white horse.
Next we see Cobb riding into town on a white
horse.
He calls
on the
sheriff's
daughter
and
it is a case
of love
at first
sight.
Somebody
accuses him of being the sluice robber and
there is another chase in which the girl roots
for Cobb, who later is reavealed as the owner
of the mine which the bandit is robbing instead of being the bandit, so there is a happy
ending— T. C. KENNEDY
Nicely Rewarded
(Universal — One Reel)
CHARLES PUFFY is featured in this Bullseye Comedy, a single reeler dealing with
the experiences of a fat cop who in spite of
himself catches the robbers and earns the rewards accruing to a hero credited with a great
service in the public interest.
The picture is amusing and should score a
fair hit in any theatre. There is plenty of fast
action and a few rather clever and effective
gags to aid the leading comedian. Mildred
June is seen as the leading lady, the sweetheart
of the heroic policeman, and who aids him in
rounding up the bandits.— T. C. KENNEDY
Official Officers
(Pathe — Two Reels)
IN this amusing contribution to the popular
series of "Our Gang" comedies the youthful troopers become honorary policemen and
lend their part to the creation of an ideal community of a roughneck district in the down
town section of the city. The play is not without its sweet moral, that kindness will accomplish more than force. But the main point is
that "Official Officers" moves along at a good
clip and presents many highly diverting gags.
It ought
in keeping
picture
fan's
mind
off tothesucceed
hot weather
and the
supply
sufficient
amusement to make him glad he went, to the
show.
The play opens with scenes of a ball game
being staged by the kids in one of the congested streets of the city. They evolve the

S]^

idea
putting
"streetownclosed"
signs andButthusa
for aofwhile
haveup their
playground.
bully policeman takes them in. The kindhearted inspector intervenes and the hardboiled cop is fired. He is replaced by a big
fellow who loves kids, and to aid him in his
work he appoints the gang junior officers. They
go in seriously for the work and things go
swimmingly until they get into grips with a
rival gang, when a hotly fought battle ensues.
Robert McGowan directed with his customary
skill and H. M. Walker's titles are in the best
vein of this king of comedy title-writers. —
T. C. KENNEDY.
In the Grease
(Pathe— One Reel)
JAMES
a capital
is the FINLAYSON,
star of this jumble
of comedian
familiar
gags. It is the story of a confident parent who
is given the job of teaching class in the hardboiled school attended by his prankish son.
The comedy is built on the usual stuff concerning the tricks youngsters play on their
teachers. Every so often one of the cute little
students shies a missive of some sort with
deadly accuracy. The climax comes when a
bee hive is slipped into the trouser seat of the
volunteer teacher. It is rather forced comedy
all the way through.— T. C. KENNEDY.
Office Help
(Pathe— One Reel)
INTerry
this new
"Aesop's
Paul
is, as
usual, Fable"
amusingCartoonist
and fanciful
The episode should give some valuable hints
to efficiency experts. Here, for example, is the
peer of all double-entry bookkeepers. It is a
mouse, which weilds a pen with its tail as well
as its paw and keeps two ledgers going at once.
The office cat also is a fast worker. It captures a mouse and forces it to lick the envelopes and stamps, thus getting out the mail in
record-breaking time. There are several laughs
in the reel.— T. C. KENNEDY.
Animal Celebrities
(Pathe— One Reel)
LITTLE,
glimpses
of the in
animal
stars of intimate
the screen
are combined
this
Grantland Rice Sportlight film. The picture
should be received with great interest by the
bulk of the screen patrons. There are views
of "Rex" the famous star of "Black Cyclone,"
of Rin-Tin-Tin, and pictures taken at a training school for canines. They all make interesting screen action and the reel can be highly
recommended
for any program. — T. C. KENNEDY.
Unwelcome
(Universal — One Reel)
THEthe adventures
two surveyors,
lands in theof mountains
wherecharting
there
are plenty of bad men and especially men who
hate surveyors. Charles Puffy and Billy Engle
are seen as the surveyors.
The reel gets away to a good start, with
Puffy doing some amusing comedy as the sur\eyor's helper.
It maintains
a fair
pace
throughout
and may
be expected
to satisfy
the
majority
of
screen
fans.
—
T.
C.
KENNEDY
The Runaway Balloon
(Pathe— One Reel)
THAT "Ament" isLoud
speakerof isthis
a sound
the moral
Aesop investFilm
Fable produced by Cartoonist Paul Terry.
The grotesque and droll figures now familiar
to film fans enact the story of how a radio
outfit almost saves Farmer .Alfalfa from a
terrible death in the arctic regions. It is
an amusing "Acsod" film. — T. C. KENNEDY.
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THE board of education of
Hibbing schools denies that
Clinton & ^levers of Duluth have
leased the Hibbing high school
auditorium. This report was
started from the fact that a picture was booked for the auditortion with the theium in co-opera
ater firm. ihe school board has
made it plain that the auditorium
will not be leased to anv individual
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to be run for money making purJohn Filler has broken ground
poses.
for his new theater at Vallev

Picture

City, N. Dak. Filler now has two
theaters at Valley City, the Rex
and the Grand. The new house
will be an elaborate theater,

which will do credit to the city
and which would be a credit to a
much larger town. A large pipe
organ will be installed and the
house is to be modern and up-todate in every particular*
W. A. and A. F. Hesse are new
owners of the Arcade theater,
Arcade street near Case street,
St. Faul. The deal for the house
was closed last week.

Buffalo
MIKE SHEA pulled Old Glory
to the topmost beam of the
steel structure of his new $2,000,000 Buffalo theatre this week thus
celebrating the completion of the
framework of the mammoth structure that is to house one of the
finest motion picture palaces in the
world and which is expected to be
ready for the public early in 1926.
Mr. Shea, who is president of the
Shea Amusement company which
operates
North Fark She
and a's
CourtHippodrome,
Street theatres in Buffalo, is enthusiastic
over his newest theatre into which
he has put years of thought and
planning, years which have included trips to the leading theatres of
the country and conferences with
leaders in theatre operation, so that
when this house is opened to the
public it will represent the last
word in palatial picture theatre
construction. The house will have
a seating capacity of 4000. The
architects are C. W. and George
L. Rapp of Chicago. Flans are
being formulated for the installation of a wonderful orchestra of
symphonic size while a Wurlitzer
organ of the largest type ever

made by this famous maker, is to
be a feature.
Buffalo friends of G. K. Rudulph are glad to hear of his appointment as publicity manager of
the Fox Film company. "Jerry"
as he is familiarly known to thousands of Buffalonians is a veteran
Buffalo newspaper man and for
years was managing editor of the
old Buffalo Enquirer. Before going to the home office in his new
capacity he was manager of the
Buffalo Fox exchange.
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of
the \^ictoria theatre, one of Bufcommunity
theatres,
has
built afalo's bigsummer
home
at Foint
Abino, near Crystal Beach, on the
Canadian shore, whence he hies
himself every night so that he is
all set about 4 a. m. each morning
to seek the elusive perch in the
waters of Lake Erie.
Eugene A. Ffeil, manager of the
Circle theatre, a west side neighborhood house in Buffalo, announces the closing of the house
for the summer months.
Charley Hayman has changed
the policy of the Cataract theatre.
Niagara Falls, from vaudeville

and pictures to a straight picture
program with changes of program
on Sundays
missions haveand
beenThursdays.
lowered to Adten
cents at matinees and 10 and 20 at
night. Double feature bills are also being shown.
Harry L. Royster, representing
the Will H. Hays office, has been
in Buffalo for a week or so,
launching the Greater Movie Season campaign which will begin in
theatres of the land August 2. Mr.
Royster, formerly exploitation representative at the Buffalo Faramount exchange, arranged a meeting of exhibitors in the headquarters of Buffalo Zone, M.F.T.O.
of N. Y., in the Root building, on
Thursday, June 18 at which plans
were discussed for bringing the
idea to the attention of the public. J. H. Michael, chairman of
Buffalo Zone, presided.
Members of the Fep club of the
Buffalo Faramount exchange held
a highly successful dinner-dance
at the N.
Mansion
House innight.
\\'illiamsville,
Y., Saturday
June
13. The entire office personnel
turned out en masse and the event
was so successful that a similar

affair is being planned for the near
future.
Shea's Court Street theatre has
closed until early in August. In
the interim the house will be thoroughly renovated and redecorated.
It is reported that Richard C.
Fox of Buffalo has taken over the
management of the Freedom Film
company of Rochester. Lester
Wolfe, formerly manager of the
Buffalo Selznick office, recently
held this position.
Jackie Coogan, in Syracuse the
other day on a visit, opened the
local drive for membership in the
United States Flag association, by
accepting an honorary life membership in the organization.
Charley Hayman of the Strand,
Niagara
Falls, around
has placed
a border of icicles
the edge
of
the marquise roof. They are cut
out of linoleum and realistically
painted in imitation of dripping ice.
The effect is a most cooling one
and helps in getting folks inside
even on the warmest nights. The
new lighting system being used to
illuminate the falls is attracting
many visitors to the Cataract City
these davs.

icago

THE Hopkinson Amusement
Company has sold its 1200
seat Hamlin Theatre, 3826 W.
Madison Street, to Harry Lutz,
for a reported cansideration of
$130,000. George Hopkinson,
who headed and controlled the
Hopkinson Amusement Compam',
and operated the Hamlin Theatre
for fifteen years, is one of the
most highly respected exhibitors
in Chicago territory and enjoys
the friendship of a host of exchange men and theatre owners.
Mr. Hopkinson is not contemplating further business activities at
the present time and is threatening to take up golf.
The promotion of Fred C.
Aiken, from Chicago manager to
Midwest District Manager of
Pathe Exchange and of J S.
Gillick, to fill the place made vacant by Mr.news
Aiken's
is good
to advancement,
their many
friends among film men and exhibitors. Succeeding Mr. Gillick
as
manager
"Double
branch is H. of
D. the
Graham,
formerI"

Pathe manager of St. Louis. The
promotions are the result of the
creation of Pathe sales division,
the Midwest, which brings the
numbersions in the
of this
Unitedcompany's
States, updivi-to
five. T. G. Meyers, who is also
well known in Oiicago, and who
has recently been Omaha manager,
will go to St. Louis to take
charge of that ofiice and the
Omaha office will be in charge of
W. F. Gebhardt.
Bill Heasman of the Colonial
Theatre, Danville, has returned
from a vacation spent in California and has proved to a true
son of forniaIllinois,
as he this
states
Cali-in
is far behind
state
every particular.
Newell, Retchin & Schaak, have
opened downtown offices at Suite
808, 616 S. Michigan Avenue.
The offices will be the headq'uarters for the Jeffery, Howard,
Keystone, Adelphi and Panorama
Theatres, which are owned and
oncrated by the above named exhibitors.

Beatrice Barrett, of Fitzpatrick
& McElroy, is reviewing pictures
and conducting the movie column
of the Chicago Evening Journal,
during the absence of Virginia
Dale, whotrip.is taking an extended
vacation
Walter J. Slugel, some times
known
as the
"Emperor
of Pekin,"
where he
controls
the Capitol
and
Empire Theatres, is receiving the
congratulations of his many
friends over the arrival of an
assistant manager at his home ;
Walter J., Jr., weight nine pounds.
Country Sales Manager Bill
Brumberg of Universal, has
assigned Salesmen C. W . Vidor
to the south west territory, centering around Peoria; Sid Schuster
to the Rockford or north west
Illinois territory ; and Jack St.
Clair to the Bloomington district,
formerly covered, for many ^ears,
by M. Van Praag, who has been
transferred
to Universal's
Ha\en,
Connecticut
exchange. New
H. Lieberthal, one of the old
time Chicago exhibitors, expects

to leave for California shortlj",
accompanied by his wife and son,
and will make a prolonged visit in
the golden state. Mr. Lieberthal
is contemplating purchasing a
theatre some place near Los
Angeles.
At a meeting of the Board of
Directors, of the Chicago Film
Board of Trade, held today, H. S.
Lorch, manager of Producers DisCorporation's
Chicago
office, and tributing
George
F. Dembow,
Fox's Chicago exchange manager,
were elected members of the Board
of Directors, to fill the vacancies
made by the resignation of Messrs;
F. C. Aiken and Edwin Silverman.
The engagement of Will Baker,
popular film salesman, to Ruth
Chesler, was announced last week
at a delightful
at the
Rainbow Gardens.dinner
In the
party
of
twenty, were several film men,
among them Cecil
being Maberry,
Messrs. RenAlexander,
Bill
Brumberg and Morrie Salkin.
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WILLIAM D. TWEEDY,
who recently took over the
Star in Mechanicville, has made
certain alterations during the past
week or two to the house, especially in the front, and has also added
some new seats. Mr. Tweedy will
continue to charge a 25 cent admission throughout the summer,
making a daily change.
Several exhibitors, as well as exchange managers were present at
a meeting in the Mark Strand
building last week, at which the
Greater Movie Season was explained. Among those present
were Uly S. Hill, Louis Buettner,
Abe Stone, Tony \"eiller, Jake
Rosenthal, representing the exhibitors, with Al Herman, O. R.
Reiffel, Sam Bums, Tom Murray,
TedBissell,
O'Shea,from
JacktheKrause
and H.
C.
exchanges.
Following his usual custom,
Louis Buettner will close the Majestic in Cohoes, the last of June,
but will continue running his house
at Hudson Falls throughout the
summer.
George Dwore, of the Capitol
and Cameo in Schenectady, may
cut down his two houses to a
couple of days a week, while James
Rose is considering the advisability of doing the same with the
Columbia in Rensselaer. The
Bright Spot, in Rensselaer is
scheduled to close July 1, for a
part of the summer, during which
time alterations will be made.
Lew Fischer, owner of the
Bradley theatre, in Fort Edward,
will close the last of June for a
matter of a month while repairs
are being made.
Edith Davis and Jane Moran
have been added to the stenographic force at the Famous Players
exchange.
Arthur Richardson, who has
been spending the winter at Orlanda, Florida, is back from the
south and has already opened the
Strand theatre in Schroon Lake,
which he will run for the summer.
Camp Tioga, at Lordville, will
begin showing pictures on July 14,
while the Saranac Inn is booking
pictures from June 15 on.
At Rhinebeck Jake Tremper
has opened his Airdrome, and reports good business.
There is a new lighting system
being installed in Altona, and according to letters being received
by some of the exchanges booking
the house there, the theatre will
necessarily be dark for a few
days.
If there is one exchange manager in Albany who is hard to
find these days, it is Ted O'Shea,
of the Metro-Goldwyn office. Since
coming here from Buffalo to handle the himself
exchange,toMr.
has
shown
be O'Shea
a business
getter in the fullest sense of the
word. He generally spends about
five days a week on the road and
can be depended upon to bring
back the bacon.
The heat so affected Rae Candee, of Utica, one day last week,
that according to reports reaching
Film Row, he collapsed in a barber chair and it was nearly an
hour before he revived. Nate
Robbins, of Utica, for whom Mr.

Candee works, took no chance
with the heat and spent the week
at his camp in the Adirondacks.
The entire Metro-Goldwyn office
force in this city was at the railroad station the other night to
bid farewell to Dave Lake when
he started on his long trip to Australia where he will be associated
with Bernie Freeman, handling
the Metro-Goldwyn product in that
far-off land, and who was formerly a salesman in Albany for Famous Players. Among those who
said goodbye to Mr. Lake were
Ted O'Shea,
Miss Davis,
Becker
and Lillian
Nachman.Gilbert
The Wawanda theatre at Haines
Falls,
as St.
Mary's
Hall
in
the as
samewellplace,
started
showing
pictures on June 1, and the summer tourist season may now be
way.
regarded as having gotten under
Daylight saving became effective
last week in Utica much to the
disgust of the theatre owners of
that city.
Charles Henschel, eastern district manager for Pathe, arrived
in Albany during the week, but
left a few hours later with Leon
Medem, local manager, on a nineday trip through northern New
York. Jack Staub, Pathe serial
representative, was also in Albany,
spending several days later with
Amos Leonard on a northern trip
and then accompanying Edward
Hochstim on a visit to the Hudson
river towns. The local Pathe office appears to be very active these
days in a social way, some forty
of the employees enjoying a yachting trip one night last week with
a dance on board while an office
picnic is scheduled for Sunday,
June 28, at Round Pond.
Charles McCarthy, of Hoosick
Falls, accompanied by Lew Fischer
of Fort Edward was in town last
week.
Edward Alorgan, local manager
for Education Film company, spent
the greater part of last week in
New York city, attending a convention.
Alec Herman, manager for First
National, Albany, is busy these
days in the expectation of landing
first place in the sales contest that
will run until August 29. At the
present time the local office is in
fourth place but Mr. Herman declares that he has something up
his sleeve and that when the returns are counted on the last day
he
will
wood. figure on the trip to HollyBoth the Schine brothers, Louis
and Meyer, are now driving Cadillac cars. Charles Sesonske, who
lives in the neighboring town of
Johnstown, where he runs the
Grand theatre, was among the few
exhibitors along Film Row during
the past week, owing to the excessive heat. Mr. Sesonske drove
down for the day.
The Star theatre in Potsdam,
which was recently taken over by
the Papayanakos brothers, has
now been closed, although there is
a possibility of its being reopened
in the fall.
Harry Lazarus was instrumental
during the past week in the organization of the Kingston Theatre

corporation, the first step toward
Uie erection of a new motion picture theatre in that city. Mr. Lazarus was formerly a resident of
Albany, where he ran the Pine
Hills theatre. Associated with him
in the Kingston enterprise are D.
M. and R. A. Lazarus.
Whitehall may have a new theatre in the near future, for Frank
L. Gregory is behind a movement
to build a 2,000 seat house which
is to be erected on the site of the
old Hall Opera House, which
burned several years ago. Work
will get under way, according to
present plans on September 1.
Henry O'Neill, of Watertown,
connected with the Robbins theatres in that city, was in Albany
recently, and according to all reports, has been offered a position
with the local Universal Film
company.
Jake Golden, who is now handling the Griswold theatre in Troy,
is considering having his ushers
pass ice water to the patrons during the hot weather. Since taking hold of the Griswold, Mr. Golden has been instrumental in a
number of innovations, all of
which
have gone toward increas-"
ing patronage.
The foundation tfor the new
Proctor theatre in Schenectady,
has been practically completed, al-
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though itisstructionexpected
that nearly
the con-a
will consume
year. The Hudson Theatre in
Schenectady, which has been playing stock for several months, has
been closed for the summer.
After watching the effects of
hot weather for several days,
George Roberts of the Colonial
theatre in Albany, was heard to
remark that he would much prefer
running a swimming pool. Pictures will be discontinued at the
theatre on June 22, 23, 24, at which
time the Shriners will give a minstrel show. Mr. Roberts, who is
director of the Berinstein chain
of houses, reports that the work
of erecting the new Regent theatre, which will seat 2,200 persons
will get under way in Elmira, in
the very near future.
The Mark Strand, in Albany,
is calling attention these days on
its programs to the fact that the
theatre is cool and comfortable
and calling particular attention to
the ventilating system.
Richard Bennett, of New York
cit)', is the new cashier at the
Warner brothers' exchange, formerly \'itagraph.
Vacation periods are already
getting under way in the local
exchanges. Miss Renee Craven, of
the First National exchange, is
planning to spend several days later on in Jamestown, where she
will be the guest of friends.
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tennis tourTHE third annual
nament of First Xational
Pictures, Inc., is now being played
Court,
Rip'sWest
at and
off
The
Ave. ixth
End Ninety-s
Street
tournament, the winner of which
will be awarded the Eschmann
Cup, contributed by E. A. Eschmann, has been in progress for a
week and will continue for about
three weeks more. The EschCup is to the motion pictennis
world what the Davis
turemann
Cup is to amateur tennis players,
so that it is regarded as a trophy
verj- much worth while possessing. The finals, it is expected from
present plans, will be played off at
the First Xational outing early
nt
tournamenow
year'sTaylor,
in
by Matt
won Last
wasJuly.
tion.
The
with another film organiza
plaxers still in the running after
the plaving of the first round are
Sam Spring, C. M. Steele, A. W.
Smith, Jr., C. F. Chandler, Bruce
Gallup, Sol Shernow, W. F. Crosbie. S. Charles Einfeld, A. P.
Waxman, George Bilson, Sterling
W'ilson and Charles Bailey.
While there are no available
figures to show just how many
theatres have actually closed for
the summer months, reports from
a number of exchanges and other
points of information indicate
that up to the present time there
appears to be a greater tendency
to close this year than last, the
increase being about twenty-five
per cent. The same condition is
also reported from Northern New
Jersey. It is particularly noticeable that the greater part of the
exhibitors who have shut down
are taking advantage of the opportunity offered, to make extensive improvements in their theatres.
Recent local closings for the
summer are B. S. Moss's Flatbush and the Midwood in Brooklyn. The Midwood is operated bv
M. S. McNamara, vice-pres. of
the M. P. T. O. of Brooklyn. The
Willis in the Bronx, one of the
Consolidated Amusement Company's chain, has also closed for
the summer.
Herman Farbstcin, who runs
the Cozv at 8th Ave. and 53rd St.

N

ew

period.
Rocking Chair Mo\ic-s, operated
b}- the Brighton Beach Park Bathing Co., will open their open air
theatre on Saturday, June 20th.
Over in New Jersey, Harry
Hecht who owns the Regent in
Kearney, will close his house in
order to make some alterations.
He will reopen in the fall.
A number of prominent Jersey
exhibitors are on their vacations
at this time of the year. A. Osterman of the Grand and City theatres, Newark, is on a European
tour. Fred Mertens of the Fulton
theatre in Jersey City has taken
his family to Ocean Grove for the
season.
Cy Fabian and his family will
move to their summer home at
Bradley Beach. Abe Fabian, Sr.
and Jr. will go to Deal, N. J..
Chas. Dooley of the Regent of
Paterson will spend the summer
at Avon, N. J.
Doctor Harris of the Capitol
theatre, Passaic, N. J., has returned to his home after an extended vacation thru the West.
Keith's Capitol in Union Hill,
New Jersey, will close about the
middle
season. of June for the summer
Louis Heyman, the popular manager of the recently completed
New Empire at Rahway, N. J.,
was a visitor among the exchanges
this week. A. Oakin of the
Cranford theatre, Cranford, was
also observed in a heated conversation with Ed. Carroll of Associated Exhibitors. The talk was
all about a moustache, Ed. refusing to do business until Manager Oakin shaved off the growth.
Steps
being in
taken
baseballare
enthusiasts
Newby York
film offices to revive the motion
picture baseball league, which was
in existence several seasons up to
a few years ago. Philip Abrahams,
manager of the newly-formed
\\'arner
Bros, team,
expects to incalla
a conference
of managers
few days to discuss the situation
and draw up a schedule.

Harry
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will put his house on the three
day a week schedule.
The Cross Bay at Richmond
Hill has closed for an indefinite

St.

ger nedof
manaretur
GE.
. the McKE
local AX,
Fox office
this week from a successful sales
trip through Xorthern Central
Illinois.
Oscar Turner has closed his
Grand Theatre at Harrisburg, 111.,
for the Summer.
Both of the houses at Eldorado,
111., have closed for the remainder
of the season.
Jim Drake has taken over the
airdome at Sarah street and West
Pine fwulevard. He also plans to
re-open his airdome in Maplewood,
Mo.
Jack Weil of Jack Weil Productions and Jack Underwood,
manager of the local Enterprise

and

Picture

Rathner, Pres. Astor Film
Corporation.

The Warners played their first
game at Central Park last week,
defeating the Fox team by a score
of 15 to 12. The Fox players
oiithit the Warners by the narrow
margin of 17 to 16, but home runs
by Punzo, Catterson and Brennan, a triple by Capt. Hummel,
and doubles by Hummel and
Punzo, all of the Warners, told in
the final score.
The. Metro-Goldwyn baseball
team defeated the Pathe outfit at
the Catholic Protectory Oval last
Saturdav afternoon by the score
of 12 to 11.
Borack and Kaufman were the
battery for M-G and Walsh,
Thorpe and Higgins for Pathe.
Highlights of the big game
were a home run by Arthur Loew
who hit to deep right field with
one on putting the game on ice
for Metro-Goldwyn. Howard
Dietzond base
played
right
fieldconsidered
and secand he
is still
one
of the best tennis playei^s in
the industry.
The winning team was composed of Gottlieb.
Lowenthal.
Wagner. \'ette.
SpringCohen.
and
Dorman in addition to those already mentioned.
This Saturdav at the same

grounds Metro-Goldwyn plays the
W arner Brothers team.
It is reported that Loew's Inc.
may atretake
the Freeman theup in over
the Bronx.
The property at 181st St. and
Broadway originally purchased by
W'm. Fox with the intention of
using it as a theatre
site has
been disposed of by the owners.
The Strand theatre at Farmingdale, L. I., has been taken over
by A. M. Clifford. This house
has been closed for some time and
Mr. Clifford reopened it on June
11th.
Harry Harris had an accident
on an e\ ening of last week with
his new Xash sedan. Harry was
not injured but the car suffered
considerable damage.
G. A. Graves, formerly associated with Christmas & Walsh of
Yonkers, is building a 600 seat
house at Broadway. Yonkers.
Henry Suchman, of Suchman
Bros., is traveling around in a
new Packard sedan.
Among the local theatres installing new equipment furnished by
Joe Hornstein at Howells, Inc.,
are H. M. Schwartz's Farragut in
Brooklyn, the Strand at Farmingdale, L. I., the Thousand Islands
Association, Suchman Bros; Henenson theatre, the Claremont and
the Bronxville High school.
Universal's Home Office Baseball team entered the New York
City film league last Saturday
with an overwhelming victory over
the Warner Brothers outfit. The
score in the seventh inning, when
the gamewaswas24 called
consent,
to 3. by mutual
Frank Mastroly, assistant export manager for Universal,
pitched for the Laemmle team.
One of the features of the game
was the all around playing by Tom
Meehan, center field for Universal.
He knocked two four-sackers, one
with the bases full. He also
made
many spectacular catches in
the field.
Cortlandt
Batteries
for
The gamePark.
was played
at "Van
Warner Brothers were Kingsbury
and McBerth pitching; Catterman
and Tate catching. For L^niversal,
Mastroly
pitching, Briskman
catching.

L OUIS

offices, visited exhibitors in Springfield, Jacksonville, Taylorville,
Pana and vicinity during the week.
The Gem Theatre, Taylorville,
111., has been closed to undergo
the final stages of its transformation into a larger and finer picture
house. As has been printed the
new house was built around and
over the old Gem wRile shows continued. It will re-open early _in
September.
Visitors of the week were : C.
Bradley, Red Bud, 111. ; John Pratt,
Fulton, Mo. ; Roy Miller, Mexico,
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lilly,
Hannibal. Mo.

Fifteen hundred boys and girls
of St. Louis and vicinity enjoyed
a boat excursion Saturday, June
13, as guests of the Film Corporation of America. The outing
was on the palatial steamer St.
Paul. The little ones were invited
via the air. Romaine Fielding,
director general of the company,
sent out the invitations from the
company
broadcast
stationin KF\'E.
This station
is unique
that it
never broadcasts at a time to interfere with attendance at local
theatres, waiting until admissions
for the last show of the evening
have been sold.
Wilfred Rodgers, 17 years old,
son of Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Rod-

gers of Poplar Bluff, Mo., graduated from the Western Military
Academy, Alton, 111., the past week
and as a reward for his work his
parents have given him a two
months' trip to Europe. When he
returns to this country he will
enter the University of Missouri
at Columbia, Mo.
Billy Sohm and wife of Quincy,
III., will journey to Omaha, Nebr.,
to
witness
from
the their
Schoolson's
of graduation
Medicine,
Creighton University, Omaha.
Sohm is manager of the Belasco
Theatre, Quincy, 111.
Charles Harned has re-opened
the theatre at Bethany, 111.
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MALL, formerly asELMER sistant
manager of the Rialto
theatre, Milwaukee has taken a
position in the same capacity to
Harry Jones, manager of Saxes
Merrill theatre.
W. J. Van Dyke owner of the
Vaudette theatre Kaukaunna, Wis.,
has started on a long motor .journey to Los Angeles via the
southern route. He will visit the
studios while out in movie colony and no doul)t will have a lot
of news for the boys when he returns home about Aug. 15th.
M. J. WeisfeUll, divisional sales
manager of F. B. O. is spending a
few weeks at the Milwaukee exchange and this week has been
making a trip in the territory accompanied byS. H. Abrams, manager of the Milwaukee ofRce.
Henry Goldman, Green Bay,
Wis., operating the Colonial and
Grand theatres has been remodeling the Colonial, increasing seating
capacity, installing a new ventilating system and in both houses installed reflector arcs in his machines.
Max Stahl, manager Educational Exchange, Milwaukee, has
returned
from that
Company's
nual convention
which
was held an-in
New York City. He reports it
was the most successful event of
its kind in the history of their
organization.
The Alhambra theatre, Carl
Laemmle's
latest
in
Milwaukee will
closeacquisition
Aug. 1st for
general
repairs.
Already one

thousand new .seats ha\e been installed and it is understood that
considerable work will be done
before reopening again.
Les Hoadley, organist at the
Milwaukee theatre, Teutonia A\e.,
is the proud papa of a baby girl
w^ho arrived last Saturday morning. Papa Hoadley now is playing all the baby songs on the
Wurlitzer at the Milwaukee —
even "Rock-a-Bye-Baby" and
"Baby Shoes."
H. J. Fitzgerald, brancii manager of First National, Milwaukee
will start out on a two weeks business trip into the upper peninsular of Michigan covering large
and small towns in this section.
E. C. Foster was recently elected
president of the Musicians Union
in Milwaukee, succeeding Walter
Hoi man.
F. R. Trottman, owner of the
Gem theatre, Milwaukee left on
his annual summer vacation and
will spend most of his time fishing at Manitowish, Wisconsin.
Charlie Koehler, formerly with
Paramount and now with Progress
Pictures, Milwaukee, has acquired
we understand, a new Maxwell
sedan, and that he plans going out
in the territory very shortly to
show the boys his new car.
Producers Distributing Corp., it
is understood will in a very short
time operate as a buying exchange
in Milwaukee.
On Monday, June 22, Warner
Bros, are opening their Vitagraph
Exchange in Milwaukee.
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LINLK has sold the HipEB.
• podrome, Williamsport, Pa.,
to an undisclosed purchaser for
$255,000. He has operated a theatre on the same site for the past
fifteen years. He will retire from
the motion picture industry and
enter the real estate business.
Moskovitz & Lyson, who have
operated the Star Theatre 31st &
Wharton Sts., Philadelphia, for

Edward Heam, in support of Clara
Bow in the new B. P. Schulberg production, "The Lawful Cheater."

|

some years, have leased it to M.
Seltzer. The theatre will be opened the latter part of August after
extensive alterations have been
made.
Oscar Neufeld, of De Luxe ;
Ben Amsterdam, of Masterpiece ;
Gene Marcus, of Twentieth Century ;Dave Starkman, of Standard Films and John Bethel, of
-American Feature Film Exchange
were among the Philadelphians
who recently attended the I.M.P.
& D.A. conference in New York.
Grovner and Handel, who operate a chain of small theatres in
West Jersey, are in the market for
some small theatres in the south
central part of the state. No deal
has as yet been closed.
George Maillard, Scranton salesman for Pathe, has returned to
his
duties
after a two weeks' illness.
Carl Bonowitz, the well-known
i.rganist. who has been playing for
several years at the Germantown
Theatre, has signed a long-term
contract with the Stanley Company of America. He will open
the Stanley Company's new $3,000000 theatre on the Boardwalk, Atlantic City, on July 4th and will
play in Atlantic City permanently
thereafter.
The Broadway, one of the Stanley Company's
South Philadelphia
picture
and vaudeville
houses, has
been closed for the season.
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City
K ansas
BRUCE FOWLER of Chicago,
former manager of the Mc\"ickers theatre, has arrived in
Kansas City to manage the Newman and Royal theatres for Paramount, the houses being recently
purchased
man. Mr. from
FowlerFrank
will beL. inNewfull
charge of the theatres after this
week, it is understood. Mr. Newman said Tuesday he was uncertain as to what date he would
leave for Los Angeles, where he
will manage three theatres there
for Paramount.
Theodore P. Davis, formerly
an exhibitor of the St. Louis territory, recently purchased the
Liberty theatre, Parsons, Kas.
He was unacquainted with the
fact that prior to obtaining service in the Kansas City territory
the sale of his former theatre
and purchase of the Parsons
would have to be investigated by
a theatre board which proves all
sales and purchases in the territory. He was "up against it."
Then along
cameof "Doc"
Cook,
business
manager
the M.P.T.O.
Kansas-Missouri, who was on a
tour. After a couple of cigars
had been smoked up "Doc" had
explained away all Mr. Davis'
troubles and Mr. Cooke departed
with a check from Mr. Davis for
a membership in the M.P.T.O.K-M.
At a meeting of virtually all
exhibitors of Kansas City Tuesday in the Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City, plans were formulated
for conducting the Better Movie
Week campaign in conjunction

with the national move. Elaborate arrangements are to be made,
the details of which will be worked
out later. Jay Means, vice-president of the M.P.T.O. KansasMissouri, was chosen general
chairman of the Kansas City committees. Several appointments on
a number of the committees,
which will be about ten in number, are yet to be made.
The Garden theatre, down town
house of Kansas City which has
been closed, will open Sunday, the
policy being a first run feature, a
comedy • and stock musical comedy with 50 cents top on Sunday
and 40 cents on week. This is
the second Kansas City theatre
within the last two weeks to adopt
the motion picture-musical comedy combination for the summer,
the other house having been the
Globe. J. C. Randolph will manage the theatre.
F. C. Grubel and E. J. Grubel,
owners of the Electric theatre,
first run house of Kansas City,
Kas., now are the largest holders
of Minnesota avenue frontage
property — the principal street of
Kansas City, Kas., — in town. The
holdings of the two brothers, who
last week purchased a site to be
reserved for a theatre, now aggregates 305 feet and is valued
at more than $750,000.
Convention Hall and Penn Valley Park in Kansas City served
as bits of Hollywood last week
when Paramount used them as a
studiotests
andof "location"
in making
film
four aspiring
motion
picture stars, the tests being part

Salt
EDDIE DIAMOND, manager
of the Pantages Theatre, returned yesterday from Los Angeles where he attended the
Shriner's convention. He said the
movie electrical parade was a
wonderful sight.
Max Schubach, who operates a
string of theatres in the Denver
territory, is paying this city a visit
enroute to the coast.
Art Schayer, manager of the
local Fox exchange has joined the
rest of the film managers in acshinycoupe,
auto. andArt's
selection quirising a new
a Dodge
he
is making them all sit up and take
notice.
Frank Horr, formerly shipper at
the Producers Distributing Cor-

poration local office has resigned to
take over the managerial reins at
the Star Theatre which opens today at Bingham Canyon, Utah.
Louis Strike, owner of the Star
here, is the owner. Al Seal, formerly shipper at Select and Greater Features will succeed Horr.
Following the policy of the Orpheum vaudeville, the local Orpheum discontinues variety performances next week, devoting the
entire time to two first run productions a week.
Dave Schayer has tendered his
resignation of the Orpheum Theatre.
Joe English, crack salesman in
zone number 6 in Montana out of
the local Famous Players-Lasky
has "gone and done it." Mrs.
English is a Montana product.
The ceremony was solemnized
June 10 at Billings. Joe says that
he will continue to sell films notwithstanding.

Felix Feist, general sales manager of the Metro-Goldwyn corporation was here this week on his
tour of the exchanges of the
country. He was accompanied by
Harry Lustig, Western Division
220 WEST42^^^ST:?EET i Manager. They went into conNEW YORK
\
ference with George L. Cloward,
resident
manager, with Feist exPHONE
r>
plaining the policies governing
^ ALLAN A.LOWNES; distribution of the productions on
CHICKEPINC
2037
PRES.
this season's release schedule.

of a nation-wide campaign to
select twenty young men and
women to be trained in Paramount
picture school on Long Island.
Jungle heat failed to slow up
Kansas City's movie row last
week. R. V. Anderson, director
of International News, and W. E.
Truog, Universal district manager, drove 300 miles to Kansas
City to attend a sales meeting.
T. O. Eyerie, First National
branch manager, returned at last
from the territory and said he
soon would hit the trail again.
Bob Withers, Enterprise branch
manager, also returning and
plunging
intohe the
land"
againback
before
had "selling
time to
shave.
Al Kahn, formerly president of
Film Classics, Inc., former Vitagraphsas distributers,
City soon to will
enterleave
the Kanreal
estate business in Florida.
All employees of the MetroGoldwyn branch are on the outlook for the Metro-Goldwyn
"trackless train," which is expected
to pass through Kansas City
next month.
Harry Taylor, Universal branch
manager, is covering the Eastern
Kansas territory this week while
at the Kansas City office they are
celebrating "Billy Truog Tribute
Period" for a month in honor of
W. E. Truog, Universal district
manager. In fact there is a mystic air of prosperity around the
"U" branch, Freddie Hershorn of
that office having purchased

Lake

another car, this one being a
huge
sedan.
F. H.
Butler has been added to
the staff of P.D.C., while Mike
Frisch, former Des Moines film
veteran, left Kansas City for the
West Coast.
C. F. Senning, Educational
branch manager, left behind a
busy office to attend the annual
convention of his company in New
York.
Sam Krullberg, Chadwick home
office representative, was a Kansas City visitor.
H. E. Schiller, former Exlucational branch manager, has been
appointed city salesman for First
National.
Among
the Kansas
out-of-town
exhibitors in the
City market
last week were ; Stanley Chambers, Miller Theatre, Wichita,
Kas. ; Fees Brothers, Parsons,
Kas. ; O. K. Mason, Newton,
Kas. ; J. R. Burford, New Burford
theatre, Arkansas City, Kas. ; M.
T. Wilson, Chanute, Kas. ; H.
Ford and M. Holliday, Carthage,
Mo. ; Charles Sears, Sears Circuit, Nevada, Mo. ; C. M. Pattee,
Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kas.
The Maple and Best theatres
of Wichita, Kas., have been taken
over by C. E. Sutton, according
to advices reaching Kansas City.
C. E. Graf, owner of the Photoplay theatre, Havensville, Kas.,
was under the impression that he
deserved a vacation, so last week
he
forth toconfining
"see thehiscountry"
for set
a month,
trip to
the West Coast.

City

Reginald Denney, Universal star,
will be in this city Monday to
make personal appearances at the
Victory Theatre.
The Carl Laemmle special traveling unit making the "See America First" series pulled into this
city Tuesday, under the direction
of C. E. "Doc" Holah. A delegation headed by Mayor C. Clarence
Neslen, and the ten girls who
were selected as beatity contest
participants, met the unit at the
Salt Lake County line and escorted
the big Fageol roadster and the
palatial Pullman trailer to the city.
A parade down the main streets
and then up to the capitol, where
Governor George H. Dern welcomed Holah to the state, followed.
R. D. Boomer, short subject
salesman for the local Pathe
branch, returned from southern
Utah yesterday after a successful
trip. He leaves tomorrow for
northern Utah and has received
a splendid proposition on the
coast. He is succeeded at the
local house by H. H. Johnson, formerly chief of police at Toole,
Utah, where he owns the Strand
Theatre.
Our old friend Jimmie Keitz
and family pulled in from Denver
yesterday having made a record
drive from the Colorado capitol to

this city. He went to Denver in
the interest of exploitation on a
Columbia production.
Ned Marin,
Western and
SalesL. Di-J.
rector for Universal,
Schlaifer, newly appointed Division
Alanager, will be here next week.
The latter replaced Fred Gage,
who recently resigned. He comes
in from Portland, while Marin is
headed for the coast from Chicago.
Alex Singelow has been added to
the Fox Sales force out of the
local office to cover Montana. He
was formerly covernig that state
from the office at Butte which was
transferred to this city last week.
Jimmie Lynn, formerly manager
of the Fox exchange at Butte was
tendered a farewell banquet at
Butte prior to the closing of the
office, by the theatre men and exchange employees of that city.
Lynn land
is territory
now working
for Fox. in the PortJ. H. ]Miller, operating the Ideal
Theatre at Heber City, Utah, and
H. H. Rich, owner of the Rich
Theatre at Montpelier, Idaho were
on the Row this week contracting
for new productions for their
houses.
The old Vitagraph emblems have
disappeared from the exchange
windows and beautiful new signs
have taken their place announcing
that Warner Brothers are therein
housed.
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Central

NOTWITHSTANDING the
first ten days of June broke
all heat records of the Harrisburg Weather Bureau for that
period in any year, every motion
picture theatre of the city is still
operating and at this writing none
has indicated any intention of
closing during any part of the
summer. This applies both to
neighborhood and downtown theatres. This is almost unprecedented
for Harrisburg where usually,
each summer, one or more theatres have closed to take advantage
of the dull season.
One theatre in Steelton, the
Standard, has closed for the
summer. It is owned by Thomas
J. Nelley, a prominent politician
and hotel man, who also owns
the Strand, a larger theatre in the
same town which will continue
to operate during the heated

period. Charles E. Newbaker is
manager of both houses. The
Victoria theatre, Steelton, a small
picture house patronized largely
by colored persons, will continue
in operation through the summer.
Prior to beginning work of
erecting their proposed new motion picture theatre in West
Scranton, the Comerford Amusement Company will await the report of engineers who have been
employed to learn if there is any
danger of cave-ins at the site,
which is in the coal mining
regions. There have in the past
been cave-ins in that vicinity, as
in other parts of Scranton which
are built over mining operations,
but in recent years conditions generally have been made safer
through building huge underground pillars in the worked parts
of the mines or by filling in the

P enn
voids. The site of the proposed
theatre is on North Main Avenue
and the Comerford interests desire to satisfy themselves that the
underground
conditions are safe
ing.
before proceeding with the buildJohn Sollenbergen, lessee and
manager of the Star picture theatre in Hiimmelstovi'ii, rented the
building to the Dauphin County
Volunteer Firemen's Association
for the holding of its seventh annual convention on June 12 and
13. A feature of the convention
was a big parade on the 13th.
High intensity lamps, three
times more powerful than those
formerly used on the projection
machines
in Loew's has
Regent
tre in Harrisburg,
just Theabeen
installed. Manager Sydney J.
Gates says the new lamps will
make the pictures brighter than

heretofore and will bring out more
details in the scenes. A generator weighing 1700 pounds was
required to take care of the new
lamps. It was announced also
that
Regent's big screen has
been the
re-silvered.
"Loew's Regent Newsette," an
attractive newspaper appearing
each week from Loew's Regent
Theatre, novation
Harrisburg,
inintroduced sinceistheanLoew
interest took over the house.
One Sydney
feature J.of Gates,
the "Newsette"
which
the house
manager, regards as especially
valuable as a business-getter, is
a coupon which appears in each
issue asking patrons to advise the
management whether they desire
to be informed by mail of the
coming programs each week.
Patrons are asked to mail the coupon to the theatre or leave it with
an attendant in the main lobby.

Detroit
CHARLES J. RICHARDSON,
assistant dramatic critic of
the Detroit Times has been appointed motion picture editor of
the same publication. He succeeds Lee J. Smits, recently resigned. Mr. Richardson is also
Detroit correspondent for Motion
Picture News.
Sam Warner, of Warner
Brothers was a recent visitor in
Detroit, attending local sales conferences.
Captain Nungesser, French Air
hero, who attracted much attention during his Detroit visit at the
Broadway Strand, is now appearing at the Powers theatre in Grand
Rapids.
In the avalanche of new houses,
which Detroit is to have, at least
three of them will open before

the end of the current year. The
first to open will be the New
Roosevelt, owned by the Cinderella
Theatre corporation. The Grand
Riviera, out Grand River avenue
at Joy Road, is fast nearing completion and will be opened within
anewfewState
weeks.
John on
H. Elizabeth
Kunsky's
Theatre
and Woodward is not to open until
December. It has been previously
announced that the theatre wouli
be completed next October.
Sam Brown will open his third
theatre in Detroit, next September, when the Fenkell is opened
to the public. This house, at
Fenkell and Dexter, will seat approximately 1,100, and will be
operated as a combination house.
Fitzpatrick and McElroy are
now supervising the construction

of three new theatres. They are
located in Alpena, Ludington and
Three Rivers. The Alpena house
is constructed on the site of the
former Maltz theatre which
burned recently. The house will
have a seating capacity of 1,300.
The Ludington house will be
finished in August and will take
the place of the old Lyric. The
Three Rivers auditorium will be
one of the most elaborate motion
picture palaces
a small
com-be
munity. The newin house
is to
directly opposite the Rex theatre
which is in operation as usual.
Edward C. Beatty has just returned from an extended trip to
New York City and Atlantic City.
Al Ruttenberg, of the New
Home theatre is preparing to depart on his annual journey to the

Muskoka lake country of Ontario.
R. H. Stubbs, of the same theatre
has justtrip.
returned from an eastern
motor
The Shubert, Detroit, has closed
its regular musical comedy policy
for the summer and is now being
devoted to the showing of motion
pictures. The first attraction is
"Some Wild Oats," which has
been shown in the same house in
past summers.
Louis Wisper, of Wisper and
Ruttenberg, now operating the
Gratiot theatre in Detroit, plans to
spend more than $15,000 on the
house within the coming month.
A new organ has been ordered and
the whole auditorium is to be redecorated, refurnished and renovated. The reopening date is tentatively set for September 1.

lanada

UNUSUAL interest was
aroused at Toronto, Ontario,
on June 10 through the arrival
there of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trackless train with its usual
crew. Unique incidents occurred
when the train pulled into the
brand new Union Station, this being the first "train" to make use
of the big depot. Representatives
of Regal Films, Limited, and
others were on hand to greet the
caravan and accompanied it on its
journey to the City Hall where it
was welcomed by Mayor Foster.
Later in the day the film train
proceeded to the Parliament
Buildings at Toronto where it was
inspected by Government officials.
Following the announcement of
the promotion of Phil Reisman of
COSTUMES

Toronto, general manager of Famous-Lasky Film Service, Limited,
to the headquarters staff of Famous Players-Lasky at New York,
it is reported that he has been succeeded as Canadian District manager by W. Milligan, who was formerly identified prominently with
Famous-Lasky Film Service, Limited. There are no other changes,
it is understood, W. A. Bach continuing as Ontario branch manager
at Toronto, and Ed. English remaining as Montreal branch manager, other managers in key cities
continuing as before.
Some few weeks ago announcement was made at Montreal, Quebec, that free moving picture
shows would be held locally along
educational lines at appropriate intervals. The first of these free
FOR

HIRE

shows was held on a recent morning at the Capitol theatre, Montreal, the manager of which is
Harry Dahn, under the auspices of
the University of Montreal and
the Canadian Pacific Railway
when a five-reel picture of Canadian scenery from Coast to Coast
was presented before a good
audience. Other promised features relate to such subjects as
Safety First, Forest Conservation,
respect for law and order, etc.
Jack Arthur, directing the Hippodrome, Toronto, leading house
of tht Famous Players chain, outlined the summer policy of the
"Hipp" on June 12 in a special announcement. The big house has
been done over with chintzes and
cretonnes in place of heavy drapes.

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

lights are dimmed and other effects
secured. Admission prices have
been reduced, the scale now including 25 cents for matinee performances and up to 75 cents for
night shows. Mr. Arthur is making a special point of the fact that
the feature starts each night at
9 :45 o'clock "enabling people to
have dinner, to enjoy the daylight
saving and still see a Hippodrome
Walter F. Davis, who has been
outstanding
as the manager of the
presentation."
Metropolitan theatre, Winnipeg,
for the past year, is slated for a
special post at the Toronto headquarters of Famous Players Canadian Corp., it is announced at
Toronto. Mr. Davis went to Winnipeg some time ago from Alabama.
1437 Broadway
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San

o's part of "See
FranciscFirst"
SANAmerica
was completed early and shown at the
Granada Theatre with the week
beginning June 6th. A couple of
days before its completion picturesandweremany
taken went
of theto city's
shoppers
this house
to see their beloved city on the
screen. In the screen \^anna Carroll, winner of the contest held
under the direction of Universal
Pictures and a local daily, took
the leading part.
One of the local publications is
raising a fund to be sent to needed children in the Far East and
much
favorable
comment was

F

Picture

News

rancisco

Flynn was popular in Los Angeles
motion picture theatrical circles
having been connected with the
Hippodrome in that city and at
one time with the Unique Theatre
at Belvedere. John MacFarland
popular in local motion picture circles for the past year has been appointed assistant house manager of
the Imperial. "Smiling Mac", as
he is known was formerlj' connected with the Granada and California theatres in this city, in various
capacities.
George A. Oppenheimer of
George A. Oppenheimer, Inc.,
which recently sold out to Warner
Brothers, will, on June 17th, to-

made
whenUniversal
Carl Laemmle,
ident of
Pictures, pr'essent
this publication a check for $25
to add to its fund.
Joseph Urban, theatrical scenic
designer who has been in California for six months engaged in motion picture activities has returned
to New York to submit plans and
sketches for the new Ziegfeld
Theatre at Fifty-fourth street and
Sixth avenue, the construction of
which has started.
Announcement has been made
that Wilford C. Flynn, has been
appointed house manager of the
Imperial Theatre. Before joining
Charlie Pincus at the Imperial,

gether with his family, sail for a
trip to Europe.
Ethel Sea vers, whose smiling
face for the past two years was
popular at either the local Universal or Metro-Goldwyn offices has
accepted
offerWest
to beCoast
the "hostess" at thethenew
Theatres,
Inc.,
Northern
California
offices which have been enlarged and
are now in the Loew Building.
The entire Board of Directors
of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
together with Manager Bowles,
meet in the local offices of the
company the second week in June
to discuss the enlarging of the
corporation's business.

lanapo
InJi

E is reMAJOR C. B.decoratingBLAK
the Savoy theatre
in Louisville. The Savoy was formerly the old Buckingham of burlesque fame, and Major Blake has
been three years rernoulding the
by featuring good mopolicy
house tion
picture attractions. He is a
r
firm believe that clean shows will
win out and has proved this by
his long up-hill pull.
The Cherokee Amusement Co.
has sold their Cherokee theatre on
Bardstown Road, Louisville, to
Alfred Kopf, Ben Ford and H. W.
Nadal, for a consideration of approvimately $50,000. Mr. Nadal

ing in New York and is very enthusiastic in regard to the newly
adopted plans.
The Switow Theatrical Co. of
Louisville are remodeling the Orleans theatre at Orleans, Ind.
When completed, the Orleans will
be a strictly modem small theatre.
Mr. Switow is in Europe and the
present time in Palestine. He will
return about September 1st.
The Jacobson sisters are building
a new theatre at Preston and Caldwell streets. Louisville. This
house will have a seating capacity
of 500 and will cater to colored
patronage.

owns and operates the Hilltop theatre at 1759 Frankfort Ave., Louisville.
The Parkland, in Louisville,
operated by H. G. Peltier, is the
only theatre in the city that does
not open on Sunday.
The Louisville Cement Co. Community House is building a new
auditorium at Speed, Indiana. The
seating capacity will be 500, and
the new house will be under the
efficient
Dorsey. management of J. G.
Fred J. Dolle, director of the
Kentucky M. P. T. O. has recently
returned from the directors' meet-

Percy Gladden, one of the oldest
exhibitors in Indiana, has opened
an airdome at Worthington, Ind.
He has named it the Hippodrome
and it will seat 1000.
Whitie Wagoner has resigned
from Celebrated Players and has
joined
Indiana.the Metro-Goldwyn staff in
V. \\ Huddleston, a former
salesman with Famous Players in
Indianapolis has recently rejoined
the same sales force. Fred Wagoner the new branch manager of
Famous Players, states that he is
glad to have Huddleston back
again.

D enver

GRAINGER, genJAMESeral salesR.manager
of Fox Film
Corporation, is spending several
days in Denver in the interest of
the new super-productions of his
company.
Ned Marin, Western division
sales manager of Universal Film
Exchanges, is also in Denver for
a short visit. During his slay, a
regional sales conference of all
Universal salesmen in this territory
will be held.
Eugene Gerbase, local manager
of Universal has just returned
from an extensive sales trip into
the New Mexico territory.

J. H. Ashby, local manager of
Associated First National, has just
returned from visiting the key
cities
tory. of the New Mexico terriHarry Nolan, Western district
supervisor of Associated First
National, is in Salt Lake City for
a two weeks' visit to the local Exchange of the First National organization.
A. G. Edwards, one of the oldtimers in the Denver territory has
just brought new laurels to his
exchange and is proudly displayDesM

of Famous
UTSLER
LYLE
Players
is vacationing in
Denver, Colo.
Merrill Anderson of the advertising department of Famous
Players is spending his vacation in
the Black Hills, going on his motorcycle.
William ^ohnson of the Rialto
theatre. Fort Dodge, la., was a
visitor in the city during the past
week.
John Waller, an exhibitor from
Osceola, was a guest of Famous
Players during the past week.

Louis Koletis of the Columbia
theatre, Waterloo, was a guest of
Universal, this being his first visit
to Des Moines in a year.
J. E. Michaels of Leon was a
guest of the Universal during the
week.
R. S. Ballentyne, manager of
Pathe, is spending several days in
Chicago.
Joe .Smith, formerly of the Majestic theatre. Fort Dodge, la., is
tiow traveling in the northern part
of Iowa for Pathe. R. W. McEwan, who was formerly on the

ing twonificanmagnificent
sigt of his efficiencybanners
and energy
as a booker and salesman. The
banners represent the western division championship and the national championship of Producers
Distributing Corporation, resulting
from a contest among bookers for
securing new business. A parade
will be held in the near future in
which Ed will be required to carry
1)0th banners. Mr. Edwards is also
champion in many other lines in
which no insignias are presented.
Allen Burke, DeLuxe Feature
exchange manager of Salt Lake

City, Utah, has been a visitor at
the Local DeLuxe Exchan.ge during the past week. He returned
Friday of this week.
Ben Fish, well known exchange
man in the Denver territory, is in
Denver as a special feature representati\e of the Pathe Exchanges.
Mr. Fish was formerly a MetroGoldwyn exchange manager of
Den\er ha\^ng since been associated with Fox Film Corporation.
Mel Wilson is back visiting exhibitors in the Denver territory
as special
of Producers representative
Distributing Corporation.

oines

northern territory is now on the
southern territory.
A. W. Kahn, manager of Educational, isattending the national
convention of sales executives in
New York City.
R. J. Relf of the Star theatre,
Decorah, la., was a guest at the
Premier Exchange.
H. A. R. Dutton of Chicago,
president of the Exhibitors' Supply company, spent a week in Des
Moines.
Guy P. Morgan of New York,
representative for Samuel Gold-

City.
wyn Production, was a guest in
Des Moines enroute to Kansas
Leo Wedertz, contract clerk for
First National,
is spending
his vacation in Burlington,
la.
M. Bryant of the Gem theatre,
Celwein,recently.
was a visitor in Des
Moines
M. C. Rice, salesman for Film
Booking, is confined at the Iowa
Lutheran hospital. It will be several weeks before Mr. Rice is
back on the job.
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PROMOTION as manager of
the Galax theatre in Birmingham, Ala., has been received by
Rodney Bush, assistant manager
of Loew's Palace theatre in Memphis. Notice of the good fortune
was received by Mr. Bush on Saturday afternoon. He will leave at
once to take up the duties of his
new post. Mr. Bush has been
associated with the Famous-Players interests in Memphis since
last June and was formerly connected with the Jamestown, New
York, theatre for four years.
L. G. Moultrie, formerly of the
Alamo Theatre, Gainesville, Ga.,
has severed connections with that
theatre, having disposed of his interests to his associate, Mr. Robert Addington. Mr. Moultrie,
during his regime, built up an excellent business and created a generous measure of good will among
his patrons for the theatre. His
leave taking is causing general regret. Mr. Moultrie's
as
yet uncertain,
but it isplans
knownarethat
he expects to continue in the exhibition end of the industry.
A slight fire broke out at the
Rialto theatre, Atlanta, Tuesday
evening, when a fan motor broke.
No flurry or excitement was
caused, and the flames were quickly subdued. Although the fire
department was called by someone
in the lobby of the theatre who
smelled smoke, its services were
not needed for the fire was out by
the time the engines arrived. No
damage was done and nobody was
hurt or frightened due to the
quiet and expert handling of the
situation by Manager W. T.
Murray.
W. G. Atkinson, well known exhibitor in this territory who is at
present with the Hudson-Essex
company in Rockingham, North
Carolina, is planning to go back
ihto the film business. Mr. Atkinson has been connected with the
Majestic theatre in Hamlet, N. C.,
and the Star theatre in Rockingham. He was employed at one
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striking newspaper ad on 'The Price
of Pleasure"
(Universal)
at the Kings
and Rivoli,
St. Louis.
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time by the Rockingham Theatre
company to supervise and instruct
the remodeling of the Opera
house, now known as the Garden
Theatre. Later he managed the
Garden Theatre in Rockingham
and the Garden in Bennettsville,
S. C. During the past year Mr.
Atkinson has not been connected
with the exhibition game, but he
is definitely planning to go back
into this end of the business.
W. E. Callaway, who manages
this district for First National,
came in town Wednesday morning
from New Orleans for a few days
visit to the local exchange.
J. S. Jossey, who has under his
jurisdiction Cleveland and Cincinati for Progress Pictures, Inc.,
arrived in Atlanta Tuesday en
route to Forsyth, Ga., where he
will spend a short while with his
mother. Mr. Jossey, who is a
native Atlantan, will probably return to Atlanta for another brief
visit on his way back to New
York, in the next week or so.
F. E. Williamson, manager of
the Williamson and Grand theaters in Winter Haven, Florida,
came to Atlanta early in the week
for a flying visit to his friends up
and down film row.
C. B. Cleveland, of the Lyric
theatre, Lebennon, Tenn. is
another one of the visitors who
brightened film row with his presence this week.
Jack Cook, who has been traveling out of the New Orleans
branch of Producers Distributing
Corporation, has been transferred
to Atlanta, and will cover the
tory.
South Georgia and Florida terriMaurice Mitchell, of the Home
State Film company, spent last
week in Nashville, and returned
to Atlanta Wednesday of this
week, jubilant over the number of
contracts signed.
H. K. Buchanan, vice president
of the Home State Film Company,
came in Wednesday. He has been
spending the past six weeks in
North Carolina in the interests of
the company.
T. A. Branon who motored to
Charlotte, N. C, in his new Studebaker sedan, taking his family
with him, returned Tuesday after
aMrs.pleasant
weeks'
Branon two
did not
returnvacation.
to Atlanta, but is visiting relatives in
Greensboro. Mr. Branon heads
the Eltabeau office here.
R. B. Wilby is another distinguished visitor who was seen on
film row this week. Mr. Wilby
has particular interest in Atlanta
since the opening of the Cameo
theater, which, under the managership of Thomas G. Coleman, is
enjoying good business and is
making steady patrons of theatre
going Atlantans.
E. L. Cole, secretary of the
Atlanta Film Board of Trade, left
Thursday for Tennessee, where he
will remain for a few days in the
interests of the Board.
Phelps Sasseen, valued member
of the Liberty Film distributing

corporation sales force, came in
town last Friday to spend the
week-end, going out again Monday morning for South Carolina.
Jack Chertok of New York city,
who, for the past several weeks
has been located in Atlanta, is
leaving for Los Angeles, to join
the studio forces of Metro-Goldwyn. Mr. Chertok is a nephew of
Louis C. Rouglin, well known in
the local film fraternity. He is
going
jointhe
the definite
Metro-Goldwyn
forces towith
aim and
intention of studying the directorial end of the game, and with
hopes that he will be placed on a
director's staf?.
J. A. Rehkopf, who will be remembered in this territory as the
very capable inspector employed
last year by the Atlanta Film
Board of Trade, and more recently as the manager of the
Judge Titus theatres in Daytona,
is terminating his connection with
these theatres this week. Since
Judge Titus sold his holdings to
Famous Players-Lasky corporation, many changes have been
brought about, and it is due to this
rather recent deal that Mr. Rehkopf is terminating his services
which have extended all in all
over a period of 12 years with the
Daytona theatres. As yet Mr.
Rehkopf has made no definite
plans, but he expects to have his
own theatre, or to line up with
some organiation as supervisor of
projection.
For fourteen consecutive weeks
the local First National exchange
has held the coveted first place in
the
and paid"
—
first "played
place meaning
thatbusiness
it heads
all the exchanges in the country.
For this record C. R. Beacham,
exchange manager, is in line for
congratulations. W. E. Callaway,
district manager comes in for a
share of praise, also, in the rating
of the Southern district. Mr. Callaway's districtresults
has held for
first about
place
in business
twelve weeks.
Liberty Film Distributing corporation held a sales convention
Monday evening, at the Ansley
hotel. All the Atlanta salesmen
were in town in order to attend
the dinner. Leon Rich was present, and William Oldknow was a
guest in an unofficial capacity.
Those attending included Oscar
Oldknow, vice-president and general manager ; Hank Hearn, sales
manager and office manager; Milton Jones, booker and assistant
manager ; Ray Beall, head of publicity. Mr. Rich is to have charge
of the exchanges which will be located in Havana, Cuba, and Central America, according to present
plans. Frank Rogers, William
Specht, Rufus Davis, Phelps Sasseen, and Fred Martin — all members of Liberty's sales force, participated in the conference.
Adolph Samuels, who has been
, spending the past several months
in Germany, has returned. He
landed in New York Friday, and
arrived in Atlanta the early part
of this week, after an interesting
passage.
that Mr.
uels was Itonseems
the high
seas Samjust

about the time Mother Nature began kicking over the traces, and
the ship was steam heated throughout the entire voyage. However,
he reports a very delightful trip.
Mrs. Samuels is continuing to enjoy it, for she is remaining in
Breslau, visiting friends and relatives, and regaining her health.
E. C. Asbell, well known exhibitor in this territory, manager
of the Capitol and Grand theatres
in Macon, Ga., came in town last
week for a few days, visiting his
friends on film row and at the
several theatres.
C. W. Starr, salesman for Famous Players-Lasky, is now making
his territory in a handsome new
Dodge, and is able now to cover
ground in double quick time. His
route takes him through South
Georgia and South Carolina.
Dave Prince and Ernest Geyer,
branch manager and exploiteer,
respectively, of the Famous Players-Lasky force, returned from
Albany Saturday evening. Mr.
Geyer left town immediately
again, going to Tennessee Monday morning.
O. L. Freeman, ad sales manager for the local Paramount office is making a trip through Tennessee in his new Essex car, and
is sending back reports that busi"top-hole."
J. I.ness isSimms,
of Orangeburg, S.
C. has leased the Orangeburg
Theatres from the Orangeburg
Amusement company, and is taking charge immediately.
|iiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimiiiik
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Baltimore
I
DESPITE
the facttothat
the
weather returned
normal
and business took a decided turn
for the better, H. A. Blum, manager of the Victoria Theatre, 415
East Baltimore street, a downtown
playhouse closed Saturday night,
in August and
early Highlandtown,
13, until
June Grand
the
Theatre,
will close Saturday night, June 20,
according to an announcement by
C. B. Councilman, the manager.
It is also indicated that several
other moving picture theatres vvill
close shortly for a brief period
during the warm weather.
Guy L. Wonders, manager of the
Rivoli Theatre went to New York
last weeknament fortofilm
attend
golf tourmen the
at Briar
Club
Lodge.
The golf bug has^ bitten E. A.
Lake, manager
Keith'spracticing
Hippodrome for he isof busily
during his spare moments.
The theatres in Baltimore are
rapidly donning their hot weather
attire and the cool figured creton
and linen covers for the chairs and
new uniforms for the usherettes
and doorman give the playhouses
an air of cooling comfort.
Mrs. Frank A. Hornig, wife of
the manager of the Horn Theatre,
is now on a vacation at Atlantic
City and New York with their
young cently
12 fractured
year old
his son
arm. who re-
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SCHLAIFER, manager
LT.
. of the Seattle branch of the
Universal Pictures Corporation
for the last four years, was receiving the congratulations of his
friends on Film Row and among
the exhibitors last week upon the
announcement of his appointment
to the office of Western division
manager for Under
the Universal organization.
the terms of his
promotion, it is expected that he
will make his general headquarters
in San Francisco, as the exchanges at Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver, Spokane and Salt Lake City
are included in his territory. Mr.
Schlaifer has been in the employ
of the Universal company for a
number of years,
having been associated with them in Portland
prior to his coming here several
years ago.
Prices atTheatre
Jensen- Von
Coliseum
in Herberg's
this city
were raised to a fifty cent level
last week by Manager Frank
Steffy, coincident with the announcement of a new policy that
will bring a majority of that comlarger pictures to the Fifth
Avenue pany's
theatre.
J. A. Gage, manager of the
Educational Pictures Exchange,
left the city recently for New
York City, where he was scheduled
to attend the Educational branch
managers convention early in
June. At the time he left, Mr.
Gage's office here was in second
place in the National Sales Contest being run by that company.
Wallace Rucker, salesman for
the local office, remained in the
city
during
Gage'sofabsence
handle
the Mr.
business
the ex-to
change.
Under the direction of Clyde
Walker, editor of the Northwest
F"ilm Journal of this city, the

Motion

First Annual Pacific Northwest
Film Golf Tournament was rapidly being rounded into shape.
The tournament was to be held
at the Rainier Golf and Country
Club the middle of June, and exhititors and film men from every
part of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana were expected to take part. In addition
to various local trophies donated,
cups have been received from
Douglas MacLean, Carl Laemmle
and other film stars and magnate^.,
to be awarded for prowess on the
links.
F. J.ager\\'eskell,
ownerandandLiberty
manof the Rose
Theatres at Colfax, Wash., was
the only out-of-town visitor on
Film Row last week, with the
exception of the near-by exhibitors who spend a short time in
this city practically every week.
Mr. Weskell, accompanied by
\irs. Weskell, made their visit
a combined vacation of business
and pleasure, booking a number
of new pictures during their fourday visit in this city.
Sam Spring, secretary-treasurer of the First National Pictures Corporation was a recent
visitor in this citj', where he
spent a number of days in conference with Branch Manager
Fred G. Sliter, and John G. Yon
Herberg, a trustee of the First
National company. Mr. Spring
is a former Seattle resident, having lived here during his youth
and still having two brothers in
business in this city. He is on
a tour of the First National
branches, and left for California
after his brief visit in Seattle.
Following the remodeling of
the Casino Theatre in Spokane,
Manager Ray Grombacher has
announced his intention of spending approximately §25,000 in re-

Nat Beier, newly appointed manager
of Warner Bros. New Jersey exchange.
pairs and renovating on the
Liberty, his leading showhouse
in that town. Mr. Grombacher
was a recent visitor here, having
returned from the M.P.T.O.A.
convention with J. M. Hone, executive secretary of the M.P.T.
O.W., whose headquarters are
maintained in this city.
The Producers Distributing
Corporation office was entirely
ruled by the feminine element last
week, during the absence of the
male tionmembers
of enroute
the organizawho were all
to the
P.D.C. convention in San Francisco. Among those who made
the trip from this territory were
Branch Manager Charles E. Feldman. Office Manager A. J. Sullivan, and Salesmen A. H. McMillan, Jack Rue and C. L. Bruwell.
Something new in the line of
entertainment for children is being
provided by the Spokane first run

Picture

News

houses, in their Saturday Forenoon Matinees, being put over in
conjunction with various film and
civic bodies of that city. Because
there are practically no surburban houses in the city that offer
suitable children's programs, the
Saturday morning shows are developed with a thought to children's pleasure, and these bills, at
small admission prices, have been
extremely successful from nearly
every point of view.
L. K. Brin, president and general manager of Kwality Pictures
Exchanges in the Pacific Northwest, returned from Astoria last
week and was making preparations for a business trip to New
York City. In Astoria Air. Brin
attended the opening of the new
Astoria Theatre, built by local
capital as a community enterprise.
In New York he plans to buy a
number of Stage Right films for
distribution through his exchanges
during the coming season.
Announcement was made last
week by H. A. Black, branch
manager of the Warner Brothers\^itagraph Exchange, to the effect
that Dave Farquhar had been
moved to Vancouver, B. C.,
where he will open an office for
that organization to distribute
film throughout
Pacific
Canadian territory.theMr.
Farquhar,
who has been with the Warner
Brothers-Vitagraph office in Oregon, will
be succeeded
in theCode,
latter
territory
by Charles
brother of William Code, a suburban exhibitor of this city.
The Farewell Concert of Salvatore Santaella, pianist-director
of Al
Finkelstein's
tre Orchestra,
was Strand
held inTheathis
city
early
in
June,
and
Mr.
Santaella's association with that house
was terminated after a number
of months in this city.

Southeast

has been received of
WORD
an engagement announcement which reads as follows:
Mrs. Harvey Durant Abernathy of
announces the engageHickory,
ment of her daughter, Clarissa
Harlowe to Mr. Claude Francis
Lee, the wedding to take place SatJune 27th.Mr.at five
urday,noon.
is a kwellin
Lee o'cloc
the after
known exhibitor in North Carolina
having a theatre in Hickory and
Lincolnton, and before entering
into the exhibition end of the line,
he was associated with Southern
Enterprises quite a number of
years.
F. A. Abbott, owner of the Exand formerTheatre
manager ofhibitor's
the SupplyBroadway
this city, is now operating a picture Theatre at Blowing Rock,
N. C., and he is also furnishing
pictures for Lakewood Park.
Walter Griffith, General Manager of the Rosen Film Delivery
Service, of New Haven, Conn., is
a Charlotte visitor. Mr. Griffith
is here in the interest of inaugurat-

ing a truck delivery service out of
Charlotte, through the Charlotte
territory. He appeared before the
Film Board of Trade and explained thoroughly his proposition.
J. H. McWhorter salesman with
the Universal Film Exchange
has been promoted to Short Product Manager in the above named
Exchange.
C. A. Anderson formerly with
the Associated Exhibitors Exchange has joined the Universal
Sales Force. Mr. Anderson is a
brother of W. W. Anderson,
Manager of Pathe Office in Atlanta.
The Broadway Theatre, Charlotte, has changed from Keith
Vaudeville to Moving Pictures for
the Summer months.
Warner Bros., have rented
space in the new Film Building for
their Exchange and they are getting ready to open up as soon as
they have completed the necessary
arrangements and some improvements.
Tom Brannon and wife of At-

lanta, were Charlotte visitors the
past week. Mr. Brannon is the
General Manager of the Eltrabran
Film Company, with Offices ^ in
Charlotte, Atlanta, and New
Orleans.
Enos Beam, of Beam Bros.,
Shelby, vacation
N. C, isandtaking
a threeto
months
he intends
visit Los Angeles making the
rounds of the different Studios.
Mr. Beam has a beautiful Theatre in Shelby, which seats over
eight hundred people, and has an
eight
thusshow
givingin
to
his piece
patronsorchestra,^
a big City
a small town.
It is reported that A. F. Moses,
who is connected with the Piedmont Amusement Company of
Winston-Salem, N. C., is entering
into an agreement or arrangement
with the owners of the former
Broadway Theatre, which was. destroyed by fire some time ago, to
build a new Theatre on this site.
Mr. Moses is a member of the
Piedmont Amusement Company, as
stated above, and reports have
been circulated previously that the

Theatre would be built for the
Piedmont Amusement Company,
but it is now announced that the
Theatre will be leased to Mr.
Aloses exclusively.
W'alter Price, who was formerly
Manager for Aletro-Goldwyn, also
manager for the Universal Offices
in Washington and Philadelphia,
is a Charlotte visitor as personal
representati\ e of Mr. Jimmie
Granger. Mr. Price is looking
over the Charlotte Office of the
Fox Film Corporation, and will
be here a week or ten days.
C. L. (Hank) Henry, formerly
with Howard & Wells Amusement Co., of Wilmington, N. C,
has accepted a position with F.
B. O..South
as Salesman,
is to co%'er
the
Carolina and
Territory
for
this
Company.
A new theatre, the Royal, motion picture and vaudeville, has
just recently been opened by
President Milton Starr, of the
T. O. B. A. The theatre is located
in Columbia, South Carolina. Has
1028 seats. It is managed by
Evans Sprott.

Juyie
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WM. LYTLE and Jack Burke,
San Antonio theatre owners are in town looking over conditions at the Prince and Cozy
theatres, controlled by them. The
Cozy is dark at this time on account of a 22 story office building being erected alongside the
theatre.
P. K. Johnson branch manager
for Fox Film Service and Ben
Broyle, sales manager for Fox.
were in Houston for several days
this week.
Diaz Callaham from the office
of Producers Film Exchange,
Dallas was in town for a day this
week.
Ralph Morrow for two years
branch manager for Producers
passed through on a tour of inspection as district manager for

the same exchange. Air. Morrow
is one of the best known film men
in Texas and his many friends
were glad to learn of his promotion. Ed. Bloomingthal south
Texas salesman for Producers
was also in town.
Otto Brauer Universal manager
for the Houston territory left for
a ten day trip through east Texas.
Air. Brauer will make the trip in
his nevi^ Jordan car.
Claude Ezelle Associated Exhibitors manager for Texas spent
several days in Houston selling his
new fall product.
Plans to close the Palace theatre for the summer at the end of
next week's production didn't
come through and the Gene LewisOlga Worth company will continue throughout the season, as an-

nounced by Mr. Lewis early last
week.
The new fall picture line up has
caused a flock of film men to visit
• Houston. Possibly more film
salesmen and managers have been
in town during the past two weeks
than ever before in the same
period of time.
Otto Bauer, Universal south
Texas representative, set sail for
Dallas last week with two of the
prize contracts of the season.
W'm. Horwitz owner and manager of the New Texan and Iris
theatres is busy re-arranging his
programs to take care of the new
products he purchased while in the
east several weeks ago.
Aside from a regular campaign
announcing their daily attractions
the Majestic theatre is running a

local campaign on their cooling
system. The Majestic is one of
the
two theatres in Houston with
heating.
a modern system of cooling and
Sam Abrams, manager of the
Rialto theatre will leave for Dallas the latter part of this week.
Mr. Abrams will be out of town
for several days.
Ed Bremer, local manager of
the Majestic theatre, who has
been in Chicago for more than a
month will return to Houston the
latter part of this week. Mr.
Bremer has been on a tour of inspection for his company.
That a new downtown popular
price theatre will be erected at an
early date is almost a fact. It will
be erected and operated by the
Olymphus theatre owner.

Cincinnati

THE First National ofhces are
now quartered in their new
headquarters on the fifth floor of
the Broadway Film Building.
J. S. Jossey, president of Progress Film Co., spent several
days in the city conferring with
Maurice Strauss local manager
for his firm. Mr. Jossey is on
his way
north
spending
eral weeks
in after
the south
with sevhis
family.
Interests controlling the Hill
Top Theatre, Louisville, Ky., have
purchased the Cherokee theatre in
the same city for the sum of
$50,000.
Jack Von Tilzer, special representative for United Artists

stdjiped off at the local exchange
last week.
Hill and AlcVail owners of the
Lyric Theatre at Caldwell, Ohio,
announce that they have booked
solid with Universal for the coming season.
Lee tiveReiley,
for this special
district representafrom the
Hays office is in the city preparing for his coming campaign.
Among the visitors at the local
Universal Office last week were,
R. V. Anderson, G€neral Sales
Manager, Dan Lederman, special
representative for Carl Lammle
and David Gould, special Universal representative.
Louis Checkers, made a flying

trip to the city last week. Louis
is the successful manager of the
Majestic Theatre, Springfield,
Ohio.
W. Lasance, city salesman for
Universal is now the proud father
of a baby girl whom he will name
David Davidson and Mrs. DavidJoan.son of the Welsh Theatre, Welsh,
W. Va., spent several days in the
city visiting both the track at
Latonia and the winning streak of
the Cincinnati Reds.
The Film Picnic given by the
exchange managers for their emplojees at Base Island came off as
per schedule on Saturday, June 13.

Baseball games, running races,
swimming contests, beauty contests and many other famous
sports as well as a pie eating contest were on the program and a
good time was had by all.
Lou Snitzer and Elmer Shard
who recently added the Washington Theatre to their allready
rapidly growing chain of theatres
have purchased the lot next door
to the Theatre and will increase
the size of their auditorium to a
seating capacity of 1200; they will
spend $10,000
on inthetheir
improvements. Business
other
houses is reported as good and
their success should be assured
for they are both splendid fellows.

erOpinionsonNeuJPict
"Cyrano de Bergerac" — J. W. Keenan and E. T. Peter — St. James
Theatre, Boston, Mass.
Boston Herald: "The immortal
Cyrano has at last appeared on
the screen. Without benefit ot
lines Pierre Magnier succeeded in
putting over the robust, pulsestirring attributes of the Gascoigne cadet whose life was at
once a glorious triumph and a
stark tragedy.
The Boston Telegram : "The
play was advertised as 'an artistic
screen triumph.' Those words
amply describe it. Pierre Magnier, who played with Bernhardt,
took the title role of Cyrano. The
role called for extreme versatility,
but Magnier carried it off with
ease that was astonishing. In the
role of Roxane, the lieautiful cousin of Cyrano's,
was LindaFrom
Moglia,
romantic
and lovely.
the
comments as the St. James was
being emptied of its guests, it is
safe to say Cyrano de Bergerac
was a popular and a wise choice."
Boston Globe : " 'Cyrano de
Bergerac,' noted French comedy by
Edmond Rostand, has been given
a movie version and to make the

gloriously and shamelesly sentimental play thoroughly and more
strangely fascinating it is in
colored pictures. . . The large
audience at times was moved to
Boston
Travelerone: in"The
tion is a notable
manyproducways
applaud."
. There is, moreover, plenty
of action, plenty of humor, drama
and human interest to offset the
moth-ball feeling incidental to cosBoston Post: "There are two
tumes."
outstanding high-lights — the playing of the title role by Pierre
Magnier, a Continental actor, and
the filming of the story entirely in
colors. Because ©f the period of
the Rostrand story, the 17th century, with its colorful costumes,
the color idea proves especially
effective."
"The
Desert Flower"— First National— Strand, New York
New York American : "H e r
style becomes more distinct with
each picture. That odd little face,
the most expressive on the screen,
is usually crinkled with laughter
or glowing with good Irish fight.
The audience is always with her.
Colleen Moore is one of tlie lew

actresses who can act cute right
through a picture, and makes her
audiences love it. It is a good
New York Times : "Colleen
Moore gives a vivacious performshow."ance as a sympathetic little hoyden. The narrative is amusing."
New York Morning Telegraph:
"Rattling good entertainment. If
there is any comedienne whose methods are surer or more productive of results (than Miss Moore)
we shall have to be shown. Colleen never misses a point. She is
as delightful as ever. A pleasant
evening's doings, better than the
New York Mirror: "Colleen
average."
Moore injects an infectious buoyancy and humor into her role, suggestive of 'Sally' and 'Flaming
Newthe York
World little
: "Brings
back
delightful
Miss
Moore, giving her an opportunity
"
toYouth.'
register vivacity."
New Y^ork Journal : "There is
no doubt but that Colleen Aloore
is a splendid little actress. She is
cute
amusing."
New and York
Evening
World :

"When Colleen Moore is properly
east there are few screen comediennes who are able to provide
more delicious entertainment, and
she is properly cast in 'The Desert
Flower,' a fit successor to 'Sally.'
There isn't a doubt but that 'The
Desert
will go far."
New Flower'
York Telegram
& Mail:
"Ideal summer entertainment. It
is brisk and joyous — the sort of
thing that George M. Cohan might
spoon out to better
an avidthan
public.
Immeasureably
the play
from which it was taken. A piece
of spick and span entertainment.
Much laudation goes to Miss
Moore, for she has become one of
our most skilful comediennes. The
audience bubbled over her."
New York Evening Post:" Will
delight Colleen Moore enthusiasts.
Pleasant entertainment."
New York Sun : "There are
few motion picture stars who can
hold one's interest completely, but
that is what Colleen Moore does in
'The Desert Flower.' Gives Miss
Moore the chance to romp the gamut of emotions. If there is a better comedienne than Miss Moore
we don't
know her."
{Continued
on page 3206)
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Modern

Equipment
Better

Shows

Resulting

Improved
Y most exhibitors have
UNDOUBTEDL
been impressed with the influx of
new equipment, that has been placed
on the market within the past year or two
and likewise ^nth the advancement in the
design of older standard apparatus. However, it may have escaped the attention of
many that this new equipment and better
designed standard equipment has resulted
to the very material advantage of exhibitors
in making possible more perfectly presented
shows, greatly reducing the cost of theatre
operation and placing theatres in a position
to make a stronger appeal for potential
patrons.
Every exhibitor will find it to his advantage to keep fully informed on all types of
theatre equipment. In some instances installation of a certain type of equipment
means the saving of large sums each year
otherwise spent in overhead or operation,
or still another type improves the quality
of the picture shown on the screen while,
for instance, in the case of lighting the control apparatus further beautification of the
theatre itself is accomplished. Modern
methods now ai'e even perfected to the extent of reversing the loss in summer due to
decreased patronage to actual profits resulting from good attendance caused by
patrons seeking out certain individual theatres as a refuo-e from excessive heat.
■Thus the concentrated efforts of equipment and theatre design engineers have
resulted in motion picture theatres taking
their place among highlj' modernized industrial establishments — for strictly speaking
motion picture theatres are industrial institutions. It therefore follows that the most
efficiently equipped and scientifically operated theatres are to enjoy growing success
while theatres which, for one reason or another, fail to adopt modern methods and
equipment, will soon become obsolete and
pass into the discard.
A resume of some of the new equipment
and improved standard apparatus should
be of interest especially at this season, when
many exhibitors are planning remodelling
and re-equipping their house during the
summer months. The following equipment
mentioned is far from a complete listing of
apparatus that the progressive exhibitor
should investigate :
One of the heavy overhead expenses borne
hy every theatre is excessive fire insurance
rates, caused mainly as a result of the presence of a highly inflammable material, film.
The degree of fire proofness of a theatre
building and its equipment determines, in
most instances, this rate. A new film safe,
designed for the storage of film in the the-

Reduces
From

Apparatus;

Operating

Installation

Patronage

of New

Cost

and

Increased
these houses popular places for people to go
in their endeavor to escape excessive summer heat. In smaller houses efficient ventillating appai'atus is also helping to dispel the seasonal depression.
It is in this particular field of engineering endeavor that the greatest advancements
can be looked forward to in theatre equipment and the day anticipated when a mathe better
a positionjorityto ofreverse
thehouses
effect will
of be
hotin weather
and ti'ansvert it into a real asset.
In beautifying of theatres the modem
theatre lighting systems have played a very
important role. Remote control switch
boards, located in many instances in the
projection room under the supei"vision of
the projectionist, have proved invaluable
in the presentation of modern performances
And so the listing of advancements in
theatre equipment could continue — illustrating how better theatres and shows are
now made possible by modern engineering;
and that these better theatres and shows are
operated at less cost in proportion to those
of a few years past. This short discussion
of modernized equipment also proves the
necessity for every exhibitor to keep fullyposted in this phase of his business.

atre, and which has been passed by the
Board of Fire Underwriters Laboratories,
has recently been put on the market. It is
claimed that the insurance companies will
allow a reduction in the premium rate on
the installation of one of these safes; the
reduction being of an amount that should
make the purchase of this equipment an
excellent investment.
Of equal importance with the reduction
of overhead is lower operating costs. Two
equipments that are more or less familiar
to many exhibitors and which are proving
successful in this function are incandescent
lamp projection apparatus and reflector arc
lamps. It is claimed for these two types
of equipment that the projection r&sults
obtained are superior in many instances to
those secured by older methods while at
the same time a great economy of electrical
power consumed is experienced. This saving in the cost of electrical power is one
more avenue toward greater net profits for
theatres.
Probably the most talked of successful
theatre engineering accomplishments are the
recent installations of special refrigeration
and atmospheric conditioning apparatus in
several theatres. This apparatus is making

F. Keiths house, Indianapolis, dolled ud for summer. The light colored chair covers brighten up the
general appearance of the auditorium.
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The Capitol theatre, Salisbury, N. C, which was recently opened by J. M. Davis, owner.
a seating capacity of 738 on the main floor and 200 n the balcony.

J.

M.

Davis,

Second

Salisbury,

Theatre

np HE brilliant opening recently of the
A new Capitol theatre in Salisbuiy, N.
C, marked the second theatrical venture
of J. M. Davis, prominent banker of that
city, and sole owner of the Iris theatre as
well as the new Capitol house.
The new theatre is a beautiful building,
inside and out, and is equipped with the
most modern fittings. Facing on Innes
street, it ha.s an artistically designed Spanish front of two stories, made additionally
attractive hy a large ornamental glass marquise. On the top of the structure stands
an immense, high-powered electric sign,
visible to a large section of the business
part of the city.
The main interior of the theatre whicli
has a seating capacity on the lower floor of
73S with 200 seats in the balcony, is reached
from Innes street, where there is an artistically designed Spanish front of two stories.
At the opening of the long lobbj' arcade is
the beautiful Stanley box office. The wall
frames and attraction boards are Stanley
Bluebirds. The lobby itself has a pleasing
effect with Rockwood tile flooring.
Passing from the main lobby into the
inner lobby, first on the left is the manager's office directly opposite of which is the
handsome ladies' lounge. The fixtures and
furnishings of this room were supplied by
the R. W. Norman Co. of Salisbury. The
men's retiring room, opens off of the inner
lobby as does also the house supply room.
The main auditorium is built at right
angles of the inner lobby causing the large
foyer to become a continuation of the
inner lobby. There are four large ai.sles
with ramps six feet wide crossing the side
sections to each of the six exits. The seating space is 32" between rows allowing
ample leg room while the. chairs are upholstered byAmerican Seating Co.
The walls are paneled two tone buff and

of

N.
1000

C,

This house has

Opens

Seats

sepia with strippled brown. All ornamental work trimmed in gold bronze. Auditorium lighting is on a three color dimming
system controlled from the booth with ornamental wall brackets and nine large ceiling
domes of leaded art glass. The dimmers on
domes and walls are separately conti'olled.
The balcony with a capacity of 200 is
equipped with aisle lights and contains the
projection
The latter's
equipment which
consists of a room.
75-75 Hertner
Transverter
is housed is an individual generator room
within the large booth enclosure. The projection isobtained by two 6-B Powers projectors. The room also carries controls for
the immense fans on the roof of the building for cooling. A Brenkert Spotlight
completes the booth battery. The rewind
room opens into the main booth equipped
with a Fulco Automatic Rewind and Film
cabinets.
The movable console of the big Robert
Morton Organ is located in the Orchestra
pit. The main organ chamber is mounted
to the right of the proscenium arch with
swells opening at the twisted rope grills topping the first row of exits.
The stage is large and roomy modernly
equipped with twelve spacious dressing
rooms containing toilets and running water.
The pin rail is located fourteen feet above
the stage floor on the first balcony of dressing rooms. Equipment carries 22 sets of
lines with counterweight system. Draw
drapes over the screen are of blue and gold
while the front draperies are of velvet with
a solid body and gold rope fringe.
Mr. James M. Davis the owner of the
Capitol is a Salisbury man. Banker for
the greater proportion of his life and at the
same time has owned the Iris theatre in his
home town. He is one of the city's most
prominent citizens and numbers his friends
by the thousands. The Capitol is a child of

Picture

News

his own brain, owned entirely and operated
by him. He felt that in building the type
of theatre he had visioned that it required
a theatre architect and employed Roy Benjamin of Jacksonville, Florida, to draft the
plans and the splendid results achieved are
to both his credit and that of L. S. Bradsliaw, the contractor.
Urey K. Rice, the managing director of the
Capitol, needs no introduction to exhibitors
in the Southern field. He began his theatrical experience in his home town, Paducah,
Ky., in 1907. He cranked an old Powers
five at the Kentucky, Tennessee and Bijou
theatres there. Associations with other companies followed and after service overseas
during the world war he opened the. new
Southern Theatre with J. A. Maddox in
Columbus, Ohio, in 1919. Three years with
that house followed by three more with the
Piedmont Amusement Co. at Winston-Salem,
X. C, as General Manager proved him to be
the most capable executive.
A happy coincidence is the fact that the
two feature organists at the new theatre
are Mr. and Mrs. Grant E. Linn who were
for two years organists with Mr. Rice at
Columbus, Ohio. The Linns are organists of
note, having held resi^onsible engagements
with Crandall Theatres.

Me.

and N. H. Open New
Strand in Rumford

The New Strand theatre erected in Rumford, Maine by the Maine and New Hampshire Amusements Compam*, of which William P. Gray of Lewiston is the president,
was opened June 1. The theatre has a seating capacity of between 800 and 900 and is
equipped throughout in the most modern and
attractive waj*. The cost of construction
was about $90,000. The theatre is situated
opposite the municipal buildings and will be
managed by James A. O'Brien of Portland
former manager of the Jefferson Theatre
in Portland and of the Empire in LcAnston.

U. K. Rice, Manager of the new Capitol theatre,
SaUsbury, N. C.
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GREENVILLE. X. C, has one of the
most beautiful picture theatres in
the state and one of the most beautiful
in this section of the country, the new Egyptian which recently opened its doors.
It is the old Casino taken over by the
Greneral Enterprise Inc., which is headed by
Harry K. Lucas. It is the building of the
old theatre but there is nothing that would
remind one of the former place. Everything on the inside from the ceiling wall
paper to the carpets on the floor is brand
new and of surpassing excellence.
The theatre is a replica of tlie tomb of
Old King Tut-Anka-Ahmen which was discovered by Lord Carnarvon of England,
basking in the languid sun of Egypt near
the fertile delta of the Nile.
When Mr. Lucas decided to have the theatre decorated according to the Egyptian
plan he found that it was necessary to get
around a bona fide copyright of England.
So Mr. Lucas did nothing other than to buy
the privilege of using the color scheme that
Lord Carnarvon discovered over in Egypt
and he has made remarkable use of it.
The first sight that will greet persons who
enter the new theatre will be a huge electric sign extending from one end of the
entrance to the other. The sign reads
"Egyptian Theatre" and is fixed on the
front of a heavy street canopy, swung from
the front of the theatre over the sidewalk,
and suspended by means of heavy chains.
The canopy extends to a line with the curb.
On either end of the canopy will be the
name of the picture running in the theatre.
This also will be in electric lights — just like
the entrances to the best theatres in New
York. Underneath, the ceiling of the canopy
is studded with scores of electric lights
which will make the entrance to the lobby
one of great brilliance.
The lobby proper looks like it was made

Theatre

Vies

With

Atlantic
of solid granite. Countless millions of dots
of white and b'ack paint produce the desired
eti'ect. One gets the idea while walking in,
of entering a gi-eat palace of bygone daj's.
The doors ai'e gilded so as to appear to
be of solid bronze and inside one steps on
a red carpet of such wonderful plush texture that the reaction is that of walking over
a bed made from the petals of fragrant
roses.
Then, passing on into the house of amusement one is faced with the real beauty of the
theatre. The wall paper has been imported
from England at great expense. It is called
polychrome paper. But the word is really
inadequate to describe it. It is multicolored
alright but the colors, of metallic lustre, are
so wonderfully blended that the result is indescribable. And the painting of the wood
work, the design of the frieze, the ceiling
naner, the shaded and elaborate lights, the
indirect lighting effect, the stage and proscenium opening of imitation granite and the
whole picture is one of par excellence. The
screen sets back on the stage as would a
throne of Pharaoh the Magnificent.

Novelty Scenic Studios Issues
Interesting Booklet
The Novelty Scenic Studios has issued
a very interesting booklet entitled "New
Standards in Photoplay Presentation." This
booklet discusses the physical aspects of the
theatre as coordinate and essential phases of
successful theatre management. Factors are
mentioned that tend to promote goodwill and
stimulate steady and consistent patronage.
The booklet is fully illustrated with stage
settings that should help exhibitors in suggestions of the best type of setting for particular types of houses and stages.

Continuing a practice that has been in effect for some years, the graduating class of the Brooklyn Navy Yard
school for projectionists (shown above) visited the factory of the Nicholas Povi-er Co. on June 2nd and were
taken through the plant. In the photo are shown J. Sasse. chief electrician mate, A. Axquello, J. Yellen,
E. Todd, L. Welch, M. Dougard, C. Sherman, L. Dawkins, E. Godsey, H. Gri£6n, Sales Mgr. and P. A.
McGuire, Adv. Mgr. Nicholas Power Co.

Picture

News

Matthews Elected Vice-Pres.
Robert Morton Organ Co.
Mr. J. A. G. Schiller, Chief Executive of
the Robert Morton Organ Company, announces the election of Mr. R. P. Matthews
Company.
of New York, as Vice-Presiden of the
Mr. Matthews is recognized as one of the
most progressive and successful men in the
organ world today. He has made a special
study of theatre organ business particularly,
and is responsible for some of the best accepted methods of the sale and distribution
of this highly specialized type of business.
He has a host of intimate friends all over
the United States, and has been prominently identified with the development of
building.
the most advanced ideas in theatre organ
Mr. Matthews will continue to handle the
National Advertising, as well as the active
management of the Eastern, Middle-Western and Southern divisions.
Mr. Schiller also announces the completion of plans for the quarter of a million
dollar addition to the factory at Van Nuys,
California, as well as the removal to larger
quarters, of the New York office, about July
1st. The new office will be located at 1560
Broadway, and Mr. Matthews will have his
headquarters there. With the new addition
to the Van Nuys plant, the Robert Morton
Organ Company will have one of the most
modern high class organ factories in the
world. Mr. Schiller states that the additional plant at Van Nuys has been necessitated by the remarkable demand for the
Robert Morton.
Mr. Schiller is particularly elated with the
recent volume of orders for the large type
Robert Morton Units, for installation in
prominent theatres in the country. Among
orders recently placed with the factory are
a large four manual feature organ for the
new Krupa theatre at Lancaster, Pa., a
Unit for the $3,000,000.00 new Loew theatre in New Orleans, La., in which it is reported, the Saenger Amusement Company of
New Orleans are interested. Detroit's new
$2,000,000.00 Grand Riviera theatre will
have a Robert Morton Organ. The Pantages
Circuit on the Pacific Coast, have also placed
orders with Mr. Schiller for five large Robert Morton Units.
Up-State N. Y. Scheduled for
$300,000-$100,000 Houses
Purchase of three pieces of real estate in
the 600 block of South Salina street by
Thomas Hogan, attorney and realty operator, as the site of a new Syracuse theatre,
became known the other day. The deal is
reported to involve a sum totaling $300,000.
According to the report, Mr. Hogan has
been approached by a theatrical firm with
a long term lease for a theatre.
Le Roy, N. Y. is soon to have a new
$100,000 moving picture theatre, according
to an announcement by Ralph E. Blouvet,
who owns the Family in the same town and
the Strand in Brockport. Mr. Blouvet has
completed negotiations whereby he becomes
associated with the Western New York
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., which is soon
to open the new Lafayette theatre in Batavia. Fred M. Gimmerman of Buffalo is
one of the officials of the Western company.
Full details of the undertaking are being
withheld pending the completion of some of
the details. The new house will have a
seating capacity of 1,000.
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Through the courtesy of the Nicholas
Power Company we are permitted to reveal
the results of their exploration which traces
the evolution of this particular projector
from its origin to the present day.

(Fig. 1) Model number 1, designed during the years
1903 and 1904.

Model Number 1
This model was designed during the years
1903 and 1904. The film was run from a
reel known as a reel hanger on the top of
the mechanism down through the mechanism
into a film bag. It then went through an
aperture in the wooden base of the
mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1, into an ordinary bag made of cotton or linen which
was about a foot wide by four feet long.
This film, of course, simply dropped into the
bag after which it was removed and rewound on a reel ready for the next performance. The No. 1 model had the following features :
The intermittent was known as the two
pin cam and is similar to that now used bv
the Simplex for fast movement. The ai)erture plate was held on a piece of brass on
the bag attached to the wooden base of the
mechanism. Tlie tension shoes were sim]3]y
flexible steel wound entirely around the
gate of the mechanism held in front by two
small screws liaving no adjustment devices
whatsoever. The framing device sim])ly
consisted of a spiral spring from the lower
part of the base of the frame to a lever attached to the top of the frame basp. The
entire mechanism was drawn in that fashion from top to bottom on two guide rods.
The projector was driven by a 7-ineh wlieel
attached to the crank of the machine which
actuated the projector by means of a small
round belt. This, in turn, propelled the entire projector driven by one brass chain on
two sprockets. One sprocket consisted of
the upper feed and with the lower sprocket,
which was fastened to the intermittent
movement, made up the entire drive. The
only gears on the mechanism were two toggle
gears, one of which was attached to the
spindle driving the cam and the other to
a one blade perforated shutter on the inside of the mechanism. (Inside shutter.)
This was the entire driving device of Power's No. 1 mechanism which was marked "N.
Power, New York." In connection with
this, it is the only model which used a chain
drive. This model had only one upper feed
sprocket and no lower feed sprocket. The
fi-aming devise was on the right side of the
projector. Model Number 2

No. 1 and ranging through to present perfected type.
The ancient history of the motion picture
projector, while probably not possessing tlie
public interest involved in the exploration
of King Tut's Tomb or the more recent one
of Ancient Carthage, nevertheless holds interest for its own yjarticular circle.
As said once before, it possesses a fascination peculiar unto itself.

This was known as the "Peerlesscope, 117
Nassau Street." Incidentally, these models
were not numbered as they are numbered
to-day, and it was not until the No. 4 was
produced that they began to so number
them. The earlier models up to the No. 4
were not in regular production. About three
mechanics were employed and these men
working upon the suggestions and rough
drawings sul)mitted by Nicholas Power,
who v/as a practical projectionist, produced

Ghosts of the Past
XCIENT history possesses a
fascination which is peculiar
unto itself. It starts with a
train of reminiscences which
cause one to delve deeper and
deeper in an etfort, sometimes all too futile,
to arrive at the beginning of things.
Aside from the sentimental value which
attaches to the finding of such explorations,
a highly useful end is ser\-ed in that they
function as a means for measuring progress in any particular field. Then too, there
is a certain egotistical consideration wnicn
is satisfied whenever a comparison of past
and present practice is found to favor the
latter.
The causes for such explorations are
sometimes trivial; indeed often accidental.
Of such a nature was the one which
prompted the Nicholas Power Company to
pry into the "Morgue" in search of "antiques" from which it emerged with a complete line of projector models, staining with

^

a projector from time to time which were
disposed of as fast as they were made.
During the period from 1903 to 1907 the
force consisted of Nicholas Power, Charles
Linderer (who is still with the Company),
and a force of mechanics varying from about
three to ten.
Power's No. 1 was really a very crude and
simple device and in No. 2 we begin to see

(Fig. 2) Model number 2, known as the "Peerlesscope, 117 Nassau Street."
the present Power's Projector taking shape.
In this model we find the first Power's framing carriage, which is an improvement over
the No. 1, consisting of a one pin cam, constructed of brass instead of steel, and which
framed on two vertical guide rods upon
which the carriage frames up and down.
This projector was entirely driven by
gears, thus doing away with all chain drives.
The intermittent movement and the upper
feed sprocket were fed by a vertical spindle
which in turn liad pivot gears attached to it.
In the first model there were two gears and
two sprockets. The No. 2 model had about
twenty-five gears and the tendency since has
been to decrease their number. The aperture
plate and gate shoe were also improved on
this type. The aperture plate takes m the
entire face of the front part of the projector with steel runners attached to same and
the gate shoe consists of a square steel box
which had very fine springs inserted in the
back to act as a tension device for the shoe.
This is the first model to have tension shoes
with a tension device, although it was not
adjustable. It also has the first automatic
fire shutter consisting of a flap. A small
rod projected out on the side of the mechanism engaging the lever that was trippled
by a disc on the framing handle. This
handle lifted the lever up and opened the
flap of the fire shield at the same time.
(Continued on page 3200)
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Inquiries and
Comments
(Continued from page 3198)
This type had the first intermittent bracket which consisted simply of a hinged
roller and opened up sideways to the left
and was non-adjustable. The roller was
made of hard rubber and rotated on the intermittent bracket itself. This outfit consisted of only one upper feed sprocket and
had no lower sprocket ; the film feeding into
a bag as in model No. 1. The improvement
over the Xo. 1 was that the shutter consisted of two blades instead of one and wa.>»
of solid brass metal, not perforated as in
Xo. 1.
The framing device was attached to the
lower left hand side of the mechanism instead of the upper right as in model Xo. 1.
(To be concluded.)
Norse

Legends

LEGENDS of the norsemen depicted in
impressionistic paintings make the
unique and distinctive mural decorations of
the new Lowell theatre which has just been
opened in Eugene, Ore.
The picture house was named for Lowell
Smith, the world flyer, but it is probable
that the name will be changed to the McDonald theatre. Eugene business men favor
the change because the theatre was built by
A. H. MacDonald, who had always taken an
active part in Eugene civic affairs, and who
died just before the theatre was opened. His
son, Donald McDonald is manager of the
new theatre.
Prince Lingworm, The Lad in the Bearskin, The King of Arabia's Daughter, The
Xorthwind Goes O'er the Sea and Land in
Battle are the myths which are illustrated.
The architecture combines Roman and Bv-
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Carlisle Theatre Will Have
L200 Seating Capacity
Carlisle, Pa., is to have a new motion picture theatre, with a seating capacity of
1,200, as the result of the purchase, recently
announced by David Cooper, proprietor of
the Orpheum Theatre, in that city, of the
two brick properties. The properties were
bought for $60,000.
Mr. Cooper stated that the erection of the
new theatre will start next Spring. The
properties together have a frontage of 55
feet on High street, and extend 240 feet to
the rear to Church avenue.
The site of the proposed theatre is directly
opposite Mr. Cooper's present Orpheum
theatre on which he holds a lease good for
several years, and he has not stated whether
he proposes to continue operating the Orpheum after the new theatre is completed.
ilr. Cooper has been successfully engaged
in the motion picture business in Carlisle
for six vears.

Depicted

Oregon

Picture

on

Walls

of

Theatre
zantine and is particularly effective in combination with the wall painting which are
developed in the three primary colors. Organ grilles which flank the stage at either
side are done in wrought iron in typically
medieval style.
The theatre has a seating capacity of 1400.
The building which houses it occupies almost
all of a block and provides room for several
retail stores. The bulding is reinforced concrete with stucco exterior finish. The approximate cost of building and equipping
the theatre was $135,000.
The theatre is handsomely furnished with
comfortable seats, well equipped restrooms
and is carpeted throughout with a thick
handsome carpet. Lights are bunched and
are so arranged that at no time is there diflSculty in finding one's way abouL
The operating room is equipped with two
big motion picture machines, a double dissolving stereoptican and an array of spotlights so placed that no motion is lost in
operation.
Two

Exterior of the Roda
Kuarn,
or Red Mill, Stockholm,
a first
run house.

New

Theatre

Projects

Under Way in California
Another house for the rapidly growing
chain of M. Blumenfeld theatres is nearing
completion. This theatre is in San Mateo,
Cal.
T. & D. Jr.'s new house on Polk street, San
Francisco, has already broken ground preparatoiy to immediate construction.
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Latest

Reports
on
Theatre Projects

New

The following list of new theatre projects have been reported to the office of the
News during the last week:
ILLINOIS
Chicago— hrch. J. E. O. Pridmore is drawing plans for theatre, stores (6) and office
bldg., 3 sty., to be erected at Sheridan Road
nr. Irving Park Blvd., approx. cost $1,000,000;
seat. cap. 2900. Owners Ascher Bros.
MICHIGAN
Detro\t~.\rch. E. J. Knopke, 1101 Lafayette
Bldg., is drawing plans for theatre, stores and
office bldg., 2 sty. brk., steel and stone. Site
withheld. Owner care of Arch.
Ou'osso — Plans are being drawn for theatre
bldg., 1 sty., 66 x 132, brk. & steel, to be
erected at E. Main St., Owosso. Owner Joseph
Lebowski, Owosso.
NEBRASKA
0/»o/ia— .\rchts.. John & Alan McDonald,
Standard Oil Bldg., are drawing plans for 2
sty. & bas. theatre bldg., 50 x 128, brk. & re.
cone, to be erected at SOth & Dodge Streets,
approx. cost $50,000. Owner A. R. Hanses,
4901 Dodge St.
NEW JERSEY
Bogota— A.xch. Hector Hamilton is drawing
plans for theatre bldg., stores (4) and offices ;
2 sty., to be erected at corner of Cypress Ave.
& Queen Anne Rd., approx. cost $200,000.
Owner Queen Anne Theatre, Inc.
Bradley Beach— Arch. Aubrey Jackson, 461
8th
N. Y. C,brk.,
is drawing
plansx for
bldg.Ave.,'
& stores,
1 sty., 55
140,theatre
to be
erected at Main St. nr. 2nd Ave., Bradley
Beach, approx. cost $50,000, seat. cap. 800 to
1000. Owners Benjamin Temeles of Avon,
Harry Mayo of Phila.
Hackensack—ATch. Wm. E. Lehman of
Newark, N. J., has completed plans for2 theatre, stores (17) and offices (23) bldg., stys.,
98 X 154, to be erected on Main St., approx.
cost $475,000, seat. cap. 2400. Owners Bratter
& Pollock.
frvington— Arch. Wm. E. Lehman of Newark, N. J., is drawing plans for theatre bldg..
stores and offices, 1 sty., brk., to be erected on
d Ave., Irvington. Owner Sanford
SpringfielCo.
Theatre
Milbiirn— Arch. Fred'k A. Elsasser, 845
theaBroad St., Newark, is drawing plans forbrk.
&
tre bldg., stores and offices ; 1 & 2 sty.,
be erected on MillHmestone trim, 69 x 150, to$75,000.
burn Ave., approx. cost
OHIO
Cincinnati— Arch. Ed Sloctmeyer, 3113 Phillips Ave., is drawing plans for theatre bldg.,
be
42 x 125, 1 sty. & part bas., cone. & brk., tocost
erected at Rulison & Cleves Pk., approx.
1175 Ruli$40,000.
son Ave. Owner Chas. Penn & Co.,
Coldit'ater—Teter Hulsken, Domestic Bldg ,
Lima, Ohio, drawing plans for theatre bldg.,
stores (3) and lodge rooms, 2 sty. & bas., brk.,
to be erected in Coldapprox. costnot $60000,
yet selected. Owner K. of C,
water, site
Coldwater, Ohio.
Cleveland Heights — Edward Paul Beck, 9501
Wade Park, Cleveland, Ohio, is drawing plans
for theatre bldg., stores (5) and offices (13),
70 x 150, 2 stv. & bas., approx. cost $175,000, to
be erected on the N. E. cor. Cedarbrook &
Lee Roads, Cleveland Heights. Owner Cedar
Lee Realty Co., Pres. Chas. D. Simmons,
Leader News Bldg., Cleveland.
Youngstoivn— Flans are being drawn for
theatre bldg. to be erected at W. Federal St.
& Market Ct., 20 x 137, approx. cost $750,000
to $1,000,000, seat. cap. 1900 to 2000. Owner
Chas. W. Schafer 247 Park Ave., & Geo. J.
Renner, Jr., Park & Mich. Avenues.
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Productions are Listed AlpJiabe tic ally and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
I
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well cks
g
information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. {S. R. indicates State Right
B
release.)
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Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length
MARCH
. June 20
Silent Sanderson Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp 4841 feet ...April
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
4
Sky Raider, The
Capt. Charles NunAssoc. Exhib 5039 feet. . . Mar. 21
gesser
Assoc.
Exhib
6638
feet
AdTentuToac Sex, The . . . Clara Bow
.
.Aoril
18
.
.
Mar.
28
Spaniard, The
Cortez-Goudal Paramount
6«7h fr^t . . May 23
Special Cast
Paramount fiSTG feet .
Ak Mwl, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5938 feet
Beauty and the Bad Man . Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp 5794 feet. . May 9 Spor.ing Venus
Straight
Through
Wm. Desmond Universal 4867 feet
Harry Carey
Frod Dist. Corp 4469 feet
Beyond the Border
Tale
of
a
Thousand
and
.Feb. 14
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp.
BiUy, The Kid
April 25
One Nights
Special Cast
Davis Dist. Div.
(S. R.)
4800 feet.
Blood and Steel
Desmond Holmes. . . .Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5300 feet.
(S. R.)
6800 feet ..May
Tearing Thru
Richard Talmadge F. B. O
4714 feet April 234
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp.
Border Justice
4768 feet
. Nov. 8 That Devil Quemado Fred Thomson F. B. 0
(S.
R.)
5-432
feet.
Kenneth McDonald . . .Barsky (S. R.) 5000 feet .
Coast Patrol, The
Two-Fisted Sheriff, A. . . .Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4149 feet
Confessions of a Queen. . . Terry-Stone Metro-Goldwyn 5820 feet . .April 4 Way of a Girl, The Boardman-M. Moore . Metro-Goldwyn 5025 feet .Dec fi
Western Engagement, A. .Dick Hatton Arrow
Prod. Dist. Corp 4775 feet
April 16
18
Crimson Runner, The . . . . Priscilla Dean
.May
of Youth
Fox
.Mar.
Daddy's The
Gone A'Hunting. Joyce-Marmont Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet . .Mar.
June 2167 Wings
Winning a Woman Perrin-Hill Rayart (S. R.) 4865 feet.
Deaial,
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
4791
feet.
Double Action Daniels . , . . Buffalo Bill, Jr
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4650 feet.
Dressmaker from Paris
The
Rod La Rocque Paramount. .
7080 feet. Mar. 28
MAY
Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.) 5000 feet.
Fighting Romeo, A
Reviewed
Fighting the Flames .Haines-Devore C. B. C. (S. R.) 5800 feet. '.Feb. 14
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length .May 30
4850 feet . .April 11
Forbidden Cargo . Evelyn Brent F. B. O
5559 feet.
Friendly Enemies ...... Weber and Fields. . . Prod. Dist. Corn 6288 feet. May 9 Alias Mary Flyim Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Golden Trails
Any Woman
Alice Terry
Paramount 5963 feet . . Tune 13
Sanford Prod. (S.R.) . 5 reels . .
Goose Hangs High, The . ..Constance Bermett. . .Paramount 6186 feet.
Baby, The Fred Thomson F. B. O
5291 feet ..Aoril 2018
Great Divide, The . Terry-Tearle Metro-Goldwyn 7811 feet . .Feb. 21 Bandit's
Barriers
of
the
Law
Holmes-Desmond.
.
.
Indep. Pict. (S. R.) .5400 feet. . .. June
Head Winds
.House Peters Universal 5309 feet. . Mar. 28 Bur" ing Trail, The
William Desmond .... Univ^ rsal
4783 f eet . May 9
Fox
4954 feet.
Chlckie
Mackaill-Bowers First National 7767 feet . . May 23
Himted Woman, The
.April 4 Crackerjack, The
Johnny Hines C. C. Burr (S. R.) . . .6500 feet
I Want My Man
,Sills-Kenyon First National 6175 feet . .A
Billy Sullivan Rayart (S. R.)
Talmadge F. B. 0
5167 feet. .Fprebil. 2818 Fear Fighter, The
Timmie's Millions .Richard
. Bob Burns
Sierra Pict. (S. R.) . . 4400 feet .
Fighting Demon, The Richard Tahnadge F. B. 0
5470 feet
Just
Traveling
Ben Wilson
Arrow
4892 feet
Last Laugh, The
.Emil Tannings TTniversal 6519 feet. .Dec. 20 Fugitive, The
Fox
4600 feet Aoril 25
Hoot Gibson UtUJersal 5547 feet. .Dec. 6 Hearts and Spurs Buck Jones
Let
'er
Buck
Mad Whirl, The
.May McAvoy Universal 6184 feet. Jan. . . 3 His Supreme Moment... .B. Sweet-R. Colman. .First National 6600 feet
4800 feet . Anril 11 Lilies of the Streets J. Walker- V. L. Corbin F. B. 0
Marriage in Transit .Edmund Lowe Fox Film
7160 feet
2S
Men and Women
.Special Cast
Paramount 6223 feet. . Mar. 28 Little French Girl, The. . Betty Bronson Paramount 5628 feet .April
June 20
Henry Edwards Cranfield & Clarke
Monster, The
.L. Chaney-J. Arthur. .Metro-Goldwyn 6435 feet. .Feb. 28 Lunatic at Large, A
13
My Wife and I
Special Cast
Warner Bros 6700 feet .
(S. R.)
6000 feet
feet .June
. May 23
New Lives for Old ..Betty
Makers of Men
Kenneth McDonald . .Barsky
Prod. (S. R.) .5000
Compson Paramount 6796 feet. Mar.
June 2176 Necessary Evil, The Dana-Lyon First National 6307 feet
.Richard Barthelmess . .First National 7250 feet . ...Feb.
New Toys
One Year to Live
Thomas Meighan Paramount 6780 feet
. Snecial Cast
First National 6064 feet . Feb. 28 Old Home Week
28 Phantom Rider, The Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4750 feet . June 6
Percy
.Charles Ray
Asso. Exhib 5384 feet. .Feb.
First National 5831 feet. Mar. 14 Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart (S. R.)
Playing With Souls .Snprial Cast
Raffles, The Amateur
Price ojf Pleasure, The . . . .Valli-Kerry Universal 6618 feet .
Ciracksman
House Peters Universal 5557 feet .May 30
Recompense
M. Prevost-M. Blue. .Warner Bros 7480 feet. .May
2
Fox
5251 feet .April 25
Renegade Holmes, M.D. .Ben Wilson Arrow (S. R.) 4947 feet. .June 13 Rainbow Trail, The Tom Mix
Fox
5578 feet. Mar. 28 Red Love
Lowell-Russell Lowell Film Prod.
Riders of the Purple Sage .Tom Mix
.May 23
Romance and Rustlers . . .Yakima Canutt Arrow (S. R.) 4994 feet. ..Nov.
(S. R.)
6500 feet
Sackcloth and Scarlet . . . .Alice Terry
Hoot Gibson Universal
5468
feet .Mar.
Paramount 6732 feet. .Mar. 157 Saddle Hawk, The
Aoril 117
.Colleen
Moore
First
National
8636
feet.
Scandal
Proof
Shirley
Mason
Fox
4400
feet
,
Sally
28 School for Wives Tearle-Holmquist . . . .Vitagraph 6750 feet .June 6
Scar
Hanan
Yakima Canutt F. B. O
4684 feet .Mar.
Mar. 214 Shock Punch, The
Richard Dix
Paramount 6151 feet May 23
Scarlet
Honeymoon, The. .Shirley Mason Fox
5080 feet. Anril
Seven Chances
Snob Buster, The
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Buster Kpaton Metro-Goldwyn 5113 feet
Sign of the Cactus, The . . .Jack Hoxie
Universal 4938 feet Mar. ?8 Soul Fire . . . '.
Barthelmess-B. Love . First National 8262 feet May 16
10 Speed Wild
.Bettv Blvthe Banner Prod. (S. R.)6000 feet .Tan.
Speed
23
Maurice
B. "Lefty" F. B. O
.Mav
30
Flynn
4700 feet . May
Stop Flirting
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp 5161 feet
June 20
Tainted Souls
.Special Cast
Fox
Talker,
The
A.
Nilsson-L.
Stone
..
First
National
78S1
feet
,.
June
6
Richard
Dix
Paramount
5759
feet
Mar. 14 Texas Bearcat, The Bob Custer F. B. 0
4770 feet
Too Many Kisses
Pickford United Artists 4802 feet. .April
Waking
Up the Town
Up the Ladder
Virginia Valli Universal 6i»23 feet
Where Romance
Rides. . Jack
Special Cast
Paramount 5909 feet
Dick Hatton Arrow
4301 feet. Feb. 1112 Welcome Home
Zander the Great Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn 5851 feet. .May 16 White Fang
Strongheart (dog) . . . . F. B. O
5800 feet .
White Thunder Yakima Canutt F. B. 0
4550 feet. , June 20
Wildfire
Special
Cast
Vitagraph
6 reels . , .April 2S
APRIL
. June 20
Wizard of Oz
Larry Seraon Chadwick (S. R.)
Reviewed
Wolves
of
the
Road
Yakima
Canutt
Arrow
4375
feet
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length
Woman's
Faith,
A
ReubensMarmont
.
.
Universal
6023
feet
Adventure... P.Starke-T.Moore
Paiamount ...6602 feet
.jan!'ji
After Busmess Hours Hammerstein-Tellegen C. B. C. (S. R.1 5800 feet . .Afril 25
Awful Truth, "The Agnes Ayers Prod. Dist. Corp 5917 feet
Bandit
Franklyn
Farnum Inde.
Border Tamer,
VengeanceThe . . .Tack
Perrin
Madoc Pict.
SalesfS. (S.R.')R.). . .5000
.4500 feet,
feet
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Fighting Sheriff, The .Pill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4500 feet May 30
Feature
Charmer. The
Pola Negri
Paramount
6076 feet.
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .4800 feet
Dangerous Odds
JUNE
Code of the West
O. Moore-C Bennett. Paramount 6777 feet .April
June 13
April 2518 Desert Flower, The Colleen Moore First National
Courageous Fool, The. . . .Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Fisted
Jack Perrin Rayart (S. R.)
„
Crowded Hour, The Behe Daniels
Paramount 6558 feot May 9 Double
Down
the
Border
Al
Richmond
Sierra
Prod.
(S.R.)
.
.4750
feet
Dangerous
Innocence. . . . LaPlanteR. O'Brien. .Universal
6759 feet
feet .Mar. 21 Every Man's Wife
Fox
Declasse
Corinne Griffith
First National 7869
Secret
Betty Compson Paramount 6305 feet . May.Apri9l' "4
Eyes of the Desert Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) .4500 feet .April 4 Eve's
Faint Perfume
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg(S.R.)6228
feet
Fifth Avenue Models Philbin-Kerry Universal 6581 feet
Florence
Vidor Paramount
5712 feet
Grounds
for
Divorce
Fighting Parson, The Al Ferguson Davis Dist. Div.fS.R.)5000 feet .Mav 30
"
Lefty
"
Flynn
F.
B.
O
High
and
Handsome
Fighting Sheriff, The. . . Bill Cody
Ind". Pict. (S. R.) . . .4500 feet.
Tornado, The . . . . Yakima Canutt F. B. O
Galloping Vengeance Bob Custer
B O
5095 feet ..April
jan! '2411 Himian
I'll Show You the Town. . .Reginald Denny Universal 7400 feet . . June 6
Getting
'Em
Right
George
Larkin
Ravart
(S.
R.)
4669
feet
Introduce
Me
Douglas McLean Assoc. Exhib 5980 feet. .Mar. SI
'.
Anril
'
4
Gold and the Girl Buck Jones
Fox
4512 feet Miy 23 Just a Woman
Windsor- 1 earle First National 6500 feet. .June (
Go Straight
Gladys Hulette B. P. Schulberg(S.R.)6107 feet.
Lost
—
a
Wife
Special Cast Paramount 6420 feet
Heart of a Siren, The. . . .Barbara La Marr First National 6700 feet. .Mar. 21
Justice Raffles Henry Edwards Cranfifld & Clarke.
Making
of O'Malley,
The. Milton Sills First National
Man
From
Lone
Mount
(S. R.)
6000 feet
feet
ain. The
Ben Wilson Arrow
Kiss in the Dark, A
Special Cast
Paramount
5767
Herbert Rawlinson. . .Universal 5634 feet. .Feb. 21
.April 2518 Man in Blue
Love's
Bargain
M.
Daw-C.
Brook.
.
.
.F.
B.
0
5641
feet
.April
Constance Talmage. . .First National
Man She Bought, The. . . . William
Madame Sans Gene Gloria Swanson Paramount 9994 feet. .Mav
2 Meddler,
Desmond. . . .Universal 4890 feet. .May 2S
The
Man and Maid
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5307 feet. .April 18 Mike
Metro-Goldwyn
My Son
Nazimova- J. Pickford First National 6500 feet .April 25 Mist in the Valley .Alma Taylor Cranfield
& Clarke
Night Club, The
R. Griffith - V. Rey- nolds Paramount 5732 feet
(S.Paramount
R.)
5500 feet
.May 16
One Way Street Special Cast
First National 5.596 feet. .April 11 Modern Babylon
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Pioneers of the West
Sanford Prod. (S. R.) reels. .
Dick Hatton Arrow
4483 feet
My Lady's
Lips
Ridin'
Easy
Private Affairs
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp 6132 feet
Jack Hoxie
Universal 4354 feet. May 21
Proud Flesh
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn 5770 feet .April 25 Ridin' Thunder
George
Larkin
Rayart
(S.
R
.
)
Roaring Adventure, The. . Jack Hoxie
Universal 4657 feet .Feb. 14 Rough Stuff
Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Smooth as Satin. . . .
Ridin' Comet,
The
Yakima Canutt
B. O
Rough
Going
Franklyn
Farnum F.Indep.
Pict. Corp. 4354 feet .May 16 Texas Trail, The
Harry
Carey
Dist. Corp
La Marr-T.
Holding . . F>rod.
First
fS. R.)
4800 feet
White Monkey, The.
Fred
Thomson
F. B. National
O
Shackled Lightning Frank Merrill Hercules Prod.(S. R.)
Whirling
Lariats.
.
.
.
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
She Wolves
Special Cast
Fox
5783 feet. .May 9 Youth's Gamble ....

June

27,

1925
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Distributed by Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Columbus Discovers a New
Whirl
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Cotton King
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Crime Crushers Lige Conley. .,
Educational 2 roels
Cure. The ( Out of the Ink- well) "Cartoon" Red Seal Pict. (S.R.) 1 reel
Daddy
Goes A'Grunting
Pathe
reels
Curses
Al. St. John
Educational 22 reels.
. .May 23
Darkest Africa "Aesop's Fables " Pathe
1 reel
Day's Stuff
Outing A
" The Gumps
"
Universal
21 reel
reels
Deep
Aesops
Fables
Pathe
Dinky Doodle and Cinder- el a "Dinky Doodle " F. B. O
l reel
Discord In "A" Flat Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Dog Days
"Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Dog
It
Dunn
Arrow
Dome 'OnDoctor,
The Bobby
Larry Semon
Educational 22 reels
reels
Don't Pinch
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels . . . April 25
Don't
Worry
Wanda
Wiley
Universal
2
reels.
21
Dragon Alley
Jackie McHugh Educational 2 reels . .. .Mar.
May 16
Dumb and Daffy Al. St. John
Fox
2 reels
Dynamite Doggie Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .Mar. 21
Echoes From the Alps. . . .Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel. . . .May 23
End of the World, The. . .Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Excuse My Glove " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels . . . Mar. 14
Expensive
Ebony Al.
"Ebenezer
Ebony". . . Serin
Wg ilson (S. R.) 12 reel
Fares Please
St. John
Educational
reels... May 16
Fast Worker, A
Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
Felix Full O'Fight "Cartoon" M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
Felix Gets His Fill 'Cartoon" M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
FeUx Grabs His Grub "Cartoon" M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 1 reel
First Love
" Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels
Fishermen's
Luck Edward
" Aesop'sGordon
Fables " Pathe
1 reel
For Hire
Universal
For Love of a Gal
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
Fun's
Educational 21 reel
June 186
GettingFun
Trimmed Bowes-Vance
Wanda Wiley Universal
reels...... .April
Giddap
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels ... Mar. 21
Going Great
Eddie Nelson Educational 2 reels. . .June 13
Goldfish's
Pajamas
" Kid Noah
"
Sering D.WiIson(S.R.) 21 reels.
reel
Good Morning,
Nurse. . . .Ralph
Graves
Pathe
. .May 30
Good Scouts
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Great Guns
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels. . .Feb. 21
Gridiron Gertie Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Guilty Conscience. A
Eddie Gordon Universal
Gypping the Gypsies
Sering Wilson (S. B.) 1 reel
Half a Hero
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels ... Mar. 7
Hard
2 reels . . . Mar. 21
Hard Boiled
Working Loafer, Charley Chase Pathe
The
Arthur Stone Pathe
HauntedTrouble
Honeymoon Arthur
Tryon-Mehaffey
Pathe
2 reels . . . Fel). 28
Heart
Lake
Universal
Hello,
Goodby
Lige
Conley
Educational
2 reels. . .May 30
SEPTEMBER
Hello, Hollywood Lige Conley Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Helping
Hand
Jimmy
Aubrey
F.
B.
0
2 reels
Length
Reviewed
Feature
'
Star United
Distributed
Here's
Your Leap
Hat
Arthur
Lake
Universal
1 reels
reel.... May 9
Bronze Collar,
The
Valentino
Artists. by. .
Her
Lucky
Wanda
Wiley
Universal
2
Fifty-Fifty L ton
Barrymore-H.Hamp- Assoc. Exhib 5564 feet
He Who Gets Crowned ... Jimmy Aubrey F. B. 0
2 reels
He Who Got Smacked. . . . Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . . May 9
Bobby Dunn
Arrow
2 reels
If Marriage
Fails Monty
J. Logan-C
. Brook . . .Assoc.
F. B. O Exhib
. . ."
6006 feet . . May 23 Hey ! Ta xi !
Keep
Smiling
Banks
High
Hopes
Bowes-Vance
Educational
1 reel. . . .Fei>. 14
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National 9700 feet. .Feb. 21 His Marriage Wow
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels. . .Mar. 7
Marrying Money
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Hold
My
Baby
Glenn
Tryon
Pathe
2
reels . . . April 25
New Champion, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Honeymoon Heaven
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Parisian Nights E Hammerstein-L.
Horace
Greely,
Jr
Harry
Langdon
Pathe
2
reels ... June 6
Tellegen F. B. O
6278 feet. .June 20 Horrible Hollywood
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Sealed Lips
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Hot
and
Heavy
Educational
2
reels
Ship of Souls
B. Lytell-L. Rich Assoc. Exhib 6800 feet. . ,
Hot Dog
Animal
C B C (S R)
2 reels
Souls for Sables
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet.
Hot Times in Iceland Aesops Fables Pathe
1 reel
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
House of Flickers, The
Fox
2 reels
Three in Exile
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
House
That
Dinky
Built.
.
(Cartoon)
F.
B.
0
1
reel
Throwback, The
Special Cast
Universal
Housing
.. . 'Aesop Fable "
Pathe
reel
Under the Rouge Tom Moore
Assoc. Exhib 6500 feet
HystericalShortage,
History The
(Series)
Universal
11 reel
Ice
Boy,
An
Sering
D.Wilson(S.R.)
1
reel
^MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIII^
Ice Cold
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel. . . .June 13
ID Dntch
Aesop's Fables Pathe
1 reel
inside
.'
Bowes-Vance
1 reel. Mar. 28
Into theOut.
Grease
James Finlayson Educational
Pathe
Iron Mule
Al St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 18
Comedy
Releases
Is Marriage the Bunk .... Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel .... April 4
Isn't Life Terrible Charles Chase Pathe
reels
22 reels
Mar. 7
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiN iiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ Itching for Revenge Eddie Gordon Universal
It's All Wrong
Karr-Engle Universal
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length
Reviewed
James
Boys'
Sister
Sering
Wilson
(S.
R.)
1
reel
2
reels
Across the Hall
Edna Marian Universal
Junglein Bike
Riders Aesop's
Fables Pathe
reel... .Mar. 14
reel April 25 Just
Time
Wanda Wiley
Universal
21 reels
Adventures
of Adenoid .. .Aesop's
Fables Universal
Pathe
After a Reputation
Edna Marian
2 reels
Kicked About
Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 14
Air Tight
Bobby Vernon Educational 2 reels . . . Jime \Z Kidding Captain Kid " Cartoon "
Wilson (S R.) 21 reels
reel
King Cotton
Lloyd Hamilton Sering
Educational
. . . May 9
Alice's Egg
Plant Buddy
" CartoonMessinger
" .... Universal
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 21 reel
Almost
a Husband
reels
King
Dumb
Jimmy
Aubrey
F.
B.
0
2
reels
Ko-Ko Trains Animals
Amateur Detective Earle Foxe
Fox
2 reels ......
Andy in Hollywood Joe Murphy Universal
2 reels . . . .
"
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Apache, The
Earle Foxe
Fox Film
reels
Lead(OutPipeof the
Cinch,Inkwell).
A . ."Al Cartoon
Alt
Universal.
22 reels.
2 reels. . .Feb. 28
Lion Love
Fox.
Apollo's Pretty Sister
Fox.
reels. . .April 18
Are Husbands Human ... James Finlayson Pathe
1 reel . . . April ii Lion's Whiskers
Pathe ....
12 reel.
Artists' Blues
G. Joy- J. Moore Rayart (S. R.)
22 reels
Little
Red
Riding
Hood..."
Dinky
Doodle
"
F.
B.
O
reels
.
Locked
Out
Arthur
Lake
Universal
1
reel.
. . .May 30
'■ Our Gang "
Pathe
2 reels... May 30 Looking for Sally Charles Chase Pathe
AtAsktheGrandma
Seashore Monkey
Fox
2 reels . . . May 9
.Pathe..
1 reel.
At the Zoo
Aesops Fables.
Lost
Cord,
The
Bert
Roach
Universal
1
reel
Feh. 21
... 2 reels .
Baby Blues
Educational.
Love
The
"Jimmie
Our Gang
"
Pathe
reels ...
. . . Mar.
April 74
Bachelors
Special Cast
Universal
Love Bug,
Goofy
Adams
Educational
22 reels
Love
Sick
Constance
Darling
Universal
2
reels.
.
.May
23
Bad
Bill
Brodie Charles Chase Pathe
22 reels
Bad
Boy
reels '.
. . .April i i Love's Tragedy
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 11 reel
reel
Balboa
Discovers Holly- Charles Chase Pathe
Lucky Accident, The Charles Ptifify Universal
Lucky L»ap, A
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
wo d "Red Langdon
Head "
Sering D. Wilson (S.R.)2 1reels
reel
Bark is the Woods Harry
Pathe
..
Marriage Circus, The Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels. . .April 11
Bashful Jim
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels Mar. ii Married
Neighbors
Engle-Karr
Universal
2 reels
Below Zero
Educational 2 reels
Meet
th»
Ambassador..
.
.Jimmy
Aubrey
F.
B.
0
2
reels
Big Chief Ko-Ko (Out of
Mellow Quartette Pen & Ink Vaudeville.Educational 1 reel. .. .April 4
Merrymakers Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel. . . .Mar. 28
the Inkwell) " Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel. .
2 reels
Big Red Riding Hood. . . .Charley Chase Pathe
1 reel. . . .May 9 Met by Accident Wanda Wiley Universal
Black Gold Bricks Roach-Edwards Universal
1 reel. .......
Milky Way, The
Charles Puffy Universal
1 reel
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
Black
" Spat Family "
Pathe
21 reels.
. [April is Miss Fixit
Bobby Hand
BumbsBlues
& Co
Cartoon
Educational
reel
Monkey
Business
"
Pen
&
Ink
Vaude."
.
Educational
1
reel .... May 9
Rayart (S. R.)
Brainless Horsemen
For
2 reels
| i Moonlight Nights Gloria Joy
Brass Button
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels.
...
2
reels.
21 reels
Nearly Rich
Charles' Puffy Universal
reel . ..
Breaking the Ice
Ralph Graves Pathe
2 reels . . .Awil i i Neptune's
Stepdaughter
Fox.
1 reel.
Bride Tamer, The
Milburn Moranti Sierra Pict. (S.R.). . . 2 reels
Nero's
Jazz
Band
Sering
Wilson
(S.
R.)
Butterfly Man, The
Fox
2 reels
Never Fear
Bowes-Vance Educational 1 reel.
Never on Time
Lee-Bradford 2 reels. . .
Cat's Bound
Shimmy, The Charles
" Kid Noah
"
Sering D.Wilson (S.R.) l1 reel
reel .".
City
Puffy
Universal
Never Weaken
Lloyd reissue Assoc. Exhib 2237 feet.
Clean-Up Week
Nke
Pickle,
A
Edwards-Roach
Universal
1 reel
"
Aesop's
Fables
"
Pathe
7 Nobody Wins
Clear the Way
21 reel
reels . Mar.
.
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel ... .
Cleopatra
and Her Easy Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
No Place to Go
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel. . . .
Mark
Now or Never (r*-issue). . .Harold Lloyd Assoc. Exhib
3 reels. . .
" Cartoon "
Sering D. Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Cloudhopper, The
Larry Semon
Educational 2 reels. . .June 6 Office Help
" Aesop Fabe "
Pathe
1 reel. . . .
JULY Distributed by Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Bad Lands, The
Harry
Carey
Dist. Corp
Bob Custer F.F>rod.
B. O
Bloodhound, The. . .
Cold Nerve
Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. (S. R.) . . .5006 feet
Don Darederil Jack Hoxie
Universal
4810 f.'ft
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Danger Signal, The
Don't
S.
O'Neill-B.
Roach.
.
.
Metro-Goldwyn
Drug Store Cowboy, The. . Franklyn Farnum Ind. Pict. Corp. {S.R.)5100 feet. .Feb. 7
Duped
Holmes-Desmond Inde. Pict. fS. R.^ . .5400 feet
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Fignting Youth
Lady Who Lied, The L. Stone-V. Valli First National
Lady Robinhood Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Marriage Whirl. The C. Griffith-H. Ford First National
Mysterious Stranger, The. Richard Talmadge F. B. O
Pipei of Pan
Alma Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
6200 feet
Secret
of
Black
Canyon
The
Dick Hatton Arrow
Canutt Arrow
Strange Rider, The Yakima
5304 feet . Feb. 28
Hoot Gibson Universal
Taming the West
Trailed
Al Richmond Sierra Prod. (S. R.) 4750 feet.
White Desert, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewfed
California — Or Bust Richard Dix
Paramount
Camille of the Baibary
Coast
Moore . . .Assoc.
Asgoc, Exhib
Exhib 5600 feet
Childrenof
the Whirlwind. Busch-O.
Lionel Barrymore.
Don 0
Douglas Fairbanks. . .United Artists
Drusilla With a Million . . . Special Cast
F. B. O
7391 feet
Fine Clothes
L. Stone-A. Rubens.. .First National
GirlThe
Who Wouldn't Work,
B. P. Schulberg(S.R.)
Gold Kuch, The
Charles Chaplin United Artists
Glenn Himter Assoc.
Exhib 5600 feet
InHistheBuddy's
Name Wife
of Love Cortez-Nissen
Paramount
Manhattan
Madness
Dempsey-Taylor
Assoc.
Exhib
5500 feet
My Pal
Dick Hatton Arrow
Only
Thing,
The
Special
Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Overland Limited, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Parisian Love
B. P. Schulberg(S.R.)
Penalty of Jazz, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Range Justice Dick Hatton Arrow
Speed Demon, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Street of Forgotten Men.. Special Cast
Paramount
Unwritten Law, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Wandwer, The
William Collier, Jr.. . .Paramount

3204
Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Official
Officers "Walter
Our Gang
"
Pathe
reels
Oh, Bridget
Hiers
Educational
22 reels
Oh,
What
a
Gump
"
The
Gumiw
"
Universal
2
reels
Old Family Toothbrush
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
On Duty
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels
One Glorious Fourth
M. J. Winkler (S. R.) 2 reels
Orphan, The
Al Joy
Ricardo Films, Inc. (S.R.)
Over the Bottom Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels
Over He»e
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reels
Papa's Pet
Roach-Edwards Universal
1 reel. . . .April 11
Pege's
Love
Afiair
Screen
Art
Dist
Peggy the Vamp
Davis Distr
2 reels. . .Oct. 11
Permanent
Waves "Bowes-Vance
Aesop's Fables "... Pathe
reel
Permit
Me
Educational
11 reel
Pie-Eyed
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels
Pie Man,
The
"Harry
AesopLangdon
Fable "
Pathe
Mar. 21
Plain
Clothes
Pathe
21 reel
reels . . . Mar.
28
Plain and Fancy Girls Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel. . . .Mar. 14
Plain Luck
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Plenty of Nerve
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Polo Kid. The
Eddie Gordon* Universal
2 reels
Po«r Sap, The
Fox
2 reels
Pcvdered Chickeiu Edna Marian Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 28
Props'
for Cash
Educational 21 reels.
reel
Putting Dash
on Airs
Edna Marian Universal
. .April 11
Puziled by Crosswords. . .Eddie Gordon Universal
2 reels. . .Mar. 7
Queen ef Aces
Wanda Wiley Universal
2 reels... May IG
Raid, The
Gloria Joy
Rayart Pictures 2 reels
Raisin'
Cain
Constance
Darling ... Universal
... April
Rayad Transit
Al.
St. John
Educational 2 2 reels
reels
Rarin' Romeo
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels . . . Mar. 28
Raspberry Romanee Ben Turpin Pathe
2 reels .. .Feb. 28
Red Pepper
Al. St. John
Educational 2 reels. . .April 4
Regular
Girl,
A
Wanda
Wiley
Universal
2 reels
Riders of the Kitchen
Range
Mohar-Engle Pathe
Ireel.... June 6
Remember When
Harry Langdon Pathe
2 reel April 25
RsD Wkheut a Wtdk
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Ripe Melodrama, A
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rivals
Billy West
Arrow
2 reels
Robinson Crusoe Returns
on Friday
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Rock Bottom
Bowes-Vance Educational Ireel.... May 9
Robbing the Rube
Lee-Bradford Corp.. . 2 reels
RoUing Stones
Charles Puffy Universal
Ireel May 30
Rough Party
Al Alt
Universal
Royal Four-Flush " Spat Family "
Pathe
2 reels. . .June 13
Runaway Balloon, The ..." Aesop's Fables "... .Pathe
1 reel
Rtmt,
" Aesop's
Fables " Pathe
Pathe
reel ....
June 46
Sailor The
Papa, A
Glenn
Tryon
21 reels
. . . April
Saturday
Davis Dist. Div
2 reels
Sheiks of Bagdad
Pathe
Ireel
Sherlock Sleuth Arthur Stone Pathe
Ship Shape
Vance-Bowes Educational 1 reel .... April 18
Shootin aInjuns
" Our Gang "
Pathe
reels . . . May 9
Should
Husband Tell?
Red
Seal Pict. (S.R.). 21 reel
Should Husbands Be
Watched
Charles Chase Pathe
1 reel Mar. 1 4
Sir Walt and Lizzie
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Sit
Tight
Jimmie
Adams
Educational
reels . . .May
May 3013
Skinners in Silk
Pathe
22 reels...
Skyscraper, The
Harry Langdon Principal Pict. (S. R.) 2 reels
Sleeping Sickness Edwards-Roach Universal
Ireel.... May 30
Slick Articles Engle-Karr Universal
2 reels... May 30
Smoked Out
Lake-Hasbrouch Universal
1 reel. . . .April 18
Sneezing Beezers
Pathe
Snow- Hawk
Stan Laurel F. B. 0
2 reels . . . April 18
S.
O.
S
"Aesop's
Fables
"
Pathe
11 reel
Spanish Romeo, A (Van Bibber)
Fox
reel
Speak Freely
Edna Marian Universal
2 reels
Stick Around
Bobby Dunn
Arrow
2 reels
Stop, Look and Whistle
Fox
2 reels
Storm, The (Out of the
Inkwell)
" Cartoon "
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Snper-Hooper-Dyne Lizzies
Pathe
2 reels. . .June 13
Sure Mike !
Martha Sleeper Pathe
1 reel May 23
Teaser Island
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Tell It To a Policeman . . . Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels . . . May 23
Tender Feet
Walter Hiers Educational 2 reels May 23
Tenting Out
Roache-Edwards Universal
1 reel Mar.28
This Week-Eod
Lee-Bradford (S. R.)
Thundering Landlords Glenn Tryon Pathe
2 reels
Too Young to Marry Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
Tough Night, A
Jimmy Callahan Aywon Film
2 reels
Tourists De Luxe
Hayes-Karr Universal
2 reels... May 16
Transatlantic
Flight, A "Aesop's
Fables " F.Pathe
reel
Twins
Stan Laurel
B. 0
21 reels
Two Cats and a Bird
(Novelty) " Cartoon "
Educational
1 reel
Two Poor Fish
„ Pen & I nk "
Educational 1 reel May 30
Uncle
Tom's
Girl
Edna
Marian
Universal
21 reels
Unwelcome
Charles Puffy Universal
reel
Waiting
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels
Wake Up
Bowes-Vance Educational
1 reel. . . .June 13
Water Wagons
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels. . .Feb. 21
Welcome Danger Bowes-Vanc* Educational
1 reel. .. .Feb. 28
West
is
West
Billy
West
.
.
.•
Arrow
2
What Price Goofy
Charley Chase Pathe
2 reels
reels . . . June 6
When Dumbells Ring
Fox
2 reels
When Men Were Men ... " Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1 reel
White
Whose Wing's
Baby AreBride
You. .... Harry
Glenn Langdon
Tryon Pathe
Pathe
2 reels
Why HesiUte
Neal Bums
Educational
2 reels ... April 11
Why Sitting Bull Stood Up
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Wide Awake
Lige Conley Educational 2 reels
WildPaja
"Spat
Family" Pathe
reels... May
Wild Waves
Bowes-Vance
Educational 2Ireel
May 2316
Wine,
Woman
and
Song
.
.
„
Aesop
Fable
"
Pathe
1
reel
Wooly West, The
Buddy Messinger. . . .Universal
2 reels
^iiiiimiiijumiiimiiiiiiumiiiiiiiimiiiiimm uiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiimiii[nimiuiiiiilimiiuumiiHiuiiiiimj]£
Short

Subjects
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Feature
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Actloa (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel
All Umder One Flag (Sportlight) Pathe
Ireel
Animal Celebrities (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
Aaimarted Hair Cartoon
Red Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Balto's
to Nome
(Special)
22 reels
reels. . .May 23
Baf Inia Race
Snitches
(Pacemaker
Series) Educational
F. B. 0
Battl« of Wits
Josie Sedgwick Universal
2 reels

Motion
Feature
Bashful Whirlwind, The (Edmtmd Cobb)
Beauty and the Bandit (Geo. Larkin)
Beauty Spots (Sportlight)
Broken Trails
Cabaret of Old Japan
Color Worki
Captured Alive (Helen Gibson)
Close Call, The (Edmund Cobb)
Cocoon to Kimona
Come-Back,
The (Beimy
Leonard)
Concerning Cheese
(Varieties)
Covered Flagon, The (Pacemaker Series)
Cowptmcher's Comeback, The (Art Acord)
Cross Word Puzzle Film (Comedy-Novel^)
Day With the Gypsiea
Divertisement
Do You Remember?
Dude Ranch Days (Sportlight)
Earth's
OtherWestHalfSide
(Hodge-Podge)
East Side,
Fighting Cowboy (Series)
Fighting Ranger (Serial)
Film Facts
Fire Trader, The (Serial)
Floral Feast. A
Frederick Chopin (Music Masters)
From Mars to Munich (Varieties)
Frontier Love (Billy Mack)
Fugitive Futurist
George F. Handel (Music Masters)
Gems of the Screen
Ghost City, The (Serial)
Golden Panther, The (Serial)
Great Circus Mystery, The (Serial)
Hittin' (Serial)
the Trail (Fred Hank)
Idaho
If a Picture Tells a Story
InJazztheFight,
Spider's
The Grip
(Benny(Novelty)
Leonard)

Picture

News

Distributed by Length Reviewed
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel April 18
Denver Dixon (S.R.) 2 reels
M.J. Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Universal 2 reels
Umversal
2 reels
M. J.Winkler (S.R.) . 1 reel
Henry
Ginsberg-S. R. 21 reels.
. . .'.
Fox
reel
F. B. 0
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Schwartz Enterprises
(S. R.)
1 reel
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sering Wilson (S. R.) 1 reel
Red Seal (S. R,)
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel. . . .May 3»
Educational
1 reel .... June 6
DeForrest (S.R.)
Universal
Umversal ; 15 episodes Feb. 7
Red Seal (S. R.)
1 reel
Universal 15 episodes
Sering Wilson (S.R.)l reel
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
(S.R.)
1 reel
Fox
1 reel A^il 4
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
Jas. A. Fitzpatrick
R.)
reel
Red(S.Seal
(S. R.)
11 reel
Universal 15 episodes
Pathe
Universal 15 episodes
Sierra
Pict. (S. R.) . . 102 reels
Pathe
episodes Feb. 28
Cranfield & Clarke
(S.R.)
,
Educational
Henry Ginsberg (S. 1 reel April II
R.)
2 reels
Judge's Cross
Puzzle (Novelty) Fox
Educational 11 reel
reel. . . . Jaa. 81
Klondike
TodayWord
(Varieties)
Knockout Man, The (Mustang)
Universal
2 reels
Land of the Navajo (Educational) Fox
1 reel Feb. 38
Learning How (Sportlight)
Pathe
1 reel
Leopard's Lair
Universal Serial
Let's Paint
Cranfleld & Clarke
(S. R.)
Line Rimners, The (Arnold Gregg)
Universal
2 reels
Little People of the Garden (Secrets of Life) . . . .P^ucational 1 reel
Little People of the Sea (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel Feb. 2S
Lizzie's Last Lap
Cranfield
& Clarke
(S.R.)
Loaded Dice (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels . . .April 4
Luna-cy (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
Mad Miner, A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.)
Magic Hour, The
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Marvels of Motion
Red Seal (S. R.) . . . . 1 reel
Marvellous Manhattan
M. J. Winkler (S. R.). 1 reel
Merton of the Goofies. . . ."Pacemaker" F. B. 0
2 reels
Mexican
Melody
(Hodge-Podge)
Educational
reel
Mexican Oil Fields
M. J. Winkler (S. R.). 11 reel
Movie Morsels (Hodge Podge)
Educational Ireel April 4
Neptune's
(Sportlight) Pathe
New Sheriff,Nieces
A (Western)
Hunt Miller (S. R.) . . 21 reel
reels
Olympic Mermaids (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel
One Glorious Scrap (Edmtmd Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Only a Country Lass (Novelty)
Educational 1 reel May 23
Ouch (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
1 reel
Our Six-legged Friends (Secrets of Life) Educational 1 reel
Outlaw, The (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Paris Creations (Novelty)
Educational Ireel Feb. T
Paris Creations in Color (Novelty) Educational Ireel Feb. 28
People You Know (Screen Almanac) Film Booking Offices 1 reel
Perfect View, The (Varieties)
Fox
1 reel
Plastigrams
(Novelty)
Educational
Power God, The
(Serial)
Davis Dist. Div. (S.R.)
Pronto Kid, The (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Queen
of the(VanRound-Up
(J. Sedgwick) Fox
Universal
reels. . .June 13
Race, The
Bibber)
22 reels
Record Breaker, The
Pathe
Serial
Rim of the Desert (Jack Perrin)
Universal
2 reels
Roaring Waters (Geo. Larkin)
Universal
2 reels
Rock Bound Brittany (Educational) Fox
1 reel
Ropin' Venus, The (Mustang Series) Universal
2 reels
R.American
ValentinoBeauties
and Eighty-eight Prize-winning Chesterfield (M. P.
Corp.) (S. R.)
3 reels
Secrets of Life (Educational)
Principal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel Feb. 21
Shadow of Suspicion (Eileen Sedgwick) Universal
2 reels
Show Down, The (Art Acord)
Universal
2 reels
Smoke of a Forty-Five, The (Western) Hunt MiUer (S. R.)
Soft Muscles (Benny Leonard)
Ginsberg (S. R.) 2 reela
Song Cartunes (Novelty)
Red Seal Pict. (S. R.) 1 reel
Sporting Judgment (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel Mar 9
Steam Heated Islands (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
Stereoscopiks (Novelty)
Pathe
1 reel (Series) . . .
May 16
Storm King (Edmund Cobb)
Universal
2 reels
Straight
(Harry Carey)
Umversal
reels
Stratford Shootin'
on Avon
Red
Seal Pict. (S. R.) 12 reel
Sunken Silver (Serial)
Pathe
10 episodesApril IS
Surprise Fight, The (Benny Leonard) Henry Ginsberg (S.
R.)
2 reels
Thundering Waters (Novelty)
Sering D. Wilson
(S.R.)
1 reel. . . .Atcil M
Tiger Kill, The (Pathe Review)
Pathe
Traps and Troubles (Sportlight) Pathe
1 reel Mar. 21
Turf Mystery (Serial)
Chesterfield Pict. Corp.
(S. R.)
152 episodes
Talley of Rogues (Western)
Universal
reels . . . Aprfl 18
Van Bibber and the Navy (Earle Foxe) Fox
2 reels
Village School, The (Hodge Podge)
Educational Film
1 reel
Voice of the Nightingale, The (Novelty) Educational 1 reel Mar. Xt
Waitiat For You (Music Film)
Hegerman
Novelties (S.Music
R.)
Wheels of the Pioneers (Billy Mack)
Denver Dixon
2 reels
Where the Waters Divide (Varieties) Fox
1 reel
White Paper (Varieties)
Fo^x
Ireel
Wild West Wallop, The (Edmand Ceb^
Uairersal
2 reels. . .May I«

June

27,
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Feature
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Star
Jangle Law, The
Richard Diz
Paramount
Justice of the Far North
C. B. C. (S. R.) 5500 feet
KJBgs of the Turf
Fox
Kiss
Me
Again
Special
Cast
Wamer Bros
7 reels . . . Jane 6
^iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiinmiimiiiiiiiniiimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiN
Knockout Kid, The Jack Perrin Rayart Pict. Corp. (8. R.)
La Boheme
Lillian Gish
Metro-Goldwyn
Ladies of Leisure
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Lariat, The
WiUian Dwaiosd Universal
and the Lady Special Cast
Aywon (S. R.)
6 reels . . . Ja«. 10
I
Coming
Attractions
| TLaw
saybnaes
Fox Film
Lena Rivers
Special Cast
Arrow
6 reels
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
Lew
Wives
B. P. Schulberg
Life ofTyler's
a Woman
Truart
(S. R.)(S. R.i
6500 feet
Lightnin'
Jay Htmt
Fox
Star
Feature
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Light of Western Stars
Parameunt
Lightning
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Ac« of Spades^ Ike Desmoad-McAUister. . Universal
Lightning
Jack
Jack
Perrin
Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 6000 feet
Ajje of Indescretion
Truart (S. R.) 6800 feet
Lightning
Lover,
The
Reginald
Denny
Universal
a-^rinj <^e6t.
The Henry
Clarke.
. . S600 feet
Lightning Passes, The. . . .Al Ferguson Fleming Prod. (S.R.)
ABMfican
Plnek
Oecnrse Edwards
Walsk Cranfield
Chad wick &Pict
(S. R.)
Lights of New York Marion Davies Metro-Goldwyn
An Enemy of Men
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Limited Mail, The
Warner Bros
As OU Man's Darlioc Latum La Plaate Dniversal
Little
Annie Rooney Mary Pickf ord United Artists
Aaottiar Woman's Ufa ... Ifary Pbllbia Universal
Little
Girl
in
a
Big
City,
A
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Are Parents People? Bronson-Vidor Paramount
7 reels . . . June 6 Live Wire, The
Johnny Hines First National
Adrtecrat.
Tha
Special
Cast
B.
P.
Schnlberg
(S.
R,^
Lodge
in
the
Wilderness
Tiffany
(S. R.) 6500 feet
As If o Man Has Loved Edward Heam
Fox
<00Q0 feet . Feb. 38
Lost Chord, The
Alice Lake
Arrow
6300 feet. .Jan. 3
Aahes
CorinBe GriflUh First Rational
Love
Cargo,
The
House
Peters
Universal
Attantb
First Natiooal
Lover's
Island
Hampton-Klirkwood..
.Assoc.
Exhib
lack Wash
Mary PIckford United Artiats
Loyalties
Special Cast
Fox
Beautiful City
R. Barthelmess First National
Lure of Broadway, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Beauty and the Brute. . . .Norman Kerry Universal
Lying
Wives
Special
Cast
Ivan Abramson (S. R.) 7 reels . . . May 2
Beggar
on
Horseback,
A.
.
Ralston-Nissen
Paramount
6800
feet.
.June
20
Mad
Marriage,
The
Special
Cast
Rosemary Fifans
Beloved Pawn. The Read Howes
Ray art (S. R.)
(S.R.)
6 reels. . .Jan. 10
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Ttn (dog) Wamer Bros
Man
and
the
Moment
Metro-Goldwyn
Baa
Hnr
_ Special
Caat
Metro-GoMwya
Man and the Law, The. . .Thomas Meighan Paramount
Beyond
the I/aw
Jack Hoiie
Universal
Girl, The Bebe Daniels Paramount
Black Cyclone Rex (horse) Pathe
May 30 Manicure
Man on the Box, The .... Sydney Chaplin Wamer Bros
Blackmail
Special Cast
Universal
Man
Without
a ConscienceLouis-Rich _ . . . . Warner Bros 6850 feet. . May 2
Blind Virtne
Special Cast
Atlas Educ. Co. (S. R)
Mare Nostrum
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Bobbed Hair
Prevost-Harlan Wamer Bros
Married
Hypocrites
Fredericks-La Planto . Universal
Bodcd's
Cast
Hepworth
(S.R.)(S. 5300
feet
Marry Me
Special Cast
Paramount
BnhawiianBoy
Girl, The Special
Gladys Cooper
Cianfleld &Dist.
Clarke
B.)
First National
Border Intrigue Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. (S. R.) ... 5 reels . . . June 6 Men of Steel
Merry Widow
Mae Murray Metro-Goldwyn.
Border Women
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
Message
to
Garcia,
A
Metro-Goldwyn
Brown of Harvard
Metro-Goldwyn
Midshipman Sterling Ramon Novarro Metro-Goldwyn
California Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny Universal
Miracle of Life, The Busch-Marmont Assoc. Exhib
Captain Fearless Reginald Denny Universal
Miracle of the Wolves, The
10346 feet . Mar. 7
Charity Ball, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Midnight Flames
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Circle, Ho.
The
Metro-Goldwyn
Miss Vanity
Mary Philbin Universal
Claim
I
Special Cast
Universal
Million Dollar Doll
Asso. Exhib
Clean-Up. The
Richard Talmadge F. B. O
Moonlight Kisses Mary Philbin Universal
CQnging Piagera Special Cact
Universal
Morals
for
Men
Tiffany
(S. R.) 6500 feet
Coast of Folly
GIoHb Swanson Paramount
Coming of Amos
Rod La Rocque Prod. Dist. Corp
Morganson's
Finish
Tiffany
(S. R.) 6500 feet
Napoleon
the
Great
Universal
Count of Luxembourg, TheLarry Semon
Chadwick (S. R.)
Night Life of New York . .Special Cast
Paramount
Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Oats for the Woman Special Cast
Universal
Crashing Through Jack Perrin Ambassador Pict. (S. R.) 5000 feet
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves Anchor Film Dist
Once
to Tamer,
E>very Man
O'Brien-Dove
Pox Film
Outlaw
The
Clayton-F.
Farnum.
.
.Inde.
Pict.Corp
(S. R.)
Dark Angel, The
R. Colman-V. Dana . . . First National
Pace That Thrills^The. . .Ben Lyon
First National
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey Prod. Dist. Corp
Painted Woman, The Kirkwood-Lee Prod. Dist. Corp
Deerslayer, The
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .4780 feet
Pals
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Demon, The
Jack Hoxle
Universal
Part Time Wife, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Detoor
Rod. Dist. Corp
Paths to Paradise Bronson-R. Griffith. . .Paramonnt
Does Marriage Pay
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.)
Peacock Feathers Virginia Valli Universal
Dollar Down
Ruth Rolland Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Peak of Fate,
-.
F.Universal
B. Rogers
Dollar Mark
Mildred Harris-Fraser F. B. O
Phantom
of theThe
Opera Lon Chaney
Doubline (or Cupid Laura La Planta Universal
Police Patrol, The
James Kirkwood Gotham Prod. (S.R.)
Dumb Head
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Pony Express, The Special Cast
Universal
..
last of the Setting Sun ... Constance Talmadge. .First National
Price of Success
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Ermine and Rhinestone
H. F. Jans (S. R.)
Prince, The
Philbhl-Korry Universal
_
Everlasting Whisper, The .Tom Mix
Fox
Purchased Youth Anna Q. Nilaaon F. B. O
■very Woman's Desire
First National
Ouality Street
Metro-Goldwyn
Bva'a Lover
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Quicker 'n Lightning Buffalo Bill
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) 5 reels. .June 13
Exquisite
The .... Special Cast Universal
Metro-Goldwyn
Extra
Man, Sirmer,
The
Quo
Vadis
Emil
Jannings
First National
8945 feet. . . Feb. 28
Racing Blood
Gotham
Prod. (S. R.)
Face to Face
Tlola Dana
Metro-Goldwyn
Reckless Sex, The
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.)
6 reels. . .Fek. 14
Face on the Air, The Evelyn Brent F. B. O
Red Clay
William Desmond Universal
Fair Play
Special Cast
Wm. Stehier (S.R.)
Resurrection
Principal Pict. (S. R.)
Fall of Jerusalem
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .6800 feet
Return of a Soldier Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Faal Pace, The
Special Cast
Arrow
Rime of the Ancient MariFate of a Flirt, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
ner, The
Fox Film
Fighter's
Paradise,
The
..
Rex
Baker
Phil
Goldstone
5000
feet
Road That Led Home, The
Vitagraph
Fighting Romeo, A
Al Ferguson Davis Dist.Div. (S. R.)
Romance
of
an
Actress
Chadwick (S. R.)
Fighting Smile, The Bill Cody
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.) 4630 feet
Romola
Gish Sisters Metr»-Goldwyn Aboot M
Fight to a Finish, A
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
First Tear, The
Special Cast
Fox
reels Dec. is
Flaming Waters
F. B. O
Ropin'
The
Josie Sedgwick
Universal
Rose ofVenus,
the World
Special
Cast
Warner Bros ..„._..
Florrie Meets a GentlemanBarbara La Marr First National
Sally of the Sawdust Fields-Dempster United Artists
Fool, The
Special Cast
Fox
April 25 Salvage
Tmart (S.R.) 6800 feet
Forest of Destiny, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Satan in Sables Lowell Sherman Wamer Bros
Free to Love
C. Bow>R. McEee B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Satan's Son
Special Cast
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Friends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Savages of the Sea Frank Merrill Hercnles (S.R.) 486* (eel . . Maf . 7
FrivoUty
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Scraps
Mary Pickford United Artists
Galloping Dude, The Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict. Corp. (S. R.) 4700 feet
Sea Woman, The
Sweet-McLaglen First National
Going the Limit Richard Holt
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)
Seventh Heaven Special Cast
Pox
Oolden Cocoon
Warner Bros
Shadow
on
the
Wall
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
6«od
Deed
0'I)«t
Wm.
Deamond
Universal
Shadow of the Mosque. . .Odette Taylor Cranfield & Clarke
Goose Woman, The
.„..„.. Universal
Go
West
Buster
Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
R.) (S.R.)
6200 feet
B. (S.
P. Schulberg
Grass
Paramount 10 reels. . .Mar. 7 Shenandoah
Grauatark
Norma Talmadge First National
Shootin'
Square
Jack
Perrin
Ambassador
Pict.
(S.R.)5000
feet
Great Sensation, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Siege
Virginia Valli Ufa
Universal 6424 feet. .June 20
Siegfried
Greatest Thing, The Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
Sign of the Claw
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Gulliver's
Travels
SpecialKenyon
Cast
Universal
Silent Witness
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Halfway Ghl,
The
Doris
First
National
Skyline of Spruce, The Special Cast
Universal
Handsome Brute, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Happy Warrior, The
Vitagraph
Slave
of Fashion, A
Special-Cast
Met-o-Goldwyn
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
Some Pun'kins
Chas.
Ray
Chadwick, (S. R.)
Sorrows of Satan Special Cast
Paramount
Headlines
Alice Joyce
Assoc. Exhib
Souls Adrift
Rosemary Davies Assoc. Exhib
Hearts and Fists
Asso. Exhib
Souls That Pass in the
Hearts and Spangles
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Hell Bent for Heavca
Wamer Bros
Night
SpecialBlythe
Cast
Universal
— .
Span
ef Life
Betty
Banner
Prod., (S. R.)
Hell's Highroad Leatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. Corp
Speed Limit, The
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Heir's Apparent Special Cast
First National
Spook Raach
Hoot Gibson Unfversal 5147 feet. . May 2
Her Father's
Danghtec
F. B. National
O
Her
Sister From
Paris C. Talmadge First
Sporting
Chance
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Steels
of
the
Royal
Hla
Voice Thunder
(dog) Gotham
(S. R.)
Moanted
Vitagraph
Hie Master's
Woman
Special Cast
Whitman Prod.
Betmett.
. . 7 reels
Stella Dallas
First National
„
Home Maker, The Alice Joyce
Universal
How Baxter Batted la
Warner Bros
Strange
Metro-Goldwyn
Stranger Bedfellows
ef the North Richard Trav«rs Assoc.
Exhib.
6 reels ... Ja^ S
Hurricane
Trtiart (S. R.) 6800 fee*
Storm Breakers, The House Peters Universal
ru Tell The World Richard Dix
Paramount
Invisible Wounds
First Natienal
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Chadwick Pict. (SJl.)
bwa Horse, The
FexFUmCorp 11836 feet. .9^ IS San Op
Metro-Gold;wyn
Super Speed
Reed Howes
Rayart
(S. R.)
John Forrest
Henry Edwards Craafleld * Clarke
(S.R.) eooe feet.. „ ...»
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Feature
Wonder Book, The (Series)
Zowie (Stereoscopik)

Distributed by Length Keviewed
Sering D. Wilson. . .SOOfeet
Pathe
1 reel
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Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Tearing Loose
Wally Wales
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) . .4900 feet. .June 13
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante Universal
May 30
Temptress
Metro-Goldwyn
Ten
Commandments
Special
Cast
Paramount
9980
feet.
Jan.
5-24
Ten to Midnight
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tsnderfoot, The
Jack Hoxie
TTniTcrsal
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
That Man from Arizona. . .I».Eevier-W.Falrb»nkaF. B. O
This Woman
Special Caat
Fox
Three Faces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Tides of Passioa Mae Marsh
Vitagraph
«279 feet. .Ma^ 9
Tim her Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Too Much Youth Richard Holt
Genoa Plct 4*90 feet. .Fob. 23
Tower of Lies
Chaney-Shearer Metro-Goldwyn
Trailing Shadows Edmond Lowe Fox Fifaa
Trapped in tk« ^ow
Country
Rin-Tm-Tta (dog) .... Warmer Bra*
Travelin' Fast
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.)Pict. (S. i5600 feet
Travis Coup. The
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Twin Sister, The
Constance Talmadge.. First National
Unchastened Woman, The. Theda Bara
Chadwick iS. R.)
Unholy
Three
Lon
Unknown Lover, The Elsie Chaney
Ferguson Metro-Goldwyn
Vitagraph
Up and t 'Em
Jack Perrin Ambassador
R.^ Pict. (S.5000 feet
Vanishing American, The. Richard Dix
Paramount

N

ewspaper

{Continued from pa(/c 3191)
"Stop Flirting" — Producers Distributing Corp.— Forum, Los
Angeles
Los Angeles Examiner: "Xot in
many years has tlie screen shown
such
as 'Stop
now ata comedy
the Forum.
Not, Flirting.'
in fact,
in about fifteen years. Some of
the younger movie fans have probfilm. It"s
such astuff
ably never seen
knock-down,
drag-out
of the
pre-Chaplin era.
"And the funniest thing about
it is — it's funny. Early in the
picture your better judgment
takes the air, your self-respect
passes into a coma, and you join
in the chorus of guffaws that
waxes stronger with every reel.
"It may not be edifying — but
neither is a ride on the Jack Rabbit at Ocean Park. They both have
entertainment value of their kind,
and it's about the same kind.
'Stop Flirting' is drawing capacity
audiences, and pleasing them
mightily.
"It may fairly be called a comedy hit — everybody gets hit with
something, and some get hit with
everything. And it cannot be
called a flop, even though they all
take turns flopping on their dorsal vertebrae and going on hackwards to complete the spinal circuit."
"Don 0, Son of Zorro"— United
Artists, Globe, New York
Times: " 'Don Q, Son of Zorro,'
is just as full of new ideas as the
average Fairbanks effort. With a
whip for a weapon he stirred an
audience to many an outburst of
genuine merriment and at the end
there was a peal of applause. It
is a swift picture with plenty of
pleasing surprises and action. It
has an ideal part for Mr. Fairbanks. This is a photoplay which
creates no end of mirth and sustains the interest all through. It
probably will prove to be a far
more satisfactory box office asset
than 'The Thief of Bagdad.' "
Herald-Tribune: "The sets and
the settings are magnificent, and
thephotography is beautiful. Xever
for a moment does the picture
seem too long, so we know that all
of it must have been interesting.

N ew s

Feature
Star
Distributed by Length Reviewed
Viennese Medley Special Cast
First National
What Will People Say
Metro-Golawyn
Wheel, Honor
The
Special Cast
Fox
'.\\\
When
Ends 'Richard
Dix
Paramount
Where
the Worst Begins
Truart D.(S.Wilson
R.l (S. R.J
8005 feet....'.'.'.'.!!
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan Sering
White Outlaw, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
!
Why Girls Go Back Home
Warner Bros
Wild Girl
Truart (S. R.) 5800 feet
Wild Bull's Lair, The Fred Thomson F. B. O
Wild Ridin'
Buck Jones
Fox
Winds of Chance A. NUsson-B. Lyon . . .First National
Winning of Barbara Worth
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Wise
Guy,Carson
TheOver the Lefty Flynn
F. B. O
With Kit
Great Divide Special Cast
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Without Mercy
Prod. Dist. Corp
Woman Hater
Chadwick-Brooks Warner Bros
Woman Scorned, A
Pola Negri
Paramount
!
Women
Banner F>rod. fS. R.)
Women and Wives
Metro-Goldwyn
World's Woman,
Illusion,The
The
Worst
Special Cast
B.Metro-Goldwyn
P. Schulberg (S.R.i
Wrong Coat, The
Tiffany (S. R.) 6500 feet
Wrongdoers, The
L. Barrymore Astor Dist. Corp
Yoke, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
You Can't Live on Love. . .Reginald Denny Universal
.'.

Opinions

Where one enemy was slain in
previous Fairbanks pictures, ten
are slain in "Don Q.' It is a bigger
and better picture. Don't miss
World: "It is as winning and
exuberant a Douglas Fairbanks as
you ever have seen that cracTcs the
whip in 'Don Q.' Of the star it is
likely that almost everyone will
approve.
Fairbanks
er made aDouglas
scene sitting
downnev-in
his life, and probably no picture
wliich he it."'
ever has made has found
him more actively eni
the business at hand."
American : " 'Don Q, Son of
Zorro,' with Douglas Fairbanks
dashing light-heartedly through
the title role, not only has all the
charm of his former productions
but several added delights all its
own. If you want to forget your
every-day worries, or lose yourself
in the gallantries of another age,
or just gain enough courage to
talk l)ack to a traffic cop, don't miss
it. It is the finest tale of adventure that has ever been screened."
Telegraph : '"Douglas Fairbanks in 'Don Q. Son of Zorro'
provides, first and last, a picture
of supreme entertainment, and
just about as perfect a production

Picture

on

N

ew

JTeatures

as any the writer has seen.
There isn't a doubt of its boxoffice possibilities and for sheer entertainment, scenic beauty and
general interest it is far above the

although the two productions are
as dissimilar as it would be possito make what
them. could
In 'Thebe Thief
lie bleshowed
done
with fantasy, while here he revels

Daily News: "'Don Q. Son of
average."besides Ijeing a perfect exZorro,'
ample of showmanship, is the best
picture Douglas Fairbanks ever
made. The picture has dash,
charm, and an abundance of bubbling wit. It is a movie for everybody from seven to seventy, and
there are no rules to keep away
under or over that mark."
Mirror: " 'Don Q. Son of Zorro'
is
Douglas and
Fairbanks'
production,
we do notgreatest
slight
■Robin Hood' or any of his
previous brilliant productions in
saying this — but it stands in a
glorious class, all by itself, as the
most marvelous melodrama ever
produced. It is a screen masterpiece. It shows aIt wealth
and of thought.
is rich ofin eft'ort
color
and meteoric in its speedy development. The sets are superb."
Evening World : "Douglas
Fairbanks has hit the bulls-eye
again.
In 'Don
Q, Son of
Zorro.'
he
exhibited
a feature
every
bit

is
goingmelodrama.
to be on Broadway
in only
gripping
'Don Q"
for eight weeks, but probably by
that time everybody who believes
in good movies will have an opportunitv to see it. Don't miss
Post : "The appearance of a
new Douglas Fairbanks picture is
always an event, and the premiere
at the Globe theatre seemed more
of an event than usual because
'Don Q, Son of Zorro' is one of the
most entertaining films that has
ever emerged from the Fairbanks
studio. Those who saw and
thrilled at 'The Mark of Zorro'
some years ago have the same sort
of treat in store for them, considerably magnified in proporSun: '"Swift, exciting, good
it."
humored and picturesque — that
string of adjectives describes
"Don Q. Son of Zorro,' the latest
effort of the bouncing Douglas
Fairbanks which aroused honest
resounding palm pounding.
andtion."
All parties who had a finger in
the picture have done first rate
work, and there is no reason why
'Don Q, Son of Zorro' cannot
style itself the best motion picture melodrama of 1925 — as, for-

as good as 'The Thief of Bacrdad.'

Journal:
sooth, it is." "'Don Q, Son of
Zorro' is dramatic, dashing and
decidedlybankswell
worth seeing.
is absolutely
perfectFair-in
his role. Fairbanks makes his
fans wait a whole year for his
picture
— but, waiting
believe
jne, this appearances
one was worth
for. 'Don Q.' is the best picture
he has ever made, from the
standpoint of sheer entertain-

The carpenters have been busy of late at the Christie studios in Hollywood, building additions to the house of comedy. Here is a $25,000
addition to the fun factory, in course of construction.

Telegram: "Douglas Fairbanks
is up to his old tricks again—
and a power of new ones. In
Don Q, Son of Zorro' he achieves
thement."
greatest
of hisis career with a triumph
picture that
as
fast as a streak of lightning and
much more certain in the way it
always hits the mark for which
it seems destined."

Orpheum

Final

Proof

Acceptance

of

Mr. C. C. HAMILTON/Supt. of Construction
of Orpheum Circuit, Inc., says "The Success
of the theatre depends in a great measure upon the perfection and quality of projection."
Where QUALITY and BETTER
Pictures are Featured
THE
MOTIOGRAPH^DeLUXE]
Is Invariably Selected
IT IS
THE HEAVY DUTY
PROJECTOR
Ask The Man Who
Uses One!
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